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Relative 80
Cost of Building Construction 190
Cost of Building Construction, Rela
tive 144
Cost of Building in Massachusetts. . 191
Cost of Building, Present and Past. 110
Cost of Fire Protection 332
Cost of Frame and Concrete Build
ings, Relative 166
Cost of Laying Concrete Blocks... 154
Cost of Stone and Concrete Cellar
Walls, Relative 134
Cost of Work on a Building, Esti
mating 27
Costs of Labor, Estimating 303
Cottage, A Low Cost 23
Cottage at Boulder, Colorado, A
Stone 285
Cottage, Design for a Summer .... 132
Cottage, Floor Plans for Small 408
Cottage, Floor Plans Wanted for
Small 236
Cottage, Heating a 333
Cottage of Concrete Veneer, A 404
Cottages, Some Cheap English 33
Council Bluffs, Iowa, Colonial Res
idence in 253
Country Buildings, Hollow Terra
Cotta for 103
Country Home, Cold Storage House
for a 228
Country House, The Sanitation of
a 34
Country Job, Practical Plumbing
in a 279
Country Life in a Flat 252
Country Life iu America 384
Court House and the Recent Earth
quake, Humboldt County 304
Court of Reinforced Concrete,
Hand Ball 331
Covering? What is the Best Roof. . 373
Cracks in Plastered Walls, Repair
ing 268
Cracks in Plastered Walls to Pre
vent Striking Through New
Paint, Treating Cut-out 374
Creosote in Chimneys, Cause of,

26, 96, 133
Crescent Angle Band Saw, The. May 52
Crescent Expansion Bolt, The
Evans Sept 54
Crescent Panel Band Saw, The

Nov. 55
Criticism of " Building Methods in
England" 334
Criticism of First Prize Design in
$6500 House Competition 164
Cupboard Turn Feb. 55
Curves, Drawing Grecian 313
Custom House, Heating and Ven
tilating the New 316
Cuts and Bevels of Rafters, Ob
taining 134
Cuts in Estimating Heating Work,
Short 268
Cuts in Framing, Short 236
Cuts for Hoppers, Bevel 406
Cutting a Corner, Method of 269
Cutting in a Threshold 306

D

Dairy Barn of Plank Frame Con
struction 397
Damage to San Francisco's Build
ings Due to Poor Mortar 254
Damp Proof, Making Brick Walls. 117
Data for Contractors and Engineers,
Hand Book of Cost 107
Day System, The Eight Hour 163
Dav's Work for a Carpenter, Av
erage 16], 234, 304
Deadening a Ceiling 336, 409
Death of a Providence Architect.. 349
Death of Architect G. W. Cady 316
Death of John Simonds 349
Death of Peter J. McGuire 142
Decision, An Important Legal 10
Deck Roof, Finding Lengths and
Bevels of Jack Rafters for. .24, 56, 95
Decoration of Morris High School
Building 144
Decoration, Shingles for Interior.. 309
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Decorations, Sheet Metal for In
terior Nov. 53
Defends " Western Builder," Mr.
Odell 59
Defiance Combination Saw Table

Dec. 56
Demolition of Broadway Tabernacle 274
Denver, Records Broken in Building
in 191

Depot, A California Railroad 383
Description of Materials 416
Design, A Theatre of Novel 250
Design for a Seven-Room School-
house 362

Design for a Store Front 55
Design for a Summer Cottage 132
Design of Hard Wood Mantel .March 55
Design Wanted for Stable and Car
penter Shop 236
Designs for Doors of Chapel of
Naval Academy 72
Designations of Materials Fur
nished 172

Details of Bathroom Trim 60
Details of Stair Construction
Wanted 134
Detroit and Wayne County, The
Architects' and Builders' Direct
ory of 203
Detroit, Mich., Trade School at 312
Detroit Y. M. C. A., Winter Term
of T2

Developing a Valley Rafter 56
Device for Cleaning Pipe Sewers ... 26
Diamond Expansion Shields. March 55
Diehl Sash Hangers and Separable
Hinge June 51
Dining-Room, Cabinet Work for
the Carpenter, The 101

Directory and Specification Index
for 1905-1906, The Architects'... 72
Directory of Detroit and Wayne
County, The Architects and Build
ers 203
Disadvantages of Subcontracting. . . 271
Disaster and the Present Building
Situation, The San Francisco 175
Disaster, Apropos of the San Fran
cisco 189
Dlsston Saws Aug. 53
" Dog Trot House," Plans Wanted
for 97
Dome, Reinforced Cement 48
Door Catch, Ideal Automatic. .May 52
Door Catch, Universal Screen. Sept. 55
Door Check and Spring, Barnett's
New Oct. 53
Door Hanger, Heavy Barn, Ware
house and Fire Aug. 53
Door Jambs and Hanging Doors,
Setting 336
Door Latch, Wagner's Sliding Barn.

May 53
Door Securer, The Taylor Burglar
Proof Sept 52
Door Spring, The Geran Sept. 56
Door Track and Hanger, Luitlnk's
Adjustable June 50
Doors, A Method of Hanging 270
Doors and Blinds, Weights of Win
dows 251
Doors, English Method of Fitting. . 249
Doors for Chapel of Naval Acade
my, Designs for 72
Doors, Hanging Double Sliding 97
Doors In Canada, Hanging 135
Doors, Morgan's Veneered June 52
Doors, Pivot Hinges and Attach
ments for Stone Sept. 53
Doorways of New York Houses... 76
Draftsman, Civil Service Examina
tion for Architectural 252
Draftsmen's T-Square No. 171..June 51
Draw Stroke Trimmer, Perkins. Feb. 55
Drawing at Y. M. C. A, Architec
tural 349
Drawing Board Stand, Adjustable
Folding 302
Drawing for the Builder, Perspec
tive 20, 68
Drawing Grecian Curves 313
Drum Sander, Triple Nov. 54
Dunn's Cement Brick and Stone
Machine

Dutch-Colonial Frame Dwelling, A. 75
Dwelling, A Dutch-Colonial Frame. . 75
Dwelling, A Sheet Metal Covered. . 35
Dwelling and Officeof Hollow Block
Construction 39
Dwelling House Construction, Use
of Metal Lath In 163
Dwelling Houses, Heating 40
Dwelling of Concrete Block and
Frame Construction 155
Dwelling, Roof Plan for Two-Story. 237
Dwelling, Roof Plan Wanted for
Two-story 135
Dwelling Without a Chimney, A Pri
vate 129
Dwellings, Congress for Improving
Health in 284

Earthquake and Fire, The San
Francisco 347
Earthquake and the Lumber Trade,
The 231
Earthquake, Humboldt County
Court House and the Recent 304
Earthquake Proof, Steel Frame
Buildings 190
Eave Trough Hanger, The Batdorff,

July 70
Edge Tool Company, The Reliance,

Jan. 54
Edwards Metal Ceilings and Side-
walls Aug. 53
Edwards Metal Shingle, The. .April 54
Edwards New Gothic Celling Plate,
The July 68
Edwards Perfect Hip Shingles, The,

Nov. 52
Efflorescence on Brick Walls 294
Egyptian Building : 225
Eight Hour Day System, The 163
Eight-Room Frame House, An 3
Electric Floor Scraper, The... June 50
Electric Miter Machine, Eureka,

March 54
Electric Miter Saw Dec. 53
Electric Motors In Wood Working
Shops 361
Electric Wiring Plans, Standard
Symbols for 367
Elevation Wanted, Roof Plan or. . . 135
Elevator Apartment House 225
Elevator, New Hand-Power Oct. 55
Ellipse of any Size, Instrument for
Drawing an 374
Employees of Industrial Establish
ments, Mutual Relief Funds for. . 142
Employees Twice a Month, Paying. 316
Employer Pays School Fees 73
Employers' Association of Roofers
and Sheet Metal Workers, New
York City. United 107
Enameled Ceilings and Side Walls,
Encaustic Metal April 53
Enameled Lavatory Catalogue,
Wolff's Jan. 56
Encaustic Metal Celling Oct 55
Encaustic Metal Enameled Ceilings
and Side Walls April 53
Encouragement to Young Builders.. 164
Engine, Carlln Gasoline Hoisting,

Nov. 56
Engineering Tables, Structural .... 417
Engineers' Club Foundation Stone,
Laying the 43
Engineers' Estimates, Architects'
Certificates and 343
Engineers. Hand Book of Cost Data
for Contractors and : 107
England, Building Methods in.. 314, 409
England, Cheap Houses in 51
England, Criticism of Building
Methods in 334
England, Saw Mills in 243
England. Trade School Idea in 118
English Carriage House and Stable.
An 105
English Cottages, Some Cheap 33
English Method of Fitting Doors. . . 249
English Plan of Arbitration, An 70
Erection of Lightning Rods 154
Estimates. Architects' Certificates
and Engineers' 343
Estimating, Blank Forms for.. Dec. 55

Estimating Cost of Work on a
Building. 27
Estimating Costs of Labor 303
Estimating Heating Work, Short
Cuts In 60,268
Estimating System in 192, 305
Estimator, The Lightning 141
Estimator's Price Book and Pocket
Companion, The 173
Estimating Roof Construction 407
Eureka Electric Miter Machlne.Mar. 54
Evans Crescent Expansion Bolt,
The Sept 54
Evansville, Ind., Annual Meeting of
the Builders' Exchange at 108
" Evening Post," New Building for.. 51
Everett-McAdam Blue Print
Machine, The Dec. 54
Examination for Architectural
Draftsman, Civil Service 252
Excelsior Wire Wail Ties Aug. 52
Exchange Building, New Stock 403
Exchanges Association, Proposed
Builders' 349
Exchanges, Convention of Builders' 301
Exchanges, Minnesota State Asso
ciation of Builders' 44
Exercises of Mechanics' Trade
School, Closing 174
Exercises of the Mechanics' Insti
tute, Closing 174
Exercises of the New York Trade
School, Commencement 168
Exhibit of Work at Baron De
HIrsch Trade School 108
Exhibition, Home Builders' 393
Exhibition of the Society of Ameri
can Artists, Annual 38
Expansion Bolt, The Crescent..Sept. 54
Expansion Shields, Diamond. March 55
Experiment in House Building,
Novel 238
Exposed Piping Unobjectionable... 1
"Extra Work," Building Law Re
garding 250
Extras, Charges for 172

Face Work, Turning 28
Factory Chimney, Lightning's
Pranks With a 315
Fancy Articles for Pyrogravure
Treatment 121
Fastener, The Taylor Ventilating
Window July 68
Fastening Sash Cord to the Sash. . . 271
Favorite Sand Cement Brick
Machine Jan. 56
Fees, Employer Pays School 73
Felt and Gravel Roofing, Some
Comments on 70
Filer, New Britain Band Saw.. Feb. 57
Fillers, Some Comment on Wood. . . 124-
Finish, Fir, Spruce and Hemlock
for Interior 375, 404
Finishing, Architectural Hard Wood 203
Finishing Georgia Pine 141
Finishing Hard Wood Floors, Lay
ing and 7, 52, 85, 383
Finishing Outer Surface of Concrete
\Valls 284
Finding Lengths and Bevels of
Rafters 25
Fir, Spruce and Hemlock for In
terior Finish 375, 404
Fire Door Hanger, Heavy Barn,
Warehouse and Aug. 53
Fire Escape Bracket, Resistance of
Brick Wall to " Pull "of 162
Fire Insurance Risks, Advancing. . 332
Fireplace In the Home, The 285
Fireproof Building Materials, San
itary Flooring and Aug. 52
Fireproof Buildings, Taxes on 280
Fireproof Flooring Made from
Wood 296
Fireproof Frame and Sash, The
Phoenix Jan. 55
Fireproof Hospital Building In San
Francisco 32
Fireproof Residence, A Novel 412
Fireproof Sandstone 418
Fireproof Warehouse, A Strictly... 210
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Flreproofed Steel Construction 204
Fire Protection, Cost of 332
Fire, Reinforced Concrete and the
San Francisco 200
Fire Resisting Construction tn Lon
don 15
Fire Resisting Roof Coverings 232
Fire, " Slow Burning Construction "

In the San Francisco 340
Firestop, The Trinity Building as a 84
Fire Sufferers, Portable Houses for 322
Fire, The San Francisco Earth
quake and 347
Fire Underwriters' Opinion on Con
crete Construction 207
Fire Waste in United States 22
Fire, When Not Responsible for
Loss of Lumber by 343
First Prize Design in $6500 House
Competition, Criticism of 164" Fixtures," When Gas Appliances
Are Not 172
Flashing, Shingling Valleys With
out 97, 163, 269
Flat, Country Life in a 252
"Flat" House, A Three-Family
Apartment or 317
Flexite Aug. 54
Floor Construction, New German.. 93
Floor Hinge, Improved Columbian

Oct. 52
Floor Oil, the "Knodust" Oct 52
Floor Plans Wanted for Small Cot
tage 236
Floor Plans for Small Cottage 408
Floor, Preparing a Canvas Covered
Porch 84
Floor Scraper, The Electric. . .June 50
Floor Scraper, The Little Giant. May 52
Floor Surfacing Machine, American

April 52
Floor Surfacing Machine, The Run-
some Jan. 54
Floor Without Waxing, Finishing
a Yellow Pine 338
Floors and Borders, Parquet. .Aug. 54
Floors, Laying and Finishing Hard
wood 7, 52, 85, 96, 383
Floors, Wainscoting, &c., Monolith

Dec. 52
Floors, Woodwork and Furniture,
Treatment for Sept 52
Flooring and Fireproof Building
Materials, Sanitary Aug. 52
Flooring Made from Wood, Fire
proof 296
Flues, Location of Registers and... 23
Folding Drawing Board Stand, Ad
justable 302
Folding Miter Box, The Victor. Aug. 55
Folding Miter Box Wanted, A Sat
isfactory 271
Folding Rule, Bender's Slide and

Oct. 54
Foote Saw Filing Guide, The. Oct. 53
Ford's Brace Screw Driver.. July 69
Foreign Corporation Has Right to
File Lien 172
Forest City Blind Stile Bit Feb. 54
Forms for Estimating, Blank.. Dec. 55
Forms of Concrete Reinforcement.. 11
Foster-Munger Company, Catalogue
of The Feb. 56
Foundation Stone. Laying the En
gineers' Club 43
Foundations, Cement Coated Resi
dence with Hollow Block 205
Foundations, Concrete Piles for 238
Foundations for Frame Buildings. 131
Foundation Work, Some Difficult. . . 144
Fox Machine Company, Victory for

Nov. 52
Fox's Gauge Square Nov. 55
Frame and Concrete Buildings, Rel
ative Cost of 166
Frame and Sash, The Phoenix Fire-'
proof Jan- 55
Frame Building? Is Concrete Chim
ney Safe for 304
Frame Carriage House and Stable,
A 128
Frame Construction, Dwelling of
Concrete Block and 155
Frame Construction Rat Proof,
Making Balloon 334

Frame Dwelling, A Dutch Colonial. 75
Frame House, An Eight-Room 3
Frame Houses, Brick vs 208
Frame Residence at Riverhead,
Long Island, N. Y 385
Frame Residence In Worcester,
Mass., Brick Veneer and 351
Frame Structures, Relative Cost of
Brick and 80
Frames, Bogenberger Metal Win
dow July 70
Framing an Octagonal Tower 408
Framing a Gambrel Roof Barn 236
Framing, Short Cuts in 133, 230
France, Roofs of Old Houses in 33
Frisco's Furnace, Through Oct. 52
Frost Resistance of Bricks, Porosity
and 16
Frosting, Constructing Show Win
dows to Prevent 387
Fuel Investigations, Report on the
Government 142
Fund for Building Purposes, San
Francisco's Relief 299
Furnace, Through 'Frisco's Oct 52
Furniture for Porch and Lawn.... 226
Furniture, Some "Mission Style".. 335
Furniture, Treatment for Floors,
Woodwork and Sept 52

Gambrel Roof Barn, Framing a 236
Gambrel Roofs of Different Spans,
Finding Angles of 27
Garages, Sheet Metal 142
Garwood Steam Heater April 53
Gas Appliances are not " Fixtures,"
When 172
Gas Heating In St Petersburg 38
Gas Piping in Houses 35
Gasoline Hoisting Engine, Carlin

Nov. 56
Gauge Hatchet and Hammer, King
ston's Sept. 53
Gauge Square, Fox's Nov. 55
Gauge, Wagner's Shingle Nov. 52
Geetzy Air Molstener, The Feb. 54
Geometrical Handrailing, Problem
in 196, 327
Geometrical Planning, Gothic 160
Geometrical Stairway Construction,
Problem in 119
Geometrical Stairway, Treatment of 305
Geran Door Spring, The Sept 56
German Floor Construction, New . . 93
Glasgow, Carpenter's Strike in 29
Glue, Recipe for Liquid 236, 336
Gothic Ceiling Plate, The Edwards
New July 68
Gothic Geometrical Planning 160
Government Fuel Investigations,
Report on the 142
Grades and Amount of Lumber. . . . 290
Grain in Bins, Pressure of 26
Graining, Ancient and Modern.... 173
Grammes' Circular Saw Vise. .Dec. 53
Gravel Roofs, Laying Tar and 94
Gravel Roofing, Some Comments on
Felt and 70
Grecian Curves, Drawing 313
Green Shingle Stain, Moss 24S
Greenhouse Construction 151
Greenhouse Construction, Rein
forced Concrete in 390
Grinding Machine, American Auto-
matie Knife Aug. 52
Grindstone, The Norka Tubular
Frame Dec. 55
Growth of the Correspondence
School Idea Dec. 55
Growth of the United Brotherhood
of Carpenters and Joiners of
America 393Guide, The Carpenters' 34Guide, The Foote Saw Filing. .Oct. 53
Gutter Construction 011Roofs 338

H

Hammer Blow Saw Set, The Bishop,
Feb! 54

Hammer, Bricklayer's Sept. 54

Hammer, Kingston's Gauge-Hatchet
and

SfPt- gHammers, The Maydole Jan. 00
Hand Ball Court of Reinforced Con-
crete 331
Hand Book of Cost Data for Con-
tractors and Engineers 107
Handbook, Wiring 315
Hand Power Cement Shingle Ma
chine Oot- 54
Hand Power Elevator, New Oct. 55
Hand Rail at Top of Straight Flight
of Stairs, Twist for 302
Handrail for Well Hole at Top of
Straight Flight of Stairs 236, 270
Handrailing, Problem in Geometric
al 196, 327
Hand Tool Cases, Carpenters'. .July 70
Handy Saw, The Sept 56
Hanger, Heavy Barn, Warehouse
and Fire Door Aug. 53
Hanger, Luitlnk's Adjustable Door
Track and June 50
Hanger, The Batdorff Eave Trough,

July 70
Hanger, The Wizard Tandem Ad
justable Sept 56
Hangers and Separable Hinge, Dlehl
Sash June 51
Hangers for I-Beams, Lanz Joist

April 54
Hanging Doors, A Method of 270
Hanging Doors in Canada 135
Hanging Doors, Setting Door Jambs
and 336
Hanging Double Sliding Doors 97
Hanging Inside Blinds 271
Hardwood Finishing, Architectural. 203
Hardwood Floors, Laying and Fin
ishing 7, 52,85,96, 383
Hardwood Mantel, Design of.March 55
Hatchot and Hammer, Kingston's
Gauge Sept. 53
Hatchet Attachment, Shingling 131
Health In Dwellings, Congress for
Improving 284
Health Laws, Progress In American
Schools in Regard to 89
Heater, Garwood Steam April 53
Heating a Cottage 333
Heating and Ventilating a Notable
Church Building 156
Heating and Ventilating a School-
house 247
Heating and Ventilating the New
Custom House 316
Heating Apparatus, School 301
Heating Dwelling Houses 40
Heating in St. Petersburg, Gas 88
Heating Plant A Novel 6
Heating Work, Short Cuts In Esti
mating 60, 268
Hebrew Technical Institute, Com
mencement Exercises of the 238
Hemlock for Interior Finish, Fir,
Spruce and 375, 404
Hendricks' Commercial Register of
the United States for Buyers and
Sellers 347Herrick Refrigerator, The New. Feb. 54Ilight's Union Combination Square,

May 53
Hinge, Diehl Sash Hangers and Sep
arable June 51Hinge, Improved Columbian Floor,

Oct. 52
Hinges and Attachments for StoneDoors, Pivot Sept. 53Hip and Valley Rafters, Bevels of. . 407
Hip Rafters, Backing 235, 30GHip Shingle, The Butler May 52
Hip Shingles, The Edwards Perfect,

Nov. 52History of White Pine Tree 129
Hitches and Splices for the Building Mechanic, Knots. 260, 291, 323, 365Hitches, Scaffold Knots and 71, 97Hod, Totin' the 272Hoffman House, Addition to! '.

'

32Hoisting Engine, Carlin Gasoline,
Nov. 56Holder, An Automatic Sash Aug. 52
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Hollow- Wall Silo, Wooden " Forms "
for 374
Home Builders' Exhibition 393
Home, The Fireplace in the 285
Hood's Lumberman's and Builders'
Ready Reckoner March 54
Hoppers, Bevel Cuts for 406
Hopper Bevels, Rules for Finding
Various 370
Hoppers, Bevels for 334
Horse Repository, Palatial 118
Hospital Building in San Francisco,
Fireproof 32
Hotel at Tullahoma, Tenn 350
Hotel Building, Rapid 84
Hotel Lock with Indicator Dec. 56
Hotel, London's New Steel Frame. . 328
Hotel, New York's Latest 109
Hotel of Reinforced Concrete and
Hollow Tile 140
Hotel, The New Plaza 255
Honse, A Concrete Apartment 393
House, A Three-Family Apartment
or " Flat." 317
House, An Bight-Room Frame 3
House and Stable, A Frame Car
riage 128
Honse and Stable, An English Car
riage 105
House Building, Novel Experiment
In 238
House Competition, Criticism of
First Prize Design in $6,500 164
House Construction, Use of Metal
Lath in Dwelling 163
House. Converting a Warehouse Into
an Opera 58
House, Elevator Apartment 225
House for a Country Home, Cold
Storage 228
House Hints 141
House in America, The Oldest 152
Bouse Interior Arranged Like a
Ship. 326
House Lighting, Suburban 78
House, New Astor Apartment 80
House of " A. S. W.," Roof Plans for 134
House of Italian Villa Type 266
Home, Roof Plans for " A S. W.'s " 165
House Plans Wanted 165
House," Plans Wanted for "Dog
Trot. 97
House, The Sanitation of a Country. 34
House, The School 203
House, Truss Roof for Club 336
House Wanted, Plan of Ice 338
Houses, Brick vs. Frame 208
Houses, Competition in $6,500—
First Prize Design Ill
Houses, Competition In $6,500—Sec
ond Prize Design 145
Houses, Competition in $6,500—
Third Prize Design 179
Houses, Doorways of New York. . . 76
Houses for Fire Sufferers, Portable 322
Houses for Panama Canal, Portable 267
Houses for the Working Classes. ... 1
Houses from " Carpentry and Build
ing " Plans, Building 304
Houses, Gas Piping in 35
Houses, Heating Dwelling 40
Houses in England, Cheap 51
Houses In France, Roofs of Old 33
Houses, Model Tenement 350
Houses, Modern Workmen's 321
Houses, Phipps Model Tenement... 123
Houses, Some Observations on Ce
ment 287
Houses, Wigwam Portable May 52
Household Illumination 143
Hubbard Window Sash Lock, The

Jan. 50
Humboldt Court House and the Re
cent Earthquake 304

I

Ice House Wanted, Plan of 338
Ideal Automatic Door Catch.. May 52
Ideal Concrete Block Machine

Feb. 56, Aug. 54
Ideal Concrete Machinery Company,
Plant of June 51
Ideal Ventilator, The March 54
Illumination, Household 143
Imitation Quartered Oak, Making. 418

nclinometer, The Semicircular
Level, Plumb and Oct 56
ndex for 1905-1906,The Architects'
Directory and Specification 72
ndicator, Hotel Lock with Dec. 56
ndorsed, Mr. Odell's Methods 25
ndustrial Establishments, Mutual
Relief Funds for Employees of. . 142
ndustrial Schools, State Aid to... 23:1
nk Rendering, Pen and 68
nqulries, Acknowledgment of An
swers to 269
nside Blinds, Hanging 271
nstitute, Classes at the Mechanics' 383
nstltute, Closing Exercises of the
Mechanics' 174
nstitute of Architects, Officers of
American 72
nstructlon for Registered Appren
tices, Trade 402
nstructlon Imparted, Quality of... 74
nstructlon to Apprentices in a Bal
timore Shop 252
nstrument for Drawing an Ellipse
of any Size 374
Insurance Risks, Advancing Fire . . . 332
"nterior Decorations, Sheet Metal
for Nov. 53
nterior Finish, Fir, Spruce and
Hemlock, for 370, 40-1
nternatlonal Correspondence
Schools, Anniversary of the 348
nvestlgations, Report on the Gov
ernment Fuel 142
owa Brick and Tile Association... 72
talian Villa Type, An Apartment
House of 266

Jack, Acme Ball Bearing Feb. 55
Jack Rafters for Deck Roof, Finding
Lengths and Bevels of 24, 56, 95
Jambs and Hanging Doors, Setting
Door 336
Johnson's Prepared Wax Jan. 55
Joist Hangers for 1-Beams, Lanz

April 54
Joiners of America, Growth of the
United Brotherhood of Carpen
ters and 393

K

Kabn Trussed Bar, Tests Concern
ing the Aug. 55
Kawneer Store Front Construction

Aug. 54
Kelghley Metal Ceilings June 52
Kerflng Moldings for Circular Work 237
Keyhole Saw Nov. 54
Kid Covered Pocket Steel Tape, Feb. 54
Kingston's Gauge Hatchet and
Hammer Sept 53
Kingston's Ladder Bracket ... Dec. 55
Kingston's New Roofing Bracket. . .

Nov. 53
Kink in Stair Building, A 345
Kit, the " Napanoch " Pocket Knife
Tool March 55
Kitchens and Pantries, Arrange
ment of 263
Knabe & Co., Building for William. 150
Knife Grinding Machine, American
Automatic Aug. 52
Knife Tool Kit, The " Napanoch "
Pocket March 55
"Knodust" Floor Oil, The Oct. 52
Knots and Hitches. Scaffold 71, 97
Knots, Hitches and Splices for the
Building Mechanic

260. 291, 323, 305, 394
Knots for Tying Sash Cord. .24, 57, 230

Labor and Materials, Description of 343
Labor Bills Relating to Picketing. . 107
Labor, Estimating Costs of 303
Labor Laws of Massachusetts 401
Labor Situation in San Francisco,
The 309

Labor Unions and the New San
Francisco 267
Labor Unions, Fewer Strikes by
British 29
Labor Unions, The Rights of 391
Laboratory in Chicago, New Test
ing 74
Ladder Bracket, Kingston's. . .Dec. 55
Landmark, An Old Broadway 243
Lanz Joist Hangers for I -Beams...

April 54
Large Paper Mill 369
Latch, Wagner's Sliding Barn Door

May 53
Lath Construction, Patent Plaster
and Metal 192
Lath In Dwelling House Construc
tion, Use of Metal 163
Lathe, Attachment for Wood Turn
ing 132
Lavatory Catalogue, Wolffs Enam
eled Jan. 56
Law In the Building Trades

138, 172, 281, 343, 416
Law Regarding " Extra Work,"
Building 250
Law, What is a " Manufactory "

Within the Meaning of the 343
Laws in London, Antiquated Build
ing 82
Laws of Massachusetts, Labor 401
Laws, Progress In American Schools
In Regard to Health 89
Laws, San Francisco's New Build
ing 233
Laws, State Building 86
Lawn, Furniture for Porch and. . . . 226
Laying and Finishing Hardwood
Floors 7, 52, 85, 96, 125, 383
Laying Concrete Blocks, Cost of. . . 154
Laying Tar and Gravel Roofs 94
Laying the Engineers' Club Foun
dation Stone 43
League, Prizes of the Architectural 82
Learning a Trade 368
Legal Decision, An Important 10
Lengths and Bevels of Jack Rafters
for Deck Roof, Finding. . .24, 56, 95
Lengths of Rafters by Bridge Meas
urement, Finding 132, 194
Lessons of the San Francisco Dis
aster, Some 232
Level, Plumb and Inclinometer, The
Semicircular Oct 50
License Pickets During Strikes 230
Lidgerwood Mfg. Co., New Plant of
the 70
Lien, Building Contractor Entitled
to 172
Lien Cannot Be Filed for Materials,
When 343
Lien, Contractor Entitled to Me
chanic's 172
Lien, Contractor Not Entitled to.. 416
Lien, Contract Sufficient to Create. 416
Lien for Entire Debt, When Differ
ent Lots of Building Materials are
Subject to 172
Lien, Foreign, Corporation has
Right to File 172
Lien Is Insufficient, When Notice of
Mechanic's 172
Lien, When Sub-contractor is En
titled to 172
Life in a Flat Country 252
Life in Theaters, Safeguarding of.. 16
Life, The Competent 34
Lift, Bee Easy Skylight Dec. 52
Lighting, Suburban House 78
Lightning Estimator, The 141
Lightning Protector, Specifications
for 86
Lightning Rods, Erection of 15-1
Lightning Rod Requirements 255
Lightning's Pranks with a Factory
Chimney 315
Lime Storage Building, Construct
ing a 359
Liquid Glue, Recipe for 236, 336
Little Giant Floor Scraper, The

May, 52
Location of Registers and Flues... 23
Lock and Adjuster, Sperry Case
ment Window Sept 52
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Lock, The Hubbard Window Sash

Jan. 56
Lock with Indicator, Hotel Dec. 56
Lock, The Matchless Window. .July 68
London, Antiquated Building Laws
of 82
London, Fire Resisting Construc
tion in 15
London, Introducing the Skyscrap
er Steel Structure in 107
London's New Steel Frame Ho tel... 328
Los Angeles, Cal., New Cathedral at 173
Loss of Lumber by Fire, When Not
Responsible for 343
Low Cost Cottage, A 23
Luitink's Adjustable Door Track
and Hanger June 50
Lumber by Fire, When not Respon
sible for Loss of 343
Lumber, Grades and Amount of... 290
Lumber Trade, The Earthquake
and the 231
Lumberman's and Builders' Ready
Reckoner, Hood's March 54

M
McGuire, Death of Peter J 142
Machine, A New Tenoning Sept. 55
Machine, American Automatic
Knife Grinding Aug.
Machine, American Floor Surfac
ing April
Machine, American Sand Belt. Sept.
Machine, Coltrin Cement Block . . .

April
Machine Company, Victory for Fox

Nov.
Machine, Dunn's Cement Brick and
Stone May
Machine, Eureka Electric Miter. . .

March
Machine, Favorite Sand Cement
Brick Jan.
Machine, Hand Power Cement
Shingle Oct.
Machine, Ideal Concrete Block....

Feb. 56, Aug.
Machine, Improved Block and Bal
uster Nov.
Machine Manufacturers' Associa
tion, Convention of Concrete
Block 267,
Machine, Mission of the Veneer
Machine, Obtaining Patterns for
Knives for Tenoning 57
Machine, The Cemaco Concrete
Block March
Machine, The Everett-McAdam
Blue Print Dec.
Machine, The Ransome Floor Sur
facing Jan.
Machine, The South Bend Cement
Brick Feb.
Machine, The Steel Square as a
Calculating 383
Machine, The Stewart Cement
Block July 69
Machine, The " Wonder " Sanding

Jan. 55
Machines for Making Them, Mira
cle Cement Building Blocks and

Nov. 52
Machinery and Mill Supplies, Cata
logue of Woodworking Oct. 55
Machinery, Catalogue of Wood
working Jan. 56
Mammoth Wind Mill, A. 48
Mantel, Design of Hardwood. March 55
Mantels and Porch Columns, Set
ting 271
Mantels, Catalogue of Wood. . .July 69
Manual Training School, New 284
"Manufactory"' Within the Mean
ing of the Law, What is a 343
Manufacturers' Association, Con
vention of Concrete Block Ma
chine 267, 325
Manufacturers' Catalogues Wanted 384
Manufacturers, Convention of Brick 83
Manufacturing Company in Canada,
The Simonds March 55
Marbridge Building, the New 369
Marshalltown Finishing Trowel

July 70

52

52
52

54

52

53

54

56

54

54

56

325
29

54

54

54

55

Maryland Institute Building 322
Masonry, Comparison of Cost of
Concrete and Stone 418
Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic
Association, Trade School of . : . . 344
Massachusetts, Cost of Building in. 191
Massachusetts, Labor Laws of 401
Massachusetts State Association of
Master Builders, Meeting of 2
Master Builders' Association of
New Jersey 290
Master Builders, Meeting of Massa
chusetts State Association of 2
Master House Painters' Associa
tion, Officers of 301
Master Roofers of Pittsburgh 345
Master Sheet Metal Workers, Con
vention of 294
Master Sheet Metal Workers, Na
tional Association of 38
Master Sheet Metal Workers Or
ganize, Brooklyn 36
Matcher and Molder, A Medium
Weight Planer Nov. 56
Matchless Window Lock, The. .July 68
Material is Best for Roof Covering?
What 270, 306, 335
Materials, Description of 416
Materials are Subject to Lien for
Entire Debt, When Different Lots
of Building 172
Materials, Description of Labor and 343
Materials Furnished, Designations
of 172
Materials in San Francisco, Build
ing 293
Materials, Investigation of Struc
tural 130
Materials, Methods and Terms
Used in Plastering 159
Materials, Sheet Metal Building

Dec.
Materials, Sanitary Flooring and
Fireproof Building Aug. 52
Materials, When Lien Cannot be
Filed for 343
Mavdole Hammers, The Jan. 56
Meaning of the Term " Newel " 161
Measure Mentally, Calculating
Board 322. 371, 409
Measurements on Architects' Plans 195
Mechanics in San Francisco, Build
ing 274
Mechanics' Institute, Classes at the 383
Mechanics' Institute, Closing Exer
cises of the 174
Mechanic's Lien, Contractor En
titled to 172
Mechanic's Lien is Insufficient,
When Notice of 172
Mechanics' Ready Reference, The
Building 383
Mechanics' Trade School, Closing
Exercises of 174
Mechanics, Value of Carpentry and
Building to Young 407
Medlseval Chimneys 9" Medusa " Waterproof Compound,
The Oct 53
Meeting of Massachusetts State As
sociation of Master Builders 2
Meeting of National Association of
Builders 361
Meeting of National Association of
Cement Users 32
Meeting of the Builders' Exchange
at Evansville, Ind., Annual 108
Members, Trade Unions May Not
Coerce Their Own 240
Men Needed In the Building World. 332
Mercantile Building, New 364
Mercler's Safety Shingling Bracket

Feb.
Metal, Asbestos Protected Sept.
Metal Ceiling, Encaustic Oct.
Metal Ceilings and Sidewalls, Ed
wards Aug.
Metal Ceilings, Keighley jmie
Metal Contractors' Association,
Cleveland Sheet 108
Metal Covered Dwelling, A Sheet.. 35
Metal Cutting Saw, Atkins' New..

July 69

55
56
55

53
52

54

63

70

56

Metal Enameled Ceilings and Side
Walls, Encaustic April 55
Metal for Interior Decorations,
gheet Nov. 53
Metal Garages, Sheet 142
Metal Lath Construction, Patent
Plaster and I92
Metal Lath in Dwelling House Con
struction, Use of 163
Metal Roofing, Catalogue of. March 55
Metal Shingle, The Edwards. April
Metal Shingles, Catalogue of Ven
tilators and Sept.
Metal Window Frames, Bogen-
berger July
Metal Work, Catalogue of Architec
tural Sheet Sept.
Metal Workers, Convention of Mas
ter Sheet 294
Metal Workers, Convention of Sheet 274
Metal Workers, National Associa
tion of Master Sheet 38
Metal Workers, New York City,
United Employers' Association of
Roofers and Sheet 107
Metal Workers Organize, Brooklyn
Master Sheet 36
Metal Working Plant, New Sheet

Sept. 53
Metals, A City of Sheet 344
Metallic Shingle Plant, Additions to

Oct. 54
Methods and Terms Used in Plas
tering, Materials 159
Methods Indorsed, Mr. Odell's 25
Methods of Shingling, Rapid 57
Methods of Shingling Roofs, Mod
ern 24
Methods of Wood Staining Modern. 363
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Addi
tion to the 36
Metropolitan Theaters, Some New. 300
Mill, A Mammoth Wind 48Mill, Large Paper 369Mill Supplies, Catalogue of Wood-
Working Machinery and Oct. 55Mills in England, Saw 243
Millwork and Builders' Material,
Catalogue of Aug.
Minnesota State Association of
Builders' Exchanges
Miracle Cement Building Block,
The June
Miracle Cement Building Blocks
and Machines for Making Them

Nov.
Mission of the Veneer Machine. . ." Mission Style " Furniture, Some. . 335Miter Box, The Victor Folding

Aug. 55Miter Box Wanted, A Satisfactory
Folding 271
Miter Clamp, Automatic Nov. 54
Miter Machine, Eureka Electric. . .

March
Miter Saw, Electric Dec.
Mixer, Coltrin Concrete Nov.
Mixer, Standard Concrete Jan.
Mixer, Standard Continuous Con
crete Oct.
Mixer, The Baldwin Concrete. .Oct. . . .
Model Tenement Houses 350
Modern Bathtub 2Molstener, The Geetzy Air Feb. 54Moisture on the Strength and Stiff
ness of Wood, Effect of 410
Molder, A Medium Weight Planer,
Matcher and Nov. 56Molder, Heavy Inside Feb. 56Molding Plane and the Carpenter's

54

44

52

52
29

54
53
54
55

52
54

303
Kit," The

Moldings for Circular Work, Ker-flng
237Monolith Floors, Wainscoting, &c.

Dec. 52
Morgan's Veneered Doors June 52Morris High School Building, Decoration of 144Moss Green Shingle Stain 248Motors In Woodworking Shops, El
ectric

361Municipal Buildings for San Francisco
350Mutual Relief Funds for Employees

of Industrial Establishments 142
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N

Nail, Sherman Patent Roofing
March 54

Nails, Penny as Applied to 333
"Napanoeh" Pocket Knife Tool
Kit, The March 55
National Association of Builders,
Meeting of 361
National Association of Cement
Users, Convention of 32, 53
National Association of Cement
Users, Meeting of 32
National Association of Master
Sheet Metal Workers 38
National Builders' Supply Conven
tion 80
National System of Puttyless Sky
lights, The April 52
Neverslip Anchor Wedge Jan. 54
New Amsterdam, Clean Chimneys
Imperative in 283
New Britain Band Saw Filer.. Feb. 57
New Century Shingles Sept 54
New Jersey, Master Builders' Asso
ciation of 290
New Jersey, Strike in 124
New Publications.. 34, 72, 107, 141,

173, 203, 251, 315, 347, 383, 417
New York City, New Buildings on
Fifth Avenue 252
New York City, Some New Thea
ters for 30
New York Trade School, Twenty-
sixth Season of the 350
New York City, United Employers'
Association of Roofers and Sheet
Metal Workers 107
New York Houses, Doorways of . . . 70
New York State Association of
Builders 38, 81
New York State Association of
Builders, Convention of 403
New York State, Wages in Build
ing Trades In 127
New York Trade School, Com
mencement Exercises of the 168
New York Y. M. C. A. Courses in
Building Construction 357
New York's Latest Hotel 109
" Newel," Meaning of the Term .... 161
Norka Tubular Frame Grindstone,
The Dec. 55
North Church, Architecture of the. 267
Novel Amusement Tower, A 82
Novel Association of Architects, A. 38
Novel Heating Plant, A 5
Novelties. . .January, 54, February,
54, March, 54, April, 52, May, 52
June, 50, July, 68, August, 52, Sep
tember, 52, October, 52, Novem
ber, 52, December, 52.

Oak Finish, New Treatment for
June 52

Oak, Making Imitation Quartered. 418
Octagonal Tower, Framing an 408
Odell Defends "Western Builder"
Mr 59
Odell's Methods Indorsed, Mr 25
Office Building, A Concrete 316
Office Building, An All-Steel 272
Office Building, A Unique 190
Office Building at Wall St. and
Broadway 254
Office Building of United States
Express Company, New 267

OfHce of Hollow Block Construc
tion, Dwelling and 39
Officers of American Institute of
Architects 72
Officers of Master House Painters'
Association 301
Officers of Western New York and
Pennsylvania Association of
Builders 110
Oil, The "Knodust" Floor. .. .Oct. 52
Oliver Vise No. 56, The New.. Aug. 53
Opera House, Converting a Ware-
bouse Into an 58
Operations in 1905, Building 37
Ordinance, San Francisco's New
Building 278

Organize, Brooklyn Master Sheet
Metal Workers 36
Ornaments for Wooden Buildings,
Zinc 408
Orphanage, Roof Plan for 268, 372
Owner is not Justified in Paying
Principal Contractor, When 138

Padlocks, Suggestions Regarding
"Yale" Nov. 54
Paint, Treating Cut-out Cracks in
Plastered Walls to Prevent Strik
ing Through New 374
Painters' Association, Officers of
Master House 301
Painting Concrete Walls 236
Palatial Horse Repository 118
Panel Band Saw The Crescent

Nov. 55
Panel Sander, An Improved. .April 54
Pantry, Plan Wanted for Butler's. . 409
Pantries, Arrangement of Kitchens
and 263
Paper Mill, Large 369
Paris, A Public Comfort Station in 283
Parquet Floors and Borders . . .Aug. 54
Patent Roofing Nail, Sherman

March 54
Patterns for Knives for Tenoning
Machine, Obtaining 57
Pauly System of Concrete Construc
tion, The July 68
Paying Employees Twice a Month. 316
Peerless Detachable Sash Support
and Weather Strip Dec. 53
Pelham Schoolhouse, Architect of. . 74
Pen and Ink Rendering 68
Pennsylvania Railroad Station, The
New 108
Pennsylvania State Association of
Builders' Exchanges, Convention
of 4, 44
Penny as Applied to Nails 333
Percentage Basis, Building on the

118, 333
Performance of Building Contracts . 416
Perkins Draw Stroke Trimmer...

Feb. 55
Perpendicular Style, The 313
Perspective Drawing for the Build
er 20, 68
Philadelphia, Buildings in 230
Philadelphia's New Theatre 141
Phlpps' Model Tenement Houses . . . 123
Phoenix Fireproof Frame and Sash,
The Jan. 55
Pickets During Strikes, License . . . 230
Picketing, Labor Bills Relating to. 107
Pike's Stonoil Feb. 55
Pile Driving Contract, the Largest. 33
Piles for Foundations, Concrete... 238
Piles, Test of Concrete 130
Pine, Finishing Georgia 141
Pine Floor Without Waxing, Fin
ishing a Yellow 338
Pine Tree, History of White 129
Pipe Sewers, Device for Cleaning. . 26
Piping in Houses, Gas 35
Piping Unobjectionable, Exposed. . 1
Pitch of Roofs, The 305
Pitch on Pitch Roof 237
Pittsburgh's Latest Skyscraper —
The Union Bank Building 358
Pivot Hinges and Attachments for
Stone Doors Sept. 53
Plan of Arbitration, An English... 70
Plan Wanted for Butler's Pantry . . 409
Planning, Gothic Geometrical 160
Plane and the Carpenter's " Kit,"
The Molding 303
Planer, Matcher and Molder, A Me
dium Weight Nov. 56
Plank Frame Barn, Bracing a 234
Plank Frame Barn Construction,
Question in 135
Plank Frame Construction, Dairy
Barn of 397
Plans of Letting Contracts, Differ
ent 397
Plant, Additions to Metallic Shin
gle Oct. 54
Plant, New Sheet Metal Working

Sept. 53

Plant of Ideal Concrete Machinery
Company June 51
Plant of Simonds Mfg. Company,
New April 53
Plant of the Lidgerwood Mfg. Com
pany, New 70
Plant of Winslow Brothers Com
pany, New Aug. 55
Plaster and Metal Lath Construc
tion, Patent 192
Plastered Walls, Repairing Cracks
In 268
Plastered Walls to Prevent Striking
Through. New Paint, Treating
Cut-out Cracks in 374
Plastering, Materials, Methods and
Terms Used in 159
Plates, A Square Deal in Roofing.. 392
Plates, Our Supplemental. . .2, 191, 301
Platform Stairway, Construction of
a 45
Plaza Hotel, Good Condition of
Steel Skeleton in 43
Plaza Hotel, New 255
Plumb and Inclinometer, The Semi
circular Level Oct. 56
Plumbing In a Country Job, Prac
tical 279
Pocket Companion, The Estimator's
Price Book and 173
Pocket Knife Tool Kit, The " Napa
noeh " March 55
Pocket Steel Tape, Kid Covered

Feb. 54
Popularity of Trade School Train
ing 1
Porch and Lawn, Furniture for 226
Porch Columns, Setting Mantels
and 271
Porch Floor, Preparing a Canvas
Covered 84
Porch Work, Circular 96
Porches, Some Suggestions Regard
ing 10
Porosity and Frost Resistance of
Bricks 16
Portable Houses for Fire Sufferers 322
Portable Houses for Panama Canal 267
Portable Houses, Wigwam May 52
Portable Scaffold Bracket, A 97
Postponement of Examination for
Architectural Draftsman 280
Posts in Barns from Springing, Pre
venting Purlin 268
Posts, Making Concrete 161
Posts, Making Concrete Walks and 186
Power of Architect 416
Practical Plumbing In a Country
Job 279
Preliminary Work for Concrete
Buildings 390
Prepared Wax, Johnson's Jan. 55
Preparing a Canvas Covered Porch
Floor 84
Present and Past Cost of Building. 110
Preservation of Wooden Shingles. . 304
Pressure of Grain in Bins 26-
Preventlng Purlin Posts In Barns
from Springing 268-
Price Book and Pocket Companion,
The Estimator's 173
Prices in 1905, Building and 74
Prize Design in $0500 House Com
petition, Criticism of First 164
Prizes of the Architectural League 82
Problem in Geometrical Handrail-
ing 196, 327
Problem in Geometrical Stairway
Construction 119-
Production of Cement in the United
States 322
Profits in the Building Trade 368
Progress in American Schools in
Regard to Health Laws 89*
Proportions, Aggregates for Con
crete Mixtures of Various 384
Proscenium Openings in Theaters,
Protection of U39-
Protected Metal, Asbestos Sept. 56
Protection, Cost of Fire 332
Protection of Proscenium Openings
in Theaters 239-
Protectlon, Specifications for Light
ning 86-
Provldence Architect, Death of a.. 349-
Public Comfort Station in Paris... 283
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Public Toilet Rooms, Sanitation In 300
Pnrlin Posts in Barns from Spring
ing, Preventing 268
Puttyiess Skylights, The National
System of April 52
Pyrogravure Treatment, Fancy Ar
ticles for 121

Rafter, Developing a Valley 50
Rafters, Backing Hip 235, 306
;Rafters, Bevels of Hip and Valley. . 407
Rafters by Bridge Measurement,
Finding Lengths of 132, 104
Rafters, Finding Lengths and Bev
els of 25
•Rafters for Deck Roof, Finding
Lengths and Bevels of Jack

24, 56, 95
^Rafters, Obtaining Cuts and Bevels
of 134
.Ralls, Sizes of Sash and Sash 131
.Railroad Depot, A California 383
.Railroad Station, The New Penn
sylvania 108
iRansome Floor Surfacing Machine,
The Jan. 54
iRapid Hotel Building 84
Rapid Methods of Shingling

57, 131, 269
tRat Proof, Making Balloon Frame
Construction 334
iReader's Opinion of Carpentry and
Building, A 235
'Ready Reckoner, Hood's Lumber
man's and Builders' March 54
fReclpe for Liquid Glue 236, 336
'Reckoner, Hood's Lumberman's and
Builders' Ready March 54
iRecord in Caisson Sinking, A 333
Records Broken in Building In
Denver 191
Redwood in the World's Work, The
California 346
Refrigerator, The New Herrick.Feb. 54
Registers and Flues, Location of 23
Registered Apprentices, Trade In
struction for 402
iRegulating Assignments of Wages. 109
Reinforced Building, California's
Largest 198

'

Reinforced Cement Dome 48
■Reinforced Cement, Wool Ware
house of 313
Reinforced Concrete In Greenhouse
Construction 390
'Reinforced Concrete and Hollow
Tile, Hotel of 140
Reinforced Concrete and the San
Francisco Fire 290
■Reinforced Concrete Building, A... 91
Reinforced Concrete, Hand Ball
Court of 331
Reinforcement, Concrete Sept. 55
Reinforcement, Forms of Concrete. 11
Reliance Edge Tool Company, The,

Jan. 54
Relief Fund for Building Purposes,
San Francisco's 299
Relief Funds for Employees of In
dustrial Establishments, Mutual. 142
Remodeling the Old Astor House. . 118
Renderings, Pen and Ink 68
Repairing Cracks in Plastered
Walls 268
Replies to Requests for Roof Plans. 194
Residence, A Novel Fireproof 412
Residence in Council Bluffs, Iowa,
Colonial 253
Residence in Worcester, Mass.,
Brick Veneer and Frame 351
Residence, Septic Tank for Private. 370
:Residenee with Hollow Block Foun
dations, Cement Coated 205
Residence at Riverhead, Long
Island, N. Y., Frame 385
Resistance of Brick Wall to

" Pull "

of Fire Escape Bracket 162
Resistence of Bricks, Porosity and
Frost 16
Resisting Construction in London,
Fire 15
)R!dge, Construction of Roof at the. 371

Rights of Labor Unions, The 391
Rigidity of Buildings Essential 259
Rip Saw No. 180, New Band.. Aug. 55
Rip Saw, Self-Feeding June 50
Risers In Circular Stair Construc
tion, Treads and 374
Riverhead, Long Island, N. Y.,
Frame Residence at 385
Rod Requirements, Lightning 255
Rods, Erection of Lightning 154
Roman Theaters 280
Roof, A Light Steel 51
Roof Construction, Estimating 40
Roof and Wall Construction, An Un
usual 204
Roof at the Ridge, Construction of. 371
Roof Barn, Framing a Gambrel 236
Roof, Condensation on Under Side
of 336, 373
Roof Covering, What Is the Best,

270, 306, 335, 373
Roof Coverings, Fire Resisting 232
Roof, Finding Lengths and Bevels
of Jack Rafters for Deck. .24, 56, 95
Roof for Club House, Truss 336
Roof Framing, Short Cuts in 337
Roof, Pitch on Pitch 237
Roof Plan for "A S. W.". .134, 165, 306
Roof Plan for "J. C. L." 271
Roof Plan for Orphanage 268, 372
Roof Plan for Two-Story Dwelling. 237
Roof Plan or Elevation Wanted... 135
Roof Plan Wanted 95
Roof Plan Wanted for Bungalow. .. 237
Roof Plan Wanted for Two-Story
Dwelling 135
Roof Plans, Replies to Requests for. 194
Roofs, Gutter Construction on 338
Roofs, Laying Tar and Gravel .... 94
Roofs, Modern Methods of Shing
ling 24
Roofs of Different Spans, Finding
Angles of Gambrel 27
Roofs of Old Houses In France 33
Roofs, Sheet Zinc for 307
Roofs, The Pitch of 305
Roofer, The Slate 107
Roofers and Sheet Metal Workers,
New York City, United Employ
ers' Association of 107
Roofers of Pittsburgh, Master 345
Roofing Bracket, Kingston's New,

Nov. 53
Roofing, Catalogue of Metal. .March 55
Roofing Industry on High Plane,
Putting Tin 402.
Roofing Plates, A Square Deal in.. 392
Roofing Tin, Taylor's Brand of .Dec. 53
Roofing, Co-operation In Slate 143
Roofing Nail, Sherman Patent,

March 54
Roofing, Some Comments on Felt
and Gravel 70
Roofing Tiles, Weather-Resisting
Qualities of 345
Rotometer, The 348
Royal Standard Surfacer Oct. 53
Ruins, Brick from San Francisco. . 230
Ruins in Rhodesia, Africa 289
Rule, Bender's Slide and Folding,

Oct. 54
Rule for Coloring Cement Blocks.. 140
Rule for Concrete Construction,XTNew 410
Rule for Finding Various Hopper
Bevels 3TO
Rules in Building, Short '. 402

Safeguarding of Life in Theaters.. 16
Safety Shingling Bracket, Mercier's,

Feb. 55
St. Louis' New Skyscraper 308
St. Petersburg, Gas Heating in 38
Salt in Concrete Sidewalk Construc
tion 417
San Francisco, Builders' Wages In. . 301
San Francisco, Building Mechanics
in 274
San Francisco, Building Materials
in 293
San Francisco Building Situation. 277
San Francisco Disaster and the
Present Building Situation, The.. 175

San Francisco Disaster, Apropos of
the :■• 189
San Francisco Disaster, "Carpentry
and Building" in the 267
San Francisco Disaster, Some Les
sons of the 232
San Francisco Disaster, Steel Struc
tures In the 211
San Francisco Earthquake and Fire,
The 347
San Francisco, Fireproof Hospital
Building in 32
San Francisco Fire, Reinforced Con
crete and the 290
San Francisco Fire, " Slow Burning
Construction" in the 340
San Francisco, Labor Unions and
the New 267
San Francisco, Municipal Build
ings for 350
San Francisco Ruins, Brick from the 230
San Francisco, The Labor Situation
in 309
San Francisco's Buildings Due to
Poor Mortar, Damage to 254
San Francisco's New Building Laws 233
San Francisco's New Building Or
dinance. 278
San Francisco's Relief Fund for
Building Purposes 299
San Francisco Reconstruction Work 403
Sand Belt Machine, American. Sept. 52
Sand Blast, Cleaning Buildings by
the 403
Sand Cement Brick Machine, Fa
vorite Jan. 56
Sandstone, Fireproof 418
Sand-Lime Products, Convention of
Makers of 369
Sander, An Improved Panel.. April 54
Sander, Triple Drum Nov. 54
Sanding Machine, The " Wonder,"

Jan. 55
Sanitary Flooring and Fireproof
Building Materials Aug. 52
Sanitary Measures Adopted 266
Sanitation, Appreciation of 260
Sanitation In Public Toilet Rooms. 300
Sanitation of a Country House, The 34
Sarah Bernhardt Theater, The 36Sash and Balance Chain Sept. 54Sash and Sash Rails, Sizes of... 96, 131
Sash Cord, Knots for Tying. .24, 57, 236Sash Cord to the Sash, Fastening. 271Sash Hangers and Separable Hinge,
Diehl June 51Sash Holder, An Automatic Aug. 52Sash Lock, The Hubbard Window,

Jan. 56
Sash Support and Weather Strip,
Peerless Detachable Dec. 53Sash, The Phoenix Fire Proof
Frame and Jan. 55
Saw, Atkins New Metal Cutting,

July 69Saw Clamp, The C. C. C June 51Saw, Electric Miter Dec. 53
Saw Filer, New Britain Band.. Feb. 57Saw Filing Guide, The FootcOct. 53Saw, Keyhole

Nov. 54Saw Mills in England '
243Saw No. 180, New Band Rip.. Aug. 55Saw, Self-Feeding Rip June SOKsiroSaf T»,_,

Feb. 54

Saw Set, The Bishop Hammer Blow,
Feb.Saw Table, Defiance Combination
Dec. 56Saw, The Crescent Angle Band,
May 52Saw, The Crescent Panel Band,
Nov. 55Saw, The Handy Sept 56Saw Vise, Grammes' Circular. .Dec. 53Saws, Antique
329Saws. Disston Aug. 53Scaffold Bracket, A Portable. ,. .97. 235Scaffold Knots and Hitches 71, 97Scale, The Wager Timber May 53Sehaller-Hoerr Company, Catalogueof

May 54School at Detroit, Mich; Trade 312School Building, Decoration of Morris High
144
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School Building, Warming and Ven
tilating a 61
School Fees, Employer Pays ri3
School Heating Apparatus 301
School Idea, Growth of the Cor
respondence Dec. 55
School Idea In England, Trade 118
School, New Manual Training 284
Schools, Anniversary of the Inter
national Correspondence 348
Schools, State Aid to Industrial . . . 233
School house. Architect of Pelham . . • 74
Schoolbouse, Design for a Seven-
Room 362
Schoolhouse, Heating and Ventilat
ing a 247
Schoolhouse, The 203
Schoolhouse Ventilation 37
Schools in Regard to Health Laws,
Progress in American 89
Scraper, The Electric Floor... June 60
Scraper, The Little Giant Floor

May 52
Screen Door Catch, Universal .Sept. 55

Screw Driver, Ford's Brace... July 60
Screw Driver No. 35, Yankee Spiral
Ratchet Dec. 54
Securer, The Taylor Burglar Proof
Door Sept. 52
Segments of a Circle, Elements of
the 302, 372
Selection of a Vocation, the 368
Self-Feeding Rip Saw June 50
Seller, Baughman's Buyer and 173
Semicircular Level, Plumb and In
clinometer, The Oct. 50
Separable Hinge, Dlehl Sash Hang
ers and June 51
Septic Cesspool, A 243
Septic Tank for Private Residence. 370
Seven-Room Schoolhouse, Design for
a 362
Sewers, Device for Cleaning Pipe . . 26
Sheet Metal Contractors' Associa
tion, Cleveland 108
Sheet Metal Covered Dwelling, A. . . 35
Sheet Metal for Interior Decora
tions Nov. 53
Sheet Metal Garages 142
Sheet Metal in Building Construc
tion 100
Sheet Metal Building Materials

Dec. 52
Sbeet Metal Work, Catalogue of
Architectural Sept 56

Sheet Metal Workers, Convention of
Master 274, 294
Sheet Metal Workers, National As
sociation of Master 38
Sheet Metal Workers, New York
City, United Employers' Associa
tion of Roofers and 107
Sheet Metal Workers Organize,
Brooklyn Master 36
Sheet Metal Working Plant, New

Sept 53
Sheet Metals, A City of 344
Sheet Zinc for Roofs 307
Sherman Patent Roofing Nail .March 54
Shields, Diamond Expansion. March 55
Shingle Gauge, Wagner's Nov. 52
Shingle Machine, Hand Power Ce
ment Oct. 54
Shingle Plant, Additions to Metal
lic Oct. 54
Shingle Stain, Moss Green 248
Shingle, The Butler Hip May 52
Shingle, The Edwards Metal. .April 54
Shingle Work, Tools for Rapid 24
Shingles, Amount of Stain Required
Per 1000 271
Shingles, Catalogue of Ventilators
and Metal Sept 53
Shingles for Interior Deeoration. . . . 309
Shingles, New Century Sept 54
Shingles, Preservation of Wooden . . 304
Shingles, The Edwards Perfect Hip

Nov. 52
Shingling a Valley Without Flash
ings 97, 103, 269
Shingling, Appliances for Rapid. . .

161, 234
Shingling Bracket, Mercier's Safety

Feb. 55
Shingling Hatchet Attachment 131

Shingling Kit, Stowe's Dec. 52
Shingling Methods and Appliances,
Rapid 192
Shingling, Methods of Rapid 269
Shingling or Clapboardlng Walls, A
Wrinkle in 3/1
Shingling Question, The 55, 133
Shingling, Rapid Methods of. .57, 131
Shingling Roofs, Modern Methods
of 24
Ship, House Interior Arranged
Like a 326
Shop, Design Wanted for Stable and
Carpenter 236
Short Cuts In Estimating Heating
Work 60
Short Cuts in Roof Framing 337
Sidewalls, Edwards Metal Ceilings
and Aug. S3
Sidewalk Construction, Salt in Con
crete 417
Sidewalks, Specifications of Cement 396
Signature of Claimant 416
Silo, Wooden " Forms " for Hollow-
Wall 374
Simonds, Death of John 349
Simonds, Mfg. Company in Canada,
The March 55
Simonds Mfg. Company, New Plant
of April 53
Singer Building, Annex to 158
Situation. San Francisco Building. 277
Sizes of Sash and Sash Ralls... 96, 131
Skylight Lift, Bee Easy Dec. 52
Skylight, Thompson's Ventilating

Jan. 54
Skyscraper, Boston's New 63
Skyscraper of Concrete, A 398
Skyscraper in London 107
Skyscraper, Pittsburgh's Latest.—
The Union Bank Building 358
Skyscraper, St. Louis' New 368
Skyscraper Steel Structure in Lon
don, Introducing the 107
Slate Illustrated, Preparation of

July 69
Slate Industry, Welsh 142
Slate Roofer, The 107
Slate Roofing, Co-operation in 143
Slide and Folding Rule, Bender's

Oct. 54
Sliding Doors, Hanging Double 97
" Slow Burning Construction " in
the San Francisco Fire 340
Society of American Artists, An
nual Exhibition of the 38
Socket and Tanged Firmer Chisels,
Short June 52
South Bend Cement Brick Machine,
The Feb. 55
Spans, Finding Angles of Gambrel
Roofs of Different 27
Specification Index for 1905-1906,
The Architects' Directory and... 72
Specifications for Cement Sidewalks 396
Specifications for Concrete Blocks
and Brick 330
Specification for Hollow Building
Blocks 105
Specifications for Lightning Protec
tion 86
Sperry Casement Window Lock and
Adjuster Sept 52
Splices for the Building Mechanic,
Knots, Hitches and

260, 291, 323, 365, 394
Spring, Barnett's New Door Check
and Oct 53
Spring, The Geran Sept 56
Springing. Preventing Purlin Posts
in Barns from 268
Spruce and Hemlock for Interior
Finish, Fir 375, 404
Square, An Improved Steel . . .Nov. 55
Square as a Calculating Machine,
The Steel 383
Square Deal in Roofing Plates, A . . 392
Square, Fox's Gauge Nov. 55
Square, Hight's Union Combination

May 53
Stable, A Frame Carriage House
and 128
Stable, An English Carriage House
and 105

Stable and Carpenter Shop, Design
Wanted for 236
Stain, Moss Green Shingle 248
Stain Required per 1000 Shingles
Amount of 271
Stained by Soft Coal Smoke, Clean
ing Pressed Brick 340
Staining, Modern Methods of Wood 363
Stair Building, A Kink in 345
Stair Construction, Treads and Ris
ers In Circular 374
Stajr Construction, Wanted, Details
of 134
Stairs, Handrail for Well Hole at
Top of Straight Flight of 230, 270
Stairs, Laying Out 234
Stairs, Twist for Hand Rail at Top
of Straight Flight of 302
Stairway, Construction of a Plat
form 45
Stairway Construction, Problem in
Geometrical 119
Stairway, Treatment of Geometrical 305
Stand, Adjustable Folding Drawing
Board 302
Standard Concrete Mixer Jan. 55
Standard Continuous Concrete
Mixer Oct. 52
Standard Surfacer, Royal Oct 53
Standard Symbols for Electric Wir
ing Plans 367
Standards, Brayton 203
Standing Timber in the United
States 243
State Aid to Industrial Schools 233
State Capitol, Wisconsin's New .... 344
Station in Paris, A Public Comfort 283
Station, The New Pennsylvania
Railroad 108
Status of Architects' Certificate... 138
Steam Heater, Garwood April 53
Steel Ceilings, Catalogue of
Stamped Nov. 53
Steel Construction, Fireproofed . . . 204
Steel Frame Buildings Earthquake-
Proof 190
Steel Frame Hotel, London's New . . 328
Steel Mill Buildings 173
Steel Roof, A Light 51
Steel Skeleton in Plaza Hotel, Good
Condition of 43
Steel Square, An Improved. .. .Nov. 55
Steel Square as a Calculating
Machine, The 383
Steel Structure In London, Intro
ducing the Skyscraper 107
Steel Structure in the San Francisco
Disaster 211
Steel Tape, Kid Covered Pocket

Feb. 54
Steel Traveler in Office Building
Construction 398
Stephen Mott Wright, the Late 369
Stewart Cement Block Machine,
The July 69
Stile Bit, Forest City Blind.. Feb. 54
Stock Exchange Building, New.... 403
Stone and Concrete Cellar Walls,
Relative Cost of 134
Stone Cottage at Boulder, Colorado,
A 285
Stone Doors, Pivot Hinges and At
tachments for Sept. 53
Stone, Laying the Engineers' Club
Foundation 43
Stone Machine, Dunn's Cement
Brick and May 53
Stone Masonry, Comparison of Cost
of Concrete and 418
Stone, The Arch in 257
Stonoil, Pike's Feb. 55
Storage Building, Constructing a
Lime 359
Storage of Building Materials,
Right of Contractor to Use Street
for 138
Storage House for a Country Home,
Cold 228
Store Front Construction, Kawneer

Aug. 54
Store Front, Design for a 55
Stowe's Shingling Kit Dec 52
Street for Storage of Building Ma
terial, Right of Contractor to Use 138
Strength and Stiffness of Wood, Ef
fect of Moisture on the 410
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Strike in Glasgow, Carpenters' .... 29
Strikes by British Labor Unions,
Fewer 20
Strikes In New Jersey 124
Strikes, License Pickets During 230
Structure In London, Introducing
the Skyscraper Steel 107
Structures, Concrete for Large 142
Structures in the San Francisco
Disaster, Street 211
Structures, Relative Cost of Brick
and Frame 80
Structural Engineering Tables 417
Structural Materials, Investigation
of 130
Style, The Perpendicular 313
Sub-Contracting, Disadvantages of. 271
Sub-Contractor Is Entitled to Lien,
When 172
Suburban House Lighting 78
Suggestion for Making Better Work
men, An Excellent 372
Suggestions for Improving the Cor
respondence Department, Admira
ble 406
Suggestions Regarding Porches,
Some 10
Summer Cottage, Design for a 132
Superintendence, Building Construc
tion and— Part III 141
Supplemental Plates, Our... 2, 191, 301
Supply Convention,. National Build
ers' 80
Surfacer, Royal Standard Oct. 53
Surfacing Machine, American Floor

April 52
Surfacing Machine, The Ransome
Floor Jan. 54
Sy-Clo Water Closet, The June 51
Symbols for Electric Wiring Plans,
Standard 367
System of Puttyless Skylights, The
National April 52
System in Eestimatlng 192, 305

Tabernacle, Demolition of Broad
way
Table, Defiance Combination Saw

Dec.
Table, The Console—Cabinet Work
for the Carpenter
Tables, Structural Engineering
Tandem Adjustable Hanger, The
Wizard Sept.
Tanged Firmer Chisels, Short Socket
and June
Tank Chimneys
Tank for Private Residence, Septic
Tanks, Finding the Capacity of Ta
pering 26, 97, 236, 272,
Tape, Kid Covered Pocket Steel

Feb.
Tar and Gravel Roofs, Laying
Taxes on Fireproof Buildings
Taylor's Brand of Roofing Tin. Dec.
Taylor Burglar Proof Door Securer,
The Sept.
Taylor Ventilating Window Fasten
er, The July
Technical Institute, Commencement
Exercises of the Hebrew
Tenement Houses, Model
Tenoning Machine, A New.... Sept.
Tenoning Machine, Obtaining Pat
terns for Knives for
Terms Used In Plastering
Materials, Methods and
Terra Cotta for Country Buildings,
Hollow
Test of Concrete Piles
Tests Concerning the Kahn Trussed
Bar Aug.
Testing Laboratory in Chicago, New
Texas Builders' Exchange, Conven
tion of
Theater of Novel Design
Theater, Philadelphia's Now
Theaters, Protection of Proscenium
Openings In
Theater, The Sarah Bernhardt
Theaters for New York City, Some

New •'
Theaters, Roman

274

50

167
417

50

52
248
370

378

54
94
280
53

52

68

238
350
55

57

159

103
130

55
74

2
251I
1J 1

2;h)
36

36
280

Theaters, Safeguarding of Life in. 16
Theaters, Some New Metropolitan. 300
Thompson's Ventilating Skylight

Jan. 54
Three-Family Apartment or " Flat "
House, A 317
Threshold, Cutting In a 30<i
Ties, Excelsior Wire Wall Aug. 52
Tile Association, Iowa Brick and.. 72
Tile, Hotel of Reinforced Concrete
and Hollow 140
Tiles, Weather-Resisting Qualities
of Roofing 345
Timber in the United States,
Standing 243
Timber Scale, The Wager May 53
Tin Roofing Industry on High
Plane, Putting 402
Tin, Taylor's Brand of Roofing. Dec. 53
Toilet Rooms, Sanitation in Public. 300
Tool Company, The Reliance Edge,

Jan. 54
Tool Oases, Carpenters' Hand.. July 70
Tool Kit, The " Napanoch " Pocket
Knife March 55
Tools for Rapid Shingle Work 24
Totln' the Hod 272
Tower, Framing an Octagonal 408
Tower, Weather Boarding a Circu
lar 24, 56, 96, 166, 234
Track and Hanger, Luitink's Adjust
able Door June 50
Trade Instruction for Registered
Apprentices 402
Trade, Learning a 368
Trade Notes— January 57, February
57, March 56, April 54, May 54,
June 52, July 71, August 56, Sept.
57, Oct. 56, Nov. 57, Dec. 56.
Trade School at Detroit, Mich 312
Trade School, Closing Exercises of
Mechanics' 174
Trade School, Commencement Exer
cises of the New York 168
Trade School, Exhibit of Work at
Baron De Hirsch 108
Trade School Idea In England 118
Trade School of Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanic Association. 344
Trade School Training, Popularity
of 1
Trade School, Twenty-sixth Season
of the New York 350
Trade, The Earthquake and the
Lumber 231
Trade Unions May Not Coerce Their
Own Members 240
Training School, New Manual .... 284
Treads and Risers in Circular Stair
Construction 374
Treatment for Oak Finish, New,

June 52
Treatment for Floors, Woodwork
and Furniture Sept. 52
Trim, Details of Bathroom 60
Trimmer, Perkins Draw Stroke. Feb. 55
Trinity Building as a Firestop, The 84
Triple Drum Sander Nov. 54
Trough Hanger, The Batdorff Eave,

July 70
Trowel, Marshalltown Finishing,

July 70
Truss Roof for Club House 336
Trussed Bar, Tests Concerning the
Kahn Aug. 55
T-Square No. 171,Draftsmen's. June 51
Tullahoma, Tenn., Hotel at 350
Turning Face Work 28
Turning Lathe, Attachment for
Wood 132
Traveler in Office Building Con
struction, Steel 308
Twenty-sixth Season of the New
York Trade School 350
Twist for Handrail at Top of
Straight FligBt of Stairs 302
Tying Sash Cord, Knots for 24, 57

L'

Unburnable City, The 25G
Underwriters' Opinion on Concrete
Construction, Fire 207
Union Bank Building. —Pittsburgh's
Latest Skyscraper 35g

Unions and the New San Francisco,
Labor 267
Unions, Fewer Strikes by British
Labor 29
Unions May Not Coerce Their Own
Members, Trade 240
Unions, the Rights of Labor ... 391
United Employers' Association of
Roofers and Sheet Metal Workers,
New York City 107
United States Civil Service Com
mission 418
United States Express Company,
New Office Building of 267
United States, Fire Waste In 22
United States, Production of Cement
in the 322
U. S., Standing Timber in the 243
Universal Screen Door Catch. .Sept. 55
Utilizing the Cellar In Winter 21

Valley Rafters, Bevels of Hip and. 407
Valley Rafter, Developing a 56
Valley Without Flashings, Shing
ling a 97, 163, 269
Value of New Buildings in 1905 266
Value of Carpentry and Building to
Young Mechanics 407
Value of the Correspondence De
partment 160
Variety Wood Worker July 70
Veneer Machine, Mission of the 29
Veneered Doors, Morgan's June 52
Ventilated, How Shall a Church Be

373, 409
Ventilating a Notable Church Build
ing, Heating and 156
Ventilating a School Building,
Warming and 61
Ventilating a Schoolhouse, Heating
and 247
Ventilating Plant, A Cooling and.. 34
Ventilating Skylight, Thompson's,

Jan. 54
Ventilating the New Custom House,
Heating and 316
Ventilating Window Fastener, The
Taylor July 68
Ventilation of Buildings 251
Ventilation, Schoolhouse 37
Ventilator, The Burt April 53
Ventilator, The Ideal March 54
Ventilators and Metal Shingles, Cat
alogue of Sept. 53
Victor Folding Miter Box, The. Aug. 55
Victory for Fox Machine Company,

Nov. 52
Villa Type, An Apartment House of
Italian 266
Vise, Grammes' Circular Saw.. Dec. 53
Vise No. 56, The New Oliver.. Aug. 53
Vocation, The Selection of a 368
Voltax Compound Nov. 53

W

Wages in Building Trades in New
York State 127
Wages In San Francisco, Builders'. 301
Wages, Regulating Assignments of. 109
Wager Timber Scale, The May 53
Wagner's Shingle Gauge ....Nov. 52
Wagner's Sliding Barn Door Latch,

May 53
Walks and Posts, Making Concrete. 186
Wall Board, Beaver Finished. .June 50
Wall Construction, An Unusual
Roof and 204
Wall Construction, Hollow Brick.. 282
Wall Ties, Excelsior Wire Aug. 52
Wall to " Pull " of Fire Escape
Bracket, Resistance of Brick.... 162Walls, A Wrinkle in Shingling or
Clapboarding 371
Walls Damp Proof, Making Brick. . 117Walls, Efflorescence on Brick 294Walls, Encaustic Metal Enameled
Ceilings and Side April 53Walls, Finishing Outer Surface of
Concrete 284Walls, Painting Concrete 236Walls, Relative Cost of Stone and
Concrete Cellar 134
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Walls, Repairing Cracks In Plas
tered 268
Walls to Prevent Striking Through
New Paint, Treating Cut-out
Cracks In Plastered 374
Walnut Activity in 384
Warehouse, A Strictly Fireproof. . . 210
Warehouse and Fire Door Hanger,
Heavy Barn Aug. 53
Warehouse Into an Opera House,
Converting a 58
Warehouse of Reinforced Cement,
Wool 313
Warming and Ventilating a School
Building 61
Water Closet, The Sy-Clo June 51
Waterproof Compound, The " Medu
sa" Oct 53
Waterproofing Brick Arches 36
Waterproofing Cellar Bottom 374
Wax, Johnson's Prepared Jan. 55
Waxing, Finishing a Yellow Pine
Floor Without 338
Wayne County, The Architects and
Builders' Directory of Detroit and 203
Weather Boarding a Bay Window. 135
Weather Boarding a Circular Tower,

24, 56, 96, 166, 234
Weather-Resisting Qualities of
Roofing Tiles 345
Weather Strip, Peerless Detachable
Sash Support and Dec. 53
Wedge, Neverslip Anchor Jan. 54
Weights of Windows, Doors and
Blinds 251
Well Hole at Top of Straight Flight
of Stairs, Handrail for 236, 270
Wells, Fargo & Co. Building at Port
land. 123
Welsh Slate Industry 142
"Western Builder," Mr. Odell De
fends 59
What Builders Are Doing— 30, 64,
OS, 136, 169, 200, 244, 275, 310,

341, 379, 413
Wigwam Portable Houses May 52
Williams Bronze Foundry, Cata
logue of John 284
Wllmerding, Pa., New Building for
Y. M. C. A. of 204
Windmill, A Mammoth 48
Window Fastener, The Taylor Ven
tilating July 68
Window Frames, Bogenberger Metal

July 70

Window Lock and Adjuster, Sperry
Casement Sept. 52
Window Lock, The Matchless. July 68
Window Sash Lock, The Hubbard

Jan. 56
Windows to Prevent Frosting, Con
structing Show 387
Window, Weather Boarding a Bay. 135
Windows, Doors and Blinds,
Weights of 251
Wlnslow Brothers Company, New
Plant of t Aug. 55
Winter Term of Detroit Y. M. C. A 72
Winter, Utilizing the Cellar in 21
Wire Wall Ties, Excelsior Aug. 52
Wiring Handbook 315
Wiring Plans, Standard Symbols for
Electric 367
Wisconsin's New State Capitol .... 344
Wizard Tandem Adjustable Hanger,
The Sept. 56
Wolff's Enameled Lavatory Cata
logue Jan. 56
" Wonder " Sanding Machine, The

Jan. 55
Wood, Effect of Moisture on the
Strength and Stlffnes* of 410
Wood, A Building Entirely Without 51
Wood Fillers, Some Comment on . . 124
Wood, Fireproof Flooring made from 296
Wood Mantels, Catalogue of .'.July 69
Wood Turning Lathe, Attachment
for 132
Wooden Buildings, Zinc Ornaments
for 408
Woodwork and Furniture, Treat
ment for Floors Sept. 52
Woodworker, Variety July 70
Woodworking Machinery and Mill
Supplies, Catalogue of Oct. 55
Woodworking Machinery, Cata
logue of Jan. 56
Woodworking Shops, Electric
Motors In 361
Wood Staining, Modern Methods of 363
Wooden "Forms" for Hollow-Wall
Silo 374
Wooden Shingles, Preservation of. 304
Wool Warehouse of Reinforced Ce
ment 313
Worcester, Mass., Brick Veneer and
Frame Residence in 351
Work at Baron De Hirsch Trade
School, Exhibit of 108

Work, Builders Rapid 366
Work for a Carpenter, Average
Day's 161, 234, 304
Work for the Carpenter, Cabinet—
The Bed Room 411
Work for the Carpenter, Cabinet—
The Console Table 167
Work for the Carpenter—The Din
ing Room— Cabinet 101
Work for the Carpenter, Cabinet—
The Hall 295
Work on a Building, Estimating
Cost of 27
Work, San Francisco Reconstruction 403
Work, Short Cuts in Estimating
Heating 60, 268
Work, Tools for Rapid Shingle. , . . . 24
Work, Turning Face 28
Workers, Convention of Sheet Metal 274
Workers Organize, Brooklyn Master
Sheet Metal 36
Working Classes, Houses for the... 1
Workmen, An Excellent Suggestion
for Making Better 372
Workmen's Houses, Modern 321
World's Work, The California Red
wood in the 346
Wrecking Operation, A Difficult
Building 362
Wright the Late Stephen Mott... 369

Y
Yankee Spiral Ratchet Screw
Driver No. 35 Dec. 54
" Yale " Padlocks, Suggestions Re
garding Nov. 54
Yellow Pine Floor Without Wax
ing, Finishing a 338
Young Builder, Encouragement to. 164
Y. M. C. A., Architectural Drawing
at 349
Young Men's Christian Association
of Wilmerding, Pa., New Build
ing for 204
Young Men's Christian Association
Courses In Building Construction,
New York 357
Young Men's Christian Association
Winter Term of Detroit 72

Z
Zinc for Roofs, Sheet 307
Zinc Ornaments for Wooden Build
ings 408
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BUCK DIAMOND \
FILE WORKS. |
EM. 1863. Inc. 1893. ♦

Twelve Medals
OF AWAKI) AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
AT ATLANTA, 1895.

Copyof Cataloguewill besentfreeto any
; interest*d fileuseruponapplication.

The Scientific
Deadener.

The Warmest

Sheathing.

SENDFOE SAMPLE AND CIRCULARS.
SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,141Milk Street,Boston,Mass.

Cabot'sShingle Stains. Brick Preservative. Conservo Wood Preservative.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.

They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., ^&£SS&$g\.<t.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1

Sole Selling
Agents

Pike Mfg.

Co.

Pike, N.H.

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing

ALREADY SURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Madefrombeat
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal
TarRoofsmany

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,
136 WaterSt., NewYork.

ARE PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.
USE THEM AND SEE WHY— SEE LAST PAOE OP COVER.

CATALOGUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.
THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., Ih S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsof thepresentandfnturo
aroIn mightycontract,coolandpleasanttothe
eyesduringthelonghotdaysof hummer.The
costof theadditionalcomfortIsslight. Write
forcoloredfloorplatesandprices.

XbeIntepior^ardwood^.
/y\«t.urAcui!ri>s Indianapolis. Ind.

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Qo Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in Huilders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line endures such wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWARES AN Can Supply Them. { r.r,En%T,THi««! .^(:
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Gas and Electric Fix
tures
Frink, I. P.
Gas Machines
InternationalHeaterCo.Grates, Fancy PlatedChattanoogaRoofingft Fdry.
Co.
Greenhouses
Burnham,Hltchings,PlersonCo.
Grille Work, WoodFoster-MungerCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Grindstones
ClevelandStoneCo.
Grooving Heads
Fox MachineCo.
Hardwnre Jobbers
White.VanGlahnft Co.Hardware Special
tiesChampionSafetyLockCo.Hasps. Hooks andStaples
WoodhouseHdw.Mfg.Co.Heat ers.—-Steamand Hot
Wattr.
Burnham,Hltchings.Plerson
CO.
InternationalHeaterCo.Hinges. Spring
BommerBros.
Hinges, w inflow Screen.Kees,F.D.
Hoists
Mietz,A.
House Plans
Comstock,Wm.T.
Iron Honse Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Iron Work
VanDornIronWorksCo.
I.nth. Metal
TrussMetalLath Co.WheelingCorrugatingCo.LavatoriesChicagoHouseWreckingCo.
Levels
Baker,McMUlenCo.
Bostrnm-RradyMfg.Co.
Davisft Cook.
Stetson.R. O.Lightning RodsWashburn,E. G. ft Co.I,u miher and Shingles
LestershireLumberft Box
Co.
Mangers, Slow Feed
Brond Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Mantels
Burritt.A. W., Co.Foster-MnnpcrCo.French,Sam'lH. ft Co. 1

Lorenzen,C. F. ft Co.
Ostendorf,W. H.
Phtla.ft BostonFaceBrick
CO.
Murine Engines
Mietz,A.
Masons' StovesDrouve,G. Co.
Metal Lath
TrussMetalLath Co.Mill Work
Schaller-HoerrCo.
Mineral Wool
ColumbiaMineralWoolCo.U. S. MineralWoolCo.Miter Boxes
Braunsdorf-MuellerCo.GoodellMfg. Co.
NichollsMfg.Co.
Miter Machines
Fox MachineCo.
Moldings
AmericanColumnCo.
GrandRapidsWoodCarvingCo.
Schaller-HoerrCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Hortar Colors
French.Sam'lH. ft Co.
Mortlsers II audMiller,A.W..Mfg.Co.
Ornamental Sheet
Metal WorkMullins,W. H. Co.Paint
NewJerseyZincCo.
StandardPaintCo.
Pariitiette Flooring
interiorHardwoodCo.
Wood-MosaicFlooringCo.
Patent Lawyers
Hamlin,GeorgeR.
Pencils
Dixon,Jos. CrucibleCo.
Plnnes
GageToolCo.
Smith,OtisA.
Towerft LyonCo.
UnionMfg. Co.
Plasterers' Corner
Plates
NewYorkSteelComerPlate.
Co.
Plastic OrnamentsFrench,SamuelH. & Co.
Plumbers' nuptllesKarol,B.C.
Porch Colnmns
AmericanColumnCo.
HarunanBros.Mfg.Co.Pumps
Mietz,A.
Reflectors
Frink.L P.
Hooting, Art MetalTile
Mullins,W. H. Co.Roofing and SidingAsphaltReadyRoofingCo.BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.Drouve,G. Co.
EasternGraniteRoofingCo.
EdwardsMfg.Co.Eller,J. H. ft Co.
KannebergRoofingft Ceiling
Co.
LincolnWaterproofClothCo.
O. K. HarrySteelWorks.
Scottft Co.
StandardPaint Co.
StowellMfg.Co.
WheelingCorrugatingCo.Roofing BracketsStanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Roofing PaintAsphaltReadyRoofingCo.Dixon,Jos. CrucibleCo.
Rooting SlateJohnson,E. J. ft Co.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Sash ChainsBridgeportChainCo.Morton,Tliomas.
Smith& EggeMfg.Co.
Sash Cord
SamsonCordageWorks.
SilverLakeCo.
Sash Locks
ChampionSafetyLockCo.Hubbard,D. S., Souft Co.Ives,H. B. ft Co.
Sash Operating De
vices
Burnham,HltchlngB,riersonCo.
Sash Pulleys
GrandRapidsHardwareCo.Sash Weights
RaymondLeadCo.
Sashes, Doors andBlinds
Foster-MongerCo.
LestershireLumber& BoxCo.
Saw Clamps
Disston,Henryft Sons.
Saw Filing GuideDisston,Henryft Sons.
Snw HoldersGayle,T. D.
Saw Jointers
CrescentMachineCo.
Saw Sets
TaintorMfg.Co.
Saw Tallies
CrescentMachineCo.Kidder,R. E.
Saws
Atkins,E. C. ft Co.Disston,Henry& Sons.
Hammacher.Srhlemmerft Co.Jennings,C. E. Co.
NationalSawCo.
SimondsMfg.Co.
Schools
AmericanSchoolof Correspondence
InternationalCorrespondence
Schools.
Screw Drivers
KraeuterftCo.
NorthBroB.Mfg.Co.

Sheet Metal Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Shingles and Tiles,
MetallicBergerMfg.Co.
ChattanoogaRoofingft FoundryCo.
CortrightMetalRoofingCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
NationalSheetMetalRoofUuCo.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Shingles Hip
WheilingCorrugatingCo.
Shingle Stuins
Cabot,Samuel.
Shntter WorkerMalloryMfg.Co.
Shutters (SeeBlinds)
Skylights
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRoofing& Fdry.
Co.
Drouve,G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KannebergRoofingft <
Co.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Speaking TnbesOstrander,W. R. ft Co.
Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
Squares
Duhy& Shlnn.
NichollsMfg.Co.
Steel Figures
Letters
Sackman,F. A.
Steel Square Key
Woods,AlfredW.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural Iron and SteeWorks
BostonBoltCo.
Structural SlateJohnson,E. J. ft Co.
Tanks. Steel
O. K. HarrySteelWorks.
Tiling
Ostendorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walter'sSons,W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Co.
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit ft ToolCo.GageToolCo.
Hammacher,Schlemmerft OBJennings,C. E. Co.
Kraeuterft Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.ProgressiveMfg. Co.
Smith.OtisA.StanleyRule ft LevelCo.8tarrett,L. 8.. Co.StreUnger,C. A Co.
Tower& LyonCo,
Walter'sSons,Wm. P.Wilkinson,A. J., ft Co.
Turned. Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.
Ventilating Attneh-
mentDrouve,G„ Co.Ventilators
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammacher,Schlemmerft OgWagon Jacks
BataviaClampCo.
Water ClosetsChicagoHouseWreckingCo.Weather Strips
Hamraaeher,Schlemmerft C4King Mfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Broad Gauge Iron Stoll
Works.
Window Apparatus
Dronve,G. Co.
Window and DoorStops
King Mfg.Co.
Window FastenersStanleyWorks.
Window Stop Ailjnst.
ers
Ives,HobartB & Co.Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Windows. Fireproof
Mullins.W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarviniCo.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumberft Boj
Co.
Wood Working Mav .chlnery
American Wood Workia.:Maeh'yCo.
Barnes,W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
CordesmanMachineCo.Fay, J. A. ft EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder.R. E.LongIslandMachineryCoMarston,J. M. & Co.
Parks Rail BearingMachineryCo.
RenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Ma
chinery, Second
HnndLongIslandMachineryCo.
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Material front the $50,000,000
St. Louis World's Fair

Low Prices on Lumber, Building Material, Merchandise,
Machinery, Household Goods, etc.

SAVE 30 TO 50%
onanythingyouneedontheform.In the
bomeorBbop.fttudycarefullytherca-
MBl why wearc ableto quotelower
price*themanybodyelae.andthende
cideto placea trialorderwithas. TheChicagoHouseWreckingCompany,(Capi
talandSurplus91,0iO,iXKOisthelargestin
stitutionofItskindin theworld.Weare
tal
constantlybuyingstocksofNewGeneral
merchandise.HouseholdSupplies,elt.al
Sheriffs', ftecelvert'.Trustees',k%-

ind Manufacturers'Sale*
mean*thatnewgoodsof standardt andqualityaresolddirecttoyouatthanactualcostprice.Youwouldbepelledtopay30to 60%moreat otherC9for samematerial.Donotfall to
thefollowingspecialoffersIf you
I to Baremoneyonyourpurchases.

WOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
suppliesormaterialsyoumayneedlor contemplatedim
provementsaboutyour place. History repeatsitself, and
nowalter havingdismantledeveryexpositionof modern
times,incluaini: the Chicago World's Fair, 1893;
The Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, ISOi;
Tho Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha,
1899, andinnumerablepubliobuildings,wehavepurchased
*• $50,000,000 St. Louis World's Fair
andconsequentlyhavean immensestockof first classma
terial of everykindand for everypurpose. Shrewdpur
chasers;thosewhoknowagoodbargain,andappreciatethe
qualityofmaterialusedIn the constructionsof the most
magniflclentandexpensiveWorld'sExpositionof modern
times,arefloodinguswithorders. Thereis nothingusedIn
theconstructionof a buildingof anykind,or for furnir.hing
same,thatwecannotsupply. Look upyourneedsandget
ourcatalogue.The pricesspeakfor themselves.Toll us
what youwant. .Everydayfindsourstockof bigWorld's
Fair bargainsmuchsmaller.•Write today.

OUR GUARANTEE
Wepositivelyguaranteethatall pur
chasesofanyKindmadefromuswillbe
thoroughlysatisfactory,andarticlesand
suppliesexactlyasrepresented.Youcan
placeyourorderwithusinconfidencethat)
youwill notonlyreceivejustwhatyou
orderandpayfor,butwiththefurtheras
surancethatIncaseyonfindthegoodsnot
asrepresented,youcanreturnsameandyourmonoywillberefundedwithoutquibblingordolay.BendusyourInquiriesfor
whatyoumaybeInneedof In thelineofgeneralfarmandbuildingsupplies,house
holdgoods,eta *

Our REFERENCES
WewelcomeInvestigationastoourre
liability.LookUBuplnl)un's,Bradi?trectsor
anyotherresponsiblecommercialagency
orexpresscompany.ABkanybanker,or
refertotheDroversDepositNationalBank*
andotherChicagobanks.

Steel Roofing and Siding
new,paintedonbotasides,mostdurable
Ddeconomicalroonngforhouses,bams
adsheds—In factfor all buildings.,1.60 PER100SQUAREFEET.
TatsisoarNo.lbgrade,semi*hardened,
»C 21124Inches.
Oorrnn-ated,V Crimpedorstanding;•earn,perBq.,,1.60,alsocomesIn 0
andafootlengthsat60opersq.more." BeadedColling andSiding,persq....#2.25

ImitationBrickBiding;,persq. »2.25
WEPAYTHEFREIOHT
Eastof Colorado,exceptOklahoma,Ind.Terr,and
Texas. Pricesto other

No

STOVES & RANGES
FROMTHEWORLD'SFAIR
WehaveorertooStovesforsalethat
wereusedonlyduringt'ieExposition.
OakHeaters-..Each,M.95
OatBlastStoves,
Smallsizeat (7.00
Medlumslzeat 11.50Largesizeat 12.75
Cannon11eaters,
SmallBlzeat ,4.80
L&rtresizeat 7.75
Air Tight WoodHeaters
from «1.50to«?.50
KitchenRangesfrom,4.00to,80.00

LOWEST PRICES ON LUMBER OF ALL KINDS
IncludingbuildingmaterialofeverydescriptionfromtheBt.LouisWorld'sFair.HereIsyouronechancetogotalumberbargain.
Over 100,000,000 Feet of tho Finest Grades of Lumber
wereusedIn theconstructionof thosegrandexhibitionpalaces.Nowofferedat
EXCEEDINGLYLO'.VPRICES. ThetimetobuylumberandbuildingmaterialIs today.Don'tdolay.ThesupplyIs fastvanishing.

SEND US TOUR LUMBER BILL FOR ESTIMATE.
Save 30 to 50$ If you buy at onoe.

Studding,joists,planking,dressedandmatchedflooring,sheathing,timbers.Infact,lumberforanypurpose.
ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL Wl

Quickdelivery.Besideslumberwehave
tricalapparatus,f
andthousandsof

e"

FAIR CATALOGUE.
ofsash,doors,hardware,eleo-

tools,turnstiles,statues,railing,molding.Ironrods,
.-Jee.
houseontheexpoplttonground,St.TjouIw.Mo.

Extension Table $10.25
Bestselectedoak,withfinestGolden

Oakflnlsh,top
►ISInches,pil-
I Lars7 Inches
thick, hand,carved,0 ft, extension,

each.„ -(10.2.-.
IIft.extenslon..,ll.15
600 Tables In
handsomedeBlrnH
fromSt.Loulslair
at*3.»0to«25eaih.
■Sendfor Catalog.

CHAIR BARGAINS
600beautifulboxfesjb
lonoddiningroomor
library<chairs exactly
likeIllustration.Canbe
hadIn Golden,Flemish
orWeatheredOakfinish
es. Beatsof genuine
handcaning.Patternen
tirelynew.Whilethey
lasteach t>8o
Othersat90,80,70,and
60C

"Eagle" Felt Hoofing
60ePERHUNDREDSQUAREFEET.
$ Ply "Eagle"BrandHeadyKooDnp.
withoutsupplies,persq 60e
8Ply "Eattle"BrandBeadyBooting,
withoutsupplies,persq tfOo
VulcaniteBoofllngwithnails,capsand
cement,persq *1.TC
Red Rosin SheetingPaper. 600sq.
feet .45c, -
GalvanizedRubberRoof-Ins;,extensivelyusedon
highgradebuildings,prac-l
tlcalfor liningpurposes.Nails,caps,cement,fur
nishedcomplete,108sq.
feet 91.50
Bettergradesalso.
EaveTroughs,DownBpout-
Inge,Valleys,ItldgoRolla,etc.
SAMPLES FREE.

World's Fair Furniture
♦.100,000
wortho'fhigh
g r adefjrnlture
fromthe
World's
Fate
100MorrisChairs.
150Conches. Ea<
S50OfficeDesks Each,CI0.00
2,000Dressers. Each,,5.00
2,000Iron Beds- ..Each.fJ.a5

Each,,5.50
•4.00toSB.00
...Eacl

12 Ton Jack Screws 80c
Four Carloads,Brand New Cast
Iron Htand,wroughtIronscrew,deep
cutthread.Thebestmade,andblRgostbargainInthelotatthese

,...,0.80
.... 1.10
.... 1.15
.... 1.85
... 8.-10
5.2

prices.
Hi In. dlam.,18ton...

Eg:

16
80
84
86
86

HouseTtnl.lnirJacks,ea.1.40Uvt-r Jacks,each. 6.00

LINOLEUM & CARPETS AT HALF PRICE
FROMTHISFIFTYMILLIONDOLLARWORLD'SFAIR

ThousandsofhandsomemodernpiecesofhouseholdekoctswereIncludedIn ourpurchasesoftlievariousfor"tgn,stateandpublicbuildings.Dontyourecallthe
manyrichfurnishings,thefinecarpets,rugs,etcI Wehavethousandsof goodthingstoofferInthislineatone-halftheirrealvalue.
1000TardaOHCloth,goodasnew,excellentpatterns,fineheavybody,variousdesigns,1,1;; and8yardswide,persquareyard 10cents
8000Yards Scml BcotehLinoleum, finestonality,practicallynew,hand-
someassortmentofdesirms,lnSyardwldtbs,modluinquality,persquareyard,35
cents.Heaviestquality,persquareyard...40cents
S50Floor Bugs,heavytexture.6^9,each SI.DOLargevariety,combinationofcolors,from50oto950
'100Yards IngrainCarpet,darkgreenbody,floraldesigns,full widths,thoroughlyrenovated,looks
likenew.Prlcejjery^ard. .^..Itocent*

ROPE BARGAINS
Anunusualopportunityforanything
In thelineof rope,bindertwine,etcat
priceslikethese.
GoodManila Rope,slightlyused,allsizes, Inch,perlot)ft. 90.75
NewManilaRope,slightlyshopworn,perlb. lOo
Wrapping*twine,lb.5c
GalvanizedGuyWire
perhundredft.Sl.60
WireRopeandCable
at way-downprices.
TackleBlocks,Derricks.
etc Writefor prices.

$5.10 Anti-Freezing Pump
Special Offer on Pumps.
Windmilllift pumpn,each til.C>:>ttouMoActing1forcepumps, 9.00

PitcherBpoutpump*..0.95
KitchenForcePumps.4.50
ThresherTankpumpa5.50HydraulleBams. 4.75
GalvanizedStoragetun..-,
tankwagons,hogtroughs,hot
watertanksandtanksofevery
kind,—waterlifts,rubberand
leatherbeltingat very lowprices.

GASOLINE ENGINE $60
9 II. P. finefarmengine,forsawingwood.
puniplng.churnlngand
generalpurposes.An
economical farm
power.Guaranteed,

. sXiO.OO
WithpumpingJm.I.
Machineryof
kinds. Enginesrangingfrom1toKO II. P.
Pumping machinery
andequipment

Paints, 30c Per Gallon
WHITE FOR COLORCARD,FREE
BarnPaint, Inbarrellots,per' ' " ater Faints, per -

6c
Mlicd

IOO LBS. WIRE SI.40
LowestPricesonGalvanizedWin.
Wire Shorts,No.14gauge,per100lb.
halo _ ,1.40
AnncnlcdWire, new,11to 10gauiperICOlbs.....el.

B. 11.TelephoneIVlre, continuous
lgtus-lOOlba.,2.75
Pointed BarbedWire,100lbs.*2.8O
GulvanlzcdBurbcdWire,100lbs.82.60Poultry Netting,
galr.|00sq.ft.. 40c

MODERN PLUMBING MATERIAL
WeofferyouasavingofSOto50percentonany.hlngyouneedInthisline.Wecanfurnishyouallthe
)mfortsofacitydwellingevenIf youhavenowater

pergal 75e
- iler" Brand,3■
_guaranteed,pergal.!»;,<■FarnUhe«,Venetiani: I,■Oil-,stainsandevery!| :nthepaintandoil Une.t

supply.With ourmodern"CountryHomesWater
iupplles"youlivelikeaking.Writeasforfull facts.

Steell ; ft. Bath Tub 9>6.SO
EnameledSinks. f1.10up
WaterClosets,completo 1*7.00up
Washstiiml*.handsomo,allwellfinl&hed,complete....7.50up
A ModernBathRoomOutfit,complete £5.00up
Askforourplumbingsupplycatalogue.It'sworthhaving.

OUR NEW 50O PAGE CATALOG No. 23 FREE,ThisbookIsonethateveryshrewdbuyermustBendfor.It isfullofbargainsfromcoverItocover,andquotestheverylowestpricesoneverythingneededonthefarmandIn theIhome.YouwillsavemoneybyreferringtoItoften.ThelistaboveshowsonlyafewII articlesoutofthousandsdescribed,butthepricesgiveyouanIdeaofwhatyoucansavesendingyourordersto us. Cutoutthisad. MakeacrossmarkonthoseItemsthat-interestyou,andwewillsendyoumuchvaluableInformation.Alsofillin thecoupontoyourright.Ournewcataloguewl11besentyouabsolutelyfreeandprepaid.

DIDIT io.owo.oourectorpipe.rli Ct overhauledand in good
condition.It camefromtheExposition.WroughtIronPipewithscrewedends
andthreadedcouplings,straightandIn
food
condition.
-Inch,perfoot 8!<cts.l'f-lnch, perfoot 1. cts.1-lnch, perfoot :> eta
WEII 8 -Inch,perfoot. 10cts.4,'f.lnch,perfoot. IT cts.
CASING5ydnchjperfoot goct».

Wire Nails, $1.50 FLV.°°
10,000Kegs Mixed Wire Nails,
eachcontaining100to110lba.,andrang,
lngfrom3to30pennyweight,allkinds
Ineachkeg.Specialpriceperkeg..sl.50
WireSpikes. Per
100lbs..
Wire]
. I.'<-.1
Cinun
Wire Ikeg..

g?*Sf Till I t.1001b*,8.00 I 11 1111
nt Coated I -UV-*"^•eNulls. Per V*^
#1.70| ■■*

OlM&dufjoursBswmfiasssm,whweyoaSH»a«catt.UKd.stdwbstltrsuIstenstjee.

^CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., 35th & Iron Sts„ Chicago, III.

ChicagoHouseWreckingCompany, 608
39th IronSts..Chlcae^.I amareaderof Carpentry&Building.Sendmeoneof

yourlarge600pagecataloguesasadvertisedla thispaper.
NAME „„...„
ADDRESS
R.R.ORP.O.BOX..-
I ST4TE
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AMERICAN
No. 112 Single and Double Surfacers

Working 24" or 30" wide by 7"
thick. Four power driven rolls,

geared at both ends. In-feeding roll

solid or divided, as ordered. Top
cylinder double belted, patent side

clamping cylinder boxes and other

valuable features. Write for com
plete description.

AMERICAN
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY CO.

NEW ORLEANS CHICAGO NEW YORK
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FOOT, HAND AND POWER

WOOD WORKING HJEIT
For Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers

and Other Wood-Workers.

Victor" Scroll Saw. Built for Hard Work, Accurate Work and Long Service.
' Rex" Moulder.

ONE MAN with one of these
machines will do the work of
four to six men using hand

tools; will do it easier, will do
it better.

WE GUARANTEE each ma-
chine to be thoroughly practical

and accurate. Machines sent

on trial, and if not found en
tirely satisfactory may be re

turned at our expense.

No.6 " Union" CombinationSelf-FeedRipandCrou-CutSaw.

Enterprising mechanics are quick to see the su

perior merits of our machines. It will pay you to
investigate these advantages.

SEND FOR CATALOG "A."

No.8 " Union" PowerSaw.

The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Co.
209 WaterStreet,SenecaFalls, N. Y., U. S. A No.6 " Union" CombinationSaw.

Rflt^tlPC Foot and HandDdrilC5> Power Machinery
For

CARPENTERS and

BUILDERS.
Our New Hand and Foot Power
Circular Saw No. 4, the strongest
most powerful, and in everyway the
bestmachine of its kind ever made
for ripping, cross cutting and for
grooving, gaining, dadoing and rab
beting. Solid iron table planed
perfectly true.
We makenine other machinesfor
Wood Workers.

The Only Complete Line of

Such Machines made.

Strong,
Practical,
Durable.

Catalogue Free on Application.

W, F, & JOHN BARNES GO.

71 Buby St., BocKford, 111.
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ARE YOU THINKING OF GETTING
Wood-working Machines?

Ever interested in motor-
driven tools ? They're
slowly but surely coming.
We're furnishing them
right along.

That's all wemake—beenmakingit 75years, for the four corners of the world,
you to investigate them.

It will pay

No. 133 new Four Side
Inside Molder, 12 or 15
by 6 inches. For light or
heavy work. Replete
with labor-savingdevices,
and has all the latest im
provements.

We make a complete line of inside and outside molders—smallest to largest sizes—eachhaving Fay & Egan quality
a guarantee for merit.

J. A. FAY & EGAN CO. 221-241 W. Front St.
CINCINNATI, 0.

LARGEST BUILDERS OF WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY IN THE WORLD

Catalogue,bockson
bandsaws,sandersoruni
versalwood-workers,free.

ASTEROID
THE

PERMANENT ROOFING.
SCOTT & CO., 233 E. Front St.
CINCINNATI, O. AGENTS WANTED

A Clever and Radical Change
In theestimatinglinetbatwiltproveprofitableto the
investorandcultivatorof theA. B.C.SCHKDlLKS,or
ITEMIZED BLANK ESTIMATINGFORMSlor [tie
useof

Contractor* and Builder*
TheseSchedulesaresuperiorto anythingof ihe
kindalreadyforsale. Notatextbookonestimating,
oraseriesof tables,butjust a seriesof simplecom
monseut-elilank Forme,givinga completelist of
all Itemsenteringintotbecoustiuctlonof a building.
It Will Pay Yon To Investigate This
Thereisaseparateandcompletescheduleforeach
of thefollowingtrades:
Carpenters,Mnsons, Plumbers, Painters
A samplecopyof eachschedulecoveringanyof
thetrade*for 25c.A completebook(oneof each
series)ONE DOLLAR.

The Gem Publishing Co.
P. O. Box No. 14 Brooklyn, New Vork

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE.

If youneedany
thingin my lino,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCent
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata
log. Shipments
promptly made
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas largo
ones.

B.C. KAROL.235W.HarrisonSt.,Chicago,111.
4_ MARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A

PRO SPECf ST.
"^™™^^ hENB FOK PRICE.LII*T No.T

FOLDING BUILDING BRACKET »■"•»«>
OneDozenCarriedUnderConcordBuggySeat

Thousand:
userssatlmled
.pghrackete\erInvented.Forprice,particular,etc..writeA. H- Dantorth,Monson.Moss.

H 3holed
clannelIron
enasstudding
onInsidebuilding
holdBracket.112
samefoldedInto
et. Changedfor
widthstudding
iii'e. A is co eh
'herecannotbore
reshlnglln^,etc.
l'l. All lluviH and
Be«tFoldlri-rBuild-

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36inches high.
Center part of top is madeof iron accu
rately planed, with grooveson each side of
saw for gauges to slide in.
Steel shafts andbestbabbitt metal boxes.
Gears are all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and siae treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete, 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. NARSTON & CO., 201 Rubles St., Boston. Mass.

o UR descriptive catalogue of Building Trades Bookswill interest every progressive Carpenter and Builder..
DAVID WILLIAMS CO., 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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Most Accurate Woodworkers Use
Fox Universal Wood Trimmers
IF YOU DON'T, YOU OUOHT TO, PROVIDED JYOU
WANT TO DO BETTER WORK FOR LESS MONEY.

FIFTEEN THOUSAND FOX TRIMMERS ARE IN USE BY CARPENTERS,
BUILDERS, INTERIOR FINISH MILLS, ETC.

Ask for Special Trimmer Catalog or General Catalog.
WE ALSO MAKE DADO HEADS, BORING MACHINES, MITER MACHINES, MACHINE KNIVES

BAND SAWS, PLANERS, LATHES, SAW FILING MACHINERY, Etc.

387 N. FRONT ST.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.Fox Machine Co.,

CRESCENT MACHINERY
Quality Is all rlftht— ao'a the pries.

Band Saws,
Jointers,
Saw Tables,
Band Saw Blades.

Nothing:else.
Catalog tells the rest.

Hie Crescent jnacHine Co-
206 Main St.,
Leetonla, Ohio.

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTECTIOMfromLIGHTNINGtogirra
byn-eofoarcontinuouscopperconductor*.

E.G.Wathburne& Co.,46 CortlandtSt..NewYork.
Telephone31%CortIsndt.

Work pot up or material I

THE IMPROVED C" P R
Hand and Foot Power r. D>
SAWING MACHINE.
Por Carpenters,BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.

REND FOR CIRCULAR.
THE BARNE8 TOOL CO., New Hsven, Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.
AA.A A,,* ^dithltlitfi

-rt;il JBJ.HJ
Patented.Tf tTTTf f
Korfasteninga.xtures,timbers,etc.,to brick,stone,
concreteorothermaBonry.
U1AMONDEXPANSION BOLT CO.,
•-U.1S.15MurrayStreet, NewVoTk.N.T

EamMoreMoney

LUMBERMEN, ATTENTION!

YOTJ
manufacturelumberasa business,andusematchingandmouldingmachines,whichshouldhe
equippedwHhTheShlmerCutterHeadstoreceivetheirnestservice.Theconvenienceofthesetools
Inworkingflooring.Ceiling,Siding,Shinlap andJointing Is beingdemonstratedeverydayfrom

thefactthatmorethan100,000cf tlKmareInusethroughouttheUnitedStatesandforeigncountries If
youdonot-usethem,askyourneighbororanypracticalmillmanconcerningtheirconvenience
Don'tbeprejudiced—ask.
Thens*»natoubforfull particularsandlearnthelowpricesatwhichwecanfityououtwith the beBt
SteelKorgedCutterHeadBthatcanberroduced.Don'tforgetthatwesendthemon trial to responsible
millmenanywhere;theycanhereturnedatourexpenseIf tbeydon'tprove10be thegreatesttimeand
laborsavingtoolsfor thepurpose.

OurCataloguewill giveyoua lot of informationaboutthe ShlmerCutterHead,
andwewillmailit free toanyaddress.

Address SAMUEL J. SHIMER <£LSONS, Milton. Pa.

International CorrespondenceSchools
Box969,Scranton,Pa.

Pleaseexplain,withoutfurtherobligationonmypart,
howI canqualifyfora largersalaryin the
positionbeforewhich1havemarkedX-

Architect SanitaryEngineer
ArchitecturalDrafts. ForemanPlumber
BuildingInspector Eleotrlclan
ContractorandBulldsr SteamEngineer
StructuralEngineer MarineEngineer
MsohanloalEngineer Surveyor
MeohanioalDrafts. TextileExpert
MachineDesigner Bookkeeper
ElectricalEnglnatr Stenographer
MunicipalEngineer AdWriter
Haat.andVant.Eng. French) With
Chamlst German> Edlaon
Sheet-MetalDraft*. Spanish) Phonograph

Name-

St.& No-

City State-

SecureYourFuture
To earn moremoney—tosecure
your future—to succeedin life—cut
out,till in and mail to theInter
nationalCorrespondenceSchools
theabovecoupon.Theywillshow
you how you can fit yourself
easilyand quicklyin your spare
time to getmoremoneyin your
present position, or changeto
amorecongenialandbetterpay-
lugoccupation.
Mind,thesendingofthiscoupon
doesnotobligateyou topayone
cent. It simplygivestheI. C. S.
theopportunityof proving now
easyit is for youto improveyour
conditionright at homewithout
neglectingyour present work.
Norisk to run. Nobookslobuy.
TheI. C.S. is aninstitutionwith
an investedcapitalof over 55,-
000.000,and a reputationof 14
years' successfulwork. It has
taken a carpenterandqualified*
him tobecomea contractorand
builderwith an incomeof $100a
week. It has takena minerand
enabledhim to becomea mine
inspectorwitha salaryof53,000a
year. It hastakenanapprentice
andfittedhim for thepositionof
railroadmastermechanicwitha
salary of 52.500a year. It has
takentensof thousandsof men
andwomenof everyageandin
everywalk of life, and in a few
monthsqualifiedthemtodouble,
triple,and quadrupletheir earn
ings. To learnwhotheyare;how
it was dune; howYOU can do
the same,fill in the couponand
mail it today.

Succeed in Life^STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.!
JAIL WORK. JOIST HANGERS JRON FENCINGS.
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 and 30 Central Avenue_ ^ .

CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Finest Grades of Latest Improved

Wood-Working Machinery
For PlaningMills,FurnitureandChair Factories,Car
riage,WagonandAgriculturalWorks. Circulars
andprices. Correspondencesolicited.Universal Wood-Worker. No. '2Planer and Matcher.

©all ©earing
MACHINERY..

Great improvement for foot
power, Rip Saw, Band Saw
and Boring. All readyfor use,

sameforpower.
Other attach
ments and use
ful tools.

Manufacturedby

PARKS
BallBearingMach.Co.
Bta.A,

Cincinnati, Ohio

f

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

madei If so send for illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 MentionStreet, Worcester,Mass.

SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matchers24In.
PonyPlaners16,30,24In.

WoodsMoulder13In.
Berlin Moulder15In.
RogersMoulder8In.
VarietyMachlneB,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTopSawTables,UaaandGasolineEn
gines,BandSawB,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,
Jig Saws.
A1 CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
15 Washington Av.., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANUFACTURERSOF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Far Floor* In Stores, Churches, Depots,
Kitchens, Halls, Porches, A c.

Officeand Factory,Bluff Street,near61st,
PITTSBURG, PA.

MONTROSS ROOFING IS CHEAPER
than SLATE or WOOD,
lastslonger,fire-proof.or
namental,easilylaid, no
repairs. Catalog,prices
andtestimonialsfree.

,nMontross Metal Roof-

8WT.f?e°r clre:lng ing Co., Camden,N. J.

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

*J/HE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders* attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB-
EROID ROOFING does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
' ' above all things ' ' avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

•LUTOFACTUKEDSOLELYBY

The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork.

ChicagoOffices : 188-90MadisonSt.

THE EDWARDS METAL CEILINGS
FIRE-PROOF,

Cornices,

Skylights,

Corrugated

Iron,

Metal

Shingles,

Steel

Roofing,

Siding,

Etc.

DURABLE, DUST PROOF, ARTISTIC, SANITARY

Write
for

General

Catalog

L
and

Special

Metal

Ceiling

Catalog

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
EGGLESTON AVE.

" The Sheet Metal Folks" CINCINNATI, OHIO.

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court rooms,
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceilingsareshippedreadyforerection.No t^OKVexpertlaborrequired.Workingdrawingsfur- \nlsfaed.They'readaptedtoanykindof building.
ExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelTioonne,Siding,MetalShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkandFireproofIngMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. Askfor them.

THE BEROER MFO. CO.
CANTON,OHIO.

NewYork. Boston. Phlla. St.Louis
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.

It is made from galvanized iron in 10-ft. lengths,

without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft . lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.

MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or

breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.

Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materials required.

BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18 cents. Whole outfit costs £125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. 8ENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO.,
Kg:

Simplicity, Rapidity
Adaptability, Durability
FOUR CARDINAL POINTSARE

THE
Combinedlu

|V f\ Wheels,Chains,1 Cogs, Gears or
Cranks. Nothing to
Clog, Break or get out
of order. No loss of
time or labor.

The Ideal Hollow Concrete

Block Machine
The Peer
of All"

Manufacturedby

Ideal Concrete Machinery Co.
FormerlyAurbnrn,Ind. South Bend,Ind-

HandsomeCatalogand
Booklet/or the asking.

Face formed on bottomof the mould.
Cores withdrawnhorizontallyby lever
—not by hand. Guaranteedcapacity,
twomen,10hours,200blocks.A portable
machinethatcanbecarriedwitheast*by
twomen. Over200inusein the Stateof
Indiana alone. The only machinewith
whichcanbeaccomplishedthe facingof
blocks by theBorstsystem. A business
propositionto themaker of blocks. An
appeal to the commonsensejudgment
of the builder.
In correspondingwith uswemakeour
businessyour interests.

THE LOVELL
WINDOW AND SHUTTER
OPERATING DEVICE
ForFactories,Foundries,Etc.

A line of sash 500 feet
long can be operated from!

one station if desired.
The V01.KXSHardwareCo.. Toronto,Ontario,
SoleCanadianManufacturers.
WE ALSO MAKE

The «' Anti-Pluvius " SKylight
Bestskylightconstructionin theworld.

CorrespondenceSolicited

The G. DROUVE CO,, Bridgeport, Conn. U. S. A.

nSECCRE'
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMU ROOFING
saves repairs

saves recoating;

saves renewing
Send(orSampiesandPamphlet

STOWELLMFGCO
JERSEY CITXNJ

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones

pttE> for
\ Carpenters*

4 or Anybody's

A Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor, HickoxBldg., CLEVELAND, O.
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iWHEELING CEILINGS MADE OF STEEL
MANUFACTURED BY

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO., Wheeling, W. Va.

^Fire Proof

The Most

Artistic

Interior

Finish

Moderate

in Cost

For

Buildings

of all

Kinds

Send Plan

Ask for
Estimates

Large

Stocks

Carried

in all

Our

Warehouses

Nothing
Too Large
For Us

STEEL CEILING, LUNA PARK, PITTSBURG, PA., DESIGNED AND ERECTED BY US
BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES

NEW YORK CITY 47-51Cliff Street PHILADELPHIA .... 402-104-406RaceStreet
CHICAGO 45and4TLake Street BOSTON,MASS. 132and1S4PearlStreet
ST. LOUIS - . . 112-114-116SouthEighth Street CHATTANOOGA, TENN. King Street

ASTEROID

Facts about

. . THE . .
PERMANENT ROOFING

"Asteroid" is a strictly high grade Felt (not paper) Roofing.
Contains no Coal Tar. Waterproof.

It is a "completed " Roofing material. 'Requires no special tools to apply. Suit
able for flat or steep roofs. Used successfully everywhere. Always pliable and
workable. Practically fire proof. Unaffected by Acid, Alkali or Gas fumes.

Costs no more than good tar and gravel and lasts longer. Altogether a most

admirable fabric for general building and insulating purposes. Avoid Coal Tar

goods for permanent work. Coal Tar is an uncertain, fleeting material requiring
frequent renewal.

FOR 33 YEARS ™—™«*o?

IRON and STEEL HOOFING, CORRUGATED ROOFING and SIDING

And all other Sheet Building Materials has continued at the Works cf

SCOTT & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1872

23* East Front St., CINCINNATI, O.
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Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever invented.
SavesfromSto 24boursIn layingouta singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenables
theordinaryworkmantoframetaemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertainty.
IT Do'KS ALL THIS. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesangleBforanypitch.
It giveslengthsfor anyratters.It gtvuscutsforprincipals,jacks,tups,valley*andcripples.Savestime
for theskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addressthemanufacturers,

G. A. TOPP <SL CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

YOUR INVENTION IS NOT PROTECTED
unlesscoveredbya GOOD,STRONGPATENT. Many patentsareworthlessbecausetheir " claims"aresoweakthat the slightest
variationin thestructureof thepatenTecTaiticleor machineis notcovered.Your inventionshouldbeprotectedbya patenthaving
the strongest" claims" obtainable. I can obtain suchapatentfor you. Sendfor booklet. Referencestoclientsthroughoutthe
UnitedStates.

*/ procure Good Patents"
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Attorney,

800 H ST., N.W. CfcSorAfiT) Washington, D. C.

Ventilating' Tasks.
Our Sash Operating

Apparatus shifts one

sash or 100of them—

with perfectease.Total

absence of chains, ca

bles, springsor compli

cated system of levers

or sliding gears.

Can beoperatedfrom

any desired location.

R. H. Macy's store,

Otis Elevator Factory

andhundreds of others

use our devices.

Send for Catalog X-V

BURNHAM-HITCHINGS-PIERSON CO.
1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St., New York.

Boston Branch i 819 Tremont Building.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs appropriate for any
style of architec
ture.

Styles GalvanizedandCopperSkylights,Cornices,Finlals, Crestings,Ventilators,M.tal
,RoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Siding,etc Write
5andPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing 6V Ceiling Co..[anufaotuioris,
CANTON. OHIO.

SKYLIGHTS
Our ml Mtyl.fi hi*
GWe satisfaction.

They are no<-onsirnrted that all condensationIncarried to theenrbanddischarged
tbrough weephole* on to the root without soaking between laps.
The peculiar constructionol the curb on our skylights renders counterflashingl«n-1

necemary.
Frame* of galvanized Iron or copper,with glass of any kind or thickness.
Write lor our New Cornice. Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

ARCHITECTURE
TAUGHT BY MAIL
OUR

courses in Architecture are pre
paredfor thepurposeof helpingthose
who, for any reason, havebeenun

able to go to a resident technical school,
andto aidexperienceddraftsmenandprac
ticing architectsto "'brush up" for more
responsiblework.

<"EMPLE-OF<Oam*

«
I
I

I
I
I
I

From Instructionpapernon"The Order.*
The instructionla plannedto cover the
actual problemsarising in dally work. It
comprisesMechanicalDrawing; Descriptive
Geometry; Isometric,PerspectiveandFree
Hand Drawing; Pen and Ink Rendering;
Shades and shadows; and the conven
tionalmethodsof making,figuring, letter,
ing,andcoloringplans,elevations,sections
anddetails. Thedesignandfiguringof col
umns,girders, beams,and connectionsis
also taught. Building Materials,Building
ConstructionandDetails,Includingframing-
sheetmetalwork, fireproofing,gaspiping
andelectricwiring are thoroughlycovered.
Theprinciplesof Heating,Ventilation and
Plumbing,andthevarioussystemsare de
scribed. BuildingSuperintendence,Speclfl
cationsandContracts.Building Laws and
Permits,andgeneralofficepracticearecare
fully taught,andareillustratedwith repro
ductionsofactualofficedrawingsfromsome
of theforemostAmericanarchitects.
Nearly 100coursesin Architecture,Con
tractingandBuilding,ArchitecturalDraw
ing, Carpentry, Structural Drafting, Per
spectiveDrawing,Heating,Ventilationand
Plumbing, Electrical, Mechanical,Steam,
andCivil Engineering; MechanicalDrawing
andCollegePreparatory(preparingfor en
tranceto residentEngineeringColleges).
Write for Illustrated800-pageBulletin,
givingfull outlineof theabovecotirses.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF
CORRESPONDENCE, Chicago
zifentionCarptntryandBuilding
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architects
builders and contractors on request*

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St.. Salem, Ohio.

{Everythingin sheetntetal.)

Better Cisterns-
Why?

To protecttbehealthl*
everymember of your
family. Medicalexpert8
havepronouncedthebrick
aodwoodcicterntobethe
causeuf manycase*of
sickness.
A Cisterntobeperfectlysanitarymustbemadeso
tight that no impurities
canpossiblyget through.
Thll canonlybeaccomp
lishedby usingtne steel
cittern.
0. K. HarrySteelWorks,
23-41PaptnSt.,St.Louis,Mo.

ARCHITECTS

CONTRACTORS

BUILDERS

When you want any Structural Work it

will pay you to write to the

CONVERTORS OF

Iron snd Steel into all kinds of shapes
and dealers in

Contractors' Supplies

' Send for our latest Catalog.

284 Franklin St,
- Boston, Mass.

JOHN W.
CROOKS, Treasurer.

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS
Absolutely Dust Proof. Easily
Erected. Artistic Designs.
Ask for Catalogue " D"

S. KEI6HLEY METAL CEILING & MFG. CO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

N

PRODUCERS OF )N<S

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

E. J. JOHNSON & CO
38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book.

TftP IT OFF The Willis Cresting
Tiles No. 59

makea per-
. and hand
someroof. Theytreniadeof Tin. painted.GalvanizedSteel,CopperandCopjjeredSteel,and suitable(or eitherelateor shiugl«\roofa.

Sendforminiature*sample,and
ourCatalogueNo.6,showingavery
completelineolcornices,crestlngs,
finials.skylights,andstampedorna
ments in zinc, and STEEL
CEILINGS, etc.

WILLIS MFG. CO.,GaLesbHrg!_iU.
Makers of the Willis Hip Shingles.
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Importance of

Safe Roof Trusses.

Mistakes in designing and

figuring wooden beams
and trusses are often of

a serious nature.

The Engineering News
in reviewing the new book,

"STRENGTH OF
BEAMS, FLOORS
AND ROOFS," by F.
E. Kidder, hasthis.among
other things, to say :

"This book calls attention to
a number of wooden roofs
that are shocking in their dis-
. regard of structural principles.
Some of these roofs were actu-
, ally built before better advice
made itself felt. It is unfor
tunately true, however, that
worse examples may be found.
The matter in the present book
is valuable (hot least) as a con
tribution to public safety."

With respect to the char
acter and scope of this

treatise the review fur

ther says:

"The title might be put: How
to Design and Figure Wooden
Beams and Trusses; For the
Practical Builder, as this would
charicteriz.' ths contents fair
ly well.

It is a book the pro
gressive Builder, Carpen
ter and young Architect
will not fail to have.

222 pages and 164 en

gravings from original
drawings. : : : : ; :

$3.00, Prepaid.

DRYID WILLIWIS CO., PuOlisHers.

14-16 Part Place, New York.

GET OUR PRICES ON

METAL CEILINGS,
TIN PLATE,

EAVES-TROUGH, CONDUCTOR;,PIPE,

CHARCOAL IRON TIN,
CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALS, ETC.,

BEFORE BUYING.

J. H. ELLER & CO., . Canton, i

8

PERFECTED

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fireproof qualities and sightliness, just what trie buyer of roofing\ material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED ORANITE

^O^FINO.
SJ5.VD FOR PHOTO PAifPHXBT.

Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

Or The KlNNEAR Jl^STEEL CEILING^
LOCK OOINT

INTERLOCKING JOINT
QUADRUPLE LOCK JOINT

Patented

PERFECT CONSTRUCTION.
Send your specifications and plans to us for estimate

Catalogue or Booklet furnished upon request.
Prompt service guaranteed.

THE KlNNEAR & GAGER COMPANY,
Manufacturers

COLUMBUS, OHIO
NewYork,726LexingtonAve.
Boston.125BroadSt.
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jjet nrii
25feet wide—lower ceiling 13feet in clear.

ceF. O.B. St.Louis,Mo. $209.00 Net priceF. O.B. St. Lonis,Mo $187.00" New York, N.Y 238.00 " " New York,N.Y 212.00" " St.Paul,Minn 229.00 " " St. Paul,Minn. 204.00" " Denver,Colo 268.00 " " Denver,Oolo 239.00" " Dallas,Tex. 253.00 '• " Dallas,Tex. 226.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithillustrateonr completeandmodernstorefronts. The prices
includethesteelsill course,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
[Intermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswithtashofwhitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength; galvanizedironwork above
first-storycolumns.- We makeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to800feetin widthandfromoneto fivesto-
. rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsonrmostcarefulstudyfor overthirty
years,theyarenow the best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
<andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthat wefurnish. Wedesireto Intro
ducethisclassof work in everycityin theUnited Slates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi-
*2cts,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de
scriptivecatalogueand discounts. Eatabllataed 1846.MESKBR dte
A2I-SI9 8. 8IXTH STREET

BROTHER,
ST. LOUIS, MO. U. S. A.

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin themarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
— Telephone Builders and Plasterers.' All communications
876MadisonSquare.

™«,""»r» anu rmsicrcrs, to llg5 B'way,N. Y. O.

IN EVERY VILLAGE
There are some houses that stand forth conspicuous in the

beauty of durable, clean paint. Such houses are always those that
have been painted with high grade paints based on OXIDE OF
ZINC. Architects capable of logic will draw their own conclusions.
FREE—Oar Practical Pamphlets : " ThePaintyuestlon,"" PaintsinArchitecture,"'•Specificationsior Architects," "French GovernmentDecrees.""Paint: How, Why andWk;n"

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.,
71 Broadway, New York.

We do not grind zinc in oil. Lists of manufacturers of high
grade zinc white paints sent on request.

Walters Metal Shingles and Tile
Will last as long as thebuilding they cover.
Rain, Rust and Fire Proof.

Write for catalogue,samplesand prices.

|National Sheet Metal Roofing Co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Estimating

Simplified
To prepare an accurate
estimate, the contractor and
builder must exercise a
good deal of care— often
considerable "digging in,"
to avoid the dangers of er
ror or omission and sub
sequent loss.

The value of a trust
worthy companion to which
to turn in going over and
figuring correctly the items
which go to make up a re
liable estimate, can hardly
be overstated.

Estimating
I frame i

f Brick f
Hou$es

devotes 224 pages to tell
ing how to figure the details
of building, including the
cost of labor and the quan
tities of materials in frame
and brick houses, and of
stables, barns, &c, be
ginning with the excavation
and laying of foundations,
to the finish of the structure,
interior and exterior.
It is a complete guide for
estimating in all sections—
a reliable handbook —an in
valuable reference for the-
man who figures.

Durably Bound in Cloth,

One Dollar Postpaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
PUBLISHERS

14-16 Park Place, New York.
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$105| FOR STORE ELEVATOR
COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT, MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON

STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator Mfg. Co., S&SSftS'1
New York Office, 2032 Park Row Bldg.

(ELECTRIC)

J$105
Kuhne's Truss Metal LatK and Structural Element

Steel Concrete
Best Concrete Binder, Self-centering—For General Fire- Proof Con
structions, such as Partitions, Floors, Stairs, Outside Walls, Roof*,
Sidewalks, Sewers, Tanks, etc. Patented January i, 1901.

(CATALOGUESON APPLICATION.)

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 15-25 Whitehall St., New York City
MANCPA0TUBINOAND8ALB8DEPARTMENT:

GOFF, HORNER & CO., Limited, Friclc Building, Pittsburgh,Pa.
MILLS AT ZANESVILLE, OHIO.

MORTAR
COLORS.

BRIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE.

SPECIAL SHADES MADE TO ORDER.

BUCK LEAD is*. CROWN PAINT
SflmOELH. FREHGH& CO.,C^SScK. «l *•™» 4 PURAEDYL.NSEEEDD OIL

NOR PEEL OFF PHILADELPHIA. GIVES SATISFACTION

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR

* »

In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

Globe Ventilated Ridging
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Send lor Description aud Price Lint.

"ctured
GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. TO

The difference between the out-of-date and the up-
to-date carpenter is— the latter lays Cortright Shin
gles and makes money. In which class are you?
CORTRIGHTMETAL ROOFINGCO. PhiladelphiaandChicago

Full-length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens

attached with
GOSSETT'S

Detachable Suspension
HINGES

are easily put up or removed — no tcols or

ladder necessary. Write for free sample pair.

Price per Doz. pairs $1.20 (Express paid).

Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealeis.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES, Beatrice, Nebr.

THE NEW BOOK
11 Strength of Beams, Floors and Roots

"
Makes easy the Designing and Figuring
of Wooden Beams and Trusses.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.
DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers, 14-16 Park Place, New York.

DUMB WAITERS

HANDAELEVATORS.

Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks..
88Carrollstreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom.128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimatesour—

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

EB

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

AutomaticHatchGates.
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.,10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo..Cleveland,Ohio,246VincentSt

BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
ttiat cann<>placedIn position
byanycarpenter.
('uraloa-ueFree,

Energy Elevator Co.
407 CherrySt.. - PHILA.,PA.

MIETZ <SL WEISS

OIL ENGINES
Stationary andmarine, l to 60 HorsePower

GOLD MEDAL AT ST. LOUIS

A. MIETZ
128 to 138 Molt St. 8T Elizabeth Br.

NEW YORK
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a
LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see toe points of advantage.FIRSTLY, theyaregroundatruetaper,whichenablestheueertoinntheBawwithverylittleSet.'B0COBJJLT.eachSiniondsBawlahandledbyamechanicwhothoroughlyunder&tandattehanging<rftheSaw,whichguaranteesthismostImportantfeature.THIRDLY, thefilingandeettlngoftheSlmondaSawsarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,sothattheSaws,onleavingthefactory,arereadyforwork.FOURTHLY,thesteelusedIn themanufactureof theBlmondsSawsisahighcarboncruciblesteel,andwillholdItscuttingedgemuchlongerthantheordinarysieelgenerallyused.FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingflngeilngandruBtmarkscom^ts. i~*~*~****,~>>*m̂oodyfoundonSawsthatarenotencasedproperly.

^^^^^^SIX
1'HLY,becauseeverySlmondaSawisguaranteedthorougniy.

AnymechanictryingaBlmondsSaw,andnotfinding
^. samp,satisfactory,mayreturntheSaw, eitherto the

dealer or to the
SlmoQdBMfg Uo.,and
geteithera u<*wSaw
ormoneypaidback.

SENDFORCATALOGUEAND PKtCE LIST.

SIMONDS MFG, CO.,
FitchburgrMass Chicago, 111.
Portland*,Ore

New York, N.Y
Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

LOOKIH6ALLWAY«FOKBDSDiESS
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL COBoom918,USCl«r*St.,CHICAGO.

' '
Samplesand Circularsfree

Heat Makers
Fuel Savers
1£"E
L S E Y WARM AIR
Generators are not only
fuel savers, but there are

many other good reasons for
the statement that the Kelsey
is the very best heating appa
ratus made, for use in home,
church or school heating .

C. Send for our booklet, " About the
Kelsey," and look into its construction
and the Kelsey method of warmingand
distributing air throughout the house.
Compare its weightandheatingsurfaces
with other heaters having same fuel
capacity—if you can find out about the
others.

C. Send for booklet, "What the Users
Say," and see what hundreds have to
sayabout Kelsey economyandefficiency.

26,000 in use.

Kelsey Heating Co.
MAKERS,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
New York Office, - 156Fifth Ave.

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—nrenottoocostly.
There'snootherkindsogood—sopleasing.
OurSketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Writefor it.

PHILA. 5l BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. • P. 0. Box 8613 • BOSTON, MASS.

A HOUSE

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.
ROCHEHTEH, X. V. NEW ALBANY. IND.

Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

The liningisvermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp-

Illness.

Be Bopton Furnace C
o
.

Sole Mfhs.of

CBOBS8KCTIO.NTHROUOnFLOOE
SampleandCircularFree.
U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt..NewYork.

Boy n ton's Furnaces,
Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

3 2O B>3 3n (•
><

New Self-Setting PLANESamplesentaspercircularIf notkeptbydea'

aor-O Water Street, New York.
147*9 Lake Street, Chicago.

MILLER'S BAND MORTISER.
ForMortiseLocks. TimePer Door.
ThreeMinutes.

SoldonTrial tor tn 00 , -
W-Ouwitnorder,balanceinthirtyd!lys
ALBERTW.MILLERMFG.CO.,Cincinnati,OhioandRiveroide,Calif
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Popularity of Trade School Training.

The practical failure of the apprenticeship system to

attract intelligent young men to the various trades to

recruit the ranks of skilled workmen is the subject of

much consideration by business men in all lines. While

those who have been most enthusiastic in the support of

the trade school training have never claimed that it

made an experienced journeyman they have supported

their ideas on the subject by conducting the trade school
as an excellent means of preparing young men for their

life work. Those who have never missed an opportunity
of pointing out that the trade school graduate is not a
qualified journeyman should remember that neither does
the apprenticeship system as carried out in recent years

make one. The most successful of the American trade
schools was that founded by the late Richard T. Aueh-
muty, which has flourished since 1883 under the name of
the New York Trade School. Many of its graduates

have shown proficiency as workmen in a short time after
leaving the school, and at the last national convention of
the master plumbers a number of delegates spoke with
pride of the fact that they held a graduate's certificate
from this institution. The popularity of the trade school
is no better indicated than by the records of registration
this year for the New York institution. The superin
tendent of this school informs us that a number of the
day classes for this j-ear had reached the limit in the
matter of enrollment long before the term opened on
December 11. The capacity of the school In the various
trades is naturally limited. The largest provisions are
made for the plumbing trade, and yet all that could be
accommodated in this class were enrolled in October.
Whatever may be said for or against the trade school
training it remains that a young man receiving instruc
tion in the handicraft of his trade from skillful men
and hearing lectures on the theory of the trade from
competent men will be in possession of valuable qualifi
cations to begin work in any trade he may select, and
only needs the every day experience to be acquired in the
practice to be the character of workman which all em
ployers are eagerly seeking.

Houses for the Working Classes.
The attempt to Improve the conditions of the work
ing classes in many of the larger cities of the country
is being strikingly illustrated in the model homes which
are about being erected on East Thirty-first street, near
First avenue, in New York City, through the munificence
of Henry Phlpps, who recently donated a million dollars
for the purpose. The plans for the first of the series of
model tenements, which are considered far ahead of
any previously constructed, have been prepared by Grosve-
nor Atterbury, a well-known architect, and call for three

units, all being identical in style and architecture. The
buildings will have a combined frontage of 180 feet and
a depth of 98 feet 9 Inches, while the hight will be six
stories and basement. The total cost of the three bouses
which are first to be erected will be $225,000, and it is
Intended to have them completed and ready for occu
pancy as early in the present year as possible. The de
sign embodies many novel innovations from an intellec
tual as well as a sociological standpoint. In connection
with the former it may be stated that none of the apart
ments will open directly on the street, but the en
trances to the tenements will be through two large arch
ways, each of which will measure 32 feet in length,
these leading into two interior courtyards arranged

with plants and playing fountains. The construction of

the buildings is to be fire proof throughout, the materials
comprising concrete, brick and steel. The apartments will
be supplied with steam heat, hot and cold water, a gas
range, washtub, sink and toilet or a shower or tub

bath. In the basement of each of the buildings will be
the boilers and heating appliances, a hygienic laundry

and drying rooms, storage rooms, children's playrooms, a
kindergarten and a garbage incinerating plant, the pur

pose of the latter being to consume all the refuse from

the different apartments as quickly as it can be carried

to the furnace below. In all suites of whatever size
private vestibules and hallways will be arranged, so that
access will be given to every room without the necessity
of passing through any other with the exception of the

living room. The front portion of the roof will be
equipped as a roof garden, where two permanent pavil

ions for shade and protection will be erected, while the
rear portion of the roof will be devoted to the drying
yards. The number of rooms alloted to each family

will run from two and three to four and five apiece. Per
haps the most striking innovation in connection with

these new model tenements will be the conspicuous ab
sence of the janitor, who will be superseded by an in
telligent and sympathetic matron selected by the trus

tees, and while practically taking the place of a janitor

her duties will differ materially in that she will attend
to all the affairs that may be called to her attention, as

well as look after the sanitary condition of the build

ings. The number of rentable rooms in the entire struc

ture will be 207, arranged in 70 apartments, of which
25 are two-room suites, with toilet and shower bath ;

27 are three-room suites, similarly equipped ; 14 are

four-room suites, with bathrooms containing toilets and

tubs, and 4 are five-room suites, with bathrooms. The

urgent need of new and model tenements in New York

City is apparent to any one who may take the trouble

to investigate the conditions as they at present exist in

the metropolis, where nearly 400,000 families live in

what the law defines as tenement houses.

Exposed Piping Unobjectionable.

A great advance was made in the sanitary equipment

of buildings when the former system of hiding every pos

sible pipe was in a large measure overcome. The unseen

water service, waste and other pipes in a building not

only permitted poor workmanship and bad arrangement

of pipes to pass uncondeumed but the effort to hide them

from view too often provided opportunity for accumula

tions which, if not actual filth, certainly were nothing of
which the housewife could be proud. Modern plumbing

equipment, whether to the novice who has lived away
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from all examples of the best class of American plumbing
or to those acquainted with the plumbing equipments of
20 years ago is far more pleasing in appearance and
much more satisfactory than the old systems. Everything
in full view, with no inclosure to serve as a receptacle for
the undesirable, gives an honest, open appearance which,
with excellent workmanship and superior finish of the
different lines now available, adds greatly to the attract
iveness of this necessary equipment. An English ex
change calls attention to the method of protecting
hot water service pipes which were run on the out
side of a house. While condemning it in practice
broadly, the method is illustrated as resulting in over
coming a situation which otherwise would have been very
awkward. This is evidence that the best plumbers on the
other side of the ocean agree with those here that provi
sion should be made within any new building that is
erected for running all the necessary piping In a manner
which is neither objectionable In appearance nor inacces
sible for repairs. In some fine residences where hard
wood floors are laid provision is made to run the water
service and waste pipes In a special box or trough lined
with sheet lead and covered with a lead faced lid, which
is screwed down sufficiently tight to prevent water being
splashed through, even though one of the pipes inclosed
should burst or leak from any cause. These troughs are
located where they are accessible and can be readily
opened should occasion require. Provision is made to
drain them into some fixture where any leak will be
quickly noticed, a sufficient indication that repairs are
reeded.

Meeting of Massachusetts State Association
of Master Builders.

According to programme the annual meeting of the
Massachusetts State Association of Master Builders was
held in Worcester on Wednesday, November 15, with
nearly all the local bodies represented by delegates. A
feature of the meeting was the report of Secretary H. W.
Sweetser, in which he reviewed the work of the associa
tion during the year and referred to the benefits which
have been derived from the organization. The Industrial
Education Bill, proposed by Governor Douglas in his in
augural, appealed to the needsof the times and its progress
has been followed with interest. The hearings of the
commission appointed by the Legislature have been at
tended by members of the builders' association and by a
committee appointed to study the problem. Several mem
bers of that committee gave a report of the hearings at
tended by them, quoting statistics from foreign countries
showing the rapid growth and development of trade
schools and their appreciation by the people, all tending
to establish the fact that foreign countries are in ad
vance of our own in this movement. A portion of the
convention session was given up to perfecting the con
stitution and by-laws and completing the articles of in
corporation.
The local bodies affiliated with the State Association

generally reported a prosperous season. The past year
was notably free from strikes, only two being reported,
one in Worcester in the early season and a strike of
plumbers in Springfield, which Is at present in progress.
The latter city, which suffered a general strike of car
penters last year, interfering materially with active build
ing operations, has the present year, under the " open
shop principle," been exceptionally busy. In Worcester
building operations the first part of the year were re
stricted somewhat, but later assumed a more normal
condition, and several large contracts are now in process
of completion, with others about to be started. Generally
speaking the volume of business for the current year has
ocen about up to expectations.

After adjournment of the association the Executive

Board held a meeting and elected the following officers :

President, Herder C. Wood of North Adams ; first vice-
president, Albert B. Murdough of Watertown ; second
vice-president, John A. Jackson of Brockton ; secretary,
Henry W. Sweetser of Worcester, and treasurer, Burton
C. Fiske of Worcester.
Auditors—Edward J. Cross of Worcester, Robert E.
Glancy of Waltham and Francis A. Starr of Fitchburg.
Directors for one year—-Thomas B. Gilbert, Spring
field ; Burton C. Fiske, Worcester, and Kelley W. Handy,
Salem.
Directors for two years—George W. Whitney, Mil-
ford; Francis F. O'Neill, Holyoke; Herbert M. Gragg,
Waltham, and Herder C. Wood, North Adams.
After disposing of several other matters of business
it was voted to adjourn to the second Wednesday in De
cember.

Our Supplemental Plates.

Accompanying this Issue of the paper our readers
will find two half-tone supplemental plates, one of which
shows a chapel of attractive design erected not long
since on Avon street Lawrence, Mass., in accordance
with plans prepared by Edward Sheehan, with offices
in the Tremont Building, Boston.
The other half tone plate carries a picture of a car
riage house and stable erected for Colonel Bunting at
Swampscott, Mass. This is a rather neat affair and is
presented as affording points of suggestive value to
those contemplating the erection of buildings of this
kind. The architects were Bacon & Hill of Boston.

Convention of Texas Builders' Exchange.

The sixth annual convention of the Texas Builders'
Exchange was held in San Antonio, Texas, the last week
in November. Many interesting matters were considered,
reports were received and a review of the work of the
organization during the past year presented. It was de
cided that in the future the convention be limited to two
days and the State Exchange bear the expenses.
The officers elected for the ensuing year were : Presi
dent, Alex. Watson of Dallas ; vice-president, W. N. Hagy
of San Antonio ; secretary-treasurer, H. C. Opperman of
Galveston, and sergeant-at-arms, Fred Hartel of Gal
veston.
The concluding feature of the convention was a ban
quet in Beethoven Hall, tendered the delegates and their
friends by the local exchange.

Modern Bathtub.

The modern bathtub is an Institution that seems to be
growing smaller as civilization advances— at least such is
the observation of house hunters in the large cities. The
impressions of such are well summarized in the views of
an English visitor to these shores reported in a recent
New York daily: "Trot around and feast your eyes on
the building operations throughout the city. In tenement
and private residence, in Queen Anne, Elizabeth or Colo
nial cottage, in gorgeous apartment houses, the bathtub's
dimensions are decreasing. Does this indicate that we as
a race are growing shorter? Why, many of the tubs are
not over 3Vj feet long. I went through a $13,000house in
the Bronx the other day and measured the skimpy little
tin tub. A baby could not straighten out in it. And the
room was about 5x7 feet. I wouldn't live in a house of
that kind. The bath's the thing, and I'm no British crank
on ' tubbing.' Give me a 7-foot tub at the shortest and
let me lie in it and soak."

The Grand Jury of Albany County has at length
returned Indictments for manslaughter in the second
degree against the contractor, John Dyer, Jr., and his
superintending architect. Clark L. Daggett, who were in
charge of the alterations going on at the department store
of the John G. Myers Company in Albany, N. Y., when
that building collapsed last August, causing the death of
13 persons and the injury of 30 others.
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AN EIGHT-ROOM FRAME HOUSE.
rriHE house which we illustrate herewith embodies
J many features of arrangement and arehitectual
treatment likely to prove of suggestive value to the young
architect and builder. M will be noted that the frontage
is the principal dimension, and that the disposition of the
interior space is such as to bring the principal rooms to
the front of the house. The stairway is set back so as
to throw the reception hall, living room and library into
one room if desired and giving to the arrangement a light
airy effect. The floor plans and elevation presented here
with give an idea of the general appearance of the de
sign, while the miscellaneous details show the construc
tion and finish employed.
According to the specifications of the architect the

The walls and ceilings of the first and second stories
are lathed and covered with a coat of wood pulp plaster,
which when thoroughly dry was covered with a coat of
lime and sand gauged with plaster of Paris, except in

the kitchen and bath room, where to a hight of 5 feet
the sand finish is omitted and in its place is a coat of
Alpine or hard plaster troweled smooth and blocked off in

3x6 inch rectangles to represent tiling.
The floor Joists of the first and second stories are cov

ered with % x 8 inch shlplap, the finishing floors being

%i% inch V. G. fir flooring blind nailed at each bear
ing. All interior finish is select " slash grain " fir, except
in the dining-room and bathroom. The former has select
" slash grain " hemlock and the bathroom V. G. fir. The

Front Elevation.—Scale,^ Inch to the Foot.

An Eight-Room Frame House.— W. K. Steele, Architect, Seattle, 'Wash.

foundation walls are faced from the ledge at the grade
line to the top of the wall with red face brick laid in red
cement mortar. In the framing of the house the girders
are 6x8 inches ; the ledgers are 2x4 inches ; the posts
8x8 inches; the wall plate 4x6 inches; the headers
4x8 and 4x8 inches ; the first and second floor joints
2 x 10 inches, placed 16 inches on centers; the studding
2x4 inches, also placed 16 inches on centers; the com
mon rafters 2x4 Inches ; the valley rafters 2x6 inches
and the second story ceiling joists 2x8, placed 16 inches
on centers. The frame of the building, including roofs,

is covered with % x 8 inch sheathing paper lapped 2
inches, this in turn being covered on the side walls, where
shown, with 6-lnch Washington cedar shingles exposed 5
inches to the weather. All surfaces so shown on the
elevations are covered with 6-inch Washington cedar bevel
siding exposed 4y2 inches to the weather. The roofs are
covered with Washington cedar shingles laid 4% inches

to the weather with open valleys. The basement has a
concrete floor composed of 3 inches of grouting finished

with a %-inch top dressing. The steps from grade to the
basement floor are of concrete, the concrete being com

posed of one part cement, three parts sand and five parts

stone. The top dressing is of equal parts sand and

cement.

dining-room has a paneled wainscoting, as indicated in

the details. The Alpine wainscot in the kitchen and bath
room is finished with three coats Rinald Brothers' por
celain enamel paint.
All siding and exterior trimming is painted three

coats of white lead and linseed oil and the shingles are
treated with Cabot's shingle stain. The porch ceilings and
all ceilings under cornices are finished with a clear filler
and two coats of spar varnish, while the porch floors have

three coats " water proof " floor paint.
All the wood work in the living-room, library and hall
has one coat Berry Brothers' weathered oak oil stain and

one coat of lack luster. The wood work in the dining-

room has one coat of Berry Brothers' clear paste filler,

followed with a coat of orange shellac and then two

coats of Berry Brothers' white hard oil finish, the last

coat being rubbed down with pumice stone and water to

a dull finish. The kitchen has one coat orange shellac,

sandpapered smooth and followed by two coats of Berry

Brothers' white hard oil finish. The pantry and bath

room have two coats of white lead and linseed oil rubbed
smooth and one coat of white lead, linseed oil and zinc

white. All other wood work in the second story has one
coat of white shellac, sandpapered smooth, and two coats

of Berry Brothers' white hard oil finish, the first coat
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being rubbed with curled hair and the last coat with
pumice stone and water.
In the kitchen are two electric bells with gongs of

different tone, to ring from push buttons at the front
and rear doors respectively. The house is wired com
plete for electric lighting, there being at the left of the
outside door in the main hall one. switch for the porch
light and a three-way for the main hall light and the
upper hall light. A gang in the living room embraces one
for each outlet in this room and one each for dining room
and library outlets. In the kitchen there is one for the
rear porch light and one for a basement light. All
wiring is done on porcelain knobs and tubes and all work
and material in accordance with the rules of the local
underwriters' inspector. All exposed hardware is finished
to match the other hardware of the building.
The plumbing, which conforms to the local laws and
ordinances, consists of a 5-foot Perfecto bathtub : two
Berwick wash basins or lavatories. 22x 27 inches ; an
Edux syphonic closet; n set of three laundry trays; an 18
x 30 inch sink and board, and a 40-gallon galvanized iron
boiler, each of the Standard Sanitary Mfg. Company's
make.
The heating is by means of a 37 Royal furnace, the
hot air pipes connecting with black japanned registers.

New Castle. Oil City, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Pittston,
Reynoldsville, Scranton, Sharon, Warren. Wilkes-Barre
and Williamsport.
The chair was occupied by President R. K. Cochrane
and the morning session of December 5 was devoted to
organizing and to routine matters. The greater part of

Root Plan.—Scale,1-10 Inch to the Foot.

A

Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

An Eight-Room Frame House.—Elevation Plan and Section.

All hot air .pipes are covered with one layer of " air-cell "
covering.
The house here shown was designed by W. K. Steele,

493 Arcade Building. Seattle, Wash.

Convention of Pennsylvania State Association
of Builders' Exchanges.

According to programme, the fourth annual conven

tion of the Pennsylvania State Association of Builders'

Exchanges was held at the headquarters of the Pittsburgh

Builders' Exchange League, in the Heeren Building, on

Penn avenue, Pittsburgh. December 5 and (
5
.
a large rep

resentation being present. There was an early gathering

of delegates from Altoona. Beaver, Bradford.
Butler,

Chambcrsburg, Easton, Erie, Ilarrisburg. Klttanning,

Section.

the afternoon session was devoted to a consideration of
suggestions as to changes in the constitution growing out
of the report of the Committee on By-Laws and Consti
tution.
In the evening the delegates were entertained at n
theater party at the Gaiety, the hosts being the Pitts
burgh Exchange.
An interesting feature of the second day's proceedings
was found In the reports from the various orgauizHtions
represented showing the great growth of the body and
that practically every city of importance was affiliated
with the State organization. A resolution was adopted
declaring for the "open shop" in nil the building trades
and also providing for wage agreements to terminate at
the end of each year. There were at the final session a
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number of most interesting and instructive speeches from
leading builders, addresses being made by William II.
Hunt, past president of the Builders' Exchange of Cleve
land ; President John R. Squire of the Ohio State Associa
tion of Builders' Exchanges ; J. K. Turner, president of
the Manufacturers' Information Bureau. Cleveland ; James
A. Emery, secretary of the Citizens' Industrial Associa
tion of the United States ; Edward A. Roberts, the well-
known secretary of the Cleveland Builders' Exchange, and
James E. Carter, secretary of the Buffalo Builders' Ex
change and also of the New York State Association of
Builders.
The result of the election of officers for the ensuing

year was as follows:
President, E. J. Detrick, Pittsburgh.
First Vice-President, C. E. Woodnutt, Wllllamsport
Second Vice-President, C. E. Uhdey, Warren.
Secretary, E. S. Williams, Scranton.
Treasurer, William Hanley, Bradford.
The Executive Committee elected consists of William

T. Anderson. Sharon; John Rummel, Butler; B. Griffin,

the good things set before them were " Good Work and
Fair Prices." by Edward Stotz : "The Power of Organiza
tion," by James W. Wardrop of the Merchants' and Man
ufacturers' Association ; " The Power of Associated Ef
fort," by C. W. McCormick ; " The State Association," by
R. K. Cochrane, the retiring president, and " The Builders'
Exchange." by President Samuel Francis of the Pitts
burgh Builders' Exchange League. The banquet closed
with the quartette and guests singing " America."
Before the delegates dispersed to their respective cities

a group photograph was taken in the convention hall.

A Novel Heating Plant.

A rather novel heating plant by means of which the
air is heated by being drawn over hot water coils by large
suction fans is being installed in the extensive car works
and shops of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Com
pany at McKees Rocks, a suburb of Pittsburgh, Pa. The
water for the coils will be heated In the power house by
exhaust steam and a pump will force it through small

.•In Eight-Room Frame House.—Floor Plans. —scale, 1-10 Inch to the Foot.

Pittston; R. K. Cochrane, Pittsburgh; J. T. Meals, Oil
City, and J. E. D. Huffman, Williamsport.
A vote of thanks was extended to the officers who had

served during the past year, and it was voted to hold the
next annual meeting at Bradford at such time as shall
be decided upon by the Executive Committee.
A fitting climax to the second day's proceedings was

the banquet at the Monongahela Club, given by the local
members of the Builders' Exchange League. Covers were
laid for 250 and it was In every way a most enjoyable
affair. The toastmaster was Reese Lindsay and the
guests were welcomed by William T. Powell of Pitts
burgh. James Emery of New York responding. Among

the topics discussed after the guests had duly considered

pipes to the four buildings to be heated, half a mile away.
In passing through the coils the heat is reduced about
(!0degrees by the cool air passing over them. It Is passed
back again to the power house after this cooling and re
heated, so that a very small amount of water needs to be
added. The freight car repair shop is 17.")x 400 feet and
requires a 240-inch fan. The plant is being also installed
in the car and tender shop, the planing mill and the
coach shop. The temperature in the freight car repair
shop and the planing mill will bo maintained at about GO
degrees and in the tender and coach shops at 05 degrees.
Part of the work is being done by the American Blnver
Company and part by the Pittsburgh Stoker & Mfg.
Company.
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Section through Foundation, Showing
Girder Construction.—Scale,% Inch
to the Foot.

Details of Porch Cornice. Showing Column,
Pedestal,&e.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Section Showing
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to the Foot.

Section through OutsideWall.-
Inch to the Foot
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Section through Celling
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VerticalSectionthrough
WindowFrame.—Scale,
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Sectionthrough Oriel Window In Living
Room.—Scale,y%Inch to the B'oot.
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j

Inch to the Foot.
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Detail ot Staircase.—Scale, % Inch to
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Miscellaneous Constructive Details of an Eight-Room Frame House.
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LAYING AND FINISHING HARDWOOD FLOORS.*
By Frank G. Odeix.

THE
frequent Inquiries in the Correspondence columns
of Carpentry and Building Indicate that there is

a dearth of knowledge as to the proper method of sharp
ening a scraper. Without any disposition to assume
superior knowledge in this connection I am constrained
to remember that we cannot clean our floor without
sharp tools, and will give your readers the benefit of my
experience along this line.
I presume that every reader understands that the

cutting edge of the scraper is formed by turning over
a " burr " or wire edge, which does the cutting when
applied to the wood. This burr is made by rubbing
against the edge of the scraper with a tool called a
burnisher, which may be made of any piece of steel of
convenient form but which must be harder than the

Fig. 7.—Position of Scraner on Oilstone.

Fie. 0.—Turning the Edge.

Let us suppose that we have ground or filed a
straight and smooth edge on our scraper, then put it on
the oil stone.
After you have rubbed down a pretty smooth edge

turn the scraper down flatwise on the stone and take
off the wire edge.
Repeat these operations with every cutting face of

your scraper until you have a corner as smooth and sharp
as you would put on a smooth plane. Having reached
this point we are ready for the burnisher.
Now set your scraper firmly on the bench and hold

it in position with your sinister hand while the dexter
one grips the burnisher and w-ith a stout upward pull
against the corner turn the edge.
Better protect that sinister hand with a bunch of

shavings or something else, for the edge Is likely to cut
your hand if the oil stone has done its duty.
You will now find that there is a little hooked edge

Fig. S— The Scraper Laid Flat on Oilstone.

/

Fig. 11.—RubbingOut the "Burr."

scraper. A common method is to grind a file down until
a perfectly smooth surface is secured with the corners
slightly rounded and the tool set in a convenient handle.
A simpler and much better method is to grind a smooth
point on a discarded nail set and mount It in a handle,
like the burnisher illustrated. Do not forget to put a
point on it and make it sharp.
Whether the edge of your scraper should be square

or beveled will depend on the class of work you have to
do. If it is fine bench work on very hifrd wood and
you -wish the finest possible finish use a square edge and
turn the burr on your scraper for a light shaving. If
you are on a floor or other work where fast cutting is
required and plenty of sandpaper will follow use a bev
eled edge and have plenty of steel back of the edge to
hold it Arm.
Whether you file or grind your scraper will depend
largely on the temper of your steel and your own dis
position. In either case you will have to whet the edge
smooth on an oil stone before a satisfactory cutting edge
can be obtained. Now don't forget that to have a
scraper cut well it must have an edge as smooth as any
other edged tool used for fine work and this edge can
only be obtained on the oil stone.
If you are using the common cabinet scraper and

the class of work will permit, the square edge will be
desirable, inasmuch as you can secure eight cutting edges
and avoid frequent sharpening.

• Continued from page 341, Decemberissue.

turned over on your scraper if you have made a hard and
steady pull with the burnisher. To make sure that this
edge will be perfectly smooth turn the scraper down ou
the bench at an angle and " point out the edge."
Here is where that sharp point conies handy on the

burnisher. Incidentally, it is useful for starting screws,
marking keyholes, in fitting locks, &c, but indispensable
as a sharpener for the scraper. Be careful to put the
point exactly in the angle where the little burr turns
over the edge of the scraper and ever so lightly and
carefully draw it along the whole length of the angle
to smooth up the cutting edge of the burr, then more
lightly than at first turn the edge again with a single
stroke of the burnisher.
If you have been happy In following these poor in

structions you will now have an edge which will cut a
shaving as fine as silk and as fast as you can pull the
tool. Presently it will get dull. This will be largely
caused by the gathering of fine particles of dust in the
angle of the burr if your wood be free from sand or grit,
so take your burnisher and carefully " point out " again
and turn the edge lightly afterward. You will be sur
prised, if not familiar with this method, to see how long
the tool holds its edge without sharpening, but don't
forget that everything depends on the oil stone to begin
with.
After this operation has been repeated two or three

times the scraper will really become dull and the point
ing out process fail to work. Then turn the tool flat
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down on the bench and with the burnisher rub the edge
smooth.
A few brisk strokes of the burnisher will turn bnck
the burr and the edge will be observed to be more or
less full of imperfections. If not too badly worn and
the steel be of good temper you may return to the oil
stone and again smooth up the edge and repeat the proc
esses of turning, pointing out and finally turning the
cutting edge.
Having our tools all well in order and possibly a

trifle in advance of the time of need we will proceed to
the preparation and laying of the floor.

Laying (he Floor.
In considering this portion of our topic much de

pends on whether the surface to be covered is in a new
or an old building. If in the latter we must prepare
the surface of the old floor with considerable care, bear
ing in mind the thickness of our new floor and the fin
ished results to be attained. Should the new floor be
seven-eighths in thickness the treatment will be compara
tively simple, as inequalities in the surface of the old
floor may be remedied by judicious use of " furring "

strips of varying thickness placed not more than 16
inches on centers. A large portion of the work which
comes to experienced floor finishers is of this character
and the old floors are nearly always in a state which
requires considerable preliminary work in leveling up
before the work of laying the new floor can be begun.
In new buildings the general custom is now to lay

a floor lining of common boards when the building is
inclosed, and in any case it is well to carefully level up
the floor lining and cover with building paper before
starting the new floor. Wherever practicable the use
of " furring " strips between the floors is recommended.
In ordinary cases nothing is better for this purpose than
common plastering lath. These can always be used to
advantage where the finish floor is seven-eighths thick,
as the floor lays easier and an air space is preserved
between the floor and lining, adding materially to the
warmth of the finished building.
In laying floors in an old building we are frequently

confronted with a floor which is so badly out of level as
to render necessary the taking up of a portion of it and
relaying before a surface can be obtained sufficiently level
to receive the new floor. This is particularly true in
laying the thin sort of hardwood flooring now so popu
lar. This material is milled for three-eighths thick and
usually runs about five-sixteenths in thickness, render
ing it absolutely necessary to have a solid underlining
for the entire new floor to rest upon. It is highly im
portant that the under surface be sufficiently level and
smooth to prevent creaking of the finished floor. The ap
parent necessities of the case commend the free use of
building paper, which is inexpensive and serves to cushion
over many little inequalities and render the finishing
much easier of accomplishment.
All these little necessities should be carefully con

sidered in estimating the job and the owner be given
to understand that the cost of laying a new floor is not
always minimized by the presence of a comparatively
good old floor over which to lay the new one.

Floor* In New Bulldlntcp.
If the building lie new and the rough floor be warped

by the dampness incident to plastering be sure to level
off all uneven joints before starting the new floor. Much
of this trouble may be avoided by using a good quality
of shiplap l)oards for the rough floor and using cement
coated or " box " nails for the nailing. Drive the nails
not more than Vi inch from the edge, drawing up the
heads well, and warping will cause little trouble.
Should the necessities of the case require the laying

of the floor before plastering be sure and cover it with
a double thickness of building paper before the plaster

ers arrive, and charge up in your estimate an addi

tional 50 per cent, for the extra cost of finishing the

floor because of the sand which will get into the sur

face.
If there is a large quantity of floor to be finished it
will always pay to lay a rough floor for purposes of con

struction and not bring the finish floor into the building

until all other craftsmen have departed.

The finish floor, whether of pine or hard wood, should
be kiln dried for at least ten days before laying, if a
dry kiln be accessible and not brought into the building
until all plaster is perfectly dry. Nothing is so trying
to a floor as the superheated atmosphere of the modern
residence. Do not allow your lumber dealer to persuade
you that the floor is " dry enough " or that it " was kiln
dried when he bought it." Ordinary shed storage in a
lumber yard for two weeks will put sufficient moisture
in the material to render the results quite unsatisfac
tory after the heat has been turned on for a while.

Five or ten dollars will cover all additional expense
for drying and hauling for the floors for the average
residence, and any sensible property owner will cheerfully
pay this small additional cost if he understands the
benefits to be derived in superior wearing qualities and
finish. It sometimes happens that a customer wants a
new floor in a hurry, but insist on two weeks' time to dry
your material, for it will pay you and your client.
Experience demonstrates that a newly scraped floor

is liable to damage from careless feet ; that it is advisable
to defer laying the finish floor until all other work is
done so far as possible, finishing a room at a time and
barring all entrance thereto until the painter has com
pleted his work. If this rule can be adhered to it will
save much grief and expense to the contractor.
It is our custom in finishing floors to put all trim in

place and let the painter finish his work up to the last
coat before laying the floor, leaving the painter in sole
possession anil responsible for the care of the floor after
the carpenters leave. If this is not done the owner or
some chance visitor may track up your floor and cause
untold trouble and expense. Lock all doors and admit
no visitors if you would save your floors from damage.

Selecting tbe Flooring.

In selecting flooring do not forget that every pecu
liarity of the surface will be accentuated by the finish.
What may appear to be comparatively small defects In
the board will be glaring blemishes in the finished floor.
Look out for sap streaks, pitch pockets, knots and de
fective milling. It frequently happens that careless ma
chine work will leave the end of the board a little nar-
dow. This is particularly common in yellow pine floor
ing coming from Southern mills. Constant scrutiny is
necessary to prevent the creeping in of such defects.
It should be the business of one man to select and

match up the floor as to grain and color, and this man
should thoroughly understand his business. If there
tie nine rooms with a perfect surface and one with a
blemish as big as a dime the owner will find that blemish
and put his finger on it to your discomfort before he
sees any of the nine perfect rooms. The moral of this
is that the way to avoid criticism is to make criticism
impossible from any reasonable point of view.
In selecting Southern pine flooring (and nothing is

more beautiful and durable if properly bandied) choose
the quarter sawed stock, giving preference to the harder
boards with narrow and even grain. Soft boards or fiat
grain do not finish as smoothly or wear as well. A most
beautiful variety of color and grain can be secured in
the Southern pines and a pleasing contrast is secured by
using this floor in rooms finished in darker woods.
It should not be necessary to caution the carpenter
about two elementary things, viz., avoid hammer marks
on the edge of the floor and use up your pieces as you go
along. Yet these two points require constant watchful
ness. Pieces may be easily used up as they are made
and prevent wasteful accumulation without detriment to
the finished results. If the rough floor be stripped with
lath the lward may be cut full length regardless of the
location of the joist and a bit of lath slipped under the
joint, the piece left at the end being carried back to start
the next run of boards. By pursuing this plan all joints
except the final one may be cut as the hoards lie on saw
horses, greatly expediting the work, and there will be
no pieces left to go into the scrap pile when the flooris bud.
These suggestions may appear unimportant or superfluous but it will be found that due heed to " short*,;'

thirS
S°rt makes il n^l^ial difference in thepeicentage of profit.
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Nearly all hardwood flooring is now end matched,
making it possible to use up short lengths with great
economy of labor, and it is also bored for nailing. The
boring, which goes about a fourth of the way through
the board on the tongue edge, greatly expedites the nail
ing, and in the harder woods avoids the damage caused
by bending nails or splitting of the board.
A special flooring nail is now made in gauge of wire
about the weight of an 8d. common and in length and
style of head like a lOd. casing, and with numerous small
transverse corrugation, or crimps, which serve to give it
a firm grip and considerable drawing tension when
driven up. In appearance it is about like the lOd. casing
but of a heavier gauge of wire. This nail can be pur
chased in quantity at about the same price as the or
dinary nail, and will be found very serviceable for its
special use.
In laying thin floor use iy2-inch No. 16 wire brads,

face nailing both edges every 12 inches and sinking the

FI3. 12.—Partial Plan. ShowingMethodof Joining Floors in
Adjacent Kooms.

Laying and Finishing Hardwood Floors.

nail heads with a fine nail set. Ordinary blind nailing
will not keep thin floor from warping or creaking. If the
filler is properly applied the small holes made by the
nail heads will be filled up.
Difficulty is often experienced in making the floor

in two or more adjacent rooms line up properly through
connecting doorways, but this difficulty may be avoided
by pursuing the following simple plan. Referring to
Fig. 12, which represents a partial plan of the main floor
of a dwelling, the floor may be started at any conven
ient point, as A, where the largest possible surface can be
laid in a given direction. Continue in regular manner
through the connecting openings into the adjacent rooms,
being careful to keep the boards lined straight. The un
filled back portion may then be laid by inserting a loose
tongue made of a thin strip as at B and C and laying

the remainder of the floor in the opposite direction. The
joining should be well face nailed and if the floor be laid
on strips the joining should be underlaid with a strip
placed lengthwise to reinforce the loose tongue.
It will be observed that in the plan, Fig. 12, the

larger portion of the floor in the entire house can be laid
in the same direction. A little careful planning will en
able one to get out of troubles of this kind easily. I
have occasionally seen attempts to start at relative points
in the adjacent rooms, as at A, D, and E, laying the floor
in the same direction and trusting to good measurement
and good luck to line up properly at B and C. The nat
ural variation in driving up the boards and difference
in width will generally give quite unsatisfactory results
when this plan is followed, to say nothing of the addi
tional time consumed, all of which may be obviated by
the use of the method indicated.
The only apology for the suggestion of these very

simple and elementary methods is that they tend to In
crease the element of profit and to counteract in some
degree the apparently natural tendency on the part of
many good mechanics to take the longest and most diffi
cult way to accomplish a given end.

(To be continued.)

Mediaeval Chimneys.

That there were no chimneys in the tenth, twelfth and
thirteenth centuries seems to be proved by the so-called
ignitegium or pyritegium, the curfew bell of the English
and couvre feu of the French. In the Middle Ages, as
they are termed, people made fires in their houses in a
hole or pit in the center of the floor under an opening
formed in the roof, and when the fire was burnt out or
the family went to bed at night the hole was shut by a
cover of wood. In those periods, says a writer in an
English exchange, a law was almost everywhere estab
lished that the fire should be extinguished at a certain
time in the evening, that the cover should be put over
the fire place and that all the family should retire to rest,
or at least be at home. The time when this ought to be
done was signified by the ringing of a bell. William the
Conqueror introduced this law into England in the year
10<>8and fixed the ignitegium at 7 in the evening in order
to prevent nocturnal assemblies, but this law was abol
ished by Henry I in 1100. The ringing of the curfew bell
gave rise also to the prayer bell, as it was called. Pope
John XXIII with a view to avert certain apprehended
misfortunes which rendered his life uncomfortable, gave
orders that every person on hearing the ignitegium should
repeat the Ave Maria three times. When the appearance
of a comet and a dread of the Turks afterward alarmed
all Christendom Pope Calixtus III increased these period
ical times of prayer by ordering the prayer bell to be
rung also at noon.

The oldest certain account of chimneys occurs in the
year 1347, for an inscription which is still existing or did
exist at Venice relates that at the above period a great
many chimneys (molti camini) were thrown down by an
earthquake. This circumstance is confirmed by John
Villanl, the historian, who died at Florence in 1.348and
who calls the chimneys fumajuoli. Galeazzo Gataro, who
in the " Dictionary of Learned Men " is named De Ga-
taris and died of the plague in 1405,says in his " History
of Padua," which was afterward improved and published
by his son Andrew, that Francesco da Carraro, Lord of
Padua, came to Rome in the year 1308 and finding no
chimneys in the hotel where he lodged, because at that
time fire was kindled in a hole in the middle of the
floor, he caused two chimneys like those which had been
long used at Padua to be constructed and arched by ma
sons and carpenters whom he had brought along with him.
Over those chimneys, the first ever seen at Romp, he af
fixed his arms, which were still remaining in the time
of Gatnro.

The house in Verona in which Juliet is said to have
lived and in which she received Romeo has been sold at
auction.
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Some Suggestions Regarding Porches.

The subject of porches in connection with dwelling
house construction is one of no little interest to archi
tects and builders, and while to many the matter may ap
pear of slight importance, yet on the proper style, design
and proportions of the porch depend much of the beauty
of the home. That the subject is susceptible of treat
ment in a way to prove of suggestive value is demon
strated in a chapter on porches contained in a serial
article on " Planning the Home " running in " The House
Beautiful," and contributed by Robert C. Spencer, Jr., a
well-known architect of Chicago. The matter is of such
obvious interest to many of our readers that we take
space for the following extracts :
The word " porch " is generally used in America as
a generic name for every sort of external floored and
roofed space connected with a house. " Veranda " and" piazza " are commonly used with similar meanings,
and since our latest revival .of the Renaissance ,we have" loggias," " pergolas " and " terraces " galore—with
more or less justification for their being. For the sake
of simplicity we will use the common vernacular as long
as it will serve our purpose, which is to point out wherein
we succeed and wherein we fail as porch builders.
Porches serve two quite different uses : As sheltered

entrances and as outdoor rooms. It is possible some
times to quite successfully combine these two functions,
but we seldom succeed. Privacy from intrusion demands
a porch away from the principal entrance, or at least
from a much frequented entrance.
There are thousands of good people in our cities and
more crowded suburbs who seem to have no desire for
privacy ; they appear upon their front entrance steps
with rugs and cushions on summer evenings, and seat
themselves within a few feet of the sidewalk. Of course
we can all accustom ourselves to the most strange and
outlandish habits, and the very Americans who would
shrink from one of these front step soirees return from
a first sojourn in Paris enthusiastic over the boulevard
caffis and their outdoor pavement annexes.
No feature of house planning is causing more con

troversy between architects and clients than the porch.
Many demand that a house shall be buried in porches.
The prospect of getting away from the front steps of
a city residence to a roomy place In the suburbs or coun
try leads often to absurd extremes in porch building.
Many homes are thus denied the precious sunshine dur
ing the whole year in the main rooms of the ground
floor, and are thus rendered unsanitary, if not cheerless
and gloomy, during eight or nine months of the year
in our Northern States.
In California or Florida there is some practical rea

son for the porches which surround so many homes. Yet
even these are not entirely right, for there is more real
discomfort from indoor chill and damp in the South than
in the North. Heating devices are usually primitive and
cold waves come with many a wet and dismal day.
When the sun again appears it should have a fair chance
to enter these houses and purify them.
A porch to be livable must be at least as large as

a good sized room and similar in proportions. Its least
dimensions should be 9 or 10 feet, even for a small house.
If on the west front its long axis should lie east and
west. On east fronts, whether facing street or garden,
open porches or paved terraces are less expensive and
more airy than roofed spaces, and being in the shade of
the house all afternoon are comfortable during the hours
when the average housewife is at leisure for reading or
sewing. As a rule it is not best to build a porch dark
ening all the south windows of a living room, unless
the sun is free to enter from both east and west.
A modern luxury, which is becoming a necessity to

many in our insect ridden country, is the porch entirely
inclosed with wire screens, and frequently used as a
sort of outdoor breakfast room. Given a southern ex
posure, such porches may be glazed in winter for the
housing of tender or half hardy plants, in which case
a radiator which can be uncoupled and removed in sum
mer is desirable for maintaining an even-temperature.
In seashore or country houses which are seldom used

in winter, the two-storied porch is often a delightful
feature, the " upper deck," so to speak, serving as an
outdoor sleeping apartment in sultry weather and al
ways as a retreat for a quiet afternoon nap.
For comfortable shelter and for practical use a porch
should not be too high. The lofty pillared porches of
the more grandiose colonial houses and their modern
copies are a poor defense against either sun or rain, and
therefore as a rule bad architecture.
A carriage porch is a comfortable, although seldom
an absolutely essential, adjunct to a large house, the
proper location and designing of which requires careful
study. If possible it should be connected with an en
trance of its own, separate from the principal doorway.
In a long house, where the site indicates a drive with

a carriage turn or fore-court away from the line of ap
proach from the highway, the problem is simple, the
carriage entrance naturally being opposite the main en
trance.
In a rather square house it can be easily arranged

at one end. Where privacy on the farther side of a long
house is desirable, both entrances should be arranged on
the approach side.
The present tendency among architects, however, is

to omit the carriage porch entirely, even in the largest
country houses. Often the only shelter provided is a
small porch, or hood, or a marquise of metal and glass
over the doorway.
A good porch should be as strong and permanent in
appearance as the house of which it is properly an in
tegral part, although too seldom so designed.
The common type of porch permanently excludes

needed sunlight from an entire room and seldom looks
well, giving, as usually handled, a lop-sided appearance

and masking unpleasantly the strong architectural lines
of the corner of the building.
The most satisfactory type of porch as a nondisturb-
ing element in the general composition of a house is

roofed by the floor above, and offers the best method of
gaining more bedroom space.
Flat hoods or canopies go with quiet, horizontal lines.

Hip roofed hoods and the curved canopy forms are often
agreeable, the former to harmonize with main roof of

similar type, the latter to relieve the monotony of
straight lines and hard, square forms, and to accentu

ate an entrance, and whatever type or types you may

choose remember that no porch gives its full measure of
comfort and beauty until vines have clambered over it
with leaf and bloom, dealing kindly with the mistakes of

the architect or enhancing the beauty of his work.

An Important Legal Decision.

A decision on an arbitrary demand made upon Nor-
cross Brothers Company, contractors, by the Bricklayers'

Benevolent and Protective Union No. 3 of Boston has been

given by a court there. The contracting firm is building

the Harvard Medical School and had the work on the flat

arches over the windows and doors done on machines.

The business agent of the union insisted that the work of

cutting and shaping the brick and making and setting the

arches was bricklayers' work and belonged to members of

the union. He notified the firm that unless the arches

were taken out and union men allowed to make and set
new arches he would call a strike on other buildings Nor-
cross Brothers Company had under way. On the refusal
of this demand the strikes were called. An injunction
was sought and the court granted an order restraining
the business agent and all officers and members of the
union from combining or conspiring to call a strike for
the purpose of compelling the contractors to give up the
use of machinery or to remove any arches. The order
also forbade interfering by force, threats or intimidation
with men desiring to remain in the service of the contrac
tors, or combining or conspiring to interfere by force,
threats or intimidation with the management of the con
tractors' business.

Mayob McCleixan of New York City has vetoed the
ordinance recently passed by the Board of Aldermen doing
away with " fire proo.ted" wood in high buildings.
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FORMS OF CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT.

THE
use of steel in connection with concrete for build
ing purposes of every description is becoming so

■widespreadthat a discussion of the forms of metal most
■widelyused for reinforcement in connection with con-

■cretemay not be out of place at this time. The oldest
application of reinforced concrete was a boat with sides

lMi inches thick exhibited by Lamont, its builder at the

Paris Exposition of 1855. The boat was formed from a

wire network with concrete reinforcement It is said
that it is still in use in the park of the City of Miraval,
In central France. Francois Monier was granted pat

ents covering practically nil the uses to which ar

mored concrete is put to-day, as his patent covered
broadly the use of steel reinforcement and concrete and

his application was accompanied by hundreds of draw
ings showing varied forms of combination and appli

cation. So broad were his patents that for a time all

other applications In European countries were denied.

But the Monier patents were later voided when it was
proved that some one else had been in the field before

him.
Ten years later Thaddeus Hyatt of New York en

gaged in concrete construction. In the early eighties
E. L. Ransome gave concrete steel construction an Im

petus in this country by building a number of large

■.structuresfrom it. But the largest factor In the world-

foot or greater was to be met concrete steel construction
could compete with timber on even terms ; that for build
ings where stresses greater than 800 pounds were en
countered it was cheaper than timber and that for small
er buildings, where lighter than 500-pound loads were
encountered, the concrete construction would compete
with other forms of fire proof construction ; in other
words, that for large buildings with heavy loads con
crete steel had a standing in court Independent of its fire
proof qualities and that for lighter structures its ad
vantage lay in Its resistance to fire rather than in its
first cost. Mr. Meusch believes that except where pat
ented forms of steel are used, the concrete engineer can
compete In first cost with timber for structures whose
loads are as low as 200 pounds to the square foot and
that the results would be more satisfactory and economi
cal to the owner.
In general the armored concrete construction com

petes with timber and masonry more than it does with
structural steel. Its advantage over masonry, aside
from any saving in cost of construction, lies In the fact
that the thinner walls permitted by it increase the in
terior floor space materially and decrease the weight
and necessary footing for the structure. Its advantages
over timber, as for instance in " mill construction." lie
in its greater resistance to fire and the economy in space

Fig. 1.—GeneralView of What Is Known as the Johnson Bar.

Klg. 2.—Twisted Bar Used in the RansomeSystem. Fig. 3.—Sectionof the Thatcher Bar.
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wide adoption of the armored concrete was Francois
Hennebique of Paris, who erected and licensed other
engineers to erect probably 10,000 different structures
in all parts of the world, but mainly in France and
Germany.
The original method of utilizing steel to give tensile
strength to the concrete structure was to use ordinary
lound, square or flat steel bars imbedded in concrete.
The earliest application in America of steel reinforced
concrete in a large way was in the construction of tanks
for grain elevators, malt houses and similar purposes.
From this field the use of the reinforced concrete has
rapidly widened until to-day concrete engineering has
become one of the important branches of technical ef
fort and concrete steel is admitted to competition with
■everyother form of construction and material for al
most every class of structure.
Very naturally the use of the plain steel rod suggested

to engineers, an improvement in the way of using a cor
rugated, roughened or otherwise deformed rod which
should present larger surface of contact with the con-
■creteand should form a mechanical bond with the con
crete which should In a measure be independent of
the first factor of cohesion. This Idea has found its
development in a large number of special forms of
oars, rods or meshes, for each of which very positive
claims are made by parties in interest. It is not the
purpose of this article to enter into a discussion of the
comparative merits of these several forms, but rather
to briefly describe their characteristics.
Authorities differ as to the breadth of the field in
which concrete construction can compete in price with
timber. C. A. P. Turner of Minneapolis, member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, in a recent
address delivered before the Minneapolis convention of
engineers stated as his conclusions that for large build
ings in which a working load of 500 pounds to the square

and materials accomplished by the thinner flooring and
transverse members.
In comparison with the skeleton structural steel form

of construction concrete steel is less injured by intense
heats than the more exposed steel of the skeleton struc
ture, as was illustrated in the Baltimore fire. For the
same reason it is claimed to be more durable because the
steel imbedded in the artificial stone is protected against
corrosion due to moisture and other attacking agents.
Greater durability than structural steel construction is
also claimed because crystallization of steel and shearing
of rivets due to vibrating stresses are avoided.
At the outset, in any discussion of the use of steel in
connection with concrete, one encounters two schools
whose dividing line may be said to be the carbon com
ponent of steel used. One school, following the lead
ership of Considere, the French authority, Insists that
the factor of tensile strength in a concrete steel structure
can be figured no higher than the tensile strength of the
steel itself after the steel is stressed to its elastic limit
and that therefore the only means for securing the ten
sile as well as the compressive strength of concrete in
connection with steel reinforcement is to use a high car
bon steel whose elastic limit is very high. The other
school, comprising makers of various systems of expanded
metal fabric and soft steel bars of various forms, ex
presses a preference for the soft steel because its greater
ductility will permit its manufacture into special forms
for which advantages are claimed which could not be
fabricated from high carbon steel. In this connection
brief reference to special forms of steel is of interest.

The Jotmfeoii Bar,
As will be seen from an examination of Fig. 1 the

Johnson bar, the manufacture of which is controlled by
the St. Louis Expanded Metal Fire Proofing Company.
St. Louis. Mo., is approximately square in section and of
practically uniform area, the ribs not being waste, as in
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earlier forms. This result is accomplished by rolling the

bar on the diagonal and cutting in each roll ribs slightly

wider than the spaces opposite which they come. The

bar is made from high carbon steel with high tensile
strength and elastic limit. The ribs on these bars have

faces nearly at right angles to the axis of the bar. vary

ing therefrom an amount not exceeding the angle of fric

tion between concrete and metal, which condition is held

to be essential in order that full efficiency of the reinforce
ment may be developed when the adhesion becomesweak
ened, which it has been shown may happen in many

ways. It is further held as an advantage peculiar to this
bar that cracks in the concrete cannot penetrate to the

bar as long as the elastic limit in the latter is not ex
ceeded. This bar is widely used in the construction of
manufacturing buildings, railway bridges and other struc

tures where heavy loads and vibration stresses are
present.

Tin- Ransome System.

This system is based on the use of a twisted bar,

shown in Fig. 2. the bar being made of very high or very

low carbon steel, as circumstances may determine. Re

cent experiments have shown that the twisting may be

done cold evenwhere a steel as high as 50 carbon Is em

ployed. The bar is twisted primarily in order to present

a continuous mechanical bond rather than a bond that is

effective only at intervals. Its makers, the Ransome Con

crete Company, New York, states also that the twisting in-

resistance to compression stresses is aided by the con
crete, greatly reducing the tonnage of steel required.

Tin- K nil ii Bar.
AYe show in Fig. 4 a general view and cross section

of the Kahn bar. It will be seen that it consists of a
square bar with projecting flanges sheared at intervals
in such a way as to permit the wings or fins to be bent
up at an angle of about 45 degrees from the base. These
fins act as a half truss, the concrete itself in which the
bar is embedded acting as the other half, forming a
complete truss. The object of this particular form of
bar is to produce a steel half truss which, when em
bedded in concrete, will relieve the concrete of all tension
stresses. Thus a combination of the two is held to form
a perfect and ideal structure both theoretically and prac
tically. In other words, instead of using plain horizontal
rods in connection with loose vertical stirrups, as is the
general European practice to-day (Hennebique system),
the two are combined in one bar. The Kahn system of
reinforcement is controlled by the Trussed Concrete Steel
Company. Detroit.
- An advantage claimed for this bar over other forms
of reinforcing steel is that diagonal or shear members
are produced from that portion of the steel which is not
necessary for direct tension and which in other forms
of reinforcing steel is claimed to be wasted. In practice
the maximum shear occurs at the ends of the beam and
the majority of the Shear members are placed there, and

Fig. t.—General View and Cross Sectionof the Kahn Bar.

("I* 5.—The Trus-Con Bar.

1 U A Fig. ".—The " Universal" Splice.

Fie. fl.—The " Universal" Bar. Fig. 8.—The MenschCorrugatedBar.
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creases the elastic limit 50 per cent., while the ultimate
strength shows an increase of 35 per cent. This bar is
made in sizes varying by quarter inches from % to 2 inch
diameters, the safe tensile strength of the V^-inch size
being given at 2'{. tons, the 1-Inch size 10 tons and the 2-
inch size 40 tons. It is in very extensive use all over the
country.

The I'h ii<In- 1 Bar.

This bar, as will be seen from a study of Fig. 3, con
sists of an undulating beaded or bulbed bar, both the un
dulation and the beads serving as mechanical bonds with
the concrete. The beads are placed at the smallest cross-
section, reinforcing the bar at that point, making its sec
tional area and strength, according to the tests of the
company, uniform at any point in the bar. Attention is
called to the fact that all changes of sections are made by
gradual curves, avoiding sharp corners, fins, knife edges
and other sudden changes of form, as it is claimed that
sharp corners are likely to cause cracks and are there
fore not desirable. These bars, which are round rather
than square in theoretical section, are furnished in from
Yi to 2 inch diameters. Originally ordinary round bars
were run through special rolls that gave them the bulbed
form, but the Concrete Steel Engineering Company, maker
of the bars, has recently arranged to have them rolled
special at a rolling mill.
The same company controls what is known as the
Melan system, named after Professor Melan of Yienna,
which is in a general way a concrete reinforcement of a
structural steel building or bridge in such a way that

at the center the bar is left unsheared in order that the
full section may resist the tension. \Vhen placed in
beams or other structures these liars may be so combined
by various sizes of diagonals, lengths, &c, as to form a per
fect distribution of metal. The steel used in the manu
facture of these bars is open hearth and varies in ulti
mate tensile strength from 00.000to 70,000pounds. ^Yith
an ultimate elongation of 20 per cent, to 25 per cent, the
elastic limit remains in the neighborhood of 35,000
pounds. The makers emphasize as one of the important
advantages of the trussed bar their claim that satisfac
tory results may be obtained in this bar without the use
of a high carbon steel, such as has been necessary with
other systems of reinforcing material. The action of this
bar, they nay, is so different from plain horizontal re
inforcement that high carbon is not necessary.

The " Trun-Coii " Bar.
The same firm makes and uses what it styles the" Trus-Con " bar, illustrated in Fig. 5. This bar is com

posed of an open hearth steel rod upon which is rigidly
fastened at regular spaces round or square washers
which are slipped on the bar cold. These are so fastened
to the liar as not to reduce the section at that point. Ap
proximately 10.000 tons of steel are used annually in
these two systems.

The tJnlvernnl Bar.
One of the latest forms of bar used in concrete re-

enforcement is the "Universal." shown in Fig. 6. The
cross section of this bar is that of an oblong rectangle
and in this form lies one of its distinctive features, be
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causeof the large surface area exposed to the concrete.
Adhesion is also greatly increased by recesses or pockets
rolled into the bar at regular intervals which receive the
concrete, guarding against slipping. The Universal bar
is rolled from high carbon steel having an elastic limit
of from 50,000 to 00,000 pounds per square inch on an
ll-pass mill built specially for the work. Sections are

rolled up to 00 and 05 feet long, where desired for the

construction of long members. The same concern, the
Rogers-Hall Company, Warren, Pa., also makes what is

known as the Universal splice, shown in Fig. 7. which

consists of the two bars to be connected, two splice bars

of short lengths, four clamps, four wedges and a number

of small elliptical forgings having the form of the pockets

in the Universal bar. The ends of the bars are lapped

over several recesses, the forgings are slipped into the

recesses and the whole thing is clamped together with

the square washers and small wedges which are driven

between the washers and the bar. By means of this

fabric is placed and all are embedded in the lower half
of the concrete slab, thus providing continuous reinforce
ment throughout the entire floor.
The wire cables are formed on a special machine, by

means of which they are twisted under hydraulic tension,
thus producing an initial stress on the wires. Every wire
is stretched tightly in place before the cable is twisted,
producing a distributing member which is very stiff and
rigid, with greater carrying power, it is claimed, than
rods or bars. Ordinary cables are held to be not suitable
as distributing members, since they never cease to elon
gate. The steel wire fabric is made in six different gauges
and mesbes and is shipped in rolls of any desired length.
The manufacturer states that the great majority of the
work is done with what is termed the Al grade, composed
of No. 9 gauge carrying wires, more than twelve million
square feet of this one grade now being in use in this
country.
For columns, girders and beams of reinforced con-

Fig. 9.—Details of the International System.

Fie. 10.—A Typical Form of ExpandedMetal. Fig. 11.—Reinforcing Wire Fabric.
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splice the steel re-enforcement can be made practically
continuous for any length.

.Hensch Corrugated Bar.
Another special form of bar is that shown in Fig. 8

and patented by L. J. Mensch of Chicago. This bar is
round In section, with corrugations at intervals. It is
made in sizes ranging from 7-10 to VA inches in diameter,

and its makers claim for it an elastic limit of 00,000

pounds and an ultimate strength of 100,000 pounds to
the square inch. The same engineer also uses the Itan-

some twisted bar in situations where a deformed bar
seems to be necessary, although as a general proposition
he advocates the use of the plain bar because of the econo
my involved, and the bulk of his work is done with
plain bars.

International System.

The international system of fire proofing consists of a

steel wire fabric in combination with steel cable distribut
ing members, both of which are manufactured from spe

cial drawn wire having high elastic limit as well as
high tensile strength, though no specific claim is made of
using a high carbon product. We illustrate a roll of the
steel wire fabric in Fig 9. At each intersection of the
mesh the wires are tied or locked by means of a steel disk
or washer. In the construction the cables are anchored
to the walls or beams and extend continuously to the
opposite end of the building. The spacing of the cables
Is varied according to the desired carrying capacity of the
floors, width of spans, &c. Over the cables the steel wire

crete the owner of this system, the International Fence
& Fire Proofing Company, Columbus, Ohio, recommends
the use of round steel rods, which it claims if used intel
ligently will produce the same results obtained by any of
the various deformed rods, bars or sheared members.

Expanded Metal System.
The Associated Expanded Metal Companies, with head
quarters in New York and branches in a dozen cities in
the United States and Canada, controls largely the use of
expanded metal for concrete reinforcement, as well as a
substitute for the ordinary lath. This expanded metal is
fabricated by special machinery, which slits a sheet of
steel and expands the openings into diamond or other
shapes. Sheets are used as heavy as % inch and as light
as 27 gauge, the size of opening varying from 0 inches
long to % inch. The largest application of expanded metal
is used as a substitute for lath in walls and partitions
and a substitute for timber in flooring, although it is also
used for vertical members in connection with I-beams,
box girders, channel girders and the like. Sheets of ex
panded metal are furnished in widths of from 12 to 72
inches, the usual length being 8 feet. Expanded metal in
connection with concrete is also widely used in the con
struction of dams, conduits, sewers, tanks, coal pockets,
bridges, docks and in general where brick would other
wise be used. Expanded metal manufacturers are now
among the largest consumers of sheet and plate steel, as
they use annually many thousands of tons of this mate
rial. In a building in which expanded metal is employed
to the maximum the tonnage of steel is almost as great as
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in the older form of steel column and girder construc
tion, while lumber and brick are almost entirely displaced.

A typical form of expanded metal is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Reinforcing Wire Fabric.

One of the more recent systems, which has profited
by the extensive experimentation of earlier methods, is

the reinforcing wire fabric being marketed by the Amer
ican Wire Fence Company, Chicago. This mesh, as will
be seen from a study of Fig. 11, consists of straight longi

tudinal wires crossed by straight transverse wires, the
bond or tie between the two being a special staple or tie
which is forced onto the joint by heavy pressure, suffi
cient to make the bond permanent and yet not enough to
break the fiber or destroy the tensile strength of either
the longitudinal or transverse wires. This construction
has the advantage of presenting the minimum factor of
elongation of both the longitudinal and transverse wires,
as both are practically straight wires, uninterrupted by
kinks or distortions, and both are made of high carbon
steel of very high tensile strength and elastic limit, these
factors being claimed to be fully double those obtained on
bars, or even on the ordinary soft wire. This use of

elevators in the country, as well as in bridges, storage
tanks and buildings. No attempt is made to increase the
adhesion of the concrete by means of deforming the bar,
as it is held that the natural adhesion is sufficient for all
probable stresses.

Henneblque System.

This system consists in the use usually of plain round
bars parallel with the lower face of the beam and sepa
rate bent rods or stirrups placed over them In a vertical
plane, the horizontal rods furnishing the tension mem
bers, the bent vertical stirrups resisting the shearing
stresses, while the concrete forms the compression mem
bers. The bars are usually split at the ends, and concrete
tamped into the Y-shaped opening serves as an anchor that
offers great resistance to tensional stresses. Thousands
of large structures in Europe and hundreds in this coun
try are constructed on this system.

The Turner System.
A system of column reinforcement consisting of grills

formed of rods banded at intervals by strong riveted
hoops, with one of the rods bent outward into each beam
connected to and supported by the column, has been

Fig. 12.—View ShowingForms for Inclosing Grills for Beams,Girders. Ac.

high carbon spring steel not only tends to reduce the cost
of the reinforcement, because of the lighter tonnage re
quired, but every pound of weight saved relieves the
.structure of the burden stress of its own weight. The
fabric is furnished In lengths of 300 or more feet, with
a standard width of 50 inches. A special device is also
provided for joining widths together so as to make prac
tically a continuous fabric both as to width and length.

Wire Reinforcement and Lath. '

Many other forms of steel mesh are used as a substi
tute for lath and as a reinforcement for floor slabs,
columns and girders. Most of the wire mills of the
country have large customers who either buy the wire
and weave it into special mesh for the purpose or have
it shipped to them in the finished form. The tonnage of
wire that finds its way into building operations in con
nection with plaster and concrete is very large and is
rapidly increasing.
There are doubtless many other special forms of steel
used in connection with concrete, but what we have given
will suffice to illustrate the activity being exerted in that
direction.

ITtonler System.
This system is the pioneer of all armored concrete
systems. It consists in the use of steel bars, usually
round, embedded in concrete in such a way as to resist
both vertical and lateral tensional stresses. It has been
used with success in erecting some of the largest grain

Fig. 13.—AnotherDesignof Reinforcementfor Columns,&c.
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evolved by C. A. P. Turner, an engineer of Minneapolis,
Minn. The whole grill he wraps with ordinary wire net
ting. In buildings carrying moderate loads no beams are
used, but merely floor slabs running from column to col
umn or from column to wall. The reinforcement of the
slab is directly from column to column and transversely
from column to wall. The vertical bars of each column
are bent normally to the column in the slab flooring, form
ing a cap supporting the slab reinforcement. The accom
panying half-tone reproduction from a photograph, Fig.
12, illustrates the method of inclosing the grills for beams
and girders in forms or boxes, into which the concrete Is
poured in a semiliquid form. Several grills are shown on
the floor in the foreground. He uses on an average 2000
tons of steel a year In his system. He also uses a special
high carbon wire fabric for reinforcing floors of long
spans.

The Cummlnss System.
Another system for columns, struts, piles, and girders

and beams, the standard design of which Is shown In Fig.
13, is the invention of Robert A. Cummings, Pittsburgh,
Pa. In reinforcing the columns self-centering circular
bands are held in horizontal position at close intervals
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one above the other by attaching to vertical flat rods or

shapes. The structural function of the bands is to pre

vent the failure of the concrete by lateral swelling, and

that of the vertical members to prevent bending of the

columns by eccentric loading, thus producing what is

claimed to be a rational combination for columns, struts
or piles. In distributing the steel in beams or girders the
portion of the rods not needed for bending stresses near
the supports are made into rectangular frames and bent
up at their ends. These rods form anchored loops to re
sist tensional shearing stresses and being connected be
come self-supporting, thus obviating the difficulty in hold
ing single bent up rods when placing the concrete. All
the remaining rods are straight.
The steel rods range in diameter from % Inch to 1*4

Inches. Finished rolled bars rather than wire rods are
used in the Cummings system. To hold the rods in cor
rect position in the girders " supporting and spacing
chairs " are placed as shown in the accompanying illus
tration and photograph. This system has the advantage
of using only commercial shapes instead of requiring spe
cial forms of steel.

Steel Slag Cement.
Fortunately for this new industry cement making

Interests are keeping pace with the increased demand for
their product The output of Portland cement for 1904
was about 23.000,000barrels, and this has beenaugmented
so that the 1905 output will be over 25,000,000barrels.
The Illinois Steel Company, at Chicago, has put itself In
a position to profit by the possible loss of business on
structural steel, due to concrete construction, by erecting
at Bufflngton, Ind., near Chicago, a plant for making true
Portland cement from blast furnace slag. This new plant
has a capacity of producing 4500 barrels a day, or ap
proximately 1,350,000barrels a year. This Is understood
to be the only steel plant in the country that is thus far
making true Portland cement from blast furnace slag,
though for some years furnaces have been making a form
of non-Portland cement that was admirable for founda
tions, abutments or piers, where moisture was always
present and air excluded.

Fire Resisting Construction in London.

The Fire Offices Committee of the City of London has
Issued a revised set of rules for standard fire resisting
buildings, not including cotton mills, flax mills, woolen
mills and worsted mills. Buildings to be deemedof stand
ard fire resisting construction must conform to the fol
lowing description :

High* and Cubical Content*.
1. Hight not to exceed 80 feet, measured from the

lowest point of the land level or ground line of the site
on which the building stands to the level of the highest
part or the roof.
2. Cubical contents of any one compartment not to

exceed 60.000 cubic feet.
N. B.— In computing the cubical contents of a com

partment the floor area, excluding doorway and window
recesses, and the actual hight from floor to ceiling, are
to be measured. Due deduction may be made for a slop
ing roof.

Walla and Partitions.
3. Brick, terra cotta, or cement concrete composed
of broken brick, burnt ballast furnace slag, clinker or
other similar hard and burnt material.
4. No external area or party wall to be less than 13

inches thick in any part or if of concrete 20 inches.
N. B.—Stone used externally only as ashlarlng or fac

ing, with a backing of brick work not less than 13 Inches
thick, and for dressings, sills, string courses and cornices
allowed.
5. All Internal partitions to be of incombustible ma

terial, excepting only office Inclosures of hard nonresin-
ous wood with or without glazing.
6. If there is any building adjoining, the dividing or

party wall to extend at least 3 feet above the roof of
the fire resisting building.

Fines.

7. All flues to be built of brick work, no part of which
toward the interior of the building is to be less than
9 inches thick, and all furnace flues to be lined with
firebrick throughout for a distance of at least 20 feet from

the furnace. No timber or wood work to rest In or be
plugged into the brickwork of any flue.

Openings In Walls.
8. The total superficial area of openings in each ex

ternal or area wall of any story above the ground story
not to exceed one-half of the area of the wall (measured
as to hight from floor to ceiling of the story in which
the openings occur). All loophole or teagle doors and
frames and window frames and sashes to be of iron or
other hard metals. All windows above the ground story
to be glazed with glass not less than 14 inch thick, in
sections not larger than 2 superficial feet, or wired
glass or electro copper glazing in accordance with the
rules of the Fire Offices Committee in force when such
glazing is provided.
9. Every window or other opening above the ground
story opposing (whether directly or diagonally) and
within 20 feet of any window, skylight, or glazed or other
opening In any other building (whether such latter win
dow, skylight, or opening be protected or not), or over
looking (whether directly or diagonally) and within 20
feet of the roof of any building to be protected by " fire
proof " shutters or " fire proof " doors.

Floors.
10. Brick arches, terra cotta, fire clay on concrete,

as above described, the floor being in no part less than 6
inches in thickness, and carried on metal joists, girders
and columns, or brick walls or piers.
N. B.— Floors of wood not less than 9 inches thick,
ceiled with plaster on metal lathing and with the floor
boards laid on the bearers without intervening space
allowed.
11. Wooden flooring laid on concrete allowed, provided
there is no space between the wood and the concrete.
Wooden fillets not exceeding 2 inches deep permitted
if bedded flush in the concrete.
12. Scuppers to carry off water the openings of each

of which shall not be less in area than 21 superficial
inches to be provided in the external walls to each floor
above the ground story at intervals of not more than 12
feet.
N. B.— In buildings within the city of London or within

the area controlled by the London County Council scup
pers are not essential.

Roofs.

13. Roofs to be entirely of the incombustible materials
as described for floors in Rule 10, except that 4 inches be
substituted for 6 inches in thickness.
Note.—Glass not less than % inch thick in sections

not exceeding 36 superficial Inches, set in iron or other
hard metal, and wired glass or electro copper glazing
in according with the rules of the Fire Offices Committee
in force when such glazing is provided shall for the
purpose of this rule be deemed incombustible.
Outlets on to roofs rendered necessary to satisfy the
requirements of the Factories and Workshops acts per
mitted, provided that all door and frames be of iron or
cased In iron plate at least % inch thick, and that they

be self closing.

Protection of Structural Metal Work.
14. All columns or stanchions to be covered with

brickwork or porous terra cotta (at least 2 inches thick),

or with cement concrete or plaster at least 1% inches
thick, keyed into metal supports and protected by a metal
guard up to a hight of not less than 4 feet from the floor

where cement, concrete or plaster only used.
15. Girders, joists, lintels and all structural metal

work (other than columns and stanchions but including

framework of roofs), where not covered with brickwork,

to be completely encased in porous terra cotta at least 2

inches thick, securely anchored, or cement, concrete or

plaster at least 1 Inch thick keyed into metal supports.

16. Space must be left at the ends of girders and

Joists to permit of expansion.
Linings and Ceilings.

17. No lining of wood or textile fabric to any part of

the walls, partitions, ceilings or roof.

Floor Openings.
18. No openings through any floors allowed except as

follows :
o. Holes to admit driving shafts, pipes and iron or

earthenware tubes for electric conductors. Shafts to fit

closely in metal collars, and all pipes and tubes to be

cemented round the full thickness of the floor.
6. Staircases and hoists of which the inclosures are

constructed entirely of brick or cement concrete, as above
described, at least 9 inches thick, with a regulation fire

proof door to every opening.
N. B.1— Stairs and landings within said inclosures to

be constructed of incombustible material.
N. B.!—Where the building is within the city of Lon

don, or in the area controlled by the London County
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Council, hard wood doors to openings may be allowed
instead of tire proof doors.
N. B.3—Where the staircases and hoists extend to the
top floors they must have a glass roof protected ex
ternally with strong wire work, and the inclosing walls
must be carried through and 18 inches above the roof of
the building.
In factories and work shops in the area controlled by

the London County Council a glass roof, protected as
above, is only to be provided in cases where the inclosing
walls and staircases are carried through and 18 inches
above the roof of the building, and also above the roof of
the adjoining premises. Otherwise the roof must comply
with the requirements of the London County Council.
c. Belting and rope races inclosed as for staircases

and hoists.
Shartlng Through Walls.

19. Shafting where passing through walls to fit closely
into wall, or have wall boxes closed with iron plates not
less than 14 hich thick, leaving no open space.

Pipe* and Electric Conductor*.
20. All pipes in the building, except water pipes not

exceeding 1 inch in diameter, to be of hard metal. No
wooden casing to be used for inclosing electric conductors.

CommnnlcatlUK Compartments.
21. Two or more compartments, each constructed in

accordance with these rules, may communicate whether
by double fire proof doors or otherwise, provided that
their aggregate cubical contents do not esceed 60,000
cubic feet.
22. Two or more such compartments, whose aggregate
cubical contents exceed 00,000 cubic feet, can only be
allowed to communicate across a fire proof compartment,
built up from the basement with walls of solid brick work
and constructed in all other respects in accordance with
these rules, so far as the same are applicable, and having
all openings protected by fire proof doors at least 6 feet
apart.

23. Except as above no communication allowed be
tween a compartment constructed in accordance with
these rules and any other building or compartment.
The following are the rules now added as to rein

forced concrete construction :
Buildings constructed with concrete reinforced in

every part with embedded metal rods or bars spaced not
less tnan 12 inches apart, securely connected or overlap
ping at least (i inches at all abutments and intersections,
having also bands or bars across the thickness of the
concrete, may be deemed of standard fire resisting con
struction, provided they conform to the above rules with
the following modifications:
Rule 3. Concrete may be composed of sand and gravel
that will pass through a »4-inch mesh, or of the other
materials mentioned in the rule ; but in any case the
cement used must be Portland (equal to the British
standard specification of December, 1904), in the pro
portion of <;hundredweight of cement to each cubic yard
of concrete. The concrete must be thoroughly mixed,
both dry and wet, and must be rammed round the metal
work in position, every part of which must be completely
Inclosed with solid concrete.
Rule 4. No external wall to be less than 0 inches, and
no party wall less than 13 inches thick in any part.
Rule 7. Flues may be built of reinforced concrete as

described, not less than 4 inches thick if lined through
out with fire clay tubes not less than V,U inches thick. No
timber or wood work to be in contact with such flue.
Rules lit and 11. Floors must be constructed of rein

forced concrete as described, not less than 5 inches thick
in any part without wood work bedded therein, supported
on beams and columns of similar reinforced concrete.
Rule 13. Roofs must be constructed in a similar man

ner to floors, the concrete in no part to be less than 3
inches thick.
Rules 14, 15 and 16. All structural metal work must

be embedded in solid concrete, so that no part of any
rod or bar shall be nearer the face of the concrete than
double its diameter: such thickness of concrete must be
in no case less than 1 inch, but need not be more than
2 inches.
Ride 22. Fire proof compartments in connection with

reinforced concrete structures must also be of reinforced
concrete as described, with walls not less than 9 inches
and floors not less than 5 inches in thickness.
Rule 18. Inclosure to staircase and hoist, if of rein

forced concrete as described, may be 0 inches in thickness.
Buildings conforming to the foregoing specification

are charged reduced rates of premium for fire insurance
as compared with buildings of ordinary construction.

The Supreme Court of North Dakota has declared
void the law creating the Capitol Commission and author

izing the construction of the capitol and executive man
sion, and entered a permanent injunction against fur
ther proceedings by the Capitol Commission under the
law. This, we understand, puts an end to the controversy
regarding the State Capitol for at least two years.

Porosity and Frost Resistance of Bricks.
The prevailing idea about these qualities is that a

brick with high percentage of porosity will crack or burst
when soaked with water and afterward exposed to a
freezing temperature, due to the expansion of the water
when changing to ice. This defect will show itself plainer
the higher the percentage of absorption. The conclusions
usually following such arguments are that a brick with
moderate porosity is preferable for building purposes.
It is therefore very interesting to know the result of ex
periments made along this line, and the following table
was published by the Royal Technical Experiment Sta
tion. The tests were made on ten bricks, and the re
sults are the average of the obtained data. The tests
constituted twenty-five times freezing and consequently
thawing. In order to find the frost resistance the bricks
were subjected to a compression test, and the percentage
resistance was figured from the same. To make the re
sults plain the bricks were arranged in order of their
percentage absorption, and in case there is any relation
ship between porosity and frost resistance the last col
umns should maintain the same ratio as the absorption
column. It is evident from these results that these two
qualities do not have anything in common. Increased
absorption does not always mean less frost resistance.
There are a few exceptions, but the main results are very
irregular :

Absorp- ,—Compression.—, Percentage
tionper- Before After lossofNo. Kind of brick. centage. freezing, freezing, stability.1 Huff face brick 1.32 687 667 — 2.92 Paving brick 2.41 764 419 —45.23 Paving brick 3.31 455 432 — 5.14 Face brick 3.50 465 411 —11.65 Face brick 4.10 1,197 1,136 — 5.16 Hardburnt brick.... 4.70 508 431 —15.27 Buff face brick 4.98 375 358 — 4.58 Face brick 5.03 706 ■ 517 —26.89 Paving brick 5.80 342 2S0 —18.110 Face brick 6.80 £27 215 — 5.311 Bed face brick 6.84 484 469 — 3.112 First-class paver. .. . 6.90 452 411 — 8.913 Commonbrick 7.70 308 314 + 1.914 Face and pav'g brick 7.82 444 1.488 + 9.915 Commonbrick 8.17 206 211 + 2.416 Backing up brick... 8.30 349 270 —22.217 Commonbrick 8.30 127 103 —18.918 Sewer brick 8.41 439 354 —19.419 Commonbrick 8.50 252 246 — 2.4£0 Face brick 9.22 374 383 + 2.421 Commonbrick 9.94 554 423 —23.722 Machine paver 10.60 229 232 + 1.323 Commonbrick 10.80 397 271 —31.824 Face brick 11.10 331 310 — 6.325 Commonbrick 11.58 237 227 — 4.226 Backing up brick 12.24 271 205 —24.327 Face brick 12.29 251 237 — 5.628 Face brick 12.48 3S4 315 —17.929 Arch brick 13.20 189 180 — 4.730 Commonbrick 13.30 85 74 — 12.331 Commonbrick 13.46 26S 277 + 3.332 Machine brick 13.60 369 360 — 2.433 Commonbrick 13.70 207 196 — 5.331 Buff face brick 15.16 096 614 + 3.035 Backing up brick.. . .16.31 249 310 + 24.436 Backing up brick 18.85 263 240 — S.S37 Machine brick 19.54 218 201 — 7.838 Machine brick 19.70 389 350 — 8.539 Backing up brick... .22.10 166 372 + 3.040 Backing up brick 24.11 105 101 — 3.8

The least frost resistance shows No. 2 a nearly vitrified
brick ; No. 8 and No. 16 also show great variations. The re
sults in the lower part of the table are very interesting,
as it shows high porosity and high frost resistance.
Rather remarkable is the increase in compressibility
after freezing in several cases.

That these are days of buildings of magnificent pro
portions is evidenced by the structure that is being put
up at the Union Stock Yards. Chicago, for use on the
occasion of the International Stock Show. It is 600 x
310 feet in size, has an auditorium 310 x 200 feet, an
arena 2."i0x 100 feet, a floor space of 243.000square feet
and will seat 10.000 people.
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SAFEGUARDING OF LIFE IN THEATERS.

EVER
since the burning of the Iroquois Theater in

Chicago, about two years ago, added stimulus has

been given to the question of safeguarding the lives of

people in places of amusement, and at the annual meet
ing of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
held early in December, President John It. Freeman de

livered an address on the subject in which he discussed
points of vital interest to the architect and builder hav
ing to do with structures of this kind. We quote as
follows :
It is a fair and moderate statement that fire protec
tion as applied to theatres and buildings of public con
gregation is from 10 to 20 years behind the fire protec
tion of large industrial works, and true that the fire
hazard to theatre property in general, as measured by

insurance rates, Is ten times as great for the modern
theatre as for the modern factory. All of this is unneces
sary. The safeguards needed are mostly simple; the
main features of some of them are already worked out
in the great factories, and the additional safeguards re
quired to be worked out or adjusted for this special case
are the automatic smoke vents, the safe proscenium cur
tain, the safe warming and ventilation ami the proper

they "wouldn't do any good" and "might start a panic
should one happen to opeii prematurely." Every factory
manager or mill engineer will admit the absurdity of
such a statement. In lioslon the law still accepts the non-
automatic sprinkler pipe, to be opened by hand, a device
which has now been generally discarded iu factory fire
protection, in favor of the automatic. Most important of
all, I have found behind the scenes and In the mechanics'
rooms a lack of the scrupulous neatness and older that
characterizes a modern well organized factory, have found
a multitude of dark, concealed spaces used as catch alls
and an apparent lack of appreciation by owner and archi
tect that a flood of daylight in storerooms, workrooms and
diessing rooms is the best of all safeguaids by making
'lirt, disorder and dangerous rubbish conspicuous.
I first became actively interested in this question by

the burning of the Iroquois Theatre at Chicago a little
less than two years ago. I examined the structure before
any of the wreckage had been moved, listened to evidence
before the coroner's inquest, counseled with the Mayor
and committee of the Board of Aldermen, questioned eye
witnesses and inspected many other theatres in the ef
fort to reach a clearer understanding of their special haz-

Smoke Vent Monitor Type
Vertical. Section

KIr. 1.—A Monitor Typo of SmokeVent Designedby the Author.

Safeguarding of Life in Theaters.

arrangement of automatic sprinklers on stage and in
dressing rooms and storerooms.
In the course of my own studies of the theatre and

auditorium problem I have seen almost everywhere con
ditions affecting the safety of life that would not be

tolerated for a moment by the managers of our best In

dustrial works. For example. I have seen in one of the
best Js'ew York theatres the wedge shaped space beneath

the sloping floor of the auditorium used as a storeroom for

trunks and properties. This room was also the plenum

chamber for the ventilation. Suppose that any cause

should start even a slow smouldering fire iu this room ;

the smoke rising through the air ducts in the floor might

throw the audience into a panic and cause great loss of

life. In cne of the most famous halls in America I found
the portable wooden flooring used to transform the main
seating space into a ballroom stored in a dark passage
way which formed the main air chamber between the
heating coils and the concert hall, all thus kiln dried to
perfection, and when I showed it to the manager and to
an intelligent aldermanic committee and urged its imme
diate removal they saw no danger and thought me hyper

critical and could not even see that automatic sprinklers
would be of use in such a concealed storage space. In
Chicago, within a few months after the appalling disaster
at the Iroquois Theatre, the aldermen rescinded the rule
calling for automatic sprinklers over the stages and
rigging lofts of the theatres because the managers believed

ards. This fire occurred when the theatre was crowded.
The firemen were on the ground within little more than
live minutes from the first alarm, but even by that short
time most of the victims had already becomesuffocated.
The scene of this appalling disaster was the newest of
Chicago's theatres, a building of tire proof construction
that justified the name so far as the building itself was
concerned. Little except scenery, decorations and up
holstery was damaged. It is true that there had been
shameful neglect in important details of fitting up, that
fire hose on the stage had been delayed, that fire pails
and soda water fire extinguishers were absent, that
the ventilating skylights over the stage were blocked so
they could not slide open and that exits were poorly
marked ; but I have come to believe that had these all
been In the condition commonly found in American thea
tres the result of the fire might have still been appalling.
The great lesson of the Iroquois fire was only a repe

tition of a lesson that has been given several times before
and each time forgotten. The recurring formula is :
A stage crowded with scenery.
The sudden spread of the flames over this scenery.
The opening of a door in the rear of the stage, an in
rush of air.
Scant smoke vents over the stage, an outburst of smoke

under the proscenium arch.
I>onth to those in tin- galleries.
The obvious suggestion might be: Make the scenery
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Incombustible ; but the efficient fire proofing of scenery,
so that It will not all burn up if a fire once gets well
started on the stage, simply appears to be impracticable.
The ordinary construction with a high, spacious cham
ber for the hanging loft above tlie level of the proscenium
■archmakes it a simple matter structurally to keep this
fire and smoke out of the auditorium, and no matter how
great the mass of flaming scenery a smoko vent of one
■t-lghthor one-tenth the area of the stabr, if Instantly
opened, would probably prevent suffocation. The condi
tions are similar to those of a fireplace. The high space
over the stage screened by the aich is adt-pted to give
the best of chimney draft. An ordinary rule is to make
the throat of the chimney at least one-teeth the area of
the fireplace opening or the space through the damper
one-eighth the area of the hearth, and when we situpiy
provide an adequate chimney area and a damper that
will surely open we shall have adopted a safeguard that
would have saved four-fifths of those who perished at the
Iroquois, regardless of defective curtain, defective exits
and absence of fire hose on the stage.
In a way it has long been recognized that there should

be a large ventilator over the stage, and one city has

fire shutters in our factories for nearly twenty years. It
Is strange, almost beyond belief, how slowly and scantily
these have found their way into the fire protection of
theatres. These links melt open at about 162 degrees
Fahr., and thus will open long before flame reaches them.
Their cost is trifling. Links will break under a load of
about 200 to 500 pounds, but can be trusted to sustain
continuously a load of only about 50 to 100 pounds. All
of the known solders that fuse at low temperature are
subject to stretching or "cold flow" under long continued
load, unless these loads are made extremely small, and
one of the most Important features in the design of any
such link is to make the direct stress upon the solder
small and in tension over a large area rather than by
shear. The links will open with about the same prompt
ness as an automatic sprinkler. At the top of the rigging
loft over a fire like that on the Iroquois stage they prob
ably would open within 20 to 40 seconds after the blaze
got a good start.
To illustrate that the problem of smoke vent design
can be solved along various lines I have worked out
two models shown in the accompanying drawings. It

Se*lc of Feet
7 &J J

Fig. 2.—A SmokeVent with Sliding CoverDesignedby the Author.
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copied from another the building law that in New York
City reads :
There shall be providedover the stagemetal skylights of a
combinedarea of at least one-eighththe area of the stage,fitted
with sliding sash and glazedwith doublethick sheetglass, . . .
the whole of which skylight shall be so constructedas to open
Instantly on the cutting or burning of a hempencord. . . . Im
mediatelyunderneaththe glass of said skylight there shall be
wire netting, ... 4c.
The evident purpose of the thin glass is to cover the
opening with something that will break out under
heat If the mechanism for sliding off the cover fails.
The wire netting is to prevent broken glass from fall
ing to the stage. The Idea of a large ventilator Is all
right, but the execution is commonly all wrong and needs
some good engineering to provide a design of damper
with careful details that will be sure to work. Note the
antiquated suggestion of the burning of a hempen cord
when fusible links have been used on the fire doors
In your factories for 20 years. And In one of the
newest and best New Tork theatres I found the ven
tilator had a broad sheet of heavy canvas laced tightly
across its opening with marline because the cracks
around the ventilator let In too much cold air. The re
quirement of thin glass In the building law Is well
meant, but It would be too slow in breaking out and
the wire netting called for Is a positive danger as
often applied.
These links have been in common use on automatic

is best that the total area of one-tenth the stage be sub
divided into four Independent units.
The fundamental requirements are ai follows :
Absolute certainty of opening by force of gravity, In
spite of neglect, rust, dirt, frost, snow or expansion by
heat, twisting or warping of the framework, quick
ness of opening to be secured by automatic links of the
thinnest metal practicable and also by controlling the
doors by a cord run down to the prompter's stand and
to the station of the stage fire-guard ; the operative me
chanism of the smoke vent should be 'Jmple and mas
sive ; It should be of such form that it can be tested
dally or at least at the weekly Inspection by partially
opening it, preferably closing it again by means of the
cord running to the prompter's stand. It may add to
its safety if It can be used whenever n°eded for the or
dinary ventilation of the stage, thereby keeping it under
constant notice.
In the first of these designs submitted, shown In Fig.
1, the 8 x 12 foot opening, of which four would be needed
over the stage of ordinary size, has a roof for protec
tion from rain and vertical sides that contain four small
windows for admitting daylight to the rigging loft, but
which can be closed by ordinary window shades for
dark scenes. All necessity for the wire screen is avoided.
The four shutters fall outward lest the pressure of the
updraft tend to hold them shut and are pulled open by
force of gravity, opening to the full area called for. The
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Mill on the rope holds them agntnst their seat, which.

If made with a thin edge pressing loosely against fibrous
material, as shown, will be more tight against cold air
<lraft8than a common window sash or hjuse door. Fusi

ble links are inserted in each of the four Dranches of the

<ord. No sprinkler should be placed up within the mon

itor containing these links, and care should be taken

that the links are of a thin, quickly sensitive type.

In the second design, Fig. 2, the sliding type is used.
This obviously cannot be used as an ordinary ventilator

on rainy days. The special effort in remodeling this

from the current New York type has been, first, to place

the glass in the vertical side so that uo necessity for a

wire screen remains. Second, to provide a better track

and trucks and
'
arrange the joints so that the leakage

of air through the clearance spr.ee would not tempt the

janitor to close the space by something that may inter

fere with the sliding open.
Fig. 3 shows an arrangement of a safety ventilating

abutter that sometimes can be conveniently placed in the

brick wall near the top of the rigging loft
The safeguard second in importance is the complete

equipment with automatic sprinklers over the stage and

throughout all rooms except the auditorium. I unhesitat
ingly recommend them as the best means for promptly

Fig. 3.—Safety Ventilating Shutters.
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controlling a fire that has once got good hold in the

scenery upon the stage of the theatre. It has been
claimed that under the high rigging loft of a theatre

sprinklers at a distance of CO or perhaps 80 feet above

the floor would not open with sufficient promptness to be

of material service. I am confident that this is untrue.
The hot air from a fire quickly travels over a vertical

distance of CO or 80 feet. Not more than five to ten

seconds' time would be required for this, and the condi

tions for pocketing and confining the heat to a small

area in the top of the rigging loft of a theatre are much

more favorable than in many portions of factories where

sprinklers are found to work successfully. The rainfall

from a series of automatic sprinklers with 80 square feet

to the sprinkler and ordinary water pressure would

be about 25 inches per hour. One series should be placed

below the gridiron and preferably another series above

it, these not being vertically over one another. A line

should also run along the lower outer edge of each fly

gallery. The 102 degree sprinkler should be used.

The third of the safeguards is the curtain for closing

the proscenium arch. The fire curtain for covering the

opening under the proscenium arch in nearly all Ameri

can theatres outside Chicago at the present time is made

from a heavy canvas woven from asbestos fiber.

In Chicago the Aldermanic Committee has made

the steel curtain the rule. In the present state
they merit little criticism except the absence of

a positive down haul and better holding and

guiding in Iron channels at the edge. Like nearly all

steel ribbed shutters they will warp and twist off their
seats under 10 to 15 minutes' exposure to a severe fire

unless securely held at the edges, and should smoke vents

be closed and sprinklers lacking and a back door open

their loose fit would let volumes of suffocating smoke and

tongues of flame pass into the auditorium. With the

smoke vents open and the draft therefore inward they

will serve their purpose until the audience has escaped

and the firemen have arrived.
We experimented upon sundry combinations of as

bestos, asbestos felt and asbestos cement with thin steel
plate and combined with wire netting, the asbestos being
placed on the stage side, and it was plain that the steel
curtain protected with some asbestlc material on the
fire side possessed far greater strength and endurance
against fire than the simple asbestos. With care given
to the design of the guides and fastenings at edges and
top, so that after it was lowered the curtain could not
be pulled out by warping, buckling, " smoke explosions

"

or pressure of air, the steel curtains would probably hold

the fire from entering the auditorium.
The general type of steel proscenium curtain finally
adopted in Chicago consists of a light framework of
steel angle irons with corrugated plate about 1-lG-inch
thick on the auditorium side and some asbestlc noncon
ducting material on the stage side, with an air space of
1, 2 or 3 Inches between. Where guided only by loops on
vertical cables it is required to lap over the edge of
the arch about 8 inches. A structure of this kind of the
ordinary size weighs from 2 to 6 tons. The hanging would
be improved by more substantial iron channels to hold
the edge and by the addition of positive down-haul tackle
or some arrangement by which the counterweight could
be thrown off, for now the great weight of these curtains
is so nearly counterpoised that the air pressure against
their surface may prevent the slight excess of gravity
from lowering them.
A type of fire escape has been developed under the
Building Laws of Philadelphia primarily for use In fac
tories which is so remarkably efficient and s' far ahead
in safety of anything else that exists that we may won
der why it has not been copied in other cities. It Is some
what expensive, but the safety it gives Is well worth the
extra cost The fundamental Idea is that the stairway
tower Is absolutely cut off from the various rooms and
floors which it serves. One must go out from the room
into the open air and then enter the stairway. Once
within this he can proceed without danger to the bottom.
The same Idea can be applied to the fire escape from a
theatre.
In safeguarding our factories against fire we find

systematic inspections and the filing of a weekly report
one of the very best means toward safety. They would
be of equal value for the theatre. A printed blank can
readily be devised for each case. This should cover the
completeness and operative condition of all valves, fire
hose, sprinklers, fire pails, soda water extinguishers,
hooks, fire doors, exit locks and latches, smoke vents,
fire curtain mechanism, and particularly of the neatness,
cleanliness and order of every room, passageway, closet,
air chamber, loft, basement and fly gallery used as a
part of the theatre building. This inspection should be
made on each Monday afternoon, since the week end Is
the time when attractions are commonly changed and the
confusion is most apparent
A private Are brigade from the regular stage hands

and ushers should be drilled regularly, the Monday drill
to be a " wet drill," testing the stage hose and a few of
the soda water extinguishers, which may be turned out
of the window to the areaway or into some convenient
drain provided for the purpose at the rear of the stage.
The head stage carpenter should always be present dur
ing a performance as chief of this brigade.

Instances are numerous where roofs that have been
temporarily repaired with elastic roofing cement have
given no further trouble for ten years. The slaters'
roofing pitch, which is put on hot, is said to be especially
adapted for all kinds of roofs.
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PERSPECTIVE DRAWING FOR THE BUILDER.— IV.
By M. M. Sloan.

ONE
other form of perspective, known as parallel per
spective, is usually employed for the interiors of

rooms, hallways, corridors or the facade of a building
having projecting wings or pavilions with a depressed
central feature, us shown in plan in Fig. 16. In laying
out parallel perspective less lines are necessary than in
angular perspective, since there is only one vanishing
point, and the principles are therefore comparatively
simple. Before proceeding with the description of this
method, however, some of the results of which it is
capable may be noted and for this purpose reference is
made to Figs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14 shows the plan and
elevations of a long hall or corridor, which is shown in
parallel perspective from several points of view in Fig.
15. At A the vanishing point has been taken exactly at
one-half of the hight of the room and in its center later
ally. It will be observed that the rear end of the room
is a rectangle similar to that of the near end and that
al! lines vanish to the vanishing point V. At B the

In laying out parallel perspective the perspective plan
may be employed as explained in connection with angular
perspective. In illustration of this the reader is referred
to Fig lti, in which A represents the plan of a rectangular
recess or courtyard surrounded by the walls of a building.
The facades of the two wings a b and e f may be consid
ered as lying in the picture plane, and consequently in
laying out the perspective shown at B below all details
on these facades may be drawn accurately to scale. The
facade c d at the rear of the courtyard, however, while
being back of the picture plane, is parallel thereto and
becomes therefore very similar to an elevation drawn to
a reduced scale, which scale can easily be determined
after the point of sight is chosen if its use in drawing
that part of the view is desirable. The length of c d of
the plan in Fig. 1G may be obtained in two ways. The
first i3 to establish the station point S at the desired dis
tance from the picture plane and to then draw lines from
the angles c and d to this point, cutting the picture plane
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Fig. 14.—Plan ami Elevationsof n Corridor to Be UsedIn Illustrating Interior Perspective.
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rectangle rej resenting the back of the room is of the
same size as the one illustrated at A, but has been moved
to the right so that more of the features of the wall on
the left are shown. The position of the horizon has. how
ever, not been changed. By lowering the horizon and
shifting the rectangle representing the rear of the room
nearer the lower left hand corner, as shown at C, still a
different view <ofthe hall is obtained. Again, at D the
station point for the view has been taken nearer to the
picture plane and the effect is to give the hall the ap
pearance of greater length, due to the greater difference
between the size of the section of the room in the picture
plane and that of the rectangle representing the rear
end. It is evident from this that, no matter at what
bight the eye is located or whether it is to the right or
left of the center, the relative size of the rear wall of
the room with reference to the section in the picture
plane remains the same so long as the station point or
position of the observer remains the same distance
from the picture plane : but that when the position of the
observer is moved toward the picture plane the apparent
size of the section on the picture plane is relatively greater
than that of the rear end of the room and the effect is to
Increase the appearance of depth, sometimes to an abnor
mal degree. It is therefore best in making a perspective
view of an interior to take the station point not too near
the picture plane.

as shown at x and y. These points being projected to
the perspective, the lines h c' and d' are located.
Another way of locating these lines is to lay out at

once a perspective plan, as illustrated at C in the lower
part of the figure. The method of procedure in this oper
ation is very similar to that explained in connection with
Fig. 13. Through S, the station point of the plan A, Fig.
10, draw the line G G to correspond with L L of Fig. 13.
Now lay off above G G a distance, «,-,equal to the bight
of the point from which it is intended to view the build
ing, and through the point so obtained draw II H. the
horizon line of the perspective plan. From S lay off on
G G each way a distance equal to the assumed distance
of the point S from the picture plane P P, as shown at
p and q, and from the points p and q erect perpendiculars
cutting the horizon line at M P1 and M P2. also thus locat
ing the measuring points. These points can be located by
drawing 4~>-degreelines from S, cutting P P as shown at
ii and r, from which points lines are dropped to II H,
locating 51 I" and M P3 as before.
From the angles of the receding wall 6 c and d e of

the plan vertical lines may now be projected to intersect
G G of the perspective plan, as shown at m' and m", and
marking in the perspective the position of the two exterior
angles d b' and f c' of the court. Upon these lines the
liiglits of the several windows, belt courses and other de
tails (:f the facades may be set off to scale. At any con-
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venienr. position above or below the plan A the ground

line G' G' may now be drawn, and at a distance, vf, above

the same, equal to v, ol" the perspective plan, the horizon

line H' H' of the perspective view is drawn, upon which
the vanishing point V is projected from V of the plan
below, as shown. The horizontal distances of windows,

columns and whatever details the receding wall b c may
contain as measured from b may be set off on G G of
the plan, measuring from hi' toward the right, and lines
from the several points so obtained carried toward M P\
cutting the line m' V of the perspective plan. Lines car
ried vertically from these points of intersection into the
pers|K>etheview will give the true position of the details
respectively lepresented, while lines drawn from the

the same figure. In illustration of how the position of
the view point determines the comparative size of these
two planes, let it be supposed that the view point S of
Fig. 10 be moved to the point marked T. The lines
drawn from the angles c and d to the point T show by
their intersection with the picture plane that the width
of the further wall would then be represented by v u>
instead of by x y as when it is viewed from S.

(To be continued.)

Utilizing the Cellar In Winter.

The cellar of the modern country home should be a
dry, hygienic place, where a multitude of things can be

a c

Fig. 15.—Interior Views of the Corridor as Seenfrom Four Different I'oints.

Fig. 16.—Methodof ObtainingMeasurementsIn " Parallel Perspective."
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points previously obtained on d b' toward V will deter
mine the bights, all as shown.

As explained in connection with Fig. 15, if the station
point in parallel perspective is taken too near to the

furthermost portion of the picture the lines perpendicular

to the picture plane will diverge rapidly and the appear
ance of the view will be as shown at D of that figure.
If, however, the station point is at a considerable distance
away the difference between the furthermost wall and

the portion of the picture in the picture plane will not
appear unnatural, and the result will be as shown at A of

safely stored, and at the same time it should be utilized
for purposes which will add to the pleasure and profit of
the occupants, says George E. Walsh in a recent issue of
American Homes and Gardt-ns. The cellar of the modern
house should be divided into at least three compartments.
One for coal and wood, whicli need not lie large, but the
partitions of which should be so tight that coal dust and
ashes from the furnace cannot escape to other parts of the
cellar. The second compartment should be for the stor
age of perishable goods, such as winter fruits, vegetables
and butter, cheese and eggs. This in turn should be nub
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divided into separate compartments for the dairy prod
ucts fruits and root crops, so that the former cannot get
tainted by the odors from the latter. The third compart
ment should be for a general workshop, flower boxes and
for miscellaneous storage of articles that are not needed
in the living room.

Assuming that the cellar floor Is of good concrete,
which will insure protection from dampness and excessive
moisture, it is wise to make the division into compart
ments according to the special needs of the different work.
The perishable goods require no sun and it is better to
locate the compartment for them on the north or north
west side of the cellar, where it will be easier to secure
an even temperature throughout the winter. To insure
this, however, double sash windows should be supplied
and as the winter advances the windows should be closed
by piling straw litter or hay against them on the out-
Bide. At least one or two should be left unprotected in
order to secure proper ventilation and sunlight. Fresh air
should be admitted every pleasant day, and when the tem
perature is not excessive outside a continuous circulation
of air should be obtained by an outside shaft and an
open window.

The ventilating shaft is nothing but a simple, elongated
box or trough which enters the cellar opposite the window
which is to be left open. This ventilating tube should
have an inside and outside door or sliding board to close
it in cold weather. The window that is not closed tight
for the winter should have an outside wire netting to pre
vent the sifting of articles into the cellar. By having double
window sashes the cold can be kept out of this single
window very well, but an inside board, lined with news
papers, arranged to drop down and hook on very snugly,
will add to the protection from outside air at night time.

Compartment for Perishable Articles.
The compartment for perishable articles should be

separated from the rest of the cellar by a partition of
3-Inch studs and Joists, with plain pine or whitewood
boards nailed across them. By tacking up an Inside lining
of old newspapers the partition will prove very effective
in keeping out the heat and dust All cracks and knot
holes can be closed with the newspapers and by pulling
them down and replacing them with new papers once
or twice in the winter the compartment for perishable
articles can be kept very clean and sweet.

In this compartment the lnclosure for milk, butter,
cheese and eggs should be separated from the place for
storing apples, potatoes and other fruits and vegetables
by a partition of light boards, lined Inside and outside
with tarred paper, or, if one objects to the odor of the
tar, tack common manila paper over the boards. By in
closing the compartment for dairy products in this way
we secure complete immunity from all odors and dust
As butter absorbs odors and microbes from the surround
ing air it is quite important that it should be protected
from anything that will Injure it. A decaying potato
or apple or the odor of onions, carrots or turnips may
very quickly spoil the flavor of the best butter.

The compartment described should open into' the cellar
where the heating apparatus is located by a double door,

and it may be that heat from this room will be needed
during a few days in the middle of the winter to keep
the temperature above the freezing point. As a rule,
however, the compartment built as described will never
reach the freezing point in the coldest weather, but the
temperature will hover just above it and remain there
all winter. A uniform temperature of a cellar is almost
as desirable as a low one.

The compartment for the heating apparatus and the
coal and wood bins can be located conveniently on any
except the south or sunny side of the cellar. It may be
north, east or west, but the southerly exposure should be
kept for other purposes. The coal bin should be made
as dust proof as possible and this can be obtained by
simply using old newspapers for covering crevices and
knot holes in the wooden sides. They can be tacked on
several sheets thick and by overlapping them at the edges
they will make the bin tight A little tar daubed over
them will make the protection additionally perfect and

tend to make them more permanent in character. By
keeping all the dust and ashes in this part of the cellar
we secure results that greatly lessen the labor of the
winter. When coal dust and flying ashes penetrate every
part of the cellar it is impossible to keep articles clean
and fresh. This can be readily demonstrated by examin
ing the whitewashed surface of the boards after the cellar
has been closed up a few months. The sides of all the
partitions opening on this part of the cellar should be
whitewashed fall and spring, and the accumulation of
dust and dirt can thus be partly neutralized. By using an
old broom to clean the boards before the whitewash Is
applied we add to the general cleanliness and sanitary
condition of the place.

Finally we have the third compartment of the cellar,
which may prove a very profitable and pleasurable place
for many winter occupations. Facing on the south the
windows admit sunlight during a few hours of the day.
This will make the compartment light and pleasant, and
it can be fitted up with a few luxuries, such as old chairs,
odd bits of carpet and sofas that have been discarded from
the living rooms above.'

There should be built in this part of the cellar a car
penter's bench, provided with a hand vise, tool rack and
other conveniences. No one is too clumsy not to be able
to use carpenter's tools for many small repair jobs around
the house. There is an endless number of improvements
to be made in the winter season, and preparation for
spring can be anticipated in the cellar carpenter shop.
Sashes for hotbeds and cold frames can be painted and
new glass put in, window blinds repaired, flower boxes
designed and built, seed frames constructed and many
other simple articles of necessity manufactured. A coal
stove in this part of the cellar should supply additional
heat on cold days, although in ordinary weather the heat
from the furnace should be ample. Sufficient heat can
be admitted during work hours by opening the doors con
necting the two compartments.

The important question that occurs to many in at
tempting to utilize a cellar for such varied purposes is the
degree of sunlight admitted. The ordinary cellar window
is a small affair, scarcely more than 1x2 feet, and until
architects show a more generous desire to increase the
size houses will thus be spoiled in the making. If the
foundations are not high enough to admit of larger win
dows a sloping excavation such as made for cellar stairs
should be dug down below each window. The bricks
should then be knocked out and a window frame at least
3 or 4 feet long and 2 or 3 feet wide should be placed in
the walls. Double sash will be needed for winter work,
and the sides and bottom must be joined carefully to shut
out the wind and snow. Such large windows on the
6outh side of the house will admit three or four times
as much sunlight as the ordinary cellar windows, and
when we consider the sanitary value of sunlight in the
dampest part of the house it will be agreed that the extra
expense and work are well paid for.

The fire waste in the United States this year has been
appalling in its extent. During the first six months the
loss from this cause averaged over $25,000,000a month.
Of course, this sum was very substantially swollen by
the great fire in Baltimore, but, even leaving that loss
out of the account, the fire loss for the first half of the year
reached the largest total ever recorded for a similar
period. Notwithstanding all efforts in the direction of
fire proof construction and the increased efficiency of the
fire departments of our cities and towns, the annual
waste from this cause continues to mount up rapidly
year by year. It would seem that the general adoption
of safer methods of building and more effective inspec
tion laws is imperatively needed to check this deplorable
annual sacrifice of valuable property, and, in too many
instances, of still more valuable human lives. " Preven
tion is better than cure," therefore the matter of fire
protection and prevention should occupy public thought
and effort in larger measure than do the relatively less
important arrangements and appliances for fighting Are,
useful and necessary as are the latter.
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CORRESPONDENCE
A Vow Cost Cottage.

From W. L. R., Mount Carmel, III.— I have been a reg
ular reader of Carpentry and Building since 1888and con

sider it the best paper on the matters treated I have ever
seen. In following its columns from year to year it strikes
me that there is a dearth of good cottage homes suitable

for small families who do not want a two-story house,

and as I have contributed almost nothing to the pages of
the paper during the long period I have been one of its
readers I take the opportunity of sending plans and pho
tograph of a cottage I built last fall. The foundation is
of brick and the cellar is concrete. The house is finished

PerspectiveView.

Location of Registers and Floes.
From J. M., St. Paul. Minn. —This is the season of the

year when heating and ventilation are timely subjects for
discussion, and I shall be glad to see printed letters from
all sections of the country. I will open the ball by stat
ing that I favor the location of the ventilating registers
in the rooms of a residence near the floor. There are
seldom enough people in an ordinary residence to seri
ously contaminate the atmosphere or to raise the tem
perature so that the vitiated air will remain at the top
of the room. The ventilating register near the floor car
ries off the cool air in the room and makes it easy for the
fresh, warmed air from the furnace to enter. This air,
being at a higher temperature than any air In the room,
displaces and drives out the vitiated air through the
lower opening.

In churches there are times when there is an advan
tage in having two openings into the ventilating flue, one
near the floor and one just above the heads of the occu
pants. The same is true In reference to the school, but
as neglect to use good judgment in closing these upper
registers Is liable to allow the warmed air to pass off
and the building to becomecold, ventilating registers near
the floor serve all practical purposes.
The size of the ventilating plates should be governed
by the size of the hot air inlet registers. It is seldom

Floor rian.
Scale,1-16 Inch to the Foot.

Roof Plan.

Design for a Low Cost Cottage.—Contributed by " W. L. R."

throughout with best yellow pine, heavy molded caps on
all doors, windows and openings on a line at the top,

the caps being finished with % x 1% inch pressed molding.

The bay window, of the parlor Is back paneled and there
is a grill above the casing. The transoms over the front
window, front door and in the front end of the vestibule
are glazed with leaded bevel plate glass, fine patterns,
while the front door is veneered oak outside and has a
large panel of bevel plate glass. The veranda posts are
8 inches by 8 feet over all and capped with molded capi
tals. The roof is tin, which Is nailed to the facia of the
house cornice at the back. The roof has about 3 inches
fall and the floor 2 inches in 8 feet. The foundation is 2
inches lower than the house foundation ; the joists are 2 x
8, all radiating from the house frame. The garret Is
floored entirely over and at small expense two or three
good rooms may be added.

necessary to make them of the full size, as the air is
cooled and requires less area In the outlet than In the
inlet registers to dispose of the same amount of air. Ven
tilating pipes by all means should be run vertically and
If possible some arrangements should be made for heat
ing them. A ventilating flue may not act as intended if
it is not heated. In fact, cool air may enter the building
through the ventilating flue under some conditions. If
these flues run directly through the roof they should have
some sort of a ventilating cowl or cap which will prevent
wind from blowing down them and which will utilize
the force of the wind to produce an exhaust current in
the flues. If an attic is available all of the vertical ven
tilating pipes may connect with a large receiving duct
located at some convenient point, and where it passes
through the roof the ventilating cowl or cap should be
used to avoid an undeslred effect from the wind.
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When indirect stenin and hot water heating systems

are used the arrangements for ventilation may be the
same as with hot air furnaces. The use of the ventilating
system in connection with direct steam and hot water
radiators is apt to cause disagreeable drafts of air en
tering around doors and windows. If there is some large
room on the first floor of the house into which various
rooms connect, and this receiving room lias an open fire
place In it connecting into a flue in the same chimney
that is used for the smoke flue of the heating apparatus
and of the kitchen range, the flue may be sufficiently
heated to induce a ventilating effect through the open
grate even when there is no fire in it. .Such a fire place

Finding Lengths and Bevels of Jack Rafters for Deck Roof.

will be beneficial to ventilation with any method of
heating.

■finding Lengths and Bevel* of Jack Hafter* for Deck
Roof.

From L. H. H., Vincennes, Ind.-—It looks like " J. A.
K.," Detroit. Mich., was so near a correct solution of his
own problem that I have simply reproduced his sketch to
answer his question relative to the length of jack rafters
framing in between a hip and valley. The lines shown
by the double headed arrow A are the base lines of a
rafter shorter than the common rafter, whose base is 9
feet and rise 10 feet 4 inches. The distance between the
arrow points a and b is the required length, making the
proper deduction for the thickness of the principal rafters.
In other words, make the distance a e equal to c d and
raise the perpendicular e b. The intersection of these
lines with the common rafter equals the length of jack
from center of hip to center of valley.

work the way they know or not at all. More than this,
one has to put up with just what the men do for us con
tractors or be a crank. We pay the scale and our men do
not average 3000 shingles per day. I will also remark
that I shingled with a stool away back in 1873,but found
no advantage in it, but absolute danger on anything steep
er than one-third pitch.

From Toiler, Toronto, Canada.— I have had the pleas
ure and guidance of your valuable paper for 10 or 12
years, but for pure wind and lots of it " Western Build
er " should receive the palm. I have been pretty well
over the United States, having spent some time in Cali
fornia, but I have yet to find the place where one man
can lay 10,000 shingles in one day, while in most places
4000 are considered an extraordinary day's work on any
kind of a straight roof.
Now as to his statement of " an actual happening on

his present job," in which he says he alone and unaided
laid :!."i(K>shingles, double -nailed and split 4 inches, in
three hours' time. This would require a man's driving
388-9 nails each minute of the three hours, and while he
is resting he can split his shingles and move along the
roof. Try it, boys, and see what you think of it. I think
when you have tried this you will have time to smile at
this lone man who laid 14,000 quicker than seven men
could lay the same number.

Tool* for Hapid Shingle Work.
From H. S. 6., Cedar Falln, Ioica. — I am a carpen

ter and builder always ready to learn and get new ideas,
and a constant reader of your magazine. I read in the
December issue an article from a " Western Builder "
about one man laying and nailing 14.000 shingles in
one day. or more than seven carpenters working on the
other side of the roof. This one man with a three cor
nered perch and a pin in his hatchet, finished his side
of the roof when the seven men had yet four courses
to lay. I would like some information regarding this
three-cornered perch and pin in the shingling hatchet,
as I feel sure many others besides myself are Interested
in the subject.
yote.—We publish the letter of our correspondent

above with the suggestion to " Western Builder " that
he send us a sketch and description of the tools used
by the workman in question, as we quite agree with
our correspondent that the matter will prove of un
doubted interest to a wide circle of readers.

Modern Method*, of Shingling Roof*.
From L. H. H., Vincennes, Ind. — I am pained to read

such statements as those made by " Western Builder."
It grieves me to think what a failure I am and also what
a mistake the whole carpentry business is as we know it.
I began my apprenticeship in 1872, since which time I
have been in active service, or thought so until I read
" Western Builder's " letter. But I find my experience is
very tame. My boss put me in charge of a gang the third
year and since that time I have had from two or three
to 85 or 90 men ; have put up buildings which counted
the floors by the acre instead of by the foot, but never
have I seen the man who could nail 5000 4-inch shingles
in ten hours, let alone 3500 in three hours, or 1!)4-9
singles per minute. This is too swift for us. We had a
man who used these advanced methods many years ago.
He Is the party who shingled 15 feet out onto a fog just
before day while roofing old Mrs. Stephenson's barn, and
the barn is there yet to prove the story. We have had as
many as 50 different carpenters at work for us in the
past year and a half. One of the 50. and only one, fitted,
hinged, put on the locks and cased both sides of the open
ings with ordinary cabinet trimming, of five doors. Dear
brother " Western Builder," is this what you call hanging
and trimming a door? If so, we are away back and could
not hold a job as an entered apprentice with your ad
vanced ways. Now, just to be honest, this little stool
and the peg in the hatchet business is not practical and
won't work (here in Vincennes). Men have learned their
trades in certain ways, have formed unions and do their

Knots for Tying- Sash Cord.
From J. M., Hutlcy, y. J.—With reference to the dis

cussion now going on in Carpentry and Building as to the
best method of tying sash cord, I inclose sketch of a

Knots for Tying Sash Cord.

simple hitch which cannot be beaten for economy in time
and amount of cord required. When the knot is pressed
down against the head of the sash weight it will hold
until the cord wears out.

Weather Boarding a Circular Tower.
From R. .T. O'B.. Brooklyn, V. Y.— In putting beveled
siding (5 inches wide, Vi inch thick on one edge, % inch
thick on the other, and showing about 4 inches to the
weather on a circular tower 10 feet 0 inches in diameter,
I find that the boards droop at the ends and they have
to be planed off in order to make them come level with
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the center, thus forming a very flat segment. I would
like to know the rule for ascertaining how much to take
off the lower edges of the siding on a length, say, 6 feet
long. I do not recall ever having seen any rule for doing
this and would be pleased to hear through Carpentry and
Building from some of the practical readers who are fa
miliar with the subject.
Note.— There are several ways of doing the work In

question, and we trust our practical readers will come
forward and describe the method they follow in cases of
this kind. It, however, may not be without interest to
mention the fact that the subject was treated at some
length in the issue of the paper for April, 1896.

Mr. Odell's methods Indorsed.
From L. H. Hand, Vincennes, Ind. — It Is a far cry

scantling of which I desire to frame a four-gable roof
whose width is 24 feet, the rise being 9 feet. In my hand
I hold an instrument made of steel. It is 24 inches long
on the blade and 10 inches long on the tongue. It is an
exact angle of 90 degrees, or the fourth part of a circle.
In my mind I have a photograph of this same instrument,
which is 24 feet long and the tongue is 16 feet long. I
apply this instrument to the edge of the 2x4 and produce
a right angle triangle, the base of which is 12 inches, the
perpendicular 9 inches and the hypotenuse 15 inches.
(See Fig. 1.) Now in our minds we apply our gigantic
square to the building (Fig. 4) and we find the common
rafter to be 15 feet in length. The next proposition being
the length of the hip or valley rafters, we will with the
same instrument produce a right angle triangle, the base
of which is 17 inches, the perpendicular 9 inches and the
hypotenuse 19% inches (Fig. 2), which by again apply-

BEVELFORJACKS

Fig. 1.—Finding Length of CommonRafter. Fig. 2.—Length of Hip-or Valley Rafter. Fig. 3.—Finding Bevelfor theJack Rafters.

Fig. 4.—The Steel SquareApplied to a Building to Find
Length of CommonRafter.

Fig. 5.—Application ot the Imaginary Squareto
a Building for Finding Length of Hip or Valley.

Mr. Odell's Methods Indorsed.—Diagrams Showing Methods of Finding Lengths and Bevels of Rafters.

from Vincennes to Lincoln. Neb., but I would like to reach
out and shake hands with Frank G. Odell, and while I
shall perhaps never use the rule he illustrates in the No
vember number of Carpentry and Building yet I am sure
I shall never forget it. The man who comes onto the
job with ideas more than he needs is usually similar to
the man who brings a few extra tools in his box. The
man with only ideas enough to saw and nail flooring or
siding is like the proverbial " jack leg," who attempts to
do everything with a hatchet and saw. Now if I had been
in Odell's place I should have ascertained whether those
six men were working as master workmen or only crafts
men and apprentices. If the first, I should have been
tempted to arrange immediately for a new gang: if the
other two, I should have called them all from labor and
opened up a school of instruction. Just such instances as
he describes make a man ashamed of his trade, espe
cially when we note that Carpentry and Building has
been for sale at news stands for nearly 27 years at 10
cents the copy. I rarely look through the bark numbers
and find a single one but what would have placed those
six men in a position to proceed with their work.
Now supposing these six men cared to know anything

about their business: I should have, had a straight piece
of 2x 4 laid upon the saw horses and made some such talk
as this : "Now, boys, I have before me an ordinary piece of

ing our large imaginary square to the diagonal line across
half the building we find gives the length of the hip or
valley as 19 feet 3 inches (Fig. 5). The cut along the 17-
inch mark is the foot and the cut along the 9-inch mark
the plumb cut for the principal rafters. We now produce
another right angle triangle with the same tools, the base
line of which is 15 inches, the perpendicular 12 inches
and the hypotenuse inches (Fig. 3). We next ap
ply in our minds the imaginary square to the imaginary
building, laying the blade upon the rafter as it stands in
the roof, the tongue reaching to the center of the building
and the diagonal line representing the center of the hip
or valley and giving the cut for the jack rafters in the
acute angle and the bevel for mitering the principal raf
ters in the obtuse angle (Fig. 4). This must be applied to
the rafter when it is backed.
" Next, for the length of the jacks, we find by the use of

the square that a rafter whose base is 12 inches requires
to be 15 inches long, hence a rafter whose base is 16
inches would be one-third longer, or 20 inches, which is
the length of the first pair, the next being 40 inches, 60
inches. &c. Now, boys, in conclusion. If you do not see
through this thoroughly, go up on top of a four-gabled
house before the sheeting is on and think it over again
and it will be as clear as a bell to you."
There is one great trouble with Carpentry and Build
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ing—the average carpenter won't read it. I have tried to
get our men to do so—have given them sample copies,
have pointed out special articles, &c, but it is no good.
They would not read it if it cost nothing at all.

Device for CleantUK Pipe Severe.
From F. J. G., Wyoming.— I inclose a sketch of a sewer
cleaner which is used here at Fort D. A. Russell, the idea
being that of Post Plumber John Macdonald. It has been
used with good success up to 150 feet. The construction
is such that when once in the pipe the joints cannot un
lock. The general arrangement and sizes are so clearly
indicated in the sketch that detailed description would
seem to i>eunnecessary.

WW

Finding the Capacity of Tapering Tanks,
From T. M., San Francisco. Cat.— In a recent issue of

the paper a correspondent asked for a rule for measur
ing the capacity of tapering tanks, and in answer thereto
it may be stated that "B. W." can find in geometry, or
in almost any arithmetic which includes mensuration,
a rule embracing the measurement of any shaped ves
sel, either in volume or superficial area. It is safe to
assert, however, that nine-tenths of those who make use
of these rules do not know the principles upon which
they are founded, and for this reason they are easily
forgotten because not clearly understood. It would re
quire a thorough geometrician to understand the reasons
and principles that govern the construction of the rules
that are given for the measurement of circular-shaped
vessels, cylindrical or cone-shaped tanks, etc.
Seeing, therefore, the necessity of a practical rule,

correct in theory, easily understood .and simple in its
practical application, only requiring
a knowledge of simple multiplica-
cation and division, I beg to submit
the following:
Rule.—To the square of the

greatest diameter of circular cross
section add the square of the lesser ;
divide this product by 2, which will
give the mean diameter. Divide the mean diameter again
by 2 and between the difference and remainder, or the
mean diameter and half its area, find a mean propor
tional, then multiply this proportional by the hight in
inches, and we have the volume of the tank expressed In
cubic Inches,

A table of units of measure can be found in any
arithmetic by which the above rule can be reduced to
any denomination at pleasure.
Example of Operation.— For the sake of simplicity

let us assume that a tank measures at its base 6 feet,

diameter at the top 5 feet, and the vertical hight 7 feet.
Now to the square of the bottom diameter add the square
of the tcp diameter— thus :

6 ft. *= 5184 inches and
5 ft. '= 3600 inches,

the sum of the two being 8784 square inches. Now as
S784 g'yos a uniform diameter throughout, therefore :

8784 -7-2 = 4392, the mean diameter.
4392-i-2= 2196,half the mean diameter.
To find a mean proportional between the mean di
ameter and half its area, add
4392 + 2196= 6588.
6588 -r- 2 = 3294. a mean proportional, and 1098 is

the difference between the extremes of the proportional
or between the mean diameter and half its area, for
4392— 1098= 3294 and 2196+ 1098= 3294, hence 3294 is
a true proportional between the mean diameter and half
its area multiplied by the hight In inches, as

(3294" X 7' or 84") = 266,696cubic inches.
266,696+ 231 for gallons is equal to 1111,5-21 gallons.

This rule is applicable to all cylindrical-shaped ves
sels whether their sides be vertical or uniformly in
clined. If the diameter of the vessel is uniform through
out, then find a mean between the square of its cross-

sectional diameter and half its area and proceed as

before.

often spoiling wall paper and ceilings, as well as the
patience of the occupants of the house? If there is any
preventive for this I wish some brother carpenter
would tell me through the correspondence columns of
the paper.
Note.—The trouble may be due to any one of a va

riety of causes, but as our correspondent does not spe
cify the conditions of any particular case it may be
stated in a general way that the formation of creosote,
so-called, is due to condensation in the chimney flue
of the gases arising from the products of combustion.
This condensation is produced by the products of com
bustion from the stove or furnace passing over the sur
face of the chimney flue so slowly as to become cooled
before they escape at the top, and then it runs down
in such a way as to ofttimes cause discoloration of
walls nnd ceilings. The trouble is often overcome by
increasing the draft so that the products of combus
tion enter the chimney at a higher temperature and at
a greater velocity. With this much said however we
shall be glad to have our renders give the correspon
dent above the benefit of their experience in connection
with the trouble mentioned.

Pressure of Grain In Bins.
From E. B. Notes, Portsmouth, Va.— Some time since
there was a query in Carpentry and Building as to the
pressure of grain in bins, and recently there appeared in
Engineering News a very valuable paper on this subject,
giving the results of experiments on a full size elevator •

bin and also on small experimental bins. In general it
was determined that a large proportion of the weight
was carried by the bin walls, the relative amount In-
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Device for Cleaning Pipe Sewers.

Cause of Creosote In Chimneys.
From A. D. C, Johnsonville, N Y.—What is the cause

of so-called creosote running down chimneys and

creasing as the depth increased, and depending on the
coefficient of friction between the bin walls and the con
tained material, and also on the internal friction of the
contained material. The amount of moisture contained
in the grain, or even the difference between a damp and
a dry day, has considerable Influence on the coefficient
of friction. The following are given as safe values for
standard wheat :
Wheat on wheat 0.532
Wheat on steel trough plate bin 0.4CS
Wheaton steel flat plate, rivetedand tie bars. . . .0.375to0.400
Wheaton steel cylinders,riveted 0.3G5to 0.375
Wheat on cement-concrete,smoothand rough 0.400to0.425
Wheaton tile or brick, smoothor rough 0.400to 0.425
Wheat on cribbedwoodenbin 0.420to 0.450
Taking the angle of repose of wheat at 28 degrees
the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure will be as 1 to 0.6,
and selecting 0.41G67 as the coefficient of friction of
wheat on bin walls (to simplify the calculation, because
0.6 x 0.416G7= 0.25) ; taking also a bin 10 feet square, in
which the horizontal area is 100 square feet, and the
area of the four walls for 1 foot in depth is 40 square
feet, and, lastly, taking the wheat to weigh 50 pounds
per cubic foot, or 5000 pounds for each foot in depth of
the bin, the following method of calculation is given :
The first foot is assumed to be carried at the top of
the second foot, since the side friction is so small it may

be neglected. For the second laver we have
100

x 0.6 x 0.41667= 500 pounds carried by the walls. Then
5000— 500 = 4500 and 4500 + 5000= 9500 pounds car
ried at top of third layer. For tne third layer we find

?^L*J^L x 0.6 x 0.41667= 950 pounds carried by the
100

walls, and 5000 — 950 = 4050: 4050 + 9500 = 13.550
pounds at top of fourth layer, &c.
To determine the pressure per square foot or per
square inch, take as an example the third layer : 950
pounds lateral pressure is carried by 40 square feet,

hence—_ = 23% pounds pressure per square foot, and
40

this divided by 144will give the pressure per square inch.
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Bo at the bottom of the third layer
13'o5° = 135% pounds

pressure per square foot = 0.94 pounds per square Inch.

The table at the end of this summary was computed

in the above manner and agrees fully with the results of

the tests. Corn, at 45 pounds per cubic foot, gives approxi

mately the same pressures as wheat ; peas, weighing 50

pounds per cubic foot, give pressures 20 per cent, greater

than wheat ; flax seed, weighing 45 pounds per cubic foot

gives lateral pressures 10 per cent, greater and a vertical

pressure 12 per cent greater than wheat. These differ

ences are due to differences in the angles of repose and

in the coefficients of friction.

Bin 10z 10feet,80 feetdeep. Lateral pressure= 0.RX vertical
pressure. Weight of wheat, 50 poundsper cubic foot. Angle of
repose.28°. Coefficientof friction betweengrain and bin walls
= 0.41667.

Carried Pressureper
Total Carriedbysides. bybottom. squareinch.

Depth weight l'er Per Vertl-
of in bin. foot. Total. foot. Total. Lateral. cal.
grain. Pounds. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.
1 o.OOd 000 1)00 5,000 5,000 0.00 0.35
2 10,000 BOO 500 4,500 9,500 0.21 0.67
3 15,000 95d 1,450 4,050 13.550

heavier pressures than the above against the side op

posite the opening.

Finding; Angles of Cambrel Hoofs of Different Spans.

From Frank SI, Hamlin. Lake Villa, III.— I have been
requested by personal letter from an old reader to explain

how the method shown in the November number of the

paper would work on roofs of different spans, and I there
fore present a sketch Indicating that the proportions of

the roof are not affected by the change of span. It also
Indicates that the cuts of the rafters when once obtained

will always be the same on any roof with a span in feet

and inches, it being only necessary to divide the span

into 24 equal parts, &c. If the proportion given does not
suit the eye it may be altered by dividing the width into

more or less parts, as the case requires, using of course

one of the fiarts to obtain the center for the half circle.

Estimating Cost of Work on a Building.

From 3. K. E., Greeley, Colo.—I am much interested
In Carpentry and Building and consider It of great bene

fit to builders. The Correspondence Department is an

1— I— —hH— I—I—1—1—i—I

i— i 1 1 1 1 1 n—| 1 1—4-

--44H0-SPAN—

Diagram Showing Manner of Locating the Angles of Qambrel Roofs of Different Spans.
—Scale, % inch to the Foot.

*.. . . 20,000 1,355 2,805 3,645 17.105 ■•• . ••
5.. . . 25,000 1,720 4,525 3,280 20,475 0.72 1.43
S. . . . 30,000 2,048 6,573 2,952 23,427 . •■ .■■
7.. . . 35.000 2,343 8,916 2,657 26,084 . . .
8.. .. 40,000 2.608 11,525 2,392 28,475
9.. . . 45,000 2,848 14,373 2,152 30,627
10.. .. 50,000 3,063 17,436 1,937 32,564 1.28 2.28
15. . . . 75.000 3,856 35,296 1,144 39,704 1.61 2.78
20.. ..100,000 4,325 56,080 675 43.920 1.80 3.07
25. . . .125,000 4,601 78.591 390 46,409 1.92 3.25
SO.. . .150.000 4,764 102,120 23G 47.880 1.99 3.35
85. . . .175,000 4,861 126,252 189 48,748 2.03 3.41
40. . . .200,000 4,918 150,740 82 49.260 2.05 3.45
45.. . .225,000 4,952 175.437 48 49.563 2.06 3.47
50.. ..250,000 4,971 200,258 20 49.742 2.07 3.48
55. . ..275.000 4,983 225,152 17 49.848 2.08 3.49
60. . . .300,000 4,990 250,090 10 49,910 2.08 3.49
66. . . .825,000 4,994 275.053 6 49.947 2.08 3.50
70. . . .360,000 4,997 300,032 3 49,968 2.08 3.50
75. . . .375,000 4,998 325,019 2 49.981 2.08 3.50
80. . . .400,000 4,999 350,012 1 49.988 2.08 3.50

0 50.000 2.08 3.50

For deep bins the opening should be central at the
bottom of the bin, since a side opening throws much

excellent medium for the interchange of ideas, and I
would like to have some of my brother carpenters and

contractors furnish data by which they arrive at the

cost of any particular work on a building. In order
that it may be of the most value, the time required to
do any given piece of work, such as the framing and
putting up of any given number of feet of material,

would need to be stated, as wages vary materially in

different parts of the country.
Note.—With no desire to anticipate the interesting

comments which we feel sure our practical readers will
furnish in reply to this correspondent, we would sug

gest that he obtain a copy of some good book on esti

mating, as it will give him in detail just the information
ho requires. Some time since we published in these

columns a series of articles on estimating the cost of
houses, and later the matter was put into book form and

Issued under the title of " Estimating Frame and Brick
Houses," copies of which can be had through this office

at $1 each, postpaid.
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TURNING FACE WORK.
By C. Tobyansen.

THE
sash bar shown in section and elevation in Fig. 14
offers a somewhat different problem owing to the

fact that it is turned both sides. The use of the bar is
clearly indicated at A of the elevation. If we have sev
eral of these to make it is well that the stuff be planed
to exact thickness, as it saves labor and additional meas
uring in the lathe. Having circled them out on the band
saw, we fasten them on the lathe on the center screw-
plate the same as the door molding and turn one side first
of whatever number we may have in hand, cutting them
clear through at H H of the section, taking care to cut
squarely in. We now have a number of rings turned on
one side, presenting the appearance indicated by C of the
section. It will be noted that the block E fastened on the
screw plate D just fits the putty recess of the bar. Hav
ing it thus fastened, we can now proceed to turn the face
mold and procure the finished article shown at B just
above the elevation. The putty recess and the little
fillet on the face of the moid should line up true, as indi
cated at F F. If this is not the case, the coping on the

IS must next be turned on one side first and reversed to
turn the other side, thus finishing the job, as shown in
the sketch. All of these operations demand skillful man
agement in order that the two sides of the rail may match
properly and accord truly with the straight rail.
The rail section shown in Fig. 19 is of different pro
portions, the pattern being out of balance, as we call it—
that is, the two sides are unlike so far as concerns the
upper moid. In all rail turnings templets, as at B and
C. will be found of great assistance on the plain upper

1 1

i i ,1 , : ,
B

i F.g. 19.—Sectionof Rail, ShowingUse of
Templet.

A
l;y.1 .
1 1
! I

LEVELRAIL

! i
! 1>

Fig. 14.—Details of Turned Sash Bar. Figs. 16 and 18.— l eveland Pitch Rails.

FACEPLATE

Fl£ ID—Turned Segmentfor Level Rail.

FACEPLATE

Fig. 17.—Turned Segmentfor Pitch Rail.

Turning Face Work.

end of the meeting bars in the sash will not fit properly.
The next subject for consideration is the turning of
rail segments. In Fig. 15 of the drawings is shown a
turned level rail with top and side views indicated in
Fig. 16. The springing lines or points where it meets the
straight rail are at A A. If the circle is fairly large-
say, 12 inches or so in diameter—it can be turned in one
operation— that is, one fastening on the face plate with
screws from the back, as suggested at S S of Fig. 15.
This is necessary, owing to the fact that the circle is cut
all the way through, leaving no wood in the center. If,
however, the circle is small, rendering access of cutting
tools into Its interior difficult, it is far better to turn half
way in to the shoulder B and then refasten on a block on
the center screw plate, as indicated at A of Fig. 17, there
by giving free access to the beaded portion, or it may fit
into a hollow chuck large enough to inclose it. The pitch
rail shown in Fig. 17 and with side and top views in Fig.

• Continuedfrom pace 343,DecemberIssue.

portion, and I have chosen this pattern for the purpose
of indicating the manner of application. A piece of very

thin hardwood % inch or less should be carefully marked
after the piece of straight rail we want to match and
then shaped on the band saw, cutting closely to the lines
with a fine saw. If the rail is alike on both sides one
templet is sufficient ; if unequal, as in Fig. 19, we will
need two. In the case of this pattern mark the abut
ment points on the templet, as E and D, and also corre
sponding marks on the rail. Cut the surplus wood away

little by little until the templet rests evenly with the

abutment marks and fits closely all around. Strike a

pencil line around the mold at the point G at the extreme
point of the templet C. This gives one abutment point

for the templet B, the other being at F. This completes

the mold, and if due care has been exercised it should and
will match the straight rail perfectly.
These many little pointers may seem superfluous to

the average reader, but the turner who has been, to use
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a slang expression of the day. " up against it" in the job
bing shops will take a different view of the matter, and
we therefore trust that what we have had to say may be
of assistance. Should any of the readers in the turning
line have any " wrinkles " to offer I should be pleased to
hear from them through the Correspondence Department
of the paper, as nn exchange of ideas is always helpful,
not only to those directly interested, but to the general
reader as well. No one man ever knew it all in any one
line of business : we are ever learning, inventing and dis
covering, hence progressing. The " wrinkle " which may
seem commonplace and simple to one person may have
escaped his neighbor and be of much service to him, for
no man's candle ever shown less brightly because he lit
his neighbor's light. So. we repeat, if any one has sug
gestions to offer bring them forth. We are all learners In
the school of life with its thousand needs, and who shall
call himself the teacher? Not. indeed, yours truly, the
writer.

Mission of the Veneer Machine.

The mission of the veneer machine is to make thin
lumber. This is short and sounds simple, but it really
covers a wide field and is becoming a very prominent
branch of the wood working industry, says a writer in
a recent issue of the Hardwood Record. In the earliest
days of the veneer machine its mission was almost
exclusively to make very thin lumber from rare and valu
able woods to use as a face or covering of woodwork of
various kinds, generally cabinet work, but including also
interior trim on houses, ships, railway carriages, etc.
Later when the need for baskets and other light packages
became so large in volume that it could not be supplied
by the hand-made products of the time the veneer
machine made its entree into the light package world
with such marked success that for a time it looked as if
its greatest mission was in the field of baskets and light
packages. Its work in this field has continued to in
crease and is now more extensive than ever before;
but of late years other lines of work that are growing
in prominence probably overshawdow the basket in
dustry.

The greatest mission of the veneer machine at present
and in view of the prospects in the future is in the
manufacture of thin lumber, ranging in thickness from
1-16- inch to % inch. The call for this lumber comes
from furniture manufacturers, cabinet workers of all
kinds, planing mills which manufacture interior house
finish and a number of other industries entirely apart
from box and crate manufactures which are to some
extent in the same class as basket and other package in
dustries. Package manufacturing is or ought to be, in
point of volume, the greatest field for common veneer, as
this industry has not only grown to enormous propor
tions but is one in which the greatest quantity of the
lumber needed can be advantageously made on the
veneer machine. The advantages come from several
different points. In the first place the veneer machine
saves the waste in sawdust incident to making thin
lumber on a sawmill, which is a big item in itself ; the
stock from the veneer machine can be cut to exact
lengths, thus saving the expense of cross cutting, and
the stock is smooth and does not require the work of
the planer as does sawed material, which is a saving
both in time and timber. There are some disadvantages,
of course, one of which is that veneer lumber has a
tendency to warp, and on account of this it is customary
to make at least the ends of boxes and crates out of sawed
stock. However, the veneer machine will undoubtedly
in the future furnish the great volume of box and other
package material. And this volume, if it keeps up its
present gait, will be of such magnitude as to overshadow
any other branch of the veneer business in point of
quantity at least.
The most interesting field of work for the veneer

machine is the manufacture of thin lumber for furniture
and cabinet wood work and other uses along the same
line. The use of thin lumber in this work is increasing

at a rapid rate and appears to be growing solely on

its merits, so that its future prominence is practically

assured.
In drawer bottoms and many inside and back panels

there is a great call, for plain thin lumber made of al

most any kind of hardwood timber which, if made in
a sawmill, would prove practically as expensive as

thicker stuff, while the veneer product can be had at a

very much lower figure and answers all purposes fully
as well as sawed stock. Then, in the making of large

panels, whether they are to be plain or faced, we find

veneer offers a decided advantage, several advantages in

fact. By making it in built up form—that is, gluing
two or more pieces of veneer together, panels of almost

any size can be made, whereas if some of them were to
be made of lumber it would take the widest stock to be
found, which would naturally be very expensive, while

veneers can be manufactured from ordinary logs thaj:
will make panels of any size desired for ordinary use.

In fact, when it comes to such work as billiard table
tops there is no other means except by the use of

veneers by which one can get a solid face of wood with

out joint large enough to answer the purpose. Of course

lumber from the giant trees of the West Coast would

fill the bill, but here in the Mississippi Valley we have

no such timber, and besides there is no strenuous call

for it when one can take a poplar, Cottonwood or gum

log of ordinary size and get a sheet of veneer for this

purpose without any great trouble.
Another advantage offered by this built up lumber

is economy in timber. That is, panels of built up wood

can be made thinner than the same panel of solid wood

and still have the same or even greater strength. This,

of course, is not a very big item in one or two panels

or in a piece or two of furniture, but when we consider

all the panels used in furniture and cabinet wood work

it is an item of large proportions. Considering the fact

that such wood work is subject to damage by moisture,

the panels are much better in that they do not warp or

crack like solid wood. A panel of built up wood in

which the grain is crossed retains its shape much better

than solid wood both as to size and surface level. When

to all this we add the fine face veneer which has be

come a necessity owing to the scarcity of woods from

which this class of material is produced we have a

piece of work of which any mechanic may well be proud.

Fewer Strikes by British Labor Unions.

Figures published in recent weeks by the Labor De

partment of the British Board of Trade indicate a lessen

ing of strikes by labor unions. In some particulars the
record is quite remarkable. It shows that disputes be
tween unions and employers numbered only 334 in 1004,

as compared with an average of more than twice that

number for eacli of the preceding ten years. The number

of workmen involved in such disputes was 83,922 in 1904,

while it was more than twice that number in each of the
preceding ten years. The aggregate number of days lost

from such causes in 1904 was l,41G,2(i.r>,while for each of
the six years ending with 189S an average of more than
12,000.000days were lost through strikes and other labor
contests.

The carpenters' strike, which began in Glasgow. Scot
land, on April 10 of the current year and was due to the
proposal of employers to reduce the rate of wages from
10 to 9 pence per hour, has been settled through com
promise. The agreement between the Master Wrights'
Association on the one hand and the Associated and
Amalgamated Societies of Carpenters and Joiners on the
other is to continue one year from the first of July, and
during that period the rate of wages shall be 9Vi pence
per hour. Both parties agree that in future the framing

of the year's by-laws shall be placed In the hands of a
Conciliatory Board, which board shall also pass upon
any trouble that may arise during any year in regard to

the interpretation or carrying out of the by-laws. It is
further agreed that no stoppage of work take place pend
ing the decision of this board on any points, and its de
cision when given shall be binding on both parties.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

REPORTS
from leading centers of the country show a

vast amount of work to be still in progress, the
valuation of the improvements in the aggregaterunning far
ahead of this season last year. Phenomenal gains are
noted in many of the smaller cities, but this does not mean
that the larger ones are not fairly holding their own. Indi
cations are altogether favorable for a continuance of this
activity, more especially as the winter thus far has been
" open," permitting of outside work to be carried forward
without serious interruption. Taking the country over the
labor situation is most gratifying and it is only here and
there that there is any great amount of interruption to build
ing projects. As the year draws to a close builders through
out the country have just cause for satisfaction with the
results which have beenaccomplished.

Buffalo, N.,Y.
There appears to be no cessation in the volume of build
ing operations in progress and preparations for new work
continue upon a scale which indicates plenty of work for
mechanics in all branches of the trade. During the month
of November the Bureau of Building issued 174 permits
for improvements estimated to cost $668,865, while in the
samemonth of 1904 the value of the building improvements
amounted to $484,280. Among the municipal work now
under way is the new hospital building, a new school house
and a new pumping station.

Chicago, 111.
Building for November in so far as the number of

structures is concernedmade a handsomegain over the cor
responding period a year ngo, but there was a slight de
crease in the cost, amounting to a little over $500,000.
During the month just closed permits were taken out for
830 buildings, with a frontage of 23,187 feet and involving
a cost of $5,009,600, against 631 buildings, 19,990 feet
of frontage and a cost of $5,785,150,an increase of 199
buildings and a decreaseof $685,550,as comparedwith the
correspondingmonth a year ago. The record of building op
erations for the 11 months of the year, however, shows a
handsomeincreaseover the corresponding period a year ago.
During the 11 months permits were taken out for the con
struction of 7889 buildings, involving a cost of $57,754,870,
as compared with 6772 buildings and $41,570,940for the
corresponding period a year ago, showing an increase of
1117 buildings and an increased cost of $16,183,930.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The result of the annual election of officers by the

members of the Builders' Exchange was the selection of
W. B. McAllister for president, H. C. Bradley for vice-
president, Edward A. Roberts for secretary and F. G. Hogen
for treasurer.
In the report of the Board of Directors the more im

portant work accomplished by the Exchange during the
past year was reviewed, and this was in a way supple
mented by the annual address of President McAllister.
Among other things he called attention to the high standard
of the work of the Exchange, made possible through the
united efforts of the members, and also to what he con
sidered as a great menace to the building industry of the
city—the restriction of the rights of young men to learn a
trade. In his opinion building operations in the city had
been retarded to a considerable degree by the scarcity of
skilled mechanics, coupled with an additional restriction as
to the amount of work to be done in a day. He thought
there was a good field in which the Executive Board might
labor in overcoming this, and his remedy was the establish
ment of a trade school, as had been suggestedby the Ma
son Contractors' Association. Such a school, he thought,
might be operated at moderate cost, while the benefit was
sure to be found in the stimulating of industry and the
improvementof conditions.
It was decidedat the meeting to raise the initiation fee

for new members to $50, as against $25 as heretofore. The
business meeting was adjourned at 9 o'clock and the mem
bers repaired to the Chamber of Commerce CafG for the
annual dinner.

Columbus, Ohio.
The members of the Builders' and Traders' Exchange
are actively engaged in moving into their new quarters in
the Brunson Building, at 145 North High street, where the
entire seventh floor has been leased and put in shape to
meet the requirements of the organization. It is expected
that everything will be installed by the first of January, and
the name of the edificewill then be changed to the Builders'
Exchange Building. The exhibition room has been fitted
up so that it is among the finest of its kind in the country,
affording an excellent opportunity for the display of all
kinds of building materials. The new structure is so lo
cated that every street car line passes the door, and being
in the very business center of the city the managementex

pects to have at least 50 people visit the Exchange daily to
every one which visited it in the old quarters.
With a view to affording the readers an idea of the

arrangement of rooms which has been adopted by the Ex
change we present herewith a floor plan showing the rela
tive position of the exchange room, the exhibition room,
the plan rooms, consultation room, secretary's office, bil
liard room, &e. The building is rapidly filling up with
architects, contractors and material dealers, and will soon
contain more people connected with the building industry
than any other structure in the city.
We learn from Secretary R. J. Gardiner that the Ex

change is in a very flourishing and prosperous condition.
It is nine years next February since the Exchange moved
from their underground quarters in the Board of Trade
Building to 71'/2East State street, which was at that time
considereda " modern structure," and was perhaps the best
and most commodious building in Columbus suitable for
the purpose of the Builders' Exchange. Since then, how
ever, wonderful progress has been made in the equipment
and conveniencesof office buildings, and with a view to

Floor Plan Shotting New Quarters of Columbus Builders'
and Traders' Exchange.

keeping abreast of the times the management of the Ex
change recently decided to lease new quarters, as above
mentioned, in the Brunson or Builders' Exchange Building,
on North High street.

Los Angeles, Cal.
Building in Los Angeles is not as active as it has been
for a number of months past, the building permits issued
during November showing a decided drop as compared
either with the month previous or with the month of No
vember, 1904. The permits for November were 843, with
a total valuation of $1,259,265,as compared with 695 per
mits, aggregating$1,534,152in value, for the month of No
vember, 1904. There is a decided lack of large and ex
pensive structures in the work now being undertaken, and
the average value of the permits issued during the month
is considerably lower than was the case a year ago. There
has, however, been a considerable increase in smaller build
ings, particularly in one-story frame dwellings. Contrac
tors do not anticipate any great falling off in the construc
tion of dwellings and the smaller class of business blocks
during the winter, though it is possible that the absenceof
permits for large steel frame structures may cause the
building records to show a considerable falling off. There
is still a shortage in some lines of material, particularly in
concrete. Lumber is, however, plentiful and prices are
moderate. The labor situation is about as heretofore, with
no particular surplus of help to be had.

Montreal, Canada.
The annual banquet of the Builders' Exchange at Mont
real occurred on the evening of December 7 and was in
every way a great success. Covers were laid for 150 and
the menu was all that could be desired. Among the nota
ble addressesmay be mentioned that of W. E. Doran of
the Harbor Commission, who spoke on behalf of the archi
tects of the province and who suggestedthat a Conciliatory
Board be formed of architects to consider all questions of
dispute arising between builders and their employees; also
that of J. S. Archibald, president of the Province of Quebec
Association of Architects, in which he dealt with the action
of the fire underwriters and with the building laws of the
city. During the evening there were vocal and instrumental
music, recitations, &c.
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New York City.
Outside of the trouble resulting from the strike of the

iron workers against Post & McCord the local building situa
tion presents few features for comment.Operations are being
conducted upon a fairly normal scale, the greatest activity
naturally being in the Boroughs of Brooklyn and theBronx,
where a veritable boom has been in progress the past sea
son. The value of the building improvements is far in ex
cess of that for the corresponding period the year before,
and the general feeling prevails that the spring will witness
a continuance of this activity should no serious labor
troubles intervene. Up to December 1 permits had been
issued in the Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx
to the number of 4484, calling for an outlay of $152,000,-
000, while in the first 11 months of 1904 there were 2820
permits issued for improvements valued at $90,340,000.
In the Borough of Brooklyn the value of the new buildings
for which permits were issued up to December 1 was $63,-
100,000,as against $35,756,250in the corresponding period
of 1904.
Twenty-four of the 32 unions in the New York build
ing trades working under the arbitration agreement with
the Building Trades Employers' Association voted with
the employers to suspend the Housesmiths' and Bridgemen's
Union after its officers had refused to order the men back
to work on Post & McCord buildings pending arbitration.
These 24 unions are thus committed to the action of the
Employers' Association in putting nonunion men at work
on these buildings. In carrying on the campaign against
the striking union the employers have started an employ
ment bureau, which will be operated under the name of the
Allied Iron Association. Notice was given that after De
cember 8, 1905, all iron workers seeking employment must
apply at the new bureau instead of being put to work by
union foremen.
As announced in our last issue as likely to be the

case, an agreementhas been reachedbetweenthe bricklayers'
unions of Greater New York and the Mason Builders' As
sociation, which will go into effect January 1 and continue
in force for two years. Ry this agreement the present
wages of 70 cents an hour will be maintained and the men
will receive double wages for overtime and for work done
on Sundays and legal holidays. Contrary to general ex
pectations the agreementwas continued with the fire proof
ing clause inserted, which is to the effect that the work of
installing fire proof brick partition walls, arches and floors
cannot be sublet.
The first general meeting of the Concrete Association

of New York was held in the rooms of the Building Trades
Employers' Association on Friday evening, December 8.
It was called for the purpose of receiving the report of the
Committee on Constitution and By-laws, which was adopted
with someamendments. The officers of the association are :
President, Ross F. Tucker of the Tucker & Vinton Com
pany; vice-presidents, H. C. Turner of the Turner Con
struction Company ; H. C. Miller of H. C. Miller & Co., and
W. W. Benson of the Standard Stone Company ; secretary,
F. G. Barr of the Vulcanite Cement Company, and treasurer,
Ronald Taylor of Ronald Taylor & Co.

Philadelphia. Pa.
Climatic conditions during the past month have been

unusually favorable for building operations, for there has
been but little freezing weather and work has not been
interfered with to any marked extent.
The large amount of building under way is being pushed

forward with rapidity and the trade is generally satisfied
with existing conditions.
Building permits numbering 622 were taken out during

November for work estimated to cost $2,699,706, covering
1090 operations, and while the number of permits was not
as large as those for the month of October the estimated
cost of the work is greater by more than $700,000.
During the past 11 months of the year 8480 permits, for

16.253 operations, have been taken out for work to cost$33,-
756,795, as compared with 8874 permits for 13,666 opera
tions at a cost of $27,617,675for the corresponding period
during 1904. The statistics for the past 11 months show
the highest record for that period in the history of the
Bureau of Building Inspection and exceedsthe best records
for any previous full year by over $1,000,000,that of 1902
being the highest heretofore, when the total cost aggre
gated $32,509,575.
Operation work continues to be the leading feature, per

mits for two, three and four story dwellings aggregating
$1,008,020 during the past month. The largest individual
permit during November was for a bank building for the
Girard Trust Company, to be erected at the northwest cor
ner of Broad and Chestnut streets. This building is to be
five stories high, constructed of marble and brick and is
estimated to cost $900,000.
Considering the season, there is still a good demand

for building. The labor situation is generally good and
skilled mechanicsof nearly all classes are in demandand in
some branches of the trade are hard to get.
The Master Carpenters' and Builders' Association of

Philadelphia passed the following resolution in reference to
wages of journeymen carpenters at a meeting held Tues
day, December 5 :
"Be it resolved that on and after May 1, 1906, the.

wages of 45 cents per hour shall be paid to journeymen
carpenters in the County of Philadelphia who are not mem
bers of any organization associated with the Allied Build
ing Trade Council or any other organization pledged to
what is known as the sympathetic strike."
The prevailing rate of wages in the County of Phila

delphia has been 40 cents an hour. About two years ago
the journeymen carpenters demandedan advance to 50 cents
per hour, but this was not granted, a compromise being of
fered at 45 cents an hour by the master carpenters and
builders, which was refused by the journeymen, who went
on strike, but eventually returned to work at the old rate,
which has since beenin effect.
The above resolution, the master builders and carpenters
say, is not the result of any intervention on the part of
organized labor, but was passed in good faith for all me
chanics to whom it applies.

Portland, Oregon.
Portland is having a continued period of prosperity, not
withstanding the predictions of a slump after the close of
the Lewis and Clark Exposition. A good class of buildings
has been erected of late, and there are now metropolitan
aspirations, a 14-story building having been planned by
Russell & Blyth' on a lot 50 x 100 at the northeast corner
of Sixth and Stark streets. A ten-story building is pro
posed to be erectedby I. B. Yeon, covering a quarter block
at the northwest corner of Fifth and Alder streets. The
Grand Lodge of Masons will erect a new temple at West
Park and Yarnhill streets. The advent of the rainy sea
son, which usually tends to check building operations here,
has apparently been without effect this year, as more per
mits have been issued since the rains of a couple of weeks
ago than were issued previously. There appears to be a
shortage of modern office buildings, and, according to the
plans now in the hands of the architects, the next few
months will see a number of large buildings undertaken.
Residence building has continued about as heretofore,
though contractors generally anticipate a postponement of
many residenceprojects until after the winter season.
Contractors are better satisfied with the outlook in the

material and labor markets than for some time past. There
is now a good supply of almost all materials except cement,
and even this shortage is expected to be overcome before
the winter is gone. The labor supply is ample for require
ments, although there are few idle men reported.

Rochester, N. Y.
The official building report for the month of November

shows an appreciable gain in the value of the building im
provementsas comparedwith the samemonth in 1904. Many
additions to manufacturing plants are under way, but by
far the bulk of the operations consists of new residences,of
which a number of handsomeand costly ones are in course
of construction. The total building operations for the 11
months of the year are valued at $4,813,807,while for the
12 months of last year the total valuation was $4,225,927,
thus giving a gain for the 11 months of this year over the
whole of last year of $587,880. Present indications war
rant the belief that the present will be the record year in
building, as it is expected that the grand total will easily
run above the $5,000,000mark.

San Francisco, Cal.
The building situation in San Francisco and vicinity is
fairly satisfactory, as is evidenced by the amount of work
under way and the large volume of jobs being figured on in
the architects' offices. The predominating features of the
work under way are fine residences, office structures and
other large buildings of a speculative nature. There is
still a large demand for building materials of all kinds,
although the first heavy rains have comeand will relieve the
building situation somewhat. The supply of cement is
still inadequate to the needs, although large quantities of
foreign cementare on theway here. The few cementfactories
in this State are having difficulty in making deliveries on
account of a shortage of cars. The lumber situation shows
an improving tendency,as the fir mills of Oregon and Wash
ington cannot get a good supply of cars to ship lumber
East and will be likely to fill orders for the San Fran
cisco market more promptly in future. Redwood lumber
is in fair supply, although there is a large Eastern and
foreign demand. There is a good supply of brick and fair
deliveries of steel are made. The building of expensive flats
has been checked, the banks having ceased to lend money
for their construction, fearing that such enterprises would
be overdone, to the detriment of business. Among the new
buildings projected in Snn Francisco is a new Masonic
temple, costing over $1,000,000,and a $450,000 building for
the Lowell High School.

Seattle, Wash.
In spite of the fact that the rainy season is at hand

there seems to be no diminution in the letting of contracts
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or the planning of new work. There is expected to be aslight easing off in thebuilding of residencesandother smallerstructures, owing to the , winter season, but the increasein the construction of business buildings and officestructuresmore than offsets the falling off in other lines. The architects are busy and a number of buildings of large size areto be commencedearly next year. The Seattle NatatoriumCompany is planning to erect a handsome natatorium onthe corner of Fourth avenue and University street at acost of $100,000.Other work for which contracts will belet within the next few weeks include a new church onHowe street and a new two-story building for the SeattleTurnverein.

St. Paul. Minn.
The members of the Builders' Exchange held their annual meeting the first week in December, when a numberof interesting reports, including those of the president,treasurer and secretary, were presented. The work of theExchange for the past year was reviewed by the presidentand suggestions were presented looking to an extension ofthe sphere of usefulness of the organization.
The election of officers resulted in the following choice:President, J. F. McGuire : first vice-president,C. M. Power ;secondvice-president. G. V. Whitehead : treasurer, WilliamRhodes, and secretary, A. W. Williams.
Preliminary arrangements were made for the annual dinner of the Exchange, which will lie held some time in January.

of this yard must be not less than 9 feet, which is to beincreased when buildings rise to a night of more than 20feet, after a sliding scale. Even where an alley exists backof a lot an open space of at least 5 feet must be left. Allthe provisions of the section seem to have been well considered and their adoption will make to the decided advantage of the building interests of the city.
What is said to be the greatest building boom in itshistory has been experienced this season at Hempstead,Long Island, N. Y. Contracts are about being made for theelection next year of several hundred houses, these to beput up in the central portion and on the outskirts, whereland companieshavesold hundreds of the lots purchasedduring the current year. An unprecedentedbuilding boom isalso prevailing in Valley Stream and along the south side,east to Freeport. Several hundred houses have been erected in the various villages within the territory mentioned,and by next spring an equally large number will have beencompleted. Contractors and builders have been utilizing allthe mechanics available and the supply is scarcely sufficient to meet the demand. The utilization of numerousdesirable sites for the hundreds of new houses in course oferection is giving a steady increase to land values.

Tacoma, Wash.
During the month of November 100 building permits,aggregating in value $229,885, were issued in this city.This shows an increase over the number of permits issuedduring the same month last year, although the aggregatevalue was somewhat less owing to one or two unusuallylarge permits, which were taken out a year ago. Contractors do not anticipate a very active season during thewinter, as there is usually a falling off in almost all linesof construction at this season. It is, however, announcedtnat several store and office buildings will be undertakenbefore the spring season opens. These include a $35,000

reinforced concrete building to be erected by Eugene Leveyof Seattle, on C street, and a $16,000 church to be erectedat the corner of North Twelfth and J streets. The contract for the latter has already been let.

Wilmington, Del.
Building operations have been conducted upon an unusual scale this season and houses continue to be in lively

demand. Contractors have been complaining of the lackof skilled labor, more particularly of lathers and plasterers,
although bricklayers have not been overplentiful. The demand for small houses is an important feature of the situation, and it is estimated by Building Inspector W. M. Connelly that on the first of Decemher not less than 250 buildings were in course of construction throughout the city.The value of building improvements projected during themonth of November was double that for the correspondingperiod of last year, and if the weather continues favorableit is expected that December will prove to be the bannermonth of the year.

Notes.
One of the centers of building activity is Omaha, Neb.,

where for November the value of the building improvements
undertaken was $406,250.while in the samemonth in 1904the amount of work in progress was valued at only $74,735.
For the 11 months of the year the figures stand $4,058,264,
as against $1,993,295for the same period in 1904.
The building boom which struck Wilkes-Barre, Pa., thepast season has continued unabated and permits for improvementsare being taken out in sufficient numbers to warrant an active spring trade. The majority of the newbuildings for which permits have been granted will bemoderate sized dwellings, each measuring about 16 x 46feet and fitted with all modern improvements.
The value of the building improvements for which per

mits were issued in November in Davenport, Iowa, waswith one exceptiongreater than that for any month in 1905.
Building statistics for Milwaukee for the month of No

vember show a marked increase in value over the same
month a year ago. a total of 299 building permits for the
construction of buildings valued at $858,325. as compared
with 257 permits valued at $(100,447in 1904. During the11 months of the present year 4035 permits have beenissued, with a total value of $8,833,993,which is an in
crease of $1,500,000over the same period a year ago.
The question of improved building regulations is atpresent being agitated in Washington. D. C more espe

cially as relates to light and ventilation of new buildings.
The proposed regulations provide that buildings designed
for habitation shall be so eocslrueted as not to occupy more
than 90 per centum of a corner lot and 75 per centum of an
inside lot, except when lots abut on alleys, when the alley
spacemay be taken into account. The section provides that
rear yntds must extend across the entire lot. The depth

Fire Proof Hospital Building in San Francisco.
The new- German Hospital at Fourteenth and Noestreets. Sau Francisco, will be the first strictly fire proofhospital building on the Pacific Coast. The ground planof the structure is in the form of the letter H, the two six-story wings extending east and west, the connecting section being the administration building of five stories. Thework now In progress contemplates the erection of thesouth wing and administration building at a cost of about$400,000. The north wing, which is almost a duplicateof the south, will be built when needed. The buildings,designed by Architect Hermann Barth, are of steel frameconstruction, with pressed red brick walls, trimmed withyellow terra eotta sills, lintels and cornice. The floorsare concrete. The style of architecture is a free adaptation of the Italian Renaissance. The main approach willbe on Noe street, where there will be a handsome gatekeepers' lodge corresponding In style with the building.The power house, with a brick chimney 100 feet in hight,will be located in the rear of the administration building.The south wing, which will be used as the main hospitalfor some time, is divided up into a number of separate

wards for various classes of patients, the general operating rooms being on the top floor and baths of all descriptions in the basement. An elaborate ventilating systemwill be installed. Fresh air is forced into the building,purified and warmed and supplied to each apartment atthe desired temperature. The vitiated air is drawn outby electric fans. The Wilson-Lyon Construction Companyhas the general contract for the work.

Meeting of National Association of Cement
Users.

The coming convention of the National Association ofCement Users will be held in the Armory Building, Milwaukee. Wis., January 9 to 12. The association was organized at Indianapolis in January last and the fact thata field existed for it was demonstrated by the attendanceof over 600 users of Portland cement from all parts ofthe United States. Numerous interesting papers relatingto concrete block construction will be presented and discussed and the meetfng is expected to result in great
benefit to the trade. A considerable amount of concrete
construction has been carried on in Milwaukee, and thiswill afford an excellent opportunity for those in attendance at the convention to inspect actual work.

The addition about to be made to the Hoffman Houseat the corner of Broadway and Twenty-fourth street.New York City, will be 12 stories in hight. and will havea frontage of a trifle over 49 feet on Broadway, with awing in Twenty-fourth street having a frontage of atrifle over 47 feet. The exterior will be of granite andlimestone, with stone cornice, terra eotta flat arch floors,copper skylights. &e. The plans have been drawn by
Architect 11.L. Davis of No. 130 Fulton street. In orderto erect the addition to this well-known hostelry it willbe necessary to demolish three old buildings.
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Some Cheap English Cottages. being carried out as a part of the work connected with

. . . , „ . the addition to the Grunewald Hotel, in that place.
Larly last fall here was an exhibition of cheap cot- There wll] ^ 2000 lleg sunk> each belng of
tages at Letchworth

England^
which attracted a great „ow ine m feet iu , tb. The sheet piles drlven

deal of attention, not only of the architectural profes- arouud [he wa„s are g.^ , about 5 Inches tblck.
sion but also of all interested m providing comfortable , ,g gtate{J ftat it take flve or slx weekg to ^m-
dwellings at a low cost suitable for the work.ng classes. h „ ^ work whlch Is belng done by
A number of prizes were offered for the four classes ^h APslcard of New Orleans, whose contract also
of cottages which were exhibited Class 1 included cot- tbe worb of excavating for the cellar of the new
tagea to cost not more than £150, or approximately in area {hebui,d, gitp ,g about 130 x lfl0
American money $760. The prizes for

_
Class 2 were for and ired to the ceUar ,evel to

the beat pair of 5 room cottages Including scullery or 15 feet below the street grade line. About 12

e^ 5.
" ,T ° T1 r«t of excavating will have to be done for the cellar,

($1500. Class 3 embraced groups of three or four cot- and ^ wl„ be cut off at the proper level,
tages. no one cottage to contain more than six rooms

Floor T'lan of Double Cottage. plan of Single Cottage.

Floor Plan of Double Cottage. Perspectiveof a Single Cottage.

Home Cheap English Cottages.

rooms including scullery, and erected at a cost not to
exceed £35 per room.
In order to give American readers an idea of the

arrangement embodied in some of these designs for
which prizes were awarded, we take pleasure in present
ing herewith the plan and perspective of the pair of
cottages awarded the first prize in Class 2 ; also the
third prize design for a single cottage. The walls of
the main buildings In the first prize cottages are of con
crete reinforced with steel rods, to which steel lathing
bars and metal lathing are fixed on both sides. Exter
nally the plastering is granite rough cast and internally
the ordinary kind of plaster. The inside partitions are
concrete. 3 inches thick. The floors are concrete, 5
inches thick, resting on 5 inches of dry core. The living
room and bedroom floors are of one inch material nailed
direct to the concrete. The prizes in both cases illus
trated were secured by Potter & Co., 66 Victoria street.
Westminster.

What is said to be the largest pile driving contract
ever awarded in connection with the foundation work
of any building in the city of New Orleans, La., is now

which will leave about 48 feet of their length imbedded
in the earth.

Roofs of Old Houses in France.

One of the marked features of some of the picturesque
old houses to be found scattered through the provinces
of France is their high pitched roofs. One forgets, says
Barr Ferree. in a late number of the House Beautiful.
that these projecting eaves, these high pitched roofs, are
simple mechanical devices to throw off the water and pro
tect the walls below. Surely such happy inclines, such
grouped pyramids, such admirably placed dormers, were
not drawn out on a drawing board and the timbers set
from carefully prepared designs. Nor, indeed, are they
mere chance erections, put up haphazard and without
thought of effect or result. Nor do they hint at experi
ments In building. These fine old houses show very clear
ly that they were put up by workmen long accustomed to
build just such houses, and no others. At tbe time they
were built, probably in the fifteenth and sixteenth con
tunes —building methods had apparently become local
ized. The great cathedrals, as is well known, were large-
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ly built by bands of workmen traveling from city to city

and from province to province. The wide distribution of

houses built along similar lines, and the fact that they

are frequently of small size, showing that no especial

skill was employed in their erection, point to a marked

localization of the building industry at the close of the

medieval period.
We have no reason to suppose that skilled workmen

were employed in the small old house to any greater ex

tent than such laborers would be employed in buildings

of corresponding importance to-day. But there is this

important difference to be noticed between the old houses

and the modern ones. The old houseowners and house-

builders could command the services of skilled art work

ers who carved the beam ends, decorated the capitals of

the columns, cut out the bands of ornament. We have no
art laborors to-day who can do similar work or who fill

the same part in the life of the time. It is from such a
source that the old houses obtained the note of individ

uality that is as distinctive to-day as when the wood was

freshly cut. It is no wonder they are picturesque, when
artistic craftsmen could be called in for such simple yet

effective decoration.

New Publications.
The Sanitation of a Country House. By Dr. Harvey

B. Bashore. Size, 4% x 7% inches; 102 pages; 16

full-page half-tone illustrations. Published by John

Wiley & Sons. Price, $1.
The most interesting features of Dr. Bashore's book
may be summarized as follows : The explanation of the
importance of studying both the soil of the site for a
house and the relation of the site to the surrounding

country ; its reference to room arrangement in respect to
sunlight and exposures ; the care that must be exercised
in selecting the water supply ; several suggestions for the
sanitary disposal of the wastes ; useful hints on the needs
for cleanliness and orderliness in the surroundings of the
house ; valuable directions concerning the sanitary equip

ment of a summer camp. The little book is written in an
unusually entertaining fashion, and while it is, perhaps,
primarily intended as a guide to the intelligent house
owner planning the erection of an isolated building, it is
none the less of value to the plumber having a chance to
practice country sanitary engineering. Its information
concerning waste disposal will interest the latter par
ticularly, owing to the fact that specific data are given
from which similar work may be planned. In view of the
belief we have that the septic tank is to have no small
place in the disposal of household wastes in the future,
we regret that the author did not give some space to this
method of sewage purification. With respect to his
chapter on water supply, many readers will doubtless be
surprised to learn how chary one must be to place de
pendence on the babbling brook as a source for pure
water, for the headwaters of this same brook may
meander through tilled fields and over filthy highways.
The extension of pollution to springs is emphasized when
he says that out of a series of 52 wayside springs ex
amined several years ago only 16 yielded unpolluted
water. While most of the remaining 36 yielded water
which was not dangerously polluted, the figures illus
trate the necessity for using care in the determining on
the water supply. Dr. Bashore is inspector for the State
Board of Health of Pennsylvania.

The Carpenters' Guide. Compiled by Abram P. Baker.
Size; 4% x 5% inches ; 178 pages. Published by the
author. Price in board covers, $1.25, postpaid, or in
leatherette, 75 cents.

This work is in effect a glossary of terms used in
architecture, carpentry and building, and at the same
time shows their practical application. The matter Is
presented In concise form so as to be easily understood,
and will be found of special value to the carpenter who
desires to be posted as to the names and uses of the tools
and materials used in building. There are 1255 para
graphs arranged alphabetically, thus making the book
one of ready reference and a convenient addition to the
builder's library of trade literature.

The Competent Life. By Thomas D. West ; 268 pages.
Size, 5x8 inches ; numerous illustrations. Bound in.
board covers. Published by the Cleveland Printing

& Publishing Company. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

While the author of this work is well known as a
writer on metallurgical subjects the present effort con

stitutes a treatise on the judicious development, direction
and employment of man's inherited ability to aid in the
betterment of labor. The essays are the fruit of much
experience and thought concerning the vital question of
efficiency, its necessity and methods of attainment, and
" is presented with the light and intelligence which two-
score years of active service can give." The author
says that he " has no motive in presenting this work
other than a sincere desire to influence for good the
lives of all classes of workers." Drawing on his experi

ence as an employer of labor he points out the reasons
for the incompentency and ill success of so many workers
in all lines. He considers incompetency to be a matter
of very serious concern in connection with the industrial
development of the United States. In stating that the
nations most advanced in the use of machinery are to
day most in need of strong, intelligent laborers and effi
cient skilled workers, the author adds that clerical posi
tions are overcrowded by persons who will not acquire
skill in trades, with the result that " we are drifting en
tirely too much to the easy and clean collar and cuffs
situations, and developing entirely too many seekers of
leisure rather than of labor."
One of the plans advocated by Mr. West to make eas
ier the acquisition of trades by young men is the estab
lishment of institutions which will loan money on col
lateral or the security of bondsmen to aid in the support
of those who are serving apprenticeships. Such a loan,
he considers, need not exceed in the majority of cases
$250. Another plan advocated is the establishment of
public information and employment bureaus through
which those out of employment could learn of employers
who need labor. This last suggestion, it might be added,
is now taking form in England in a proposition for legis
lation to reduce the number of unemployed. The author
discusses the causes and extent of poverty and pauper
ism with strong emphasis on the baneful effects of the
drink habit in the deterioration of workers physically
and morally. The twenty-seventh and concluding chap
ter of the book is devoted to the benefits of cheap com
modities secured not by cheap wages but by the highest
efficiency of labor. A number of examples are cited of
the increase in the cost of necessities through restrictions
which require three men to do what two men should do.
Labor's worst enemy in the opinion of the author is the
spirit which holds back, has no regard for the employer's
interest and checks the effort of ambitious, energetic op
eratives who would make good wages by increasing their
productive ability.

A COOLINGAND VENTILATING PLANT in a COttage 18 X
38 feet in size, of the old English style, was shown In the
Manufacturers' Building at the Lewis and Clark Exposi
tion by the W. G. McPherson Company, engineer, Port
land, Ore. The system consists in drawing air by means
of a suction fan from the exterior of the building through

water cooled coils inclosed in a sheet steel casing and
discharging it through ducts leading to openings in the
building placed about 8 feet above the floor. The tem
perature is controlled by an application of the Johnson,

system of temperature regulation. It is understood that
the temperature can be cooled from 95 to 65 degrees F.
with ease. The apparatus comprises an electrically

driven fan, capable of delivering 1200 cubic feet of air
per minute into the building, and the mechanism occu
pies 10 x 18 feet of space in the exhibit.

Among the notable building improvements in the Bor
ough of Brooklyn, N. Y., is a ten-story high class apart
ment house at the corner of rierrepont and Henry streets
which will cover a plot 52 x 132 feet and cost several
hundred thousand dollars. There will be two suites to-
the floor, each consisting of 14 rooms and three bath
rooms.
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A Sheet Metal Covered Dwelling.

A most interesting example illustrative of the use of
sheet metal in the external treatment of a dwelling house
is shown by means of the two half-tone engravings pre
sented herewith, one representing a front view of the
house and the other a side view. The frame of the
building is of the usual balloon style, covered with ship-
lap sheathing % inch thick. Over this was placed build
ing paper, on which was laid the galvanized steel plates
of 2(5gauge, embellished with stamped zinc ornamentation.
Even the newel posts and rails to the front steps are of
the galvanized material, and in fact it covers the entire
building except the roof, which is of slate.
The house contains 12 rooms and is two stories and

basement in night. It is heated by hot air and fitted
with Symonds registers. It is located at the corner of
Summit avenue and Ninth street East St Louis, 111.,and
■wasbuilt 14 years ago for H. Symonds of the Symonds
Mfg. Company. The exterior is painted to represent

than % inch. I find tlwt if pipe less than the size
specified in our rules Is used we are liable to have more
or less trouble with stoppages in the same, caused by the
following reasons :
The majority of gas fitters use the three wheel cutter
to cut the pipe, which leaves a burr inside at each end
and diminishes the size of the pipe! The gas fitter then
in using lead or cement in his fittings places the same
inside of the coupling or fitting and not on the threads,
as should be done. The result of this is that more or
less of the material Is forced inside and against this
burr, leaving a very small opening in the pipe. Al
though this is the time of high pressure and small pipes
for street mains, I cannot see where we can lessen the
ib.e of house piping with any assurance of satisfaction
to the consumer. However, it will always be necessary
to use a governor and low pressure on the house pipes,
as very few if any gas fixtures would stand one pound
pressure.
In considering the placing of house pipe for either

illuminating or fuel purposes the prime object to be
sought Is the safety of the occupants. Under this head
ing comes the question of the use of black or galvanized
fittings. I consider the use of black iron fittings on gas

Front View. Left Side Elevation.

A Sheet Metal Covered Dwelling.

ordinary sandstone and although erected so long ago
is at the present time in an excellent state of preserva
tion.

Gas Piping in Houses.

An interesting paper on the subject of house piping
for gas distribution was read at the meeting of the Paci
fic Coast Gas Association in July, in San Francisco, by
George Kirk, of Oakland, Cal. His views are based on
an experience of thirty years as inspector for the Oak
land Gas Light & Heat Company. While he Is Inclined
to censure harshly the methods of gas fitters, neverthe
less his observations on the general subject are of suffi
cient value to warrant the following abstract of his con
tribution. He has found that much small pipe rather
than large pipe gets Into work, if it can be covered be
fore an inspector sees it, and in some cases he has known
pipe to be filled with sal ammoniac water, muriatic acid
and the like to Induce rust in the hope of stopping leaks
and keeping the pipe tight long enough so that the job
may pass inspection. He does not hesitate to say that
pipes at best rust soon enough without any special aid.
The rest of his paper is substantially as follows :
On account of the stoppages in pipes, caused by rust

and condensations, some years ago the Oakland Com
pany changed the rules governing the size of pipe, in
creasing same very materially from the size then in use,
and since then has had little or no trouble. Three-eighth
Inch pipe is used only for brackets or side lights. No
horizontal pipe less than % inch and house riser less

pipes concealed within the walls or under the floors of a
building a constant menace to the general public, as

black iron fittings are known to have more or less sand

holes in them, and sometimes very large ones at that
When the plumber finds a fitting with one of these large

sand holes in it he Is not going to cut it out, for it will
probably cost him a couple of dollars to do so. The re

sult is that he resorts to the use of gas fitters' cement

to plaster it up, this being the easiest and cheapest way

out of it for him. The inspector will not be able to see
same for the simple reason that the plumber knows how
to cover it up. From my experience I am sure there
should be a rigid rule against using gas fitters' cement un
der any circumstances on concealed pipes. In a few years
the action of the chemicals in the gas will soften that
cement and there is a leak under the floor or in the wall.
It is for this reason that I advocate the use of galvanized
fittings exclusively for house gas pipe.
I also suggest, from the standpoint of safety, that

there should be a shut off In the main pipe on the first
floor and it be marked as the gas stopcock. This, I
think, would be the means of averting a great many
accidents with gas. Such an occurrence happened in
Oakland a few days ago, when a man got up about 6
o'clock In the morning, and going into the hall found the
place full of gas. He naturally tried the gas fixtures
to see if any were loose, probably not knowing where to
shut off the gas. The broken fixture was found, and it
was remembered that in carrying out a trunk the night
previous this fixture had been struck by the trunk, caus
ing a bad leak near the wall. The fixture was a com
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bination gas and electric, and when the gentleman en
deavored to move the fixture the electric wire emitted a
spark that exploded the gas which had accumulated dur
ing the night. Now, I believe that If there had been a
stopcock on the main pipe, easy of access, and known tohim, this accident would not have occurred.
In the discussion which followed the reading of the

paper it was brought out that carpenters often times drive
nails through the piping. It was also the opinion of sev
eral that troubles through leakage occurred not so often
through defectively installed piping but through poorly
constructed gas fixtures. It was explained that the pipes
are usually tested with the caps on and that when one
talks about cement being used, that there is more cement
used in one fixture than a plumber will use in a whole
house. In one case It was reported that nine leaks out
of every ten were due to poor fixture work.
An interesting experience with galvanized fittings was
also described. It was the case of a 1% Inch galvanized
pipe in the State Capitol at Sacramento. A length of
pipe ran horizontally underneath a floor and it was al
ways stopping up. When it was taken out It was found
to contain a dust or powder that was very fine, amount
ing to about a hatful. A year or so afterward the
trouble again arose with the same length of piping, and
as a result a length of black pipe was put in and no
trouble has since occurred. At that time, it was ex
plained, coal gas was used in Sacramento, but the gen-
oral opinion seemed to be that it was not the result of
the galvanized pipe being attacked by gas of any kind
but a case of poor galvanizing; perhaps a case where
the scale had not been shaken out of the pipe; in other
words, that the length of pipe had not been hammered
a,nd put on end to remove the scales.

Water Proofing Brick Arches.
The subject of water proofing of masonry is one of

special interest just at this time, and the following partic
ulars relative to the method of water proofing the brick
arches of the masonry viaduct of the Pennsylvania Rail
road in Wilmington, Del., may prove of suggestive value :
The water proofing is accomplished by first smoothing the
masonry over with cement mortar, which in turn is cov
ered with a special compound on whic h is placed a layer
of Ilydrex felt so as to lap at least 12 inches on the

'

transverse seams ; five layers of compound and five of felt
are used. In securing tightness around the drain pipes
and at the spandrel walls the felt is carried up the back
of the latter and turned into the joint under the coping
about 2 Inches, where it is held witli cement mortar. The
water proofing on the arches is protected with 1 inch of
cement mortar and that on the walls with a single course
of brick work.

Brooklyn Master Sheet Metalworkers Organize.
In response to a call issued by William Martin and

Trustee C. W. Smith of the National Association of Mas
ter Sheet Metal Workers, a meeting of master sheet
metal workers of Brooklyn was held at the Lexington
House. 854 Gates avenue. Brooklyn, on Friday evening.
November 24, which resulted in the formation of the
Association of Master Sheet Metal Workers of Brook
lyn, X. Y. The following oliicers were elected:
President. O. II. A. Milhan, 01 Lafayette avenue.
Yice-Presldent. C. W. Smith. 307 Sunnier avenue.
Secretary, J. B. Cooney, 045 De Kalb avenue.
Treasurer, William Buchanan, 15S7 Fulton street.
Sergeant-at-Arms, Thomas F. Black, 082 Fulton street.

To the casual visitor it would appear that the Me
tropolis was already well supplied with theaters and
other places of amusement, but the growing population
requires a constant addition to the number and the
neighborhood of Forty-second street and Broadway ap
pears to be the center for playhouses of this kind. The
latest addition to the colony is to be located near the
Lyric, fronting some 40 feet on Forty-second street and
running through to Forty-third street, where it will have
a frontage of 100 feet. The structure will be three or

four stories in bight and cost about $800,000, including
the site. The plans are drawn by Alexander I. Finkle
of Williamsbridge, Borough of the Bronx, and call for
a seating capacity of about 1900 people. Another the
ater building, to cost about $200,000,will soon be erected
at the northeast corner of Broadway and Thirty-ninth
street, immediately opposite the Metropolitan Opera
House, and will be known as the " Sarah Bernhardt"
Both these playhouses will be managed by L. & S. S. Shu-
bert of 213 West Forty-second street.

A new wing is about to be added to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in Central Park, New York City, opposite
East Eighty-second street. The building will constitute
the north wing and will be constructed of limestone, like
the existing front. It will be 345 feet long, 120 feet deep
and will be finished within a period of three years at a
total cost of $1,500,000. Later a south wing of the same
dimensions and style of architecture will be constructed,
which is estimated to cost an equal sum. The ground
floor of the north wing will be devoted to exhibitions of
sculpture and other collections of a heavy nature, while
the second floor will be used for the picture galleries.
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Novelties.
Neverslip Anchor Wedge.
Building mechanics as well as all
others having occasion to make use
■ofhatchets, hammers axes or other
tools of similar nature, will be Inter
ested in the Neverslip Anchor Wedge,
a device intended to securely anchor
the head of the tool to the handle by
which it is wielded. The sectional
view, Fig. 1, shows the operation of
the wedge, clearly indicating that
when it is driven into the handle the
wood is forced up over the shoulder
■of the shank, thus adding perma
nency, while at the same time secure
ly anchoring the handle to the ham
mer, axe or other handled tool. The
outside spurs engage the wood and
t)end it into the shoulders of the

Xovclties.—The Neverslip Anchor Wedge.
—Fig. 1.—SectionalView.

shank of the wedge, all as clearly In
dicated In the engraving. The appear
ance of a hammer fitted with this
anchor wedge is indicated in Fig. 2.
The wedge consists of a single piece,
but accomplishes, It Is claimed, all
that any wedge can, and in addition
It anchors automatically. It secures
Its anchorage at its greatest wedging
power and by so doing closes the
pores of the wood, making it practi
cally impervious to moisture. It is
simple in construction, easy of appli
cation, and the importance of the dove
tail in its permanency cannot fail to
be recognized by carpenters general
ly. The wedge is made in three sizes,
one being intended for hammers, an
other for hatchets and the third for
axes. The device is being introduced
to the trade by the Neverslip Anchor
Wedge Company, Auburn, N. Y.

Thompson's Ventilating Skylleht.
An automatic ventilating system
which is applicable to skylights, fire
windows, cellar doors, manhole cov
ers, sidewalk lights, &c, is being in
troduced to the attention of the trade
by the H. E. Thompson Mfg. Com
pany, Board of Trade Building, Louis
ville, Ky. It is the invention of II. E.
Thompson of the company named, and
the device consists of a movable cap
with stationary bottom. It Is operat
ed by means of lever, spring motor,
electricity and weights, or by hand, as
may be most convenient. The object
of the invention is to exclude the ele
ments, while permitting light to pass
through and at the same time afford
a ready means of ventilation. It is
also designed to automatically open
or close all ventilators throughout a
building, to accurately locate undue
rise of temperature in the building,
register its number, as well as that of
the floor, apartment, room and the de
gree of heat contained therein. The
arrangement is also such that the de
vice can be regulated to any degree
of heat desired. The ventilating ap
paratus is constructed of copper or
galvanized iron in different finishes,
is claimed to perfectly regulate the In

take, eliminate drafts and exclude
dust It is adapted either to a single
room or to a whole building and is
said to be easily installed in new or
old structures.

The Ransome Floor Surfacing
machine.

In connection with the articles on
" The Laying and Finishing of Hard
wood Floors," now running in the
reading columns of the paper, It may
not be without interest to describe a
machine which has recently been
placed upon the market designed for
surfacing all kinds of floors. It is
known as the Ransome Floor Sur-
facei and consists of a steel frame
work mounted on ball bearing casters
and supporting an electric motor of 1%
horse-power that drives a revolving
disk. A general idea of the arrange
ment and construction of the device
may readily be obtained from a care
ful inspection of Fig. 3. The disk re
ferred to may be of emery or carbo
rundum or It can be covered with
sandpaper where It is desired to sur
face a hardwood floor. If, however,
the work is that of surfacing con
crete, marble or stone, a wire brush
may be substituted for the emery
disk. Surrounding this disk is a hood,
shown partially removed in the pic
ture, from which a pipe leads to a
bag that receives the dust, a small
suction fan belted to the motor serv
ing to suck up the dust from the hood.
The motor, it will be observed, is
mounted on an upright gallows frame
which swings upon a hinged joint at
its lower end, while a pair of colled
springs serve to counterbalance the
weight of the projecting arm carry
ing the revolving disk. When the ma
chine is not in operation these springs
raise the projecting arm, thus lifting
the disk from contact with the floor.
By means of a handle, however, the
disk can be pressed down upon the
floor with as little or as much force as

from which to secure electricity a
small electric generator driven by a
gasoline engine is utilized to run the
machine. The device is being intro
duced to the attention of the trade
by the Ransome Concrete Machinery
Company, 11 Broadway, New York
City, and in referring to the machine
the statement is made that it was

Fig. 2.—Wedgi Applied to a Hammer.

used to finish eight acres of hardwood
floor in the Potter Hotel, at Santa
Barbara, Cal. ; also 6000 square feet
of floor in Hotel Green, at Pasadena,
as well as the floors in scores of resi
dences and public buildings. Build
ers and contractors cannot fail to be
interested in this labor saving device,
as it can be operated to great advan
tage where large floor areas are to be
surfaced.

The Reliance Kdge Tool Company.

This concern was organized at
Youngstown, Ohio, on November 15,
the following directors being elected :
John C. Wick, president of the Wick
National Bank ; Robert Bentley, pres
ident of the Ohio Iron & Steel Com
pany ; W. A. Beecher, vice-president
of the Mahoning National Bank ; Ed
ward L. Brown, capitalist, and George

Fig, 3.—GeneralView of the RansomeFlr.or SurfacingMachine.

the circumstances of the case may re
quire. Moreover, the operator can
swing the projecting arm right or left,
according to necessity, thus enabling
him to work around projec tions, while
the whole machine can he moved from
place to place as readily as a carpet
sweeper. A floor can be brought to
a high polish in applying wax by cov
ering the revolving disk with cloth.
In the absence of a street current

E. Dudley, all of Youngstown, Ohio.
The directors organized by electing
Edward L. Brown president, Walter
A. Beecher vice-president and George
E. Dudley secretary and t reasurer.
Charles H. McCarty, until recently
treasurer of the Winsted Edge Tool
Works, manufacturer of the " T. H.
Witherby " brand of chisels, has been
elected general manager of the Reli
ance Edge Tool Company. Mr. Mc
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Cnrty has had a very thorough and
successful experience in the manufac
ture of edge tools, which assures a
high quality of the tools to be made
by the new concern, whose product
will be known to the trade as the
" Reliance," and at first will consist
of carpenters' tools, such as chisels,
gouges and drawing knives. The con
cern has let a contract to Heller
Brothers of Youngstown for the erec
tion of a main brick building, 325 feet
in length, a large portion of which
will be two stories in hight. The eou-

yoveltiet.—Fig. 4.—The Standard Concrete
Mixer.

cern expects to be in the market with
its products very shortly after Janu
ary 1.

The Phoenix Fire Proof Frame and
Saah.

Since perfecting the construction of
the Phoenix fire proof frame and sash
the S. Keighley Metal Celling & Mfg.
Company, 819 to 823 Locust street,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been unable to
keep up with the demand for it, and
tie makers are now seriously contem
plating some extensive improvements
in order to provide adequate facilities
for the constantly growing business.
In this connection it may not be out
of place to state that among the large
contracts the company has on hand
Is the new 13-story office building of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com
pany In Baltimore, calling for frames
and sash made of 20-ouneecopper and
glazed with polished plate wire glass.
The company also has the contract
for the metal frames and sash in a
10-story building for the Bell Tele
phone Company, the frames and sash
In a 12-story building for the Hartje
Paper Company, both In Pittsburgh,
Pa., as well as several other large
contracts in different parts of the
country, notably In Buffalo and Roch
ester. In order to adequately cover
various sections the company has
branch offices located at 15 and 17
West German street, Baltimore, Md. ;
1335 F street, N. W., Washington, D.
C, and 560 Wythe avenue, Brooklyn,
N.Y.

Johnson'* Prepared Wax.

An Interesting pamphlet of 32 pages
bearing the title " The Proper Treat
ment for Floors, Wood Work and Fur
niture " Is being sent out with the
compliments of S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wis. The little work is beau
tifully illustrated by means of half
tone reproductions from photographs
showing some of the methods of ap
plying Johnson's specialties, while the
text gives complete yet simple direc
tions for beautifying the home. The

matter was written by one who is said
to have had over 23 years' practical
experience in finishing wood. The in
troductory pages are devoted to some
suggestions as to the selection of
woods, after which the treatment of
wood is considered, including new
floors, wood work, furniture, dancing
floors, old floors, &c. ; the removing of
old finish, the artistic coloring of
woods, and how to keep wood work in
condition. The concluding pages il
lustrate and describe accessories re
quired for the purpose named, the
quantities necessary to cover a cer
tain number of square feet of surface,
prices of Johnson's prepared wax and
wood dyes, fillers, &c, and an index
arranged according to pages rather
than alphabetically.

standard Concrete mixer.

The extent to which concrete in va
rious forms is being used at the pres
ent day In connection with building
construction lends additional interest
to the devices which are at present
on the market for mixing the ingredi
ents. One of the latest candidates to
public favor in this line is the Stand
ard Concrete Mixer, which we illus
trate In Fig. 4 of the engravings. The
picture so clearly indicates the con
struction employed that comparative
ly little description would seem to be
necessary. The various parts are so
simple that the mixer cannot readily

get out of order, and it has a capacity
for handling >4yard at a time. The
machine is self-cleaning, is filled and
unloaded easily and is especially
adapted for brick or block work. The
device Is made for both hand and
steam power, the illustration showing
its appearance when operated by the
former means. It is made by the
South Bend Machine Mfg. Company,
with office and factory at 1702 South
Franklin street, South Bend, Ind.

The "Wonder" Sanding Machine.
Several new features have recently
been embodied in what is known as
the Wonder Sanding Machine, brought
out by C. H. Driver, 1317 Sixteenth
street, Racine, Wis., and brief refer
ence to them may not be without In
terest in this connection. Among these
features may be mentioned the spin
dle attachment for sandpapering
scroll work, the claim being made
that with it holes as small as % inch
can be sandpapered. Another impor
tant feature Is the table being pro
vided with a protractor which can be
set for sandpapering work on a square
or miter. The table Is also graduated
so that it can be set without the use
of a square or bevel. The claim Is
made that flat surfaces, as well as the
inside and outside of circular work
and scroll work, can be sandpapered
ready for piano finish without further
labor, and that all these operations
can be done with but one handling if
such a course be necessary. Refer
ring to the general view shown in
Fig. 5 of the illustrations, 1 is a cork
roll which drives the sandpaper belt;
2 is the sandpaper belt, with a portion
of it torn away so as to show the
working parts of the sander ; 3 is the
surface plate, over which flat work
and the outside of curved work are-
sandpapered ; 4 is an adjustable roll
for giving the proper tension to the
sandpaper belt, while 5 Is a remov
able guide plate in front of the cork
roll, so that the plate over which the-

sanding is done can be approached
without danger of touching the roller
and making machine marks. For
sandpapering the inside of curved
work this plate is removed as the
work Is done over the cork roll. The
machine here shown was designed by
a practical, all-around wood worker,
a manager and a proprietor of a fac
tory whose specialty was strictly hlgb
grade work. The upper part of the
Illustration shows the shelf and the

Fig. 5.—The " Wonder" HandingMachine.

\
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spindle of the attachment for sand
papering scroll work.

Favorite Sand Cement Brick Ma
chine.

The Cement Machinery Company,
Jackson, Mich., has just placed upon
the market a new sand cement brick
machine known as the Favorite, which
is the invention of L. P. Normandin,
the well-known inventor of the Nor
mandin Concrete Building Block Ma
chine. The brick machine represents
the results of a long series of experi
ments, and the model now being In
troduced to the trade is offered in two

Novelties.—Fig. 6.—The Favorite Sand
CementBrick Machine.

sizes, one making 20 brick at a time
and illustrated in Fig. ti of the en
gravings and the other known as No.
2, which makes 10 brick at a time.
Both sizes are equipped with different
plates for rock, plain and tool face
brick. The machine is operated by
hand and the manufacturer claims
that it is the fastest, simplest and
best machine of the kind now before
the public

Cataloicue of Wood Working
machinery.

One of the handsomest catalogues
devoted to wood working machinery
which it has recently been our privi
lege to examine is the 320-page publi
cation which reaches us from the
American Wood Working Machinery
Company, with executive offices at 130
Liberty street, New York City, and
with salesrooms in Chicago and New
Orleans. The volume measures 9x
12 inches in size, is printed upon \a
fine quality of calendered paper and
is substantially bound in heavy board
covers, with neat side and back titles,
consisting simply of the name of the
company. The engravings illustrat
ing the various lines of machinery
manufactured clearly show the im
portant features of construction, many
of the latter beiug presented in detail.
The size of the volume is such as to
permit of the use in many instances
of several cuts to a page, while in-
other cases one cut of liberal propor
tions is used. The goods illustrated
and described in this general cata
logue cover a wide range, embracing
practically everything required by the
wood worker, whether operating a
large or a small plant. In fact, the
machines are of such a widely diver
sified character as to be adapted for
general use in planing mills, sash,
door and blind factories, box making
establishments, furniture and cabinet
factories, ear and pattern shops and
agricultural implement works. The
company also makes various special
and miscellaneous machines not Illus
trated In the catalogue, but photo
graphs and particulars of which can
be had on application. In connection
with each machine Is a detailed de
scription calling attention to its essen

tial features, stating the sizes and
styles in which it is offered, the floor
space it occupies, the horse-power re
quired to operate it, the weight in
pounds and also when boxed for ex
port, together with the code words.
The company makes the statement
that in order to produce its machines
more economically it has enlarged its
several factories and re-equipped
them with the latest tools and appli
ances, thus permitting not only a
greatly increased product but the pro
duction of more nearly perfect ma
chines. The opening pages are de
voted to an extensive telegraphic code,
which will be found useful in order
ing by wire, while at the close of the
volume is an index of the machines
alphabetically arranged. The volume,
considered as a whole, is a highly
creditable example of the printer's
art and will be found a valuable ad
dition to the wood worker's library
of trade literature.

The IWaydole Hammers.
We have received from the David
Maydole Hammer Company, Norwich,
Chenango County, N. Y., a copy of an
attractively printed catalogue of 48
pages relating to the Maydole ham
mers, which are press forged from
solid crucible cast steel. Since the
Issue of the last edition of the com
pany's catalogue the manufacturing
facilities in all departments have been
greatly increased and many new num
bers have been added to the variety
of hammers listed at that time. The
regular line of Maydole hammers now
comprises 343styles, sizes and finishes.
Among these new goods may be men
tioned Adz Eye nail hammers in sev
eral varieties, joiners' nail hammers,
brad hammers, Farriers' Adz Eye
driving hammers with whaleback
claw and ottagon neck, machinists'
ball, pein hammers, cornice, rooting
and tile setters' hammers. The goods
are illustrate* by means of colored
engravings, ijhich give an idea of the
exact appeijjMnee of the finished arti
cles. In .connection with the illustra
tions are .given the numbers in which
hammers are made, their weight and
the prfces .per dozen. The weights
given, However, do not include the
weight of the handle. Accompanying
the catalogue is a little pamphlet of
a size convenient to carry in the
pocket, entitled " A Captain of Indus
try," and "consists of the story of
David Maydole, inventor of the Adz
Eye hammer. To this is added a cat
alogue of the principal varieties of
hummers now made by the company
injguestion, together with much use-
t0S information for mechanics and
others. A feature which will be ap
preciated is an index, both alphabeti
cal and numerical, of the hammers in
question.

WollT'N Enameled Lavatory Cata
logue.

Modern plumbing fixtures with all
their conveniences are of great inter
est to architects and builders and the
salient features can readily be un
derstood by means of the excellent
catalogues which different manufac
turers are now preparing for the
trade. The L. Wolff Mfg. Company,
Chicago, III., with manufacturing
plants in Chicago and Trenton, N. J.,
and warehouses in these cities and
Denver, has just issued a 158-page
catalogue. 4% x 7% inches in size,
and profusely illustrated with half
tone engravings, devoted entirely to
their handsome and extensive line of
lavatories and lavatory fittings. A
special page in the catalogue bears
the trademark In color and states

that plumbing goods of every descrip
tion are made in brass, Iron, copper,
wood, solid porcelain, vitreous por
celain, vitreous china, German sil
ver, enameled iron and metals. The
catalogue opens with handsome new
patterns of oval enameled iron
lavatories supported by pedestals In
different styles and some supported
by brackets. Handsome one-piece
enameled iron lavatories with the
Kenmore Ideal bowl and ornamental
apron, and having a high back are
shown resting on pedestals and alse
supported by means of brackets,
some of which are concealed. The
line is extensive and the beautiful
designs are adapted alike for the
luxurious residence and the comfort
able cottage. Specially constructed
lavatories with pedal opening faucets
for hospitals and sanitariums are il
lustrated and lavatories with shower
bath attachment for home or barber
shop use. An extensive variety of
lavatories and sectional wash sinks
for setting in a battery for hotel or
factory buildings are shown. The
last portion of the catalogue Is de-,
voted to a variety of styles of basin
cocks of the Fuller, compression and
self closing patterns, brackets, nickel
plated lavatory legs, brass traps,
towel rods, towel holders arid bath
room specialties. The catalogue is
one that will be of more than ordi
nary Interest to the contracting
plumber owing to the excellent man
ner in which the lavatory for all
purposes is presented.

The Hubbard Window Sash Look .

A device In which architects, builders
and house owners generally are like-

fiyt 7.—The Hubbard Window Sash Lock.

ly to be interested is the latest Im
proved form of the Hubbard Window
Sash Lock, which we illustrate In Fig.
7 of the engravings. It Is referred to
as simple and durable in construction,
easily adjustable and as being adapt
ed to buildings of all kinds. It Is
claimed to be burglar proof, an antl-
rattler and so arranged as to afford
means for ventilation when desired.
The lock is made of semisteel and is
operated by a cam against the latch
which holds the snsh in any position
desired. The action of the cam on
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the lever presses It out of the lock,
causing it to engage with an iron
plate screwed to the sash, thus pre
venting the sash from being moved
up or down. At the same time the
pressure that is put upon the sash
prevents its rattling or shaking. A
careful study of the Illustration will
show the construction employed and
the method of operation. The device
Is easily put in place and in operating
It all that Is necessary is to turn the
key, which will lock or unlock the
sash as required. An automatic ac
tion is provided so that if one should
forget to turn the key and set the
lever It will lock itself. The device
is being introduced to the trade by
D. S. Hubbard. Son & Co., Bay Shore,
Long Island. N. Y., and the claim is
made that the lock can be mortised
in the window frame either side, high
up or low down, and with the lock
either side, in or out. The looks are
made for one or two sash, with double
locks for two weighted sash or two
single locks for two sash without
weights for the same window. The
locks being mortised in the side of
the window frame leaves the meeting
rails free and clear to wash, paint or
dust, and saves the unsightly hole
and the splitting of the cross bars
often resulting from the use of meet
ing rail fasteners. For purposes of
ventilation the sash can be raised an
inch or more top and bottom and se
curely fastened, thus rendering the
device of especial value for use in con
nection with sick rooms, school rooms,
hospitals and, in fact, any place
where ventilation Is necessary. The
statement is made that the lock can
not be seen nor opened from the out
side and can rjnly be opened from the
inside with its own key, which can be
removed and put away. In the illus
tration presented herewith a part of
the window frame is cut away so as
to display the construction of the
lock. With the lock the manufactur
ers send out explicit directions for
putting it in place, so that any one
can readily apply It

Trade Notes.
t
—

Alfred W. Woods, 109 South Tenth
atreet) Lincoln, Neb., shows In bis Advertising card tills month an lllustrntlon of
what , he terms a " Key to the Steel
Square." By means of ft the figures to
use on the steel square for -the lengths,
cuts and bevels for all rafters are pre
sented, as well as the figures for obtain
ing polygonal miters, hopper cuts. &c.
The device Is 3 Inches In diameterand Is
complete with a book of Instructions,
which Is containedIn a moroccocasesuit
able for the pocket. The price of the'•Instructor," as It Is called, is $1.50post
paid.
Owing to the receipt of numerous
complaints from dealers in and consumers
of Ruberold roofing that inferior Imita
tions of It havebeensold under the claim
that thev were the genuine article, the
Standard Paint Company, ino William
street. New York City, has sent out a cir
cular letter to the trade of the United
States contradicting thesestatements,and
stating that It Is now. " always has been
and will continue to be the only manu
facturer of Ruberold roofing In the world
and has no connection with any other
manufacturer of roofing." The company
further states that it does not manufac
ture any other roofingthan Ruberold: that
It Is and always has beenmadeat Bound
Brook, N. J., where the Standard Paint
Companyhas its only American factories;
that the*IngredientsemployedIn the man
ufacture of this roofingareknownandused
t-xcluslvelyby the company; that all roof
ings similar In appearanceto Ruberoldare
Imitations, and have not. either directly
or indirectly, beenauthorizedby, nor have
they receivedthesanctionof. the company,
and that to Identify Ruberold roofing the
registered trademark " Ruberold" Is
stampedon the under side of each length
every 4 feet

The Energy Elevator Company
notes quite an Increaseddemandfor both

power and electrically operatedelevators,
and orders for a number of each have
beentaken. Hand elevatorsalso continue
In good demand, and deliveries of this
type of lifts have beenmade to Bucknell
University, Lewlstown, Pa., and other
parties. A special Invalid lift Is beingIn
stalled at Rosemont, Pa., while a large
electric elevator la to be Installed at the
Lester Piano Works, Lester, Pa. A power
basementlift Is to be furnished the Ar
cadeBuilding, this city, and a numberof
hand power freight lifts are being fur
nished a number of local customers.
" Architecture Taught by Mail "
is the subject of the announcementpre
sented in another part of this Issue by
the American School of Correspondence,
Chicago, 111. The coursesIn architecture
are prepared for the purpose of helping
those who for any reason have been un
able to attend a resident technical school
and to aid experienceddraughtsmenand
practicing architects. The Instruction is
plannedto cover the actual problemsaris
ing In dally work. A 200-pageillustrated
bulletin giving full outline of the courses
taught can be obtainedon application.

We have received with the compli
mentsof the Bourse, Philadelphia, Pa., a
memorandumcalendar for the new year.
It Is of the same general style as those
which have beensent out for some time
past, the leaves being arranged in the
form of a pad but providedwith a metal
loop for hanging up. Each leaf carries
the calendar for a week with spaces for
memorandafor each day. The back of
the pad is of heavy cardboard,which car
ries a calendar for 1906and the first half
of 1907.

We understand that the Gem Pub
lishing Company,P. O. Box 14, Brooklyn,
N. Y., has in courseof preparationa new
and enlarged edition of its A. B. C.
Schedules,thesebeingartistically finished
in green paper covers with red lettering.
The schedulesInclude the items of hotels,
schools, factories and apartment houses,
thus coveringsomeof the more Important
classes of buildings in connection with
which there Is at presenta great deal of
activity.

The Canton Steel Ceiling Com-
nany has removedto Its new building.525
West Twenty-third street. New York City,
where it enjoys enlargedfacilities for the
conductof its growing business.

Scott & Co., 233 East Front street,
Cincinnati, Ohio, present In our advertis
ingpagesthis monthsomeinterestingfacts
about "Asteroid " roofing,which Is referred
to as a strictly " high-gradefelt roofing,
containingno coal tar," andIs waterproof.
It Is suitable for fiat or steep roofs, is
claimedto be unaffectedby acid, alkali or
gas fumes and requires no special tools
to apply. The point Is madethat It Is a
most admirable fabric for general build
ing and Insulating purposes. It Is Inter
esting in this connectionto state that the
companyhas for 33 years manufactured
painted and galvanized iron and .steel
roofing, corrugated roofing and siding, as
well as all other sheet building materials.

The new Bellevue - Stratford
Hottl, which has Just beencompletedIn
Philadelphia, Is said to have one of the
best and most modern equipmentsof its
kind in the country. Among the various
devices are 33 double gear door hangers
and locks, made by the Reliance Ball
Bearing Door Hanger Company, 1 Madi
son avenue,New York City.

D. S. Hubbard, Son & Co., 259
Third avenue, Bay Shore, N. Y., make
the statemenr In their advertising card
this month that Hubbard's Window Sash
Lock Is not merely a catch, but a lock
which Is Intended to stop burglars: pre
vents rattling sash; keeps out the wind
and rain, and while doing all these Is in
visible to the eye. The manufacturers
state that canvassersare wanted,and that
terms, (irculars, &c, can be had on appli
cation.
A little pamphlet of 12 pages sent
out by the J. A. Fay & Egan Company,
221 to 241 West Front street. Cincinnati.
Ohio, Is devotedto a list of second-hand
wood working machines they at present
have in stock. In order to Introducenew
and improved tools the manufacturers
state that they are obliged In somecases
to take In exchangemachineswhich have
only beenIn usea short period and which
are consequently termed " second-hand
machines," although practically the same
as new. In order not to allow thesema
chines to accumulate,the companyoffers
themat greatly reducedprices. Each mn-
chine Is thoroughly adjusted, every part
put In first class working order and tested
at the works beforeshipment. '

The Forest City Bit & Tool Com-
pany, Roekford, 111.,Is Introducing to the
trade various lines Of carpenters' tools

which cannot fall to Interest a large class
of our readers. Special referenceIs made
In the advertisementof the company In
another part of this Issue to wood boring
bits, hollow mortising chisels and to com
mon mortising chisels and tools. These
goods are illustrated and described In
what Is known as Catalogue" G," a copy
of which can be had on application.

This Is the season "when the ques
tion of heating is prominently before
houseowners,architectsand builders, and
they are likely to be Interested In what
the Schafer Furnace Company, Youngs-
town, Ohio, has to say this month regard
ing the equipmentwhich It Is offering at
attractive prices. The figures for Its
work are given In the company's adver
tisement,and the statementIs madethat
an illustrated Instruction book will be
sent free to any address if mention Is
madeof Carpentry and Building.

The December number of Graphite,
which Is Issuedby the Joseph Dixon Cru
cible Company, Jersey City, N. J., con
tains the usual amount of Interesting in
formation regarding Dixon's graphite pro
ductions and someof their various appli
cations. Special reference Is made to
lubrication, with Incidental remarks on
graphite paint, with a short chapter on" Steam and Return Pipes for Heating
Systems,"by W. H. Wakeman. Omission
should not be made of the " New Year
Thoughts,"byVicepresidentandTreasurer
John A. Walker, an excellent likeness of
whom appears In connectionwith the ar
ticle.

In a pamphlet sent out by the C. &
A. Patented Building Construction Com
pany. 170 Broadway, New York City, is
presented much Interesting Information
relative to the subject of machine made
or portablehouses,which are at the pres
ent time extensivelyused throughout the
world, more particularly perhaps at the
seaside and In tropical localities where
building timber suitable for the purpose
Is not always readily available. The com
pany points out that the great demand
for portable buildings has warranted an
Increase In Its facilities and It is now
prepared to manufacturebuildings of all
descriptions and of unlimited size. The
portable construction Is madeentirely by
machinery,in sectionseasily handled and
after attractive models of architectural
design. Accompanyingthe catalogueare
a numberof plates carrying half-tone re
productions of photographs of various
stylesof buildingswhich the companyhas
furnished. These for the most part are
one-storystructuresof type particularly
adaptedfor useas summercottagesand In
the tropics. A secondpamphlet sent out
by the same concern is devoted exclu
sively to photographic reproductions of
attractive designs of cottages, accompa
nied by floor plans showing the general
arrangement of the rooms. There are
also numerous Interior views, giving one
an Idea of the way in which they can be
furnished.

The December Issue of Cortright
Metal Shingle Advocatecontainsthe usual
amount of Interesting matter pertaining
to Cortright shingles, together with sea
sonableremarks both of a humorousand
serious nature. The little sheet Is Issued
regularly on the first of each month by
the Cortright Metal Roofing Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., and Chicago, 111.,and
Is oneof the methodsadoptedby the com
pany for pushing the sale of Its goods.

A consolidation has Just been ef
fectedby the SlmondsMfg. Companyand
the Culley File Works of Bltchburg, Mass.,
the new concern being known as the
SimondsFile Company. The officersare:
President, Daniel Simonds; vice-president,
Walter E. Culley ; treasurer, Albert E.
Culley, and secretary, John E. Kelley.
The board of directors consist of the of
ficers named, together with Glfford K.
Simonds, A. T. Simonds and T. Fred
Itowarth. The new company,which Is In
corporatedunder the laws of the State of
Massachusetts,has taken over the plant
and businessof the Fitchburg File Works,
makers of files, hack saws, hack aaw
frames and kindred articles.

The wave of popularity with which
hollow building block construction Is
sweeping over the country lends added
Interest to the announcementpresentedin
our advertising pases Ihis month by the
Ideal ConcreteMachinery Company,South
Bend, Ind. The four cardinal points com
bined in the Ideal Hollow ConcreteBlock
Machine turned out by this concern are
said to be " simplicity, rapidity, adapta
bility and durability." The claim is made
that there are no wheels,chains, cogs or
gear cranks to clog, break or get out of
order, and therefore there is no loss of
time or labor In operating the machlae.
A catalogue Illustrating a^d describing
the machineand giving other Information
of Interest in this general connectionhas
been Issued by the manufacturer, and a
copy of it can be had on application.
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WADDELL MFG. CO.,
CornerTaylor and ColdbrookSt*.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.
Manufacturersof

No.057S.

Wood Carving's
Hand and Machine Carvings, Mouldings, Festooas,
Newel Posts, Head Blocks, Rope and Twist

Balusters and Ornaments.
Almost1.500designsillustratedin ournewcatalogueandprice-list

No.20.Mailedlor 15c.in stamps.

mm

GoingtoMd?!
OURCATALOGUE*Z5W1THPLANS

ANDClATtbTtUSYOUAltABOUT(T.800P&fS.&OOOOESIGMS.
SENDZO<PRgg'rOR POSTAGE

JH£ FOSTER-MUNGERCn.cmcAtaosA,

M
BaIl=Bearing'
Grand Rapids
All=Steel

Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

It youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superior■■ahpulley. WearethelargestBash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealersandJobberseverywhere.
Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STREET, - GRAND RAPIDS MICH.

TH0HA5 MORTON,

a
a
o
■■J

160 Elm Street, New York.
Copper Cable, Champion Metal,
Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of 8UPERIOR QUALITY.

O
3

I
O
3

2
<D

o
3
2.
3

™£ IVES' PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER
PATENTED

FOR WINDOWS AND
SLIDING DOORS
Insures Protection against
Cold Draughts, Dust, Rattling
or Binding.

The that only Window Stop Adjuster made from onepieceof metalthathasa heavybed
wiHnotbendor cup in tighteningthe3crew.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
40PageCatalogmailedfree. New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

mmmm

-No.»3S—49xl2inches,83.BO.
Retailvalue.$7.00.

No.290—48*14Inche»,withCurtainPole,84.SO. Retailvalue,fs.no.
Othersfrom f2.S0op. Largest
assortment.DivisionScreensand
specialGrillestoorder.

Grilles "Direct from Factory" Mantels
TILE of EveryDescription,for Wallaana
Floors.CeramicMosaic-Enamels,etc.

5 buysthis solid
oafeMantel,80
In.high,5-1or60

Incheswide,28x1*Mir
ror. Heavycolumnsand
elaboratecapitals.Tile

facingandhearth.PlatedClubHouseUrate.910.0i>.
Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,Tilesfor
floorsandbaths,BlateLaundryTubs,Grilles,etc
It Is Iree. Orsend10centstopaypostageonowr
Art MantelCatalog.Manteloutfitsfrom818
to S200. W. H. OJBTENDORK.
5417 N. Broad fet.,Philadelphia, Pa,
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ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

Lane Bros. Co.
JOIST AND TIMBER
HANGERS.

Made in more than one hundred listed sizes.
Any special size or modification to order.

Manufactured by

Lane Bros. Co.,
(THE DOOR HANGER MFRS.)

4234S5 Prospect St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4
FLEXIBLE DOOR HflHGEH.

RAYMONHS-

Anii'Frtctlon. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING. ILL.

Carpenters and Builders, Attention
Our large catalogue is now ready to be sent to you. If
your name is not on our mailing list ask us for this book.
This is the most complete SASH and DOOR catalogue
with net prices ever published.
The Carpenter who uses our prices in figuring his work
will surely get the job.
Write to-day. Don't put off.

SCHALLER-HOERR COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS.

MICH.

Catalogueoo
application.

The Kidder's Pocket Book
Features of the new 14th edition of Kidder's Architects'
and Builders' Pocket Book, are 1656 pages of fine thin

paper with gilt edges and rounded corners and an

elegant flexible binding. Price, Five Dollars, Prepaid.
For an idea of the contents send for our 16 page circular.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,
14-16 Park Place, New Vork.

COMPRESSED-LEAD SASH
weights ssagffsaggg
madewithSecurer.itenlngt.

»tandMalleableIron
Weigh*

o

SMOOTHFINISH.
Twlcotheheftof Iron.Oc
cupyoulyhalfthespace.No
KrlcilOD. No Noise. Each
Wettihlcentered,makingIt
baiif* perfectlytrue and
iiun■!>.Indorsedbyall the
eadlngArchitect*andBuild
ers. Price*nohigherthan
the ordinary Cast-LoadWeights.SendforCircular.
Ordersfilledatsight.

RAYMOND LEAD CO.,

LAKE am) CLINTONSTS., ■ CHICAGO,ILLS.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

I Window and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredto desiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Oo notbuilda houseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.
StAKUKACTUlKDBY

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton, la.

Key to the Steel Square

It is a wonderful instructor. It
instantly gives the figures to use
on the common steel square for
the lengths, cuts and bevels for
all rafters. It also gives the fig
ures to use for all polygonal
miters, hopper cuts, etc. Size,
three inches in diameter, com
plete with hook of instruction, all
in morocco case suitable for the
pocket. Can be consulted at a
moment's notice.
Price, post paid, $1.50

Send express or money order to

ALFRED W. WOODS
10° So. Tenth St. Lincoln, Neb.

HUBBARD'S WINDOW SASH LOCK
Not merely* catchbut a lock.
Stopsburglars,rattling sash,wind
andrain. It doesall this and1bout
of sight Sife fur ventilation,etc.
S3.00 Per dnz. 25c, Each
Liberaloffer. Canvasserswanted.
For terms,circulars,etc.applyto
l». p*.HUB BAUD, SON & CO.
259Third Ave.. BayShore.N. Y.
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MANTELS
AKD GRILLES

Also contractorsfor CeramicMosaicandTiles,Interior and
DecorativeMarbles,alsomanufacturersof ImprovedScaeliola
for BathroomsVestibulesandInterior of LobbiesandCorri
dorsinBanks,Libraries,HotelsandPublicBuildings. '•

To Carpenters and Builders. FREE
We will mail our large, handsome96Page (10x12)Cata
logue,thelargestMantelandGrillebookeverpublished,which
costsus nearly50centB. Sendusyourbusinesscardandwe
will showyou a way to makemoneybybecomingour sales
agentfor yourterritory.

Write To-day.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., toe
253NorthAshlandAve., Chicago.

WehaveJustshippedftcarloadofourMantelsand, to theUnitedStatesLegationBuildFinish
iin,China.

A BARGAIN.
THE

AAB
CO

QUARTERED OAK MANTEL
with veneered quartered oak columns,

BEVELED PLATE MIRROR.
polished and rubbed finish, tile facing
(slabbed), and steel summer front.

We will deliver this mantel anywhere

East of the Mississippi River for . .$18.00

Address Dept. A

Writeto-dayfor 40-pageCatalogueshowingfull line.

The A. W. Burritt Co.
"THE MANTEL FOLKS"

400 Knowlton St., Bridgeport, Conn.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER IMPROV!D

Holds the heaviest doors on polis"hed
floors. 50% greater pressure than any
other. Easy to put on, easy to use; the toe
operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, Rochester, N. Y.

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUMN

EVER BUILT.

40 /4* in diameter, 33-10 in. long.

One of four furnished by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club.
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTMANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1128Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,111.
A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cal.

USE.
PATENT LOCK

^lAXUFACTUBERS07
JOINT COLCMNS FOll PEK« OLAS, porches ok interior

SendforCatalogueD19.

T7VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy
of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Ploors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO., 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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M FOBBES FUBHACE
You run no risk in putting in the Forbes Furnace.

Every one guaranteed if properly installed. No
sheet iron drums —entirely cast iron radiating

tubes i inch thick. Will wear for years.
Send fornew catalogue and full particulars.

TUBULAR HEATING AND VENTILATING CO.
228 QUARRY ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

We

Make HEATERS
of j Kind,
every] and Price.

A complete line of Steam and Water Boilers,
Furnaces and Combination Heaters. 1842-
1905. Over 60 years' experience. Ask for
Catalogue. Mention Carpentryand Building
and state mode of heating and style preferred.

International Heater Co.,

NewYork,
1MadisonAve.

I'TICA, N. Y.
Boston,

198SpruceSt.,Chelsea.
Chicago,
48dearbornSt.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

1Bg 11_E
has stood the crucial tests im
posed upon it in various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of its

superiority is that imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,

saying it is "just as good."
There are none "just as

good."
Full particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYB-WELLS CO.. - Royersford, Pa., U.S.A.

"LOW DOWN" CROWN WARM AIR

FURNACE
Particularly adapted for low

cellars and for long distance heat

ing—using either hard or soft coal

or coke.
Simple in construction and

operation, easy to repair.

Most efficient furnace for

churches, schools or residences.

Madeby furnaceexpertsin the finest
furnaceshop in the land.

Writefurpricesanddetailcatalog.

'How to Set Up Your
Own Furnace"

"Whetheryou'r*build
inga newhouseor
havean old one;
whether It is a
school, store,
churchor other
placeto heat,yon

needourbrandnew1'lustratedfurnatebook,"Modern
FurnaceHeating."It 1bvaluable.Instructive;a40-pago
bookthatexplainsthemysteriesofhouseheating,ven
tilating,wheretonutthefurnace,howto locatetho
registers,pipes,chimney,etc It tellshowto warm
freshoxygenfromoutdoors,withoutintroducingcold
drafts. A de
tailed explana
tion Is givenof
howwesell the

No. 45
Leader
Steel
Furnace
for 949andpayfreight east of
Omaha;howyou
canset up this
furnacewithout
experthelpfrom
planswefurnish
free. Writefor
thisexce11eni
book. It s free.
Sendusaplanof
your building.
We'll sendesti
matefrte. Dolt
now.

Hess Warming & Ventilating Company,
709TacomaBuilding, Chicago,Ul.

Furnace $39 SHM ■
and Registers. 82
■.oom.NotJc ofprofitto
L'suntilYou aresatisfied.InSluing, whynotsaycIMl

Setup yourownfurnace.Thousandsnowdo this.
IllustratedInstructionBookfieeIf thispaperisnamed.
AddressSchaferFurnaceCo., Voungsiown,Ohio.

MARCH-BROWNBACK STOVE CO., POTTSTOWN, PA.

The New Book

"Strength of

Beams, Floors

and Roofs"
Makes easy the Designing
and Figuring of Wooden
Beams and Trusses.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

David Williams Company,
Publishers.

14-16 Park Place, New York.
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SASH CHAIN The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO-
Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturersof " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" " "

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

\yE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all kindsof Building Materialwouldbe a greathelpto you in figuring."

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER S BOX CO. LESTERSHIRE& BINGHAMTON,NEWYORK.

THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionXI IronSmoothPlane. UnionX85WoodSmoothPlane.

Supply that demand,and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they

want. They are rigid and solid, easy of adjustment, but a Plane that will
" stay set " when adjusted.

A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, togetherwith the solid Frog,

make

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers,
etc, etc.

It will interest you.

UnionMo.Xi Iron Jack Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Warehouse: IDSChambersSt.,yewYork. UnionNo.X36WoodJackPlam

1»»wv^^^^www>

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS —??»- r- BAKSSoy,«,LLEN co-

i

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a

postal and we will send
it to you.

WORTHLESS
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
p >17-Inch Size, $1.60 each,

arewelcome'to a'copy of our

VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD GACtJEIHON 8T AX1. M OB is

33 Elm Si.. Bnston, tin--.

u

~ For Carpenters,' Machinists,
fVWt)Oft, IRON,

"
ALUMINUM.

Masons.
of all Dealers,", ori ental ok u «■on Request.
¥ DAVIS & COOK, Watertown. N. Y.

FORESTCITY.BIT&TOOLCO.,Rocklord.lll., U.S.A.

' ' Manufacturersof
Wood Borlnp Bits, HollowMortising'"Chisels*
CommonMortisingChiselsairl Tools.)

Sendfar CATALOG"G" Sendfor

The ChampionWrought Metal Base Knobs

NEVER BREAK
rrnW'Kmauk»

CanheprrowerlIntohardwoodwithoutInjury. Inpcn-
louslyconstructedrubberlinttonmsllvreplaced.Made
In citherSteel,Itru?'*or Bronzenndall Finishesto
matchotherhanluarc, Manufacturedonlyby
THECHAMPIONSAFETYLOCKCO.,Geneva,0.
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"Forstner" Brace ^ Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.

The Forstner Labor-Saving Auger Bit, unlike
other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tnan chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.

Manufactured by

C/>e Progressive Mfg. Co. , Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or writ* us direct. Supplied In Sets. Write Tor Catalogue.

DORN'S REVOLVING
MITRE BOX

Saw compound as well as plain mitres
any width with a back saw

4 inches wide.

Send For Booklet
It tellsthebtory CompoundMitre

MANUFACTURED BY

BRAUNSDORF=MUELLER CO.
1093 E. Grand St., ELIZABETH, N. J.

You Can't Get Along
Without Them. Don't Try.

Thousands of mechanics have written us
after receiving our books that they are simply
indispensable to them, and they can be obtained
so easily it is foolishness for anybody to be
without them.

^ —^T. This book is most complete
in information about wood

working tools and

H this one is just as complete and

indispensable to anybody who
wishes to post himself or to find out where to

buy metal working tools, machinery and sup
plies.
Gladly sent to anybody anywhere on receipt
of 25 cents oach.

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
boxb. DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

Hew Universal Square.
Had. In Three Sizes

No. 1 6 inches
No. 2 IO inches
No. 3 13 inches

40.65
l.OO

kWU|7|6 \s\*l» III h
;0000000000000000

Patented
May13,1902.

Soldby
allfirst-classtooldealers.
THE DUBT a s minis-

MFG. CO.
INCORPORATED

NelsonBldg,

ALWAYS READY
Nothingto bead
justed. Hade of
the bentsteel and
of liu-ht wclfbt.Absolutely true.
CombinationTri,
Pitch -Cat, Hip.
andValley Cutand
Mitre »qt»*lr e,
druwlnacircles,kauk-
infflumber,octaK-onal cut*,laying
outamortise-and
tenonsand
innumerable
otherpur-

19 Park Place NewYork City

Price$1.00Ask yourdealerorwriteme.

Flliuacrobscutsaws, hasnoterror*whenyoausethebclrntlncSawHolder. PatentedAim.W,1901.
T. I). liAVLE, - Council Malls, Iowa.
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Pat.Juns12.1888
Otherpat'spending

Barrett's Improved
Combination Roller Gauge
Appeals to all practical carpenters. It is quickly
adjusted with only one screw, direct from the centre,

fastening both beams in their proper place. A

simple device holds the beams in position while be

ing adjusted. It is accurately made and finely
finished. One trial will convince any carpenter of

its many advantages over all others. Insist upon

having the Improved Style, adjusted by one screw.

The Leavitt Machine Co.,
Sola Manufacturers,

Orange, Mass., U.S.A.

SOMETHING NEW

Heal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination

try square you save time, also the

price of one tool. You can see

by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired

position to make the square and

bevel cut with one stroke of the

pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., 0TS,^Al

I & U Shaped Steel Bar
Any Length Desired.

QUICK ACTING. TIME SAVING.
Cataloguefree.

BATAVIA CLAMP CO.
23 Centerstreet, BATAVIA, N. Y.

The Carpentry and Building Series of Designs
COMPRISES FOUR ELEOANTLY PUBLISHED VOLUMES,

No. I. Cottage Designs with Constructive Details.
Range of Cost, 600 to 1,500 Dollars

No. 2. Low Cost Houses with Constructive Details.
Range of Cost, 750 |to .2,500 Dollars

No. 3. Modern Dwellings with Constructive Details.
.Range oT Cost, 2,000 to 5,000 Dollars

No. 4. Suburban Homes with Constructive Details.
Range of Cost, 3,000 Dollars Upward^!

It has been aimed to make the Carpentry and Building Series the most com
plete collection of designs published for the use of architects, investors, and all

who intend to build homes and are seeking suggestion with respect to design
and arrangement.
These books represent the best and most practical in plans of moderate cost

uburbau dwellings, both in respect to the examples of houses treated and the

exact.and detailed method of illustration.

On© Dollar Eaoh, Fost/oaici.

Furnace Heating

is from the hand of an expert

in that kind of work. From a

man widely experienced in

the practice, and competent

to present a clear practical

treatment on the introduction

of warm air apparatus into

different buildings, on a scien

tific and economical basis.

The furnace man, the builder,

the owner, who seeks solution

of problems attending the

designing and laying out of

furnace work, may be safely

governed by the rules and

data here laid down.

He will find a discussion of :—

The typesof furnaces and their effi
ciency.
Tbe comparative merits of furnace
and othersystems*

The combinationsystem.

The introduction of air and ventila
tion.
Heating andventilating SchoolBuild
ings, l'ublic liuildingp. Churches
andStores,

The Fan Furnace Combination
System.
TemperatureControl.
Estimates andContracts.
Fuels, with Tables and Data.
And anappendixonFurnaceFittings.

By William G. Snow

ijo Pages 90 Illustrations
$r-50 Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
Publishers

14-16 Park Place, N.Y.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO., Publishers, 14- 16 Park Place, New York.
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FAR AHEAD for smooth, easy work and holding edge,
will be YOUR VERDICT ON TRYING

CHAPLIN'S IMPROVED PLANES
Patented Feb. 14, 1899; Oct. 30, 1900; Dec. 24, 1902.

We want you to have a copy of our booklet, just issued,

"A - PLANE' TALK ABOUT A GOOD PLANE!"
We want you to have a copy, for it is a booklet you really need in your business.
We'll gladly send you this booklet with our compliments, promptly upon
receipt of your request.

May we send you a copy ?

TOWER & LYON COMPANY,
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

We
Invite
the

Severest
Comparative
Teste.

A NEW BOOK REPRINTED
FROM

CARPENTRY and BUILDING

Plank Frame

Barn

Construction

A neat cloth bound
manual with ample
description and illus
tration.

Contains
examples
which will interest all
builders and carpenters

Fifty Cents, Postpaid.

some good
in framing

DWID WILLIAMS CO., Publishers,

14*14 Park Place, New York.

It is the Best that money can buy.
Each one carefully hardened and
tempered by itself.
Examined, Tested and Guaranteed

Perfect.

Drop Forged in assorted sizes.

I cfc CO..
NEWARK, N. J.

•AAAA*****AAAAAA*AA*AAAAA aiaiaiaiabaiia>i*h*waii*ii*ii*ii*ii*ii*i»*m*ii*ii*ii*ii*i<*i1*11*1.1*11*1iVftiV^^j

® WOOD DRILLSHARC RAVE

Made of the best material, forged and not
milled. Especially adapted to hard wood, and
will not be injured bycoming in contact with a
nail or screw, and having a longer point, cuts
much faster than a metal drill. Bores a
smooth hole in any direction; will not split
the wood nor turn aside from the grain or
knots. Speed and feed are entirely under the
control of the operator.

QUALITY,
FINISH,
DESIGN.

Specifythesegoodsto your dealer.
1HER.TAKE NO OT

Sendsix cents for cat. No 200.

The Cincinnati Tool Co.
Norwood, CINCINNATI, 0.

MITRE BOX
dmEntirely STEEL.

No More Breaking.
MostdesirableBoxon themar
ket,beingway aheadin quality
andimprovements.

Send for Folder,

GOODELL MFG. CO.,
GREENFIELD, MASS.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. Sks** ™»>*™ *™- NEWARK, N. J.

i

i!

i!

i

i:
i!

i!

i!

THE MAN BEHIND THE SAW !

Behind a Hand Saw stand: —
The man who makes the steel ;
The man who tempers and hardens it;
The man who grinds it;
The man who finishes it, and
The man who uses it!

Behind the AtKins Celebrated Silver Steel Hand Saws
stand the most skillful workmen among saw makers anywhere and the best carpenters who want the

best tools and know them when they see and use them.

ATKINS
ALWAYS
AHEAD.

E. C. ATKINS (BL CO., Inc.,
Factories: - - INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
BranchHod»«»:—No.84ReadeStreet,NewYorkCity. Memphis,Tenn.Portland,Ore.Atlanta,Oa.
Seattle,wash.

Minneapolis,Minn.
Chicago,111. Toronto,Ont.

WRITE FOR OUR
FREE CARPKNTER'S
TIME BOOK.
Mentionthispaper.

DISSTOIN Filing Guide and Clamp.
Especially Designed to assist those not skilled in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

HENRY DISSTON 8 SONS,
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL O FILE WORKS,PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INC.,

"Simplex"
HASP and
IN ONE.

HOOK

Sl/.OP.Sin.S
Aakvourdoalcrfor the"Simplex"Put. HaspU.iok
f hedoesnotcatryIt,wrtleusfor famplcan<lprices.

for Salebuall Jobbers
THE WOOIUIOUSE HI>\Y. MFG. CO

ST. LOUIS,MO.

WHATBUI1.DKKSHAVE BEKN LOOKING FOR

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AnabsolutelylellablelevelingInstrumentfor Archl
tecU.huiliiers,«artiei-ten1,andMuueMasons.Canbo
linedfor anykind uf foundationwork and Ket-
Uutfaiieles,lasimpleInIts0 nsirurtlon.easilyunderstood,aiidcanbeoperatedbvanyone la madeofHra*f,oxidized,andhasaBllve-edrircleof degrees.
HasachromaticTeienc<ipeof amidepowerfor suchwork. Price ImludtuL:I'ltimbHob.Tripodand
GiaduatedBodandTarjfeLf-.»t).irO.Writeforcircular
andbeeonvluccd.Lvt'ryInstrumentKiiarantctd.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
53'/i West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Ua.
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FALE'S PAT. PLANE
ConstitutingCarpenterFlow,Dado,FUletster.Hatch
ingSash,Hollows,Rounds,Beads,Rabbets,Nosings,
CaseMouldings,QuarterRounds,&c. ThemostCom
pactandServiceableTooleverinvented. Universally
endorsedbycarpenters.

AGENTS WANTED.

OTIS A. SMITH, Sole Mfr.. Rockfall, Conn.

==r An Instant Core For Slipping Belts J

DIXON'S
SOLID BELT DRESSING.

WRITEFORA FREE SAMPLE.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JerseyGty.N.J.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO., 22 Dey Street, New York City,

Speaking Tubes. Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfar Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools
No. 41—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 42—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 50—RECIPROCATING DRILL for wood or mktals.
The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but "Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SA
TOOL THAT S STAMPED^L F

TANLEY
IS THE BEST OF ITS KIND K

IMPROVED CARPENTERS* TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U. S. A.

A COMPLETE FBAMIM BULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
^^^^^1^^^^^^ OTTUMWA. IOWA.

We have now ready our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE No. 19

devoted exclusively to

Wood Workers'

Tools.
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomelyprinted on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any addresson receipt of

10cents postage.

Wm. P.Walter's Sons,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
manufactured by

MALLORY MFG. CO.,
M.J.

HALE &
BENJAMIN'S

Patented

Automatic Blind Hinges
Flushandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to puton, stronganddurable.Warranted. Also
combinationawningbinges. Withthesebingesblinds
will not Blamor hlowoff. Theyaretheonlyhinges
adaptedtobayormulllonwindows,nstheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,contractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedthemseveral
years.Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdea'erdoesnotkeeptbemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY,

Manufacturers,
No. 1 AsaonctStreet, Wo

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,riuss.,U.S.A.

™£ Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTune

for the draughtsman,
andisagreat aid to the
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorTSquaregivesaccurateangles. You get measurementsdirect from the board. Hasa drawerforustruments,and can becarriedaroundto makeIrawlngsonthespot. Circularstrm.

I. & G. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phlla., Pi.
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Saw Filing GuideDisston,Henry& Sons.
Snw HoldersGayle.T. D.
Saw Jointers
CrescentMachineCo.
Snw Sets
TaintorMfg.Co.
Snw Tnbles
CrescentMachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
Saws
Atkins.E. C. tc !o.
Disston,Henry& Bona.
Hammacher.8ehlemmer& Co.Jennings,C. E. Co.
NationalSawCo.
SlmondsMfg.Co.
Schools
AmericanSchoolof Correspondence
InternationalCorrespondence
Schools.
Screw Drivers
KraeuterftCo.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.

Sheet Metal Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Shingles and Tile.,
Metallic
BergerMfg.Oo.
ChattanoogaRoofingft FoundryCo.
CortrightMetalRoofingCo,
MontroasMetalShingleCo.
NationalSheetMetalRoofiin. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
ShinBle»HipWheelingCorrugatingCo.
Shingle StainsCabot,SamueL
Shutter WorkerMalloryMfg.Co.
Shutters (SeeBlinds)
Skylights
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRootingft Fdry,
Co.
Drouve,G. Co.
EdwardsMfg.Co.
KannebergRooting& Ceiling
Co.
Mullins,W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Speaking Tnbes
Ostrander,W. R. ft Co.
Spring Hinges
BomrnerBros.
Squares
Dubyft Shlnn.
Fox.P. L.
NichollsMfg.Co.
Steel Figures
Letters
Sackman,F. A
Steel Square Key
Woods,AlfredW.
Stoves and RaniBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural Iron and
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural Slate
Johnson,E. J. ft Co.'
Tanks. Steel
O. K. HarrySteelWorks.Tiling
Ostendorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walters Sons,W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammacher,Schlemmer&Co
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBitft ToolCo.GageToolCo.
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Co
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Kraeuter&Co.
MillersFallsCo.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.ProgressiveMfg. Co.
Smith,OtisA.
StanleyRuleft LevelCo.
Starrett.L 8., Co.Strellnger,C. A., Co.
Tower& LyonCo.
Walter'sSons,Wm. P.
Wilkinson.A. J., ft Co.Turned, Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.Ventilating Attach
mentDrouve,G.t Co.
Ventilators
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammacher,SchlemmerftCi
Wagon Jacks
RataviaClampCo.
Water Closets
ChicagoHouseWreckingCo
Wax. Finishing andPolishing
Johnson,S.C, &Son.
Weather Strips
Hammacher,SchlemmerftCa
KingMfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Broad Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Window Apparntns
Drouve.G. Co.
Window and DoorStops
KingMfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
8tanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust
ers
Ives,HobartB.. ft Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Windows, Fireproof
Mullins.W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarvuX
Co.
Wood Mantels
(SecMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumber& Bo*
Co.
Wood Working Maehinery
American Wood Workiu:
Mach'yCo.
Bames.W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
CordesmanMachineCo.
Fay, J. A. ft EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder.R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.Marston,J. M. ft Co.
ParksDall BearingMachin
eryCo.
BenecaFallsMfg.Ca
Wood Working Ma
chinery, Second
. HandLoneTs!»ndMnehineryOo.
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CLEAN— SANITARY— ODORLESS— NEWEST DESIGNS-
BEST APPLIANCES— FINEST NICKEL TRIMMINGS

Seamlesscastiron,heavy3-inchrollrim.5feetIn
andovertherollrim. TheftttlngBareextraheavybrat*snickel-plated,consistingofOutsideStanding

engthandPOlnchesIn1Idtb.finestwhiteporcelainenameledon theInside
Koman"wastewithTHE BATH TUB

chinaIndexbutton; Fullerdoublehathcock;off-setsupplypipes;wTtbfloorflanges,
THE LAVATORY Countersunkgenuinejii*rulê slab;solidporcelainf14xi"lnchP̂atentoverflowovalbasin:nickel-r>latedbrassropepattern. nickel-platedbrassFullerbasincocks;
trap{bothtrapandsupplypipestothewall);nickel-platedchainandrut

"

OUALITY WeguaranteeeveryarticleusedIn thi±— crazes,chipsor defectsfromordlnary
aiaterial.Theoutfitwhibefurnishedwithfloorscrews,flanges,

nickel-platedbrasssupplypipes:withairchambers; nickel-platedbrassr stopper;basinclamps,screws;andnickel-platedflanges.
seatand"plated
elbow

thisBaihRoomoutfittobenewandperfect.TheenamelwareIsguaranteedfortwoyearsagainst— wear. Any articleprovendefectivewithinthistimewillbecheerfullyreplacedwithperfectclamps,etc.,completeandreadytosetup.

Tur CLOSET Low tankpattern,thoroughlysanitaryandmodernInconstruction; lutOBtimprovedVitreoussyphonwash-downbowl•se* ^^ covermadeofseasonedquarter-PawedOakwithhighpolishedfinish;seatattachesdirectlytothebowlwithpostandnickelEmgei: tankislinedwithheavycopperandincludesahighpressureballcockandfloatvalvesyphon,andhasnickel-platedpushbuttonaction; two-Inch
connectionbetweentheisnkandthebowl,andnickel-platedsupplypipefromfloor10thetank.

Connectionseasl
Guaranteedor JMon

made.Any
■■Reiumled.

>rdinarymechaniccaninstallwiththeaidof our comprehensiveorklngplansandInstructions.Satisfaction

PRICE, as Described,
Wewill furnishthe additionaltrimmings—paper
holder—two towelbars—glassshelf—bathseaiand
soapcup,for$7.00.

$55.00 Other Bath Room Outfits
from $25.00 to $125.00

WRITE US Anyoneinterestedin PlumbingMaterialorHeattngApparatusof anykind,willdowelltowritetouabeforebuyingelsewhereaswehavethelargestandfinestselectionin theworld,andcansavepurchaserconsiderablemoney—allfullyguaranteed.
All thematerial used in this outfitIn absolutelybrand new.

We Can Save You 30 to 50 per cent, on Your Lumber Bills
VT«areengagedIn dismantlingtheFifty MillionDollarSt.LouIbWorld'sFair. WepurchasedthlagreatestofExpositionsoutrightandofferyoua

wonderfulopportunityto saveat least30percent,onyourpurchaseIn thisline. Betterlumberthanthatwhichweareofferingdoesnotgrow. Itsyearof
servicehasonlytendedtoIncreaseItsvalue. It Isthoroughlyseasoned.Wemustaellthislumberatonce.

SEND US YOUR LUMBER BILLS FOR OUR ESTIMATE
OBapplicationwewillquoteyoupricesFreightPrepaidtoyournearestShippingPoint.
Now 1»youropportunityto out Into executionyourlongcontemplatedimprovement..Wehavelumberfor everypurpose; for BuildingBouses,

Bams,Cribs.FarmBuildings,Fences,etc.,etc.
10,000 good Doom,81.00, Also Fancy Doors from 81.50 to 84.00. Sash lor every purpose. 2.000 tSreeuhonsesgasb,

3x6 Inches, glazed, at 81.65.
WehaveanOfficeontheExpositionGroundsatSt.Louis. VisitorsarecordiallyInvitedtovisitourHeadquartersatthatpoint.
OulckdeliveryIf youorderatonce.Speciallnwpricesaremsdeforlumberfordeliverywithinthenext30days.
WecanfurnishStuddlne,Joists,Planking,DressedandMatchedFlooring.Sheathing,Timbers,Infact,lumberforanypurpose.

STEEL ROOFING $ 1 . 75 SM
Paintedredbotbside*,moatdurableandeconomical
roofing,aidingorcellingfor barns,sheds,houses,stores,
crlba,poultrybouses,etc. Easiertolayandcheaperthan
anyothermaterial.No experiencenecessaryto lay it.
A hammerorhatcbetaretheonlytoolsyouneed.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
toallpointseastofColorado,exceptColorado,Oklahoma.
TexasandIndianTerritory.ThisIsourNo.15,semi-hard
ened,fiat fteel roofing:*2ix24inches,persquareof 100
squarefeet $1.79
Corrugated V Crimpedorstandingseam,

persquare1.85
For25c.persquaremorewefurnishthismaterialIn6and8ft. lengths.
Bricksidingandbeadedceilingorsiding,per100squarefeet 92.25

"EAGLE" FELT ROOFING ,gg sc0euTrepefreEt
Two-ply" Eagle" BrandRoofingwithoutSupplies,persquare ............•..•..*•.•.,>>...>•>•.•••••'*..•."•WlrThree-ply" Eagle"BrandKooflngwithoutSupplies,persquare - \— OOcVulcaniteRoofing,with nails,capsandcement;doesnotrequirecoating,persquare 81 .75(.nlvunlzedRubberRooting,thefinestreadyroofingmanufactured,goodenoughforanykindof Building,alsouseful andpracticallor liningPurposes.Nails,capsandccmeutfurnished.DoesnotrequirecoatingafterIt Ibontheroof. Threegrades,81.50, 81.90 and82.15 persquareSamplesfurnishedfree.
QalvanlzedIronConductorPipe,size3In,per10ft. length42cQalTtalcedIronF.aveTrough,size3i»In.,per10ft.length31cUaivanlzedIronElbows,3men,each 14cKaveTroughCorners,each

A5SEaveTroughHangersperdozen.
GalvanizedUldgeRoll,2Inchroll,perfoot 4Hc

THOUSANDS OF OTHER ITEMS
Hardware. Iron Pipe, Heating Apparatus. Paint*, Tool., Pomp., Tanks, Boilers and Engines, Dynamos, Electrical Apparatus

Fire Hose, Fencing, Wire, Safes, Vault Doors, etc., elc.

Ask for Catalog No. 608

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Sts., Chicago
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American Saw Benches
FOR ALL
CLASSES
OF WORK

WRITE US RE
GARDING THEM

Fig. 622. HoustonCombinationSawandDado
Machine.

Fig. 637. ClementNo.1VarietySawBench.

Fig. 623. ClementNo.2CombinationSaw. Fig. 617. No.~%CombinationSawandDadoMachine.

Fig. 633.—ClementNo.1VarietySawBenchwithBoringAttachment.

American Wood Working Machinery Co.
New Orleans Chicago New York
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No. 5 "Union
(Almost a Complete Workshop in One Machine.)

THIS Machine is suitable for various kinds of work — ripping
(up to 3/4" thick), cross-cutting, mitering, rabbetting
dadoing, etc., and with the additions of extra attachments, boring,
scroll-sawing, edge moulding, beading,
etc. The heaviest, most substantial,
accurate and easiest running machine
of its kind on the market.
ADVANTAGES: Large adjustable com

bination wood and iron table, 28x 36"; fold
ing extension rolls for long work; two hand
powers, one for self-feed ripping and the
other for cro.*s-cutting,etc., arranged at reat
of machine, leaving table free and allowing
operatora natural, upright and easyposition;
our patent foot-power with walking motion;
three changes of speed, three changes of feed, no lost
motion, power being transmitted entirely by chain belt
and accurate machinecut gears, steel shafts and babbitt
metal lined boxes, adjustable for wear; easyand quick to
changemachinefrom one operation to another.
WE BUILD a complete line of Foot, Hand and Light
Power Wood Working Machinery, and guarantee each
machine to be thoroughly practical and accurate.
Machines sent on trial and if not found entirely
satisfactory may be returned at our expense.

Send for Catalog' A.

f 9 Combination
Self-Feed Rip
and Cross-CutSaw

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co
209 Water St.,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S.A. 91H.

HAND POWER FOOT
WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY.

A Complete Line

for a
Carpenter

and

Builder.

Any of our
machineswill
pay for them-
selvesinayear

and oftenIn a
singlejob.

Oar Machines are
so constructed that

70a can take them
to the house you are
building.

. ■. Saves Time

Tenoner.

Why buy these Machines? BECAUSE
Youcansave,amillman'sprofit.
YoucanmakemoremoneywithleucapitalInvented.100canmanufactureInasgoodstyleandfinish,andat lowercostthanthemill.
Yoncanworkupstuffaheadlu winterfor thespringrushlabuilding
10,000buildersareusingfromonetoelgbtof our different
machines.

Ourmachines
are not com
plicated, but
simple,strong,
practical and
built for good
hardwork.
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ARE YOU THINKING OF GETTING
Wood-working Machines^?

Ever interested in motor-
driven tools? They're
slowly but surely coming.
We're furnishing them
right along.

That's all wemake—been making it 75 years, for the four corners of the world. It will pay
you to investigate them.

No. 133 new Four Side
Inside Molder, 12 or 15
by 6 inches. For light or
heavy work. Replete
with labor-savingdevices,
and has all the latest im
provements.

We make a complete line of inside and outside molders—smallest to largest sizes—eachhaving Fay & Egan quality—
a guarantee for merit.

j. A. FAY & EGAN CO. 221-241 W. Front St.
CINCINNATI, 0.

LARGEST BUILDERS OF WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY IN THE WORLD

Catalogue,bookson
bandsaws,tindersoruni
versalwood-workers,free.

CORRUGATED IRON 1
Painted and G»lvanlr«d. )

SCOTT (EL CO., Agents ■
_. . _ WantedCincinnati) O.

IRON ROOFING
Painted and Galvanized.

om-
f all
ling.

OPPORTUNITY . .
Makes the Man.

Thereforegraspthli opportunityNOW,thatwill take
youto thehighwayot successbyuelnKtheA. B.C.BCHKDULES,or ITEMIZEDBLANK ESTIMATING
FOKMSfortheuseof
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
TheseSchedulesnresuperiortoanythingof thekind
alreadyofferedfor*>ale.Notatextbookonestimating,
oraseriesof tablet,butjustaseriesof sfmp'
monsenseBlankfrorins,givingacomplete11
ItemsenteringInto theconstructionof a 1
It will pay you to Investigate this.
ThereIsa separateandcompleteschedulefor eachof
the following trades:—CAKPENTERS, MASONS.PLUMBERS,PAINTERS.
A Bamplecopyof Schedulecoveringanyof those
tradesfor25c.A completebook(oneof eachseries)
ONEDOLLAR.
THE GEN PUBLISHING CO.,

P.O.BoxNo.14. BROOKLYN,NEWYORK.

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE. ha*

If youneedany
thingin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCent
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata*
log. Shipments
prompt Iymade
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas largo
ones.

B.C. KAROL.235W.HarrisonSt..Chicago,III,

MARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A
^^pfSfcfc^S TEEL STAMP.!
61 PROSPECT ST.

HEHD FOR PRICE-LIST No.7

—CONTRACTORS—
Young mendesiring to fit themselvesfor
Contractorsshould fill out and sendthis
advertisementtous to-dayand receiveour
200pagehandbook(FREE) describing"our
Contractors'andBuilders'courseandover60
others, includingArchitecture,Electrical,
Mechanicaland Civil Engineering,Heating,
Ventilation and Plumbing. Architectural
Drafting, MechanicalDrawing,Telephony,
TelegraphyTextiles,etc.

American School of Corre>ponoeni.
Chicago,1U

Na „
Address

CityandState..
_C.&B. s-0

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Center part of top ii made of iron accu
rately planed, with grooves on each side of
saw for gaugesto slide in.
Steel shafts andbestbabbitt metal boxes.
Gears areall machine-cat from solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete, 350pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Ruggles St., Bolton, Mass.

o UR descriptive catalogue of Building Trades Bookswill interest every progressive Carpenter and Builder.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.. 14 16 Park Place, N. Y.
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Most Accurate Woodworkers Use

Fox Universal Wood Trimmers
IP YOU DON'T, YOU OUGHT TO, PROVIDED YOU
WANT TO DO BETTER WORK FOR LESS MONEY.

4AUN"vfRS*LT«lMHfc*-*-Rj;UXPaT£. r

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
AB80LUTKPBOTECTIOMfromLIGHTNINGt«glren
byo-eofoarcontinuouscopperconductors.

E.G.Washburne& Co.,46 CortlandtSt..NewYork.
Telephone3123Cortlandt.

Work put up or material 1

THE IMPROVED
Hand and Foot Power E. F. B.

SAWING MACHINE.
Por Carpenters,BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
Who Have ShopsWithout Power.
•»KNl>FOK CIRCULAR.

THE "BARNE8 TOOL CO.i New Haven,Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

FIFTEEN THOUSAND FOX TRIMMERS ARE IN USE BY CARPENTERS,
BUILDERS, INTERIOR FINISH MILLS, ETC.

Ask for Special Trimmer Catalog or Qeneral Catalog.

WEALSO MAKE DADO HEADS,BORTNOMACHINES, MITER MACHINES, MACHINE KNIVES
BAND SAWS, PLANERS, LATHES, SAW FILING MACHINERY, Etc.

387 N. FRONT ST.,

QRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

concreteorothermasonry.
IHA1WONDKXPAN
9-11.18-15MurrayStreet,

Fox Machine Co.,

CRESCENT MACHINERY
Quality Is all rlftht— so's the price

Band Saws,
Jointers,
Saw Tables,
Band Saw Blades.

Nothing else.
Catalog tells the re»t.

THe crescent UlacHine Co.. jjj
206 Main 81.,

Patented.
Forfasteningfiitnres,timbers,etc.,to briefc.stone.

SHIN BOLT CO..
NewYork,N.T

EarnMoreMoney
International CorrespondenceSchools

Box969.Scranton,Pa.
Pleaseexplain,withoutfurtherobligationonnaypart,
howI canqualifyfora largersalaryin the
positionbeforewhichI havemarkedX.

Architect SanitaryEngineer
ArchitecturalDrafts. ForemanPlumberBuildingInspector Electrician
ContractorandBuilder SteamEngineer
StructuralEngineer MarineEngineer
MechanicalEngineer Surveyor
MechanicalDralle. TextileExpert
MachineDesigner Bookkeeper
ElectricalEngineer StenogrepherMunicipalEngineer AdWriter
Heat,andVent.Eng. French) WithChemist GermanV Edleon
Sheet-MetalDraft*. Spanish) Phonograph
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 and 30 Central Avenui.
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Finest Qrades of Latest Improved

Wood-Working Machinery
For PlaningMills, FurnitureandChair Factories,Car
riage,WagonandAgriculturalWorks. Circulars
andprices. Correspondencesolicited.Universal Wood-Worker. No. Planer and Matcher.

©all©earing
MACHINERY.

Great improvement for foot
power, Rip Saw, Band Saw
and Boring. All ready for use,

same forpower.

5§^3 Other attach-
1 ments and use
ful tools.

Manufacturedby

PARKS
BallBearingMach.Co.
Sis.A.,

Cincinnati. Oblo

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

madet If so send for illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matchers24in.
PonyPlaners16,80,24In.

WoodsMoulder12In
Berlin Moulder15In.
KogersMoulder8In.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,RollingTopSawTables,GasandGasolineEn.
glnes.BandSaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,
Jig Saws.
A1 CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
15 Washington Ava., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ALL Tk SEDED*

[TO APPLIO

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

*T/HE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB
EROID R00FIN6 does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
' ' above all things ' ' avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

MANUFACTUREDSOLELYBT
The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork.

ChicagoOffices : 188-90MadisonSt.

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANtTFACTtTREBSOF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Far Floor* In Htorrs, Churches, Depots,
Kitchens. UqIIh, Porches, Ac.

Officeand Factory.Bluff Street,nearGist,

PITTSBURG. PA.

Three Times the Service
oneitherhouseorbarn
MONTROSS Metal
Sbinole-Roofino oat-la sts allothermethods.

%f/^sc
'•''re-proof,easilyapplied.

'/-//mi Catalog,testimonialsandpricesfree.imaiimiiwuu/ >l» J>rioe«Ae«.
Montross Metal Shingle Co.,0^/*

THE EDWARDS METAL CEILINGS
FIRE-PROOF, IDURABLE, DUST PROOF, ARTISTIC, SANITARY

Cornices,

Skylights,

Corrugated

Iron,

Metal

Shingles, i

Steel

Roofing,

Siding,

Etc.

Write

for

General

Catalog

L
and

Special

Metal

Ceiling

Catalog

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
EGGLESTON AVE.

" The Sheet Metal Folks" CINCINNATI, OHIO.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 52 Broadway.

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court rooms,
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceilingsareshippedreadyforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired.WorkingdrawinKSfur
nished.They'readaptedtoanykindof building.
ExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRoofing,Siding,MetalShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkandFlreprooflngMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. Askfor them.

THE BERQER MFQ. CO.

NewYork,
CANTON, OHIO.
Boston. Phlla.
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"AMERICAN
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished In either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It Is made from galvanized iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

^American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.

MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cementonly materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs $125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. 8ENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO., SSJ^tS^

Simplicity, Rapidity
Adaptability, Durability
ARE
THE FOUR CARDINAL POINTS

fwj Wheels,Chains,
I ^ Cogs, Gears or
Cranks. Nothing to
Clog, Break or get out
of order. No loss of
time or labor.

CombinedIn

The Ideal Hollow Concrete

Block Machine
" The Peer
of All"

Manufacturedby

Ideal Concrete Machinery Co.
, Ind. South Bend,lnd.

Handsomt Catalogand
Bookletfor the asking.

formed on bottomof themould,
s withdrawn horizontallyby lever

—not by hand. Guaranteedcapacity,
twomen,10hours,-AX)blocks.A portable
machinethatcanbecarriedwitheaseby
twomen. Over200in useIn the Stateof
Indiana alone- The only machinewith
whichcan beaccomplishedthe facingof
blocksby the Borstsystem A business
propositionto themakerof blocks. An
appeal to thecommonsensejudgment
of the builder.
In correspondingwith uswemakeour
- your Interests.

THE "ANTI-PLUVIUS" SKYLIGHT
Absolutely and permanentlyimpervious to rain,
snow, sleet or dust without putty or cement.

With bridge arrangementfor walking on
the skylight without danger of breaking
the glass. Specially adapted for large
buildings and shopswherethere is always
more or less vibration.

A—SteelSupportingBar.
B—Mall.IronBridge.
C—FlatIron. H-Galv.BrassStud.
D—Felt. J—Bridge(for walkingon
E—Glass. skylight).
G. DROUVE' CO., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.
AlsoManufacturer,andErectorsof

THE LOVELL WINDOWOPERATING DEVICE,
and Estimate* Cheerfully Furnished.

F—CopperSheetCap.
G—CollGalv.BrassSpring.

Solicited

^ECURr? if
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMUROOFWC
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
Send(orSamplesandPamphlet

STOWEILMFGCO
JERSEY CITX N.J

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'

or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor, HfckoxBid?., CLEVELAND, O.
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WE CARRY FULL STOCK IN
ALL OUR WAREHOUSES.

BRANCH OFFICES and
WAREHOUSES.

New York City . 47 Cliff Street
Chicago .... 45 LakeStreet
St. Louis . 112So.EighthStreet
Philadelphia - - 402RaceStreet
Boston,Mass. - - 132PearlStreet
Chattanooga,Tenn. ■ ■King Street

SAMPLE POSTPAID ON
REQUEST.

SPECIFY

jj o #
WHJTAKER
„ II La A

STAMPED

WHITAKER OLD STYLE
ROOFING PLATES

The Whitaker Old Style Redippedis madeby thePalm Oil Processfrom per
fect,carefullyannealedblackplate,and carries47 poundscoatingof pure tin and new
leadto the20x28 box,weighsnet—IC 253 pounds; IX 312 pounds. Every sheet
is resquared,inspectedand packedwith our guarantee. THERE CAN BE NO
BETTER ROOFING PLATE MADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

WHEELING CORRUGATING COMPANY,
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.

HICKS BUILDERS GUIDE
18
th

T
H
0
U
S

A
N
D

A testimonial of the Guide, more expressive than any we could offer, is the
sale, which is now in the eighteenth thousand. The book sells because it is
wanted and is wanted because it is known to be one of the most practical,
convenient and useful of the handbooks for the young carpenter and builder.
The Guide was designed by a man who understood their needs and the knotty
problems of the daily work are solved in the simplest and best ways.

Especially full on the methods of framing and
estimating the cost of labor and material

A GLANCE AT THE CONTENTS:

A practical reviewof measuies,items and quantities,
ists of material.

Points on Estimating

with li

Geometrical Measurements of Roofs.
Explaining the accuratemethodof measuringvarious
shapedroofs.—Illustrated.

Hip and Valley Roofs.
Anothersectionon figuringroof area. Clearlyexplained

and illustrated.

Estimating Labor for Carpentry Work.
Toe author'ssimpleandreliablemethodof findingfigures
and quantitiesin this comparativelydifficult phaseof estimating—withlistsof itemsandprices.

Short Cut in Estimating.
A shortmethodof figuringthebulk of roughwork,including framing,raising,sheetingsiding,roofng, layingif floors,sett;ig partitions,&c.

Practical Methods of Construction.Bringingout a few pointson carpentrywhich'are'oftenneglectedor overlooked.—Illustrated.
Binding Sliding Doors.
A frequentlyneededremedy.—Illustrated.
Art of Roof Framing.
A verycompletetreatmentextendingfrompagea87to 150.Beginswith the simplestform of roof andgoesstepby stepthroughroof framingof;alldescriptions.—50illustrations-.*

Mitering Pianceers, Mouldings, Etc. "
Illustratesanddescribesthemakingof joints,whichmanyworkmenfindtroublesome.

16G Pages. 114 Illustrations. One Dollar, Postpaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers,
14-16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
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Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL,
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
Savesfrom8to 24boarsIn layingouta singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframetaemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertainty.IT DOES ALL THIS. It.lsaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.It giveslengthsfor anyratters.It givescutsforprincipals,jacks,hips,valleysandcripples.Savestimefor theskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addressthemanufacturers,

G. A. TOPP <SL CO., - Indianapolis. Ind.
uWHATWILL IT COST TO PATENT MY INVENTION?"
Is answeredto yourentiresatisfactioninmybooklet" ABOUT PROTECTING INVENTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES." This bookletalsotellsabouttheoriginandgrowthof the patentsystem,stateswho can becomeapatentee,howto Andoutif your inventioncanbepatented,bowto patentyour invention,and howtoobtaina stroDgand comprehensivepatentwhichwill makefor thesuccessof yourinvention. I will sendthebooklettoanyone.

GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Attorney,
No. 800 H. Street,N. W., Washington, D.'CBeferenceson request.

I Tasks.
Oar Sash Operating

Apparatus shifts one

sash or loo of them—

with perfectease.Total

absence of chains, ca

bles, springsor compli

cated system of levers

or sliding gears.

Can beoperatedfrom

any desired location.

R. H. Macy's store,

Otis Elevator Factory

andhundreds of others

use our devices.

Send for Catalog X-V

BURNHAM-HITCHINGS-PIERSON CO.
1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St., New York.

Boston Branch t 819 Tremont Building.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs appropriate for anystyle -*
ture.
of archltec-

AU Styles GalvanizedandCopperSkylights,Cornices,Flnials, Crestiogs,Ventilators,Metal
Shingles,RoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Siding,etc Write
forCatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co..uufaoturersi,
CANTON. OHIO.

SKYLIGHTS
Our Helal Bkylighta
Give Watistactlon.'

They are so constructedthat all condensationIs carried to thecurbanddischargedthrongs weep boles on to the root without soaking between laps.
The peculiar ronsirnction ol the curb on our skylights renders connterflnshinglsn.'Df*C *»mhi*y•
Frames ol galvanized Iron or copper,with glass ot any kind or thickness.
Write lor oar New Cornice, 8kyHittatand OrnamentCatalog.
THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

The Successful Builder
Conductshis businesson systematic
principles.
He requiresa safe,simple,practical,
accurate,and at the same time rapid
methodfor estimatingcost of labor and
material.
A prominentbuilderhasperfectedsuch
amethod,basedonactualexperience,not
theory.
WehavecompiledsameIn book form
andare sellingit at the low price of 50c.
Invaluablefor repairwork,whichisthe
mostdifficultkindof estimating.
Thephenomenalrun of this work hasnearlyexhaustedthesecondedition.
A $2,000residenceestimated in 80
minutes.

DON'T DELAY

Bradt Pub. Co «<5BSP8/Sf—ARCHITECTS—
Youngmendesiringtofit themselvesfor paying positionsin Architects'officesshouldnil
out andsendthisadvertisementto usto-day
and receiveour 200pagehandbook(FREE)describingourArchitecturalcourseandoverGOothers,includingArchitecturalEngineer
ing, Electrical, Mechanicaland SteamEn
gineering,Heating,Ventilationand Plumb
ing, Architectural Drafting, MechanicalDrawing,Telephony,Telegraphy,Textiles,
etc.

American School of Correspondence
Chicago,111.

Name

Address
CllyandState..

.C. &B. 2-05,

you a copy

of that useful book

HicKV Builders' Guide

Something about it on the

opposite page.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
Publishers

14-16 Park Place New York
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We Give Particular Attention

To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.

Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architects
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

{.Everythingin sheetmetal.)

Better Cisterns-
Why?

To protectthehealthof
everymember of your
family.Medicalexports
havepronouncedthebrick
andwoodcisterntobethe
causeof manycase*of
sickness.
A Cisterntobeperfectly
sanitarymustbemadeso
tight that no Impurities
canpossiblyget through.
This canonlybeaccomp
lishedby usingthe Btcel
cistern.
0. K. HarrySteelWorks.
2311PaplnSt.,St.Louis,Mo

ARCHITECTS

CONTRACTORS

BUILDERS
When you want any Structural Work it

will pay you to write to the

BOSTON jy^LcOMPANY"

CONVERTORS OF

Iron and Steel into all kinds of shapes
and dealers in

Contractors' Supplies

Send for our latest Catalog."^

284 Franklin St., - Boston, Mass.

JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer.

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS
Absolutely Dust Proof. Easily
Erected. Artistic Designs.
Ask for Catalogue " D"——

S. KEIGHLEY METAL CEILING & MFG, GO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

PRODUCERS OF

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

E. J. JOHNSON & CO
38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book.

TOP IT OFF
W,TB
The Willis Cresting
FllPS rVfl feet"and band-1UCJ * someroof. The*
1-ren adeof Tin,painted.GalvanizedSteel,
Copperand CopperedSteel,and suitable
lor eitherelateor shingleroofs.

Sendforminiaturesamplesand
ourCatalogueNo.6,showingavery
completelineolcornices,crestings,
finials,s'<yllghts,andstampedorna
ments In zinc, and STEEL
CEILINGS, etc.

WILLIS MFG. CO.,GalMb^ m-
Makers of the Willis Hip Shingles.
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Importance of

Safe Koof Trusses.

Mistakes in designing and

figuring wooden beams

and trusses are often of

a serious nature.

The Engineering News
in reviewing the newbook,

" Strength of Beams,
Floors and Roofs,"

by F. E. Kidder, has this,
among other things, to
say :

" This book calls attention to
a number of wooden roofs
that are shocking in their dis
regard of structural principles.
Some of these roofs were actu
ally built before better advice
made itself felt. It is unfor
tunately true, however, that
worse examples may be found.
The matterinthe present book
is valuable (not least) as a con
tribution to public safety."

With respect to the char
acter and scope of this

treatise the review fur

ther says:

"The title might be put: How
to Design and Figure Wooden
Beams and Trusses; For the
Practical Builder, as this would
characterize the contents fair
ly well.

A book the progress
ive Builder, Carpenter
and young Architect
will not fail to have.

• ■ • • • •

222 pages and 164 en

gravings from original
drawings. : I: : : : :

$2.00, Prepaid.

Darin inuin et., Withers.
14-18 Part Place, New Yoik.

occ
GET OUR PRICES ON

METAL CEILINGS,
TIN PLATE,

EAVES-TROUGH, CONDUCTOR PIPE,

CHARCOAL IRON TIN,
CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALS, ETC.,

BEFORE BUYING.

J. H. ELLER & CO., . Canton, O.

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFINO.

SEND FOR PHOTO PAMPHhET.

Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

Ik TheKiNNEAR /J
j^STEEL CEILING^
LOCK "JOINT

INTERLOCKING JOINT

QUADRUPLE LOCK JOINT
Patented

PERFECT CONSTRUCTION.
Send your specifications and plans to us for estimate

Catalogue or Booklet furnished upoa request.
Prompt service guaranteed.

THE KINNEAR & GAGER COMPANY,
Manufacturers

COLUMBUS, OHIO
NewYork,726LexingtonAve.
: Boston,125BroadSt.
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Set pice F. O.B.
25feetwide—lower ceiling 13feet in clear,

St Louis,Mo $209.00
NewYork, N.T 238.00
6t.Paul,Minn 229.00
Denver,Colo 268.00
r»llas, Tex 253.00

Net priceF. O.B. St.Lonis,Mo $187.00,f " NewYork, N.Y 212.00
St.Paul,Minn. 204.00
Denver,Oolo 239.00
Dallas,Tex. 225.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithlllnstrateonr completeandmodernstorefronts. Theprices
mctniiethesteelsill coarse,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
tyntdrmediatebox columns;showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
Icasnofwhitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof donblestrength;galvanizedironwork above
Jlrsti-storycolumns.
We makeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to800feetin widthandfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsonrmostcarefulstudyforoverthirty
years,theyarenowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthat wefurnish. Wedesireto Intro
ducethisclassof work in everycityin the United States,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi
tects,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de-
'viptive catalogueand discounts. Established 1846.

MBSKER <Ss BROTHER,
*2I-5I9 S. SIXTH STREET - ST. LOU IS, MO. U. S. A.

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin tnemarket. Fits anyground-

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Telephone RnlM.r* nnri Plattrrpn All communications

876MadisonSquare. *»U»Oer» anO. Hiasterers. t0 ,136B-Wav,N. Y. C.

| THE YOUNG ARCHITECT
I Leaving

his preceptor's officecarries with him copies of the sameold paint spec
ifications copied by the preceptor from his preceptor's records QUERY;
Where does progress or improvement come in ?
We have some booklets on the subject of paints calculated to shedsomenew

light on this old subject :
FREE

°^Zr^£lZ: THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.,
"PaintsInArchitecture," _ 4 1 wT - r ."SpecificationsforArchitects." 7 I RrOaaWAV. - - NEW Y OfK" French(iovernmeutDecrees," y> OrUdUWay, lUIH
"Paint:Why,UowandWhen.'

We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of zinc paint manufacturers will be fur
nished on application.

Walters Metal Shingles and Tile
Will last as long as thebuilding they cover. I
Rain, Rust and Fire Proof.
Write for catalogue,samplesand prices.

National Sheet Metal Roofing Co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

The Right Way

to Figure Labor
and Material

To prepare an accurate
estimate, the contractor and

builder must exercise a good

deal of care— often consid

erable "digging in," to
avoid the dangers of error

or omission and subsequent

loss.

The value of a trustworthy
companion to which to turn

in going over and figuring

correctly the items which go

to make up a reliable esti

mate, can hardly be over

stated.

Estimating
Frame
and
Brick
Houses

devotes 224 pages to telling

how to figure the details of

building, including the cost

of labor and the quantities

of materials in frame and

brick houses, and of stables,

barns, &c, beginning with
the excavation and laying of

foundations, to the finish of

the structure, interior and

exterior.

It is a complete guide
for estimating in all
sections — an in-Valu
able reference for the
man bubo figures.

Durably Bound in Cloth

One Dollar Postpaid

David Williams
Company
"Publishers

14-16 Park Place, NewjYork
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$105j for STORE ELEVATOR
COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT, MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator Mfg. Co., WHSSLfr
New York Office, 2032 Park Row Bide.

(ELECTRIC)

($105
Huhne's Truss Metal LatK and Structural Clement

Best Concrete Binder, Self-centering—For General Fire-Proof Con
structions, such as Partitions, Floors, Stairs, Outside Walls, Roofs,
Sidewalks, Sewers, Tanks, etc. Patented January I, 1901.

{CATALOGUESON APPLICATION.}

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 15-25 Whitehall St., New York City
MAMFACTI IttMi AMDSALESMEPARTKENT:

GOFF, HORNER & CO., Limited, Frick Building, Pittsburgh,Pa.
MILLS AT ZANE8VILLE, OHIO.

Dexter Portland Cement.
HIGHEST STANDARD ATTAINABLE
FOR PAVEMENT AND CONCRETE

WORK.

SAMUELH. FRENCH &CO.f
^AHV^y Solo Agents,

Established 1844.
PHUjADHLPHIA.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

Globe Ventilated Ridging
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of

'

everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Send lor Description and Price List.M~
GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.W?

To th
e

SMeot ol Drawing
For a thorough groundwork in architectural —

draftsmanship there is no course of study

equal to that provided in Edminster's Architec

tural Drawing. It is modern, thorough and
well graded.
Contains 105 full page plates beautifully
rendered, illustrating the various details of con
struction, Ac, and full explanatory text.

Size 7x9 inches, oblong
Two Dollars Prepaid

David Williams Co., Publishers
14-16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

dumb waiters

handuevators,
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostImproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks..
88Carrollstreet.
POUGHKEEPSIE,N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom,128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimateson request.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising
E
H

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.
AutomaticHatchGates.
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la., 1 0499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo.,Cleveland,Ohio,246VlncsntSt

BranchOffices:
ISOCedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thai canbeplacedla position
byanycarpenter.
Catalocue Free,

Energy Elevator Co.
407 CherrySt.. - PHILA.,PA.

MIETZ <&, WEISS

OIL ENGINES
Stationary andmarine, i to 6

0

Horse Power

' GOLD MEDAL AT ST. LOUIS

A. MIETZ
1-28to 138 Molt St. 8T Ellxatx-tb

NEW YORK
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points of advantage.
FIR6TLY, tneyareproundatruetaper,whichcunt'0 tteueertoiontheS»ifwithverylittleSet.SECONDLY,eachSlircnd*SawIshandledtyamethaolcwhothoroughlyunderstandst£cbangingoftheSaw,whichguaranteesthismofctImportantfeature.THIRDLY, thefilingandfeltingoftheSlmondsS*wsarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,sothattheSaws,onleaving
thefactory,arereadyforwork.

FOURTHLY, thesteelusedIn themanufactureof theSlmondsSawBIsahighcarboncruciblesteel,andwillboldIt*cattingedgemuchlongerthantheordinarysteelgenerallyused.FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingflngeitngandrustmarkscommonlyfoundonSawgthatatenoteucasedproperly.
SIXTHLY, becauseeverySlmondsSaw1bguaranteedthoroughly.

Any mechanictryinga SlmondsSaw,andnotfinding
samesatisfactory,mayreturnthe

Saw, eitherto the
dealer or to tha
SlmondBMfg Co.,and
geteithera newSaw
ormoneypaidBack.

SENDFORCATALOGUEAND PRICE LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass
Portland, Ore.

Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y
Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LOOKINGALLWAYSFOBBUSINESS
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,

Room918,112ClarkSt. CHICAGO.
SamplesandCircularsFret

Heat Makers
Fuel Savers
in*-

TTELSEY WARM AIR
Generators are not only

fuel savers, but there are

many other good reasons for

the statement that the Kelsey

is the very best heating appa

ratus made, for use in home,
church or school heating.

C. Send for our booklet, " About the
Kelsey," and look into its construction
,and the Kelsey method of warming and
distributing air throughout the house.
Compare its weightandheatingsurfaces
with other heaters having same fuel
capacity.—if you can find out about the
others.

C. Send for booklet, " What the Users
Say," and'see what hundreds have to
sayaboutKelsey economyandefficiency.

26,000 in use.

sey Heating Co.
MAKERS,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
New York Office, 156Fifth Ave.

FireplaceMantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Lastlongest—lookbest—arenottoocostly.
There'snootherkindsogood—sopleasinp.
( tir SketchBooktellsallaboutthem.
Writefor it.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

FLOORING CO.
NEW ALBANY, 1ND.

WOOD-MOSAIC
ROCHESTER. N. V.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

The liningisverminproof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

LONGITUDINALKKOTIUN.

1

OBOS8SECTIONTHROrOBFLUOB

5ampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt..NewYork.

I ? _ new Self-Setting PLANE3 3 5 SampleBentaspercircular
if notkeptbydealers.
6AGB
"

He Boynton Furnace C
o
.

Sole Mfrs. of

Boynton' s Furnaces,
Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207.9 Water Street, New York.
147-9 Lake Street, Chicago.

MILLER'S HAND MORTISER.
For MortiseLocks. TimePer Door
ThreeMinutes.

SoldonTrial let #12.00.
W.OOwltliorder,balanceInthirtydayB.
ALBERTW. MILLERMFG. CO.,
Cincinnati,Ohio,andRiverside,Calif.
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FEBRUARY, 10O6.
Building Operations in 1905.
The year just closed will go down in history as the
most remarkable in the building industry that the coun
try has ever known. The results have more than borne
out the indications of the early spring, when there ex
isted a most hopeful feeling regarding the amount of
work to be done, and from every section of the country
reports are at hand to the effect that 1905 has broken
all records in the value of its building improvements.
It te the exception rather than the rule to And a city
of any importance showing a decrease in the value of its
building operations, as compared with the year before,
and even these are traceable to special causes. A very
noticeable feature of the situation is the extent to which
building ha3 been carried on in the smaller cities and
towns and especially in the rural districts, where the
growing prosperity of the country has been reflected in
the erection of farm buildings of all kinds, as well as
improvements to old structures. At one time it was
thought that the increased cost of labor and of all materials
entering into building construction would tend to check
aggressive operations to some extent, but this seems not
to have been the case. Again, the attitude of labor during

the year was favorable to continued activity in this im
portant branch of industry, and where differences did
exist between employer and employed the friction in
most cases was not of sufficient duration to seriously in
terfere with the momentum which the building move
ment had acquired. Locally the record was one of which
we may justly be proud, for at the close of the year more
new structures had been completed, more were under
way and more planned than was the case at the close of
any previous year in the history of the city. This in some

measure is traceable to the fact that the year was com
paratively free from labor troubles and that all available

mechanics In the various branches of the trade were
fully employed. Another explanation is found in the
fact that it was the first year since the great strike that

normal conditions had existed in the city. The volume

of operations wa3 upon an enormous scale, the value

of the improvements for which permits were issued ag
gregating nearly a quarter of a billion dollars in the five

Boroughs of the city, while new construction to the value

of almost $150,000,000was completed. This far exceeds

in value the best records of former years, and what is

most gratifying, practically every section of the city

shared in the activity.

Classification of Buildings.
According to the figures of the Building Department

of the Borough of Manhattan, 7041 permits were issued

for new buildings and alterations, estimated to cost $13S,-

852,272, as against 3813 permits for building improve

ments calling for an outlay of $84,172,185in the 12months

of 1904. A noticeable feature of last year's record was

the number of tenement houses, especially those costing

more than $15,000 each. Of these there were 1412, for

which permits were issued aggregating a valuation of
$73,510,000. In the way of private dwelling houses cost
ing more than $50,000 each permits were issued for 18

involving an estimated outlay of $2,368,000; of stores

there were 63 for which plans were filed, estimated to

cost $11,810,000; of office buildings there were 40, costing

$9,938,400, and of manufactories and workshops there

were 85, requiring an estimated investment of $5,578,825.

The value of the hotels and boarding houses for which

permits were issued was $5,185,000; of the 25 school-

houses projected, $2,309,500; of municipal public build

ings, $3,896,000,and of places of amusement, $2,975,000.

The actual number of new buildings commenced during

the year was 1841,as compared with 1149,in 1904,and the

new buildings completed numbered 1246, as against 1074

in the previous 12 months. Above the Harlem River, in

the Borough of the Bronx, the tremendous stimulus given

to building operations in 1904was continued through 1905,

when improvements were planned calling for an expendi

ture of $38,251,300,which was an Increase over the previ

ous year of $15,327,400.In the Borough of Brooklyn the val
ue of the building improvements for the year just closed

reached a total of $70,989,900,while in 1904 the figures

were $49,326,690. There was an unusual amount of build

ing in the outlying districts of the city, and In the Borough

of Queens structural work aggregating $15,010,526was

planned during the year. An analysis of the figures avail

able shows that the work in Greater New York consisted

very largely of tenements, flats, apartment houses and

private dwellings, attributable in great measure to the

fact that for some time past there had existed a, dearth

of buildings of this character growing out of the practical

cessation of Operations during the two years of the labor

troubles In the city. The new year opens with bright

promises for the coming spring and summer, and with the

work already planned and In prospect there is every rea

son to feel that 1906will witness a most; gratifying vol
ume of building operations not alone In this city but

throughout the entire country.
f '

Schoolhouse Ventilation.

The capacity that an indirect steam or hot water

radiation plant or the furnace warming installation has

is an important factor where gravity systems of this

type are installed for sehoolhouses or buildings where

ventilation is an important feature. Now that legal re

quirements are in force in some States with respect to

the volume of air that must he supplied to a school build

ing, based on the number of pupils accommodated therein,

It has becomeespecially important that the relation which

the air supply capacity of such a system has to its gen

eral proportions be carefully considered. Such systems

already in use, depending solely on differences of temper

ature for the required air circulation, have met the re

quirements of the laws governing them, as attested by

Inspectors especially appointed for the work of accepting

school heating systems. There is no question, however,

but. that the gravity indirect system is one which gives

varying quantities of air, according to the atmospheric

conditions. In coldest weather, with certain tempera
tures obtaining in the indirect heating surfaces, definite

air velocities will result, and. for different temperatures
different volumes of air will be supplied. In times of
rwariner weather, with about the same temperature of the

indirect :heating surfaces, the resulting velocities will be
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less and consequent y the volumes will be less. This
being the case, how is one to proceed if it is necessary to
meet the requirements in average winter weather? It is
laid down in the laws mentioned that air must be sup
plied in sufficient quantities, so that 30 cubic feet are
circulated throught the building in a minute per capita
for the total number of pupils for which the building is
designed. If the proportions of the system are laid out
on this basis for minimum weather conditions a less
volume of air will be supplied when the average outside
temperature occurs unless the heating surfaces are
warmed very high in order to offset the effect of the in
creased outside temperature. This In all cases—at least
in the majority —would be impracticable, as the amount
or air needed for ventilation and admitted into the rooms
at a relatively high temperature Is sufficiently great to
provide the heat lost through the exposed walls of the
building—that is, the transmission losses. Calculations
of indirect systems on a theoretical basis are very much
involved and for the present, at least, the arbitrary laws
in existence must be followed. The point is, however, Is
It wise to plan on the basis of 30 cubic feet per minute
per capita only for the coldest conditions? Might we not
better adopt some such figure as 40 cubic feet per capita ?
We are then better able to give to the building an approx
imation of 30 cubic feet throughout a wider range of
winter temperatures. This should also give a plant well
able to cope with emergencies and one of a character that
is wisest for the man who has some regard for his repu
tation to adopt. It will be noted that In the article else
where in this issue on schoolhouse warming and ventila
tion the author has employed the factor 40 in determining
the heat necessary for warming a given room.

A Novel Association of Architects.
Among the architectural associations of the country,

probably the most unique is the Chicago Architects' Busi
ness Association. Some ten years ago the architects of
the city concluded that there were a number of vexing
problems that affected the welfare of the profession and
which were of a nature that could not be advantageously
■caredfor by the Chapter of the Institute. It was decided,
therefore, to form a society to take up these questions
which leaned toward the business side of architecture,
and the Chicago Architects' Business Association was
organized. That there was reason for its being Is shown
by the fact that for a decade it has constantly gained in
strength and influence, says a writer in the Inland Archi
tect. It was the chief instrument in obtaining the pas
sage of the architects' license law of Illinois. It has
achieved many reforms in the conduct of the city build
ing department and in the relation of architects to con
tractors, and has been largely instruental in the re
vision of the building lawa Early in its career the
association made a thorough investigation of the city
building department and found, as was expected, an
utter lack of competency among the heads of the depart
ment, and, to say the least, very lax methods prevailing
throughout. There was no check upon the kind of build
ing that might be erected by any owner who had influence
with the department So flagrant was this condition that
there was no market for buildings that rigidly conformed
to the building laws. They could not compete in price
with the buildings of cheap construction, glossed over to
present a fair appearance, erected by owners who were
allowed to evade every building law in the code with
impunity. These abuses the business association under
took to reform. They employed an inspector to visit
questionable jobs and to report fully upon violations of
the building ordinance. These violations were syste
matically reported to the building department but were
usually defended or entirely ignored. The association
thereupon took up the subject with the aldermen and
mayor and forced the issue so strongly that an investi

gation of the department was made which resulted in
ousting the building commissioner responsible for the vio
lations. The department was reorganized and has shown
a great Improvement. Special permits are now of rare
occurrence and when issued are thoroughly investigated
by the association, which usually succeeds in having
them revoked.
Much attention has been given to a revision of the

building ordinances and the dominating influence of the
association has been shown in this direction. So careful
and systematic has been the work in this connection that
the association's printed records of the building laws
and code are more accurate than those of the city itself.
Many differences between architects as a class and build
ing associations have been adjusted. The business asso
ciation maintains an arbitration committee of seven mem
bers, who are frequently are called upon to settle disputes
and whose findings are accepted as final. A hand book
is issued annually which contains the building and lien
laws, papers read before the association during the year,
besides much general information on building subjects,
tables, &c. This annual Is a source of considerable profit,
as is the building contract form adapted to local needs,
prepared by the association. Without these sources of
revenue the association would be hampered in its work,
much of which involves considerable expense. The initia
tion fee and dues are so low as to be favorable to the
large membership that is desirable. Any licensed archi
tect of the city is admitted to full active membership.
The association deeply laments the recent loss by death
of Its secretary, Charles R. Adams, to whose efficiency,
years of devotion and untiring efforts the association
attributes a large share of its success. No similar asso
ciation exists elsewhere, but the success achieved by the
Chicago Architects' Business Association is such that the
architects of other cities may well consider the advisa
bility of organizing along the same lines for the accom
plishment of similar objects.

New York State Association of Builders.

It is officially announced by Secretary James M. Car
ter that the next meeting of the New York State Asso
ciation of Builders will be held at Niagara Falls on'
January 31, with headquarters at the Hotel Imperial.
There will be business sessions in the morning and after
noon and in the evening a banquet will be tendered the
delegates by the Builders' Association of Niagara Falls.
We understand that the watchword of the convention
will be " More Apprentices."

National Association of Master Sheet Metal
Workers.

The next meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
National Association of Master Sheet Metal Workers will
be held In Baltimore February 20. We understand that
invitations will be sent to manufacturers of tin plate
and sheet iron to attend this meeting, with a view to co
operating with them to secure satisfactory material. In
vitations will also be sent to all sheet metal workers
throughout the country, whether members of the associa
tion or not, in order that a full discussion may be had
of this interesting subject.

The twenty-eighth annual exhibition of the Society
of American Artists will be held at 215 West Fifty-
seventh street, New York City, from March 17 to April
22, Inclusive. Various prizes are offered, including what
is known as the Webb Prize, the Carnegie Prize and the
Julia A. Shaw Memorial Prize.

Gas heating in St. Petersburg Is reported to be under
way on a large scale in that city. A company is being
formed to exploit gas for cooking and bath heating. It
is to undertake to heat rooms by gas and also to Install
cooking ranges and fire places so that in winter every
one may have his rooms heated better and more cheaply
than is done with wood.
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DWELLING AND OFFICE OF HOLLOW BLOCK CONSTRUCTION.

A
MOST Interesting example of the use of hollow ce
ment blocks in building construction is found in

the dwelling house and office illustrated herewith. The
half-tone supplemental plate which accompanies this issue
affords an excellent idea of the appearance of the finished
structure, clearly showing the effects produced by the use
of the rock-faced blocks and the results which it is possi
ble to secure in connection with this material. The floor
plans and details presented upon the pages which follow
show the arrangement of the rooms and the manner in
which the work of construction is done. The house is
that of George J. Wolf, who is engaged in the coal busi
ness on Fourth street, Elizabeth, N. J., and one room on
the first floor is arranged for use as an office.
According to the specifications of the architects, the
walls above footings are of concrete blocks made on a

coat composed of one part Atlas Portland cement and two
parts sharp sand floated off smooth.
The girders are of Georgia pine. The first and second
floor joists are 2 x 12 inches, and the third story floor
joists are 2x8 inches ; all placed 16 inches on centers.
The rafters for the main roof are 2 x 10 Inches, placed 20
inches on centers. The partition studding is 2 x 4 inches,
placed 16 inches on centers, and the bridging is 2 x 3
inches, cut between each floor and ceiling beam. The
roof is covered with % x 9 inch North Carolina pine ship-
lap, the boards being laid diagonally with the face side to
the rafters. These in turn are covered with two-ply tar
paper with a two-inch lap, over which are laid 9 x 18
inch black slate from the " Bangor " quarry.
The first, second and third story floors are of % x 3%

inch North Carolina pine flooring boards, laid in courses

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot

Dwelling and Office of Hollow Block Construction.— J. A. Oakley & Son, Architects.

Winget machine and laid in mortar composed of one part
Portland cement, one part lime and three parts sharp
sand. The footings are of concrete 8 inches deep and 16
Inches wide and composed of one part Atlas Portland
cement, three parts sharp sand and four parts one-inch
broken blue stone. The lintels over the doors and win
dows are of concrete, reinforced through the center with
a length of three-inch wrought iron pipe. All window
and door sills on the sides, rear and front walls, also the
chimney caps, are of Portland cement and sharp sand in
the same proportions as the composition for the concrete
blocks. All caps for piers are five inches thick and con-
gist of solid concrete blocks. The entire cellar bottom is
covered with concrete composed of one part Portland
cement and three parts sand and gravel, well mixed, and
spread five inches thick. On top of this is a one-inch

and blind nailed. All inside jambs are of cypress % inch
thick and have % x 2% inch molded edge stops. The
stairs have cypress strings and North Carolina pine
risers. The outside doors are veneered with white pine
on the outside and on the inside with cypress, the inside
doors being of cypress.
The kitchen is provided with a No. 258 portable Provi

dent Richardson & Boynton range with water back, a
35-gallon galvanized boiler and a 20 x 36 inch galvanized
iron sink, supplied with hot and cold water connections.
In the cellar is a set of two xVlberenestone wash trays,
each tub connected with hot and cold water fixtures. In
the bathroom Is a John Douglas " Gloria " water closet, a
five-foot iron enameled roll rim " Perfecto " bath tub,

a 20 'x 28 inch iron enameled lavatory with 12-iuch
back, and a 15 x 19 inch bowl, all in one piece and set on
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iron enameled brackets. All exposed pipes and fittings
in the bathroom are nickel plated.
The house is piped for gas and wired for electric
lighting. All wires are concealed and the meter is placed
in the kitchen. A three-inch electric bell is placed in the
kitchen, with a push button at the front door.
All exterior wood work has two coats of white lead

and linseed oil and all frames were given a coat of metal
lic paint on the back before they were set in the walls.
All metal work has two coats of graphite paint. All the
interior wood work has one coat of liquid filler and two
coats of Flood & Conklin's No. 1 coach varnish. The main
stair treads and platforms have a coat of filler and two
coats of floor varnish. The outside of the bathtub has
three coats of white paint, and all exposed pipes and the
boiler in the kitchen have a coat of aluminum bronze.
The dwelling and office here shown was erected for
Mr. Wolf in accordance with plans prepared by J. A.
Oakley & Son, architects, 1201 East Broad street, Eliza
beth, N. J.

The coal used is pea size in both stoves, costing $4.25
delivered in the cellar. This makes the fuel cost $8.50
per 30 days calendar, or 21.2 cents per diem of 18 hours
average duration when fires are burned. This work is
accomplished by two stoves, one a double heater and the
other a common kitchen range with a hot air pipe (ex
clusive of the smoke pipe), which enters the room above-it.
Revising the data already given, the actual expense
for coal in one year is $62, or 17 cents per day for 365
days, yvinter and summer. This is with pea coal, but
when nut or stove coal is burned the cost is much greater,
while the amount needed is the same. For example, a
friend has a steam heater which consumes two tons
monthly heating the same number of cubic feet that I
do nearly, but his coal costs (nut size) $6.25 in the cellar,
as against $4.25 for pea size. This extra cost arises from

Heating Dwelling Houses.

For many years I have kept a careful account of what
it costs to heat the living rooms of an ordinary nine-room,
two-story and attic wooden dwelling house, including the
fuel burned for all purposes, cooking and living generally,

Detail o( Window Frame.
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says Egbert P. Watson in a recent issue of The Metal
Worker, Plumber and Steam Fitter. In this estimate the
entire cost of coal is considered for 12 months, summer
and winter. Manifestly the greatest expense is incurred
during cold weather, for then two fires are maintained,
as against one in summer. The house is what is called
semidetached, being separated from other buildings by an
alley 4 feet wide. There are the usual number of doors
and windows in the rooms, with the exception that in
two there are large bay windows with 40 square feet of
glass in each. The other rooms have about three win
dows, each averaging 18 square feet, with one exception,
that of the bathroom, which has a large window of about
28 square feet of glass. In all there are nearly 10,000
cubic feet of space to be heated to an average temperature
of 75 degrees in cold weather. During this period the
kitchen range Is run for about 12 hours only, but the
house heater Is run for 24 hours without cessation.

Coat of Heating Willi Stove*.
These two fires require two tons of 2000 pounds
monthly, a few pounds more or less, according as the
temperature varies from zero to 20 degrees above zero.

the fact that his grate will not burn small coal. The
fact remains, however, that the same weight of coal is
required to run the steam heater as is needed to run the
stoves. I have been under the impression that the base
burner double heater, as it is called, was the most expen
sive method of heating a dwelling house, but the facts
disclosed in the previous lines show that the difference
Is not marked.
CaKOkol AbNiirdly in^h Coal CoiiHUinptlon.
I have cited here only instances where the fuel has

been used intelligently by persons who understand burn
ing it, not those where it has been wasted, but where
the quantity used was accurately known. I found a num
ber of other cases where the consumption was absurdly
high for the cubic feet heated. In such places the fuel
is simply thrown away for want of knowledge in using it.
Manifestly they do not come into the question of economy.
Some of the owners of the wasteful furnaces burn more
than double the coal that they should. I found houses
where the same cubic feet of space had to be warmed by
burning four tons of coal monthly in lieu of two and
others using two tons of coal In five months to heat
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about 15,000 cubic feet of space, even then complaining
that they hadn't heat enough. Of course mere space does
notcover all situations. One dwelling may be exposed on
•ill sides to every wind that blows, another may be filled
In on the lower story and protected materially from losses
by radiation. But all of the cases named were wooden
frame houses in a city and under the same general con
ditions.
If. as has been asserted in previous lines, there is no
material difference in the cost of heating a cubic foot of
air by a furnace, a stove or by steam radiation there is
;i vast advantage in the management of the different sys-
reuis by the saving of labor and absence of dust in the
living rooms. The stove has the great objection of re
quiring cleaning fires and replenishing them directly in

■ s'le"u

Foundation.

First Floor.

Dwelling and Office of Hollotc Block Construction.

lation of heating plants they would advise the use of
stoves instead of furnaces. A consideration in favor of
stoves is possibly a fanciful one, but it has weight, espe
cially with those who like to see a fire as well as feel it
In cold weather a furnace heated room has a much less
cheerful aspect than one where (he ruddy glow of the
flames or incandescent fuel is diffused around, adding to
the sense of warmth and comfort by the very appearance
of it.
Whether stoves or less direct agents for heating rooms

are used the art of burning fuel or regulating the con
sumption of it properly is essential if economy is expected
or desired. There are those who are not compelled to

consider this aspect of the subject, but the majority have
to, and a large part of them never seem to be able to

understand the management of a coal fire. They con
stantly poke, shake and otherwise ravage the burning

fuel until it gets dull and sullen, turning into incombus
tible clinker before it is half consumed. Then they say

the coal is good for nothing and try some other kind, only

to meet with the same result so long as they pursue the

same practices. The whole art and mystery of running

an anthracite fire is to let it severely alone after it is
once thoroughly alight. When this occurs the only thing

needed is to let it burn, adjusting the draft so as to give

air enough to keep the fuel incandescent. When the fire

appears to be getting dull and gives out no more heat do

not rasp and stir it violently, but add more coal evenly

and in a small quantity until it is alive again, opening

the draft slightly until the fuel gets under way again.

Then the ashes which have accumulated may be gently

dislodged by shaking or poking until the grate is clean.

In this way a hot fire can be kept indefinitely.

Church of Unique Architecture.

The new church which is nearing completion at the
corner of Madison avenue and Twenty-fourth street, New

SecondFloor.
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the rooms ; all coal and the resulting ash have to be
carried in and out. necessitating a great deal of dirty
work in cold weather, all of which are absent in furnaces
below stairs, whether for steam, hot water or hot air.
But this is in some sense compensated for by the gain in
the direct heat given out by the stove— that is to say, the
radiation occurs where it can be utilized in the direct
heating of the living rooms, while furnaces lose a great
deal by heating the cellar to a greater or less extent,
which is a partial loss. No insulation of jackets is so
Iierfect that all heat is prevented from passing through
them, while the hot air pipes themselves are also sources
of loss. It is anomalous that there should be so much
uniformity of the cost of heating a cubic foot of air in
the several systems in general use. Aside from my own
Investigations on this matter. I have asked the opinions
of some plumbers who put in heating apparatus as to the
economy of each, and their experience coincided with my
■own.even going further by saying that in a small instal-

York City, is something of a radical departure ill city
church architecture, and the following comments regard
ing it, taken from the handbook of the Presbytery of
New York, may not be without Interest :
The Madison Square is of rare beauty, designed not

on mediaeval, but on semiclassic lines, and marks an In
novation in church building, reverting to the early, sim
ple, pre-Gothic forms, and preserves, although nearly sur
rounded by skyscrapers and overtopped by lofty towers,
a most striking, imposing and consistent individuality.
It is cruciform in plan, with the arms of the cross pro
jecting but slightly beyond the square mass. The struc
ture maintains its dignity owing to the dome and an
impressive portico, the columns of which outweigh in
scale anything in the immediate vicinity. It is built
upon a white marble base of buff brick and glazed terra
cotta. The six columns of the portico have shafts each
measuring 30 feet and are of pale green granite. The
capitals of the column are Corinthian, the color scheme
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being blue, white and yellow, and all other features re
veal a delicate and appropriate use of these same shades
with the addition of green. As in many Syrian and
Roman characters, the dome is tiled, showing the alter
nating pattern of green and yellow, the green serving as
a background. To sustain and enrich this effect the

1879, so that It is more probable that the metal work
was rolled iron than mill steel but the fact that In raz
ing the structure the metal work everywhere was found
in excellent condition is the essential thing. Even the
floor beams of the kitchen and laundry, where there was
much chance of moisture reaching them, as was shown
by the rotted condition of the flooring and other wood
work, were unaffected by rust. This condition of the-
metal surfaces was all the more noteworthy because of
the fact that the frame work had not been protected by
paint or any form of preservative compound, at least so
it Is understood.

Laying tbe Engineers' Club Foundation Stone,

The foundation stone of the new building of the Engi
neers' Club, on West Fortieth street, New York City, op
posite Bryant Park and the new public library, was laid
December 24 by Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, whose husband,
standing by, declared the task well and truly done. The
ceremony was quite informal, but the club was well rep
resented by its officers and committees, including Presi
dent W. H. Fletcher, Past President John C. Kafer and
Charles Haswell, the veteran engineer, now in the ninety-
sixth year of his age. The architects, Whitfield and
King, were also present.
The records deposited in the stone included a Bible of
1905, a club book of 1905, copies of the Herald, Tribune,

Section and Front Elevation of Dresser in Pantry.—Scale, %
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dome is surmounted by a gold lantern. The interior is
no less pleasing in effect and provides every comfort and
convenience for a well ordered modern church.

The steel skeleton building has given another evi
dence of endurance against the ravages of time in connec
tion with the tearing down of the Plaza Hotel In New
York, and this fact Is of no little Importance in the light
of doubts that have been expressed that the concrete and
terra cotta casing about metal building frames did not
necessarily protect them. The hotel was built about

Sun and Times of December 23; a copy of the certificate
of incorporation ; a booklet of the old club house at 374
Fifth avenue; a half dollar, quarter dollar, dime, nickel
and one cent ; a card of W. L. Crow, the builder ; a copy
of Mr. Carnegie's letter of gift to the Engineering So
cieties and the Engineers' Club ; a chronological history
of the club ; a list of members elected since the publica
tion of the club book this year ; a list of the incorporators
of the club ; the programme of competition for the selec
tion of architects for the two buildings, and floor plans
of thp now house.
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MINNESOTA STATE ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS' EXCHANGES.

THE
fourth annual convention of the Minnesota State
Association of Builders' Exchanges was held accord

ing to programme in Duluth on Wednesday, December
13, and with it closed the third year of the organization.
The meeting was the best one which has yet been held
wild the impression prevails that its influence will bear
fruit in increased membership and broader scope of
work. The year just closed was most productive of good
results and has demonstrated very fully the benefit of
a State organization.
The first session was called to order by President

Corning, and the members listened to an address of wel
come by J. F. Schleunes, president of the Builders' Ex
change of Duluth. He was followed by President Corn
ing, who delivered his annual address, in which he re
viewed the progress of the year, calling attention to the
healthy growth in the membership, to matters of legis
lation which have been pending, and made some recom
mendations which in his opinion it would be well for
the Association to consider. Next in order was the re
port of Secretary and Treasurer A. V. Williams of St.
Paul, following which were reports from various com
mittees. An interesting feature of this session was the
authorization of the secretary to furnish the press with
an account of the proceedings.
At the afternoon session the committees to which

had been referred various matters presented their re
ports, among the number being that of the Nominating
Committee, of which George W. Higgins was the chair
man. The report recommended the following officers for
the ensuing year, who were unanimously elected by the
chairman of the committee casting the ballot.
President, J. W. L. Corning of St. Paul.
First Vice-President, W. A. Elliott of Minneapolis.
Second Vice-President, Otto Johnson of Duluth.
Third Vice-President, A. H. Hatch of Faribault.
Secretary-Treasurer, A. V. Williams of St. Paul.
For the Committee on Resolutions, George M. Gillette
made the report, thanks being expressed to Governor
Johnson for his influence and appointment to the State
Board of Control, resulting in the publication of bids
for the construction of public buildings. A recommenda
tion that no local exchange adopt rules which shall work
as a restriction in the dealings of its members with mem
bers of any other exchange, brought out a spirited dis
cussion. The object of It appeared to be to allow general
contractors to buy their materials of sub-contractors in
other towns when the latter are members of the home
exchange. After being extended «o as to provide that
all dealings as far as possible should be with members
of some affiliating local exchange, the resolution was
adopted. On the labor question the Association went
on record as pledging itself to uphold " broad American
ideals of fair play and justice without favor or discrim
ination" and favored the "open shop."
In the evening the members attended a banquet at the
Spalding, which was a most enjoyable affair. After the
many good things provided for the guests had been duly
considered, President Schleunes of the Duluth Exchange in
troduced James R! Quigley as toastmaster of the evening.
He in turn called upon Mayor M. B. Cullum of Duluth,
who talked to the builders in a very complimentary way.
The toasts of the evening included " The Benefit of a
State Organization," to which response was made by J.
W. L. Corning, the new president of the State Association.
J. F. McGuire, president of the St. Paul Excliniice, spoke
for that organization. An important point in his remarks
was that he belonged to the Builders' Exchange not for
the purpose of getting something out of it, not for the
purpose of making money out of it. " but because of the
fraternal spirit." In concluding his remarks he offered
the following suggestion : " In all your dealings with
your fellow members of the Exchange practice loyalty.
Be loyal to each other. In this way you can make it
worth while for a busy man of affairs to join with you."
Z. D. Scott of Duluth spoke for " Our Exchange," point
ing out that the building season had been a prosperous

one and, from the plans already in view for the coming
season, expressed the belief that the total would aggre
gate $5,000,000. W. A. Elliott of Minneapolis was as
signed the toast " Builders," on which he spoke in a seri
ous vein. Other speakers were George M. Gillette, who
was introduced as the "Carnegie of the West;" R. E.
Denfeld, superintendent for 21 years of the Duluth public
schools; William H. Hoyt of the Government Engineering
Service, who spoke as an engineer of his experiences with
builders ; George Rusk, president of the Builders' Ex-
chang at Fargo, and Senator G. R. Laybourne of Duluth,

who spoke of building laws which he had assisted in
placing upon the statute books. George M. Gillette pre
sented a resolution of thanks to the Duluth Exchange
and to Duluth citizens generally for their hospitality and
to the press for its fairness in reporting the meetings,
which was unanimously adopted.

Convention of Pennsylvania State Association
of Builders' Exchanges.

Supplementing our report last month of the fourth
annual convention of the Pennsylvania State Association
of Builders' Exchanges, held in Pittsburgh December
5 and 6, it may not be without interest to briefly refer
to some of the leading points touched upon, by James
Emery of New York, secretary of the Citizens' Industrial
Association of America, in the excellent address which

he delivered before the delegates to the convention. This
address was one of the features of the meeting, and in
considering his subject Mr. Emery spoke convincingly

of the urgent necessity of all employers' associations
taking up the employment bureau feature and assisting

all worthy applicants in securing an opportunity to work.
" We should endeavor," he said,

" to protect the nonunion
man in the rights guaranteed by the Constitution of the

United States. We have come to the stage to-day where
we say that the issues in this case are no longer squabbles
over wages and hours, but they are eternal and funda
mental principles, that are as essential to the future of
this city as the principles which our fathers gave it when
they builded it; and the work of defending these prin
ciples is not a work of the employer or employee alone;

it is the work of every citizen in that relation which he
bears to the State. The position we occupy to-day is one
of positive principle ; it is not a position of compromise,
nor Is it a position of surrender. Our position is that
there are certain fixed principles upon which its institu
tions rest and upon which the Republic is framed, and
those things are essential to its life and progress ; and
that digging down into the industrial question, beneath
the struggle for wages and hours, and the condition regu
lating employment, we get to the fundamental bed-rock
of that principle, and to that we cling, without compro
mise or surrender, always keeping before us the cardinal
principle of American public life in the settlement of its
industrial difficulties."

A number of important resolutions were adopted by
the convention, some of which were referred to in our
last issue, but the following outline of the entire list may
not be out of place at this time :

Declaration for the open shop.

Creation of large surplus for the purpose of educa
tional and organization work.
Approval of the uniform contract for the use of the
members.

Effectual safeguards in the construction of buildings.
Proper legislation on uniform lien laws.
Payment of workmen on basis of services rendered.
Night trade and manual training schools.
Uniform apprenticeship system.
More harmonious relation between employer and em

ployee, effecting the abolition of the labor agitator.
Uniformity in action combining the interests of ship

pers to secure beneficial railway rates.
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CONSTRUCTION OF A PLATFORM STAIRWAY.
By Mobbis Williams.

RECENTLY
I had occasion to design and construct a

platform stairway for a large department store in
Scranton, Pa., and thinking the matter may be of inter
est to some of the readers of the paper I will describe
how the work was done. In the building there were
already three stairways leading from the first to the
second story and there was something wrong with each
one. It had been noticed that customers generally left
the store rather than go through the exertion necessary
to travel over such constructions. One flight was so
steep as to cause It to be called the " stepladder," the
other two were so placed as to need a guide to find them.
The proprietors of the store probably have no conception
of the loss in money they have sustained owing to their

Fit). 1.— Plan of Stairs, Showing Various Platforms.

wnich, however, come so near one another in actual re
sults as to make it immaterial which method to use. The
one I have found to give very satisfactory results is to
take the width of the riser for a divisor and the figure
66 for a dividend. For example, assuming the riser to
be 7 inches wide we divide 66 by 7 equals 9 3-7, which
will be the best proportional width of tread for a 7-inch
riser. Again, assume 4 inches to be the width of the
riser we divide 66 by 4, which gives us 16% inches, the
proportional tread. By reversing the operation we may
find the width of riser when the width of tread has al
ready been decided upon.
In the construction with which we are dealing it was

decided that the tread should be at least 10 inches wide,

Fig. 5.— Showing Application to Stringer of Pitch Board and
Templets.

Fig. 6.—View of Stringer Groovedand WedgesIn Place.

Construction of a Platform Stairway.

erroneous notions respecting the relative value of easy
transit from one story to another.
The stairway under consideration embodies a radical
Innovation and is placed directly in the center of the
store, with a short flight facing the front entrance and
another short flight facing the rear entrance. Both
flights have swell steps and stretchout stringers, an ar
rangement which greatly adds to the utility as well as
to the appearance of the structure. It will be observed
from an Inspection of the plan, Fig. 1, that these flights
meet at the same platform, which in our description we
will designate as No. 1. From this platform the stairs turn
at right angles, landing on platform No. 2. From this point
they turn again at right angles to platform No. 3, and
finally from this point reach the landing at the second
story. The complete structure contains 26 risers, but as
they are distributed in the manner shown and each
small flight has a resting platform the exertion in as
cending and descending is reduced to a minimum.
With such a plan as this the only possible way of
spoiling the job would be in the misproportioning of
tue treads and risers and varying the pitch of the flights
by having for each flight a different pitch board. For
proportioning the treads and risers different authorities
bare as many different methods of procedure, all of

as they should be in public buildings, and where the run
is not restricted a 12-inch tread would be a much better
arrangement. To find the best proportional riser for a
tread of 10 inches we divide 66 by 10, which gives 6 6-10
inches for the width of riser. Being thus equipped with
the knowledge of the relative proportion between risers
and treads whicu will guarantee an easy stepping stair
way we are ready to lay out the details.
The pitch board, Fig. 12, will be the first to claim our
attention. In laying it out it will be necessary to know
the exact bight between floors, which in this instance is
14 feet 1 inch, or 100 inches. Dividing this by 20, the
number of risers, we find the quotient to be 6V>inches,

which determines the width of the riser. To find the
proportional tread divide 06 by 6%, obtaining as a result
102-13 for the width of tread, or a little over 10% Inches
. We lay out a pitch board of 1-iueh stuff, having one
edge measuring 10% inches, the width of the tread ; the
other edge 0',i inches, the width of the riser. This
triangle is to be used as a templet on the face of the
material intended for stringers and to mark the outlines
of the treads and risers. A plan view of it is shown in
Fig. 2.
Two other templets will be needed to mark the thick
nesses of the trends and risers combined with the size
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of the wedges. These are Indicated in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively, while in Fig. 5 the pitch board and the two
templets are shown applied to the stringer. At 2 in
this figure is shown the pitch board and at 3 the two
templets applied to mark the outlines of the " housing "

or " grooves," and at 4 the groove is shown housed.
In Fig. 6 is shown a stringer grooved and the wedges

in place. It contains eight risers and seven treads, the
number of treads and risers contained in the top flight
of the stairway, as shown in Fig. 1 from platform No. 3
to the landing at the second story. A small tenon is
added to the length at each end, as shown, to enter the
newels. All the other stringers are treated alike.
We will next take up the newel post at the first

flight connecting with the stretchout stringer. In Fig. 7

PLATFORMHAIL

form, is the hight of six risers, each 6^ inches, equaling

3 feet 3 inches. From 1 to 2 is 2 feet 2 inches, the length

of a short baluster ; from 2 to 3 is 11 inches, and from 3

the thickness of the rail. Adding these items together

we have 6 feet 7 inches, which represents the full length

of the newel from the floor line to the top of the plat

form rail.
The baluster shown between the platform floor and

the platform rail is 3 feet 1 inch long made up, as shown
in the diagram, from 1 to 2 of the length of the short

baluster, and an addition of 11 inches from 2 to 3.

This 11 inches is determined by the method shown in

Fig. 8, and should be carefully considered, as it defines

a very important item in the construction of platform

stairways —namely, the securing of similar " easements
"

and " goose necks " for the rails to all the flights that

the stairway may contain.. Fig. 8 represents a partial

elevation of two adjacent flights with a newel between,

a case similar to the one shown at newel c In Fig. 1.

The nosing line of the bottom flight cuts the center of
the newel at 2 and that of the upper flight at 0, a distance

above 2 equal to the width of one riser, 6% inches.

If the arrangement was to run the upper rail straight
to the newel the under side of it would cut the center of
the newel in o, but if an easement, as shown in the
diagram, is determined upon, then the rail will have
to be raised, as shown from o to 3, or to any other point

Fig 7.—Elevation Showing , Elevatlon of Tw0 AdJacent FllgDtSl with NewelNewelsat First Flight. rl«- *
Between.

Construction of a Platform Stairway.

we show the elevation of this newel, as well as of the
complete bottom flight of stairs. We want to know its
exact length and the location of the squares opposite
the point where the rail and stringer intersect It Let
the length of the short baluster be 2 feet 2 inches from
the nosing to the bottom of the rail and continue the line
representing the bottom of the rail to the center of the
newel, as shown at 6. From 2 draw the level line 2 c
and from c upward mark the thickness of the rail, as In
dicated. By adding the measurements thus found from
the floor line to the top of the rail we obtain the exact
length of the neweL From the floor line to a we have
the hight of the riser, 6% inches ; from a to 6 the length,
2 feet 2 inches, of the short baluster ; from 6 to c a length
equal to 7 inches, representing the hight of the rise in
the rail decided upon for a suitable easement, and from
c to the top of the rail, 3 inches. These items added to
gether equal 3 feet 6% inches, which will be the exact
length of the newel from the floor to the top of the rail.
The location of the squares on the newel to receive
the stringer and the rail are shown by the shaded parts
in the diagram and are opposite the rail and stringer, re
spectively. In the diagram there is also shown another
newel reaching from the floor to the first platform, the
plan of it being indicated at a in Fig. 1. In Fig. 7 it is
shown reaching from the floor to' and a little above the
nlatform rail. From the floor line to 1, the line of the plat-

decided upon. In this case it was decided that by fixing
the point 3 at a distance of 4% inches from o and tak
ing everything into consideration we would obtain the

best results, one of which wa3 a suitable length for the
platform baluster, as shown in Fig. 7.
It will be observed that any addition to the hight of

point 3 increases correspondingly the hight of the plat
form rail, and therefore the length of the platform
baluster. Another very desirable result of this arrange

ment was the satisfactory limit It gave to the bight of
the " knee " in the goose heck, owing to its being a point
common to the easement of the upper rail and of the
goose neck of the lower rail, as shown in Fig. 8.
Having in this manner fixed upon point 3 at a dis

tance of 11 inches above the nosing line and thus deter
mining the hight of all the easements and goose necks,

we are now prepared to draw the templets, only one of
which will be needed for all easements and only one for
all the goose necks over the flights except the goose necK
at the top landing, which, owing to the landing rail being
2 feet 8 inches high, necessitates a change in its form.
To draw the easement In Fig. 8 make b c equal 6 o,
and from c at right angles to the pitch of the rail draw
the line c ft. Take ft as center, with ft

.
c as radius, and

turn over to a. Again take ft as center, with ft g for
radius, and turn over to k.
To draw the templet for the goose neck proceed as
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follows : Draw the line 3 a at right angles to the newel ;
from e draw the line e n parallel to the newel ;
make n m equal n e, and from m square to

LANDINGRAIL

side of the stairway looking from the direction of the front
entrance, the newels being indicated in plan, Fig. 1, at
6, 0 and d, respectively. The platform baluster here
also is 3 feet 1 inch in length, or same as those on plat
form No. 1. In Fig. 10 is presented the elevation of the
newels marked in plan, Fig. 1, at e, f, g, h and k and of
the stringers and rails between tliem. Fig. 11 represents
the elevation of the newels m and n of the plan, Fig. 1,
and of the stringer and platform No. 3. The baluster on
this platform will also be 3 feet 1 inch in length.
It will be observed that the baluster under the landing
rail, shown in Fig3. 10 and 11, are only 2 feet 8 inches
long, this being the hight desired for the landing rail at
the second-story floor. This treatment calls for a goose
neck of different form and dimensions from those already
described. In Fig. 12 we show how to form the templet.
A few steps are drawn adjacent to the landing newel
and also a line to represent the floor at the second story.
From this line we measure 2 feet 8 inches, the length of
the baluster, thus fixing the hight of the landing rail.
From the nosing line of one of the steps we measure
2 feet 2 inches, the hight of the short baluster, and draw

the lines to represent the rail of the flight.
The rest of the work is similar to that
explained in connection with Fig. 8.
In Fig. 13 we show the plan of the

platform joist, where the one marked a
is kept back a certain distance from the
newel post. In Fig. 14 is shown the eleva
tion of this platform, as well as an eleva
tion of one of the carriers that support
the flight, the upper end of the flight being
sustained by the joist a of Fig. 13, thus in

dicating the neces
sity of keeping
this joist back, as
stated.
We will now
take up the
method of draw
ing the face mold
for the wreaths
over the stretch
out stringers at
the bottom of the
two first flights.

LORJIGPANEL
Fig. 10.—Elevation of the NewelsMarked on the Plan Fig. 1 at Fig. 11.—Elevation of Newelsm and n of the Flan Fig. 1.

e, 1, o, h, k.

Construction of a Platform Stairway.

the pitch of the rail draw the line m d. Now
take d for center, with d m as radius, and turn

over to e; again take d for center, with d r as radius, and
turn over to S. The templets are shown by the shaded

portion of the diagram and extended a trifle beyond the
curves, so as to make a better joint with the straight

rails. In Fig. 9 is exhibited the elevation of the left hand

In Fig. 10 we show the plan of the curved rail
described from the center o. The plan tangents are
shown at a b and b c, respectively. The tangent
a b, as shown at 2 c in Fig. 7, is a level tangent,
while the tangent b c and shown from 2 to 5 in Fig.
7, is inclined, the inclination being that of the flight,
as represented in the pitch board. From 6, in Fig. 15.
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draw the line o c", with the pitch board. This line rep
resents the elevation of the plan tangent b c. From a
draw the line square to n c; through n and square to 6 c"
draw the line m n a". Place one leg of the compasses at 6,
extend the other to a and describe the arc indicated by
the dotted line a a". Now connect a" with 6 and the
line will represent the bottom level tangent, as it is re
quired on the face mold, while b c" will represent the
other tangent of the face mold. Draw the joint at a"
square to the tangent a" b and the joint at c" square to
the tangent 6 c".

We will draw the curves of the mold by means of a
single ordinate. The line 2 3. which is drawn parallel
to the plan level tangent a b, will be the plan ordinates,
and the line 4 5, which is made parallel to the level tan
gent a" b, will be the ordinate across the face mold.
The principle here used is to make the two ordinates

completing the mold. As the four wreaths have similar
plans and elevations this mold will suffice for them all,
and of all methods to develop the mold it is undoubtedly
the most simple.

A Mammoth Wind Mill.
What is said to be the largest wind mill ever con

structed in the United States, if not In the world, has
recently been erected on the ocean beach near the fa
mous Seal Rocks, not far from San Francisco, Cal., and
is used for pumping water into Golden Gate Park. The
huge, strong wooden tower supporting the wind arms
rises 130 feet. It is 40 feet square at the base, very
securely anchored and gradually tapers upward, assum
ing a round shape. There are four immense wooden
arms or vanes. Each arm measures 80 feet from the
center or hub, thus making a diameter of 160 feet in
describing the circle. The wind vanes are 6 feet wida
and extend nearly the entire length of the huge ami.
thus affording the greatest possible amount of wing
space for catching the air.
This colossal wind mill is capable of developing about

50 horse-power— its maximum capacity. Its pumping
capacity is 200,000 gallons of water every 24 hours.

3

Fig. 13.—Plan of
Platform Joist.

Fig. 12.—ShowingHow to Draw GooseneckFig. 16.-
to Correspondwith Hight of Landing Rail.

Bevels to Squarethe
Wreath.

n

F!r. 14.—Elevation of Platform
Shown in Previous Figure. Fig. 17.—SectionthroughStain Fig. 35.- -A Very SimpleMethodof Drawing FaceMold for

the StretchoutWreath.

Construction of a Platform Stairway.

the same lengths—that is, 2 3 to equal 4 5. By this op

eration we arc enabled to locate the points 4 and 5, which

are contained in the curves of the face mold.
We shall next need to And the width of the mold at

each end and for this purpose will refer to the bevels

shown in Fig. 10. In order to find these make a n equal

a n of Fig. 15 and n m equal to n m of the same figure ;

connect m a; the bevel is at m and is to be applied to the
end c" of the mold.
Again make n c" equal to c c" of Fig. 15 and connect

c" a. The bevel will be at c" and is to be applied to the
end o" of the mold.
Draw the lines 2 and 3 at a distance from the line

n m c" equal to half the width of the rail on each side

of a", in Fig. 15. Place the distance c" 2 of Fig. 10, as

shown at a" 2 of Fig. 15. On each side of c" of Fig. 15

place, the distance m 3 of Fig. 1G, as Indicated by c" 3,

in Fig. 15.
We have thus located three points which are con

tained in the inside curve, and three points that are

contained in the outside curve. By bending a lath to

touch the points 2, 5, 3 we are enabled to describe the

inside curve, and by bending it so as to touch the points

2, 4, 3 we are able to describe the outside curve, '.bus

The water is taken from the wells and forced through
a large iron main 10 inches in diameter for nearly four
miles up into an immense reservoir several hundred feet
higher than the ocean beach. From this reservoir the
water is distributed in all directions through the park.

Reinforced Cement Dome.

A reinforced dome and tower under construction at
the Central Railway passenger station at Antwerp, Bel
gium, rises from the top of the main building at an ele
vation of 130 feet and is carried up to 260 feet above
the ground, the dome forming an arch of 32 feet 8 inches
radius, 08 feet 4 inches diameter. The dome has a double
shell 0 feet 6 inches from shell to shell, contracting to 3
feet 3Vi inches under the apex, as described by Cement
and Engineering Xeics. The face of the inner shell forms
the ceiling of the dome and is highly ornamented and
paneled, all molded in place as the work progressed. The
outer shell of the dome is 3.15 inches thick. The com
pleted dome weighs only 1800 pounds. The difference in
weight between reinforced concrete and any other form
of substantial construction was the leading cause for the
adoption of reinforced concrete in this work.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE*— I.
By Charles H. Fox.

IT
goes without saying that there are probably few
problems in the art and science of carpentry which

present greater difficulty to the mechanic than are found
in the construction of a " circular sash which is circular
in plan," spoken of generally as a " circle on circle arch."

The writer is not alone in the opinion that this problem

is of equal, if not of greater, importance than those to
be found in connection with the most intricate parts of

stair building. By reason of its importance the very

best workmen in every land have probably given more

attention to its solution than to any other. Let any one
attentively examine the circular head of a door or win

dow frame standing in a circular wall and he will at once
becomeconvinced of the difficulties which have to be over
come before the essential conditions of the work are ob
tained. How is it possible for any one to hope to pro

duce the desired results with the requisite accuracy

without some positive rule for his guidance, and yet at
tempts have been made regardless of rule and expense,

but with what consequences; nothing short of a mass of

wretched and deformed curves, which are anything but a
credit to the workman.

Solution of tbe Problem.
Several writers on carpentry have devoted space to

the solution of this rather intricate problem. The great

Peter Nicholson in his works described methods for
getting out the various molds and bevels, but, like many

others who have followed him, he confined his descrip
tions chiefly to the projections required by the cylindro-
cylindric, which, it may be remarked, is altogether com
prised of right lined parallel elements—that is, no por
tion of its surface is warped or twisted. Few writers
there are, indeed, who have attempted to describe methods
by means of which the several developments may be
constructed as are required to produce the warped sur
face of which the soffit and exterior top surfaces of a
symmetrically connected radiant arch may be formed. We
speak of a " symmetrically constructed " arch for the
reason that the writers who have come under the notice
of the author of these lines have substituted a conical
surface—that of a scalene cone—for the conoidal surface
which forms the soffit of the geometrically correct ra
diant arch. While this may be correct in a cheap con
struction, one in which the exterior is comprised entirely
of wood and where the whole of the work pertaining to
the circular frame and sash may be done by one method
and by the one man, it becomes in connection with brick
and stone construction a very different matter, more
especially where the stone cutter draftsman works in
dependently of the methods which may be employed by
the millman in the construction of the frames and sashes
that may be required in the interior finish of the arch.

Different method* Employed.

Again, in brick construction one firm of millmen may
have the contract to supply the frames and sashes and
another for supplying the centers over which the brick
arches may be turned. Now unless the workmen of both
firms make use of a similar method in the construction
of the separate pieces of work it will be simply a matter
of chance as to their taking up with eacli other in a
proper manner when placed in position — that is, the
frames will not coincide with the curved line as given at
the back of the brick soffit. This in general is a cause of
friction between the two sets of workmen. Those who
finish the frames blame those who got out the centers,
and of course those who got out the centers are just as

|)ositlve that they are right and the blame should rest on
the others. If the truth were known neither one is right,
for they have not made use of the correct geometrical
principles which should govern the constructions In ques
tion.
In stone construction the arch proper may be cut and

built in the wall quite a time before a call is made for
the forms, so that if any misfit occurs It Is generally the

• Copyrighted.10(>r>.by Charles H. Vox.

millman who Is called upon to alter his work. As a rule,
however, the stone cutter draftsman has from the very
first week of his apprenticeship been taught that " all
straight lines which lie in the soffit surface of the radiant
arch are level lines and radiate toward the axis of the
wall." In brick work he has carried out this well es
tablished principle and so executes as far as possible a
correctly constructed arch. On the other hand, the mill-
man has perhaps followed the teachings as given by
Robert Riddell, J. V. H. Secor and others, and has sub
stituted the conical surface for that of the twisted sur
face, with the result that the frame does not coincide
with the back arris of the arch in the manner which it
should. Consequently the frame has to be reconstructed
at a loss to the millman. Whereas had proper geometri
cal principles obtained at the outset everything would
have been correct, time and labor would have been saved
and friction averted.
This is not an unusual occurrence, but who is to
blameV We answer, no one but those teachers wh:j have
placed such misleading methods before their respective
readers. We shall, in the drawings which follow later,
show the difference made between that of the curve of th&
" geometrical method " and that of the " conical method."
Another point of which we may make mention is that
many teachers for some reason fail to give any explana
tion of the geometrical principles involved in the con
structions, &c, of the problems in which they are at
tempting to instruct their students. On account of this
omission the student has been unable, after having copied
the example given, to proceed further, for the simple
reason that he has no knowledge of the laws which should
guide him in the developments, whereas did he thorough
ly understand the geometrical principles involved he
would be able to go ahead and work out any example that
might present Itself in actual practice.

Elementary Geometry.
In these pages it is the Intention of the author to

endeavor to reduce this rather difficult problem to the
range of elementary geometry. In doing this he will
endeavor as far as possible to make use of the language
of the shop, but at the same time when illustrating and
explaining the principles of geometry as applied to the
special subject he will call lines, &c, by their proper
names, for it seems just as simple a matter for any aver
age workman to be able to " conceive of a plane," no
matter as to its position in space, as it is to draw the line,
which, as the case may be, represents the plan or eleva
tion of the plane. In order to assist the student In ob
taining this knowledge the writer has at the outset ex
plained the method by means of which cardboard repre
sentations of solids may be constructed, these illustrating
in a very practical manner the inclined position of the
plank, the development and application of the bevels, to
gether with the development of the curves of intersection
as are required in order to get the face molds. The two
larger sides of the model will represent the vertical faces
of the plank and the lines projecting thereon will show
the manner in which the thickness of the plank may be
obtained. It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to state that
this Is a problem not yet shown In any of the printed
matter bearing upon arches in circular walls.
The great advantage of a cardboard representation

such as the above over any other means of instruction
may readily be seen, for the student immediately after
the drawing is completed may, by folding the sides into
their respective positions, have at once a practical proof
of the constructions he has just made. It is unnecessary
for him to spend time in sawing, planing, &c. as would
be necessary in order to obtain the same result in wood
or other material. Not only has the cardboard model
this advantage, but the lines, being at Its exterior, are
open for inspection and their connection at each plane
of construction may be seen at a glance. If, then, the
student is in doubt as to any projection, as. for example,
the difference in the an^lo made of the lievrls required in
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the incline plane of the plank to that given in the corre
sponding projections in the plan, which is, of course,
taken to represent a horizontal plane, he can, by a close
study of the model and of the constructions made at its
surfaces, readily understand the reason for the change
In the angle made by the two projections. It is for these
reasous that the author so strongly advocates the con
struction of cardboard models or representations of the
solids out of which the finished pieces may be formed.
In the practical application of the science of geometry
to the subject the problems most essential and those
which will first be explained are intersections and angles
made between planes, sections of prisms and of cylin
ders, and the development and intersection of cylinders,
more especially those problems which relate to the de
velopment of cylinders which may intersect cones, cylin
ders and conoids.
As the system of projection which will be made use

of in the drawings which follow is called orthographic
projection, a brief recapitulation of the laws and prin
ciples relating to it will be of service to the young stu
dent and perhaps to the older ones. Orthographic pro
jections are of use in representing the real size and form
of magnitudes, as is seen in exact constructions, or
" working drawings." The first law of orthographic pro-

and parallel to the line in space and its projection on
the other plane Is parallel to the ground line and Is short
er than the line in space.
3. When a line Is perpendicular to either plane of

projection Its projection on that plane is a point and on
the other plane is a line equal to the given line and per
pendicular to the ground line.
4. When a line is oblique to both planes of projection
both ef its projections are oblique to the ground line and
shorter than the given line.
We wish particularly to impress upon the mind of

the young student the Importance attached to his obtain
ing a clear conception of the meaning of the laws and
principles above enumerated, for upon this depends in a
great measure his further progress. Space will not per
mit of giving a more extended explanation, and for the
same reason we are unable to present graphical illustra
tions of the first three principles as given above ; so for
a more complete elucidation of them we must refer our
readers to some standard work upon descriptive geometry.
By means of the construction presented in Fig. 1 we
will endeavor to explain the principles of projection as
given in the fourth paragraph. To do this we have taken
the projection of a line oblique to both planes of pro
jection, and we have to find the true length of the line

Fig. 1.—Diagram Illustrating Principles of Projection When Fig. 2.—DiagramShowingPlanes of Projection at Right Angles
Projectionsare ObliQueto Ground Line. to Each Other in Space.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.— /.

jection is that it shall allow magnitudes to be shown in

their true forms and relative size. From this it follows
that the three dimensions of a magnitude must be repre

sented in their true size, and for this purpose it is neces
sary to represent any magnitude on two planes of pro
jection, at right angles to each other. One of these
planes of projection being horizontal in space, it is called
" the horizontal plane of projection " ; the other being
vertical, is called "the vertical plane of projection."
Other planes employed in solving a problem are called
" auxiliary planes." The intersection of the two planes
of projection is called the

" ground line." In practice
generally the projections made in the horizontal plane are
called the " plan," while those made in the vertical plane
are called the " elevation." We may further observe the
planes of projection which are at right angles to each
other in space both coincide with the plane of the paper
in practice. Wo may enumerate 3n noticeably different
positions which a line may have in reference to the planes
of projection, but only four of these need be mentioned
for the purpose of showing the relation of lines in space
to their projection, in respect to relative situation and
size.
1. When a line is parallel to the ground line ench of
its projections will be parallel to the ground line and will
be equal to the given line.
2. When a line is parallel to either one only of the

planes of projection, its projection on that plnno is equal

in space. As given in the textbooks of geometry, the
problem is " to find the true length of a line which con
nects two points in space given by their projections." Let
A o and B 6 represent the given points and A B and a b
the given line, as given in the two planes of projection ;
and let C D represent the ground line. In the relation
of this problem to the subject matter of these chapters
we may take the ground line to represent the spring
line, the line a b to represent the elevation, showing the
inclination of one edge of the plank, as given in the eleva
tion of a circle on circle arch. The plan of the edge of
the plank is represented in the line A B of the horizontal
plane.
Now to find the true length of the line we proceed as
follows : Square with A B draw A G and B H ; set off
the lengths A G and B H equal, respectively, to that given
in J a and B 6 above. Draw the line G H, which will be
the true length of the line.
The construction just made is called " development by
transposition " and is the only form of development ap
plicable in treating of planes, the true area of plane
figures and straight lines. The true length of the line
has been found by simply revolving the line itself into
the horizontal plane ; the points a, b revolve in arcs
whose planes are perpendicular to the axis A B. and after
revolution will be found at distances from the axis equal
to their true distances above the horizontal plane. These
true distances are equal to the hights of the vertical
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projections of the points (a, 6) above the ground line,

which line we may conceive to be simply the elevation

of the horizontal plane which contains the axis. The

points being perpendicular before the revolution, they

will be so after revolution also.

A very practical illustration of this problem may be

had in the following manner: Cut a piece of cardboard

to the shape as given in A B H G ; place this vertically

over the axis A B ; now revolve the model around A B

as on a hinge until it meets the paper— that is, until it
lays upon the drawing. This is just what we have done
with the line, for the line is represented in the top edge

of the model. Now again place the model vertically over

A B. The student will in a moment see that the true
length of the line is not given in the lines drawn at

either plane of projection; that the points a, 6 stand

vertically over the points A B of the horizontal plane, and

at a bight from that plane equal to that shown in J a
and B 6 of the vertical plane. As stated above, the

planes of projection are at right angles to each other In

space. This point will be understood from an inspection

of Fig. 2, in which diagram C W V D is taken to repre
sent the vertical plane, C X Y D the horizontal plane of
projection and C D as the ground line. Letters of refer
ence correspond to those given in the corresponding pro

jections of Fig. 1.
We have in the diagram shown another method for

finding the true length of the line : With the point a as

center and a b as the radius describe an arc, b E ; then
parallel with the ground line draw a E; then square
with the ground line draw E F. Drawing A F gives the
true length of the line. The line in this operation has

been revolved into a plane, as a E, parallel with the

horizontal, and from principle 2 above we are taught
" that a line parallel to either one only of the planes of

projection, its projection on that plane is equal and

parallel to the line in space, and its projection on the

other plane is parallel to the ground line." Understand

ing this principle, we are enabled to apply its truth to the

solution of the problem in question, for on trial the stu

dent, will find the length A F to equal that given in G H.
We may with truth remark that the whole secret of,

or key to, the correct solution of the many intricate prob

lems which are met with in actual prnetice by the work

man consists simply In having a thorough understanding

of the principles of geometry.

A Light Steel Roof.

A roof of steel designed principally to shelter ma
chinery and supported on steel columns without wall In-

closure has recently been built in New York City and

shipped to Porto Rico for a sugar company. It was L-
shaped in plan, with one wing 96 x 216 feet and one

120 x 144 feet, united so as to make two 216-foot faces

and containing one 48 x 72 feet central open court. Ac
cording to the Engineering Record the roof of corrugated

iron on wooden purlins was designed to carry only Its
own weight and a wind pressure of 40 pounds per square

foot of vertical projection. The columns are in longi

tudinal and transverse rows, respectively 24 and 48 feet

apart, and in all cases extend to the top chords of the
trusses, thus securing deep connections to afford stiff

ness against wind stresses. Exterior columns are 25

feet long and are made of pairs of C-inch, 8-pound chan

nels latticed, the interior columns, 37 feet long, are made

of pairs of 7-inch, 9%-pound channels latticed, or of
pairs of 8-inch, ll^-pound channels latticed. The tops
of exterior columns are connected by lattice girders
24 feet long and 5Mi feet deep, with the top flanges made

of pairs of 3 x 214 x % inch angles, and the bottom
flanges of pairs of 2% x 2% x % inch angles.

All roof trusses are of 48 feet span and have their
principal supports at the top chords with pairs of ver

tical connection angles riveted to the column webs.
The extensions of the lower chords are supported on
shelf angles on the columns. The bottom chords of the
monitor trusses are made of pairs of 8-inch, 1114-pound

channels. In all other trusses the bottom chords are
pairs of 2V&x 2>kx % inch, angles and the top chords

do not exceed pairs of 4 x 3 x 5-16 inch angles. The

web members of all trusses are pairs of 2% x 2V4 x %
inch angles, all rivets are %-inch and all field connec

tions are riveted. All trusses were shipped in two com
pletely riveted halves.

Cheap Houses in England.

For a long time past the problem of how to build
houses representing the minimum of cost and the maxi

mum of comfort has been the study of many in and out

of the architectural profession, and the solutions which

have been reached have in many instances been both in

teresting and instructive. An operation tending to illus

trate what may be done in this direction embraces a

number of cottages erected by the Belmont estate at

Chapeltown, a few miles from Sheffield, England. The

cottages erected were intended for occupancy by the

working classes, and thus far 84 dwellings have been
completed. Each house has a back yard and a garden

at the front. Between each block of four houses is a

passage 10 feet wide, so as to give ready access to the

rear. Each kitchen measures 13 x 12 feet and each
scullery 12 feet by 10 feet 6 inches. Under the stairs
leading from the scullery to the bedrooms above is placed

a pantry. On the first floor are two bedrooms, one 13 x

12 feet and the other 6 feet 6 inches by 10 feet 6 inches.

Above is an attic 15 x 12 feet. The scullery, kitchen

and bedrooms are 9 feet high and the attic at its highest

point is 8 feet 6 inches.
All the walls are 9 inches thick, with the exception of

that dividing the bedrooms on the first floor ; in that case
the width is 4% inches. Each house is provided with a

set pan and sink, gas and water. The front has a square

bay window, and a veranda of ornamental tiles. The
gardens are 11 x 13 feet, and In some cases are bright

with plants. The bedrooms have a double window with
a brick mullion in the center of the two windows. There
is no bath. The outbuildings comprise a coal place for
each house, an ash pit for each set of four, and a closet
for each couple of houses.
The cottages have been built and sold by G. H. Dow-
son, a member of the Wortley Rural District Council, for
£158, including the cost of freehold, and they rent for
5 shillings per week. At Featherstone Mr. Dowson has
built 100 houses in a similar style, but these have no
gas, a3 it costs more than twice as much as in Sheflield.

A Building Entirely Without Wood.

There is at present nearing completion in the city of
Bridgeport, Conn., a building which is unique in the fact
that it contains no wood whatever and which will be
when finished as nearly fire proof as it is possible to make
it. It is constructed on the cantilever plan and is sup
ported by foundations of great strength. The walls are
of concrete, the floors are of a composition which is fire
proof, and the doors, window sills and frames are of
metal. The staircases are of the winding type and are
made of concrete. The structure is attracting much at
tention on the part of engineers and insurance men by
reason of the fact that the building will be absolutely
devoid of wood and that every feature of construction
has proved its value, there being no methods employed
that are experimental.

The general contract for the erection of the new
building at Nos. 20, 22 and 24 Vesey street, New York
City, which is to be occupied by the Evening Post, has
just been awarded to Marc Eidlitz & Son. The structure
will be 13 stories in bight and, in addition to the various
printing departments, will be devoted to offices and lofts.
The drawings were prepared by Architect Robert D.
Kobn of 170Fifth avenue. New York City, and work upon
the structure will be commenced as soon as weather will
permit in the spring.

A country school in Iowa is to be built with the
windows on the south and west sides and the black
boards on the north. This is expected to do away with
the bad cross lights which are in most schoolhouses.
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LAYING AND FINISHING HARDWOOD FLOORS.*
By Fbank G. Odell.

THE
floor being laid and due care exercised to pro
tect it from injury, we are now ready for the final

work of the carpenter. This is where we lock the doors,
deny ourselves the privilege of visitors and settle down
to the real business which has involved so many pains
taking preliminaries. Just a friendly caution here; you
are not ready to finish the floor until everything else is
done which is possible. See that all mantels are set and
tile hearths laid ; all plumbers and furnace men out of
the way ; all doors and windows hung and hardware
screwed in place ; shelves, closet hooks, cupboard fittings
and all the numerous odds and ends which consume time
and cause running about the house safely out of the way ;
all inside wood work on and finished, up to the last coat
of varnish, the shoe for baseboard.; fitted and ready to
nail in place ; all boles for hot and cold air registers cut
to exact size; all picture moldings up; in fine, every
thing done so completely that you can turn the keys over
to the painter with the certainty that the carpenter will
not have to return. In such a case you are ready to finish
floors, and in most cases the painter will have sufficient
pride in his work to properly care for the good job you
have left for him.

Preliminary to Plulahlngr.
It is immaterial where you begin if a good exit is
assured. There will be a work bench, tool chests and a
few hundred scraps to move as you reach the last room ;
be sure that you can get them out of the house to stay,
without tracking over the floor already finished. Sweep
everything clean and provide plenty of sharp tools. If
the floors have been traveled over to any extent there
will be particles of sand and other rubbish ground into
the surface which do not tend to sharpen tools. Go after
them with a common cabinet scraper drawn quartering
across the boards. When you hear something say " click,"
stop and get it out of the way. If you don't get them
this way you are certain to get them with a sharp plane
or scraper, to your discomfort. The sand being removed,
and carefully swept out of the room (use a 10-cent whisk
broom and a sheet of sandpaper for a dust pan), we are
ready for the plane and scraper.
Don't forget at this precise juncture to round up the
"gang" again and get all shoes cleaned up both as to
nails and dirt. Gymnasium slippers or soft shoes of some
sort are very desirable, as ordinary leather is very likely
to leave dirty streaks after the wearer.
Of course, it costs money to buy shoes, but it will
pay the " boss " to give the boys a little bonus in the
way of extra pay if they will provide clean soft shoes
when they work on the floor. When the comfort of wear
ing something of this sort is experienced it will not be
necessary to suggest it on future jobs. Most of our
workmen have gymnasium shoes in their chests ready for
any special job requiring clean feet, and consider the
dollar as well spent as if used for any other necessary
tool.
If the job is properly specified it will be necessary

to put a cabinet finish on tlie floor. This means that
every evidence of machine work must be removed and an
entire new surface left for the painter. No machine has
yet come under our observation which will do work equal
to hand finish. If the floor be well milled and evenly
laid the scraper will do most of the work. Use a scraper
with a handle and get one that " pulls " rather than one
that "pushes." Ordinary cabinet scrapers heat quickly
and blister the hands, beside being of too light steel to
be serviceable on the floor and exceedingly difficult to
which to fit a handle.
It is about at this stage of the proceedings that the

" boss" begins to lose money. The average workman has
not had sufficient practice in what the Salvation Army
terms " knee drill " to take kindly to exercise of this
sort and gets tired early in the game. Herein lies the
value of having about two men to the room, as there is
a smaller number to visit when resting time comes and it
comes frequently in this kind of work. It is possible.

* Continuedtrom page 7, January Issue.

however, to mitigate the hardships of toil by frequent
changes of position which rest the knees and back. We
are not partial to knee pads, cushions, &c. calculated to
soften the floor for the toiler. The writer is not too
old or too prosperous to get on the floor with " the
boys," and it is the result of our observation that the
man who is filled with the proper spirit of hustle is too
busy to be dragging around a sack of shavings as a
cushion for the southern end of nis anatomy.
Should the floor' be very rough, as often happens with
Southern pine, it may be necessary to traverse it with the
jack plane to level the surface, using a quartering stroke
to avoid tearing the grain. A trip once over it with the
smooth plane will then put things in good shape for the
scraper. Traversing is often a time saver and always
results in a much more level surface if it be carefully
done.
The final finish and the amount of labor to be put

on is determined entirely by the character of the job.
Should the room be one to be covered with rugs, leaving
only an exposed border, the task will be an easy one, as
the center can be cleaned quickly with the plane to leave
an even color. Itooms requiring the entire surface ex-
poseu should be finished to the smoothness of fine fur
niture, carefully scraping out all rough places and bear
ing in mind always that every defect will show up
through the polish. Be especially careful to avoid a
wavy or ridged surface caused by uneven scraping or" chattering " of the tool, and clean out all plane marks
carefully. I have never yet met the man who couid
plane a board as smoothly as the scraper will finish.
Much trouble with the plane may be avoided by slightly
rounding the corners of the bit when sharpening. The
same holds true of the scraper, but on the latter tool the
round should be barely perceptible— just sufficient to
keep the corners from scratching.
The reader will pardon me for talking as if to ama

teurs or a class of students in a manual training school.
The fact is that some few hundred fairly good mechanics
who have come under my personal observation have yet
to learn some of the fundamentals in tool sharpening,
and this may meet the eye of some such, who will take
these elementary suggestions as kindly meant.
The scraper should be invariably worked lengthwise

of the board (except in case of badly cross grained stuff)
and more rapid and satisfactory results will be secured
by pulling the tool slightly quartering. The Starrett•'Universal " is particularly neat of adjustment in this
particular, owing to its ball and socket joint.

The Final Smootlilug.
For the final smoothing nothing is more rapid and

effectual than steel wool, followed by No. 1% sandpaper
for pine, and No. 1 for the hard woods. Use No. 3 steel
wool and be sure and get the home product, which bears
on the label, " Steel wool No. 3. Made in the United
States."
This particular brand is emphasized because there is
a similar article " made in Germany," which is far in
ferior and sold at the same price. The American wool
has no equal for smoothing quality. Fifty cents' worth
will smooth ltMJU square feet of floor. Take what may
be comfortably held in the hand and rub it with a turn
ing motion, quartering across the board, finishing with a
lengthwise motion, and look out for splinters, for it is
rare stuff to get into the fingers and hard to get out.
This may be profitably followed with sandpaper if a
specially smooth job is desired, though a good job, quite
up to the average, may be secured with the steel wool
alone. For cleaning up dirty floors which have been
soiled before the painter reaches them it has no equal,
and it is equally good in cleaning plaster stains and
other dirt off wood work.
Steel wool should he frequently turned over when
using, in order to present a new cutting surface to the
board. It cuts on the same principle as a package of
miniature knives, and when used with discretion will do
its work with wonderful rapidity and leave a fine gloss
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on the surface, owing to the smoothness with which it
cuts.
Because of the fact that steel wool cuts more like a
plane than sandpaper, it is important that it be followed
with a finer grade of sandpaper than would be used
were the finishing to be done with sandpaper alone.

The Painter's Work.
Everything in the way of finishing results depends
on this craftsman. While he cannot produce a satis
factory job without good carpenter work, he has it in
his power to ruin the entire job by using unsuitable ma
terials or by careless use of good ones. There are some
few fundamentals in the matter of materials which it is
well to emphasize :
1. Never use a liquid filler on a floor.
2. If a filler be required, always use a paste filler and
give preference to that made by some manufacturer mak
ing a specialty of floor finishes.
3. Always use the filler in the manner specified on the
original package without change or adulteration ; it is
only fair to the manufacturer to assume that he knows
his material better than you, and it should be used ac
cording to his directions.
4. If a varnish finish is specified never use an in
ferior varnish for a first coater, expecting to get satis
factory results.
5. If stains are used stick to alcohol stains or " wood
dyes," so called. They are more quickly and smoothly
applied than either oil or water stains and cost little, if
any, more, while the results are more permanent and the
imitation of the desired wood is usually better.
C. Never under any circumstances use shellac on a

floor. (Here's where we get into a row with about 90
per cent, of the painting fraternity, but the reasons will
be given in due time.)
7. Do not use varnish on kitchen, bathroom and other
floors requiring frequent scrubbing ; it will not stand
the racket. No exceptions in favor of anybody's floor
varnish, manufacturers' claims to the contrary, notwith
standing. Avoid wax on such floors for the same reason.
If recourse is had to hot linseed oil preparations give
ample time to dry hard, for they are the greatest dust
and dirt traps in the world when not thoroughly dry.
Look out for fluid waxes, &c. ; they may be good stuff in
the can, but are risky material for floors.
After this wholesale warning it will be necessary to
specify some finishes which may be used on floors with
safety. We will first take floors requiring only a brush
finish. For floors requiring scrubbing boiled linseed oil
put on hot is an excellent finish, but must be given ample
time to dry hard between coats and must not be exposed
to wear until absolutely dry and hard, for reasons given
above. A better finish for these floors is Johnson's No. 1
Floor Finish. This is made especially for floors requir
ing scrubbing and is the best preparation we have ever
used. It dries quickly with an orange color, and a second
coat can be applied the same day. When dry it is very
hard and its wearing qualities are unsurpassed. It has
the additional advantage of being very fluid and does
not show brush marks readily. I think that a fairly
good job could be made by spreading it with a broom
in the absence of a brush, though I do not recommend
a broom for this particular purpose.

(To 6c continued.)

Convention of National Association of Cement Users.

WITH
a view to placing itself on a business basis

through incorporation and to inaugurate an in
vestigation of cement and allied products by the United

States Government were important features, aside from
interesting and valuable papers and discussions, of the

second annual convention of the National Association of

Cement Users at Milwaukee, January 9 to 12, inclusive.

The report of the Executive Board contained a recom

mendation that the association be incorporated in the

District of Columbia, under the laws of the United States,

which action met the approval of the members assembled,

and the charter drafted by the board was accepted. The

object of the organization, as set forth, is to disseminate

information upon and promote the best methods to be

employed in the various uses of cement by means of con
ventions, the reading of papers and discussions upon

subjects relating to the materials which enter into the

making of cement and the nature of their uses, the ex

amination of machinery and other matters connected

with the business.
It is provided that the management of the associa

tion should be vested in an executive board, consisting of

a president, four general vice-presidents and one vice-

president from each of the sections into which the asso

ciation may be divided. These officers are to be selected

by a nominating committee, to be appointed at the open

ing session of each annual convention by the president,

with the exception of the sectional vice-presidents, who

shall be named by their respective sections and confirmed

by the corporation in a general meeting. This board is

to be reinforced by the addition of the five latest living

past presidents and they shall take their positions at the

last session of the association at which they are elected.

The executive board is to elect the secretary and treas

urer.
The matter of investigation work was touched upon

frequently during the convention and was brought out

specifically by President IMchard L. Humphrey in his

annual address and also in his paper on the
" Investiga

tion of Cement Mortars and Concrete at St. Louis." The

work begun at St. Louis during the fair has emphasized

the need of further experimentation with concrete ma

terials and particularly their application to reinforced

concrete structures. The following resolution was

adopted in this connection and members were urged to
take the matter up with their Congressmen, looking to
ward an initial appropriation by the Government of
$100,000for the carrying on of this work :
Resolved, That we, the National Association of Ce
ment Users, in convention assembled at Milwaukee, deem
the investigation of cement, mortars and other structural
materials now being conducted by the United States Geo
logical Survey of such far-reaching importance to the
people of the country, that we respectfully ask Congress
of the United States to make large provision for the
continuance of this Important work on a more extensive
scale.

For an association just starting upon its second year,
the Cement Users' organization has shown encouraging
growth. According to the report of the executive board
read by the secretary, Charles Carroll Brown, there
registered at the first meeting, held at Indianapolis last
year, 005 members. The number added since that con
vention is 174. making a total in the neighborhood of the
800 mark at the present time.
The programme showed the wide field covered by the
association. The engineer, the architect, the cement
manufacturer and dealer, the contractor, the maker of
cement and concrete specialties, the reinforcing metal
makers, dealers, and. in short, all men interested in any
way in cement, come within the scope. The first paper
on the programme, given by Sanford E. Thompson, con
sulting engineer, Newton Highlands, Mass., on "Con
crete Aggregates," was a technical treatise on ingredients
entering into the compound to produce the best quality
of cement. Mr. Thompson's plan for a clean sand evoked
considerable discussion, many present not adhering to
this principle and favoring an admixture of clay or other
material. A. L. Johnson of the St. Louis Expanded
Metal Fireproofing Company. St. Louis, read a paper on" Steel for Reinforcement," using the stereopticon to il
lustrate work accomplished by his company. This con
cern advocates a bar with a positive grip and this point
brought forth much discussion from users of other forms
of steel reinforcement. Particularly when C. A. P.
Turner of Minneapolis, read his paper on " Cement in
Building Construction." advancing his theories in favor
of the plain bar, was the subject lively debated. One of
the most interesting papers of the convention was that
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of S. B. Newberry, Sandusky, Ohio, on "The Manufac
ture of Hollow Concrete Blocks." Mr. Newberry de
scribed the process of manufacture and suggested tests.
He denounced the practice of making blocks in imitation
of cut stone. The lack of individuality, the monotony of
appearance, the fact that block makers tried to force
upon them a certain standard size, were causes, he ex
plained, of the hostility of architects to concrete blocks.
Much discussion was heard upon the manufacture of con
crete blocks and as a preliminary to the Thursday morn
ing session an experience meeting, led by A. N. Pierson of
New York, entered into the various stages of manufac
ture, including the selection of aggregates, mixing, cur
ing, coloring and other phases of the subject. Another
interesting paper was that of J. P. Sherer of Milwaukee,
a veteran in the business, on the subject of " Air Tamp
ing and Conveying Concrete Blocks," who described at
length the methods employed in his factory, lie also
spoke of the efforts being made in Milwaukee to secure
better city regulations in regard to the use of concrete
blocks in construction work and referred to the fair and
equitable regulations in the city code. A paper was read
at the same session by Will J. Scoutt of Chicago, on
" Building Regulations of Concrete Blocks."

Other interesting papers were: "The Belation of the
Cement Manufacturer to the Cement User," by R. \V.
Lesley of Philadelphia ; " Cement Block Architecture,"
by Louis H. Gibson, architect, Indianapolis ; " Use of Ce
ment and Concrete for Farm Purposes," by S. M. Wood
ward, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. ; "Manufactured Stone," by J. C. McClenahan of
New York City ; " The Value of Organization," by L S.
McDonald of Milwaukee; " Manufacture and Use of Con
crete Piles," by Henry Longcope ; " Waterproofing," by
J. L. Mothershead, Jr., Indianapolis : " Causes of Failure
in the Concrete Block Business," by O. U. Miracle of
Minneapolis ; " The Choice of Cement for Concrete
Blocks," by Richard K. Meade of Nazareth, Pa. ; " Ob
servations on the Testing and Use of Portland and Nat
ural Cements," by E. S. Larned, Boston, Mass. ; " Legis
lation Concerning the Use of Cement in New York City,"
by R. F. Miller, New York City.

Reports were also heard from the vice-presidents in
charge of the various sections. Charles E. Watson of
Toronto, vice-president of the section on Art and Archi
tecture, showed in his report that the use of cement for
building purposes had already resulted in a better style
of architecture. W. W. Benson, vice-president of the
section on Machinery for Cement Users, outlined the
equipment necessary for the successful manufacture of
concrete blocks and showed that most failures were due
to a lack of recognition of these principles. E. S. Larned
of Boston, who was appointed vice-president of the sec
tion on the Testing of Cement and Cement Products to
succeed E. D. Boyer of New York City, recommended
that the methods of testing of the American Society for
Testing Materials be adopted by the Cement Association
and copies of the specifications were distributed.

President Humphrey named the following committee
on nominations, which reported the list of officers given
below, who were elected : R. W. Lesley, Philadelphia ; T.
L. Condron, Chicago; J. P. Sherer, Milwaukee; C. L.
Johnson, Sandusky, Ohio, and M. S. Daniels. New York.
The officers chosen, all of whom, with the exception of
O. U. Miracle of Minneapolis, who succeeds H. C. Quinn
of Dublin, Ga., are re-elections, are as follows :

President, Richard L. Humphrey, Philadelphia. Pa.
First vice-president, Merrill Watson, New York.
Second vice-president, J. II. Fellows, Scranton, Pa.
Third vice-president, O. U. Miracle, Minneapolis. Minn.
Fourth vice-president, A. Monsted, Milwaukee, Wis.
Vice-Presidents in Charge of Sections.

Streets, Sidewalks end Floors, W. W. Schouler, New
ark, N. J.
Reinforced Concrete. C. S. Hall. Louisville, Ky.
Concrete Blocks and Cement Products, M. S. Daniels.

New York.

Art and Architecture, Charles E. Watson, Toronto,
Canada.

Testing of Cement and Cement Products, E. S. Larned,
Boston.
Machinery for Cement Users, W. W. Benson, New

York City.
Laws and Ordinances, H. C. Henley, St. Louis, Mo.
Fireproofing and Insurance, A. L. Johnson, St. Louis.
The secretary and treasurer of the association are

appointed by the Executive Board.
Invitations were received from eight cities for the

1907convention, with Chicago as the favorite. The cities
are Chicago, Buffalo, Columbus. Toledo, Detroit, Jackson
(Mich.), Minneapolis and Norfolk. Va.
Thursday evening the association was guest of the

cement Interests of Milwaukee and the local committee
at the Builders and Traders' Exchange and Builders'
Club Building.
One of the most important features of the convention
was the display of all sorts of machinery and materials
for cement and concrete construction. The exhibits occu
pied space not only in the West Side Turner Hall, the
seat of the convention, but in the Freie Gemelnde Hall, a
few doors distant. Following is a list of those repre
sented :

CEMENTMANCFACTCREBS.
Atlas Portland CementCompany,New York.
Castalla Portland CementCompany,Pittsburgh, Pa.ChicagoPortland CementCompany,Chicago.
Edison Portland CementCompany,New Village, N. J.Illinois Steel CompanyIcementdepartment),Chicago.MarquettePortland CementCompany,Chicago.
NewaygoPortland CementCompany,Grand Rapids, Mich.Pennsylvania CementCompany,New York City.
SanduskyPortland CementCompany,Sandusky,Ohio.WesternPortland CementCompany,Yankton, S. D.

COXCBETEMACHINEBYMANUFACTCBEBS.
Anchor ConcreteStoneCompany,Rock Rapids, Iowa.
Automatic Building Block Machine Company,Jackson, Mich.Barker & Nlghswander,Toledo,Ohio.
Berthelet ConstructionCompany,Milwaukee.Wis.
Bumham CementBrick MachineCompany,Milwaukee.CementMachineryCompany,Burlington, Iowa.
CementMachineryCompany,Jackson, Mich.
Century CementMachineCompany.Rochester.N. Y.
Dever'sCementWorks, Cassopolls,Mich.
Hartwlck Machinery Company.Jackson, Mich.
Hayden Automatic Block Machine Company,Columbus,Ohio.Ideal ConcreteMachineryCompany,South Bend, Ind.
Iowa Building Block MachineCompany,Waterloo, Iowa.T. M. LeHew & Sen,Warsaw, Ind.
Miracle PressedStoneCompany.Minneapolis,Minn.Harmon S. Palmer Building Block MachineCompany.Washington,D. C.
PeerlessBrick Machine Company,Minneapolis,Minn.
PerfectionBlock MachineCompany,Minneapolis,Minn.Pettyjohn Company,Terre Haute, Ind.
ReadingBrick MachineryCompany,Reading. Ind.
El. W. SeamansCompany,Grand Rapids, Mich.
J. A. Sodestrom,Sac City, Iowa.
South BendMachineMfg. Company,South Bend. Ind.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Deslgu for a Store Front.

From \V. G., Mumma, Emporia, Kan. —Thinking the

matter may be of interest to many readers of the paper I
am sending the drawings of a store front and of the floor

plans to be used in connection therewith. It is intended
to be built of pressed brick, red or buff color according

to preference, with alternate courses of blue limestone
6 inches thick with five or six courses of brick between.
This, I think, will produce a very nice effect, being a
combination of color and different materials. The first
story is to have a flat glass front, with single door about
4 feet wide and about 8 feet high. The design is intended
for a corner lot, with the door on the corner facing both
streets. The length of the building may be extended ac
cording to requirements, but as shown it is 80 feet. The

in eight hours, with a helper, who was also a good man,

was 6500, for which I received $2 per thousand. In our
city it is considered a good day's work for a man to lay
and nail 2000 in a day. If the man who wrote the article
in question can lay 3500 shingles In three hours, or over
9000 a day, send him to Cleveland and he can make from

$15 to $20 per day 300 days of the year. I would state
that I did the nailing, while my helper laid the shingles.
We do not split our shingles, but use them just as they
come out of the bunch. I can nail shingles just as fast in
comparison as the expert lather can lay lath, and my
helper can lay them just as fast as I can nail, so " West
ern Builder's " statement,seems to me to be rather strong.

From W. A. B., Vinita, I. T.—Having read the col
umns of the paper for several years I have been greatly

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot. Alain Floor.
Scale,

SecondFloor.
1-16 Inch to the Foot.

Design for a Store Front. —W. G. Mumma, Architect, Emporia, Kan.

stairway leading to the second floor is placed at the ex
treme rear, with entrance from the side street. The floors

are intended to be of fir 3 inches wide, resting on fir or
spruce joists 12 inches deep by 2 inches thick, placed 16

inches on centers and having two rows of bridging. The

roof is to be of zinc or copper, although if preferred a
high grade tin might be used. The first story is intended

for store purposes, while the second is for offices. The

sidewalk in front of the building is to be of cement.

The Shlngllne Question.
From A. E. G., Cleveland, Ohio.— I read the article on

page 351 of the December issue in regard to shingling and

in it the statement is made by " Western Builder " that
lie laid, split and double nailed 3500 shingles in three

hours. I desire to mention the fact that I have been in
the shingling business all my life and am considered one

of the speediest men in Cleveland, but the most I ever laid

interested in the Correspondence Department, but some
times wonder if occasionally writers do not try to see
how big a storm they can raise. If " Western Builder,"
writing in the December issue, had quit after he had in
structed us in his methods of finding short cuts on rafters.
&c, all would have been well, but when he struck the
shingling question he set my hair. I admire the manner
in which " L. H. H." takes him to task, as does " H. S. G."
I. too, have had a little experience in this shingling busi
ness during the past 35 years, and have been on the roof
with a great many men. but I confess I cannot find any
nf the crack shinglers lie tells about. The only thing I
can see that lets him out is that little three-cornered
perch and hatchet with a pin in it. I have a roof now
ready for about 20.1X10shingles and I would like to have
that hatchet and pin man a couple of days. I will gladly
give 50 cents per hour to see him perform. My expe
rience witli that class of fellows is that they always get
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in their big licks when they are not in the vicinity where
there is any work doing In their line.
I desire to say in conclusion that if all the readers of
Carpentry and Building have received as much benefit
from its columns as I have I should think there would be
few If any names scratched from the list after they once
get there. If I run up against a hard proposition I can
generally find something helpful by looking through back
numbers of the paper.

Finding Length* and Bevelg of Jack IIaflora for Deck
Hoot'.

From S. A. T.. Boyne City. Mich. — I send inclosed a
sketch intended to show " J. A. K.," Detroit, Mich., how I
would solve his problem. The sketch so clearly indicates

Finding Length) and Bevels of Jack Rafters for a Deck

Roof.

the method as to practically explain itself. To obtain
the plumb cut on the hip and valley measure across the
angle of the common rafter 9' and 9', which will give
the run, while the rise is the same as that of the common
rafter. I would suggest to "J. A. K." that care must be
taken to allow for the thickness of the hip and valley
rafters or else the jacks will be too long. If the method
which I portray herewith is not right I hope some of my
brother chips will kindly tell me wherein I am wrong, as
I expect to frame a large roof of this style the present
winter.

Developing a Valley Hafler.

From C. C. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.— I would like to have
some of the readers show in the columns of the paper how

Fig.8

Developing a Valley Rafter.

they obtain the shape of a greenhouse valley where the
roofs intersect at right angles. That the rafters of one
house are on a 4-foot radius at the eaves and the other on
a 2-foot radius, while one radius is 3 feet above the other,

as shown in the diagram. Fig. 1. I would also like to
have them show how to obtain the patterns where a 4-
foot radius intersects a straight roof, as indicated in Fig.
2. a cross section of the valley being shown in Fig. 3.
It is possible that some other readers may be inter

ested in this subject, so that those who reply will be doing
a favor to a great number of us.

Weather Boarding a Circular Tower.
From H. I. N., Atkinson, Ar. H.—In reply to the in

quiry of "It. J. O'B.," Brooklyn, N. Y., In regard to put
ting bevel siding on a circular tower, I submit the ac
companying sketch, which I will explain for the benefit
of the correspondent in question and others of my brother
chips who may be Interested. The drawing represents a
plan and elevation of the circular tower, the siding of
which must be worked with curved edges, as indicated at
C. In order to find the radius and length of this curve
the axial line e f is drawn through the center of the

Weather Boarding a Circular Tower.

tower and extended to / indefinitely. The line h g is
then drawn as a continuation of the direction of the
slanting surface of the siding and carried out until it
intersects the center, or axial, line, e f, at x. Now with
r as a center and radii equal to x d and x h describe
the arcs d m and h n. which will give the form and curva
ture necessary to secure the level lines on the top and
bottom of the siding after it is bent around the tower
in the position indicated by h k. If the correspondent
will make a full size drawing on the floor or any place
where he has room and follow the above directions he
can cut the form d m 11h from heavy paper, using it as
a pattern. The curves can then be traced on each strip
of siding and worked out with draw knife and plane.
There are a number of ways of doing this work, but I
think the plan here described is the easiest, although if
any other chip has a scheme which he considers better I
hope he will send it to the editor for publication, as there
are none of us too old to learn.

From E. F. C, Bremvn,.Ind. — I am neither a carpenter
nor a builder, yet I am a subscriber to Carpentry and
Building, and am pleased to say that I learn a great deal
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from the columns of this valuable magazine. In reference
to the question asked by " R. J. O'B.," Brooklyn, regard
ing a rule or method for describing the proper curve for
bevel siding on a conical shaped tower, I offer the follow
ing suggestion : The proper way is to draw a sectional
elevation of the tower to some convenient scale, or if the
slant hight is known—that is, the hight from the base of
the tower to a point where the slant line would intersect
with a line drawn through the center of the tower— then
the distance from the point of intersection on the slant
line to the base line would be the radius for striking the
curve to which the boards for the courses should be cut.
If the boards are exposed 4 inches to the weather, then
the second course is cut to a radius 4 inches less than the
first course; the third course is cut 8 inches less, and so
on until the top of the tower is reached, always deducting
4 inches for the next course.

Rapid methods of Shingling.
From Western Buildeb. —The request of the corre

spondent from Cedar Falls, Iowa, iu the January issue,

for a more complete description of the devices for rapid
shingling referred to in the December number of Car
pentry and Building has been duly noted, and I inclose
sketches with some particulars which may prove of In-

Figs. 1, 2 and 3.—Shingling Hatchet with Details of Gauge.

cornered blocks cut to fit the pitch of the roof are repre
sented at A a, while B is a riser and C is the seat. The
nails 6 6, driven in both three-cornered pieces, are 'filed
to sharp points and left about Vi inch long. These read
ily fasten themselves in the shingles without detriment
to the roof and make a secure and comfortable seat. With
two of these perches, which can be made in a few min
utes, one may clamber securely all over a roof without
any scaffolding except at the bottom for the first courses.
The method pursued by our rapid professional

shinglers is to first open enough shingles for a half day's
work and stick them about in little bunches all over the
roof so that they are easy to reach. The bottom course
is laid to line in the ordinary manner and the roofer
then mounts his perch and lays as many courses as he
can reach in the one position, usually carrying eight or
ten courses across the roof. If there is any serious
variation from line perceptible a line is struck to straight
en up, and the operation is repeated. In actual practice,
however, these expert fellows generally lay a roof as
straight with the gauge as the average carpenter does by
lining every course. It is easy to understand that the
time usually spent in setting foot scaffolding, lining,
measuring, &c, to say nothing of the time lost by fast
men in waiting for the slow fellow to finish his course
so that they can " line up," means a lot when put into
steady shingling with every man busy all the time.
I find it somewhat difficult to get carpenters to break

away from stereotyped methods and adopt time savins
devices of this sort, but when they do so they invariably
become enthusiastic over the increased ability to accom
plish work, for it generally means the ability to draw
bigger pay. I most heartily commend such methods to
the craft, for some of us have found that they greatly in-

Flg. 4.—The Three-CorneredSeat.

Rapid Methods of Shingling.— Contributed by
" Western Builder."

terest to him as well as others iu the trade. The sketch,

Fig. 1, shows an ordinary shingling hatchet equipped witli
a gauge, the details of which are clearly indicated In

Figs. 2 and 3. By reference to Fig. 2 the construction of

the gauge will be seen to be both simple and efficient, A
representing a screw made of spring wire and flattened

in the middle to make it spring with more ease ; B is a

head of thin steel with projecting ears at 6 b, which

engage the butt of the shingle and stop it automatically.

The ears being on both siaes make the gauge equally

convenient for a right or left handed man. The slot c

slides over the blade of the hatchet and prevents the

gauge from moving from its fixed position. The threaded

screw eye d of Fig. 3 is screwed in the end of the hatchet
handle and engages the thread of the rod A of Fig. 1,

perfecting the adjustment as to the width of the course.
In practice the head of the hatchet is placed against the
last course of shingles and the new course laid against

the projecting ears b b. which automatically gauge the
width of the course and hold the shingles in place ready
for nailing.
Another form of gauge, consisting of simply three

holes drilled in the blade at varying distances from the
head of the hatchet and a stove bolt firmly fixed in the
hole, which gives the proper distance, is illustrated at A
in Fig. 1.
The three-cornered seat for shingling, to which refer

ence was made in the December issue, is illustrated in
Fig. 4 and is made of seven-eighths stuff. The three-

crease the output of labor without impairing in any way
the quality.

K nix- for Tying Sash Cord.
From S. A. T., Boyne City, ilich.—l think " Hee H.
See " is all right in the position which he takes In regard
to various matters discussed, but I shall be glad If he
and the other readers of the paper who are interested
will now show us how they fasten the other end
u£ the sash cord. If they will do this I will appre
ciate it greatly, and I have no doubt others will be glad
to have the same Information. 1 am deeply interested in
Carpentry and Building and am endeavoring to promote
its material welfare by sending an occasional letter for
the Correspondence Department. Other readers can help
along the work by doing the same thing.

From S. F. B., 'Wellington, Ohio.— It is more than 33
years since I began tying sash cord and I commenced
with a bowline. I have been at it ever since, and the man
who cannot tie it cannot hang windows for me. In my
opinion, it is the only knot that will hang a weight plumb
and keep it there.

Obtaining; Patterns for Knives for Tenoning machine.
From C. C, Poughhrcpnic, N. V.—Will some of the
woodworkers who have had experience show how they
obtain the patterns for knives for a tenoning machine.
"■Iiito the knives cut on a draw?
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Converting a Warehouse Into an Opera Home.
From C. Powell Kabb, Plainfleld, N. J.— In the issue of

the paper for November last " An Appreciative Reader "
wanted to know the proper design for a truss to be used
on a warehouse building of 65 feet span and with 13-inch
brick walls. The correspondent stated that the building
is to be converted into an opera house and that the posts,
which are the present mode of support, are to be removed
and the ■tructure made self supporting by means of roof
trusses. The roof is to be one-third pitch and covered
with tin or galvanized iron, while the ceiling is to be of
stamped steel. He wants to know what would be the
design of the truss and if it could be constructed of built-
up timbers. He also wants to know if the pitch would
be too fiat for safety on such a span and if it would be
necessary to place pilasters in the walls under the truss
seats.
In reply to the questions I would state that it is best

to place the trusses at equal distance apart—say 13 feet
on centers— thus making four trusses necessary. As the
roof is to be one-third pitch and the clear span is 05 feet
it would make the rise of a truss 21 feet 8 inches. The
type of truss selected is one that will distribute the loads
the most uniformly without causing an undue transverse
strain on the top member as a beam. This suggestion
divides the truss into six bays or panels, each point of in
tersection being a panel point at which we are to suppose
each load is concentrated. In a truss of this kind the
camber is generally placed at one-sixth of the bight as
the limit of good practice. Any greater camber increases
the strains in the truss members.
We have four items to consider in order to arrive at

the load to be carried —namely, the roof covering, the
snow load, the suspended ceiling and the weight of the
truss itself. The roof covering is taken at 20 pounds per
superficial foot, measured on the slope of the rafter ; the
snow load, according to the correspondent's statement, at
5 pounds per foot, the load taken
horizontally, and the suspended ceil
ing at 4 pounds per foot.
To arrive at the approximate

L M is laid off equal to the load I m. or 6500 pounds;
then M N equal to the loan rn n, and so on to the center.
Only one-half of the truss is determined, as the two halves
are symmetrically loaded.
Beginning with the joint at the left support and using

the Bow notation, where the reaction j k and the load I k
are held In equilibrium by the stresses in I a and } a the

5.
3

Fig. 2.—StressDiagram.

Fig. 1.—Truss Diagram.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Converting a 'WarehouseInto an Opera House.

weight of the truss itself we use the well-known formula :
W = V»a I (1 +1-101) . in whic h a = 13 ft., 1= 05 ft., or

IF = 3169 lbs.
Snow load is obtained thus. .. .65x13 x 5 = 4.192
Suspended ceiling thus 65xl3x 4 = 3,380
Roof covering thus 20x 13x 78.58= 28,288

Total load 39,029lbs.
or, say, 39,000 pounds. As there are six panels, each
panel load will be 0500 pounds, but one of these panel
loads is borne one-half by one wall and the other half by
the other wall, without exerting any stress upon the
truss, so one of the panel loads may be disregarded. At
the apex of the truss one-half of the central panel load
goes to the left and the other half to the right. The truss
is supposed to be symmetrically loaded.
Taking each panel load in order and using a suitable

scale (1000 pounds to the Inch on a half-inch scale was
used in the original drawing), lay off each load in succes
sion on a vertical load line as shown— thus : The distance

polygon representing these forces
will also be closed. L A is therefore
drawn parallel to I a and A J par
allel to a j. Notice that is the
center of the load line, and J A
must be drawn from J and L A
from L until they meet at the point
A. The lengths of L A and J A
measured by the same scale used on
the load line give the amounts of
these stresses in these members. To
find B M and A B draw the stress
lines parallel to the corresponding
members in the truss diagram until
they meet at their intersection point,
6. Measure as before.
The stress diagram shows the

stress in each member of the truss
calculated in this manner.
By the method of moments or

by the method of the resolution of
forces, too complicated and involved
to introduce here, these results are
practically confirmed.
The Bow method of notation is

that in which the name of a line or of a force is indi
cated by the two letters between which the line or force
lies. Thus in the truss diagram the horizontal tie lies
between d and and is therefore called (( / or ; d, and on
the stress diagram the stress line drawn parallel to d j
is indicated by the capital letters D J.
As to size and materials, the top chord is to be of

wood, and it is desirable to make the section uniform
throughout its length. This section must be determined
by the maximum strain on the chord at its most heavily
strained part, which is of course L A, or 39.125pounds.
As each panel point theoretically is supposed to be

the beginning or ending of a member, we shall consider
the top chord to be divided, each side of the apex of the
truss, into three parts. Each part as a post has a strain
relatively small as to its capacity, but when purlins rest
on the chords of the truss between the panel points the
chord is subject to a bending strain which must be con
sidered.
It may be said that the actual load on the roof trans

ferred through the purlins to the truss chords is uniform
ly distributed, and therefore the maximum bending mo-

13,000x156
ment is equal to W L/„ or g is equal to 253,500-
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Inch pounds, in which W Is equal to load in pounds and L
is equal to span in inches. If the bending moment on the
chord between adjacent panel points be calculated as if
for a beam, with ends simply supported, the bending mo

ments at the ends and at the center of' the panel for the

continuous chord may be taken as two-thirds of the max

imum bending moment for the simple beam.
Two-thirds of 253,500-inch pounds is lG8,000-inch

pounds. «
According to the formula laid down by the late Mr.

Kidder and In universal use, the bending moment equals

the moment of resistance multiplied by the modulus of

rupture for safe strength. This modulus for American
spruce is 1620.

BxD2
169,000-Inchpounds =—

Q
- x 1620.

orfixfl! = 626.
Let .8= 8".
Then D2= 78.25,or D is equal to, say, 9 Inches.

Considering the stress in the chord as only that of a

post, if we take the section we have just deduced to meet
the bending moment due to transverse strain as 8 x 9
inches, we would find the safe load for such a rectangu

lar timber post to be 42,480pounds. This we see by com
parison is in excess of the maximum strain on the top

chord and is sufficient to meet the combined transverse
strain and the stress of 6500 pounds on each panel point
acting as a post, but as allowance must be made for the
weakening of the chord by cutting and fittings that have

to be bolted to it the depth should be increased to 10
inches, which will give us a working dimension of 8 x 10
inches.
The members a & and 6 c receive a stress due to com

pression only and have a load about one-half that of any

section of the top chord. A 6 x 6 Inch would be ample,
but to insure uniformity and stiffness the piece should be
6x8 inches.
The members a j, c d and- d j should be of mild steel,

as all of them are in tension.
a j has a stress of 32,875pounds, requiring a round rod

% inch in diameter ; c d has a stress of 17,270pounds, re
quiring a round rod of 1% inches diameter, and as d j
has about the same stress it would require a round rod
of 1 5-10 inches diameter. The strength of the steel is
taken as 16,000pounds to the square Inch for a safe work
ing load.
The top chord* may be built up of two pieces 4 x 12

Inches, blocked together every 5 feet and bolted through
the blocking, the block pieces to be 4x12x8 inches.
There should be a cast Iron shoe at the bottom of the
chord to receive the pull of the tension rods and the
thrust of the chord, while at the apex there should be
placed an angle block to receive the proper connection for
the rods. The horizontal tie rod and the rod a j should
have a swivel expansion joint to adjust the truss from
time to time as may be necessary.
As the reaction at the foot of the truss on the wall is

39,000—
2
_ — 3250 pounds, or 16,250 pounds, or a stress of

about 113 pounds per square inch, whereas a working

stress of 200 pounds per square inch on a good, well laid
brick wall, laid up in cement mortar, is allowable, it will
be seen that it will be unnecessary to reinforce the walls
with pilasters.
The pitch is not too flat for the truss as shown— the

flatter the pitch the greater will be the stress on the ties.

Mr. Odell Defend* " Western Builder."
From Frank G. Odell, Lincoln, Neb.—The degree of

chastened enjoyment with which the writer views the

discussion now raging in your Correspondence columns

over shingling and nailing and
" averages." may be

likened to that with which the veteran member of a
fraternity witnesses the initiation of the neophyte. It
will be recalled that some months since in a foolish
moment I was reckless enough to tell your readers about
some fast shingling, door hanging, &c, within the scope

•Tests made of two or three sticks bolted and keyed to
gethershowedthat they did not behavelike a solid pillar, but as
If the several timbers acted Independently,so that it will be
necessaryto Increasethe depth calculated If the chord be built
op of two members..

of my observation, all of which were actual happen
ings ; not related with any desire for vainglorious boast
ing, nor yet with any serious hope of materially advanc
ing the efficiency of the journeymen of the present gen
eration. I have known them too long and drawn too
many pay checks to their order to entertain any foolish
hopes in that direction. My hope was rather to stimu
late investigation tending to establish some kind of an
average for a day's work, which should be not only
reasonable in its requirements and general in its scope,
but which should excite emulation in the youthful breast
in which hope springs eternal.
Do you remember that letter of mine, Mr. Editor?

And do you remember how they " lit on me." from Nova
Scotia to Texas, pronouncing your humble servant a
lineal descendant of Baron Munchausen? My own recol
lections are fresh and painful. Nothing like it has de
lighted the lovers of a scrap until " Western Builder "

recently perpetrated a similar bit of foolishness, and now
he I3 learning that the way of the transgressor is hard.
They are even figuring out the number of fractional nails
he must drive in the fractional part of a fractional sec
ond in order to make his tale adjust Itself, without allow
ing the poor fellow time to take a " chaw " or spit on his
hands.

Now this becomes a serious matter and. as the orig
inal inciter of this disturbance, I am moved to rush to
the defense of " Western Builder," even at some risk to
myself. The Pharisees of old professed a devout rever
ence for the traditions of the elders, and I am often
tempted to believe that they have some followers among
the number of your correspondents. With all due re
spect for the old ways, I must beg to differ with some
of the brethren who seem to think it a ludicrou3 matter
to suggest that the carpenters of to-day should keep
pace with other lines of industry in the improvement
of their methods of work.

I think that I may fairly hold to this difference of
opinion, inasmuch as I learned my trade under these
same old methods. The writer is no chicken with spurs
uncut, nor an apprentice " kid " who wants to air his
freshly acquired opinions. He has grown gray in his
trade and for over 20 years has been an employer of
labor, possibly having had as wide experience of men
and methods under varying conditions as some of those
who will see fit to criticise this letter.
What's all this disturbance about, anyhow? Are we

as a craft fast or slow, compared with other trades of
hand workers at this time? Josiah Allen's wife was wont
to expatiate on the value of " mejumness " as an aid
to digestion, and it's my opinion that we are generally
afflicted with a serious case of that quality. It may be
well enough as a retardent, but its value as a stimu
lant is open to serious question.
Since " Western Builder " brought trouble on himself
I have been doing a little investigation along these lines
and am moved at thl3 time to give your readers some of
the results.
F'rinstance, consider the lather. You all know the

man who pounds out a living with his Underbill hatchet.
In this country he averages 150 square yards of lathing
in a day, carrying in his own lath and rigging his own
scaffolding. That's 2250 lath in ten hours (they usually
do it in nine here), or about 10,000nails a day (including
nailing in pieces), an average rate of 1000nails per hour.
It's an easy calculation that the real work of nailing is
done at twice this speed, or about 2000 nails in 60 min
utes— i. e., about 33 1-3 nails per minute (let's have some
more fractional calculations) —and he has still time to
reach down in his nail sack occasionally for a fresh
supply of polished steel.
Now this is not what is called a fast lather. He is

just a good average man, and you have all seen him if
you have met many real lathers.
We have in this town a mighty decent lather. Willie

Jacobs by name (I name him, right out in meeting, to avoid
the charge of creating fictional characters), who holds
the State record of 210 yards in nine hours, carrying in
his own lath and making his own scaffolding. Just
figure his speed, some of you good calculators, and please

don't forget the fractions.
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This same Willie Jacobs has done my work for years
and it is a common thing for him to nail 200 yards in a
day on common residenae work. I am particular to
mention this for I do not care to have my veracity ques
tioned. About all a contractor can save unimpaired in
these days of wage scales and " mejumness " Is his
veracity, and that should be jealously guarded as a
valuable asset, as indeed it is.
Incidentally, Willie Jacobs can shingle some, too, but
I dare not go into that matter. " Western Builder "
would get a rest at once.
Again and secondly, brethren, let us briefly consider

the printer. His average stunt for hand composition the
country over is 1000 " ems " per hour, throwing in his
case, justifying his lines and correcting his proof. Re
duced to intelligible English that means that he handles
about 3000 pieces of type per hour and still has time
to take a shot at the cuspidor and swap a yarn occa
sionally about some fellow he once knew who was
" fast."

Gee-whiz! Get busy and figure his speed, will j-ouV
And please don't forget the fractional parts of seconds.
Now this is not a fast printer at all. It's just any

old kind of an average, tobacco chawing, dirty fingered
printer, with two suspender buttons missing. The fast
compositors are in quite another class and it's not safe
to talk about them in present company.
Kindly refrain from questioning my veracity until

you look up the facts. " Western Builder " is probably
lying to beat the band about that shingling, but I'm
" getting down to cases " now. and I want some of you
fellows to understand that the average carpenter has
nothing to brag of when his gait is compared with some
other trades.
Do you mean to say that the lather or the printer is

superior to the carpenter in natural intelligence or abil
ity? Aber nit. What's the trouble, then, that when
some fellow gets a move on himself and it is talked about
a little the air is full of visions of mendacity?
I can easily credit " L. H. H.'s " statement that his

men will not average 3000 shingles per day. I don't
think they will average 2000 per day out here, yet I can
introduce the casual caller to some 25 mighty good fel
lows who can nail on their 500 per hour and do first-class
work in that and every other line. Some of them work
for me. I can also point out to you some 400 carpenters
in the same city who will not average 200 per hour, but
could easily do 300 If they would sweat occasionally.
Is an increase of 50 per cent, in any given line of work
worth anything to an employer? Is 10 per cent?
As to shingling, let me say in passing that my men

have used the three-cornered stool and the hatchet gauge
a long time and none of them would do without them.
So far no one has fallen off the roof owing to the use
of the stool, and all say that the comfortable sitting posi
tion enables them to always sit easily for nailing and
enables them to do faster and better work. Every carpen
ter knows that a long spell of shingling is likely to cause
piles or hemorrhoids, and nothing is a better preventive
of this distressing disease than the three-cornered perch
when you go on the roof.
I wish in all seriousness that a definite and continued

effort might be made by the readers of Carpentry and
Building to ascertain practical methods of increasing both
the quantity and quality of our output : and above all, to
determine some sane and safe basis of estimating labor
cost in our trade, if such a thing be possible. It is clearly
evident that methods of a decade ago are obsolete so far
as estimating is concerned, and we must adjust ourselves
to new conditions. Certainly great improvement Is in
dispensable if wages are to be kept up to the level de
manded by the present high cost of living. I seriously
question if the contractor anywhere is making a legiti
mate margin of profit from his business commensurate
with the risks involved and the ability required. This
deficiency is due largely to the uncertainty of the labor
cost. Materials are a factor easily determined from
price-lists, but who shall say what amount of labor will
be produced from a definite number of hours at a given
wage scale?
I respectfully subir.it. as a patent fact of common

knowledge, that there is no soul overpowering ambition
tearing a hole through the breast of the average carpen
ter In an effort to make himself worth a dollar a day
more to his employer. I am also in doubt whether the
general disposition which appears to be manifest to laugh
this discussion out of court will be profitable to either
employer or journeyman.
I live in a town where the wage scale is 32Vj cents

per hour. It Is complained of us and with some justice
that wages have always been too low In our town and
that the fault lies with the employers ; yet I will un
dertake to go out right now in the dead of winter, when
jobs are not plenty, and find employment for men who
can earn 50 cents per hour more easily than employment
can be found for those who are content to keep them
selves in the 25-cent class. For this, as for some other
things, there must be a reason. Guess it.

Short Cum In Eatlmating Heating Work,

From R. B. M., Altoona, Pa. •— In view of the dis
cussion that has occurred in the past on estimating in
building construction and the attempts that have been
nade at " short cuts " in reaching conclusions it may not
be without interest to refer somewhat briefly to my own
experience in this direction in connection with the heat
ing and plumbing of a building. When I first started
to do steam and hot water heating work, after having
had considerable experience with plumbing work, using
wrought iron pipe for the water service, I thought that
I could lump some parts of the work so far as the esti
mates were concerned and save myself much tedious
work. I did not know that I was making a mistake as
to my cost until finding my funds becoming somewhat
cramped I commenced to look for the cause of the
trouble. I had expected the profit from a $1,000 steam
heating contract to pay for some new shop equipment, but
unfortunately at the end of the month my bank balance,
even with this deal included, would not allow me to set
tle the bills which had already been contracted. Having
closely superintended the installation of the piping and
the other work I was in a position to go over it in my
mind, when I found that it cost me a great deal more
than I had estimated. I then went over the estimate to
see where the error had occurred. I found that I had
omitted a valve or two, some runs of pipe with the fit
tings and one small radiator ; also that I had not esti
mated the time for the work, partly due to the fact that
the piping had to be run differently from what I had
originally expected and partly because the job could not
be completed all at one time and had to be taken up four
different times before it was finally completed. I also
found that I had not included some of the expenses for
special service incurred by some of the goods not arriv
ing In the same shipment with others. This led me to
look into the percentage which I charged for replacing
shop tools, rent, interest, clerk hire, horse and similar
things which have to be paid and come out of the money
received for a contract whether they are included in the
estimate or not.
I have never followed the suggestion of keeping an

account of the cost to verify the estimate, but have
arranged to do it on one or two later contracts on which
I am now working. I feel, however, that I have followed
the tedious method of making up estimates long enough
to have a pretty good idea of the cost in general, and
think I could apply short cut rules with a reasonable
amount of confidence in avoiding a loss. Hope that those
who have such rules, whether in reference to computing
the time for a given work or the total cost by the number
of radiators or by the space to be heated, will send them
in, so they can be printed for the benefit of other readers
as well as myself.

Detail)* of Bathroom Trim,

From Arcadian, Wis.—Will some kind reader of the
paper forward for publication details of bathroom trim,
showing width of base and style of molding to be used
above the tiling? To what hight should the tiling be
carried, and what kind of shelves and towel racks would
be appropriate in a room of this kind?
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WARMING AND VENTILATING A SCHOOL BUILDING.

THE
gravity system of furnace heating has been ad
vantageously used to heat school buildings under the

laws existing in Massachusetts, New York and Penn
sylvania, and by reason of the low cost of installation,

as well as the low cost of maintenance and moderate use
of fuel, is well adapted to the needs of the smaller school
building. The laws referred to demand a supply of 30
cubic feet of fresh air per minute per pupil, which
necessitates delivering a large amount of air at a
comparatively low temperature, and consequently the
flues must be of ample size and the furnaces so arranged
that a wide space is left between the eastings and the
brick work surrounding them. At the same time, in or
der to reduce the cost of ventilation, provision Is usually

fuel room and the -furnaces themselves, leaving a short
passage so that the janitor can readily turn around when
firing.
The air used for ventilating purposes is heated from
10 to 70 degrees, or through a range of GOdegrees. Each
class room accommodates 50 pupils, necessitating a sup
ply of 90,000 cubic feet of air per hour; therefore if this
be multiplied by 1.00 (the number of heat units required
to raise 1 cubic foot of air 60 degrees) the 98,100 heat
units obtained is the amount required for this purpose.
The wall exposure and glass surface of each of the four
class rooms are practically identical, being made up of

125 feet of exposed glass surface and 435 feet of net wall
surface. The engineer who planned the work states that
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Fig. 1.—BascmeDtPlan, ShowingLocation of Furnaces, Pipes, &c.

Warming and Ventilating a School Building.

made for operating it as a rotary one during the hours
when school is not in session.
In the new school building recently built in Pelham,

N. Y., a heating system of this character has been in
stalled under designs of Fuller & Warren Company, 1133
Broadway, New York, and at present is operating satis
factorily. The arrangement of the building as well as the
layout of the heating apparatus is shown in the accom
panying plans, the basement plan, Fig. 1. showing the
location of the furnaces, coal air duct and warm air flues
as well as the return ducts, fuel room and general ar
rangements. On the first floor, Fig. 2, are the two

class rooms as well as the teachers' room and hallway.

The second floor, Fig. 3. is not unlike the first, except that
there are but two class rooms and a hallway. Compact

ness of arrangement is a desired feature, and it will be
readily seen, says C. T. Richards In a recent issue of The

Metal Worker. Plumber and Steam Fitter, that in the
prepent arrangement It Is decidedly easy to operate owing

to the fact that the firing room is directly between the

the air is delivered at the registers at a temperature of
about 125 degrees. It can be readily shown that the
stated supply of air at this temperature will make up
for all the transmission losses and maintain the room at
a temperature of 70 degrees, when the thermometer out
side is 10 degrees above zero. Multiplying the 125 feet
of exposed glass surface by 00, the number of heat units
lost through 1 square foot for the 00 degrees tempera
ture range, gives 7500 heat units lost through the glass
surface. Multiplying the 435 square feet of wall surface
by 20, the amount of heat lost per square foot of brick
wall 1G inches thick at an inside temperature of 70 de
grees and an outside temperature of 10 degrees above
zero, gives 8700 heat units lost through this source. The
air supply is, of course, allowed to escape to 70 degrees,
so that the 98,100 heat units calculated must be added to
these heat losses. The total is thus 114,000. When the
outside temperature falls below 10 degrees above zero
the additional heat units can be supplied by forcing the
fire and raising the temperature of the entering air to
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140 degrees or thereabouts, which will be sufficient to
overcome the additional transmission losses.
In this connection it will be interesting to observe

that the engineer in designing the work arranged thewarm
air flues and vent flues so that the warm air was directed
across the greatest amount of exposed surface, in order
that air at the highest temperature might come in con
tact with the coldest surface. He states that calculations
had been made allowing a velocity of 400 feet per min
ute through the flues.
The similarity of school buildings with respect to the

exposed wall surface, glass surface and cubical contents
is such that a comparison of the different relations of the
system based on the number of occupants will be found
useful when planning other work of a similar nature.
From computations made in previous paragraphs it will
be found that the total number of heat units necessary
to supply the building is in round numbers 450,000. Two

misleading, owing to the two halls and teachers' room to
be heated. These, however, will be found in practically
all school buildings and so the comparison will be of some
advantage. Here 11.5 square inches of fresh air duct
area is provided to each pupil. A more exact method of
proportioning the fresh air duct area is upon the total
air supply of the building and the velocity of air in these
flues. It Is known that each class room requires 90,000
cubic feet of air per hour, and calculating the velocity in
the flues leading to the teachers' room and the hall on
the first floor at 350 feet per minute (this velocity would
be slightly lower, owing to the less hight of the flue), the
outlets being in the floor instead of the side wall be
ing used as foot warmers, the teachers' rooms and halls
will require respectively 10,000 and 29,000 cubic feet per
hour.
In this building as well as in practically all other

school buildings designed on this plan provision is made

Fig. 2.—First-Floor Plan.

Warming and Ventilating a School Building.

furnaces of the school type made by Fuller & Warren
Company, Troy, N. Y., were used. The Are pot of each
furnace is 35 inches in diameter, having a grate area of
6.68 square feet. As two of these furnaces are used the
combined area is 13.36square feet. Dividing this into the
total number of heat units needed to keep the building at
a comfortable temperature and supply the air for ven
tilation, it is found with an effective combustion and good
efficiency of furnace that 4.2 pounds of coal will have to
be burned to each square foot of grate surface to main
tain the building at a comfortable temperature when the
air outside is 10 degrees above zero. It must be borne in
mind that these furnaces are fired at this rate for only
about six hours in the day under close supervision of a
janitor.
The flues leading to the first floor provide 12.8 square
inches of hot air pipe area to each pupil, those leading to
the second floor provide 11.2 square inches of hot air
pipe area to each pupil. In calculating the area of the
fresh air ducts on this basis the results are liable to be

for rotating the air supply during the hours when the
building is unoccupied. In this case it is done through
the agency of swinging dampers in the vent flues, which
permit the air being taken down through the vent flues
when the building is unoccupied and returned to the base
of the furnace by suitable dampers in the basement. The
arrangement of these flues as well as the dampers is
shown in the basement plan. In order that a sufficient
velocity may be induced during the warmer days an aux
iliary heater was placed in the vent flue, which is used
when the temperature of the outside air is above 55 de
grees. When the temperature outside is colder it is un
necessary to use this auxiliary heater, as the difference
in temperatures of the two columns of air is sufficient to
induce a velocity high enough to carry away all the air
supplied. The heating system in this building has been
in satisfactory operation for several years, a fact which
att?r' to the proportioning of the flues and general ar
rangement of the heating apparatus.
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Appendix.

Before concluding the article a few additional cal
culations may be of Interest. It will be found that the
total amount of air needed per hour for ventilation in
the building is 405,000 cubic feet, being the 90,000 cubic
feet supplied to each of the four rooms and the 16,000
and the 29,000cubic feet supplied per hour to the teach
ers' room and to the halls, respectively. As this air is in
troduced into the rooms at 125 degrees and is admitted
to the furnace through the cold air ducts at 10 degrees it
has been warmed through a range of temperature of 115
degrees, so that the cold air is much less in volume. To
determine the velocity that It has in the cold air ducts
leading to the furnace we can proceed as follows : For

cation may be shown of It in connection with the school
installation described. If we assume that the air in the
flue is 125 degrees and the temperature outside is 10
above, the difference in temperature, T — t, is 115. We
may take for H the hight of the flue from furnace to sec
ond floor outlet, 15 feet. The product of 15 and 115 gives
1725. This divided by492gives aquotient of 3.5. The square
root of this last figure is 1.87. This multiplied by 240
gives a velocity of a little over 450 feet per minute. This
figure is to be compared with the velocity assumed by the
designer of 400. The formula given is arranged so as to
give results 50 per cent. less than theoretical results, so
that it would appear that the designer has assumed that
the actual velocity would be considerably less than 50 per
cent, of the theoretical, thereby allowing for losses due

j&Q Wood SH.V.

Fig. 3.—Second-FloorPlan.

Warming and Ventilating a School Building.

every degree that air is warmed it is increased In vol
ume, approximately, 0.00203 times itself. For the 115
degrees this means that the warm air at 125 degrees is
0.00203x 115= 0.233 times Its volume at 10 degrees above
zero. Its volume at the low temperature is therefore to
be found by dividing the 405,000 by 1.233, which gives
328,000. This is equivalent to about 5500 cubic feet per
minute, and as the total cross section area of the two
cold air ducts is 16, it will be found that the velocity iu
these cold air passages is about 344 feet per minute.
Whenever any one has an extraordinary hight of flue
or unusual conditions for which he must determine the
velocities that air will take in the heating flues it Is
advisable to resort to the formula for the velocity of air
dependent on temperatures and flue hight, which is as
follows :

V = 240 VH (T — t)-t- 492T

Of this V stands for the velocity in feet per minute ; H
for the hight of the heating flue—that is, from the point
in the furnace where the air has become heated to the
point of its discharge into the room warmed : T repre
sents the temperature of the heated air in the flue; t
stands for the temperature of the outside air. An appli-

to friction in the air passages caused Jby bends, surfaces
of passages and so on.

Boston's New Skyscraper.

The new building which is to be erected on Water
street for the Shawmut National Bank will give Boston
another tall office building which will be a credit to
the architecture of the city. The plans for the structure,
just completed by Architects Winslow & Bigelow, show
a building having a frontage on Water street of 191 feet,

on Congress street of 88 feet and on Devonshire street of
57 feet. In style the architecture will approach the Gre
cian In effect, and the material used in the construction
will be Indiana limestone. The bank will occupy the en
tire first floor, with a main entrance from Water street.
The upper floors will be used for offices, there being a
total of about 180 rooms. The entrance doors will be
of bronze. There will be five elevators and the other
equipment will be thoroughly in keeping with a modern
office building. The old buildings occupying the site are
now in process of demolition and it is expected that

active operations on the foundations will be commenced
in the near future.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

ADVICES
from various sections covering building opera

tions for the year just closed indicate a degree of
activity which is probably without a parallel in the history
of the country. The value of the building improvements
which have been carried to completion, or are now in prog
ress, reach a total running into the hundreds of millions,
and show a remarkable increase when compared with the
figures of the year before. The very open winter thus far
has been conducive to outdoor work much later than usual,

and operations now under way and in prospect give prom
ise of an active spring season.

Baltimore, Md.
It is expectedthat the season for general building opera
tions will open early this year, as the prospects are un
usually bright for a large business and plans for more than
a score of new business structures are on the boards in
various architects' offices, while fully as many more new
buildings have been projected for which architects have not
yet been selected. The list includes banks, factories, office
buildings, warehouses, churches, apartment houses, as well
as improvements in connection with dwellings, business
buildings and smaller structures.
It is intimated that many unimproved lots in the
burnt district will be improved this year, and the feeling
exists that the volume of operations will surpass even the
high record of 1905.
We have received,with the compliments of the Builders'
Exchange, a copy of the Year Book for 1905 containing
much valuable information relative to the organization in
question. Among other things it gives the object of the
Builders' Exchange, extracts from the By-Laws, a list of
officers, directors and standing committees, an alphabetical
list of the members,as well as a business directory of them,
a list, alphabetically arranged,of the architects of Baltimore,
a list of the city officials, business and trade organizations,
banks, bonding companies,&c. In the summary of the year's
record the statement is made that 27 board meetings were
held; that the membership increased 32 per cent.; that the
exchange joined in the movementto encouragemanufactur
ing industries to locate in Baltimore ; that it favored the
appointment of a non-partisan sewage commission; ap
proved the action of the City Council authorizing competi
tive plans for the Eastern Female High School and recom
mended that competitive designs be invited from local
architects for all municipal buildings: approved of the
movementfor a union station for all steam railroads enter
ing Baltimore : exhibited plans and specifications for many
prominent buildings designedby leading local architects and
others ; gave support to the exhibition held under the aus
pices of the Baltimore Architectural Club and Municipal
Art Society, and held numerous meetings in the interests of
special topics touching addressesthat were delivered by city
officials and others, including Edward A. Roberts, secretary
of the Cleveland Builders' Exchange. Fully one-half of
the little book is given up to blank pages for purposes of
memoranda,and on (he secondpage of the cover is a calen
dar for 1906 and the first half of 1907.
The permanent exhibit in connection with the Exchange
is making rapid progress, and by the time this issue reaches
the readers many of the displays of building materials will
probably be in place.

Buffalo. N Y.
During the year just brought to a close the office of the

Deputy Building Commissioner issued 2886 permits for the
erection of new buildings and repairs and alterations to ex
isting structures, at an aggregateestimated cost of $7,401,-
006. This, according to Henry Rumrill, Jr., Deputy Build
ing Commissioner, is the largpst number of permits ever
issued in a single year since the organization of the bureau.
The new buildings were for the most part dwelling houses.
In 1904 there were 2677 permits issued for building im
provements, estimated to cost $6,638,319,while in the cor
responding period of 1903 there were 2011 permits issued,
calling for an estimated outlay of $6,263,402. The labor
situation is normal and present indications seemto point to
a continuance of the amicable relations now existing between
employer and employed.

Chicago. III.
The last year has been the most active in the history of
the city—save one—1892, the year preceding the World's
Fair. During 1905 permits were issued for the construc
tion of 3337 buildings, extending over a frontage of 243.485
feet, and involving a total cost of $63,455,020,as compared
with 2132 buildings, 203.785 feet frontage and $44,596,090
for 1904. an increase of 1205 buildings, 39,700 feet of
frontage and $18,858,930.
Construction was not confined to any particular class of
buildings, much work having been carried on in the central
business district as well as along all lines of transportation

in the outlying sections of the city, particularly along the
elevated railroads. The construction of apartment houses
was unusually heavy and bids fair to continue at an in
creased rale this year, and there has also been a notable
increase in the construction of single dwellings. Factory
and warehouse buildings were also erected on an increased
stale, notwithstanding the unenviable reputation which this
city enjoys for labor troubles.
During the past year the trade was unusually free from

strife, and while contracts generally for the ensuing year
will not be considered for at least a month, and do not ex
pire until April 1, the indications are that the contractors
will experience little trouble in reaching amicable agree
ments with the men.
i he largest structures erectedduring the year in the cen

tral business district include the Commercial National De
posit Company, 18 stories, $2,600,000; estate of Charles
Netcher, 7-story building, $1.400,000; American Trust &
Savings Bank, 18-story office building, $1,000,000; Northern
Trust Company, $750,000; Borland Building, 17-story, $630,-
000; Illinois Athletic Club, 12-story building, $600,000;
Marshall Field, 12-story, $500,000; Mandel Bros., addition,
$500,000.
Among the factories and warehouses erected the largest
group undertaken is that of Sears, Roebuck & Co., which
includes an office building, 9-story warehouse, power plant
and printing house, at a total cost of $4,740,000. The other
factory buildings include additions to the plant of the Illi
nois Steel Company, Chicago Dock & Canal Company,
Armour & Co., new plant for Winslow Bros. Company,
power house for the South Side Elevated Railroad Com
pany, a new plant for the Commonwealth Electric Company.
The cost of new schools erected during the year reached a
total of $800,000.
Among the large buildings to be erected this year are
the Commercial National Bank Building, at a cost of
approximately $3,000,000; Auditorium Hotel addition,
$1,000,000,and additions to the Fisher Building, Pike Build
ing and Marshall Field's department store.
The permits by months, compared with 1904, are as
follows :

, 1005. v , 1904. ,
No. Feet No. Feet
bids, frontage. Cost. bids, frontage. Cost.

January... 345 9,498 $1,847,700 279 6.938 $2,150,870
February... 269 7,835 3,472,700 213 5,362 1,270.310
March 065 26.943 6.116.655 600 17,638 2,037,830
April S60 26.285 7,298.300 704 18,914 4,287,250
May 775 21.139 3,813,710 687 18.212 3.663,050
June 731 21,386 7,659,360 809 21,419 5.439,705
July 768 18.869 3,778,390 623 36,298 3.765,000
August 913 22,610 6,401,150 717 20.190 3.548.280
September.1,003 L'7.52.r>7.349,150 829 25.043 5,597.450
October... 724 22.940 4.918.155 707 21,395 4.703,550
November.. 830 23,187 5.099.600 631 19.990 5.785,150
Deeeoiber.. 448 15,266 5,700,150 333 12,245 2,347.650

Totals. .8.337 243,485S63.455.0207.132203.785$44,596,090
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Architects and contractors throughout the city are quite
enthusiastic over the outlook for building during 1906, and
basing calculations upon the enterprises now under way
and in contemplation, some go so far as to place the value
of the building improvementsthat will be made the ensuing
year as greatly in excess of previous records. The figures
of the Building Department show that there were 4850
permits issued in 1905. covering improvements valued at
$9,709,450,as against 4508 permits issued in 1904, calling
for an expenditure of $6,335,330.

Cleveland, Ohio.

The new Board of Directors electedat the recent annual
meetingof the Builders' Exchange consists of H. C. Bradley
of Barkwill & Bradley, brick manufacturers ; J. Harold
Gaunter of George Caunter & Son, carpenter contractors;
Eb. Ellen ol Ellen & Norris, master plumbers; F. G. Hogen
of the F. G. Hogen Company, slate roofers ; W. B. McAllis
ter of the W. B. McAllister Company, carpenter contractors ;
George B. McMillan, general contractor; Stephen Mills,
painting contractor; J. C. Norton of Norton Bros., roofing;
H. G. Slatmyer, mason and general contractor, and Henry
F. Walker, mason contractor.
At the banquet following the meeting a novel feature of

the occasion was the unveiling of portraits of the seven
former presidents of the Exchange, with appropriate
speechesby members. The likenesses were revealed one at
a time, but all were mounted in one huge frame, which was
called the " Builders' Hall of Fame." The portraits were
unveiled with speechesby membersas follows: First presi
dent. E. H. Towson. by H. C. Bradley : second.John Grant,
by Stephen Mills; third. W. II. Gick. by John Eeese;
fourth. George Caunter. by George 1?. McMillan ; fifth.
Arthur Bradley, by Max Myers; sixth. C. W. McCormack,
by F. G. Hogen ; seventh. William II. Hunt, by H. G.
Slatmyer.
The amount of building during the year was valued at
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$0,702,600, ns compared with $0,531,240 in the 12 mouths
of 1004.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Building operations during the last three months of

1005 showed a splendid increase over the same months of
the previous year, both in the number of permits taken
out and in the quality of the building, particularly the lat
ter. The weather has been especially favorable to the con
tractors, and buildings which were started late in the fall
have not been interrupted in their progress of construction
by extreme cold or heavy snows, which are usually preva
lent at this time in this locality. This city has been notice
ably free from labor troubles among the building trades.
The records of the building inspector show that during the
last three months of 1905 there were 319 permits issued,
representing an outlay of $571,470, as against 301, repre
senting an investment of $457,175, in the same months of
the year before.
Although there were the same number of permits issued

during December, 1905, as there were in the same month
of the previous year, the amount of the represented invest
ment was increased$43,901. Nearly every part of the city
has contributed its share to the house building wave which
has swept over the city during the past year. This was
more noticeable perhaps in the southeastern section than
in any other. Business structures have also been going
up in different parts of the city. Some of the more promi
nent ones now in the course of construction are the Evening
Prcsa Building, cement, stone and iron construction, cost
$100,000; Manufacturers' Building, 7 stories, cost $80,000;
business block built by John Murray, 5 stories, cost $43,000,
and Grand Rapids Brewing Company, brick and cement
storage building, cost $43,000.

Harrlsburg, Pa.
The year just closed has been one of unprecedented

activity in the building line, the improvements projected
having a valuation almost double that of the two preced
ing years combined.
The outlook for the spring is regarded as most en

couraging, as plans have already been prepared for the
erection of a number of blocks, and it is expectedthat more
will be announced within the next few weeks. One builder
intends putting up 24 houses containing all the modern im
provements, and other builders will start operations in the
spring as soon as weather will permit. It is thought that
unless something unforeseen occurs nearly twice as many
houses will be erected in 1906 as in the year just closed.

Kansas City, Mo.
The past year has been a very busy one in the building

line, and the amount of work projected showed a large
increase over the 12 months of the year before. The im
provements consisted for the most part of dwellings and
business structures, a large number of the former having
been erected. The high cost of labor and building materials
did not seem to have checkedoperations to any appreciable
extent, and so far as known few if any undertakings are
being held up on the idea that it will pay to wait a while
before putting them through. The impression seemsto pre
vail that prices are not likely to show much if any decline,
and those who want to build have apparently reached the
conclusion that they had better do it now than to delay
further. According to Superintendent of Buildings S. B.
Edwards, there were 4437 permits issued last year for build
ings having a frontage of 81,206 feet and estimated to cost
$10,017,024. These figures compare with 4351 permits
covering buildings having a frontage of 04.803 feet and in
volving an outlay of $8,816,757for the 12 months of 1904.
All things considered the prospects are most encouraging
for a prosperous year in the building line.
At the annual dinner of the Master Builders' Associa
tion, held Tuesday. December 26, at the Missouri Athletic
Club, the new officers and trustees were installed in office.
The dinner was attended by nearly 150 members of the.
association, and the affair was most enjoyable in every way.
The officers for 1906 are Hiram Lloyd, president; C. D.
Morley, first vice-president; W. R. Wilson, second vice-
president; E. P. Maule, Jr., secretary: Joseph H. Furber,
assistant secretary, and John Low. treasurer.
The trustees for the ensuing year are Daniel Evans,
H. C. Gillick. George Ittner. R. W. Morrison, A. H. Haese-
ler and S. L. Jones.

Lincoln, Neb.
The city has made a very creditable record in the build
ing line during the past year, and the work in prospect
gives promise of continued activity in all branches of this
important industry. A noticeable feature of the operations
has been the number of dwellings, of which there was an
increase of fully 50 per cent., as compared with any pre
vious year. The estimated value of the dwellings for which
permits were issued was $1,006,100. and for public and
businessbuildings there was an estimatedoutlay of $503,100.
The contractors' estimates of alterations and repairs for
which no nermits were issupd totaled $212,000. giving an
nceregate for the year of $1,781,200. These figures show

an increi.se over 1904 of $482,805, and compare with
$1,015,020for 1003. From this it will be seen that the city
has made steady progress during the past few years, and it
is probable that the real value of the building operations is
much greater than that indicated, owing to the tendency to
take out permits at the lowest possible valuation.

Los Angeles, Cal.
The total number of building permits issued in Los
Angeles during 1005 was 0543, authorizing improvements
aggregating in value $15,382,057. This is an increase of
2453 permits and $1,972,995 in valuation over the year
1904. A detailed statement of improvementsfor 1905 shows
that six reinforced concrete structures were erected, one
steel structure, one eight-story brick and two seven-story
brick buildings. The list of business blocks and factories
in brick construction include one six-story, seven five-story,
four four-story, 38 three-story, 123 two-story and 122 one-
story buildings, aside from 200 alterations of brick struc
tures in frame construction for homes. The returns show
that 9390 structures were erected. Of these there was one
three-story frame building, 909 two-story buildings, 456 one
and one-half story buildings, and 4884 one-story frame
buildings. There were also 105 flats, 61 apartment houses
and 1714 alterations of frame buildings. Other improve
ments for the year include the erection of 61 churches and
896 sheds and smaller structures.
Rapid progress is being made in the construction of the

Temple Auditorium and other large business blocks through
out the city. Builders anticipate an active year during
1900, and are making plans accordingly. Building mate
rials are plentiful, and the labor supply is about normal.

Louisville, Ky.
There is a large amount of work now under construc

tion, and the prospects for 1906 are for a continuance of the
steady growth which was manifest during the year just
closed. There has been an absence of serious labor trou
bles, and the situation is such that matters are likely to
run smooth in the future. There are at present under con
struction six buildings involving an estimated outlay of
$2,000,000,an amount which is within $95,000of the entire
outlay for buildings in the city during the year 1899. As
soon as the spring opens five important buildings will be
commenced,one of 15 stories, one of 10 stories, and three of
at least six stories in hight, which in point of finish and
equipment will equal any that have heretofore been con
structed.
According to Robert J. Tilford, inspector of buildings,

there were 2255 permits issued last year for building im
provements, estimated to cost $4,506,382,while in the year
before there were 1919 permits issued, covering operations
costing $2,313,596. The improvements at present under
way and contemplated have for the most part been de
signed by local architects.

Milwaukee, Wis.
The activity which has prevailed in the building line

during the past 12 months bids fair to continue and archi
tects and builders are looking forward to another prosperous
year. The amount of work projected in 1905 showed a
large percentage of increase over the previous 12 months,
thus putting the city in line with others reporting unusual
activity in this branch of industry. According to Chief
Inspector of Buildings Edward V. Koch, there were 4166
permits issuea during the year just closed, covering building
improvementsestimatedto cost $0,806,729,while in the year
before there were 3,540 permits issued for building im
provements calling for an estimated outlay of $8,131,765.
At the annual meeting of the Builders' and Traders'
Exchange, held January 9, officers were elected for the en
suing year as follows : President, Joseph A. Meyers ; first
vice-president, A. P. Michie ; second vice-president, Gustav
J. Boeder : treasurer, P. E. Possom: secretary, William
Hackendahl ; directors, Ernst Winter, A. H. Wegner, Henry
Weden and L. Hoffman.
At the annual meeting of the Milwaukee Builders' Club

January 0 officers were electedas follows : President. Louis
Griewisch ; first vice-president. Henry Schmidt ; second
vice-president, George D. Sheriffs ; treasurer, Henry Ferge,
and secretary. A. J. Maag.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The number of building operations for which permits
were issued in 1905 from the office of the Inspector of
Buildings was the greatest in the history of the city and in
cluded an unusual number of buildings of heavy construc
tion as well as dwellings and flats. Architects and builders
are looking forward to a prosperous season and already a
large number of heavy building propositions are in sight.
According to Building Inspector James G. Houghton, there
were last year 4825 permits issued for building improve
ments, calling for an outlay of $8,905,205. Included in
these totals were 1901 dwellings, costing $3,897,305. also
124 store buildings, costing $709.555; mills and factories
costing S210.000.apartment houses and flats costing $700.-
000. warehouses, of which 40 were built, costing $300,850,
and miscellaneous buildings calling for an outlay of $1,548.
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760. Additions and repairs used up $1,395,045. Permits
were also issued by the department for house moving opera
tions, plumbing, electrical work, heating and power plants,
&c, bringing the grand total for the year up to $10,364,240.
In 1904 there were4466 permits issued, calling for an outlay
of $6,701,965,or, including plumbing, electrical work, house
moving, heating and power plants, &c, there was a grand
total of $7,820,040. From these figures it will be seen that
1905 indicated a heavy gain over the year before, and the
volume of operations broke all previous records.

Newark, N. J.
The past year has not only been a most active one in
the building line, but, according to Superintendent John
Austin, " the last 12 months have surpassed any previous
year in the history of the Department of Buildings." The
building boom has caused a general demand for residential
and factory property, with a steady and healthy growth,
and the close of the year saw 400 permits for various build
ings still under construction. During 1905 there were
2379 permits issued by the Department, calling for an out
lay of $10,214,615,as against $6,412,885 in the 12 months
of 1904.
The permits issued during the year just closed covered
1863 frame structures, 584 brick buildings, 10 structures
of concrete, four steel and iron structures and 11 stone
buildings. Superintendent Austin in his annual report ex
pressed the belief that the present year will be a record
breaker in the building industry, and that he looks forward
to the adoption of a new building codeby the Common Coun
cil. He considers the present one a handicap on the ad
ministration of the Department, as it doesnot cover many of
the modern methods of building construction, such as rein
forced steel concrete, artificial stone, concrete, brick
veneeredbuildings, &c.

New York City.
The principal matter of interest just at present is the
amount of building which was done in and about the city
during the year just closed, and in what light the immedi
ate future is regarded by architects and builders generally.
A review of the figures which are available shows that in
the Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx building opera
tions were conducted on a very large scale, and that labor
was fully employed. The weather which has prevailed has
permitted work to be continued much later than usual, and
there is a feeling that the coming spring is likely to witness
ja.degreeof activity which will be fairly comparable to that
which has prevailed during the busiest periods of 1905. On
our editorial page we consider the figures of the year just
closedsomewhat in detail.
The General Arbitration Board officially reports that

the following unions signed agreements taking effect Jan
uary 1 : Seventeen bricklayers' unions, 18 electrical work
ers* unions, Elevator Constructors and Millwrights' Union,
Stonesetters' Union, Tile Layers' Union, Modelers' Union,
Mosaic Workers' Union, marble workers, cutters, polish
ers, helpers, &c. ; Metallic Lathers' Union, Amalgamated
Sheet Metal Workers' Union, Roofers and Water Proof
Workers' Union and the Decorators' Union. The report
continues:
" The wage scales of the painters, heat and cold insula
tors and slate and tile roofers have been submitted to arbi
tration.
" Agreements for the coming year are now being nego
tiated between the Cement Masons' Union, Hoisting Engi
neers', Plumbers' and Plasterers' unions."
An agreement was reached in December between the

local unions of the Brotherhood of Carpenters and the Mas
ter Carpenters' Association whereby present wages of $4.50
a day will be continued until July 1 next and $4.80 a day
for the remainder of the year. The cabinet makers will re
ceive on July 1 an advance of 22 cents a day. This is the
result of the demand of the carpenters for an increase in
wages of 50 cents per day.
The Metal Lathers' Union, at one time a branch of the
Housesmiths' and Bridgemen's Union, New York, has made
a trade agreement for two years with the Employing Me
tallic Furring and Lathing Association of New York. The
present wages of 65V4 cents an hour will be continued.
When the last lockout of the housesmiths took place the
Metal Lathers' Union was reorganizedunder the arbitration
agreementwith the employers.
Isaac A. Hopper on December 21 resigned ns Superin

tendent of the Department of Building of the Borough of
Manhattan.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Building operations during 1905 exceededall previous

records since the establishment of the Bureau of Building
Inspection. The total estimated value of all classes of
building reached a total of $34,882,235,exceeding that for
1902. which was the best year up to the present one, by
over $2,372,650. During 1905 the bureau issued 8929 per
mits, covering 16.958 building operations, of which dwell
ings constituted the greater proportion, there being for those
of the two-story type alone 1201permits for 8270operations,

at an estimated cost of $16,007,175,while those for three
and four story, together with frame dwellings, bring the
total for dwellings up to 1675 permits for 9420 operations,
at an estimated cost of $21,093,280. Permits were taken
out for the erection of manufacturing plants at a cost of
$1,721,150,while those for municipal buildings and schools
aggregateda total of $1,321,300. The month of December
individually was a good one, and permits numbering 449
were issued for 705 operations, at an estimated cost of
$1,065,440.
Builders during the past month have been favored with
most excellent weather conditions, and there has been
scarcely any interruption to outside work. Building opera
tions have therefore gone forward with rapidity, and con
siderable more work is nearing completion than was antici
pated early in the winter. Conditions generally are satis
factory to the trade, and while it is scarcely expected that
a great volume of businesswill developduring the remaining
winter months, the outlook for the coming year is considered
most favorable.
Labor conditions are, on the whole, satisfactory. The
open season has brought out a continued demand for
mechanics, and at times there has been somewhat of a
scarcity of good workmen.
The Master Builders' Exchange, at a special meeting
held December23, 1905, nominated candidates to fill seven
vacancies about to occur,in the Board of Directors and one
to serve out the unexpired term of the late Michael Magee.
Those nominated to fill the vacancies for the full term of
three years were F. M. Harris, Jr., George Watson, John
S. Stevens, James S. Merritt, Edward Lupton, William
Oglesby, Frank Reeves, Jacob Tyson, Alexander Kirk-
patrick, Clifford S. Jacoby, J. S. Makin, W. F. Reynolds,
James C. Taylor, John Hinneker, John R. Huhn, William
B. Irvine, Cyrus Borgner and W. T. Bradley, and John W.
Gill was nominated for the unexpired term, the election of
which will take place at the annual meetingof the Exchange
during the present month.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
More- new structures were erected in the city during
the year which has just been brought to a close than was
the case in 1904, although the value of the building im
provements is somewhat less than for that year. This is
due to the fact that several costly skyscrapers were put up
in 1904, but, taking into account the increase in the number
of new buildings, and the insignificant decrease in their
cost, the year 1905 was a remarkable one and indicates a
steady growth of the city. According to the Bureau of
Building Inspection, permits were issued for 4258 building
operations of all kinds during 1905,calling for an estimated
expenditure of $16,240,110. Of these totals 2603 were new
structures, costing $11,831,175. There were erected during
the year 683 brick buildings, 1089 frame structures, and
831 brick veneered, iron-clad and miscellaneous buildings.
During the 12 months of 1904 there were 2428 new build
ings erected, 604 additions and 915 alterations made, in
volving an expenditure of $17,909,319.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange League
was held the first week in January to consider the wage
agreementswith the local labor organizations for the new
year. The builders are at a loss to know whether or not it
would be advisable for them to sign for any big contracts
at the present time, as only a few of the labor organiza
tions have asked for a revision of the wage scale. Each
year the employers are confronted with demandsfor higher
wagesand better working rules, but such is not the case this
year.
The plasterers' union signed a working agreement for
one year, expiring December 31, 1906. A pleasant sur
prise was given the men when the employersagreed to their
request of 20 cents a day increase. The men were paid
$4.30 a day, and this year they will get $4.50 for a day of
eight hours.
Plans were announced Monday, January 15, by Secre

tary W. W. Campbell, of the Pittsburgh Builders' Exchange
League, for the formal opening of the permanent hall of
exhibits on the sixth floor of the Heren Building, Thurs
day, January 25. Fifty local exhibitors have securedspace,
and each of them will have personal representativesat this
time. Members of builders' exchanges from all the large
cities within a radius of 1,500 miles will be in attendance,
and during the day there will be a special meeting of all
visiting architects.
The exercises will begin promptly at 1 o'clock. The
opening address will be made by Henry F. Hornbostel, of
Pittsburgh, on " Modern Construction." Among other well-
known men who are expected to attend and speak are W.
H. Hanby, of Bradford, Pa., treasurer of the State Builders'
Exchange League; Albert D. Kline, of Baltimore, president
of the Baltimore Builders' Exchange ; J. H. Scates, secre
tary of the Baltimore Exchange: E. A. Roberts, of Cleve
land, secretary of the Cleveland Builders' Exchange, and ex-
President W. H. Hunt, of Cleveland. The exerciseswill be
open to the public.
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San Francisco. Cal.

The building outlook for the new year in San Francisco
and the principal cities of California is extremely favorable.
Supplies of building materials are not over-abundant, with
the exception of common brick, which can be supplied in
large quantities at short notice. By the opening of spring
it is expectedthat better supplies of lumber, steel and cement
will Le available. Prices are still rather high. The diffi
culty of obtaining structural steel promptly is a great
drawback in building operations here. About five months
is often required to get orders filled for moderate sized steel
frame buildings. The new 12-story annex to the St. Francis
Hotel has been greatly delayedby the non-arrival of steel.
John Galen Howard has asked for bids for the construc

tion of the Christian Science Church at the corner of Scott
and Sacramento streets, the estimated cost being about
$275,000. The structure is Italian Gothic in design, and
will cover an area of 96 x 126 feet. One of the two spires
will be 170 feet in hight. Utah gray sandstonewill probably
be used in the superstructure, with concrete foundations.
Sunday school rooms and a steam heating plant will occupy
the basement.
Work will be commencedearly this spring on the six-

story steel and brick store building of I. Magnin & Co., at
the corner of Post and Grant avenue. F. P. Fischer will
construct the building for $60,000, according to the plans
shown by Architect Hermann, Barth. There will be a steam
heating plant in the basement. There will be two electric
passenger elevators, two freight elevators, and a dumb
waiter, built by the Bryan Elevator Company. A package
conveyer that will be the first of the kind on the Coast will
be put in. It will consist of a spiral chute, down which
packages are to be sent to the delivery room in the base
ment. The work on the new six-story German Hospital
building is being carried out by the owners under the super
vision of Architect Hermann Barth at the expense of the
Wilson-Lyon Construction Company, the original con
tractors.

Seattle, Wash.
The total number of building permits issued in Seattle

during 1905 was 7671, with a total valuation of $6,703,999.
During 1904 the total was 7438 permits, with a total valua
tion of $7,808,120,and in 1903 the total was 6914 permits
of $0,495,781.
The outlook for the first few months of 1906 is good.

Builders anticipate an active building season, with an un
usually large construction of residencesand a smaller class
of business buildings. More attention is also being given
to apartment houses and flats, and builders expect that the
records for 1906 will show a considerable increase in this
class of buildings.

St. Louis, Mo.

The year closes with the outlook for 1906 exceedingly
bright, so far as building operations are concerned. Indica
tions point to a large amount of work in the way of mer
cantile, manufacturing, factory and office buildings, the
number of plans submitted to the Department of Buildings
being in excess of any year in the history of the bureau.
During the past year the bulk of the operations consisted
for the most part of flats and dwellings, except in the
closing months, when the tendency was more toward busi
ness structures. The year was practically free from labor
troubles, and instead of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
creating an after period of depression quite the contrary
appears to have been the case, for the value of the building
improvements in 1905 is greatly in excess of the value of
those projected in the 12 months of the year before.
According to Commissioner of Public Buildings James A.
Smith, there were 499 permits issued for building improve
ments in December, 1905, valued at $1,212,029, while in
December, 1904, there were 295 permits issued, calling for
an estimated outlay of $651,586. Taking the 12 months of
the year just closed, it is found that the number of permits
issued by the department was 8285, calling for an estimated
expenditure of $23,434,734.while in the 12 months of 1904
there were 5960 permits issued for building improvements,
valued at $14,075,794. From this it will be seen that St.
Louis has beenmaking rapid strides in the way of building
operations and that mechanics in all branches are likely to
be well employed for some time to come.

Youngstown, Ohio.
The annual meeting of the Youngstown Builders' Ex

changewas held on Tuesday. January 2, in the rooms of the
association at 209 West Federal street, when directors were
chosen for the ensuing year. The meeting was well at
tended and reports of President W. D. O'Conner and
Secretary William Campbell were presented. The report
of the secretary showed that a number of new members
had been added to the rolls during the past year ; that the
Exchange is in a flourishing condition, and that great inter
est has beenmanifest in the business of the organization.
The results of the election show the following directors
to have been chosen: T. L. Davis, C. F. Kist, August
Fiehler. William Campbell. J. L. Dnlzell. Albert Pauley,

Frank Dailey, Louis Heller, J. P. Anderson, W. H. Black,
James D. Gibson and George Body.
The directors held a meetingon Tuesday, January 9, and

elected officers as follows : President, William Campbell ;
vice-president, J. P. Anderson ; secretary, James D. Gibson ;
acting secretary, George H. Coller, and treasurer, J. L
Dalzell. It was decided to hold the sixth annual banquet
in Odd Fellows' Hall, January 23.

Notes.
The report of the Building Inspector of Atlantic City,
N. J.,- showed that the value of the building improvements
made during 1905 was $2,013,111.
According to the figures issued from the office of the

Building Inspector of Trenton, N. J., the total value of
building operations in that city for the year just closed was
$2,117,874,as compared with $957,646 in the year before.
The leading contractors of Pittsfield, Mass., held a meet

ing January 10 and organized a Master Builders' Associa
tion, with the following officers: President, Edward Hume ;
secretary, Charles H. Beckwith, and treasurer, D. H. Pike.
Although there is comparatively little building work
being done in Galveston, Texas, just now the prospects for
the coming season are much more encouraging, and instead
of the very inexpensive houses which have been going up
in the past there will be a better class of work in the future.
Already indications point to a veritable boom in the

'

building line in Camden, N. J., the coming spring, prepara
tions being under way to put up a large number of dwell
ing houses, more especially in the northern section of the
city. There is an active demand for houses, and available
property is being improved as rapidly as circumstances will
permit.
After a careful consideration and a thorough investiga

tion of the matter, the Builders' Exchange of Jacksonville,
Fla., has decided to inaugurate a permanent exhibit feature
in connection with the organization. The feeling among
the officials and membership is that a display of building
materials of all kinds promises great possibilities for the
architects, contractors, manufacturers, and, in fact, all those
whose interests are allied with the building trades.
There has been an unusual amount of building at

Rockaway Beach, Long Island, N. Y., the past season, and
the open winter has permitted outdoor operations to be
continued much later in the year than usual. New bouses
are going up in every quarter, many of them being built of
concrete blocks, while nearly all of them have foundations
of this material. Mechanics of all kinds are said to be
scarce and builders have had more or less trouble in secur
ing competenthelp.
An unusual amount of building has been accomplished

in McKeesport, Pa., during the year just brought to a
close, the statement being made that 400 buildings have been
erected or are at present under way, representing an outlay
of $2,000,000. In addition to this the new tube plant,
costing $10,000,000,is now practically completed; the Elks'
Temple, costing $150,000, is well under way, and the Balti
more & Ohio Railroad Company has decided to spend $150,-
000 for a new station. There is also a movement looking to
the erection of a city hall which will cost $750,000.
In common with other cities the past year, Reading.

Pa., has broken all records in the amount of building which
was done. The figures show a gain of 365 buildings over
1904, which year showed an increase of 257 over 1903. Of
the new work, 727 were two-story brick dwellings and 218
were houses of the same character, but with stone fronts.
The firm putting up the greatest number of houses during
the year was Rehr & Fricker. who erected 56. In Decem
ber permits were issued for 58 new buildings, as against 42
in December, 1904.
The total value of new structures for which permits

were issued in the city of Rochester, N. Y., last year was
$5,563,019,which broke all preyious records. In 1904 the
value of the building improvements was $4,225,927, and
in 1903 the value was $1,853,571. Another interesting fea
ture is found in the fact that the month of December was
the largest month of the year, with the exception of April,
which holds the record for any month in any year, coming
as it did within $50,000 of the million-dollar mark. The
high record was due to the fact that permits were issued
for several large undertakings, two of which called for an
outlay of fully half a million dollars.
Building in Greeley, Colo., writes a correspondent, has

been very active the past summer and fall and, in fact, the
amount of work has shown a steady increase during the las,,
three years. The buildings put up have consisted mostly or
dwellings, ranging in cost from $1500 to $4000. This in a
town of 0000 inhabitants speaks well for the financial situa
tion. Most of the heavy frame construction is in connec
tion with store buildings, usually 50 feet wide by 200 feet
deep and two stories hish. Nearly all classes of lumber
have risen in price from 20 to 25 per cent., but what the
effect is going to be on the building situation next season is
difficult to determine. In future more brick and concrete
will be used in the construction of buildings than has beer
the case heretofore.
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PERSPECTIVE DRAWING FOR THE BUILDER.— V.
By M. M. Sloan.

IN
the several examples of perspective drawing previ
ously explained all of the surfaces treated were plain

surfaces and most of the openings In the walls were
rectangular, and no attempt has been made to show the
method by which arches or the lines of circular towers
are obtained. It is frequently required in perspective
drawing to show curved outlines ; hence a few words are
necessary to give the reader an idea of the method of
employing these elements in a perspective drawing. A
plain cylinder is illustrated in Fig. 17, in which the line
marked H H is on a level with the eye. If cut through
at this point the outline of the cylinder would reveal only
a straight line. The top of the cylinder, however, would
if visible appear as indicated by the dotted line—that is,
elliptical. The bottom would also appear elliptical, though
from the fact that it is not so far below the eye as the

VP

more perfectly define the limits of the curve it will be
seen by again referring to the plan Fig. 19 that an octagon

can be formed around the circle, as shown. The angles

of the octagon may then be projected into the perspective
and the lines drawn. The octagon lines at the right and

left in Fig. 18 are of the greater importance, as they

define the exact limits of the ends of the ellipse. For
the curve representing the top of the cylindrical part

corresponding to e f of Fig. 19 another square can be put

in perspective at the proper bight above the one just

drawn. To illustrate more clearly the application of the

method for showing an archway in perspective, Fig. 20 is

introduced. A half elevation of the arch is shown at the
left, from which the hights are projected to M M of the
perspective, as shown. Correspdndlng points in the ele
vation, the perspective and on the line L L are lettered

Fig. IS.—Methodof Drawing a Circle in Perspective. r
V

'if

ELEVATION

Fig. 17.—Perspectiveof a Cylinder. Fig. 19.—Plan and Elevationof SubjectShownin Fig. 18.

Perspective Drawing for the Builder.— V.

top is above the ellipse would be more flattened. As
most of the curves employed in architecture are circles
cither in full or in part or are composed of arcs of a
circle, and as the oblique view of a circle is under most
conditions an approximate ellipse, the proper rendering
of the curves of a perspective drawing becomes a subject
for careful consideration. Without dwelling at length on
the abstract principles governing the perspective of
curves, the method of representing curved surfaces and
lines may best be described by referring to Fig. 18. In
Ibis figure, which represents the base of a circular col
umn, supported on a plinth block, it will be observed that
the cylindrical portion is of the same diameter as the
square block upon which it rests. The plan of the subject
as shown in Fig. 19 therefore becomes simply a circle in
scribed in a square. The plinth block may be drawn in
perspective by the method described in connection with
either Fig. 10 or Fig. 13, with the result shown In Fig.
18. This having been done, the center of the circle is
found by crossing the two diagonals, and through the
central point lines are drawn from both vanishing points,
as shown by a c and ft <l. By referring to the diameters
of the square indicated by the same letters in Fig. 19 it
will be seen that the curve representing the circle in Fig.
18 must be drawn tangent to the sides of the square at
the points a, ft

,
c and d. as showrn. If it is desirable to

the same, so that by comparing the lines of the two views
the reader will have no difficulty in following the opera
tion from one to the other, to the final drawing of the
lines of the arch tangent to the octagonal outlines, the
method of perspective employed being that described in
connection with Fig. 13.
It is believed that a careful study of the principles

and operations herein set forth will enable the reader to
handle such problems in perspective drawing as may
come within the scope of the builder's requirements.

Pen and Ink Rendering.

One phase of the draughtsman's work which calls
for a great deal of experience is the rendering of a

drawing in pen and ink. Those of our readers who are

interested in making progress in drawing will doubtless
appreciate the following suggestions for the beginner in

this fascinating art which are contained in an article by

David A. Gregg, instructor in pen and ink rendering at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and con
tributed to a recent issue of the Technical World. At

the very outset the author calls attention to the fact that

to render in pen and ink a large and important drawing

is no small accomplishment. Usually years of experience

are necessary before one can successfully undertake such
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drawings, but now and then a student is to be found
having talent to the extent that the attainment of this
skill seems a very easy matter, although in general this
talent is comparatively rare. Ninety-five out of every
hundred have a long task ahead before success is possible,
but this difficulty of attainment makes the accomplish
ment all the more valuable.
There are three ways, says the author, in which

sketches are commonly rendered, namely, with pen,
pencil or brush. Pen rendering admits of stronger con
trasts, hence more sparkle or brilliancy ; pencil render
ing is quicker, and permits of softer tones and more
sketchy effects ; brush rendering is by washes either in
color or in India ink and produces an entirely different
effect from pen or pencil work.
In pen rendering the tendency of beginners is to use

too fine a pen. It must be remembered that many pen
drawings are reproduced much smaller than the originals,
and consequently the lines appear much finer than in the
drawing itself. There are two pens that can be
recommended. Years of experience prove them
to be perfectly satisfactory. Occasionally a finer

limited and frequently drawings must be much larger,

in which case the mounted paper Is a necessity.

Too much stress cannot be laid on the importance
of a good line, however insignificant it may seem. Care

in each Individual line is absolutely necessary for good

work. A line that is stiff and hard, feeble, scratchy, or
broken will not do. Such work will ruin a drawing that

4n other respects may be excellent.
Every line of a drawing—the outline of the building

and each line of the rendering, even to the very shortest
—must be done feelingly, gracefully, positively. Usually

a slight curve is advisable, and, if long lines are used,
a quaver or tremble adds much to the result. Each line
of a shadow should have a slight pressure of the pen

at the lower end. This produces a dark edge in the
group of lines that make the shadow, giving defiuiteness
to the shadow and contrast to the white light below it.
The combination of individual lines produces what we
may term a method. The individual line may be good,
but the combining may be unfortunate.
In making a wash drawing no thought is necessary

concerning the direction of the wash ; but in using lines
the query at once arises as to what direction they shall

Fig. 20.—Methodof Drawing an Arch In Perspective.

Perspective Drawing for the Builder.—V.

pen Is needed, such as Gillott No. 303. The Esterbrook
No. 14, a large pen, is necessary in making the blacker
portions of a drawing. The Gillott No. 404 is used for
general work in the same drawing.
Ink is not of so much importance as pens. The

various prepared India inks put up in bottles are all
that can be desired. They are more convenient than ink
that must be rubbed up, and they have the advantage
of always being properly black. Some ordinary writing
inks serve the purpose very well if reproduction is not an
object ; but if reproduction is desired India ink, being
black, is preferred.
In the matter of paper, the very best surface Is a
hard Bristol board. The softer kinds of Bristol board
should be avoided, as they will not stand erasure. Most
of the drawing papers do very well. Whatman's hot-
pressed paper is very satisfactory. An excellent drawing
surface is obtained by mounting a' smooth paper on card
board, thus obtaining a level surface that will not spring
up with each pressure of the pen. This is equivalent to
a Bristol board. However, the size of Bristol board is

take. A method is something one must grow into from a
small, simple beginning.
The simplest method is obtained by the use of the
vertical line. Some drawings can be made entirely by
this means.
If several lines are drawn parallel and quite close to

gether, but not touching, a gray color is the result. This
is termed a half-tone value. Lines drawn so close to
gether that the ink of one runs into that of the other,
with little or no white space between, give a black value.
The white of the paper untouched by the pen gives a
white value.
This is a safe rule to follow : Get into every pen
drawing black, gray, and white. Usually, in early
attempts, there is a tendency to omit the black. Look
for the place in the drawing where you can locate this
black ; you are not likely to get too much of it. Let the
half-tone or gray be rather light, midway in strength
between white and black. A heavy half-tone is a danger
ous value. The black may often grade off into the gray,
or there may be distinct fields or areas of each value.
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Some Comments on Pelt and Qravel Roofing.

A number of valuable papers on roofing were read
and discussed at the recent meeting of the National Asso

ciation of Master Composition Roofers in Indianapolis,
Ind., one of the most interesting and instructive being

that of Henry C. Smithers, the newly elected first vice-
president of the association. He expressed his views on
the subject broadly, giving especial attention to felt and
gravel construction, pointing out what constitutes a good
roof of this nature, and telling how the work should be
done in order to insure the best results. In his opinion
a felt, pitch and gravel, or felt, asphalt and gravel roof
when properly put on by a competent roofer makes the
best, safest and cheapest roof there is to-day. Three,
four, five or six plies of felt properly put on, stuck be
tween the laps the full width, or as much as is exposed to
the weather, and using from 20 to 30 pounds of pitch to
the square, the quantity being governed by the number
of thicknesses of felt, makes a very satisfactory roof.
The finish on top should consist of 90 to 100 pounds or
more to the square, according to requirements, dry gravel
being pushed into the pitch as it goes on hot.
" Never depend upon flashings on walls," said the
author, " but secure your own edges and let them flash
over it if they want to. for then if the flashing pulls away
or rots out the paper is secure. On the other hand, if
the flashing pulls or rots out your paper falls over and
lets in the storm, rain or snow from the top of it and
consequently leaks follow. A cheap roof can be made by
using two thicknesses of felt and coarse sand or grit and
using less pitch. The asphalt roof can be put on in the
same manner as explained above, but much greater care
should be used in handling the asphalt cement than
is used with the pitch. I cannot see the advisability
of giving a guarantee on a felt, pitch and gravel roof for
more than five years and one for more than eight or ten
on an asphalt roof. Five years is a long time for a roof,
considering the price we get for it, while a good roof
should last from 8 to 20 or 10 to 30 years.
" As regards fire proof qualities the gravel roof in any
location is the safest roof made. I have seen where
buildings here in our city that caught fire from the in
side were entirely gutted and yet the roof remained.
" How about other roofs? A shingle roof is no pro
tection at all. A slate roof is only safe a long distance
off, but if the fire started from the inside or from an
adjoining building on the outside the heat would crack
the slate, or if water is thrown on the slate while hot it
will crumble like egg shell and fall to the ground be
low and then let the fire out or in, as the case may be,
and the adjoining building is quickly eaten up by the
flames. The same results may be expected of tin and
metal ; the heat from the inside, as well as from the
outside, would quickly unsolder the tin and it would roll
up and let the fire through or let it in. and then you
know the results. There are reasons governing all these
things.
" The above explanation is given to cover cases where
wooden sheeting i« used. If a concrete or cement foun
dation Is used, even then the gravel roof Is safer than
metal, for there is nothing to unsolder.
" Roofs should never be stuck to wood foundations,
for the expansion, settling and shrinking in the sheet
ing will crack the roofing. One thickness of dry felt
next to the sheeting is a good thing, especially where
roofs are well stuck. Either wool felt or rosin sized
paper may be used. Neither ought roofing felt be stuck
to a concrete or cement foundation if it can be helped,
for cement is porous and often the change from the heat
to cold will crack the cement and also crack the roof
that is stuck to it. A good roof properly put on to a
cement foundation should have plenty of gravel to hold
it down all right. I would recommend the laying of a
roof of five or six thicknesses of felt in two sections. If
five thicknesses, first lay one ply and then four, or first
two thicknesses and then three, and stick the layers of
the second section, and perhaps the first also. If six
plies are used three and three layers may be used, or
two and four. If dry felt is laid underneath you
can stick between all sections. If no dry felt is used

be more careful in sticking between the lower and
second laps, for if stuck too heavily and the sheeting is
open the pitch will seep through. If not open sheeting,
but tongued and grooved, then the seeping through would
stick the roof to the sheeting and if at any time the
roof had to be replaced it would be almost impossible
to get it off.
" In sticking between the laps a little harder grade of
pitch should be used, but for the top finish of the roof
nothing harder than a medium or soft grade of pitch
should be used, conditions governing. For recoated work
always a soft pitch should be used, and where you have
to use coal tar for cutting purposes a distilled tar, where
the light oils are all taken out, is the best.
" Gravel roofs, as we all know, are for flat or medium
grade of slope, ranging from ¥2 to % of an inch to the
foot, % inch preferred, conditions governing. Why put
on a slate roof that must be put on a steep surface, when
you can put on a gravel roof and get better results, except
perhaps in looks? A gravel roof 100 x 50 feet would
take 50 squares of roofing at say $4 per square and cost
$200, while a slote roof would require about 75 squares
and cost $8 to $10, making a total cost of from $600 to
$750.
" Another very essential thing is proper ventilation
underneath the roofing from the outside, either through
the walls or ventilators through and on top of
the roof. With no ventilation, and the space between
the roof and the ceiling filled with foul air, the effect on
the roof is greater than is caused by all the changes of
weather combined ; or if there is any opening
through the lower ceiling and none through the
roof or wall, then the cold of winter on the outside and
the hot air on the inside will cause condensation and
leaks will appear. To one inexperienced in the conditions
of things it will appear that the roof is leaking when
it is not. A good felt should be used always, and if we
could get our architects to adopt the brand of felt this
association has adopted we would have the best and get
better results."

.An English Plan of Arbitration.

An interesting and auspicious step has been taken in
England for the settlement of disputes and the prevention
of strikes and lockouts in the building trades. An agree
ment has been reached upon a scheme of conciliation be
tween the National Federation of Building Trades Em
ployers on the one side and on the other the Amalga
mated Society, the Associated Society, the General Union
of Carpenters and Joiners, the Operative Stone Masons
and the London and Manchester Order of Bricklayers —
workingmen's organizations comprising about 134,000
members.
Under this agreement all England is divided into

three so-called " centres "—Northern, Middle and South
eastern. These are subdivided into a great number of
local districts. Whenever a dispute arises between em
ployers and employees it must be referred to the local
conciliation board. If in seven days that body falls to
effect a settlement, the matter must be referred to the
" centre " conciliation board. If that body in turn fails,
after seven days to effect a settlement, it must be carried
to the national conciliation board, which Is to have con
sideration of it for seven days. If then there is still no
settlement, the parties to the dispute will be free to do
as they please, but until the three boards have success
ively considered the case, during a period of 21 days,
there must be no stoppage of work for any reason.

A large building operation which will involve an
expenditure of something like one-half a million of dol
lars is the new plant at Waverly, Newark, N. J., of the
Lldgerwood Mfg. Company, with offices in New York
City. The power house, pattern storage building and a
foundry will be commenced at once. The construction
consists of reinforced concrete structural steel and brick
work, with a wood and slag roof over the foundry. The
contract has been awarded to the Miller-Collins Com
pany of 1133Broadway, this city.
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Scaffold Knots and Hitches.

There Is a great lack of knowledge among workmen
generally with regard to the tying of rope for scaffolding,

and when It is considered that during the erection of a
building the workman lives, as It were, on the scaffold,

sometimes poised in midair and in other dangerous posi
tions where life and limb Is jeopardized, it is most essen
tial that the scaffold should be trustworthy and safe, and
one of the factors of safety is the correct lashing and
tying of the rope, with the manipulation of which the
workman should be perfectly familiar.
As a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, so
the stability of the scaffold is dependent to a great extent
upon the security of its knots ; hence the importance of
knowing the best ones to use for the purpose required.
Although scaffolds are generally erected by qualified
men, yet there are occasions when the workman requires
some adjustment or addition to the scaffold for a special
purpose. He has then to undertake the alteration him
self and his knowledge of tying knots can be applied.

The knowledge one possesses in tying knots is not con
fined to the one vocation of scaffolding, but is useful in
all departments of everyday life. A great number of
knots have been devised for various purposes. The few
here illustrated are those chiefly used in the erection of
pole scaffolding and comprise nearly all that are neces
sary. The tying of these knots should be practiced by
the uninitiated, for the process is Inexpensive, as the back
of a chair may be utilized, a small piece or two of sash
cord, with a little persistence, being all that Is required
to make perfect.
A very good proof that the lesson has been learned

thoroughly is to tie each of these knots in the dark. The
principles of a good knot are its facility in tying, its free
dom from slipping and Its being easily untied, says a
writer in an English exchange. All knots will jam more
or less when subject to a strain. In the diagrams here
given the knots are shown open before being drawn taut
in order to show the position of the parts. The names
usually given and their uses are as follows :
1. Bight of a rope.
2. Overhand, or thumb, knot, to prevent a rope run

ning through the sheave of a block.
3. Figure of eight knot, used as No. 2.

4. Stevedore knot; is useful when the rope passes
through an eye. It Is easily untied after being strained.
5. Square, or reef, knot ; this is a most useful knot

for joining two ropes of same size. However tight it
Jams it is easily " upset " and undone.
6. Granny, or thief, knot ; this should not be used, as it
will jam tight but not slip (as erroneously supposed),
will not " upset," and consequently Is difficult to undo.
7. Single sheet bend, or weavers', knot; used princi

pally for joining two ropes of unequal sizes more securely
than a reef knot.

8. Double sheet bend; more secure than No. 7.

9. Carrlck bend, for fastening the four guys to a
derrick.

10. Flemish loop.
11. Slip knot
12. Bowline, for making a loop that will not slip.

After being strained this knot is easily untied. Com
mence by making a bight in the rope, then put the end
through the bight and under the standing part, pass the

end again through the bight and pull taut. This knot
should be tied with facility by every one who handles
ropes.
13. Timber hitch; the greater the strain the tighter
it will hold.
14. Clove hitch, consisting of two half hitches; used

chiefly to tie ledgers to standards. This is the most
useful of all the knots used in scaffolding on account of
its simplicity and security.
15. Clove hitch, as No. 14, showing its application

around a pole.
10. Round turn and two half hitches, for securing a

rope to a ledger or for fastening the guys of derricks,
shear legs, &c.
17. Fisherman's bend ; used when a thick rope, such

as a fall, is made fast to a ring.
18. Rolling hitch ; used in a variety of ways, chiefly

in making fast one rope to another that Is held taut.
19. Sheepshank, for shortening a rope when the ends

are inaccessible.
20. Catspaw, an endless loop, and used where great

power is required.
21. Blackwaller; easily applied, but requires watch

ing; has a tendency to slip.
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New Publications.
The Architects' Directory and Specification Index for
1905-1906; 176 pages; size 7 x 10 inches. Bound in
heavy board covers with side title. Published by
William T. Comstoek. Price, postpaid, $2.
This Is the seventh edition of the Architects' Direc

tory, and in Its compilation the same general Information
is furnished as heretofore. The one new feature this
year is a list of building departments of the leading
cities which are given, with the names of their officers.
As Indicated by its title, the work contains a complete
list of the architects in the United States and Canada,
classified by States and towns. The names of the officers
and locations of the different architectural associations
are given, and architects who are members of the Ameri
can Institute of Architects are so indicated. The " Speci
fication Index " of prominent dealers and manufacturers
of building materials and appliances will be found espe
cially convenient to architects, builders and owners, the
arrangement of the matter being such as to render the
book valuable for reference to those wishing to secure
circulars or catalogues with quotation of prices on the
goods named. Other matters of interest to be found
within the covers of the book are the names of the vari
ous architectural societies, schools, periodicals and sched
ule of charges in professional practice adopted by the
American Institute of Architects. In this connection it
may not be without interest to mention the fact that the
directory also contains a list of landscape and naval
architects of the United States and Canada, indicating
who are members of the American Society of Landscape
Architects, also the Society of Naval Architects and Ma
rine Engineers.

Iowa Brick and Tile Association.
The twenty -sixth annual convention of the Iowa Brick
and Tile Association was held in Des Moines, January
10 and 11, the attendance being unusually large. Various
papers of interest were read and discussed.
Officers for the ensuing year were elected, as follows :
President, C. J. Holman of Sergeant Bluff.
Vice-President, W. H. Brecht of Des Moines.
Secretary, L. W. Denison of Mason City.
Treasurer, F. A. Stephenson of Mason City.
On the evening of Wednesday, the 10th, the members
were tendered a banquet at the Grant club house. Thurs
day afternoon many of the visitors were taken through
clay working plants of the city and in the evening there
was a " smoker " at the rooms of the Elks' Club.

Catalogues Wanted.

The Pittsburgh Builders' Exchange League, Heeren
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has undertaken to establish a
complete indexed library of manufacturers' catalogues,
especially those which in any way pertain to articles
needed in the building industry. The league would be
pleased to have manufacturers send in their trade litera
ture at once. The catalogues received will be indexed
and filed without expense to the senders and will be
maintained as a catalogue library for the benefit of archi
tects and contractors.

Officers of American Institute of Architects.

At the annual meeting of the American Institute of
Architects, held in Washington, D. C, the second week
in January, the following officers were elected : President,
Frank Mills Day of Philadelphia; vice-presidents, Wil
liam D. Eames of St. Louis, Charles Gilbert and William
B. Mundie; secretary and treasurer, Glenn Brown of
Washington, D. C.

A competition in designs for a pair of doors, transom
and the space above the transom, to be executed in bronze
for the chapel of the Naval Academy at Annapolis, has
just, been announced by the National Sculpture Society,
215 West Fifty-seventh street, New York City. The com

petition is open to all sculptors, who are at liberty to»
adopt any treatment they please, determine whether the-
doors shall be divided into parts or not and to choose-
their own subjects. The masonry opening into which
the doors are to fit is 21 feet 4 inches high and 10 feet
wide. There are to be two doors, each not less than 4
feet 2 Inches wide and 14 feet 4 inches high. The doors
are the gift of Robert Mapes Thompson, as a memorial
of the class of 1868. There are four prizes, the first of
course being the award of the contract for the execution,
of the doors, which are to cost $15,000; the second being
$250; the third $150, and the fourth $100. Competitors
have until March 20 to turn in their designs.

The winter term of the Association Institute, con
nected with the Young Men's Christian Association at
Detroit, Mich., opened on January 2, with both day and:
evening classes. In addition to courses In mechanical
and freehand drawing, plumbing, electrical wiring, &c,
there have been added courses in architectural drawing,
plan reading and estimating, which are calculated to-
meet a well defined demand for instruction of this char
acter. The course in architectural drawing is in charge
of C. L. Phelps of the firm of John Seotten & Co., while
the course in plain reading and estimating Is in charge
of L. H. Bowley, who is connected with Albert Kahn &
Co. The course in electrical wiring is designed to give-
the student practical experience in the wiring of houses,
the connecting of two and three point switches, connect
ing fixtures, &c.
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Novelties.
The Bishop Hammer Blow Saw Set.
George H. Bishop & Co., Lawrence-
burg, Ind., and Cincinnati, Ohio, hav
ing in view the proper care of saws,
have designed and patented the ham
mer blow saw set illustrated in Figs.
1 and 2. It is claimed for the set
that all the teeth are set absolutely
uniform with just the right pitch,
without breaking or chipping them
and leaving the lower portion of the
tooth flush with the body of saw, giv
ing the same smoothness and free run
ning as when new. The degree of set
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to secure the full evaporating effect of
the heat on the water contained there
in. It is equipped with a set of per
forated braces or sockets at either In
side end. Into these sockets is set a
copper wire frame which makes a rack
extending lengthwise of the molsten-
er. After wetting it the evaporating
sheet, made like a roller towel, Is
thrown over this frame and the ends
of the sheet extend down into the
moistener. By capillary attraction the
water is sucked out of the reservoir
over the surface of the evaporating
sheet. When soiled the sheet may be
rolled around until a clean portion is
exposed. To keep the sheet in a sanl-

Novelties.-The Bishop HammerBlow SatoSet.—Fig. 1.—Showing Application of the
Device.

Is regulated by the gauge controlled
by the wood handle, the stake being
firmly set against the tooth and the
hammer resting on the tooth before
the blow Is given to make sure the
tooth 1b in the right position, so that
the hammer will strike it square. A
full swinging blow is given by grasp
ing the hammer arm near the joint,
■oneor more strokes being given as de
sired The hammer is made with a
wide and narrow face end to suit
either coarse or fine teeth. The en
tire tool is made of tempered tool
•steel, nickeled, and Is durable. The

tary condition the company offers in
connection with the moistener what is
known as Formazone. The reservoir
Is provided with wires by which it is
attached to the radiator, stove or oth
er type of heater. The reservoir is
filled through openings on the side.
Where the moistener must be attached
to the front of the radiator the per
forated shield attachment hides the
evaporating sheet from view. The
molsteners are furnished with gilt,
aluminum and bronze finish.

Fig. 2.—Handle of Bishop Sato Set Held
in Vise.

set weighs 15 ounces, is 9 Inches long,
put up one-third of a dozen in box.

The Geetzy Air moistener.
An air moistener has been brought
out by the Geetzy Company, 211-213
Madison street, Chicago, 111.,for main
taining indoor humidity at a proper
■degree. The moistener is manufac
tured for attachment to radiators,
steam pipes, side wall registers and
stoves, and consists of a galvanized
Iron reservoir of 2 to 6 quarts capac
ity, fitting close to the heating appa
ratus to which it is attached in r>*der

Kid Covered Pocket Steel Tape.
The Lufkin Rule Company, Sagi
naw, Mich., and 280 Broadway, New
York, has just added to its line of
pocket steel tapes the No. 123%,which
is exceedingly small and handsome in
appearance. The tape, with stop, is
about 5-32 Inch wide and 36 Inches
long. The case itself is neatly covered
with maroon colored kid and is only
1-16x 5-16 Inch in outer dimensions,
thus affording an accurate pocket tape
of very small size. The goods are
daintily put up singly in double paste
board boxes, covered with watered
satin paper.

Forest City Blind Stile Bit.
In order to meet the demand of
manufacturers of blinds for a bit suit
able for boring the stiles, the Forest
City Bit & Tool Company, Rockford,
111.,has brought out the tool illustrat
ed in Fig. 3 of the engravings. The
bit is made right and left hand, thus
adapting it to varying requirements,
and is intended for use in blind bor
ing machines. It is provided with a
regular twist 1 inch in length and a
brad point. The regular shank is 1
Inch long by % inch diameter. The

brad point is used instead of the
screw point in order to make with
drawal easy. The company Is distrib
uting among its friends in the trade a
daintily printed catalogue of 48 pages
Illustrating and describing the mortis
ing and boring machine supplies which
it is prepared to furnish. The wood
boring bits, hollow mortising chisels,
tools, &c, referred to are especially
adapted for use in planing mills, fur
niture, sash, door and blind factories,
agricultural works, car shops, col
leges, technical schools, arsenals, navy
yards and other Institutions. The pub
lication is known as Catalogue G and
cancels all previous editions. The aim
has been to illustrate in a concise and
practical way the company's regular
lines of tools, adding only such infor
mation as may prove of value. All
the tools illustrated are manufactured
in the company's shops, are thorough
ly tested and sold under Its guarantee.

The New Herrlck Kefrlgerator.
A new line of refrigerators now be
ing placed on the market by the Her
rlck Refrigerator Company, Waterloo,
Iowa, shows several changes as com
pared with old styles, affecting the
whole refrigerator in workmanship,
material and general construction, for
not only have improved ornamenta
tion and greater durability been ob
tained but more economical refrigera
tion has been secured. In the latter
respect a substantial saving has been
effected in Ice consumption. While
some people gauge the efficiency of a
refrigerator by the ice capacity, car
rying the idea that the larger amount
of Ice it holds the more valuable It is,
the manufacturers of the Herrick
have demonstrated in this line the
successful operation of a refrigerator
with a small amount of ice, thereby
not exposing an unnecessary quantity
at the sacrifice of the storage capac
ity. This new type of the Herrick
make also possesses a perfected circu
lation system made up of open center
draft pans, air ducts and other scen-
tlflc construction. It Is explained that
a continuous, pure, cold dry air cur
rent is forced through all compart
ments, removing all odors and gases
arising from the articles stored and
delivering them through a process of
nature entirely outside of the refrig
erator; keeping the walls dry, sweet
and clean, and affording proper sani
tation and preservation of the articles

Fig. 3.—The Forest City Blind Stile Bit.

stored. Another important feature is
the insulation, the basis of which Is a
heavy packing of mineral wool 1%
Inches thick. A high-grade material
is used and Is so packed In the walls
that there is no chance for sagging, as
it Is held firmly In place. This heavy
insulation contributes to the economi
cal consumption of lee and is an im
portant factor in reducing the opera
tive cost. The cases of the refrigera
tors, with the exception of the two
smallest sizes, are constructed of solid
oak in a fine finish. The doors over
lap, making them practically airtight.
The trimmings are of a special design
and the fasteners and hinges nickel
plated. All the refrigerators are
mounted on casters. The line is pro
vided with an improved trap, made of
heavy galvanized iron, which carries
off the water from the ice pan, at the
same time excluding any warm air
which might work through from the
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outside. In the glass lined refrigera
tors the drain tube is nickel plated.
The trap can be quickly removed,
cleaned and replaced. The pans used
are constructed of heavy galvanized
iron and are seamless. The new line
is lined in spruce, enamel and opal
glass, and is built for residences,
hotels, restaurants, clubs, grocers, din
ing cars and for other purposes.

Clipboard Torn.
The cupboard turn, with oval knob,
as shown in Fig. 4 of the cuts, has
just been added to its line of builders'
hardware by the Peck, Stow & Wil
cox Company, Southington, Conn., and
27Murray street, New York City. The
illustration is actual size, there being
three finishes on the cast Iron base,
as follows : Old copper, bright bronze
and dull brass finish. Another style,
similar in character both as to mate
rial and finishes, is a cupboard turn
with round knob.

Herder's Safety Shingling Bracket.
The latest candidate for public fa
vor in the way of a shingling or scaf
fold bracket is the device which is be-

for cleaning all finished wood or metal
surfaces and an excellent oil for guns,
sewing machines, razor strops, clip
pers, clocks, locks and other articles
requiring a lubricant or preservative.
It is put up in two sizes : 6-ounce bot
tles with nickel screw caps and 2-
ounce plain bottles.

Perkins Draw Stroke Trimmer.
A machine which Is likely to prove
of more than passing interest to cabi
net makers, Inside finishers, pattern
makers, &c, Is the draw stroke trim
mer which is manufactured by Per
kins & Co., 70 to 130 North Front
street, Grand Rapids, Mich. It is
made in two sizes and is of such a na
ture that it can be operated on a
bench or on a standard, as preferred.
It can be used with the greatest effi
ciency by the inside finisher, especial
ly where nice work and plenty of it Is
Involved, such as paneling, wainscot
ing, hardwood floors, &c. The machine,
it is pointed out, is practically a sub
stitute for the block plane, try square,
bevel square and straight edge, and
while one cannot saw a board In two
with it, he can. after the board is cut
within a close margin of the finished

Novelties.—Fig. 4.—CupboardTurn, Oval Knob.

ing put upon the market by Edward
Mercier, Highland Station, Springfield,
Mass. The device is of simple yet dur
able construction, is quickly applied
and is claimed to fill every require
ment as a staging support on a roof,
while at the same time it does not
make holes to cause leaks after the
shingling has been completed. The
bracket weighs 1% pounds and the
manufacturer claims that its use re
sults in a great saving in labor. Build
ing contractors in Springfield who
have used it are said to be greatly
pleased with it, finding it very con
venient and satisfactory in every way.
A circular which the manufacturer
has issued briefly sets forth the mer
its of the bracket and shows its appli
cation in connection with work upon
a roof.

Pike's Stonoll.

Pike Mfg. Company, Pike, N. H., is
offering to the trade an oil which it
considers ideal for use on oilstones,
hones or other abrasive surfaces. It
is marketed under the name of Pike's
Stonoll and is said to have been per
fected after many years of experi
menting with various combinations of
lubricants. It is described as abso
lutely free from acid, so that it will
not corrode or harden stones, and also
free from vegetable matter, which
would make it become gummy and
cause the stones to glaze. Although
thin enough to flow freely, it has suffi
cient body to float off heavy steel cut
tings. Stonoil is said to be adapted

size, give a perfectly smooth surface
exactly at right angles to the face of
the board and at such an angle to
the edge as the workman may deter
mine to be necessary in order to make
the joint. The point is made that to
the novice in the use of tools the ma
chine makes him an expert, while to
the expert familiar with his kit the
machine improves the highest grade
of work which It Is possible for him
to perform with his usual complement
of tools and quadruples his capacity.

Acme Ball Bearing Jut- 1
The new Acme Ball Bearing Jack,
which is intended for light or ex
tremely heavy loads and which is be
ing introduced to the trade by the
Acme Ball Bearing Company, Chap-
paqua, N. Y., is illustrated In Fig. 5
of the engravings. One very strong
feature of the device is the ratchet
brake, which it is claimed renders It
impossible to drop the load when in
use. The construction is such that
one man with a 20-inch lever can
raise a car having a capacity of 100,-
000 pounds. The jack has been sub
jected to some very severe tests in
connection with heavy cars and bridge
work and has given a very good ac
count of itself. It is made in six sizes,
ranging from 7 inches to 36 inches.

Tbe Sotitb Bend Cement Brlckll
machine.

We have before us a circular calling
attention to a new and Improved brick

machine, embodying features which
render it simple in construction, dur
able and easily operated by either
hand or power. It is of such a nature
that the manufacturers make the
broad claim that it will " revolution
ize the brick Industry of the country."
It is built in 10, 20 and 40 brick sizes,
and in addition to the ordinary brick

Fig. 5.—AcmeBall Bearing Jack.

produced in the machine they can be
made in any color, or if desired the
face of the brick can be veneered %
inch with a richer material, thus giv
ing a brick of high grade and one
which will command a corresponding
price. The claim is also made that
the brick turned out by this process
are equal to pressed brick in appear
ance and quality, while the expense
of facing is small. The cement brick
produced are densely compressed, per
fectly smooth, with no broken corners,
and can be made into either plain or
fancy shapes according to require
ments. One operation makes 20 brick,
which are taken away from the ma
chine as quickly, it is stated, as one
brick or any number less than 20
made by other machines. The gen
eral appearance of the apparatus is
clearly indicated in Fig. 6 of the en-

Fig. 6.—South Bend CementBrick
Machine.

gravings. The machine is constructed
of the very best malleable steel and
on account of its strength the claim is
made that it can be operated to Its
full capacity with no danger of break
ing. The machine has quick action
and gives a large output at small ex
pense. The apparatus is being placed
on the market by the South Bend Ma
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chine Mfg. Company, 1702 South
Franklin street, South Bend, Ind.

Ideal Concrete Block machine.
The concrete block machine, illus
trated in Fig. 7, manufactured by the
Ideal Concrete Machinery Company,
South Bend, Ind., is of simple design
and adapted for rapid and accurate
operation. In it the face plate forms
the bottom of the mold and the pallet
is set in place inside the front of the
mold. In operation the cores are
drawn out of the mold, as shown in

piers and octagons in any degree and
circles of any radius, and the most re
cent production is an octagon face
plate in rock panel in plain and tooled
designs. With this plate can be pro
duced any degree angle from 20 to 80.
The Ideal Concrete Machinery Com
pany, South Bend, Ind., has just placed
on the market a new machine which
is adjustable to an extreme length of
60 inches, width of 18 inches and a
hight of 9 inches. On the machine
illustrated in Fig. 7 there is a table
over its rear portion, with a front

Noreltiea.—Fig. 7.—Ideal ConcreteBlock Machine.

the illustration ; the pallet is inserted
and sufficient concrete is put in the
mold that when tamped it will come
up to the core openings in front and
rear. By operating the lever the cores
are drawn into the mold, the concrete
is then added until the mold is filled
-and the straight edge is used in re
moving the surplus material. The
cores are then withdrawn by the re
verse operation of the lever. The
handles on either side of the front
jnold are then grasped and the latches
raised, and the block is raised and
turned over on its side. The end
floors are lowered one at a time and
the face plate is so adjusted that it
falls away from the block. The block
can then be carried away from the
machine on the pallet. When a change
of face or design is desired the re
quired plate can be set into place by
opening up the mold and fitting it
over iron pins set at the lower edge
of the front plate. This machine is
adapted to the molding of both inner
and outer corner blocks, circle blocks,
outer and inner octagons, pier blocks,
chimney blocks, cable blocks and pier
cap molds. Almost any conceivable
block shape used in building construc
tion can be made on the machine,
while the unusually large number of
face plate designs permits of a great
variety of effects being produced. Ad
justments and accessories for use on
or in conjunction with the machine
are continually being produced, and
the operator of the machine has in
reality several machines in one, the
parts being interchangeable for 4, 8,

10 and 12 inches. Parts for producing
course blocks 4 inches high, chimney
blocks, veneer blocks, copings, porch

edge even with the rear edge of the
mold, on which the mixture from the
mixing box is deposited, which can
readily be drawn by the operator as
desired. The pocket in this mixing
box is used for depositing the facing
mixture. The company is capitalized
at $100,000and its factory building is
50x 80 feet, three stories high, and
has a total of 14,000square feet. The
basement of the building is used for
the storage of unfinished castings and
iron pallets. The first floor is the ship
ping room and offices, second floor for

Heavy Inside Molder.
A machine well adapted for work
ing heavy moldings, flooring, ceiling,
&c, and which is made in two widths
is the inside molder illustrated in Fig.
8 of the engravings. The frame is re
ferred to as being of the new type,
square, open built and ribbed inside,
thus giving great strength and rigid
ity. The cylinders are of solid forged
steel, the upper one being belted at
each end and mounted in a housing,
whereby both bearings are yoked to
gether. The lower cylinder is placed
at the feed-out end of the machine
and is belted on the right end only,
thus leaving the left side of the ma
chine for ready access to heads and
guides. The side heads are made to
swing the cutters, the spindles being
of large diameter. The side spindle
housings have vertical and angle ad
justments and also a horizontal move
ment entirely across the machine. The
spindles have a vertical adjustment in
their housings, permitting the heads
to be accurately lined up while the
machine is running. There are four
feed rolls 7 Inches in diameter driven
at each end by heavy gears. The chip
breaker before the upper cylinder Is
made in sections, each of which is in
dependently adjustable to clear pro
jecting knives and still maintain the
pressure close to the cut of the cylin
der. The bar after the upper cylinder
is carried on the upper cylinder hous
ing and raises and lowers with It.
The bar before the lower cylinder is
vertically and horizontally adjustable,
as is also the table after the cylinder,
which is carried on the lower cylinder
housing and adjusted with It. This
table is also arranged to swing down
out of the way so as to permit of easy
access to the lower head. The feed
of the machine is driven by cone pul
leys, giving speeds of 15, 30 and 45
feet per minute. It is regulated by
means of either a clutch lever at the
feed-in end of the machine or one at
the left side near the matchers. The
machine here shown will work up to 6
inches thick and 12 and 15 inches In
width. The tight and loose pulleys
are 14x 8 Inches and should make 750
revolutions per minute. It is manu
factured by the J. A. Fay & Egan
Company. 221 to 241 West Front
street. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Catalogue of the Fo»ter-M anger
Company.

A work which will be found to serve
an excellent purpose as a book of ref

it's. 8.—Heavy Inside Holder

machinery and manufacturing depart
ment and the third floor is occupied
by the pattern and wood working de
partments. The erection of a new
and more commodious plant is con
templated in the spring on account of
the company's constantly growing
business. This machine was invented
by Frank A. Borst of Auburn, Ind.,
president of the company.

erence for the builder is the catalogue
of 802 pages which is being sent out
by the Foster-Munger Company, West
Twentieth and Sangamon streets, Chi
cago, III. It is of a size convenient to
handle, the illustrations are numerous
and the descriptive matter adequate.
Within its covers is shown a very com
plete line of doors, blinds, sash and
mill work in sufficient variety to meet
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all reasonable requirements. Among
the early pages are directions how to
find the company's offices, some com
ments about special sizes of doors,
-blinds or sash peculiar to the different
local markets, together with direc
tions for ordering goods. Sizes, di
mensions and prices are given in the
form of tables which are scattered
profusely through the work, and the
matter is arranged with a view to
best meeting the requirements of the
trade. The list of designs is too ex
tensive to particularize, but mention
may be made In passing of designs of
gable ornaments, stairways and new
els, mantels In great variety, grill
work In profusion, bank and office
partitions, hardwood floors and wood
-carpet, transom lights, church win
dows, embossed or carved moldings
and plans for houses, in connection
with which the price Is stated for a
-complete set of specifications, de
tails, &c.

New Britain Band Saw Filer.
A device which will be found of
more than ordinary interest to all
•users of band saws is the new filer
now manufactured by the New Brit
ain Machine Company, New Britain,
Conn. The claim is made that a
right hand resaw filed on It and set
by the " equal blow " method will re-
saw a %-inch board into 12 thick
nesses. This, it is pointed out, il
lustrates the perfection of the sharp
ening and set and shows the possibil
ities for good work now within the
reach of every band saw user. The
-manufacturer points out that in order
to preserve the individuality of hand
filing and yet make it as nearly
mechanical as desirable a vise is
provided in which there is no clamp
ing In the old way between every
few teeth. The file feeds the saw
along by pressing it from left to
right; the hardened vise jaws yield
«gainst such pressure and automat
ically tighten again when the feed
has taken place. The file Is guided
by antifriction rolls on a level plate
-which guarantees the teeth being filed
-always square across. Any desired
amount of hook to the teeth is at
tained and retained by locking the
file against rotation in its holder.
Reference Is made to the fact that
Interruptions do not effect the work
as one may stop and then take it up
-exactly as left off. One of the im
portant gains over machine work
which files the front of the tooth last
lies In the possibility of sharpening
the top of the tooth last by filing1
from left to right of the saw while in
the position shown in the engraving.
The filer clamps to any bench not
over 2 Inches in thickness, holds saws
up to 1 inch in width, and all thick
nesses from No. 24 to No. 18, Stub's
gauge. Attention Is called to the
fact that all saws but the heaviest
may be laid in three colls on the
bench back of the filer and fed
through by the file as described. The
heaviest saws are best handled be
tween wheels In the time honored
method now made so that not a mo
ment Is lost by shifting along as
was formerly the case. The manu
facturer claims that with the New
Britain band saw filer any novice
can become an expert filer, and that
band saws can be put in condition to
do good work in a very short space
of time. Those of our readers who
are Interested In this device can ob
tain a copy of " Circular A " upon
application to the company.

Edwin H. Blume has opened offices
an an architect on Main street.Rlverhead,
i..,nL' Island. N. Y.. and would be glad to
receivecataloguesand samplesrelating to
architecture and building.

Trade Notes.
A tool in which every carpenter and
builder in the country la likely to be in
terestedis the squareand miter shown in
our advertisingpagesthis month by P. L.
Pox, 432William street,Bridgeport,Conn.
The tool has sliding and detachableblades
which can beadjustedfrom 5 to 8 lnche3.
The manufacturerrefers to the deviceas
constituting a wholeset of squaresin one
tool.
H. B. Ives Company, New Haven,
Conn., presents In Its advertising space
this month a special offer to carpenters,
builders and owners of homes. For the
purpose of introducing the Ives patent
window ventilating lock the companyof
fers to mail to any addressprepaidfor $1
four of the locks In genuinebronze,brass
or antique copper finish, as may be pre
ferred. The companywill also Include a
40-pagehardware catalogueand working
modelto carpenterswho wish the agency
to canvass for Its sale. The lock is re
ferred to ns a very simple contrivancefor
ventilating rooms; Is easily applied and
exceedingstrong for the purpose. It Is
an extra protection to the window In ad
dition to the usual sash fastener, and be
ing a permanentfixture commendsitself
to the public.
The first Issue of the new year of
the Cortright Metal ShingleAdvocate,pub
lished by the Cortright Metal Roofing
Company,Philadelphia. Pa., and Chicago,
111.,containsmuchthat Is interestingboth
to those engagedin the roofing business
and to the general reader. ReferenceIs
madeamongother things to the satisfac
tory businessof 1005and to the fact that
the companysparesno expensein making
Cortright metal roofing as good as it is
possibleto make it. wrought out by thor
oughly capable and trustworthy hands.
Among the Illustrations Is a half-tone en
graving showing a number of houses at
Newport. R. I., which are covered with
Cortright metal shingles, the builder stat
ing that in all there are ten houses,some
of which have beenbuilt since 1886. He
contrasts the cost of metallic and wood
shingles and refers to the satisfaction
which in the long run the former have
given. An interestingfeatureof this issue
of the Advocateis a calendarfor the first
six monthsof the new year.
The Bradt Publishing Company,
260 Michigan avenue, Jackson, Mich.,
points out in its advertising card in an
other part of this issue that " the success
ful builder conductshis businesson sys
tematic principles," and that he requires
among other things a rapid method for
estimatingthe cost of labor and material.
Such a method has been prefectedby a
prominent builder, and the companyhas
compiledthe matter in book form, which
it is offeringat the low price of 50 cents.
What Is said In regard to the matter can
not fall to prove interesting to a large
class of readers.
The Chicago Hodse Wrecking
Compant. with main office and yards at
Thirty-fifth and Iron streets,Chicago,111.,
has Issueda catalogueof 425 pages,call
ing attention to someof the vast number
of articles which It Is preparedto supply
at rates which cannotfall to commandat
tention. Special notice is called to the
dismantlingof the World's Fair buildings
at St. Louis and Chicagoand the exposi
tions at Buffalo and Omaha, which were
built at a cost of $90,000,000. A large
percentageof the material listed in the
cataloguewas bought by the companyat
sheriffs',receivers',trustees'and assignees'
sale, thus affording opportunity to reoffer
It at figures likely to appeal to all who
may be Interested. Practically everything
required in building construction and
equipment, machinery, pumps, tools,
plumbinggoods,electrical supplies, furni
ture, awnings, cabinets,typewriters, office
desks, cots, couches, uniforms, clothing,
school desks, &c. are referred to in the
catalogue. Especially interesting in this
connectionis the announcementwhich the
companymakesIn Its full pageadvertise
ment In another part of this Issuerelative
to the materials which It offers from the
St. Louis World's Fair.
Smith & Hemenway Company, 296
Broadway,NewYork City, has beenobliged
to makean addition 30x 70 feet In sizeto
Its tool factory In order to meet tho in
creaseddemand for. the Red Devil and
Woodward tools. One of the latest de
signs is the No. 030 cutter, which has the
doubleadvantageof being a glass cutter
and a point driver. The statement is
made that the foreign business of the
companyduring the past year has shown
an increaseof over 30 per cent. During
1006the companywill Introducethe min
iature valveof the DavisonMfg. Company,
and will also representthe specialties of
the Klngsley Mfg. Company,makers of a
combinationlock, latch, hasp and staple.
Walllngford. Conn.; the Divine Water
Motor Company,makersof the Divine wa
ter motor, t'tlca, N. Y. : the Champion
Mfe Company,makers of hardware spe-
daltles, Rocky Hill, Conn.: the Vandegrlft

Mfg. Company,makers of the Vandegrlft
wrench, Snelbyville, Ind., and the Scnatz
Hardware Mfg. Company,makers of nail
pullers, miter boxes and electrical tools,
Chappaqua,N. Y.
E. C. Atkins & Co., Incorporated,
Indianapolis, Ind., send us a copy of the
New Year's greetingwith which they have
beenfavoring their friends in the trade.
It consists of a poster picture entitled" Marguerite," and is handsomely litho-
f;raphed

in colors. The picture shows the
ady with a Jewel boxwhich has evidently
just beenopenedand strings of pearls are
conspicuouslydisplayed,oneof thembeing
wound about her wrist. The company
takes occasionto caution the trade not to
be temptedby the " imitation " when the
real article can be obtainedby addressing
it, having reference of course to Its
various lines of saws. Accompanyingthe
picture poster Is an announcementthat
the friends and patrons of the company
can make the acquaintanceof " Marguer
ite " through securinga copy without let
tering, which will be forwardedto any ad
dress on receipt of 50 cents to cover the
cost of the picture, packing,&c.
Samuel H. French & Co., Philadel
phia, Pa., are extendingto their friends
in the trade their sixty-second annual
greeting in the shape of a memorandum
calendar for 1906. It is providedwith a
pivotedmetal eye for hanging up and Is
of the general shape and style as those
which the companyhas beensendingout
for a numberof years past. Each leaf Is
divided into spaces for one week, with
the name of the month appearingacross
the top. Above this Is the nameand ad
dress of the company,with an indication
of the lines of goodsmanufactured. The
printing is In colors, and the entire make
up Is neat and attractive. Among the
leading specialties of the companymay
bementionedpaints, colors, cement,enam
els, fireplacegoods,grates,mortar colors,
mantels, plaster, varnishes, tile, japans,
lead, zincs, Ac. The piece of cardboard
which forms the back of the pad carries
a list of classifiedmall matter with rates,
and there Is also a calendar for 1906and
for the first half of 1907.
S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.,
makea very interesting announcementin
anotherpart of this Issue regarding John
son's preparedwax, which is referred to
as " a completefinish and polish for all
wood." Attention is also called to the
little book entitled " The Proper Treat
ment for Floors, Wood Work and Furni
ture," a review of which appearedin our
last issue. Any onewho Is Interestedcan
obtain a copy of the book free of charge.
Messrs. Johnson 4 Son are largemanufac
turers of ornamentalhard wood floors and
theywill also senduponapplicationa free
catalogue showing many beautiful and
new designs. Johnson's polishing mitt is
their latest devicefor polishing furniture
and wood work with wax. It is madeof
sheepskinand Is sent free for the label
from a 1-poundor larger can of Johnson's
preparedwax.
The Divine Water Motor Com
pany, Utica, N. Y., makes the announce
ment that a numberof changeshavelately
beenmadeIn the Divine water motor and
that hereafter the device will be known
as the Divine Red Devil water motor. It
will be finished in carmine red, packed
with bluebuffingwheel and beveledemery
wheel, with cake of polish, pulley and a
bracket for holding the articles to grind
or polish. Some of the Improvements
which have beenmade consist in extend
ing thewidth of the caseso as not to have
any backmotion In dischargingthe water,
reducingthe size of the buckets,and put
ting on a wing nut insteadof theordinary
sonare nut as has been used heretofore.
These improvements.It Is claimed,make
the motor very much more durable, and
that on an 80-poundpressureit develops
5300revolutionsa minute.
The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol,
Mass.. mpker of fine mechanicaltools, an
nouncesthat It has purchasedthe leveling
instrument and transit business of the
Richardson-OliverCompany.Athol, Mass..
formerly C. F. Richardson& Son. who for
manyyearsmadea line of leveling Instru
ments adapted for the use of architects,
carpenters,stonemasonsand others. The
Starrett Company will hereafter produce
and mnrkot thesetools In connectionwith
its presentextensiveline.
The folding building bracket which
is being introducedto the trade by A. H.
Dnnforth. Monson, Mass., is a device of
special Interest to carpenters, builders,
roofers.&c. The bracket Is of such a na
ture that It may be used In any place
wherea scaffoldis neededon the sidesof
a building. It Is made of 2 x 3 spruce
timberand 1 x K Inch steel on both sides
of the bracket, the whole beingbolted to
getherwith round headslottedbolts. The
folding bracket Is meetingwith great fa
vor wherever Introduced and the manu
facturer states that thus fnr be has had
no complaints of any breaking or giving
out. A circular which he hns Issued de
scribes tlie bracketand shows It as It ap
pears In useand also folded.
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Direct from tbe Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STREET, - GRAND RAPIDS MICH.

THOHAS MORTON,
169 Elm Street, New York.
Copper Cable, Champion Metal,
Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.
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SPECIAL OFFER TO CARPENTERS
BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF HOMES
Ives PatentWindow Ventilating Lock, a Safe-fluard
for Ventilating Rooms,Pure Atr, GoodHealthand
RestAssured.

To introduce this article, Four Ventilating Locks
in genuine Bronze, Brass or Antique Copper Fin
ish will be mailed to anyaddressprepaidfor One
Dollar. Will include a forty pageHardware Cat
alogue and Working Model to Carpenters who
wish the agencyto canvassfor its sale. Address

THE H. B. IVES CO. gSL uaIea":

Grilles "Direct from Factory" Mantels

No.«55—4Sxl2Inches,SIS.60.
Retailvalue,S7.00.No.2S0—4BH4Inches,withCurtainPole,«4.50._ [Detailvalue,ii.OO.Othersfrom *2.S0~oc~IarKeitassortmentDivisionScreensandspecialGrillestoolder,

uzzmzzmimzxnzimiiu
V. <*•- /a-
;\4>M M >►«>►
KltHr3Mr*Mr1•■■w2-J

!

o.r*? F-V ,u

TILE of EveryDescription,for Wallsand
Hours. CeramicMosaic-Enamels,etc.

fl* sr "uysthissolid
ili.u) »aSMantel,80in.high,5-1or60
incheswide.28x IBMir
ror. Heavycolumnsand
elaboratecapitals.Tilefacingandhearth.PlatedClubHou«eOrate,*10.0o.

Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,Tilesfor
floorsandbaths,SlateLaundryTubs,Grilles,etc.
It IsIrei". Orsend10centstopavpostngeonour
Art MantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812toS'200. \V. U. 0*TEN l>ORF,
'2417N. ltroiid et., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Lane Barn Door Hangers
Give best satisfaction. We are the originators
and largest makers of U-shape hangers.

"LANE'S STANDARD"
isthSm°SIst.ee! PARLOR DOOR HANGER
Thf mostpopularhangerto-day—becauseit is all stee!and sub
stantiallyandwellbuiltoncorrectmechanicalprinciples.

IT GIVES SATISFACTION.
SoldbyHardwareTrade. Sendforcircularsto

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-455ProspectSt., POUQHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4
FLEXIBLE

99

Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. C0.9
STERLING, ILL.

Carpenters and Builders, Attention
Our large catalogue is now ready to be sent to you. If
your name is not on our mailing list ask us for this book.
This is the most complete SASH and DOOR catalogue
with netprices ever published.
The Carpenter who uses our prices in figuring his work
will surely get the job.
Write to-day. Don't put off.

SCHALLER-HOERR COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS.

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

CONTAINING—

Measure - Plank ,
Reduced to Board Measure

■TfTHOTHER—

Useful Data and Memoranda
limit. BoundInNut PiperCover

PRICE 10 CENTS, POSTPAID
Co., 14-16Park Place. N. Y.

—CARPENTERS—
Young men desiring to fit themselvesfor
payingpositionsasCarpentersshouldfill out
andsendthis advertisementtous to-dayand
receiveour 200pagehandbook(FREE) de
scribingour Carpenrers1courseand over60
others, including Electrical, Mechanical.
SteamandCivil Engineering.Heating,Ven
tilation and Plumbing, Architecture, Con
tractors andBuilders. Architectural Draft
ing, MechanicalDrawing,Telephony,Tele
graphy. Textiles,etc.
American School of Correspondence

Chicago, 111.

.C. &B. 2-<

EtAYM OlSTD'S —
COMPRESSED-LEAD SASH-

TheonlyLeadWeightWFIGHTS WithWrougbtandMalleableIron" 1«-*FasteningsThe
madewithSecureFastenings.

SHOOT FINISH.
Twicetheheftof Iron.Oc
cupyonlyhalfthespace.No
Friction. No Noise. Each
Weightcentered,makingIt
hang perfectlytrue and

f>lumb.
Indorsedbyall the

eadlngArchitectsandBuild
ers. Pricesno higherthan
the ordinary Oast-LeadWeights.SendforClrcular.
Ordersfilledatsight.

RAYMOND LEAD CO.,

LAKE ami CUNTON STS., - CHICAGO, ILLS.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

Window and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuildahouseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.
MANUFACTUREDBY

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton,la.

Key to the Steel Square

It is a wonderful instructor. It
instantly gives the figures to use
on the common steel square for
the lengths, cuts and bevels for
all rafters. It also gives the fig
ures to use for all polygonal
miters, hopper cuts, etc. Size,
three inches in diameter, com
plete with book of instruction, all
in morocco case suitable for the
pocket. Can be consulted at a
moment's notice.
Price, post paid, $1.50

Send express or money order to

ALFRED W. WOODS
109So. Tenth St. Lincoln, Neb.

HUBBARD'S WINDOW SASH LOCK
Not merelya catchbut a lock.
Stopsburglars,rattlingsash,wind
andrain. It doesall thisandisout
of sight. Safefor ventilation,etc.
83.00 Per doz. '25c.Each
Liberaloffer. Canvasserswanted.
For terms,circulars,etc.applyto
D. e*. HUBBAKD, WON& CO.
259 Third Ave., BayShore,N. Y.
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A BARGAIN.
QUARTERED OAK MANTEL

with veneered quartered oak columns,

BEVELED PLATE MIRROR.
polished and rubbed finish, tile facing
(slabbed), and steel summer front.

We will deliver this mantel anywhere

East of the Mississippi River for . .$18.00

Address Dept. A

Writeto-dayfor 40-pageCatalogueshowingfull line.

The A. W. Burritt Co.
"THE MANTEL FOLKS"

400 Knowlton St., Bridgeport, Conn.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER mpRmED

Holds the heaviest doors on polished
floors. 50% greater pressure than any
other. Easy to put on, easy to use; the toe
operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
6 Jonas Street, Rochester, N. Y.

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUMN

EVER BUILT.

40/4" in diameter, 33-10 in. lone.
One of four furnished by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTHANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,111.
A. J. KoU PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cal.

MiNUFACTrit«RPOF
KOI.L'8 PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS FOR PERGOLAS. PORCHES OR INTERIOR
I BendforCatalogueD 19.

T?VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy
of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO., 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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i M FORBES FURNACE
You ran no risk in putting in the Forbes Furnace.

Every one guaranteed if properly installed. No
sheet iron drums —entirely cast iron radiating

tubes i inch thick. Will wear for years.
Send for new catalogue and fall particulars.

TUBULAR HEATING AND VENTILATING CO.
228 QUARRY ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

IF IT'S TO BE HEATED, SPECIFY
"MADE BY THE

International Heater Company"
WARM AIR FURNACES AND COMBINATION
HEATERS, STEAM and HOT WATER BOILERS
and TANK HEATERS.

UTICA, N. Y.
BOSTON, 198 Spruce St., Chelsea.

NEW YORK,
1 TadIson Ave.

CHICAGO,
48DearbornStreet.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

T
jg BEI1 FDBHHCE

has stood the crucial tests im
posed upon It in various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of Its

superiority is that Imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENQAL,
saying it is "just as good."
There are none " Just as

good."
Full particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYD-WELLS CO.. ■ Royersford, Pa„ U.S.A.

$49
LEADER
Steel Furnace

THIS No.45LenderSteelFurnacewillheatuniformlya 7 or H roomhouse,a good
sizedftore, a school,or an.all church. It Is
durable,strong,compact.Hlf steelbodywithgalvanizedIroncasing.Workseasilywith
coke,bardorsoftcoalorwood.Hasbricktire
box. It costs$-19,freightpaid,eastofOmaha
Wefurnishalio plansof yourhousesoyouyourselfcansetupthefurnacewithItspipes,
registers,uroke pipe,etc. Hundredsof
peoplehavedoneIt—youcan. "Writeforour
newIllustratedInstructionbookonfurnaces," ModernFurnaceHratlng." It's free. It's
uable.Do It now.

HESS WARMING &

VENTILATING CO.,
709TacomaBuilding,

CHICAGO, ■ ILLINOIS.

I & U Shaped Steel Bar
Any Length Desired.

QUICK ACTING. TIME SAVING.
Cataloguefree.

BATAVTA CLAMP CO.
23 CenterStreet, BATAV1A, N. V.

r» d»iA Down,andnoprofit untilyou
HlrnflCe XIII aresatisfied.Save$50.Setup1 111UtlVW «piV yourownfurnace.Thousands— leandwefurnish

ispaperisnamed.
Youngstown,O.

do this, asit's marvelouslysimpleandwefurnish
thetools. 'Instructor'free, if thif—
SCHAFBR FURNACE CO., -

RGHITEGTURAL DRAFTSMEN
Young mendesiring to fit the-nselvesfor
payingpositionsasArchitecturalDraftsmen
shouldfill out and send this advertisement
to usto-dayandreceiveour 20opagehand
book (FREE) describingour Architectural
Draftingcourseandover60others,including
Electrical,Mechanical,Steamand Civil En
gineering,Heating,Ventilationand Plumb
ing,Architecture.MechanicalDrawing,Tele
phony,Telegraphy,Textiles,etc.

American School o
f

Correspondence
Chicago,111.

Name..

AddrrM

CityandState..

A NEW BOOK REPRINTED
FROM

CARPENTRY and BUILDING

Plank Frame

Barn

Construction

A neat cloth bound
manual with ample
description and illus
tration.

Contains some good
examples in framing
which will interest all
builders and carpenters

Fifty Cents, Postpaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO., Publishers,

14-14 Park Place, New York.
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SASH CHAIN
The SMITH & JBGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturers of " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" «« "

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

\yE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

MOurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of altkindsof Building Materialwouldbea greathelpto you in figuring."

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER ® BOX CO., imeitwiM * biwh"™*.

UNION

Union.XI Iron SmoothPlane.

THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionX83WoodSmooth

Supply that demand, and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they
want. They are rigid and solid, easyof adjustment, but a Plane that will " stay set" when adjusted.

A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, together with the solid Frog, make

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers, etc, etc.

It will interest you.

UnionSo. X9 IronJack Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

wakkhouse: 103ChambersSt.,NewYork. UnionNo.\ y WoodJJaokPlane.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS th« baker momillen co.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

9' WORTHLESS
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
VffiS 17-Inch Size, $1.60 each.
I are welcome*to a copyof our
U VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD GAUGE IKON STALL WORbM,

33 Kim St., Boston, Mans.

CO

ForestCityBit&ToolCo.,Rocklord,III., U.S.A.

MannfacrurersofWoodBoringBits,HollowMortisingChl8eIs.CommonMortisingChiselsandTools
SendforCATALOG"G"Sendfor

For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.
MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.

Of all Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.
ySLSE£ DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.

The ChampionWrought Metal Base Knobs

s NEVER BREAKI 1
3 (trademark)..-f I W Canbescrewedintohardwoodwithoutinjury. Ingen
iouslyconstructedrubberbuttoneasilyreplaced.Madein citherSteel,Brassor Bronzeandall Finishestomatchotherhardware.Manufacturedonlyby
THECHAMPIONSAFETYLOCKCO.,Geneva,0.
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For Finishing or Refinishing
Floors, Woodwork and Furniture

You should use Johnson's Prepared Wax, if youwant the best results. This waxhas been
on themarket for years. It has stood the most severetest and is now known as the " World's
Standard." Johnson's Prepared Wax produces a beautiful artistic finish to which dust and
dirt will not adhere. It does not crack or peel off. Heel marks or scratcheswill not show.
Johnson's Wax contains more polishing wax to the pound than any other. That's why it covers
the most surface, gives the best, most lasting and elegant finish with least effort. Try it and
you will be convincedof its superiority.

JOHNSON'S PREPARED WAX
"A Complete Finish and Polish for all Wood"

USE

It comesin paste form, is applied with cloth and polished with Johnson's Weighted Brush
or Johnson's Polishing Mitt. Sold by all dealers in paint—% lb. cans, 30cents each, 1 and
lb. cans, 60 cents per pound ; 4, 5 and 8 lb. cans, 50 cents per pound.

Johnson's Hardwood Floors
We are large manufacturersof ornamental hardwood floors and will be pleased to send you upon request our free cata

logue, showing manybeautiful and new designs. Hardwood floors arefar aheadof other floors—they are sanitary, durable,
attractive and in demand. Don't delay—write
us today. We carry a large stock and can ship
promptly, anywhere.
Ask for book, " The Proper Treatment for
Floors, Furniture and Woodwork." Tells all
about wood-finishing. It's FREE. . Mention
edition C B 2.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
"The Wood- Finishing Authorities"

"Forstner" Brace = Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.

The Forstner Labor-Saving Auger Bit, unlike
other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre ; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tnan chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.

Manufactured by

G7>e Progressive Mfg.|{Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enqulra oT your Hardware Dealers or writs ua direct. Supplied In Sets. Write for Catalogue.

Extra Money for the Carpenter
is quickly and easily made installing the

PERFECTION BARREL SWING
It will adjust to and swing any barrel— no matter how heavy.
No more trouble removing moulding board or getting at
flour— simply swing barrel out. Nothing better for pantry or
cupboard— a child can use it. Simple and practical. If
your Hardware dealer won't furnish them send to us.

THE LEAVITT MACHINE CO., Sole Hfrs., Orange, Mass.
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The Carpentry
and Building
Series of Designs
Comprises four books,
each complete in itself
and sold separately.
Every Volume has two-
hundred or more pages,
elegantly printed and
bound in heavy paper with
tasteful cover designs.
The titles and range
of cost:

No. 1
COTTAGE DESIGNS
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 600
to 1,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 2
LOW COST HOUSES
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 750
to 2,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 3
MODERN DWELLINGS
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 2,000
to 5,000 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 4
SUBURBAN HOMES
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 3,000
to 10,000 Dollars.

Price, $1.00.

The contents include
full-page half-tone views,
floor plans and construc
tive details of selected
examples of suburban
homes, such as are being
built at the present time.
These books afford a
most pleasing variety of
designs, and will prove
suggestive and useful to
architects, builders and
contractors, as well as to
all who have an interest
in the idea of home build
ing.

$1.00 each, Postpaid

David Williams
Company
PUBLISHERS

14-16 Park Place
NEW YORK

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.
has become famous the world over for
supplying the best of tools, machinery
and supplies. This fame has been se
cured through the world wide introduc
tion of their catalogues —exits of which
appear below — to almost every mill and
machine shop everywhere.

If you should be without
them— very few now are—

send 25c. apiece to

He Gtas. B. Strelinger Go

Detroit, mien., u. s. p.

Box B.

SOMETHING NEW

i i
*

Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination
try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired
position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the
pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., OTlou^WA

The Fox Square and Miter Improved

12=
Can be adjusted
from 5 to S ins.
A whole set of
Squares in .one.

PATENTS
PENDING.

This tool with
sliding and de
tachable blades is

the best and most com
plete Square and Miter

On the market. Of your dealer
or sent prepaid on receipt of price,

$1.00.

P. L. FOX, M'f'r,
432; William Street - - BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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FAR AHEAD for smooth, easy work and holding edge,
will be YOUR VERDICT ON TRYING

CHAPLIN'S IMPROVED PLANES
Patented Feb. 14, 1899; Oct. 30, 1900; Dec. 24, 1902.

We want you to have a copy of our booklet, just issued,

"A 'PLANE' TALK ABOUT A GOOD PLANE!"
We want you to have a copy, for it is a booklet you really need in your business.
We'll gladly send you this booklet with our compliments, promptly upon
receipt of your request.
May we send you a copy?

TOWER & LYON COMPANY,
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

We
Invite
the

Severest
Comparative
Tests.

and. To© &-OJC& "bo get

It is the Best that money can buy.
Each one carefully hardened and
tempered by itself.
Examined, Tested and Guaranteed

Perfect.

Drop Forged in assorted sizes.

L tfc CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

<s> ,margrave's

Hargrave's
Tools
DUALITY.IIMISH.
DESIGN.

- Specify these goods to
your dealer. TAKE NO OTHER.
Write for Catalogue No. 200.

THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO.,
Norwood. CINCINNATI,0.

MITRE BOX
Made Entirely op ^EEL.

No More Breaking.
MostdesirableBoxon themar
ket,beingway aheadin quality
andimprovements.

Send for Folder.

GOODELL MFG. CO..

Hew Universal Spare.
Mod* In Threw Sizes

No. 1 6 Inches
No. 2 10 Inches
No. 3 13 Inches

40.O5
l.OO
1.SO

SFJioITTTTfT*Ty7T7TT»l h

,40000000000000000

Patented
MayIS,1902.

ALWAYS READY
Nothing tobead*
jnsled. Made of
Hit- bentsteel and
of light welgnt.
Absolutely true.
CombinationTrl,
Pitch -Cut, Hip,
and ValleyCutand
Mitre "quare,drawingcircle*,gaug
inglumber,octag
onal cutslaying
outamortiseana
tenonsand
Innumerable
otherpur
poses.

Soliby
ailjlrsi-ctasatooldeaUn.

THE DUBY S SHINN
HFfi. CO.
IXCOKPOBATED

NelsonBide. 19Park Place NewYork city

Pricea1.00ABk your dealerorwriteme.

Filingcrosscutsaws:*•* hasnoterrorswhentoousetheScientificSawHolder.PatentedAug.16,1904.
T. D. GAYLE. - Council Hlmlt.. I...
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. Operating Richardson Bros. NEWARK, N. J.

THE MAN BEHIND THE SAW !

Behind a Hand Saw stand: —
The man who makes the steel ;
The man who tempers and hardens it;
The man who grinds it;
The man who finishes it, and
The man who uses it!

Behind the AtKins Celebrated Silver Steel Hand Saws
stand the most skillful workmen among saw makers anywhere and the best carpenters who want the

best tools and know them when they see and use them.

ATKINS
ALWAYS
AHEAD.

E. C. ATKINS (£L CO., Inc.,
Factoriesi - - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Hea»tmHouses:—No.64KeadeStreet,NewYorkCity. Momphla,Teim.

Portland.Ore.Atlanta.Ga.Seattle,Wash.
Minneapolis,Minn.
Chicago,m. Toronto,Oni.

WRITE FOR OUR
FREE CARPENTER'S
TIME BOOK.
Mentionthispaper.

DISSTOIN Filing Guide and Clamp.
Especially Designed to assist those not skilled in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, inc.,
KEYSTONE SA.W, TOOL, STEEL » FILE WORKS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge

Groovers and Center Groovers
BrassRollers,BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers,Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers,Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
Satisfac
tory Ce-
men t
walkTools
theWorld

Writefor
Catalogand
PriceCist
The Woodhouse Hdw. Mfg.
2620So. 13thSt., St. Louis, Mo.

Co.

WHATBCILDEBSHAVE BEEN LOOEJSO FOB.

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AdabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Arehl-tects.Builders,Carpenters,andStoneMasons.Canb#usedfor anykindof foundationwork and gettingangles,iswimpleInItsconstruction,easilyunderstood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone la madeofI'm--,oxidized,sndhasasilveredcircleof degrees.HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor suchwork. Price.IncludingPlumbBob,TripodandGraduatedRodandTarget. Writeforcircularandbeconvinced.EveryInstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'O CO.,
53 '2 West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Ga.
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Countersink and Depth Gauge.

CLAPBOARD
MARKER.

Cheaperandbetterthanany
onthemarket.
Send(orcirculars,oraskyourHardwareDealerforthem.

OTIS A. SMITH, RocKfall, Conn.

S= An Instant Cure For Slipping Beltsl

DIXON'S
SOLID BELT DRESSING.

WRITEFORA FREE SAMPLE.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JerseyCity.N. J.

W. R. OSTRANDER& CO., 22 Dey Street, New York City,
rianofactoren of

Speaking Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

Yankee" Tools.
No. ii.— RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

No 15—RATCHET, with finger turn on blade.

No. 30.—SPIRAL RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but " Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS, MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

S
A TOOL THAT'S STAMPED JT

TANLEY
FS THE BEST OF ITS KIND K

IMPROVED CARPENTERS* TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., V. S. A.

A COMPLETE IRAMIM RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, a0 they are usually lost.

.NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

We havenow ready our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE No. 19

devoted exclusively to

Wood Workers'

Tools.
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomelyprinted on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any addresson receipt of

10cents postage.

Wm. P.Walter's Sons,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Hannfactnred by

MALLORY MFG. CO.,
N.J.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flashandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to [>uton,strong;anddurable.Warranted. Also
combinationawningbiDges.Withthesehingesblinds
will not slamor blowoff. Theyaretheonlybingesadaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,contractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedthemseveralyears.Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS GOMPANY,

Manufacturers,
No. 1 AsMonetStreet* Wo

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and io inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,Haas.,U.S.A.

EE Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTime

for the draughtsman,
andisa greataid to the
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorTSquaregivesaccurateangles. You get measure

mentsdirei-t from the board. Hasadrawerforinstruments,andcan becarriedaroundto makedrawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.
J. & G. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phil.., Pa,
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Gi-
ture.

' sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $t.00a year.
ForeignSubecriptione,$i.00a year.

WM.T. COMSTOCK,Pub.,23WarrenStreet,N.Y.

PICTURE LIGHTING
is a distinctbranchof thelightingbusiness.
Wehavelightedmoregalleriesand individ
ualpicturesthananyother concernin the
country. Iuvestigationinvited.

I. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl St., New York.

A Ik HAND SAW

STRATTON BROS.

MSB* 'Tsar- LEVELS
SendforMewCatalogueD-Q.

R. O. STETSONv Manufacturer,
Greenfield,Mass,

STANDARD FOR
30 TEARS

This
namestam
pedonevery

threefeetu aguar
anteethatyouareget*

tingthebeatsashcordthat
canbemade.
SILVER LAKE CO.,
Boston,1"

Shoulder Tool Chest
Inside Dimensions

32x8x8

$2.50
An unusualbargainfor thishighgradetoolchest;madeof selectedchestnut,withstronglock,
drophandles,sawrackandtray.
WE riANUFACrURE THE CELEBRATED WIRANCO TOOLS. If you havenotal

readyusedthembeginnowandyouwill besurprisedat thesavingin costandthe satisfaction
derivedfromusingtoolsof highquality.
Our New 600 Page CatalogNo. 90 givesfull descriptionandprices of tools,work

benches,&c. Containsagreatervarietyandanumberof newlinesnotfound in the old one.
Nomechanicshouldbe without it. PRICES LOWER THAN EVER. Write for it to-day.

Oldest Mail Order House in America. Established 1816.

14 CHATHAM SQUARE, NEW YORK. CITF

TAINTOR
Positive Saw Set

TDV IT I' y°n like It tellothersMI II H youdonelikeitteUUS
Send for our circular

which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR HFC
113 Chambers St., New York

MONARCH
B. Sash Chain

IS THE BEST.
Samplesfree.Mentionthispaper.

The Bridgeport Chain Co.

SAMSON 8POT CORD

Ask tor MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos.SO 31
14 18 10 8Inchsweep.

Thereare nootherbracesmadewhichmatch
themInmeritandbeautyof finish.

Our nuneappearsonall genuinegoods. Look
for it beforejou buy. If your dealerdoesnot
keepMillersFalls Bracesthenwriteto us.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

THE FORD AUGER BIT

FORD AUGER BIT CO., Holyoke, Mass.
Thefirst and only Bit with PatentedConcave
Twist. The best Bit for all roundworkyetpro
duced. It is worthyourtimeto try oneandsee.

Distinguishedbyourtrade-mark,
theooloredSpot.

Outwearsanyotherdeviceforhangingwindows.

SAMSON G0RDA6E WORKS, Boston, Mass.
E
LlNDS
ANDSCREENS , .

urlihgtohVi

l|i|Mij'l'iNji|i|i|^i|lji|Ji|i|i|^i|i|l||Jl|l|i|piiiiim|i|i|
iihiUlililii^ Starrett

Combination Square
The Original

The much Imitated

As necessary to a carpenter
as a hammer.

Send for free Catalogue No. 17 P of the largest
line of Fine Mechanical Tools made. . . .

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., Athol, Mass.. U. S. A.
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BLACK DIAMOND

FILE WORKS.

Twelve Medals
OF AW AIt I) AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
AT ATLANTA, 1893.

Copyof Cataloguewill besentfreeto any

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, X

PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^
LaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaJ

Sole Selling
Agents

Pike Mfg.

Co.

Pike, N.M.

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing

ALREADY SURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Hadefrombent
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal
| TarRoofsmany
years.

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,

The Scientific
Deadener.

The Warmest

Sheathing.

Ratnnr
SENDFOB SAMPLE AND CIRCULARS.

SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,Ml Milk Street,Boston,Mass.
Cabot'sShingle Stains. Brick Preservative. ConservoWood Preservative.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., InSSSSZ fir*. r.

ARE PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.
USl? THEM AND SEE WHY— SEE LAST PAGE OF COVER.

CATALOGUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.
THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsofthepresentandfutureareIn mightycontrast,coolandpleasanttotheeyesduringthelonghotdaysof summer.The
costof theadditionalcomfortlaslight.Write
for colore! floorplatesandprices.i JHr]NTERI0R/|flRDW00D @t

""faamtAcmsus Indianapolis. Ind.

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Qo Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in Huilders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line endures such wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWAREMAN Can Supply Them. i IZ^Tlll^it
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Building Brackets,Folding
Danforth,X. H.StanleyWorks
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Building Material
LestershireLumber4 Box
Co.
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Cabot,Samuel.
StandardPaintCo.
Builders' Supplies
Schaller-HoerrCo.
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StanleyWorks.
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Co.
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Mietz,A.
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Co.
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Masons' StovesDrouve,G. Co.
Metal Lath
TrussMetalLath Co.Mill Work
Sclialler-HocrrCo.
Mineral Wool
ColumbiaMineralWoolCo.
U. S. MineralWoolCo.Miter Boxes
GoodellMfg. Co.
NichollsMfg.Co.
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Fox MachineCo.
Miters
Fox.P. L.
Moldings
AmericanColumnCo.
GrandRapidsWoodCarring
Co.
Schaller-HoerrCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Mortar Colors
French.Sam'lH. A Co.
Mortlsers Hand
Miller,A.W.,Mfg.Co.
Ornumental Sheet
Metal Work
Mullins.W. H. Co.
Ornamental Wire,
Iron. Steel and
Brass WorkMeyers.F. J. Mfg.Co.Paint
NewJerseyZincCo.
StandardPaintCo.
Fartiuette Flooring
InteriorHardwoodCo.
Johnson,S.C.fA Son.Wood-MosaicFlooringCo.
Patent Lawyers
Hamlin.GeorgeR.Pencils
Dixon,Jos. CrucibleCo.
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GageToolCo.
Smith,OtisA.
Tower& LyonCo.
UnionMfg. Co.Plasterers' Corner
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NewYorkSteelCornerPlats.
Co.
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French.SamuelH. A Co.
Plumbers' suppliesKarol,B.C.
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AmericanColumnCo.
HartmanBros.Mfg.Co.
Pn nips
Mietz,A.
Itdice tor a
Friuk, I. P.
Roofing, Art Metal
TileMullins,W. H. Co.Roofing and Siding
AsphaltReadyRootingCo.
BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
Drouve,G. Co.
EasternGraniteRoofingCo.
EdwardsMfg.Co.
Eller Mfg. Co.
KaunebergRoofing4 Ceiling
Co.
LincolnWaterproofClothCo.
O. K. HarrySteelWorks.
ScottA Co.
StandardPaint Co.
StowellMfg.Co.
WheelingCorrugatingCo.Hooting Brackets
StanleyRuleA LevelCo.
Rooting Paint
AsphaltReadyRoofingCo.
Dixon.Jos. CrucibleCo.
Hoofing Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg. Co.
Sash Chains
BridgeportChainCo.
Morton,Thomas.
Smith4 EggeMfg.Co.
Snsh Cord
SamsonCordageWorks.
SilverLakeCo.
Snsh Locks
ChampionSafetyLockCo.Hubbard,D. 8., Son4 Co.
Ives.H. B. 4 Co.
Sash Operating De
vices
Burnham,Hltchlngs,Plerson
Co.
Snsh Pulleys
GrandRapidsHardwareOo.Snshes, Doors and
Blinds
Foster-MongerCo.
LestershireLumberA Box
Co.
Saw Clamps
Disston.HenryA Sons.
Saw Filing Guide
Disston.HenryA Sons.
Saw Jointers
CrescentMachineCo.
Saw Sets
TalntorMfg.Co.
Saw Tables
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
CrescentMachineCo.Kidder,R. E.
Saws
Atkins,E. C. A Co.
Disston.Henry& Sons.Hammacher,SchlemmerA Co.Jennings.C. E. Co.
NationalSawCo.
WimondsMfg.Co.
Schools
AmericanSchoolof Correspondence
InternationalCorrespondence
Schools.
Screw Drivers
Kraeuter* Co.
XnrthBros.Mfg.Co.
Sheet Metnl Fronts
MeskerA Bro.

Shingles and Tiles,
Metallic
BergerMfg.Co.
ChattanoogaRoofingA FoundryCo.
CortrightMetalBoollngCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
NationalSheetMetalRoofing
Co.
Willis Mfg.Co.
HbliiRles HipWheelingCorrugatingCo.Shingle Stains
Cabot,Samuel.
Shutter Worker
MalloryMfg.Co.
Shutters (SeeBlinds)Skylights
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRoofing4 Fdry.
Co.
Drouve,G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KaunebergRoofing4 Ceiling
Co.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Sneaking Tubes
Ostrander,W. R. 4 Co.Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
Sciuares
Duby& Shlnn.
Fox.P. L.
NichollsMfg.Co.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackman,F. A.
Steel Square KeyWoods,AlfredW.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural Iron and Steel
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co.Tanks, Steel
O. K. HarrySteelWorks.Tiling
Ostendorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walters Sons,W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammacher,Schlemmer4 Co
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit A ToelCo.GageToolCo.
Hammacher,Schlemmer4 Co
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Kraeuterft Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.ProgressiveMfg. Co.
ReedA AuerbacherCo.
8mith.OtisA.StanleyRuleA LevelCo.
Starrett.L. S., Co.Strelinger.C. A., Co.
TowerA LyonCo.
Walter'sSonB.Wm. P.Wilkinson,A. J., A Co.Turned, Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.Ventilating Attach
ment
Drouve.G„ Co.Ventilators
GlobeVentilatorCo.Ventilators, Window-
Ideal VentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
V Ises
Hammacher,Schlemmer4 OlWngon Jacks
BatavlaClampCo,
Water Closets
ChicagoHouseWreckingCo
Wax. Finishing andPolishing
Johnson,8.C. ft Son.
Weather Strips
Hammacher,Schlemmer4 CMKing Mfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Brood Gauge Iron StaU
Works.
Window Apparatus
Drouve,G. Co.
Window and Boor
StopsKing Mfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust,
ersIves,HobartB.. 4 Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.Windows, Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarTia]Co.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumberA Bos
Co.
Wood Working Mas>ehinery
American Wood Workin;Mach'yCo.
Bames,W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
CordeamanMachineCo.
Fay, J. A. A EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder.R. E.LongIslandMachineryCo.
Marston.J, M. 4 Co.
ParksBall BearingMachineryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Machinery. SecondI'nnilLongIslandMachineryCo.
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CLEAN—SANITARY— ODORLESS— NEWEST DESIGNS-
BEST APPLIANCES— FINEST NICKEL TRIMMINGS

Tjir1 RATH TUB 8eamleascastIron,heavy3-Inchrollrim.5feetinlengthandSOlnchcaInwidth,finestwhiteporcelainenameledon theInside* —-— -— andovertherollrim. Thefittingsareextraheavybrassnickel-plated,consistingofOutsideStanding" Roman" wastewithchinaIndexbutton; Fullerdoublebathcock;off-setsupplypipes;withfloorflanges,
THF ¥ AVATORY Countersunkgenuinem9rbleslab:solidporcelain14xi7InchPatentoverflowovalbasin:nickel-platedbrassropepatternj^^-m_w_^m_*_v*^_m_brackets;nickel-platedbrassFullerbasincocks; nickel-platedbrasssupplypipes; withairchambers; nickel-platedbrasstrap(bothtrapandsupplypipestothewall);nickel-platedchainandrubberstopper;basinclamps,screws;andnickel-platedflauges.»ror akft Low tankpattern,thoroughlysanitaryandmodernInconstructioD; latestimprovedVitreoussyphonwash-downbowl; seatandiiiS^— Zfli covermadeofseasonedquarter-pawedOakwithhighpolishedfinish;seatattachesdirectlytothebowlwithpostandnickel-plat*dhinges;tankIslinedwithheavycopperandIncludesahighpressureballcockandfloatvalvesyphon,andhasotckt-l-platedpushbuttonaction;two-inchelbowconnectionbetweenthetankandthebowl,andnickel-platedsupplypipefromfloortothetank.
Oil AT ITY ^e KuaranteeeveryarticleusedIn thisBaihlloomoutfittobenewandperfect.Theenamelwareisguaranteedfortwoyearsagainst>f crazes,chipsor defectsfromordinarywear. Any articleprovendefectivewithinthistimewillbecheerfullyreplacedwithperfectmaterial.Theoutfitwillbefurnishedwithfloorscrews,flanges,clamps,etc.,completeandreadytosetup.
Connectionseasilymade.Any ordinarymechaniccanInstallwiththeaidof our comprehensiveworkingplansandInstructions.SatisfactionGuaranteed or Money Reloaded.

PRICE, as Described,
We will furnishthe additionaltrimmings—paper
holder—twotowelbars—glassshelf—bathseat;and
-cup,for$7.00.

$55.00 OtHer BatK Room Outfits
from $25.00 to $125.00

WRITE US AnyoneInterestedIn PlumbingMaterialorHeatingApparatusof anykind,willdowelltowritetousbeforebuyingelsewhereaswehavethelargestandfinestselectionIntheworld,andcansavepurchaserconsiderablemoney—allfullyguaranteed.
All thematerial used in this outfit in absolutelybrand new.

We Can Save You 30 to 50 per cent, on Your Lumber Bills
We areengagedIn dismantlingtheFifty MillionDollarSt.Louis"World'sFair. Wepurchasedthis greatestofExpositionsoutrightandofferyouawonderfulopportunityto saveat leaBt30percent,onyourpurchasein thisline. Betterlumberthanthatwhichweareofferingdoesnotgrow ItsyearofcehasonlytendedtoincreaseItsvalue. It is thoroughlyseasoned.WemuBtSellthislumberatonce. J

SEND US TOUR LUMBER BILLS FOR OUR ESTIMATE
ObapplicationwewillquoteyonpricesFreightPrepaidtoyournearestShippingPoint.
Now is youropportunityto put Into executionyourlongcontemplatedImprovements.Wehavelumberfor everypurpose: for BuildingHousesBarns,Cribs,FarmBuildings,Fences,etc.,etc. *
10,000 good Doors, 81.00* Also Fancy Doors from $1.50 to 34.00. Sash lor every purpose. 2.000 GreenhousesNasb.3x6 Inches, glazed, at
WenaveanOfficeontheExpositionGroundsatSt.Louis. VisitorsarecordiallyinvitedtovisitourHeadquartersatthatpoint.
QuickdeliveryIf youorderatonce.Speciallowpricesaremadeforlumberfordeliverywithinthenext30days.
WecanfurnishStuddlne,Joists,Planking,DreBsedandMatchedFlooring,Sheathing,Timbers,infact,lumberforanypurpose.

STEEL ROOFING $1.75 5M
Paintedredbothsides,mostdurableandeconomical
roofing,sidingorceilingfor barns,shedB,houses,stores,
cribs,poultrybouses,etc. Easiertolayandcheaperthan
anyothermaterial.Xo experiencenecessaryto lay It.
A hammerorhatchetaretheonlytoolsyouneed.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
toallpointseastof Colorado,exceptColorado,Oklahoma.
TexasandIndianTerritory.ThisIsourNo.15,semi-hard
ened,flat cteel roofing, 24x24Inches,persquareof 100
pqnarefeet $1.75
Corrugated V Crimpedorstandfngseam,

persquaret .8*3
For 25c.persquaremorewefurnishthismaterialInfiandHft. lengths.
Bricksidingandbeadedcellingorsiding,per100squarefeet £2.25

"EAGLE" FELT ROOFING ,§§ fiflkf&nTwo-ply"Eagle" BrandRoofingwithoutSupplies,persquare • OOcThree-ply" Eagle"BrandRoofingwithoutSupplies,persquare - •• — "OcVucanlteRoofing,with nails,capsandcement;doesnotrequirecosting,persquare 8 1.73GalvanizedRubberRooting,thefinestreadyroofingraanufactored,goodenoughtoranykindof Building,alsousc-tul andpracticallor liningpurposes.Nails,capsandcementfurnished.Doesnotrequirecoatingafterit Is ontheroof. Threegrades,81.30, 81.90 and82.15 persquareSamplesfurnishedfree.
GalvanizedIronConductorPipe,size3in.per10ft, length43oGalvanizedIronEaveTrough,size3* In.,per10ftlongth31cGalvanizedIronElbows,3inch,each 14cEaveTroughComers,each 19*EaveTroughHangers,perdozen..

GalvanizedRidgeRoll,2Inchroll,perfoot *Hc

THOUSANDS OF OTHER ITEMS
Hardware, Iron :Pipe, Heating .ApparnluF,Fainlr, Toole, Pumps, Tanks, Boilers and Engines, Dynamos, Electrical Apparatus

Fire Hose, Fencing, Wire, Safes, Vault Doors, etc., etc.

Ask for Catalog No. 608

Chicago House Wrecking' Co.
35th and Iron Sis., Chicago
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FOOT, HAND AND POWER

WOOD-WORKING HlflUPI
For Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers

and Other Wood-Workers.

Victor" Scroll Saw, "Diamond'
Mortiser.

Built for Hard Work, Accurate Work and Long Service. 'Rex" Moulder.

ONE MAN with one of these
machines will do the work of
four to six men using hand

tools; will do it easier, will do
it better.

WE GUARANTEE each ma

chine to be thoroughly practical

and accurate. Machines sent

on trial, and if not found en
tirely satisfactory may be re

turned at our expense.

No.5 " Union" CombinationSelf-FeedRipandCross-CutSaw.

Enterprising mechanics are quick to see the su
perior merits of our machines. It will pay you to
investigate these advantages.

SEND FOR CATALOG "A."

No.8 " Union" PowerSaw.

The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Co.
209 WaterStreet,SenecaFalls, N. Y„ U. S. A. No.6 " Union" CombinationSaw.

F^fl t^tl-f^C Foot and HandDCll 11C2> Power Machinery
For

CARPENTERS and

BUILDERS.
Our New Hand and Foot Power
Circular Saw No. 4, the strongest
most powerful, and in everyway the
bestmachine of its kind ever made
for ripping, cross cutting and for
grooving, gaining, dadoing and rab
beting. Solid iron table planed
perfectly true.
We makenine other machines for
Wood Workers.

The Only Complete Line of

Such Machines made.

Strong,
Practical,
Durable.

Catalogue Free on Application.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES GO.

71 EuDy St., Rockforfl, III
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DO YOU RIP AND RE-SAW?
O UR No. 146 Combined Band Rip andRe-Saw has these Advantages:—

1.—It has all the featuresthat makeour Band
Rips so superiorto circular saws.
2.—It has all the features of our Improved
He-Saws.
8.—As it bothRipsandRe-Saws,it savesyouspace,
timeandmoney.
4.—Changefrom Rip to Re-Saw,or viceversais
easilyandquicklymade.

SendPostal to-day for freecirculars. You
ought to know all about this machine

J. A. FAY® EGAN CO.
221-241W. FRONT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO

The World's Standardfor Wood Working Machinery

m

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Center part of top is made of iron accu
rately planed, with grooveson each side of
saw for gaugesto slide in.
Steel shafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gears are all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete, 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Ruggles St., Boston, Mass.

HOW TO MIX PAIXTS
f| A simple treatisesuited to the requirementsof carpenters,builders" and others, who have not had the benefitof long*training and ex
periencein the mixing of colors. It will assist the readerto match
any given color. Filly Cent*, Pompaid

DavidWilliamsCompany
14-16 Park Place - - NEW YORK

CYCLOPEDIA
OP

DRAWING
. New,Enlarged
Edition
Two Volumes

BoundIn Half Leather.1300paces(size8x10Ins.) IuIIy In.
•leied:15U0Illustrations,plates,
engravings,etc.

Sent FREE "ZEST
Bothbookssenton Avedays'approval,expressprepaid IfsalI-factory,eend$1and91permonthfor six month*. Other
wisenotifyu-andwe'lltransferthebooksabsolutelyfree. Cashwithorder,$6."i0,moneyrefunded
If notsatisfactory.
BRIEF LIST OF SUBJECTS
FreehandDrawing
MechanicalDrawing
ShadesandShadowsRenderingIn PenandInk
lYr.-«pectlveDrawing
ArchitecturalDrawing
RenderingInWashandColsr
WaterColorHints for Drafts
men
WorkingDrawings
MachineDesign
Sheet.MetalPatternDrafting
Tuumlthlng
Pnu-itcalProblemsInMensura
tion
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF
CORRESPONDENCE
Chxago, III.

MentionCarpentryandBuildingrHi

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE.

If youneedany"
thingin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCan!
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata-
log. Shipments
prompt lymade
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas large
DHL'S.

B.C. KAROL,236W.HarrisonSt..Chicago,IN.

MARK YOTIt TOOL8 WITH A
S TEKL STAMP.

HEND FOR PIUCE-M8TN0.?
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AMERICAM MACHINES
(FINEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL ) |M\/rCTir ATT
(HIGHEST GRADE OF WORKMANSHIPS lllVLO I IWM I C

Fig. 974.No. 3Clement
VerticalBorer

American Wood Working Machinery Go.
NEWYORK, 136 LibertySt. CHICAGO, 43 So.CanalSt. NEWORLEANS,HennenBldg.

Fig. 913.HoustonNo
Mortiser

Made in Pittsburgh
"Lanz" Joist Hangers
and Stirrups

We court comparison.Prices attractive. Joist
Hangersmadeto spikeon, for brick-work;con
creteblocksandI-beams. Write for descriptive
matter812.

PATHNTAPPLIEDFOR

1865M. Lanz & Sons m
Pittsburgh, Pa.

ASTEROID

Simplicity, Rapidity
Adaptability, Durability
athb FOUR CARDINAL POINTS

IV (~)Wheels,Chains,* Cogs, Gears or
Cranks. Nothing to
Clog, Break or get out
of order. No loss of
time or labor.

CombinedIn

The Ideal Hollow Concrete
Block Machine

" The Peer
of All "

Manufacturedny

Ideal Concrete Machinery Co.
FormerlyAurburn,Tud. South Bend,Ind.

HandsomeCatalogami
Booklet/or the asking.

Face formed on bottom of themould.
Cores withdrawnhorizontallyby lever
—not by hand. Guaranteedcapacity,
twomen,10hours,200blocks.A portable
machinethatcanbecarriedwitheaseby
twomen. Over2U0in usein the Stateof
Indianaalone. The only machinewith
whichcanbeaccomplishedthe facing-of
blocksby theBorstsystem. A business
propositionto themakerof blocks. An
appealto the commonsensejudgment
of thebuilder.
In correspondingwith uswemakeour
businessyour interests.

THE
PERMANENT ROOFING.

SCOTT & CO., 233 E. Front St-
CINCINNATI, O. AGENTS WANTED
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EXPOSITION
OF

NEW PATENT 98-IHCHBAND
SAWINGMACHINE.

FurmiehetlwlthrlpRaugtr.rollerguards,
*ooarimwheels,etc. Tablecan

betilted<5°.

Wood Working Machinery
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

Modern in design and construction, with
improved methods of adjustment.

Circulars and descriptive
matter sent upon

request.

COME AND SEE US !

IMPROVEDHAND FLANKS AND JOINTER,
Tablesover7feetlongandhavesteelUp*.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbit*and
otherIrregularknives.
CylinderhasthreeBearings,oneofwhichIsout
sideofpulley.

No. 25*SURFACE PLANING MACHINE.
]'hiiit- 24%Inchesandanythickness,from1-16to8Inches.

CARPENTERSHOP IN ITSELF.
CHICAGONo.2COMBINATIONSAWTABLE.
Anexcellentmachinefor ripping,cuttlng-off,mlterlng,dadoing,boring,etc.

No. 2WIMPERIAL 5-ROLLPLANER,
MATCHER AND MOULDER.

Cylinderdoubl*belted,sixlargefeedrolls.
Fastandslowfee1.Planes24*4Incheswide,
8 Inchesthick,andmatchesup to 18
incheswide.'Weight3000Ids.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON REBUILT MACHINERY.

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE, 13-15 North Canal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine

♦

BEST-^FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs J 125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO., SMrS.^BB'

Applied
For

The Perfection Cement Block Machine

Price

50

Dollars

Makes the BEST Hollow CementBlocks of any
MachineontheMarket. It TampsonthePace,an
Important Fact to Considerwhen Purchasing
CementBlock Machine.

Just the thing for the Mason, Builder, Con
tractor or any person with Small Capital de
siring to enter into a

PROFITABLE BUSINESS
This Machine has reached the height of
Perfection in Simplicity, Durability and
Quickness. DON'T DELAY! DON'T
HESITATE!

'
Weight

700

PoundsSendforourDescriptiveCircularandPrices.

MANUFACTURED BY

Enterprise Foundry Company
OMIceand Works: 81 OLEAN STREET ROCHESTER, N Y.
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COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTKPROTECTIONfromLIGHTNINGtl Rivetbyu-eofourcontinuouscopperconductor!.
E.G.Washburne&Co.,46 CortlandtSt..NewYork.

Telephone3125Cortlandt.
Work put up or material Iaroiahed.

THE IMPROVED p p p
Hand and Foot Power C. i"« D.

SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenter!,BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
«END FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BARNE8 TOOL CO., New Haven,Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented.
Forfasteningfixtures,timbers,etc.,to brick,stone,
concreteorothermasonry.
DIAMOND EXPANSION BOLT CO..
9-11-13-15MurrayStreet, NewYork,N.T

Pay Day
What Does it Mean
to YOl?

Nomatterwhatyourpositionmaybe,
whetherday laboreror officeworker,ifyou are in thatdiscouragedlineofmen
who net the samepittanceweek after
weekwithoutprospectofanythingbetter,
itistimeyouappealedtotheInternationalCorrespondenceSchools. Kor 14yearsthey have been qualifying dissatisfied
workers for betterpositionsandhigher
salaries.
No matterwhat your circumstancesare, theywill qualify YOU for a betterPosition,a highersalary,amia safefuture.The way is plain, easy, and sure for
earnest men. It puts you under noobligationto find out howwe canhelpyou. Simplymark andmailthecoupon
below. Canyouaffordtoneglectanopportunityforadvancementf

International CorrespondenceSchools
Bon969,Scranton.Pa.

Pleaseexplain,,1Ithoutfurthr-robligationonmyparthowI canqualifyfora largersalaryin tliepositionbeforewhichI haremarkedX.

Arohfteot
ArchitecturalDraftBuildingInspector
ContractorandBui
StructuralEngines
MachanloalEnginei
MeohanlcalDraUar
MachineDesigner
ElectricalEngineerMunicipalEngine.
. andV<

T'ttlleExpert
Bookkeeper

Choi1st
Sheet-MetalDrafteman

CRESCENT MACHINERY
Quality 1stall rlftht— ao'e, the. price.

Band Saws,
Jointers,
Saw Tables,
Band Saw Blades.

Nothing-else.
Catalog tells the rem.

rpTHe crescent jriacnine Co.,
206 Main 81.,
Lepiouia, Ohio.

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD
For Hard Cross-Grained and Knott} Lumber.

A'completetoolwithExpansionDevicefor quickly adjustingthe Bitsfor differentthicknessesof tongueanagrcoveedge.

FITTED WITH CIRCULAR BITS
Having a permanentprofileandclearanceprotection,accurate,reliableandlow priced."Simplein constructionandeasyto keepinorder. A timeand laborsaving innovation.
Sendfor Cataloguecontainingpricesandfull particulars.

Address SAMUEL J. SHIMER (SI SONS, Milton. Pa.

— ^y^^Jij^i-JJa —*—
STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.
JAIL WORK, JOIST HANGERS, IRON FENCINGS.

The Cement Worker's
Hand Book

By W. H. BAKER

is compiled to meet the requirements of the
workman.
Provides an insight into the mixing and

handling of cements, mortars and concretes
for building and other purposes.

Pocket Size. SO Paircs.

FIFTY CENTS, FOSTFAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 PARK PLACE NEW YORK
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 an* 30 Cmtral Awwi,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Finest Grades of Latest Improved

Wood-Working Machinery
For PlaningKills, FurnitureandChair Factories,Car
riage,WagonandAgriculturalWorks. Circulars
andprices. Correspondencesolicited. No. 'i Planer and Matcher.

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
■ceded. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

*J*HE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB-
EROID R00FIN6 does all
claimed for it. It if water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases;
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
"above all things" avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

MANUFACTUREDSOLELYBT

The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork

ChicaooOffices: 188-90MadisonSt.

THE EDWARDS
METAL CEILINGS
Each andevery plateo(superior designand work
manship and resquaredafter stamping, making

them very easy to keep In linewhen erecting.
Send us plan or sketch giving dimensions of
rooms to be coveredand we will forward prices
and a carefully prepared drawing showing just
how the Ceiling will look when finished.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
Metal Windows, Metal Shingles, Corrugated Iron
and SteelRoofing. Everything in SheetMetal
Building Material illustrated and described in
Catalog L, free.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
« THE SHEET METAL FOLKS."

New York
52 Broadway

Main Office and Works,
423-443Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court rooms,
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceflingiareshippedreadyforerection.No
expertlaborrequired.Worklnndrawln^afur
nished.Tbey'readaptedtoanykindof building.
£xclaalveInclarifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRooting,Siding,Metal
Shingles.ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkand
FlreprooOngMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. A$kfor them.

THE BERQER MFO. CO.
CANTON, OHIO.

He*York. Boston. Phils. St.Loula

©all ©earing
MACHINERY.

Great improvement for foot
power, Rip Saw, Band Saw
and Boring. All ready for use,

same forpower.
Other attach
ments and use-

rful
tools.

Manufacturedby

PARKS
BallBearingMach.Co.
Sta.A.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

T
made> If so send for illustrated cata

logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

SECOND- HAND WOOD

WORKING MACHINERY
Matchers24In.
PonjrPlaners1«,30,24In.

WoodsMoulder12In.
Herlln MoulderISIn.
Rogers Moulder8In.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws.RollingTopSawTablet,GasandGasolineEn
gines,BandBaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSana,

JigBawjn CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

L0N6 ISLAND MACHINERY CO.

15 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Use Your Wits
Accentthesewordsof wl«domandusetheA. B. 0.SCHEDULES,or ITEMIZED BLANK ESTIMATING
FORMStoadvantageandprofitfortheuseof
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
TheseSchedulesaresuperiortoanythingof thekind
alreadyofferedforsale.Notatexthookonestimating,
or a seriesof tabh-8.but Just simple,commonsen«e
WankForms,givingacompletelist of allItemsenter
ingintotheconstructionofabuilding.
"Let your curiosity bo aroused and

investigate tills."
Thereisa separateandcompleteschedulefor eachof
the following trades:-CARPENTERS, MASONS,PLVMliERS,PAINTERS.
A samplecopyoftheSchedulecoveringanyofthese
tradesfor J5c. A completehook(oneof eachseries)
ONEDOLLAR.
THE GEM PUBLISHING CO.,

P.O.BoxNo.14. BROOKLYN,NEW YORK
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished In either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It is made from galvanized iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
JWIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

"You Have
Restored My
Confidence in
Patent Lawyers"

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebes*thingfor cuttinggrooTes.

Fox Foot Power Miter Machines
The bentthine for mitering mouldings

and similar work.

"Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. Front St., (irandRapids,Mich.

' I AHUS wrote an inventor, whom I was serving for the first time, after I had frankly
reported that upon careful examination I considered his invention possessed only

a few minor points of novelty over prior patented devices, thus saving him false hopes
and the cost of applying for a patent. Evidently he had been "plucked," misled, or

illy advised by some patent attorney. Send for my booklet, " ABOUT PROTECTING
INVENTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES"— it will interest you. Prompt, honest
advice and service in patenting inventions, registering trade-marks, and securing copy
right protection in the United States and Foreign countries. I have a system by which
I can refer you to clients in your State and often in your own city. Ask for references.
Circularon lYade-tfarkRegistra
tionsenton receiptof i GEO. R. HAMLIN, PatentAttorney, w1ftSANHS:<)

ELEVATOR
ENCLOSURES
Wearelargemanufacturersof
Elevator cars and Enclosures.
Also BankandOfficeGrilleWork.
Window Guards. Ornamental
Wire. Iron,SteelandBrass work
Ofeverydescriptioninanyfinish.
Our workmanshipcannot be
excelled.
S»ndtorCatalosua.

F.J.MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON. OHIO. U.S.A.

THE LOVELL
WINDOW AND SHUTTER
OPERATING DEVICE
ForFactories,Foundries,Etc.

A line of sash 500 feet
long can be operated from
one station if desired.
TheVoi.kehHardwaheCo.,Toronto,Ontario,
SoleCanadianManufacturers.
WE ALSO M.VKE

The " Anti-Pluvius " SKy light
Bestskylightconstructionin theworld.

CorrespondenceSolicited
The G. DROUVE CO,, Bridgeport, Conn. V. 8. A.

SKYLIGHTS
Our aipml BkyHckta
Give Hattstacdm.

They are so constructedthat all condensationis carried tu thecurb andIhrouirb weep boles on to the roof without soaking betweenlaps.
The peculiar constructionol thecurb on our skylinbts rendersnecessary.
Frames ol galvnnizcd Iron or copper,with iclassot any kind or thickness.
Write lor our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.
THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

BOOKS.
YOU CAN OBTAIN PROMPT ADVICE
regarding the books on any subject in which you
are interested by addressing DAVID WILLIAMS

COMPANY Publishers and Booksellers, 232 238 William St., N. Y.
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CRESCENT USTEELJ LATH
Saves Money by Reducing Insurance Rates. IMANUFACTURED^ ;;!^J

"
md*

WHEELING^ CORRUGATING, ,CQ7
a~~WHEELINGrWEST VIRGINIA. 1

Walls! ^Partitions)! and Ceilings I constructed! with
'Metal Lath are Proof aga inst.fi re, water," -m .
, £ZH ■vermltij and|lsound.

CRESCENT STEEL LATH
Is made of Steel Sheets beaded every 124 inches
to give stiffness to the sheet. The openings in the
sheet are ample to allow an easy passage to the
plaster under pressure, and are guarded by an
arch of metal, which prevents the plaster from
going" through too freely. This lath is coated" on
both sides with our special anti-rust coating.

Best in Every Respect!
KIB&iddttl ;Sample'postpaid on"request.; 1,^;'r**5* *^

r We can supply your demands by the car load
and ship promptly.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES ;

NewYork City
Chicago
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Boston,Mass.
Chattanooga,Tenn.

I- - 47-SI Cliff Street
45 and 47 Lake Street

112,114, 116South Eighth Street
402, 404,406RaceStreet
132and 134Pearl Street

King Street

CRESCENT STEEL? LATH
Large Stocks of 'all four Products ; are Carried at

the Factory and in all the Warehouses.

Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever invented.
Savesfrom3 to 24hour?In layingonta singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenables
theordinaryworkmantoframetnemostdlfdcnltroofwithabsolutecertainty.
IT DUES ALL THIS. It isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.
It giveslengthsfor anyralters. It givescutsforprincipals,jacks,hips,valleysandcripples.Savestlma
for theskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Write/orbooklet.Addressthemanufacturers,

G. A. TOPP <£L CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

Just a Hint
On Your Ventilation
Suppose it's in a large shop — one lot of men

want lots of air—another less— then are you
going to have" one gear operate the entire

run— half the men comfortable, the other

half mighty uncomfortable. With' this
simple, inexpensive gear you can operate

few or many sash from anywhere [at any

time, no chains, no dangling ropes.

CataloglX-V.

BURNHAM-HITCHINGS-PIERSON CO.

~1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St., New YorK."
Boston Branch: 819 Tremont Building.

>SEC0RJ~
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMUR00F1NG
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING,

SAVES RENEWING
Send(orSamplesandPamphlet

STOWEILMFG.CO
JERSEY CITXN.J
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architects
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

{Everythingin sheetmetal.)

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES
Who can drive a nail
betterthana carpenter?
Then who has a better
right tomakemoneylay
ing Cortrlght Shingles?
CORfRIOHT METAL
ROOFINOCO.

PhiladelphiaandChicago

ARCHITECTS

CONTRACTORS

BUILDERS

When you want any Structural Work it

will pay you to write to the

BOSTON jy^COMPANY

CONVERTORS OF

Iron and Steel into all kinds of shape
and dealers in

Contractors' Supplies

Send for our latest Catalog.

284 Franklin St, • Boston, Mass.

JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer.

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS
Absolutely Dust Proof. Easily
Erected. Artistic Designs.
Ask for Catalogue "D"

S. KEIGHLEY METAL CEILING & MFG. CO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

TOP IT OFF The Willis Cresting
Tiles No. 59 £3VE
1ren adeof Tin. painted.GalvanizedSteel,
Copperand CopperedSteel,and suitablefor eitherslateor shirjgleroofs.

Sendlor miniaturesamplesand
ourCatalogueNo.6,showing>very
completelineolcornices,crestIngs,
finlals,skylights,andstampedorna
ments In zinc, and STEEL
CEILINGS, etc.

WILLIS MFG. CO..-e»Js
Makers of the Willis Hip Shingles.
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The Carpentry
and Building
Series of Designs
Comprises four books,
each complete in itself
and sold separately.
Every Volume has two-
hundred or more pages,
elegantly printed and
bound in heavy paper with
tasteful cover designs.
The titles and range
of cost:

No. 1
COTTAGE DESIGNS
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 600
to 1,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 2
LOW COST HOUSES
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 750
to 2,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 3
MODERN DWELLINGS
-WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 2,000
to 5,000 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 4
SUBURBAN HOMES
WITH CONSTRUC
TIVE DETAILS, 3.000
to 10,000 Dollars.

Price, $1.00.

The contents include
full-page half-tone views,
floor plans and construc
tive details of selected
examples of suburban
homes, such as are being
built at the present time.
These books afford a
most pleasing variety of
designs, and will prove
suggestive and useful to
architects, builders and
contractors, as well as to
all who have an interest
in the idea of home build
ing. ____
$1.00 each, Postpaid

David Williams
Company
PUBLISHERS

14-16 Park Place
NEW YORK

GET OUR PRICES ON

METAL CEILINGS,
TIN PLATE,

EAVES-TROUGH, CONDUCTOR PIPE,

CHARCOAL IRON TIN,
CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALS, ETC.,

BEFORE BUYING.

Canton, 0.THE ELLER MANUFACTURIHG CO., -
Successors to J. H. ELLER & CO

PERFECTED

SHOE

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFING.

SEND FOR PHOTO PAMPHLET.

Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs ap
propriate for any
style of architec
ture.

All StylesGalvanizedand CopperSkylights,Cornices,Finlals, Crestings,Ventilators,Metal
Shingles,RoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Siding,etc Write
for CatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co..

CANTON, OHIO.

PRODUCERS OF THE E. J. JOHNSON CO.

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book.
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Notice Carpenters ! ! !
The second edition of The Lightning Esti-
mator,the book that has had such a remark
able sale in the last year, at 50c a copy has
beenexhausted.
We have ready the third edition greatly
improved and one-third larger, which will
sell for the low price of 60c (Money order).
Simple, rapid, practical, accurate, reliable.
Preparedby a prominent builder.
Based on records of actual construction,
not theory.
A $2,000house estimated in 30minutes.
Third Edition 60c. Write now.

BRADT PUBLISHING CO..
JACKSON, MICH. 26o Michigan Ave

of

WLOPEDI/l

APPLIED i
ELfCTRJCIIT

D**AMOS-?:j

STORAGE;^:

JiATTERlES .

PART fl

Applied! Electrlcny

I

Bizeofpa*efixJBhVooiBoundIn3,i>edMorocco
Over 2000Illustration*.Wewill«n<itoeentlie
FI^lVOLtTlIKS ^FREE
on Ave days'Tapnrovi
••spressprepaid.If satisfactorysendH downand« permonthfor ninemonths;otherwisenotify
us andwewill transferthe booksfree. Cashwithorder,*ison.MoonrefundedIf not satisfactory.
PartialListofContents'
Magnetism
WirelessTelegraph
Telautograph

DirectCurrentDynamot
andMotorsStorage
Batteries
ElectricLighting
Railways
ManagementofDynamosandMotors,
PowerStationsAlternatingCurrent9Machinery
PowerTransmission
MercuryVaporConverter
Telephony

AutomaticTelephone
WirelessTelephony
AMERICANSCHOOLOF
CORRESPONDENCE
Chicago

MentionCarpentryondBuidingW

SetpriceF. O.B. St.Louis,Mo $209.00" NewYork, N. Y. 238.00

25feetwide—lower ceiling 12feet in clear,

-.-.00
St.Paul, Minn 229.00
Denver,Colo 268.00
.Tallas,Tex 253.00

Net priceP. O.B. St.Louis,Mo $187.00" New York, N.Y. 212.00" St.Paul,Minn 204.00" Denver,Oolo 239.00" Dallas,Tex 225.00

Better Cisterns-
Why?

To protectthehealthofeverymember of yourfamily.Medicalexperts
havepronouncedthebrickandwoodcisterntobethe
causeof manycasesof
sickness.
A Cisterntobeperfectly
sanitarymustbemadesotight that no Impurities
canpossiblyget through.
This canonlybeaccomp
lishedby usingtnc steel
cistern.
0. K. HarrySteelWorks,
2341PapinSt.,St.Louis,Mo

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithillustrateonr completeandmodernstorefronts. The pricesnchulethesteelsill course,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steelintermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswithsashof whitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doublestrength;galvanizediron work abovefirst-storycolumns.
We makeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to300feetin width andfromoneto fivestorieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstudyfor overthirtyyears,theyarenowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket Owing to their simpleandpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particular line or not, canerectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthatwe furnish. Wedesireto introducethisclassof work in everycity in theUnited States,andsolicitthocorrespondenceof archi-jcts, buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de-vxiptivecatalogueand discounts. liatafollalied 1846.MESKI^R As BROTHER,

ST. LOUIS, MO. U. S. A..421-519 S. SIXTH STREET

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin tnemarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Builders and Plasterers.Telephone

876MadisonSquare. All communications
to 1185B'way, N. Y. C.

LIGHT-HOUSES

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MAST/FACTLTRKB8OF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Far Ficon In Stores, Churches, Depots,
Kitchens, Halls, Porches, <JLc.

Officeand Factory.Bluff Street,nearOlet,

PITTSBURG. PA.

Carpenters
Do you want work
laying Montross
Metal Shingles?
If so
Write to-dayto

CAnDEN,
N. J.I

On the coasts of the United States are all painted chiefly with OXIDE OFZINC (75 per cent.). If such paint is the only kind that will stand sea-ex-
posuie in all climates, will it not still better stand the milder exposure on an
ordinary dwelling ? High grade prepared paints are all based largely onOXIDE OF ZINC, which makes them beautiful, durable, economical.
FREE

OurPracticalPamphlets:
"ThePaintQuestion."" PaintsInArchitecture." _ ,"SpecificationsforArchitects."71 nffiadwav."Paint:Why,HowandWhen." ' * UlUaUWajf," FrenchGoverninentDecrees."
We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of manufacturersof highgradezincpaints will be

furnished on application.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.,
- New York

Montross Metal Shingle Co.,

Walters Metal Shingles and Tile
Will last as long asthebuilding they cover.
Rain, Rust and Fire Proof.
Write for catalogue,samplesand prices.

National Sheet Metal Roofing Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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5105) F0R ST0RE ELEVATOR
COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT, MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator Mfg. Co., SffiSSS.?;'
New York Office, 2032 Park Row Bldg.

(ELECTRIC)

f$105
Kuhne's Truss Metal

Steel Concrete

Lath and Structural Element
Best Concrete Binder, Self-centering—For General Fire-Proof Con
structions, such as Partitions, Floors, Stairs, Outside Walls, Roofs,
Sidewalks, Sewers, Tanks, etc. Patented January i, 1901.

{CATALOGUESON APPLICATION.)

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 15-25 Whitehall St., New York City
MAKrPAOTUBIHGANDSALX8DEPARTMENT:

GOFF, HORNER & CO., Limited, Frick Buildine, Pittsburgh,-Pa.
MILLS AT ZANESVILLE, OHIO.

MORTAR
COLORS.

THE BRIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE.

SPECIAL SHADES MADE TO ORDER.

BUCK LEAD CROWN PAINT
SemOEL I. REICH * GO., ZEb°u Use" oil

GIVES SATISFACTION

WILL NOT
CHALK, CRACK,
NOR PEEL OFF PHILADELPHIA.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR

>»

In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

"Globe Ventilated Ridging
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Send ior Description and Price List.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. TO

u
dumb waiters

hand'eleyators,
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks..
88CarrollStreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom,128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimateson request.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

EM

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS

Manufactured
by

MORSE HAND ELEVATORS
and DUMB WAITERS

SAFE EASY RUNNING DURABLE

Shipped complete, with or without lumber, with drawings

and instructions for erecting. Correspondence solicited.

MORSE, WILLIAMS &, COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

ANDDUMBWAITERS.
AutomaticHatchGates.
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.,10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo.,Cleveland,Ohio,245VincentSt

BranchOffiVes:
110CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neh

ELEVATORS

DUMBWAITERS
tbatcanbeplacedinposition
byanycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407Cherry St., - Phila., Pa.

THE MIETZ & WEISSOIL ENGINES
Stationary - - 1%to 80H.P.
Marine - - - Stf to100H.P.
Keroseneand Fuel Oils Used

All phases of Plumbing, Drainage and Water Supply are expertly treated in the new book

Plumbing and House Drainage Problems.
THE SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED.
309 Faces, 197 Illustration*. TWO I»<»L,L,A11S,PREPAII*.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY 14-16 Park Place, New York.

Besl lor nil Power Purposes
SENDFOBCATALOGUE

A. MIETZ, 128-138Mott Street,NewYork
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you mil see tte points of advantage.
""tSJ-X-Vl Prousd»trnetarer.whichenablenlie nrertoinnIbeSawwithverylittleSet'
!h1»moiuSmomS?feature!*

*™ch»nlcwhothoroughlyuuderetandatie having0ftheSaw,whichguarantee,

th"«ctS^?arereadyeiS^w*1"
SlmoDaB carefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,bothattheBawa,onleaving

SX^nvfe^l^ SyortoS5tlS^i^?5e4* 8aw*'* a ileh c"bon cn,CIbIe,teel<MM|wlnnoW,u cnttlnl1
FIFTHLY eachSawJi putupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingflngeilngandrustmark, com->uonl)fuunrl(inSimsthataienotencasedproperly.^~v,— BIZTHXT,liecauseeverySImondaSawisguarantiedthoroughly.guaranteedthoroughly.

Anymech»n\ctryinga SlmondsSaw,andnotfinding" satisfactory,mayreturntheSaw, either to the-
dealer or to the
SlmondsMfg Co.,andgeteithera newSaw
ormoneypaidbade.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL MT"

LOOKINGALLWAT8»OKBUSINESS
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CORoomW8,lis ClarkSt. CHICAGO.
1and CircularsFree

THE LEADING WORK ON MODERN BUILD

ING CONSTRUCTION lb

Kidder's Building Construction

a
n
d

Superintendence.

Vol. I., Masons' Work. - S4.00.

Vol. II., Carpenters' Work, $4.00.

Treats all operationsIn detail,describingana
Illustratinghowthepart? of buildingssbould be
put together.

■OLDSEPARATW.yBY

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY.
14-16Park Place. NEW YORK

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing the article itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed& AuerbacherCo.
229 Bowery, N. Y.

SENDFORCATALOGUEAND PRICE LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y
Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.
SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—orenot toocostly.
There'snootherkind sogood—sopleasing.

C ur SketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Writefor it.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. • P
.

0
.

Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
bUOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.Send for our trade discounts and onr Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.
ROCHESTER. N. Y. NEW ALBANY. IND.

( Tte Boynton Furnace

/ Sole Mfrs. of

Boynton's Furnaces,
Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters, (
Steam Heaters, Etc.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is

thoroughly deafened.
The liningis vermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

"in

LONGITUDINAL8KOTION.

CBOBSSECTIONTHROUGHFLOOH

SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt..NewYork.

| 2 _ New Self-Setting PLANEa 5 J Samplesentaspercircularw 2 if notkeptbydealers., - * GAflJLIOOLCO.,Vlneland,» " ^

I 2 3a. 23

207-8 W«t*r street. New York.

1 147-0 Lake Street, Chicago.

MILLER'S HAND MORTISER.
ForMortiseLocks. TimePer Door
ThreeMinutes.

SoldonTrialIcr I1SU0$4.00witnorder,bulauceInthirtydays
ALBERTW.MILLERMFG. CO.,
Cincinnati,Ohio,andKlverslde,Calif.
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A Remarkable Building Movement.
The great activity which the country witnessed the

past year in the building industry naturally lends interest

to any forecast of future operations and incidentally to

the amount of structural steel that will probably be re
quired, as from it some Idea may be gained of the volume

of work in prospect. It has recently been computed that
for buildings to be erected the coming season in New York
there will be required 200,000 tons of steel, this amount
representing projects on which contractors' bids have been

asked and which are expected to be carried out unless

interrupted by financial or industrial developments calcu

lated to check all business. It is entirely reasonable, in
view of these figures, to look for the placing of 300,000

tons of structural steel for work in New York alone before

the end of the year. The total placed In the year 1905 for

use In New York City has been closely calculated and Is

found to be somewhat above 200,000tons. A half million
tons of structural steel sold in two years for new build
ings in the metropolis alone is so strikingly in line with

what the bolder prophets have been saying of the future

of steel as to arrest attention. It recalls the phase of the
subject that elicited special comment in a meeting of steel

manufacturers in a New York office building. Industrial

conditions at the time were not as promising as now, but

there were optimists in the group, and one of these ex

pressed strong faith in the continued expansion of steel

consumption. Calling attention to the hundreds of low
and antiquated buildings In lower New York visible from

the meeting room, he averred that the tearing down and
rebuilding in Manhattan alone in the succeeding 20 years

would mean the consumption of an enormous tonnage of
metal, and, when taken In connection with like operations
throughout the country, warranted the brightest expecta

tions for the future.

While the amount of structural steel to be required in
New York this year is remarkable, representing in part
perhaps the accumulated projects of recent years in which

strikes have upset all calculations in the building trades,

recent reports from other cities, notably New Orleans,
Chicago, San Francisco, Pittsburgh and Cleveland, Indi

cate that 1906 will be a year of great activity, in most
cases exceeding the great record of 1905. In New Orleans,
for example, 25,000 tons will be required for the carrying
out of plans now well along. What this amount of steel
represents is Indicated in part by the statement that the
rebuilding movement In Baltimore, in replacement of the

more prominent of the buildings consumed In the fire of
1904, has only taken so far about 30,000 tons of steel.
What the 300,000 tons will mean that is likely to be or
dered for new construction in New York this year can be
comprehended in part by one who has traveled about New

York In recent months and noted how streets are broken

in upon by building operations that can literally be count
ed by hundreds.

The Modern Apprentice System.

The Imperative necessity of renewing the apprentice

system on a general and comprehensive scale has become

apparent to every employer who is dependent on skilled

mechanics for his working force. In order to meet the
enormously increased demand for high-class workmen a

general return to the apprentice system seems to be the

best solution of the problem. Young men of the best

available class, who shall bind themselves to remain with

their employers until the end of an agreed term, are given

a complete period of training, and where specialists are

required in the establishment they must be educated to

become more than ordinary journeymen. Many employ

ers in the leading cities of the country have established:

an apprentice system to make competent workmen, but

there appears to be a variance of opinion as to which Is-

the better method of safeguarding the employer against

the desertion of the apprentice before the expiration of"

his contract term. One system is to require a cash de

posit of from $50 to $100, which shall be forfeited by the-

apprentlce if he breaks his contract, but the money is-
returned to him, plus interest, and oftentimes with a
cash bonus upon the expiration of his time. The other

idea is to ask no forfeit but to offer a bonus at the ex

piration of the term. The general opinion of employers-

who have had much experience with apprentices is that

the forfeit has proved much the better way, especially

when coupled with a bonus, as they are apt to be tempted

by journeymen's wages if there is nothing to hold them,
although they are paid very well during their apprentice

ship considering that they are students.

Employer Pays School Fees.

American employers may find useful suggestions In a:

report just Issued by the Board of Education, South Ken

sington, London, In which instances are cited in the hope

of stimulating co-operation between employers of labor

and the managers of technical institutions and evening:

schools. The most common and simplest form of co

operation touched upon in the report is where the em
ployer pays the technical institute or evening school the-
fees of those employees who take courses approved by the-

employer as suited to the circumstances of the special.

Industry concerned, a report as to attendance and prog

ress being generally required. In some cases the neces
sary books are provided partly or entirely at the employ

er's expense. When students have passed successfully-

through a course of study approved by the employer, u>

certain cases they become entitled to an Increase or
wages, while in several instances the usual annual In

crease in the rate of wages of an apprentice is made de
pendent upon regularity of attendance at approved even
ing classes or on passing certain examinations. Conces
sion In working hours Is another form of encouragement.

There are numerous examples of students attending even
ing classes being allowed without loss of pay some reduc

tion in the ordinary hours of -:ork, some firms permitting

employees to leave the works on two or three days a week
at an hour which enables them to attend evening classes
with some degree of comfort as regards obtaining meals

and changing working clothes. Some large concerns hold
attendance of students nt course or classes during the
ordinary working hours ns n definite portion of their em
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ployment, counting on wage earning or apprentice time
terms varying from a minimum of two hours a ■weekto as
much as six months a year. When the concession is small
the number permitted to profit by it Is large and vice
versa. Thus while an arrangement which sets free for
Instruction one afternoon a week may prove applicable to
a large proportion of the better apprentices with the firm
adopting it, only a few even of the best can be expected
to give evidence of sufficient promise to justify their be
ing set free for six months' continuous study In a tech
nical school. Still another form of remission is " writing
off " a part of the apprenticeship course, thus possibly
reducing the apprenticeship of a good student by a year.

Quality of Instruction Imparted.
A few of the larger of the American electrical com

panies have adopted systems which include Instruction
beyond the practical side of shop work. But the tendency
has been toward the other extreme, the trouble being that
In many establishments the apprentice receives altogether
too little instruction even in the trade which he has bound
himself to learn. The young men are left entirely to the
shop foreman, who may not take an interest In this por
tion of his duties and who may not possess the faculty of
imparting his knowledge to his pupils. Consequently It
is not at all strange that some shops produce much bet
ter mechanics than others. The boy with less Instruc
tion and thorough training cannot be expected to turn out
to be the same high-class journeyman as the apprentice
of another shop who receives careful Instruction in all
branches of his trade. The real fault is in the office as a
general thing. If the managing officers Insist that the
apprentices be given full measure of training, then there
will result a constant accession of the best mechanics
thoroughly familiar with the system and product of the
works in which they were trained. Some of these will go
elsewhere, but more will remain, especially In the sort of
shop that fosters Its apprentice system. As to educating
apprentices after the custom of British employers, as set
forth in the report of the South Kensington Board of
Education, probably few American shops will go so far
at this time, except where highly trained specialists are
required In a class between the skilled mechanic and the
educated engineer. Yet by giving personal attention to
the apprentice system employers can usually find means
at hand for securing useful courses of study for the boys
without taking away from their earning capacity. In
practically every place of any size ample opportunity is
provided free of cost for those young men who are ambi
tious to extend their education. Some of the technical
schools have evening courses usually under the auspices
of some association, and various cities have mechanics'
associations or other local organizations which have the
training of young men as an essential reason for existing.
Apprentices may be encouraged to avail themselves of
such opportunities, and though in some instances young
men may be attracted from the shop to other work, yet
on the whole the employer should be the material gainer
by such an extension of the apprentice course of training.

Building and Prices in 1905.
It will be recalled that In our issue for May last year
we referred editorially to the building situation as it
then existed and to the amount of building which the
country was likely to witness in 1905, basing the calcula
tions upon the value of the improvements for which per
mits had already been issued. In that connection we
cited figures presented by Bradstreet's Journal, which had
received reports from 155 cities and towns, nearly all of
them tending to show that an aggregate of something like

$600,000,000would be expended in the country in that
year in building operations. Now that the work has been
done and an approximate grand total Is obtainable, the
same authority has found that the amount actually ex
pended or provided for last year in 165 cities from which
reports have thus far been received was actually $711,-
123,741,as against $505,703,921expended in 1904. There
is thus Indicated a gain of 40.6 per cent, in 1905 as com
pared with the year before. In this connection It Is In
teresting to show by groups of cities in the two years
named the value of the building improvements :

No. Increase,
towns. 1905. 1904. Per cent.

New England 15 $14,264,232 $11,194,405 27.4
Middle 16 349,723,254 236,362,979 47.9
Western 48 188,773,916 132,025,060 42.9
Northwestern 22 47,546,788 36,954,307 28.7
Southern 58 60,373,268 45,385,681 31.0
Far Western 6 50,442,283 43,781,489 15.2

Totals 165 $711,123,741 $505,703,921 40.6
Greater New York.. .. 260,605,229 158,588,540 64.3
Canada 16 39,243,116 28,925,491 35.6
There is very general agreement that another active

year is likely in the building trade. Barring unexpected
labor or financial troubles, the feeling very generally is
that 1906will equal or exceed 1905. Illustrative of this
are the replies from 159 cities, of which 102 report a
probable increase in the amount expended, while 35 re
port that fully as much will be constructed, and only 25
report a decrease likely.
Building material is higher than ever before, appar
ently keeping pace with the increase in the amount of
building. Bradstreet's has this to say about the relation
of the two : " The increased cost of material and labor
is cited by some observers as a basis for a belief in a de
crease In building. Some others have also called attention
to the danger of speculative overbuilding. Against this,
however, are cited the large numbers of plans and specifi
cations coming In, and the fact that building material
prices are strong at the highest prices on record. Just
what has occurred in the way of advances in building
material may be gathered from the following table, taken
from Bradstreet's monthly compilation of prices of lead
ing staples :

July 1, Jan. 1, Jan. 1,
1896. 1905. 1906.

Brick, Hudson River, hard, per M $5.25 $7.25 $10.25
Lime, Eastern common,per barrel 70 .80 .92
Nails, wire, from store, base price
per keg 2.80 2.00 2.15
Glass, window, 10 x 15, per box, 50
squarefeet 1.55 2.04 1.72
Pine, yellow, yard schedule,per M. . . . 17.00 21.00 26.00
Timber, Eastern spruce,wide random,
per M 15.00 20.50 27.00
Timber, hemlock, Pennsylvania, ran
dom, per M 11.00 17.00 21.00

Brick, it will be seen, are nearly double in price that
paid in 1896 and $3 per 1000 higher than on January 1
a year ago ; all kinds of lumber are higher and window
glass alone is lower.

Architect of Pel ham Schoolhouse.

In presenting an account of the warming and ven
tilating of a schoolhouse at Pelham, N. Y., in our issue
for February, we inadvertently omitted the name of the
architect. We take this occasion to state that the
drawings were prepared by A. G. C. Fletcher, with
offices at 1133 Broadway, New York City.

A new testing laboratobv, which has just been com
pleted in Chicago and which we understand will be sup
ported by the large fire insurance companies, is claimed
to be a model of fire proof construction. The walls are
vitrified brick, the cast iron columns supporting the steel
girders for the floors and roof are protected by hollow
tile ; the floors, roof and partition are of semiporous hol
low terra cotta with thick walls, and all the openings are
framed in rolled steel. Thirteen different makes of fire
proof window frames and sash have been used, all of
them in sheet metal. All the doors are of filled copper
or steel, and large sections of hollow terra cotta form the
steps and landings.
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A DUTCH-COLONIAL FRAME DWELLING.

THE
example of Dutch-Colonial architecture which we

illustrate herewith Is a ten-room dwelling erected
a short time since in Washington, and which embodies
in its arrangement features likely to appeal to many of
those who are thinking of building a home of their own.
As the dwelling is located in what might be termed the
heart of the shingle "district it is natural to find this
form of covering extensively used in the external treat
ment, and with what success may readily be gathered
from an inspection of the elevations. A noticeable fea
ture, and one which many will appreciate, is the 8-foot
veranda extending along the front and east side of the
house with a neat pagoda just at the right of the front
steps. The veranda is lighted by three ceiling lights
controlled by a switch in the vestibule. The half-tone
engravings which form the basis of our supplemental
plates show the exterior appearance of the building and
two interior views.

put on horizontally and securely nailed. Over this is

placed 3-ply P. & B. building paper, which in turn is

covered for the first story with 4-inch cedar siding laid

3 inches to the weather. The bases of the veranda and
gables are covered with shingles, as shown. The ve

randa joists are 2x8 inches, placed 20 inches on cen
ters, and the ceiling joists are 2x4 inches. The floors
are %x4 inch material, securely nailed to the joist and
put together with white lead.
All walls are lathed and plastered with two-coat

work, finished with a third coat of plaster of Paris. The
finish floors in the first and second stories are of first
quality dry vertical grain flooring. The living room has
a paneled seat on either side of the fireplace. The
kitchen is wainscoted 3 feet 6 inches high, and the bath-

Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

A Dutch-Colonial Frame Dwelling.—Edwin A. Williams, Architect, Seattle, Wash.

A study of the plans shows upon the main floor a
reception hall of generous dimensions with hat and coat
recess, lavatory, etc., a large living room with open fire
place and seats on either side, a dining room with
beamed ceiling casement windows with wide sill, a triple
window at the further end of the room Ave feet from the
floor to accommodate a buffet and a kitchen fitted with
the usual conveniences in the way of pantries, closets,
shelving, sink, &c.
According to the specifications of the architect the

foundation walls are of concrete 9 inches thick, on which
Is bedded a 3 x 8 inch plate supporting 6 x G inch posts, on
which in turn rest 6x8 inch girders halved at the cor
ners. On the girders are 2 x 10 inch joists laid 16 inches
on centers and braced with a row of 2 x 4 inch herring
bone bridging. On the joists is placed a % x 8 inch ship-
lap floor and on this a 2 x 4 inch plate to receive the
studding. The latter is 2 x 4 inches placed 16 inches
on centers. The second story joists are 2 x 10 inches, the
ceiling joists 2x8 inches and the rafters 2x6 inches.
The rafters of the roof and gables are covered with 1x6
inch rough boarding laid in courses and set 2 inches apart,
this In turn being covered with cedar shingles exposed
4% inches to the weather.
The entire frame of the building from the ground
to the main cornice is covered with % x 8 inch shiplap

room 5 feet high, with Alpine plaster blocked off to rep
resent tile. The pantries are wainscoted 4 feet 6 inches
hign.
The reception hall and living room are stained to

represent Old English oak, the dining room weathered
oak, while the sleeping rooms and halls upstairs are
finished in the natural wood. The kitchen and bath
room are in white enamel. In finishing, the woodwork
was treated to one coat of filler, two coats of the de
sired tain, followed by a coat of Dead-lac. The house
is piped for gas and wired for electric bells and lighting,
the positions of the various switches being indicated on
the floor plans. There are two electric bells In the
kitchen, one for the front door and one for the rear
door. All exterior work has three coats of Sherwin &
Williams paint, while the shingles were treated to two
coats of Cabot's shingle stain.
Some of the leading items of cost, as furnished by

the architect, are : 43 cubic yards of concrete, $258;
lathing and plastering, $253.20; inside finish, $876.40;
painting, $300; electric work, $140; plumbing, $300;
mantel, $75; heating, including furnace, $300; tin work,

$30; rough lumber for roof and frame of building, ship-
lap and shingles, $800; mason work, including flue lining
of chimney, $50; finishing hardware, $75.
The dwelling here shown was erected in Ellensburg,
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Wash., for Mrs. Agnes H. Gray, in accordance with

plans prepared by Edwin A. Williams, 514 Marion Block,

Seattle, Wash. The contractor was Will A. Ames of
Ellensburg.

♦1»

Doorways of New York Houses.
It would almost seem that doorways of quaint yet

artistic design were something of a fad by those who can

afford to build houses in New York City, and many pro

fess to be able to tell thB

tastes of the owner of the
dwelling by the display that

Is made on the door. The fad

for doorways, if such it may
be called, has grown to such

an extent that often when an

old house has been purchased
the owner has it remodeled.
Particular attention is paid to
the door, which must be made
as elaborate as possible, re
gardless of the fact that it
will not be at all in keeping
with the rest of the structure.
Doorways are to be seen
everywhere which have in
their composition a little of
everything, and consequently
represent nothing. One piece
is borrowed from the French
school, another from the Ital
ian, a few Doric columns are
thrown in and sometimes
there is a suggestion of the
Egyptian and Roman periods.

A few years ago the houses
of the city were plain and
substantial. The brownstono
front predominated and the
entrances were in keeping
with the structures them
selves. In recent years, hox-
ever, a change has come over
the city. Men of means have
been erecting costly palaces
till the chief thoroughfares
near Central and Riverside
parks are studded with houses
which have cost fabulous sums
to build. These modern pal
aces are sometimes gaudy af
fairs built by men of wealtu
who have little idea of what
is artistic. Others are very-
different. A stroll along Fifth
avenue, particularly in that
part facing Central Park, wi!l
show houses of all sorts and
sizes. Some are large and oc-
•cupy almost the entire space
from one street to another. Others are small, but many
of the small ones are gems from the artist's point of
view.

Some of the houses have been designed by men who
admire certain periods which have been famous for their
buildings. Some are pure Italian, French, Doric or Ionic
from roof to cellar, in keeping with the idea that the de
signer has tried to carry out These buildings are the
most artistic, but they are not always the most showy,
and consequently they do not please those who are fond
of display. For those who want to attract attention a
composite style of architecture, as It might be called,
has become popular. Consequently it is possible to find
a house with a door of one style, a window of another, a
balcony of still another, tracery which will represent still
another period and the result is a hodge-podge.
The fad nowadays is for a so-called modern French

school design. The Italian palaces and French chflteaus
furnish the most ideas for the successful architect It
is to the entrances to these fine houses that the de

signers seem to pay most attention. Some are very
elaborate and handsome. In most of them the French
fad Is very prominent, says a contemporary.

One of the most artistic doorways in the city is at
Col. John Jacob Aster's house, 840 Fifth avenue. The
building is modeled after the Italian school of the period
of Francis I. The treatment is refined and simple and
the detail good. The door Is In thorough keeping with
the rest of the building, though the effect has been rather
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marred by the marquise or canopy effect. The door It,
under an arch which is free from the elaborate carving
which so often spoils the effect of similar structures.
The windows on each side of the door are under similar
arches. A carriageway leads to the door and a neat wrought
iron railing along the stoop line separates this from
the sidewalk. At each end of the railing stands a dainty
lamp post. The doors are of wrought iron.
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A little further up Fifth avenue, at 871, is the house
built by the late William C. Whitney. This Is plain and
very severe in styla A balcony supported by eight col
umns marks the entrance. The four Inner columns are
of marble and the cornices and pedestals are plain.

floor Is taken up by the entrance. Six Doric columns sup
port a cornice treated in the style of the Italian Renais
sance. The doors are of wrought iron, rather elaborate
in design, and the windows on each side are treated li»
the same way. An iron balustrade guards each side of
the steps leading from the street and at the bottom step
are two electroliers on which are opaque globes.
Further up Fifth avenue, at the corner of Ninety-first

street, stands the new home of Andrew Carnegie. The
entrance is on the south side and is quite small for the
size of the building. A carriage drive leads to the door,
and the way is marked by heavy iron railings. The build
ing itself is another illustration of the modern French
school. The lower part is built of stone and the door
way is through heavy stone walls. A square stone pillar
stands at the end of the railing, and the entrance is
through an arch. The door is wrought iron and elaborate
in design. The marquise, which is of iron and opalescent
glass, is canopy shape, and over this is a heavy stone
balcony.
" Versailles stoned to death," was the criticism of an

authority when he first viewed the facade of the building.
Senator W. A. Clark's house at Seventy-seventh

2X10JOIST10O.C.
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Construction In Cellar on Line B B of the Foundation Flan.—
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

first Floor. SecondFloor.

A Dutch-Colonial Frame Dwelling.—Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

There Is no attempt at decoration. The doors are
wrought iron, simple in design and artistic in effect
A fair sample of the modern school is seen In the

doorway of the house of Philip Lewisohn at 923 Fifth
avenue. This is a comparatively narrow house. The
decorations are very elaborate. The whole of the ground

and Fifth avenue is also an adaptation from the French.
The entrance to the art gallery has been called " Clark's
Arc de Triomphe." It is unlike anything else in the city.
The idea was to give an arch effect, and while archi
tecturally it may not be attractive it is a good piece of
engineering to secure the heavy pieces of stone securely,
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and some elaborate iron work must have been used, as the
stones do not support themselves.
One of the finest specimens of architecture In the city,

as seen in a private dwelling, is the house of William K.
Vanderbilt at Fifth avenue and Fifty-first street This
building was designed by Richard Hunt and is said to be
the finest example in this country of a building of the
period of Francis I. It is one of the show buildings of
the city.

The house of Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt at Fifty-
seventh street and Fifth avenue is French Gothic in de
sign. The beauty of this building is lost through its be
ing crowded by the other houses so close to it, but it is
well designed and the doorway is in thorough keeping
with the rest of the building. Another French Gothic
building is the new residence for Charles M. Schwab on
Riverside Drive between Seventy-third and Seventy-
fourth streets.
A classic in its way is the house of Dr. J. J. Law

rence at 1080 Fifth avenue. This is a sample of the
Italian Renaissance. Four
columns with Scamozzi
caps support a balcony,
under which is the en
trance. The door Is of
wrought iron and on each
side of the columns is a
square window, over which
is a circular opening,
treated In the same way as
the door. The whole ef
fect is simple and graceful
and the balcony is much
more lmopslng than the
French marquise, which
mars so many of the en
trances to houses.
Another attractive door
way is on the house of I. V.
Brokaw at 1 East Seventy-
seventh street This is
Romanesque In design. A
balcony is supported by six
twisted columns and a
stone balustrade stands to
guard the edges of the
•steps. The beauty of this
design is rather spoiled be
cause the building is cov
ered with a creeper.

tendants in addition to cost of installation, fuel, raw prod
uct, &c.
Of the various means not prohibitive by reason of
cost, maintenance or other causes, by which Individual
houses may be lighted, carbureted air supplied by the
best forms of gasoline gas machines has, from results,
been gradually accorded first place. These are cheaper—

Suburban House
Lighting.

The lighting of buildings
outside of the limited area
covered by municipal plants
has long been a problem to
owners, and there are yet
many people at sea upon
the subject, although the
various methods are resting
practically on their merits
rather than on the virtues
which promoters picture
them to have. Every known
scheme is represented by a
few examples at least, but
to-day those not having
strong features of merit
are, generally speaking, limited to Interested persons and
their personal friends.
Electric lighting In isolated houses is too expensive for

any but the very wealthy, who are as much averse to
standing unnecessary outlay as their less fortunate fellow
men, says a writer In an exchange.
Municipal plants on a small scale are too complicated

and expensive except for any but community interests of
sufficient strength to pay the usual fixed expense of at-

cheaper to install, cheaper to maintain, more reliable and
more uniformly satisfactory in every respect than most
people are aware of. Gasoline machines are suitable for
every variety of building. The material used In installa
tion is all ordinary and but little time and no skill is
necessary to operate them. In any case where the gaso
line apparatus has not given the service it should the
trouble is traceable to the owner's failure to place his
work in the hands of one conversant with the chemistry
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of air and gasoline and their combinations. No one caa

design or erect an apparatus to handle a specific product
and obtain specific results without full knowledge of the

product itself and that which is to be produced from it.

We warm our homes with heat obtained from fuel ; the

fuel may be gas, oil, wood or coal, and the method by

open grate, boiler or gas burners or otherwise, and thr

accessories may be of iron in each case, but the philos
ophy of -the different methods demands a vast difference
In the design.
While ordinary merchant pipe and fixtures are used

with gasoline gas, the difference between its gravity and
nature and that, of coal and the so-called water gas de
mands a difference in the scheme of piping to get proper
results. And almost Invariably success or failure with
gasoline gas work has hinged on the possession or lack of
technique essential to intelligent direction of the work.

Boston ; S. A. Mormon, Grand Rapids, Mich. ; N. P.

Cockey, Minneapolis; H. W. Cutcheoo, Kansas City; W.

P. Cook, Newark; M. A. Roab, Buffalo; E. C.
Kissinger,

Columbus; Grant Murray, Pittsburgh; B. L.
Grove,

Washington; R. W. Marshall, Wheeling, W. Va. ; C. P.

Flatby, Green Bay, Wis.

Relative Cost of Brick and Frame Structures.

The subject of comparative cost of erecting the walls

of dwellings of brick and of lumber has developed no

little discussion in the past and the topic coming up in

course of conversation with a builder who was engaged

in erecting a brick structure, he was asked his opinion as

to the cost of the two forms of construction. He replied

that he had figured it out very carefully before deciding

what material he would use in the construction of the

building upon which he was then at work and his figures

National Builders' Supply Convention.

The seventh annual convention of the National Build
ers' Supply Association was held at the Bellevue-Strat-
ford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., February 6, 7 and 8. Over
800 delegates from all parts of the United States were in

H 3;6- H
Linen I'ress on SecondFloor.-
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Elevation of Main Stairs.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Dutch- Colonial Frame Dwelling.

attendance. The sessions of the association on the 6th
instant were largely executive and were devoted to the
discussion of trade and association conditions. An im
portant amendment to the constitution relative to mem
bership of the association was made, so as to admit to
membership all builders' supply men who have been in
business for five years or over, instead of restricting
membership as heretofore to only those residing in towns
of 15,000population or over.
On Tuesday evening a theatrical performance was

given the members, their ladies and guests, in the Clover
Room of the hotel. Wednesday was devoted to the read
ing and discussion of papers of interest to the trade,
and on Wednesday evening a smoker and lunch was
given the manufacturers, their representatives and guests
in the ballroom of the hotel, for the purpose of pro
moting closer business and social relations between the
manufacturer and dealer.
The convention ended its deliberations of the 8th
Inst, with an election of officers for the present year.
Gordon Willis of St. Louis, Mo., was chosen president,
the 18 vice-presidents elected being H. C. Godfrey, Bridge
port, Conn. ; Charles Warner, Wilmington, Del. ; C. O.
Perkins, Des Moines. Iowa ; A. W. Eisenmayer, Granite
City, 111.; D. L. Mather, Richmond, Ind., T. W. Spencer,
Louisville; John K. Kelley, Baltimore; J. G. Lincoln,

showed that the cost for lumber to frame his walls,

sheathing, building paper, weather boarding, etc., and the

lath on the inside footed up more than it would cost for
brick to build the same walls. After the walls were
erected, however, he found it cost more to put up the
walls that it would to have employed carpenters and
erected frame walls, the difference in the cost of doing

the work wiping out the saving in the cost of material by
using brick. This, it might be remarked, was in a clay

section of the country, where brick are produced at a very
low figure.

The plans have just been filed by Clinton & Russell,
architects, for the mammoth apartment house which witt
be built for William Waldorf Astor, on the block bounded
by Broadway, West End Avenue and 78th and 79th
Streets, New York City, and reference to which was
made in these columns some time ago. The structure
will be 12 stories high, with a fagade of brick trimmed
with limestone in the modern Renaissance style of archi
tecture. There will be accommodations for 109 families,
with extra guest rooms and extra quarters for servants.
The building is estimated to cost $2,000,000,and will be
known as the Apthorpe Apartments. The contract for
the work has been awarded to John Downey of New
Yortc City.



NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS.

THE
tenth annual convention of the New York State
Association of Builders was held at Niagara Falls,

Wednesday, January 31, 1906, and proved to be the most
pleasant and profitable gathering in the history of the
State organization. In attendance at the convention
were 165 delegates, representing 12 different cities and
20 different organizations affiliated with the State body.

NAMESOKDELEGATES.
Albany, X. Y.—Peter Blake, K. Wlckham.
Buffalo, X. Y.—H. Tllden, G. Flynn, F. Kempf, P. Chrlstman,
F. N. Farrar, B. I. Crooker, G. M. Springer, J. H. Black,
T. M. Dyer, W. B. Ogram,Henry Rumrlll, Jr., F. T. Copplns,
F. W. Carter, J. M. Carter, W. S. Crooker,J. J. Nailer, M. G.
Farmer, J. P. Hunt, A. Felne, C. H. Gill, E. D. Hotelier,
G. W. Morris, Wm. Allan, M. A. Reeb, E. Fleming, Jno.
Lannen.

Dunkirk, X. Y.— reter Melster.
Elmira, X. Y.—C. T. Spaulding,R. Thurston.
Ithaca, X. Y.—Vf. L. Jenks. Wm. Drlscoll.
Jameslotrn, X. Y.—Chas. Llnbeck, Cbas. Swanaon.
Ifeto York, X. Y.—Chas. A. Cowen, Luke A. Burke, Chas. F.
Hurt, StephenM. Wright.

Niagara Falls, X. Y.—F. J. Allen, C. A. Allen, John Pitman, W.
J. S. Cowdrlck, John Lennon, Sr., John Lennon, Jr., C.
Braas, N. Braas, W. Mack, J. Laper, W. H. GUlett, W. W.
Snyder, J. GalllDger,F. Hartmann, J. Spelcher,O. E. Whit-
mlre, J. E. Wallace.

Hochetter, X. Y.— Fred. Gleason,J. J. Mandery,Henry Stallman,
B. F. McSteen,Henry Stallman, Jr., Geo. G. Muntz, F. L.
Heughes.Simon Beiselm,Geo. Swan, W. M. Albaugh, F. C.
Lauer, Walter Whltmore, F. C. Seitz, Charles Carson, John
Kerwelck, J. J. L. Frederlcb, C. F. Keith, Martin LaForce,
William Saucke,J. Young, Charles Hasenauer,Joe Meyer.C.
Vogel, G. H. Swan, J. Hammill, P. Hauck, A. E. Beale, Ed
ward Strauchen, H. H. Edgerton, S. W. Hagaman, J. E.
Summerhays,M. H. Dockatader,GeorgeGarrison, Charles
Hetzler, Frank H. Phelps, G. Henry Flsk, Joe Barr, L. S.
Whltmore, F. E. Wltherspoon,N. L. Brayer, Frank Blnsack,
F. J. Sauer, W. A. Perkins, J. H. Schoenhelt,Henry Hus-
mann, Wm. Livingston, Charles Koblmetz, Geo. Kingston,
C. C. Mayar, J. Plerretant, Wm. Haas.

Vtica, X. v.—M. Doll, H. Kaslng, W. Hughes,R. Loyad, C. Mar
shal, S. Sherry, W. Fisher.

The meeting place of the convention was the palatial
Powers Hotel. The morning session was called to order
at 10.30 by President Chas. A. Cowen.
Mr. Braas, representing the Builders' Exchange of

Niagara Falls, extended a cordial welcome to the dele
gates and presented Mayor Cutler of Niagara Falls, who
extended greetings on behalf of the citizens of that
place. President Cowen, on behalf of the delegates, ex
pressed appreciation of the welcome given.
The rest of the morning was taken up with detail

reports of secretary and delegates. The former's report
showed the association bad made pleasing gains in mem
bership and influence the past year ; gave reports from
builders' exchanges of various cities, which showed a
glaring need of more apprentices in the trades associated
with the building crafts, and urged that the apprentice
problem, its causes and cure, be given earnest consid
eration by this body.
Reports from the delegates, telling of the supply and

demand of workmen in the building crafts and the wage
scale paid them in various cities, showed that in most
cases the need of good mechanics was greater than the
demand, and the wages paid them in this State a little
higher than that paid in neighboring States.
The meeting adjourned at 12.30 for luncheon and re

convened at 2, at which time the report of Ernest F.
Eidlltz, counsel of the association, was read. Mr. Eidlitz,
because of several important cases before the New York
■courts,was debarred from attending the convention.
The following are extracts from the report :

In compliance with the request of your secretary,
James M. Carter, for a summary of the legislative work
■doneduring the past year I beg to submit the following :
There were introduced in all 2639 bills. Of this num
ber 1604 were introduced in the Assembly and 1035 in
the Senate; in all 260 more bills than last year. All
these bills were examined and those of importance affect
ing the building interests were submitted for your con
sideration. A good many of these were disposed of as
not materially affecting the building interests.
This year the committee went a step further than
heretofore and undertook the introduction of a bill
amending the Labor law in respect to guarding elevator

shafts in buildings in course of construction. The bill
is now a law.
Altogether the committee took definite action on over
50 bills, besides certain measures In the United States
Congress and several local ordinances.
All of the bills opposed by the committee failed to

pass the Legislature, and each of those which the com
mittee made an effort to have passed became a law.
The record therefore for the past session was highly
satisfactory and looks encouraging for the present ses
sion.
The success of this work is largely due to the active,
responsive part taken by all those Interested and their
willingness to comply with the requests and directions of
counsel.

Election of Officers.
A Nominating Committee, composed of one member

from each association represented in the convention, with
Stephen M. Wright of New York acting as chairman,
nominated the following, who were duly elected to serve
as officers of the association for the ensuing year :
President, Fred. Gleason, Rochester.
Vice-president, B. I. Crooker, Buffalo.
Secretary-treasurer, James M. Carter, Buffalo.
An amendment to the constitution was offered creat

ing the office of second vice-president, and Stephen M.
Wright of New York was elected to the office thus
created.
E. F. Eidlltz of New York was engaged as counsel of

the State body for the ensuing year.

Resolution on Apprentices.
A general discussion by delegates present on the needs

of employing more apprentices in all trades of the build
ing lines resulted in the resolution as given below being
presented and unanimously adopted :

Be it hereby resolved, that the New York State Asso
ciation of Builders in annual session assembled urge
upon all its members the necessity of giving the appren
tice question the most careful consideration the coming
year. It being plainly evident from a report of all dele
gates present at this convention that there is a shortage
of men in all the mechanical trades associated with the
building lines, it therefore clearly becomes the Impera
tive duty of every master builder of the State and not
only of this State but of every State in the Union to
employ all the apprentices that their capacity will allow,
and having engaged these apprentices should expend
every effort in seeing that the boys are given both a
thorough, practical and mechanical training, to the end
that the American tradesman shall be the peer of those
of all other countries.
We believe that organizations of both employers and

workmen should work Individually and collectively In
the carrying out of the precepts of this resolution.

Tbe Banquet.
At 6.30 a delightful banquet was served In the ban

quet hall of the Powers Hotel, all delegates being the
guests of the Builders' Association of Niagara Falls.
After the good things to eat had been consumed S. M.
Wright, acting as toastmaster, introduced Daniel Upton,
superintendent of the Mechanical Training Schools of
Buffalo, who spoke on " The Needs of a Mechanical
Training," and A. H. G. Hardwicke, secretary of the Em
ployers' Association of Niagara Falls, who spoke on
" Trades Unionism and Employers' Associations."

Needs of Mechanical Training.
Both speakers proved themselves masters of their

subjects. We present extracts from the talk of Mr. Up
ton as follows :

It seems almost preposterous for one to stand up to
night and in face of the fact that America to-day is
experiencing the greatest commercial prosperity ever
known in the world, to advance anything but the most
optimistic thoughts for the future ; but there have been
times in the lives of other nations when their prosperity
was fully as great as ours is to-day and when the per
manence of their hold on their commanding position
seemed fully assured as does ours now, and yet these
same nations from one cause or another have been re
duced to poverty and in some cases even to national
paupers. The fact is, that we have seemingly an unex-
haustible natural supply of raw material, and the great
est home market in the world, and we have been utilizing
both at the most extravagant rate and the momentum of
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achievement has enabled us to outstrip our competitors,
but there are other factors that are entering into the
commercial struggle, with which America in the near
future must contend. Some are from without and some
are internal matters.
Speaking of the dangers that are threatening from

without, I might cite the fact, which you gentlemen all
know, that Germany is making a tremendous struggle
and with most gratifying results to the German people
in the fields of manufacture and commerce, and the
greatest element in all Germany's wonderful advance in
the last few years is the schooling which she is giving
to the trade classes throughout the empire. Through
the means of what is known as their trade schools every
mechanic in the German Empire is given an opportunity
and encouraged to take it of perfecting himself in all
the details of his trade and in the sciences which have
particular bearing upon the line of work, which be may
be studying. These schools are operated in the evening
and Sundays, in some cases, in order to provide an op
portunity so that the mechanic may provide a livelihood
for himself and family, and at the same time perfect
himself in his trade. Not only is Germany excelling us
in manufacture, but she is training a most able corps of
young men, who from their advanced position are mak
ing known to the world the superiority of German goods,
and through this system of training her mechanics she
is certainly working herself into a position which makes
her at least a formidable opponent.
England has seen the necessity for this same sort of
training and is to-day spending millions of dollars in
trying to climb back, through the medium of education,
to her former position of superiority in commerce. The
Japanese, with their wonderful adaptability to all lines
of manufacture, are a people with whom the mechanics
of this country must sooner or later come into competi
tion, and, if a coalition of the forces of the Japan
ese and Chinese would be brought about, no one can tell
what the results of this combination would be. These
are some of the problems which confront our country,
but within there are also matters which must be con
sidered.
With the practical elimination of the old style ap

prentice system the chances for thoroughly learning a
trade have been nearly wiped out. One cannot in a
brief talk go into the pros and cons of the merits of the
new system, but the fact remains that in the subdivision
of labor modern industrial organizations have taken care
that the individual does not have the chances to perfect
himself in his line that formerly were possible, and his
all-round adaptability is very much reduced. On the
other hand, I believe, it would be admitted that no mat
ter how cunning we may make our automatic machines
the all-round intelligence of the operator of the ma
chine, in no matter what industry we may choose, is a
large factor in determining the amount and quality of
the output. The question resolves itself then to this : the
American mechanic of the future must be in competi
tion with the mechanics of the world. The intelligence
of the average workman in reference to his trade will be
the determining factor in this struggle. Manufacturing
conditions of to-day preclude the possibility of giving the
highest class of instruction to the mechanic while at
work. The natural conclusion is therefore that the
school, either public or endowed, must supply to the
American mechanic an opportunity for perfecting him
self in the highest possible sense in his trade if he is
to cope on equal terms with other progressive nations.
The schools of this nation are for the benefit of the
nation, and the nation is composed to a large extent of
laborers, in fact, all who are not laborers are not worth
counting. Granting the fact that the day schools should
carry on such instruction as would give ordinary In
telligence to the future citizens, is there not also a place
In these schools for an instruction which would give
mechanics of the country such a training as will best fit
them to protect American industries whenever the strug
gle for supremacy may come with other nations? I
believe there is an entirely legitimate field for such in
struction in the public school system, and I base my
conclusion upon observation extending over ten years
In the service of the Technical Evening High School of
the Buffalo High School. In this school the aim has
been not so much to teach manual skill, which can best
be had under other conditions, as to teach the mechanic
the applied sciences which may be made to serve him in
his work and extended fields of his trade—namely, in
the steam fitting class we do not care to teach the man
to chalk a joint or cut a thread, but we do give him the
physics of we boiler, circulation, hot water or steam,
the carrying capacity of pipes, the mechanisms and ad
justments of the latest appliances, which may have come
Into the market for his trade. In the gas engine class
tue work is not confined to what levers to pull, but we
do give an explanation of gases, and a thorough knowl
edge of the points on complete combustion. The student

studies not only the mechanisms of the gas engine, but
its correlation to locomotion, and so on in all lines of trade
we are trying to make the young men think more and
give them greater knowledge, which they may apply to
their every day work. The success of the school has, I
feel, become assured.
There are in regular attendance at the end of the
seventeenth week of school about 300 men from 12 (lif
erent trades, and we are continually hearing of promo
tions for the students of our schools. In fact, had I the
time I could show you, I am sure, of how practically all
of our students who have been with us for three years
have bettered their positions and have made themselves
more valuable to their employers.
But such schools cost money for instructors, labora
tories and equipments, and I ask you gentlemen of the
New York State Association of Builders whether it may
not be your duty to take up the matter in your own
cities and create a public opinion, which will back up
the authorities in their requests for moneys for the city
treasury, in order that such schools, where the American
youth may receive a thorough training in his trade, may
be established and maintained at public expense?

Prizes of the Architectural League.

The delegates of the Architectural League of America
were the guests of the Architectural League of New York
at a dinner February 2 at the Fine Arts Building, In West
Fifty-seventh street, covers having been laid for about
250 people. President Kichard H. Hunt of the Architec
tural League of New York presided and George B. Post
welcomed the delegates and explained the purposes of the
league. At this dinner the prizes for the twenty-first
annual competition for the medals of the league were
presented. The gold medal, given for a prize for a small
chapel to St. Peter, was awarded to George A. Licht of
New York, the silver medal for the same subject being
secured by C. M. Craig of York, Pa.
The president's prize, a bronze medal for mural paint
ing, was awarded to Hugo Ballin of New York, the sub
ject being "The Conclusion of Peace After War." The
Henry O. Avery prize for sculpture was captured by A. C.
Skodik of New York, the subject treated being a drinking
fountain in a city street.
The winning designs were all on exhibition and among
other decorations were Blashfleld's sketches for fragments
of decoration in the Church of the Saviour, Philadelphia ; -

Cass Gilbert's photographs of the Minnesota Capitol, the
battle scene of the Bon Homme Richard and Serapls by
R. T. Willis, and the " Escape of the Constitution," by
the same artist.

A Novel Amusement Tower.

A company has recently been organized for the pur
pose of putting up at Coney Island, N. Y., an amusement
tower 700 feet high to contain at various altitudes a roof
garden, hippodrome, dance hall, revolving eaf6, observa
tory, palm garden, etc. It is to have a diameter of 300
feet and contain 500,000square feet of floor space. The
hippodrome will be 250 feet above the ground, the cafG
and dance hall 300 feet, the palm garden 400 feet, and
so on, until the observatory and wireless telegraph sta
tion are reached, nearly one-eighth of a mile above the
surface of the earth. Ten large electric elevators will
lift and lower the crowds, and It is estimated that the
tower will have a capacity for all the people who are
likely to visit it. The cost is estimated at about $1,000,-
000. In the top of the structure are to be a Government
Weather Bureau and a mammoth searchlight. The en
tire structure is to be festooned with electric lights.

Antiquated building laws are responsible for delay in
the introduction of the steel frame building into London.
It is required that the thickness of external and party
walls shall follow certain schedules based upon the
bights of the buildings to be erected. For a building 120
feet high the first story must have a thickness of 34Vi
inches ; second and third SOV2inches ; and so on, until the
top floor has a wall 13 inches thick. This results in tak
ing up a large amount of valuable space and completely
nullifies one of the main reasons for the modern type of
construction. The use of these extremely thick walls la
very expensive and has little to commend It.
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CONVENTION OF BRICK MANUFACTURERS.

THE
twentieth annual convention of the National Brick
Manufacturers' Association of the United States,

together with that of Its allied organization, the Ameri
can Ceramic Society, was held in Philadelphia, Pa., dur
ing the week beginning February 5, the headquarters
of the business meetings of the associations being at the
Continental Hotel.
The American Ceramic Society opened its session on

Monday, the 5th inst, continuing during Tuesday and
Wednesday, the 6th and 7th insts. The reading of papers
on ceramic art was the feature of this meeting. On
Tuesday evening an illustrated lecture on " Producer
Gas and Its Adaptation to the Ceramic Industry" was
given by Samuel S. Wyer of Columbus, Ohio.
At an executive session of the association the follow

ing officers were elected to serve for one year : President,
W. D. Richardson, Columbus, Ohio; vice-president, S.
Geitsheek, St. Louis, Mo. ; secretary, Edward Orton, Jr.,
Columbus, Ohio, and treasurer, Ellis Lovejoy. W. D.
Gates, the retiring president of the society, was congrat
ulated on the progress made by the society during his
administration.
The National Brick Manufacturers' Association began

Its deliberations on Wednesday, the 7th inst., and con
tinued during the remainder of the week. About 500
delegates were in attendance. Mayor John Weaver of
the city of Philadelphia welcomed them to the " City of
Brotherly Love" at the opening session, to which
George M. Fiske, Boston, Mass., responded. After the
annual address of the president, J. M. Blair, and the re
port of the treasurer, the election of officers for the ensu
ing year was held, with the following result: President,

John Copeland, Birmingham, Ala. ; first vice-president,
We Conway, Philadelphia ; second vice-president, M. E.
Gregory, Corning, N. Y. ; third vice-president, Lemon
Parker, St. Louis, Mo. ; secretary, T. A. Randall, In
dianapolis, Ind. ; treasurer, John W. Sibley, Birmingham,
Ala. On the Committee on Technical Investigation, of
which Prof. Edward Orton, Jr., is permanent secretary, D.
V. Purington, Chicago, 111.,whose term expired this year,
was re-elected.
The twentieth annual dinner of the association was

held at the Continental Hotel on Wednesday evening,
the 7th inst., under the auspices of the Brick, Tile and
Terra Cotta Association of Philadelphia. The Hon. John

R. Huhn of the local association acted as toastmaster.
Addresses were made by Thomas F. Armstrong, Hon.
John Weaver, Wm. H. Sayward, Hon. Chas. Emory
Smith, Edwin C. Stover, John S. Stevens, Wm. H. Wil
son, Lewis W. Penfleld, D. V. Purington and Prof. Chas.
F. Binns.
The second and third days' sessions of the convention

were given over to the reading of papers, among which
were the following: "The Signs of the Times," by G.
W. McNees, Kittanning, Pa. ; " The Business End of
Brick Making," by G. M. Springer, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
!' Drying Brick by Waste Heat from Up Draft
Kilns," by Geo. H. Clippert, Detroit, Mich.; "The Per
manent Improvement of City and Country Roadways," by
Chas. Deckman, Cleveland, Ohio; "The Rattler Process
as a Safe Method of Disclosing the Permissible Absorp
tion of Paving Brick," by Prof. Edward Orton, Columbus,
Ohio ; " Brick, the Universal Building Material," by F.
W. Fitzpatrlck, Washington, D. C. ; " Electric Power for
Clay Plant from an Engineer's Point of View," by Victor
C. Vance, West Point, Iowa ; " Brick Making on the Pa
cific Coast," by E. O. Simmons, Los Angeles, Cal. ; "The
Application of Refractory Materials," by A. J. Aubrey,
St. Louis, Mo. ; " Application of Heat and Removing
Vapor from Various Clay Wares," by W. C. Mitchell,
Edwardsvllle, 111.; " Biography of Clays," by Ross C.
Purdy, Champaign, 111.; " Economy of Increased Pro
duction," by Marlon W. Blair, Chicago, 111.; "Value of
Producer Gas to the Brick Industry," by S. S. Wyer,
Columbus, Ohio ; " Burning Drain Tile in Continuous
Kilns with Producer Gas," by J. M. Powell, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
During the sessions of the associations the ladies in

attendance were conducted as guests of the Brick, Terra
Cotta and Tile Manufacturers' Association of Philadel
phia on tours throughout the city, visiting the many
points of Interest. A theater party was also arranged for
Thursday evening.
After adjournment on Friday morning many of the

delegates visited the local and near by brick and terra
cotta plants, while side trips to Atlantic City and to
New York were also made. While it was not definitely
decided where the next convention of the association will
be held, the choice being left to the Executive Committee,
it has practically been decided to hold it in St. Louis, Mo.

Convention of Northwestern Cement Products Association.

THE
second annual convention of the Northwestern
Cement Products Association, which was held the

third week in January, was a most Interesting affair and
much profitable discussion of trade topics ensued. The

sessions opened with President O. U. Miracle In the chair.

After some routine business Lee Stover of Watertown,
S. D., spoke of the cement block industry, covering the

field in most attractive style. He referred to the great

need of a " fast coloring matter and of the means of pre

venting efflorescenceon blocks." He stated that what was

also needed was a block that was damp proof and water

proof so as to save the necessity of using lath. If, he stat
ed, lathing is necessary and cannot be dispensed with, how

deep should be the furring, and If blocks are damp and
frost proof, how shall they be laid up so that the joints

will not leak? He urged a "Question Box" running
through the year conducted by some trade paper, where

difficulties could be propounded and answers given by

those who had overcome them.
Arthur N. Pierson of New York had something to say

on " Some of Our Troubles and How They Came About."

He criticized the literature of block machine manufactur
ers as misleading and suggested a reformation of the
glowing statements. He touched upon the difference In

the value and character of aggregates as having a great

bearing on the proportions to be used in blocks. He point

ed out that a mixture of one to five or six may make a
very satisfactory block provided the aggregates are prop

erly selected and that proper care be taken in the produc
tion of the block. In dealing with the subject of block
manufacture he advocated starting with the largest ag
gregate, as gravel or crushed rock known as half-inch,
using 20 to 35 per cent, and then grading down with a
smaller stone or gravel to 50 or 70 per cent of the bulk of
the aggregate. He favored adding half of coarse and half
of fine sand and the result would be a block of the great
est strength. He urged the use of different sized aggre
gates as saving in cement and adding to the strength.
Henry Longcope of Philadelphia presented some very

interesting comments on the subject of cement piles, Illus
trating his remarks with stereopticon views. In answer
to questions which were asked him he gave the compara
tive cost of cement piles to wood at one and one-half to
two times the cost of wooden piles, although the shore
piling and excavation make this proportion change mate
rially. The mixture of cement piles Is usually one, three
and five or one, two and one-half and five, with stone of
one and one and one-half, mixed sloppy wet, agitated but
not tamped.
The next order of business was the address of Presi

dent Miracle, which was followed with the closest atten
tion on the part of those present. He referred to the ne
cessity of organization and co-operation and to the great
growth of the cement block industry. He pointed out
that one of the most serious objections, and one at the
same time most readily overcome, Is that of the appear
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ance of the concrete block In the building. This comes
most forcibly from the architect who takes exception to
the rock face block which is so common and which In con
struction, he said, resembles the cheapest sheet iron effect.
Nothing is easier, he pointed out, than for the block mak
ers to get away from this uniform effect, as no material
is so easily susceptible and responsive to the artistic touch
than concrete. He stated that during the past year great
progress has been made in securing just recognition for
this material by the public, by the insurance people, by
the railroads and by the United States Government He
suggested that a resolution be proposed and adopted at the
meeting similar to that adopted at the convention of the
National Association of Cement Users in Milwaukee the
week before, asking Congress to make large provision for
the continuance of the important work of investigation of
cements, mortars and other structural materials, as now
being conducted by the United States Geological Survey.
After the regular session the delegates were tendered

an informal reception by the Builders' and Traders' Ex
change at their headquarters in the Kasota Block.
The second day's proceedings were devoted, among

other things, to a discussion of the question of alkali wa-1
ter in coloring and in general mixing, William Seafert of
Chicago presenting some very interesting information on
the subject. He stated that alkali had the effect of dimin
ishing color in concrete and causing efflorescenceand that
mineral colors were the only ones to be used. Alkali
water if used should be boiled, but rain water is much
better for mixing concrete. Hydrated lime, he stated,
does not effect color, but if acids are present they cause
crumbling and decay. This, however, can be overcome by
the use of barium sulphate or hydrates, which drain back
into the stone the carbonic acid which has been expelled.
President Miracle presented a set of standard specifica

tions as compiled by a committee of the National Machin
ery Manufacturers, which were taken up by sections and
discussed. Concerning the question as to a mixture of
one of cement, three of sand and five of coarse gravel or
rock, it was the sense of the meeting that such mixture
should be termed one to five and not one to eight. As to
the proportion of lime and cement to be used for mortar
for laying up block, some advocated 10 per cent. Portland
cement and the remainder of lime, with the usual amount
of sand to the whole, but it seemed to be the general be
lief that the mortar should be as rich as the block itself
and that anything else would tend to make the joints
leaky. The standard specifications for hollow blocks as
finally adopted are presented in another part of this
issue.
A Committee on Nominations, consisting of L. L. Bing
ham, E. H. Cobb and Lee Stover, was appointed ; also one
on place of the next meeting, consisting of J. T. Summers
and William Hurst. The Committee on Resolutions con
sisted of Ed. E. Smith, E. L. Welch and A. H. Laughlin.
Next in order was a paper on the " Concrete Block

Industry of the Future as Indicated by Past Experience,"
by A. P. Melton of Minneapolis. One of the most inter
esting features of the day's proceedings was a practical
talk by John Wunder of Minneapolis, who has probably
built more reinforced concrete structures in the city than
any other one contractor. He referred to completing the
third floor and roof slab of a manufacturing building at a
time when It was very cold and he had to put in 30 sala
manders, using coke fuel. The results were very good, for
the slabs so dried were smooth, clean and impervious. A
soft mixture was used, 13 to 15 per cent, water in the
concrete. The heat and carbonizing effect of the coke
served to glaze the slab. In his opinion coke and steam
should be used for curing concrete blocks, as dry concrete
blocks exposed to the weather would absorb moisture. He
was of the opinion that crushed gravel made a stronger
and better block than the accompanying gravel of the size
to be used, uncrushed. He advocated care in watering
blocks, as he believed efflorescence to be due to washing
the cement loose so that it came to the surface or else
went to the bottom. Steam, ho stated, afforded a gradual
moisture, while the ordinary wetting dashes the block
and does not keep it steadily moist ; too little moisture on
blocks starves the cement and too much fluxes it. either
being harmful and no doubt accountable for some of the
troubles experienced. Mr. Wunder was followed by Mr.

Peterson, who gave some interesting information about
sidewalk building, and then C. A. P. Turner delivered an
address on reinforced concrete construction, predicting
that such progress was being made that it will soon be
come so reduced in cost as to be much cheaper than other
forms of construction.
The Committee on Nominations reported the following

ticket, which was elected, the secretary casting the ballot :
President, C. A. P. Turner, Minneapolis.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

Cement and Aggregates Section—A. H. Laughlin, Lis
bon, N. D.
Machines and Equipment Section—O. U. Miracle, Min
neapolis.
Cement Blocks Section— Lee Stover, Watertown, S. D.
Concrete, Other Than Blocks—John Wunder, Minne
apolis.
Engineers and Architects—E. W. Dow, Sioux Falls,
S. D.
A motion prevailed urging the Executive Board to re

elect George A. Hughes as secretary and John M. Hazen
as treasurer, which prevailed, and the board took this
action at a subsequent meeting. A committee of five,
consisting of C. A. P. Turner, Lee Stover, L. L. Bingham,
Mr. McCormick and John Wunder, was named to arrange
for an official organ of the association, the choice to be a
paper solely representing concrete.
Not the least interesting feature of the convention

was the large number of exhibits of brick and block ma
chines, as well as materials and appliances connected
with the cement industry.

The Trinity Building as a Firestop.

A rear view of the new Trinity Building in New York
City shows an area of Mississippi wire glass windows
seldom equaled. Such structures as these, says Perez M.
Stewart, writing in the Insurance Press, when properly
protected against exposure attack have a large public
value. They stand as great barriers against the progress
of sweeping conflagrations, protecting not only themselves
but all structures to the windward. They are distinct
additions to the welfare of the community. Had such
forethought marked the design of great structures in
Baltimore a very different story would .be told. Not many
years ago a fire occurred in New York which taught les
sons. A clothing store next to the Home Life Building
took fire and spread to the latter. The fire was checked
by the blank fire proof wall on the south side of the high
building. Two points were brought into view : the value
of fire proof walls in checking conflagrations and the
necessity for inclosing tall buildings on all sides by such
walls, for had the Home Life been provided with suitable
window protection on the north it would have performed
a valuable service as a fire stop and would itself have
escaped destruction. These lessons were well taken by
the designer of the Trinity Building.

Preparing a Canvas Covered Porch Floor.

Answering a correspondent of that journal who asks
how to prepare a new second-story porch floor to be
covered with canvas and then painted, a recent issue of
the Painters' Magazine has this to say : "The floor should
be oiled first and then coated with a very stout pure
lead and oil paint, in which the stretched canvas is laid
and nailed down with galvanized iron tacks. The can
vas is then given a good coat of pure lead and linseed
oil paint, on which a finishing coat of good floor paint
should be applied."

It is stated that all records in hotel building were
broken in the erection of the new Profile House at the
head of Franconia Notch in the White Mountains, which
was constructed for Hon. Charles H. Greenleaf, a member
of the Governor's Council. In just 11 weeks the new
house, four stories high and 1400 feet around the eaves,
was boarded, sheathed and shingled and the steam heat
ing plant Installed, so that the plumbers, plasterers and
electricians can work nil winter and have everything
complete for an early spring opening.
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LAYING AND FINISHING HARDWOOD FLOORS.*
By Frank G. Odeix.

THESE
have their desirable points, chief among which

are the ease of their application and the possibility
of a quick finish when left in the gloss. The preparation of
these finishes has now reached a degree of perfection, so

that cracking and showing of heel marks has been large

ly obviated. For floors subjected to the minimum of
wear, as bedrooms, &c, they are among the most desira

ble finishes. They are also specially suitable for tenant
houses, owing to the fact that a yearly renewal of the

surface is usually sufficient to keep a fairly presentable
appearance, while wax requires more frequent attention.
The surface being filled with a paste filler, if of a

wood requiring a filler, and all cracks, nail holes, &c,

carefully puttied,- apply the varnish according to manu

facturer's directions, giving ample time to dry. Two

coats over filler or stain will give a very satisfactory
job, though three coat work is recommended.
The writer gives preference to Pratt & Lambert's No.

61 Floor Finish, or Berry Bros.' Liquid Granite, as the
most satisfactory varnishes within his knowledge.
It should be said with reference to varnish finishes
that no varnish should ever be put on a floor unless
specially made for that purpose, and that liquid fillers
should not be used, for they are not made of the elastic

Fig. 13.—The WeightedBrush.

Laying and Finishing Hard Wood Floors.

materials required for the hard wear to which the floor

Is subjected. Most makers of floor varnishes explicitly
specify that liquid fillers are not to be used on floors.
A very cogent objection to varnished floors is that

the unusual wear to which they are subjected causes the
finish to wear off in spots indicated by the line of general

travel across the room, and that when once worn thus
unevenly no amount of labor can restore the surface to

its original state of finish.
While It is true that a fairly good general appearance

may be given to the floor by a coat over the entire sur
face, it is equally true that it Is impossible to patch the
worn places, and nothing short of going over the entire

room will repair the damage done by passing feet.
No technical directions as to rubbing and general pre

cautions are deemednecessary in the limits of this paper,

for it must be said in Justice to the craft that the ma
jority of painters who have arrived at the dignity of
finishing work are competent and careful workmen.

Wax Flulkbes.
These possess all the desirable requirements for a

satisfactory floor finish when properly applied. Use the

same ground work as for varnish. If a high gloss finish
is desired use a first-class floor varnish for second coater,
leaving ample time for drying and rubbing lightly before
applying the wax. Preference is given to this rather

than to shellac, which is so commonly used and specified

• Continued from page 52, February Issue.

by so many manufacturers and architects, because of
the extreme slipperiness of shellac and the added fact
that it cracks easily. The latter fault alone should be
sufficient to condemn it for floors. When one considers
that much of the commercial shellac is liberally adulte
rated with glue, and other substances not so durable,
sufficient argument will be apparent against its use as a
floor coating.
Some manufacturers now put out a " Floor-Lac," or

substitute for shellac or varnish, as a second coater
which may be used with entire satisfaction where the
high gloss effect is desired.
When it is considered, however, that the gloss of a
wax finish deepens with age and constant polishing, it
will be found quite satisfactory to wax directly over the
filler, and many of our finest jobs are now finished in
this manner. The writer recalls a very fine oak floor
which was finished in this manner for one of his most
exacting clients, purely as an experiment, and which has
proven an entirely satisfactory job and is constantly Im
proving with the occasional renewals of surface which
it receives. 1

There is a peculiar degree of cohesion attainable by
the union of wax and paste filler which is not attainable
with any of the highly elastic and glossy second coaters,
adding greatly to the wearing quality and affording a
depth of gloss and mellow reflection which cannot be
afforded by the superficial gloss of the hard undercoatlng
so often resorted to. This style of finish Is unqualifiedly
recommended with the knowledge that It will prove en
tirely satisfactory to the most exacting.
Considerable natural prejudice exists against waxed

floors in the belief that the finish is one requiring an un
usually high order of skill to prepare and keep in con
dition. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Any
good painter can wax a floor satisfactorily and any house
wife can keep it in condition if possessed of sufficient
bodily strength to manage a weighted brush.
In selecting a wax finish give preference to the paste

preparations, which are rubbed on with a woolen cloth.
The surface should be properly prepared with filler, &c.,
and thoroughly dry, the room warmed to a comfort
able temperature if possible. The surface is lightly
rubbed with the waxed cloth, being careful to spread
the wax evenly and not too thickly. About 30 minutes
should be allowed for the wax to partially dry and then
the surface should be gone over with a weighted brush,
such, for example, as that shown in Fig. 13.
Brush crosswise of the boards first, covering the sur

face three or four times, and finish lengthwise. This
distributes the wax evenly and lays the foundation for a
fine polish. If the room is to be occupied immediately
a second coat may at once be applied and brushed in the
same manner, using a piece of Brussels carpet under the
brush for the final polishing. The use of the carpet will
give a beautiful gloss, which may be increased by its
frequent use as often as may be desired.
Waxed floors should have a coat of wax at least once

in three months, being careful to remove all dirt and dust
from the floor before waxing. In the absence of any
specially prepared cleaner a soft cloth slightly dampened
with kerosene will take off soiled spots very quickly,
being careful not to use too much of the oil, as it will
soften the wax. Avoid soap and water, especially hot
water, on waxed floors, although a slightly dampened
cloth may be used without detriment. The general cau
tion to never wax over oil or to use turpentine as a clean
er should be observed, but the slight quantity of kerosene
adhering to the surface in cleaning In the manner
recommended will speedily evaporate. After cleaning a
floor should never be waxed until entirely dry.
This additional advantage pertains to wax, that worn
spots may be waxed without going over the entire sur
face and the job will look as good as new. The extreme
slipperiness of wax will be found to be materially re
duced if it is done directly over the filler. I am aware
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that this method ia not generally recommended, but in
the cases in which It has been followed in my experi
ence It has proven entirely satisfactory.
The chief and final advantage of wax to which I
shall refer is that it brings out and enhances the natural
beauty of the wood with a soft and mellow depth of
lustre which cannot be attained by any other preparation
with which I am familiar. This beauty of finish, in
stead of deteriorating, Increases with age and subsequent
applications. It is practically proof against heel marks
or scratches and is easily kept in repair without calling
In the aid of an expert craftsman.
A word of caution should be given here which may
be well passed on to the family who are to live over the
floor you have finished. No floor which is properly fin
ished will remain in a satisfactory state long unless care
is taken to prevent excessive wear. Shoes with nails
projecting or covered with dirt are as much out of place
on a polished floor as they would be on the top of the
piano or parlor table. Care should be taken to avoid
dragging or rolling heavy furniture over the floor and
a good cleaner should be placed at the outer door for the
shoes of visitors. A floor once mutilated can never be
restored to its first estate, and the one who finishes the
floor owes it to himself and his client to fix these pre
cautions firmly in their minds.
One of the most unsatisfactory tasks which conies to
the mechanic is to be called on to reflnish an old floor
which has been spoiled in the beginning. In such cases
one must be governed entirely by the conditions and the
desires of his client If they are willing to pay for a
good job the best thing is to take off all the old finish
with varnish remover and steel wool and have the car
penter scrape an entirely new surface on the floor. In
this manner a job may be made as good as new, al
though it generally entails more labor and expense than
to have done a good job in the beginning. Such unde
sirable tasks are usually due to poor carpenter work or
poor painter's work, or a combination of both, and should
serve as a warning to have nothing but the best in both
labor and materials.

(To be continued.)

Specifications for Lightning; Protection.

A committee of the National Fire Protection Associa
tion has. after conducting numerous experiments and
examining available data, formulated specifications for
a standard lightning rod. This rod is not covered by
any patents, and it is believed that competition will re
sult in making an equitable price to all parties. Infor
mation recently given out by H. D. Davis, State Fire
Marshal for Ohio, Includes the following abridged speci
fications :
Protection against lightning is advisable on Isolated
buildings, and on all buildings having tall chimneys,
steeples, high peaked or gable roofs or flag poles. One
rod with proper air and earth terminal is recommended
per unit of roof area as follows: Pitched roofs of metal,

one each 2000 square feet of ground area ; pitched roofs
other than metal, one each 5000 square feet of ground
area ; flat roofs of metal, one each 5000 square feet of
ground area. Air terminals should never be more than
50 feet apart and each should be provided with its in
dividual ground. A low, broad building of greater area
than 75 x 100 feet can best be protected by an additional
rod through the center of the building.
The air terminal to be placed at the highest point of
the roof or structure. Where there are two or more
gables, or other projections above the roof of nearly equal
hight, each to have an air terminal and all to be connected
together. Where trees stand so close to a building that
branches overhang or approach very close to the roof
a conductor with proper earth terminal to extend along
the trunk of each tree to near the highest branch top
fastened by a band around the branch or trunk and
equipped with a cluster of points.
Conductors to be put in sheet or tape form of either

copper, weight not less than six ounces per foot, or iron
weighing not less than 2>4pounds per foot, the latter
to be painted or galvanized to prevent corrosion. One-Inch
iron rod can be used to connect Iron ground with copper

conductor, the conductor terminating above the surface
of the ground. Air terminals to be rods of iron or copper,
not less than % inch in diameter, with point cone shaped
and hight of cone equal to the radius of the base. One
foot below the point there should be a casting holding
four copper points. Large chimneys should have a band
of iron or copper not smaller than the conductor around
the top 6 inches below the corbeling, and provided with
copper point 1 foot long and % inch in diameter. Ter
minals should extend not less than 3 feet above roofs or
chimneys. Terminals can be satisfactorily made of

%-inch copper or iron pipe.
All joints to be made mechanically and electrically

secure and then soldered. To be run down side of build
ing where best ground is obtainable, preferably on the
side most exposed to rain. Not to be run nearer than
5 feet to interior piping unless absolutely unavoidable.
To be run as straight as possible, avoiding all turns of
radius of less than 1 foot, and to Incline downward
throughout Its entire course. Should never be Insulated,
but fastened securely to the surface. Must never be run
through iron pipes.
Connections to be made with iron piping or castings
to be made by screwing a brass plug into same and fasten
ing conductor securely to It, then soldering. Or, with
copper ground, by riveting and soldering, the connection
then being coated with asphaltum paint. A copper plate
not less than 2x3 feet by 1-16 inch buried in permanently
damp earth, not less than 4 feet below the surface, with 3
inches of crushed coke or charcoal underneath, and the
same material above to within 6 inches of the surface of
the ground. Or an iron casting so shaped as to have a
number of pockets or cups facing upward. Should have
not less than 6 square feet of surface. Should be buried
with not less than 6 inches of scrap metal and coke under
and 6 Inches over same.
A proper ground is absolutely essential, and per
manently damp earth is absolutely required.

State Building Laws.

The heavy fire loss which has occurred in the United
States during the past two years has forcibly directed at
tention to the necessity of uniform State building laws, as
it is argued that a large portion of the fire loss is due to
the absence of building regulations in the minor cities
and towns. The building law which has been receiving
consideration in the Massachusetts Legislature Is designed
to give equal protection to the same class of structures
throughout the State. It Is urged by Its sponsors that
millions could be saved by certain changes in construc
tion of buildings in every municipality. They would add
something to the cost of construction, but it is claimed
that this would soon be met by the reduced Insurance
premiums. In the majority of the small towns of the
country the protection against fire is generally very Inade
quate, and only in rare Instances are buildings erected in
accordance with what is known as slow burning construc
tion, so that the practical wiping out of a goodly portion
of a town or village is not an uncommon occurrence. The
promoters of the Massachusetts legislation appear to be
convinced that a well considered, uniform State building
law, requiring all buildings of the same character to be
safely constructed, is the only effective way to meet the
situation. The comparatively small losses from fire in
some of the European countries is attributed to the super
ior construction of buildings. In many of the smaller
towns in this country there appears to exist a fatal in
difference to the fire peril, and councils as a rule leave
the serious question of protection from fire very largely
to the voluntary action of the citizens. As a result of
the agitation State building laws, with city and town or
dinances In conformity therewith, are favored by local
fire chiefs, insurance men and municipal officials who have
given serious thought to the question of fire risk in cities
and towns. This attitude Is not at all surprising when
it Is considered that the fire loss In the United States In
1904 was over $230,500,000,and that last year It was In
round numbers $162,000,000,while the insurance loss In
1905was $97,000,000. The fire loss Is variable, but it has
exceeded$100,000,000every year since 1883.
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WE
will now take up the explanation of Problem 2.
Given the projections of a line oblique to both

planes of projection, to find the true angle which the line

makes with either of the planes of projection. In Fig. 3,
let A B' represent the horizontal, and A E' the vertical
projection of the line ; and let A C represent the ground

line. In the practical application of this problem to our
subject we may take the line A C to represent the plan of

the vertical face of the plank ; the Hue A E' as the eleva
tion of the inclined top edge of the plank, and the line
A B' as representing the plan of one of the sides or end
of the plank, at which we have to make a side cut. The
problem is to find the angle of the bevel as required to
give the proper direction for making the cut. To do this
proceed as follows: At any point of the line, sny, at E,

Fig. 3.—Diagrams Illustrating Problem2.

Venters for Arches of

and square with the ground line draw E C B ; the inter
section of the vertical, as at B, determines the horizontal
projection of the point E of the line. The point E is
therefore at a perpendicular hight above the horizontal
point at B, equal to that given in C E ; which is the dis
tance of the point in question above the ground line. Un
derstanding this, square with A B draw B D ; set off the
length B D equal to that given in C E, and draw A D.
This gives In B A D the true angle which the line makes
with the horizontal plane. To find the angle which it
makes with the vertical plane we may state that as the
point B Is the horizontal projection of the point E of the
line, it therefore follows that E is at a perpendicular
distance from the vertical plane of which A C is the
horizontal trace, equal to that given in the distance C B.
Understanding this, square with A E draw E D ; set off
the length E D equal with B C below, draw A. D; this
gives In E A D the true angle which the line makes with
the vertical plane.
Now to prove this Interesting problem we first make

the drawing upon Bristol board, then square with E B,
• Copyrighted,10O5,"l>y~ChiirTesH. Fox.
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draw C E' and B D, each of a length equal to that given
in C E above. Draw D' E'. Now take a sharp knife and
cut through the board at the outline of the drawing.
Then at the lines A C, A B and A E cut about half
through the board : this will admit of the sides of the
model being turned around their respective base lines as
on a hinge. This understood, fold the three sides vertic
ally over the plan A B C, of course keeping the lines at
the exterior of the model ; touch the edges with glue and
bring them together. This being done the oblique plane
which forms the top of the model may be revolved
around the line A E until its edge A D coincides with the
edge of the side of the model, that over A B. We may
in this simple manner obtain a practical proof of the
constructions just made. The side A C E has now be-

Fig. 4.— Illustrating Sectionof a Prism Which Is Perpendicular
with the Vertical Plane.

Fig. 5.—An Oblique Projection of the Solid of a Prism Cut by
an Oblique Plane.

Double Curvature.— //.

come a vertical plane, therefore it may be proved that
the angle contained in E D A is the true one made by
the line whose plan is given in A B below. In a similar
manner may we prove the construction of the angle con
tained in B A D. We may further remark that in the
construction of the model there has been worked out
practically three problems, viz, the length of a line, as
A D. oblique to both planes of projection has been found,
from its projections ; then the angle contained or made by
the line with the planes of projections has been con
structed ; and lastly, but not the least, we have developed
in the section A E D the section of a prism whose base
is represented in A C B, when cut by an oblique plane ;

oblique with the horizontal, but perpendicular with the
vertical plane of projection. This latter point, that of
its being perpendicular with the vertical plane, may be
better understood by the beginner If he will inspect the
diagram presented in Fig. 4. The vertical plane is there
represented in Z V U T and the horizontal in Z Y W X.
The line E D, as may be seen, is parallel with the hori
zontal plane, and as the planes of projection are at right
angles in space; the line E D is therefore at right angles
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with the vertical plane. Now the line E D may be taken to
represent an element of the surface of the oblique plane,
hence the plane in question is perpendicular with the ver
tical plane. This may again be proven at the model, for on
trial not only will the top edge, as represented in the line
B 0, but also the surface of the plane, be found at right an
gles to the vertical plane ACE. If now the student will
take a perfectly flat piece of cardboard and cut one edge of
It so that it is practically straight, and lay this upon the
top surface of the model, be will find the straight edge
Just cut to Intersect or meet the horizontal plane upon
which the base of the model may be standing, in a line
which may be drawn, as shown in A F of Fig. 4, through
the point A, parallel with the line B C. This line is
called the " horizontal trace," and that given in A E,
the vertical trace of the plane. The student will pieas?
note that the vertical projection of the line, as first pre
sented, has also answered as the vertical trace of the
oblique plane ; but not so with the projection A B of the
oblique line; and as far as the drawing is concerned the
line A B has no relation whatever with the oblique plane.

Fig;. 6.—Diagrams Showing Method of Finding True Angle
Which an Oblique Plane Makes with Either Plane of Pro
jection.
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We have just explained the simple method by means of
which the student may determine the " trace " or line in
which the oblique plane meets the horizontal plane of
projection ; we will now, in as few words as possible,
state the first principles which govern the projection of
the lines called " traces." Two lines which intersect, or
are parallel, determine the position of a plane passing
through them. If, then, the lines in which a plane inter
sects the planes of projection are known, the plane Itself
Is given in position. It is by means of these lines, which
are called " traces," that we are enabled to show, on the
planes of projection, the position which planes have with
each other in space. The line in which a plane intersects
the horizontal plane is called its

" horizontal trace " ; and
the line in which it intersects the vertical plane is called
its " vertical trace."
If a plane be parallel to either of the planes of pro

jection it will have but one trace, which will be on that
plane to which it is not parallel. Thus, for example, we
may take the line A C of Fig. 3 to be the horizontal trace
of the vertical plane ACE, which forms one side of the
node!. It would be impossible to show a vertical trace
of the plane, as it is parallel with the vertical plane of
projection ; hence the trace A C as given at the horizontal
plane of the projection is that which determines the posi
tion of the plane.
If a plane be perpendicular to both planes of projec

tion it will have two traces, both of which will be per
pendicular to the ground line. For example, we may
take the lines B C and C E respectively as the traces of
the vertical plane which forms one side of the model, that
over C B.
If a plane be oblique to either one of the planes of

projection and perpendicular with the other it will have
two traces, one of which will show at the plane, that at
which it may be perpendicular, the angle of obliquity it
may make with the other ; as, for example, in Fig. 3 the
vertical trace A E' shows the angle of obliquity that the
oblique plane makes with the horizontal plane, while the
horizontal trace, as A F of Fig. 4, being at right angles
to the ground line, shows that the oblique plane is per
pendicular with the vertical plane of projection.
If a plane be oblique to both planes of projection, then
its traces will at either plane of projection be oblique with
the ground line. For example, we may take the line A B
of Fig. 3 to be the horizontal trace and at the same time
retain the line A E as the vertical trace of the plane.
Then the true Inclination which the oblique plane makes
with the planes of projection is not shown at either plane.
The method by means of which the true angle may be

Fig. 7.—Diagrams for Determining Position of Plumb Line at
Joint Surfacesof a Wreath Piece.

Double Curvature.—//.

found Is shown in Fig. 6. We have in Fig. 5 shown an
oblique projection of the solid of the prism cut by the
oblique plane ; letters of reference correspond to those at
the corresponding points of Fig. 6.
To find the true angle which an oblique plane makes
with either plane of projection : In Fig. 6 let A D repre
sent the ground line, and A B and A C respectively repre
sent the traces at the planes of projection. To find the true
angle which the plane makes with the horizontal plane,
square with A D draw D B, then square with A C
through D draw D C ; the lines just drawn are the traces
of an auxiliary vertical plane. It is perpendicular to the
horizontal plane and also to the oblique plane; it inter
sects these planes in lines perpendicular to their common
Intersection at the same point. The angle included be
tween these lines is equal to the angle contained by the
planes. To prove this by practical construction, make the
drawing upon cardboard, then square with C D through
D, draw D E; with D as center and D B as radius, de
scribe an arc in E ; draw EC; the angle thus obtained in
D C E is that which the oblique plane makes with the
horizontal plane. To complete the model we must find
the section of the oblique plane as given over the plan
A C D. To do this produce the line D C Indefinitely, set
off the length C F equal to that given in C E, draw A F ;
the angle Included in C A F is the true size of the angle
Included between the traces A C and A B. The drawing
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being completed, take a sharp knife and cut through the

board at the outline of the drawing ; then at the lines

A C. A D and C D cut about half through the board ;
then In the manner explained for the similar operation

at Fig. 3 with the lines at the exterior fold the two sides

A B D and C D E vertically over the plan ; this done, the
section A C F may be folded into its proper position at
the model, and if the drawing has been correctly made
the student will find that It will exactly fit the space and
that the edges A F and C F respectively coincide with the
corresponding edges of the sides of the model. In this
simple manner may be proved that the angle D C E is
that made by the oblique plane with the horizontal plane
of projection.
In the diagram of Fig. 7 is shown the method by

means of which we may find the true angle which the
oblique plane makes with the vertical plane of projection.
Letters of reference correspond to those given at the cor
responding points of Fig. F. To find the angle: Square
with A B draw B D ; then square with A D through D

draw D C ; make D E equal with D B, draw E C. The
true angle which the plane in question makes with the
vertical plane of projection is given in D E C. To find
the section of the oblique plane as given over the plan

A C D : Produce D B, as shown ; then set off B F, equal
with C E, draw A F ; the section is now given in A B F.
Having made the drawing upon Bristol board, the con
structions may readily be proved correct by means of a
model, which may be constructed in a manner similar
to that already explained for the similar operation,
Fig. 6. Simple as these problems now appear to be, yet

they contain the key to the solution of the most Impor
tant constructions as required in the science of hand
railing. In Fig. 6 is shown the principle which governs
the construction of " level ordinates," for on trial any
line which may be drawn parallel with A C at the surface
of the oblique plane will be found to be " parallel with
the horizontal plane." Hence the term " level ordinate."
Also by means of the constructions given in Fig. 6 we
are enabled to determine the " true inclination of the
section plane of the face mold"; for that is really what
the angle D C E includes.
In a similar manner, by means of the construction

given in Fig. 7, we are enabled to determine the posi
tion of a plumb line as given at the joint surfaces of a
wreath piece. For all practical purposes we may take
the line B D, as the representation of a joint line at the
wreath piece, and by means of the model it may readily
be proved that the line D E when in its proper position
at the model is a " plumb " one, for it is perpendicular
to the horizontal plane which contains the plan. From
these remarks the student will see the importance of
understanding the principles of geometry, as when ap
plied to the solving of practical problems their value is
beyond estimation. For all readers are well aware of the
great stress which the teachers of hand railing lay upon
the problems of finding the position of a level line at the
section plane of the face mold, and at that of finding the
joint bevels. But when we understand the geometrical
principles and know how to apply them to the practical
problems the most intricate of these become transformed
into very simple ones.

Progress in American Schools in Regard to Health Laws.

FOR
the reason that It Is Interesting at least to see
ourselves as others see us and for the descriptions of

school house heating and ventilation in leading cities In

this country that It contains, a paper read by J. D. Sut-
cliffe of Manchester, England, before the Institution

of Heating and Ventilating Engineers in Ixmdon is

presented herewith. Mr. Sutcliffe recently made a sev

eral weeks' tour examining the schools of the Eastern

and Central States of this country, and he was given an

opportunity to make a comparison with schools visited by

him some fourteen years ago. He accordingly styled his

paper " Progress of American Schools iu Regard to Health

Laws from an English Engineer's Poii.t of View." We

print it in full, with the exception oc portions re

counting the rules that are in force in the State of Massa

chusetts on heating and ventilation and the laws enacted

In New York and Pennsylvania, which have already ap

peared in these columns.
" The progress in the provision for the health of the

school children has been most marked and every care is

now taken that the heating, ventilation, sanitation and

fire appliances are of the most perfect description. In
1891,when five weeks were spent by the writer in examin

ing the schools in the Eastern States from an engineering

point of view, the majority were warmed by hot air fur

naces fixed in the basement, on what was known as the

Smead system. This system has now been almost entirely

superseded by steam and hot water heating, combined

with fan ventilation. But great credit Is due to Mr.

Smead for the educational and pioneer work done be

tween 1883 and 1895 In raising the standard of comfort

and health in American schools. No other man has done

so much for the children, and in 1891 his system was in

use In probably 90 per cent, of the schools In the Eastern

States. It was never considered suitable for the English
climate, as the air was passed over the outside of a fur
nace, which warmed it to the required temperature, and

English engineers considered such air too dry and too

liable to have the nature burned out of it. America has

evidently come to the same conclusion, and it is seldom

one sees the furnace system except In the smallest village

schools.
" It will be noticed [referring to the Massachusetts
rules] that the temperature Is to be maintained 'at 70

degrees F. in any weather.' This is very stringent and
in the opinion of most English engineers Is far too high.
It must not be forgotten, however, that the percentage
of humidity in the air is small compared with this coun
try, and most people find that 70 degrees Is not more com
fortable in America than 60 degrees in England. The
question of relative humidity Is an important one In
fixing the most comfortable temperature, and whereas
records kept in American schools last winter show an
average humidity of only 26 per cent, the humidity ob
servations taken In the writer's office were never lower
than 65 per cent, and the average for the winter months
would be about 72 per cent.
" The Chicago schools were not examined on the pre

vious visit in 1891, as it was understood the school build
ings were far behind those of the Eastern States. This
has now all been altered and Chicago Is paying great
attention to the equipment of all schools built within its
area. On an average 25 new 12-roomed schools are built
each year and the Chicago Board of Education employs
their own architect for these. In addition they have ap
pointed' a special expert In heating, ventilation and sani
tation, T. J. Waters, who has charge of this portion of
the work and designs all the necessary equipment He
alms at and secures a very high standard of efficiency,
and the following description of one of the most recent
schools shows the amount of care taken to provide fresh
air and comfortable working conditions for the children :
" The school selected Is a three-story building, 174x
124 feet in plan, with 27 rooms In addition to the rooms
In the basement. It was designed by the architect to the
Board of Education, W. B. Mundie, and erected under
his supervision. The heating and ventilation and all mat
ters pertaining to plumbing, gas fitting and sewerage
were designed and installed under the direction of Mr.
Waters. The three floors are practically identical ; there
is a longitudinal central corridor with the rooms at either
side and a stairway at each end ; the classrooms, eight
per floor, are practically all of the same size, 27 x 32 feet,
and each classroom has a spacious wardrobe through
which the group of flues in connection with the heating
and ventilation rises for the rooms of that tier. Above
the stairway of the main entrance, situated in what Is
really a mezzanine story, is the office of the principal,
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and over this, In the second story, is a library. The
three central rooms of this part of the third story, It
may be added, are formed by sliding blackboard parti
tions, which when rolled away form an assembly room
with a permanent stage on the opposite side of the
corridor.
"Air is distributed throughout the building on the
plenum system. It is received by a double outlet fan In
the center of the basement and discharged In opposite
directions through both tempering and heating colls lo
cated immediately beyond, and the individual room sup
plies are carried from the warm air plenum chamber to
the various groups of flues. The fan is run at a speed of
150revolutions per minute, belt driven from a 9 x 14 Inch
steam engine, and has a capacity under an assumed air
pressure of % ounce of about 25,000cubic feet from each
outlet per minute. Each outlet is provided, however, with
a plate so that any desired quantity of the delivery up to
50 per cent, may be cut off. The air Is carried from the
plenum chamber through the small blast ducts to vertical
flues and thence to the room inlets, each room supply be
ing Independent. The air is delivered about 6 feet above
the floor level, but the area of the opening is such that
a considerable reduction of the velocity of the Incoming
air is effected.
" Among the requirements of the apparatus It Is speci
fied that the supply should amount to 1800 cubic feet of
air per hour per pupil, assuming an average occupancy
of 54 pupils per room. The escape of air from the
rooms is in general through side registers at the floor line
In the wardrobes, this method provided for warming
these rooms as well. The exhaust system is designed to
provide for the discharge of about 75 per cent, of the In
flow from the fan into the building, the rest of the air es
caping through the numerous inevitable points of egress
possessedby every building besides the open doors. There
are two boilers of the horizontal tubular type, CO Inches
in diameter and 18 feet long, containing 48 4-inch tubes
and a pressure of 45 pounds is carried.

Comparison of Chicago Steam Healed and Furnace
Heated Schools.

" Mr. Waters also gave the writer figures relating to
two eight-room schools, each accommodating 320 schol
ars and which were erected in 1894. One of these was
heated by steam heating apparatus and mechanically ven
tilated by means of fans. The other was heated by warm
air from furnaces and ventilated by natural means only.
The warming and ventilating plant in the first school
originally cost £1000, and in the furnace heated school
£040. The total cost of the bituminous coal used in the
steam plant (price 10 shillings or $2.45 or $2.50 per ton)
amounted to £90 per year while anthracite had to be
burned in the furnace plant, costing 2(! shillings ($0.25)
per ton, and the average cost of fuel was £200 per year.
The steam heated building was also less costly to main
tain, the repairs to the plant from 1894 to date amount
ing to only £17, whilst £90 had been spent in the same
time on the furnace heaters.
" Although one must admire the thoroughness with
which the whole subject of heating, ventilation and sani
tation has been studied and the results obtained one can
not altogether agree with the methods that are most in
favor. As an example, all the heating surface is placed at
one point in the basement. Now they frequently get tem
peratures of 40 to 45 degrees F. below freezing, and this
means that the hot air has to be delivered Into the rooms
at a temperature of from 150 to 170degrees F. in order to
maintain an average temperature of 70 degrees through
out It cannot be considered good practice, and doubtless
in time the methods will be modified to avoid such IiIrIi
initial temperatures.

New lark Schools.
"Turning now to the city of New York, similar strin

gent rules affecting the comfort, health and safety of
school buildings are in force. The city has its own Board
of Education and this board has its own architect. It
also appoints a chief engineer, who Is a trained man and
designs all the heating, ventilating, sanitary and fire pre
vention appliances and sees to their proper application.

The Architect's Department under C. B. J. Snyder is
now spending over a million and a quarter pounds ster
ling ($0,050,000) each year in building new schools and
in bringing the older schools up to a reasonable degree
of effectiveness for their work.
"The writer had the pleasure of Inspecting the new
High School of Commerce, and there is certainly no
school In England, excepting perhaps the Manchester
School of Technology, that can compare with It either in
beauty of design or In wealth of equipment for the pur
pose intended. The building is five stories high with
basement and has a frontage of 150 feet on Slrty-flfth
street and 100 feet on Sixty-sixth street and will ac
commodate 1030 students.
" The basement contains a fine restaurant, where food
is supplied at cost price ; a swimming bath, 30 x 50 feet :
a fine gymnasium with a gallery round, asphalted and
banked to serve as a running track, besides the fans,
boilers and engines necessary for supplying fresh air, he:it.
steam, hot water and for driving the elevators. Two ele
vators run continuously from basement to the fifth story
and a class of 40 is taken up or brought down at the
same time.
"The steam supply is furnished by four boilers 18

feet long and 4% feet diameter, while the conveyance of
coal to the boilers and the removal of ashes from them
Is by an overhead trolley track, which saves a great
amount of floor space. It was specified that the whole
building was to be kept at a temperature of 70 degrees
F. In any weather, and the fans are large enough to sup
ply fresh air at the rate of 1800 cubic feet per hour for
each pupil in the building. This air Is delivered only at
a temperature of 68 degrees, the real warming being
done by steam heated radiators fixed In each room. The
radiators are all controlled automatically, so that If the
temperature In any part gets above 70 degrees the near
est radiators are partially closed off, while if it sinks
below 70 degrees the steam supply is increased." In a crowded city like New York the playground
problem Is a very serious one. In this country we re
quire a minimum unbuilt or open space for a play
ground equal to 30 square feet for each child. In New
York the architect is pleading for a minimum play
ground space of at least 5 square feet per child, but in
some of the more crowded areas it is almost impossible
to get this.
"
Considerable precautions are taken to minimize firerisks, and the new schools are all in direct electric com

munication with the fire stations. All school doors open
outward and are fixed with automatic bolts so that it is
only necessary to push against them from the inside for
them to fly open. The scholars are regularly drilled in
fire exercises, and at the High School of Commerce the
building can be cleared in less than four minutes.

Boston Schools.
" The writer spent one whole day in examining the

new Harvard Medical Schools. Boston, which are fast
approaching completion. There are five huge schools in
separate blocks and a large power house occupying an
other block similar In design to the schools. Each block
is three stories high, and some idea of the equipment
may be gathered from the fact that ten fans each 15
feet diameter are used for supplying fresh air to the
various rooms, and 32 fans 7 feet diameter for exhaust
ing the foul air. The heating of the building Is on what
is known as the forced hot water system—that is, water
is heated by exhaust or live steam and then forced
through the pipes and radiators, completing the circuit
back again to the heaters. The circulation in the pipes
is so rapid that in sending the water round a circuit of
two and a half miles it only drops about 7 degrees F. in
temperature. Some idea may be gathered of the enorm
ous size of these buildings when I say that 104,000square
feet of heating surface is used for warming the buildings." The filtering of the air has received considerable
attention and each fan has its own air supply and Its
own filter. The filter for each fan consists of 200 bags
or sacks 0 feet long and 10 Inches In diameter. Fresh air
enters at the front of the bag and must of course pass
through the fine canvas bag before it can reach the fan."
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A REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING
By Walter S. Tim mis.

AMONG
the various forms of construction available

for factory purposes are the mill construction, modi-
fled mill construction, steel construction with concrete
floors, steel construction with terra cotta arches, and re
inforced concrete. The first two of these may be classed
as "slow burning," or "mill construction," and the last
three as " fire proof construction." The mill construc
tion has been used very largely for many years, both in
cities and in the country, for the reason that its cost
was much lower than any form of steel construction.
Owing to the need of more rigid construction for fac

tory purposes, together with fire protection of a better
quality than is afforded by the mill construction, various
forms of steel construction have been adopted and used

construction can be built in cities for about $1.20 to

$1.30 per square foot of floor area.
Taking an average hight of ceiling to be 11 feet, then

the costs of various constructions per cubic foot, including
excavations and roof, will be as follows :
Average Cn«t Per Cubic Foot of Manufacturing Buildings.

Price per
cubicfoot.
Cents.
8%
6

20to 25
15to 18
9 to 10

Styleof building. Location.
Mill construction... Largecities.
Mill construction Country.
Fire proofedsteel and terra cotta Cities.
Fire proofedBtecland concretefloor Cities.
Reinforced concrete Cities

The above figures are based upon buildings costing

Fig. 1.—The SecondFloor During Construction,Showing the UoimdHods for Reinforcing the Columns.

A Reinforced Concrete Building.

in connection with a large variety of brick and terra
cotta arches between the floor beams and with various
combinations of reinforced concrete construction to span
between the floor beams, the main weight, however, be
ing carried on a steel frame work. With the introduc
tion of reinforced concrete construction, which utilizes
a comparatively small amount of steel, it has been found
possible to construct absolutely fire proof and rigid fac
tory buildings at a rate very slightly in excess of the
cheap form of mill construction which till recently has
been used so largely. It is a mistake to think that the
Introduction of reinforced concrete will mean a decreased
use of steel for building purposes, as the type of construc
tion principally superseded will be the mill type, which
uses little or no steel.
Modern manufacturing buildings in the smaller town*
can be built complete either of "mill construction" or
of " modified mill construction " for from 70 cents to $1
per square foot of floor area, depending on the location
and the size of building, while modern fire proof build
ings of steel and terra cotta fire proofing such as are
erected in the larger cities will cost from $2 to $3 per
square foot. Buildings of the new reinforced concrete

from $75,000 to $100,000, but of course there will be
variations from those figures, depending on shape of plot
and general internal arrangement of columns and other
obstructions.
While concrete as a building material has been used
for a long period of time, the method of utilizing con
crete reinforced by steel has a comparatively recent
origin. The use of concrete with steel bars or wire
dates back some 30 years. Originating in France, this
early work has grown gradually up to the successful
combination of the two materials into a standard form
of building construction. Probably the first work done
in the country was in the early eighties by Ernest L.
Ransome in California. One of the first examples In
this section of the country was the large factory of the
Pacific Coast Borax Company, erected in Bayonne, N. J.,
in 1898. From this time the use of reinforced concrete
has grown very rapidly in many classes of work. There
is an example of a very tall building in Cincinnati, 15
stories high, which was built in 1903. The new Naval
Academy in Annapolis is of reinforced concrete; the new
Military Academy to be built at West Point will be of
the same construction. Examples of this work can be
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seen in the plants of ttie United States Shoe Machinery
Company at Beverly, Mass. ; the Foster-Armstrong Works
at Rochester, N. Y. : the Robert Galr Building in Brook
lyn, which is of recent construction, and many others
in New York City and in various parts of the country.
Many tests have been made both here and in Europe
to develop reliable data for determining the stress in the
combined materials due to the effect of the live loads and
the action of fire, water and weather. It is found that
concrete weathers as well as most building stone and
it is said that it improves in strength and hardness with
age.
There is probably no construction which gives greater
rigidity for the same cost than reinforced concrete. The
American Book Company of Cincinnati, which is running
its printing plant in an eight-story building of this con
struction, states that there is practically no vibration in
the building. The printing room contains 21.000 square

be adapted for factory buildings. Tue heat undoubtedly
drives off some of the water of crystallization, thereby
reducing the strength of concrete on the face of the
part attacked by the heat ; this loss of strength is very
slow and gradual. A heat of 1700degrees F. maintained
for four hours will not penetrate the surface more than 1
inch. It is not reasonable to expect any such long dura
tion of heat under service conditions. It is also inter
esting to know that the concrete will again take up this
water of crystallization and regain very largely its lost
strength."
The fire in the Bayonne plant of the Pacific Coast
Borax Company, which occurred in 1903,did not damage
the concrete construction more than $1,000. The build
ing, which was 200 x 250 feet, consisted of four stories
and a rear portion one story high. The foundations,
walls, floors and columns were built of concrete and cold
twisted steel, but the roof and posts supporting it were

Fig. 2.—The Building CompletedUp to the Fourth Floor and Forms Erectedfor the Fifth Floor Columns.

A Reinforced Concrete Building.

feet of floor space, in which 25 printing presses are run
ning, most of them weighing 13 tons each, while there
is ample space for additional machinery. According to
the company's statement, " there is practically no per
ceptible virbration when standing by the press and no
perceptible vibration whatever in the columns or walls.
The building is in this respect superior to our expecta
tions, and we have no hesitancy in saying that a building
properly constructed of concrete is an ideal one for ma
chinery in motion."
The Ketterlinus Lithograph Mfg. Company. Philadel
phia, has built an eight-story reinforced concrete building
which is giving entire satisfaction.
To-day a building material, to be acceptable, must
also pass a test of the combined action of fire and water.
The Department of Buildings of New York City has con
ducted a large number of tests of various building ma
terials; some of these tests in recent years have been
directed by Prof. Ira II. Woolson of Columbia Uni
versity for the department. In one of his reports he
states as follows :
" The fact that concrete can withstand such very

severe tests is sufficient proof that it may conservatively

constructed of wood. The building contained a large
quantity of wooden partitions and framing for shaft
ing, machinery, bins and stairways. The fire originated
in the one-story part and burned through the wooden
roof and partitions separating it from the four-story por
tion, and then swept up through the elevator shaft and
stair wells to the fourth story. The roof was completely
destroyed. A steel dust collector, weighing about 30 tons,
supported on the roof fell 14feet to the fourth floor below
without serious injury to the floor. A few of the floor
beams subjected to the shock were slightly cracked, but
were otherwise uninjured. With the exception of the
cracking of a few beams on the fourth floor, the punching
of one hole in the floor slab, some scaling off of the
plaster and whitewash, the entire concrete portion of the
building was structurally uninjured by the fire.
The Baltimore fire also demonstrated very clearly the
superiority of reinforced concrete for fire proof construc
tion.
^Yith reference to the costs it is impossible to give

definite figures or to give comparisons that will apply to
all localities. In New York and Brooklyn six-story fac
tories of reinforced concrete will not exceed the cost of
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mill buildings of brick and yellow pine by more than 5
to 10 per cent., and under some conditions not as much
as 5 per cent. Reinforced concrete construction has the
added advantage that the hight of the building is not
limited to six stories by the building laws and the owner
can erect a larger building on his property and thereby
obtain a more profl table investment.
In concrete buildings the construction Is of equal if

not greater importance than design and all work should
be done under experienced and competent supervision.
The cement, sand and stone should all be carefully in
spected and proportioned to give the best concrete. The
cement should be mechanically mixed, the steel should be
secured in position before concreting, and tests made
regularly on the cement by means of cubes made from
each day's work and load tests made on floors. Under
proper supervision large factories and mill buildings can
be constructed of reinforced concrete which will be
superior in many respects to the old style brick and tim
ber construction and probably equal in every respect to
the best buildings that can be built of brick, steel and
terra eotta.
In the accompanying illustrations we show one of the

most recent examples of a successful reinforced concrete
building. It is eight stories high, 100 x 200 feet, and was
built for the Robert Gair Company of Brooklyn, the work
being performed by the Turner Construction Company,
New York. An unusual amount of window surface is
provided, it being, in fact, more than 50 per cent, of the
wall space. Fig. 1 represents the second floor during
construction, showing round rods for reinforcing the
columns. Fig. 2 shows the building completed to the
fourth floor and forms erected for the fifth floor columns.
Fig. 3 gives a detail of floor construction with forms in
place. The finish on the columns, girders and beams con
sisted of one coat of cold water paint applied with a
brush.
The footings were made 12 feet square, reinforced

with twisted steel rods, the pressure in the footings being
estimated at 2 tons per square foot when all floors are
fully loaded. The exterior footings under the walls con
sist of continuous girders made up of reinforced concrete.
The columns are spaced 16 x 16 feet 4 inches and the
beams are spaced 5 feet 4 inches, there being three beams
to a bay. The floor slab is 4% inches thick, which in
cludes % inch of Portland cement mortar containing
equal parts, % of cement and sand, troweled to a hard
finish surface. All concrete for floors was mixed in the
following proportion : One part cement, 3 parts sand and
5 parts trap rock, passed through a %-inch screen.
The floors were designed for a live load of 200 pounds

per square foot, and load tests were made up to 600
pounds per square 'foot, which showed that the maximum
deflection of the girders under these conditions did not
exceed 3-32 inch, and the deflection of the beams did not
exceed % Inch during these tests ; no signs of Injury to
the concrete were observable.
The interior columns, which are square with rounded

corners, are reinforced with vertical rods running through
two stories, and connections are made 12 inches or more
above the floor line. The ends of these rods are threaded
and connected with nuts, which has the effect of making
the vertical steel members continuous. The concrete for
all the interior columns consists of 1 part Portland ce
ment, 1 part sand and 3 parts trap rock.
The building has been provided with three stairs,
which are inclosed in Are proof partitions, the stairs
being constructed of reinforced concrete, the finish of
the risers and threads being similar to the finish of the
floor in the building. The partition walls, which inclose
the stair and elevator wells, are constructed of 4-inch
concrete reinforced with vertical and horizontal steel
rods.
The building Is provided throughout with a sprinkler
system, and is constructed and equipped in this respect
to meet the requirements of the Associated Factory Mu
tual Companies of Boston, which of course gives the
owner an exceedingly low rate of insurance.
Insurance rates on manufacturing plants in cities are
generally very high, owing to the lack of facilities for
fighting the fire within the building ; also to the character

of the construction of many manufacturing buildings.
Wherever possible It is advisable to Install a fire fighting
system, which will be complete in itself. Such a system
is embodied in the requirements of the Associated Factory
Mutual Companies of Boston, and consists primarily in a
reservoir supply of water, a steam pump of sufficient
capacity to empty the reservoir in about one hour, a
system of tanks located about 20 feet above the highest
point of the roof and a sprinkler system fed from these
sources of supply.
With a system of this character installed in a rein

forced concrete building which Is not unduly exposed
to contiguous fire risks there should be no difficulty in
obtaining an insurance rate which would cost not more
than 15 cents per $100. One of the chief advantages of
reinforced concrete over the mill construction for factory
buildings lies in the lessened amount of damage due to
water, which will always run through the floors of a
mill constructed building during a fire, when either the

Fig. 3.—Detail of Floor Construction, with WoodenForms and
Reinforcing In Place.

A Reinforced Concrete Building.

city fire department is operating or when the sprinklers
have becomeeffective. In a recent fire which occurred in
a reinforced concrete building the damage was confined
to that section of the floor in which the fire originated.
The water used in putting out the fire only passed down
the stairways and elevator shafts, none of it finding its
way to any of the floors below.

New German Floor Construction.

A new method of floor construction has recently been
adopted in Germany which is said to consist essentially
of wood pulp. A rough board floor is first laid, which
merely serves as a foundation for the flooring proper,
and over this the pulp is spread after having been
mixed with certain substances which cause it when dry
to become almost as hard as stone. It is said to dry
with an even surface and can then be painted or stained
so as to imitate any wood. It is understood to have many
advantages over the old-time use of boards and has been
used in Germany in some of the better grade of houses
as well as in the cheaper apartments where the item of
cost is a factor. Another point about this flooring is
that it is impervious to water, grease and dirt and may
easily be cleaned.
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Laying Tar and Gravel RooIh.
From H. Ayebs, Rondout, N. Y.— I note the inquiry
of " F. C," Van Buren, Maine, in an issue some time
since, and also the instructions given for laying a tar and
gravel roof. I do not know whether they are practical
or not, but they seem rather too much on the " receipt
book " order, and read as though gotten up by some pro
fessor rather than by a practical man. Having handled
contracts for hundreds of squares of gravel roof in the
past few years, and having figured on thousands of
squares from specifications prepared by dozens of archi
tects and by several large concerns that make a specialty
of this kind of work, I beg to state that these specifica
tions are simpler than those given in the article referred
to, and as they are all nearly identical the natural sup
position is that they must represent the best method at

Laying Tar and Gravel Roofs.

present known to practical mechanics in this business.
To begin with the sheathing, I would say it can be
laid with the pitch of the roof, or diagonally, or parallel
with the eaves, for it makes absolutely no difference
which way it is laid so long as it is of even thickness
and the joints are closed. I never saw a roof swabbed
over with Portland cement, although there may be some
advantage in doing this. However, " F. C." evidently
wants to know how to lay a gravel roof practically at
as low a cost as possible. If he puts on all the gravel
he can It will cost as much as an old style tin roof, and
as I have never been lucky enough to find any one who
would be willing to pay as much for a gravel roof as for
an old style tin roof I will endeavor to tell him how to
lay the roof in a practical and economical manner, due
consideration being given to its durability.
The roof will probably be a three-ply, four-ply or five-
ply one. In this connection " ply " means " thickness "—

three-ply means three thicknesses of the paper four-ply
means four thicknesses, and so forth. The paper, or
tarred felt, comes in rolls. This paper is usually 3 feet
wide and a roll contains either 108,21Gor 324 square feet.
This lays one, two or three squares of finished roof one-
ply or one square of three-ply roof. This paper is gener
ally sold by the ton, although it is sometimes sold by the
roll. It weighs about 14 pounds per 100 square feet and
sells at about $35 or $30 a ton, f.o.b. New York.
At the eave of the roof should be nailed a gravel guard

of galvanized iron or copper, niade as shown in the
accompanying sketch. Before it is put on one course of
paper should be rolled out parallel with the gutter, doubled
over, and this double thickness laid on the sheathing with
the edge flush with the outer edge of the sheathing. The
gravel guard is then put on as shown, and the upper
edge carried about 4 inches over the paper and nailed 3
or 4 inches apart. The outer edge is nailed also to the
edge of the sheathing to hold it down.
We are now ready to commence laying the roof, and

the preparations up to this point are the same for a three-
ply, four-ply or five-ply roof, but differ somewhat from
this point on. If a three-ply roof is wanted the roofer
rolls out a strip parallel with the eave of the roof and
stretches it along with the lower edge just touching the
■'U-inchprojection above the roof on the gravel guard. On
top this, 12 inches higher up, the roofer should roll out
another course of paper, and then as many succeeding
courses as may be required to cover the roof, each course
covering 24 inches of the preceding one and leaving 12
■nchesshowing to the weather. At the top end sufficient

is put on to Insure that three thicknesses of paper Is over
all the sheathing boards. As each course is rolled out
it is nailed along the top edge with 1-inch barbed roof
ing nails driven through flat tin caps, these nails and caps
being about 12 inches apart.
In the meantime the pitch has been heated in a kettle

over the fire and mops made of mop yarn tied to handles
like broom handles. The pitch is drawn up onto the roof,
as needed, In five-gallon buckets. One man now starts
along the edge of the roof and turns back the paper and
holds it while another dips a mop in the hot pitch and
runs it along on top of the gravel guard and the double,
course of paper under the same, the object being to give
a liberal coat of tar, so that the metal will be firmly
cemented to the paper under it and there will still be
enough pitch to thoroughly cement the first course of
paper when it is released. If the courses are very long
the man holding the paper will soon get the knack of
letting the paper fall over on the hot pitch so that it will
lie down smooth. Each succeeding course is turned back
in the same way and the course next below is mopped for
a distance of about 12 Inches up under the course just
turned back.
After this is done the roof is usually covered with a

thick coating of pitch poured out of a long handled dip
per and deftly spread over the surface, care being taken
to see that it is spread over every inch of the surface
of the roof.
While this Is being done another man Is busily push
ing gravel or slag Into the pitch just spread, before It has
a chance to cool. This gravel or slag should be dry and
If the weather Is cool it should be heated so that, it will
bed In the pitch before the same cools. If gravel Is used
it should be screened,and nothing used that will not pass
through a %-inch mesh and nothing that will pass through
a smaller than 14-Inch mesh. The whiter and cleaner the
gravel the cooler the roof will be and the better It will
look. Gravel is generally used, but slag is sometimes sub
stituted, although it is generally not considered so desir
able by roofers and is not so easily manipulated. The
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Roof Plan Wanted.

roof is now gone over with a broom and swept lightly so
that not too much loose gravel is left on It.
To flash around chimneys, walls, &c., copper Is gener
ally used. The roof should be laid and the flashing put
down on top of the same, running up on the wall to the
bight desired and turning out on the roof 4 inches and
nailed 3 inches apart. It is then thoroughly mopped over
and a double thickness of paper laid over it. Especial
care should be taken at these points particularly to see
that the laps, &c, are all thoroughly cemented with the
pitch.
A four-ply roof is laid the same as above, except that
the paper laps 27 inches instead of 24 inches on each
course next below, and each course shows 9 Inches in
stead of 12 inches to the weather. It can readily be seen
that this insures four thicknesses of paper at every point
on the roof, thus the term four-ply.
A five-ply roof can be laid the same way, showing 7
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Inches to the weather and lapping 29 Inches, or It can be
laid like a three-ply roof, mopped over and then a two-
ply roof put on. This Is the general practice and Is the
better method. When a flve-ply roof Is laid in this way
the gravel guard is not put down until the three-ply Is
laid and mopped over. This mopping over Is done by
spreading the hot pitch all over the surface of the roof
with a mop instead of pouring it on with a dipper, as
explained above, when gravel is to be shoved Into it.
The gravel guard Is now put on on top of the three-

ply paper and any flashing needed Is put on and nailed
and well mopped with hot tar. Then a course of paper
is rolled out at the eave of the roof and 12 Inches doubled
under It, another course rolled out on top of it 12 Inches
higher up the roof, and then succeeding courses are rolled
out 18 inches higher up, each course lapping 18 Inches
over the one below and showing 18 Inches to the weather.
This Is mopped along the edges, as described for the
three-ply roof, the pitch spread on and the gravel pushed In
as described. When this Is properly done by men who
understand the business a first-class roof Is obtained at a
minimum cost.
In this section of the country thousands of acres of

these roofs are put on annually and they make much bet
ter roofs than the writer likes to admit. The price
around New fork and Philadelphia for a flve-ply roof
put on complete and guaranteed for ten years by a thor
oughly responsible and competent company is from $4.50
to $6 per square, exclusive of flashing and metal work.
This Is for a roof on which coal tar pitch Is used. If a
more durable roof Is desired asphalt should be used In
stead of the straight run American coal tar pitch, as It
Is more elastic and less likely to get brittle with age and

Fig. 1. Method of Obtaining the Lengths from Plan Lines.

umns, one of which I used on the house in question, and
for which I wish to thank all the brothers for their kind
ness and help.

Finding Leugthx and. Bevel* of Jack Rafters fjr
a Deck Roof.

From Morris Williams, Scranton, Pa.— In the Decem
ber Issue of the paper " J. A. K.," DetroIJ, Mich., asked
for information respecting the lengths and bevels of jack
rafters placed as shown in the accompanying diagrams
between a valley and a hip. In Fig. 1 is shown how in a *

roof of one-half pitch the lengths may be obtained from
the plan lines, the jacks being shown at 1, 2. 3 and 4.
Jack 1 extends fro mthe plate to the hip, so by measuring
along the hip from o to 6 will give the length of the jack
In question. Jack 2 extends from m to 0, and is deter-

pig, 3.—Simple Way of Obtaining Top Bevel for Jacks In Roof
of Eaual Pitch.
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Finding Lengths and Bevels of Jack Rafters for a Deck Roof.

cold weather. The use of asphalt adds about 50 cents

per square to the cost of the job. Prices mentioned herein

apply to large jobs and to localities where it Is easy to

obtain estimates from contractors in the vicinity.

If " F. C." has had no experience in this line the job
will probably cost him as much as an old style tin roof
would. But even then It has the advantage of not re
quiring painting every few years. It might be well for
him to suggest Ruberold for the roof. This Is a very

fine grade of prepared roofing, elastic, easily applied

and durable.

Roof Plan Wanted.
From A. S. W., Belmont, W. Va.—In Inclose here

with outline drawing representing the floor plan of n

small house for which I desire some of my brother chips
to furnish a design for the roof. I might mention that
the second story has all square corners, while the corners
of the parlor on first floor are cut off as indicated by the
dotted lines on the plan. There is a veranda running
across the front of the building and around the side.
Some time ago I presented a request for a roof plan and
there were presented a number in the correspondence col-

mined by measuring from a to c along the hip. Jack 3

will be the same length as jack 2
,

as will all other jacks
that may be placed between the hip and the valley. Jack

4 is shown to extend from the valley to the deck plate
and its length is determined by measuring along the val
ley from d to e, as shown.

Another simple method of finding the lengths of jacks
in roofs of one-half pitch is to add 5 Inches to each half
of the plan lines. For example, we will assume that the
plan line of jack 1 measures 4 feet. Now adding to this
length 5 inches, 4 times which equals 20 inches, will de
termine the length of the jack to be 5 feet 8 Inches. The
length of all other jacks may be found in the same way.
The method shown in Fig 2 is applicable to any pitch.

The principle illustrated is to construct the slope of the
roof into the horizontal plane. The distance from the
plate at m to the deck at c equals the length of the rafter
on one side of the roof, while the distance from m to to
equals the length of the rafter on the other side. Re
drawing a figure like this to a scale of one inch to the
foot the length of all timbers in the roof may be found.

The most simple way to find the top bevel for jacks
In roof of equal pitch is shown In Fig. 3

.

At z and z is
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shown the plumb cut of the rafter. Draw a line as at n
a distance from z equal to the thickness of the rafter.
Square over the back as shown and draw the diagonal
line as. Saw off through this line the shaded portions
Indicated in the diagram. This method will also give the
cut to fit the hip and valley against the deck plate.
The plumb and half cuts for jacks are always the

same as those 'of the common rafter. If 12 and 12 will
cut the common rafter the same will cut the jacks.

Weather Boarding a Circular Tower.
From O. M. T., Ocean City, N. J.—The correspond

ence columns of this periodical are very helpful to its
many subscribers, as well as myself, and I notice that
when any one asks for information there is plenty forth
coming. It is encouraging to the craft to see the large
number who are seeking information in this manner.
But unless they are very careful they will be misinformed,
as it must be very difficult for the learner to distinguish
the correct answer from the varied replies to his ques
tions. It seems to me that these answers should be cen
sored in some manner, so that when they appear in these
columns they will either be corrected or followed by a
note explaining that they are wrong, and why. For In
stance : The answer of " E. F. C," Bremen, Ind., in the
February number, while it is given, no doubt, with a de
sire to help, is radically wrong, and If it had been so
noted would have benefited " E. F. C." as well as
" R. J. O'B." and others. I do not like to think of my
files containing such bad information, for should they be
referred to in the future by. some young chip they will
be very misleading. However, this is only a suggestion,
and may be of no practical value, yet I would be pleased
to hear what others think of the matter.
A good rule for finding the radius to which siding
must be worked to go on a circular tower is: Divide
the radius of the tower (In Inches) by the thickness of
the thickest edge of the siding and multiply by the width
of the siding.
I am not sure that our system of estimating would
interest " J. E. K.," Greeley, Col., and it would take up
too much space here. It varies only in details from that
given in the publication to which the editor calls atten
tion.

Circular Porch Work.
From C. A. Wagneb, Port Jervis, N. Y.—Some little
time ago a correspondent in the West presented a num
ber of inquiries with regard to shingling a round or cir
cular porch roof and whether It is necessary to circle
the butts and shave the sides, also with regard to clap-
boarding a round tower and whether or not the siding
and moldings are kerfed. As none of the other readers
appear to have improved the opportunity to express their
views I offer a few comments which may not be without
interest. I would certainly advise the correspondent to
shave the sides of all circular shingle work and would
suggest at the same time that it is necessary to have
different widths of shingles and if the circle is small
the correspondent would find it better to circle the butts
on wide shingles. As to siding circular work I would
say that I have had occasion several times to do jobs of
this kind and experienced no difficulty, but was obliged
to work out the siding on a circle; that is cut off the
lower edges or the outer ends, but just how much I could
not say. I could, however, study out a rule for the work,
but I find no difficulty in springing a piece of siding
around a circle and in that way establish any circle
that may occur. My pieces or lengths may be short on
a small circle, but on all large ones long lengths may be
utilized. I have never done any kerfing 011a miter or
angle. As to the question of moldings raised by the
correspondent I have had good results as I always
cut or kerf my moldings on an angle of 45 degrees or
a square mitre in a box and apply plenty of thick lead
and oil on the cuts. Then I sandpaper my face work
and have the painter apply a good coat of paint as soon
as possible before any water or dampness has a chance
to do its work. When properly done I defy any one to
tell at a glance after the second coat Is applied whether
the molds are kerfed or solid. I always cut through on

the lower edge of the mold on an outer circle and on the
upper edge on an inner circle, using plenty of small brads
for each kerf. 1 also kerf all facias with my plancier.
I always do kerfed work unless solid work is called for
and if done with white lead it will always be a credit
to the workman, but do not forget the white lead and
a taste for a neat job. I would say to the correspond
ent, kerf all molds unless called for solid, but use lots
of paint or thick lead and sandpaper and by all means
do not forget to cut the kerfs on an angle of 45 degrees.
As to ceilings and floor mentioned by the correspond
ent in question I always consider them as though a 45
degree angle and sbipslap my joints, running each way
as circumstances may permit. My ideas regarding gut
ters set on top of roofs I will defer until another time.

Laying Hardwood Floors.
From A Constant Reader, Mount Vei-non, y. Y. — I
would like to suggest a substitute for Mr. Odell's idea of
fastening paper with lath on finished floors—that is, give
the paper about 4 Inches lap and glue each lap, which
gives a better appearance, as well as a better and fully as
cheap a job. When everything is in readiness for the
painter to polish the floors the paper can be all rolled up
at one .time, taking whatever dirt there may be in It.
This has'proven a success in connection with several jobs
upon which I have worked. <

Sizes of Sasb and Saab Hallo.
From Old Reader, Evanston, Wyo.—As there Is a dif
ference in the sizes of sash and sash rails in the various
parts of the country, I would like very much indeed to
have the readers of Carpentry and Building give the size
used In their respective localities.

Cause of Creosote In Chimney*.
From B. I. H.—In the January number I saw an
inquiry for some method to stop the formation of creo
sote in chimneys and contribute the following as of pos
sible assistance to the inquirer. I had a chimney in
my house which bothered me for years and experimented
considerably upon it. First I put a 6-foot extension on
the chimney, but it did no good. I then put a fan ar
rangement with no better effect. After trying numerous
other devices to get rid of the annoyance I tore the chim
ney down to a point about 8 or 9 feet below the roof
and rebuilt it, putting in a tile lining, and it has worked
perfect ever since.
Note.—Our correspondent has given an account of the
remedy he applied without explaining the original cause
of his trouble or why the desired result was secured with
the changes made, and we give for the benefit of those
who may be interested the following views expressed by
a man who has had wide experience with chimneys and
their troubles.
Wherever a chimney is reduced In size it effects a

very positive expedlment to the draft, often retaining
the products of combustion which are passing upward
through it to such an extent that they are chilled and
the moisture they contain is condensed and comes down
in the form of the liquid creosote. Where chimneys are
jogged over or corbelled In changing direction the ir
regularity of the surface on the top side impedes the flow
of the gases and on the bottom offers opportunity for the
lodgment of fine ashes and soot until the chimney Is
reduced in area, forming a place which through the re
striction of area is conducive to the formation of creosote.
The use of chimney tops on many chimneys is in

efficient, largely due to the fact that an abrupt change of
size is made where they connect that acts to reduce the
speed of the flow of the gases, when often a tapering
connection would have caused no trouble. It is quite pos
sible that in the chimney of our correspondent there
might have been some reduction in size as It passed
through the roof and certainly the attachment of chimney
tops, if they reduced the area, would not have helped
matters. The fact that he tore the chimney down to a
point below the roof and then lined It so as to afford a
regular smooth surface of the same area throughout Is
the explanation of the improved service. It seems
strange that though chimneys have been built for ages
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men persist at this time in the progress of the world in
doing things that hare long since been demonstrated as
disadvantageous to all who must use what they con
struct. Much suffering is occasioned by the faulty con
struction of chimneys, and possibly the health of the
occupants of houses with faulty chimneys Is sometimes
as much undermined by the Irritation they cause as by a
leaky and unsanitary drain discharging air Into the build
ing. Fortunately plumbing inspectors and health officers
look after the sanitary conditions, but unfortunately

there Is no officer, even though large cities have building
departments and inspectors, who seems alive to the

Portable Scaffold Bracket.

necessity of compelling the construction of chimneys
without faults. It is a matter of congratulation, how
ever, that of late years many chimneys are lined with
tile and consequently render far better service than many
that were built years ago.

A Portable Scaffold Bracket.
From An Old Crank, Philadelphia, Pa.—The bracket

shown in these columns sometime since is used in the
West for portable scaffolding without the iron hook and
without cutting the fronts of the building. By using two
brackets and putting a pole into the angle of each
bracket, with the other ends of the poles on the ground,
the scaffold may be used as indicated In the accompany
ing sketch.

Finding the Capacity of Tapering Tanks.
From E. B. N., Portsmouth, Va.—l notice that "T. M.,"
San Francisco, Cal., gives on page 26 of the January issue
an incorrect method of finding the capacity of tapering
tanks. The error Is so great that it seems desirable to
correct It at once, and I therefore submit the following
method, which will be found to work out all right :
Add together the square of the radius at the top, the
square of the radius at the bottom and the product of the
top radius by the bottom radius. Multiply this sum by
the hlght and by one-third of pi. Pi equals 3.1416, so
one-third of pi Is 1.0472. If the dimensions are taken In
feet the result will be in cubic feet ; if in inches, the re
sult will be in cubic Inches.
If the quantity is desired in gallons, multiply cubic

feet by 1728 and divide the result by 231, or divide cubic
inches by 231. Another way is to multiply the cubic feet
by 7.48, which equals the number of gallons In 1 cubic
foot. Applying this to the example given by " T. M.," we
have—

3J = 9
2.5*= 6.25

3 x 2.5 = 7.5

22775
Now 22.75 multiplied by 7 equals 150.25, and this in
turn multiplied by 1.0472 equals 166.7666. Multiplying
this by 1728 and dividing by 231 gives 1247.5 gallons as
the contents of the tank.
For a cylindrical shaped vessel the cubic contents

equals the constant area of cross section multiplied by
the hlght.
For any symmetrical shaped pyramidal figure the cubic

contents equals the area of the base, plus the area of the
top, plus the square root of the product of the area of
the base by the area of the top, the sum to be multiplied
by the hight and divided by 3. The above example might
have been worked in this way, but the method used Is
simpler for cylindrical pyramids.

From C. T. B., Dubuque, Ioica. — In the January issue of
the paper " T. M.," San Francisco, purports to give a
simple rule for finding the contents of a circular tapering
tank. The gist of the rule is so obscure and indefinite
that I am compelled to contradict bis theory, in order
that others who may not have a chance to study geometri
cal measurements will not fall into his error. The geo
metrical rule for finding the volume of the frustum of a
cone is—

V = 0.7854h
(732+D d +<P),

in which

V — the volume.
D = greater diameter.
(I= smaller diameter,
ft= the hight.

By applying this rule to his problem, In which a tank
Is 5 feet in diameter at the bottom, 6 feet diameter at the
base and 7 feet high, we have—

(6x5) +52).
V = 0.7854x 7 x (6*+ —

o
Reducing the equation gives—
P = 0.7854x 7 x30'/s = 166.7666cubic feet as contents of
the tank.
As there are 231 cubic Inches in a gallon, a cubic foot

contains 7.84+gallons ; multiplying 166.7666cubic feet by
7.48 gives 1247.41gallons, which is some 136 gallons more
than the correspondent's guesswork figured out.

Scaffold Knots and Hitches.
From Hee H. See, Brockville, Can.— In the article
under the above title appearing on page 71 of the Febru
ary Issue the knot shown in Fig. 5 and classed as " square
or reef " is neither one nor the other. Its proper name
is "thief knot," and it is- the worst knot that can be
tied, not even excepting the granny .or lubbers' knot, be-

Scaffold Knots and Bitches.

cause it will slip further and jam as tight. There is a
little story as to why the knot in question is called
" thief knot," and at some future time I may have some
thing to say about it. The accompanying sketch shows a
true reef knot.

Plans Wanted for " Dog Trot House."
From II. J. W., Phillipsburg, N. J.—Will some of the
Southern readers of the paper furnish for publication
the plans and elevation or methods of building what
is known in Southern localities as a "Dog Trot House"?
It has two rooms and is built of logs.

Shingling Valleys Without Flashing.
From T. B., Toronto, (Jan.— I would take it as a favor
if some of the readers who have had experience in shin
gling valleys without iron would furnish for publication
a few hints, so I may see how it is done.

Hunting Double Sliding Doom,
From Old Reader. Eranston, Wyo.—Will some of the

readers explain the rule or custom followed in hanging
double sliding doors? On which half should the lock be
placed, and which half should open first?
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

IT
is probably due to the very open winter that building
operations are being conducted in practically all parts
of the country upon a scale seldom, if ever, approached

at this season of the year. Figures from building depart

ments of many cities show an increase for January as com
pared with the corresponding month last year that is sur
prising, to say the least. There is here and there a slight

falling off, but it is due in large measureto a comparisonwith

the tremendous activity which prevailed in those localities
a year ago. All things considered,the volume of operations
is unprecedented for this season, and with the stimulus
which the movementhas already receivedit is fair to assume
that 1906will not be far, if any, behind the records already

established.
Atlanta, Ga.

The very mild weather which has been experienced the
present winter served to give a stimulus to building opera
tions, and work has been carried forward upon an unusual
scale for this season. During the month of January 240
permits were issued for buildings estimated to cost $299,-
633, which compare with 189 permits, calling for an out
lay of $123,715,in January of last year. These figures show
an increase in valuation of over 100per cent., of which about
33% per cent, relates to dwellings. Building Inspector Frank
A. Pittman is highly gratified with the situation and con
siders that it augurs well for the rest of the year. The
high price of lumber and other building material is appa
rently having no effect upon the determination of people to
put up new houses. Each year Atlanta's building record
increases and 1905 gave a splendid account of itself,
though it fell a trifle short of the year previous on account
of the large number of expensive structures which were
erected in 1904.

Bridgeport. Conn.
The Bridgeport Assembly of Master Builders of the
Interstate Association held its third annual banquet Janu
ary 24, covers being laid for about 150 membersand guests.
One of the features of the occasion was the presentation to
President Robert E. Hurley of a gold watch. The menu was
unique in its way and was credited to T. B. Beecher, who
filled the position of toastmaster. Among the speakers were
Mayor Reynolds of Bridgeport, J. A. Emery of New York,
President Hurley, C. S. Canfield, A. W. Burritt, W. R.
Wilder of New York and others. The work and needs of
the organization were touched upon, also the relations of
capital and labor and other topics of trade interest.

Buffalo, N. Y.
The annual election of officersof the Builders' Exchange
occurred on January 15, the polls being open from 11 in
the morning until 2 in the afternoon. The result of the
balloting showed the following officers chosen for the en
suing year: President, George J. Hager ; vice-president,
Henry Schaefer ; treasurer, Frank C. Kempf; trustees to
serve three years each, William G. Houck, Frank N. Far-
rar and William B. Ogram. The Arbitration Committee
elected consisted of E. M. Hager, John Feist and F. T.
Coppins.
The annual meeting of the exchange was held Monday

evening, January 22, at which time reports from the various
officers were received, these showing that the organization
had made gratifying gains during the past year, both numer
ically and financially. The officers elected were duly in
stalled and after the ceremonies and the business meeting
an informal banquet was served in the exchange room.
Retiring President Houck was presented with a handsome
picture, as a slight token of the appreciation of the mem
bers of the exchangefor the work so zealously done during
the past year.
The amount of building projected in January was valued

at $270,150, as against $239,293 in the same month last
year.

Chicago, Ml.
Activity in building operations continues in Chicago and

January surpassed all corresponding months since 1902.
Permits were taken out for the construction of 495 buildings,
with a frontage of 14,824 feet and involving a total cost of
$2,830,200. In January last year permits were issued for
345 structures, fronting 9498 feet and costing $1,847,700.
which gives an increase this year of 150 buildings, 5326
feet of frontage and $982,500in cost.
The annual meeting and banquet of the Builders' and
Traders' Exchange was held January 15 at the Great North
ern Hotel, Chicago, when the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year : President, J. A. Hogan ; vice-president.
W. H. Martin ; treasurer, E. S. Malone ; Board of Directors,
J. D. Corbett, Daniel Freeman, John Rawle, H. V. Sny
der and A. T. Studt.
Three hundred members attended the banquet. Mayor
Edward F. Dunne, who was to have beenthe guest of honor,

was absent, being represented by Frank Childs. Other
speakers of the evening were Joseph R. Hansell, John C.
Thompson, William D. O'Brien, Oscar A. Reum, William
B. Mundie, Edward Kirk, Victor Falkenau, Addison E.
Wells and President J. A. Hogan.
A three-year agreement was made February 9 between
the Carpenters' and Builders' Association and their men
by which wages are advanced from 50 to 55 cents an hour
tor the first year, with a further increase to 56% cents an
hour for the last two years of the agreement. It is esti
mated that about 10,000 members of the union are ben
efited by the increase. The new agreementgoes into effect
April 1, and the contract stipulates that the men shall not
be required to work with nonunion men in their own craft.
Sympathetic strikes to assist other unions are prohibited,
as has been the case for several years.
It is understood that Lawrence Noyes, president of the

Aermotor Company of Chicago, will erect on the North
Lake Shore Drive an apartment building intended for oc
cupancy by people of wealth. The novel feature of the
structure will be an automobile room on each floor with
elevators to carry the machines up and down.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The volume of building operations in January showed a
tremendous increase in value as compared with the same
month last year, the figures standing $1,700,000and $266,-
805, respectively.
The Carpenter Contractors' Association, which has a

membershipof over 75 of the leading carpenter contractors
of the city, has decided to grant an increase of wages of
2% cents an hour, beginning the first Saturday in April.
The announcement came as a surprise, as the members of
the association have been operating under the " open shop "
plan since last spring and will pursue the same policy the
present year.

Columbus, Ohio.
The members of the Builders' and Traders' Exchange
took possession the first of the year of their new quarters
on the seventh floor of the Brunson Building, at 145 North
High street, and on January 3 held " open house" for the
fourteenth time. It was a great success and was attended
by over 250 people. S. W. Nichol was master of ceremonies
and the programme,which was divided into two parts, con
sisted of addresses, recitations, vocal and instrumental
music, readings, &c. Early in the evening there was a re
ception and a guessing contest, after which followed the
entertainment.
Later the newly electedofficers for 1906 were announced,
as follows : A. M. Magrew, president; J. E. Kuntz, first
vice-president; George E. Snyder, second vice-president; R.
J. Gardiner, secretary; S. A. Miller, assistant secretary,
and E. L. Harris, treasurer. The directors elected were
Walter Collins, E. Doddington, R. A. Edgar, J. D. Evans,
F. G. Gould, J. D. Hagerty, J. W. Heckart, Charles Klie,
D. W. McGrath and D. W. Roberts.
The winners of the guessingcontest were also announced
and refreshments were served. The Entertainment Com
mittee consisted of S. W. Nichol, chairman ; J. D. Hagerty,
John M. Rittel, Justus Sandrock, Carl H. Fischer. The
Reception Committee was made up of F. H. Howe, chair
man ; William Watson, E. C. Howard, John Miles and R.
L. Watson.

Grand Forks, N. Dak.
The leading builders and contractors of Grand Forks
have just completed the organization of a Builders' and
Traders' Exchange, with officers elected for the ensuing
year as follows : President, Alvin Robertson ; first vice-
president, William Spriggs ; second vice-president, George
W. Buckingham; secretary, Louis Campbell; treasurer, C.
N. Barnes, and sergeant-at-arms, George Babler. The
directors are William Perkins, J. A. Dinnie, C. W. Rickard,
C. N. Barnes, Frank L. Dixon, F. T. Boat, M. J. Moran,
James Turner, Sr., and Charles Hurd.

Jacksonville, Fla.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held
in the rooms of the organization at 111 East Bay street on
the eveningof Monday, January 8, a very large representa
tion being present. The meetingwas notable in many ways,
and much interest was manifested in the proceedings. An
address, which was greatly appreciated by the membership,
was that of A. I. Fowler of the Builders' Exchange at
Scranton, Va., who referred to the work which was being
done by different exchangesthroughout the country. A re
port was madeby the Board of Directors showing what had
beenaccomplished toward the installation of permanent ex
hibits, the point being made that spaceswere being occupied
by outside manufacturers of building materials as well as
by local dealers.
The addressof the eveningwas that of H. H. Richardson,
who was unanimously re-elected president, and which, in
fact, \v:is his first annual report of the organization, which
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was less than a year old. He traced the efforts which were

made early last year to organize the building
trades, and

which after successivemeetings was finally accomplished in

May. He reviewed the strike, which was inaugurated on

July 29, and called attention to the severe test to which
the organization was thus early subjected. The result, how

ever, was the establishmentof the
" open shop " in the city,

he stating that at least 80 per cent, of contract work in the

building trades in the city is now
" open shop work." He

referred to the strength of the membershipand to the neces

sity of still further increasing it so as to include the im

portant concerns in every branch of the industry. He also

called attention to the fact that arrangements were about

completed for a permanent free exhibition of the best and

most up to date building materials. Desk room and spaces

for exhibition purposes has already beenengaged,and it was

expected that architects, prospective builders, contractors,

subcontractors and the general public would avail them

selves of the opportunity of inspecting the exhibits. A room

was also being arranged where plans and specifications could

be placed so that those interested could get the information
they desired.
Following the annual address of the president occurred

the election of officers for the ensuing year, the choice being

as follows : President, H. H. Richardson ; first vice-presi
dent, W. P. Richardson ; second vice-president, F. W. Cra
mer : secretary, John B. Cordero ; treasurer, J. W. Ingram.
The Board of Directors electedwere : J. H. Kooker, O. P.

Woodcock, (Jeorge R. Foster, John S. Bond, C. E. Hoyle,

D. L. Rathbone, Joseph Schreiber, A. A. Kind, Robert Mc-
Carrel and David Warrington.
The following standing committees for the ensuing year

were also appointed:
Arbitration. —J. C. Halsema, W. S. Kadz, J. H. Kooker,

George R. Foster, Jr., and F. W. Cramer.
Architects' Plans and Contracts.—W. T. Cotter, J. H.

Boden and H. F. Shore.
Finance.— J. D. Baker, George Hadlow and R. E.
La Mance.
Labor.—R. McCarrel, W. P. Richardson and R. Silsbe,

Jr.
Legislation.— L. C. Smith, S. A. Marshall and A. H.
Kent.
Membership.—O. P. Woodcock, J. K. Munnerlyn, H. H.

Jackson, S. Dozier and F. S. Gray.
Printing and Publications.—J. W. Ingram, A. A. Kind

and D. L. Rathbone.
Rooms and Rules.— C. E. Wightman, J. S. Bond and J.
A. Schreiber.
Immediately following the election the members assem

bled in the directors' room, and spent a very pleasant hour
in a social way. There were informal remarks by various
members during which the collation prepared by Jackson
ville's noted caterer was by no means neglected.

Memphis. Tenn.
The members of the Builders' Exchange held their sev

enth annual election February 6. On account of a third
ticket having been placed in the field there was much un
certainty as to the outcome, but when the polls were
opened and the votes counted the following were shown to
have been chosen: President, E. J. Thomas ; first vice-
president, W. T. Hudson ; second vice-president, E. O. Cub-
bins : treasurer, P. R. Friedel : directors, L. T. Lindsey,
E. F. Dowling, A. J. Olson, W. I. Harrison, C. J. Hollis, D.
Linehan, E. O. Cubbins, J. W. Williamson, W. A. Terry,
I. N. Chambers.
After being elected the new officers made brief remarks
appropriate to the occasion. The Exchange is in a most
flourishing condition and the officials are expecting a year of
substantial development. A large amount of building will
be done in Memphis this year and the Builders' Exchange
is endeavoring to develop its organization along the right
lines.

New York City.
Probably the most interesting item of news in connec
tion with the building situation has been the partial settle
ment of the housesmiths' strike, which has been in progress
for many weeks growing out of a demand for an advance in
wages from $4.50 to $5 a day. By means of this settlement
the housesmiths have agreed to go to work on the contracts
of five employers on a compromise of $4.80 a day. It may
be stated that four are independent concerns, and one is a
memberof the Allied Iron Associations.
Building operations are progressing upon something like
a normal scale, but in volume somewhat in excess of this
season last year. The same remark holds true of the build
ing operations in the Borough of Brooklyn and in the other
sections of Greater New York.
One of the more important building operations for which
active preparations have been made will be the erection of
240 or more two-family brick and stone dwellings at As
toria. The buildings will be two stories in bight, and the
corner ones will be adapted for stores and flats. The esti
mated outlay is placed at $1,500,000,and the work will be
doneby the Crimmins Realty Company, which was recently
Incorporated.

The second annual dinner of the Master
Carpenters'

Association of Brooklyn was held in the
Assembly on Pier-

pont street on the evening of January 25, the
large dining

room being filled with membersand their guests. The
affair

was most enjoyable in every way, and the speakers were
fol

lowed with the closest interest.
Edward S. Murphy has been appointed Superintendent

of the Bureau of Buildings in the Borough of Manhattan
to

succeedIsaac A. Hopper, who resigned December 21.

Norwich, Conn.
The members of the Master Builders' Association

held

their annual meeting Monday evening, January
29, at the

Buckingham Memorial, a large number being present. Offi

cers for the ensuing year were elected as follows : Presi

dent, A. N. Carpenter ; vice-president, V. S. Stetson
; secre

tary, George E. Fellows, and treasurer, Hugh
Blackledge.

Various matters of trade interest were discussed,and a
com

mittee, consisting of Frank H. Smith, A. M. Brown and

Henry G. Peck, was appointed to arrange for a banquet
on

February 26.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Building operations during January were pushed for

ward with more vigor than ever before at this seasonof the

year. Weather conditions have been unusually favorable

for outdoor work, and a number of large operations have

been started. The report of the Bureau of
Building In

spection for the month of January shows that 529 permits

for 1038 operations, valued at $1,738,320,were taken
out,

this being an increase in value of $733,515over the corre

sponding period last year, and exceedingthe record for De

cember, 1905, by nearly $700,000.
From present indications there will be an

exceedingly

large amount of work, particularly in two-story
dwellings,

during the coming spring. One operation alone, covering

136 houses of this type, valued at $190,000,was started dur

ing the past month, while one of 328, two and three
story

dwellings, is to be built in the southwest section, and another

of 300 is to be erected in the northwest section, for which

permits have not yet been taken out.
Building generally is in a very flourishing condition.

Labor has been in good demand. Skilled mechanicsare well

employed,and in somebranches of the trade hard to obtain.

The outlook for building is very satisfactory, and with the

amount of work already in sight the year is expected to be

a very busy one.
The Master Builders' Exchange, at its annual meeting

on January 23, elected the following directors : F. M. Har

ris, Jr., John S. Stevens, F. H. Reeves, J. S. Makin, John
R. Huhn, William B. Irvine and Cyrus Borgner, to fill

vacancies caused by expiration of the terms of seven mem

bers of the board, and John N. Gill, to fill the unexpired

term of the late Michael Magee.
At this meeting the exchange unanimously indorsed the

various projects under consideration by the Board of Edu

cation for the establishment of mechanical trade schools in

this city. At a later meeting of the Board of Directors of

the exchange held February 1.3,the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year : President, Albert A. Reeves
;

first vice-president, John D. Carlile ; second vice-president,

Cyrus Borgner ; third vice-president, F. M. Harris, Jr. ;
treasurer, Henry Reeves; secretary, Wm. Harkness, and

trustee of the Endowment Fund, Albert A. Reeves; Charles

E. Smith was appointed superintendent of the exhibition
department and of the exchangebuilding.
The Master Carpenters' and Builders' Association, at its

annual meeting in the Builders' Exchange January 24

elected James Johnston, president; Joseph M. Steele, first

vice-president: Frank R. Whiteside, second vice-president:

Charles A. Wetter, secretary: Thomas H. Marshall, treas
urer, and F. R. Whiteside, George Watson, A. H. Reeves.

Wm. Nutz, Wm. R. Dougherty, John R. Wiggins. J. Lindsay
Little, John O'Donnel and Joseph M. Steele directors for

the ensuing year.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Whether it be due to the very open winter that has been
experienced or to other causes the fact remains that build
ing operations have been upon an unusual scale for this
season,as the projected improvements for January were val

ued at $1,419,534. This compareswith $389,317 in the same

month Inst year.
The Builders' Exchange League of Pittsburgh formally

opened its permanent exhibition of building materials and

devices the last week in January with appropriate cere
monies. The " Hall of Exhibit." as it is known, is on the
sixth floor of the Heeren Building, where 6000 square feet

of space has beenallotted for the purpose, and it is occupied
by the comprehensivedisplays of 65 exhibitors representing
local and out of town concerns. A competent director will

be in charge of the exhibit, which at all times will be free.

Rochester, N. Y.
The January report of the building operations issued
from the office of the Fire Marshal snowed that permits
were issued for buildings, valued at $135,992,which figures
comparewith $S2,8S5in January of last year. A noticeable
feature of the report for January this year is that for the
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first time in a long period not a structure intended for man
ufacturing or business purposes is included, for many
months past manufacturing buildings having swelled the
totals of the monthly reports, but that issued for January
included nothing but dwellings or flats. If the remaining
months of the year maintain the record established by the
January figures the total will be a record breaker.

San Francisco, Cal.
The monthly report of thecity architect shows that during
January 457permits were issuedfor buildings, at an estimated
cost of $1,070,466. Estimates of the building work actually
undertaken during January place the amount at about
$1,500,000. Of this amount about half was for frame con
struction, and half for brick and stone construction. Build
ers consider that the showing made has beenunusually good
for January. The outlook still continues very favorable, es
pecially for brick and stone construction. Plans are under
way for the erection of a number of large office buildings
and for the reconstruction and remodeling of several large
buildings which are now considered somewhat antiquated.
The building of frame residencesis not expectedto be quite
so active during the early part of the year as was the casea
year ago.
The demand for materials and for labor continues good,

being in both casesabout equal to the supply. Cement,which
has heretofore beenscarce, is in better supply, owing partly
to the arrival of considerable shipments of foreign cement
and partly to improved deliveries of the domestic article.
There is plenty of common brick to be had at low prices.
Builders are inclined to think that the present brick making
capacity of the State will lead to a continuance of cheap
brick. Stocks of lumber are, in general, rather low in the
local yards, but no fear of a lumber famine is entertained.
The Mechanics' Institute has decidedto secureplans for
a three-story and basement brick building to be erected at
the corner of Hayes and Polk streets. The site has a front
age of 186 feet on Hayes street and 52 feet on Polk street.
The estimatedcost of the building is $65,000,and the walls
will be strong enough to admit of erecting two additional
stories and extending the building along Hayes street.
John H. Saunders has closeda contract with P. J. Fern-
hoff for the erection of a four-story and basement frame
building at the northeast corner of Lark in and Sacramento
streets at a cost of $50,000.
A six-story brick building will be erected by T. C. Wil-
kens on the west side of Stockton street, 55 feet south of
O'Farrel street on a lot 27% x 82% feet recently purchased
from L. Guggenheim for over $100,000.

St. Paul, Minn.
The comparatively mild winter which has been experi

encedhas tendedto turn the attention of architects and con
tractors much earlier than usual to the prospects of spring
building operations and a canvass of the field shows the
outlook to be of a most promising character. Indications
are that there will be much heavy work, such as ware
houses,public buildings and business blocks, and while it is
a little early to determine the extent of the building of pri
vate houses, it is safe to say that they will come along in
goodly numliers. but without the publicity that is given to
large structures. It is not likely that many large flats or
apartment houseswill be erected.
The year which has just closed was a particularly good

one for builders, and there were numbers of moderatepriced
dwellings and businessstructures ranging in cost from $5000
to $50,000 each. The labor situation was quiet, and there
was no serious interferencewith building operations. A cor
respondentwriting of the situation in the city says : " Agree
ments are not made with labor organizations in any of the
building trades, as we have always believed them to be dis
advantageousto the employer. Further, labor organizations
will not enter into agreementsunless employersagree to em
ploy none but union men. The courts have decided such
contracts to be unlawful. They certainly are un-American
and do not belong to this land. To my mind the greater
part of all our labor troubles would have been avoided if
employers had upheld the risht of individual contract, re
gardless of union, creed, nationality, color or anything else.
This is a country where the right of the individual is sup
posed to be sacred, and where individual effort should be
rewarded according to ability displayed. Any movement
which seeks to bar the individual from any of these rights
should haveno place amongus. The unions are not to blame
for all the trouble by any means. Employers are equally
responsiblewith them, for in making these agreementsthey
have for years beensowing and preparing for the harvest of
trouble they have beenreaping in the larger cities during the
past sevenor eight years. Whether or not the coming year
will be one of trouble in the labor lines is hard to deter
mine. Increase of wages is asked for in someof the trades.
Whether or not the increasewill be granted I cannot say at
this time. Supply and demand have always solved this
question, and I think will determineit this year."
The fourth annual banquetof the Builders' Exchange was
given at the Merchants' Hotel in St. Paul on the eveningof
January 18. when over 300 builders of the city and vicinity-
enjoyed the goodthings which were providedboth in the way

of refreshments and patriotic eloquence. The banquet room
was profusely decoratedwith palms, roses and potted plants,
and at each plate was a menu with a neat cover, the design
suggesting some of the more important buildings to be
erectedthe ensuing year. After the things called for by the
menu had been duly considered, J. F. McGuire, president
of the Exchange, greeted the assembled guests and men
tioned that of the $7,000,000spent in buildings in St. Paul
last year 90 per cent, passed through the hands of members
of the Exchange. Numerically, he stated, the Exchange is
the largest business organization in the State. He then
introduced J. V. L. Corning as toastmaster, who in turn
presented A. B. Stickney, president of the Chicago Great
Western Railway, who took for his subject, " St. Paul-
Minneapolis as a Market Town."
The toastmaster next introduced Governor Johnson, who
spoke on the stand he had taken for publicity in bids for
State buildings, pointing out that he had taken the position
he occupiednot becauseit would do any particular member
of the Exchange any good, but becauseall public buildings
should be open to the public eye. A. H. Lindeke spoke on
" Our Auditorium," giving a history of the movement and
an outline of the plans. A. K. Pruden had the topic, " The
Builders' Exchange as a Unit," and advocated making a
membership in the Exchange worth something by excluding
those who took contracts which they are not competent to
carry out. O. E. Holman spokeon " Our School Facilities,"
pointing out that since 1891 there had been expended for
school buildings $600,000as comparedwith $17,000 in a re
cently similar period. Instrumental music was furnished
by the Twin City Orchestra and there were vocal numbers
by soloists.
The Exchange has issued to its members and friends
in the architectural and building lines throughout the North
west and Pacific Coast States a neatly arranged " Builders'
Referenceand Guide Book " for the city of St. Paul. Within
its covers are to be found the names of the officers, com
mittees and membersof the Builders' Exchange of the city
named, together with the business classifications, also the
objects and aims of the Exchange. There are interesting
facts about St. Paul, a list of the local architects, a state
ment of the objects and aims of the Minnesota State Asso
ciation of Builders' Exchanges and lien laws of North
western, Western and Pacific Coast States. Scattered
through the work, principally occupying the right hand
pages,are advertisementsof building contractors, dealers in
builders' materials and others likely to prove of interest
in this connection.

Youngstown, Ohio.
According to the announcement made in the February
issue the sixth annual banquet of the Youngstown Builders'
Exchange was given in Odd Fellows' Hall, Tuesday evening,
January 2.3,covers being laid for nearly 200 membersand,
guests. For some time rumor had it that the banquet
would be a novelty in that set speecheswould be dispensed
with and some laughable schemespresented for the amuse
ment of the guests. The committee in charge of the enter
tainment, with T. L. Davis at its head, furnished a pro
gramme which was altogether in keeping with the rumors
which had been afloat and the affair was most enjoyable.
After a substantial menu had been duly considered,Charles
Sharp introduced E. S. Walton as toastmaster,and although
it had been announced that there would be no speeches,
Mr. Walton said that he felt compelled to ask Louis Heller
of the Heller Brothers Company to say a few words. In
responseMr. Heller gave a short talk on " Building."

Notes.

During the month of January 149 permits for buildings,
aggregating a value of $305,439,were issued by the build
ing inspector's office at Milwaukee, Wis. During the same
month, last year, only 109 permits were issued with a val
uation of $48,770.
The year starts out with indications that the volume of
building in Lynn, Mass., will exceedthat of the past twelve
months. There were more permits issued in January for
the erection of buildings than in the corresponding month
of any previous year. Apartment houses are going up in
various sections and in many instances they are rented
long before completion.
Present indications point to a spring boom in building
in New Rochelle, N. Y., contracts aggregating over $1,000,-
000,and insuring the construction of scoresof houses,having
just been concluded, and work will be commencedjust as
soon as weather permits. In the meantime there is a rush
of orders for lumber, iron and mason materials, so that
when the season opens materials will be in readiness for
pushing the various contracts to completion.
An agreement which will run one year from May 1,
1900, was recently signed by representatives of the car
penters' unions in Paterson, N. J., and a committeeof the
Master Carpenters' Association. Over 700 carpenters will
be affectedby the new agreementand the fact that an un
derstanding was reached at the first meeting speaks well
for the harmony at present existing between employers and
employed in this particular branch of the building industry.
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CABINET WORK FOR THE CARPENTER.*
THE DINING ROOM.
By Pattl D. Otteb.

THE
dining table is the central object in the study
of the dining room, and just how much attention

will be given this piece of furniture will depend upon
circumstances, for it is desirable to have a table that is
"
elastic!" accommodating either the slow growth of a
family or the sudden dropping in of your wife's brother's
family, or mayhap making it under other conditions
•mall and cozy. This feature of pulling apart the main
construction or contracting it is usually pretty thorough
ly covered by patents and so well made that it probably
would not be profitable to make a similar device. If,
however, a person Is already in possession of a dining
table it might be well to remove the expanding and con
tracting device and apply it to such a table in contempla
tion. The round top table is now more in evidence than
the square top and is no doubt more to be desired by the
housewife in the setting and general effect.
In the illustration. Fig. 4, is shown a modern pedestal

table, which may be equipped with the usual sliding de
vice under all dining tables. The more massive tables
frequently have a small turned or square center leg, which
when the table is closed to the minimum size is com
pletely enveloped by the hollow pedestal. The method of
constructing this table is sufficiently shown in the illus-

3
.4.:

tration to preclude the necessity of any extended com
ment. The rim under the top is generally steamed and
bent to shape, although many makers saw kerf at fre
quent intervals and over a drum or form glue and clamp
on a face veneer % Inch thick. When this has been edge
surfaced fasten to the glued up top by means of screws
at frequent Intervals sunk In counterbored holes. On the
inside place corner blocks glued at Intervals. The two
pieces are exact halves of the surface, either 48 or 54
inches in diameter, with the edges treated with a plain
mold. The intervening and loose " leaves " are squared
to the length of the top diameter and provided on one
edge with 7-16-inch pointed dowels projecting % inch.
The opposite edge of each leaf is bored with holes corre
sponding in position to the dowels, each hole having the
edge countersunk to permit of the pins readily centering.
The square pedestal Is best described by calling for a
mitered box 24 inches long by 9 inches square of well
figured stock, care being given to place the figure to view.
This box should be reinforced on the Inside by stout cor
ner strips set In glue. On the lower end lay out to insert
by exact fitting the 4 feet of the table at an angle of 45
degrees. On each corner provide the lower edge with a
plain suitable mold, then remove the fitted legs and saw
the pedestal from end to end In the middle. This had
best be done on a rip saw. Now the feet may be glued
and inserted In their proper places and fortified by cor
ner blocking, and with screws well directed produce as
near as possible the equivalent of a mortise in solid wood.

•Continuedfrom DecemberIssue.

The Plate Rack.— The hanging plate rack, Fig. 7, un

til recently has been an expedient of what the permanent
wall molding is for the same purpose. Even with this

there is a liability of the housewife continuing to acquire

more fancy dishes than closet or wall molding will admit
and the rack proves to be a desirable adjunct. The two

end views shown in Figs. 5 and 6, together with the sizes
given, will readily suggest other outlines. Frequently
small brackets on the outside are worked in the con

struction as a lodgment for a particular mug, stein or

odd shaped piece. In this, as in all such work, the em
bodiment of that which is particularly fitting to one's per

sonal requirements puts the work on a different plane.

The question will arise among one's friends—your help
less friends, those who do not know how to do things—

z~

Figs. 5 and 6.—SuggestiveOutlines for
Ends of Plate Rack.

The Dining Room.

where did you get it? who made it? what made you think
of It? &c. Tou who are able to wield the tools of the
wood trade can easily excite enthusiasm of a substantial
character, for it is a time when patrons are easily culti
vated If you can offer them something that fits their
needs and is given an individual stamp.
Swing Top Table. —The swing top table, or

" English
breakfast table," Is particularly useful in more ways
than as a dining room accessory. The writer has found
such a table constructed from his drawings most service
able for writing and the ample surface it gives in laying
open many papers makes It more desirable often times
than the more restricted writing desk. This table. Fig. 8,
proves to be the embodiment of utility and when out of
service with the top swung into a vertical position it is
just one of the pieces to break the angularity of a room,
for with the tr:pod form of base one foot can be placed
to the wall corner and the top shown to the front as a
presented shield. This particular top led to a happy
thought as to the disposal of a certain rare piece of asb
burl veneer of an unusual size, or, more correctly stating
the fact, the possession of the veneer required thought as
to how best use it In its full surface and the oval table
top was the result. The shaft consists of a turning from
3%-!nch squared stock. This draw to your own fancy,
bearing in mind that a long, smooth, plain part with few
finicky dips and knuckles will be most satisfactory. The
post stands, with the three feet attached, 27% inches to
the squared top, upon which is secured with four screws
a block 1 Inch in thickness shaped at the end and the
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width of the post, as shown at A of Fig 9. At the straight
end of this block Is secured by two screws a 1-inch
straight round pin. C, which has been previously inserted
in corresponding holes in the lengthwise battens, as
shown at D. The table top operates on this pin, permit
ting it to be turned to a vertical position if desired to
stand somewhat out of the way. In order to lock It in
a level position a turn block of maple secured at B and
operated as shown at D securely holds the top against
the projection of the immovable block A. To determine
the position of the two holes in the battens the top should
be set squarely in the middle over the post, when the
hole center may be marked and the battens removed for
boring.
Make sure that the stock for the table top is perfectly

dry. This should consist of not more than three widths

time change the style of the chairs by the more sump
tuous overstuffed treatment, as shown. This chair with
out the upholstery In the back could be fitted with a
1-inch saddle shaped seat if no upholstery is desired.
Should the chair be made for an allover covered seat, as
shown, the front seat and rear rails may be of some solid
inferior wood. Before the final gluing the edges of the
legs and back posts and top of strainer rails should be
treated to a decided chamfer. Do not fail to reinforce
the seat rails by corner blocks firmly fitted, glued and
screwed.
One or two arm chairs will be a desirable part of a
set of dining chairs. With this particular pattern, and
as would apply to most any arm chair, the front should
measure 4% inches wider and the back 3% inches wider
than the dining chair, and the depth of the seat 2%

Fig. 7.—Plate Rack. Fig. 9.—Under View of Table Top.—The Part D RepresentsSide
View of Batter Showing Position of Dowel Hinge C and
Catch li.

Fig. 8.—Swing Top Table. Fig. 10.—Front and Side Views of Dining Chair. Fig. 11.—SideViewof ArmChair.

Cabinet Work for the Carpenter.—The Dining Room.

selected to have the joints match well. After gluing re
duce to a full inch in thickness and fasten with glue and
screws immediately, the two cross battens. Furthermore,
If possible put on the first finishing coat in order to
doubly guard against any chance of warping while the
other work is being carried on. The edge should be
treated to a half round mold, an ogee or a part half
round with a slight undercove mold.
The Dining Chair.— The pattern shown In Fig. 10 is
offered because it Is little seen In furniture stores selling
at a popular price and is a type more made to order, with
specially selected upholstery covers. It is very true in
furniture that the solid and substantially plain is expen
sive. Good reason why if one is able to produce such
work that he confine his efforts to that which will always
satisfy— the plain and direct in construction.
Two ways of treating the back and seat are indicated,
the leather on the back and the heavier padded seat be
ing the more desirable but more expensive treatment.
One may choose to make the back with three flat splats.
as shown, and the flatter padded seat, and at some future

inches, with the back post 2 inches higher than the diner.
The front leg is extended to the curved front post, as
shown in Fig. 11. In laying this out on the drawing aim
to combine the arm and post so that the scroll end does
not project beyond the face of the post, as it is annoying
to have the arm strike the table. The top of the arm
joins the back post 11% inches from the top of the seat
rail. The arm Is secured from stock 3&xlSV6x2 inches
in width. Finish the top with a low round dressing. The
front and back posts from the seat down should be 1%
inches square.
Upholstery. —The upholstery admittedly gives tone to

such a pattern as shown in Figs. 10 and II and this work
is not very difficult. Assuming that the back and seat iire
aHover covered, the manner of giving a workmanlike edge
to the seat is by fitting and nailing a %-inch dowel on the
seat rails, as shown. Mitering the three pieces at the
front corners with the slight overhang, as shown in the
side view of Fig. 10, gives when covered a desirable effect,
as will be understood from an inspection of the front
view. On the bottom of the seat rail stretch very tightly
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burlap upholstery bands, weaving them from side to side
■andfrom front to back so that a solid cover is formed.
This is done by heavy tacks, doubling the ends before
nailing. Upon this surface evenly space six double up
holstery springs and with a curved upholstery needle and
twine sew them in this position to the burlap. From the
top rail nail down with a staple and knotted end of heavy
■cordand begin tying down each spring from side to side
and front to back. This must be done with an eye to the
form of seat— that is, having the outer springs pressed
down more than the center ones and maintaining that
■crownedform peculiar to all chair seats.
First efforts may not prove entirely satisfactory and

the work should be cut out and done over in order to
secure a well balanced frame work, upon the top of which
lay a piece of bagging or burlap cut a little larger than
the frame and from the back proceed to tack over the
cord work. When fastened along the back railing pull
over and tack along the front rail, turning one edge in
double, then In like manner the seat and finally tack down
the other side. The work should now look balanced and
not too highly crowned. Herein a little observation and
judgment should be used to decide this part of the work.
Upon the top of this covering Is placed a generous quan
tity of well picked hair. Mold this about to the form as
much as possible and with the curved upholstery needle
secure It by a few well placed stitches so that It will not
«hlft In after use. A sheet of cotton batting is very often
tised— laid upon the hair —and the work is then ready
for the leather covering. Brown Spanish leather should
be used for the covering. In order to ascertain the cor
rect size a trial should be made, using some cheap mate
rial, stretching and tacking It sufficiently with small tacks,
which may easily be afterward removed, and then a paper

pattern can be cut for use in securing the leather without

waste. The smaller headed nails are proper should the

very large nail be found too expensive. Whatever nail Is

used aim to so place the four or five tacks on each rail

that' they will be finally hidden by the heads of the finish
ing nails.
Now start the leather from the back and proceed to

place a few starting tacks along the back rail and then

finally pull forward, meanwhile pressing with the hand.

Pull down over the dowel edge and secure with four or

five tacks along the lower edge of the front rail. Then

after cutting out a corner of the leather against the back

post double and tack neatly about the post and proceed

to form down to the side rail. Then secure the other side

in a similar manner. Possibly a smart blow with the

hand will be necessary to correct any unevenness before the
cover is at last held to place. The finishing tacks should

now be correctly spaced and driven to place. At the cor

ner a small square should be cut out to avoid an extra

lump at that point.
In concluding the subject of furniture pertaining

to the sitting room, parlor and dining room the

matter of stain and finish has been in previous articles

treated in detail. The finish which continues to be popu

lar is the dull finish with which every one no doubt is

familiar and which is exemplified in connection with the

so-called "mission," "quaint," "arts and crafts" furni
ture, while the color is under as many more terms—

"weathered," "Antwerp," "cathedral," &c. Golden oak,

however, which is standard and generally seen under var

nish finish, is a most pleasing tone treated with a wax
finish, as described in former papers. Such a finish will

always be satisfactory and its appearance will be im
proved every time it is rubbed over with a cloth.

HOLLOW TERRA COTTA FOR COUNTRY BUILDINGS.
By George E. Walsh.

BUILDING
laws of our cities demand more or less

fire proof construction of houses, so that the use
of brick, terra cotta, concrete and steel skeleton frame
work have become the chief materials for architects and
builders ; but in the country frame houses of wood are
not only permissible, but the most popular. Nevertheless,
owing to the great fire losses and high insurance rates,

the tendency to build with fire proof materials is rapidly
growing even in the rural districts. This movement
limits the use of wood more to the interior trim and for
such exterior ornament as piazzas, pergolas and similar
features of the modern country home.
The questions of cost and artistic effects have always

been potent in deciding the general nature of house con
struction. Formerly the cost of fire proof construction
was so much in excess of wooden frame construction that
It had little chance to compete with it, but this difficulty
has been largely removed In recent years by the reduction
in the cost of fire proof bricks, hollow terra cotta building
blocks, concrete building blocks and other structural ma
terials. Lumber has advanced in price in almost direct
proportion to the cheapening of fire proof materials.
This fact has driven many to consider the value of the
new construction materials.
Architects who formerly found It easier to work in
wood have demonstrated their ability to design country
homes of great beauty and artistic effects with fire proof
materials. It is no longer considered impossible to pro
duce a country home of brick, stone and terra cotta in
perfect harmony with rural surroundings, and types of
this class of houses are multiplying in all parts of the
country. The remarkable popularity of hollow concrete
building blocks is typical of the new movement. Thou
sands of country bouses are being constructed of concrete
blocks, with only such use of wood as deemed necessary
to give a perfect finish to the interior and exterior.
The use of hollow terra cotta building blocks is older
in our cities than concrete blocks, and most of the large
botels, apartment houses, skyscrapers and public build
ings are composed of this material. With iron skeleton
frame work to carry the load up to almost any bight de

sired the work of protecting It inside and outside witli
porous hollow terra cotta blocks has been simple and

effective. A fire originating inside or out3lde of such a
building has little chance of warping the metal or spread
ing from one room to another.
The adaptation of this form of construction to Isolated

country homes marks a comparatively new departure.
While recognizing the value of fire proof clay for building

purposes, architects and builders have met with the ob

stacle that a good deal of iron frame work is needed to
give the buildings strength and rigidity. This so materi
ally added to the co3t of the country buildings that few

cared to undertake the work. Not until a type of houses

could be designed which could be built without the iron

skeleton work was it possible for burnt clay tiles, bricks

and blocks to become popular.

The development and improvement of building ma
terials in this particular have largely removed this ob
jection. It is possible to use terra cotta materials and
hollow burnt clay blocks so that country homes can be
put up at little more cost than for a wooden structure, and
without the use of iron frame work. A number of struc
tures of this type are springing up in many parts of the
country and a study of some of their features is par
ticularly valuable. Walls, partitions, roofs and ceilings
are constructed of terra cotta blocks, so that the houses
are not only fire proof but well protected from vibration,

vermin and excessive changes in temperature. They are
more durable than almost any other class of structures
erected, and, like the skyscrapers of our cities, they
promise to last for centuries without any great deteriora
tion. They possess certain other advantages, such as
proof against the action of weather, and thus need no
painting and periodic repairs, and much cheaper to in
sure against fire.
One of the most recent illustrations of the modern

buildings in which fire proof materials arc used without
iron skeleton work for supporting floors and roofs Is the
new Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. The walls
of this structure are of brick and hollow terra cotta
blocks, and the roof consists of a great dome over 50 feet
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In diameter which springs from the walls without metal
support of any kind. '.Thearched dome is built up of fire
proof clay tiles averaging 6 x 12 inches, laid in courses
of cement, and designed so that the keystone of the arch
carries the whole load. There is not a particle of metal
used for sustaining this great dome, and yet it is so per
fectly fire proof that no interior fire could damage the
roof or affect it in any way.
The modern terra cotta or clay tiles are burnt in

kilns to a temperature of from 2000 to 2500 degrees F.,
and as a result of this form of manufacture it is im
possible for them to be affected by the hottest fire that is
likely to rage in a building, even when fed by highly in
flammable material. Up to this high temperature the
tiles or blocks do not warp, crack or sag. Consequently
when used as floors, roofs, partitions or ceilings they
restrain the spread of an interior fire.
The question of strength is the next important con

sideration for a builder or architect. In building the
new domes and arches of fire proof tiles the cohesive
strength or resistance to shearing of two hard tiles
cemented together with good Portland cement is equal to
124 pounds to the square inch. The tiles are made as
hard as the cement, and when made into the form of an
arch the two become a homogeneous whole. But the
arches are built up of several courses, so that resistance
of over 2000pounds to the square inch is obtained.
But the modern fire proof tile arch is not of so much

value to the builder of the country house as the flat
arches made of hollow terra cotta tiles reinforced with
steel wires imbedded in the materials. The wire rein
forcements carry the load and the floor or ceiling of tiles
is laid on top of it. The basis of the flooring is formed
of large steel wires transversely interwoven with still
larger wires placed 4 inches apart. Over and through
these wires the cement is placed and the tiles set longi
tudinally until a complete monolith or homogeneous floor
Is formed. The wire truss reinforcement 13cut according
to measurements and shipped in reels, so that a builder
or contractor can easily put it in position. Every part
of the metal is protected by cement mortar or fire proof
clay tiles from any exposure to fire. The result is a
perfect floor or ceiling is formed without the use of steel
frame work, which in ca3e of fire would resist high tem
peratures as much as a floor of a modern fire proof sky
scraper in our cities.

Relative Strength of Spans.

The relative strength of such floor spans Is greater
than ever required for ordinary houses, and the span
can extend to 25 and more feet by increasing the tile and
reinforcement. In tests with live loads a span of 16
feet between girders has carried 733 pounds to the square
foot, or a total of 187,680pounds on the whole floor. By
dispensing with steel beams a great saving Is obtained.
This method of building has been adopted in many city
structures, notably the Chicago Po3t Office, where heavy
loads must be carried. The metal is so imbedded in the
cement mortar that it Is Impossible for it to rust and
deteriorate, and its life is as long as the building ma
terials which it supports.
With the flooring or ceiling once formed, the finish

can be made In wood, tile or mosaic work or gravel, with
suitable roofing material. Wooden beams can be laid on
tops of the tiles and wooden floors nailed to them in the
old way, or plastic materials which give a firm, hard,
fire proof floor can be employed. The ceiling can be fin
ished in the ordinary way or with stamped metal ceilings.
Even should the latter be warped and melted by a hot
interior fire it would not affect the strength of the floor,
for the latter is built independent of it, and with every
part of the metal inclosed in cement at least 1 inch thick.
The walls of such a building are composed of 8, 10
or 12 inch hollow tile blocks. The metal reinforcements
are imbedded in the outside brick walls, so that almost
any requirement of a house can be met. Where mills, fac
tories or storage houses use this system of floors iron
columns are employed for attaching the reinforcements,
but an ordinary country house demands no such strength
in Its floors. The walls of the house are built of any
desirable bricks, plain or faced, and one course of plain
hollow terra cotta blocks inside of the wails for fire

resisting purposes. This course °'iollow blocks meet»
with and is Joined to the blocks of the floors and par
titions. In this way each room becomesa fire proof box,

in which any interior fire could be confined. The hollow
tiles for interior of walls are made with rough faces for
wall furring, so that the ordinary plaster can be used.
Ordinary terra cotta partitions can be laid by the
bricklayer, but the best Portland cement must be used, so
that when it hardens it will be as firm and fire resisting

a3 the tiles or blocks. The porous terra cotta blocks are
manufactured for interior use, so that nails can be driven
in them. By means of this the interior trim of wood can
be nailed to the walls or base. The interior of the porous
blocks is furred for receiving plaster or left smooth for
paint and whitewash or enamel. Enameled and tinted
fire proof clay tiles for interior decoration have been
employed in the main ceilings of the first floors of the
new Tiffany and Gorham buildings in New York and
their effect is very striking. They illustrate a new de
parture in this use of tiles. The colors and glazing are
burnt into the tiles after designs made by the architects,

and no amount of dirt, grease or smoke can injure them.
An annual washing is all that will be required to keep
them in a perfectly fresh and sanitary condition. Simi
larly in country homes such tiles can be exposed for
artistic as well as useful effects.

Partition Tiles.
The terra cotta tiles used for partitions are usually
8 x 8 or 12 x 12 inches, with the thickness adjusted to
suit special cases. The partitions are usually 3 to 4
inches thick. The blocks are set up on end, except the
top course, which 13placed on the side to give a finish.
In some of the higher priced country homes of this char
acter the brick walls are, lined with fire proof clay tiles
inside and outside. The outside course is of more dense
material than the inside and is hard burned, with smooth
surface. The protection of the bricks from disintegrating
effects of weather is thus so great as to increase the
durability of the building from 10 to 20 per cent.
There is another use of hollow fire proof clay products
that has many advantages. They are sometimes laid on
wooden beams which are strung across from brick walla
to carry the load. A 3 or 4 inch course of hollow blocks
protects the wood from fire up to a temperature of nearly
1000 degrees. After that, in spite of the nonconducting
qualities of the terra cotta, the wooden beams might
char and fall. The under parts of the beams are pro
tected by 2-inch ceiling blocks secured by means of screws
and washers. In this case the fire can cause no damage
until the metal screws and washers melt or warp and
thus loosen the block3. This method of structure has
been approved by many city building commissioners; so
that wails and ceilings are rendered comparatively fire
proof.
Fire proof clay building blocks and tiles are the light
est of all materials of this class, and the additional load
which they give to a floor supported by wooden beams
is very inconsiderable. A cubic foot of terra cotta hollow
tile weighs about 40 pounds, while the lightest cinder
concrete suitable for floors and arches weighs upward of
90 pounds. A wooden floor composed of thin maple strips
of flooring, spruce sleepers and plastering would weigh
nearly half as much as a floor composed of wooden beams
with an under course of hollow tile blocks and an upper
one of the same material. Where reinforced metal trusses
are used the difference in the weight is slightly increased.
The whole question of adapting burnt clay products
to house construction in the country is one of cost, dura
bility, strength and beauty. The cost has been so ma
terially reduced in recent years by the Introduction of
labor saving machinery that it is almost on a par with
wooden construction. In special localities fire proof clay
tile houses have been built at the same estimated cost
demanded for wooden frame structures. There is no
question about the greater durability of the terra cotta
house nor any doubt about its fire proof advantages.
The strength of floors and arches without the use of iron
beams and girders has likewise been satisfactorily solved
in the last few years. The tests given have been made
to meet requirements of city laws, which are much more
stringent than those in the country districts.
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An English Carriage House and Stable.

For the interest which it may have to American
readers we present herewith a general view and main
floor plan of a carriage house and stable just finished at
Wonersh in the County of Surrey, England, the plan
clearly showing the arrangement of the stalls, the posi
tion of the harness room, the space for washing the car
riages and the open shed for motor cars. It will be seen
that the stable yard is enclosed with a high board fence
and is entered by means of a single and double gateway.
According to the particulars available the stable is built
of local purple gray stocks with red brick dressings,
while the roof is covered with old tiles. The external
doors are painted a gray-green, while the door and win
dow frames are white.

Specifications for Hollow Building Blocks.
At the recent convention of the Northwestern Cement

Products Association, held in Minneapolis, Minn., the
following standard specifications for hollow cement build
ing blocks were, after some discussion, adopted :

Sand. — Such material ns will pass through a screen
14-inch mesh and is retained in screen having No. 40 mesh.

Aggregate. —Any material, such as broken stone, gravel,
or such fragments used with cement and sand mortar in
making concrete for the purpose of reducing the cost and
adding to the strength.
Voids. —The space existing between particles of sand,

crushed stone, or materials of which an aggregate is com
posed.
Cement. — Any American or Portland cement, which

will pass the tests required by the American Society for
Testing Materials.
Quality of Sand. — Sand suitable for concrete work

must not be finer than the above described; must be sharp
and gritty ; not soft or loamy ; must be free from loam or
other foreign material, and must not contain any percep
tible amount of clay or other soluble matter. Some authori
ties concedethat clay to the extent of 10 per cent, in sand
or gravel is not harmful. That this committee is of the
opinion that any perceptible amount of clay is unsafe.
Crushed stone must be reasonably free from dust and must
be retained on the same size screen as bank sand, viz., %
inch. Gravel or crushed stone must be free from loam,
dust, or other foreign material, and must contain no soft
or rotten stone. ■

Determination of Amount of Cement to Be Used
with Aggregate. — A theoretically correct concrete should
consist of sand and gravel, or crushed stone, or a combina
tion of them, containing any amount of cement equal to
the voids in such combination. In other words, interstices
should be filled with cement.

GeneralView.

Main Floor Plan.

An English Carriage House and Stable.

This applies to river sand, bank sand or screenings from
a stone crusher.
Gravel. — Such stone or rock, obtained either from a
bank or river, of such size as is retained in a screen hav
ing ^4-inchmesh.
Crushed Stone. — Such stone from a crusher as is re
tained in a %-inch screen.
Bank Gravel. —Such material as is obtained from a
pit or river containing both sand and gravel.

To state this in another way, if the concrete is made
up of sand and gravel, such proportion of cement should
be used with the sand as is equal to the voids in the
sand, and such quantity of this resulting mortar of sand
and cement should be used with the crushed stone or gravel,
as will fill all voids in the crushed stone or gravel.
Re-stating this in a few words, the cement should fill

the voids in the sand, and the resulting mortar should fill
the voids in the aggregate.
Determination of Voids. — To determine the voids in
the sand, or the material to be used as an aggregate, what
is known as the " water test " is employed. In preparing
for this test the sand or gravel must be perfectly dry. Sand
has greater volume when wet.
A receptacle holding a known amount, such as a quart

jar, is filled with the material to be tested, sand for ex
ample, and into this receptacle is poured as much water
as the sand or other material will absorb. The water
should be measured. The amount of water absorbed in
dicates the voids and also indicates the exact amount of
cement which it is necessary to use in order to produce
a solid concrete.
In making hollow blocks, if no gravel or other coarse

aggregate is used, the result of this test should give the
proportions of sand and cement to be used in block manu
facture. Average sand will absorb 25 to 35 per cent, of
water, indicating from 25 to 35 per cent, of voids— also
indicating that the proportions of one part of cement to
from three to five parts of sand are required to make a
solid block.
The proper selection of sand and aggregate material is

important. Care should lie taken that the particles vary so in
size as to reduce the voids to the smallest amount possible.
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With this careful selection the amount of cement requiredto producegood work is greatly reduced.
Provided that in defining the proportions of cement wemean that a given measure of cement is one portion andthat multiples of that measureof aggregatesas properly combined, under the water test, shall determine the proportion,if found under the test that five parts crushedstone or gravelwill take three portions of sand to fill the voids without increasing the bulk and that one portion of cement shall fillthe remaining voids, this proportion shall be a 1 to 5 mixture.
Mixing.—After the materials are selected they shouldbe mixed together dry until thoroughly incorporated, or, inother words, until the mass is of an absolutely uniformcolor. Water should then be applied and the thorough mixing repeated. The amount of water should be in all cases asgreat as possible, without causing the materials to stick tothe molds when the stone is removed.
A little more care in the treatment of the face plates ofany machine will enable the manufacturer to use a wetterconcrete than is usually employed. Only such size batchesshould be mixed at one time as can be used up within 30minutes from the time the water has beenadded.
Manufacturing, —The concrete should be placed in themold in small quantities, and tamping should begin immediately upon the placing of the first shovelful and continue until the mold is full. The material should be tampedwith a tamper having a small face, and short, quick, sharpblows should be struck.
In faced blocks the face should be composedof two partssand and one part of cement, the same being mixed in themanner described above.
Owing, however, to the excessof cementused in facing,and owing further to the fact that the cementis what makesconcrete sticky, the facing cannot be usedas wet as the balance of the block is made. Great care should be taken totamp the concrete thoroughly into the facing, so as to unitethe two into onesolid stone.
In the wet process the amount of water used is such aswill produce a plastic, or flowing condition, in the concrete,but not enough to wash the cement from the other material.When placing the material in the molds the entire mold isfilled with one pouring.
No stone having transverse ties or webs cracked shouldbe used, or even allowed to cure. Should a slight crackoccur in moving the green stone, throw the material backand make it over. In no caseuse a crackedstone in a building.
Curing. — All stone madeby the mediumwet, or mediumdry process, should be made under cover, and kept undercover for at least ten days, protected from the dry currentsof air. If shed room is not available to store a ten days'output the blocks should be carried out after the initial sethas taken place, and coveredwith canvas, hay or other covering which will retain moisture and at the same time keepthe dry air from circulating around the block. Under nocircumstances should blocks be made under the direct raysof the sun, nor should blocks made by this process be exposed to either sunshine or dry winds while curing.The blocks should be gently sprinkled as soon as possibleafter making—that is, just as soon as the cement has setsufficiently that it will not wash. Blocks should be kept wetfrom ten days to two weeks, and should never be removedfrom the yard for the purpose of using in a building untilthey are from 30 to (>0days old. This is very important.A green block will surely crack in the building on accountof shrinkage.
Laying/ — In laying cement stone a soft mortar composed of one-half cement mortar and one-half lime mortarshould be used. This mortar should be made with fine sandfree from stone and should be buttered on the ends of thestone before laying. The stone should be laid in the mortarand worked down. Do not leaveend joints open until afterthe building is completed,becausewhen the end joints arefilled at this time shrinkage in mortar is liable to loosen it,causing the mortar to fall out, leaving openings through thewall.
The spreading of mortar is very important, because ifmortar is unevenly spreadso that it is thicker under one portion of the stone than under the other, a leverage is created, which under the weight of the wall is liable to producea crack in the stone.
Coloring. — In using coloring matter with concrete thecolor should always be mixed with the cement dry, beforeany sand or water are added. This mixing should be thorough, so that the mixture is uniform in color. After thismixing the combination is treated in the sameway as clearcement.

mere weight and impact, while it has even been stated
that weights exceeding 45 pounds were so rare as to
require little consideration. It follows from the late
experiments that weights of as much as 140 pounds per
square foot must be quite common on station platforms,
and that as much as 80 pounds must frequently be found
In social gatherings.

Recent experiments to ascertain what human weightcould be crowded into a small space have shown that 40men, weighing an aggregate of 6528 pounds, may beplaced within a space measuring just 6 feet square
This corresponds to 181.3 pounds per square foot, a fig-
ure much higher than the 100 pounds recommended by
Trautwine as being amply large to take care of both

American and British Building Practice.

Probably few American contractors and builders who
have not had experience abroad realize the width of the
gap which separates English and American building prac
tice. The difference was very clearly brought out in a
recent meeting of the Royal Institute of British Archi
tects, when a general discussion of the topic took place.
The Impulse was given by R. Denell, managing director
of the Waring-White Building Company, in a paper en
titled " American Methods of Erecting Buildings."
The topic of broadcast interest that came up for

consideration was in many respects the Governmental and
municipal jurisdiction over building obtaining in the two
fields. It appears that in Great Britain each particular
feature of a building must be passed upon by a separate
bureau, and that the possible complications in gaining
building permits are myriad. Mr. Denell is outspoken in
his preference for the American municipal scheme of con
centrated control of building in one department, and he
was strongly seconded in this view by so conservative a
member of the Institute as William Woodward.
Following this lead several speakers joined in a gen
eral condemnation of all Government control of archi
tectural operations. John Slater said he feared that the
relief from responsibility of the architects might lead to
the ultimate demoralization of the profession, for the
exercise of initiative was so thoroughly discouraged by
hampering regulations. Andrew T, Taylor, late of Mont
real, drew a very interesting distinction between the
necessity of such supervision on the two fields. He per
sonally had no doubt that rigid supervision over the
British architect and builder might advantageously be
abolished, but he was not at all sanguine of the advisa
bility of such a step in America. In fact he drew a very
uncomplimentary picture of the professional integrity
and even of the abilities of some American architects.
While the major portion of the leading paper that

was devoted to building materials was given over to the
steel structure, there was still much valuable matter on
those materials which are used in common in the United
States and England. Touching brick work, Mr. Denell
conceded more artistic effects to America, but he was of
the opinion that the English principle of a uniform bond
conducted to structural superiority. The common English
brick is considerably larger than the American —about
the size of the American glazed brick, in fact. It ap
peared also that white limestone is the favorite for build
ing In England as here, but in granite and marble they
have not our variety from which to choose. There was
no subsequent comment in the meeting on this score.
The widespread and artistic application of terra cotta
to building in this country was very decidedly commend
ed, and several pictures were shown of examples of ex
terior decoration in the material on this side. Notable
among these was the Herald Building. The British archi
tect's principal excuse for delinquency in this particular
is the inability to get out large blocks of the material.
In interior decoration by means of terra cotta he has
fallen behind, because paucity of varieties of clay pre
vents securing polychromatic effects.
Ornamental iron and bronze work is nothing like so

extensively used in England as here, probably because it
has not been fostered by a demand for fire resisting ma
terial such as exists in America. This point was a matter
of merely descriptive comment on the part of the princi
pal speaker, but the almost exclusive use of iron in fire
proof staircase construction came in for a critical obser
vation. In Mr. Denell's opinion we would do well to
emulate the British concrete construction wherever it is
applicable.
The steel frame in building, being the feature in which
American and British practice are most widely dlverg
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ent, naturally brought out the most extended discussion.
It is, moreover, the feature of most interest to engineers
as well as architects. In tone the general comment was
manifestly a protest against the intrusion of an Incongru
ity in the ancient field of architecture; an attempt to
discredit the virtues of an institution inimical to the in
terests of architects of the old school. The leaders of
British architectural progress, however, indicated in the
meeting that they had learned the lesson taught to the
conservative interests of the American school more than a
decade ago ; that the great steel frame building of to-day
Is the child of modern economic conditions, and as such
inevitable.
Mr. Dennell was particularly optimistic of the dura
bility of the steel frame and of its stability, even when
carried to great bights. He thought that the 40-story
skyscraper was entirely feasible from the structural point
of view, but did not anticipate such a development be
cause of economic restrictions. In his opinion the point
must soon be reached when the revenue accruing from ad
ditional stories will not pay for the consequent consump
tion of space in the lower floors by increase of plant.
Those operating in the field of the skyscraper will appre
ciate from this observation of a leading British exponent
just how difficult it Is to accurately foresee developments
in a field without a basis of actual experience there.
Most Americans will agree with Mr. Denell, though, that
conditions of modern life are changing faster than build
ings depreciate, thereby necessitating rebuilding before
tne natural life Is run. In conclusion, the speaker ex
pressed the belief that the steel structure was as endur
ing as any other class of building and more so when
carefully Imbedded in concrete.

United Employers' Association of Roofers and
Sheet MetaP Workers, New; York'Clty. j
The contracting sheet metal workers and roofers of

New York City have recently organized and secured a
State charter under the name of the United Employers'
Association of Roofers and Sheet Metal Workers of
Greater New York. While the association has been in .
the embryo for practically six months, it is only during
the last few weeks that the organization has become
fully an accomplished fact At the present time the
Board of Governors holds stated meetings in the rooms
at 190 Bowery, New York City. The primary object is to
secure benefits ordinarily accruing from association work.
It is to maintain the closed shop principle, recognizing
the local journeymen's union of sheet metal workers.
The annual election and business meeting, held February
13, at the Teutonic Assembly Rooms, 150 Third avenue,
resulted as follows :
President, George Brown, Jr.
First Vice-President, Jacob Forster.
Second Vice-President, Harry Kiefer.
Secretary, Felix Menz.
Treasurer, Albin Anderson.
On Tuesday evening, January 30, a committee from

the National Association of Master Sheet Metal Workers,
composed of William Martin, of New York, and C. W.
Smith and O. H. A. Milhan, of Brooklyn, met members of
the Employers' Association and talked over in an in
formal way the desirability of their body affiliating itself
with the National Association. They promised that the
Board of Governors would take the matter before the
association and that It would receive careful attention.

Two picketing bills have been introduced in the Mas
sachusetts Legislature. One is favored by the Employ
ers' Association of Springfield, which was represented
at a hearing on the bill at Boston on February 14. The
bill provides that, " No person shall by intimidation or
force prevent or seek to prevent a person from entering
Into or continuing in the employment of any person or
corporation. Threat of loss of employment, or threat to
obstruct or prevent the obtaining of employment, or
threat to Injure or interfere with the business of any
employer to compel him to discharge from employment
or to refrain from employing any person, shall be In

timidation within the meaning of this section. Whoever
violates any provision of this section shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $50 for each offence." Another
bill Is fathered by the labor unions and provides as fol
lows : " In case of a strike or lockout or other dispute be
tween an employer and his employees it shall be lawful
for the employees or for other persons to walk upon the
public streets and ways in the vicinity of the place of
employment or in any other place to which they have
lawful access, and in a peaceful way to converse with
persons intending to go to such employer for work, for
the purpose of informing them of actual facts in order to
induce them not to enter into or not to continue in said
employer's service."

New Publications.

Hand Book of Cost Data for Contractors and Engi
neers. By H. P. Gillette ; G10 pages. Size 4% x 6%
inches. Numerous illustrations. Bound in morocco,

with gilt edges. Pocketbook form. Published by
Myron C. Clark Publishing Company. Price $4, post
paid.

This, as its title indicates, is a reference book giving
methods of construction and actual costs of materials
and labor on numerous engineering works. The author
points out that the book under review differs from the
usual price book as prepared for the use of house build
ers, in that it is a book in which costs are analyzed and
discussed. A contract price, he says, is one thing, and a
contract cost is an entirely different thing, in spite of the
common confusion of these terms. In order to fully un
derstand any analysis of unit costs it is necessary to
have a detailed description of the methods used in con
struction and operation. While therefore itemized cost
data occupies scores of pages in this book, there are
many more scores of pages devoted to descriptions of
how the work was done, organization of the forces and
the machines used. The records in all cases are actual
records taken from every available source of published
information, from personal letters signed by engineers
and contractors and from the author's own records.
Some idea of the scope of the work may be gathered

from some of the headings of the 14 sections into which
the book is divided. The first relates to cost keeping,
preparing estimates, organization of forces, etc. The
next deals with the cost of earth excavation, and then
are cost of rock excavation, quarrying and crushing;
cost of roads, pavements, walks, etc. ; cost of stone ma
sonry ; cost of concrete construction of all kinds ; cost of
water works ; cost of sewers, tile drains, etc. ; cost of
piling, trestling and timber work ; cost of erecting build
ings; cost of bridge erection and painting, and the cost
of miscellaneous structures.

The Slate Roofer. By D. Auld, Jr., and F. H. Conger.
Size 4 x 8V4 inches ; 96 pages ; numerous tables and
illustrations. Bound in stiff covers. Published by
the Auld & Conger Company. Price 50 cents, postpaid.

This is a revised and enlarged edition of a little work
which will be found exceedingly convenient to the archi
tect, builder and roofer, comprising as It does roofing
slate tables, rules for measuring slate work, designs for
ornamental work, showing some of the effects which may
be produced by the use of ornamental shingles, the nails
required for a square, together with rules and informa
tion for the use of all having to do with the roofing busi
ness. The illustrations are of a nature to prove helpful
in the matter of doing roofing work, as they show proper
methods of construction, the way in which slate should
laid and the tools employed by the slater. The tables
are numerous, something over 40 pages being devoted to
them. At the close of the little work are illustrated di
rections for setting slate blackboards.

Some discussion lias gone on in England recently
over the proposal to Introduce the skyscraper steel struc
ture In London. B. H. Thwaite, the well known metal
lurgical engineer, writes very favorably in London Pub
lic Works of the American tall building. He says there
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are in the United States many examples of artistic ex
cellence In the lofty buildings of New York, Chicago and
other cities, pointing out also that steel frame buildings
are less costly and can be erected more rapidly than any
other type of permanent buildings. The London County
Council, however, interprets the Building acts as oppos
ing the erection of steel frame buildings in the way that
would render them most advantageous. An effort is
being made to secure some relaxation of the rules in re
spect to the use of steel.

Cleveland Sheet Metal Contractors' Asso
ciation.

The annual meeting of the Sheet Metal Contractors'
Association was held in the Chamber of Commerce Build
ing, Cleveland, Ohio, recently. A large number of the
members were in attendance. The report of the treasurer
showed the finances of the association to be in a satis
factory state, and the reports of other officers showed its
affairs to be in a flourishing condition. The association
adopted a policy of enlarging its scope and influence in
trade matters, and active steps will be taken during the
winter season to strengthen its position in every way.
John Callaghan of J. Callaghan & Sons and M. Long of
the Cleveland Metal Hoofing & Ceiling Company were
appointed a committee to arrange a banquet to be held
at some subsequent meeting. The officers elected for the
ensuing year are as follows:
President, A. H. Rudolph of the Rudolph & Sons Com

pany.
Vice-President. Robert Kain of Kain & Tuck.
Treasurer, W. M. Esterly of Mannen & Esterly.
Secretary, E. T. Bohm.
Mr. Bohm was for many years secretary of the Vul

can Club, which is succeeded by the new association.
G. F. Thesmacher of Riester & Thesmacher and J. S.
Harrison of Harrison Brothers were elected delegates to
the Executive Board of the Building Trades Employers'
Association.

Exhibit of Work at Baron De Hirsch* Trade
School.

An exhibition of the work executed by members of the
twenty-second class of the Baron de Hirsch Trade School
was held in the building, 222 East 64th Street, New
York City, on the evening of January 30. The display
was one of unusual interest and attracted much attention
on the part of visitors. The class in carpentry showed
examples of miter cutting, window and door frames,
and as a specimen of their skill had constructed a house
with porch in miniature and had covered the exterior
with clapboards and shingles. The prize for the most
satisfactory progress was awarded to Abrani Levy. An
interesting feature of the occasion was the presentation
to each graduate of a kit of tools.
The plumbing class, which is the largest in the school,
had a most creditable exhibit of various joint wipings,
as well as joining fittings to lead and iron pipe. The
course consists of five and a half months' work, five days
a week, and the pupils on satisfactorily completing the
course are given a diploma, while special prizes are
awarded to pupils for the most satisfactory progress in
tneir respective departments.

The New Pennsylvania Railroad Station.

The final plans for the mammoth station of the Penn
sylvania Railroad now in process of construction in New
York City have been filed with the Bureau of Buildings,
but they show few differences in detail from those ex
hibited two years ago to the Board of Estimate and dis
played later in plaster model at the St. Louis Fair. In
stead of being 00 feet high, the main structure will reach
65 feet, and the waiting room, which is under the central
clear story vault, will rise to 155 feet, instead of 141 feet.
The style of architecture adheres closely to the Doric and
the material to be used is granite. When completed it
will have much the appearance of a magnified Grecian

temple, as the length of the structure will be 771.6 feet
and the width 433.4 feet. The Station proper will occupy
an inclosure bounded by Eighth and Ninth avenues and
Thirty-first and Thirty-third streets. The north side
toward Thirty-third street will have a vestibuled entrance
with a great clock above supported by sculptured figures.
The architects, McKim, Mead and White, estimate the
cost of the superstructure at $4,000,000. The excavation
for the foundations, which is now in progress and has
been for some time past, is in part in solid rock, and will
add to the price of the site more than $5,000,000. It is ex
pected that altogether something like $50,000,000will be
expended for the station and tunnel connections.

At the annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange, of
Evansville, Ind., held early in the year, reports were pre
sented showing the organization to be in a most pros
perous condition. It was organized two years ago with
32 charter members and now has 106 on its rolls. A
Board of Directors was elected at this meeting and it
organized by selecting the following officers for the ensu
ing year : President, S. G. Rickwood ; vice-president, H.
A. Lansing, and secretary, J. W. Spain.
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Novelties.
Eureka Electric Miter machine.
The miter machine which we Il
lustrate In Fig. 1 Is manufactured by
the Eureka Electric Miter Machine
Company, Bloomington, 111.,to over
come the difficulties encountered in
perfect miter making by hand. The
machine consists of a circular saw
operated by an electric motor, belt
connected. The saw is attached to a
swinging arm which carries it for
ward and back and the arm and saw
are suspended from the top of the
Buporting arch which rotates on a
hub at the base and turns from side
to side to an angle of 45 degrees, so
that the saw can enter the convergent
slots at these angles and also at the
right angle or cross cut in the front.
The saw is 12 inches in diameter and
Is hammered to a test of 5000 revo
lutions and travels at the rate of
about two miles a minute. The mo
tor is only of % horse-power capacity
and is direct current, and the com
pany can supply them for either 110,
220 or 500 volts according to the cur-

Kovelttes.—Fig. 1.—Eureka Electric Miter
Machine.

rent in use. The table shown on the
machine illustrated permits the saw
to cut right and left 45-degree angles
and a straight cut and is largely de
signed for the use of frame makers. It
Is supplied with clamps for holding the
molding firmly in place which are
attached to double threaded screws.
The universal table which permits of
more general use and is designed for
contractors, builders, cabinet makers,
furniture factories and mills can be
fitted to the machine in place of the
table shown, and it is designed to cut
any angle required in general joining
work.

Bood'i Lumberman') and Build
ers' Ready Reckoner.

We have received, with the com
pliments of the Hood Furnace & Sup
ply Company, Corning, N. Y., a copy
of a valuable little work entitled" Hood's Lumbermen's and Builders'
Ready Reckoner of Boards, Studding,
Joists and Timber." The author is
C. S. Hood, who, having spent 15
years in the wholesale and retail lum
ber business, and having been re
quired to find the number of feet in
a given number of pieces of board,
joists and timber, in bills varying
from a wagon load to a boat load, be

came satisfied of the great convenience
which would result from tables show
ing the number of feet in pieces of
varying size. He therefore set about
the compilation of tables of bills of
lumber, and the little work In ques
tion is the result. In publishing the
new edition of the Reckoner it has
been abbreviated somewhat in order
to meet the need where bills are to
be figured for the average builder by
the retail lumber trade. The book
Is issued by the company as an ad
vertising medium for Its line of
heaters and supply specialties, and
copies can be secured for 50 cents
each by those purchasing goods from
the company. Naturally a portion of
it is devoted to an exposition of the
merits of the furnaces made by the
concern, embracing such constructions
as the Cheerful Home Improved, the
Cottage Home, the New Home and the
Hot Blast. Attention is also given to
the Hood furnace regulator, hot air
dampers and some facts which will
be found interesting for builders.
The entire make up is such as to ren
der the little work convenient for ref
erence, and, as the company puts it,
the architect, lumberman, builder and
farmer need the book, while " all need
a Hood furnace."

The Ideal Ventilator.
The Ideal Ventilator Company, 338
Weybosset street, Providence, R. I.,
is distributing among the trade an in
teresting little pamphlet illustrating
and describing the Ideal Ventilator,
for which strong claims are made.
The ventilator is made of glass en
closed in a wood or metal frame and
is placed in brackets adjustable to 20
degrees deflection. It can if desired
be placed parallel with the window
and may be attached or removed with
out defacing the window sash or
frame. When placed at the angle
stated fresh incoming air is deflected
toward the center of the ceiling of a
room, where it meets the warmer air
with which it becomes thoroughly
mixed. In this way, it Is pointed out,
a good circulation is produced with
out subjecting persons in the room to
drafts. The device is adapted to old
buildings as well as new ; is neat and
attractive in appearance and is easily
regulated to meet varying atmospheric
conditions. When used in business
offices the ventilator may be set at
an angle of 10 degrees, deflecting the
air currents upward and away from
the person sitting at a desk nearby,
while the room is constantly receiving
a supply of fresh air. The little
pamphlet points out the value of the
Ideal ventilator in connection with
schoolrooms, drafting rooms of ar
chitects or civil engineers and the de
signers of machinery, in hospitals,
sleeping rooms, &c. Numerous testi
monial letters are presented from
some of those who have used the ven
tilator, showing the estimation in
which it is held by those who have
practically demonstrated its merits.
In addition there is a long list of
names of buildings, institutions, con
cerns, clubs, &c, using the device.

Sherman Patent Roouiik Nail.
A roofing nail with a large head
formed in one piece has been brought
out by the H. B. Sherman Mfg. Com
pany, Battle Creek, Mich., its general
appearance, full size, being shown in
Fig. 2 of the illustrations. It is de
signed as a time saver and a money
saver, in accordance with the follow
ing ideas : The putting together of
tin caps and nails takes time, and to
be compared with these is the Sher
man patent nail with stem riveted
both sides of the head in one piece, as
stated. The nails have heads thicker

than a tin cap, in order that buckling
of the head, with resultant leakage,
is prevented, and the life of the nail,
it is felt, is increased in that the head
will not rust through like a tin cap.
The nail provides a head which is
larger than that of a large head wire
nail and on this account also It is
looked upon as making it possible to
use a minimum number of nails in the
same amount of roofing—one-fourth
that ordinarily required, the company
says. The nails are shipped in bulk.

Fig. 2.—ShermanPatentOne-FieceRoofing
Kail.

100 pounds to the keg, but the com
pany has a mailing package by which
samples of the nails can be distrib
uted for examination by those in
terested. It is probable that any of
our readers can avail themselves of
this chance to understand this new
product to best advantage by address
ing the company.

The Ceinaco Concrete Block
Machine.

A concrete block machine embody
ing a number of interesting features
and which has been placed upon the
market with a view to meeting the
demands for a medium priced con
struction is the Cemaco, made by the
Cement Machinery Company, Jackson,
Mich., and illustrated in Fig. 3 of the
engravings. The machine, which is
shown open with one of the blocks
immediately in front of it, Is adjust
able to widths of 6, 8, 10 and 12
inches, and turns out a block 24 inches
long and 8 inches high. The claim
is made that as there is only one air
chamber there is a saving in concrete
and for a practical and durable " face-
side " machine it " stands in a class
by itself." The machine is of such
construction that perfect corners are
always assured and at the same time
the operation is rapid and smooth.
A catalogue which has been issued by
the company illustrates and describes
at length the Normandin hollow con
crete block machines and devices, and
there are also given a number of half-

Fig. 3.—The CeinacoConcreteBlock
Machine.

tone engravings of buildings in va
rious parts of the country constructed
of hollow concrete blocks turned out
on the machines of the company. In
fact, the catalogue deals with the his
tory and development of Normandin
block machines and their product and
contains a vast amount of informa
tion relating to the subject, which has
been put Into shape to be of use to
those interested in the hollow block
industry.
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The " Xapanoe h " Pocket Knife
Tool Kit.

A very useful kit of tools of such
size as may be readily carried In the
pocket is the combination which is
being offered under the name

" Na-
panoch " by U. J. Ulery, 7 Warren
street, New York City. An illustra
tion of the tools contained in the kit
together with the leather pocket book
in which they are carried Is presented
in Fig. 4 of the engravings. The
point is made that any tool can be
firmly attached to the pocket knife

Sovelties.—Fig. 4.— The "Napanoch"
Pocket Knife Tool Kit.

as indicated by the arrow in a second,
by a simple backward wrist move
ment and Is quickly removed by a
forward wrist movement. The leather
pocket book shown Is 4% inches long
by 3% Inches wide and is % of an inch
thick. The pocket knife marked 2 In
the illustration is 3% inches in length ;
No. 3 is a reamer, 3% inches long ; No.
4 is a file ; No. 5 a saw ; No. 6 a
chisel and No. 7 a screw driver. The
manufacturer makes the statement
that this outfit is more useful than
any other pocket knife combination
made ; that it is turned out by skilled
workmen, of the best material, and is
fully warranted.

Catalogue of Metal Roofing.
A valuable catalogue relating to the
manufacture of tin plate for roofing
purposes and calling attention to the
practical points of tin roofing has been
brought out by the Merchant & Evans
Company, Philadelphia, Pa. It out
lines the various classes of roofing
and then analyzes the qualities of
roofing with respect to their lightness
in weight, ease of repair, their re
sistance to storms, fire and lightning
and to their value in ornamentation.
The merits of wood shingles, slag,
gravel and composition roofs, terra
cotta and slate shingles and cement
are taken up In turn, as are metallic
roofs, such as tin and copper tiles,
corrugated galvanized Iron, sheet cop
per and roofing tin. Perhaps the
most Interesting portion will be the
account of the processes of tin plate
manufacture, the information con
cerning the thickness and evenness of
tin plate coatings and the assortment
and gradlngs of plates after coating.
Of a directly practical nature is an
essay on how to construct a metal
roof, subdivided as to the roof proper ;
the ridges, hips, valleys, gussets; the
eaves, cornices and eave courses ;
flashing and counter flashing; gutter

and spouting and including the method
of the application of the standing
seam, of the cleat and the like. One
practical detail of interest is a table
of the approximate weights of roofing
materials for one square foot of roof
ing surface, and all in all the book is
one that is well calculated to strength
en the roofer in any stand he may
take with respect to the value of
metal roofing. The book is paper
covered, with pages 5% x 8 inches in
size and is artistically printed.

Tlif Slmonds IUfg. Company In
Canada.

The Slmonds Mfg. Company, Fitch-
burg, Mass., maker of saws of various
kinds for both hand and power, and
machine knives, has taken over the
plants, good will and business of the
Canada Saw Company, Limited, hav
ing factories at Montreal, St. John,
N. B., Ottawa and Toronto. The Can
ada Saw Company, Limited, began
business in January, 1904. by the
amalgamation and absorption of the
James Robertson Saw Company of
Montreal, Toronto and St. John, N. B.,
which had been in business since
1868; and the Ottawa Saw Company,
Ottawa, Ont, established 1893. It is
the intention of the Slmonds Mfg.
Company to take-over the charter of
the Canada Saw Company and change
the name to the Slmonds Canada Saw
Company, later enlarging the business
by adding to It the manufacture of all
kinds of machine knives, similar to
those long made by the company in
the United States. The formal trans
fer of these important interests to
the Slmonds Mfg. Company represen
tatives was made at the beginning of
the new year, and it now has in Mon
treal an entirely new factory, which
is nearly completed, together with an
option on a tract of land adjoining the
present site, which is 100 x 600 feet
and close to both the Grand Trunk
and Canadian Pacific Railroads. The

pany's Intention to continue the man
agement and working force of the
Canada Saw Company, thus giving
the new Slmonds Canada Saw Com
pany a start with a long established
business. As soon as the machinery,
&c, necessary can be Installed the
company will begin to extend Its line
of manufacture, making In Canada
as fast as possible exactly the same
quality tools as are now made by it
in the United States.

Deklgn of Hardwood mantel.
In the equipment of the modern up-
to-date dwelling a feature of several
of the rooms Is a mantel of such de
sign and construction as to enhance
the artistic effects of the apartment
In which It is placed. Much attention
has been given to the production of
hardwood mantels and at the present
time there are on the market such a
variety as to meet practically every
known requirement As illustrative
of what may be accomplished in this
line we show in Fig. 5 of the engrav
ings a front elevation of a hardwood
mantel selected from the very exten
sive assortment turned out by the
Foster-Munger Company, West Twen
tieth and Sangamon streets, Chicago,
111. The mantel is finished In either
quarter sawed oak with a golden pol
ished finish or birch stained to imi
tate cherry or polished mahogany.
The hight of the mantel Is 7 feet 2&
Inches and the width Is 5 feet. The
French plate mirror Is 20 x 36 Inches
without bevel and extends down be
hind the main shelf. The tile opening
is 36 x 39 inches. These mantels, as
furnished complete and ready to set
up, comprise the finished woodwork,
the enameled tile for the face and
hearth, the grate, tile frame, &c. Va
rious other designs of hardwood man
tels, as well as leading specialties em
bracing among other things artistic
designs of wood carpet and grill work,
are shown in the 802-page catalogue

Fig. 5.—Design of Hardicood Mantel.

Canadian Dumping Clause act, so
called, is the reason given by the
Slmonds Mfg. Company for its pur
chase of these well-established saw
businesses, together with the fact that
saws can best be marketed close to
the timber supply. It Is the com-

recently sent out by the company and
reference to which was made In these
columns a short time ago.

Diamond Expanalon shield*.
The use of reinforced concrete In
building construction has Increased
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very rapidly and with it a growing
demand for an expansion bolt that
can be used for attaching fixtures, &c,
to floor, which oftentimes are not
more than 2 inches in thickness. To
meet this demand, The Diamond Ex
pansion Bolt Company, 9 and 15 Mur
ray street, New York City, is making
three new sizes of the Diamond Ex-

Hoveltles.—fig. G.—The Diamond Expan
sion Shield.

pansion Bolt, shown in Fig. 6, as fol
lows : for %, and % diameter bolt,
the shields of which are only 1%
Inches in length. The Diamond Ex
pansion Shield Is now made in sizes
ranging from Vs to 2 inches diameter
of screw. The smaller sizes are used
with regular wood screws and the
larger sizes with the common lag
screws.

Trade Notes.
E. W. Edwards, president and gen
eral managerof the Edwards Mfg. Company, " the Sheet Metal Folks," Cincinnati, Ohio, Is at presenton a two months'tour of the West, embracingKansas City,Denver,Colorado Springs, Salt Lake City,
San Francisco, Los Angelesand theGrandCanyon of Arizona. Mr. Edwards Is accompaniedby his wife and family andthe trip is onepartly of businessana partly of pleasure.

Some interesting particulars touch
ing the merits of the Perfection cement
block machineare to be found In the ad
vertisement of the Enterprise Foundry
Company. 81 Olean street, Rochester,
N. Y., which appears In another part of
this Issue. The machine1bconstructedof
Iron and has parts so arranged that ittampBon the face—an Important fact toconsider, It Is pointedout. when purchas
ing a cementblock machine. The state
ment Is made that this Is just the thing
for the mason,builder, contractor or any

fierson
with small capital desiringto enter

nto a profitablebusiness. The weight of
the machine Is given as 700 poundsand
the price at a figure which cannot fall to
commandattention.
The Dury & Shinn Mfg. Company,
Incobpoiiated, makes the announcement
that It has combinedits officeand works,
and requeststhat hereafter all communi
cations be addressedto 34 Bast Twenty-
ninth street,New York City.
The F. D. Kees Mfg. Company,
Beatrice, Neb., calls attention In another
part of this Issue to Gossett'sdetachable
suspensionhingesand states that screens
attached with tbem are easily put up or
removed. No tools or ladder are required
and there are other features about the
hinges which Interested builders can ob
tain on application to the company. A
samplepair of bingeswill be sent free to
any architect, contractor or builder who
may mokeapplicationfor them.
The Bebgeb Mfg. Company, Can
ton, Ohio, has Issuedan invitation to its
friends in the trade to be presentat the
annual conventionof the Ohio Hardware
Association,which will be held in Canton
February 27 and 28 and March 1. The
companyinvites Its friends when visiting
the city to call and InvestigateIts modern
methodsof sheetmetal production,and In
conclusionsays: " We want you to come
—we expect you to come. ' Our latch
string' will be hanging out all the time
you are in this city."
The Chicago Machinery Ex
change, 13 and 15 North Canal street.
Chicago,111.,shows In Its advertisingspace
this month a number of wood working
machineswhich will be found of special
Interest to carpentersand builders. These
are referred to as beingmodernin design
and construction,with Improvedmethods
of adjustment. Attention Is called to a
new patent 30-Inchband sawing machine,
an Improvedhand planer and Jointer, a
surface planing machine,a six-roll planer,
matcherand molder,and the ChicagoNo.
2 combinationsaw table. The latter is
referred to as a '!carpenter shop in it
self."
The grilles manufactured by the
Waddell Mfg. Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich., are constructed with a view to
strength and durability, as well as artis

tic design. They are madefrom three-ply
stock,the outsidestockcrossingthe center
piece at right angles, and being firmly
glued togetherInsure them beingstraight
and strong. The centerstock of the grille
Is 114-Inchlumberand they are carvedon
both sides and are madeto fit any open
ing desired. They are shipped white, so
that they can be finished with the wood
work.
The American Column Company,
Battle Creek,Mich., makesan offer in its
advertisementin anotherpart of this Issue
which is likely to Interest architects and
builders throughout the country. The
statement Is made that on receipt of a
postal card saying where the writer saw
this advertisementthe companywill send
him post paid a samplesectionof itB col
umn showing " the wonderful lock Joint."
The claim Is madethat thesecolumnscan
not openat the Joints and that they are
not affectedby extremeclimatic changes.

The February issue of the Oorf-
right Metal Shingle Advocate, published
by the Cortrlght Metal RoofingCompany,
Philadelphia, Pa., Is repletewith interest
ing commentstouchingthe merits of Cort-
right metal shingles and the quality of
roof which results from their use. In the
introductory remarks the companypoints
out the desirability of the trade having
real Informationrelative to Cortrlght roof
ing and the place to get It is from some
bodywho has bought this roofing and ob
served Its work for years. The illustra
tions in the February issue include the
depotof the Texas& Pacific Railroad Com
pany at Clarksvllle, Texas, and residences
at various points, the roofs of which have
beencoveredwith Cortrlght metalshingles.

Plastebebs' Drying Stoves are the
basisof an announcementpresentedin our
advertising columns this month by the
S. M. Howes Company, 40 to 46 union
street,Boston.Mass. The stovesare made
in two sizesand, while very simpleIn con.
structlon, are of a nature to excellently
serve the purposefor which they are in
tended.

A NOTABLE EXAMPLE Of the USe Of
Dixon's Silica-Graphite paint is that of
the 22-story United States Express build
ing now In course of erection at Rector
and Greenwich streets and Trinity place,
New York City. The colors used in pro
tecting the steel work are dark red and
olive green,a large amountof which will
be required to complete the work. In
order to emphasizethe fact of the use of
this paint In connectionwith the building
named the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, Jersey City, N. J., are sendingout
a folded card carrying a photo-reproduc
tion of a wash drawing of the structure,
the picture measuring Inches in width
by 13%Inches in hight. The card is ar
ranged with an eye, so that it may be
hung up for display purposes. The archi
tectsof the building are Clinton & Russell
and the contractorsthe Thompson-Starrett
Company.

The F. J. Meyers Mfg. Company,
Hamilton, Ohio, a large manufacturerof
elevator cars and lnclosures,shows in Its
advertisingspacethis monthoneof Its de
signs. The Dolnt is madethat the work
manship Is first class in all respectsand
that attention Is given to bank and office
aril I work, window guards, ornamental
wire. Iron, steel and brass work of every
descriptionIn any finish.

The Bebgeb Mfg. Company, Can
ton, Ohio, has Just madea large shipment
of galvanized steel Spanish tile roofing
and trimmingsfor a residencebeingerect
ed under the supervisionof W. S. Bell &
Co.at Albany,Ga.
An interesting announcement re
garding Joist hangersand stirrups will be
found in the advertisementthis month of
M. Lanz & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa. In the
illustration therepresentedthe joist hang
er is representedas spikedon, out shapes
are also supplied for brick work, concrete
blocks and for I-beams. Those who are
Interested can obtain descriptive matter
by addressingthe manufacturers.
A FIRE PROOFINGMATERIAL for build
ing purposeswhich Is composedof cement,
furnaceslag and other hard material and
Is the invention of C. F. Buente is being
placed on the market by the Standard
Building Construction Company, Pitts
burgh,Pa. The capitalizationof the com
pany has beenIncreasedto $000,000,and
In addition to the manufactureof the new
material the companywill turn out roof
ing, tile and building stone. Plans for
three new buildings have beencompleted,
thesemeasuring300 feet In length by 60
feet In width. It Is expectedto havethem
ready for occupancy by the middle of
April, while the plants for the manufac
ture of the fire proofing and the roofing
will becompletedearly In June.
Every carpenter and builder often
finds It desirableto have his tools marked
so as to beable whenworking on a Job toreadily identify their ownership, and in
terest will therefore be found In an an

nouncementPresentedin another part of
this issue by theReed& AuerbacherCom
pany, 229 Bowery,New York City. This
concernIs offeringwhat is knownaa" Bol-
coa," a well-known steel marking fluid
which enablesthe carpenter to place his
nameon tools in a manner Impossibleto
erase without destroying the article
marked. It is offered at a price which
brings It within the reach of all, and the
methodof applying it is so simple that
the work can be done in a very few min
utes. A leafletwhich the companyis send
ing out gives full directions for using the
etchingfluid.
The Baker, McMillen Company,
Akron, Ohio, is sendingout an attractive
ly printed 18-pagecatalogueshowinglead
ing styles of the Akron and Standard
Eclipse levels. All glassesin these levels
are carried on elastic bearings and in
closedIn a heavyglass tubespeciallymade
for the company,which whenplacedin the
wood is said to be almost unbreakable.It
is also,pointed out that these levels are
so constructedas to endurethe falls and
jars Incident to daily use without injury
and that they havea clear,distinct eclipse
band to divide the bulb, which Is easily
seenevenat a considerabledistance. There
are two plumbs in the level, so that the
stock can be applied either end. The
adjustment of the leveling glasses is ob
tained by movingthe glass from the right
to the left until correct, and then when
correct the screwsare tightened. In the
plumb glassesthe adjustment Is obtained
by tightening one of the screws at the
top, but looseningneither. In the cata
loguebeforeus the various styles of levels
are printed in colors Indicating as nearly
as possible the actual appearanceof the
finishedinstruments.
The J. A. Fay & Egan Company,
221 to 241 West Front street, Cincinnati,
Ohio, are favoring their friends in the
trade with a poster calendar for the new
year. It Is boundat top and bottomwith
metalstrips and has a metalloopbywhich
it may be suspendedupon the wall. The
central feature la an oval panel carrying
a bird's-eyeview of the company'splant,
which is referred to as " the largest fac
tory in theworld makingwoodcutting;ma
chinery." The frame of the panel Is a
gilt band carrying the names of exposi
tions at which the company has been
awardedmedals,and facsimiles of some
of them are worked In as a part of the
frame. The leaves forming the calendar
for the year are attachedto the lower por
tion of the poster and in addition to the
days of the week and month give the
phasesof the moon.
Morse, Williams & Co., Philadel
phia, Pa., call attention in their advertis
ing card this month to the Morse hand
elevatorsand dumbwaiters which are re
ferred to as safe, easy running and dur
able. They are shipped complete,with
or without lumber,and with drawings and
Instructionsfor erecting. Thosewho have
occasion to make use of goods of this
characterwill be Interestedin the litera
ture which the companyhas Issued relat
ing to its product.

The Chicago Metal Covering Com
pany, 137 to 139 Fulton street, Chicago,
111.,shows in a 20-pagecataloguewhich
has been issued from the press various
styles and sizes of metal coveredmoldings
which are regularlymanufacturedandcar
ried in stock. The statementis madethat
should any special sizes or styles be de
sired the companywill give to them the
samecareful attention that it gives to its
regular line. In the catalogueeachdesign
Is numberedso as to facilitate ordering
and to avoid any possibility of misunder
standing on the part of the manufacturer
as to what is wanted. Referenceis made
to glass sign metal moldings,show case
moldingsand to a solid metal stslr and
carpet protector which is intended to
cover the part that wears out first. The
moldings turned out by the companyare
madein Germansilver, brass,copper,gold
bronze,oxidizedblack and antiquecopper.
The Ideal Concrete Machinery
Company, South Bend, Ind., reports a
growing demand from foreign countries
for Its machines. Six machineshave just
beenshipped to Manila, P. I., and a vol
untary order was recently receivedfrom
the engineer'sofficeof the Governmentof
the Moro Province for a machine with
completeoutfit of accessoriesand attach
ments. This machine is to be used for
making blocks for the Provincial Build
ing to be erectedat Zamboanga,Island of
Mindanao. The Ideal Company also re
cently madea shipmentto Liverpool, Eng
land, and is in receipt of inquiries from
Australia, New Zealand, Cuba, South
America and South Africa.
The New Year's Issue of The Ar
row, published monthly by the N. it G.
Taylor Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has
much that Is timely and amusingregard
ing " Taylor Old Style" tin. Rufus, the
Roofer, commentsIn his quaint style upon
New Year's resolutions, and In addition
there are someold style fables with mod
ern applications.
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Wood
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
Posts,HeadBlocks,RopeandTwistBalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakandBirch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylorandColdbrookSts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.0575.

"Ball=Bearing"

Grand Rapids
All=Steel

Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com*
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superiorfashpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealersandjobberseverywhere.
Writefor catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to yon. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STREET, - - . GRAND RAPIDS MICH.
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THOriAS MORTON,
169 Elm Street, New York.
Copper Cable, Champion Metal,
Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

O
=r
p>
3
v
o
3

2

1
o
3-
8>
3

I"f IVES' PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER
PATENTED

FOR WINDOWS AND
SLIDING DOORS
.».»-.. Rrot.ctlon -g-.n.t «fc^B
Cold Draughts, Dust, Rattling
or Binding.

The that only Window Stop Adjuster madefrom onepieceof metalthathasa heavybed
will not bendor cupin tighteningtheicrew.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
« PageCatalogmailedfree. New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

[12Inches,83-60.
Ketallvalue.»7.uu.

-Ii.H-mh Inchef,wlih Curtain
PWf.S4.30. .Betallrata*,fa.u.i.
1other*from (2.9)up. Largest
•awtment.DlvMonBcreeniand;
•fecialOrllleato01der.

Grilles "Direct from Factory" Mantels
TILE of EveryDescription,for Wallsand
Floors. CeramicMosaic-Enamels,etc.

<T15fC DU7StnIaflolld
Jlo.-D oakMant«l,80T ln.nlph.5tor60
Incheswide,28x1(1Mir
ror. Heavycolumnsand
elaboratecapitals.Tilefacingnndhearth.PlatedClubHouseGrate,$10.00.

Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,Tilesfor
floorsandbaths.SlateLaundryTubs,Grilles,etc.
It It free. Orsend10centstopaypostngeonour
Art MantelCatalog.Manteloutfitsfrom$12to f200. W. H. QBTBNDOJIP.3417 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BGoingtoButld?
OURCATALOGUE*25WITHPLANS

E.A>DPLATESTILLSYOUALLABOUTIT.800PAGLS.GOOODfSIGhS.|
StNO20<FREE FORPOSTAGE

hJHE FOSTERMUNGER(O.CnicAco.usA
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Anyone
May
Have
This Book

The most complete and practical
book on "beautifying the home"
ever 'written. Worth $25
or more to home lovers.

• • • IT S • • •

FREE
Write us now
while you
think of it

Elegant new edition.

Far excels the 950. 000
copies of previous
editions.

Write at once for above book, "The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork,
and Furniture," and learn how easily and inexpensively you can beautify your home.
Tells all about wood, wood finishing, wood cleaning and wood polishing for the home.
How to finish pine to look like beautiful hardwood— how to produce all the latest
finishes and the cost. Sent free by the manufacturers of

Johnson's Prepared Wax
"A Complete Finish and Polish for All Wood"

Unequaled for Floors, Furniture and Woodwork
It producesa lasting and artistic finish to which dust and dirt will not adhere. It preservesand beautifies. Will

not crack, blister, peel off or show laps. Heel marks and scratcheswill not show. Because Johnson's Wax contains more
polishing wax, and of the best quality, to the pound than any other, it produces the best, most lasting, sanitary finish and
polish with the least effort. That is why it is the largest selling wax in the world. Fine for preserving and polishing
oil cloth and linoleum. Try it.

SPECIAL. We are large manu
facturers of ornamental hardwood
floors and will be pleased to send
you upon request our free cata

logue, showing many beautiful

and new designs. Hardwood
floors are far ahead of other floors

—they are sanitary, durable, at

tractive and in demand. Don't
delay— write us to-day. We carry

a large stock and can ship
promptly, anywhere.

Johnson's PolishingMitt, our latest devicefor polish
ing furniture and woodwork with our wax. Made of
sheepskin with wool on, is open across the back and
slips on hand. Sent FREE for label from one pound
or larger can of Johnson's Prepared Wax. Remove
label by placing can in steam or hot water.
Johnson's Prepared Wax is sold by all dealersin

paint—yi lb. can, 30 cents; 1 and 2 lb. cans, 60cents
per pound; 4, 5 and 8 lb. cans, 50 cents per pound.-VP |
Write to-day for book and mention edition C.B. 3.

Don't forget the label, either.

S. C. Johnson ® SonRacine, Wis.
"The Wood-Finishing Authorities"
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"LANE'S BALL BEARING "
Is the best House Door Hanger made.

Has an ALL steel frame.
Caps, Cones and Balls are of the same

material, made and hardened by similar proc
essesas best bicycle parts.

Sold by the bard ware trade. Send for
circulars to

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-455 Prospect St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4
FLEXIBLE DOOB HUNGER.

Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

Carpenters andf Builders, Attention
Out large catalogue is now ready to be sent to you. If
your name is not on our mailing list ask us for this book.
This is the most complete SASH and DOOR catalogue
with netprices ever published.
The Carpenter who uses our prices in figuring his work
will surely get the job.
Write to-day. Don't put off.

SCHALLER-HOERR COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

Full length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens
attached with

GOSSETT'S
Detachable Suspension

HINGES
are easily put up or removed—no tools or
ladder necessary. "Write for free sample pair.
Price per Doz. pairs $1.20 (Express paid),
Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealers.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES MFQ. CO. Beatrice, Nebr.

IO Reasons Why
ThisventilatorIs theIdealoneInfactM
wellasInnamearegiveninourcatalogue.
Whenyoureadthemyouwillunderstand
whysomanyarebeingBold.

Bendfob Catalogue.

Ideal Ventilator Company,
340 WeybossatSt.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Branches: Boston Philadelphia Vtw Tevk
AOENTSWANTED.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

Window and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on tho
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights
Do notbuildahouseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writ*forprices.
MANUFACTURE*BY

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newtoa. la.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones

for
Carpenters'

or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor, Hkkox Bldg CLEVELAND, O.

HUBBARD'S WINDOW SASH LOCK
Not merelya catchbat a lock.
Stopsburglars,rattlingsash,wind
andrain. It doesall thisandisont
of sipht. Safefor ventilation,etc.
$3.00 Per dnz. 'i&c. Back
Liberaloffer. Canvasserswanted.
For terms,circulars,etc.applyto
U. H. HCBBAKD, HON A »'<>.
259Third Ave., BayShore,N. Y.

FURNACE HEATING.
By William G. Snow

With an Appendix on Furnace
Fittings.

noPages;SOIllustration.;Size.6x9inchea.
Clottibaund.frlce,»1.5V,
invin WII.l.IAMH

14-10 I'nrk I'lnce.
CO.
Nfw York.
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"THE

[AAS!
CO.YOU'RE. SAFE _

IN ORDERING FROM OUR CATALOGUE
We know you will be pleased with the

Burritt Mantels
Because They're RIGHT in ^rk«IS
Send us your order. The goods speak for themselves.
Write TO-DA YJor our Catalogue. It's FREE.

THE A. W. BURRITT CO., m kuwHn street
"THE MANTEL FOLKS," BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER mf"MVBD

Holds the heaviest doors on polished
floors. 50% greater pressure than any
other. Easy to put on, easy to use; the toe
operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Pat.Junr 12.1SS3
Otherpat'spending

Barrett's Improved
Combination Roller Gauge
Appeals to all practical carpenters. It is quickly
adjusted with only one screw, direct from the centre,
fastening both beams in their proper place. A
simple deviceholds the beams in position while be
ing adjusted. It is accurately made and finely
finished. One trial will convince any carpenter of
its many advantages over all others. Insist upon
having the Improved Style, adjusted by one screw.

The Leavitt Machine Co.,
Sola Manufacturers,

Orange, Mass., U.S.A.
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M FORBES FURHACE
You run no risk in putting in the Forbes Furnace.

Every one guaranteed if properly installed. No
sheet iron drums —entirely cast iron radiating
tubes i inch thick. Will wear for years.
Send fornew catalogue and full particulars.

J TUBULAR HEATING AND VENTILATING CG.
228 QUARRY ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

HEAT

MANTEL TYPE
to fit ordinary fire place.

When and Where You Want It

Garwood Heaters
Steam and Gas Combined

No Flue Required. No Odor. Atmos
phere Kept normal. Burn no more Gas
than two ordinary Illuminating Burn
ers. Change a Cold Room to a Com
fortable One. Send for Ca fa 1o g u e

The Frank C. McLain Co.
900 So. Cleveland Ave., Canton, Ohio

PORTABLE TYPE
to set anywhere
in room.

Isn't It Reasonable
that a company which has served two generations
knows more about heating apparatus than some
experimental theorist ? Our knowledge is ground
ed in experience.
INSIST that all Furnaces and Boilers are
marked

"
made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,"

New York.

TJTICA, 3ST. ~ST
Boston. Chicago.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

1 BEHBHL FUBWaCE
has stood the crucial tests im
posed upon it in various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of its

superiority is that imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,
saying it is "just as good."
There are none " just as

good."
Full particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYD-WELLS CO., ■ Royersford, Pa., U.S.A.

LEADER
Steel

Furnace $49
OurNo.45SteelFurnace,withoutpipesorregisters,we
sendanywhere,freightprepaideastof Omaha,for#49.
Youcan'tmatchItInyourtownforanysuchmoney.It
willheatahouseof7or8rooms,store,schoolor small
church.Hassteelbodywithrivetedandlinedgalvan
izediron casing.Hawbrlclttirebox. Uegulatedby
chains.Humssoft
or hardcoal,wood
or coke.Anyman
cansetIt up suc
cessfully, putting
pipes,registersand
smoke pipe In
proper positions
fromour clearde
taileddescriptions.
Don't pay others
for whatyou can
doaswellyourself.
Writefor our In
str ur 11ve hook," ModernFurnace
Heating,"a40-page
book on the
scienceofheat
ingahouse.It
warnsyouwhat
to avoid and
howto benefit
bythemistake*
ofothers.Every
houseowner
shouldhaveit. It's \

I

It's free.

HessWarming & Ventilating Company,
709TacomaBuilding, Chicago. Illinois.

All Manner of Handy Rules for
the Estimator are given in . . .

HODGSON'S

Estimating Frame and Brick Houses

ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO..23J-JSSWilliamStreet,N.T.
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IMPORTED BENCH PLANES
Extra Quality German White Beecb, Hand Made, With Buck Bros. Irons

Horn Smooth Horn Shrup

No. 401. Double Horn, Smooth, with either \ <t J QQ Eg^Jj
1 7-8, 2, or 2 1-2 inch Iron. j *

f. 0. b.

New York

No. 402. Single Horn, Shrup, with either I AC refit*? FflCh
1 1-4, 1 3-8 or I 1-2 inch Round Nose Iron, j Ui7 LdCII

f. 0. b.

New York

To those who prefer wood planes we recommend very highly the German genuine
White Beech Planes. For wearing qualities they compare very favorably with the more
expensive boxwood planes. We offer, for a limited time only, a small quantity at above

prices. (They are too heavy to be sent by mail.)

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.,

4th AVE. & 13th ST.

HARDWARE, TOOLS, SUPPLIES and PIANO MATERIALS

NEW YORK SINCE 1848.

(BLOCK SOUTH OF UNION SQUARE.)

iiForstner" Brace ^ Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor-Saving Anger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in any direction regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious thanchisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers,screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c, any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

Manufactured by

&/>e Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire ol your Hardware Dealers or writs us direct. Supplied In Sets. Writs for Catalogue

The man who is interested in any
branch of wood finishing should
have

The Modern Wood Finisher
By F. MA1RE.

Contains well-tested, reliable infor.
mation on woods and their treatment-

A Book of 159Paget.
Fifty Cents,Postpaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY

14-16 Park Place, New York

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUMN

EYE8 BUILT.

40 Vz* in diameter, 33-10 in. long.

One of four furnished by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTHANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Alt. Vernon,N. Y., V. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,HI.
A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cai.

HANOFA-CTCBERSOF
HOLIES PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS FOB PKBUOLAB, PORCHES OR INTERIOR
USE. SendforCatalogueD19.
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SASH CHAIN The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN Sash Chains

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturers of " Giant Metal '
" "Red Metal" " "

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WHITE FOB CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN 1
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

BUY ....
LUMBER
DIRECT

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all kindsof Building Materialwouldbea greathelpto you in figuring."

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER » BOX CO., LESTERSHIREA BINGHAMTON,NEWYORK.

THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionX4Iron SmoothPlane. UnionX85WoodSmoothPlane.

Supply that demand,and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they

want. They are rigid and solid, easyof adjustment, but a Plane that will "stay set" when adjusted.

A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, togetherwith the solid Froe, mak e

a Plane that WILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers,etc, etc.

It will interest you.

UnionNo.X5IronJack Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Wamhouse: 103ChambersSt.,NewYork. UnionNo.X26WoodJackPlane.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS M* rured Tho BA*WeM&LEN co-

I'll • '

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a

postal and we will send
it to you.

w For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.q MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.
m Of all Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.

§ wSLSKF DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.

The ChampionWrought Metal Base Knobs

NEVER BREAK
(TRADEMARK)

CanbescrewedIntohardwoodwithoutInjury. Ingeniouslyconstructedrubberbuttoneasilyreplaced.Made
In eitherSteel,Brassor Bronzeandall Finishesto
matchotherhardware.Manufacturedonlyby
THECHAMPIONSAFETYLOCKCO.,Geneva,0.

I' WORTHLEY'S
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 each,

are welcometo a copyof our

VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD GACGE IKON STALL WORKS,

.13Elm St., Boston, Mags.

u

ForestCityBit&ToolCo., Rockford,III., U.S.A.

^Ok^ammmm^aV%^

ManufacturersofTVoodBoringBits,HollowMortisingChlsels,CoiritrionMortisingChiselsandTools
SendforCATALOG"G"Sendfor j
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FAR AHEAD for smooth, easy work and holding edge,
will be YOUR VERDICT ON TRYING

CHAPLIN'S IMPROVED PLANES
Patented Feb. 14, 1899; Oct. 30, 1900; Dec. 24, 1902.

We want you to have a copy of our booklet, just issued,

"A 'PLANE' TALK ABOUT A GOOD PLANE!"
We want you to have a copy, for it is a booklet you really need in your business.
We'll gladly send you this booklet with our compliments, promptly upon
receipt of your request.
May we send you a copy?

TOWER & LYON COMPANY,
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

We
Invite
the

Severest
Comparative
Teats.

As plank frame barns
are more extensively
erected the builder will
find of increasing use
fulness a copy of the
book

Plank Frame

Barn

Construction
By JOHN L. SHAWVER

Presents a complete
system of framing
which combines econ
omy with advantage
ous features of con
struction.

ILLUSTRATED.
CLOTH BOUND.
Fifty Cents, Postpaid.

DAVID WILUflfllS COmPRNY

14-16 Park Place, NEW YORK

r 1
fvn <H ~fc>©cm -t-t>. -to

VIC11

Drop forged in assorted sizes.
It is the Best that money can buy.
Each one carefully hardened and
tempered by itself.
Examined, Tested and Guaranteed ^^■^-^'CTEH. «*> CO..
Perfect. NEWARK, N. J.

SPOKE SHAVES.
<s>

HARGBAYE

HARGRAVE'S TOOLS

BEST \ ^»TY--LJJ-' J I DESIGN.
SPECIFY THESE GOODSTO YOUR
dealer, TAKE NO OTHER.

Write for Catalog No. 200.

THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO.,
Norwood CINCINNATI,OHIO.

MITRE BOX
OF STEEL.
No More Breaking.
MostdesirableBoxon themar
ket,beingway aheadin quality
andimprovements.

Send for Folder.

GOODELL MFC. CO.,
GREENFIELD, MASS.
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We Don't Mean to Boast
And Really

We Don't Have To.
Below is a sort of condensation of many unsolicited

opinions from almost every country on earth :

"The most
complete work

onWoodwork
ing Machinery,

Tools and Sup

plies ever pub

lished."

"A recog
nized authority

on Metal Work
ing Tools, Ma

chinery and
Supplies."

Send 25 cents for either of these books to

The CHAS. A. STRELINGER CO.,
Publishers of the Catalogues and Suppliers of the
best of everything in Tools, Machinery and Supplies.

DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.Bex B.

SOMETHING NEW

Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination

try square you save time, also the

price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired

position to make the square and

bevel cut with one stroke of the

pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., 0T%$ZA-

The Fox Square and Miter Improved

Can be adjusted
from 5 to 8 ins.
A whole set of
Squares in one.

PATENTS
PENDINQ.

This tool with
sliding and de
tachable blades is

the best and most com

plete Square and Miter
on the market. Of your dealer
or sent prepaid on receipt of price,

$1.00.

P. L. FOX, MTr,
432 William Street - BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Key to the Steel Square

It is a wonderful instructor. It
instantly gives the figures to use
on the common steel square for
the lengths, cuts and bevels for
all rafters. It also gives the fig
ures to use for all polygonal
miters, hopper cuts, etc. Size,
three inches in diameter, com
plete with book of instruction, all
in morocco case suitable for the
pocket. Can be consulted at a
moment's notice.
Price, post paid, $1.50

Send express or money order to

ALFRED W. WOODS
109So. Tenth St. Lincoln, Neb.

Hew UniYersal Sparc.
Mads In Th«« Sizas

No. 1 «
No. ft IO Inches
No. 3 13 Inches

'i|"NHUl7|4 ls/f/i /»/ k
,£0000000000000000

ALWAYS READY
Nothing tobe ad
justed. Muile of
the bentsteel nnd
of I'mhi « e i tin t.Absolutely true.
CombinationTri,
Pitch -Cut, Hip,
nndValley CutmidMitre MiMte,
dniwlnscircles,gauginglambor,octag
onal i n!-,laying
outamortiseand
tenonsand
Innumerable

Patented
May13,1»2.

Soldby
aUftrst-ctasatooldeaisn.

THE Dl BY 8 8HINN
MFG. CO.
INCOBPOHATID

NelsoaBldff. 19Park Place NewYork city

FOLDING BUILDING BRACKET
<p»"nt«1>

OneDozenCarriedUnderConcordBuggySeat

B Sholed
channelIron
acrossstudding
onlnstdcbuilding
toholdBracket.112
thesamefoldedinto
Bracket.Changedfor
differentwidthstudding
In onemlnu'e,A la conch
screwuselwherecannotbore
throuffh.aa resblngllng,etc.
ThousandsBold.All buyersand
userssatisfied.BestFoldingBuild
ingBracketeverinvented.Forprtce,

particulars,etc.,writeA. H. Danforth,Moneon,Mass.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS. !

I

!

:

NATIONAL SAW CO. Richardson Bros. NEWARK, N. J. j

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

Sawsr Bring trade and hold it—Our advertising brings it to you—Our perfectproduct brings it back again— ATKINS SILVER STEEL HAND AND CROSS-CUT
SAWS are safe to buy and safe to sell—They're guaranteed— 1906 Cata
logue and Discount Sheet on application.

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.,
Factories and Home Office, INDIANAPOLIS.

BRANCHES: Atlanta, Chicago,Memphis,Minneapolis,New Orleans,New York City,
Portland,San Francisco,Seattle,andToronto,Canada.

DISSTOIN Filing Guide and Clamp.
Especially Designed to assist those not sVill ed in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

HENRY DISSTON 6 SONS, inc.,
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL 8 FILE WORKS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge
Groovers and Center Groovers

BrassRollers,BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers.Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers,Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
^^ Satisfac
tory Ce-
ment

SidewalkTools
in theWorld

Write for
Catalogand
Price List
The Woodhouse Hdw. Mfg.
2620So. 13th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Co.

WHAT BUILDERSHAVK BEEN LOOKING FOB

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AuabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Architects,Builders,I'arpenters,andStoneMasons.Canbe
usedfor anykind of foundationwork and gettingAngles,issimpleInItsconstruction,easilyunderstood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Ia madeofBrass,oxidized,andliasa silveredcircleof degrees.
HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor such
work. Price.IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedRodandTarget,$20.00."Writefor circular
audbeconvinced.Everyinstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
53'- West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Qa.
—41
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FALE'S PAT. PLANE.
CommutingCarpenterPlow,Dado,FlUetster,Hatch-
tigSash,Hollows,BouDds,Beads,Rabbets,Nosings,
CanMouldings,QuarterBounds,&c. ThemostCom
pactandServiceableTooleverinvented. Universally
endorsedbycarpenters.

AGENTS WANTED.

OTISA. SMITH, SoleMfr.. Rockfall, Conn.

:£=== An Instant Cure For Slipping Belts 1

DIXON'S
SOLID BELT DRESSING.

WRITEFORA FREE SAMPLE.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JerseyCity.N. J.

W.R. OSTRANDER & CO., 22 Dey Street, New York City,
Hanufacturersof

Speaking Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
ndHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,
ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools.
No. 41—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 4a—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

RECIPROCATING DRILL for wood or mktals.
The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but " Yankee' ' Tools are better. 4' Yankee' ' Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN. CONN., U. S. A.

A COMPLETE FRAMING BUM
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the squareis where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

.NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

Wehave
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19

devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomelyprinted on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any addresson receipt of

10cents postage.

Wn. P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL headquarters

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work-
lag. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
BlannfRctored by

MALLORY MFG. CO.,
I'leaUogton,K. J.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flushandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to puton,stronganddurable.Warranted. Also
combinationawningnlnpes.Withtheseblngeabllndi
will notslamor blowoff. Theyaretheonlyhlnjresadaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,contractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedihenrseveral
Tears.Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY.

Manufacturer a,
No. 1 AasonetStreet, Worcester, .Halts.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
moneyearner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180.188WashingtonSt., Boston,nass., U.S.A.

lis Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTime

for the draughtsman,
andisagreataid tothe
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas*
tenlngs.TheProtractorT

Squaregivesaccurateangles. You get measure
mentsdirect from the board. Hasadrawerfor
instruments,and can becarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.
J. & G. RICH, 122 N. 6tb St., Pkila„P|
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Givingdescriptionof bookson Architec
ture,Building.Engineeringandalliedsub
ject*. Sampleof ••Architects& Builders
Magazine" sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $t.00a year,
foreign Subscription;$S.OOa year.

WM.T. COMSTOCK,Pub..23WarrenStreet,N.Y.

SHOW WINDOWS
oughttobewell lighted.If at all. Nota
singleobjectioncanberaisedagainstthe
Frink Systemof showwindowlighting.
TheBestStoresuseit.

I. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl St., New York.
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CLARK'S EXPANSIVE BIT
48c.

This well-knownExpansiveBit has madefor Itselfa reputationthat Is secondto none.MadefromthehighestgradetooI steel,finelypolishedandfinished;carefully testedand fullyguaranteed.Each bit is completewith two cutters and Is adjustableto cut intermediatesizesfromH Inchto1HInches.

We Manufacture the Celebrated Wivanco Tools
If youhavenotusedthem,doit nowandyouwill besurprisedat the savingin cost andthesatisfactionderivedfromusingtoolsof highquality.

Our New 600 Page Catalog No. 90
Win giveyoufull descriptionandpricesof thedifferentsizesof thisbit togetherwith1

extracutters,alsoa full descriptionof ourcompletelineof tools.
Writefor It to-day. PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.
ExpressandfreightratesarecheaperfromNewYork than
OldestHall OrderHouseInAmerica. Established18 6.

14 CHATHAM SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY
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Plasterer's

DRYING STOVES
2 sizes

Send for price.

The S. M. Howes Co.,

40-46 Union St.
BOSTON, MASS.

STANDARD FOR
30 YEARS

This
namestam
pedonevery

threefee*13aguar
anteethatyouareget

tingthebeataaahoordthat
canbemade.
SILVER LAKE CO.,
Boston,Mass.

TAINT0R
Positive Saw Set

m|T If yonlike It tellothers11 If youdon'tlikeit tellUS

Send for our circular
which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR MFG. CO.
113 Chambers St., New York

MONARCH
Sash Chain
IS THE BEST.

Samplesfree.Mentionthispaper.
HERE. The BridgeporT Chain Co.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Ask tor MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos.80
W 18 10 8inchsweep.

Thereare nootherbracesmadewhichmatch
themInmeritandbeautyof finish.

Our nameappearsonall genuinegoods. Look
for it beforejrou buy. If your dealerdoesnot
keepMillersFalls Bracesthenwritetous.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

THE FORD AUGER BIT

FORD AUGER BIT CO., Holyoke, Mass.
Thefirst and only Bit with PatentedC
Twist. The bestBit for all roundwork3
duced. It isworthyourtimetotry onea

SANSON SPOT CORD

latlngafBhedbyourtrade-mark.
loredS

Outwearsanyotherdevicelor hangingwindows.

SAMSON C0RDA6E WORKS, Boston, Mass.
1llNDSANDSCREENS

URUHGTOHVj]

Starrett Universal Scraper
No. 194. Of all thetoolswhich we have brought out in recentyears none has met the instantap

proval of both mechanicsand dealers so completely and unanimously as this scraper. It has all edges
ground perfectlysquare,which by using bothsidesgives it eight sharpcutting edges,anyone of which can

almost instantly be brought into use by means of the ball
joint connectinghandle. By a slight turn of same the ball
joint is frictionally lockedor released,or placedat any angle
desiredto get into cornersand to tip the scraperblade so as
to give the most effectivecut.
The guard, which may beinstantly slipped off and on

eitherendor sideof theblade,togetherwith thefinely shaped
handle, enablesoneto use it with a strong, firm grip, bear

ing on eitherheavily or lightly to effectthebestresults. In fact, it is theneatest,simplest and bestscraper
in its line ever made for use on floors, benches,meat blocks, etc.'

for free Catalogue No. 17 P of Fine Mechanical Tools.

Price, prepaid, 75c.

U/)e L. S. Starrett Company.
ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.
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BLACK DIAMOND

FILE WORKS.

1

Twelve Medals
OK AWAKD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

{GOLD MEDAL, |AT ATLANTA, 1895.
Copyof Cataloguewill besentfreeto any

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, t
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ♦i

Madeby

Sole Selling
Agents

Pike Mfg.

Co.

Pike, N.H.

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing
Water-Proof Fire Retardent.

ALREADYSURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Hadefrombest
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal
I TarRoofsmany
years.

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,
i York.

Cabot's Shingle Stains.
Theoriginalshinglestains,andthestandardafterovertwentyyears'testani compe

tition byimitators. Theonlystainsthataremadeof Creosote.

Cabot's Sheathing and Deafening "Quilt."
The scientificinsulatorand sound-deadener.Six timesbetter thanordinarypaper

or felt. Samplesand circularssenton request.
SAflUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer,141Milk Street,Bostoi

Cabot's Brick Preservative. ConservoWood

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.
They are noiseless, neverhave to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., ^SZ&2S!SiSSri.r.

ARE PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.
USE THEM AND SEE WHY— SEE LAST PAQE OF COVER.

CATALOGUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.
THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsof thepresentandfuture
are In mtghtycontract,coolandpleasanttothe
eyesduringthelonehot daysof summer.The
costof the additionalcomfortIs slight. Write
for coloredfloorplatesandprices.

'JiieInterior^ardWood (&
t

'/H«ro«cimB» Indianapolis. Ind.

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Qo Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in Builders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line enduressuch wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWAREMAN Can Supply Them. \ gS%TH!.R.S£rf:
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French,SamuelH. ft Co.
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Tiles,

'oner
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CaldwellMfg. Co.
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SilverLakeCo.
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AmericanSchoolof Corre
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Meskerft Bro.
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BergerMfg.Co.
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CortrightMetalRoofingCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
NationalSheetMetalBo
Co.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Shingles Hip
WheelingCorrugatingCo.Shingle StainsCabot,Samuel.
Shutter WorkerMalloryMfg.Co.
Shutters (SeeBlinds)Skylights
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRoofing& Fdry.
Co.
Drouve.G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KanncbergRoofing& Celling
Co.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Speaking TubesOstrander,W. R. ft Co.Spring Hinges
BommerK: ...
Suaares
Duby& Shinn.
Fox.P. L.
NichollsMfg.Co.Squares, Combina
tionHight.A W., Toledo,O.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackman,P, A.
Steel Square Key
Woods,AlfredW.
Stoves and RaniBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural iron and Stee
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural SlateJohnson,E, J. Co.Tank*. Steel
O. K. Harry8teelWorks.Tiling
King MantelCo.Ostendorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTileCo.
Tool Boxes
Walter'sSons,W. P.Tool CabinetsHammacher,Schlemmerft CoTool Chests
Jennings,C K. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit ft ToolCo.GageToolCo.
Hammacher,SchlemmerftUsJennings,C. E. Co,
Kraeulerft Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.ProgressiveMfg. Co.
Reedft AuerbacherOs.Smith,OtisA.
StanleyRule& LevelCo.Starrett,L. 8.. Co.Strellnger,C. A., Co.
Towerft LyonCo.
Walter'sSons,Wm. P.Wilkinson,A. J., ft Co.Turned. Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.Ventilating Attach
mentDrouve,G., Co.
Ventilators
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Ventilators. WindowIdeal VentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammacher,Schlemmerft CtWagon Jacks
BataviaClampCo.
Water ClosetsChicagoHouseWreckingCo.
Wax. Finishing andPolishing
Johnson,S.C, &Son.
Weather Strips
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Os
KingMfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Broad Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Window Apparatus
Drouve,G. Co.
Window and DoorStops
King Mfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust*
ers
Ives,HobartB., ft Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.Windows, Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarrisJ
Co.
Wood Mnntels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershiroLumber& Box
Co.
Wood Working Manchlnery
American Wood WorkucMach'yCo.
Barnes,W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchanr*.
CordesmanMachineCo.
Fay, J. A. ft EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.
Marston.J. M. ft Co.
ParksBall BearingMachin
eryCo. .
SenecaFallsMfg.Oo.
Wood Working Machinery, Second
LouglslandMachineryOy.
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nathRoom Outfit *55~
CLEAN—SANITARY— ODORLESS— NEWEST DESIGNS-
BEST APPLIANCES— FINEST NICKEL TRIMMINGS
THF RATH TUB SeamlesscastIron,heavy3-Inchrollrim,5feetInlengthandWinchesInwidth,finestwhiteporcelainenameledon theInside* ** *» andovertherollrim. Thefittingsareextraheavybrassnickel-plated,consistingofOutsideStanding" Roman" wastewith
chinaindexbutton;Fullerdoublebnthcock;offsetsupplypipes;withfloorflanges.
TWIT ¥ AVATORY Countersunkgenuinemsrbleslab;solidporcelain14x17inchPatentoverflowovalbasin:nickel-platedbrassropepatternbrackets',uickel-platedbrassFullerbaalncocks: nickel-platedbrasssupplypipes: withairchambers; nickel-platedbrasstrap(bothtrapandsupplypipestothewall);nickel-platedchainandrubberstopper;basinclamps,screws;andnickel-platedflanges.
T»ui7 r~T ffcCSITT Low tankpattern,thoroughlysanitaryandmoderninconstruction; latestImprovedVitreoussyphonwash-downbowl; seatand* Sfi coverm«deofseasonedquarter-sawedpakwithhighpolishedfinish;seatattachesdirectlytothenowlwithpostandnlckel-plattd
filnlres-tanklsllnru'WItEheavvcopperandIncludesahighpressureballcockandfloatvalvesypbon,andhasnickel-platedpushbuttonaction;two-Inchelbow
connectionbetweenthetankandthebowl,andnickel-platedsupplypipefromfloortothetank.nilAT |TY Te guaranteeeveryarticleusedIn thisBaihRoomoutfittolienewandperfect.TheenamelwareIsguaranteedfortwoyearsagainst
*f2£££Sml crazes,chipsor defectsfromordinarywear. Any articleprovendefectivewithinthistimewillbeehcerfullyreplacedwithperfect
material.Theoulfltwill befurnishedwithfloorscrews,flanges,clamps,etc.,completeandreadytosetup.
Connectionseasilymade.Any ordinarymechaniccanInstallwith theaidof our comprehensiveworkingplansandInstructions.Satisfaction

Guaranteed or Money Iieluuded.

PRICE, as Described,
Wewill furnishthe additionaltrimmings—paper
holder—twotowelbars—glassshelf—bathseatand
soapcop,forfT.OO.

$55.00 Other Bath Room Outfits
from $25.QO to $125.00

wpiTr 1T*S ADyoneInterestedIn PlumbingMaterialorHeatlngApparatusof aoykind,willdowelltowritetousbeforebuyingelsewhereasweww * S havethelargestandfluest selectionIntheworld,andcanBavepurchaserconsiderablemoney—allfullyguaranteed.
All thematerial uoed in this outfit In absolutelybraud new.

We Can Save You 30 to 50 per cent, on Your Lumber Bills
Weareengagedin dismantlingtheFifty MillionDollarSt.LouisWorld'sFair. WepurchasedthisgreatestofExpositionsoutrightandofferyouawonderfulopportunityto saveat leaBt30percent,onyourpurchasein ibisline. Betterlumberthanthatwhichweareofferingdoesnotgrow Itsyearofservicehasoniytendedtoincreaseitsvalue. It 1bthoroughlyetatoned.Wemusisellthislumberatonce.

SEND US YOUR LUMBER BILLS FOR OUR ESTIMATE
0»applicationwewillquoteyonpricesFreightPrepaidtoyournearestShippingPoint.
NowIs youropportunityto put Into executionyourlongcontemplatedimprovements.Webavelumberfor everypurpose; for BuildingHousesBarns,Cribs,FarmBuildings,Fences,etc.,etc. *

10*000 good Doors, 81*00* Also Fancy Doors from £1.30 to 84.00. Saah lor every purpose. 2,000 GreenhousesHash.3x6 Inches, glazed, at 81*63.
WehaveanOfficeontheExpositionGroundsatSt.Louis. VisitorsarecordiallyinvitedtovisitourHeadquartersatthatpoint.
QuickdeliveryIf youorderatonce.Speciallowpricesaremadeforlumberfordeliverywithinthenext90days.
WecanfurnishBtuddlne,Joists,Planking,DressedandMatchedFlooring,Sheathing,Timbers,Infact,lumberforanypurpose.

STEEL; ROOFING $1.75
Paintedredbothsides,mostdurableandeconomical
roofing,sidingorcellingfor barns,sheds,houses,stores,
cribs,pcultrybouses,etc. Easiertolayandcheaperthan
anyothermaterial.No experiencenecessaryto lay it.
A hammerorhatchetaretheonlytoolsyouneed.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
toallpolmeeastofColorado,exceptColorado,Oklahoma.
Texas,andIndianTerritory.ThisIsourNo.15,semi-bard*
ened,flat t>teelroofing,24x24luches,persquareof 100
squarefeet 81.7S
Corrugated Y CrimpedorstandingBeam,

persquare1.85
For 25c.persquaremorewefurnishthismaterialIn6andKft. lengths.
Brick sidingandbeadedcellingorsiding,per100squarefeet 82.25

•EAGLE" FELT ROOFING ,§g 8%VfreetTwo-ply"Eagle" BrandRoofingwithoutSupplies,perlimp' ...................•.■•.••»•••••••■*••••■■•••••-vOcThree-ply"Eagle"BrandRoofingwithoutSupplies,per
^square «« VOcVulcaniteKooflng,with nails,capsandcement;doe,

notrequirecoating,pernquare . SI. 73(ialvanlzedRubberRooting,thefinestreadyroofingmanu-'
tacturedgoodenoughforanykindof Building,alsouse-mi andpracticallor liningpurposes.Nails,capsand,Tmentfurnished.DoesnotrequirecoatingafterIt Is onineroof. Threegrades.81.50, 81.90 and84.19 persquare.Samplesfurnishedfree,galvanizedIronConductorPipe.slzc31n.per10ft. ernrthISeciHlmnUcdIronF.aveTrough,size31,In.,per10ft.length31cUalvaolzedIronKloows,3men,each 14cTroughCorners,each

195TroughHangers,perdozen
J««nlzedRidgeRoll,2Inchroll,perfoot '

THOUSANDS OF OTHER ITEMS
Hardware, Iron Pipe, Hi nting AppnTalnr, Fainit, Tools-,PnmpH,Tanks, Boilers nnd Engines, Dynamos, Electrical Apparatu

Fire Hose, Fencing, Wire, Safes, Vault Doors, etc., etc.

Ask for Catalog No. 608

Chicago House Wrecking' Co.
35th and Iron Sta., Chicago
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If You Knew Of A Man
who could do as much work as 4 good men, would you hesitate to

hire him? Don't believe you would wait a minute. Well, here
is about the same proposition : one man with the No. 5 Union Com
bination Self-feed Rip and Cross-Cut Saw will do as much as four
men using hand tools, will do it easier and will do it better. Wouldn't
it be economy for you to get a Union
Combination Saw and save 3 men's

wages ?

No. 5 "Union
Saw

Combination
Self- Feed Kip
and Cross-Cut

is suitable for various kinds of work—ripping
(up to 3}4 inches thick), cross-cutting, mitering,
etc., and, with additional attachments, rab-
betting, grooving, dadoing, boring, scroll-

sawing, edge-moulding, beading, etc. Almost
a complete workshop in one machine.

Send for Catalog "A" fully describing
our complete line of foot, hand and light power
wood working machinery.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
209 Water St.,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U. S. A. „

HAND POWER FOOT
WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY.

A Complete Line

for a
Carpenter

and

Builder.

Oar Machines are

so constructed that

yon can take them

to the house yon are

building.

. • . Saves Time.
No. a SCROLL SAW.

Tenoner.

A117of our

machineswill

pay for them-
gelvenInayear

andoften In a
singlejob.

Why buy these Machines? BECAUSE
Yodcanaaveamillnan'iprofit.
Youcanmakemoremoneywithleu capitalInvented.
YoucanmanufactureInasgoodmjtIvandnnfeh,andat lower
coatthanthemill.
YoocanworkupstuflabeadIn winterfortie springruaala
bonding.
10,000bolide

No. 7 SCROLL SAW.

Ourmachines
are
plicated, but
simple,strong,
practical and
built for good
bardwork.

Ar.ORTlSBR
Sand tor Cataloga* and Price*.

Ne.4 SAW.
W.F.& JOHN, BARNES CO.,

71 RUBY 8T.
ROCKFORD ILL- II AND RIPSAW.
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EVERY CARPENTER
NEEDS THIS PLANER
THIS No. 2 Surface Planer will surface all kinds of hard or softwood in the most satisfactory manner. If you have any amount
of this work, you can do it better, quicker, easier and cheaper with this
machine than by any other method.
Three sizes are made. To plane 16, 20 and 24 inches wide and

from 1-6 to 6 inches thick. It requires very little power and will be
found of great advantage to any shop.
A descriptive circular gives complete details of the construction

cr his machine.

WTitelfofJtSito-day.

221-241 W Front Street

Cirv.cirvrv.ati,OKio, U. S.A.

The Worlds Standard for Woodworking Machinery.

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Centerpart of top is made of iron accu
ratelyplaned, with grooveson each side of
for gauges to slide in.
Steelshafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gears'are all machine-cutfrom'solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete, 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Rugeles St., Boston, Mass.

—^y^i^Ju^J-JJa—*— I

STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.
JAIL WORK. 0OIST HANGERS. IRON FENCINGS.

CARPENTERS
Young men desiringto fit themselvesfor
paring positionsshould fill out and send
thisadvertisementtous to-dayand receive
our 200pagehandbook(FREE) describing
ourCarpenters*courseand over 60others,
including Architecture, Contractors' and
Builders,' Architectural Drafting courses.Electrical,Mechanical.Steamana Civil En
gineering,Heating,Ventilation,andPlumb
ing.MechanicalDrawing,etc.

American School of Correspondence
Chicago,III.

Name.

Address

CityandState..
. C.& B. 4-06.

SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matchers34In.
PonyPlanere16,20,24In.

WoodsMonlder13In.
Hi-11inMoulderISIn.
HonersMoulder8In.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTop6awTables,GasandQasollneEn
gines,BandSaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,

.llgBawjuCONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
15 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

©all©earing
MACHINERY.

improvement for foot
Rip Saw, Band Saw
All ready for use,
same forpower.
Other attach
ments and use
ful tools.

Manufacturedby

PARKS
BallBearingMach.Co.
Bui.A.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

HARK YOnt TOOLS WITH A
S TEEL STAMP.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST No.7
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Machines

which can stand

Investigation

Fig.982.No.tii ClementBorer.

Write

for

Prices.

Fig.9421.AmericanKo.1Tcnoner.

American Woodj ^|
Working Machinery Co.

NEW YORK : 136'LibertySt.
CHICAGO: 43So.CanalSt.
NEW ORLEANS; HennenBid*.

Fir. 7831.No.112American24"unci30"by5"Singleand
DoubleSurfacer. Fig.1131.WilllanisportAutomaticKnifeGrinder.

Made in Pittsburgh
"Lanz" Joist Hangers
and Stirrups

We court comparison.Prices attractive. Joist
Hangersmadeto spikeon. for brick-work,con
creteblocksandI-beams. Write for descriptive
matter312.

PATENTAPPLIEDFOR

1865 M. Lanz & Sons »•*
'
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Simplicity, Rapidity
Adaptability, Durability

ARE
THE FOUR CARDINAL POINTS

tVTr\ Wheels,Chain*,
1^1" Cogs, Gears or
Cranks. Nothing to
Clog, Breakor get out
of order. No loss of
time or labor.

Combinedin

The Ideal Hollow Concrete
Block Machine
Manufacturedby

Ideal Concrete Machinery Co.
FormerlyAurburn,Ind. South Bend,Ind-

//.?ndsome Calalog and
Booklet/or the asking.

Face formedon bottomof themould.
Cores withdrawnhorizontallyby lever
—not by hand. Guaranteedcapacity,
twomen,10hours,200blocks.A portable
machinethat canbecarriedwitheaseby
twomen.Over200inusein Ihe Stateof
Indianaalone. The onlymachinewith
whichcanbeaccomplishedthe facingof
blocksbytheBorstsystem. A business
propositionto themakerof blocks. An
appealto the commonsensejudgment
of thebuilder.
In correspondingwith uswemakeour
businessyour interests.

" The Peer
of All "

CORRUGATED IRON I
Painted and Galvanized. )

SCOTT <EL CO.,
Cincir\nati,"0.

Agents'
Wanted j IRON ROOFING

( Painted and Galvanized, j
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Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland .Cementonly materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs $125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO., S&MffiSflS"

Patent
Applied
For

The Perfection Cement Block Machine
1

Price

50

Dollars

Makes the BEST Hollow CementBlocks of any
Machineon theMarket. It TampsonthePace,an
Important Fact to Considerwhen Purchasing;
CementBlock Machine.

*
Weight

Just the thing for the Mason, Builder, Con
tractor or any person with Small Capital de
siring to enter into a

PROFITABLE BUSINESS
This Machine has reached the height of
Perfection in Simplicity, Durability and
Quickness. DON'T DELAY! DON'T
HESITATE!
SendforourDescriptiveCircularandPrices.

MANUFACTURED BY

700

Pounds

Enterprise Foundry CompanyThis
Machine
is all Iron °",ce »nd Works: 81 OLEAN STREET ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTKCTIOKfromLIGHTNINGll given
byuueofourcontinuouscopperconductor*.

E.G.Washburne&Co.,46 CortlandtSt..NewYork.
Telephone3125Cortlandt.

Work putup or material furnished.

THE IMPROVED p p
Hand and Foot Power A—■ « ■ D.

SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenters,BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
WhoHaveShopsWithout Power.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BARNE8 TOOL CO.. New Haven,Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.
UAAA,

Patented.
Forfasteningfixtures,timbers,eto.,to brick,stone
eonoreteorothermasonry.
DIAMOND EXPANSION BOLT CO.,
».l1.13-15MurrayStreet, NewYork,N.T

k'Millstone About

the Neck

Lack of special training is the
"millstone about the neck" of
most carpenters and wood workers
in poor paying positions. It holds
them back while others go ahead.
It handicaps them everywhere.
The I. C. S. system of training
by mail will enable you to throw
off the burden. By this means
you can rise to one of the higher
positions in your present trade or

profession. You can qualify for
a more congenial occupation and
better salary. We have helped
thousands of ambitious carpenters
and wood workers to advance in
salary and position. We can do
it for you. Decide today to better
your condition —then let us help
you. »

MarkXbeforethepositionthitinterestsyou.fill
InthecouponandmailIt tous,andwewillsend
fullparticulars.

»«.♦♦*.«♦♦♦♦.♦.•.♦...♦«
INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS

Box969.Scranlon,Pa.
Pleasesendmea freecopyof "1001StoriesofSuccess,"andexplainhowI canqualifyfor
positionbeforewhichI havemarkedX.

Architect SanitaryEngineer
ArchitecturalDrafts. EleotrtclanBuildingInspector SteamEngineerBridgeEngines' MarineEngineer
ContractorandBuilder CivilEnjlneer
Meohanioa!Englnaer Surveyor
MecrmnioalDraftamanTextileExpert
MachineDealgnar Bookkeeper
ElectricalEngineer StenographerMunicipalEngineer AdWriterHeat,andVent.Eng. French)With
Chemiet German>Edleon
Sheet-MetalDraftsmanSpanish) Phonograph

/fame-

SI. & No..

OV> . Stale-

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest effciency as

a rapid producer of accu=

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
Theyarelowinpricebecausetheyare
inbigdemandandwehaveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
TABLES andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, JSUgHSGu.

Durable »»<i {Always Reliable

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEADS
ARE MADE OF STEEL FOKOINdSOF A GUARANTEED TENSILB STRENOTH

OF 60,000LBS. TO THE SQUARE INCH;
The Cutters aremadeof theBest Quality Tool Steel,temperedto file or to grindand
guaranteedsuperiorasregardscuttingqualityandgeneraledgeholdingproperties.
TheyCut with Ease theworstcross-grainedandknottylumberyoumayfind anddothe
workperfectly.
Whenyouwanta CutterHeadof anykind,writeusfully andletussubmityou prices.

Address SAMUEL J. SHIMER (EL SONS, Milton. Pa.

CONCRETE BLOCK, BRICK, POST and (MIXING MACHINERY
'l"Wohavetheleaders—strictlyhighgrade'

CEMENT MACHINERY CO., Hall Bldg., JacKion, Mich.
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO., 26, 28 and 30 Central Annui,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Finest Qrades of Latest Improved

Wood-Working Machinery
For PlaningMills, FurnitureandChair Factories,Car
riage,WagonandAgriculturalWorks. Circulars
andprices. Correspondencesolicited. No. !t Planer and Hatcher.

We want Carpenters and Builders
To Handle and Sell

The Edwards Metal Ceilings
No trouble to erect. Any carpenter can put up same. Send us your
inquiries with measurements, etc., and we will forward a carefully
prepared drawing showing how the ceiling will look when finished.

OurCatalogL sentfreefor theasking. Explains in detail.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
" THE SHEET METAL FOLKS "

NewYork, 52 Broadway. MainOfficeandWorks,423-443EgglestonAve., Cincinnati,0 hio

ALLTg iEBDEDt

[TO APPIY.

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

T/HE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB-
EROID R00FIN6 does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
"above all things" avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

MAITCFACTUREDSOLELYBT

The Standard Paint Go.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork

ChicagoOffices: 1S8-90MadisonSt.

We Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court
libraries, residences, etc.

Oarceilingsareshippedreadyforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired.Workingdrawingsfur-
sisbed. They'readaptedtoanykindof building.
Exclusiveinclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRoofing,Siding,Metal
Shlnglex.ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkand
FlreprooflngMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. Askfor them.

THE BERGER MPQ. CO.
CANTON, OHIO.

HewTork. Boston. Ptalla. St.Louis

JACKSON'S SCAFFOLD BRACKET HOOK
The Simplest, Htronjrestand CheapestDevicemade lor Holding op SrnflbldiDg. TTooklBten"* blong,madeofbestmalleableIron,anilHaver*its costmanytlim>overInoneseason9work.

Easytoputon Bracket. Easy to putBracketonBuilding.
Xo wigglingorfnlllngscaffoldbwherethishookIs
used.Writefor Circulars. SoldtobuildCHwith

orwithoutthefoldingbrackets.

BRACKET HOOK CO.,
HON. WinnebagoStreet, Rockford,III.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Fox Foot Power Miter Machines
The best thing for mitering mouldings

ana similar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. Front St., QrandRapids,Mich.
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□

"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It Is made from galvanized Iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper In 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

Every Carpenter Appreciates Labor Saving Devices
Write for Circular of our

BRACKET HUNGER
AND

ROOF BROCKET
25,000

Have Been Put in Use
Last Year

Satisfaction Guaranteed

WAGNER MANUFACTURING CO., f

■... -^y

Cedar Falls, Iowa.

I Procure Patents that Stand the Test of
Competition

You would not accepta weakdeed to land. Why accepta weak PATENT DEED to your INVENTION?
My Booklet "About Protecting Inventions in the United States" sent to any address. Ask for references.

Circular on Trade-MarkRegistration
senton receiptof request. GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, 800H. Street.N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C

ALL KINDS OF

ELEVATOR CARS AND
ENCLOSURES

Bankand
Office
Railing.

FRED J. MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

—ARCHITECTS—
Desiringto "brush up" for morerespon
sibleworkshouldfill outandsendthisadver
tisementto us to-dayand receiveour "200
pagehandbook(FREE) describingourArchi
tecturalcourseandovert*0others,including
ArchitecturalEngineering,Contractors*and
Builders"course,Carpenters'course,Elec
trical, Mechanicaland SteamEngineering,
Heating,Ventilationand Plumbing,Archi
tecturalDrafting,etc.

American School of Correspondence
Chicago,ID.

Name

Address

CityandState '• ■■■' i '■

THE "ANTI-PLUVIUS" SKYLIGHT

111q

Absolutely and permanentlyimpervious to rain,
snow, sleet or dust without putty or cement.

With bridge arrangementfor walking on
the skylight without danger of breaking'

vj." the glass. Specially adapted for large
jjr buildings and shopswherethereis always

more or less vibration.
A—SteelSupportingBar.
B—Mall.IronBridge.
C—FlatIron. H—Galv.BrassStud.
It. J—Bridge(torwalkingon

E—Glass. skylight).
THE G. DROUVE CO., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

ManManufacturersandErectorsof
LOVKLL WINDOWOPEKATLNUDEVICE.

Ulrica Solicited and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

F—CopperSheetCap.
G—CoilGalv.BrassSpring.

SKYLIGHTS
Oar Metal Skylight*
iilve riatlslac [ion.

They are so constructedthat all condensationit*carried tu thecurbauddischargedtnronghweepholes on lo the root without Honkingbetweenlaps.
The peculiar constructionol thecurb on our skylights renders connterflasbingunnecessary.
Frames el galvanized Iron or copper,with glass of any kind or thickness.
Write lor our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio
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NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF METAL ROOFING YOU
WANT, WE MAKE IT-WRITE TO US.

DIXIE SHINGLES
Slzas— TxlO In., 10x14 In., I4i20In.
TIN GALVANIZED AFTER FORMING.

TIN PAINTED RED.

DIXIE METAL SHINGLES
For Roofs, One-Fourth Pitch or More,
Gables, Manzards, Bay Windows, etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO.
WHEELING, W. VA.

Packed in boxes containing sufficient quan
tity to cover one square.

We Ship QuicR. Large StocKs in all our Ware-
Houses.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:
NewYork City - - 47-51Cliff St. Philadelphia- 402.404,406RaceSt
Chicago
St. Louis - 112

23-27N. ClintonSt.
114,116So. Eighth St.

Boston,Mass. - 132and134PearlSt.
Chattanooga,Tenn. - - King St.

Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL,
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
Suvesfrom8to 21hoursIn layingouts singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenables
theordinaryworkmanlo frametnemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertainty.
IT DOEg ALL THIS. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.
It giveslengthsfor anyratter*.It givescutsforprincipals,jacks,hips,valleysandcripples.Savestime
for theskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addressthemanufacturers,

G. A. TOPP (EL CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

Another Hint
On Ventilation.

Let's take it for granted you want to operate

runs of sash in a monitor: How shall you

place the operating rod? With our device,

place it anywhere. Bring it down the post

or carried along the roof line and down the

side. This gear will do the work from any

where at any time.

Catalogue X-V.

LORD CSL BURNHAM CO.
1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St., New YorK.

toston Branch: 810 Tramont Building

glpp

>SECURlr
PROTECTION ANDLONG

.SERVICEBY USINGOUR

ASPMTR00FIN6
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWEIL MFG.CO
JERSEY CITX N.J.
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architect*
builders and contractors on request*

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

{Everythingin sheetmetal.)

4

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES
Who can drive a nail
betterthana carpenter?
Then who has a better
right tomakemoneylay
ing Cortrlght Shingles?
CORTRIOHTMETAL
ROOF1NOCO.

PhiladelphiaandChicago

ARCHITECTS

CONTRACTORS

BUILDERS
When you want'any Structural Work it
will pay you to write to the

BOSTON J*£|ir0r1PANY

CONVERTORS OF
Iron'and Steal into all kinds of shapes

and dealers in

Contractors' Supplies

Send for our latest Catalog.

284 Franklin St, - Boston, Mass.

JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer.

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS
Absolutely Dust Proof. Easily
Erected. Artistic Designs.
Ask for Catalogue " V"

S. KEIGHLEY METAL CEILING & MFG. CO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

TOP IT OFF
WITH The Willis Cresting

Pt\ andmakea per-
I llPS IMft 1lJ feet ami hand-X UC) 11 U* "-^* someroot. Ttaer
ren fldpof Tin,painted.GalvanizedSteel,
y.era^dCot'l>eredSteel,and suitable
eitherslateor shiDgleroofs.
Sendtorminiaturesamplesand
ourCatalogueNo.6,showingavery
completelineofcornices,crestlngs,
finials,skylights,andstampedorna
ments In zinc, and STEEL
CEILINGS, etc.

Makers of the Willis Hip Shingles.

WILLIS MFG. CO., GalesbHr^JU.
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GET OUR PRICES ON

METAL CEILINGS,
TIN PLATE,

EAVES-TROUGH, CONDUCTOR PIPE,

CHARCOAL IRON TIN,
CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALS, ETC.,

BEFORE BUYING.

THE ELLER MANUFACTURING CO., - Canton, 0.
Successors to J. H. ELLER &. CO.

Combines durability, "low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFINQ.

SEHD FOR PHOTO PAMPHLET-
Eastern Granite Roofing Co., irvtng Building, New York.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs appropriate for any
style of architec
ture.

All Styles GalvanizedandCopperSkylights,Cornices,Flnials, Cresting!,Ventilators, Metal
Shingles,Roof Gutters,all stylespaintedand galTanizedIron Roofingand Siding,etc Write
(orCatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co.,Manufacturers),
CANTON. OHIO.

PRODUCERS OF

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

THE E. J. JOHNSON CO.
38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book.

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

madef If so send for Illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE.

If yonneedany
thingin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40Pw Cant
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata
log. Shipments
promptly made
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods*
Smallorders
are as carefully
handledas large

B.C. KAROL,235W.HarrisonSt.,Chicago,111,

Useful

Pamphlets
SIZE 5}i x 8 INCHES.

ILLUSTRATED.

25 Cents Each, Postpaid,

Reading Architects' Drawings.
PracticalSuggestionsforyoungMechanics.
39pages 2

Blue Print Making.
EmbracingDirectionsforConstructingthe
PrintingFrame,PreparingtnePaper,and
MakingPrintsof VariousKinds. 28pages.. .25

House Chimneys.
A SeriesofArticlesandLettersonChimney
TroublesandtheirKemcdlee.62pages .25

Easy Lessonsin Roof Measurements.
TwelveShort Lessonson Figuringfrom
Architects'DrawingstheAmountofMate
rial Requiredto Covera GivenSurfaceInFlat, Hippedor IrregularShapedKoofs.
SIpages »

Domestic Electrical Work.
ConciseandPracticalExplanstlonsouHow
toWireRutldlngsforBel's,Alarms,Annun
ciatorsandforGasLightingfromBatteries.
S5pages 2S

David Williams Company
PUBLISHERS

14-1G ParK Place.

NEW YORK.
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YOU CAN'T BEAT IT
For the Investment of 25c.

UsetheA.B.0.SCHEDULES.OTITEMIZED BLANK
ESTIMATING FORMStoailvantapcandprottt.fortue
useof

CONTRACTORSAND BUILDERS
TheseSchedulcaaresuperiorto anythingof thekind
alreadyofferedforsale.Notatextbookonestimating,
or a seriesof tables,butJustsimple,commonsense
BlankForms,givingacompletelistufallItemsentering
lDtotheconstructionofabuilding.
Be EnthusiasticandConvincedby Investigating
ThereIs a separateandcompletescheduleforeachof
thefollowingtrades:
Carpenters—Masons—Plumbers—Painters
A Bamplecopyof theschedulecoveringanyof these
tradesfor 25c.—A completebook(oneof eachseries)
ONEDOLLAIt.

THE GEM PUBLISHING CO.
P. O. BoxNo.14. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Better Cisterns —
Why? -m'

To"protectthehealthof
everymember of your
family.Medicalexpert
havepronouncedthebrick:
aadwoodcisterntobethe
causeof manycasesof
sickness.
Acisterntobeperfectly
sanitarymustbemadeso
tight that no impurities
canpossiblyget through.
This canonlybeaccomp
lishedby usingthe steel
cist" '

0. K. HarrySteelWorks,
234iPaplnSt.,St.Louia,Mo.

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANTTFACTI7RKR8OF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
F.r Floor* Id ot.res, Chnrcke*, Dep.ta,
Kitchen., Halla, Porches, Ac.
i and Factory.Bluff Street,nearGist.

PITTSBURG. PA.

Carpenters
Do you want work
laying Montro.a
Natal Shin&les?
IT so—
Write to-dayto1

CAriDEN,

26feetwide—lower ceiling 13feetin clear.
.B. St.Lonis,Mo $197.00
NewYork, N.Y 212.00
St.Paul,Minn
Denver,Oolo
Dallas,Tex.

NetpriceF. O.B. St.Lonis.Mo $209.00■f " NewYork,N.Y 238.00" " St. Paul,Minn 229.110" " Denver,Colo 268.00" rallas.Tex 253.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithIllustrateonr completeandmodernstorefronts. Theprices
iicludethesteelsill coarse,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
■intermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith,
sashof whitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength;galvanizedironwork abovefirst-storycolumns.
We makeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to300feetin widthandfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsonrmostcarefulstudyforoverthirty-
years,theyare nowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owingto their simple
andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof fall-size detailsand Instructionsthatwefurnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycityin theUnited States,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi-scts,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,fall <ie-
triptive catalogueand discounts. Established 1846.BROTHER,

ST. LOUIS, MO. U. 8. A.•21-519 S. SIXTH STREET

Mofltross Metal Shingle Co., N. J.

T5he

Carpenter's
Guide
By A. F. Barker

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The" Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin themarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Builders and Plasterers.Telephone

876MadisonSquare.
All communications
to 1185B'wav, N. Y. C.

AManual of Terms Usedjin
Architecture, Carpentry
and Building

AHANDY book of terms andconcise definitions arranged

in alphabetical order— includes

reference to the features of the

various architectural styles.

178 Pages

Flexible Cloth Cover

7 5 Cents, Postpaid

David Williams C°-
14-16 ParK Place, New YorK

| SPRING STYLES ]\

n
?!

!!

There is fashion in paints as well as in clothing. Repainting maybe from de
sire for changeas well as from necessity. If a different style in house-dress
is desired, what so convenient, so economical as a high grade prepared paint
based on OXIDE OF ZINC f Where too such variety of choice?
FREE"'SIS' THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.," PaintsInArchitecture."14SpecificationsforArchitects." -

"FreuchGoTemmentDecreeB."yj x3rO£lClW£ly,
"Paint:Why,HowandWhen?"

We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of manufacturersof highgradezincpaints will be
furnished on application.

- New York
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$105j F0R SToRE ELEVATOR
COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT, MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator Mfg. Co., SSSHX"
New York Office, 2032 Park Row Bldg.

(ELECTRIC)

|$105
Kuhne's Truss Metal LatH and Structural Element

Steel Concrete
Best Concrete Binder, Self-centering—For General Fire-Proof Con
structions, such as Partitions, Floors, Stairs, Outside Walls, Roofs,
Sidewalks, Sewers, Tanks, etc. Patented January I, 1901.

(CATALOGUESON APPLICATION.)

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 15-25 Whitehall St., New York City
MANUFAOTURIITGANDSALESPEPABTMENT:

GOFF, HORNER & CO., Limited, Prick Building, Pittsburgh,Pa.
MILLS AT ZANESVILLE, OHIO.

Dexter Portland Cement.
HIGHEST STANDARD ATTAINABLE
FOR PAVEMENT AND CONCRETE

WORK.

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents,

Established 1844.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

"Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Manufactured
by

Sieudtor Description and Price List.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. V:
Troy,
Y.

MORSE HAND ELEVATORS
and DUMB WAITERS

Safe Easy Running Durable

Shipped complete, with or without lum
ber, with drawings and instructions for

erecting. Correspondence solicited.

MORSE, WILLIAMS & COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

All phases of Plumbing, Drainage and Water Supply are expertly treated in thenew book

Plumbing and House Drainage Problems.
THE SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED.
309 Pages, 197 IllnHtrntionx. TWO. DOLLARS, PREPAID.

OAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY 14-16 Park Place, New York.

DUMB WAITERS
AND

HAND ELEVATORS.
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostImproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks..
88Carrollstreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom,128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimateson request.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

EM

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

■J AutomaticHatchGates._ml Sendfor Circulars.
KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.,10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo.,Cleveland,Ohio,245VincentSt

BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neh

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcanbeplacedInposition
byanycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407CherrySt., - PhUa.,Pa.

$2.00
Remitted in any safe
way will secureyoua
copyof thenewbook

STRENGTH OF BEAMS,
FLOORS AND ROOFS

By F. E. KIDDER
Wilh a copywithinreachyouwill never
lackdirectionfor designingandfiguring
a woodentrussof anyordinarytype.
Not theleastimportant,a goodmany
wrong ways and fundamentalmistakes
which theBuilder is apt to fall into are
pointedout.

SimpleMethods
No Intricate Formula;

til Pages. WUIllustrations.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
Publishers

14-16 Park Place . . NewYork.
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points of advantage.
JK!£&3W£WM»«2001>jlatruelaper.*lilch enaMeittetiFcrtoiontheSawwlifi verylittleEet.BiLLu>j)Li , eacbbinoudeSawlahandledtyailk taanicwhoihoioutMjunderstandstiebangingof toeSaw,whichgcaranteeathismoHlirportantfeature.1HI RDLY,thefilingandsettingoftheBlmondaEawearecarefullydone,andthoroughlylnepected,aothattheBawB,onleavingthefactory,arereadyforwork.FOURTHLY, theateeluBedIn themanufactureof theBlmondaSawslaa highcarhoncrucibleateel,andwillholdltacuttingedgemuchlongerthantheordinarysteelgenerallyuaed.FIFTHLY, eachBawIsputupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingfingeilngandrustmarkscommonlyfoundonSawsthataienotencasedproperly.

SIXTHLY, becauseeverySlmonuaSawfaguaranteedthoroughly.
AnymechanictryingftSimondsSaw,andnotfinding

aameaatlafactory,mayreturnthe
Baw, eitherto the
dealer or to tha
BImondBMfg Co.,andt
geteithera newSaw

paidbuck.orluoiuy

SEND FORCATALOGUEANDPKICB LIBT.

SIMONDS MFG, CO.,
Chicago, 111. New York, N.N.

Seattle, Wash.
Fitchburg, Mass
Portland, Ore.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LO'JKI.NHALLWAYSFOBBUSINESS
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,

BoomMR,113ClarkSt..CHICAGO.
Sample*and Circular*Free

FOR SALE !
The mostsuccessfulhardwoodand parquetry
businessin Philadelphia,establishedover fiveyears, centrallylocated,highestclassof trade.
Examinationsolicited. Anexcellentopportunity
for ahustlingyoungman.

WALTER D. STEWART,
522Walnut Street,

Philadelphia,Pa.

WANTED
for largefactory,energeticcapableSuperintend
ent,thoroughlyexperiencedin themanufacture
of veneeredând solid pinedoors. Goodsalary
to rightman.

Address" SUPERINTENDENT,"
Careof Carpentryand Building, NewYork.

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing the article itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed & AuerbacherCo.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

3 SO D>_ new Self-Setting PLANE
^ Sampleaentaspercircular1
2
"

t
5

if notkept

S. a 3-

Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—arenottoocostly.
There'snootherkindsogood—sopleasing.
OurSketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Wri(«for it.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 86I3 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.
ROCHESTER. N. Y. NEW ALBANY, INI>.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, 0001
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

. The liningisvermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

Furnace C
o
.

SoleMfrs. of

Boy nton's Furnaces.
Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

LONOITVDINALSECTION.

CBOSKSECTIONTHKOt'miFLOOH
SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt..NewYork.

207«9 Wnler .Street, New York.
147-9 Luke Street, Chicago.

VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy
of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, N. Y
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New York's Latest Hotel.
The imposing structure which for the past few years
has been in process of construction at the corner cf
Broadway and Forty-second street, New York City, is
now expected to be opened for business sometime in Oc
tober next. The building is the Hotel Knickerbocker, 15
stories high, fireproof throughout, has 556 sleeping rooms,

400 bathrooms and will accommodate about 1000 people.
On the top floor are separate quarters for the servants.
The hotel will have its own refrigerating, electric lighting
and steam heating plants in the sub-basements, and some

idea of the size of the electric plant may be obtained
from the statement that the hotel will be equipped with
over 18,000 electric lights. The hotel is constructed of

terra cotta and limestone and is finished in the French

Renaissance style of architecture. The interior decora

tions are on an elaborate scale and a goodly portion

of the past two years has been spent in the execution of

this feature of the work. The main lobby contains some

of the finest marble to be seen in any building in America.

Beautiful columns of solid Pavonazzo marble rise from

marble floors. The counters are a combination of this

and of Istrian marble, which comes from Istra, on the
shores of the Adriatic. The floors are in varied patterns

of white Italian, Sienna and French Vert Maurin. In
the dining room Istrian marble of a beautiful buff color

is principally used. The floor Is of French green and
pure white Italian marbles. The walls and cornice are

of Caen stone. The flower room has an Istrian marble

wainscot with Caen stone above the wainscot, molded and
paneled. The barroom has French green marble extend

ing across the front of the bar and around the columns.

The floor is of marble mosaic, with French green marble

border. The corridor floors are covered with mosaic and the
walls lined with marble wainscot. The plumbing marble

is of the finest quality blue-veined Carrara marble. The
'
bathrooms, of which there are some 400, are lined with

cream enameled tiles. The equipment of the hotel will
include 11 Standard plunger elevators, while specially

constructed boilers have been Installed with a view to
insuring absolute safety and immunity from explosion.

Sheet Metal in Building Construction.
In view of the prominence which substitutes for wood

are at present attaining in connection with building con

struction it is interesting to note the extent to which

sheet metal is being utilized in this field of Industry.

With the increasing cost of materials formerly employed,
with the more rigorous exactions of the insurance au

thorities and with the general willingness to adopt the

promising improvements of these fast moving times sheet

metal has come to be largely used for outside protection,

for interior embellishment, for sanitary wall coverings

and for household utensils. The present extensive adop

tion of sheet metal has been a gradual one, the interest
ing point being the widely different purposes and the

common occurrence in our daily life of different metals
in sheet form. The tin roof is no new thing, nor is the
corrugated siding and roof covering, nor the decorative
sheet metal wall and ceiling coverings. But the last are
apparently coming into a notably increasing favor, largely ,

the result, without doubt, of closer attention to artistic
effects in the stamped designs. The tire resisting quali
ties of metal coverings have also had considerable to
do with the development of the building sheet metal busi
ness, and the metal window and door is getting to be a
common thing. The enhancement in value of woods suit
able for interior building use is also becoming so rapid
that the metal framed and protected openings in build
ings are calculated to grow in popularity. Finally in build
ing construction the cornices of granite, brick or sand
stone, which delighted architects, have now in a large-
measure been superseded by those of copper and other
sheet metals, which, moreover, answer requirements of
lightness, of susceptibility to elaborate decoration, if de
sired, and of moderate cost. In the matter of home
equipment one has seen the substitution of the heavy
east iron tea kettle by that of light metal. The old open
fire place with its brick oven requiring a day's fire to
thoroughly warm it up gave way to the cast iron stove
or range, and though cast iron plates can be regarded as-
sheet metal the cast iron productions are now accom
panied by sheet steel in stoves for both heating and!
cooking. Sheet metal has extended in fact to the heating
apparatus for the central house heating system, where
now sheet steel radiators are available for steam and
hot water heating and even for direct radiation with hot
air from the warm air furnace. The enameled sheets
for kitchen and bathroom walls, with their value from a.
sanitary standpoint and their remarkable possibilities
with respect to decoration, are another case in point,
and the list could be continued almost Indefinitely.

Regulating Assignments of Wages.
In some localities the practice of workmen assigning
their wages has become such an annoyance to employers
that those having a large working force have been com
pelled to post notices making such assignment sufficient
cause for immediate dismissal. A bill before the Massa
chusetts Legislature apparently contains at least a par
tial antidote to the evil in its provision that a standard
form of assignment shall be employed and that such
transactions to be binding on the borrower must be pub
licly registered. This bill is being fought with much
earnestness by those whose business depends upon as
signments of wages to secure sales on the installment
plan or loans of money. They assert that it would de
stroy their business if it should become a law. If this
is true the law would certainly fill a great need. If an
employee is actually compelled to assign his wages to
secure necessities no more harm could be imposed by
publicity than results to-day from the necessity of record
ing mortgages on personal property as well as on real
estate. Needed protection would be accorded to a large
percentage of those persons who avail themselves of

what seems an easy way to secure credit or loans of
money and who sign their names without having the re
motest idea of the meaning of an assignment of wages,

and oftentimes without knowing that they are actually

depriving themselves of their income. While ignorance

is no excuse in the eyes of the law, neither is there In
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justice In a law which prevents one class of persons
from taking advantage of the weaknesses of another.

Present and Past Cost of Building.
In view of the advances which have been made in

recent years in the cost of labor and of materials enter
ing into building construction the following from the
Record and Guide will be found of more than ordinary
interest and value:
Hemlock lumber has been raised to $22 per M., base

price. Ten years ago the schedule for hemlock was ex
actly one-half as much. One year ago it was on a $17
base, and since the first of the year the base price has
been raised by official promulgation $2 per M. The an
nouncement of the rise iu hemlock suggests a consider
ation of the changes in the cost of other materials in the
course of a decade. Random cargoes of narrow spruce
were obtainable for $13 per M. in the spring of 1896, but
to-day they command a minimum of $24. White pine
dressing boards sold for $23 ten years ago, while at the
present time they are quoted to dealers at a minimum of
$41.50. Yellow pine flooring sold for $16 in 1896; plain
oak for $35; No. 1 whitewood (inch stock), $30; com
mon hard brick, $5.50; lath, $2; Rosendale cement, 80
cents; Atlas Portland, $2.50. This present month typical
prices are, for clear plain sawed white oak flooring, $53
to dealers; whitewood (No. 1), $48; common hard brick,
$11, and lath, $5 to $5.50. Thus the cost of several funda
mental materials, as well as hemlock, is either double
what it was ten years ago, or very nearly so ; and this is
also true of some materials not here named.
Wages in 1896 were, for bricklayers, 50 cents per

hour ; for plasterers, $4 per day ; carpenters, $3.50;
plumbers,, $3.50 to $4; painters, $2.50 to $3.50; and for
stone setters, $4.50. At this present time bricklayers re
ceive 70 cents per hour, which is a 40 per cent increase.
Plasterers earn In 1906 $5.50 per diem, which Is an ad
vance of 37.5 per cent, in ten years. Stone setters and
cutters, receiving $5 at the present time, have been raised
11 per cent. Plumbers now command $4.50 for a day's
work, which is 28 per cent, more than in 1896. Painters.
$4 to $4.25,which is an advance of 50 to 60 per cent, and
carpenters drawing $4.40 are 28 per cent, better c~.'than
in 1896.
Therefore, for the trades here specified, there has been
an average increase in wages of 36 per cent., and after
taking Into account the shorter hours of labor in many
trades it will probably be found that, apparently, the
cost of the labor required for erecting a medium class Man
hattan building totals about 35 per cent, more than in
1896; and in running up an elevator apartment house,
which is a type which may be selected as representing
an average construction, the Item of labor will represent
very nearly 35 per cent of the cost of the building, ex
clusive of the land; and most of the remainder, but not
all, will go for building material.
In the year 1903 the results of an extended investi

gation of the cost of labor and materials were given at
length in the Record and Guide, and showed an ap
parent increase in the cost of construction in Greater
New York In five years of 30 per cent. This final result
was not arrived at entirely by arithmetical processes,for
the reason that elements which cannot be reckoned In
figures must be taken into account. The methods of con
struction, for example, have changed in ten years ; work
ing forces are better organized ; the work is more scien
tifically planned and arranged for In advance, both by
the contractor and the architect, and new materials have
come forward, as, for instance, Portland cement, which
has made a great difference. Less wood is used and
wasted, and various substitutes have taken the place of
more expensive materials to a large degree. If a build
ing were erected in precisely the same way In 1906 as In
1896, with the same materials and the same methods
and all the materials in the same quantity and bearing
the same proportion to the whole, then it might be possi
ble to figure out from labor schedules and price-lists of
building materials how much more it costs to build in
1906 than it did 10 or 20 years ago. But the fact is

that the only way to ascertain with accuracy the differ
ence in building costs is to have access to the accounts
of owners and builders showing the total sums actually
paid out for construction ; and, strange as It may seem
to the layman, after he has investigated and figured on
the higher cost of labor and materials, It will be found
that the cost of constructing a building of the first class,
such as a Broadway office building, is not very much
greater In 1906 than in 1896. In other words, taking two
Broadway office buildings of the same cubical contents,
one finished ten years ago and one finished this winter, It
may be found that the total footings of their cost sheets
do not differ 10 per cent. This is what the cost books
show as to office and hotel construction.
The architect has been an Important factor in keep
ing down the total cost of construction. He is a man
of better training than ten years ago, and architectural
design as a general result is nearer the ideal. Or, put
ting it in another way, the architect does not try to do so
many stunts. So, while it is a fact that both labor and
materials have advanced in cost the improvements in
design and in engineering practice, with the aid of new
materials and more skillful mechanical service and or
ganization, have tended to keep down the actual total
cost of construction in Manhattan. Had wages and ma
terial prices remained the same the improvements in
engineering and mechanics and the incoming of new
materials would have actually lessened the cost per
cubic foor for construction. Outside of Manhattan, how
ever, a different set of circumstances prevail, and two
things have combined to materially Increase the cost of
dwellings of moderate quality, one being the better sani
tation required and the other the higher cost of lumber,
of which they are principally composed, so that while in
Manhattan the cost of construction may not have In
creased more than 10 per cent, in Brooklyn, the Bronx
and beyond there has been an advance, after making due
allowance for progress of the times, as affecting public
taste and municipal requirements, as well as progress in
mechanics—an advance in the cost of construction con
servatively estimated as heretofore of about 30 per cent

The New Barclay Building.
(With Supplemental Plate.)

One of our supplemental plates this month carries an
Illustration of one of the more recent office buildings
erected in New York City, located at the corner of Duane
street and Broadway. It Is a striking example of a com
mercial structure and the picture is of value to the
builder by reason of the many suggestions afforded as to
the architectural treatment of the exterior of a building
of this character. It will be noticed that the ornamental
treatment is practically confined to the upper portion of
the structure, the lower stories of brick and stone having
comparatively plain surfaces. The building is 18 stories
in hight and was designed by Architect Stockton B. Colt
The general contract for the erection of the building was
in the hands of Marc Eidlitz & Son, and the contract for
the cut stone work was executed by B. A. & G. N. Wil
liams, all of New York City.

Officers of Western New York and Pennsylva
nia Association of Builders.

At the recent convention of the Western New York
and Pennsylvania Association of Builders, held in Dun
kirk, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year :
President, W. H. Dennis of Bradford.
Vice-presidents, J. A. Taylor of Dunkirk ; E. M. Ser-

vey of Oil City.
Secretary, H. H. Osgood of Bradford.
Treasurer, William Hanley of Bradford.
An Executive Committee was appointed which will

select the place for next year's convention. At the
banquet given on the evening of February 22, which was
the last day of the meeting, the Mayor and members of
the City Council were present and numerous Interesting
addresses were made. The meeting was a most success
ful and profitable gathering.
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COMPETITION IN $6,500 HOUSES.
FIRST PRIZE DESIGN.

AFTER
carefully considering in the light of the con

ditions governing the contest, the various sets of
drawings submitted in the thirty-ninth competition, being
that for $6500 houses, the committee of award has ren
dered its decision, and we take pleasure In presenting a
synopsis of It herewith. At the very outset it may be
stated by way of interest that the country east of the
Rocky Mountains was well represented in the competi
tion, but the extreme South and Southwest was not in
evidence to the same extent as in some of the previous
contests conducted under the auspices of this journal.
The character of the work submitted was of a higher
order of merit than heretofore, clearly demonstrating
the educational nature of contests of this kind and the
benefits arising from friendly rivalry among the members
of the architectural profession.
The general conditions governing the thirty-ninth com

petition were the same as those announced in connection

figures under the headings called for by the conditions.
In the present competition many fell into the same error
and under the rules of the competition the committee
had no alternative but to regard them as wholly out of
the contest. It is to be regretted that the chances of
several were greatly lessened by their failure to comply
with this important requirement. It is obvious that the
author who complies most fully with the requirements
as regards detailed estimate and specifications should
receive more favorable consideration than those who
do not.
The position of the bathroom is always a feature to
be considered, both by reason of the economical placing
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with earlier contests, but specifically they covered houses
which could be built for $6500 in fhe localities from
which the drawings were sent. Among other things it
was stipulated that each set of drawings should be ac
companied by a brief specification and an estimate of
cost in detail, together with a certificate from a reputa
ble builder to the effect that he would be willing to
execute the work at the figure stated.
There were comparatively few who failed to comply
with all the conditions of the contest, although some
destroyed their chances for a prize by placing their
names upon the drawings, while others made the esti
mate of cost figure a total in excess of $0500, but stated
by way of explanation that the house could probably be
built for less money. In some instances, while the fig
ures of cost were within the limitations stated, their
specifications called for such an elaborate finish as to
bring the cost of a house so constructed far in excess of
the figure called for by the competition.
We have often pointed out in connection with pre

vious contests the fact that many authors damage their
prospects for a prize by falling to furnish an estimate
of cost in detail, being content simply to furnish gross

of the plumbing fixtures and the running of the piping,
and in the designs submitted some rather curious ar
rangements were presented. In one instance the author
utilized a goodly portion of the front of the second story
for his bathroom, bringing it directly over the front hall,
while his other plumbing fixtures were far at the rear.
Many had the bathroom over the dining room ; but In a
well built house costing $6500 and with double and
deadened floors this would not be so objectionable as in
houses of cheaper construction.
The committee in its report criticised each set of
plans, pointing out the good features and also those
which in the opinion of its members were objections.
We shall be glad to have our readers do the same, with
a view to creating an interesting discussion on the plan
ning of houses.
According to the report of the committee the set

of drawings marked " Colonial," and submitted by Jo
seph Lindl, 402 Germania Building, Milwaukee, Wis., is
entitled to the first prize of $250; the drawings desig
nated by a combined T-square and triangle and submitted
by Buemming & Dick, Pabst Building. Milwaukee, Wis.,
is entitled to the second prize of $150, and the study
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designated by a sexfoil in a double circle and submitted
by Alfred H. Lee, 2496 Eighth avenue, New York City, is
entitled to the third prize of $100.
While not entitled to a prize there were several sets
of drawings submitted which received favorable com
ment at the hands of the committee and which are
worthy of " Honorable Mention " in this connection.
These include studies contributed by D. P. Slitor, 133
South avenue, Penn Yan, N. Y. ; David D. Barnes, 3
Park street, Boston, Mass. ; Isaac L. Goff Company, 171
Westminster street. Providence, R. I. ; C. A. Wagner,
Port Jervis, N. Y., and William H. Harvey, 311 Main
street, Worcester, Mass. These are of such a nature
that we shall hope to publish one or more of them after
the prize designs have been presented to the attention
of our readers.
There are doubtless many of our readers who will be
interested in becoming acquainted with the author
of the first prize design, and we take pleasure in pre
senting herewith a likeness of him, together with a brief
statement touching his architectural career. After taking
a course in architecture at the International Correspond
ence Schools, Scranton, Pa., he four years ago entered the
employ of O. C. Uehling, architect, and a year later he
accepted a position in the offices of Leiser & Hoist, archi
tects, where he is at present employed as head drafts
man.
We present herewith the design awarded the first

prize, together with the specifications and detailed esti
mate of cost. In commenting upon this selection for
first place the committee suggests a few changes, which

however, it is common practice to construct the roof as

indicated by the author of the first prize design, making
use in this connection of a thick building paper.

Specifications.
The following are the specifications as furnished by

the author of the design awarded the first prize:
.Tlan«>11Work,

Excavate and removefrom the premises the ground from

JOSEPH LINDL.

Winner of First Prize in $6500HouseCompetition.

the basement,outside areas and piers, according to plan, 6
inches clear from face of walls, &c. Lay footings of all
walls, chimneys, piers aDd posts with sound footing stones
8 inches thick, 24 inches wide and about 4 feet long.

Skip (Left I Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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In the opinion of the members composing it might be
made to advantage. The vestibule might be somewhat
smaller ; the roof might be a trifle steeper, which would
clear it of snow more readily, and the chimney should be
divided so as to give separate flues for heater, range
and laundry. Reference is made to the fact that the
specifications call for the roof to be boarded and then
shingled, but in the estimation of the committee it would
be better to lay the shingles on lath, so as to avoid the
tendency to decay. In many sections of the country.

Mortar. —All mortar below grade shall be made of
clean, sharp sand, fresh burnt lime, and one-third part Uni
versal Portland cement. Mortar for brick above grade to
be 1 part lime and 3 parts sand. Wall below grade to be
plastered with %-inch coat of Portland cementmortar. All
window sills to be Bedford sand stone, with 1 inch bevel on
top. Same to be 5 inches thick. All brick used to be well
burned Chicago brick ; for facing of walls and chimneys
use$18 red press brick, laid in red mortar. Brick work shall
lie tied in every seventhcourse and worked in sound and reg
ular bond.
Build chimney in such a manner that in no case you
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allow less than 6 inches between the smoke flues and an;
wood work. Flue lining to be furnished and set by the
mason. In all rooms having chimneys furnish and put in
stovepipe receiverswith tin stoppers.
Flue Doors. —All flues shall have 8x8 inch cast iron
doorsnear bottom. All to be furnished and set by the mason.
Chimney-to be capped with sand stone cap, as required by
elevation. Provide all materials and scaffolding for the
masonwork and cover the work from the weather at all nec
essarytimes.

Cement Floor.
Floors to be made of 3 inches of concrete composition
composedof 4 parts of clean, coarsegravel, 3 parts of coarse
steamboiler cinders and 1 part best Portland cement,White
hall, Vulcanite, or some other brand of equal merit; all to
bethoroughly mixed and tamped down solid. Where cement
floors are indicated finish above concrete with a 1-inch top

TU.Walltorand

Finish Coat. —The last coat to be the best style of
Imperial, well mixed and worked, and shall not be applied
until under coat is bone dry. In the foregoing manner plas
ter the entire first and secondstories, and the finished parts
of basementand attic ; also plaster balance of basementceil
ing one coat. In kitchen and bathroom score plastering to
represent tile, that in kitchen to be 3 feet 6 inches high and
that in bathroom 4 feet G inches high. Run a plaster cove
of 14-inch radius at intersection of wall with ceiling in
sitting room. Parlor, sitting room and reception hall to
have a stucco center piece 3 feet in diameter, to be set ex
actly in the center of "eiling in the respective rooms. Esti
mate the sum of $12 for each center piece. Estimate the
sum of $50 for a stucco cornice in parlor.

Carpenter Work.
All lumber, unless otherwise specified, to consist of good
merchantable thoroughly seasoned pine, free from shakes,
and must be prepared, framed and constructed according to
drawings and sections. All the door joists must be properly
sized to widths and set true and level on walls.

DIMENSION'S.
■i,h. Inch.

First-story joists 2 x 1!> lfic. -c. Pine.
Second-story joists 2x10 10 "

GIRLSROOM
ij-;u>,o.,!!n'o xil'i' ,

F7lI III I IMill B'J'CLEAB/'

<>/ *l TINNEDDECKj ^3
/ ! \

Attle with Outline of Roof Plan.

CHAMBER
13O'ltU'o"

8'4X9'8\J]

CHAMBERSEWINGROOM, ' „or ! it'orxii'e*BOUDOIR!|

First Floor. SecondFloor.

Competition in $6500 Houses.—First Prize Design.—Floor Plans.— Scale 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

dressing composed of equal parts of fine clean bank sand
and same brand of cement as used in concrete. All to be
troweled to a smooth surface and jointed into separate sec
tions about 8 feet square. All to have proper pitch to catch
basin. Where wood floors are indicated fill in between
Bleeperswith above concrete.

Lath and Plastering;.
Wood Lathing. —All walls and ceilings to be plastered
shall be lathed with 1%-inch No. 1 hemlock lath, put on at
right angles with studs and furring. All lath to be % inch
apart, well nailed and joints broken every twelfth lath.
Mortar.—Mortar shall be made of fresh slaked lime,
clean, sharp sand and cattle hair; made three days before
beingused and screenedthoroughly through a fine sieve.
Base Coat.—Plaster to be put on so as to have a good
clinch and to be well straightened; all walls to be made
plumb and even and all angles sharp and regular. Mortar
shall extend to the floors and close up to the door jambs and
crowns.

Ceiling joists 2x8 10 " "

Rafters 2x 6 20 "

Inside studs 2x4 16 "

Outside studs 2x4 16 "

Wall plates 2x 4

Bridging. —All joists having from 9 to 12 feet between
bearings to have one row of 1 x 3 inch cross bridging, well
fitted and spiked together with two lOd. nails at each end;
all having from 12 to 18 feet must have two rows.
Headers and Trimmers. —All headersand trimmers to

be put in double thick, thoroughly framed and spiked to
gether, and in no case allow the timbers to come within 2
inches of the brick of any smoke flues. All window and
door sills to be set double, and when over 3 feet 6 inches
wide to be trussed overheadof all openings. Partitions shall
be sized where required. All angles of rooms must be made
solid. Partitions in basement to be No. 1 matched fencing
except in finished parts. All carrying partitions to have
doubleplates at top and single plates at bottom.
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Roofs. — Board roofs with dry No. 1 pine boards, nail

at each bearing with two lOd. nails. Make roofs perfectly
watertight, and lay in large tins with shinglecourses.
Shingles. —Cover the entire roofs with best quality extra
A red cedar shingles, laid 414 inches to the weather and
properly lapped.
Floors. —The floors shall be well seasonedand perfectly

dry, dressed, tongued and grooved and blind nailed to every
joist, and smoothedafter they are laid. The floors to be of
the following kinds ; viz. : Attic and cellar floors to be " C "

flooring, pine. 4-inch face. All floors to extend to outsidp
or roof sheathing. Floor of porch to be 1% inches thick, 2\i±-
inch face, " C " stuff, joints laid in white lead.
Hardwood Floors. — The entire first and secondstories

to have hardwood floors. Same to be 2%-inch face patent
dressed,clear, even color maple for parlor, sitting room, re
ception hall, vestibule and kitchen. Entire second story to
have clear maple floor. All flooring to be well laid and pro
tected with building paper. Dining room to have best oak
floor.

No Floor* to Bo Laid Until Roof 1* On.

Line the floor joists of first and secondstories with No. 2
pine M. & D. fencing, laid diagonally, and cover with one
layer of heavy two-ply It. & B. building paper.
Gutters. —Gutters to be so graded as to throw the water
into the conductors.
Outside Finish. —Outside finish of all kinds will be of

dry seasoned" C " select pine, and all parts not otherwise
covered to have 4-inch " B " white pine siding, exposed 3
inches to the weather. Pilasters to be madeas shown of 1*4-
inch pine, fluted, as required by drawings.
Sheathing. —Outside sheathingwill be of No. 2 pine, M.

& D. fencing, nailed at each bearing with two lOd. nails and
coveredwith heavy two-ply R. & B. building paper. Ceiling
of balcony to be ceiled and molded, as shown on drawings,
with " V " jointed ceiling and %-inch paneling boards and 4-
inch cove in corner.
Windows and Sash. —All windows shall have 1%-inch
meeting rail, and those having two sash each will have them
hung with best Silver Lake cord, run over large axle pulleys
and properly balanced. Sash for plate glass to be 1% inches
thick.
Window Frames.—All outside window frames to have
pockets for weights. Pulley stiles to be % inch thick and
blind stops % inch thick ; parting strips to be % inch thick
and sash stops Va inch thick, moldedon the inside. Sills to
be 1% inches thick and laid 2 inches bevel per foot. Outside
casings to be 1% inches thick and 4 inches wide, unless
otherwise shown on drawings.
Door Frames.-—Door frames that show when finished

shall be of " C " select pine. Jambs to be 1% inches thick,
rabbetted on inside. Sills to be 1% inches thick and made
of red oak. All inside window and door jambs to be %
inch thick, of material to match finish of rooms.
Basement Frames. —Basement frames to be made of

select dressedplank, with rabbet on inside and have 2-inch
face casing.
Doors.—All doors in building to be made in six cross

panels, of materials to match finish of rooms,1% inchesthick,
unless otherwise specified. Sliding doors to be 1% inches
thick and hung with Luitink's parlor door hangers. Main
entrance door to be of select oak, 2 inches thick. Dwarf
doors to pantries, &c, to be panelled doors, 1% inches thick.
Inside Finish. —All inside finish to be made according

to the details, or as otherwise specified. Basement and
closets to have bevel casings 4 inches wide and baseG inches
high. Make all casings and baseas shown on detailed draw
ings. Dining room to have panelled wainscoting 6 feet high
and beamedceiling, as required by detailed drawings. Par
lor and sitting room to be finished in select red birch. Din
ing room in quarter sawed oak ; reception hall, vestibule
and staircase in oak. Kitchen in pine. Entire secondstory
in plain select even color birch. All window stops to be
fastened with round headedbrass screws.
Stairs. — Risers to be nailed in back; balusters dove
tailed to treads and treads and risers housed into wall-
strings and thoroughly wedgedand glued in place. All box
stairs to have wall rs.ils. Kails secured to newels and at
joints by rail bolts. Soffit and exposedside of main stair
case to be panelled. Basement and attic to have pine stairs,
basement stairs to have maple treads. Pantries to be fin
ished as shown and describedon plan. Closets will be fitted
up with % inch, 14-inch shelves and clothes hooks placed 8
inches apart on % x 8 inch molded strips. Also build
drawers under shelves,as required by plans. Vegetable cel
lar to have shelves,as shown. Basement partitions to have
stud partitions and came shall be plastered on both sides,
unless otherwise marked.
Miscellaneous. —Do all carpenter work of every de

scription ; also do all necessary jobbing and cutting for
other contractors that may be required for the entire finish
ing of the work. All nailing in the interior finish to be
done with finishing nails and as far as possible concealed
from sight. Picture moldings to match finish to be put in
all rooms exceptingkitchen, bathroom, pantry and closets.

Hardware Trimmings.- —All sash hung with weights

will be secured with sash locks. Estimate the sum of $70
for all hardware trimmings and the sum of $50 for a mantel.
Furnish all sliding door- hangers sash weights, cords, pul
leys, nails, &c, exclusive of the abovementioned trimmings.

Galvanized Iron and Tin Work.
Gutters. — Gutters to be lined with No. 26 galvanized
iron, lock-jointed, soldered and nailed and to be connected
into the conductors.
Flashing. —Window and door caps and all projections,

flashing around chimney, and all other parts that are liable
to leak, shall be lined with Taylor's Old Style I.X. tin, well
soldered and nailed.
Tin Roofs. —The roof over porch and rear stairhouse
shall be covered with 14 x 20 inch Taylor's Old Style tin,

well nailed and to have flat seams,well soldered and lined
with oiled roofing felt, sufficiently lapped. Use no acid and
clean off all rosin as soon as tinning is done. All tin work
to be painted on under side with one good coat of best
mineral paint. Also furnish and set a 3-inch diameter vent
pipe for mantel. Conductors to be corrugated No. 26 gal
vanized iron, 3x4 inches, well secured to building with
galvanized iron holdfasts, neatly fitted.

Heating.

The building is to be heated by the hot water system,
the radiation being sufficient to heat the building to 72 de-t
gress when outside temperature is 20 degrees below zero.
The heating contractor is to furnish his own specifications
and must guarantee his work to do the service as specified.

Plumbing-,

The building will be located on the southwest corner of
the street, 25 feet back from lot line, and building to face
north.
Drains. —Do all excavating and refilling of trenches to
lay all drains and water pipes. All drain pipes in and out
side of building to be of vitrified clay, laid with proper
pitch and connected with main sewer in street and pro
vided with all necessarytraps, heads, Y's, &c., and extended
to all points where marked on plans. At conductors turn
ends to top of grade; each upper length to be of iron pipe.
Figure sewer from lot line.
Water Supply. —Pipes where exposedmust be secured
in place on %-inch strips. Pipes must be so laid that they

can be properly drained and shall be provided with check
and waste cock at the foot of each separate riser and have
extending handles boxed, and all detached plumbing shall
have separate cock to shut off the cold water. Provide stop

cock at curb, well protected with box and cover. Extend a

%-inch lead pipe to inside of building, and from this point

extend a %-inch pipe, to be connectedwith all fixtures ; all
of extra strong lead pipe. Hot water supply to be of same
size and quality and extendedto all sinks, wash basins anil
bath tub.
Sewer.-—Main sewer to be vitrified clay, 6 inches; con

ductor branches to be 4 inches, all put in in accordancewith
rules and regulations of the city.
Street Washer. —Place an iron street washer at side of

building with %-inch galvanized wrought iron pipe and hose
coupling connection, where directed; all complete with de

tachable handle faucet. Furnish and set in place %-inch
Worthington water meter.
Soil Pipes.—Soil pipes to be put in in accordancewith

rules and regulations of the city. Waste pipes to be 2 inches

extra light lead pipe.
Ventilation. — Ventilating pipes to be put in in accord

ancewith rules and regulations of the city.

Kitchen Sink. —Kitchen sink to be 20 x 30 inch white

enameledcast iron, set on 20-inch wide brackets. Top and

back of this sink to be lined with 20-inch high splasher full
length of sink and drip board and to be of Pink Tennessee
marble, notched to set on iron.
Laundry Tubs. — To be two-part Wesely, of soap stone.

Boiler. —To be 40-gallon extra heavy galvanized
iron,

tested to 200 pounds pressure to the square inch, set ou

ornamental iron stand, with shut off cock, sediment cocks

and pipes, and to be connectedto coil in range and heater
respectivelyready for use.
Bathtub. —To be white enamelediron, 5 feet long, with

connectedwaste and overflow, guaranteedtub.

Wash Basin.— Wash basin to be D-218, Rundle &
Spcncecatalogue,oval, with lead supply and P traps.

Water Closet.—Water closet in bathroom shall be best
siphon jot closet,with Murphy flush valve and 40-gallon tank

in attic. Basement closet to be white enameledcast iron

with hard wood seat on legs, and have self closing valve, all
complete.
Trimmings. —All trimmings to fixtures to be the best

style of Fuller's patent work, brass for kitchen sink and

nickel plate for the balanceof the work. All plumbing to be

bestopen work.
Oas Fitting. — The gas pipes to be laid in accordance
with the rules and regulations of the city for all lights

marked (*) on plans. Pipes to be so laid that any gather
ing of water in themcan be drained off near the meter. Run
separate pipes with shut off cocks, &c, for fuel gas to all
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Detail of Cartouche for Front Gable, with Vertical Section on
Line A P. of the Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

4^RADIUS

Detail of Main Cornice.—
Scale.% Inch to theFoot.

Detail of Corner Pilasters.
—Scale. % Inch to the
Foot.

Section of Porch Cornice and
Balustrade.—Scale, f/i Inch
to the Foot.

Dormer Cornice.
—Scale,% Inch
to theFoot.

Finish of CasedOpeningBetween Sitting Room and Parlor.-
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

a
PLASTERLINE

Section of False Beams In Dining Room.—Scale,% Inch to the
Foot.

stlon of Left Half of
China Closet.

Section Taken Near
Center Line.

Scale. % Inch to the Foot.

Casing and Cap In
Parlor, Sitting Casing for Balance
Room,DiningRf.om, of Rooms Except Base for all Rooms
ReceptionHall and Girls' Room and ExceptGirls' Room
Vestibule. Closets. andClosets.

Scale.3 Inches to the Foot.

Competition in $6500 Houses.— First Prize Design.—Miscellaneous Constructive Details.
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placesmarked fuel gas on plans. Estimate the sum of $150
for gas fixtures.

Electric Llxnt Wiring.
The work must be done according to the rules and regu

lations of the Board of Fire Underwriters as now in force,
and will be subject to inspection by the insurance inspector.
The system of wiring will be for the convertible two

and three wire system for 110 volts pressure. The wiring
will be done in the manner known as the insulator and
bushing work ; wfiere the wire is passed through joists or
from one floor to another they will be placed in porcelain
tubes, otherwise they will be supported from porcelain in
sulators, not more than 4 feet apart. In places where it
becomesnecessary to run wires along brick walls they must
be placed in circular loomor iron conduits. The distributing
circuit will be taken from cut out cabinet. This will be
made of wood and lined with sheet iron and set flush with
plastered wall in second-story hall where directed, and will
be finished off with casing and provided with a paneleddoor
to match the surrounding wood work and to be placed 5 feet
above the floor ; door to be secured by good lock. In this
cabinet will be placed the necessarycut outs ; thesemay be
either in tablet form, " Noark " type or of the Edison plug
pattern. From the cut out cabinet feeders will lead to a
suitable point in the attic, where they will tormina e in a
fused service switch and fuse from this point ; leave the feed
ers hang outside of the building for future connection. In
estimating the number of lights for the various rooms, the
contractor will figure four lamps for each drop light and
one for each wall light; all lights are indicated by (*) on
plans. All switches to be flush switches, except in attic and
basement,where snap switches may be used. Furnish and
place push button at entrance door and connect to bell in
kitchen.

Painter's Work.
The contractor for the painting and glazing must pro
vide all necessarymaterials for the work, including paints,
all oils, glass, putty and tools of every description to prop
erly do the work of his department promptly as wanted.
All materials of the several kinds must be of the best qual
ity on the market and all work must be done in a skillful
manner. Properly kill all knots with shellac and then painr
all wood and metal work usually painted, both inside and
outside of building, unless otherwise specified, four good
coats. Body of houseto be pure white, and cornices, casings
and all other trimmings light canary yellow. Clean off be
fore painting it all woodwork and putty and stop all cracks
and defects. Sandpaper smoothly and properly prepare all
work before applying succeedingcoats. Attic room and base
ment to have two good coats of paint. All metal work and
metal roofs will have the first coat of best mineral paint
and the others of best lead and oil, as above specified. The
entire roof to have two good coats of brown creosoteshingle
stain. All staff work to be dipped in boiled linseed oil be
fore being set. Kitchen and bathroom to be painted, as
above, and then to have two good coats of white enamel
paint. Kitchen and pantry to be painted entirely white.
All hardwood finish to be filled with Pratt & Lambert's
stain filler, and then to have two coats of Pratt & Lambert's
No. 38 varnish. Finish on first floor to be rubbed down
with pumice stone and oil. All hardwood floors on first
story, except kitchen, to be finished in this manner, but use
linseed oil for base coat. Then apply two coats of shellac
and then apply one coat of wax. Dining room finish to be
stained to representFlemish oak.

GIhkk and Glazing.
The glass of the building will be best Double AA Double-
thick American, unless otherwise specified.
All glass set in sash, sash doors, transoms, &c, through
out the building to be well bedded, sprigged and back-
puttied and left whole and clean on completionof the job.

Plate Glass.
Furnish and set in place plate glass mirrors in china

closet and medicine case, as required by drawings. Also
furnish and set mirror abovesent under staircase and one in
upper hall, where indicated. Sash doors to have chipped
glass panels, unless otherwise shown or implied.

Detailed Estimate of Cost.
We present below the figures of cost, as furnished by

the author, touching the various classes of the work :
EXCAVATING,MASONANDCEMENTWORK.

Costof Cost
material. of labor.

Excavating $132.00Footing stone $65.00 8.00Cementfloor (material and labor) 67.50Brick (commonand face brick) 230.00 160.00
Flue lining 5.00
Colored mortar 7.00 ....
Cementmortar, for plasteringbelowgrade.. 6.50 2.00
Totals $313.50 $369.50

PLASTER1NQ.
No. 1 hemlocklath and nails $08.00 $50.00
Mortar (Imperial) 85.00 05.00

Finish tor secondcoat 57.00
For tiling in kitchen and bathroom „vaa
Three plaster centers,3 feet diameter 30.00
Stucco cornice 60.00

Totals $326.00
ESTIMATEOF CAEPENTBBWOBK.

First-story Joists
SecoDd-storyJoists 89-96
Attic Joists 30.00
1'orch,balconyand rear deck joists 1259
Exterior studs, plates, 4c 52.83
Girders 6.20
Interior studs, first, second,attic and base
ment 6100
Rafters 20.10
Bridging $.07Ribbonboards . . . 4.00
Exterior sheathing 53.50
Floor sheathing 68.50
Roof boards 32.20
Building paper 29.51
Shingles 20.00
Furring strips 6.66

OutaideFinish.

100.00
22.50
3.00
8.50

$249.00

$14.00
14.00
11.20
4.75
19.60
1.50

22.50
8.50
5.00
7.50
21.00
25.60
10.00
11.40
8.00
2.00

Siding $68.00
Eight pilasters 78.00
Four pilasters 18.00
Main cornice 153.00
Dormer and bay window cornice 51.50
Balcony, deckand bay window railing 49.50
Rear deck railing 10.00
Porch railing 34.72
Front porch steps 10.00
Porch cornice 5900
Twelve columns 107.50
Two half columns 12.00
Porch floor 17.20
Outside base 6.00
Window Frame*. Including Frame, Sash. Outside
Casing, Stool Finish, Stops, Weights,Cords and

First Story.

$21.00
20.65
5.50
75.00
28.20
10.50
2.50
17.35
4.00
21.50
5.50
1.00
3.50
3.55

and Inside
Pulleys.

Three window frames...
Four window frames...
One window frame

SecondStory.
Seven window fran
One Phoenixwindow
One window frame.

Four doubleframes.
One frame
One frame
One frame
One frame

BasementFrames.

Dormer Frames.
Two frames.
One frame..

Interior Finish.
Main staircase
Attic stairs
Cellar stairs
China closet
Clothes chute
Medicine case
Finish In pantry
Casedopeningbetweenparlor andsitting room
Beamedceiling In dining room
Paneledwainscotingin dining room
Picture molding
Closet shelves
Strips for clotheshooks
Closet drawers
Three window seats
Three-memberbase
Closet and attic base

Floors.

Floor for balanceof first story.

$18.52 $G.OO
15.10 4.50
25.16 6.20
23.00 5.50
4.90 1.00

44.50 13.20
1300 4.00
5.00 1.00
38.10 10.50
20.00 5.00
11.50 4.20

S.20 2.75
1.48 100
1.38 l.OO
1.20 .90
1.30 1.00

8.40 4.56
5.40 2.50

$70.00 $30.00
22.00 10.50
20.50 10.50
56.00 20.00
8.00 2.50
5.00 1.20
18.50 11.25
23.00 5.20
47.00 19.50
47.20 16.50
6.20 2.50
3.20 1.50
6.00 2.00
5.50 2.20
17.00 5.50
31.50 3.50
6.00 2.50

$64.00 $14.00
14.75 3.00
40.90 15.50
56.50 21.25

Doors for First Story. Including Doors, Hardware Trimmings,
Jamhs, Stops and Casings.

Two sliding doors $40.00
Ten doors 88.50

Second-StoryDoors.
Elevendoors and two casedopenings 104.50
Attic and basementdoors 50.50
Nails, Includingsliding door hangers,&c. . . . 35.00
Hardware 70.00
Mantel 50.00

$8.00
23.00

25.20
14.20

20.50
5.00

Total carpenterbill. $2,410.80 $787.61
TIN ANDGALVANIZEDIBONWOBK.

Galvanizediron for gutters $19.20 $12.05
Galvanizediron for ridirlng 7.00 17.00
GalvanizedIron for conductorpipe 4.60 6.44
Tin and solderfor decks 30.00 12.00
Tin for vnllevj and dormers 3.25 2.75
Tin for flashingchimney 75 .75
Tin for returnsand archedwindows 1.75 4.25
Tin for window caps 3.00 1.00
Tin shingles 2.40 •••

Totals $71.95 $56.24
ELECTBICAI.WORK.

1,200feet No. 14 R. C. wire *14-99125 feet No. 10 R. C. wire 5.00
400tubes,3 x 5-10Inches 2.30
300 No. 51*.knobs 2.10
250 feet circular loom 15.00
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2 3-wlredoublehand cut out 1.60
12flushedswitches 8-60
4 3-wayflush switches 3.601main line cut out -601 main switch 1-251 poundtape -40
100feetNo. 18wire 301 battery 351 bell 371 push button .60Total cost of labor

Totals $57.07
HEATING.

One" A " 540boiler,975feet capacity $109.00Rndlation 154.00Pipe and fittings 73.00Bronze 12.00Total for labor
PLUMBING.

Sewerage $83.50Gaspipe and labor 39.00Meter 11.00Bathtub,basin, closet, sink, basementclosetand laundry tubs 127.00Ventilation,wasteand supply pipes 134.50

$19.50

$19.50

$81.00

Louis Sehoknecht, 186 Burleigh street ; that for the plas
tering work by Herm. Kath & Sons, 1063 First street ;
that for the carpenter work by F. O. Johnson, 729 Thirty-
fourth street ; that for the tin and galvanized iron work
by Held & Dern, 1524 Fond du Lac avenue; that for the
electrical work by E. G. Muenzberg, 682 Thirty-first
street ; that for the plumbing and heating by Lehan &
McNally, 415 Jackson street, and that for the painting
work by Herm Brothers, 500 Thirtieth street, all of Mil
waukee, Wis.

Making Brick Walls Damp Proof.

Modern damp-resisting paints have proved their econ
omy over old-time furring, both as to space saved and
general efficiency of results. The proper execution of the
work is the vital point, and when this is neglected there
is a waste of otherwise good materials and impair
ment of flic plastering and decoration. This is over
looked too often and sad results ensue. There is a great

Vertical Section of
Paneled Wainscot
ing In Dining
Boo m.—Scale, %
Inch to the Foot.

^CEILINOLINE

GLASSWINDOW

BEVELPLATEMIRROR

3e"x20"

PROFILEOFSEAT

T
FLOORLINE- f
View of StaircaseLooking Toward the Rear of the House.—Scale,%

Inch to the Foot
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Total for labor and plumber'stime $71.50
Gasfixtures. 150.00 4.50

Total plumbingand heatingbills $893.00 $157.00
PAINTING.

Exterior painting $80.00 $95.00
Shinglestain for roof 55.00 20.00
Interior painting 81.00 121.00
Glass (plate and doubleA, American) 129.00 ....
Art glass. $2 per foot 76.00 ....
Labor for setting glass 19.50

Totals $421.00 $255.50
RECAPITULATION.

Excavating,masonand cementwork $683.00
Plastering 575.00
Carpenterwork 3,198.41
Tin and galvanizedIron work 128.19
Electricalwork 76.57
Painting and glazing • 676.50
Plumbing,beating and gas fitting 1,050.00

Grand total $6,387.67

A valuable feature of the above estimate to which
attention should be called is the shape in which the
cost of labor is presented.
The certificate for the mason work was signed by

economy in the use of these paints which warrants at
least a fair outlay of labor to secure their proper appli
cation.

In a brick wall improperly built, containing deep crev
ices and pockets having openings to both the weather and
the interior, it Is useless to expect any material to resist
the penetration and consequent pressure of the water,
says a writer in the Engineering Reeord. This Is often
the condition with common work. The damp-proofing Is
a damp resistant and cannot assume the role of an ob
struction against pressure : hence the absolute necessity
that all joints, at least those on the exterior and interior
sides of a wall, be absolutely full. Only too often does
it occur that the cross joints are free from mortar when,

on account of rush work, the bricklayer wipes his trowel
on the end of the brick and it goes In, whether the mortar
drops off or adheres. Opponents of damp-resisting paint
have maintained that this makes little difference when
an outside wall Is furred, but experience shows that
moisture and even leaks find ready ingress into walls of
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such construction and bring dampness within, although
it may uot be visible, and must in time produce ill effects,
on account of its absorption by the furring.
Having said this much for the construction of the ex
terior walls, the application of the damp resisting paint
must be considered. This work should be done by a
painter who is a good brush hand. The paint must be
well brushed on, and all holes and cavities which do not
fill up or become positively covered by the paint must be
stopped with putty or mortar and retouched. Special
care must be given to the surface before the application
of the paint ; lumps of mortar should be cut off and the
surface gone over with wire brushes, particularly in the
angles at the floor and ceilings. This must also be done
between the beams In the beam-filled construction, where
steel wall beams or channels do not intercept, and at the
reveals of all openings, doors, windows and the like. The
purpose is to have the damp-resisting paint form a solid
continuous film which when Becuredwill positively check
all moisture drawn by capillary attraction. Plastering
and decorating on a surface painted in this way Is per
fectly safe, as experience has shown.

Building on the Percentage Basis.

More or less discussion has ensued in the past regard
ing the advantages or disadvantages of conducting build
ing operations upon the percentage basis, and in con
nection with the subject the following comments, taken
from a recent issue of the Philadelphia North American
may not be without interest to a large number of our
readers :
Investors in real estate, architects and many building

contractors are coming to realize that the most economi
cal and satisfactory method of erecting buildings of any
size Is on the percentage basis instead of on the basis of
a lump-sum bid—that is, the builder engages to erect the
building or make whatever alterations are desired for
the actual cost of the work plus a percentage as com
pensation for himself. Several of the large office build
ings in Philadelphia have been built on this plan, and
the Indications are that it will not be long till it com
pletely supersedes the old method of lump-sum bidding.
There are many advantages both to the owner and
builder in this method of building. Though the owner
may not know exactly what the building is going to cost
him the expenditure of his money is always within his
own control and easy of verification at any time. He re
ceives from the builder an itemized account of the cost
of material, labor, &c, and he Is relieved of the danger
of "extras." The work can be carried on so as to best
suit his own interests, rather than those of the con
tractors, and any changes which may suggest themselves
during the course of erection can be made without un
necessary expense.
Contractors, on the other hand, are always assured
of a decent profit on their work. They are not harassed
by unexpected rises in the price of material or by
penalties for delay occasioned by strikes or other causes
often totally beyond their control.
In other words, the element of risk inseparable from
the lump-sum basis of work is practically eliminated, and
a builder is free from all temptation to " skimp " certain
parts of the work to compensate him for unlooked-for
inroads into his profits encountered In other parts of
the work. With him all contracts are on the same basis,

all can be treated impartially and the best interests of
every contract can be served. This is particularly the
case where the contractor makes a specialty of work on
the percentage basis and declines all lump-sum contracts.
The advantages to the builder of working on the per
centage basis are indeed so many that many of the large
builders, both here and in other cities, prefer operations
of this character, though they are not prepared to refuse
to work on the lump-sum basis if the owner so desires it,
as is often the case.
It is necessary, however, that the builder should use

the proper speed in construction, otherwise the building

may cost the owner much more in the end than he could

have had it erected for a lump-sum bid.
Many builders, however, complain that investors do

not, as a general rule, loot with favor on the percentage

system of work. They desire to be relieved of
all risks,

evidently taking the view that the risks properly
belong

to the contractor, and for this reason
they prefer to ac

cept a lump-sum bid, which may seem to them to
be high,

rather than assume risks which their knowledge
or ex

perience cannot help them to avoid.

The spectacle of contractors being forced into
bank

ruptcy through contracts from which they had
hoped to

realize large profits, which occasionally presents
itself, Is

not, it Is true, calculated to reasure investors in real

estate as to the wisdom of assuming most of the
risks of

building; yet failures of this kind occur so rarely
as to

have very little effect on the growing sentiment
in favor

of cost plus a fixed charge for all kinds of
building work.

Palatial Horse Repository.

Ground is to be broken in the immediate future
for a

large six-story fireproof building, running
through the

block from Sixty-first to Sixty-second
street, near Broad

way, New York City, which will be used for the
sale of

fashionable carriage horses and for the storage of
vehicles

when occasion demands. The exterior of the
building is

to be of gray stone, copper and glass,
handsomely orna

mented and finished in the French Renaissance
style of

architecture. According to the plans, which have
been

completed by architects Hill & Stout, the greater portion

of the ground floor will be reserved as a show stable and

for about 50 stalls for show horses. There will be alto

gether stalls for 600 horses on the different
floors, with a

portion of the fourth reserved for the hospital. Coach

men and grooms will have quarters on the fifth
floor,

where there will be a large reading room and
billiard

room, individual lockers, lavatories, &c.

A novel feature of the new building will be a roof

garden, riding ring and sales ring 45 feet high and
in

closed with glass. Here there will be an
uninterrupted

expanse of tan bark on the floor, giving the largest and

lightest ring in the city for equestrian exercise in disa

greeable weather when the bridal paths of Central Park

are not available. The new building is to be erected for

the recently organized Tlchenor-Grand Company, and
the

contract for the work has been awarded to the Thompson-

Starrett Company of the city named.

Remodeling the Old Astor House.

The historic old Astor House on Broadway,
extending

from Barclay to Vesey streets, New York City, is to
un

dergo some important alterations which involve a rather

difficult engineering problem. Large granite piers
now

obstruct the front of the ground floor stores and the
prob

lem is to remove these without disturbing the upper
floors

and shoring up the building and supporting over 400
tons

of granite masonry on a 32-foot span, the object
being

to provide increased store facilities at the ground level.

The work will necessitate the entire front of the building

being temporarily supported until a 30-inch steel girder

can be run in to form the permanent resting place of

what is now supported by the piers. The problem
has

been worked out by Architect William E. Lehman of
ftewark, N. J., and it is expected to have the work com

pleted by April 1.
In this connection it may be interesting to remark

that the old hostelry was built in 1830 In what was then

the heart of New York City. It belongs to the Astors,
whose practice it has been never to part with a piece

of real estate, and up to the present time the old six-

story hotel, built entirely of squared granite masonry, has

never been altered so far as the removal of any walls

was concerned.

The trade school idea has advanced to such an ex

tent in England that the Manchester School of Technol

ogy has equipped a department for those who wish to

engage in matching teas, testing butter, &a According to

a recent report there were 246 students attending classes

at Manchester for instruction In the technical part of

the grocery business. Some 75 per cent, of this number

attended a maximum of 20 lectures and 80 per
cent, of

those entering for examination satisfied the examiner.
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PROBLEM IN GEOMETRICAL STAIRWAY CONSTRUCTION.
By Morris Williams.

IN
what follows I shall endeavor to show how to con
struct a wreath in one and In two sections over and

above a quadrant of lS'^-inch radius containing six

risers. It sometimes happens that the right dimension
of lumber is not available to construct in one section

such a wreath as that mentioned and in such an emer

gency it must be made in two sections. As a knowledge

of the proper method of managing under such condi

tions may be appreciated by the readers of Carpentry and

Building I purpose showing how to lay out the lines for
the wreath in one and also in two sections. The plan,

Fig. 1, represents a design prepared by an architect who

obviously did not consider, as he should have done, the
necessityof arranging the risers in and around one cylin
der so as to obtain the best results for the finished rail.

With such a plan as this it is an impossibility for any
one to make a presentable job on the rail, in that it is
assumed to follow or nearly so the nosing line of the

steps.
In this plan we find two straight steps 10% inches
wide from the starting newel to the springing

of a quadrant, 13V2-inch radius, into which

is crowded six winders, then a level landing 22

inches in width, which connects with another
quadrant containing the same number of wind
ers, which adjoins a few straight steps leading

to the newel on the second floor. The falling

line of a rail for such an arrangement will be
a zigzag line of varying pitches all along from

newel to newel, which will cause the finished
rail to present a most unsightly appearance.
Another very undesirable result of such a plan

will be the continual change in the stepping

facilities. Apart from the few straight steps
connecting the newels we find 12 narrow wind
ers, each of about 4 inches in width, and a
22-inch platform, which will demand the great
est vigilance in ascending and descending to
obviate a false step. What makes the construc
tion still more undesirable is the fact of Its
being located in a public building where ungovernable

crowds are factors, which should be taken into consid
eration.
A plan of stairs which would obviate all the unde
sirable features present in the one under consideration
suggests itself in the dotted semicircle from a to a of
Fig. 1. By distributing the risers at an equal distance
all along a semicircular line, as from a to a, we would
havea straight falling line, equal winders and a graceful
curve for the finished rail, thus securing safety and
beauty, which are factors not to be overlooked in stair
ways located In a public building. In addition to these
advantages we may mention also a great saving of labor
in the manipulation of the wreaths, because In this in

stance we would have only two pieces—one from a to d
and the other from d to a, both of the simplest kind—

that Is, wreaths of equal inclined tangents requiring only

one bevel for the four joints — namely, the two ends of
both wreaths applied for the purpose of their squaring
or twisting.
The stairs having been constructed according to the
plan shown In Fig. 1 left no alternative but to go ahead
and lay out the wreaths to stand over and above the two
quadrants. In Fig. 2 is shown how this was done over
the first quadrant, which we will designate as No. 1.
The first process is to lay out the' elevation and pitch
lines of the tangents. From d on X Y measure the hight
of six risers to the point 4, as shown. From 4 draw a
level line to represent the platform floor above this line.
Draw another parallel to it at a distance, say, of G
inches,more or less, to represent the central line of the
platform rail. In the plan draw the diagonal line, as
shown from O, and tangent to the central curve of the
plan rail draw the Unas b and c. The plan as It now

appears indicates four tangents—namely, a, 6, c and d,
two for each piece of wreath. These we will now trans
fer to X Y, as shown at a', b', c', the tangent d' being
already in position.
Place the pitch board at o' and draw the pitch of the

two straight steps, shown In Fig. 1, from the newel to
the quadrant. Now from 4, the highest point in the
elevation, we draw a straight line to m to represent the
.pitch line of the four tangents. At in, where this line in
tersects with the pitch line of the two straight steps, is
formed a graceful ramp, so as to align with the pitch
line of the tangents, as shown. Another ramp from .4
will have to be formed to connect the platform landing
rail with the pitch of the tangents. The joints are
fixed as shown at 4, 1 and S.
By placing one leg of the compasses in Z and extend
ing the other to touch the pitch lines of the tangents and
turning over, as shown, to w we find the hight of a tri
angle, which by having for its base the radius O d of
the central plan of rail will constitute the only bevel re-

Fig. 1.—Plan of Stairs.

Problem in Geometrical Stairway Construction.

quired for the two wreaths, which In all cases where
tangents are equally Inclined Is to be applied to each end,
and in this case for the two sections. It will be ob
served that this diagram as It now appears is in a fairly
good state to afford an idea of the changes in inclina
tion the rail will assume from the first newel to the
platform, and, as previously stated, the abrupt angles at
each springing here shown would be eliminated by fol
lowing the suggested plan of a semicircular central line of
the plan rail, shown from a to a in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 3 is shown the simplest method in practice

of drawing the face mold. Let 1 2 3 4 in this diagram
equal 1 2 3 4 of Fig. 2. It will be observed that 1 3 in
B'ig. 2 stands for the bottom tangent of the upper section
of the wreath and 3 4 for the top tangent The same
numbers represent the tangents therefore in Fig. 3. All
we have to do now is to find the angle required on the
face mold between the two. Referring to the diagram,
from 2 erect a perpendicular line Indefinitely. Place one
leg of the dividers at 3 and extend the other to 1 ; turn
over to cut the line drawn from 2 in 5 and connect this
point with 3, which will be the bottom tangent, as it is
required on the face mold as a directing line to square
the joint at the end 5. The upper tangent 3 4 Is already
in Its correct position In relation to the bottom one and
the joint at 4 therefore will be made square to 3 4.
From 1 draw a line to 5 and from 3 draw a line par
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allel to it, making 3 6 equal 3 6 shown in the plan, Fig.
2, and draw the circle with a radius equal to half the
width of the straight rail. The circumference of this
circle indicates the width of the face mold at this point,
it being what is known as the minor axis.
The width at the ends 4 and 5 is taken from the
bevel in Fig. 2 and the curves are drawn by bending a
lath to touch the points thus found for both the inside
and outside curve. It will be observed that this mold
will satisfy the conditions for the bottom wreath also, in
that we have in both sections similar plan lines and
pitch lines to the developed tangents.
We will now turn our attention to quadrant No. 2,

shown In Fig. 1 to be at the junction of the platform and
the upper flight landing to the second story. In Fig. 4
is shown the plan development and pitch of the tangents,
in this case it will be observed that the wreath will be
in one piece from springing to springing. Draw a line
as shown to represent the floor line of the platform.
From c" erect the line c" 5' equal in bight to the corn-

end 6, as shown from 6 to 7, corresponding in length to
1 2, shown in Fig. 4.
To draw the curves first find a point on the minor
axis as at d, which in this case Is found by making 4 d
equal to 0 d on the plan in Fig. 4. The circle around d
represents the width of the straight rail. The radius of
the semicircle at 5 equals X X, shown on the bevel in
Fig. 4, which determines the width of the mold at this
end and also at 6, owing to the fact that both tangents
are equally inclined. Now draw the inside and outside
curves by bending a lath to touch the circumference of
the circle and semicircles, as shown.
In Fig. 4 at d is shown a joint between two ramps

above the platform floor which connects the two quad
rants, as shown in the plan, Fig. 1. The dotted ramp
belongs to the bottom flight and quadrant and is shown
in Fig. 2 from 4 to d. We place it here to show its rela
tion with the other ramp, as both ramps must meet at
the distance d from the platform. The tangents of the
bottom quadrant are shown, both in this and in Fig 2, to

Fig. 2.--Laying Out Wreath to Stand Over
First Quadrant

Fig. 4.-—Plan Developmentand Pitch of Tangents.
Fig. 5.—The Face Mold. -

Prollem in Geometrical Stairway Conttruction.

biued depth of the seven risers shown in the quadrant.
Draw the line X T, as shown. Draw the pitch line of
tangents from 5' to 2. Above the platform floor draw
the platform rail to correspond to the hight shown from
the platform floor to the center of the platform rail in
Fig. 2; also draw the ramp as shown to align with the
pitch line of the tangents. This ramp is to be a duplicate
of that shown from 4 to the center of the platform rail
in Fig. 2.
From 6" on X Y draw the line 6" 3 square to the
pitch of the tangents. By revolving the point 3, as
shown, to Z we will find the only bevel required, but
which, as previously stated, owing to the tangents be
ing equally inclined, will have to be applied to each end
of the wreath.
We are now prepared to draw the face mold, which, as
shown In Fig. 5, may be accomplished with but very few
lines. First, a straight line is drawn and upon It is
transferred the points 1 2 3 4 5 from the pitch line of tan
gents In Fig. 4. From 3 draw a perpendicular line indefi
nitely. Place one leg of the compasses in 4 ; extend the
other to 2 ; turn over to cut the line drawn from 3 in C
dnd connect 6 with 4. The lines G 4 and 4 5 as here
presented will be the tangents on the face mold, the joint
at 5 will be made square to the tangent 4 5, and at 6 to
the tangent 6 4. A short straight piece is added to the

intersect the central line of the platform rail at c, and the
tangents of the upper quadrant also are shown to inter
sect at c of the central line of the platform rail. Thus,
point d on the same line is shown to stand relatively to
both quadrants at the same distance from the platform
floor.

Building Under Difficulties.
An interesting mode of conducting winter building

operations may be seen at 607 First avenue, Northeast,
Minneapolis, Minn., where, says a local paper, the exca
vation is being made for a large five-story building for
the Whitcomb-Noble Company.
An area in excess of that to be covered by the fac

tory was inclosed in a temporary shed last week. Then
for three days the temperature within the shed was kept
at more than tropic heat by the burning of soft coal in
salamanders. At the end of this time the ground had
softened sufficiently to make digging with a pick and
shovel an easy matter. The fires, however, are still
maintained and within the wooden inelosure 30 meu with
sleeves rolled up load the dirt, and although two wide
doorways are left open for the dozen teams that are
coming and going they feel no more relief from the out
side cold than one might feel from the North Pole on a
July day.
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FANCY ARTICLES FOR PYROGRAVURE TREATMENT.
By C. Tobyansen.

'T'HE demand for turned objects adapted to pyrogravure
| decoration Is a welcome and pleasing feature as con
trasted with the ordinary run of shop work, giving the
turner and scroll sawyer a wide scope for his inventive
and artistic ability, as well as for his ingenuity. The ob
jects are of the greatest variety and as often as not the
turner is left to his own fancy 'as to the proper shape for
the article in demand. As a rule the object, whether it
be a vase, urn, box or other receptacle, should be turned
rather plain, seeking elegance of outline mainly and leav
ing off all beads or rings which tend to break up the sur
faces to be decorated. The surfaces, however, may be
divided in such a maimer as to give full play to orna
mental curves and lines.
The urns and vases suggested In the accompanying

sketches are of such simple outlines as will commend
themselves to the amateur artist who wishes to do his
own decorative designing. There is nothing original in
these shapes, for they come from as far back as the ages
of the ancients. They are such as are found in excava-

wood. Common water color serves admirably and the re
sults if tastefully used are excellent There is no other
way of decorating wood so easy of accomplishment as
that of pyrogravure. It requires no special skill such as
wood carving or interlaying demands, and any amateur
can obtain satisfactory results after a very little experi
ence. Some decision, however. Is required, for when once
you start to make a line you must make it. Do not stop
the pencil or point in the middle ; that means a burnt spot
Make up your mind what you mean to do before touching
the tool to the wood work with freedom but steady
strokes, and do not attempt very close shading, and of
course do not forget to blow. The compression and relax
ation of the bulb become a habit after a while—auto
matic—and require no attention. You will then be at
liberty to keep your mind fully on the drawing. Flat
surfaces, such as the picture frames in Figs. 9 and 10, are
easier to draw on or decorate than the round article, but
after all It is simply a question of a little practice, and

tions for antiquities and belong to ages of which history

tells not. The potter's wheel, the forerunner of the turn

ing lathe, was probably the first machine ever invented by

human skill and on this the wleldy clay was formed into
the simple yet elegant utensils admired to-day in our mu

seums and collections. So we see the turner's art is of an

ancient but honored lineage and If the turner or amateur
artist finds himself lacking in inspiration as to shapes or

decorative designs bark ye to the museum and study old

ceramic art
The forms given In Figs. 1, 2 and 5, however, may be

called fundamental shapes, and these may be enlarged or
diminished, contracted or expanded, in their relative
parts, and they will adjust themselves to any form of
decorative treatment and fancy. When we are forming

these articles In the lathe It is an easy matter to run
around the object a number of light pencil lines, which
will serve to guide the designer and be found of great
assistance In keeping within proper confines ornaments
such as are suggested in Fig. 1 of the illustrations.
The most serviceable material for these articles is bass
wood, which is soft and white. It is a favorite wood of
the pyrogravure artist but white wood, more commonly
available throughout the shops, will also serve very well.
It is nearly as soft as bass wood, but It Is apt to darken
with age, thus diminishing the distinctiveness of the de
sign. It is this quality which makes It so much Inferior
to bass wood for wood burning when the material re
mains otherwise unstained. It must be remembered that
of late stains play a prominent part In this art and white
••■'.<*!takes stains' equally as well If not better than bass

this practice is patience well rewarded, as the results
will be most pleasing.
It is far preferable to create your own designs—give

the article the stamp of your own Individuality. It is
not difficult at all. It need not be very elaborate ; a few
simple, pleasing lines of your own originality will give
more satisfaction than an intricate design that is copied.
But whether the design be of your own invention or a
copy utmost care should be practiced to keep the lines,
more especially the curves, even and graceful of form.
There is a harmony in lines as there is in music—not
passing, but lasting. The one appeals to our vision as
the other to our hearing, and the higher the cultivation
the quicker our senses respond to the appeal and the
keener the appreciation. As a concourse of sweet sounds
is disturbed by one discordant note, so is an entire de
sign easily spoiled by a single broken backed curve. But
the note passes on the instant while the despoiled curve
stands a silent rebuke against its perpetrator.
Ornamental designing is generally divided into three

classes—naturalistic, conventional and geometrical. The
first class, broadly speaking, is pictures from nature—
sky, sea and land—bits of scenery realistically carried
out The second class, and this is the kind mostly used in
pyrogravure, is the kind suggested by natural objects, but
the details are omitted and their forms construed to lit
fancy or space. Straight stems become interlacing
curves, while leaves conform themselves to the flow of
these stems ; dragons and other animal shapes take fanci
ful forms— the designer becomes a creator and the most
angular forms of nature turn into lines of grace and
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beauty, limited only by the ability or inspiration of the
artist.
The last class, as the name plainly indicates, consists

of geometrical forms—straight line patterns, whole or
semicircles, repeated and combined, much used in borders
or beltings. These also are much used in wood burning
subservient to the main design or framing. It is this
form of ornamentation to which the remark about pencil
lines applies, while the stuff is still in the lathe, as they
define the boundaries of the borders or belts around the
work.
These briefly are the different classes of ornamental

designs which the artist or amateur has to apply, and it
depends on his own taste what to choose in order to
properly fit the object of decoration. The practical ex
ecution of these objects presents in itself no special
difficulties which have not before been touched upon in
the articles on wood burning, but we will briefly consider
the main points.
An urn like that shown In Fig. 1 will require a chunk
of wood 1 inch longer than the hight of the finished object
and slightly larger in diameter. It may be fastened on a
center screw plate or fitted in a chuck. In the latter case
it should be roughed out between centers of the lathe and

Ftg. 4.—Another TobaccoBox with Cover.

file. It will expedite the work greatly to bore an inch
hole or thereabouts into the block before commencing to
turn out the interior, as it gives a starting point for the
tool and we can cut partly sideways instead of directly
against the grain ; also it will gauge the depth for boring
in the proper length.
When the interior form is such as shown In Fig. 4
(see half section) a special form of scraping tool will be
needed to do the work. Such a scraper cuts the best
when ground on one side only and left flat on top.
Referring again to Fig. 1, after the interior is dug out
there remains the finishing of the exterior at the foot
and sandpapering inside and out ; draw pencil lines around
for the belting and lower border and cut off to the right
length to which it is to be finished. Now reverse the ma
terial in the lathe and hollow out the part which forms
the feet We shall need a chuck large and deep enough
to inclose the largest diameter of the urn. If such a
chuck is not at hand make one by fastening a suitable
block of wood on the center screw plate and hollow it out
as needed. The lugs finally may be sawed out on a scroll
band saw. If this is not at hand a small fret saw will do
nicely, or if this is not available a jackknife will do the
work if great care be exercised.
Figs. 3, 4 and 6 have covers, as will be observed at A

C

Fig. 5.—GeneralView and Half Sectionof Turned Vase.

Fancy Articles for Pyrogravure Treatment.

the surplus inch on the end may be turned down to fit
any chuck which the operator may have on hand. Make
a snug fit so it will fasten firmly. It Is quite a strain to
remove a lot of end grain wood, as will be necessary to
hollow it out, and unless very firmly fastened it is apt
to become off center and thereby spoiled, as it is scarcely
possible to hammer it fast in the chuck again into its
former position without breaking after once the hollowing
out operation has commenced. If it is fastened on a face
plate the center screw must be a fairly stout one. It is
well in this case also to rough out between centers first
to an approximate shape of the finished object and trim
the extreme end toward the tail stock true and slightly
hollow, so it may rest truly and square on the face plate.
If it is not desired to rough it out at first, as already
directed, then at least chop off the corners and saw
squarely off the end to go against the screw plate, so that
it will be neither hollow nor rounding, else It will wabble
on the plate, causing no end of annoyance in the process
of turning. Again, bore a hole slightly smaller than the
screw before fastening, else we are apt to twist the screw
off, leaving part of it stuck fast in the end of one block, a
happening which may bring forth strenuous expressions.
Shape the exterior out first, down as far as the depth you
wish the interior opening to extend, but not much further.
If it is reduced at once to the small size down at the foot
the material is apt to shatter when you come to turn out
the interior. It would not be advisable to make this oper
ation first, as we might easily remove too much wood and
consequently not be able to get the desired exterior pro

of Fig. 4 in section. Care should be taken that these fit
snugly and they may be turned in two operations, fitting:
the bottom side first by cutting a little wood away at a
time and testing frequently. This being done, reverse on
the face plate and finish.
Fig. 5 is designed to hold flowers in water. Any broken

goblet or glass may be inserted as suggested in the half
section of this sketch at A, the interior being turned to
fit whatever vessel one may have conveniently at hand.
By broken goblet we mean of course that the stem or foot
part may be broken off. At B in this section is shown
the hollow part for the feet, the same as in Fig. 1.
The beer stein shown in Fig. 6 has its cover hinged
onto the handle. These parts are sawed out on a jig or
fret saw, which, by the way, may be an attachment to the
lathe, a description of which we shall endeavor to give In
a subsequent article. After these parts are filed up
smoothly in the cuts and sandpapered they can be glued
on the stein, taking care to fit them nicely at the joints.
The little turned legs may have a small pin or tenon to
fit a hole bored for them, or they may be just round balls
with a hole drilled through them and fastened with small
brads. This article makes a very handsome ornament.
The candlestick may be turned out of one piece, but the
edges at the base are then very brittle and easily broken
off because of end grain. It is therefore advisable to
turn in two pieces and tenon together. The jewel, button
or glove box, whatever we may wish to keep in it, can be
made any size or hight, and when completed is a useful
and acceptable present. In Figs. 9 and 10 are shown two
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small picture frames formed on the jig saw, except the
center hole in Fig. 9, which is turned out. The little head
cut from B to C is first formed, after which the article is

reversed on the lathe and rabbeted out as at A. These
frames also make a neat and useful ornament and may

be made in endless variety of design and shape.

The clock or statuary bracket shown in Fig. 11 may be
half or three-quarter round, according to shelf space need
ed. It is fitted with a thin, flat back piece, A, which has
a hole through it at B for convenience in hanging. It

Fig. 6.—Beer Stein with Cover.

Fig. 9.—Picture Frame to Hang on Wall.
—Center Turned Out.

should be glued on the full length of the bracket and
shaped to closely fit the outline.

Wells, Fargo & Co. Building at Portland.
The new 12-story building which is going up at the
corner of Sixth and Oak streets, Portland, Ore., for
Wells, Fargo & Co. will be the largest and most sub
stantial structure In the city. The foundation consists
of a reinforced concrete waterproofed box, the side walls
of which are built of concrete to act as retaining walls.
The basement floor is a reinforced concrete slab with a
cement finish to withstand possible upward pressure re
sulting from flood conditions when the river is high. All
columns will be flreproofed, with brick in the cellar and
with terra cotta on the floors above. Hung ceilings are
contemplated, with 5-inch fireproof filling around and

above beams. The interior walls on the street facades
will be of cut stone or of terra cotta, with brick backing
to the top of the second story. The third story is to
have terra cotta finish, above which to the heads of the
tenth-story windows will be brick walls, the windows
have brick mullions and arches, with terra cotta sills.
The two top stories will be of highly ornamental terra
cotta, backed with brick, the window frames of these
two stories to be of ornamental cast steel. The side walls
on rear lot lines are to be of brick, with terra cotta
trimmings. All terra cotta will be glazed with watt

finish. The roof covering is to be terra cotta tile, and
the skylights are to have metal frames, with wire glass
filling. The building is to be steam heated. There will
be three high-speed electric passenger elevators.

A short time ago we referred in these columns to the
model tenement houses which were to be erected through
the munificence of Henry Phipps, who subscribed some
thing like $1,000,000for the purpose, and pointed out that
the buildings were to consist of three groups, of which
two are already under consideration on the north side of
Thirty-first street east of Second avenue, In this city, and
in West Sixty-third and Sixty-fourth streets. The third
group, which is about being started, will be situated at
the southwest corner of Ninth avenue and Twentieth
street, fronting 100 feet on the avenue and 250 feet on
the street.
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SOME COMMENT ON WOOD FILLERS.

IT
it well known in the trade that wood fillers are divid
ed into two classes—paste and liquid ; but their uses,

more especially in connection with hardwood finishing,
are not fully understood by every mechanic, and sugges
tions are therefore always in order. In a series of arti
cles by George Whiglet recently running in the Paint
ers' Magazine there is presented some valuable infor
mation relative to the subject of paste and liquid fillers,
with suggestions touching their use which cannot fail to
command the attention of all those having to do with the
finishing of hard or other kinds of wood for that matter.
In discussing the subject the author says :
Paste fillers must be thinned down to the consistency
of flowing varnish. As a thinner you may use turpentine
or benzine, but the turpentine is much to be preferred, for
the reason that it is low volatile, or evaporates slower,
and is therefore low inflammable and dangerous. Tur
pentine holds Its moisture for a considerably longer period
than benzine and thereby allows the finisher a better
chance to apply the filler on a larger surface and to rub
it into the pores more properly than filler thinned with
benzine. Where a paste filler sets too quick—that is, gets
hard before the finisher has a chance to rub it In— it is
advisable to add a small quantity of boiled linseed oil,
which, if used in excess,will retard the drying. A short,
heavy brush to apply the filler should be used, and the
material must be thoroughly worked crossways so as to
rub into the pores as much filler as possible. This will
make the after work easier. The finishers as a general
rule apply the filler In a very easy manner, simply trying
to get it on the surface and relying entirely on the rob
ing in, which Is a wrong Idea. After the filler is applied
it should be allowed to set— that is, sufficient time should
be given to let part of the turpentine evaporate until the
surface appears " flat "—and then it must be thoroughly
robbed crossways Into the pores. This process is called
packing and requires some experience. The packing or
robbing In itself is done with a piece of bagging or some
similar kind of coarse cloth. A good many finishers use
excelsior or shavings, but those articles are not as prac
tical, as they are liable to pull out part of the filler again,
especially In the hands of an Inexperienced person. After
assuring yourself that the pores have been properly filled
the work must be slightly wiped off with a piece of soft
cloth to remove any traces of filler which may have been
left by the use of the coarse cloth being filled up with an
excess of the material. If at any time the filler has set
too hard—that is, If It Is partly dried up so as to make
the rubbing in impossible or difficult—a small amount of
turpentine placed on the rubbing cloth or, still better, a
brushing over the surface with turpentine will remedy
the trouble.
Before the next coatings are applied from 24 to 48

hours must be allowed for drying. Some finishers make
a great mistake In hurrying the work right after filling,
believing no harm Is done, whereas in fact the most harm
to the final finish has been done. Proper filling lightens
the work in after finishing considerably, therefore some
finishers believe in applying two coats of paste filler, with
good results. The second coat of filler is applied and
treated the same as the first coat, a slight sandpapering
between coats being beneficial. A second coat of paste
filler is of course only necessary on very coarse grained
or open pored woods, such as ash, oak, certain kinds of
mahogany, walnut, &c. For filling small moldings and
carvings, properly speaking, for cleaning the filler out of
them, a few plain tools are required.
In the first place a pointed wooden pick, easily made
from any kind of a piece of hardwood, is used in cleaning
the remaining filler out of the corners and crevices. Iron
or other metal tools must not be used, as those will leave
black streaks, providing a good, pure silex paste filler has
been used. Neither should steel wool be used Instead of
sandpaper for smoothing down. It is best to use a small
wooden hand brush, with or without handle, which may
be made of tamplco, but a better grade of stiff bristle
brush of the same shape is much to be preferred, being
more durable and practical. This brush Is used for clean

ing carvings and deeper lying parts of the work where it
is impossible to apply the cloth.
There is little more to be said about the use of paste
fillers, as the finisher has to find out the fine points of
this class of work by continual practical experience. The
filling of close grained wood with paste filler has been
often discussed and laughed at by a good many, but It is
done very frequently, and some beautiful effects are pro
duced with colored fillers on so-called burly or curly
woods. North Carolina curly pine treated with a colored
paste filler will produce such varieties of effects that it
is at times impossible to detect the original.

Liquid Fillers.
Liquid fillers belong to the class of first coaters or

surfacers because they are not fillers In the proper sense
of the word, but are used to stop the suction of the wood
and to form an underground or base for the subsequent
coatings. Liquid fillers are not rubbed Into the pores of
the wood, but simply brushed over the surface in a some
what similar manner to varnish. It is not recommended
to use colored liquid fillers, because it is a peculiarity of
silex and other material used as a base for liquid filler
that the smallest addition of color will make them very
opaque and transform them into a paintlike substance,
with the result of covering the natural grain of the wood
and clouding the general appearance.
A great humbug and fake business is frequently done

under the name of liquid fillers. Many cases are known
where painters or finishers who are under contract to use
a liquid filler on a given job go to work and buy ordinary
celling or rosin varnish with the order to have It sent to
the job marked " liquid filler," and some unscrupulous
manufacturers are doing the same thing In selling those
improper finishing materials under the spurious name of" liquid filler " to the unsuspecting buyer. Advice is
hereby given : If you do not buy your liquid filler from a
responsible firm you may prefer to mix such a filler
yourself, which is easily done, thereby saving the price
of the cans, manufacturing expenses and profit.

Formula for Liquid Filler.
Take a gallon of a medium good varnish, Inside coach
varnish preferred, and add to It from three to five pounds
of a pure silex paste filler. Stir up or mix properly and
thin down with turpentine or benzine, and you have asgood a liquid filler as you can buy at any price. The
quality of the filler will rest with the quality of the
varnish used for it. The test of a good liquid filler isthe same as previously given for paste filler. Liquid filler
should also be allowed to dry from 24 to 48 hours, according to weather conditions, and must be sandpapered
before subsequent coatings are applied.
Liquid filler cannot or should not be used for any openpored or coarse grained wood, but its use Is restricted toclose grained wood. But liquid filler can be used as anafter coating over paste filler with good results, and inthis case It is much preferable to a coat of cheap varnish,

because it will stop suction to a better advantage andwill
'
prevent the sinking In of the succeeding coats ofvarnish

Strikes in New Jersey.
Strikes reported to the Bureau of Statistics of NewJersey numbered 74 In 1905. In no instance was an effortmade by either side to arbitrate differences, though NewJersey has a State Board of Arbitration. The greater

number of the year's strikes were by workmen in thebuilding trades, principally bricklayers, plumbers, carpenters, painters, lathers, plasterers and electricians. The
causes are distributed as follows : Increase In wages. 26;against a reduction In wages, 10; against members of
rival unions. 4; against the employment of nonunion men,
12; for a shorter workday, 4 ; increase of wages and
shorter workday, 2 ; against employment of workmen
from outside localities, 1. Of the total, 22 strikes are reported to have been wholly successful, 17 partly successful, a compromise agreement being reached, while the
remaining 35 strikes failed completely.
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LAYING AND FINISHING HARDWOOD FLOORS.*
By Frank G. Odell.

THE
portion of our topic relating to estimating is ap

proached with some degree of timidity. There is

probably no busiuess in existence of equal magnitude in

which there is so manifest lack of system in estimating

as that of the building contractor. Lack of close associa

tion between builders, coupled with the natural distrust

incident to a business handled In comparatively small in

dividual contracts, under active competition among a class

of men (pardon me for speaknig plainly, the truth demands

it) whose limited opportunities for general business train

ing naturally unfit them for close specialization even along

the lines of their own particular industry, has left this

whole problem in a chaotic state, except for such chance

ray of light as is occasionally afforded by some member

of the architectural profession, who gives us an
article,

or a treatise upon this subject

These chance contributions from our friends of the

learned profession referred to, while excellent in their

way, usually lack the very essential element of Intimate

personal observation and experience on the part of the

man who really conducts the business—<.e., the builder

himself. It is entirely possible for a group of public
spirited builders in any given community to tabulate the

results of their every day business for a period of, say,

one year, and after a little careful comparison of notes to

establish a fairly accurate basis of estimating for that

given locality. To be sure, if such a reprehensible prac
tice were indulged in and the aforesaid builders were to

thereby establish their business upon a paying basis, it

would to a certain extent eliminate competition, and possi

bly result in some of the building craft making an honest

dollar occasionally.

Kit- vat Ins the Trade.

Certainly It would result in a gradual raising of a

trade to the dignity of a business enterprise, and the sav

ing to the community in absence of liens, law suits and In

ferior building, now resulting from the present haphazard

methods would be beyond computation.
But, so far as the writer's knowledge extends, that

locality is yet to be found where the building fraternity

in a spirit of mutual helpfulness and a desire to benefit

their individual condition have undertaken any such sys

tematic investigation as is here suggested.

It was definitely tried once in an association of build
ers by a committee of which the writer was a member,

but we soon ascertained that there was a general fear

among our brethren that In our individual wisdom some of

us might impart some knowledge peculiar to himself,

which would place an added advantage In the hands of

his competitors, and so the project fell through ; not with

out some beneficial results, however, for the investiga

tions of the committee and the general expression of the

contractors in discussing the subject developed the exist

ence of a state of facts probably not peculiar to the local

ity In question—viz., that among our particular group

of builders, to whom fell the majority of the business In

a city of 50,000 people, there was not one who had any

system of estimating on which he felt that he could rely

with reasonable confidence.
I have wondered often since if this condition prevails
in the country at large ; If one may judge by the differ

encesof opinion expressed in your correspondence columns

the condition exists in epidemic proportions and heroic

treatment Is necessary.

The chief problem in the organization of any business

enterprise is the determination of the ratio of expense to

quantity of product. No system of estimating for any

business can be fixed with any certainty until this ratio 's

ascertained with approximate correctness. The more

nearly this approximation approaches to a definite and

fixed ratio, strictly dependable, the more certain will be

the element of profit, which will in such a case become a

mere question of percentage in the successful operation

of the business.
The successful contractor of to-day and of the future

•Continuedfrom page86,March Issue.

must specialize bis business to that point where it can
be operated along similar lines. A definite percentage of
profit, though small, if regularly adhered to, affords a
more certain income than the hit and miss sort of calcula
tion, so common among the building fraternity. Rigid
adherance to system in the organization of a business has
tne inevitable tendency to eliminate waste, and profit is
lue natural result.

The writer recalls a form of estimating in vogue dur-
in his " 'prentice " days ; the " boss " would look over
the plans or survey the proposed job and after ruminating
a while "reckon that we can do that 'ere job In so many
days' work." That fixed the labor cost unless Smith and
Brown were figuring. Smith and Brown were proverb-
lany low, and in case they were competitors it was always
necessary to knock off a few dollars to ensure the job.
These preliminaries accomplished, the " boss " would
make up the material bills and reckon up the general
contract Such a thing as a definite relation between the
labor cost and the quantity of material to be handled did
net usually enter into the calculation, unless It might In
tuitively creep in during the ruminating over the number
of days' work.
To be perfectly honest, have we not all done similar

estimating in our callow days, when the responsibilities
of having a job of our own loomed large on our horizon?
We are learning better now, but there Is still great
lack of definite system In estimating labor cost The
vast variety of work in these days is further complicated
by the lack of thorough training in the crafts, and the
labor item is the one uncertain factor in the building prob
lem. The system of estimating used by the individual
contractor must be largely peculiar to himself and based
on his personal experience ; like all experience, It is likely
to be expensive in the acquirement and he will the more
profit by carefully heeding it The more accurately it Is
checked up with his dally business the more certain will
be his profit on that job, or some future one.

How many contractors are there who can turn to the
record of a given job and tell how much it cost to place
the dimension lumber in the building, put on the sheath
ing, lay the floor, siding and shingles and put on the trim?
If he had a record of this sort for a dozen jobs how sim
ple it would be to figure a similar job with some certainty.
Again, how many builders are there who can tell with
any certainty on what particular portion of a given job
they made or lost money? A grocer who bought eggs for
20 cents a dozen and sold them for 15 cents, expecting to
make back the loss by the sale of sugar or coffee, would
speedily " go broke " if he managed his entire business on
such lines. The building trade is no exception to the
general law of business success.

System an Important Factor.

We feel impelled to make these general observations
in taking up the subject of estimating the cost of floors,
believing that system is the one essential for the con
tractor. The journeyman has his union and his wage
scale; he knows how many dollars will come to him for
a given number of hours' work ; but his employer does
not know with any certainty what quantity of labor he
will get for his money or what will be his percentage of
profit. There Is a screw loose here that needs adjusting
badly, and until the Intelligent and fairly successful eon-
tractor lends his energy to the solving of this problem he
will waste his time complaining about Irresponsible com
petition from embryo contractors.

It is entirely possible to fix a rule for estimating
"straight work "—i. e., work of a given class done under
normal conditions. The factors entering into the primary
calculation will be :

a. The quantity of materials.
b. Wage scale and number of hours per day.
c. Relative cost of similar work on preceding jobs un

der parallel conditions.

1\
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Should factor " c " uot be available the best possible
estimate must be made and record kept until this factor
can be determined with some certainty.
The foregoing factors being available, it should be

comparatively easy to tabulate a fairly accurate basis of
estimating for work of any given class, composed again of
three factors— viz. :

a. Quantity of materials.

b. Labor cost per unit of quantity.

c. Percentage of profit

The unit of quantity may be variable in the case of

different varieties of work, as :

a. The square of 100 square feet for sheathing, rough
floors, siding, &c.

6. The price per 1000 feet board measure, as handling

common or heavy dimension for any certain type of build

ing.

c. The price per piece or per opening, as doors and
windows, or casing.

d. The price per 1000 for shingling under specified

conditions (all fast men barred).
e. The price per lineal foot, as for cornice work of

given type, baseboards, chair rail and general work of any

character which cannot be otherwise estimated.

The particular form of calculation Is nonessential so

long as the definite relation is sustained between the quan

tity of work to be performed and the cost per unit of quan

tity, this relation always being based on actual experience

of work performed under normal conditions.
It should be said also that no system of estimating is
worthy of consideration which does not comprehend a

definite percentage of profit, which should be Invariably

figured and rigidly adhered to. If some other fellow is
content to work for nothing and board himself, do not

voluntarily place yourself in his class for the sake of

beating him at his own game.

FormH for KMlmato*.

This matter of estimating involves another Important

matter, that of systematically arranged forms for mak

ing out estimates. A regular form of printed blank
which takes up in detail the various items entering into

the construction of a modern building is indispensable.

The writer has used such a form in his business for

years and it affords a record of past transactions which
is Invaluable for reference. This form subsequently
came into general use in a limited area, and fellow con

tractors pronounce it a valuable aid in systematizing

their business.
In estimating the cost of finished hard wood floors

the initial Item of expense is the labor cost. Our ex

perience has determined a fair price for the labor item
to be 7 cents per square foot for laying and smoothing,

based on 2-lnch face floor of good quality in rooms of

average size, with a wage scale of 35 cents per hour and

an eight-hour day. This price will include cutting off
doors for adjacent openings and nailing down the quarter

round, but will not justify an unusual amount of lev

eling up of old under floor ; this should Invariably be

figured as an extra, or done on a special understanding

by the hour, with a charge of 10 per cent, for the

service.
For this locality the above price has proved correct

and is the basis used for nearly all our leading con

tractors for several years past, being modified only by

changes in the wage scale. The square foot is the most

convenient unit of calculation and the price indicatad
will ordinarily afford a profit of 10 per cent, to the con
tractor if experienced workmen are put on the job.
The labor item divides about thus :

Laying the floor, per squarefoot 2cents
Scrapingand sanding,per squarefoot Scents.

Total 7 cents.

To this amount add the cost of the material, in
cluding the necessary amount for matching and waste,

which will require one-third for 2 Inch and one-fourth
for 4-inch floor. This method of calculation may be best
illustrated by a simple problem :

" Figure the cost of
furnishing, laying and finishing yellow pine 2-lnch quar-

ter sawed yellow pine floor for a room 10 x 10 feet, the
price of flooring being $40 per thousand feet

" :
IOC squaie feet floor plus one-third for matching equals
1331-3squarefeet, at 4 cents,or $5.33

Laying and scraping100squarefeet,at 7 cents 7.00
Filler and two coats varnish or wax, at 5% cents per
squarefoot 5.50

Total. . $17.83
Price per square foot, laid and finished complete, 18

cents.
We usually figure such a floor from 18 to 25 cents

per square foot, according to conditions of the job, re
serving the privilege of superintending the painter's
work in order to ensure a good job. The Master Paint
ers' shop scale for work of this character in this locality
is 50 cents per square yard, being based on a wage scale
of 35 cents per hour and a nine-hour day.

Ufllclency of Workmen.
As a matter of fact, more depends on the efficiency of

the individual workman than on wage scale or hours of
labor, and a little careful accounting on work under
progress will enable the contractor to fix a satisfactory
price. We prefer the square foot as the unit of calcula
tion, as it affords an easy and rapid method of computa
tion and enables the contractor to give an estimate at
once when called In on the job. It is essential of course
that a definite table of prices be fixed beforehand, based
on prices of materials and quality of work which prevail
in the given locality.
The above prices for carpenter's and painter's work

are ample for first-class work and will include the nec
essary materials for the painter's work. The figures
above given are based on my personal observation and
records of perhaps 50 different jobs covering a period of
some five years, and compare closely with the experience
of fellow contractors who have done business under th?>
same conditions. I think they will be found sufficiently
accurate for general use where similar conditions pre
vail. The proportions may be easily changed to suit any
change in price of materials or labor.
A few further illustrations may serve to make this

form of estimating clear to the reader.
Present prices at Missouri River points for hard wood

flooring are as follows :
4-inchclear y. p., per 1000feet $40.00
3-inch or 4-Inch v. g.. y. p., per 1000feet 45.00
% plain onk, 2-inch face, per 1000feet (10.00
% q. s. oak, 2-lnchface, per 1000feet 80.00
% selectedmaple,2-lnch face, per 1000feet 75.00
On the basis of these prices the calculation for fur

nishing 100 square feet of each variety of floor would
be as follows :
4-Inch y. p., at $40 per 1000feet:

100squarefeet (addVt), 125feet, at 4 cents $5.00
Carpenter'slabor, at 7 cents 7.00
Painter's labor, at 5% cents 5.50

Total. 100 squarefeet $17.50
Price per squarefoot, complete,1714cents.
3-lnch y. p., at $45 per 1000feet:

100 squarefeet (add 1-8), 1331-3 feet, at 4.5 cents $6.00
Carpenter 7,00
Painter 5.50
Total, 100square feet $18.50
Price per squarefoot, 18V4cents
Plain oak, 2-lnch face,at $60 per 1000feet :

100squarefeet (add 1-3), 1331-3 feet, at 6 cents $8.00
Carpenter 7.00
Painter 5.50
Total, 100 squarefeet $20.50
Price per squarefoot, 20V4cents.
Quarter sawedoak, 2-Inch face,at $80per 1000feet :

100 squarefeet (add 1-3), 1331-3 feet, at 8 cents $10.67
Carpt-nter 7.00
Painter 5.50
Total, 100 squarefeet $23.17
Price per squarefoot, 23.17cents.
Maple, 2-lnch face, at $75 per 1000 feet:

100squarefeet (add 1-3), 1331-3 feet, at 7.5 cents $10.00
Carpenter 7.00
Painter 5.50
Total, 100 squarefeet $22.50Price per squarefoot, 22% cents.
The average customer will pay more in proportion for

oak or maple than for pine and feel better satisfied, and
the contractor will be fully justified in adding 10 per
cent, to the estimated price for the 2-inch face thin
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flooring, inasmuch as it requires special care and con

siderable extra face nailing. The foregoing examples

give a sufficient guide to the novice in estimating, so

that individual calculations may be made, based upon
any change in prices of materials and the work under
taken, with a reasonable expectation of profit.

Rough or Lining; Floor*.

The estimates indicated above are based on the laying

of the finished floor only and do not comprehend the

1 ing of any under floor. If under floors or paper
lining between floors are required the additional cost
riiould be computed and added to the estimate. We
:iually figure $1.50 per 1000 feet for laying rough floors
of common lumber or shiplap in a new building. If
in an old building one must be governed entirely by the
specific conditions, as no two cases are alike; as pre->
viously suggested, the safest practice is to do such work
by the hour as an extra, charging 10 per cent, for the
service.

Floors Finished AH r Plaster.

Should specifications require finishing floors after
plastering add cost of two thicknesses of building paper
to protect the floor and 50 per cent, extra to the car
penter labor in cleaning the floor. It is a fairly safe
calculation to figure 10 cents per square foot for laying,
protecting and finishing such floors, and at this ap
parently exorbitant price the contractor will not fare is
well as on ordinary work. A fair example of this sort of
work would be as follows :
" Compute coat, laid, protectedwith building paper,and fin
ishedafter plaster of 4-inch y. p. floor at $35 per 1000feet, for
a building 26 i 30 feet."
26X 30 = 780squarefeet (add%), 975feet,at 3.5cents.$34.12
Carpenter,780 feet at 10 cents 78.00

Total cost $112.12
Price per squarefoot, 14%cents.

To this must be added nails and painters' labor and
materials. The price for the latter will vary somewhat,
as a cheaper finish is customarily used on floors of this
character. It will be seen, however, that wherever it is
desired to have a finished floor it will pay to lay n
lining of common boards and not bring the finish floor
into the building until plasterers are gone.

Parquetry, or inlaid floors, sometimes called wood
carpet, are the highest type of art in wood work.
They are made in great variety of patterns, usually

composed of geometrical figures which adapt themselves
readily to expression by means of straight lines, and :i

beautiful effect Is secured by the Joining of different
colored woods.
These floors are now made In large factories spe

cially equipped for the purpose, and their designers are
among the highest paid class of art workers. The cost
is determined by the intricacies of the pattern and the
variety and rarity of the woods used. Inasmuch as the
beauty of parquetry is dependent on color, it is not prac
tical to illustrate it in the limits of this article. The
reader who is interested in this style of work will do
well to send for the catalogues illustrated by the firms
who advertise in this magazine.
The cost of laying parquetry floors is fixed largely
by the character of the pattern and the shape of the
room. The better plan is to furnish the factory with a
plan of the room, drawn to scale and showing all angles,
chimney projections at the floor line, etc., in order that
the pattern may bemade up to fit the outline of the room.
Parquetry is usually made up of a fancy border of

partl-colored woods and a center, called " the field," com
posed of alternate strips about 1% Inches wide of con
trasting varieties of wood. The sort in most common
use is the thin variety, which is face nailed directly
to the under floors with brads. The borders are glued to
a soft wood backing and built up in squares so that they
may be easily joined by any. good mechanic.
Ordinary parquetry floor should bring twice as much
for the labor of laying as plain hard wood floor, inas
much as the small pieces composing the pattern require
more frequent nailing and the exercise of unusual care
for the entire job. Detailed instructions for laying are
sent out with the' stock from the factory, and no diffi
culty will be experienced by the workman If care Is
exercised.
The cost of finished parquetry is about the same as

the more expensive grades of fine carpeting for the same
space. The number of people of good taste who are
giving preference to parquetry over carpets is constantly
increasing, and an opening exists in every good sized
town for the building up of a profitable specialty In
laying and finishing this beautiful flooring material.

WAGES IN BUILDING TRADES IN NEW YORK STATE.

IN
view of the general activity which prevails in the
building line and the promising outlook for the com

ing season it is interesting to note the prevailing rates of
wages in the various branches of this particular branch
of industry. As showing the wages paid in the leading

for the New York State Association of Builders by Its
enterprising secretary, James M. Carter, and in compar
ing the figures presented in the table with those prevail
ing in the corresponding branches of trade a year ago a
number of notable changes will be apparent, all in the
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cities of New York State and some of the cities of Ohio nature of an advance. This table is sent out in the form
and Pennsylvania we present herewith a table in which of a folder and constitutes a most interesting and valu-
the wage scale Is compiled on an hourly basis and is re- able contribution to the literature of the building busi-
vised to March 15 of the current year. It was compiled ness.
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A FRAME CARRIAGE HOUSE AND STABLE.
(With Supplemental Plate.)

A
SHORT time ago we presented in these columns
illustrations of the residence of George M. Glazier

in Brookline, Mass., and in this issue we take pleasure
in bringing to the attention of our readers the plans of

the carriage house and stable belonging to the dwelling

in question. The half-tone view which serves as the basis
of one of the supplemental plates accompanying this
number of the paper clearly shows the external appear
ance of the finished structure, while the plan clearly indi
cates the interior arrangement.
According to the specifications of the architects the
foundations are of quarried stone, the walls to the grade
line being 1 foot 8 inches thick, laid in cement mortar in
the proportions of 1 to 3, while above grade the walls
are 1 foot 6 inches thick. The outside joints are pointed
with cement mortar and lined All foundation walls
extend 4 feet below the finished grade and have a cobble
stone drain underneath pitched to one corner. The cellar
is 6Vi feet high. The brick piers are 12 inches square,

finished rooms of the second story are laid with %-inch
spruce floor boards planed and not over 5 inches in width.
The floor of the harness room is of %-inch Alabama rift
nard pine in equal widths of % inch. The drying plat
form is laid with %-inch rift hard pine floor boards
inch apart. The inclined approach to the front doors is
of 2-inch hard pine plank resting on 4 x 6 inch joists.
The main partitions in the first story are of 2 x 4 inch
studding and %-inch matched North Carolina pine sheath
ing beaded in equal widths of 3% inches. The partitions
between the stalls are of 1%-inch hard pine plank 4 feet
high in equal widths of 6 inches, with hard pine moldings
on top finished with iron guard. The partitions for the
box stalls are of 1%-inch hard pine beaded sheathing,
with rail and iron guards. At the foot of the stalls are
turned hard pine posts extending from the beam in the
first floor to the beam in the second floor. The common
and box stalls are fitted with the Lynn stall basin and
floor, iron basins and rock maple floor, strainer with

resting on stone foundations which are 8 inches larger on
all sides than the piers.
The building is framed with spruce, the posts being
4x8 inches, and the outside studding 2x4 inches, placed
16 inches on centers. All studding and joists in the car
riage room are planed. The frame of the building is cov
ered with %-inch spruce boards planed to a thickness, all
boards being matched and having the planed side in.
Over these sheathing boards is a layer of Neponset black
sheathing paper, which in turn is covered with cedar
shingles laid 5 inches to the weather and fastened with
Swede iron nails. The roof is framed with 2x6 inch
rafters, placed 20 inches on centers, covered with %-inch
planed sheathing boards, so laid as to break joints once in
every five boards. On these are laid cedar shingles ex
posed 5 inches to the weather. All valleys are laid close,
and have pieces of 10-ouncezinc to lap under the shingles
6 inches on each side.
The first floor joists are 2x8 inches, and the second
floor Joists 2 x 10 inches, all spaced 16 inches on centers.
The floors are bridged with 1x3 inch pieces cut in diag
onally and well nailed. The first and second story floors
are boarded with %-inch spruce planed to a thickness, and
the boards of the second floor are put on with the planed
side up. The finished floor in the first story and in the

Main Floor Plan.—Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

Frame Carriage House and Stahle.—Loring <fPhippt,
Architects, Boston, Mats.

trap, &c. The carriage wash is made by hewing the joists
down and then laying two thicknesses of %-inch spruce.
In the center is a cesspool of the Lynn Stall Company's
make.
All walls and ceilings of the first story except the
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carriage room are sheathed with %-lnch North Carolina
pine, matched and beaded in equal widths of 2% inches.
In the second-story floor is a scuttle constructed of two
thicknesses of %-lnch spruce sheathing put together cross-
ways with iron screws and hung with heavy iron hinges.

The hay chutes are made of %-inch spruce beaded sheath
ing, the lower ends being fitted to iron gratings and the
upper ends to extend 1 foot above the floor and fitted
with %-inch pine lids hung with stout iron hinges.

The main sliding doors are of white pine 2% inches
thick, while all other outside doors are of white pine 1%
inches thick. Inside sliding doors are of 1%-inch cypress,
and other inside doors are of the four-panel type, made of

1%-inch cypress. All swinging doors have 1%-lnch re-

cutting white pine wood lots. It is known as Bulletin No.
63 and has been prepared by S. N. Spring of the Depart
ment of Forestry.

A Private Dwelling Without a Chimney.

A thoroughly modern and up to date dwelling which
possesses the unique distinction of having no chimney
whatever is located in Schenectady, N. Y., the only pipe
of any kind extending through the roof or sides of the
house being the ventilating pipe from the bathrooms re
quired by the city ordinance. The residence was erected
a short time ago for H. W. Hlllman, who, much to the
architect's surprise, insisted that no provision be made
for a chimney. The reason for this is that everything in
this twentieth century home is accomplished by electric
ity—the cooking, the lighting, the laundry work and a
number of minor things that continually surprise a visi
tor. From an account given by one who was privileged
to inspect the home we take the following particulars:
On a visit to this wonderful residence the servant

answers the ring of the electric bell and the door myste
riously swings open as the servant enters the hall, not
withstanding the fact that it was securely locked but the
moment before. As one enters the reception room the
lights flash up softly behind the ground glass globes, hav
ing been turned on by the servant from a concealed
switch In the hall. The room is heated with a large, lu
minous radiator, which diffuses a soft glow and a pleas
ant heat from the three-radiator lamps which are the

(Left) Elevation.

bated plank frames of North Carolina pine. The win

dows in the outside wall have white pine sash and are

hung with pulleys and weights. The sash are glazed

with German double thick sheet glass. All Inside finish
is of North Carolina pine. The grain bins are of planed

hemlock with tops hung with iron binges. All closets are
fitted with shelves and a row of double iron hooks on %-
inch strips. The stairs have 2-ineh plank stringers and

%-lnch hard pine treads and risers.
All outside pine finish has three coats of best lead

and oil, while the inside finish has one coat of shellac

and two coats of varnish. The sash are stained red in
side, and given two coats of varnish and are painted out
side. All hard pine floors have two coats of best linseed
oil.
The plumbing fixtures Include a short hopper water

closet, with lead trap, copper lined tank and cherry seat
on iron brackets. A 4-inch cast Iron pipe connects the
cesspools in the stalls with the drain, each cesspool being
trapped. The carriage wash has a 3-inch cast iron pipe
from the trap underneath to the cesspool outside.
Back of the stalls is one of W. A. Snow & Co.'s half

circle watering troughs with patent overflow, plug and
strainer. The trough is 25 x 13 x 12 inches, fitted with
%-inch compression bib for cold water and IVi-Ineh
waste to a 4-inch lead pot trap.
The drawings of this carriage house and stable were
prepared by Lorlng & Phlpps, architects, 53 State street,
Boston, Mass.
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A bulletin describing the life history of the white
pine tree, its requirements as to soil, light and moisture,
as well as the development of white pine wood on old
fields and pastures In New England, has been issued by
the United States Department of Agriculture, Washing
ton, D. C. Present lumbering methods are discussed, to
gether with the right of way to secure reproduction when

End (Right) Elevation.

Frame Carriage House and Stable.—Elevations.—Scale,
1-8 Inch to the Foot.

heating element of the novel stove. There can be no loss
of oxygen in the room with this heating apparatus, nor
Is there the slightest odor. Every room in the house is
heated in this strange yet perfect manner.
The host appears and after a few minutes' chat visi
tors are invited to the novelty of partaking of an electri
cally prepared luncheon. The lights flash up In the din
ing room, homelike with its pleasant harmony of color,
shining silver and white linen. On the table stands an
electric coffee percolator. This Is an ornamental affair
of copper, heavily nickel plated, with a glass top where
in the coffee Is ready to serve. Two small wires into the
base tell the secret of the heating apparatus. On the
sideboard a Welsh rarebit Is steaming in an electric chaf
ing dish. Of a truth there never was a better cup of
coffee or a better tasting rarebit.
After luncheon the guests are cheerfully invited to

make an examination of a few of the principal wonders of
the electric house.
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Of course the kitchen is the chief place of interest,

where a Are is the most essential thing. Most wonderful
Is the fact that the kitchen range is of heavy oak. In
design it bears a resemblance to the mission style of fur
niture, not unlike a heavy table with a shelf next to the
floor and a high back. Upon this unique stove steam and
bubble a number of utensils containing fragrant and ap
petizing viands. A water heater is boiling, vegetables are
steaming, meat is broiling, other strange dishes are steam
ing, and without any apparent fire. Other utensils, such
as the electric griddle for baking cakes, electric frying
pans of various sizes, combination electric cereal cooker,
&c, stand about not in use. Switches at the back of the
stove control the heat. On a shelf beneath is the electric
oven, which works perfectly. The kitchen is heated by
electricity.
The laundry is the next room to be visited. Here the
water is heated by electricity, and we see the electric flat-
iron, which is always at an even temperature from the
start to the finish of the work.
The water for the bath is heated by electricity. Table
lamps light the library and other rooms and luminous
radiators heat the guest chambers.

Investigation of Structural Materials.

The United States Geological Survey has entered upon
the technical investigation of fuels and structural mate
rials in response to the general public demand for infor
mation on the subject rather than from any theoretical
considerations, and this increasing demand for informa
tion, coming from engineers, architects and builders in all
parts of the country, caused by the rapid changes which
are taking place in the materials used for construction
work, has caused Charles D. Walcott, director of the Geo
logical Survey, to recommend in a report to the Secretary
of the Interior both that the investigation of structural
materials be continued and that the appropriation for it
be largely increased. In his letter Director Walcott sets
forth at length the reasons why this work should be con
tinued and enlarged, and at the same time it is suggested
that more elaborate investigations be conducted along the
following lines :
1. The more thorough examination In the field of the

sands, clays, cement materials, cement, stone, &c, such as
may be used for building purposes and in general con
struction work.
2. The more thorough examination in the testing labo
ratories of these materials as to their strength, durability,
elasticity, permeability, resistance to fire or freezing and
other properties, such as would Influence, directly or indi
rectly, their value as materials for building or construc
tion, either when used alone or in association with other
materials.

3. The more thorough investigation of cements and
mortars and the use of these in association with sand,
stone and steel in the form of concrete and reinforced con
crete as to their strength, elasticity, permeability, dura
bility, resistance to fire and freezing, their behavior under
fresh water, salt water, &c.
4. The Investigation of clays, clay products and other
substances used in connection with building and construc
tion work as to their strength, elasticity, permeability, be
havior under heat and cold and other chemical and phys
ical properties.
5. The testing of stone largely used in construction
work in different parts of the country as to its nature and
composition, its strength, porosity and its quality for re
sisting fire, frost, &c, and its adaptability for use in con
struction work, either alone or with cement in concrete or
with stone and steel in reinforced concrete.
The following is a list of the names of members con
stituting a national advisory board on fuels and struc
tural materials under the advice of which these investi
gations by the Geological Survey and also the timber and
timber treating investigations by the United States For
est Service are to be conducted :
From the American Institute of Mining Engineers :
John Hays Hammond,past president,Empire Building, New
York.
Uoliert W. Hunt ,(of RobertW. Hunt & Co.. testingengineers,
Chicago,Pittsburgh and New York), Chicago, 111.

H. F. Bush, managerand vice-president,WesternCoal & Min
ing Company.St. Louis. Mo.

From the American Institute op Electrical Engineers :
Francis B. Crocker,professorof electrical engineering,Colum
bia University, New York.
Henry C. Stott, superintendentmotive power, Interborough
Rapid Transit Company,New York.

From the American Society op Civil Engineers :
C C. Schneider,president,chairman Committeeon Concrete
and Reinforced Concrete,Pennsylvania Building, Philadel
phia, Pa.
GeorgeS. Webster,chairmanCommitteeon CementSpecifica
tions, City Engineer,City Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

From the American Society of Mechanical Engineers :
W. F. H. Goss, dean of the school of engineering, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind.
GeorgeH. Barrus, steamengineer,Pembertonsquare,Boston,
Mass.
P. W. Gates,210 State street, Chicago,111.
From the American Society for Testinq Materials :
Charles B. Dudley, president,Altoona, Pa.
Robert W. Lesley, vice-president,PennsylvaniaBuilding. Phil
adelphia,Pa.

From the American Institute of Architects:
GeorgeB. Post, past president,33 East Seventeenthstreet,-
New York.
William S. Eames,past president,Lincoln Trust Building, St.
Louis, Mo.

From the National Brick Manufacturers' Association :
John W. Sibley,treasurer,Slbley-MengePress Brick Company,
Birmingham,Ala.
Wm. D. Gates,AmericanTerra Cotta&CeramicCompany,Chi
cago,Hi.

From the National Fire Protective Association :
0. U. Crosby, chairman Executive Committee,76 William
street, New York.

From the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association :
NelsonW. McLeod, president,Equitable Building, St. Louis,
Mo.
John L. Kaul, president, Southern Lumber Manufacturers'
Association,Birmingham,Ala.

From the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army :
Lleut.-Col. Wm. L. Marshall, Army Building, New York.
From the Isthmian Canal Commission:
Lieut.-Col. O. H. Ernst, Washington,D. C.
From the Bureau of Yards and Docks, U. S. Navy :
Frank T. Chambers,civil engineer,Washington,D. C.
From the Supervising Architect's Office, U. S. Treasury
Department :

James K. Taylor, SupervisingArchitect, Washington,D. C.
From the Reclamation Service, U. S. Interior Department :
F. H. Newell, chief engineer,Washington,D. C.
From the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance
of Way Association :

H. G. Kelley, president.Minneapolis,Minn.
Julius Kruttscbnltt, director of maintenanceand operation,
Union Pacific Railroad, 135Adamsstreet, Chicago, I1L
Hunter McDonald, past president, chief engineer,Nashville,
Chattanooga& St. Louis Railway, Nashville, Tenn.

From the American Railway Master Mechanics' Associa
tion :

J. F. Deems,general superintendentof motive power, New
York Central lines, New York.
A. W. Glbbs, general superintendentof motive power, Penn
sylvania Railroad, Altoona. Pa.

From the American Foundrymen's Association :
Richard Moldenke,secretary,Watchtung,N. J.
From the Association of American Portland Cement Manu
facturers :

John B. Lober, president,Land Title Building, Philadelphia,
1'a.

From the Geological Society of America :
SamuelCalvin, professorof geology,University of Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa.
1. C. White, State Geologist,Morgantown,W. Va.
From the Iron and Steel Institute :
Julian Kennedy,metallurgical engineer,Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. S. Robinson,generalmanager,Colorado Fuel & Iron Com
pany, Denver,Col.

From the National Association of Cement Users :
Richard L. Humphrey,president,St. Louis, Mo.
From the National Board of Fire Underwriters :
Chas. A. Hexamer, chairman Board of Consulting Experts,
Bullitt Building, Philadelphia. Pa.

Concrete piles of an unusual form have recently been
tested in New York City. They are made by spreading a
layer of concrete on wire fabric to which longitudinal-
rods are attached at intervals. The fabric is immediately
rolled up in a special machine of simple construction and
the pile then laid aside to harden. It thus contains in
addition to the fabric any desired number of vertical
rods. In a cross section of the pile the fabric lies spirally
from the inside to the exterior of the concrete. If so
desired any one of the rods may be made a hollow tube,
thus allowing for the use of the water jet process for
sinking the pile.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Foundation* for Frame BnlidliigN.

From Calvin Gray. —As being of possible interest to
" B. C. M.,y wbose inquiry about ligbt foundations ap
peared not so very long ago In an issue of Carpentry
and Building, I inclose sketches showing two methods of
doing the work. In Fig. 1 is shown a cottage founda
tion constructed solely of cedar pieces resting on con
crete footings. Care should be taken to have sound red
cedar stubs tapering upward, as these permit the ground
to raise by frost with but little tendency to lift the post.
Cut the top end straight at one side to receive the base
projecting below the sill. Large holes should be dug
and a good footing of rock, spawls, gravel, sand and
cement concrete tamped in and allowed to set. At the
point where the post comes in a piece of board as large
as the end of the post should be tamped down level to
make a good base on which the post should set. These
boards should be removed when the posts are set. The
lengths of the posts should be taken and the posts cut
square at top and bottom, making sure that the ends
are in parallel planes. The posts can then be set by
line and filled and rammed in the usual way.
In Fig. 2 is a plan and elevation of a very substan

tial kind of foundation for frame dwellings. It can be
made with rock concrete or with combination of rock

gether or beveled. The sills are 3 inches wide for glass
that is 24 inches long and under and 3'/j inches wide
for glass 30 inches long. I would be pleased to hear
from other localities in reference to sizes of sash and
sash rails, and would like to know if there is any rule
for determining the width of sills. Will some of the
readers inform me what other way there is for joining
sash rails together besides beveling and rabbeting?

From A. B. S., Sardis, Ohio.—Regarding the inquiry
of " Old Reader " relative to size of sash and sash rails
I beg to say that we largely use what is called " Ohio
sash," which has 3]/a-inch bottom rail, 2i£-inch side and
fop rails, 1%-inch check rails and %-inch muntin, which
would make the frame for a two-light 24 x 30 inch glass
window 28% inches wide by G6 inches high. We some
times get Western sash which is %-inch narrower, but
of the same bight. I would suggest to correspondents
interested that it would be best to secure a catalogue
from the mill men, which would give the size of sash
that they use.

From A. C. S., Winchester, Ohio.— In reply to " Old
Reader," who wants to know the sizes of sash used,

Fig. 1.—Cedar Stubs on ConcreteFootings. Fig. 2.—Finn and Elevation of ConcreteFoundationswith Cedar
Anchors Imbeddedtherein; Also Elevation ot a Water Level.

Foundations for Frame Buildings.

footing and cinder body above the bottom of the posts
or of cinder concrete, according to the size and body of
the structure. Cedar anchors 4 x 4, 4 x 6 or 0 x 6 are
imbedded in the concrete, as shown in the sketches. The
posts are usually notched in the sides to help hold them
firm. This type of foundation is good in any locality and
especially desirable where high winds are frequent. In
the cyclone belts people who have had experience insist
upon every reasonable measure being taken to keep the
house on the foundation, yet nothing will stand a well
developed cyclone. The writer, however, has seen a whirl
wind stand a frame dwelling up on one corner and let
it fall back crosswise the foundation, while another, an
chored as shown in Fig. 2 and within 50 feet of the first
one, was not disturbed.
The simplest way to level foundations is, I think, with
a length of wide rubber hose into which are stuck two
ordinary gauge glasses. These almost filled with water
and calked should be all any one needs to establish the
level of any point in ordinary foundations.

Slzea of Saiili and Sash RallN.
From W. E. S., St. Anns, Canada— I notice that " Old
Reader," Evanston, Wyo., asks in the March issue re
garding the different sizes of sash and sash rails used
in various localities. I would say that it is the custom
In my locality to make sash stiles 2% inches wide by

1% inches thick, and the rails of the same thickness by
1 15-16 inches in width for check rail sash rabbeted to-

would say that in this locality the " Western size " has
been in vogue until quite recently when the " Eastern
size " was placed on our market. The " Eastern size "

is 1.3-inchlarger than the
" Western size " and is worked

from 2%-inch stock, rabbeted % inch for glass, leaving

4% inches of wood over glass measure in width and 6V2
inches in length, whereas the " Western size " is worked
from 2%-inch stock, leaving 4 inches of wood in width
and 6 inches in length.

Shingling Hatchet Attachment.
From Yotjnq Builder, Monona, Iowa.—Please tell me
where I can get a shingling hatchet attachment such as
described by " Western Builder " in the February issue
of the paper. I can neither get it made here nor can I
buy it.

Answer. —We submitted the above inquiry to the
correspondent in question, who in reply states he Is un
able to give any information on this point, as the spring
gauge he has was purchased some years ago and he
has been unable to find it on the market or listed in any
tool catalogue since. He expresses the opinion that one
could be made by any good machinist or novelty shop.

Rapid Methods of Shingling.
From J. W. W., Bladen, Neb.— In the light of the
discussion in progress I may say I have paid in Los
Angeles, Cal., 50 cents and 60 cents per 1000 for shin
gling. There are lots of men with that little three-eor
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nered box and hatchet who can lay 10,000 shingles in
eight hours. They use three-fine nails, but for me 1
do not call it work. I have 48,000 to lay now and expect
to lay 2500 a day. I do not want the big men on my job.

From Westebn Builder. —In my communication con
cerning rapid methods of shingling the types made me
say that " the head of the hatchet should be placed
against the last course of shingles, the lug or stop on the
gauge forming an automatic guide for the new course."
This is obviously incorrect, the reverse being true. The
projecting lug, pin or whatever may be used for a
gauge should stop against the course of shingles last
laid, the head of the hatchet being used to stop the
shingles of the new course. Reference to the illustra
tions accompanying my communication in the February
issue will make this sufficiently clear, I think.
Allow me to extend my fraternal thanks to Mr. Odell
for his " defense " in the February number. I am very
sure that if more of our fellow chips would try some
of these simple appliances for aiding in rapid work they
would find them profitable.

however, cannot seem to get the correct length either of
the common rafter or of the hip, which has a square seat
Shall I use the diagonal of 7% inches and 12 Inches or 7%
and 17 inches for the hip?
There is also a small ventilator on the main roof, the
half of it being 2 feet 1 inch and the rise 7% inches to 12
Inches, making the diagonal 14% Inches, the same as the
main roof. Now 14% Inches multiplied by the run 2 feet
correctly by the figures. I would like to have Morris WI1-
1 Inch Is exactly 2 feet 5 11-16 inches, but I cannot get It
Hams or some of the other readers of the paper straighten
me out on this matter.

Some Questions In Hallow Block Construction.
From W. L. P., Occidental, Cal.—Three years ago,
while I was in the hospital, with both legs broken, some

Dculgn for a Summer Cottage.

From C. A. Waqneb, Port Jervis, N. Y.— I am send-
with this letter blue prints showing a small summer
home suitable for erection near the banks of a river,
pond, lake or any other body of water, or it may be

Timber Plan of Roof.

CHAMBER
s't'xII LIVINGROOM

12'a'xIbV

CHAMBER

10'x11' r~
—

jj VERANDA

J O

Front Elevation.—Scale.% Inch to the Foot. Main Floor.
Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

Design for a Summer Cottage.—C. A. Wagner, Architect, Port Jervis, N. Y.

utilized simply as a summer cottage suitable for almost
any locality. From the very nature of things it is to be
cheaply constructed, as it is intended to be inhabited
only a portion of the year, more particularly during the
summer months. The drawings show not only the In
terior arrangement of the house, but also indicate the
general construction employeu.
I might mention for the information of the readers

that the ground plan of the house outside to outside is
30 feet square, and that the veranda is 18 feet In length.
The partitions dividing the several rooms of the house
are of 1-inch material and the outside walls are 5 inches
in thickness.

Finding Length* of Haftem by Hrldge lUcaxuretnent.
From J. T., Trent on,N.J.—I have read with great In
terest the article by Morris Williams of Scranton, on
page 250 of the volume for last year, regarding
the method of finding the lengths of rafters by bridge
measurement I have a hip roof to frame shortly and
would like to try the same method, but I do not under
stand how to work out the fractional part of a foot in
the run of the rafter, as, for example, the half width of
my building is 15 feet 4% inches and the rise Is 7% inches
to 12 inches, making the diagonal exactly 14% Inches. I.

of my friends gave me a copy of Carpentry and Building,

and ever since then I have had the paper every month,
and think it the best of Its kind. I would like to ask
through the correspondence department some questions
in regard to hollow block buildings, as I have a job to
put up a store building, 32 x 75 feet in size and two
stories in hight. What do the practical readers think of
the idea of plastering directly onto the blocks on the
Inside, the blocks to be made with a Pettyjohn machine,

standard size, which is an 8-inch wall? Is it better to
use lath or will the blocks keep out the moisture? If
lath are to be used, how should they be put on?

How heavy is it necessary to have the I-beams to
carry an 8-inch wall, 12 feet high and 32 feet span? I

want the beam to extend across the front of the building

over the first floor, which Is to be used for store pur

poses.

Attachment for Wood Tnrnlng Lathe.

From J. F. W., Danville, Pa.—Will some of the many
readers of Carpentry and Building furnish for publica

tion a design showing how to construct a lathe head anc"

carriage for a wood turning lathe with 12-inch swing? !

want something that will turn out axe handles, hatch*
handles, wheel spokes, etc.. and I am of the opinion that
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such a carriage could be constructed for a plain wood
turning lathe. There are of course automatic gauge
lathes made, but these are too dear for a poor man to
buy ; besides the other would answer better where one
has much turning to do.

try this plan, for if he does I think he will have no
further trouble.

Tbe Shingling Question Again.
From P. C. D., Fryeburg, Maine. — This shingling
question still keeps to the front, so I will add my mite.
I think It is of more importance to have a good roof when
finished than to be able to say one has laid 10,000 shin
gles in a day, but of course there is a great difference
between laying 6 or 8 inch dimension shingles and laying
shingles that run from 1% to 8 inches in width, with a
large part of them 2 and 3 inches, as they do in this
part of the country. Our average carpenter will not lay

Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale.H Inch to the Foot.

over six or eight bunches a day and
do a good job working alone and with
a line. I have, however, known two
men working together with a straight
edge— one laying and the other nail
ing—to slap on 15,000 in a day, but
It was a slap it up job.
In the West, where they lath their
roofs or leave 2 or 3 inch cracks be
tween the boarding, they have some
thing to hold the shingles above them
on the roof ; and that three-cornered
perch may do, but in this part of the
country we board the roof tight and
have a stage on which to work and
keep our shingles. " Western Build
er " says his three-cornered perch is
not detrimental to the roof, but it
would not go here. Builders would
not have the shingles punched full of
holes, as they must be when using that
contrivance. Now to bring the discus
sion to a close I will make the sug
gestion that the shingling question
be eliminated from the carpenter's work altogether by
turning it over to the shlnglers at so much per 1000 or a
square, the same as lathing is done. I am sure that not
many carpenters will be sorry to have this disposition of
the case.

Snort Cut* In Framing:.
From C. C. H., Brookville, Pa.—I am right in line
with " Old Beginner," Rochester, N. T., and " J. T. D.,"
Dallas, Texas, as set forth in one of the issues for last
year. A large percentage of the sketches wTith numerous
reference letters and figures shown in the pages of the
paper are to me like so much Greek. Take, for example,
the serial articles by Mr. Fox on " Circular Arches in
Circular Walls," as well as some of the star sketches
that take up an entire page, with lines and reference
letters by the dozen. This is all right for those who
have had good schooling and a good education, but to
me, who had to leave school when 12 years old and turn
out to help earn the bread and butter, they are too much

to master. What we want are
such simple ways and methods
as those shown by Frank G.
Odell in the November number
for last year, illustrating how to
find the side cuts of jack rafters.
I would like to ask him if he
will tell us how to work out the
side cuts for hip and valley
rafters to fit up against a ridge
board? I think it would be a
great help to a large number of
readers if some of the Brother
Chips who are good at roof fram
ing would give a table showing
just how much to set the gauge
to back hip rafters—that is, it
will be a quick way for any one
to gauge a hip rafter for the
backing on top. Of course, this
table should be for rafters 2

Sectional View Showing Truss Construction.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Design for a Summer Cottage.

Cause of Creosote In Chimneys.
From W. L. P., Occidental, Gal.— I find in the Jan
uary number of the paper a question from a correspond
ent relative to the best method of preventing creosote
running down chimneys, and, as we have a great deal of
trouble out here from the same cause where we burn
redwood, I would like to give the readers the benefit of
my experience. I find that whenever the draft is stopped
the trouble begins, and to overcome it I open the draft In
the chimney when the stove draft is closed. The in
creased circulation through the flue seems to obviate the
difficulty. I wish "A. D. C," Johnsville, N. Y., would

inches thick and we would gauge a center line on top.
Now, how much must we go down on the side of the
rafter for the different pitches, from Yt up to 2-3? It
would also be interesting to have a table of the side cuts
for hips and valleys against ridge boards, as this would
relieve one's mind of so many bridge measurements.
Again, it would be very useful if some of the Brother

Chips who have had experience would tell how to read
blue prints and plans. Do the measurements given mean
the distance between rough walls or between the finished
plastering In the case of both frame and brick houses?
I believe a little explanation on this subject would benefit
many readers, more especially if done in plain every day
language.
I am well pleased with the subject of " Laying and

Finishing Hardwood Floors " by Mr. Odell, and trust the
good work may go on.
Note.—Our correspondent raises a number of ques-
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tions which afford basis for interesting discussion on the
part of practical readers. It may not, however, be out
of place to mention that in making up the pages of
Carpentry and Building it is the endeavor to meet so far
as possible the requirements of all classes of readers,
and it is therefore necessary to publish articles which
appeal to those who are advanced in the art and science
of carpentry as well as matter that is quite elementary
and calculated to prove of assistance to those young in
the business.
With regard to reading plans, it might be stated that
this Is largely a matter of experience and practice. The
measurements given in connection with plans as fur
nished by architects sometimes show the distance from
center to center of walls and other times the figures in
dicate the size of the finished room. In the case of the
plans published in these columns the measurements are
those of the inside of the room measured from plastered
wall to plastered wall. Our correspondent will doubt
less be Interested in some of the articles which appeared
a few years ago in these columns on " Reading Archi
tects' Drawings," and which have since been published
In pamphlet form, copies being available through this
office at 25 cents each.

Roof Plans for House of "A. S.
From L. K., Cragstnoor, N. Y.—Although somewhat
young in years and not having had the experience of

Detail* of Stair Construction Wanted.
From R. E. B., Clarksville, Tenn.—Will some of the
stairmen among the readers of the paper furnish de
tails as to the building of stairways, such, for example,
as the thickness of wall strings, how finished against
upper and lower hall bases? Do they dovetail the balus
ters where they go around the well hole? Is it common
practice to build the stairs before the house is plas
tered? You see we all may have different methods of
doing work of this kind and an exchange of ideas may
prove helpful along these lines.

A Flea for the Average Carpenter.
From P. A. S., Fort Missoula, Mont.—In renewing my
subscription to Carpentry and Building for another year
I desire to say that every month I read all there is In
it from the first word to the last, not to mention the
insides, as a butcher would say. I am greatly interested
in those 8000 and 10,000 shingle men and the 10 and
12 door a day men, but It seems to me they have an idea
that if a carpenter cannot do that amount of work in a
day he is no workman. Now I am no carpenter and per
haps have no right to criticise, but I have done a little
shingling and hung a few doors. It seems to me that
a carpenter is a man who can do a fair day's work from
the time the lumber comes on the ground until the last
hammer stroke is given, and I would like to ask if those
men who do such wonders can work as fast at all kinds

Roof Plans for House of
" A. S. If7.," Submitted by " L. K."

some in the business I take the opportunity of sending
drawings showing two roof plans in answer to the in
quiry of " A. S. W.," which appeared in the March issue
df the paper. The plans so clearly speak for themselves
that no detailed explanation is needed and I submit them
in the hope that they will be of assistance to the corre
spondent in question. If he should desire a lower roof
I would suggest a deck as indicated by the dotted lines
in Fig. 1, although Fig. 2 represents the simpler solution
of the problem.

Note.—We also have plans similar to Fig. 1 from
" J. F. J.," Nokomis, 111.,and " Subscriber," Mt. Vernon,
Ohio. We have plans similar to Fig. 2 above from " G.
D.," Shippensburg, Pa. ; " O. N.," Atkinson, 111.,and " A.
S. H.," Danbury, Conn.

From A. B. S., Sardis, Ohio.—I send herewith an
outline for the roof of the plan presented by " A. S. W.,"
Belmont, W. Va., in the March issue of the paper. The
drawing represents a hip roof, but if the correspondent
desires to use the attic he can put gables on the three
small hips or use dormers, so as to give light where it
is needed. I do not send this drawing as representing
the only way of roofing the house, but it is the plan I
should use If I had the job, and if required I would
make the changes suggested. If I have been of any use
to the readers of Carpentry and Building I will try
again some other time.

Note.—We have not engraved the sketch of our cor
respondent as It is similar to the Fig. 1 of " L. K."
published herewith.

of carpentry as they do in connection with doors and
shingles. It is certainly an interesting subject to me.
There are many short cuts in carpentry and quick

methods of doing work, such as that shingling stool and
the gauge and pin on a hatchet, all of which is good

for every carpenter to know. All carpenters, however,
are not built with the ability to do such an amount in
eight or ten hours, yet at the same time they are good

mechanics. All men like to live, so it is not right to bar
out a man because he is a little slower than another,

and besides would the few fast men do all of the car
pentering needed to be done in this strenuous country
of ours?

Obtaining Cuts and Bevels of Rafters.
Front A Constant Readeb, Mt. Vernon, N. T.—I
would like to ask " L. H. II.," through the Correspondence
Department of the paper, how he obtained the base cut
17 of the principal rafter and the 12 and 15 by which
to find the bevel cuts for the jacks. I refer to his
sketches and letter in the January number of the paper.

Relative Cost of Stone and Concrete Cellar Trails.
From E. N. C, St. Louis. Mo—In reply to " G. G,"
Great Barrington, Mass., relative to the cost of stone
and concrete cellar walls I would say that for building
rubble stone and concrete walls here In St. Louis, with
Portland cement at less than $2.00 a barrel, the cost is the
same for both. We give the owner the choice of which
ever foundation he desires. The concrete Is mixed one
part cement, three parts sand and five parts crushed
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rock. The stone wall is laid In lime mortar. This is
for 18-inch walls, but for thinner walls the concrete
is a trifle cheaper. The concrete walls are often not as
water proof as stone walls but can be made so by plas
tering them on the outside with rich cement mortar. In
my estimation the cheapest form of foundation wall
construction is of hollow blocks, provided the blocks are

}
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Roof Plan Wanted for Two-Story Dwelling.

made with 10 per cent, of water and faced with a rich
mixture.

Weather Boarding a Bay Window.
From S. M. T., Winfleld, Pa.—I have been a reader of
Carpentry and Building for several years and have de
rived much benefit from a perusal of its columns. I now
cometo ask through its pages how to weatherboard a bay
window with 3%-inch lap siding when the bay window
has a radius of 6 or 8 feet. '

mark carefully the position of the binges for both door
and jamb ; remove the door ; gauge up with butt gauge
(Stanley's is good) ; fit the hinges in the door and jamb,

and if the whole thing is carefully done the job is com
pleted. The locks on our good work are not usually
placed until the painting is about completed. In marking
for the hinges we, of course, only mark for one side of
the hinge, usually the top of the top hinge, 7 inches below
the top of the door, and the bottom of the bottom binge
10 inches above the floor. Then by always working
toward the center no mistakes are made.
I find that by using great care until we become pro
ficient speedwill follow because of the fact of there being
no false moves.

Boor Plan Wanted for Two-Story Dwelling.
From C. K. S., Wayland, Iowa. — Inclosed I send a
tracing of a second floor plan of a house which Is to be
remodeled. I would like very much Indeed to have
some of my brothers In the craft submit for publication
roof plans suitable for the building.

Boof Plan or Elevation Wanted.
From J. C. L., Hammond, Ind. — I send the outline of
a building and would be glad to have some of the read
ers of Carpentry and Building give me their ideas as to
the proper roof plan or elevation. I might state that
the roof will be on a level all around the building, and
hips preferred in place of gables wherever possible. The
roof is to have one-half pitch and the cornice Is to pro
ject about 12 or 14 Inches. The building Is of brick, with
walls 9 inches in thickness. Any assistance granted this
request will be thankfully received by one of the old-
time readers of Carpentry and Building.

Question In Plank Frame Barn Construction.
From V. B., Smithville, Ont.—I have read with much
Interest the copy of the little book, entitled " Plank
Frame Barn Construction," and desire to ask a question
In regard to work of this kind. In a barn built of solid

Hanging Doors In Canada.
From Toiler, Toronto, Can.—Occasionally we hear of
individual mechanics skilled in some particular line of
our craft performing incredible feats of speed, but what
we should look to as desirable men to employ are those
who neglect no opportunity to Improve themselves in each
and every branch, from the putting on of the sills through
all the different phases of construction to the completion
of the structure. Accuracy in the construction of our
best and most desirable buildings will lead to recognition
by our employers much sooner than speed and uncer
tainty.

I think it should be the ambition of every beginner
to qualify himself as soon as possible to accurately un
derstand, correctly lay out and complete any piece of
work with which he may come in contact, and then he
will be in a position to command better pay than the
speedy man, while at the same time his services will be
more sought after. However, as we are in want of men
to fill every line, a good general all round workman Is
the real backbone of the business.

Now as to the amount of work he can do, a great deal
depends upon the condition In which he finds the work
when he reaches it. Suppose he is fitting and hanging
doors. If the side jambs are plumb and the head level,
all set true and straight, a good mechanic should be able
to fit and hang with two butts each 12 to 14 doors in
eight hours, the doors being pine 1% inches thick, and
from 2 feet 4x6 feet 4 to 2 feet 8x6 feet 8.
The method of hanging doors varies greatly with the
men employed to do the work. A few suggestions as to
the method of doing the work in this section of the coun
try may not be without interest to some of the readers
in the States. After fitting the door with the desired
amount of clearance we try It in the opening, which need
be only once If straight edge and square are used, and then

Plan Submitted ly "J. C. L."

timber I notice the end purlin posts have sprung when
the barn was filled with hay and grain. The posts were
10 x 10 x 32 hard maple and elm. They ran perpen
dicular from sill to plate, with no support to the posts
between sill and plate. If instead of a purlin post there
were two planks, one a few feet in from the end with
brace and bolts, what size timber or plank would be re
quired and what would be the method of construction?
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

THE
amount of work in progress is unusual for this
seasonof the year, and prospects regarding the future

continue of a most glowing character. Here and there the
volume of operations show a slight falling off, as compared
with a year ago and some hesitancy is shown in certain
quarters growing out of the uncertainties of the labor situa
tion on the first of -Jay. Taking the country over, however,
the gain in the amount of building improvements projected
during the month of February is very marked and there is
every indication of an active seasonin this important branch
of industry.

Erie. Pa.

Members of the Builders' Exchange cast their ballots on
February 6 for directors for the ensuing year, resulting in
the following choice: Cassius McCreary, B. W. Schaffer,
Charles H. Schaper, A. S. Weber, F. C. Richardson, John N.
Sapper, Oscar Nick, George B. Mclntyre, Lyman Felheim,
Fred Goodhill, W. D. Sweigart, A. Schroeck, J. D. Johnson,
Peter J. Zissinger and James B. Yard.
The Board of Directors organized on February 8 by
electing C. McCreary president; F. C. Richardson, vice-
president; W. D. Sweigart, secretary; John N. Sapper,
treasurer, and R. F. Washburn, assistant secretary.
After the businessmeeting had beencompletedthe mem
bers and invited guests went in a body to the Moon Cafe,
where the fifth annual banquet was held. An elaboratemenu
had been prepared, and after it had been properly consid
ered cigars were lighted, and Mayor R. J. Saltsman, acting
as toastmaster, made a few appropriate remarks, introduc
ing President-elect McCreary. The other new officials also
spoke, briefly thanking the membersfor the honors conferred
upon them,after which there was an address by Judge F. A.
Walling.
The address of the evening was that of Edward A. Rob
erts, secretary of the Builders' Exchange of Cleveland, and
also of the Ohio State Association of Builders' Exchanges.
The requisites for successwere outlined by the speaker in a
way to command close attention, and he also briefly pre
sented his plans and specifications for an ideal Builders'
Association. His first requisite for successwas an efficient
corps of officers; his second was loyal members, and his
third was to contribute liberally to the support of the asso
ciation. If, he stated, the builders of this country would
solve the problem that confronts them they will be jealous
of their organizations and do all in their power to uphold
them. Through local State associations, and these by in
tercourse with each other, lies the only hope of solution.
In concluding his remarks the speaker expressed the belief
that the Builders' Exchanges of the country have demon
strated their usefulness by years of successful existence.
They should be regarded as valuable aids to business, but
cannot be expected to take the place of individual effort,
enterprise or genius. Rather do they serve as a medium
through which these forces may the more easily and suc
cessfully operate. As organizations they are, or should be,
bulwarks of strength to the builder, elevating his calling,
upholding his rights, protecting his principles and interests,
worthy and indispensableagents for his good and welfare.

Holyoke, Mass.

The membersof the Master Builders' Association with a
number of their friends held their first annual banquet in
the Hotel Hamilton, February 22. Representatives were
present from Northampton, Springfield, North Adams, West-
field, Chicopee and other towns. Preceding the banquet a
brief reception was held, at which there was an interchange
of goodfellowship and discussion of building prospects for
the coming season. At the hour appointed the guests as
sembled in the banquet hall, covers having been laid for
about 175. After an elaborate menu had been considered
President A. M. Cain extended a cordial welcome to those
present, and in a few clever remarks introduced Edward
Hart as toastmaster. The next speaker was Mayor N. P.
Avery, who was followed by H. C. Wood, State president of
the Master Builders' Association, and E. B. Emerson of
Northampton.
The Reception Committee in charge of the affair con
sisted of John F. Shea, chairman : Joseph La Liberte, F. H.
Dibble, L. T. Beaulicu, L. P. Trowbridge, F. F. O'Neill.
Thomas J. Carmody, Thomas J. Gibson, A. M. Cain, J.
Cuthbertson and G. L. Thorpe of Holyoke ; M. C. Bailey and
J. C. Whiting of Northampton ; T. B. Gilbert and V. E.
Russell of Springfield : H. C. Wood of North Adams, and
T. J. Mahoney of Westfield.
The Banquet Committee was made up of Edward Hart,
chairman : John F. Shea, Joseph La Liberte. Charles L.
Thorpe and F. J. Curley, the latter being the secretary-
treasurer.

Los Angeles, Cal.
During the month of B'ebruary the total value of the

building permits issued in Los Angeles was $1,082,875. This
included765permits, and was greaterboth in aggregatevalue
and number of permits than any other February in the his-
tcry of the city.
The feature of the building situation at present is the
great increase of residence building as compared with busi
ness building. During February only 18 business struc
tures were started, while about 600 residenceswere begun.
The averagecost of two-story residencesfor the month was

$3884 and one-story cottages $931. Builders report the
outlook for the spring and summer as good. A good deal of
important work is now in the hands of the architects, al
though it is not expectedthat the present summerwill equal
last summer in the amount of large buildings constructed. At
present all the building trades are busy, and while workmen
are not scarce practically all of them are employed.

New York City.

The favorable weather which has prevailed during the
past winter has been reflected in an unusual amount of
building operations for this season, and the work projected
has beenconsiderably in excessof that for the corresponding
period of last year. This applies more particularly to the
boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn, as in the Borough of
the Bronx there has been a slight falling off as compared
with the tremendous activity which existed a year ago in
this particular section of Greater New York. Up to the
time of going to press the value of the building improve
ments for which permits were issued in the Borough of Man
hattan since the first of the year was in roand numbers
$14,500,000,as against $15,500,000in the sameperiod a year
ago. In Brooklyn the figures stand $7,600,000,as against
$7,000,000,and in the Borough of the Bronx, $3,900,000,as
comparedwith $5,400,000in the first two months of 1905.
In the labor world minor differences still continue to
exist in certain branches of the trade, although the trouble
has not assumed such proportions as to seriously interfere
with building operations or jeopardize the bright prospects
for the future which now exist.
A section of Brooklyn which has heretofore been ne
glected in the general building activity of the borough is to
receivemarked attention in the next few months. Negotia
tions have been concluded whereby 800 houses are to be
erected at Woodhaven. Ten four-story houses are to be
erectedat Sterling place and Washington avenue, and work
has been commencedon 25 houses on Bedford avenue and
Chauncey street, and on 13 dwellings on Hull street and
Stone avenue. The operations are being conducted by the
Edgar Improvement Company.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The month of February broke all previous records, the
statistics of the Bureau of Building Inspection showing
permits to have been issued to the number of 545 for 1271
operations, calling for a total estimated cost of $3,063,720,
which exceedsthe previously highest February (that of the
year 1003) by over $1,280,006: and exceedsthat of January
by almost identical figures, the amount being $1,280,100.
The statistics for January and February show a total of
1074 permits for 2309 operations, estimated to cost $4,802,-
040. By far the largest proportion of the new work during
February has been in dwellings of the two and three story
type, the costs of which are estimated at $1,615,300 and
$475,000, respectively. A large amount of this work was
what is known as big operations and coveredblocks of 25, 50
and 100. and even more houses in an individual operation.
The weather was favorable and such as to enable build
ers to push outside work steadily ahead and work started
during the winter months is generally much further ad
vanced than is the custom at this season. The outlook for
the year is consideredmost favorable. Work is being offered
freely : labor is in good demandand appears to be satisfied,
generally speaking, with existing conditions. In some in
stances skilled labor is scarce and additional goodmechanics
hard to get.
Prominent among the building operations which will

soon be commencedmay be mentionedthat of John Megraw,
who will erect 61 two-story brick dwellings each 15 x 47
feet and involving an outlay of something over $101,000.
The buildings will be located on Wilton and Fifty-second
streets and were designed by J. E. Jackson. Samuel H.
Brown is to construct 64 two-story stone and brick houses,
each 15 x 42 feet, on Thayer and on Ontario streets, invok
ing a cost of over $102,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The month of February has shown something of a halt
in the matter of building operations as compared with the
samemonth last year, the value of the improvementsbeing
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$347,281,as against $389,317 in February, 1905. The car
penters of the Allegheny district have notified the Master
Builders' Association that they would demandan increase in
wages of 50 cents per day, beginning May 1. It seemsto be
the general opinion that this increase will be granted pro
vided the carpenters agree to have their wage scale terminate
on the last day of eachyear the sameas other labor organiza
tions.
Among the latest building projects in the city is a 14-

story structure to cost about $1,000,000,which is intended
to be used for storage and light manufacturing purposes
and to furnish a home for the Pittsburgh natatorium. The
site has a frontage of 120 feet in DuquesneWay and a depth
of 110 feet. The new building will be put up on the front of
the site where now stands the natatorium, and it will prob
ably extend back about 80 feet. The improvement will be
madeby Henry Phipps, and the structure in the external de
sign will be similar to other large buildings in that section
of the city put up by the samecapitalist, while constructively
it will be of enormousstrength.
The natatorium building, to be provided by Mr. Phipps in
the rear, will be equal, it is stated, to any structure of its
kind in the country. It will be three stories high, and spe
cial natatorium architects have been engagedto travel over
the country and embody in this proposed building the very
best ideas they can gather from the structures visited. One
of the main feaures will be a series of Turkish baths. There
will also be a swimming pool, shower, plunge and needle
baths, and on the first floor a fine suite of offices. The pres
ent natatorium in Duquesne Way is to be razed in order to
make room for the new building.

Portland, Ore.
The past winter has been the most active winter build

ing season in the history of Portland. Building has, in fact,
been almost without interruption ever since the close of the
fair, and with the opening of the spring there has been a
naturally and large increase. The greatest interest is cen
tered in the 12-story Wells, Fargo & Co.'s building, which is
now under way. On this structure the basementwork has
been completed and .the superstructure is now going up.
This building will require 80 carloads of steel. Several other
large buildings are under way, and others are to be com
mencedin the early summer. Contractors report that apart
ment housesand flats seemto be meetingwith greater favor,
and they are counting on a large increase in this class of
building during the present year. New apartment houses
and a number of costly structures are planned, the most ex
tensive being the seven-storyGunst Building at the corner of
Eleventh and Washington streets, which will cost $2,000,000.
Residence building is expectedto run slightly ahead of last
year, although active residence building is not expected to
begin as early this year as last, when it was stimulated by
the advent of the Lewis and Clark Exposition. So far, how
ever, the weather has been favorable, and architects repo't
that residencebuilding will begin actively this month.

Rochester. N. Y.
The report of James H. Severanceof the Fire Marshal's

office shows that more building permits were issued in Feb
ruary than in any previous February in the history of the
city ; also that the aggregate for January and February of
this year is greater than ever before. This, of course, is
most promising for an active season's business in the build
ing line. During February this year there were 104 permits
issued for buildings, estimated to cost $249,950, as against
50 permits, estimated to cost $104,100, in February last
year. The total cost of buildings for the first two months
this year is $385,942, as compared with $185,925 for the
same period last year ; $307,185 for the first two months of
1904 and $146,903 for the same period in 1903. In the
report for February there is not a single application for a
new business building or manufacturing plant, which is also
true for January. There were a few permits issued for re
modeling large buildings or for minor alterations, but all
others were for dwelling bouses. The mast costly residence
for which a permit has thus far been issued this year is
that to be erected by G. D. B. Bonbright, which is esti
mated to cost something over $23,000. Considering the fact
that there are no large manufacturing plants or commercial
buildings covered in the report Fire Marshal Walter con
siders February a big month.

San Francisco, Cal.
The expected improvement in the building situation has

commenced,although the rains have been prolonged, and the
February fall was very heavy in San Francisco and vi
cinity. The plans for a number of large business structures
havebeen announced,besidesa fair proportion of residences,
apartment houses and school buildings. If three-fourths of
the work now being figured on in the architects' offices is
carried to completion this will be one of the best building
years in the city's history. During the month of February
389 building permits were issued, amounting to $1,643,753
in cost. The brick buildings proposed are estimated to cost
$871,319.
There seems to be no limit to the construction of new
theatres in the city, although there is still lack of an opera

houseof metropolitan pretensions. A plan for such a build
ing adjoining Union Square has been discussed,but nothing
has yet materialized. The latest theater planned is a fire
proof building, costing $125,000,which will be erectedby the
Washington Square Theater Company, just incorporated by
Gottlob and Marx, with an auditorium seating 1600persons.
The new building will occupy the present site of the Gra»co-
Kussian Cathedral, which will be torn down.
Building materials are in better supply than at the first

of the year, but there is still less cement and lumber in
stock than will be neededwhen building operations are fully
under way. It is more than possible that there will be a
serious shortage again, although dealers claim that they will
be able to secure enough for all future demands. Fir lum
ber has beenadvanced$1 a thousand by the wholesalers and
lumber prices are firm all along the line.
There is a good supply of brick at reasonable prices.

Plenty of labor is to be had for the present demandsof the
building trade.
The Law Brothers, the new owners of the Fairmont Ho
tel, propose to add at least 600 rooms to the six-story build
ing, either by another story or by covering more of the
block, which is 275 x 412 feet. It is also proposed to build
a Greek theater on the sloping grounds in front of the main
building, which has already cost over $2,000,000. A stone
auditorium, seating over 4,000 persons, will be built on the
steepterrace in front.
Plans have been acceptedat Berkeley, Cal., for the new
Bancroft Way schoolhouse,which is estimated to cost $50,-
000. The Piedmont Avenue schoolhouse is in course of
construction, at a cost of $30,000.
The Board of Supervisors are about to take action on an

ordinace creating a municipal building bureau, wherein all
public buildings will be planned and under the supervision
of which they will be erected. It provides for the appoint
ment of a consulting architect and a general supervising
architect. Someof the local architects have made objections
to someof the changeswhich were madein the original drafr
of the ordinance. Under the amended form the architect
whose plans for a building are acceptedimmediately becomes
conrulting architect for the work and receives3 per cent, of
the cost of the building where it amounts to $100,000 or
less, and the general supervising architect receives2 per cent,
of the cost. When a building costs over $100,000 the con
sulting and the general supervising architect will each re
ceive 2'/2 per cent, of the total cost. One of the complaints
is that many architects will not care to seek this public-
work when the remuneration is only about one-half of the
commission they get for general work. A very large amount
of money to be secured from the sale of bonds is available
for the construction of public buildings.
The annual banquet of the Builders' Exchange was held
on the evening of February 24 in the white and gold room
of the Hotel St. Francis and was attended by nearly 200
membersand invited guests. The programmewas of a most
entertaining nature and the menu was thoroughly in keeping
with an occasion of this kind. The menu card was, as on
previous occasions, one of the amusing features of the ban
quet. Various builders were ludicrously pictured in the
pursuit of their various daily activities, and a front eleva
tion of a proposed new home of the Builders' Exchange, in
process of construction, picturing workmen in a score of
ludicrous mishaps, constituted the design for the title page.
President H. S. Kent was master of ceremonies,and he was
ably assisted by other officials.

Tacoma. Wash.
During the latter part of the month of February there

was a decided improvement in the building activity in this
city. Investors are now satisfied that the winter is over
and that construction can proceed without interruption dur
ing the remainder of the season. As a result of the im
proved weather conditions a large amount of small building

has begun and builders report that there is work ahead to
keep the entire trade busy throughout the summer. Some
large buildings are being put up, but as a rule the in
vestors are turning their attention to dwelling houses,which
seemto be in greater demand than ever, notwithstanding the
unusual amount of residencesbuilt last year. The enlarge

ment of the business district will call for a large amount
of new building contracts as well as for the demolition or
removal of a number of smaller buildings. The situation
in the building material and labor markets seems to favor
builders, although with the unusually active season through
out the coast a shortage of workmen may develop before
the season is over.

Trenton, N.J.
The report of Building Inspector George H. Stevenson,

covering the fiscal year ending February 28, shows that
Trenton has witnessed one of the most active periods in the
building line since the office of building inspector was es
tablished. The total number of permits issued was 789,
covering 1272 new buildings and additions, and involved an
estimated outlay of $2,216,154. This is an increase of
nearly $1,000,000 over the previous year, which was the
second largest in the history of the city. One of the largest
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permits issued during the past year was that for the erec
tion of the new wing at the New Jersey State Prison. The
other permits cover stores, factories and dwelling houses.
The greatest amount of building for any single month was
in June last, when the total amount of operations was
$430,292. Of the total number of buildings for which per
mits were issued, 502 were of brick and stone and 456 were
of frame construction, while 313 were of a miscellaneous
nature.

Wilmington, Del.
The Master Builders' Association of Wilmington, Del.,
recently held its annual dinner, at which speeches were
made by Mayor Horace Wilson, City Solicitor S. D. Town-
send, Jr., County Comptroller P. Chandler, Building In
spector William M. Connolly, as well as representatives of
different branches of the association. Following the
speakers of the evening brief addresseswere made by G. A.
Brennesien, president of the Master Painters ; Madison
Smith of the Master Plasterers ; E. J. Sharpe, president of
the Master Bricklayers, and Henry Stewart, president of the
Master Stone Masons. The committeehaving charge of the
affair was composedof J. M. Phillips, Frank N. Overdeer
and J. W. Hewes.

Notes.
Preparations for the erection of more buildings than in
many years past are being made in Schenectady,N. Y., and
this in face of the fact that prices of building materials
seem to be tending upward rather than downward. The
statement is made that hemlock,which is the principal lum
ber used by the majority of builders, is selling in that local
ity at from $28 to $32 per 1000 feet, which represents an
increase over last year of more than 25 per cent. Even
Southern lumber is selling at an advanceof 20 per cent, over
the prices of a year ago. Building permits are rapidly being
issued,and operations covering a number of housesare under

full headway. In fact some are so near completion that it
is expectedthe houseswill be ready for occupancyby May 1.

Building operations continue to show an appreciable in
creasefrom month to month in Harrisburg, Pa., and during
February the value of building improvements was $75,735
in excess of the corresponding month of last year. March
has started off in goodshape,and Building Inspector Thomas
F. Ferree is issuing permits which indicate an active spring
season. The business year of the Building Department
ends March 31, and for the 11 months already elapsed the
value of the building permits issued shows a gain of $413,-
070 over the corresponding period of last year.

The Mt. Vernon, N. Y., branch of the Interstate Build
ers' and Contractors' Association held its annual dinner on
the evening of February 24, which was a very enjoyable
affair. There was vocal and instrumental music as well as
someclever speeches. President James Reid as toastmaster
spoke encouragingly of the building conditions and pros
pects of Mt. Vernon, and intimated that 1906 was likely to
witness a large volume of operations. The committee in
chargeof the dinner was composedof Albert S. Jenks, chair
man ; John Donaldson and Henry M. Downing.

Building prospects in DuBois, Pa., are reported better
than they have been at this season for many years past. A
considerable amount of work has already beenplanned and
much more is contemplated.

The Master Builders' Association of Fall River, Mass.,
has declared for the " open shop," and at a recent meeting
voted to pay carpenters $2.80 a day, as against $2.50, as
heretofore, the new schedule going into effect March 1. It
was also voted that no delegate or business agent of the
unions shall be permitted in any shop or on any job where
the men are working.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
By W. J. Stanton.

EIGHT OF CONTRACTORTO USE STREET FOR STORAGEOF
BUILDING MATERIALS.

The right of a contractor or land owner to use a
portion of the street for the temporary storage of build
ing material and their liability for injuries caused by
such use of the street is discussed at length lu the case
of Friedman vs. Snare & Triest Company, recently de
cided by the Court of Errors and Appeals of New Jersey.
The defendant contractor was constructing an addi
tion to a building under a contract with the owner, and
piled on the sidewalk adjacent to the building several
heavy iron girders, 22 feet long. The girders were piled
in an Insecure manner, and plaintiff, a child five years of
age, while playing on the girders or resting on one of
them during play, was injured by the fall of one of them.
In discussing the question of the right to store building
material on the street the Court says: " In our courts it
has been long established that in the absence of any
thing to show the contrary the title and legal possession
of the abuttlug property owner or occupant extend to the
middle of the road or street, the freehold remaining in
him subject only to the easement or right of passage in
the public."
It is the undoubted right of land owners to deposit
in the street building materials required in the improve
ment of their abutting property, although the public law
fully using the street may be, as in many cases they
necessarily are, to some extent incommoded thereby.
The right is to be reasonably exercised, in view of the
rights of the public, and is subject to regulation in the
public interest. Where the ownership of the soil of the
street is not in the abutting owner his right to use the
street for this and other like purposes is vindicated on
the ground of necessity. If the public be unreasonably
hindered or endangered the party at fault may be in
dicted for maintaining a public nuisance or may be re
quired to remove the obstruction. An individual member
of the public, If specially injured by the nuisance while
in the exercise of his rights in the street, may maintain a
private action. But this refers only to parties injured
while using the street as a street and not to those whose
injuries arise from their attempted use of the obstructing
materials for their own purposes, whether of pleasure,
convenience or profit. Neither an idler, traveler nor a
playful child can gain rights against the land owner or
contractor by using such building materials as a resting
place or playground.
The owner or contractor is not under ordinary cir
cumstances charged with a duty to render the materials
safe for persons who attempt to use them for their own
purposes while in the street.

STATUS OF ARCHITECTS' CERTIFICATE.
The agreement in a building contract that an archi
tect's certificate shall be a condition precedent to the
contractor's right of payment is to be construed to em
body the condition that the arcltect shall exercise his
function as arbitrator honestly and in good faith. The
architect is usually the agent or representative of the
owner, and the rule is a just one. This was held in the
case of Halsey vs. Waukesha Springs Sanitarium Com
pany, decided by the Supreme Court of Wisconsin.
Another interesting question raised in this case Is
whether the lienor loses his lien when the building is
destroyed by fire. The rule, as laid down by the Penn
sylvania Supreme Court, Is that a mechanic's lien pri
marily has no application to the land ; that it attached
directly only upon the structure or building on which the
mechanic works and reaches the land only because of
the inseparability of the building from the land to which
it is annexed, and when the building goes out of exist
ence the lien goes with it, because there exists no con
necting link between the work or materials supplied by
the claimant and the ground.
This rule is expressly renounced in Wisconsin in the
above case, the Court saying : " We conclude that the
Pennsylvania rule has no place under our statute, and
that plaintiff's lien, having once attached to the land, was
not detached by the destruction of the building, which
defendant had impliedly contracted should remain in
existence t̂o enable completion of plaintiff's contract."

WHEN OWNERIS NOT JUSTIFIED IN PAYING PRINCIPAL CON
TRACTOR.

Under what facts and circumstances the owner of a
building can pay the principal contractor with safety to
his own liability is often a difficult question to decide.
The case of Page & Son vs. Grant, recently decided by
the Supreme Court of Iowa, is an interesting case illus
trating this point. The defendant paid the entire pur
chase price to the contractor in strict accord with the
terms of the contract, although during the progress of
the work he acquired knowledge from certain subcon
tractors that they were furnishing materials for the
building which had not been paid for.
The court held that the owner was not justified in
paying the principal contractor, even in strict accord
with the terms of the contract, and that where the owner
of a building in process of erection was notified of a
material man's claim for an amount less than the
amount due the principal contractor, and such material
man duly perfected his lien, the owner was liable for
such amount, regardless of his subsequent payments to
the contractor under the strict terms of the contract.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE*— 111.
By Charles H. Fox.

WE
will now proceed to show by means of the dia
grams presented in Fig. 8 the practical applica

tion to our subject of the development of prisms and the
Intersections and angles made between plane3. For a
complete understanding of the problem the student is
again requested to make the drawing upon cardboard,
when by cutting it in the manner directed he may at
once obtain a representation of the solid of the plank
and one which will show at least five of its sides and a
portion of six surfaces, out of which a rib covering
one-half of the circular plan of the sash or frame may
be formed.
Let us suppose a portion of a hollow cylinder, as that
shown in a K 1 C c D, of
Fig. 8, be inclosed In a
prism, of which A B C D
may be taken to represent
the base; and the prism to
be cut by a plane, as that
of which the line I' F/ is
the vertical trace. Let I'
A represent the ground
line, which divides the two
planes of projection. In
the relation of this prob
lem to circular arches In
circular walls, we may
suppose that the circular
wall in which the arch
may be constructed to be
represented in the cylin
der, so we may take o K
1 and D c C to represent
the curves, respectively,
which belong to the outer
and inside faces, as given
or represented at the plan.
The center with which the
plan curves may be drawn
is shown in O. We may
further suppose that the
Inclined line I' E' repre
sents the elevation of the
top surface of a plank, out
of which a rib forming
one-half of a circle on
circle sash may be formed.
The radial lines D A, C B
may also be taken as the
plans of the ends of the
plank, the lines giving the
direction for making what
are generally called " side
cuts" — that is, the lines
are the plans only of the
cuts. Now to find the true
section, as given at the
oblique plane, which forms the top of the plank, and de
termine the true angle of the bevels, as are required in
order to give the proper direction for making the side
cuts : Squara with B A, through A, draw A E ; make
A E equal in length to that of A E' of the elevation. Now
produce A B, as shown to I. Then square with A I',
draw I' I. Now joining I E and we obtain the true In
clination of the top surface of the plank.
Now, to develop the bevels, proceed as follows:
Square with A I, through the points given in D, C and
B, produce lines to meet the inclined line I E in the
points P, S and H. This gives in E H the length of the
top outer edge of the plank. At the points given in
S P, square with I E, produce lines indefinitely ; then
with P and S, respectively, as the centers and the lengths
R D and J C of the plan as the radius, describe the arcs
at Q and T, drawing E Q, and the true angle which the
end of the plank over A D makes with the face A B may
be obtained.

•Copyright, 1906,by Charles II. Fox.

In a similar manner drawing H T, we may obtain
the angle which the end of the plank over C B makes
with the outer face. This understood, parallel with
H E, draw a line through Q, which line, If the drawing
is correct, will pass through the point already given in T.
In this manner may the true section of the top sur
face of the plank be developed.
Now to complete the sides of the model we will pro
ceed as follows : Square with C D, draw D P and C G ;
set off the lengths D P and C G equal to the lengths of
R P and J S, the corresponding lines above ; then drawing
G P, we may obtain the line in which the side over C D
meets the top surface of the model. Square with O A,

Fig. 8.-

PLANCENTER

-DiagramsShowingApplication to the SubjectDiscussedof Developmentof Prisms and
the Intersectionsand Angles Made BetweenPlanes.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.— ///.

draw A E and D P' ; make the length of these equal to
that given in the corresponding lines of the model ; then
drawing E P', we may obtain the line in which the end
over A D meets the top surface of the model. In a simi
lar manner, square with O B, draw B H' and C G' ; make
the length of these lines equal to that of the correspond
ing lines as given at the front and back of the model ;
then drawing G' H', and the model may be completed.
Take a sharp knife and cut through the board at the
outline of the drawing ; then at the lines H E, A B, A D,
C B and C D cut about half through the board. This
will admit of the four sides of the model being revolved
about their respective base lines, as on a hinge ; then
with the lines at the exterior fold the sides of the model
perpendicularly over the plan. The edges may be touched
with glue or fastened together in any manner which sug
gests itself to the student. This done, the top surface
of the model may be folded into place, and if the draw
ing has been correctly made the student will find it will
coincide at each point with the corresponding point as
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given at the sides of the model. The angles as given In
P E Q and S H T will be found perpendicularly over the
plan lines, and, as stated above, they are the angles as
required, to give the proper direction at the top surface
of the plank for forming the sides of the plank at the
operation of " squaring up the plank." The bevels In
question will at the chapters which follow be called
" side bevels." The bevel as shown in the angle Y E Z,
the construction of which will be apparent from the
drawing, we shall hereafter call the " plumb bevel."
In the construction of the diagram, Fig. 1, we ex

plained fully the principles, &c, which governed the pro
jection of lines in space. In the finding of the line H E
of Fig. 8, a similar construction was employed ; therefore,
the principles which governed the projections of Fig. 1,
govern that made by the line H E of the model. Our next
step was to find the side bevels. The principles which
governed the projections made in Fig. 3, were here em
ployed ; only instead of making use of the vertical plane
of projection, of which the ground line I' A, forms a part ;
we made use of the auxilary vertical plane projected in
A I E, of which plane the line A I became the ground
line, or horizontal trace. In this operation we have in a
sense cut off a portion of the horizontal plane, as first
given ; that portion included in the lines A I I' A. In
the drawing of the lines D P and C S we merely repeated

Fig. 9.—GeometricalElevation of Model.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—III.

tne operation as explained in the drawing of the line E
C B of Fig. 3. If this be understood, the principle as
here applieu in the construction of the bevels, will be
found to be that made use of at the similar construction
of Fig. 3.
It may be noted in connection with the projections

given at the vertical plane of projection, first consid
ered ; that the only use made of them was that of de
termining the position of the point I, and that of de
termining the hight of the point E' above the ground
line I' A. However, if the student will produce lines
from the points given in R K J and B, parallel with the
line O A E, to meet the inclined line I' E\ he will find
the divisions thus obtained in I' II, I' G, &c, are propor
tional to the similar divisions already made at the line
I E of the model ; that is, as the length I' E' is to that
of I E, so is the length I' H', &c, to that of I H, &c. We
will at constructions, which follow later, show the man
ner in which this proportional property of the lines may
be made use of in the construction of the necessary face
and falling molds. The student may also note the curve
line 12 3, drawn at the elevation plane. This may be
taken to represent the exterior bounding surface of the
circle on circle arch, as projected at the elevation proper
of the arch. The inclined line I' E' has purposely been
drawn to meet the curve line in question. This is the
method usually employed by other teachers, who have
given rules for finding the thickness as required of the
plank, out of which a rib may be formed, for any circle on
circle sash. We will endeavor to show at the construc-

tion of the model following, that this rule is not a general
one, that Is, it is not applicable to every form of arch,
only to that form which may have a conoidal surface,
as that of the exterior bounding element of the arch.
We have here at the plan shown another method by

means of which the side bevels may be projected : Firstly,
through the points given In C and D, parallel with the
inclined line G P ; draw U 9, and 8 W. Then square with
A B, draw B U, C J, A W, and R D. Set off J V and R X,
respectively, equal with U C, and D W, joining V C and
X D, and the angle of the side bevels may be obtained.
Having now the two methods, the student may make use
of that which to him seems the better one. In Fig. 9 Is
shown a geometrical elevation of the model, letters of
reference corresponding to those given at similar points
of Fig. 8.

(To be continued.)

Hotel of Reinforced Concrete and Hollow Tile.

A short time ago we called attention in these columns
to the building which was under construction at Atlantic
City, N. J., as an annex to the Hotel Marlborough, and
to the rapidity with which the work of erection had been-
carried on. The annex is of reinforced concrete and tile
and is an excellent example of use in combination of
these materials. The outside walls, supported on con
crete columns and girders, are of hollow terra cotta plas
tered on the inside and out with cement plaster. All
the structural parts, such as columns, girders, floors,
roofs, balconies, &c, are of concrete interlaced with steel
rods.
The piers supporting the columns under the mala

dome have 12 piles each, and in all there are about 180O
piles, averaging 20 feet in length and 10 Inches in diam
eter at the butt. The wall piers are connected by rein
forced concrete beams 4 feet below the surface of the-
ground to carry the lower story of the wall. For a clear
span of 17 feet this beam is 22 inches wide and 12"
inches deep.
In the roof construction of the center wing of the

building all the beams and rafters are flush on top with
the 6-inch roof slab, composed of 1 ; 2% ; 5 hard anthra
cite cinder concrete made without hollow tiles and rein
forced with % x 1% inch bars placed 16 Inches on centers.
The dome shell is made of cinder concrete 5 inches
thick reinforced by iron bars and is surmounted by a
cinder concrete lantern, with 6-foot vertical cylindrical
walls and a hemispherical solid concrete roof 14 feet in
diameter. All flights of stairs are made with solid rein
forced concrete slabs, the construction being such as to
give the appearance of the steps having been cut out, of
the solid.
The annex is known as the Blenheim Hotel, covers an
area 128 x 326 feet and is 8 and 12 stories high. It
is joined to the Marlborough Hotel by a service bridge
and a sun parlor. The exterior is finished in light col
ored plaster, decorated with colored Moravian tiles and
mosaic and dull glazed green terra cotta. The architects
are Price & McLanahan, and the general contractors
Edwin Gilbert & Co., all of Philadelphia. The structural
designs and details were made by the Trussed Concrete
Steel Company, Detroit, Mich.

Rule for Coloring Cement Blocks.

On account of the interest manifested at the present
time in the use of hollow cement blocks in connection-
with building construction it may not be amiss to refer
to a rule which is claimed to secure good results for
coloring blocks of this character. An authority on the
subject states that the best proportions are as follows :
Two sacks of sand, one sack Portland cement and 15
pounds of red or brown (dry) mortar color, or, in other
words, about one-sixth (in weight) as much color as
cement. This mixture must be thoroughly turned (dry)
four or five times, so that the coloring matter will be
evenly distributed throughout the mixture. After this
mixture has been turned several times, as stated above.
It is a good idea to run the entire mass through a fine
screen before adding water, after which proceed as usual.
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New Publications.

Building Construction and Superintendence.— Part III:
Trussed Roofs and Roof Trusses. By Frank E. Kid

der. Size, 7x9% inches ; 298 pages ; 306 illustrations.

Bound in heavy board covers. Published by William

T. Comstock. Price, $3, postpaid.

This Is the first section of the last of the series on

"Building Construction and Superintendence," a work

upon which the late Mr. Kidder had been engaged several

years. His knowledge of general construction was well

known to architects and builders through his published

works, and his experience, ability and practical good

judgment had caused him for several years past to be

called frequently in consultation by his professional

brethren in connection with intricate and difficult struc

tural problems. It was with this ripe experience and
perfect knowledge, both of the subject treated and of the

needs of architects and builders, that he entered upon the

preparation of what he intended to be his most elaborate

and complete work.
Death, however, interfered to prevent the realization

of his hopes In this respect, but he was able to complete

the first section, which is the volume under review, and

to block out what will constitute the second section and

which the publisher states will be put in hands familiar

with Mr. Kidder's methods and carried out along the

lines he had laid down. The present section Is therefore

presented as Part III, which is in compliance with Mr.
Kidder's last letter to the publisher, while the second sec

tion will appear later as Part IV of the same series.
A review of the pages of the present volume shows a

careful and conscientious discussion of the subject and

that in clear language and such simple form as will ap

peal most strongly to the architect and builder. This sec

tion is comprised in eight chapters, the first of which

deals with types of wooden trusses and the mechanical

principles involved. The second has to do with types of

steel trusses; the third with the laying out of trussed

roofs, including the bracing of the roof and trusses, while

chapter four considers open timber roofs and church

roofs; in chapter five the author takes up the subject

of vaulted and domed ceilings, together with octagonal

domed roofs. Following this Is a chapter on coliseums,

armories, train sheds, exposition buildings, &c, followed

by chapter seven, In which is presented the methods for

the computing of purlin and truss loads and supporting

forces. The last chapter deals with stress diagrams and

vertical loads, the subject being subdivided into trusses

systematically loaded and those unsystematically loaded.

The book will be found a useful and convenient trea

tise on the subject indicated and will do much to simplify

the calculations for trusses and roofs which architects

and builders are constantly called upon to make.

A most interesting feature of the early pages of the

volume is an excellent likeness of the late Mr. Kidder,

together with a brief sketch of his life.

House Hints for Those Who Build, Buy, Improve or

Rent. By C. E. Schermerhorn ; 55 pages. Size 6x9
inches. Bound in paper covers. Issued by House

Hints Publishing Company. Price, postpaid, 50 cents.

This Is the second edition of a practical treatise de

scribing the details pertaining to the site, location, ar

rangement, construction, decorating and furnishing of the

home. The work has been greatly enlarged and revised

and covers the subject indicated in a way to prove of

interest and value to all prospective home builders or

owners. The subject matter is alphabetically indexed

and the concluding pages are given over to a list of rep

resentative firms in various lines associated with the

building business. The little work, as the author puts

it, is an earnest attempt to enlighten the home owning

and acquiring public to a correct knowledge of practical

home building and equipment

The Lightning Estimator.— By H. James Bradt. Size,

5x8 inches; 36 pages. Illustrated. Bound in paper

covers. Issued by the Bradt Publishing Company.

Price, 50 cents, postpaid.

This little work is now In its third edition, and In pre

paring it the author has endeavored to add further data

and information likely to be of service to
those interested

in the subject. Estimating is a broad topic
and there are

many methods of doing the work, but the author
believes

that for estimating frame and veneered
houses, or, in

fact, other frame buildings, a careful inspection
of his

little work will convince the practical builder
that it

covers the field in a generally
satisfactory manner. In

the present edition the author has given the
price per day

of labor, so that It is a comparatively simple matter
to

adjust the estimates to meet the requirements
of any lo

cality. Some useful tables are given, together
with illus

trations of different styles of cornices on which
tables re

lating to that subject are based. Half-tone
engravings

of houses selected from work designed and erected
by the

author are shown and the statement made that
the esti

mates were prepared entirely by the methods given
in the

book, with the exception of mantels, heating and plumbing.

Finishing Georgia Pine.

In connection with a discussion of the subject of fin

ishing Georgia pine some very interesting information

was presented in papers read at a recent
meeting of rail

road master painters. One of these, by W. S.
Hopkins

of Cleburne, Texas, was as follows : I find the best way

to finish Georgia pine Is to first clean off all
dirt and

pencil marks and to sandpaper smooth all
rough places,

if there are any, then give one coat of grain alcohol white

shellac.
Second coat : Rub down smooth with pumice

stone

or sandpaper and give coat of any good interior
finishing

varnish of light color.
Third coat: Rub down to a surface and give one

coat of interior finishing varnish of light
color, same as

second coat, then leave it gloss, or rub down and polish,

or leave it dull finish.
I find that any other filler that has or contains oil or

wood alcohol will turn the wood dark in a short time.

Another paper, by F. E. Holipeter, Detroit,
Mich.,

dealt with the best interior natural finish for
Georgia

pine and was as follows : As pine is very
susceptible

to finger marks from handling and to dust and
will

darken from exposure the wood in order to have
It per

fectly clean and smooth must be sandpapered after com-

ln- from the carpenters or cabinet makers.
As soon as it is cleaned and sandpapered until the

surface Is perfectly smooth dust it and give it a coat of

white shellac.
As Georgia or hard pine has a great deal of tar or

rosin in it which comes to the surface on being exposed

to the heat, and sometimes without, the shellac coat holds

this back and also uardens the soft and porous grain
of

the wood and retards the discoloration of the wood with

age.
Georgia pine is c close grained wood and does not re

quire filling, although for a first-class finish I would
recommend a comparatively thin coat of light filler

be

fore the coat of shellac is applied.

After the shellac is dry putty the nail holes with a

white lead and whiting putty, colored with yellow ocher

to match the wood. Sandpaper lightly the coat of shellac

with about No. 0 sandpaper; dust thoroughly and
apply

the first coat of varnish, using a good grade of clear
or

pale varnish reduced a little with turpentine.

The amount of turpentine used depends on the painter

a the material he is familiar with.

When the first coat is perfectly dry and hard enough,

and if it has drieu free of dust, it should be rubbed
lightly with double 0 sandpaper, steel wool or curled

hair and properly dusted, when the second coat of var

nish can be applied, using sauce without reducing.

Should the work require a rubbed finish or a polish

use three coats of varnish and rub the gloss of the finish

coat down with pulverized pumice stone and oil or water

and then polish.
Georgia pine will take on a fine finish if properly

handled and some fine effects can be produced by the

use of stains.
Georgia or Southern pine after a time often shows up

with small streaks and spots in the wood ; sometimes
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whole boards look a3 though they were mildewed, which
ruins the finish. This is mostly found where a board or
easing is next to a damp wall or water pipes.
This can be remedied somewhat by properly coating
the back of the wood before erection at such places with
a coat or two of shellac ; or if that Is too expensive use
two coats of a hard drying paint to make It moisture
proof, as nearly as possible.
All work should be perfectly dry and the temperature
about 70 degrees F.

this character, and it requests personspossessing data of
any kind relative to the existence of establishment funds
in this country to communicate at once with Charles P.
Neill, Commissioner, Washington, D. C.

Welsh Slate Industry.

Consul Williams of Cardiff furnishes the following
report on the slate industry of Wales : " The depression
In the slate industry of Wales, which has continued for
many months, is becoming severe. Stocks amounting to
thousands of tons have accumulated at Port Penrhyn and
Port Madoc, and many of the slaters have gone elsewhere
to seek steadier employment. The men had been antici
pating a reduction of wages, and when the manager of
the Penrhyn quarries announced a reduction of 10 per
cent., to take effect January 1, 1906,no one was surprised.
The loss in wages will amount to about $100,000 and will
affect fully 4000 men, or nearly one-third of the slaters
in the United Kingdom. The number in the Kingdom in
1904 was 12,265, but the great majority were employed
in Carnarvon, Merioneth and Denbigh shires in North
Wales. The town most affected will be Bangor.
" The slate output of Wales for 1904 amounted to

427,730 tons, valued at $6,991,072.77. Most of the slate
finds a market in Great Britain, as the exports amounted
to only 29,357 tons, of which 25,181 tons were exported
from the port of Carnarvon. The total output of slates
in the United Kingdom in 1904 was 563,170 tons. This
was an increase over 1903, but it was more than 100,000
tons short of the output in 1898, when the high-water
mark was reached. The industry has never recovered
from the effect of the strike of several years ago. French
slate then entered the British market, and it has re
tained a hold to this day. This combined competition,
with the present depression in the building trade, ac
counts for the dull market for the Welsh slate. The cost
of production Is, perhaps, another element to be consid
ered, for the French slaters receive lower wages than the
Welsh."

Concrete for Large Structures.

At the quarterly meeting of the Association of Amer
ican Portland Cement Manufacturers held at the Belle-
vue-Strntford Hotel, Philadelphia, March 14, a number of
very interesting papers on cement and its uses were read
and leading points were discussed by those present.
Frank B. Gilbreth gave a stereopticon talk on the

making and driving of corrugated concrete piles, together
with illustrations of buildings erected on this form of
construction.
William L. Price described the Hotel Blenheim, at

Atlantic City, which is erected entirely of concrete, on
the Spanish style of architecture, ornamented with tiles.
His paper was supplemented by one read by Henry C.
Mercer discussing the artistic treatment of the concrete
in the same building. Sanford E. Thompson read a paper
on different varieties of sand for mortar and concrete.

Mutual Relief Funds for Employees of Indus
trial Establishments.

The Bureau of Labor, Washington, D. C, Is preparing
a report covering the various systems of workmen's Insur
ance and employers' liability, both in this country and
abroad. In this connection it is endeavoring to secure
information concerning the existence in the United States
of what are usually known as establishment funds—that
Is, mutual relief or insurance funds organized and main
tained by the employees of an industrial establishment,
or relief funds supported either wholly or in part by the
employers themselves. The bureau is desirous of obtain
ing copies of constitutions, rules and by-laws, blank certif
icate forms and any other matter relating to funds of

Report on the Qovernment Fuel Investigations.

The final report covering the investigations during
1904 at the fuel testing plant at St. Louis, Mo., under
the United States Geological Survey, has been published
by the Government and is now ready for distribution.
The report will appear in three volumes, as Professional
Paper No. 48, and will be distributed free of charge. Per
sons desiring copies of the report should apply for the
same to a member of Congress from their district or to a

Senator from their State.

Petkb J. McGuire, one of the founders of the Ameri
can Federation of Labor and formerly secretary-treas

urer of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Join
ers of America, filei February 19 at his home in Camden,
N. J., after a protracted illness.

Sheet metal sheos for automobile storage—that is,

sheet metal garages—are becoming a factor in the trade

of some sheet metal workers. This material is not only

cheap, but it makes a noninflammable house that can
be easily enlarged or removed if necessary.
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A SAMPLE
OF THE

NEW CENTURY PATENT
METAL SHINGLES

Will convince you that it is the best Embossed of all.
Wanted, good agents.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

The Chattanooga Roofing & Foundry Co.,
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., U. S. A.

I Extra Money for the Carpenter
is quickly and easily made installing the

PERFECTION BARREL SWING
It will adjust to and swing any barrel— no matter how heavy.

No more trouble removing moulding board or getting
at

flour— simply swing barrel out. Nothing better for pantry
or

cupboard— a child can use it. Simple and practical.
If

your Hardware dealer won't furnish them send to us.

( THE LEAVITT MACHINE
CO., Sole Mfrs., Orange, Mass.

Goodell Mitre Box
MADE ENTIRELY OF STEEL. NO MORE BREAKING.
FIRST IN QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENTS.

AUTOMATIC STOPS FOR HOLDING UP SAW.
CORRUGATED BACKS. GRADUATED.
GAUGE FOR DUPLICATE CUTS and many other
features.
If you want the best you will take no other.
Send for Circular K.

GOODELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.

No. 122 =
RICHARDS ROYAL

Ball-Bearing Trolley

HOUSE DOOR HANGER
PERFECTLY NOISELESS
Wheels run on hard maple, adjustment
in hangerand track. Track can be easily
taken down after walls are plas
tered. Four sets balls in

each hanger.

Write for Catalog of Door Hangers.

The Richards Mfg. Co.,
Aurora, Illinois.

NEW YORK OFFICE, lOI READE STREET.
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Novelties.
The National System of Puttyleaa

Skylights.
A skylight that is storm proof un
der every condition of wind and
weather has hitherto been difficult to
secure. The illustrations show a
comparatively new system of steel
puttyless glazing construction that is
well adapted to buildings having large
skylight areas. It is the system which
will be installed by the New York
Central Railroad Company in its new
power stations at Youkers and Port.
Morris, N. Y., and is controlled by
the National Ventilating Company, 1
Madison avenue, New York. The
supporting member, as shown in the
longitudinal section in Fig. 1, is a
rolled steel bar which offers maxi
mum strength with minimum weight.
This bar serves as a support for the
glass, with flexible bearings interven
ing, and at the same time, by its in
closed gutters, provides drainage for

supporting bar is offset where the
glass laps. The cross condensation
gutters, emptying into the drainage
gutters of the supporting bar, furnish
a dust and weather proof flexible
bearing where the glass laps, and with
the longitudinal condensation gutters
afford ample drainage for all con
densed moisture. In this construc
tion every light of glass Is absolutely
independent of every other light and
can move freely In any direction
under contraction, expansion or vi
bration, and assume its own position
without ever coming in contact with
rigid surfaces.

American FloorSurfacIng machine.
One of the problems which has for
many years confronted architects,
builders and house owners, has been
that of a satisfactory method of sur-
facing floors. To do tlie work by
hand has been both tedious and ex
pensive, and it is therefore not sur-

lever and steering device. The
structlon is such that the dust and
dirt caused by the machine passing
over the surface of a floor is caught
and conveyed to a bag attached to
the machine. The arrangement of
parts is such, the claim Is made, that
the machine does not require a skilled
mechanic to operate it. In cases
where electrical power is not avail
able a small engine and generator In
a van in front of the building in
which the machine is working can be
utilized, the van being arranged so
that it may be propelled by its own
power or drawn by horses. In these
progressive days an ordinary auto
mobile may be constructed to be used
as a generator and the machine

Novelties.—National System of Puttgless Skylights.—Fig. 1.—
Longitudinal and Cross Sections Showing Details of theSystem.

any leakage. Upon the supporting
bar, shown in the cross sectional de
tail, and the half-tone, Fig. 2, are
mounted longitudinal condensation
gutters leading to the eave gutters.
These condensation gutters rest upon
asbestos fibre cushions, which, In
turn, rest upon the supporting bar
and afford an even, continuous and
flexible bearing for the glass to rest
upon, which tends to conform to any
irregularities in the glass. Two dis
tinctive features of this construction
are the elimination of the tendency
for the glass to break when contract
ing or expanding and immunity from
leakage. These results are further
secured by spring surface bearing caps
which have broad bearing surfaces
upon the glass with a spring-like
action. These caps are provided with
vertical lower flanges, which with the
flexible cushion bearings prevent the
glass from binding or ever coming in
contact with rigid surfaces, and at
the same time make a permanently
tight Joint. Another distinctive fea
ture of this system is the use of brass
or Iron expansion clips, allowing free
expansion and contraction of the sup
porting bar, avoiding the breaking of
glass from this cause. As seen from

Fig. 2.—Perspective

prising that inventive genius should
develop in the course of time a ma
chine which would serve as a most ex
cellent substitute. Among the devices
at present on the market especially
designed to execute work of the char
acter indicated is the American Floor
Surfacing Machine, which has been
brought out to meet any contingency
arising in connection with the surfac
ing, cleaning and polishing of floors,
be they new or old. hard or soft, and
the areas large or small. The frame
of the machine is about 0 feet long
and carries an electric motor which
furnishes the necessary operative
power. Two cylinders, one at each
end of the frame, are covered with
sandpaper and are so arranged that
by manipulating a lever they are
brought in contact with the floor with
increased or decreased pressure ac
cording to requirements, at the same
time retaining a high rotary speed.
The movement of the apparatus in

the longitudinal section in Fig. 1, the | any direction is controlled by another

View, ShowingBuporiing Bar, Condensation
tters and ClampingDevice.

hauled to and fro ou a small trailer
attached to it. The claim is made
that a machine will do the work of
from 10 to 20 men. depending on the
size and condition of the floor. An
other point which is emphasized by
the manufacturer is that it is un
necessary to suspend operations in
stores, factories and the like while the
floors are being put in condition. The
machine can be used for surfacing
floors in all kinds of buildings, and
the claim is made that it does its
work quicker, cheaper and neater
than can be done by hand. The de
vice is made by the American Floor
Surfacing Machine Company, 610 Ex
aminer Building, San Francisco, Cal.,
and in this connection it may not be
without interest to state that the
floors of the new editorial rooms of
Carpentry and Building were sur
faced by one of these machines. The
work was done by the local district
manager, K. G. Fohlin. 130 East
Forty-fifth street, New York City.
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The Garwood steam heater, for
using gas as a fuel, is the subject of
a very neat 16-page pamphlet which
reachesus from the Frank C. McLain
Company, Canton, Ohio. In bringing
this construction to the attention of
architects, builders and houseowners
generally the manufacturer points out
that the Garwood steam heater elim
inates the very large first cost of in
stalling the steam or hot water plant,
that no boiler or pipes are necessary
and that the fire is going only where

novelties.—Oarirood Steam Heater.—Fit).
3.—Front View.

and when it is needed. The log upon
which the gas flames play is really a
boiler, the water contained therein
being rapidly converted into steam.
Behind the logs is a skilfully con
cealed radiator through which the
steam circulates. As it reaches the
top of the radiator it condenses and
returns as water to the boiler, so that
no water need be added, except to
make up the loss by evaporation.
The bottom log in the Garwood
heater contnins a water pan and an
iron leaf which is suspended from the
burner and partly immersed in the
water, the result being a constant and
gentle vaporization. The Garwood is
arranged so that air is drawn in at
the bottom of the grade, passes up
and over the radiator and out at the
top into the room. The burners used
are of the Bunsen type and the air
taken in with the gas is claimed to
increase its heating capacity about 16
times, insuring such perfect com
bustion that no flue connection with
the heater is required. In Fig. 3 of
the illustrations is shown a front
view of the heater and in Fig. 4 is
presented a rear view with a portion
broken away clearly indicating the
internal construction. In the cata
logue before us numerous designs of
mantels and fireplaces are presented
fitted with the heater in question and
in connection with them are tables
showing the sizes made, styles of
finish and the prices.

New Plant of Slmondv lUffe. Com
pany.

The mammoth new plant of the Si-
monds Mfg. Company, at Fitchburg,
Mass., was dedicated on Wednesday
evening. January 17, by a big family
party, at which the president of the

company, Daniel Simonds, and his
wife, together with representatives of
the different departments, received
the employees and their families. On
January 6, last year, the first new
shop was dedicated and the past year
has witnessed the completion of the
rest of the buildings. When the first
shop was dedicated last January a
solid silver loving cup was presented
to Mr. Simonds by the employees, but
the dedication this year was entirely
informal, but every one had a good
time. There was first a reception and
then an entertainment, consisting of
songs, character sketches and vocal
and instrumental music after which
there was dancing and refreshments.
The main shop of the new plant is
265 x 60 feet in size, three stories and
basement in hight. An L adjoining
is 128 x 40 feet and four stories high,
while the blacksmith shop is 133 x 80
feet. The new power plant and
auxiliary buildings form the other
sides of a hollow square. The floor
space of the new plant is 102,000
square feet and the cost of the build
ings has been in the neighborhood of
a million dollars. The office staff oc
cupies the basement and three stories
of one of the new structures, 60 x 60
feet, on each floor.

Increased Facilities fpr G. A. Iff. Har
nett Company.

By reason of the unusual demand
at home and abroad for its Black
Diamond files and rasps, G. & H. Bar-
nett Company, proprietor of the
Black Diamond File Works, Philadel
phia, Pa., has found it impossible to
keep pace with trade requirements
without very largely increasing the
capacity of its already extensive
plant. Some months ago the manage
ment purchased considerable addi
tional real estate adjoining the works,
permitting the erection of a number
of buildings in which to accommo
date more machinery and the making

Fig. 4.—Hear View.

of large additions to present build
ings. These improvements and en
largements have been going on
throughout the past year and have
now been completed, resulting in a
much larger daily production, which
it is hoped will enable the company
more promptly to fill orders. Not
withstanding this increased capacity
the company is at the present time
finding it difficult to keep up with the
demands of the trade and is several
weeks behind on orders.

The Burt Ventilator.
Those of our readers who use ven
tilators for bettering the draft of a
chimney flue will be interested to
learn that the Burt Mfg. Co., Akron,
Ohio, has recently begun the manu
facture of ventilators. The Burt
ventilator, formerly known as the
Superior ventilator, and illustrated in
Fig. 5, is especially noteworthy for a
patent damper, which consists of a
sliding sleeve, to regulate the outflow
of air from the ventilator without
cutting off light in the case of the
glass top ventilators or of shaking
dust, which is sometimes the accom
paniment of the movement of a flat
damper. Its general construction is

Fiy. 5.—The Glass Top Burt Ventilator.

shown in the accompanying illustra
tion. There it has a flat glass top,
with heavy wired glass, so that it can
be employed both as a skylight and as
a ventilator. The damper mentioned
is shown, together with the cord and
pulley by which it is operated from
below. The cord may be fastened at
the lower end or a counterbalance
made to be used to keep the damper
in position. Care is exercised in
making the air shaft round, so that
the sliding sleeve can be moved with
out friction, and the shaft is strength
ened by heavy bands. When the
damper is at its highest point it is in
contact with the top, in order to close
completely the air outlet from the
ventilator. Another of the special
details of the ventilator is that be
low the glass top is a drain into which
any water condensed from the air on
the under side of the glass can run.
The water passes through small holes,
indicated in the illustration, to the
outside of the ventilator. The Burt
is made with a metal top when de
sired, but otherwise the construction
is that described. The regular pat
terns are built of galvanized iron and
the glass top or skylight feature is
made flat in sizes as large as 40 inches
in diameter, but in larger sizes is
given a sectional glass top of pyra
midal form.

Encaustic ITIelal Enameled Celling*
and Side Walls.

The Wheeling Corrugating Com
pany, Wheeling, W. Va.. and 47-51
Cliff street. New York City, has is
sued a handsome new illustrated cata
logue of encaustic metal ceilings con
taining 34 pages, each 12 x 9j4 inches.
A striking feature of the book is the
five full page illustrations of beauti
ful designs in enameled ceilings in
various combinations of cornice, filler,
border, corner and field, whicli are
divided into five color arrangements,
the colors in facsimile to give an
idea of the actual effect when In
stalled. Another point of importance
is the flexibility of the various col
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ored enamels on the metal, so that It
will not chip or break off in putting
on. The metal Is covered on both
sides to prevent oxidization, and can
be sold at approximately 8 to 10 cents
per square foot, dependent on the de
signs. It costs about 5 cents a square
foot more than the plain ceilings
painted only with a priming coat, so
that some of the extra cost is offset
by the fact that the work is done
when the material is on. Provision
Is made for having the nails furnished

Novelties.— Fig. 6.—The Edwards Metal
Shingle.

harmonize in color with the metal
they hold in place. Each coat of en
amel, and also the gold decorations,
are burned on to the metal separately
under the action of intense heat.
Many other beautiful designs in this
class of metal ceilings in all the va
rious parts are shown, to be painted
after being put on.

The Edward* Iflolal Shingle.
We take pleasure in showing In Fig.
6 of the accompanying illustrations
the Edwards Metal Shingle, made in
tin, galvanized iron and copper, and
in the following sizes : 7 x 10 inches,
10 x 14 inches and 14 x 20 inches, the
10 x 14 being the most popular size.

Fig. 7.—Lanz Joist Hangers for I-Bcams.

The methods of interlocking the sheets
forms a perfect system of contrac
tion and expansion, thereby making
lng them absolutely water tight It
requires no mechanic to lay them, as
any one who can drive a nail can do
the work, no solder being necessary.
The claim is made that they will not
buckle, break or rattle, as a tin roof,
nor warp or rot like a wooden shingle.
They are fireproof, thereby giving a
low rate of Insurance, require lighter
framing than slate, will not break

and can be taken off and relaid on an
other roof without loss. They are
particularly adapted for roofs of not
less than one-fourth pitch, also for
covering mansards, gables, window
hoods, bay windows, &c., and give to
a house that distinctive appearance,
making it stand out prominently, a
tribute to the owners and a continual
source of satisfaction to the Inmates.
The shingles are packed 100 square
feet in a box ready for shipping, and
are made by the Edwards Mfg. Com
pany, The Sheet Metal Folks, Cincin
nati, Ohio, who will gladly furnish
samples and prices upon request

Lanz Joist Hangers Tor I-BeaniN.
The increasing use of iron and steel
in connection with the erection not
only of towering office buildings and
heavy business structures, but also In
private residences of the better class,
apartment houses and buildings which
call for the equivalent of what would
be strong wooden girders, renders
interesting some reference to the joist
hangers which are adapted for I-
beams. A form of steel hanger which
is meeting with much favor in the
trade and which is manufactured by
M. Lanz & Sons, Pittsburgh, Pa., is
illustrated In Fig. 7 of the engrav
ings, the picture showing two styles
intended to meet varying require
ments. One style of hanger is shown
secured to the web of the I-beam,
holes being punched for the bolts
which hold it in place. For support
ing joists or timbers with an I-beam
the stirrup shown is used, but for
which no holes in the beams are re
quired. It may be applied anywhere
In the length of the I-beams, -according
to requirements. Special emphasis Is
laid by the manufacturers upon the
fact that these hangers are such as
to lend to substantial construction ;
that there is no necessity of notching
the steel, and that their use eliminates
the necessity of cast Iron or malleable
Iron In the very Important supports
in the interior of a building. The
Lanz joist hangers are referred to as
being simple In design, made of mer
chant bar steel of commercial sizes,
and of any desired strength, in eight
different standard styles and for 66
regular sizes of timber. Each par
ticular style is so designed as to meet
the requirements for the framing and
different forms of construction found
in connection with building opera
tions. The steel of the hanger is so
shaped and distributed, It is claimed,
that it has substantially the same
cross sectional area in either the seat
or upper corners as in the body of the
hanger. Being made from rolled bars
the body of the hanger lies in the di
rection of the fiber of the bar, and
therefore in the most favorable posi
tion to resist strain. Another Im
provement is in the side flanges, pro
viding ample spiking surfaces which
fit snugly to the header, thereby mak
ing a secure support for the joist,
while ordinary stirrups depend largely
on the corners to hold the load.

Collrln Cement Block machine.
In an attractive little catalogue of
60 pages issued by the Coltrin Mfg.
Company, 140West Main street, Jack
son, Mich., are set forth the merits
of the cement block machine made by
this concern and for which strong
claims are presented. The company
has been Identified with the cement
interests for many years and the pres
ent is the fourth edition of its cata
logue devoted to illustrated descrip
tions of cement molds "which modern
practice has found best suited for the
economical manufacture of artificial
stone." The Illustrations for the

most part are half tone reproductions
of photographs of brildings con
structed of blocks made by the Coltrin
Company. Special attention is In
vited to the improved 1906 model
face-down machine, in which the face
or impression plate rests on the bot
tom, thus allowing of tamping di
rectly upon the face and bringing out
with good effect every detail of the
design. In this way it is claimed a
better class of material may be used
for the face or front of the block and
a coarser material for the back. The
machine is so arranged that by allow
ing the impression plate to rest on
the side, blocks can be made alike on
all four sides, to be used for chim
neys, columns, coping, crown molding,
&c. On this machine can be made
plain and rock face blocks of all sizes,
shapes and many fancy designs. The
catalogue is neat in its make up and
will be found an interesting contribu
tion to the literature bearing npoa
the subject of cement block construc
tion.

An Improved Panel Sander.
A machine which will doubtless in
terest a large class among the readers
of this journal is the Improved Panel
Sander illustrated in Fig. 8 of the en
graving, and designed to give a per
fect finish to the raised portions of

Fig. 8.—Improved Panel Sander.

panels. The sander Is strongly and
rigidly built throughout, and the sand
ing disks are carried on spindles run
ning in rigid bearings in housings,
thus permitting their adjustment from
% inch to 3 inches. The housings
angle to the shape of the panel and
the disks can be brought to even a
horizontal position on top so as to
easily change the sandpaper. The
rail supporting the stock has a ver
tical adjustment, permitting the sand
ing of panels having a raise up to 5
Inches in width. The tables are 23 x
16% inches and the countershaft Is
mounted on the rear of the frame,
thus making the machine entirely
self-contained. The builders are the
J. A. Fay & Egan Company, 221 to
241 West Front street Cincinnati,
Ohio, and to any one making mention
of Carpentry and Building they will
send full particulars regarding this
useful tool.

Trade Notes.
Write for circular of bracket
hanger and roof bracket ts the Invitation
extended In an announcementpresented
in our advertising pages this month by
the Wajrner Mfg. Company,Department
F. Cedar Falls. Iowa. Every carpenter
appreciates labor saving devices and as
the claim is made that 25,000of those
mentionedhave been in use during the
last year he will doubtlessbe Interested
In learning of the merits of the device in
question. The bracket hanger has been
brought out for the special purpose of
providing a safe and convenientdevice
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for holding building brackets In position.
It Is made entirely of steel and has a
doublehook, the latter being Intendedto
prevent the bracket from tipping side-
wise. In using the hanger It is only nec
essaryto bore two %-lnch holes Into the
sheathingso placed that one hole will
be on one side of a stud and the other
on the other side. The hook part of the
bangerswings In a plate and in adjust
ing It for use It requires but a moment's
time. The claim is madethat everyhang
er Is guaranteedto support 1500pounds.

The Dubt & Shinn Mfg. Company,
Incorporated, 3i East Twenty-ninth
street. New York City, has bad so
many cases of misunderstandingamong
the trade by reasonof which orders have
beenfilled with the commonsquares In
placeof the New Universal becauseof the
fact of the New Universal beingnumbered
1, 2 and 3 that it is compelledto adopt
newnumbering,and henceforththesquares
will be numberedas follows—viz., the 6
Inchwill be known as size No. 6 ; the 10
Inchas No. 10,and the 13 Inch as No. 13.
The maker has just equippeda new fac
torywith special tools and appliancesand
Is In position to fill all orderspromptly.

"The Security Brand of Asphalt
Roofing " Is the subject of a very neatly
printedand Interestingfolder, which Is be
ing distributed by the National Roofing
Company,Tonawanda,N. Y. The merits
of this roofingare set forth In convincing
style, and In addition Is /Esop'a fable of
theass, with a modernInterpretation. The
folder Is printed In colors and Illustrated
with sketches designedto emphasizethe
Important points.

The Lord's Court Building Com
pany was Incorporatedon March 11 with
tbe Secretary of State, the object of the
corporation being to take over for Invest
ment pnrposesthe Lord's Court Building,
on the corner of William street and Ex
changeplace.New York City. The direct
ors of the companyare C. M. Truax, A. R.
Eager and F. L. Zabrlskle, all of New
York.
The Eureka Electric Mitre Ma
chine Company, Bloomlngton, 111., la
bringing out a new miter machinewhich
will give a cut 1 Inch greater than those
now on the market, and arrangementsare
beingmadeto build a machinewith an 18-
lnch blade which will meet tbe require
ments of the average finisher and pro
duce most of the miters required In fur
niture making.

The Montross Metal Shingle
Company, Camden,N. J., has Just Issued
another edition of its handsomecatalogue
describing the advantagesof each of its
severalstyles of shingles,and a copyof It
will be forwarded to any addresson appli
cation. The statementIs made that the
concern is placing on the market many
new designs Intendedto meet varying re
quirements and tbat the metal shingles
are meeting with a growing popularity.
Reference Is made to the fireproof and
stormproof qualities and to the fact that
the shingles can beeasily and cheaplylaid
by any one capableof nslng a hammerand
nails and with sufficientIntelligenceto fol
low the printed Instructions sent with
eachshipment.

The Pike Mfg. Company, Pike, N.
n.. Is distributing a neat souvenir In the
shapeof a combinedpaperweight, blotter
and sharpener, which will be sent to the
trade on request. Tbe souvenir Is of cir
cular form about 5 Inches In diameter,
and comprises a small corundum wheel
surmounting and attachedto half a dozen
blotting pads. The wheel serves as a
handy sharpener for pocket knife, ink
eraser, Ac, and tbe whole forms a useful
and attractive desk auxiliary.

The Slattnqton-Bangob Slate
Syndicate. James L. Foote, generalman
ager, Slatlngton, Pa., Is favoring its
friends In the trade with a huge poster
calendar for the new year, the top being
bound with a metal strip and provided
with an eye for hanging upon the wall.
The printing is In a deep blue and red
upon a white ground and the figures for
the days of the week snd month are of
such a size that they can readily be seen
at a distance. The npper part of each
sheetcarries the nameand addressof the
syndicate, with the Information that It
mines, ships and exports roofing slates,
natural slste blackboardsand roofers' sap-
plies. The empty spacesin the calendar
for the different months are utilized to
call attention to featuresof the slate busi
ness, thus making the calendar serve a
double purpose.

A LITTLE PAMPHLET which Will be
found of more than ordinary interest to
builders Just at the present time when
hollow building blocksare growing so rap-
Idly In favor In manysectionsof the coun
try has beenIssuedby the Stewart Cement
Block Machine Company,Waterloo, Iowa.
The description of the hollow block as a
building material Is presentedin such a
way as to strongly sppeal to architects

and builders, and In addition to numerous
Illustrations showing the Stewart cement
block machineand someof the many ap
plications of Its product, tables are given
of the sizes and designsof blocks which
can beproduced. Not the least Interesting
are figures showing the cost of stone, of
brick and also of wood construction as
comparedwith that of cementblocks. In
eachcasethe figuresgiven are In favor of
the blocks. Numerous testimonial letters
are a feature of the little work and Its
general make-up Is such as to render It
an acceptableaddition to the architect's
and builder's collectionof trade literature.

Architects and builders will be in
terestedIn the announcementpresentedIn
another part of this Issue by the King
Mantel Company, 652 Gay street, Enox-
vllle, Tenn., manufacturers of the King
mantels, which are referred to as being
strictly high grade and of mediumprice.
A little book has beenissuedby tbe com
pany entitled " Evidence," and a copy of
It will be sent free to any architect or
builder stating the number of mantels
wanted. The companyhas also Issued a
72-pagecatalogue,11x 14 Inches In size,
showing various designsof mantels,grates,
tiles, Ac, and this, with the copyrighted
supplement,entitled " Colonial Beauties,"
will be sent to any address on receipt of
12 centsto cover postage.

A folder, which reaches ns from
the Automatic Building Block Machine
Company, Jackson, Mien., calls attention
to the merits of hollow or veneer con
crete buildings blocksand the machineby
which they are made. Numerous Illus
trations are given of buildings erected
from blocksof the characterIndicatedand
there Is also a view of the Automatic
building block machine, showing its ap
pearance Just after a block is landed.
The point Is made that no painting or
repairing Is required where these blocks
are used and that the continuous air
space renders It easy for the plumber to
insert water or gas pipes and at the same
time It is convenient for electric wiring.
The blocksaremadefacedown,permitting
of a rich and denseface of fine material,
which may be colored to suit the fancy
of the builder. On this facing Is placed
a heavy concrete,which constitutes the
body of the block.
The Cement Machinery Com
pany, Hall Building, Jackson, Mich., calls
attentionIn Its advertisingcardthis month
to the Normandln block machines, for
which strong claims are made. The com
pany points out that It is preparedto fur
nish concreteblock, brick, post and mix
ing machinery,all of which is of a nature
to prove highly Interesting to contractors
and builders, and reference to some of
which has recently beenmade at length
In our NoveltiesDepartment. A catalogue
Illustrating and describing In detail the
specialtiesturned out by this concerncan
be obtainedon application.

Johnson's Scaffold Bracket
Hook Is the subject of an annonncement
presented In our advertising pages this
monthby the Bracket Hook Company,119
North Winnebago street, Rockford, III.
The deviceIs referred to as simple,strong
and cheap,the hook being 10 Inches long
and made of the best malleable Iron.
Where this hook Is usedthe claim Is made
that there Is no wiggling or falling of
scaffold, that the hook is easy to put on
the bracket and that the bracket is readi
ly applied to the building. By the use of
this device lathing can be commencedbe
fore the siding is finished,as the scaffold
bracketsare not in the way. The bracket
can be removedwithout the use of a lad
der and the strength is such that it will
carry when erected any weight usually
placedon scaffolding. Oneman can erect
his own scaffoldingand the companyguar

antees the construction to be perfectly
safe and strong. A little folder llustrat-
lng and describing the scaffold bracket
hook has beenIssuedby the companyand
a copy of It can be obtainedon applica
tion to tbe addressgiven.

The West End Mfg. Company, 73
Murray street. New York City, Is manu
facturing Endurold high grade roofing
made in 1. 2 and 3 ply thicknesses.
What its maker claims for It Is that It Is
proof against water, weather and acids
and is air tight in all climatesand under
all conditions. It Is black In color, coated
on both sides when made and therefore
doesnot requirepainting for the first two
or three years. As It Is always ['liable
the point is emphasizedthat It Is easily
applied. It Is marketedIn rolls 36 Inches
wide, containing two squaresor 216square
feet.
The Parker Hoist & Machine
Company, 973 North Francisco avenue,
Chicago,111.,has Issueda neat little cata
logueof 40 pagesIllustrating and describ
ing various forms of contractors' machin
ery, such as derricks, winches,mast tops
and bottoms,boomplates, grab hooksand
chains, jib cranes, traveling cranes, chain
hoists, blocks, trucks, barrows, &e. Spe
cial referenceIs made to the Parker der
rick, which Is offeredIn sizes adapted to
meetvarying requirements. The company

fiolnts
out tbat It Is constantly making

approvementsand that It Is prepared to
build special machinery along the lines
Indicated.
The Central Concrete & Con
struction Company,with a capital stock
of $25,000,has Just beenIncorporatedat
Louisville, Ey., for the purposeof turning
out concretebuilding blocks. The officers
of tbe new companyare: Robert C. Mor
ris, president-Taylor Brown, first vice-
president; H. V. Bomar, secondvice-presi
dent; C. J. Meddls, secretary,and Arthur
Eaye, treasurer. A large plant will at
oncebeerectedand contractshavealready
beenmadefor tbe construction of several
buildings, making use of the concrete
blocks.
The Malleable Iron Fittings
Company,Branford, Conn.,has Just issued
from the press a neat little pamphlet of
32 pages relating to the leading lines of
zinc coatedcut and wire nails which it Is
preparedto furnish. This little work has
been brought out In reply to 'the great
number of Inquiries which have been re
ceivedregardingtbe sine coatednails made
by tbe company,and within Its covers is
presentedmoreor less Information on the
subject of zinc coating, which process Is
generally known as " galvanizing." The
Introductory pagesare givenup to a short
chapter by W. T. Flanders, the superin
tendentof the galvanizing and tinning de
partment,as to what constitutesa proper
ly galvanizedarticle. Mr. Flanders Is an
expert In the businessand Is the author
of a work on " Galvanizing and Tinning,"
publisbed by tbe David Williams Com
pany, New York City. The little pamphlet
under review is madeup of two sections,
one of which Is devotedto cut nails ana
the other to wire nails.

"The Miles Concrete Block
Machine" Is the subject of a neat little
pamphletIn coloredpapercoverswhich Is
being sent out by the P. B. Miles Mfg.
Company,23 Dwlght Block, Jackson,Mich.
The constructionand operationof this ma
chine Is describedat length and In addi
tion thereare illustrations of buildings, la
the construction of which blocks turned
out by this machinehave beenused. The
closing pages of the little work are de
votedto a short chapterupon concreteand
reasonswhy a builder should purchasea
block machine, especially of the Miles
type.
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Johnson's
Wood Dye
"For the Artistic Coloring of Woods"

Johnson's Wood Dye is the result of years of experimentation. Because of its
acknowledged superiority it has met with wonderful sale. Don't confound Johnson's
Wood Dye with various "stains" now on sale. Water "stains" and spirit "stains"

raise the grain of the wood. Oil " stains
"
do

not sink deep into the wood, nor do they bring
out the beauty of the grain. Varnish stains do

not properly color the wood — the color being
only in the finish. When varnish finish is

marred or scratched it shows the natural color

of wood — revealing the sham. Johnson's Dye
is a dye. It penetrates the wood, does not raise
the grain; retains the high lights and brings out

the beauty of the wood. Johnson's Dye is the

best for use on floors, interior woodwork and

furniture.
Don't buy "stains" but be sure to get

Johnson's Dyes if you desire best results.

Johnson's Wood Dye, any desired

IWJ'Min \ shade, is sold by the best paint dealers. Insist

on getting ihe genuine—don't take a substitute.

Johnson's Dyes are Pre
pared in all Shades as

Follows:
No. 131, Brown

Weathered Oak; No.
129, Dark Mahogany;
No. 172, Flemish Oak ;
No. 140, Manilla Oak;
No. 126, Light Oak;

No. no, Bog Oak; No. 123, Dark Oak; No. 128, Light
Mahogany; No. 121, Moss Green; No. 125, Mission Oak;
No. 178, Brown Flemish Oak; No. 130, Weathered Oak.

One-half pint cans

Pint cans
30 cents

50 cents

Quart cans

Gallons cans

85 cents

$3.00

One gallon covers 700 square feet upon hardwood, 400 square feet upon soft
wood. It is very easily applied with an ordinary paint brush.
Special FREE Offer. We will send you a sample any shade, absolutely

free for your paint dealer's name.

Send for FREE Book. We have just published a new edition of the inter
esting, practical book, "The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture "

that we will send you free on request. This is illustrated from life and written by a
wood-finishing authority with over 23 years' experience in this line of work. Con
tains many ideas for your business. Write us now. Mention edition CB4.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
'The Wood-finishing Authorities:''
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PATENTS
PENDING

THE ONLY PERFECT AND RELIABLE
LOCK JOINT COLUMN MADE

WRITE TO-DA Y

ColumnsareglueJ up
underenormouspressureand
then the staples are driven In as
shownIn Illustrationbyourspecialmachinery.

On Receipt of Postal
saying where you saw

FREE OFFER
this Adv. we will send you postage paid a Sample
Section of this Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint.

Cut of StapleIs
threequartersize.

THEY CANNOT OPEN AT THE JOINTS

Put them where you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they

POSITIVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.

Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, mich.
DON'T TAKE SUBSTITUTES.

Our Line Of

Hardwood Veneered Front Doors

A large assortment

of all kinds of Mill-

work for immediate

delivery.

m ii

mm

Send for coloredIllustrations,showinn
thesedoorsIn QuarteredWhite
Oak with net prices

Carpenters and Builders ™ue,s
a picture °' °ur 200 Page Cata

mall
just off the
upon request,

press, and
WITHOUT

Schaller = Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

A Guarantee accom

panies every order.

Workmanship is of

the highest grade, as

a trial order will

convince.

ready to

CHARGE

DOCKS.
IksIWMOWOO&FUJORTNO.

6x9 Inches
Over700 Illustrations
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
Posts,HeadBlocks,RopeandTwistBalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakandBirch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylor andColdbrex.k Sts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.

KING MANTELS

Are strictlyhighgrademantels
atthepriceofmedium.A hack
neyed statement,but true in
thiscase,and possiblebecause
wearelocatedIntheheartofthe
hardwoodcountry,with labor
conditionsmuch in our favor.
All intermediate profits are
eliminated,youaredealingwith
themanufacturerdirect
Our little book."Evidence,"
is proof,andwill besentfreeif
youwill statenumberof man
telswanted.
Ourelegantrapagecatalogue
(11by 14inches)of mantels,
grates,tiles, etc.,is the
most completebookof
Its kind ever issued,
isandourcopyrighted
supplemententitled' Colonial Beau
ties" both sent
on receiptor 12
cents to pay
actual post-
iiw

Patent Pending.

V

KING MANTEL COMPANY |
652 (Jay St., Knoxvllle, Tenn.

"/ > >

Easy Lessons in Roof Measure-
.ments. TwelveShort Lessonson Fig
uring from Architects*Drawings the
1 Amountof MaterialRequiredto Covera
GivenSurfacein Flat, Hippedor Irreg
ular ShapedRoofs. 31pages,12illustra
tions 25
TorsalebyDavidWilliam*Co.,U-UParkPlace,N.T

"Ball=Bearing"
Grand Rapids
All=Steel
Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com*
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superlorsashpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealer!andjobberseverywhere.
Writefor catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STREET, ... GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
THOflAS MORTON,

169 Elm Street, New York.
Copper Cable, Champion Metal,
Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

o
sr

SASH CHAINS
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, et«
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

o

O

E
o
rr
2.
5"

SPECIAL OFFER TO CARPENTERS
BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF HOMES
Ives PatentWindow Ventilating Lock, a Safe<tuard
for Ventilating Rooms,PureAir, GoodHeallh and
RestAssured.

To introduce this article, Four Ventilating Locks
in genuine Bronze, Brass or Antique Copper Fin
ish will be mailed to any addressprepaid for One
Dollar. Will include a forty pageHardware Cat
alogue and Working Model to Carpenters who
wish the agencyto canvassfor its sale. Address

THE H. B. IVES CO.

L

The ChampionWrought Metal Base Knobs

NEVER BREAK
(tradesake)

CanbescrewedIntohardwoodwithoutInjury. Ingeniouslyconstructedrubberbuttoneasilyreplaced.Made
iu eitherSteel,Brassor Bronzeand.alt Finishesto
matchotherhardware.Manufacturedonlyby
THECHAMPIONSAFETYLOCKCO.,Geneva,0.
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ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

Lane Bros. Co.
JOIST AND TIMBER
HANGERS.

Made in more than one hundred listed sizes.
Any special size or modification to order.

Manufactured by

Lane Bros. Co.,
(THE DOORHANGER MFRS.)

4234SS Prospect St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4"
FLEXIBLE DOOR 1)101.

R J Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

■) Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

Full-length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens
attached with

GOSSETT'S
Detachable Suspension

HINGES
are easily put up or removed—no tools or
ladder necessary. Write for free sample pair.
Price per Doz. pairs $1.20 (Express paid),
Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealers.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES MFG. CO. Beatrice, Nebr.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory* \MANTELS

Ml
Tllo

Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
Walla,Floors. etc.

buysthissolidoakMantel.80Id. high,
M or 60 Incheswide,38x ISMirror.
Heavycolumnsandelaboratecapitals,
■lngandhearthwith PlatedFrameand
fuseGrate,$10.extra.'■. r -i-i .: Inches,83.V0.

Retailvalue.$7.00.
No.30—WxUInches,withCurtain
* 1.30. I., tailvalue,S9.00.

Oilier*from $2.90up. Largest
unnmenr.DivisionScreensand
•.>.:•!Grille*toorder.
Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,TilesforBoorsandbaths,SlateLaundryTuba,Grilles,etc. It U tree.•'. id ) i.tato paypostageono«rArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812 to 0200.
W.H. OHTENDOKF, - li41T N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willlaBtaslongasthehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It easierthan ordinaryflooring.
Getourprices.

Che Ideal *

Uentilator *

lO Reasons Why
ThisventilatorIs theIdealoneInfactas
wellasInnamearcgivenInourcatalogue.
Whenyoureadthemyouwillunderstand
whysomanyarebeingsold.

8e?jdfor Catalogue.

Ideal Ventilator Company,
340 Weybosset St.,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Boston Philadelphia NewYork
AGENTS WANTED.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.
Window and Door Stop.

The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredto desiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuildahouseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.
MANtTFACTlT&BX*BT

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton, la.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor, HickoxBids. CLEVELAND, O.

COLT'S CLAMPS

QuickActing—TimeSaving.Wemake35differ
entstylesor Clamp*to meettherequirements
ofallclassesof WOODWORKERS.

AskforcatalogueNo.129.
BAT AVIA CLAMP CO.

23CenterSt., Batavia,N.Y.



If It's a Question of $ $ $
We Can Answer It.

Our Splendid Line of MANTELS, Ranging in Price from
$5.00 to $200

Will Make it an Easy Matter to Find

The RIGHT MANTEL
at the RIGHT PRICE.

VISIT OUR SHOW ROOMS. SEE THE GOODS
(Velse write TO-DAY for our Catalogue. It's FREE.

THE A. W. BURRITT CO., 400 Knowitoo St.,
"THE MANTEL FOLKS," Bridgeport, Conn.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER IMPR0VED

Holds the heaviest doors on polished
floors. 50% greater pressure than any
other. Easy to put on, easy to use; the toe
operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, Rochester, N. Y.

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUMN
EVES BUILT.

40j4* in diameter, 33-10 in. long.
One of four furnished by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTHANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,111.
A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cal.

HAXUFAOTUBIB8OT
HULL'S l'ATENT LUCK JOINT COLUMNS FOR PERGOLAS, PORCHES OR INTERIORj,SE_ SendforCatalogueD19.

— Doubted Its Newness. — In a cer
tain homewhere the stork recently visited
there is a six year old son of inquiring
mind. When he was first taken in to see
the new arrival he exclaimed:

Oh,
" Oh, mamma, it hasn't any teeth !
mamma,it hasn't any hair ! "
Then, clasping his bands in despair, he
cried: "Somebody has done us! It's an
old baby."— Philadelphia Public Ltiger.
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M FOBBES FURNACE
You run no risk in putting in the Forbes Furnace.

Every one guaranteed if properly installed. No
sheet iron drums— entirely cast iron radiating
tubes i inoh thick. Will wear for years.
Send tor new catalogue and fall particulars.

TUBULAR HEATIN8 AND VENTILATING CU.
228 QUARRY ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

MANTEL TYPE
to fit ordinary fire place.

HEAT
When and Where You Want It

Garwood Heaters
Steam and Gas Combined

No Flue Required. No Odor. Atmos=
phere Kept normal. Burn no more Gas
than two ordinary Illuminating Burn
ers. Change a Cold Room to a Com.
fortable One. Send for Catalogue

The Frank C. McLain Co.
900 So. Cleveland Ave., Canton, Ohio

mm ii

tth
!!!••

PORTABLE TYPE
to set anywhere
in room.

Next to sunshine-warmed air, a well in
stalled high-grade

Warm Air Furnace
is the ideal warming and ventilating ap
paratus for small homes. Insist that your
dealer keep to the specification"
Made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO./'TJTICA, UST- "ST.
New York. Boston. Chicago.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

BeH FDRHHCE

has stood the crucial tests Im
posed upon It in various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of its

superiority Is that imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,
saying It Is "just as good."
There are none " just as

good."
Full particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYP-WELLS CO., ■ Royersford, Pa. t U.S.A.

' 'How to Set Up Your
Own Furnace"

Whetheryou'rebuild
inga newhouseor
havean old one;
whether It is a
school, store,
churchor other
placeto heat,von

needonrbrandnewillustratedfurnacebook,"Modern
FurnaceHeating."It Isvaluable.Instructive.a40-page
bookthatexplainsthemysteriesofhouseheating,ven
tilating,wheretoputthefurnace,howto locatetheregisters,pipes,chimney,etc. It tellshowto
freshoxygenfromoutdoors,withoutIntroducingcold
drafts. A de
tailed explana
tion is givenof
bowwesell the

No. 45
Leader
Steel
Furnace
for $49&ndpayfreight east of
Omaha;bowyou
canset up this
furnacewithout
experthelpfrom

?lans
wefurnish

ree. Writefor
thisexcellent
book. It s free.
Sendusaplanof
yo ur building.
We'll sendesti
matefree. DoIt
now.

Hess Warming & Ventilating Company,
709TacomaBuilding, Chicago,III.

R descriptive catalogue of

^■'Building Trades Books will in

terest every progressive Carpenter

and Builder.

DAVID WILLIAMS CG

232-238 William St., N Y
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IMPORTED BENCH PLANES
Extra Quality German White Beech, Hand Made, With Buck Bros. Irons

Horn Smooth

No. 401. Double Horn, Smooth, with either

1 7-8, 2, or 2 1-2 inch Iron.

Horn Shrup

f. 0. b.

New York

No. 402

1

}$1.00 Each

402. Single Horn, Shrup with either liCC ffkrifc Pnrh f" °"

1-4, 13-8 or 1 1-2 inch Round Nose Iron, j UC? l& EdLII New
b.

York

To those who prefer wood planes we recommend very highly the German genuine
White Beech Planes. For wearing qualities they compare very favorably with the more
expensive boxwood planes. We offer, for a limited time only, a small quantity at above
prices. (They are too heavy to be sent by mail.)

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.,
HARDWARE, TOOLS, SUPPLIES and PIANO MATERIALS

NEW YORK SINCE 1848.
4th AVE. & 13th ST. (BLOCK SOUTH OF UNION SQUARE.)

"Forstner" Brace ss2 Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tftanchisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers,screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

Manufactured by

T5he Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write us direct. Supplied in Sets. Write for Catalogue.

—CONTRACTORS—
Young mendesiringto fit themselvesfor
Contractorsshouldfill out and Bend this
advertisementto us to-dayand receiveour
200pagehandbook(FREE) describingour
Contractors'anil Builders'course,and over
60others,including Architecture,Architec
tural Engineering,ArchitecturalDrafting,
Carpenters1course.Electrical, Mechanical
andCivil Engineering,Heating.Ventilation
andPlumbing,MechanicalDrawing,etc.

American School of Correspondence
Chicago,III.

Name

Address

CityandState.
. C.& B. 4-06.

IIIIIIIIIIKIII! 1(11 III li!
!

■nil

~b.
go

* ^0- £

HIGHT'S UNION
COMBINATION
SQUARE

With all the Combinations Available
at the Same Time

The angle obtained with its use is one that will give a rise

' of 6 in. in 12 in. or the angle for bottomof rafterfor }
4 pitch. Any

desired mumberof degreescan be obtained instantly. The notch in

^ end of protractor enables its use as
a guagefor getting in corners, set

ting hinges, bevelling edges,etc. The best tool of its kind on the
market. Handsomely nickeled.

If your dealer does not have themsend Ji.oo to

HIGHT.Sta. C, Toledo, 0., or W. B
.

Colp, Ballard, Wash.
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SASH CHAIN

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

The SMITH & JEGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturers of " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" ««

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all kindsof Building Materialwouldbe a greathelp to you in figuring."

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER » BOX CO., lestershir^* b.nghamton.

THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
Union.\ I Iron SmoothPlane. UnionX85WoodSmoothPlane.

Supply that demand, and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they

want. They are rigid and solid, easyof adjustment, but a Plane that will "stay set" when adjusted.

A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, together with the solid Frog, make

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers,
etc, etc

It will interest you.

UnionNo.X5IronJack Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Warehouse: 103ChambersSt.,KewYork. [JaloaItllf >>'!Ja>* Plane.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELST"- Th'BAK5M,ffiLENCa
We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

^ For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons." tr: in nr nr- uinnn innn Ai nu mnu
Oi all

EVERT LEVEL
WARRANTED*

MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.
Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.

DAVIS & COOK, Waterlown, N. Y.

WORTHLEY'S
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 each.

Uars
welcome-to a copyof our

VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD GACGE IKON STALL VIORHf,

38 Elm St., Boston, Mann.
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FAR AHEAD for smooth, easy work and holding edge,
will be YOUR VERDICT ON TRYING

CHAPLIN'S IMPROVED PLANES
Patented Feb. 14, 1899; Oct. 30, 1900; Dec. 24, 1902.

We want you to have a copy of our booklet, just issued,

"A 'PLANE' TALK ABOUT A GOOD PLANE!"
We want you to have a copy, for it is a booklet you really need in your business.
We'll gladly send you this booklet with our compliments, promptly upon
receipt of your request.

May we send you a copy?

TOWER & LYON COMPANY,
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

We
Invite
the

Severest
Comparative
Testa.

Mannfadorersof BoringBits,HollowMor
tisingChisels,CommonMortisingChlsolsandTools
Sendfor CATALOG"G"Sendfor

TF you are interested in the
question of good plumbing

get the new book

Plumbing and House

Drainage Problems

The Sixth Edition,

I Revised and Enlarged.

All phases of Plumbing,
Drainage and Water Supply

are expertly treated.

309 Pages, 197 Illustrations.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY,
14-16 Park Place,

~
New York.

0
HARGBAYE'S
ADJUSTABLE
COUNTER-SINK

HAR GRAVE'S TOOLS

BESTj

This tool fits any double-cut bit from }i
to M inch. It is madeof cast steel, well
tempered, and by its use the counter
sinking and boring can be done at thesame
time. It also acts as a gauge.

QUALITY
FINISH
DESIGN
Specifythese
goods to your
dealerandtake
noother.

Write for Cat. No. 900

The Cincinnati Tool Co.
Norwood, Cincinnati, O.

THE NEW BOOK

".Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs
"

Makes easy the Designing and Figuring
of Wooden Beams and Trusses.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.
DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers, 14-16 Park Place, New York.
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Something to be Proud of
LOTS AND LOTS OF INSTITUTIONS

Purchasing Agents for U. S . Army.
Purchasing Agents for U. S. Navy.
Many others we haven't space for
have adopted

—-<4K This book as their standard
on Wood Working Tools, Machinery
and Supplies.

And They All Agree On

THIS BOOK
As their authority on Metal Working
Tools, Machinery and Supplies. If
you haven't them—most everybody
has—send 25 cents apiece for them

and we will send promptly.

{The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
DETROIT, MICH.Box B.

SOMETHING NEW

Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination

try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired

position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the

pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., or\X#ZA'

The Fox Square and Miter Improved

This tool with
sliding and de
tachable blades is

the best and most com

plete Square and Miter
On the market. Of your dealer
or sent prepaid on receipt of price,

$1.00.

P. L. FOX, MTr,
432' William Street - - BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Canbe adjusted
from5 to 8«ins.
A'waole^set of
Squaresin,' one.

^PATENTS*
IPENDINfT

KEY TO THE STEEL SQUARE

THIS IS IT. The Key, Book of Instruction
and MoroccoCue. pull Size 4x5 Inches.

It tellsthewholestoryof howtousethecommon
steelsquarefor all kindsof framing.
Ask your hardwaredealerto see It. If he has
notgotit, send$1.50 to

ALFRED W. WOODS,
LINCOLN, NEB. - CHICAGO

THe
New Universal Square
"NEW STYLE"
Made In Three Sizes t

No.6—6in. No.10—10in. No.18—18In.

mm si»i?■m ti v 6i i7 i/ ' '

6

Combination;
Til; pitch cut;
Hip andValley
cut andmitre
Square. Draws
circles;gaugeslumber;octagon
alcute; layingoutmortiseandtenon*;plumbandlevel;straightedge,rulescale,andInnumerableotherpurpose".Tooperate,you
simplyreverseit fromsideto
side. It marks>gIn.ononeside
andH in.ontheother.
THE DUBY 8 SHINN

INCORPORATED.
OfficeandWorks,34 E. 29thSt.,

ALWAYSREADY,
No adjusting.Made
of bestSteeland is
light Coppered,
then oxidized or
nickel finish. Can't
rust. Guaranteed.

If founduntrue
willbereplaced.
Forsaleby
all leading
tool dealers.
Write
for
clrcu.
lars.

NFG. CO.,

NewYorkCity.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN
Young men desiringto fit themselvesforpayingpositionsasArchitecturalDraftsmenshouldrill out and sendthis advertisementto usto-dayand receiveour 200pagehandbook (FREE) describingour ArchitecturalDraftingcourseandover60others,includingArchitecture, Architectural Engineering,
Contractors"nndBuilders'course,Carpenters'
course. Electrical, Mechanical,SteamandCivil Engineering,Heating,VentilationandPlumbing,etc.

American School of Correspondence
Chicago,III.

Name

Address..
City andState.

.C. * B. <-05.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. o.^ b,.,. NEWARK, N. J.

There's the Saw
Made of SILVER STEEL— will hold its keencutting edge
longer without refiling. Taper ground and balanced just
right, it will do its work easilyand well. Ask your Dealer for

ATKINS SILVER STEEL SAWS
"Finest on Earth."

Write for UniversalTime Book and Hand SawBooklet.

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc. Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, U. S. A.

DISSTOIN Filing Guide and Clamp.
Especially Designed to assist those not skilled in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

ENRY DISSTON & SONS,
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL. STEEL S FILE WORKS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INC.

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge

Groovers and Center Groovers
BrassRollers,BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers,Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers,Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
Satisfac
tory Ce-
ment

SidewalkTools
intheWorld

Writefor
Catalogar
PriceList
The Woodhouse Hdw. Mfg.
2620So. 13th_S«.St. Louis Mo.

Co.

WHAT BUILDERSHAVK BEEN LOOKIHQFOK

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AnabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Architects,Builders,Carpenters,andfatoneMasons.Canbeusedfor any kind of foundationwork and get-tlngangles,inPimpleInItsconstruction,easilyunderstood,and.canbeoperatedbyanyone la madrofJ*ra>s,oxidized,andhasa Bllvcredcircleof decrees.RanachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor suchwork. Price,IncludingPlumbBob,Irlpod andGraduatedRodandTarget,$20.00.Writeforcircularandbeconvtnced.EveryInstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY Kl'F'Q CO.,
531, West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Qa.

1
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CLAP-BOARD
MARKER.

Countersink and Depth Gauge

andbetterthananyoqtoemarket.
Bendtorcirculars,oraskyourHardwareDealerforthem.

OTIS A. SMITH, RocKfall, Conn.

sss An Instant Cure For Slipping Belts I

DIXON'S
SOLID BELT DRESSING.

WRITEFORA FREE SAMPLE.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JerseyCity,N.J.

W.R. OSTRANDER & CO., 22 Dey Street, New York City,

Speaking Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotelAnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

Yankee" Tools.
No. ii.—RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

No 15—RATCHET, with finger turn on blade.

No. 30.—SPIRAL RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but " Yankee' ' Tools are better. 4' Yankee' ' Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

S
A TOOL THAT S STAMPED^* F

TANLEY
IS THE BEST OF ITS KIND JL

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN. CONN.. V. S. A.

A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

WOODAIIRMRS
TOOLS

Wehave
nowreadyour

New illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomelyprinted on goo^
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any address on receipt of

10cents postage.

WH. P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Hanafactared by

MALLORY MFC. CO..
N.J.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flushandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to puton, strongariddurable.Warranted. Also
combinationawninghinges. Withthesebingesblinds
will not slamor blowoff. Theyaretheonlyhinges
adaptedtobayortnulllonwindows,astheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,contractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedthemseveral
fears.
Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents,

f yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS- COMPANY,

Manufacturers,
No. 1 AssonetStreet* Worcester* Mans.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,floss., U.S.A.

I££ Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTime

for the draughtsman,
andis agreat aidto the
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorTSquaregivesaccurateangles. \'ou get measure

mentsdirect from the board. Hasadrawerforinstruments,and can becarriedaroundto makedrawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.
J. & G. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phlla., Pa.
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Girlng descriptionof bookson Architec
ture,Building,Engineeringandalliedsub
jects. SampleofT'Architects& Builders
Magazine" sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $i.0Oa year.ForeignSubscription*,$3.00a year.

WM.T. COMSTOCK,Pub.,23WarrenStreet.N.Y.

THE STANDARD
for over forty years. Frtnk's Ref lec
tors. All sizesand shapesfor everycon
ceivablepurpose. State yourwantsandwe
canmeetthem.Investigationmeansadoption

I. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl Street, New York.

A 74 HAND SAW

Improved
Mitre Box
80c.

THE IMPROVED MITRE BOXIswithoutdoubtthebestandmostdurableMiterBoxmadeforgeneralwork. Theframeismadeof hardwood,1 inchthick,hasadjustableironsawguidesfor any thicknessof blade;anordinarycrosscut sawcan be usedas well as a backsaw. Atthispriceit is certainlyabargainandgivesyouanideahowlowourpricesare.
WE MANUFACTURE THE CELEBRATED WIVANCO TOOLS. If youhavenotalready

usedthembeginnowandyouwill besurprisedat the savingin costandthesatisfactionderivedfrom using;toolsof high quality. Our 90yearsof squarebusinessdealingsandlow prices
togetherwithourregularguaranteeof monevbackon all purchasesnot satisfactoryin every
respect,issufficientreasonfor givingOUR CELEBRATED WIVANCO TOOLSa trial.
OUR NEW 600 PAOE CATALOG. NO. 90 givesa full descriptionand pricesof ourcompletelineof toolsfor all trades.
Writefor it today. PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.
Freightandexpressratesare lowerfromNewYork thananyothercityin America.
OldestMailOrderHousein America. Established1816.

14 CHATHAM SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY

TAINTOR
Positive Saw Set

m|T If yonlike it tellII It youdon'tlikeIt tellUS

Send for our circular
which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR MFG. CO.
113 Chambers St., New York

A»k*» MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos.80
14 10

33
12 10 8Inchsweep.

Thereare nootherbracesmadewhichmatch- 'nmeritandbeautyof finish.

MONARCH
LB: Sash Chain

IS THE BEST.
Samplesfree.Mentionthispaper.

The Bridgeport Chain Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

Distinguishedbyourtrade-mark,
theColoredSpot.

Outwearsanyotherdeviceforhangingwindows.

SAMSON CORDAGEWORKS, Boston, Mass.

Our ninn'appearsonall genuine(
for it beforejou. buy. If your dea
keepMillersFalls Bracesthenwriteto us.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

THE FORD AUGER BIT

FORD AUGER BIT CO., Holyoke,
Thefirst and only Bit with
Twist. The best Bit for all round
duced. It isworthyourtimeto try one

LlHDS
ANDSCREENS

URUHGT0H>[I

L. S. Starrett says :

"If you find any tools

better thanS^g^JL -buy them."
Send for freeCatalogueNo. 17P of the largestline of fine toolsmade.

The L. S. Starrett Company,
Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
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BLACK DIAMOND I
FILE WORKS.

Inc. 1s!).-).

Twelve Medals
OF AWARD AT

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
AT ATLANTA, 1893.

Copyof Cataloguewill besentfreeto any
fileuseruponapplication.

♦
♦
♦

♦ G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sole Selling
Agents

Pike Mfg.

Co.

Pike, N.H.

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing

ALREADY SURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Madefrombest
Asphalt. Will
. ou t last Coal
I Tar Roofsmany
years.

5PHALT BEADY ROOFING CO.,
138WaterSt., NewYork.

The Scientific
Deadener.

The Warmest

Sheathing.

SENDFOR SAMPLE ANDCIRCULARS.
SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer,141Milk Street,Boston,Mass.

Cabot'sShingle Stains. Brick Preservative. Coaservo Wood Preservative.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.
They aie noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STA N LEY WORKS, Dept. E.,^g: Conn,bent N. Y.

.Starrett
ARE PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.

USE THEM AND SEE WHY— SEE LAST PAGE OF COVER.
CATALOGUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsofthepresentandfuture
arein mffihtycontrast,coolandpleasanttotheeyesduringthelonghotdaysof summer.The
costof theaddition]comfortIs slight. Write
for culorcJfloorplatesandprices.

■MfHtlNTERIOR^ARDWOOD (0
.

ftn.urAcwRKs Indianapolis. Ind.

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Go Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in guilders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line endures such wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Konimer
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWAREMAN Can Supply Them. \ IZV^rillZt.
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Johnson,S.C, ft Son.
Weather Strips
Hammaeher,SchlemmerftUcKing Mfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Broad Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Window Apparatus
Drouve,G. Co.
Window and Door
Stops
King Mfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust,
ers
Ives,HobartB., ft Co.
Window Trlx
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Windows, Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarrlsl
Co.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Oo.
Wood Trimmers
F'oxMachineOo.
Wood Working
LestershlreLumberft Bo*
Co.
Wood Working Ms .chinery
American Wood WorHnrj
Mach'yCo.
Barnes,W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryL
CordesmanMachine<
Fay, J. A. ft EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.Marston,J. M. ft Co.
ParksBall Bearing
eryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Ma
chinery, Second
T HandLongIslandMachineryGy.
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The "LITTLE GIANT"

FLOOR

SCRAPER
The

••Little Qianf*

Easily operated by one man. Saves time, money and laborious work

No motive power required.

We furnish the following :
1 Machine Complete
1 Dozen Knives

1 Filing Clamp
1 Wrench
1 Burnishing Steel
1 Flat Mill File
1 Oil Stone

PRICE
$65.00
F.O.B. Chicago or New York

Will get in all CORNERS and right

up to the BASE BOARD.

Will pay for itself in a week.

Can be used successfully on

OAK
MAPLE
BIRCH
BEECH
YELLOW PINE
and PARQUET

Floors
The Only Way

Construction Is simple but dur"
able. The knives are adjustable
to provide for the wear. Handle
can be adjusted and shortened
for work In small rooms. The
roller weight and guide wheels
have heavy rubber tires and
device cannot possibly Injure
the floor.

(Jet your order in

NOW
and be assured of prompt delivery.

The Old Way

Hurley Machine Co.
153-159 South Jefferson St.

CHICAGO.

New York Office, 111! Flatiron Building.
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FOOT, HAND AND POWER

W0QD-WQBK1N& 1BHJBT
For Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers

and Other Wood-Workers.

"Victor" ScrollSaw.
Mortiser.

Built for Hard Work, Accurate Work and Long Service. "Rax" Moulder.

ONE MAN with one of these

machines will do the work of

four to six men using^ hand

tools ; will do it easier, will do

it better. m
WE GUARANTEE each ma

chine to be thoroughly practical

and accurate. Machines sent

on trial, and if not found en
tirely satisfactory may be re

turned at our expense.

No.6 " Union" CombinationSelf-FeedRipandCrosa-CutSaw.

Enterprising mechanics are quick to see the su

perior merits of our machines. It will pay you to
investigate these advantages.

SEND FOR CATALOG "A."

No.8 "Union" Power

The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Co.
209 WaterStreet,SenecaFalls, N. Y„ U. S A. No.6 " Union" CombinationSaw.

Wf\¥ty(±^ Foot and HandDdl Power Machinery
For

CARPENTERS and

BUILDERS.
Our New Hand and Foot Power
Circular Saw No. 4, the strongest,
most powerful, and in everyway the
bestmachine of its kind ever made
for ripping, cross cutting and for
grooving, gaining, dadoing and rab
beting. Solid iron table planed
perfectly true.
We make nine other machines for
Wood Workers.

The Only Complete Line of

Such Machines made.

Strong,
Practical,
Durable.

Catalogue Free on Application.

W. F, & JOHN BARNES GO.

71 Ruby St., Hockford, 111-
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Instantly changed from a planer and
matcher to a surfacer or vice versa

T F you have a limited amount of planing, matching and molding,
X including both light and heavy work, if your shop is small, if you
must have the highest grade of work at all times, you need this

combined planer, matcher and molder.
Planes one side up to 24H inches wide and up to 6 inches thick

and matches 12 inches wide. Cuts moldings as deep as ij£ inches.
Descriptive circulars give complete details of all constructive

features. Sent free on request. Catalog also if desired.

221-241 W. Front St. Dro»» a P°,tal to
Ciivcirv.ivati,OKio. U. 3.A.

The Worlds Standard far Woodworking Machinery.

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Centerpart of top is made of iron accu
ratelyplaned, with grooves on each side of
lawfor gaugesto slide in.
Steelshafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gearsare all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete, 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. HARSTON & CO., 201 Rugeles St., Boston, Mass.

SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matchers24In.
PonyPlanersUS,20,24In.

WoodsMoulder12In.
Ilerlln Moulder15In.
Rogers Moulder8Id.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTopSawTables,GasandGasolineEn
gines,BandSaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,
Jig Saws.
A1 CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
15 Washington Avo., Brooklyn, N. Y.

©all ©earing
MACHINERY.

Great improvement for foot
power, Rip Saw, Band Saw
and Boring. All ready for use,

same forpower.
Other attach
ments and use
ful tools.

Manufacturedby

PARKS
BallBearingMach.Co.
Sta.A.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

MARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A
3 TEHir, STAMP.

Harry'sPatentAdjustableSteelDropAwnings.
Harry'sUndergroundCorrugated
GalvanizedSledCisternsandTanka
Hootingof all kinds,Fencing,etc
Sendforcatalogue,prices,etc.

O.K.HarrySteelWorks,2341PaplnSt.,St.Louis,Mo.

— Teacher : " We should never do in
private what we would not do in public."
L'enfant Terrible : " How 'bout taking a
bath? "—Exchange.

\ v /— ^v^m^j-jj a—*—
/STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.1/JAIL WORK, JOIST HANGERS. IRON FENCINGS.
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Considering a Purchase ? Investigate Before Deciding

Fig. 800. Clement 8", 12", 16", 20", 24", 30" and 36"
Buzz Planers.

Fig. 514. Clement 36"
Band Saw.

Fig. 522. Williamsport
Scroll Saw.

Fig. 610. Houston Swing
Saw.

Fig. 8501. American 6" and 8" B Moulder.

For Catalogue and Prices address:

American Wood Working

Machinery Co.
New York Chicago New Orleans

Fig. 976. No. 2Clem
ent Post Borer.

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs $125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO.,

The Perfection Cement Block Machine 1

Price

50

Dollars

Makes the BEST Hollow CementBlock* of any
MachineontheMarket. It TampaonthePace,an
Important Fact to Considerwhen Purchasing a
CementBlock Machine.

Just the thing for the Mason, Builder, Con
tractor or any person with Small Capital de
siring to enter into a

PROFITABLE BUSINESS
This Machine has reached the height of
Perfection in Simplicity, Durability and
Quickness.- DON'T DELAY! DON'T
HESITATE!
SendforourDescriptiveCircularandPrices.

MANUFACTURED BY

Weight

700

Pounds

Enterprise Foundry Company
la all Iron olflce •nd Works1 81 OLEAN STREET ROCHESTER. H..Y.
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/nnciTiAMEXPOSITION
OF

Wood Working Machinery
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

NEW PATENT S6-INCHBAND
SAWINGMACHINE.

FurnishedwithIfpgMge,rollerguards
woodrimwheels,etc. Tablecan

betilted45°.

Modern in design and construction, with
improved methods of adjustment.

Circulars and descriptive
matter sent upon

request.

COME AND SEE US I

IMPROVEDHAND PLANER AND JOINTER,
Tablesover7feetlongandhavesteelHps.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbiteand
otberIrregularknives.
CylinderhasthreeBearings,oneofwhichIsoat-
sldeofpulley.

No. 25*SURFACE PLANING MACHINE.
Planes24%Inchesandanythickness,from1-16to8Inches.

CHICAGONo.2COMBINATIONSAWTABLE,
Anexcellentmachinefor lipping,cuttlng-off,
miterlug,dadoing,boring,etc.

NO.2%IMPERIAL 6-ROLLPLANER,
MATCHER AND MOULDER.

Cylinderdonblebelted,*lxlargefeedrolls.
Fastandslow!>•I. Planes24WIncheswide,
8 Inchesthick,andmatchesup to 12
Incheswide.Weight3000ios.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON REBUILT MACHINERY*

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE, 13-15 North Canal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

YOU TAMP ON THE FACE IN
THE "IDEAL MOLD."

THE RESULT:
A Forty Ton Pressure on an "Ideal' '
Block without a crack in either the
Block or the Face.

The
' '
Ideal ' ' reaches the highest point in
Simplicity
Durability
Adaptability

Rapidity.

A word about the " Ideal" Block Machine.
Thereare200differentsizesandfacesthatcanbemadeonthe" Ideal" Machine.
The "Borst" Systemof facingis used.
ThetLIdeal" isnota newmachine. It has beentried and tested for four years.

The partsare interchangeableto variouswidthsanddivisionaltosixteen lengths. The
coresarewithdrawnhorizontallyby lever. GuaranteedCapacity: Two men,ten hours,

" On thehighwaveof popularity " 200blocks.
Nowheels,cogs,gears,chains,or crankstogetoutof order. Sendfor Catalog" A "

In corresponding with us we make our business your interests.

IDEAL CONCRETE MACHINERY COMPANY
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.
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COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTKCTIOMfromLIGHTNINGtl glTM
byoneofourcontinuouscoppercoDductan.

E.G.Washburne&Co.,46 CortlandtSt.,NewYork.
TelephoneW25Cortlandt.

Work put np or material Inrnlahed.
THE IMPROVED C" C7 DHand and Foot Power C" r ■ O.
SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenter*,BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BARNE8 TOOL CO.. New Haven,Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented
For fasteningfixtures,timbers,etc.,to brick,stone
concreteorothermasonry,
DIAMOND EXPANSION HOI T CO..
%U-13-13MurrayStreet, NewYork.N.T

PAS S
n,fi.

I*

SendfreeyourbooklefiooiStoriesofSuccess,"
♦andpasitheundersignedtoafullexplanation•
* ofhowhe(orshe)canqualifyforalargersal-
4aryinthepositionbeforewhichismarkedX.

Architect SanitaryEngineer
Archit'rulDraftemanForemanPlumberBuildingInspector Electrician
Contractor&Builder SteamEngineer
StructuralEngineer MarineEngineer
MechanicalEngineerSurveyor
MechanicalDraft. TextileExpert
MachineDealgner Bookkeeper
ElectricalEngineer Sienogrepher
MunicipalEngineer AdWriter
Heet.andVent.Eng. Frenohf WithChemlat German> Edison
Sheet-MetalDraft. Spenieh)Phonog'ph

|» Name.

.State-

The Pass
to a

LargerSalary
Have youeverstoppedto con
siderwhat the abovecouponis
worth to you? Have you ever
reasonedthatit is theofferof the
Largest Educational Institution
intheWorldthathashadH years'
experiencein qualifyingtensof
thousandsof people for better
positionsandincreasedearnings,
to helpYOU obtaina betterposi
tionanda largersalary?
A couponlike the abovehas
provedthepassto alargersalary,
a betterposition,and increased
happinessandprosperityto over
100.000people, who arc living
proofsthatwecando allwesay.
If you so wish,we cangiveyou
their namesand addressesand
youcanascertainfromthemthe
truthof our statements.
If YOU really want to better
yourself,theI. C. S. can andwill
help you, no matter how poor
your circumstancesare;no mat
ter how young or how old you
are; how scant your education
maybe. No timelost fromyour
presentwork. No booksto buy.
Pay on termsyou canafford. If
yourealizetheworthof thiscou
pon,mark it andmail it to the
Schools. It puts you under no
obligationtodothis. It is simply
a free way to find out how to
makea successof your life.

USE YOUR PASS NOW

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest effciency as

a rapid producer of accu=

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
Theyarelowin pricebecausetheyare
inbigdemandandwe hare to build tbem
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
TABLES andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, JSZff&SSSu.

Durable Always Reliable

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEADS
ARB MADE OF STEEL FORdlNuS OF A OUARANTEED TENSILE STRENGTH

OF 60,000LBS. TO THE SQUARE INCH;
The Cutters aremadeof the BestQuality Tool Steel,temperedto file or to grindand
guaranteedsuperiorasregardscuttingqualityandgeneraledgeholdingproperties.
They Cut with Ease theworstcross-grainedandknottylumberyoumayfindanddo the
workperfectly.
WhenyouwantaCutterHeadof anykind,writeusfully andletussubmityou prices.

Address SAMUEL J. SHIMER <SLSONS, Milton, Pa.

CONCRETE BLOCK, BRICK, POST and MIXING MACHINERY
Wehavetheleaders—strictlyhighgrade''

NORMANDIN
BLOCK
MACHINES

HIOHEST
AWARDS

FAVORITE
CONCRETE
BRICK
MACHINES

CEMENT MACHINERY CO., Hall Bldg., Jackson, Mich.
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/

Gravity Mixers
Patents Pending

The Dunn Gravity Mixer has no complicated mechanismto get out of order and

we guarantee it to mix as fast as four men can shovel and do it far better than

any other mixer on the market. We also manufacture the Victor Brick and

Tile Machine, Dunn's Hollow Cement Stone Machine. Concrete Pipe Moulds,

and Sectional Circular Moulds, and Pier Moulds. Write for circulars.

F.W.Dunn Company
Dunn'sGravity Mixer I I486 N. Rockwell Street, Chicago, III.

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WhenyouwantanySTRUCTURALWORKItwill payyoutowritetothe

COMPANY
Works, Offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farnsworth Street

BUILDERS !
Convertors of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches
Halls, Factories, Bridges, Wharves, Etc.,
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON,MASS.

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

made\ If so send for illustrated cata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

jjnntr Kyi"-*
ELEVATOR
ENCLOSURES
Weare largemanufacturersof
Elevator cars and Enclosures.
Also BankandOfficeGrilleWork.
Window Guards. Ornamental
Wire. Iron.SteelandBrass work
of everydescriptionin anyfinish.
Our workmanshipcannot be
excelled.
SendforCatalogue.

F.J.MEYERS MFC.CO.
HAMILTON. OHIO. U.S.A.

JACKSON'S SCAFFOLD BRACKET HOOK
TheHimpleat,etronarat and CheapestDevicemade lor Holding dp x:i Holding. HookIsten
Incheslong,madeof bestmalleableIron,andsaveslis costmanytimetoverInoneseason»work.

Easytoputon Bracket. Easy to put BracketonBuilding.
NowigglingorfullingscaffoldswherethishookIs
nscd. Writefor Circulars. Sold10builderswith

orwithoutthefoldingbrackets.

BRACKET HOOK CO.,
119N. Wlnnebaio Street, Rockford.III.

Made in Pittsburgh

"Lanz" Joist Hangers
and Stirrups

We court comparison.Prices attractive. Joist
Hangersmadeto spikeon. for brick-work,con
creteblocksandI-beams. Write for descriptive
matter312.

PATENTAPPLIEDFOR

1865M. Lanz & Sons »•§
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO., 26, 28 and 30 Central Avinui,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Finest Grades of Latest Improved

Wood-Working Machinery
For Planing Mills,FurnitureandChair Factories,Car
riage,WagonandAgriculturalWorks. Circulars
andprices. Correspondencesolicited.Universal Wood-Worker. No. ii Planer and Matcher.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Fox Foot Power Miter Machines
The best thing for miteriog mouldings

andsimilar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. FrontSt., GrandRapids,MIc

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

All Manner of Handy Rules tor
the Estimator are given in . . .

HODGSON'S

Estimating Frame and Brick louses

ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,14-16Park place,N. T.

THE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB
EROID ROOFING does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
' ' above all things ' ' avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

MAXT7FACTHEEDSOLELYBT
The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork.

ChicagoOffices: 188-00MadisonSt.

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceilingsareshippedreadyforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired.Workingdrawingsfurnished.They'readaptedtoanykindofbuilding.ExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRoofingSiding,MetalShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkandFlreprooflngMaterial.
OurwxtatoguMsentyoufree. Askfor them.

THE BEROER MFG. CO.
CANTON, OHIO.

MewTork. Boston. Phlla. St.Louis
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished In either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It is made from galvanized Iron In 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co., M,DDLETOWN0„,o.

Every Carpenter Appreciates Labor Saving Devices
Write for Circular of our

BRACKET HRHGER
AND

F BRACKET
25,000

Have Been Put In Use
Last Year

Satisfaction Guaranteed

WAGNER MANUFACTURING CO., Dept.f Cedar Falls, Iowa.

I Procure Patents that Stand the Test of
Competition

You would not accepta weak deed to land. Why accepta weak PATENT DEED to your INVENTION?
My Booklet "About Protecting Inventions in the United States" sent to any address. Ask for references.

Circularon TradrMark Registration GFO R HAMLIN PatPflt AttnrnPV 800H. Street,N. W.
tent on receiptof request. V*.E*V/* IX . * a fLVM. M-*A , rdlCIll /lllOrilty, WASHINGTON, D. C

ASTEROID PERMANENT ROOFING.
SCOTT & CO., 233 E. Front St-
CINCINNATI, O. AGENTS WANTED

THE LOVELL
WINDOW AND SHUTTER
OPERATING DEVICE
ForFactories,Foundries,Etc.

A line of sash goo feet
long can be operated from'

one station if desired.
TheVolees HardwareCo.,Toronto,Ontario
SoleCanadianManufacturers.
WE ALSO MAKE

The " Anti-Pltxvius " SKylight
Bestskylightconstructionin theworld.

CorrespondenceSolicited
The G. DROUVE CO,, Bridgeport, Conn. U. S. X.

SKYLIGHTS
Our Metnl Skylights
Give sun-tut ri

I'll, v n
oirbw

noconstructedthat all 1throughweepholes on to (he root without soaking betweenlaps.
Icnsntion is carried to thecurbanddischarged

The peculiar constructionot the curb on our skylights renders counterflnshiugin-nrcfMary,
Frames •! galvanized Iron or copper,with glass of any kind or thickness.
Write for our Sew Cornice, Skylight nnd OrnnmeutCatalog,
THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

FOLDING BUILDING BRACKET <*"««>
OneDozenCarriedUnderConcordBuggySeat

H 3holed
channelIron
acrossstudding
onInsidebuilding
toholdBracket. H2
theBamefoldedInto
Bracket.Changedfor
differentwidth studding
In oneminute.A Is coach
screwusedwherecannotboreThrough,as reshtngllng,etc.
ThousandsBold.All buyersand
userssatisfied.BestFoldingBuildingBracketeverInvented.-Forprice,particulars,etc..writeA. H. Danforth,Monson,Mass.

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANTJFACTTJHKB8OF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Far Floor* in worm, Churches, Depot*,
Kitchen*, Hall*, Porches, Ac.

Officeand Factor),Blufl Street,nearGist,

PITTSBURG. PA.

We Want Carpenters
to takeuptheproposition
of laying our metal
shingles for us. We'll
show you how you can
make money doing it.
Write—

MontrotsMetal Shingle Co., Camden,NJ.
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WHEELING METAL CEILINGS

Fire Proof

The Most
Artistic
Interior

Finish

Moderate

in Cost

For

Buildings

of all

Kinds

MANUFACTURED BY

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO., Wheeling, W. Va.

Send Plan

Ask for
Estimates

Large
Stocks

Carried

in all

Our
Warehouses

Nothing

Too Large
For Us

SECTION of GEN. OFFICE WHEELING CORRUGATING CO. METAL CEILING DESIGN No. 1202
BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES ■

New York City
Chicago
St. Louis

47-51 Cliff Street
45 and 47 Lake Street

112, 114. 116 South Eighth Street

Philadelphia
Boston,Mass.
Chattanooga,Tenn.

402, 404. 406 Race Street
132 and 134Pearl Street

King Street

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
s»vmfrom8 to24hoursIn layingonta singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkman10frametie mostdifficult_roofwithabsolutecertainly.it nii K ALL THIS. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch,it riraMiUn In anvralters.H givescutsforprincipals.Jacks,hips,valleysandcrlpplas.SavesUmafortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsuluteoertalnty.

Writefor booklet.Addrea*themanufacturers,

G. A. TOPP <£L CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.
Price, $1.75

>SECCR&
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMT ROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWEILMFG.CO
JERSEY CITX N.J

Another Hint
On Ventilation.

Let's take it for granted you want to operate

runs of sash in a monitor: How shall you

place the operating rod ? With our device,

place it anywhere. Bring it down the post

or carried along the roof line and down the

side. This gear will do the work from any

where at any time.

Catalogue X-V.

LORD C£l BURNHAM CO.
1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St., New York.

Boston Branch: SIS Tremont Building
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We Give Particular Attention

To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.

Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architect*
builders and contractors on request*

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

{.Everythingin sheetmetal.)

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES
Who can drive a nail
betterthana carpenter?
Then who has a better
right tomakemoneylay
ing Cortright Shingles?
CORTRIGHTMETAL
ROOFINQCO.

PhiladelphiaandChicago

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS
Absolutely Dust Proof. Easily
Erected. Artistic Designs.
A>kfor Catalogue " D"

S. KEIGHLEY METAL CEILING & MFG. GO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

TOP IT OFF
WITH The Willis Cresting

nr*»l %T P t\ andmakea per
I llPS Pi ft T*J fe.-c and hand-' someroof. Thev
arercadeof Tin, painted.GalvanizedSteel,
Copperand Copi>eredSteel,and suitable
lor eitherslateor shingleroofs.

Sendforminiaturesamplesand
ourCatalogueNo.6,showinga»er>
completelineofcornices,crestings,
finials,skylights,andstampedorna
ments in zinc, and STEEL
CE I L I N6 S, etc.

Makers of the Willis Hip Shingles.

WILLIS MFG. COm^^ '"•

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE.

*\ If youneedany*
-* thingin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCent
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata
log. Shipments
promptly made
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas large
ones. if

t

B.C. KAROL.235W.HarrisonSt.,Chicago.Ill,

Notice Carpenters ! ! !

The second edition of The Lightning Esti
mator,the book that has had such a remark
able sale in the last year, at 50c a copy has
been exhausted.
We have ready the third edition greatly
improved and one-third larger, which will
sell for the low price of 60c (Money order).
Simple, rapid, practical, accurate, reliable.
Prepared by a prominent builder.
Based on records of actual construction,
not theory.
A $2,000house estimated in 30minutes.
Third Edition 60c, Write now.

BRADT PUBLISHING CO.,
JACKSON, MICH. 200 Michigan Ave
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TAKE THE " SHORT CUT" and
SAVE TIME and MONEY everytime

Grinneirs Estimator and Builders'

Pocket Companion
A marvelof rules,statistics,methodsof savingmoneybypracticalandaccurate"Bhortcuts."
ContainsGrinneirsnewsystemof
ESTIMATING LABOR AND MATERIAL
Overfortytablesforthedifferentbranchesofthebuildingtrade.TheRafterTablewithcorresponding Hip andValleyTable for elevendifferent
flitches
with rulesfor estimating,figuring,fram-nganderectingintricateroofs.

Noarchitect,contractor,mason,builder,brick
layer,cementblockmaker,concreteuser,plasterer,painter,lumberdealer,teamsteror prospective
buildercanaffordtobewithoutIt.
Tothenovicewhowishestorisefromtherank
andfileandbea builderor contractorhimselflater,thisbookwillbethekeynoteofhissuccess,
asit will givehimin oneweek'stimewhatbe
couldn'tlearnotherwiseinliveyears.

In Alligator or Embossed
Leather$1.00; Paper85c.

The Orinnell Publishing Company
213-B Law ExchangeBldg.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

/^NE of the most
interesting and

profitable ways of

spending the winter

evenings is to prac

tice drawing.

Edminster's

Architectural

Drawing

presents a thorough

course of instruc

tion.

In addition to the

text there are 105

full-page plates for

guidance.

Size 7x9 inches, oblong
Two Dollars, Prepaid

David Williams

Company
'Publishers

14-16 Park Place,

NEW YORK

XXX
GET OUR PRICES ON

DOOO

METAL CEILINGS,
TIN PLATE,

EAVES-TROUGH, CONDUCTOR PIPE,

CHARCOAL IRON TIN,
CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALS, ETC.,

BEFORE BUYING.

THE ELLER MANUFACTURING CO., - Canton, 0.
Succesmors to J. .-I. HJ.LER 4. CO.

^

PERFECTED

»E
Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED QRANITE ROOFINO.

SEND FOR PHOTO PAMPHLET.
Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic i Designs appropriate for anystyle of architec
ture.

AU StylesOslranizedandCopperSkylights,Coraloes,Flnials, Cresting!, Ventilators,MetalShingles,BootQutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Siding,etc Writefor CatalogueandPrices. Estimate*free.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co.,Manufacturer*,
CANTON. OHIO.

PRODUCERS OF THE E. J. JOHNSON CO.

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book
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I

Safe

of

Trusses.

Mistakes in designing and

figuring wooden beams

and trusses are often of

a serious nature.

The Engineering News

in reviewing the new book,

" Strength of Beams,
Floors and Roofs,"

by F. E. Kidder, has this,
among other things, to

say:

"This book calls attention to
a number of wooden roofs
that are shocking in their dis
regard of structural principles.
Some of these roofs were actu
ally built before better advice
made itself felt. It is unfor
tunately true, however, that
worse examples may be found.
The matter in the present book
is valuable (not least) as a con
tribution to public safety."

With respect to the char
acter and scope of this

treatise the review fur

ther says :

"The title might be put: How
to Design and Figure Wooden
Beams and Trusses; For the
Practical Builder, as this would
characterize the contents fair
ly well.

A book the progress

ive Builder, Carpenter
and young Architect
will not fail to have.

222 pages and 164 en

gravings from original

drawings. : : : : : :

$2.00, Prepaid.

DAVID wiLLlflms CO., PuDlisfiers.

14-16 Paik Place, New Yoik.

NetpriceF. O. B. St.Lonis,Mo $209.00" NewYork, N.T 238.00" " St.Paul, Minn 229.00" " Denver,Colo 268.00" " Pallas, Tex 253.00

26feetwide—lower ceiling 12feet in clear.
Net priceF. O. B. St Lonis,Mo $187.00•' " NewYork, N. Y 212.00" " St.Panl,Minn 204.00" " Denver,Oolo 239.00'• " Dallas,Tex.

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithIllustrateonr completeandmodernstore fronts. The prices

.includethesteelsill course,steelvestibnleplate,steelanglecolnmnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
'Intermediatebox colnmns;showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
sashofwhitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength; galvanizedIronwork above
first-storycolumns.
We makeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to300feetin width andfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstudyfor overthirty
years,theyarenowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthat wefamish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycity In the United States,andsolicit thecorrespondenceof archi-UOOfcUlSU1HHUl HULKMlC*CJJ Viiv |U llir- . I.m-u HUUDUUUkiUQVUllO.^UliUCUUIVI DIVU1'
rkjcts,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,fall de-' rriptive catalogueand discounts. Established 1846.BROTHER,

ST. LOUIS, MO. II. S. A.

"jiptivo catalogue
HESK^R

A2/-5I9 S. SIXTH STREET

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The' Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin themarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Builders and Plasterers.Telephone

876MadisonSquare.
All communications
to 1185B'way, N. Y. C.

DEAR SIR: —
Do you, as an architect, responsible for the beauty of structures erected

under your supervision, realize the superior economy, beauty and durability of
paints based on OXIDE OF ZINC ?
Do you know, moreover, that FLORENCE ZINC produces purer whites and

yields cleaner, brighter, more delicate tints than any other white pigment?
These are facts worthy of your careful consideration.

FREE
OurPracticalPamphlets:
"The PaintQuestion."" PaintsinArchitecture." SpecificationsforArchitects.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.,
SpecificationsforArchitects." _ fFrenchGovernmentDecrees."j\ BrOadwaY,and
'Paint:Why,HowandWhen?

New York

Q We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of manufacturersof high gradezinc white paints
X will be furnished on application.

Walters Metal Shingles and Tile
Will last as long as thebuilding they cover.
Rain, Rust and Fire Proof.

Write for catalogue,samplesand prices.

National Sheet Metal Roofing Co.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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A New and Convenient Reference for the Builder and Contractor.

This book is gotten up to bring within a small and convenient
compass the prices of all descriptions of building material, thus saving
the estimator much of the time and trouble involved in consulting trade

catalogues.
Not only are the average market figures of all material required in the

construction of ordinary buildings presented, but the entire matter is inter

spersed with useful information, with data on measurements and on quantities
of materials required and with labor saving tables, making the book one of

exceptional usefulness.

In order that this handbook may be easily adapted to conform with the
variations in figures prevailing in different localities, blank spaces are pro
vided throughout for appending memoranda of local prices, or those which
meet the requirements of special work.
A numerous collection of handy tables is a useful feature. These

include lumber measure, complete rafter tables for any width and pitch of
roof, sizes and weights of iron columns and I-beams required to carry
certain loads, safe bearing loads of timber, and of structural iron, &c.

Mr. Hicks also presents along with other points on estimating, a
practical short-cut method which he considers to be the best yet devised.

By I. P. HICKS

•X-

IJ2 pages. Handy Pocket Size. Cloth bound'.
Price $1.00 Postpaid.

Published by

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 PARK PLACE NEW YORK
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

\YE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS'
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all hindsof Build
ing Materialwouldbe a greathelp to you in figuring.''*

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER fL BOX CO., ■■estersh.re>
bingh«Mton,

(ELECTRIC)

STORE ELEVATOR FOR.
sags* ^r^tsmwrsw^ ffissysas:

The Warner Elevator Mfg. Co. SSiKSft %
NEW YORK OFFICE : 2032PARK ROW BLDQ.

Kuhne's Truss Metal LatK and Structural Element
Steel Concrete

Beat Concrete Binder, Self-centering—For General Fire-Proof Con
structions, such as Partitions, Floors, Stairs, Outside Walls, Roofs,
Sidewalks, Sewers, Tanks, etc. Patented January I, 1901.

(CATALOGUESON APPLICATION.}

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 15-25 Whitehall St., New York City
MANUFACTURINGANDSALI8I>EPARTMKNT:

GOFF, HORNER & CO., Limited, Frick Buiidine, Pittsburgh,Pa.
MILLS AT ZANESVILLE, OHIO.

MORTAR
COLORS.

THE BRIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE.

SPECIAL SHADES MADE TO ORDER.

BUCK LEAD ^BIMamisu. CROWN PAINT
SflWDEL I. FBEHCB k CO., Z%Tu Use" oil

GIVES SATISFACTION

WILL NOT
CHALK, CRACK,
NOR PEEL OFF PHILADELPHIA.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR

DUMB WAITERS
AND

HAND ELEVATORS.
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
98Carrollstreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom,128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimateson request.

In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with

Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Head lor Description and Price List.

—
S
— GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.

MORSE HAND ELEVATORS
and DUMB WAITERS.

Durable. Light Running. Safe.

Shipped entire, with or without lumber,
with drawings and instructions for
erecting. Correspondence invited.

MORSE, WILLIAMS & COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

EH

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.
AutomaticHatchGates.
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la..10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo..Cleveland,Ohio,246VincentSt

BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcadboplacedInposition
byanycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407Cherry St., - Phila., Pa.

R descriptive catalogue of

^-^Building Trades Books will in

terest every progressive Carpenter

and Builder.

DAVID WILLIAMS CC,

14-16 Park Place, N Y.
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points of advantage.
FIRSTLY, theynregroundatruetaper,wbicbenablestheusertoruntheSawwithverylittleBet.SECONDLY,eacbSimoiidsSawIshandledbyair.ccbanlcwhoinoroufililyunderstandsthehangingoftheSaw,whichtroaranteMthismostImportantfeature. *****
THIRDLY, thefilingandeettlngof theBlmondeSawBarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,sothattheSawsonlearlnathefactory,arereadyforwork. ^
FOURTHLY,thesteelusedIn themanufactureof theSImondsSawsina highcarboncruciblesteel,andwillboldItscattlnaedgemuchlongerthantheordinarysteelgenerallyused.

FIFTHLY, eachSawisputupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingfingeringandrustmarkscom-- '-)unrionSawsthatarenotenc»sedproperty.
SIXTHLY, becauseeverySlmonusSawisguaranteedthoroughly.

AnymechanictryingaSlmondsSaw,ananotflndinstBamesatisfactory,mayreturntbaSaw, eitherto the
dealer or to the
StmondaMfgCo.,andgeteithera im-w&»w
ormoneypaidBack.

SENDFORCATALOGUEANDPRICE LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass.
Portland, Ore.

Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y.
Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleam, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LOOKINOALLWAYSFOBBUSINESS
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,

Room918,112ClarkSt.,CHICAGO.
Aamptesand CircularsFree

i s new Self-Setting PLANE.
3 3 5"Samplesentaspercircular.
.5 • S |f notkeptbydealera.

8AM TOOLCO.,vin«i»nd,

MILLER'S HAND MORTISER
For MortiseLocks. Time Per
Door,ThreeMinutes

Roll!071Trlnl for f 13CO
$4.00withorder,balancein thirtydays
ALBERT W. MILLER MFQ. CO.
Cincinnati,Ohio, andRiverside.Cal

WANTED
Complete files of Carpentry and
Building for 1896, 1898, 1900, 1901,
1902, 1903, 1904 and 1905. Address

BOX 473, Westfield, N. J.

Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—arenot toocostly.
There'snootherkind sogood—sopleasing.
OurSketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Write for it.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 86I3 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE TUE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FLOORING CO.
NEW ALBANY, 1KB.

A HOUSE

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing the article itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

»f

Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

. The liningis vermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

LONGITUDINALBK0T10N.

CEOH8SECTIONTHROUGHFLOOR
.SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
143LibertySt.,NewYork.

T|e floyuion Furnace C
o
.

Sole Mfks.of

Boy n ton's Furnaces,
Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-9 Water Street, New York.
147-9 Lake Street, Chicago.

"T7VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy
■■—' of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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The Building Situation.
Bearing out the bright promises of the early months

of the year the building season is opening most aus

piciously, and reports from leading centers show prepara

tions to be in progress for an amount of work which
gives every indication of equaling, if not exceeding, the
very flattering results of 1905. In viewing the influences
which have tended to bring about this condition of affairs

account must be taken of the extensive improvement of

the outlying districts of many of the leading cities and

the extent to which dwelling houses have been erected
in connection therewith. In fact, this has been a notable
feature of the operations during the past year and gives

promise of continuing for some little time to come. In
contrast to the activity in this particular line has been

the marked falling off in the number of towering office

buildings or skyscrapers, as they are perhaps more com
monly called, although this year a decided tendency

toward these larger undertakings is to be noted, and in

some cities preparations have been made for the erection
of many business structures of a most pretentious char
acter, involving an enormous outlay of capital. A cursory

examination of the reports presented in another part of

this issue bearing upon the building situation in many

sections of the country will show where the greatest
activity is to be expected. Locally, the situation is full
of encouragement, and the plans thus far filed the present
year with the Bureau of Buildings show improvements

contemplated involving an outlay of capital several mil

lions in excess of the same period in 1005. Prominent
among the buildings for which permits have recently been

issued may be mentioned the mammoth Pennsylvania

Railroad Terminal, estimated to cost $4,000,000; the 12-
story apartment hotel to be erected by William Waldorf
Astor, to cost $2,000,000; the 25-story office building at
Broadway and Cortlandt street, to cost three and a quar
ter millions; a 12-story loft and office building on the
site of the old Brunswick Hotel at Fifth avenue, Twenty-
sixth and Twenty-seventh streets, to cost $1,200,000, to
gether with a number of high-class apartment houses
ranging in cost from $100,000upward and aggregating a
total which will reach into high figures. While the activ
ity in building is likely to be pretty well scattered over
the city, the scene of the larger percentage of operations

will be that section which lies between Fourteenth and
Fifty-ninth streets on the west side. There is at present
enough work in prospect to keep the members of all
branches of the building trades busily engaged throughout
the entire season, and barring untoward labor disturb
ances the year should prove highly satisfactory to all

concerned.

Household Illumination.
For some time there has been a gradual awakening,
esjieeinlly in electrical circles, to the faulty methods of
illumination in vogue. The wonderful strides In the art
of illumination that have been made since the relatively

late farewell to the candle and then to the fluid lamp, un
til we now have kerosene, acetylene, gas and electricity,

have tended to becloud our conception of what really is
good illumination. As the campaign of education in this

line is pursued and gradually increasing numbers begin

to realize the fundamentals of good illumination then

will there follow an adjustment from the commercial

standpoint whereby it will be necessary to strike a mean
between ideal illumination and the cost of the illumina

tion. Few are apt to take seriously a dictum that our

lights in a room, for example, should be distributed in

small units around the walls. We seem to prefer a

miniature sun in the middle of our rooms on the level

with our eyes. At present it seems to be only within the

realm of the wealthy to secure the beneficial and pleasing

effects of well distributed illumination, but those who are

willing to pay for the best in the way of sanitation in

their dwellings will doubtless be willing to pay for the
pleasure of good lighting. That the subject of proper il
lumination is receiving considerable attention is no better

illustrated than In the recent organization of the Illumi
nating Engineering Society. The prominent members of

this association are men who have been identified some

time with lighting work and who have shown that the

study of illumination is one sufficiently specific to add a

new line of engineering to our professions, that of the

illuminating engineer. What this organization will ac
complish remains yet to be seen, but it Is certainly the

concentration of interests in a line of work which ob

servers have noted as one of special problems. What its

influence will be for household illumination remains also
to be seen, but it certainly will serve to direct more
quickly general public attention to a neglected detail of

household convenience.

Co-operation in Slate Roofing.

It is in no small degree voicing the sentiments of slate
roofers generally to say that they regard the conditions

existing at the present day in the slate roofing trade as

very unsatisfactory. There is no indication of obstruc

tion to, if there is not Indeed a fostering of, the free dis
tribution of roofing slate, but to put it mildly, it is rather
disconcerting to find roofing slate obtainable in the gen

eral market at the prices accorded to the trade. While

roofing slate is building material, it will not grow in de
mand if treated the same as lime, sand, nails and rough
lumber. Experience and skill are required in its appli

cation to make it a satisfactory building material, and

when sold to everybody the price suffers, the work de

teriorates and the service is so poor that It becomes un

popular and the sales fall off. Good work cannot be done

for nothing, and it is unreasonable to expect the slate

roofer to compete successfully with any jack of all trades

who undertakes to do the work himself. Like lots of

other things which appear simple, there are a good many

details of slate roofing mastered only by experience.

Good work is its best advertisement, and it is the belief
that with desirable conditions existing not only is there

a greater chance for an increase in the slate roofing busi

ness on account of the popularity which follows well ex

ecuted work, but with satisfactory arrangements the slate

roofer is to be depended on to push his end of his busi

ness to a greater extent than he is warranted in doing at

present. It is believed that the present time is the right
one for producers of roofing slate to deliberate on the
question of placing their output through the best chan
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Dels under conditions which will give those channels an

advantage, this in turn leading to increasing output and

better work.

Philadelphia's New Theater.
The City of Brotherly Love is soon to have a theater

which as regards its seating capacity will rank as one of

the biggest enterprises of the kind which has ever been

undertaken in Philadelphia. The construction will in

volve the U9e of brick, stone, concrete and steel, and

notwithstanding the fact that it will be as nearly fire

proof as it Is possible to make a building it will be

equipped with the latest fire fighting appliances, and the

exits are to be so arranged that the house may be emp

tied in less than two minutes in ease of an emergency.

One of the novel features will be a spacious playroom
in the basement, in charge of trained nurses, and fitted

with swings and other amusements for children. The

fire curtain will be a solid wall of steel concrete and
asbestos, 3 inches thick, and it will be raised and lowered
by means of electric motors, as is the case with the fire

curtain in the Lyric Theater. The structure will have a
seating capacity of 4100 persons and will cost in the
neighborhood of $5X10,000.On every floor will be smoking
and lounging rooms, and similar apartments will be pro
vided for the performers under the stage. The new the

ater will be located at the corner of Lancaster and Fair-
mount avenues, and it is expected to have it completed In

time for the season of 1900-7.

Relative Cost of Building Construction.

More or less has recently been printed regarding the
cost of buildings at the present day as compared with,
say, ten years ago, and in view of the high prices of mate
rials and labor it Is interesting to study the data covering
the two periods. In our last issue we gave some figures
on the subject in the shape of a reprint from a late issue
of the Record and Guide, and we take pleasure In pre
senting herewith from the same source the views of
George Hill, a consulting engineer, dealing with the phase
of the matter suggested by the title of this article.
"Whether a person be architect, builder or owner, the

natural answer to the question as to the relative cost of
buildings to-day, as compared with ten years ago, would
be that they were very materially higher; but a careful
consideration of the subject leads inevitably to a modifi
cation of this view. If by reason of more stringent laws
the accommodations of a certain class of buildings are
made more expensive, it does not necessarily follow that
the cost of the building has been increased through an
increase in the price of materials or the cost of labor ; if
the man earning from $3000 to $5000 a year demands in
his dwelling two good bathrooms and steam heat, where
he was formerly content with a hot air furnace, one toilet
and a tin bathtub, that increase is not chargeable to the
increased cost of labor or materials; if by reason of in
sufficient renting space in a given locality the rentals per
square foot for offices increase 25 per cent., and owners
lavish marble, cooled distilled drinking water, and other
things to attract tenants to new buildings, requiring an
additional outlay, that is not chargeable to the increased
cost of labor and materials.
" On the other bund, in both the architecture and en

gineering of buildings, the last ten years has seen a vast
improvement—designs are very much simpler and better,
architecture is more truly the science of ornamented con
struction, the economical use of the materials of con
struction has greatly advanced, and engineering knowl
edge of limiting economic conditions has been greatly ex
tended. Building problems are receiving ten times the
study that they received ten years ago at the very lowest
estimate, and these influences have combined to decrease
the amount of material and labor required to secure given
accommodations.
" I have made a comparison of costs of a number of

buildings erected ten years or more ago with similar

buildings erected recently, and find that by the applica
tion of intelligent, enlightened design the building of to
day to accommodate a given number of guests, if it bea
hotel, or to give a certain number of square feet of rental
floor space, if it be an office or loft building, costs practi
cally but little more than the corresponding building of
ten years ago. While it is true that the wages paid to
labor have materially increased in amount, it is also true
that labor, when unhampered by union restrictions as to
the amount to be accomplished, will do enough work to
make the unit cost for labor no greater than it ever was.
" In making the comparison above spoken of I find

greater differences in cost between practically exactly
similar buildings (by which is meant buildings renting
the same utilities for the same gross amount) than existed
between similar buildings erected ten years apart, but
both intelligently designed, so that It is incumbent on
the owner more to-day than ever before to choose his
designer, whether it be engineer or architect, wisely."

Some Difficult Foundation Work.

In putting in the foundations of the new 22-story
steel skeleton frame building now in course of construc
tion for the United States Express Company at Rector
and New Church streets. New York, just across from old
Trinity Church yard, unusual difficulties had to be over
come due to the fact that the site Is bounded on three
sides by the elevated railroad. There were ten columns
or posts of the elevated structure opposite the site, and
all of these columns were within the curb line, which,

of course, brought them very close to the edge of the
excavation. Again, on one side the caissons had to be
sunk within 2 inches of the side wall of the old structure
located at that point. It was necessary to shore up this
old building, and It had to be done within the space
available, which it will be seen was exceedingly small.
The work was accomplished by jacking to solid footings

six 8-inch pipes which were filled with concrete and
capped with granite. On top of this cap was another
granite block, and wedges were driven between the two
blocks to take the weight of the building.
It was also a somewhat delicate matter to protect

and support the ten elevated railroad columns. All shor
ing was braced from a frame in the center of the lot,

the braces running in all directions from this frame and

being supported by it. Four of the derricks used to

handle most of the materials were supported In the form

of a square traveler on piling driven in the center of the

excavation. The shoring frame was built about these
piling and the traveler was directly over this frame.
It may be interesting to state that the approximate

weight of the building is placed at 47,000 tons, which is

supported by 04 columns distributed over 49 caisson piers.
Twenty-one caissons are of the pneumatic type, 17 form
ing a continuous cofferdam around the entire four sides

of the area. These 17 caissons were joined by a special
joint in such a way that they formed a solid concrete
wall 0 feet 6 inches across and were carried down to bed
rock, an average depth of 55 feet below the street level.

The other 28 caissons were distributed in such a way as

to carry the interior columns inside the exterior wall.

The walls inclosing the side were water proofed with the
Winslow system of hydrolithic cement coating by The

Foundation Company, which did all the foundation work.

The result is a water tight cellar to a depth of 35 feet

below the street level.

The Municipal Art Society of New York City an
nounces a competition for a design for the decoration
with historic paintings of the two side walls of the west
vestibule of the Morris High School, 100th street and
Boston road, with prizes of $300 to first, $200 to second,

$100 to third and two honorable mentions of $50 each.
The sketches must be in not later than May 15. The di
mensions of tlie wall spaces available for decoration are
in each case about 11 feet long by 8 feet high, surrounded
by polished pink Knoxville marble wainscoting. The
bottom of tlie decorations is to be placed 0 feet above the
main floor. Further information can be obtained by
communication wilh the secretary, care National Arts
Club, 37 West Thirty-fourth street.
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COMPETITION IN $6500 HOUSES.
SECOND PRIZE DESIGN.

t HE Committee of Award having in charge thecompetition in $6500 houses decided, as an
nounced in our last issue, that the study con
tributed under the designation here indicated

by Buemming & Dick, Pabst Building, Milwaukee,
Wis., was entitled to the second prize, and we
have pleasure in presenting the design herewith. The
work indicated by the drawings has been executed, and
on one of the half-tone supplemental plates we show the
appearance of the completed structure. In its report the
Committee of Award refers to the very good layout of

born in Milwaukee, March 29, 1872, and spent the years
from 1890 to 1894 in the offices of various Milwaukee
architects. He finished a special course in architecture
at the University of Pennsylvania in 1896, and then be
came associated with Mr. Buemming in the independent
practice of architecture. He is a member of the Alumni
Association of the University of Pennsylvania Architects
and of the Milwaukee Architectural Club.

Specifications.
These specifications, in compliance with conditions set

forth, are intended merely as a " brief specification outlining

Front Elevation.— Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Competition in $6500 Houses.—Second Prize Design.— Buemming <£Dick, Architects, Milwaukee. Wis.

the house and to the architectural effects produced,
as Indicated in the photograph.
Our readers will doubtless be interested in learning
something of the authors of this design, and we there
fore take pleasure in presenting in connection herewith
excellent likenesses from recent photographs, together
with brief sketches of their business careers.
H. W. Buemming was born in Toledo, Ohio, September
5, 1872, and early in life entered upon an architectural
training. The time from 1889 to 1892 was spent in va
rious Milwaukee architects' offices as draftsman, and
in the latter year he went to Columbia University, where
he completed a special course in architecture in 1895. He
then entered the employ of George B. Post, one of the
prominent architects of New. York City, and acted as his
Pittsburgh representative and superintendent until 1896,
when he began the independent practice of architecture
in Milwaukee. Mr. Buemming is a member of the Colum
bia University Architectural Society, the Society of Co
lumbia University Architects and of the Milwaukee Arch
itectural Club.
Gustave A. Dick, the other member of the firm, was

the construction of building and giving an indication of
materials to be employed."

nation Work.
Building was built on an inside lot, 50 x 150 feet.
Excavations. —The entire basement is excavated ac

cording to area of plans. The top of first floor joists is 35
inches above grade.
Grading. —The entire lot was gradedand leveled.
Footings. — All walls, piers, chimneys, &c, have 5 x 24

inch footing stone.
Mortar.—Cement mortar used for all work below grade,

lime mortar abovegrade.
Drain Tile. — A 3-inch drain tile pitched to catch basins

was laid around inside of all footings.
Basement Sills.—These are bush hammered dressed
limestone 5 inches thick for windows and 6 inches thick for
doors.
Brick Work.—Brick used was hard and well burned.

All cellar walls are built with 2 inches of continuous air
space. All porch walls begin 5 feet below grade and extend
up to sills.
All outside brick walls have % inch thick coat of strong

cementmortar continuous from footing to grade.
Face Brick. — All brick work above grade course and

brick veneering up to belt course of second story was semi
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vitreous dark red paving brick, laid with ^-inch thick joints
in cream colored mortar.
All first-story window sills are constructed of brick set on

edge,laid in strong cementmortar.
Chimneys. —All chimneys are built with flue lining and

capped with solid cement caps. All flues provided with cast
iron clean out doors.
Brick Fireplace. —This was built complete of a buff

colored mottled brick laid with raked joints, hearth of simi
lar brick and lined with fire brick.
Cement Floor. —All cellar floors, except laundry and

Block I'lan.

Furred Ceilings. —All closets, pantry and rear entry
are furred down to 7 feet 6 inches in hight.
Grounds and Furring. — All brick walls where plast

ered are furred and grounds put on for receivingall interior
finish of every description.
Roof. — Hoof is boarded with dry 8-inch wide boards

laid V2 inch apart.
Shingles. — The entire roof and walls above first story

have extra Star " A " Star cedar shingles. On walls every
third course is doubled. All shingles were dipped before
being put on.

H. W. BTJEMM1NG.

GUSTAVE A. DICK.

Winners of SecondPrize in $6000House Competition.

Competition in $6500 Houses.—Second Prize Design.

rear entry, have a cement floor smoothly steel troweled and
laid same as cementsidewalks.

Latlilug mid PlaHterlng.
All walls and ceilings are lathed with No. 1 pine lath.
Mortar.— Lime mortar is used for plastering, the work

being what is known as two-coat work, the last coat being
sand float finish.
The entire first, second, third story, laundry and rear

entry are plastered in this manner. The entire balance of
cellar ceiling has one coat of plaster.
Adamant Wainscoting. — Kitchen and bathrooms have

5-foot high Adamant wainscoting, scored to imitate 4x4
inch tile.
Back Plastering. —All outside walls and roofs forming

part of ceilings of rooms arc back plastered one heavy coat,

rarpenter Work.
All structural lumber is first quality soft pine.
Bridging. —All joists are bridged for every 5 feet of

span.

Floors. —All wood floors in cellar, first, secondand third
story have under flooring of No. 2 M. and D. laid diagonally.
The finished floor in cellar and attic is No. 2 maple. The
finished floor of rear stair hall, rear entry, butler's pantry,
kitchen and entire second floor is No. 1 maple. The finished
floor for dining room, living room and vestibule is No. 1 red
oak. Retween top and under flooring of second and third
story one thickness of Keystone hair felt and 1^ 1 1% inch
strips me put down.
Outside Finish. — All outside finish is dry seasonedclear

cypress for staining.
Sheathing. —The entire outside walls of building are

covered with No. 2 fencing and extra heavy P. & B. build
ing paper.
Windows and Sash.— All sash are 1% inches thick, ex

cept for plate glass, where they are 1% inches.
All frames are box frames equippedwith noiselesspulleys.
Weather Strips. —All first and secondstory windows,as
well as rooms in iittic. are equipped with Chamberlain pat
ent metal weather strips.
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Frames.—Pulley stiles, 1% inches thick ; blind stops, %
iuch; parting strips, V->inch ; sash stop, % inch, molded on
the inside; sills, 1% inches thick, laid 3 inch bevel per foot ;
outsidecasings,2% x 4Vj inches, molded.
Door Frames.-—Jambs to be 1% inches thick. Sills 1%
inchesthick of red oak.
Basement Frames. —These are made of select dressed

The ceiling of reception and living room paneled by
means of % x 3% inch molding, with similar molding in all
angles.
Bedrooms have photo rail.
Kitchen and bathrooms havemaple hospital basemade of

VYi x 0% inch maple.
Stairs. —The entire main stair is red oak, of design

Attic with Outline of Roof.

Competition in .$6500Houses.—Second Prize Design.— Floor Plans.— .Scale 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

piankwith oak weather strip. Wind stop and casing same
as balanceof windows.
Doors.—All inside doors where onk finish is used have
1%-inchpine base with ^-inch oak veneeredon each side.
Outsidedoors 1% inches thick, made of two thicknesses.
Second-floordoors made of birch, veneeredfor staining.
Inside Finish.—Finish for attic, cellar, rear entry,
kitchenand butler's pantry is clear cypress for varnish
finish. Finish for entire balance of first floor is red oak.
Finish for entire second floor is white wood for white
enamelfinish. Doors of birch, strained mahogany.
The various seats, cabinets, sideboard, cases, mantel,
shelves,&c, were built complete.
Dining room has beamed ceiling, plate shelf and 6-foot
highpaneledwainscoting.

shown on scale drawings. All other stairs have 1%-inch
thick maple treads.
Picture Molding. —All rooms throughout first, second

and third floors have % x 1% inch picture molding.

Butler's Pantry. — This is fitted up completewith doors,
drawers, spice cabinets, cabinet for table leaves, &c, as
shown.
Closets. — All closets are fitted up with movable shelves,

clothes hooks and drawers.
Coal Bins. —These are built complete, as shown.
Vegetable Cellar. — Has substantial shelves, as shown,

and potato and vegetableracks built under same.
Trimmings and Hardware. — Carpenter has estimate!
the sum of .$100for all trimming hardware.
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Galvanized Iron and Tin Work.

AH gutters are hanging gutters, with false bottoms, made
of No. 22 galvanized iron.
Valleys. —Valleys are open and lined with antipinhole

tin.
Flashing and Tin Roof.—All flashing and tin roofs are

antipinhole tin.
Clothes Chute.-— Is 12 inches diameter, of heavy gal
vanized iron, with damper at top and bottom.
Conductors. —Are made of No. 26 corrugated iron.
Painting. —All tin work is painted with mineral paint
on both sides before being put up.

Painting and Glazing.

Exterior.—All exterior wood work, except sash and
frames, is stained with two coats of Cabot's creosoteshingle
stain. All sash and frames painted three coats.
Shingles. — All shingles are dipped in Cabot's creosote

Glass. — Class in large lights of main portion first and
second story of best polished plate. Balance double thick.
Leaded Glass.—All lights in sideboard, front entrance

door and concealedlight in living room are leadedglass, esti
mated at $1.50 per square foot.
Mirrors.—Medicine cases and sideboard have polished

plate glass mirrors.
Electrical Work.

Bell Hanging. — Entrance doors, dining room, second
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shingle stain and are then treated with one brush coat after
in place.
Interior Work.—All interior oak finish stained cathedral

oak and then finished with two coats of varnish, the last
coat rubbed.
Cypress finish has one coat of shellac and two coats of

varnish. All second-Moordoors have one coat of mahogany
stain and two coats of varnish.
Enamel Finish. — All second-floor wood work, except

doors, as well as adamant wainscoting, kitchen and bath
rooms, has two coats of white lead and two coats of enamel.
Hardwood Floors. —Oak floors are stained and then

finished with two coats of dull varnish. JIa]>]<'floors one
coat of shellac and .two coats of varnish.

story main chamber, have pushes operating annunciator in
kitchen.
Electric Light Wiring.—The entire house is wired com

plete for electric lighting.
Plumbing;.

Drains. —All drains of best quality vitrified clay.
Stop Cocks. — Each separate riser has stop cock, check

and waste.
Street Washers. — A street washer at front and rear of

building is provided.
Meter. — A %-inch Worthington disk meter is put in.
Soil Pipes. —All soil pipes are heavy cast iron, with lead

caulked joints.
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Waste Pipes. —All waste pipes are 2-inch extra strong
lead. For icebox separate waste has been provided.
Ventilation, Etc.—The entire work is done in accord
ancewith the rules and regulations of the City Plumbing De
partment.

Wash Basins. —These are first quality white enameled
iron, with back and apron.
Water Closets.— Second and third floor closets are best

tank closets. Cellar closet automatic wash down.
Trimmings. —All trimmings are nickel plated, except

Detailsof Balustradeon Porch.—Scale, % Inch to theFoot.

Details of Main Stairway.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot. SectionthroughOutsideWall of Building.-
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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Laundry Tubs. —These are made of slate.
Kitchen Sink. — Is first quality white enamelediron, with
Tennesseemarble top, back and end.

Hot Water Boiler. — A 40-gallon hot water boiler is pro
vided in cellar, connectedcomplete with domestic hot water
heater.
Bathtubs. — These are first quality white enameled iron.

for kitchen and laundry tubs, where they are brass.

Gas Fitting.—The entire house is piped for gas fitting
and separate fuel gas is run through bathrooms, kitchen and
laundry.

Hot Water Heating.

The entire house is heated with hot water. Boiler and
all pipes coveredwith magnesia covering.
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Exterior Color Scheme.

The shingles of roof have beenstained a dark moss green.
The entire balance of shingle work and wood work, with ex
ception of frames and sashes, was stained a dark brown.
Cabot's creosote shingle stain was used and all applied so
that the grain of the cypress in verge boards, belt courses
and timber construction was not in any way obscured. The
frames and sashes of windows were painted cream color.
The first story, as well as a portion of basement above

grade, was built of a semivitreous paving brick laid with
%-'nch wide joints in a decidedcream mortar.

Estimate of Cost.
The following figures of cost were furnished the au
thors of the design by contractors who agreed to do the
various parts of the work for the sums specified :

MASONWORK.
Brick $505
Excavating 100
Cement floors 125

Carpenter work 3,095
Plastering 479
Painting 434
Plumbing 376
Tinning and galvanizedIron work 201
Hot water heating 432
Electrical work 64
Total $6,352

The builders' certificates accompanying the estimates
furnished above were signed as follows : That for the
mason work by J. P. Jones, Ivanhoe place and Summit
avenue ; that for the lathing and plastering by William
Gregory, 812 Jackson street ; that for the carpenter work
by John Klaeser, 548 Nineteenth street ; that for the
plumbing and gas fitting by C. J. Fox, 616 Grand avenue;
that for the painting and glazing by Robert Harper &
Sons, 446 City Hall Square ; that for the electrical work
by the Herman Andrae Electrical Company, 225 West

Half Elevation of West Wall of Dining Room. Half Elevation of ]

Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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Mantels and chimneys 125
Sills, footing TO
Labor, &c 340

Total 7777$1,271
PLASTERING.

Lathing and plastering 479
CARPENTERWORK.

Lumber $785
Factory work 1,190
Sash weights, paper and hardware 150
Trimming hardware 100
Weatherstrips 20
Labor 850

Total 3,095
PLUMBINGANDGASFITTING.

Plumbing,sewerageand ventilation $323
Gas fitting 03

Total 376
PAINTINGANDGLAZING.

Painting $234
Glazing 200

Total 434
Tinning and galvanizedIron work 201

RECAPITULATION.
Excavations $100
Mason work 1,171

Water street ; that for the hot water heating by George
A. Brown & Co., 287 Fourth street; that for the tinning
and galvanized iron work by William Hammann, 752
Fourth street, all of Milwaukee, Wis.

The attractive building which is nearing completion
at the corner of Fifth avenue and Thirty-ninth street
New York City, is to be the home of William Knabe &
Company, the well-known piano manufacturers. The
structure is of the Renaissance type of architecture and
is built of steel, stone and brick. The first two stories
are of gray stone and plate glass, Doric columns extend
ing to the third story. The building is 170 feet in hight,
with a mansard roof, and has a frontage of 55 feet in the
avenue and 125 feet in Thirty-ninth street. The build
ing will be heated by exhaust steam, and in the basement
will be two Babcock & Wilcox high pressure boilers of
150 horse-power each. In conjunction with the electrical
equipment, there will be a storage battery of sufficient
capacity to run one elevator at night, including the nec
essary night lighting. That portion of the building not
used by the piano people will be rented to architects,
painters, photographers and others of an artistic nature.
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GREENHOUSE CONSTRUCTION.
By A. S. Atkinson.

GREENHOUSE

construction is rapidly growing in this

country, and the demand includes the very small

housesused by amateurs for flower and vegetable
culture

as well as the expensive ones for professional
florists or

for large estates. As a special line of carpentry
designing

and construction it is important that some
of the most

modern features should be considered, particularly
In

view of the fact that architects and engineers have
com

binedto secure results of a highly gratifying nature
at a

minimum of expense. Thousands of owners of
country

homeslook forward to the time when they may be able

to build a small, inexpensive greenhouse where winter

fruits and vegetables can be started early in the
season

and flowers can be kept in bloom right through the cold

weather.
The demand for such inexpensive greenhouses far ex

ceeds what carpenters and architects imagine. A great

many amateur flower growers would consider the build

ing of a small greenhouse if plans could be presented to
them showing that practical and efficient buildings could

beput up for a small sum. The question of deciding the

cost and drawing plans to suit the needs of almost any

country home is a nice one, and upon its proper solution

dependsthe popularity of any contractor's work. A good,

serviceable greenhouse can be constructed all the way

from $75 up to $1000. Some have even been built for less

than $75, and the writer has in view one which cost less

than $70.
Such a greenhouse, however, depends partly for Its

cheapness upon securing second-hand sashes at a nominal

price and upon the relative low cost of lumber. The $70
greenhouse was built in a part of the country where lum

ber was cheap, and where the climate was so mild that an

ordinary heating stove was sufficient to keep the tempera

ture up to the right degree. The house was only 10 x 15

feet in dimensions, and the sloping roof facing the south

side was supplied with eight hot bed sashes purchased

second-hand at $2 apiece. The sides of the house were

constructed of double pine walls, lined between with

building paper. The foundations of the house were natu

ral stone, with second-hand bricks laid in mortar on the

top. It required only 520 feet of pine boards to put the
house together, and these cost only $1 per 100, so that the

lumber item was not great. This did not include the cost

of logs for sills, nor the glass doors. The labor item was
only $10. for most of the work was done by the owner.

Such a $70 greenhouse, however, proved most serviceable,

and in one season upward of 80 dozen tomato plants, 700
cabbageplants, five dozen onions and a considerable quan
tity of early lettuce, radish, egg plants and cauliflowers
were raised In it.

Tw o Types of Hoiim
The demand to-day is for two distinct types of green

house. One is a comparatively cheap wooden structure,

costing $100 and upward, for small country homes where
amateurs delight to dabble In the enrly culture of flow
ers and vegetables. Such houses are usually heated with
a coal stove or by a steam radiator connected by a pipe
from the heating system of the house. This latter method
can be adopted only where the greenhouse takes the form
of a conservatory located at some convenient wing of the
house. Such a small greenhouse located 20 feet from the
house was heated by steam from the main plant through
a pipe running underground from the cellar and entering

the greenhouse directly in the middle. By running the
supply steam pipe under the ground, and covering it with
asbestos and magnesia, with canvas outside, there was
no danger of freezing or loss of much heat through radia
tion. So far as the consumption of coal was concerned
it could not be ascertained that any great increase was
made to heat the greenhouse, although it is more than
likely that there was.
Where no way of connecting the steam pipes from the
house can be discovered, the ordinary coal stove is suffi
cient; but this must be located in the middle of the green
house,or possibly a little to the north or northwest part.

The stove pipe should have a long elbow, if possible, to
increase the radiating surface, but only so far as to In
sure perfect draft. Anything but a smoky stove for a
greenhouse. The plants do not like smoke and coal gas
any more than the inhabitants of the living house.
A 15 x 20 foot greenhouse can be constructed for from
$100 to $150, depending upon the quality of the material
used,and the price of lumber, sash and labor. It is bet
ter to make an excavation of at least 1 foot below the
surface, so the house will be low down and present less
surface to the wind. A 2-foot excavation is even better.
Then the foundation walls will be placed below the sur
face, and on the outside manure and litter can be piled
up 2 feet against the sides. This will make 4 feet of the
house amply protected. Lay two courses of bricks or
stones, and lay the sills on the top. Two by four inch
studs should form the frame work of the walls. The
studs should be set 24 inches, and %-inch hemlock or pine
boards should be nailed to them. Between the two walls
good waterproof building paper should be fastened ver
tically. The air space between the walls should be at
least 6 inches. This can be left empty or filled with ma
nure, sawdust or shavings. Where shavings are cheap
they add greatly to the warmth. Manure packed down
firmly also makes a good filling.

The Floor Construction.
The floor of the greenhouse is left untouched. The

soil should be packed down firmly and covered with
coarse gravel or cinders. This makes a better flooring
than boards or concrete. It is always dry and in good
condition. Water dripping from the boxes and pots will
leach through such a floor and cause no surplus moisture.
It is better to spread 1 foot of such loose sand or cinders
over the surface to make a thoroughly dry floor. Outside
of the greenhouse manure, leaves, straw or litter should
be piled 1 or 2 feet high, and this will prevent any
wind or cold from getting in under the foundation. An
additional precaution should be taken by running a line
of foot wide boards around the inside base of the walls,
attaching them by short cleats 12 inches long to the studs.
The space inside should be filled with manure or sawdust.
The roof of the greenhouse should slope toward the
sun at an angle of 45 degrees. The frames for the sash
should be supported on 2 x 4 beams running from the top
of the back walls to the front side about 3 feet from the
ground. The size of the frames depends upon the sash.
If the sashes are already glazed and second-hand they
should be fitted, and the supporting frames made to suit
them. If they must be made at home stock sash and
frames should be selected. Double sash are necessary to
economize in heating the house. Every other one should
be worked on a pivot or slide in a groove so that ventila
tion can be had. Ordinary double doors can be used for
the house. Second-hand doors answer the purpose. The
inside of the greenhouse can be fitted up to suit the needs
of the amateur florist. Light and dark paper curtains
made to pull up and down inside of the house are much
better than paint on the glass. Light can be regulated to
suit the needs of any weather in this way. Flower benches
should run down the middle of the greenhouse, and also
on either side. On the north side palms, ferns and semi-
hardy plants should be stored, and the south or warm side
should be reserved for tender plants and seedlings. Such
a greenhouse can be built complete for $100 to $150, with
coal stove costing only $5 and second-hand sashes $2 lo
$2.50.
A more pretentious greenhouse requires greater study
of details and the working out of heating systems appro
priate to the needs of the owner. The heating apparatus
should first be decided upon. Hot circulating water or
steam are best suited to greenhouses costing from $300
to $1000. Such a system must either be an independent
plant or connected with the house plant. Where the for
mer must be chosen the cost of installition will be from
$150up. If connections can be made wi<h the house steam
plant the total cost of equipment should not amount to
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more than $25 or $40. Underground pipe running 20 or
more feet to the greenhouse would earrr the steam suffi
ciently without materially affecting the nouse heating, but
beyond 20 feet a higher head of steam would be needed.
The distance this steam can economically be carried to
heat a greenhouse is a little debatable, but the writer has
seen a greenhouse thus heated through 100 feet of piping.
The protection of the pipe by nonconducting material,
however, is essential, or else the waste of steam and heat
will be considerable. Hot water heating in this way is
not so simple.
With the feed pipe once mapped out, and the heating

pipes drawn to scale for use under the different benches,
the greenhouse itself can be constructed without much
difficulty. In a pretentious greenhouse of this character
a mean winter temperature must be maintained of 60 de
grees. Owners willing to invest $500 in a greenhouse ex
pect to raise tender hothouse plants, such as carnations,
violets and roses. The house should run north and south,
and have a peak roof, with glass on either side running
down to the foundations. The heating must therefore be
sufficient to keep the temperature up on the north and
west side during cold, windy nights. The steam pipe
should enter the greenhouse on this cold side, and the
pipes be arranged so that the heat will be greatest here.

Concrete Block Construction,

A good many innovations have been attempted with
greenhouses of this style. One of the most popular and
most satisfactory is the employment of hollow concrete
building blocks for the foundations and walls. A trench
is dug 1 foot or 6 inches deep, and the concrete blocks
laid in it The wall is built up from this trench 2 or 3
feet above the surface level. From the top of this wall
the wooden frame work supporting the glass sides and
roof springs and carries the whole load of the structure.
Four by six studs 3 feet long are attached to a 3-inch sill
of pine or oak, the studs being set every 18 inches apart.
The top sill of the walls is fitted in position, and the roof
beams which carry the sashes come next.
Where only an overhead light is needed the walls of

hollow concrete blocks are run up from 4 to 6 feet, and
the rafters of the roof are set directly on them. The con
crete blocks properly set in good mortar make a complete
windproof wall. The space of air in the hollow blocks
serves all the purposes of double wooden walls. The hol
low blocks make the interior of the house very dry and
equable in temperature, and outside conditions affect the
interior very little. The durable nature of the concrete
blocks is also a factor in their favor. Such walls will last
a lifetime and require no painting and repairing. The fin
ished effect is also important Hollow concrete walls for
a greenhouse can in most localities be constructed for
only a slight advance over the cost of building double
wooden walls properly papered inside.
Where a separate heating plant is used for the green
house a complete walled-in extension should be con
structed on the north side, of hollow concrete blocks. The
roof is shingled, with the rafters resting on the concrete
walls. A window on either side and double doors on the
north side complete the structure. The walls of the
greenhouse are built continuous with the walls of the
heating house, and with no break there is little chance
for outside cold air to enter. The furnace should rest on
a concrete foundation sunk a few feet in the earth. This
practically makes a fireproof inclosure for the steam
plant, and the pipes radiating from it follow the concrete
walls of the greenhouse so that a maximum of heat is
obtained at a minimum of consumption of coal. The coal
bill of such a greenhouse is from 10 to 20 per cent, lower
than that required for heating ordinary wooden green
houses.
Ordinary bricks and stones cost about the same as

the hollow concrete blocks and they do not give the
same excellent service. Neither of these building ma
terials keep out the cold so well as the concrete, and
in the summer they do not retain the low temperatures
so well. With the top of the greenhouse protected by
shades and the walls running up to the eaves of the
roof It is possible to secure a cool temperature inside
when the outside air is blistering hot. Thus the hollow
concrete greenhouses serve a double purpose.

Where cement and clean, sharp gravel can be obtained
relatively cheap it proves advantageous to build even
the smaller greenhouses out of hollow concrete blocks.
A lean-to greenhouse of this character, 15 x 20 feet, can
be constructed at about the price of wooden houses, and
the solid concrete wall on the north side proves a most
efficient barrier to the cold winds. In such a house early
forcing beds can be used to great advantage. With noth
ing but fermenting manure for supplying the heat, early
lettuce, radishes and other seeds can be started.

Value of Small Hou*e.
Here is a new field that needs to be exploited in any

suburban town or country village where hollow concrete
blocks are manufactured cheaply. It simply requires
practical demonstration of the value of such a small
greenhouse to induce many to adopt it. Such demon
stration is worthy of trial. In one New England village
where it was tried upward of 20 were constructed
within 18 months, and many more have been ordered
for immediate erection. The permanent character of the
house and the relatively low cost of annual repairs ap
peals to the average householder. Stock frames and
sashes or second-hand materials greatly reduce the cost
and difficulty of construction.
There is unquestionably a wide growing popularity
in greenhouses, hothouses and cold frame beds In our

Northern States, both for amateur and professional use.

The pleasure and profit obtained from them far more
than repay the initial expense. Spring comes earlier to

the owners and summer lingers well into the winter, so
that our long Northern winter is robbed of much of its
unpleasant features. The adaptation of the permanent
greenhouse to modern country homes of moderate size

is thus an innovation that is giving to the poor many of

the pleasures and advantages of the wealthy. Here one

can raise his own mushrooms for table use or grow crops

for the market when the delicacies are retailing as high

as a dollar or two a pound. In one successful season
enough profits can often be realized from a crop of

mushrooms to pay for the entire cost of greenhouse con

struction.

Byzantine Architecture.

Architecture in particular found support and patron

age at Constantinorle even in those ages when the plastic

arts had sunken into a state of barbarism and almost

entirely disappeared. We read in the histories of the

Byzantine emperors of the seventh, eighth and ninth

centuries accounts of buildings of astonishing magnitude,

splendor and .beauty, says an English writer. These

qualities especially distinguished the palace of Justinian

II among the numerous edifices erected by him ; the walls
of it were overlaid with gilded bronze and with marble
slabs, and the entire floor was of marble. He, however,

was surpassed by one of his successors, Theophilus. This

emperor built the celebrated Bucoleon, in which stood a

bronze lion seizing a cow ; the summer palace Bruos, the

palace named the Pearl, and Pentapurgion, the Karian
palace and the Triconchus. To the last building ad
joined the colonnade of the Sigma, and an acoustic struc

ture was contiguous to the latter. At the Tricouchus

and Sigma Theophilus constructed a fountain, the basin

of which was set in silver. Below it was an eminence on
which seats could be placed for his courtiers, and to

which there led up a flight of steps of white marble from

Proconnesus. The fountain was supported by two slen

der columns, on which stood two bronze lions from whose

mouths water flowed, for the purpose of diffusing cool

ness over the opeu ground in front of the Sigma.

The Oldest House in America.

It is generally agreed that the oldest house In Amer
ica stands in St. Augustine, Fla., on a tiny, narrow thor
oughfare near the center of the old city. This house was
built in 1504 by the monks of the Order of St. Francis.

It is a solid structure, built of coquina, a combination of
scasliells and mortar that is quite indestructible. In
the early clays of the Spanish settlements this substance

was quite plentiful in the vicinity of St. Augustine, the

walls of the old city gate as well as that of Fort Marion
being built of it.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE/—IV.
By Charles H. Fox.

BEFORE
proceeding further it will probably be best

to describe the generation of the surfaces of which

the soffits of the arches may be composed. When speak

ing of an arch in a circular wall experienced workmen
usually make use of the term " circle on circle," no mat

ter as to the form of surface of which the soffit is com

posed. However, this rule does not obtain among those

who have a knowledge of geometrical principles which

govern the generation of surfaces. With these men each

separate form of arch has a particu
lar name and it takes this name from
the form of surface of which the soffit
of the arch may consist. Altogether
there are an indefinite number of sur
faces having different properties, yet
for the purposes of descriptive geom
etry they have been divided into four
classes. For the purpose of these ar
ticles It will be necessary to speak
only of two classes, one of which is
called single curved and the other a
warped surface. Generally In arches
in circular walls the soffit surfaces are
comprised of three forms, two of which
belong to the class first mentioned and
the other to the latter class. The sur
faces are generated by lines moving
according to some mathematical law.
A line which by Its motion generates
a surface is called the generatrix, and
the lines of the surface determined by
the different positions of the genera
trix are called elements of the surface.
The plane surface or plane is gen
erated by a right line moving along
another right line and continuing par
allel to itself.
Curves of single curvature are those
In which all the points of elementary
arcs lie in the same plane. For the
purpose of these articles It will be only
necessary to speak of two—the circle
and the ellipse.
The Circle is such a well-known
curve that it needs no description.
The ellipse is a curve generated by
a point moving In such a manner that
the sum of its distances from two fixed
points, called the foci, is equal to a
given line called the transverse or ma
jor axis.

generation of
be stated that
circular walls
surfaces, the

names of which are, first, the cylindrical ; second, the
conical, and third the conoidal.
The cylindrical surface may be generated in the fol
lowing manner: If any curve be taken in space, such,
for example, as the semicircle represented by A, B, C,
etc., of Fig. 13, and any indefinite right line be drawn
through any point of it, as B of the figure named, and
the line be moved around the curve constantly touching
it and parallel to its first position the surface thus gen
erated is called a cylindrical surface. The curve around
which the line moves is called the directrix and the right
line is called the generatrix. Any one of its positions, as
that represented in B B', C C, &c, is called a rectilinear
element.
The surface may also be generated by moving the
directrix parallel to itself, in which motion all its points
continue in the surface ; hence a cylindrical surface can
be generated by a curve moving parallel to itself. The
rectilinear elements of these surfaces are indefinite, but
when we wish to consider any finite portions of them they

* Copyright,180ti,by CharlesH. Fox.

are intersected by planes. The curve formed by the in
tersection of such planes with the surfaces are called
Bases. When the rectilinear elements are perpendicular
to the base the 'cylinder Is called a right cylinder ; and
if this base be a circle, a right cylinder with a circular
base. The line drawn through the center of the circular
base, parallel with the elements of the surface of the cyl
inder, Is called the axis. The above described cylinder
is the one whose surface will be here represented as that

With regard to the
curved surfaces it may
there are in arches in
three forms of soffit Fitr.-lfl

Figs. 10, 11 and 12.—DiagramsShowing Method of Generating
Surfacesof Which the Soffitsof ArchesMay Be Comprised.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.— IV.

which forms the outer and inside faces of the wall In
which the arch may be constructed. And it is such a
surface as this described which forms the soffit of the
cyllndro cyllndrlc arch. It takes this name because
the surfaces of which the soffit and faces of the arch
are comprised are both cylindrical. The problem shown
in the diagram Fig. 13 is that of the intersection of two
right cylinders, whose axes are at right angles, one of
them being vertical, the other being horizontal. The hor
izontal axis is represented in the line 7 O O'. The surface
having the horizontal elements represents the soffit ; and
that with the vertical elements represents the outer face
of the cyllndro cylindric arch. The line containing the
points A II I J, &c, represents the horizontal trace of the
vertical plane which contains the directing curve of the
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soffit surface. This is also called the opening line, and
it is the length of this line, as A A', which determines
the width of the opening of the arch at the outside face.
Referring now to the conical surface, if we take any
plane curve, as for example, that of the semicircle repre
sented by ABC, in Fig. 12, and a point as O, and an
indefinite straight line connecting the point with any
point on the curve, as a generatrix, and we move the gen
eratrix so that it shall continually contain the fixed point
and some point of the curve, it will generate a conic sur
face. The fixed point is called the vertex. Any one of
the positions of the generatrix is called a rectilinear ele
ment This is the surface which forms the soffit of the
cylindro conic arch. It takes this name because of the
cylindrical surface of the face and that of the couic sur
face of the soffit. A representation of the intersection of
these surfaces is given in the diagram Fig. 12. Expressed
in the language common in the shop, it shows the soffit
surface of an arch in a circular wall, having jambs and
circular head splaying equally all around.

E^orthe purpose of these chapters we need only to de
scribe the generation of one other form of surface, that
of a right conoid, which forms the soffit of the radiant
arch. This Is a surface which, too, may be generated by
a right line, but unlike the other forms of surface de
scribed above the positions of the generatrix are not in

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.

the same plane. Therefore it becomes a " warped " or
" twisted " surface. Although both surfaces— that is, the
single curved and the warped—may be generated by a
right line, yet this latter class of surface is entirely dis
tinct from that of the first described.
In the single curved surface the consecutive positions
of the generatrix are in the same plane, so that the sur
faces may be developed with as great an exactness as
that of any plane figure. In the warped surface, the
right line generatrix not being in the same plane, it is
only possible to develop the surface approximately near
to truth. This difference in the manner of generation
may to many seem unimportant, yet it gives to the sur
face a very different form and essentially different prop
erties. Referring to the diagram Fig. 11,we may take the
curve represented in ABC, &c, as that of a semicircle
situated in a vertical plane, of which we may take the
line Y Z of Figs. 10 and 11 to be the horizontal trace.
Let the point O, on the perpendicular O 7, be the hori
zontal projection of a vertical line through O. Now let
this vertical at O and the semicircle A, B, C, &c. be taken
as the directrices of a surface, generated by moving a
right line parallel to the horizontal plane, and in each
successive movement touching the vertical at O and the
curve of the semicircle, it will generate a eonoidal sur
face. This belongs to a particular class of warped sur
faces called conoids because of the analogy existing be
tween them and the surfaces of cones. When, as at this
example, the right line directrix, as O 7, is perpendiculai-
to the horizontal plane— that is. to the plane director —

the conoid takes the same of right conoid. The directrix

the name of the line of striction. It takes this name be
cause it contains the shortest distance between the ele
ments, so that the surface is as it were cramped or com
pressed along this line. This point is clearly shown in

the diagram Fig. 8, for the directing curve is divided in
A, B, C, &c, into arcs of equal length, but as may be seen,
the elements passing through these points do not at their
intersection with the directrix divide it into lengths as
that of O B', B', C, &c, of equal divisions.
It may also be noted that in the two forms of arch

represented in the diagrams Figs. 10, 11 and 12 the jambs
at the springing line radiate toward the center with
which the plan curves represented in 1, 2, 3, &c, may be
drawn. Also that the projections of the elements as 2" B,
3' C, &c, as represented at the plan of the soffit surfaces,
radiate toward the point O. In other words, the one plan
may be made to answer for the two forms of arch, that
of the cylindro conic and that of the radiant, provided
the width of the opening and the length of the plan
radius are equal at both arches.

(To be continued.)

Cost of Laying Concrete Blocks.
The cost of laying concrete blocks, especially of the
two-piece system, has been the subject of no little dis
cussion and comment in various parts of the country,

and while the work in some cities
is claimed to belong to the masons
and also to the bricklayers, the
point is made that it Is not properly
the work of either, but should be of
a separate and distinct class. In
order to obtain views of leading in
terests in different sections of the
country, inquiries were made by an
exchange as to the prices paid for
laying concrete blocks, two-piece
system, and the following replies
are of interest in this connection :
A Syracuse plaster concern ex
presses the opinion that 7 to 7%
cents per block, mortar included, Is
a fair price. A Cleveland concern
states that it is paying contractors
5 cents a cubic foot for laying up
blocks, and that this is considered
;m a fair profit on the work.

. hydraulic stone concern, writing from
Chicago, says : " In this city contracts have been taken
for 5 cents per block for laying them in the wall. Cleve
land plant has contracted on different buildings for the
complete erection of the building for 5 cents. We have
seen the blocks laid in the walls by masons that were
paid GO cents per hour, each mason having a helper at
a cost for labor of less than 3 cents per block. To this
must be added the cost of helper for putting the blocks
on the scaffold. This is a very reasonable price for lay
ing these blocks in the wall, and the contractor that takes
the contract at that figure and works can make a fair
margin of profit."

A writer in Denver, Col., identified with the hydraulic
stone business, says a fair average price for laying
blocks, including mortar, is from 6 to 7 cents per 12 x 24
inch block.

The United States Department of Agriculture has
just issued what is known as bulletin No. 37, entitled
" Recent Practice in the Erection of Lightning Con
ductors," the matter having been prepared under the di
rection of Willis L. Moore, Chief of the United States
Weather Bureau, by Alfred J. Henry, professor of
meteorology. An important feature of the pamphlet is
found in the reference to the practice of the Federal
Government in the erection of lightning rods and to the
application of lightning conductors to farm and residence
buildings. Attention is called to the apparent decrease
in the use of lightning conductors, and in conclusion is
given the report of the Lightning Research Committee,
with an appendix describing the latest practice abroad.
The price of the bulletin is 10 cents per copy.
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DWELLING OF CONCRETE BLOCK AND FRAME CONSTRUCTION.
(With Supplemental Plate.)

ONE
of the half-tone supplemental plates which accom
pany this issue of the paper shows an exterior view

of a dwelling constructed of hollow concrete blocks for

the first story and frame for the second, and which in view
of the rapidly growing popularity of hollow concrete
blocks for the purpose indicated renders the design of
more than usual interest and value. The half-tone en
graving affords an excellent idea of the appearance of
the completed structure, while the plans presented here
with show the disposition of the various rooms. In the
opinion of many local architects and makers of hollow
tiuilding blocks, this is said to be regarded as one of the
bestconcrete jobs in that section of the country, viewed
from an architectural standpoint.
According to the specifications of Architect Clair Al
len, Jackson, Mich., the foundations are made of 9 x 10

house. In addition to the vertical air chambers In the
blocks each bridge of concrete on the top of a block was
notched in an oval manner to a depth of about 2 inches,
which was done by the men at the time the work was in
progress. This left an opening on each end of the block
as well as in the center, in such a manner that when a
block was laid on top of it there was left a horizontal air
chamber on each course as well as a vertical one. By
this means a circulation of air is permitted, as the first
course in the cellar has openings in different places and
the air passes upward until it reaches the framework,
which is fastened to the top course of blocks. In the
wall plate holes 1% inches wide are bored at very short
intervals, which allows the air to pass into the attic, re
sulting in an absolutely dry wall in the cellar and first
floor, notwithstanding the fact that the latter is furred

Dwelling of Concrete Block and Frame Construction.— Claire Allen, Architect, Jackson, Mich.

x 32 inch rock face Normandin blocks, with special out
side and inside rock face blocks for the corners and for
the octagon bay window. The water table has a 2-inch
wash and a %-inch drip and is 9 inches high by 11 inches
in width. The first story walls are of Normandin blocks,
plain, 4% inches high and in lengths of 8. 12, 16, 20 and
24 inches by 8 inches in width, laid up in random style
with 14-inch joints. The corner blocks above the water
table " quoins " in the stone work project Vi of an inch
and are beveled for % of an inch, making the total ex
tension of the quoins 1 inch. This arrangement sets off
the 414-inchblock work in good shape. The windows and
doors on the first floor have these quoins running alter
nately 4x8x9 and 8x8x9 inches on each side. The
sills are plain and the caps are 9 inches high, 9 inches
wide and in various lengths up to 5 feet 8 inches, all re
inforced with angle iron. They are made on the quoin
order also, and have the same bevel extensions at the
corners.
Each of these caps, including those over all doors and
windows, have molded thereon an ornamental scroll and
shell design, which is about 8 inches high and 32 inches
long. Each of the 9-inch high and 4%-ineh Normandin
blocks have vertical air chambers of a width about equal
to onft-third of that of the block. Some of these air cham
bers are receptacles for the wiring and piping of the

and lathed. Ine inside of the cellar is washed with
hydrated lime, rendering It very clean and sanitary. The
piers in the cellar are of 10 x 16 inch Normandin blocks
9 inches high. The ash bin and coal bin in the cellar
are also made of these blocks, while the fruit and potato
room are of Favorite sand cement brick. The founda
tions for the house, including those for the boiler and
grate, rest on 18 inches of grouting, mixed in the propor
tions of Vj and 4. The porch consists of fluted concrete
columns with bases and capitals, there being two styles
of balusters. The square balusters are 11 inches high
and 4 inches square. The work between the floor and
the water table is of Favorite sand cement brick, rock
face. The chimney is of the same brick, rock face and
plain alternating.
The second story of the house is of frame construc

tion, the exterior walls as well as the roof being covered
with cedar shingles, first treated with two coats of
Cabot's satin.
The first story is finished in oak and the second in
Georgia pine. The finish of the bathroom is in maple,
with modern equipment throughout.
The residence here shown was erected in Jackson,
Mich., for Sid. L. Wiltse, secretary of the Cement Ma
chinery Company of that city, maker of the " Norman
din " hollow concrete block machines. The total cost
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of the concrete work is given at $620; excavating and
grading, $60; the carpenter work, tinning and painting,
$2000; the plumbing and heating. $600; the fixtures,
$100, and miscellaneous, $40.
The house is heated by means of a " Model " steam

boiler, made by the Kellogg-Mackay-Cameron Company,
Chicago, and installed by H. S. Millard & Co., Jackson,
Mich. The contractors for all the concrete work were
Wiltse, Peeler & Town, and the contractors for the car
penter work, tinning and painting were Bradt & Lusk,
all of Jackson, Mich.
It may be Interesting to state in this connection that
the excavation was started and the first block made
August 15, 1905, and the residence was completed De
cember 15 of the same year.

3. From a sanitary point of view the fact that the place
cannot be heated without at the same time ventilating it
4. Even distribution of heat.
The seating capacity of this auditorium is 1500. The

apparatus was designed to supply 25 cubic feet of air a
minute per person to 1600 persons, or a total of 40,000
cubic feet of air a minute. It may be mentioned that in
this case 25 cubic feet a minute per person was about
the niaximiun amount of air that could be introduced
without causing drafts and noise, and this by introducing

a large proportion of the air through top inlets. The

Heating and Ventilating a Notable Church
Building.

A great deal has been published in the trade press, as

well as in the daily newspapers, about the new Broadway

Tabernacle, completed not long

since at a cost of about $1,000,-

000, at Broadway and Fifty-
sixth street, New York City.

The structure Is notable by rea

son of the fact that one portion

of it Is ten stories in bight and
that within its walls are five

halls and chapels and 20 as
sembly rooms and parlors. It is
the first New York church of dis
tinctive skyscraper construction,

and not the least interesting fea
ture in connection with it is the
methods employed for heating
and ventilating it. At the recent
meeting of the American Society

of Heating and Ventilating En
gineers, held in New York, C.
Teran read a paper describing

how this was done, and as it
forms a valuable contribution to
what has already appeared in
these columns regarding the no
table building in question, we
present this paper herewith.
The heating and ventilating of
a church auditorium has always
been an interesting problem, for
there are conditions found and
difficulties to overcome in an au
ditorium of this kind that do not
occur in the ordinary building,
such as large glass surfaces,
which are the source of cold
drafts, little floor space for plac
ing radiators, the necessity of
placing radiators near seats,
making these seats undesirable.
In this case there was one diffi
culty to contend with — namely,
that under the auditorium there
is a hall, which had to be left
free of pipes and other objection
able features from an aesthetic point of view; in other
words, there is no cellar in which pipes ami ducts could
be placed. A space between the auditorium and the ceil
ing below was provided for this purpose. This space is
about 3 feet deep, but as it is due to the deptli of the
girders that carry the floor its usefulness for placing
pipes and ducts was limited, as can readily be under
stood.
After carefully considering all these |>oints it was

desired to use the blast system of heating, with mechani
cal exhaust and automatic temperature control for the
auditorium, and direct. radiators controlled by. hand for
the vestibules. The blast system was considered the best
in this particular case for the following reasons : 1. Low
cost of installation. 2. Radiators are done away with.
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entire use of bottom inlets would have been impossible
without causing drafts, or considerably reducing the
amount of air supplied. A three-quarter housed centrif .
ugal fan is used to supply the air. This fan has a bin 5t
wheel 9 feet in diameter by 4V4 feet wide and is drh en
by a direct connected motor. The fan Is calculated^ i to
deliver 40,000 cubic feet of air a minute at 130 rej_ (0iu.
tions per minute.
The heat transmitted through walls, window ^
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was calculated to be 340,000 heat units per hour, with

70 degrees F. difference between the inside and outside
temperatures. Given these conditions, the incoming air
would have to be heated to 78 degrees F. to supply this

loss. This is accomplished by drawing the air through

Foundation.

for this reason the intake was made large, to insure a
low velocity of the air in the immediate outside vicinity.
This opening is fitted with a wire screen and louver
damper. Through this opening the air is directly admit
ted to the filter room. The filter is of the " V " type,
made of galvanized iron, with removable wooden frames
covered with wire and cheesecloth in the usual manner.
The filtering area is proportioned to allow 32 cubic feet
of air a minute to pass through every square foot of
filtering material.
From the filter room the air is induced through the

heating stack into the fan, then discharged by this into
the distributing ducts and flues leading to the auditorium.
The velocity of the air is reduced in the ducts to 1900
feet a minute and in the flues to 900, and finally dis
charged at 600 through the top registers and 200 through

a

Dwelling of Concrete Block and Frame Construction.

a heating stack consisting of ten two-row sections, or
coils, of the miter type. These coils are built in stag
gered rows of 1-inch pipe, and the stack contains 7500
linear feet. Each section has two steam and one return
connection.
The air is taken from a court at the ground level, and

the floor registers. The heat registers are placed from
8 to 12 feet above the main auditorium and gallery floors.
There are also heat registers in the floor in front of the
large windows, and in the step risers of the front gallery.
The air discharged by the registers in front of win
dows is intended to counteract the cold air drafts pro
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duced by these cooling surfaces. A large proportion of
the air is introduced on the same side as the pulpit, so
that its travel is in the same direction as the voice of
the speaker, thus aiding, or at least not interfering with,

the acoustics of the auditorium. The equal distribution
of the air is obtained to a large extent by the location of
the exhaust openings.
Each pew end on the main floor has an opening near

the floor, forming part of the design of the ends of the
pews. These openings arc connected with the space un
derneath the auditorium referred to, which is also used
as an exhaust chamber. The connections between this
chamber and the openings in the pew ends are made by

cast iron hoods, placed against the inside of the pew
ends, and covering both the opening in the pew end and
that in the floor leading to the exhaust chamber. These

hoods are provided with controlling dampers to regulate

the flow of air through them.
The exhaust chamber is connected at one end to a

Blackman exhaust fan G feet in diameter. This fan is

driven by a direct connected motor and discharges into

ing, about 40 degrees P. The rest of the heating stack
is controlled by two thermostats, one placed in the audi
torium and set to operate at 65 degrees F., and the other
in the main warm air duct, also set to operate at 65
degrees F. Both of these thermostats operate the same
set of valves, controlling the inner seven sections of the
beating stack. The thermostat in the duct, however, is
so connected that it can only act when that in the audi
torium has operated to shut off heat, during which period
of time it will maintain the air at the temperature at
which it has been set. By this arrangement the same

View In Dining Room Showing China Closet.— Scale,Vt Inch to
the Foot. Mantel in Sitting Room.— Scale. % Inch to the Foot
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View In Parlor Looking Toward the Main Stairs.—Scale,}4Inch to the Foot.

Dwelling of Concrete Block and Frame Construction.— Miscellaneous Constructive Details.

the open air. It is intended that when this fan is re
volving at 300 revolutions per minute it will exhaust
32,000 cubic feet of air a minute, or 80 per cent of the

amount supplied by the blower.
When the apparatus is started in operation the air

is introduced at as high a temperature as the heater coil

will heat it, until the temperature in the auditorium

has reached the maximum required, then the air is in

troduced tempered only until the temperature in the

auditorium falls below the normal, when the air is again

heated to a higher temperature to supply the loss. This

is accomplished automatically by thermo-pneumatic con
trol, as follows :

Three sections of the heating stack have separate

steam connections and are controlled by a thermostat

placed in the cold air chamber. This thermostat Is set

to operate at a temperature n few degrees above freez-

stack is alternately used as a heating and tempering coil.
In this, as in all other auditoriums, the heating appa

ratus is shut down until a short time before the audience
is admitted. On this account there is a decided advantage

in having the tempering and heating coils combined in
oue, for when heat is turned on the whole stack is active
until the required temperature is attained in the audi
torium. This makes the period of heating up shorter
than it would be if the tempering and heating coils were
separate.

One of the most notable structures contemplated for
lower Broadway, New York City, is the annex to the
Singer Building, which will tower 593 feet above the
street level. This will make it higher than the famous
Philadelphia City Hall, the Cologne Cathedral or the
Washington Monument.
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MATERIALS, METHODS AND TERMS USED IN PLASTERING.

IN
a recently issued volume of proceedings of the On

tario Association of Architects, there appeared a

short chapter devoted to a description of materials, meth

ods, tools and trade definitions used in plastering, the

mutter having been prepared by W. J. Hynes, on behalf
of the Plasterers' Section of the Toronto Builders' Ex

change, and at the request of the Toronto Chapter of the

Ontario Association of Architects. The object in view in

the preparation of the matter was to assist in bringing

into use specifications that shall be more nearly uniform

than those heretofore employed. As much of this matter

is of interest to readers on this side of the
border, we

take pleasure in presenting the following rather copious

extracts, thus affording an opportunity for contrasting

American with Canadian methods and terms in this par

ticular branch of the building industry.

No. 1 Wood Lath consists of white pine, cedar or

spruce, free from large knots or bark, % inch thick, 4

feet long, in widths of 1, 1% and 1% inch, of uniform di

mensions.
No. 2 Wood Lath consists of hemlock, hard pine and

culls from white pine, cedar or spruce, of irregular di

mensions.
Expanded Metal Lath made from sheet steel, cat

and expanded, may be procured either in the naked steel

or painted.
Hayes' Metal Lathing is made from sheet steel

which is perforated, with the points of perforations

turned back to form keys.

For either metal lathing the bearings require to be

not more than 12-inch centers.
Gray Lime from Georgetown, Limehouse and Milton

Is generally used for mortar for the under coats in plas

tering. It should be well burned and used while fresh.
White Lime from Guelph, Gait, Innerkip and other

places is used for the finishing coat. Like the gray lime

it requires to be well burned, and should be made into

lime putty while fresh.
Plaster.—Made from gypsum, requires to be finely

ground and properly calcined. Should be white in color,

and of uniform setting properties.

Sand for lime mortar should be sharp and clean, but

Dot too coarse ; for cement work, coarse sand is best.

Hair should be long winter cattle or goat hair proper
ly saved.
Fibers have been offered as substitutes for hair, but

nothing at present offered answers the purpose.

Nails for wood lathing 1% inches long, of good weight
and head. For expanded metal large headed slater's

nails. For Hayes' lathing heavy lath of good head.
Hair Mortar consists of gray lime properly slacked

and mixed with clean, sharp sand, to which is added suf

ficient hair to hold the material from falling or wasting

through keys of lath work.
Straightening Mortar made same as above with a

greater quantity of sand and one-third the quantity of

hair.
Coarse Stucco, made from gray lime, or white, as de

sired, with clean, coarse sand.
Fine Stucco, made from lime putty or white rock fin

ish, mixed generally 1 of lime to 3 of clean, sharp sand.

Lime Putty', made from white lime slacked with a

surplus of water, run through a fine sieve, and allowed to

stand in vats until fit for use.
Gauging is the term used to describe the admixture

of calcined plaster with mortar or lime putty. The larger

the proportion of plaster used the stronger the work will
be. The same term is used to describe the mixing of ce

ments with mortar, sand, lime or other material.

Portland Cement, gauged with lime mortar, is used
generally for outside work and first coat on lath work, the

proportion varying according to requirements.

Portland Cement Stucco generally used for outside
work and places subject to damp or moisture. When ap

plied on lath, use 1 of Portland, 3 of sand and add 1 of

hair mortar. Second coat, 3 of sand. 1 of Portland, and
finishing coat generally 2 of Portland to 5 of sharp sand.

When used on lathing, metal lath Is to be preferred.

Portland Cement Work is generally conceded to be
the best base coating for Keene's or white cements.
Keene's, Parian, Martin's generally described as

" white cements," were originally patented. The base of

all is gypsum mixed with alum or borax and recalciued
and ground. English Keene's cement is generally made
in three grades—coarse, fine and superfine—the first of a
pink shade and the latter pure white.
For Base Coats Portland cement work is generally

used, but many. manufacturers advocate the use of coarse
Keene's and sand. This method requires that the heads
of all lath nails and exposed metal work be well shel

lacked to avoid rust. For first coat use 2 coarse Keene's,
3 sand. For second coat use 1 of coarse Keene's, 1 sand.
Finish with neat cement.
Patent or Hard Plasters are numerous. The base

of nearly all is calcined plaster mixed with sand, cement,

hair or fiber, and treated with a chemical retarder which
delays setting and allows time for use. They are general
ly good, being machine made of accurate proportions and
furnished at building ready for use with the addition of
water only. To save cost of transportation, some are de
livered ready to use by mixing with sand and water.
Owing to the increased cost of this material, thinner
grounds are used.
Patent or Hard Plasters make only the base or

rough coats. Good stucco or float finish work may' be
done with them, but all depend upon lime putty or white
rock finish for a troweled coat.

Description of Work Done In Plastering.
Rendering is a good coat of hair mortar on brick or
stone walls before lathing.
Back Plastering is lathing and plastering with one

good coat of hair mortar on any frame work which may

be required before regular lathing is done. Back plas
tering, when done between timbers, is a slow and expen
sive process. It is better to lath and plaster the timbers
and restrap lath and plaster, as this method gives com
plete separation of wood work.
Deafening is a body of plastic material laid on boards

fixed between joists of a floor, composed of lime screen
ings and cinder or ashes, or lime and mill shavings, about
2 inches thick. The use of cement In deafening is a detri
ment, as when made hard the deafening properties are do
stroyed.
Wood Lathing should have joints broken every

twelfth lath nailed % inches apart for ceiling work and

t4 inch apart for wall work. Ends butted, no vertical
lath allowed.
Metal Lath should have bearing, not exceeding 12

inches centers nailed on with flat headed nails for eithei
metallic lath or expanded metal, and if finishing coat is
required must be specified " three-coat work," as all metal

lath must receive a scratch coat foundation for straight
ening. Arches, grains or furring for heavy moldings are
best executed with metal lath.
One Coat Work is one good coat of hair, mortar oi

other plaster about % inch thick and floated to an even
surface.
Two Coat Work is one good coat of hair mortal
straightened with a tool called a " darby " and floated
After this coat is dry apply putty coat of white lime and
plaster with sand, if desired. The work cannot be made
more than reasonably straight.
Three Coat Work is one good coat of hair mortal

well scratched. Second coat of straightening mortar laid
plumb and true. After this coat is dry apply coat of
white lime and plaster with a mixture of sand, if desired
and extra well troweled or polished.
Roughcasting is a good coat of hair mortar left from

the "darby," and when dry slapdashed with a mixture
of lime and clean, fine gravel.
Stucco—this term is used to describe plastering work

finished with a wooden tool or float leaving a rough gran

ular finish.
Rough or Two Coat Stucco Work consists of one

coat of hair mortar well scratched and finished with

coarse stucco applied when under coat is dry. straight
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ened with a "darby" and brought to a rough, uniform
surface. This work cannot be expected to be more than
reasonably straight.
Three Coat Stucco or float finish consists of one coat

of hair mortar well scratched with a second coat of
straightening mortar laid plumb and true and finished
with a coat of fine stucco properly floated to uniform
granular surface.
Bastabd Stucco consists of work executed as de

scribed for three coat work with the exception of the last
coat being composed of 2 parts lime putty to 3 of sand
laid true and floated to an even surface; this is then
troweled to a hard surface but the face is not made per
fectly smooth.
Troweled Stucco is same in material and method as
bastard stucco, the difference being that it is troweled
until face is brought to a true smooth surface. In both
bastard and troweled stucco the under coats must be
thoroughly dry ; there being no plaster or cement used
in this work, the success depends upon proper and uni
form suction.
Dubbing Out is the term given for the necessary work

in preparing the uneven surface of rough brick work for
fire proofing to allow of plastering. If done with mortar
it will require that not more than Yi inch be put on at
one time and may take several coatings to bring the work
to the proper surface. By using gauged mortar or hard
plaster the necessary thickness may be applied at one op

eration.
Portland Cement work requires same methods for

stucco work as already described for mortar, the propor
tion of materials being as described in materials near the
beginning of this article.
Troweled Portland Cement requires under coats, as

described above, and is finished with 2 of Portland, 1
of fine, sharp sand, to which is added one-twelfth of fine
lime putty, laid even and troweled to a fine polished sur
face.
Plaster Moldings are formed with gauged mortar

and finished with gauged putty. When weight of mold
ing is not too great the mortar may be dispensed with.
Owing to the danger from settlements and shrinkages
the thickness of these moldings should not exceed 1%
inches in any place. All heavier work requires to be
bracketed.
Plaster Castings are composed of plaster and cast

from molds required by the design or article to be dupli
cated.
Staff Castings are composed principally of plaster

to which fiber or canvas has been added before the plas-
t«r has set. The cost is no greater than for the plaster
castings, and they are much stronger, allowing of very
large work to be made in one piece. These casts may be
sawn and fixed by nailing.
Staff calls for special attention. There is no limit to

its possibilities as a decorative material either in con
junction with run moldings for enriched members or for
the production of moldings with enriched members and
decorative features complete. By its use the entire deco
ration may be prepared while the building is in course of
erection, ready to fix as soon as work is ready to receive
it, in this way saving much valuable time. The manufac
turers carry full stock of such ornaments as are in gen
eral demand, but work to detail requires special models,

for which due time should be allowed. Specifications
should state whether work is to be from stock or special
ly modeled to detail.
Wood Fiber Plaster or other hard plaster may be

specified for any work where mortar is used for interior,

as described in previous clauses. A great saving in time
can be effected by its use, particularly in winter or damp
weather.

Tool* and Termtt.
Scratching is the term used to describe the cross scor

ing of the first coat of mortar to form key for straighten
ing coat or coarse stucco finish.
The Darby is a wooden tool about 3 feet long, 4

Inches wide and % inch thick, with two handles by means
of which the first coat is two coat work, and stucco coat
in two coat stucco is leveled or roughly straightened.
The Float is a wooden tool about 14 inches long, 4
inches wide and % inch thick, used after the

" darby "

and straightening rod to level out the work, also for fin
ishing stucco work.
Grounds for plastering work should be of soft pine

firmly nailed and made true and straight. The thickness
of grounds determines the widths of frames and jambs
and should be considered together. For brick work or
terra cotta the thickness here given Is supposed to be
fixed close to wall ; if unduly packed out to straighten
defective walls a dubbing out coat is necessary.
Two-cootwork In Mmemortar on lath, % inch grounds.
Two-coatwork In limemortar on brick,% Inch grounds.
Threo-coatwork In limemortar on lath, % Inch grounds.
Three-coatwork In limemortaron brick, % inch grounds.
Groundsfor metal lathing, % inch.
Two-coatwork hard jilaster on lath, % Inch grounds.
Two-coatwork hard plaster on brick,% inch grounds.

Gothic Qeometrlcal Planning.

Many architects scout the idea of proportion in Gothic
buildings altogether. They say that it is useless to de
sign the building on paper according to strict geometrical
rules, as the foreshortening in perspective and the differ
ences of planes will destroy the proportions in execution :
but, on the contrary, we know that Greek and Roman
buildings are equally satisfactory in drawing and in exe
cution, says a writer in the Architect and Contract Re
porter. There is no good architecture without good pro
portion, for without proper proportion architecture is
merely indifferent building. All the best buildings of the
best Gothic period, such as Ste. Chapelle, Amiens, and the
cathedral of Lausanne, were designed on certain princi
ples of proportion, and this can be proved by measure
ment. This fact has attracted the attention of many emi
nent architects and writers on architecture. The first to
call attention to it was Cffisar Cesariano, the translator of
" Vitruvius," who proved clearly that Milan Cathedral
was designed on the lines of a combination of squares and
triangles. This idea was developed by Kerrich in a paper
in the nineteenth volume of " Arclweologia," who applied
the form of the vesica piscis to many ancient examples
with great success; to the plans of Bath Abbey Church,
Croyland, Lincoln, Hereford, and other cathedrals and
churches. Hawkins, In his book on " Gothic Architec
ture," published in 1813, recapitulated the evidence in
favor of the system of proportion. Professor Cockerell,
in a paper read at a Winchester meeting of the Archseo-
logical Institute, showed that the vesica gave William of
Wykeham the guiding lines for the plans of his chapels,
but he found that the equilateral triangle did not apply to
the sections of all the chapels. In the Lincoln volume of
the same institute there is a paper by Mr. Penrose on the
" Proportions of Lincoln Cathedral," which he proves to
have been originally designed on the system of squares
called pariquadrats.

But Viollet-le-Due In his essay shows conclusively that
triangles of various forms characterize generally the
buildings of successive periods. In the round arched
styles the rectangle was used ; in Early Pointed, what he
terms the Egyptian one, in which a perpendicular line
drawn from the apex equals two and one-half to four
parts of the base ; in later periods the equilateral tri
angle, together with the Egyptian.

In the church of St. Sernin, at Toulouse—a noble
Romanesque edifice with double aisles, the interior of
which strikes every one who enters it on account of its
fine proportions — he found that on dividing the ground
line into 20 parts 5 of them gave the half width of the
nave, 2 the thickness of the pier, 4 the width of the inner
aisle, 2 the thickness of the second pier, 4 the width of
I lie outer aisle, 2 the thickness of the wall and 1 the pro
jection of the buttress. An Egyptian triangle springing
from the outer base line gives the springing of the vault
of the nave and the abacus of the arches of the aisle, and
an equilateral triangle opening from the center of piers
of the arch meets this in the center of the arch and gives
the bight of the nave arches. In the Ste Chapelle he
shows that two eqnilaterals give the slope of the arch
over the windows ; that another, based on the window sill,
gives the springing of the groining, and that others gov
ern the entire composition internally and externally.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Appliances for Rapid Shingling.

From Fbank G. Odeix, Lincoln, A'eft.— I have been
much interested in the appliances for rapid shingling
Illustrated in your February issue, inasmuch as some of
them are familiar to me from frequent use. I had occa
sion the present week (February 17) to make a practical
test of some of them on a little job of roofing— 6500
shingles to lay on a roof of 9 and 12 pitch, and a storm
coming up. Delay with the tin work kept us off the roof
until 3.15 p. m. Five men with " three-cornered stools "

and one apprentice boy to open and scatter shingles, put
on the 6500 in 2 hours and 30 minutes, sawed off
the ridges and cleaned off the scraps from the roof. The
standing gutter on the roof was used for the first foot
hold, and no other scaffolding was used. This is not un
usually rapid shingling, as there were no real " fast "

men on the job, but on a fair division It averages about
15 hours' work or 433 1-3 shingles per hour (I'm a be
liever in fractional calculations myself), or about 3500
for an eight-hour day. When it is understood that be
cause the tinners were in the way all the six men
were bunched on one side of a 20-foot roof practically all
the time it will appear fairly respectable shingling after
all. Three of the five shinglers could not lay more than
one bundle an hour if their lives depended on it This

Fig. 1.—GaugeFixed toHatchet.

fixed to the hatchet. Fig. 2 shows the gauge in detail,
A being a slotted metal head carrying the gauge rod
B, which is tapered into the head and securely riveted.
This rod passes through a heavy screw eye D, which
screws into the handle of the hatchet. The gauge is se
cured to the hatchet by a heavy set screw C and a small
set screw E in the screw eye D. The projecting shoulders
of the head A form a convenient and accurate stop, which
may be quickly set at any given distance from the head
of the hatchet, thus governing the width of course. The
whole fixture can be removed from the hatchet easily
and occupies practically no chest room. Fig. 3 shows the
manner of using the gauge A, being the last course of
shingles laid, the new course B resting against the head
of the hatchet, which automatically measures the dis
tance.
The writer has been encouraged to market this device,
and arrangements are now under way to manufacture it
In quantities. When such arrangements are complete it
will be noted in the advertising columns of Carpentry
and Building. Meanwhile, if any of the craft care to
go to the trouble of making one of these gauges for In
dividual use, permission is most cheerfully given and no
request at this office will be necessary.

making Concrete Posts.
From H. G. T., Hamilton,Ont. —Will someof the readers
of the paper kindly explain the makeup of a concrete post

Fig. 2.—Detailso£theGauge. Fig. 3.—Manner of Using the Gauge.

Appliances for Rapid Shingling.— Contributed by Frank Q. Odell.

left the other two men hitting close to a 7000 clip to

catch up the 1750 shingles necessary to keep the pace of

2600 per hour.

These were " five to two
" cedar shingles, laid 4%

inches to the weather, no shingles over 8 inches wide and

each one nailed with two 3d galvanized nails. The job

is at 1749 North Twenty-sixth street, Lincoln, Neb., and

if any doubting Thomas insists on further proof of the
facts it can be easily furnished. I may add that only
one man on this roof had a hatchet gauge, the remainder

shingling to line, which is not conducive to speed. .

I hand you herewith sketches illustrating the gauge
used, which is of my own devising and manufacture, and

which I have been vain enough to dub " The Perfect
Shingling Gauge." This device is the culmination of

years of experimenting to meet the objections to other

types. I have used the gauge illustrated by " Western
Builder," but it is easily jarred loose from position owing
to the spring of the wire and the lightness of the lug on

the end. This is very likely to happen in trimming a

shingle, and I have had to repair this gauge frequently
because of this weakness. The drilling of holes in the

hatchet blade for a pin is a hard job and weakens the

blade considerably. The filing of gauge marks on the

hatchet (a common expedient) is a makeshift only. The

requirements call for a gauge easily adjusted, positively

locked in position, of substantial character and not too

heavy. I believe all of these requirements are met in
" The Perfect " gauge.
Referring to the illustrations, Fig. 1 shows the gauge

and what is the best size for it? How should the wire be
fastened thereon? What is the best kind of molds in
which to make the posts? I hope there are a number of
readers sufficiently interested in concrete to take up
this subject and discuss it for the general good.

meaning of the Term "Newel."
From Hee H. See, Brockville, Can.—I notice in the
December issue of the paper that a reader inquired why
" newel " is so called. I would suggest that it originally
meant the post in the center of winding stairs—probably
stone stairs— and that it is derived from " Noyan, stone
of fruit," because it lies in the center.

Average Day's Work tor a Carpenter.
From E. B. C, Milicautee, Wis.— So much has been

said about the amount of work the average carpenter
ought to do in these progressive days that I am tempted
to mention some of the results of my own experience. I
have worked with men who day after day have accom
plished the following work in eight hours:
One man can cut and lay 500 feet of sheathing boards ;
Can cut and lay 250 feet of 4-inch siding and 350 feet
of 0-ineh siding ;
Can cut and lay 800 feet of 6-ineh flooring ;
Three men can cut and nail 3500 feet of different
widths of roof boards ;
One man can cut and lay 2000 shingles ;
Can place In position 750 feet of joists ;
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Can place in position 500 feet of studding ;
Can cut and nail 275 feet of 2-inch flooring and 400
feet of 4-inch.
Of course it must be understood that a carpenter will
turn out far more work if he is left alone than if the
boss stands around and keeps howling at him all day long.
If a carpenter will neglect his work when the boss turns
his back and will try to kill all the time he can when
the boss is not around he should be discharged at once
and a better man put in his place. I do not believe in
standing behind the carpenter and driving him to work,
but my men must turn out the work, as I have no room
for the man who does not come up to his standard. In
the next place I believe in paying the carpenter from 30
to 45 cents per hour, according to his ability. A car
penter who is well paid and receives humane treatment
from his boss will always strive to turn out the most and
best work without being watched. I have made a per-
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Resistance of Brick ^Yall to
" Pull " of Fire Escape Bracket.

sonal study of these phases of human nature and what I
have to say is based on practical experience.

Resistance of Brlek Wall 10 "Pull" wt Fire Escape
Bracket.

From C. H. T., Ohio.—I have at present under con
sideration a case where brackets are designed to project
from the side of a theatre wall to carry a Are escape
balcony, which extends 7 feet 4 inches from a 22-lnch
wall, the brackets being about 2 feet 6 inches deep. They
are to be constructed of iron, with the top member run
ning through the wall. I want the brackets to carry
about 2400 pounds each.
As this bracket cannot be fastened to any floor it

exerts a " pull " and a " thrust " on the brick work, and
I am desirous of estimating in some definite way what
strain a brick wall is capable of resisting from a bracket
of this kind.
Answer. —This bracket is what is called an open canti
lever beam, or a braced cantilever girder. The first step
is to ascertain the pull on the horizontal or top member.
We know that the horizontal strain at any point in a hor
izontal flange of an open cantilever is equal to the load
multiplied by its leverage at that point divided by the
depth of the beam.
Referring to the accompanying diagram and data, it

is seen that the load is 2400 pounds, the leverage is 7 feet
4 Inches, and the depth of the cantilever beam is 2 feet
0 Inches, hence ;

2 feet 6 inches
or the pull which the load of 2400pounds exerts upon the
wall. The thrust of the inclined member of the canti
lever can be determined in the same way as the strain on
the jib of a crane, or it can be done graphically.

In tne diagram A, originally drawn to a scale of 1
inch equals 1 foot, lay off on the load line a b to a scale
of 800 pounds per foot the load of 2400 pounds : draw a c
parallel to or coinciding with a c, and prolong a c in
definitely. From h draw 6 f parallel to a c, and a c and
b f will intersect at <

l,

thus closing the polygon of forces.
If accurately done d g should equal a b. By the same
scale measure a d

,

which will be found to be 7483pounds,
or the thrust against the wall acting along the inclined
member.
Now the forces tending to rupture the wall, or to pro

duce rotation, are the forces exerted by the pull and
thrust' acting together, but they are acting on what must
be considered as a rigid frame. The pull on the
tension member by reason of this rigidity is re
solved into a thrust along the inclined member.
This latter force becomes the resultant of the up
ward reaction of the wall and the tension in the
upper member, so that the real force tending to
produce rotation is concentrated in the thrust upon
the wall.

Now it would be possible to determine where
this force would pass outside of the opposite face
of the wall and thus show the necessity of increas
ing the thickness of the wall in the form of an

abutment, but this method we have not been asked to
consider. To obtain merely the equilibrium of this wall
under the imposed load we must make the moment of the
weight of the wall above the horizontal Joint at which
the strain is taken just equal to the moment of the thrust
exerted by the pressure of 7483 pounds along the axis of
the inclined member. In such a calculation we would
simply have the two opposing forces balancing each other,

but any additional strain or inequality in construction
would either crush the outer edge or cause the wall to
rotate about the edge. To be safe, the axis of rotation
must be referred to an axis within the wall, and its dis
tance from the outer edge should be about one-fourth the
depth of the wall, or in this case 5% inches.

The moment of the thrust is the force itself multi
plied by its lever arm. and measuring this off by the same
scale as the force is drawn, or 1 foot 1% inches, the
moment of the force is equivalent to the expression :

7483 x 1 foot 1JA>inches, and the moment of the wall is

equal to its weight above the joint in question, acting
through the center of gravity of the wall, which in this
case lies in a plane passed through the center of the
depth of the wall and in a vertical direction, multiplied
by its lever arm. The lever arm will be one-half the
depth of the wall, or 0.9167 feet. Putting these two op
posed forces equal, the equation for stability becomes :

7483 x 1.125 = W x 0.9167, in which W, the unknown
quantity, is the weight of the wall above the joint in
question necessary to resist rotation. Upon solving the
equation W is found to be 9183 pounds. A wall 1 foot
long and 22 inches deep at 115 pounds per cubic foot will
weigh 210.45 pounds, hence the hight of the wall neces-

9183

'

sary to produce stability would be 2J045"
= 'i3-5 feet-

This result shows that a 22-inch wall of brick of or
dinary hight would not have sufficient weight to with
stand such a strain. To build a wall 43% feet higher
than the point of application of the strain would as a

general thing be an impracticable solution of the problem.

If such a load must be borne on a bracket of such
length and depth, the safest way would be to prolong the
vertical arm of the bracket downward and make it stiff
enough to bear without flexure the thrust of the inclined
member. The other alternative is to deepen the wall in
the form of an abutment wherever the brackets come
and determine that depth in the usual way for finding
the stability of a buttressed wall which has to support
the thrust of an external load. C. Powell Kabr.
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Shingling Valley* Without Plashlne.

From P. C. D., Fryeburg, Maine.—I notice in the last
number of the paper that " T. B.," Toronto, Can., asked
for a method of shingling valleys without flashings, and
as being of possible interest to this and other corre
spondents I will state the way I do it. Take a 3-inch
board and bevel both edgesto fit the valley. Lay the first
courseto the edgeof the 3-inch board in the valley. Cut the
side valley shingle the same shape as for an open valley.
It will be necessary to pare off the top of the first side val
ley shingles, as at A. Lay the valley shingle B on these
and then lay the double course with the edge beveled so
it will lap on the valley shingle about an inch. The shin
gleswill spring somewhat, but the nails will draw them
down to make a tight job. The rest of the side valley
shingles do not have to be beveled to a thin edge. Next
lay off the lines for the second course and where they
meet the line of the 3-inch board will be the points for
the corners of the 3-inch square valley shingle, C. Now
at half the distance from the bottom of the first shingle
in the valley to the line for the 3-inch shingle lay a 5-
inch shingle D, beveled to 3 inches on the bottom. Lay
the shingle D first, then lay the 3-inch one, C, in its place.
From this it will be seen that two courses are laid in the
valley to every one of the straight courses, and that only
one shingle, B, is laid to start the valley. In doing the

Fig. 1.-—Method Suggestedby " P. C. D."

Shingling Valleys

work I pick out as many 3 and 5 inch shingles as there
are courses to be laid and bevel the 5-inch ones so that
they are 3 inches on the bottom.
This is a method I learned from an old man when I
was a boy. It has almost been lost to the trade, but I
believe it to be the best valley that ever was put in for a
shingle roof.
I want to say that I think " O. M. T," Ocean City,

has made a good suggestion in asking to have answers
to questions censored, for there are a lot of us who do
not know any too much and are likely to get into trouble
in following wrong advice.

From A. C. S., Winchester, Ohio.—I noticed in the
March issue of Carpentry and Building an inquiry from
" T. B.," Toronto, Can., asking for a method of shingling
valleys without the use of metal,, and in reply thereto I
enclose a sketch showing how the work is done. First
take a strip of wood about 4 inches wide and chamfer
the under edges on the outside so that it will lay down
smooth to the sheathing, and nail it in the valley. Take
a shingle about 5 inches wide to start with and lay
lengthwise of the valley, fitting the shingle on each side.
The first course, which is always double, will then start
with the narrow shingle marked B and be carried up the
valley, as shown in the accompanying sketch. Half way
between each course lay a shingle a about 4 inches or 5
inches wide, as the case may require, chamfering under
neath on each side so that the next course will smooth

over it. Continue in this manner to the top of the valley.
Starting from the valley the first shingle of each course
out on the roof is cut with the valley line so as to overlap
the immediate shingle up the valley marked a, and to fit
snug against the narrow ones marked B, as indicated by
the full lines in the sketch. The dotted lines represent
the continuation of the shingle marked a under the roof.
I will say in conclusion that in this section of the

country we always use a strip of metal from 14 inches to
16 inches wide, bent in the center to the angle of the roof,
with the outer edges slightly turned up or over, rather,
say about % inch, to prevent the water from dashing over.
After the tin is in place on the roof we strike a line on
either side from 2 inches to 3 inches from the center of
the valley at the bottom and from 1 inch to 3 inches from
the center at the top, then shingling to these lines, leav
ing an open passage for the water. The valley being a
weak spot on the roof cannot receive too much attention.

tlse of Metal Lath In Dwelling House Construction.
From H. E. T., Willoughby, Ohio.— I wish to inquire
through the medium of your valuable magazine, of which
I am a reader, as to the merits of steel lathing. Is it
satisfactory for dwelling house purposes? Has It any
virtue in deadening sound? We are using wood pulp
plaster in this locality, and a house plastered with it on

Fig. 2.—flan Describedby " A. C. S."

Without Flashing.

wood lath is practically one room so far as sound is con
cerned. I wisli to hear from some one who has had prac
tical experience with metal lath.
Xote.—The extent to which metal lath is being used
at the present day in connection with building construc
tion should provoke a number of replies to the questions
raised by the correspondent above, and we trust no one
will hesitate to express his views.

The Eight Hour Day System.
From E. B. Clabk, Milwaukee, Wis.—Will the editor
kindly make a little room in the columns of Carpentry and
Building and publish the following views on the eight-
hour day system? I personally am in favor of an eight-
hour day throughout the country for carpenters, as I
believe a carpenter can accomplish about as much in
eight hours of conscientious and persistent effort as he
can in nine or ten hours under present conditions. I
Delieve that useful ends of this kind should he attained
by peaceful methods. The shortening of the hours of
carpenters is a vital element in their own personal wel
fare and in the progress of society. It means better
work, better pay, more opportunity for self development
and a higher citizenship. The rule of money must give
way to the rule of manhood. Reasonable leisure is a
fundamental condition of intellectual development. A
carpenter is a skilled mechanic and not a mere machine.
He is a trained man and if he does the best possible
work he must love his profession.
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I am in favor of the eight-hour day because I thor

oughly believe as a general proposition that eight hours
are enough for work in any one, day and it Is but
proper that the carpenter should have sufficient leisure
to improve his mental and physical condition, thereby
evolving a better type of American manhood. A man
may well work more than eight hours if he likes at any
vocation selected by him for his own sake or for some
other reason than economic pressure and under condi
tions which make it possible for him to stop when he
chooses and work in the way he wishes. But for a car
penter under the beck and call of a boss or working
simply to secure the means of livelihood eight hours is
enough.

Crltlelsm of First Prize Benign In $6500 House
Competition.

From C. A. Wagner, Port Jervit, 2V. Y.— I notice in
the April issue the design awarded the first prize in the
competition in $6500 houses, and with the editor's per
mission I will offer a few comments in the way of crit
icism, as it may be the means of drawing out an ex
pression of opinion from others. In the first place, I do
not consider it a good feature to haVfethe workboard or
table in such a place that a person is obliged to stand with
back to the light. This I consider a very bad point. I
could very easily improve the first prize plan as regards
the pantry layout, and would by all means have the work-
table at the window or light ; also would have connect
ing doors to the china closet and do away with the coat
closet in the dining room, placing it in the reception hall.
I would arrange the flues to have a grate in the fireplace.
There are several other points in connection with the
first floor, but I do not want to suggest all of them, as
I would like to have our brother readers tell what they
think. In regard to the second floor plan, I would ar
range to have access to the sewing room direct from the
hall, provide a broom closet, &c.
Now as to materials and the amount required, I would
say that I have only taken a few, but would ask some
of the readers to go over the plans and specifications and
tell me what they think. For a starter, I would ask what
are the sills to be, and are they in the estimate? Porch
floor V/2 inches thick and laid in lead ; list calls for
$17.20 for material, $3.50 for work. I figure 449 square
feet of flooring at $70 equals $31.43, and the work cannot
be done, laid in lead in workmanlike manner, for less
than $12. The nails and white lead are gratis. This
makes a small difference of $22.73 shortage on this item.
The same will hold on different items. Mr. Lindl calls
for 2000 shingles; I say 14,000 at $4.50, which equals
$63, instead of $20, and $35 at the least for work in
place of $8—a shortage of $70, a very small item, as
the nails are gratis, say 75 pounds of 4d.
I could if I had the time tear up this estimate, but
will only mention that we could not in this locality build
the dwelling for the amount or anywhere near $6500.
The item " nails, including sliding door hangers," would
seem nearer the mark if it read $55.
I hope to see my comments in print and that they
will create an opening for other readers who have more
time to give us an itemized bill and real cost, as the dif
ference in prices is about the same all over the country,
and the cost of materials the same as to finished lumber.
I would also refer to the details, which are not numerous,
but only a selected few. Are the balusters to be square
or on what order? In my estimation the first prize de
sign has a poor lot of details for such a costly house.

Mr, Llndl'a Reply.
The above comments were submitted to Mr. Lindl,

author of the design awarded the first prize in the Thirty-
ninth Competition, who furnishes the following reply :

Milwaukee, April 7, 1906.
Referring to the criticism of my design in the April
issue, I would say regarding the workboard in the pan
try that I agree with Mr. Wagner in thinking it would
be more desirable to have It near the window. This, how
ever, would necessitate moving the doors toward the cen

ter of the building, thereby cutting up the space occupied

by the sink and the space for china closet, which under
my arrangement occupies the center of the dining room

wall, presenting a much better appearance than when out
of center.
Regarding the coat closet, it was found impractical

to have it open toward the reception hall, as that par
ticular wall space is occupied by the mantel, which is
treated as a feature. Since it is a gas burning mantel,
the vent pipe marked on the original plan, though not
shown on the reproduction, is all that is required to take
odors away. In place of a direct entrance to the sewing
room, as suggested in the criticism, I considered it more
practical to utilize this space for closet room. The sills
are included under the item on brick, though not sepa
rately mentioned.
While $70 per 1000may be the correct price for porch

flooring at Port Jervis, it does not coincide with the
Milwaukee price, which was quoted to me for a little
more than one-half the price above given, and I venture
to say that a man charging $12 to lay 450 feet of flooring
would find it a difficult task to obtain employment at
that rate in this city. The white lead is furnished by the
painter, and the nails are included in the item for nails,
&c. This makes the supposed shortage dwindle to noth
ing.
Mr. Wagner says I call for 2000 shingles. This is not

true. I refer all readers to the item in question, which
reads thus : " Shingles $20," not " 2000 shingles."
In conclusion, he says he could " tear up this estimate
if he had time." It is not clear whether he means the
one contained in his criticism or the one appearing in the
April issue of Carpentry and Building. At any rate,

comment on this part of his criticism is unnecessary, since
it plainly shows the spirit in which it was written.
A word regarding the reliability of the estimates. The

gentlemen submitting them have, in accordance with the
conditions of the contest, signed certificates binding them
to do the work strictly according to plans and specifica
tions for the figures submitted, in Milwaukee, if called
upon to do so. Furthermore, they have, one and all, car
ried out important contracts under the supervision of the
firm with which I am identified, and know what they are
about. I say that the building illustrated in the April
issue can be built for considerably less than $6387 by
substituting less expensive plumbing fixtures, finish,

painting, glass, &c.
In conclusion, I again refer Mr. Wagner to the con

ditions of the contest, which do not call for numerous
details, but for a good selection of exterior and interior
details, embracing both finish and construction. I have
endeavored to comply with this requirement, and if the
details do not seem clear enough on the reproduction it is
due to the fact that they had to be reduced in order to be
published in the columns of Carpentry and Building.
The balusters are marked turned on front elevation of
original drawing, though not so shown on reproduction.
My critic is certainly entitled to his own view with

regard to the quality of the details, but the gentlemen
comprising the jury on awards seem to have been satis
fied with them, since no comment is offered thereon.

Encouragement to Young Builders.
From A. E. C, Vancouver, B. C.—Under the above

beading there appeared in a recent issue a few remarks
from " AVesternBuilder " expressive of his opinion of what
he terms " simple life in carpentry cut short," and
I must agree with him that he has cut it decidedly short
when he tells of the feats accomplished inlaying shingles.
I quite agree with him, however, that the three-cornered
stool and the hatchet with a pin in It constitute the
best kit to lay shingles speedily, for with practice a man
can lay 5000 and 6000 a day on a straight roof and lay
them properly, but it all takes practice. The average
carpenter, however, will not lay over 3000 on the average
roof in eight hours.
The statements of " Western Builder " suggest some in
teresting calculations. If he lays 3500 in three hours, put
ting two nails in each shingle split and each shingle split -1
inches, he will require 7000 nails. In three hours there
are 10,800seconds, so that he will have to lay a shingle
and drive two nails every one and one-half seconds. Be
sides this lightning movement he must put the shingles on
the roof, keep his mouth filled with nails, move his three
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cornered stool along the roof, and place his shingles in po
sition. In my opinion I regard this as an utter impossibility.
I have been in the building business for over 15 years, and
have handled men of all calibre and under all conditions,
therefore I am judging from practical experience. No
doubt the average carpenter does make a good many short
cuts in carpentry, but a serious cut for the contractor. I
think " Western Builder's " second proposition in regard
to one man shingling his side of the roof faster than
seven men on the other side is a little bit overdrawn.
"Western Builder" does not say how long it took the seven
men to lay the 14,000 shingles, but we will assume that
each man laid 2000 in eight hours, which is a low esti
mate on a straight roof 80 feet long, therefore it would
take the seven men eight hours to lay 14,000shingles. If
the lone man on the other side beat the seven men to the

four rooms on the first floor and an entrance door at
cither end or in the center. The second floor should have
four bed rooms, with two bed rooms, bath and dressing
rooms over the extension. I would also like to have bed
rooms in the attic. The house to be of brick, with a
flat roof.

Roof Plan* for " A. S. W.'s " House,
From F. C. B., St. Thomas, Ont— Inclosed .find a roof

plan, Fig. 1, in answer to the request of " A. S. W.," Bel
mont, W. Va., In a recent issue of the paper, and which
I hope will suit his requirements. I have drawn it as
representing a half pitch roof, because I think the gable
would be too low with a roof of less pitch. In construct
ing the roof I would allow all four hips to run full

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

top by four courses he would have laid his 14,000in seven
and one-half hours, These 14,000 shingles require two

nails to the shingle, or 2S.000nails, and as there are 27,-

000 seconds in seven and one-half hours the man would

be obliged to drive a nail in less than a second, to say

nothing about laying the shingles, and the movements,

such as placing them, getting nails, &c. Instead of tell
ing these feats of rapid shingling I think it much better
to tell how various kinds of work can be done to advan
tage and about how much of it the average carpenter cau
do without being an expert. It seems to me the shingling
question has been pretty well exhausted, and I would like
U<have some of the readers in the States describe how

they hang windows, put in the frames, set sliding doors,

put on the trim of a room or some other work which is

likely to be of practical value to those who are desirous

of learning the business.

House Plans Wanted.
From Cyburo.—Will some of my brother readers of

Carpentry and Builtliny furnish for publication the plan

of a house 44 feet front and 20 feet deep, with an ex

tension in the rear for a kitchen, etc.? There should bo

length to the plate and allow valleys to intersect with
them at the ridge lines of the gables.

From G. S., Niagara Falls, N. Y.— I am sending a
tracing, Fig. 2, representing a plan of roof as requested
by " A. S. W." in a recent issue. The drawing gives him
an idea of how the roof might be built.

From J. W. S. E., Chicago, III.— The plan, Fig. 3,
which I am sending, is intended to meet the requirements
of " A. S. W„" who asked in a recent number of the
paper for something of the sort. The dotted lines indi
cate hips, in case he prefers the roof framed that way,
instead of gables. The plan is for one-half pitch.

From A. G. R.. Hohlerness, .V. H.—The plan shown in
Fig. 4 is submitted in reply to the request of " A. S. W.,"
Belmont, W. Va., in the March issue of the paper.

From W. L. R., Mt. Carmel, III.— I am sending a
sketch, Fig. 5, of roof outlines in answer to the query of
" A. S. W.," who will notice that the plan of the roof
is square, 24 feet 0 inches each side. To frame this roof
I would cut the four hip rafters full length, as indicated
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by the dotted lines, and out the common rafters where
they cross. The correspondent does not say whether the
veranda is to be open balcony roof or shingles, but I
have inferred the latter.
Note.—We also have from " F. A. S.," Dana, Ind., a

solution of the problem similar to that shown in Fig. 2
of the method furnished by " K. L." in the April issue,
with the suggestion that " A. S. W." can frame the roof
with a deck, as indicated in Fig. 1 of the solution in
question.

Relative Cost of Frame and Concrete Ha tidings.
From L, B., Neio Ruchelle. N. Y.—In view of the in

terest which is developing all over the country in con
crete construction, will some of the readers who have had
experience tell me the difference in cost between a flat
building. 30 x 50 feet, constructed by the Hollow Ransome
Twisted Iron System and one of regular frame construc
tion of the same size and built in the best manner?- In
the case of the concrete building the outer wall is to be
4 inches thick, then a 3 or 4 inch space, and then a 2-
inch inner wall, with vertical lugs every 4 feet to con
nect the two walls. The inside partition is to be 2 inches
thick, also using the twisted iron system, and the floor
"is to be 4 inches thick, of the same system. What I want
to know is the difference in cost between two structures
of this kind, exclusive of the interior trim. What is the
difference in cost between a Ransome floor 4 inches thick
and a "Metropolitan" floor the same thickness?

Valne of the Correspondence Department.
From. Hee H. See, Brockville, Ont.— I notice in the

March issue that " O. M. T." Ocean City, N. J., is of the
opinion that the answers to correspondents should be
censored in some manner. Well, Mr. Editor, I cannot
agree with him. I keep a pretty close watch on this
part of the paper and think there are very few7mistakes
which will pass the eagle eyes of the censors that we
already have. I think if we could have a censor of
censors it would do a great deal more good. It may be
taken for granted that when a man takes the time and
trouble, to say nothing of the 2-cent stamp, to answer
an inquiry he is doing it with the hope or idea of
helping some one, and I do not think it is very nice for
some other fellow —who until then has let the original
inquiry go unheeded— to get up and walk all over him.
I think myself that a few lessons from the Earl of
Chesterfield would do most of us a lot of good. Criticism
and correction are sometimes necessary, and when they
are we ought to handle the subject as carefully as pos
sible so as to raise no hard feelings, for it does not pay
to make any man our enemy. In this connection 1
hasten to assure " O. M. T." that this letter is not aimed
in his direction. His communication merely gave me the
opportunity to air my views.
Letters of censure are not so liable to hurt the feelings

of the regular correspondent as they are those of the
beginner, and the newcomer who might perhaps have
blossomed into an interesting writer will just as Iikeiy
be frightened away altogether by too severe a criticism
of his first article. So I would ask our vast army of
censors to form two resolutions when writing letters of
criticism. First, deal as lightly as possible with the
offender ; second, be sure you have some better way of
your own to offer and then offer it. Unless you are able
to do this last do not criticise at all.
If after you follow these rules the other fellow gets

rusty and comes back at you with a lot of east wind, you
have my permission to " jump on him " just as hard as
the editor will allow you.
I have lately been turning over the pages of some back

numbers of the paper and it has been impressed upon
my mind more than ever that the correspondence col
umns are one of the mast valuable features of the paper.
This is because of the great number of little items and
wrinkles that appear in them that one cannot find in
the regular textbooks. That wonderful man Sherlock
Holmes used to say, when speaking of crime, that " there
was nothing new under the sun— that everything had
been done before," and he had a large scrap book filled
with cuttings relating to his business to which he used

to turn for information. What a fine thing it would be
for the carpenter if he could get a similar book of cut
tings relative to his business. What a snap if every
time he came to a knotty problem he could say : " Well,
this thing has been done hundreds of times before. I
will just look it up in the scrapbook." Fine, eh ! But
where is he going to get his cuttings to put in his scrap-
book? Sherlock got his from the daily press, but the
daily press does not publish many of the carpenters'
problems, and whenever they do they get them mixed.
No, sir. The only place of which I know where he can
obtain these cuttings is in the correspondence columns oi
Carpentry and Building.
This being so, my brethren, it is up to all of us to

send every wrinkle or short cut of which we know to the
editor for publication. We often find out little things by
accident that might take the other fellow quite awhile to
figure out for himself, and again tilings that are quite
well known in some parts of the country may be entirely
new in others.
There is just one other thing I should like to men

tion before closing this letter and it is this : I think it
would be a good idea for correspondents who receive
answers to queries to acknowledge them. They might
also state if they found the information of use or, if not,
what they used in its place. How often we see corre
spondents arguing back and forth about something, while
the inquirer is never heard of after the first letter—
never takes the trouble to say which of them is right
or which helped him the most !
Note.—The suggestions contained in the closing para

graphs of our correspondent's letter are most timely and
we trust that those of our readers interested will regard
them as worthy of more than passing attention.

Weatner Hoarding a Circular Tower.
From C. J. M., St. Johns, New Foundland. —With ref

erence to the letter of " R. J. O'B." in the January issue
of the' paper, I would say that if he had a little knowl
edge of boat building, as nearly every man in this coun
try has, he would experience no difficulty in finding the
proper curve of the siding for his circular tower. Here
is an easy method of doing the work, one which any
practical carpenter will readily understand : First with
a straight batten and pencil strike a level line around
the tower at any convenient hight, after which take a
piece of siding of average length, and inside the under
or thick edge of it tack a narrow strip equal in thickness
to the under lap of the siding. Tack this around the
tower above the line, having its ends just touching the
same, then take the distance between the line and the
center of the piece of siding in the compasses, and at
distances of about 0 inches apart, with one point of the
compasses on the line, prick off points along the face of
the piece of siding. Now with a thin batten sweep
around these points and the correspondent will have the
true curve of each piece of siding. To any man with a
knowledge of geometrical drawing this sort of work
com°s quite easy, as it is nothing more than the devel
opment of a cone, as each course of siding on a eireulai
tower is a horizontal section of a cone. If any reader
of Carpentry and Building knows of an easier way to
help the correspondent out of his difficulty I would be
very glad to hear from him.

Some Question* In Hollow Klock Con»tructlon
A nswered.

From L. W. B., Rockville. Ind.— -In reply to " W. L.
P.," Occidental, Cal., whose letter in reference to plaster
ing on cement blocks appeared in the April issue of the
paper, I would say that he can plaster directly on the
blocks without lath. All that is necessary is a thin coat
of brown mortar to straighten his walls and then his
skim coat In the usual manner. His blocks should be
faced with Mi inch of fine sand and cement mixed 1 to 3.
This will tend to prevent the dampness from penetrating
his blocks.
In regard to the steel I-beams, would say that two

beams 4 x 12 inches and 40 pounds to the foot will be
sufficient to carry the load in question if they are securely
bolted together.
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CABINET WORK FOR THE CARPENTER.
THE CONSOLE TABLE.
By Path, D. Otteb.

THE
heating of the residence to-day from some hidden
source, the furnace or boiler, gives little excuse for

the mantel, much less the make believe chimney breast.
This naturally has brought back the console to break the
blank wall space. While at one time or another in its
use it was somewhat of a movable piece classed among
furniture, this was due no doubt to the fact that an elab
orately framed mirror was hung immediately over the
wall or half table, creating an opportunity for the in
coming or outgoing to arrange their hair and wraps in a
manner entirely satisfactory to themselves. Then, too,
the mirrored expanse of glass reflects and apparently
makes double at first impression one's possessions and

of the illustrations. Fig. 1 is visibly portable, while Fig.
2 is constructed In such a manner as to be set flat to the
wall and there fastened, after having cut away the sur-
base for perfect contact with the wall. Both are within
the space of 35 x 87 inches, although this is optional, the
point being that of the proportion shown, or rather to
have a decided mirror surface of an elongated form and
that the top reach to the top of the window cap, thus
forming a close relation with the picture mold- and the
general trim. The two patterns, it is hoped, will repre
sent a modified type which will not disturb the general
plans of a modern room. Fig. 2, we may state, fits a
room more properly than Fig. 1, should the furniture be

Fig. 1.—Portable ConsoleTable. Fig. 2.—Fixed ConsoleTable.

Cahinct Work for the Carpenter.— The Console Table.

their arrangement far more than did the usual small
mirror above the mantel.
The console table, as well as many other furniture
pieces, has been remodeled along the lines of present day
thought, and the mirror and table are joined, having the
form of a fixed wall framing, with a table—or, more
properly speaking, a shelf—supported by consoles, brack
ets, short columns or a paneled base in conformity with
the nature of a surbase and all that is above partaking
of the character of the interior trim.
In considering the building of a console table for the
parlor, reception hall or other room not provided with
mantel or fireplace a little thought should be given to its
most favorable location. Very frequently the wall space
between two side windows is an excellent situation for it
Should there also be a front window to throw light on
the mirror the impression of much more light and
brightness will then be conveyed. The home should be a
reflection of the occupants. Many a remark is made:
" Jones' house Is always cheerful and cozy ; I like to go
there." Why? No doubt Jones gave some thought to the
proper places for windows to let the good light and air
do what nothing else ever did in place of It.
Two drawings of consoles are offered in Figs. 1 and 2

all of a smooth, highly finished character. The design
shown in Fig. 1 partakes more of the nature of the pre
vailing trend of the modern style. In Fig. 1, as well as
in Fig. 2, the stiles reach to the floor and the framed
panel under the shelf is set in by dowels as would be a
rail. A careful selection of grain is an important feature
in the paneling as well as in the upper portions. The
lower shelf in Fig. 1 affords a place for a much prized
urn or other object of art, while one of the many hand
some clocks to be had may with propriety be placed on
the shelf before the mirror.
Rooms not supplied with overhead lights make it de

sirable to provide side candle sconces for ornament and
for festive occasions. The treatment of the top rail Is
offered as the nearest approach within the range of the
carpenter short of carving, which generally finds a place
on such a surface. The panel consists of %-inch back
ground, upon which is glued i^-inch fret work panel, as
suggested. This in turn may be worked upon to all ap
pearances like carving by rounding off the edges and
making clear the scrolls, at the same time treating the
design as interlacing straps, then in the after finish leav
ing the background a dull finish.
To the person executing such a console the mirror
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will be the main item of cost, but will be small in com
parison to the value of the piece completed. Herein the

craftsman has the advantage of surrounding himself with
many objects at very little cost when the labor is not
reckoned. The plate glass in the pattern shown is 28 x 56
Inches, with beveled edges. Instead of inserting this
within a rabbet provided for it from the back, a rabbet is
cut on the stiles and top rail and filled in with %-inch
lining, after which the console is completed and finished.
The glass is inserted from the front and set against the
lining, and a neat, small molding is then pressed along the
edge and securely bradded. This, it may be remarked,

should previously be finished.
The proportions and finish given in the pattern shown
in Fig. 1'will properly apply to Fig. 2. The bracket or
console supports consist of a 2-inch center, with ^-inch
scroll pieces glued to each edge and finished smooth on
the front. The shelf has a slight ogee front edge. In
making the stilted round to the top a felloe joint should
be made, as a lap joint in the after rounding would not
look as well. It will be noted that the inner edges of the
stiles will require adding to somewhat below the joint in
order to secure the finished arched line. The final round
ing and smoothing over this joint should of course be
done after the frame has been fitted perfectly and glued
up tight : then, and only then, can be secured that com
plete " oneness " of line and surface which is embodied

be found serviceable to go in a certain corner. The ar

rangement for the top is the same as shown in the plan,

compartments being built around a 21A-inch square post

and the sides set in 1%-irich square blocks with cham

fered edges. A dull oil finish will be found most satis
factory to apply to this character of furniture.

Commencement Exercises of the New York
Trade School.

The twenty-fifth annual commencement exercises of
the New York Trade School. First avenue and Sixty-
seventh street, New York City, were held in the audi
torium Friday evening, April C, in the presence of more
than 1000 students and their friends. A number of prom
inent tradesmen and trustees of the school occupied seats
on the rostrum when the president, R. Fulton Cutting,

addressed the audience. He expressed gratification at
the excellent work of the students, but disappointment
over the fact that it had been necessary to turn away
some 200 or 300 young men owing to lack of facilities.
He made this fact the statement that the Institution was
in need of more endowment In order to do the work be
ing forced upon it by the American boys who want a
chance to learn a trade. After giving the young men
some timely advice, pointing the way to success in life,
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Fig. 3.—Umbrella Stand for Large Family.

Cabinet Work for the Carpenter.—The Console Tabic.

o ^

Fig. i.—X Small Umbrella Stand.

in good furniture. The projected scroll ends may be an
after application.
The Umbrella Stand. — It is an old saying that " all

things come to him who waits," but many acquire
" things " after they have secured the purchasing power.
The handy man's wife acquires many articles after pa
tient waiting on her husband's ability to " just get around
to it." The umbrella stand, while not of vital importance,
Is not the least of many articles that some clay we will
get around to having. Meanwhile in the more pioneer
days of home building the corner of the wall in the hall
supported the umbrellas at various unsightly angles. For
the large family the pattern shown in Fig. 3 will fulfill
all requirements. The perforated center adjoining the
middle post Is cut from one length of board and the edges
doweled and glued to each side of the post and flush with
the front face. To the outer edges Is secured the back
part, as shown, entering the block corner seen in the side
and front views. Before the divisions are placed a
inch batten should span the back part across the front
of the post and between the back corner blocks, being
glued and firmly secured to each piece by brads. This
will insure greater strength for the four-part back. The
bottom of the base is floored and may be zinc lined, or
the bottom may have grooves running to the center hole,
in which a pan is placed to receive the water that may
drip from the umbrellas. Inasmuch as umbrellas proper
ly cared for should be opened out to dry, pans in the
homes are hardly needed. Fig. 3 is planned for four
compartments, but i(s entire length may be shortened for
three openings if desired. For a small stand Fig. 4 will

President Cutting introduced T. A. Hill, president of the
Manhattan Branch of the Master Plumbers' Association,
who spoke directly to those engaged in acquiring a knowl
edge of that particular branch.
At the close of Mr. Hill's remarks. President Cutting

announced that the certificates would be given to the
graduates by T. S. Cochrane, Jr., secretary of the New
York Master Plumbers' Association, and John H. Mc-
Cullagl), from the General Society of Mechanics and
Tradesmen. The gold medal donated by the Master Steam
Fitters' Association was awarded to G. A. Doruheim of
New York City.
The speaker at the close of the exercises was Prof.

Franklin H. Giddings of Columbia University, who re
ferred, among other things, to the " true man and the
honest man as the one doing his work honestly, faith
fully and truly." That character, he said, which lays
brick straight and true to the line and makes the tight
joint is needed, and such men can be depended on in all
life work. Every skillful, honest craftsman may rightly
say as the result of his schooling, " I am of more value
as a citizen and of more value as an American." One
of the important questions of the times and one which
confronts the rising generation is. What shall be the
relation between labor and employer— unions and the
" open shop," or the system characteristic of our social
life.
The list of graduates numbered 12 in the class in
carpentry, 12 In bricklaying, 3 in plastering, 22 in cor
nice work, 100 in plumbing and 23 in steam and hot
water fitting.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

ADVICES
received from various parts of the country

indicate that the inclement weather of March had a
more or less retarding influence upon building operations
generally. Taking a series of cities, the number showing a
decrease in operations as compared with a year ago at this
season is fully as great as the number showing an increase,
with the net result a slight decline for the month. Were it
not for the fact that in one or two small places the per
centage of increase over last year was unusually large the
net decline in building operations for the month would be
very appreciable. A noticeable feature of the situation on
the Pacific Slope is the number of large buildings which are
under way or projected, and which in the case of San Fran
cisco are more numerous than at any previous time in the
history of the city. In fact, in many centers there appears
to be a strong tendency toward the erection of an increased
number of large buildings, which is in striking contrast to
conditions which prevailed last year. As regards the labor
situation there is nothing on the surface to indicate any
serious interruption to building operations, and the feeling
quite generally prevails that the seasonnow opening will be
highly satisfactory in all respects.

Atlanta, Ga.
The season is opening with exceedingly bright prospects

and judging from the figures compiled in the office of Build
ing Inspector Frank A. Pittman, mechanics in all branches
will be kept busy. The value of the improvementsfor which
permits are issued continues to show an increase over the
same period last year. For example, the value of building
operations for March, 1906, is placed at $521,938,while in
March of last year the figures were $368,507.
Reviewing the first quarter of the current year, the

figures are no less striking than those for March, and show
an increase over the corresponding period of 1905 of nearly
$500,000. In January of this year the value ef the contem
plated improvements was $300,808, as against $143,715 in
1905. For February of the current year the value was
$301,249, as against $130,858, and for March as already
stated. The total for the first quarter of 1906 is $1,123,995,
as against $637,080 in the first quarter of 1905. These
figures prove in a most conclusive manner that the people
are building homes, factories, hotels and other structures,
and indicate a steady growth of the city.

Boston, Mass.
We have received from William H. Sayward, secretary,
a copy of the year book just issued by the Master Builders'
Association of Boston for 1906. It is a work of 120 pages,
bound in Russia leather covers, with gold side title, of a size
which renders it convenient to carry in the pocket. The in
formation contained within its covers is of special interest
and value to members of similar associations all over the
country, relating as it does to the origin of the Master
Builders' Association of Boston, the charter, preamble to by
laws, architects' privileges, the uniform contract, forms of
estimate for general contractors' and subcontractors' use,
the code of practice, rights of the lowest bidder, labor issues,
form of arbitration, programme in labor issues, court de
cisions, &c. The illustrations consist of exterior and in
terior views of the building occupied by the association in
Devonshire street. There is a list of the Board of Manage
ment of the association, the standing committees for 1906
and the days of the regular meetingsof the corporation, to
gether with the names of past officers and an alphabetical
list of the members,as well as a list of membersby trades.

Chlcacro, III.
The touch of winter weather which was experienced in
March seriously interfered with building operations in the
city, so that it is not strange that the figures of the Build
ing Department should show a falling off as comparedwith
1905. There was not only an interruption in actual con
struction, but it also caused prospective builders to hold off
to such an extent as to be reflectedin the officesof the archi
tects. Notwithstanding the inclement weather, however,
therewere 926 permits issued for improvements, estimated
to cost $4,267,650,as against 665 permits for building im
provements,estimated to cost $6,116,655, in March of last
year.
The nineteenth annual exhibition of the Chicago Archi
tectural Club, which closed on April 18, afforded opportu
nity for an inspection of a large number of studies, including
amongothers hospitals, school buildings, apartment houses,
private dwellings, &c.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The building situation in and about the city at the
presenttime is a great improvement upon that which has
existedfor a long time past at this particular season. The

various wage scales of the unions in the building trades
have always terminated on April 1, and the attempt to
adjust new scales has sometimesdeveloped friction, result
ing in strikes. Last year April 1 found the members of
seven unions connected with the building trades out on
strike, principal among which may be mentioned the car-*
penters, bricklayers, gravel roofers, slate roofers, tin roofers
and tile layers. The carpenters' strike is still on, but most
of the membersof the union are at work. On April 1 the
Carpenter Contractors' Association advanced wages volun
tarily 2% cents an hour. At present there is no trouble in
sight and it would appear that the spring of 1906 will be a
quiet one in Cleveland, so far as union troubles are con
cerned.
It is interesting to note that the conditions indicated

above are being reflected in an increased number of pro
jected improvements, the value of which shows a large per
centageof excessas comparedwith a year ago. During the
month of March 564 permits were taken out, covering
building projects valued at $1,235,000,while in the same
month of last year there were 534 permits taken out for
building improvements,involving an outlay of $858,065.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
The members of the Grand Rapids Building and Con
tractors' Association held their first annual banquet at the
Hotel Pantlind on the evening of March 22. The gathering
was of an entirely social character, and after the good things
provided to eat and drink had been fully considered several
of the members responded to toasts, the master of cere
monies being Charles A. Hauser.
The officersof the association electedat the meetingare :
President, P. C. Campbell ; vice-president, Edwin Owens ;
secretary, Harry Hoskens, and treasurer, Paul Richens.
During the evening music was furnished by Hill's Con

cert Orchestra, and the affair was so enjoyable in every way
that the association voted to hold themmore frequently here
after than once a year.

Los Angeles, Cal.
With the opening of spring building began in Los An

geleswith a rush, and by the end of the month the improve
ments undertaken had amounted to nearly double the value
of those undertaken during the month preceding, and to
almost double the value of those for March, 1905. During
March there were issued a total of 927 building permits for
improvements, valued at $2,165,307, as compared with a
total valuation of $1,082,875for February. During March
last year there were 762 permits, aggregating $1,176,163in
value, and for March, 1904, 578 permits, aggregating $951,-
029. Among the permits issued during the month were two
for reinforced concrete buildings, valued at $185,000; one
for a seven-story brick building, valued at $250,000, and
one for a six-story brick building, valued at $100,000.
The outlook is for a very active season, with a larger
proportion of heavy construction than was the case during
1905. There is also a good demand for the better class of
residences in the 1% and 2 story classes. A large amount
of building of a public or semipublic nature is planned for
the year. The labor situation is satisfactory. Building ma
terials are high, though no large advances are reported.
With the exceptionof cementall materials are in fair supply.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Building figures for Minneapolis for the first quarter of
the present year show a marked increase over the corre
sponding quarter for 1905. The total value of the 701 per
mits issued during the first three months of this year
amounts to $1,686,425,as comparedwith $1,502,635for the
corresponding three months of last year. The figures for
March, however, show a falling off as comparedwith those
for the same month a year ago, being $459,155 and $866,-
922, respectively. The outlook for building and construction
work in Minneapolis during the coming season is set down
by the oldest architects and builders here as the best in the
history of the city. According to a forecast recently pre
pared by the Minneapolis Tribune, the total figures of all
buildings to cost $50,000 or upward that are projected this
year will equal the entire building total for last year. The
force of this statement will be seen when it is remembered
that last year, as in most other years in the immediatepast,
the total for the above class of buildings never exceeded40
per cent, of the entire building total for the year.
The fact is, the number of large buildings projected for
the coming year is enormously in excess of anything ever
heretofore known in the city's history. Included in the list
of what for convenienceare termed " large " buildings are
structures of nearly every type to be found in a large city,
from a first-class hotel to an " institutional " church, and
from a club house to a modern warehouseand freight depot.
The district that will be the sceneof the most building dur
ing the coming year will undoubtedly be what is known as
the North Minneapolis wholesale district, which embraces
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that section of the city lying between Tenth avenue north,
Tenth street north, Hennepin avenue and the river. At the
same time the number of buildings that are projected for the
district lying betweenHennepin avenue,Tenth avenuesouth,
Tenth street south and the river, is so great that the name
of the South Minneapolis wholesale district has been coined
to designate that section of the city.
In the North Minneapolis wholesale district a count of

the large buildings that are now under consideration shows
that no less than a dozen warehouses and wholesale build
ings are likely to be put up in that section within the next
twelvemonth, at a cost ranging from $50,000 to $200,000
each.
In the South Minneapolis wholesale district the build

ings that are planned, to cost between$50,000and $150,000,
are the J. I. Case Company's warehouse, the McQuaid Com
pany's wholesale building, the Kellogg, Mackay & Cameron
building, the ." Soo " freight depot, the Wisconsin Central
warehouse, the Smith & Zimmer building, the Washburn-
Crosby warehouse, the New England Carpet & Furniture
Company's building and the Manchester Bank building.
Among the buildings for other than business purposes
that are to be erected in the city this year are an unusual
number of churches, that will cost upwards of $50,000 each.

New York City.
The amount of building which is in progress as the sea

son opens compares very favorably with last year, for while
the number of permits issued for the first quarter is prac
tically the same as in the corresponding period of 1905 the
estimated value of the improvements shows a gratifying in
crease, thus indicating a somewhatbetter class of structures.
While this applies to the Boroughs of Manhattan and the
Bronx, the figures for Brooklyn are practically unchanged
from last year. As, however, an unusual amount of work
was done at that time, the present showing is highly grati
fying.
The friction with the Housesmiths' and Bridgemen's
Union has not been finally adjusted and there seems to be
an undercurrent of feeling that a crisis will be reached on
May 1, when the building season is regarded as being of
ficially opened.
At the meeting of the Building Trades Employers' Asso
ciation, held April 10, Isaac A. Hopper, formerly superin
tendent of the Department of Buildings of the Borough of
Manhattan, was unanimously electedpresident; Benjamin B.
Traitel was chosen first vice-president; Ross P. Tucker
second vice-president; Paul Starrett treasurer, and Lewis
Harding was selected as chairman for the Board of Gov
ernors.
The annual meeting of the Association of Dealers in
Masons Building Materials was held at the association
rooms, 18 Broadway, on March 15, and was precededby a
luncheon served by Delmonico. Reports were received and
the regular ticket was unanimously elected,as follows : Presi
dent, Francis N. Howland ; vice-president, John A. Phil-
brick ; treasurer, Nathan Peck.

Newark, Ohio.
The leading builders, contractors and others allied with
the building business recently held a meeting in the court
house and reorganized the Builders' Exchange. Various
matters of interest were discussed and officers and trustees
for the ensuing year were electedas follows :
President, P. S. Phillips ; vice-president, B. B. Jones ;

secretary, H. A. Bailey, and treasurer, E. W. Crayton.
The trustees are James Linn, B. B. Jones and David

Taylor.

Norfolk. Va.
The Master Builders' Association of Norfolk held a
meeting on the evening of March 30, when the following of
ficers and directors were chosen for the ensuing year :
President, C. R. Parlett ; first vice-president, George T.
Banks ; second vice-president, C. H. East ; secretary, A.
Christe, and treasurer, E. J. Myers.
The directors consist of I. B. Betts, Jr., W. T. Gregory,

Z. B. Capps, S. G. Williams and the officers.
At a regular meeting held the first week in April the

association unanimously adopted the following resolutions :" That on and after April 7, 1906, a minimum rate of 38
cents per hour, and a maximum rate of 44 cents per hour, be
given to carpenters, but that the so-called card system of the
union will not be recognized, the contractors reserving the
right to employ a man strictly on his own individual merits
as a mechanic and a workman, regardless as to whether he
does or does not belong to the union."

Philadelphia, Pa.
The building of a large number of dwellings, both of the

two and three story types, continues to be the leading feature
in the building trades. Operation work is being conducted
on a very large scale, in somecases upward of 100 dwelling
houses being included in one contract, while those covering
10, 20, or even 30 houses in one operation have been quite
numerous.
Statistics from the Bureau of Building Inspection show

that 870 permits for 2,034 operations, at an estimated cost

of $5,132,545,were taken out during the month of March,
exceedingthe previous month by 331 permits, and estimated
cost by $2,068,525.
During the first three months of the present year per
mits have been taken out authorizing an expenditure of
$9,934,585,exceedingthat of the sameperiod during 1906 by
$1,419,605.
Permits taken out during March for two, three and four

story dwellings numbered261, to be erectedat an estimated
cost of $3,621,650. The increase in this field alone, over the
month of February, aggregated $1,531,350. Statistics also
show that the cost of building has materially increased, the
cost of construction work having advancedabout 40 per cent,
during the past ten years. In 1896 the approximate cost
of a two-story dwelling was $1500, but owing to increased
cost of materials and advances in wages to mechanics and
laborers in the trade the cost has been gradually increased
from year to year, the averagecost during 1906 being $2029.
In addition to the large number of permits taken for dwel
lings during the month of February there has been some
increasedactivity in other building lines, work being started
on 30 manufacturing plants and warehouses, at a cost of
over $500,000; several churches, at a cost of nearly $200,-
000, and an apartment house costing $120,000.
Weather conditions during March were less favorable

for outside work than in any month during the past winter.
A large volume of work was started, however, and the
present activity of the trade is believed to be unprecedented.
With the vast amount of work now under way a continuous
active condition of the trade is assured for many months.
Builders' materials are in excellent demand and in many
cases deliveries very hard to obtain. The labor situation
is good, there being no difficulties of any moment in sight
at the present time. Mechanics are well occupied and
skilled labor is scarce in many of the different branches of
the trade.
Among some of the prominent building operations re

cently started was one by Erick A. Anderson for 65 two-
story dwellings and three two-story stores and dwellings, the
estimated cost being $103,200. These are to be located in
the southern section of the city.
John M. Whelan is about to begin work on an operation

covering 33 two-story houses,15 x 38 feet each, in the north
eastern portion of the city. These will be erected at a cost
of about $50,000.
Edward F. Gorman will erect37 two-story brick andstone

dwellings at Fiftieth and Westminster avenue, each 14 x 36
feet, involving a cost of about $90,000.
Joseph C. Allen has started work on an operation in the

vicinity of Sixtieth and Catherine streets,West Philadelphia,
including 46 two-story houses, four two-story stores and
dwellings, and four three-story stores and dwellings, to cost,
it is estimated, nearly $150,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The disagreeableweather which was experienced during
the month of March appears to have had little if any effect
on contemplated building improvements in the city, for ac
cording to the report of Superintendent S. A. Dies of the
Bureau of Building Inspection, there were 349 permits is
sued for new buildings, estimated to cost $1,124,918. These
figures compare with 330 permits issued in March of last
year for building improvements, estimated to cost $468,238.
The first three months of this year have shown a large

increase in the matter of building operations, as compared
with the same months last year, the value of improvements
being $2,908,129,as against $1,464,378for the same time in
1905. The general outlook for spring business in all
branches of the building trades seem to be in satisfactory
shape for making 1906 a prosperous year. The labor
troubles that have been experienced for several years past
have not made themselvesapparent so far this year, with
the possible exception of the carpenters in the Allegheny
district, who have asked for an increase of 50 cents per day.
It is the general opinion that an agreement satisfactory to
both the Master Builders' Association and the workmen will
be arranged without trouble.
The estimated cost of buildings that are under course of

construction and for which plans have been completed has
been placed at $15,000,000. The amount covers the cost of
office buildings, stores, churches, clubs and residences in
Pittsburgh and towns adjacent, including the following office
buildings: The Berger Building, the Union National Bank
Building and the Commonwealth Bank Building, all on
Fourth avenue; the First National Bank Building on Fifth
avenue, and the proposed building to be located at Diamond
and Wood streets, which is to be built by H. C. Frick, the
plans for which are said to be for a building 26 stories in
hight and which will cost not less than $2,500,000.

Portland, Ore.
The improvement in weather conditions has opened the
way for a large amount of building, and during the last half
of March the volume of new work undertaken was unusually
large. So far most of the new work consists of residence
building, though several large structures have been started.
Builders report that the labor situation is satisfactory and
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that unless a shortage of cement or other building materials
interferes, the building record for the coming summer will
be large.

San Francisco, Cal.
The present outlook is for one of the greatest building
years ever known in San Francisco. The months of Feb
ruary and March were marked by almost continual rains,
which retarded the commencingof new buildings, but there
is a great deal of work in progress nevertheless, and the
architects' offices are busy completing plans and making
estimates for proposed structures. There are more large
steel frame buildings in course of erection than at any
previous time in the city's history. Almost every variety of
structure is included in the list of buildings under construc
tion and projected, from IS-story office buildings, hotels,
warehouses, hospitals, theaters and apartment houses, to
churches and palatial residences in the suburbs.
Work has commenced on the foundations of the new

Custom House, which will be erected by Thomas Butler,
contractor, for $1,194,000,not including the interior finish.
Another movement has been inaugurated by prominent citi
zens for the construction of a grand opera house on a scale
of magnificenceworthy of the present commercial importance
of San Francisco and its prospectively great population in
the not far distant future. The fact that over $100,000ad
vance sales have been made for seats for the Conried opera
season of 16 performances indicates that a large modern
opera house would pay in this city, which is well supplied
with theaters at present. One thing that is lacking here,
however, is a modern railroad passenger station for the ac
commodation of thousands of persons going and coming on
the coast lines of the principal trans-continental railroad
entering the city. The greater part of the passenger traffic
at present goes via the ferries to the train sheds across the
bay, and the State Harbor Commissioners have erected a
magnificent and spacious ferry depot that is a credit to the
city. The railroad company has as yet erected nothing in
the way of a passengerstation that would be a credit to a
town of 10,000 population. The Western Pacific Railroad
is expected to have its new line completed in three years,
when something more pretentious in the way of a station
may be expected, but there is little prospect of a modern
union depot.
Building materials are in only fairly good supply. Fir

lumber is scarce and the stocks in the yards are broken, not
having been replenished since the period of winter dullness.
Retail prices have advanced$2 a thousand, and there is quite
a possibility of a shortage of lumber if the present building
prospects are realized. The enormousdemand for fir lumber
in the Bast keeps the mill owners busy supplying the car
trade, and they are somewhat indifferent to cargo shipments
to the lower priced California markets. Common brick can
easily be supplied for all building requirements at moderate
prices. Pressed brick are in greater demand at good prices,
and there is a fair supply, as a number of the newer plants
run all the year, while the older soft mud plants are still
shut down for the rainy season. Sand brick are gaining in
favor, although only two or three of the plants that have
been erected for their manufacture are now in operation.
Structural steel is in better supply, and it is possible that
the vexatious delays in delivery last year will not be repeated
this season. The cement famine continues, and foundation
work will be expensive this year, and contractors are for
tunate who have ordered far ahead. Sales of real estate in
the city during the past few months have beenphenomenally
large, and many of the new owners will proceed to erect
large buildings on the properties. The March transactions
amounted to about $10,000,000.
The Orpheum Theater property on O'Farrell street has
been sold for $500,000. and a new 12-story theater and
business block will replace the present 2-story structure.
President Myerfeld of the Orpheum says that the new
structure will be similar in its arrangements to the Orpheum
Building in Chicago, which is 20 stories high. The new
building will be absolutely fireproof and will probably cost
about $800,000. There will be an alleyway all around the
building, and1the theater entrance, with a large vestibule,
will be on the east front of the lot. The O'Farrell street
front will be devoted to stores and offices.
Claus Spreckels is preparing to erect another large

structure on Third street, extending to within 25 feet of his
present tall building at the southwest corner of Third and
Market streets. A fireproof building of stone 14 stories in
hight is in contemplation. The lot has a frontage of 75 feet
on Third street and 95 feet on Stevenson street.
George Heazelton, who recently purchased the lot 30 x

TTVi feet at the intersection of Market and Bush and Bat
tery streets, will erect a 12-story fireproof building of brick
and terra cotta on the property.

San Jose, Cal.
The members of the Builders' Exchange held their first
annual banquet on the ev-ning of Tuesday, February 27,
with representatives present from the leading branches of
the building and allied industries. During the eveningmusic
was furnished by Brohaska's orchestra. The toastmaster of

the evening was G. W. Borchers, who in his opening ad
dress stated that the aim was to induce membersto take an
interest in the meetings of the exchange, which existed for
the benefit of every individual member and for good of all.
J. H. Lawrence spoke in the interests of the exchange, sug
gesting the discussion at the various meetings of public im
provements in municipal affairs and pointing out the great
importance of the need of organization among contractors
and builders. He referred to the problems requiring the
best wisdom of the men who had the best interests of the
city at heart, and he asked where there could be found men
better fitted to handle these practical problems of the day
than in the ranks of those who construct the buildings. The
next speaker introduced by Toastmaster Borchers was R.
Herring of San Francisco. He told of the work of organi
zation in that city and impressedupon the membersthe idea
that there was nothing like organization, and told of the obli
gations of membershipjn an exchange. Another speaker was
William Binder of San JosC, who spoke from the standpoint
of the architect. Secretary Wilson of the San Francisco
Exchange spoke on the general benefits of organization, il
lustrating his remarks with many apt anecdotes.

Worcester, Mass.
The membersof the Builders' Exchange held their eigh
teenth annual banquet in the State Mutual Restaurant on
the evening of March 21, there being present about 130 mem
bers and guests. The tables were decorated with roses and
carnations and the music was rendered by the Infantry
Orchestra. D. C. Fiske was master of ceremonies,and after
the menu provided had beenproperly considered the speakers
of the evening were introduced. The first of these was E. J.
Cross, president of the exchange,who stated that there had
never beena time in its history when a better feeling existed
among the members as well as between employers and em
ployees. He expressedthe opinion that there was probably
not another city in the country the size of Worcester which
has had so little friction between the employersof labor and
their men, and he believed it chiefly due to the organization
of the Builders' Exchange and the interest the memberstook
in maintaining friendly relations among themselvesand with
the men who worked for them. Mr. Cross was followed by
Mayor J. T. Duggan, who briefly expressedhis pleasure at
being present on that occasion.
When the speaking had been concluded there was an en
tertainment of a vaudeville character, many of the numbers
provoking a great deal of laughter, especially when the jokes
were on the members.
The Committee of Arrangement consisted of George W.
Carr, H. C. Wilson, B. F. Marsh and R. C. Cleveland.

Spokane, Wash.
The present is evidently to be a year of large things

among contractors and builders, for it is conservatively esti
mated that the work to be done will amount to $6,000,000,
and may reach $10,000,000. This year there will be many
buildings erectedwhich will cost over $100,000. The United
States Government will probably commencethe erection of
its $500,000 building, on a site for which $100,000 already
has been paid. Ex-Senator George Turner has the founda
tion laid and part of the steel work in for an eight-story
officebuilding, which will cost $300,000. The State of Wash
ington is putting up an $85,000armory building, which will
seat 4000 people, and will be used for bringing national con
ventions to Spokane. August Paulson, one of the newly
made millionaires of the Hercules group of capitalists, will
put up a building at Monroe street and Riverside avenue,
which probably will be eight stories high.
Frank P. Hogan is having plans drawn by Cutter &

Malmgrem, for a five-story brick building, 101 x 155 feet, to
be erected on the southeast corner of First avenue and
Madison street. It is to be fitted up in fine style, will have
probably the largest elevator in the city and will be partly
occupied by the Blair business college. Thomas L. Green-
ough will erect a four-story building, 150 x 150 feet in size
and costing $200,000, which will be occupied entirely as a
department store by Kemp & Hebert, who have been in the
dry goods and boot and shoe business for several years in
this city.
The value of building permits issued during the first

three months of the present year is as follows :
January $105,355
February 322,776
March 479,175
Not one building material needed is lacking in this city,

for within easy reach are found fine limestone and granite,
and a short distance away, in Stevens county, are fine Onyx
and marble deposits. Spokane people are using these ex
tensively in their public buildings. Lumber is cheaper in
Spokane than in many cities, and there is a great variety
from which to choose. The clay deposits make as fine brick
as is found anywhere. Red predominates, but there are
many buildings made of cream and buff colored brick.

Tacoma, Wash.
During the month of March the building activity in
Tacoma exceededall previous records. Building operations
for the mouth approximated #400,000,as compared with a
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little less than $250,000 for the best previous month—that
of March, 1905. During the month architects and builders
were rushed, and in some casesa scarcity of labor developed.
Aside from a threatened shortage of labor to meet the un
usual demand and a scarcity of cement, everything looks
propitious for an active year. A gooddeal of heavy building
has already been undertaken and plans are under way for a
number of others. During March five large structures, each
averaging over $50,000 in estimated cost, were begun. In
buildings ranging from $1000 to $4500 the total reaches the
sum of $88,000.

Notes.

Instead of going on strike the first week in April, as was
anticipated, the carpenters of Hazleton, Pa., acceptedan in
crease in wages whereby they will hereafter receive $3.3C
per day.

An agreement has been reached between the bricklayers
and master builders of Easton, Pa., whereby on and after
May 1 eight hours shall constitute a day's work for the
bricklayers.

The carpenter contractors of La Crosse, Wis., have
signed a scale by which carpenters are to be paid at the rate
of 30 cents per hour and eight hours to constitute a day's
work. The contractors, however,maintain the " open shop"
policy, reserving the right to employ both union and non
union men.

Contractors, material men and manufacturers of Still
water, Minn., have recently organized a Builders' and Manu
facturers' Exchange, one of the features of which will be to
adjust differences by arbitration and to encourage the loca
tion of new industries in the city. The officerselectedwere:
President, R. Robert; first vice-president, J. D. Bronson;
second vice-president, O. H. Olson, and secretary-treasurer,
John J. Kelty.
According to the report of Inspector Robert A. Willison
building operations in Denver, Colo., for March, were far
ahead of any corresponding month in the matter of permits
issued. It will be recalled that March of last year was the
banner month since the establishment of the department
several years ago, and the amount of work then projected
has not beenequaledin any month until the March just past.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
By W. J. Stanton.

CONTHACTORENTITLED TO MECHANIC'S LIEN.

A contractor Installing a kitchen equipment In a
hotel and attaching the same to the building, in accord
ance with the owner's intention that it should perma
nently become a part of the building, is entitled to the
mechanic's lien. This point was decided in the case of
Porch vs. Agnew, New Jersey Court of Chancery.

DESIGNATIONSOF MATERIALS FURNISHED.

A mechanic's lien statement, in which at the head of
the first column on each page appeared the word " lum
ber," underneath which were numerical abbreviated ver
bal designations of different kinds of lumber furnished,
which abbreviations were understood in trade and em
ployed constantly in making out bills and stating ac
counts, was held in Kniesley Lumber Company vs. Stod
dard, St. Louis Court of Appeals, to be sufficiently full
and definite as to the items of material furnished.

BUILDING CONTRACTORENTITLED TO LIEN.

A building contractor who has failed unintentionally
to perform unimportant details of his contract is held, in
Burke vs. Coyne, Supreme Court of Massachusetts, en
titled to a lien for the value of labor and materials not
exceeding the stipulated price. It is no bar to his re
covery that there has not been a full performance, and
the acceptance by the owner of plumbing done under a
building contract is a waiver of slight defects in per
formance In an action to establish a mechanic's lien.

WHEN NOTICEOF MECHANIC'S LIEN IS INSUFFICIENT.

A notice of a mechanic's lien filed by a subcontrac
tor stating that "the labor performed and to be per
formed and the materials furnished and to be furnished
consists of electrical apparatus," &c., at an agreed price,
stating it. Is held insufficient in the case of Alexander vs.
Hollender, New York Supreme Court, in not stating how
much is claimed for labor and how much for material
and how much is still to be furnished.

WHEN SUBCONTRACTORIS ENTITLED TO LIEN.

A subcontractor under a contract with the principal
contractor to carve and erect in place and finish all the
exterior marble work, employed because of his skill In the
class of work, who does the work in the sense of giving
it intelligent direction, and who is responsible for its
proper execution, is entitled to a lien for his compensa
tion under the laws of Maryland, subjecting every build
ing to a lien for the payment for work done thereon.
The court held that the subcontractor did work " on or
about " the building within the meaning of the statute.

CHARGESFOB EXTRAS.

A subcontractor's contract provided that they should
cover, protect and secure the work from injury; that any
damage thereto should be repaired at the contractor's
expense, and that the inspection of any work by the
architects, or the issuance of certificates thereon by them,
or payments under the contract, should not release the
contractors from any obligation to perform the work in a
good and workmanlike manner, and any default or defect
in the same, with all damages thereto, should be re
paired and replaced or made good by the contractors at

their own cost or expense. Under this contract the
Michigan Supreme Court held that where water con
ductor pipes were placed within 4 inches of the outside
face of the wall, as provided by the plans and specifica
tions, and were accepted after being first tested, but were
subsequently damaged by frost because of the failure of
other contractors to supply steam with which to warm
them, as contemplated, the subcontractors were not re
quired to insert new pipes under the contract, but could
charge for them as extras.

FOREIGN CORPORATIONHAS RIGHT TO FILE LIEN.

The statutes of New York (laws of 1897, chapter 418,
section 3), in relation to mechanic's liens, provides that a
contractor, &c, who performs labor or furnishes ma
terials for the improvement of real property shall have
a lien for the principal and interest of the value or the
agreed price. The Supreme Court of New York, in the
case of New York Architectural Terra Cotta Company vs.
Williams, have construed this statute to give a foreign
corporation a right to file a mechanic's lien to secure the
price of materials furnished.

WHEN GAS APPLIANCES ARE NOT "FIXTURES."

The Appellate Court of Missouri have decided in the
case of Frank Adam Electric Company vs. Gottlieb that
gas appliances, such as pendants, chandeliers, brackets
and globes, are not fixtures or lienable articles within the
statute giving Hens for materials furnished and labor
done on buildings, in the absence of evidence of an in
tention on the part of the owner when he has them put
in to make them permanent parts of the building, and
such Intention is' not shown by the mere fart that they
are put in by the original owner of the building and re
main in the same after it is sold by him to another.

WHAT CONSTITUTESBREACH OF CONTRACT.

Where a building contract provided for the making of
payments " as work progresses," the refusal of the
owner to comply with a demand for partial payment
made after substantially one-half of the labor and ma
terials had been performed and furnished was a breach
of the contract which excused the contractor from pro
ceeding further with the work, and authorized a recovery
and the enforcement of a lien by him for the value of
the material furnished and the work performed, without
the completion of the balance of the work. This was de
cided by ine Supreme Court of New York in a recent case.

WHEN DIFFERENT LOTS OF BUILDING MATERIALS ARE SUB
JECT TO LIEN FOR ENTIRE DEBT.

Where a contract for improvements showed that the
material and labor were furnished for three different
houses under a single contract, failing to specify how
much could be used or expended on each respective
house and there was no agreement as to the price of
material and labor expended on each house, each separate
lot is subject to a lien for the entire debt, and subsequent
purchasers are not entitled to complain that their lots
were held for the entire debt. This principle is held
in the case of Guarantee Savings & Investment Com
pany vs. Cash, decided by the Court of Civil Appeals
of Texas.
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New Publications.

The Estimator's Price Book and Pocket Companion.—
By I. P. Hicks, author of " Hicks' Builders' Guide

" ;

172pages. Size, 4 x G>Ainches. Bound in board covers.

Published by the David Williams Company, 14 and

16 Park place, New York City. Price, $1 postpaid.

This little work by the well-known author of " Hicks'

Builders' Guide " has been prepared as an aid to the

estimator by placing in his hands such information and
prices of material of every description as will enable him
to reach approximately correct figures in making esti
mates of building work without the necessity of consult
ing numerous trade catalogues. Practically every impor
tant item in connection with ordinary building construc
tion has been considered, together with average market
prices, but in order to provide for variations in figures, as
they may obtain in different localities, blank lines have
been provided for the contractor, so that he can fill In
local prices where it is found desirable to do so and thus
make the little work a price book well adapted to his
Individual wants. In the arrangement of the matter
the convenience of the estimator has been carefully con
sidered and the disposition of the items has been such
as to enable him to rapidly find what is wanted In
regard to size, weight and prices. The author points out
that the field covered by the well-known " Builders'
Guide " has not been encroached upon to any extent, but
that the present work is designed rather to supplement
the section of that useful hand book, which relates to
estimating with a more comprehensive reference to prices
of material and labor.
It is well known that estimating is one of the most
vital factors in the building business and that upon the
correctness of a builder's estimate will greatly depend
whether the contract will result in a profit or a loss. This
guide to prices of all kinds of building materials, to
gether with handy rules, tables, &c, will be found an
admirable reminder of items and costs which are to be
taken Into consideration in making an accurate estimate
of any piece of work which the builder may be called
upon to execute.

Baughman's Buyer and Seller. —By H. R. A. Baugh-
man ; 174 pages. Size 4% x 6% Inches. Published by
the author. Bound in flexible cloth, $1 ; bound in
flexible leather, $1.25, and bound in full leather, $2,
postpaid.
This is the fifth edition of a little work which will
be found of special Interest and value to lumbermen.
The numerous lumber tables of which the work largely
consists show nearly 4000 different sizes and lengths, and
the arrangement is such that the number of feet in any
number of pieces can be determined almost at a glance.
The same tables can be used for addition, multiplication
and division, also for computing dollars and cents by use
of the decimal point. Among the tables are a number
for computing interest at different rates, diagrams and
rules for cutting rafters, rules for finding the number of
shingles and the number of feet of flooring and siding
for any size of building, the number of lath and the
Ingredients for plaster and mortar, the manner of mixing
paints, the capacity of cisterns, log scales, tables of
weights and measures, brick required to construct any
building with walls of varying thickness, together with
a great many other handy things to know. The author
states that the different features of the book can be de
pended upon for accuracy, as they are the work of prac
tical and experienced men, by whom they have been
thoroughly tested and proved.

Steel Mill Buildings.— By Milo S. Ketchum, C. E., Dean
of the School of Applied Science and Professor of Civil
Engineering, University of Colorado. Bound in cloth,

6% x 9 inches, 367 pages. 29 tables and 185 illustra
tions. Published by the Engineering News Publishing
Company. Price, $4.
The title of the book in full is, " The Design of Steel
Mill Buildings and the Calculation of Stresses in Framed
Structures." It was written primarily as a text book
for the author's students, and the subject matter is con
cerned chiefly with mill buildings, but much of it will

apply equally well to all classes of steel frame construc
tion. The text is logically arranged, treating first of the
fundamental principles, parts I and II being concerned
with loads and stresses, wherein algebraic and graphic
methods of calculating are fully described and illustrated,
and. finally, in parts III and IV applications are covered
in the design of mill buildings and miscellaneous struc
tures. An appendix contains a very complete form for
the general specifications for a steel frame mill build
ing. As it is one of the main objects of the book to give
methods, data and details not ordinarily available, much
has been incorporated, particularly In the way of tables
that are not to be found In the standard hand books.

Graining, Ancient and Modern. By William E. Wall.
138 pages. Size, 6% x 9% ; 56 illustrations, many of
which are in colors. Bound in boards. Published by
the author. Price, $3, postpaid.

According to the author the chief object of this work
is to provide instruction for those in the trade addressed,
especially the younger element, who desire to become pro
ficient in graining. The matter originally appeared as
a series of articles by tlje author under the title " Prac
tical Graining," in what was then known as The Houxe
Painting and Decorating Magazine. They were later
issued In book form, but have been out of print for sev
eral years. Frequent requests for the articles induced the
writer to issue the present volume, which contains added
information on the subject.
The work is comprised in 47 chapters, illustrated by

means of 56 plates, many of which are printed in colors
In Imitation of the graining effects which can be pro
duced in connection with woods of various kinds. The
early chapters are given up to a consideration of the
antiquity of graining, imitations and eminent gralners of
the last century. Next in order are chapters dealing with
colors, after which various woods are described, together
with effects which may be produced by graining. The
causes of cracking in grained work are discussed in one
of the later chapters, while another relates to an illus
trated talk given at the second annual convention of the
Master House Painters' and Decorators' Association in
Canada in July, 1905, the picture showing Mr. Wall
graining a door of quartered oak. The matter has been
presented by a practical man, and he has handled his
subject in a way which cannot fail to appeal to the am
bitious young man who is desirous of making progress
along the lines indicated.

New Cathedral at Los Angeles, California.

Plans have been adopted for the new Cathedral of
St. Vlbiana, to be erected by the Catholic Church on
West Ninth street. The new building is the most am
bitious effort in the direction of establishing a style of
monumental architecture adapted to the climate and gen
eral characteristics of Southern California. The towers
and the cloisters suggest the lines of the familiar mis
sion type, though they are carried out on a much larger

scale and in more graceful proportions than has hitherto
been attempted. The main features of the design are the

dome and the two towers. The former is a development
of a general feature of some of the old Continental build
ings. It will have a sheathing of polychrome tiling in
vivid greens and reds and yellows.
From the front line of the Cathedral building to the
back line is 250 feet. From end to end of the transept is
145 feet. The length of the nave will be 136 feet and the
length of na,« with chancel 200 feet. The width of ine

nave will be 48 feet and the bight of interioi 64 feet.
The sanctuary will be 48 x 64 feet. The full width, in
cluding cloisters, will be 198 feet. The bight of the
towers from the street to the cross will be 195 feet. The
bight of the dome from base to the foot of the cross will
be 1C4 feet and to the top of the cross 176 feet. The

diameter of the dome will be 80 feet and the base of
voluted part 64 feet. The area of the base of the towers

will be 2C>\»feet square. The widtli between towers will
be 68 feet and the front width, including doors, will be
123 feet. The width of doorway will be 36 feet and the
hight of front doorway will be 54 feet. The general
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sacristy will be 52 x 21 feet, the bishop's sacristy will
be 10 x 21 and the boys' sacristy will be 21 x 26 feet.
The lady chapel will be 3S x 09 feet.
The arrangement of the building is such that the

main altar is in full view from all parts of the audi
torium, which will seat 1200 persons. The entrance to
this is through an ornamental doorway embraced within
an arch 54 feet and 30 feet wide. Provision is made
In the interior for three magnificent reredoses, one back
of the main altar and the others back of the altars at
cither end of the transept. This feature suggests some
what of the old missions and the cathedrals of old
Mexico.
Around the piers supporting the dome are spiral stair
ways providing a comprehensive view of the whole in
terior. The sanctuary is large, and there is an elaborate
system of vestries. There are also smaller chapels and
shrines for which an individual scheme of decoration
will be carried out. The largest of these adjoins the
main sanctuary on the left, and is to be 09 feet in length
and 38 feet in width.

Closing Exercises of Mechanics' Trade School.

The closing exercises for the sixth term of the Massa
chusetts Charitable Mechanic Association Trade School
were held at the Mechanics' Building, Huntington ave
nue, Boston, Friday evening, March 30. In spite of wet
weather there was a large gathering present. Manager
Wood in a few brief words introduced the speakers.
Charles H. Rollins of the Smith & Anthony Company
spoke on plumbing, its development and its future pros
pects for rising young plumbers. R. A. Woods spoke on
industrial and trade schools. He said in part : " Russia,
the country on which we are apt to look with regret, is
the country which gave us our first insight into industrial
training through an exhibit which was made by that
country at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in
1876. People who saw the exhibit of the Russian schools
were so impressed with the idea that schools of a sim
ilar nature were started in a small way in this country.
Since that time this class of schools has been growing
in favor, until now we have some of the finest indus
trial schools in the world, although Germany is said to be
ahead of us in this respect."
C. H. Morse of the Rindge Manual Training School

was the final speaker, and presented the graduates with
their diplomas.
At the conclusion of the exercises the visitors were

invited to inspect tne work of the boys for the past sea
son. The sheet metal class, started last season, made an
excellent showing and its success is assured.

Closing Exercises of the Mechanics' Institute

The closing exercises of the School Department of the
General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen of the City
of New York, 16 to 24 West Forty-fourth street, were
held in Carnegie Hall on the evening of Thursday, April
12, in the presence of a large gathering. After a few in
troductory remarks by President Niles G. White, he in
troduced the Rev. Donald Sage MacKay of the Fifth Ave
nue Reformed Church, who spoke along educational lines,
pointing out that the advantages of an education were
largely in its by-products, one of which he emphasized as
being habits of industry. In the opinion of the speaker
education was the solution of the labor question and the
Mechanics' Institute was working at the root of the
problem.
The address to the graduating class was delivered in
most eloquent style by James H. Canfield, LD.D., who
spoke at length on specialization in education, saying
that the days of the all-round man had to a great ex
tent gone by; that the man who taught the raw ma
terial was very little heard of and never reached any
considerable degree of distinction, but that at the present
time teachers and professional people sought to perfect
themselves in special lines, thereby accomplishing a great
deal more than by former methods. He pointed out that
at least 95 per cent, of the pupils of the public schools

did not get beyond the fifth grade, after which they be
came wage earners, and that the continuation of their
education was accomplished by such institutions as the
Mechanics' Institute.
The diplomas and certificates were then awarded the

graduates by Robert Christie, Jr., chairman of the School
Committee, after which the George E. Hoe prizes were
awarded. The prize in architectural drawing, in which
class were 27 graduates, was secured by Clinton DeWitt
Everett ; that in mechanical drawing, in which class were
19 graduates, was awarded Anthony Frisa ; that in free
hand drawing, in which class were four graduates, was
given to Dimitrl Romanoffski, and the prize in clay mod
eling to John Mclnerney.
An interesting feature of the exercises was the ren

dering on the large organ of various numbers of selected
music, and at 'the conclusion the organist played " Amer
ica," the audience rising and singing the National Anthem.
An exhibition of the work of the pupils in the various

classes occurred on Wednesday evening, April 11, in the
rooms of the Institute in West Forty-fourth street.
There was a good display of architectural work by the
graduating class, and it included designs of apartment and
country houses, which were highly creditable to both
students and teachers. The modeling class in architec
tural ornamentation also made an exceptionally fine
showing.
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Novelties.
The Butler Hip Shingle.

The Butler Mfg. Company, Station
A, Kansas City., Mo., has recently
placed on the market a metal hip
shingle of the pattern illustrated in
Fig. 1 of the cuts. This shingle is
furnished in either galvanized iron or
painted tin, as desired. With the use
of such shingles the hip roof is made
leak proof and the appearance of the
building is improved. The cost is but
little more than that of wood
shingles, but the metal shingles have
the distinct advantage of long life, so
that they eventually prove cheaper.

Novelties.—Pig. l.—The ButlerHip Shingle.

Although the Butler hip shingle has
been known to the trade for a com
paratively short time it has been
found to meet the popular fancy, and
the demand is showing rapid growth.

The Crescent Angle Band Saw
A band saw embodying a number
of interesting features, among the
more important of which may be men
tioned a level table with tilting saw,
has just been brought out by the
Crescent Machine Company, Leeto-
nia, Ohio, and is shown erect for
square sawing in Fig. 2, and in a
tilted position in Fig. 3, of the illus
trations. The company does not set
up the claim to have originated the
idea of making a level table band saw
with tilting saw, but they do claim to
have worked out the idea in a new
way that is thoroughly practical. All
the parts work automatically, so that
no adjustments are necessary in
changing the angle of the saw. The
entire operation is accomplished by
simply turning a hand wheel at the
side of the table until the pointer in
dicates the desired angle on the grad-

Crescent Annie Band Saw.—Fig. 2.—Ma
chine in Erect Position.

uated quadrant on the pedestal. This,
it is stated, may readily be done
while the saw is in motion. The table
is carried back on the pedestal in
exact unison with the saw, so that the
latter maintains its proper position in
the saw slot. There are no compli

cated devices to get out of order, and
the manufacturer states that it is
owing to its simplicity that the ma
chine can be sold at a much lower
price than is usually charged for ma
chines of this class. The arm is
hinged to the pedestal in a most rigid
manner by means of a heavy trun
nion passing through them, concen
tric with the lower shaft, so that the
machine is as rigid when tilted as
when standing erect. The bearings
for the lower shaft consist of solid
bushings fastened into the trunnion,
and are practically self oiling and
dust proof. The upper bearing is
made with revolving shaft running In
adjustable bearings the same as the
company's regular band saws. The
table slides on planed ways of the
pedestal and is provided with a steel
gib for taking up possible wear. The
saw will tilt back to an angle of 45
degrees, and may tilt forward to 4
degrees beyond the perpendicular. A
stop is provided on the perpendicular
point so that the latter may easily, be
reached without referring to the grad
uated quadrant, but this stop can in
stantly be swung out of place, thus
allowing the saw to pass on to any
tilt desired. The claim is made that
the machine has all the good qualities
of the company's regular style of
band saws, such as spring tension,
counterbalanced guide bar, hollow
cored-out frame, universal adjust-

Fig. 3.—View of Saw in Tilted Position.

ments to upper wheel, &c. The tight
and loose pulley is 1C inches in diam
eter, with 4-inch face, and should
make 400 to 450 revolutions per min
ute. The table, which is of iron,
measures 28 x 34 inches and is 41
inches from the floor. The floor space
occupied by the machine when erect
is 40 x 63 inches, and the hight over
all is 95 inches. The band wheels are
36 inches in diameter, with 2-inch
face, and the clear distance between
saw and arm is 30 inches. The clear
bight under the guide when raised is
IS inches. The statement is made
(bat the special features of the ma
chine have been patented.

I In Little Cilnnt Floor Scraper.
The floor scraper shown in Fig. 4 of
the accompanying illustrations is de
signed for surfacing hard wood floors,
and it is claimed can be successfully
used on oak, maple, birch, yellow pine,
beach and parquet floors. The knife
being attached to the front of the
frame of the machine, enables the
operator to get in all corners and up
to the baseboard, thus obviating the
surfacing of any part of the floor by
hand. The machine consists of a solid
steel roller, with a shaft running
through its center, upon which is sup
ported a cast steel frame. The bear

ings are of bronze, and two springs
on either side interposed between
them and the frame enable the opera
tor to tilt the knife to either side
without the necessity of- tilting the en
tire machine. The knife, which is
slightly convex, thus preventing the
scratching of floors with its corners.

Fig. 4.—Little Giant Floor Scraper.

is bolted to the front of the frame and
is adjustable, and when the machine
is in position is raised % of an inch
from the floor. Two small wheels ad
justed to the frame in the rear of the
roller serve as a balance for the for
mer. The handle is likewise adjust
able and can be shortened for use in
small rooms, where it would be incon
venient to operate with the handle at
its full length. The small balance
wheels, as well as the roller, have
rubber tires, offering ample protection
to the floors. This machine is manu
factured by the Hurley Machine Com
pany, 153-159 South Jefferson street,
Chicago, and an Eastern office has re
cently been opened at 1010 Flatiron
Building, New York City.

Ideal Automatic Door Catch.
The Ideal automatic door catch
which we illustrate in Figs. 5 and 6
of the engravings, is being placed on
the market by Sehofield & Co., Free-
port, 111. The wheel, which is bolted
to the casing, as shown in the pic
tures, revolves on the bolt which
holds it when it comes in contact with
the latch, thus preventing any fric
tion. A greater or less degree of ten
sion is secured in the action of the
catch by adjustment of the latch or
the wheel in their relation to each
other. The spring of the latch is not

Ideal Automatic Door Catch.—Fig. 5.—
Showing Manner of Application.

adjustable. Fig. 6 shows the appli
cation of the latch to cupboard doors.

Wigwam Portable Houfien,
Those of our readers who are con
templating a neat little cottage at the
seashore, the lakeside, the mountains
or the hunting grounds, eannot fail
to be interested in a daintily printed
catalogue which has been issued by
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E. F. Hodgson, Dover, Mass., and
which illustrates and describes some
of the many styles of portable houses
which he Is prepared to furnish. The
illustrations are half-tone reproduc
tions from photographs of the build
ings after they have been erected in
various parts of the country, and are
accompanied by descriptive particu
lars and testimonial letters which are

Xovelties.—Fig. 6.—Ideal Catch Applied
to CupboardDoors.

of special interest in this connection.
The cottages Illustrated include both
small and large sizes, some of them
being in use at various points
throughout the New England States.
Some of the buildings are used as
summer houses, others as garages,
gardeners' houses, &c. In the cata
logue before us are given specifica
tions for the buildings, with figures of
cost, suggestions as to planning, and
what it costs to transport a wigwam
portable house from Dover, Mass., to
points north, south and west. The
entire matter Is presented in a most
interesting style and constitutes infor
mation which will be appreciated by
all contemplating a summer home of
their own at the seaside or in the
mountains.

Wagner'a Sliding Barn Door Latch
We present in Fig. 7 of the accom
panying illustrations, a view showing
the application of what is known as
the Wagner Xo. 35 Sliding Barn Door
Latch, which is being introduced to
the trade by the Wagner Mfg. Com
pany, Cadar Falls, Iowa. The handle
and latch are made of one piece of
7-16 inch round steel, and the catch

Fig. 7.—Ji'agnrr's Sliding Barn Door Latch.

is flush so that nothing projects to
interfere with fly nets or harness
while the horse is passing through the
door. The handle and latch are ob
viously the two important parts of
the device, and the construction is
such as to give great strength. By
the use of the Everlasting spring a
free, easy automatic action is secured.
In closing the door it is only neces
sary to give it a slight, push and the
latch catches every time.

The Wager Timber Scale.
A rather Ingenious slide rule for
computing the strength of beams and
which may be used independent of
any separate tables or formula; has
recently been placed upon the market
by the John Howard Herrlck Com
pany, Baltimore, Md. The scale
measures 914 inches in length by 3%
inches in width, and is made of heavy
cardboard, to which Is secured two
strips capable of sliding across the
surface of the larger and supporting
piece. These bear suitable scales, and
by the adjustment of the loose strips

to the several scales in question va
rious computations may be worked
out with comparative ease and dis
patch. By the proper manipulation
of the scales the proper size of joists
or beams to carry any safe load per
square foot from 40 to 500 pounds
may be indicated, using any combina
tion of span, spacing or kind of wood.
The claim is made that the Wager
scale contains more information than
could be given in several hundred
pages of tables, and being based on
the principle of the engineer's slide
rule it can readily be demonstrated
that it is simplicity Itself. The point
is made that contractors and builders
save the price of it on every piece of
timber they have to order, as the
tendency is always to err on the side
of safety and to use timbers which
are heavier than necessary, whereas
by referring to the Wager scale the
exact size required is immediately
determined. As a working tool for an
architect or builder it is invaluable,
as when once understood it can be em
ployed in determining a great number
of questions which are constantly
coming up in every day practice. In
regard to the use of the tool, the man
ufacturer points out that the follow
ing factors enter into every problem
dealing with the carrying capacity
per square foot of a floor or roof sys
tem constructed of wood ; namely,
width of timber, depth of timber,
spacing— that is, the distance from
center to center of joist or gir
ders— the span ; the kind of wood ;
the fiber stress, and the safe load
in pounds per square foot. If
any four of these factors are known
or decided upon the unknown factors
are immediately determinable. When
it is necessary to determine the total
safe load that a given timber will
sustain the answer is as quickly found
as in any of the other problems, the
size of timber, span, kind of wood, or
method of loading not affecting the
ease or celerity with which any prob
lem may be solved. Similarly, the
size of timber may be found which
will lie required to carry a given load
on any given span applied in various
ways. The scale also gives the max
imum span for any depth of timber
and for any manner of a dozen kinds
of wood, to avoid excessive deflection.
The fiber stresses for the different
woods are given according to the lat
est researches and tests made by the
United States Government, those al-
owed by law in various cities being
added. Factors for " moisture eon-
tents " are also given, which enable
the designer, should he so desire, to
cut down the size of his carrying
members to the lowest possible point.
The same company is making the
Merritt beam scale for computing the
strength of steel beams, this, too, be
ing based on the principle of the en
gineer's slide rule, and was designed
to simplify computations of this kind
and to eliminate all chance of errors.
There are two sets of scales embodied
in this device, the first being used
when it is desired to design a system
of floor beams or girders which are
to support a safe load in pounds per
square foot over the entire floor area,
while the second system is used when
it is desired to determine the carrying
capacity of a single beam loaded in
various ways and supported in va
rious manners. Accompanying the
scales the company furnishes a little
pamphlet giving full and explicit di
rections regarding their use. These
scales are being offered at $1 each.

is bringing to the attention of the
trade a new brick and stone machine
which is referred to as being simple
and durable in construction, rapid in
operation and having a capacity for
turning out 50 bricks at a time. The
frame is made of steel angle bars,
and all working parts are of polished
cold rolled steel. The joints are prop
erly fitted, the machine is rigid and
there are no complicated parts to get
out of order. The claim is made that

Fig. 8.—Dunn's CementBrick and Stone
Machine.

sills and window caps can be made 6
feet long or less and of any width by
simply moving the angle bars to the
size desired, also coping stone, water
tables, veneer stone, &c, of any
length, width or thickness can be
turned out, as can blocks from any
width to 1 inch in length to C feet
for building one or two-piece walls.
In addition, the machine will turn out
hollow blocks, angle blocks and fence
posts in a rapid and satisfactory man
ner. The construction is referred to
as a combination affair, In that it
consists of ten machines in one. The
statement Is made that by sliding the
dividing knives backward and for
ward a trowel face can be produced
on the brick, and in making all kinds
of stone one can use a wetter mixture
of concrete. In Fig. 8 of the illus
trations is shown a general view of
the machine, which Is offered under
the name Victor.

Hlght'M Union Combination Square

A tool which is of special interest
to carpenters and builders and one
for which a patent is now pending is
tne combination square shown in Fig.

9 of the engravings, and which is be
ing introduced to the trade by A. W.
1light. Box 17, Toledo, Ohio. The de-

Dunn'* Cement Brick and Stone
machine.

The Fred W. Dunn Company, 14SG
North Rockwell street, Chicago, 111.,

Fig. 0.—Iliyht's UnionCombinationSquare.

vice is referred to as the best tool of
its kind on the market, and all Its
combinations are available at the
same time. The notches in the edge
of the slot in the blade are % inch
apart and are for the purpose of en
abling the tool to be conveniently used
as a gauge. In order to use the bevel
protractor it is only necessary to
loosen the clamping bolt, draw out the
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protractor to the angle required and
clamp It In place. The protractor is
set by the scale marked on the circu
lar segment clearly indicated in the
cut This scale Is marked to indicate
the angle expressed in inches rise for
12-lnch base, when set on the figure
6 in the first series. The angle is one
which will give the rise of 6 inches in
12, or the angle for the bottom of the
rafter for one-fourth pitch. In order
to obtain the angle for the top of the
rafter for the same pitch it is only
necessary to set on the 6 in the sec
ond series. The first series is from
1 to 12 and the second from 12 to 1.
The third series is Intended for use
when it is not convenient to turn the
tool over in order to obtain the re
verse angle. The circular segment is
laid off in degrees on the lower side
which will readily show the figures on
a square with 12 required to cut any
desired number of degrees. The notch
in the end of the protractor enables
it to be used for a gauge in corners,
gauging for setting hinges and bevel
ing edges, &c. The tool, as sent out, is
nickel plated and will be found a very
desirable addition to a carpenter's
kit.

Catalogue of Sctaaller-Hoerr Com
pany.

Architects and builders all over the
country will be interested in an at
tractive catalogue of 192 pages relat
ing to a varied assortment of mill-
work and builders' material, which
has just been issued from the press
by the Schaller-Hoerr Company, Chi
cago, 111. It is referred to as " A si
lent salesman from a manufacturer of
millwork," and the matter presented
within its covers is so arranged as to
be of great convenience for those hav
ing occasion to use sash, doors, inte
rior finish, mantels, grills, porch and
stair work, hardwood flooring, &c.
The company states that it is operat
ing in Chicago a large factory
equipped with modern machinery, es
pecially designed for getting out mill-
work material of all kinds. This it is
claimed puts the company in a posi
tion to serve its customers on special
work to the best advantage. Among the
early pages of the catalogue are direc
tions for ordering goods, together with
a statement of terms. The illustra
tions are numerous, and in connec
tion with them are prices, numbers
and sizes. An interesting feature is
tables giving the approximate weights
of open and glazed sash, doors, blinds,
&c, as well as rates of freight from
Chicago to leading cities of the coun
try. An index alphabetically arranged
greatly facilitates reference.

Trade Notes.
The " Little Giant " Floor Scraper
Is tbe subject of the page advertisement
of the Hurley MachineCompany,Chicago,
111.,and with New York office at 1010
Flatiron Building, Broadway and Twenty-
third street. The merits of the deviceare
briefly enumeratedand the old and the
new way of scraping floors are Illustrated.
The device Itself Is describedthis month
amongour " Novelties."
Reiim Hardware Company, 354
Blue Island avenue,Chicago, 111..Is offer
ing to send free a copy of its new il
lustrated catalogueand price-list showing
the latest designsand finishes In builders
hardware, with over 1000 Illustrations
and 40 different designs in 15 different
finishes. This cataloguewith net prices
will be sent to contractors and material
men upon request.

F. W. Dunn Company, 1480 North
Rockwell street, Chicago, 111.,calls atten
tion In Its advertisingcard this month to
the Dunn gravity mixer, for which pat
ents are pending. In view of the extent
to which concrete Is being used at the
presenttime In building construction this
device Is of unusual interest to contract
ors and builders all over the country!

The Batavia Clamp Company,
Batavia, N. Y., is distributing amongthe
trade a peat little pamphletcalling atten
tion to the merits of Colt's seriesof quick
acting clamps,which are adaptedto meet
a variety of requirements. In the con
struction of these clamps the eccentric
lever Is used by meansof which pressure
Is applied " Instantly, directly and effi
ciently," thus avoiding the liability of dis
placing the work occasionedby turning a
slow working screw. Special attention Is
Invited to the Improvedmovablejaw with
its double grip on the bar, also to the
newUniversal clampand the U-bar clamp,
which Is smooth, light and strong. The
various styles of clampare Illustrated and
describedin a way to be of special inter
est to the carpenter,builder, cabinetmak
er and In fact all having occasionto make
use of a deviceof this nature.

Charles F. Lorenzen & Co., 247
North Ashland avenue,Chicago, show in
their pageadvertisementthis monthwhat
they are doing for the building contractor.
There are reproductionsof some of the
company'smagazineadvertising the pres
ent season,special attention beingdrawn
to Its " attractivenessandhigh class char
acter." An offer is madeconcerningLo
renzenmantels In which contractors can
not fall to be Interested. The statement
Is made that 50 Lorenzen mantels were
recently selected by the United States
Governmentand shippedto Pekln for use
in the new legation buildings. Those of
our readerswho are interestedIn mantels,
grills and fireplacescan obtain on applica
tion a copyor a 100-pagecataloguewhich
affords an excellentIdea of the variety of
work turned out by this concern.
" The Honeywell Heat Genera
tor " Is the subject of a daintily printed
pamphletof a size convenientto carry In
the pocketwhich Is being sent out by the
Honeywell Heating Specialty Company,
Wabash. Ind. The generator is a device
designedto be connectedto the expansion
pipeof a hot water heatingsystemfor the
purpose of controlling the expansion of
the water in it. The claim is made that
It will stimulate and Increasethe circula
tion of the water to such an extent that
the piping can be greatly reduced,and
that it operatesby mercurysimilar to the
gas testing gauge,only that the generator
Is so constructedthat there Is a positive
internal circulation of the mercury as
long as the water is expanding. Of the
many advantagesclaimed for the use of
this devicemay bementionedrapid circu
lation, quick results from firing, wide
range of temperatures,low cost of Instal
lation, a minimum amount of water In
circulation, and aboveall elsea great sav
ing In labor.

We have before us a copy of the
April issueof the Cnrtripht Metal Shingle
Advocate,publishedby the Cortright Metal
Roofing Companv.Philadelphia. Pa. The
leading article deals with " The Tight
Roof," and a definition of what consti
tutes such a roof Is given as one covered
with Cortright metal roofing. The article
concludeswith the statement that the
companywants to help every local repre
sentativeto spreadthe fame of this roof
ing and Invites dealers to write for sug
gestionscalculatedto assist In the devel
opmentof the business. In addition to
trade matters there Is more or less of
what might be regardedas " light " read
ing and for the most part of a humorous
character. The Illustrations are half-tone
reproductionsfrom photographsof dwell
ings which have been roofed with Cort
right metal slates.

The Grinnet.l Publtshino Com
pany, 361 and 363 Washington street,
Buffalo, N. Y.. calls attention In our ad
vertising pages this month to a little
work of special interest to contractors,
masons,bricklayers, cementworkers, car
penters,painters, lumberdealersand pros
pective builders. It is entitled " Grln-
nell's Estimator and Builders' Pocket
Companion."and in preparing It the au
thor has endeavoredto produce a refer
encebook adapted to the wants of con
tractors and mechanicsIn all the leading
branchesof the building trades. Promi
nent among the matter presented are
tables for estimating plastering, brick
work and cement work : estimating a
building by the superficial foot, rafter
tables, Instructions for framing and put
ting up hip roofs, &c. There is also a ce
ment block table giving the size and
weight of blocksand the numberwhich a
yard of concretewill make,as well as the
number per square. The matter Is ar
ranged In convenientform for reference,
and the little work is of such a size as to
be readily carried In the vest pocket.
The Yale & Towne Mfg. Company,
9 Murray street. New York City, presents
In Its advertising space this month some
very Interesting commentson the subject
of locks. The point Is mnde that locks
are of three types—warded. lever tumblpr
and pin tumbler. ReferenceIs made to
eachof thesetvpes of locks, pointing out
their characteristics, and in conclusion

calling attention to the company'sNo. 18
catalogue,which contains much informa
tion of interest to carpentersand builders.
A copy of It will be sent to any address
on request.

We have received from the Mer
chant & Evans Company, successor to
Merchant& Co., Philadelphia, Pa., a copy
of a perpetualcalendar which is indexed
for 180years running from 1776to 1955.
The covers of the calendar, which is in
the form of a neat little pamphlet of a
size convenientto carry In the pocket,call
attention to Merchants Old Method roof
ing plates, the Star ventilator and leading
lines of metals and specialtieshandledby
this concern.

The Chattanooga Roofing &
Foundry Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
calls specialattention to its New Century
metal shingle and states that In order to
produce a perfect galvanized shingle it
has its own galvanizingplant and applies
the coating after the shingle has been
formed. In this wny the claim is made
there Is insured a perfect coat without
crack or scale. The companyreports the
demandfor galvanized,cast and wrought
iron buildingmaterial as far beyondwhat
It was a year ago at this time, this being
particularly true of the company'sNooga
line of skylights and awnings. Architects
and builders as well as others Interested
can securea copy of the company'sillus
trated catalogueby making application.

The Kinnear & Gageb Company,
Columbus,Ohio, calls attention in its ad
vertising spacethis month to the Kinnear
lock Joint steel ceilings, which have
achieveda wide popularity In the trade
and which are of special interest to archi
tects and builders everywhere.

Carpenters and builders generally
throughout the country will be Interested
In the announcementpresentedin another
part of this issue by the Hood Furnace &
Supply Company,Corning, N. Y., relating
as It doesto What Is knownas " The Hood
Lumber Ready Reckoner." This work,
reviewedat somelength In thesecolumns
a short time ago, contains a series of
tablesrelating to the quantity of material
In all sizes and lengths of studding, joist
and timber, from one pieceto 100 pieces,
and then in 125. 150. 175 and bo on to
300 piecesof eachsize. It is stated that
there are more than 15,000separatecal
culationsand nearly as manymoreof odd
sizes. There are tablesgiving the number
of feet in all sizes of casing and base fin
ishing lumber and small sizes of high
priced piecestuff, the Doyle and Scribner
log rule, a table on wages,another of cis
tern capacity, a few guidesand estimates
on brick and stonework, plastering,shin
gling, flooring.&c. The size of the book is
4V, x 7 Inches, and contains 58 pages.
The book is sent out as an advertisement
of the Hood warm air furnaceand will be
sent to any addresson receiptof 50 cents,
postagepaid.

The Albert W. Miller Mfg. Com
pany, Cincinnati. Ohio, and Riverside,
Cal., calls attention In Its advertisement
this month to Miller's hand mortlser for
mortising doors and locks. The time per
door Is stated to be three minutes. The
terms on which the device Is sold cannot
fall to Interest carpenters and builders
generally.

The very great demand for back
numbers of Carpentry and Building has
rapidly exhaustedthe editions from time
to time, and many of our readers have
been unable to securecopies which were
missingfrom their files. One reader,how
ever, has adoptedthe expedientof adver
tising for complete volumes of certain
years in order to render his library com
plete, and In another part of this issue a
requestIs madefor completefiles of Car
pentry and Buildinq for 1806.1898. 1900.
1901,1002.1903,1904and1905.Thosewho
have such files and are willing to dispose
of them should address Box 473, West-
field, N. J.
In another part of this issue will
be found an announcementrelating to a
British firm with extensiveJoinery depart
ment and fully equipped with modern
woodworking machinerywhich is open to
negotiatefor the manufactureand sale of
high class joinery, cabinetmaking or fur
niture specialsof any kind, either for the
British market or for exportation. Fnll
particulars regarding the matter can be
obtainedby addressing" Joinery." care H.
P. Lancaster. Caxton House, London, S.
W.f England.

Rradt Publishing Company, 260
Michigan avenue,Jackson. Mich., calls the
attention of carpentersto the facts that
the second edition of " The Lightning
Estimator " has beenexhaustedand that
the third edition, greatly Improved and
considerablylarger. Is now ready for dis
tribution and copiescan be obtainedat 60
centseach. The matter has beenprepared
by a prominentbuilder and Is said to be
basedon recordsof actual construction.
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PATENTS
PENDING

THE ONLY PERFECT AND RELIABLE
LOCK JOINT COLUMN MADE

WRITE TO-DA Y

Columnsaresluedup
underenormouspressureend
then the staples are driven In as
shownin illustrationbyour specialmachinery.

FREE OFFER On Receipt of Postal
saying where you saw

this Adv. we will send you postage paid a Sample
Section of this Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint.

Cut ofStapleIs
threequartersize.

THEY CANNOT OPEN AT THE JOINTS
Put themwhere you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they

POSITIVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.

Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, mich.
DON'T TAKB SUBSTITUTES.

Our Line Of

Hardwood Veneered Front Doors

A large assortment

of all kinds of Mill-

work for immediate

delivery

WM
i ii

mm

Send for coloredIllustrations,showlm
thesedoorsIn QuarteredWhite
Oak with net prices . y -

Carpenters and Builders This is a picture of Our 200 Page Catalogue, just off the press, and ready to
mall upon request, WITHOUT CHARGE

Schaller = Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

A Quarantee accom

panies every order.

Workmanship is of

the highest grade, as

a trial order will

convince

tUMrWOOO-

6x9 Inches.
Over 700Illustrations.
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What Lorenzen is Doing for
You, Mr. Contractor - Builder

These illustrations represent some of our
expensive magazine advertising this season.

wo^9 A

You will notice its attractiveness
and high class character. It is a
guarantee to people of refinement that
Lorenzen Mantels are of superior
quality.

Hundreds of thousands of readers
are already familiar with our products
and the constant repetition of the
name "Lorenzen" from month to
month means inquiries to contractors,
builders, architects and dealers in
general.

Now, if you will become the sales-
agent for

Lorenzen
Mantels

we will throw all our efforts your way to aid
you in making sales.

Besides that, we have a plan for protect
ing you, no matter who receives our cata
logue, or what prices we quote to inquirers.
This is something no other mantel house
in the United States will do, and if you wish
to learn more about it

,

write us now for full
particulars.

This is well worth investigating.
Lorenzen Mantels have a reputation that

in itself is valuable, and when we tell you
what our plan for your protection is, you will
certainly agree with us that it pays to handle
Lorenzen Mantels.

Write us todayon your business letterhead,
and wewill tell you how our dealers make
money selling Lorenzen Mantels.

Fifty Lorenzen Mantels recently selected
by the U S. Government and shipped to
Pekin, China, to be used in the new Legation
Buildings, evinces the merit of the Lorenzen
product.

Ask for our big 100 pagecatalogue,a most
beautifully illustrated book of Mantels,
Grilles and Fireplaces. Sent Free.

LORENZEN
W7MANTELS' \ }

Lorenzen Mantels

SrmllotOur , —

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., Inc.,
247 N. Ashland Avenue, - Chicago
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If It's a Question
of $ $ $

We Can Anstver It.
Our Splendid Line of MANTELS, Ranging in

Price from $5.00 to $200
Will Make it an Easy Matter to Find

The RIGHT MANTEL
at the RIGHT PRICE

Visit Our Show Rooms.
See the Goods.

Or else write TO-DAY for our Catalogue.
It's FREE.

e A. W. Burritt Co., 400 Rnowiton st.,
«The Mantel Folks," Bridgeport, Conn.

For Finishing or Refinishing
Floors, Woodwork and Furniture

You should use Johnson's Prepared Wax, if you want the best results. This waxhas been
on the market for years. It has stood the most severe test and is now known as the "World's
Standard." Johnson's Prepared Wax produces a beautiful artistic finish to which dust and
dirt will not adhere. It does not crack or peel off. Heel marks or scratches will not show.
Johnson's Wax contains morepolishing wax to the pound than anyother. That's why it covers
the most surface, gives the best, most lasting^and elegant finiah'with least effort. Try it and
you will be convinced of its superiority. ■*im

USE JOHNSON'S PREPARED WAX
"A Complete Finish and Polish for all Wood "

It comes in paste form, is applied with cloth and polished with Johnson's Weighted Brush
or Johnson's Polishing Mitt. Sold by all dealers in paint—% lb. cans, 30 cents each, 1 and
2 lb. cans, 60 cents per pound ; 4, 5, and 8 lb. cans, 50 cents per pound, -v »J

Johnson's Hardwood Floors
We are large manufacturers of ornamental hardwood floors and will be pleased to send you upon request our free cata

logue,showing many beautiful and new designs. Hardwood floors are far ahead of other floors—they are sanitary, durable,
attractive and in demand. Don't delay— write
us to day. We carry a large stock and can ship
promptly, anywhere.
Ask for book, "The Proper Treatment for
Floors, Furniture and Woodwork." Tells all
about wood-finishing. It's FREE. Mention
edition C B 2.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
"The Wood-Finishing Authorities
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
Posts HeadBlocks,RopeandTwist BalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOak andBirch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylor andColdbrockSt*.,

QRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.0575.

"Ball=Bearing"
Grand Rapids
AIl=Steel

Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a super!o
sashpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealer
andjobberseverywhere.
Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to yon. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STHEET,

KING MANTELS

Are strictlyhighgrademantels
atthepriceofmedium.A hack
neyed statement,but true In
this case,and possiblebecause
wearelocatedin theheartofthe
hardwoodcountry,with labor
conditionsmuch in our favor.
All intermediate profits are
eliminated,youaredealingwith
themanufacturerdirect
Our little bonk."Evidence,"
is proof,andwill besentfreeif
youwill statenumberof man
telswanted.
Ourelegant72pagecatalogue
(11by if inches)of mantels,
grates,tiles, etc.,is the
most completebook of
its kind ever issued.
Tliisandourcopyrlghted
supplemententitled
Colonial Beau
ties" both sent
on receiptof 12
cents to pay
actual post-

7

KING MANTEL COMPANY
652 Oay St., Knoxvllle, Tenn.

Easy Lessons in Roof Measure
ments. TwelveShort Lessonson Fig
uring from Architects" Drawings the
Amountof MaterialRequiredto Covera
GivenSurface in Flat, Hippedor Irreg
ular ShapedRoofs. 31pages.12illustra-

Forsale b
y
"

David"wimain'i'Co.'ii iepark'piacc,'N.Y.
.85

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

THOflAS MORTON,

o
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169 Elm Street, New York.

Copper Cable, Champion Metal,

Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUH

EVER BUILT.

40/4* in diameter, 33-10 in. long.

One of four furnished' by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

BARTHANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,741.
A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co.,
Los Angeles,Cal.

MA^DTACTTJRERSOF
KOl.l.'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS FOR PEKGOJ.AS. PORCHES OK INTERIOR
USE. SendforCatalogueD19

— Antiques. — Mr. Cribbs : "Mrs. C,

I have borne with resignation— nay, even
cheerfulness—antique chairs that wob
bled, antique clocks that were always 13
hours behind time, antique rugs that some

prehistoric Turk wove, antique china, an
tique bowls, pans and kettles. All this I

have smiled at ; but when you give me an
tique eggs for breakfast I draw the line,
madame— I draw the line."— Tit-Bits.
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Lane Barn Door Hangers
Give best satisfaction. We are the originators
and largest makers of U-shape hangers.

"LANE'S STANDARD"
ist^n0g1frnans!ee!PARLOR DOOR HANGER
The mostpopularhang-erto-day—becauseit is all steel and sub
stantiallyandwellbuiltoncorrectmechanicalprinciples.

IT GIVES SATISFACTION.
SoldbyHardwareTrade. Sendforcircularsto

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-4SSProspectSt.. ... POUQHKEEPS1E, N. Y.
"BIG 4 99

FLEXIBLE DOOR HUNGER.

Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

Grand
Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

Full-length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens
attached with

QOSSETT'S
Detachable Suspension

HINGES
are easily put up or removed—no tools or
ladder necessary. Write for free sample pair.
Price per Doz. pairs $1.20 (Express paid),
Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealers.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES MFQ. CO. Beatrice, Nebr.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS
Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
Walls,Floors,etc.

buystblssolidoakMantel,80Id.high.
M or 60 Incheswide,28x lfl Mirror.
Heavycolumnsandelaboratecapitals.

Tile facingandhearthwith PlatedFrameand
ClubHouseGrate,*10.extra.*o.2a-«il2 inches,33.60.

S52. Retailvslue,*7.00.
>o.SO—iSiH Inches,withCurtain
Pole.*4..Ml. Retailvalue,*9.u0.
Othersfrom K.eobp. Largest
■•■ortment.DlvlsioaScreensand■;ecl»iGrillestoorder.
Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,Tilesforfloorsandbatbs.SlateLaundryTnbs,Grilles,etc. It Isfree,•end10centsto paypostageoboarArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812 to 8200.

- - - - !M17 N. Broad tit., Philadelphia, Pa.

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willlastasloneasthehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It easierthanordinaryflouring.
GetourprlceB.

Cbe Ideal «

Uentilator *

lO Reasons Why
ThisventilatorIs theIdealoneInfactaa
wellasInnamearegiveninourcatalogue.
Whenyoureadthemyouwillunderstand
whybomanyarcbeingsold.

8endfor Catalogue.

Ideal Ventilator Company,
340 Weybosaet St.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Boston Philadelphia NewYork
AOEXTS WANTED.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.
Window and Door Stop.

The only
factory wea
dow and door stop on the

Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredto desiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuilda houseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton, la.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6ttaFloor, Hk-koxBide .CLEVELAND, O.

COLT'S CLAMPS

QuickActing—TimeSaving.Wemake3T>differ
entstylesof Clampsto meettherequirement
ofallclassesofWOODWORKERS.

AskforcatalogueNo.139.
BATAVIA CLAMP CO.

S3CenterSt.,Batavia,N.Y.
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1

A
Little
Talk About
Locks
Some know, but more do not,
that locks are of three types,
warded, lever-tumbler and pin-
tumbler.

A wardedlock is rarely known
by that term. It is made only in
cheap forms and affords little
security. Warded locks have
about six key changes.

Lever tumblerloeksare made in
different grades. If three or
more tumblers are used and the
lock is well constructed, reason
able security is afforded. The
best lever tumbler locks rarely
have, however, as many as 500
key changes, most have 12to 36.

The pin-tumbler type is the
third. This was invented by
Linus Yale, Jr., in i860. The
genuine YALE LOCK of to-day
with paracentric key (madeby us
only) is the most improved form
of the pin-tumbler lock. It is
superior in construction as well
as in design,and hasan unlimited
number of key changes.

THE YALE LOCK has many
imitators. The genuine may be
distinguished by the name
YALE on key and cylinder or by
our namestamped upon lock and
key.

Yale<tTovneiMcksandBuilders'
lltirdwarccanbehadat all Hard-
wart Store*. Our No. Iti Cata
loguecontainsmuchinformation
of interest to carpenters ami
builders. Sentprepaidonrequest.

The Yale & Towne

Manufacturing Co.,

9 Murray St., NewYork.

No. 122 ROYAL

DOOR HANGERS
Ball Bearing * Noiseless

Simple in

Construction

Modern
Design

Accessible after walls

are plastered

Write for catalogue of

Door Hangers

The Richards Mfg. Co.
AURORA, ILLINOIS

J*KW YORK OFFICE, 101 READE 9TREET

the IVES' PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER

heavyBed

PATENTED

FOR WINDOWS AND
SLIDING DOORS
Insur.a Protection agaln.t
Cold Draughts, Dust, Rattling
or Binding.

The thatonly Window Stop Adjuster madefrom onepieceof metalthathasa heavybed
will notbendor cup in tighteningthescrew.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
40PageCatalogmailedfree. New Haven, Conn., U. S. A

$49
LEADER
Steel Furnace

THIS No.45LeafierBteelFurnace
will heat

uniformlya7or8 roomhouse,a good
sizedstore,a school,or smallchurch.It m
durable,strong,compact.Hasateelbodywith
galvanizedIroncasing.Workseasilywith
coke,hartlorsoftcoalorwood.Hasbrlckflre
box. It costs$49.freightpaid,eastofOmaha.
Wefurnishalsoplansof yourhousesoyou
yourselfcsnsetupthefurnacewithIts pipes
registers,uroke pipe,etc. Hundredsof
peoplehavedoneIt—youcan. Writeforour
newillustratedInstructionbookonfurnaces,
"ModernFurnaceHeating."It's free. It's
vnluable.Doitnow.

HESS WARMING &

VENTILATING CO..
709TacomaBuilding,

CHICAGO, ■ ILLINOIS.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

T
U
B

BENGAL FURHHCE

has stood the crucial tests im
posed upon It In various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of Its

superiority Is that Imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,
saying It is "just as good."
There are none " Just as

good."
Full particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYD-WELLS CO., ■ Royersford, Pa., U.S.A.

YOU CAN OBTAIN PROMPT ADVICE
regarding the books on any subject in which you
are interested by addressing DAVID WILLIAMS

COMPANY, Publishers and Booksellers, 14-16 Park Place., N. Y.

BOOKS.
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THE FORBES FURNACE

Burns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums — Entirely Cast Iron
— Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,

Will Wear for Years

Height over all, 4 ft. 3 in.

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS

Tubular Heating & Ventilating Co.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

cannotaffordto bewithoutthe HOOD LUMBER READY RECKONER, a sectionof which we showherewith. Tour figurineis donefor youonall
sizesand lengths of studding,joist, andtimberfrom 1pieceto 100piecesand thenon125,i50,175andsoonto threeandfour hundredpiecesof each
size. Therearemorethan15.000generatecalculationsand nearly asmanymoreof odd sizes. There is a tablegivingthefeet in all sizesof casing

all s'
' ' ......andbasefinishinglumber,andsmallsizesof highpricedpiecestuff. The Doyleand Scribnerlog rule, a tableonwages,a fewguidesandestimates

onbrickandstonework,plaster,shingling,flooring,etc.,a tableof cisterncapacity,alsoonweightof a cubicfootof differentmaterials." t beginner,but as we publish it as an advertisementof the HOODWARM
AIR FURNACES, it will be

Thebook Is worth $10.00to any builderand especiallyso to the I

2X8

14X4t

20 12 1 !22 J 23 124 125 126 127_l_28 l_29J_30 I 3jJJt_2J_3,3 1g4J 35136 I 37 I 38 I
"12 .iM 1330135213G81384 -100141G143a14481 4(i41 4SuT~4iioT5121 S^S|~5-14T"5uUj~570j~5'J-2j~0()s|
14 3731302141014291448 46014851504[5221 5411 5rit)| ~>7S| 5971 0161 0341 653) 0721 0901 70»|
16 |426|44814691490151215331554157015971 018| 6401 0011 0821 7041 7251 7401 7081 7891 8101

120118 480150415281552157616001624164816721 6961 744| 70S| 792| 810| 840| 804| 888| 912|
20 533[5601586[0131640106616931720[7461 773] 800[ 8261_8531 880] 9001 933[ 9001 98011013]
22 58tJ1616j6-t5j674j70417331762179218211 8501 880| 909J 938| 9681 t>071102611056]1085111141
24 i640[6721704173617681800j832j86418961 928| 960) 99211024110561108811120111521118411216)

1213112481L28211317126 693"|7281702]797j832[8061901]1)36]970]1005]1040|T074111091114411178

sent on receipt of 50c.
postagepaid. .
Sizeof book,41-2x7Inches,
58papesandsixblankonesfor
othertablestobeInserted.
Sendorderto-dayandRetour
furnacecatalogue.

HOOD FURNACE &
SUPPLY CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

MANTEL TYPE
to fit ordinary fire place.

HEAT
When and Where You Want It

Garwood Heaters
Steam and Gas Combined

No Flue Required. No Odor. Atmos
phere Kept normal. Burn no more Gas
than two ordinary Illuminating Burn"
ers. Change a Cold Room to a Com
fortable One. Send for Catalogue

The Frank C. McLain Co.
900 So. Cleveland Ave., Canton, Ohio

PORTABLE TYPE
to set anywhere
in

Our line of Heating Apparatus is too

extensive to illustrate here. This is only

one of the many styles. Your local dealer

should have our full line of catalogs. If
he hasn't, write us, giving his name.

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.
Makersof BoilersandFurnaces.
TJTICA, 3ST. "2".

New York. Boston. Chicago.

House Hints
FOR THOSE WHO BUILD, BUY,
IMPROVE OR RENI".

Sets forth manythingsfor your care
ful consideration, beginning with the
choice of site and taking upconstruc
tional features, house fittings and
furnishing.
Secondedition, enlarged. A pamph
let of SS pages. Size 6x9 inches.
FIFTY CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 Park Place, New York.
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DO YOU BUY, USE
or

WANT TO KNOW

ABOUT SAWS?
THEN SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

No. 1933,

describing Hand, Ship Carpenter's, Gauge,

Mitre Box, Back, Dovetail, Joiner, Plum

bers', Pruning, Compass, Keyhole, etc., etc.,

and also a number of pages of Saw Sets.

We also have a special 48-page Catalogue of

Planes exclusively. This illustrates almost every

thing called Plane.
If interested ask for Catalogue No. 1934.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.
HAEDWAEE, TOOLS and 'SUPPLIBS,

NEW YORK, SINCE 1848.
4th 'Avenue and 13th Street, (Block South of Union Square.)

TOWER'S C^H^lMPI^^N^ SCREW drivErS
FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.r
Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

A VOID Imitations of CHAMPION** ScrewDrivers. NoneGenuine
without the name"CHAMPION"
which is our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

TOWER LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

"Forstner" Brace = Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern Work

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor- Saving Anger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre ; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in any direction regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tnan chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

El

Manufactured by
U/ye Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
9 of your Hardware Dealer* or write us directs Supplied in Sets. Write for Catalogue.
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SASH CHAIN The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturersof " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" «• "

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITS FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

Builders' Hardware.
New Illustrated Catalog and Net Price List.
This publication contains latest designs and finishes in builders'

FREE
Our Catalogwith net

pricessentto contractorsand .
materialmenuponrequest. hardware, with over 1000 illustrations and 40 different designs in 15

different finishes.

REHM HARDWARE CO., 354 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

Goodell Mitre Box
MADE ENTIRELY OF STEEL. NO MORE BREAKING.
FIRST IN QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENTS.

AUTOMATIC STOPS FOR HOLDING UP SAW.
CORRUGATED BACKS. GRADUATED.
GAUGE FOR DUPLICATE CUTS and many other
features.
If you want the best you will take no other.
Send for Circular K.

GOODELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.

ManufacturedTHE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS The BAKER McMILLEN CO.
AKRON, OHIO.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

« *i»*iMi<i<i**»»MyMMMWOi^Wi nn.n.n_n_n_|.

P»t.Jon*12.1888
otherpit'i pending

Barrett's Improved
Combination Roller Gauge
Appeals to all practical carpenters. It is quickly
adjusted with only one screw, direct from the centre,

fastening both beams in their proper place. A
simple device holds the beams in position while be
ing adjusted. It is accurately made and finely
finished. One trial will convince any carpenter of

its many advantages over all others. Insist upon

having the Improved Style, adjusted by one screw.

The Leavitt Machine Co.,
Sola Manufacturers,

Orange, Mass., U.S.A.

^ For Carpenters, Machinists, Masonsuinc nc u/nnn lonii AIIIUIMIIUMADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.
Oi all Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.

Si;2V»nj:- DAVIS & COOK, Wttertow., N. Y.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER '«»R°vnn

Holds the heaviest doors on polished
floors. 50% greater pressure than any
other. Easy to put on, easy to use; the toe
operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, Rochester. N. Y.

WORTHLESS
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 each.

I are welcome'lo a copyof our
U VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD UADGE IKON STALL U ORB S,

38 Kim si., ~
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THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionX4Iron SmoothPlane. UnionX35WoodSmoothPlane.

Supply that demand,and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they
want. They are rigid and solid, easy of adjustment, but a Plane that will "stay set" when adjusted.

A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, togetherwith the solid Frog, make

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers,etc, etc.
It will interest you.

UnionNo.X5 IronJaek Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Wabihocsi : 103ChambersSt.,NewYork. UnionNo.xasWoodJaek

"i^'^rirWryrTr^wr>rr^rV^rTrrW>^r^^,r^r>rr^r>rvvvvv¥y¥¥Vvyv¥V¥V

am cL "to© sure to get

It is the Best that money can buy.
Each one carefully hardened and
tempered by itself.
Examined, Tested and Guaranteed

Perfect.

Drop Forged in assortedsizes.

NEWARK, N. J.
.A.1A.AAAAAAAAAAAAAA.. A. AAA. .............. ........

HARGRAYE'S
SCREW-DRIVER
HARDWOODHANDLE.

HARGRAVE S TOOLS
BEST

Thebladeis madeof round steel,forged
with a square taper on the endwhich is
driven firmly into the bodyof the handle,
the strain comingdirectlyunderthe hand.
Thepointof thebladeisgroundtransversely
to preventanyslippingoutof theslotof the
screw. Well temperedandBnished.

Specify these goods to your dealer.
TAKE, NO OTHER.
Write for Catalog No. 200.

THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO.,
NORWOOD, CINCINNATI, O.

HIGHT'S UNION
COMBINATION
SQUARE

With all the Combinations Available
at the Same Time

fhe angle obtained with its use is one that will give a rise
of 6 in. in 12 in. or the angle for bottom of rafter for ^ pitch. Any
desired number of degreescan be obtained instantly. The notch in

end of protractor enables its use as a gaugefor getting in corners, set
ting hinges, bevelling edges, etc. The best tool of its kind on the
market. Handsomely nickeled.

If your dealer does not have themsend $1.00 to

HIGHT.Sta. C, Toledo, 0., or W. B. Colp, Ballard, Wash.

NOW RBADV

BUILDING CON

STRUCTION AND

SUPERINTENDENCE

Part III— Trussed Roofs
and Roof Trnsses.
SECTION I.

Over 300 Illustrations.

THE CHAPTERS.

Types of wooden trusses and the
mechanical principles involved.

Types of steel trusses.

Lay-out of trussed roofs— Bracing
of roofs and trusses.

Open timber roofs and church
roofs.

Vaulted and domed ceilings, oc
tagonal and domed roofs.

Roof construction for coliseums,
armories, train sheds exposi
tion buildings, etc.

Computing the truss loads.

Stress diagrams for vertical loads:

(a) symmetrically loaded ; (b)
uiisymmetrically loaded.

One Large 8vo Vol., Cloth.

Price, $3.00 prepaid.

David Williams Company
14-16 Perk Place, NewYork
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They Both Hold the
Same Position

In the confidence and esteem of an apprecia
tive public.
And no matter whether it be in North
America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa
or Australia, mechanics everywhere turn to
our books.

The carpenter and woodworker
to this book.

Whenever they wish to post themselves or
to find out where they can get tools, machinery
and supplies in their respective lines. We
shall be proud to send either book to anybody
in any place on receipt of 25c.

The metalworker and machinist \
to this book.

'
/

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
b.x b. DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

SOMETHING NEW

Heal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination

try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired
position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the

pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., OT\^A-

The Fox Square and Miter Improved

This tool with
sliding and de-

can be adjusted BHi| / tachable blades is
from5 to 8jns. ■ / , , ,
a whole set of 1LJW / the best and most com

plete Square and Miter
on the market. Of your dealer
'
sent prepaid on receipt of price,

$1.00.

P. L. FOX, MTr,
432 William Street - - BRIDQEPORT, CONN.

PATENTS
PENDINQ.

KEY TO THE STEEL SQUARE

THIS IS IT. The Key, Book of Instruction
and MoroccoCue. Full Size 4x5 Inches.
It tellsthewholestoryof howto usethecommon
steelsquarefor all kindsof framing.
Ask your hardwaredealerto tee it. If he has
notgotit, send$1.50 to

ALFRED W. WOODS,
LINCOLN, NEB. - CHICAGO
109So.10thSt. 1985thAve.

me

No.

lew OniTeisal Spare" NEW STYLE "
Blade in Three Sizes t
\ in. No.10—10in. No.18—18in,

Combination;Trl; pitch cut;
Hip and Valley
cut andmitreSquare. Draws
circles;gaugeslumber;octagonalcuts; layingoutmortiseandtenons;plumbandlevel;stralghtedge,rulescale,andInnumerableotherpurposes.Tooperate,yousimplyreverseIt fromsidetoBide.It marks In.ononesideand1i In.ontheother.
THE DUBV 8 SHINN

XNCOBPOBATED.
OfficeandWorks,34E. 29thSt.,

If fonnduntrue
willbereplaced.
Forsaleby
all leading
tool dealers.
Write
for
circu
lars.

MFG. CO.,

NewYorkCity.

ForestCityBitAToolCo.. RocMord,III.. U S.A j

ManufacturersofWoodBoringBits.HollowMortisingChisels.CommonMortisingChiselsandTools
Sendfor CATALOG"0" Sendfor

FURNACE HEATING.
By William G. Snow

With an Appendix on Furnace
Fittings.

110Pages;90Illustrations;Size,0x9Inches.
Clothbound.Price.tlM.
DAVID WILLIAMS CO.

14-10 Paik Place. New York
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. Operating Richardson Bros. NEWARK, N. J.

There's the Saw
Made of SILVER STEEL— will hold its keen cutting edge
longer without refiling. Taper ground and balanced just
right, it will do its work easilyand well. Ask your Dealer for

ATKINS BSE GRADESILVER STEEL SAWS
"Finest on Earth."

Write forUniversalTime Book and Hand SawBooklet.

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc. Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, U. S. A.

DISSTON Filing Guide and Clamp.
Especially Designed to assist those not skilled in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

ENRY DISSTON Q SONS, inc
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL. STEEL 8 FILE WORKS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

■ i

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge

Groovers and Center Groovers
BrassRollers,BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers,Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers.Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
Satisfac
tory Ce-
ment

SidewalkTools
in theWorld

The Woodhouse Hdw. Mfg. Co.
; . .j 2620So. 13thSt.. St. Louis, Mo.

WHAT BUILDERSHAVE BKEN LOOKMTOFOK

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AnabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentforArchitects,Builders,Carpenters,anaStoneMasons.Canbe
usedfor anykind of foundationwork andgaotlngangles,issimpleinItsconstruction,easilyander-Btood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Is madeofBrass,oxidized,andhasa silveredcircleof degToes.
HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor such
work. Price. IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedRodandTarget,$2500.Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.Everylnstrumc"

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'd CO.,
53 12 West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Qa.
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FALE'S PAT. PLANE
ConstitutingCarpenterPlow,Dado,Filletster,Hatch
ingSash,Hollows,Rounds,Beads,Rabbets,Nosings,
CaseMouldings,QuarterRounds,&c. TbemostCom
pactandServiceableTooleverinvented. Universally
endorsedbycarpenters.

AGENTS WANTED.

OTISA. SMITH, Sole Mfr., Rockfall, Conn.

SPRING
PAINTING

Seasonable talk on Good Paint for the Pres
ervation of all classes of Metal and Wood,
is contained in the New Pamphlet B-32.

WRITEFORA FREECOPY

PAINTDEPARTMENT

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., J>r««y City, N.

W.R. OSTRANDER& CO., 22 Dey Street, New York City,
nanufacturersof

Speaking Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools.
No. 4i—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 50—RECIPROCATING DRILL for wood or metals.
The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
goodtools, but "Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN. CONN., V. S. A.

A COMPLETE FBAMIM RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

.NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

mmNKtMK
TOOLS

Webare
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomely printed on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any address on receipt of

10cents postage.

WH. P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Blannfactared by

MALLORY MFG. CO.,
riemlafton.N.j.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flashandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to puton, stronganddurable.Wurranted. Also
combinationawningbinges, withthesebingesblinds
will not slamor blowoff. Theyaretheonlyhinges
adaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,contractors,andpeoplewhohaveasedthemseveral
years.Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY,

Manufacturers,
No- 1

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,Haas.,U.S.A.

152 Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
Save*Time

for the draughtsman,
andIsa greataid tothe
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorTSquaregivesaccurateangles, you getmeasure

mentsdirect from the board. Hasadrawerforinstruments,and can becarriedaroundto make*drawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.
J. fc 6. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phlla., Pi
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Giving descriptionof bookson Archi
ture.Building,Engineeringandalliedi
Jects. Sampleof •'Architects& Buil(

Arehitec-
— alliedsub

jects. Sampleof •'Architects& Builders
Magazine" sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $t.00a year.
ForeignSubscriptions$̂3.00a year.

WM.T. COMSTOCK,Pub.,23WarrenStreet,N.Y.

in Shades
lies in buyingthosethatreflectthe
most light, and last the longest
Frink's ReflectingShadesarethe
best made. All sizesand styles.

1. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl St., New York.

A 71 HAND SAW

!>'>
'
.» "«"' :'Vv'i

A Good Square Offer
If there's any tool that must be right it's the
square. No wonder it's the emblem and by-word
of all that is good and right. We guarantee the
square we sell and the price is as square an in
ducement as we can offer to secure your first order.

$!••

Mere'sthedescription:
This Carpenter'sNickel-platedSteelSquare24incheslongSineheswide,tongue16incheslong.1finches widegraduated: faceft, •: back,>„ A, Bracemeasure,8squareandEssexboardmeasure.

$1.11

White, Van Glahn & Co.
14 Chatham Square, New York City.

Plasterer's

DRYING STOVES
2 sizes

Send for price.

The S. M. Howes Co.,
40-46 Union St.
BOSTON, MASS.

STANDARD FOR
30 YEARS

This
namestam
pedonevery

threefee*Isaguar
anteethatyouarcpet-

tinsthebeatsashcordthat
canbemade.
SILVER LAKE CO.,
Boston,Mass.

TAINTOR
Positive Saw Set

m|T If youlike tt tellothers11 If youdon'tlikeIt tellUS
Send for our circular

which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR MFG. CO.
113 Chambers St., New York

MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos.80 81
1«
39

MONARCH
LB. Sash Chain

'FLAT IS THE BEST.
■™~--^K Samplesfree.Mentionthispaper.

r .
'* The Bridgeport" Chain Co.

I IMPCJuANT. Bridgeport, Conn.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

Distinguishedbyourtrade-mark,
theColoredSpot.

Outwearsanyotherdevicefor hangingwindows.

SAMSON CORDAGEWORKS, Boston, Mass.

14 1* 10 8inch sweep.
Thereare nootherbrac»smadewhichmatchtheminmeritandbeautyof finish.

Our mmeappearsonall genuinegoods. Look
for it beforê ou buy. If your dealerdoes notkeepMillersFalls Bracesthenwriteto us.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

THE FORD AUGER BIT

FORD AUGER BIT CO., Holyoke, Mass.
Thefirst and only Bit with PatentedConcave
Twist. The best Bit for all roundworkyetpro
duced. It is worthyourtimeto try oneandsee.

KUnps
I I AND SCREENS
UuruhgtohVl

SOME. STARRETT TOOLS FOR WOOD WORKERS.
Send for free Catalogue No. 1 7 P, Illustrated, 176 Pages.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
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[BLACK DIAMOND
♦ FILE WORKS.
J EM.1863. Inc. 1893.

Twelve Medals
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
AT ATLANTA, 1893.

CopyofCataloguewill besentfreeto any
interesteil file useruponapplication.

G. & U. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Madeby

Cabot's Shingle Stains.
Theoriginalshinglestains,andthestandardafterovertwentyyears'testandcompe

tition byimitators. Theonlystainsthataremadeof Creosote.

Cabot's Sheathing and Deafening "Quilt."
The scientificInsulatorand sound-deadener.Six timesbetter thanordinarypaper

or felt. Samplesand circularstent on request.
SA11UELCABOT, Sole Manufacturer,141Milk Street, Barton, Mass.

Cabot's Brick Preservative. ConscrvoWood Preservative.

sjfSIF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
Yon havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., m&StiSt

ARB PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.
USE THEM AND SEE WHY— SEE LAST PAQE OP COVER.

CATALOOUE NO. tj P SENT ON REQUEST.
THE- L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsof thepresentandfuture
are In mightycontrast,coo)andpleasanttothe
eyesdaringtheIon?hot dayaof summer.The
coatof tbe additionalcomfortla alight.Write
forcoloredfloorplatesandprlcea.

JnirlNTERIOR/^ARDWOOD
ftAMurACTURERs InDIANAPOLIS. InD.

Pike, N.tl.

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing
Water-ProofFire Retardent.
ALREADYSURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.

Hade frombent
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal
TarRoofsmany
years.

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,
13* WaterSt., NewYork.

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Qo Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in Builders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line enduressuch wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer.
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWAREMAN Can Supply Them, i ISMT'UWn
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Window Apparatus
Drouve,G. Co.
Window and Door
Stops
King Mfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust,
ers
Ives,HobartB., A Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.Windows, Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarvisJCo.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg. Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestcrshireLumber& Box
Co.
Wood Working Manchinery
American Wood WorkhtCMach'yCo.
Barnes,W. F. & John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
CordesmanMachineCo.
Fay, J. A. & EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.Marston,J. M. & Co.
ParksBall BearingMachineryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Ma
chinery, Second
. HnndLongIslandMachineryGy.
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Send for
our Circulars.

See My Finish!
Watch it spread over millions

of feet of flooring — all kinds, from

the finest " parquet
"
to the heaviest

— wherever progressive builders
appreciate that the old "marrow
bones and elbow grease" method

of yesterday \ can't class with the

method of to-day.

That I do the work better, faster
and cheaper than any other known

method, is the opinion of those

who know by experience.
This one letter

NEWYOBM
■OITON

Baric

WIUJAMA.MCRRIMAN

Pricecomplete
f. o. b.
Chicago
or

NewYork

April 30, 1906.

Hurley Machine Co.,

133 S. JefferBon St,

Chicago - 111.

Dear Sira:

Enclosed please find our check for $260.00, in paymentfor

four of your "Little Giant floor Scrapers.* Wehays used them

in the American Trust le Savings Bank Building. lot only have

they done the work well, but they hare done it economically. They

have saved us time, and money,and justified all your claims for the

maohlne.

Tours very truly,

Is like hundreds

TO-DAY

The

"LITTLE GIANT"
Floor Scraper

Is a man power machine, the unit of
simplicity in construction, and the acme
of perfection in performance. Adaptable
to any kind or style of floor scraping
Easily operated by any one of your men,
who can, in a very short time, be finish
ing iooo sq. ft. a day. Does it sound too
big ? Let us show you— it's up to us and
we want to do it.

YESTERDAY

Hurley Machine Co,
153 to 159 South Jefferson St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
N. Y. Office, 1010Flat Iron Bldg.
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When You Are Hushed With Work
And can't get all of the help you need, then get a

"
Union " Com

bination Saw, which will do work equal to 3 additional good men
and will do better work than is possible, when using hand tools.
The saving of 3 men's wages will soon
pay for the machine and means larger
profits for you.

No. 5 "Union"
Saw

Combination
Self-Feed Kip
and Cross-Cut

is suitable for various kinds of work—ripping
(up to 3j4 inches thick), cross-cutting, mitering,
etc., and, with additional attachments, rab-
betting, grooving, dadoing, boring, scroll-
sawing, edge-moulding, beading, etc. Almost
a complete workshop in one machine.

Send for Catalog ««A" funy describing
our complete line of foot, hand and light power
wood working machinery.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
209 Water St.,

SENECA FALLS, N. T., U. S. A. „

POWER FOOT
WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY.

A Complete Line

for a
Carpenter

and

Builder.

machineswill
)>ayfor them-
solve*Inayear
andoften tn a
singleJob.

N.. 7 SCROLL SAW.

Oar Haehines are

so constructed that

you can take them

to the house you are

building:.

. . . Saves Time

Tenoner

Why buy these Machines? BECAUSE
Toncanmt amillman'spr»flt.YoucanmakemoremoneywithletscapitallnTeated.
coet'thai?them"™ K°°d

8ty'C flDl8h'811(1at 1°W*r

T^nJWln°rk°P
StU"at,eadln wmtc 'of thespringrushIn

10,000bnllderiareusingfromonetoeightof our differentmachines.

I i|Ji||.,l -in

1V0RTISER
semi l.r Catalogue and Prices.

No.4 SAW. W. F.&JOHN BARNES GO.,
71 RUBY ST.
ROCKFORD ILL.

Ourmachines
are not
plicated, but
simple,strong,
practical and
built for good
hardwork.
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"LIGHTNING" FLOORING MACHINE

THE capacity of this machine is unlimited. The output depends entirely upon the skill of the operator.
In its construction absolutely durable workmanship is
combined with entire simplicity of design, so that it is
easy and convenient to operate and can be depended
upon to turn out the most and the best flooring, ceiling,
siding, casing, etc.
This machine is made to plane four sides, 9 and 15inches
wide and 6 inches thick. Descriptive circulars give
complete details of the steel cylinders, the heavy match
ing works, the powerful feed, in fact full specifications.

Ask for No. 106 " Lightning " Floorer Circular and Complete Illustrated Catalog.

221-241 W. Front St..
Ciivciivivati,OKio. U. 5. A.

. The Worlds Standard /or Woodtrorking Machinery.

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw. SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matchers34In.
PonyPlaners16,30,24In.

WoodsMoulder13In.
MerlinMoulder15In.
Roger* Moulder8In.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTopSawTables,GasandGasolineEn
gines,BandSaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,
Jig Saws.
Al CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
15 Washington Ava., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturedby
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
l.A . CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Centerpart of top is made of iron accu
ratelyplaned, with grooves on each side of
sawfor gauges to slide in.
Steelshafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gearsare all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete. 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Ruggles St., Boston, Mass.

\ /— a^J3J^VJ,Q^X—*—
/STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK./ JAIL WORK, JOIST HANGERS. IRON FENCINGS.

MARK YOUR TOOI,S WITH A
B TEB1L BTJ*l.Hi&F.

FOR PH II ■U-I.ISTNo.5

Carry'sPatentAdjustableSteel
DropAwnings.

Harry'st'nilergrouiitlCurrutfaled
OalvanlzcilstepICMcrnsamlTanks
.Hootingof all kinds,Kualslnfe,etc
\ Sendfurcatalogue,pjfieqsietc.

O.K.HarrySteelWorks.2341PaplnSt.,St.Louts,Mo.

— "I want to get somebird seed," said
the customer in the seedstore." No, you don't, smarty," replied the
new clerk, recently from the country, " ye
can't joke me. Birds grow from eggs, not
seed."— Exchange.
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WOOD WORKING MACHINERY 1F YOU^RTE^^u WILL

Don't fail to asK for
Catalogue. WRITE FOR PRICES.

Fig. 968.AmericanNo.3Tenoner Fig. 1330.No.200GlenCoveAutomatic
Knife Grinder

Fig. 7911.No.1WAmerican20in. and
24in. x 0in. SingleSurfacer.

AMERICAN WOOD WORKING MACHINERY COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO NEW ORLEANS

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE- MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage,saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs #125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO., SMrWffi:

Patent
Applied
For

= Perfection Cement Block Machine
MAKES THE BEST HOLLOW CEMENT BLOCKS OF ANY MA
CHINE ONTHE MARKET. It Tampson thePace,an Important
Fact to Considerwben Purchasing a Cement Block Machine

Outfits from $50.22 up
This machine has reached the height of Perfection In

Simplicity, Durability and Quickness

DON'T DELAY ! DON'T HESITATE !

Sendfor our Descripth^eCircular and Price*.

MANUFACTURED BY

Enterprise Foundry Company
Officeand Works: 83 OLEAN STREET ROCHESTER. N.Y.
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EXPOSITION
OF

NEW PATENT 36-INCHBAND
SAWINGMACHINE.

Furnishedwithrip*caug,\rollerKuar<ls,
woodrimwheels,»*tc.Tahlecan

betilted

Wood Working Machinery
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

Modern in design and construction,with
improved methods of adjustment.

Circulars and descriptive
matter sent upon

request.

COME AND SEE US I

IMPROVEDHAND PLANKR AND JOINTER,
Tablesover7feetlongandh*veBteelIIp«.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbitsand
otherirregularknlvea.
CylinderhagthreeBearings,oneofwhichIsout-
aideofpulley.

No.
Planes-I

i<4SURFACEPLANING MACHINE.
Inchesandanythickness,from1.16to8Inches.

CARPENTERSHOP IN ITSELF.
CHICAGONo.2COMBINATIONSAWTABLE.
Anexcellentmachineforripping,cuttlng-off,
mlterlng,dadoing,boring,etc.

No.SK IMPERIAL 8-ROLLPLANER,
MATCHERAND MOULDER.

Cylinderdonbl.-belted,sixlargefeedrolls.
Fastandslowfc9l. Planes24Wincheswide,
8 locbesthick,andmatchesup to 12
Incheswide.Weight30001ns.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON REBUILT MACHINERY.

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE, 13-15 North Canal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

YOU WANT THE BEST
HERE ARE A FEW CONVINCING
REASONS IN FAVOR OF "IDEAL"
SIMPLICITY: The "Ideal" has faceplatein thebottomol themould. Coresaremovedhorizontallyby positivelevermotion. No gear*,no cops,no wheels,no

cranks,no chains,nothingto breakorgetoutof order. You tampon the
faceIn the" Ideal" mould.

DURABILITY: The "Ideal" block machine
is built of the best greyiron
castings and polished cold

rolledsteelshaftings. In nopart is strengthsacrificed. All partsare per
fectly imchinedandassembled.Will lasta lifetime. Examinetbepicture.

ADAPTABILITY: The "Ideal" is a machineadaptabletoany
emergencyor situation

thatmayarisein the buildingline. The diversityof designis almostun
limited. The machineis interchangeableto four,eight, ten and twelve
Inchwidths. It isadjustableto sixteenlengths.

RAPIDITY: Upon the rapidityof a block machinedependsin great part the profit on a
contract. Speed is imperative So

rapidly is this machinegottenreadyfor makingand dischargingblocks
that it becomessimply a matter of humanenduranceas to numberof
blocksturnedout.

SEXD FOR CATALOG lM."

IDEAL CONCRETE MACHINERY COMPANY
8TATI0N 11. SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

"ON THE HIGH WAVE TO POPULARITY."
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COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTECTIONfromLIGHTNINGt>givenbyn-eofourcontinuouscopperconductors.
E.G. Washburne& Co.,46CortiandtSt..NewYork.

Teleptiuoeai'.'sCirllanitt.
Woru put up or material lurnlahed.

THE IMPROVED
Hand and Foot Power E. F. B.

SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenters,BuildersendAll WoodWorkers

Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
SEND FOR CIRCCLAB.

THE BARNES TOOL CO.. No Haven.Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented
ITor fasteningflxiures,timbers,etc.,to brick,atone
concreteorothermasonry.
DIAMONDEXPANHIUN BOLT CO..
Ml -13-15MurrayStreet, HewVorlt.N.Y

Suppose YOU Were

Discharged?
Guild youRetanotherjob? Would you
haveto take anythingyoucould(ret,at
whatevertheywould pay, and be glad
to net that"' Or do you possessthe
specialtrainingthat qualifiesyou for a
goodpositionand a good.salarywhere-
everyou go?
The valueof a man's labur depends
uponhisknowledgeof histrade. It YOU
are held down to an inferior position
by lackof suchknowledge,your salva
tion lies in the couponbelow. Mark it
and mail it to the InternationalCorre
spondenceSchool*,and theywill tell you
howtheycanprovideyou,in your spare
time and withou- any conditionshard
for you to meet,with the trainingthat
will enable you to commanda good
position at any time or place; and
will securefor you a better pnsiti<in,
increasedearnings,and a happyfuture.

ISN'T SUCH AN OFFER WORTH
INVESTIGATING?

INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
Box969,Scranton,Pa.

Plea.*?explain,withouttimberobligation>-nmj
part.h>.wI ennqualitylota large
♦positionbeta

Architect
ArchitecturalOralis,.
BuildingInspector
ContractorendBuJ«l
StructuralEngmee,
MechanicalEngineer
MechanicalDratU.
Ma
ElectricalEngineerMunicipalEngineer
Heat,andVent.Eng

■•amEngm.ei
larlnaEnginot
urvayor
•■IliaExpert
tcnogiaphcr

= }.

♦Same-

St. & Wo..

City State^

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu=

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
Theyarelowin pricebecausetheyare
inbigdemandandwe haveto build tbem
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing

our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
tables andjointers.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, J£J£$E&fc

THE COMBINATION OF MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES FOUND IN

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD
Has forced it to th* front as a never-failingwoodcutting tool to makesingle
tongueand grooveFlooring, Ceiling. Siding and Wainscoting.
It applies especiallyto the variouspatternsthat comewithin the line of

mill work where irregular and squareoffsetsoccur. We duplicateCutters to
the nicety and furnish at uniformly low prices. All kinds of knotty and cross-
grainedlumberisneatlyand smoothlyfinishedusing fasterfeeds—reducedcosts.

SAMUEL J. SHIMER S SONS, MILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

CONCRETE BLOCK, BRICK, POST and MIXING MACHINERY

CEMENT MACHINERY CO., Hall Bldg., JacRson, Mich.

V
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^ T OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

MIRACLE DOUBLE AIR SPACE CEMENT BLOCKS
We can equip you to defy competition and make enormous

profits on a very little capital.
Begin making cement building blocks at once—this is the best time of the year.

Make the Miracle Block if you would be the most successful.
Statistics show less failures among Miracle operators than among those making,

any other block.
The Miracle is the only block with sufficient merit to be fully and safely pro

tected by U. S. Patents.

WE CAN GIVE YOU A LICENSE TO MANUFACTURE.
WE CAN GIVE YOU A MONOPOLY IF YOU WISH.

OUR LARGE 84 PAGE CATALOG R2 SENT FREE.

MIRACLE PRESSED STONE COMPANY
Eastern Branch: No. 1 Park Row, Now York City. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

The Peerless Cement Brick Machine
A Simple One Han Machine made of Iron and
Steel. Producing 10 perfect face or common
brick at a time. Capacity, 3000 or more per
day. Price Right. Send for Catalogue.

Peerless Brick Machine Co.,
10 Sixth St. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WhenyouwantanySTRUCTURALWORKit willpayyoutowritetothe

/Sk . jll^

BOSTON BOLTESTABLISHED
1873

COMPANY 9

Works, offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farnsworth Street

BUILDERS !
Convenors of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches
Halls, Factories, Bridges,Wharves, Etc.
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON, MASS.

IMPORTANT,
A British firm, with extensive Joinery Department, fully equipped

with modern Woodworking Machinery, is open to negotiate for manufacture
and sale of high class Joinery, Cabinet Making, or Furniture specialties
of any kind, either for British Market or for exportation. If desired, such
arrangement will be made at present as will cover the eventuality of a tariff
being imposed on manufactured imports sent into Britain.

Representatives in the principal towns in the United Kingdom.

For fuller particulars apply to JOINERY, care of

H. P. LANCASTER, Esq*, Caxton House, London, S. W., England

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar-

_ tlstlc Designs ap-~ proprlate for any
style of architec
ture.

All 8tylesQarranizedandCopperSkylights,Cornices,Flnials, Cresting', Ventilators,Metal
SUaeles,BoofGutters,all stylespaintedand gal**otzedIron Rootingand Siding,etc. Write
torCatalogueandPrices. Estimate*free.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co..[anufaoturors,
CANTON. OHIO.

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

T
madei If so send for illustrated cata

logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

All Manner of Handy Rules for
the Estimator are given In . . .

HODGSON'S

Estimating Frame and Brick Houses

ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,14-16Park place,N. T.
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 and 30 Central Avenue;
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Manufacturers of Latest Improved

WoodWorRir
Machinery

No. 2 Pinner, Matcher and Moulder. (luiTernal Wood-Worker.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Pox Foot Power Miter Machines
The best thin for mitering mouldings

similar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmer*,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. Front St., OrandRapids.Mich.

The Edwards
Metal Ceilings

Metal Shingles, Metal Windows, Cornices, Skylights,
Roof (iutters, Corrugated Iron and Steel Roofing,

Steel Imitation Brick and Stone Siding

Writefor MetalCelling CatalogH and special
propositionto agents.
Everything in ■sheetMetal Building Material

Illustrated and describedin our large 182page
CatalogL, sentfreeuponrequest.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
"THE SHEETMETALFOLKS"

MainOfficeandWorks, 423to448Eggleston̂ vc,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ALL TJ^T^aNEEDED*
TO APHY,

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

"T'HE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB
EROID R00FIN6 does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
' ' above all things ' ' avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

JUXUTACTUKEDSOLELYBT
The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork

ChicagoOffices: 188-00MadisonSt.

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court roomslibraries, residences, etc.
'

Ourceilingsarcshippedrendvforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired.Workingdrawingsfurnished.They'readaptedtoauyKindof bulldlncExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK" 8_ . . _ ... Eat
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRooting,SldlniShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWork"andilreproollngMaterial.
Ourcatalogue*sentyoufree. Askfor them.

Metal

THE BERQER MFQ. CO.
CANTON,OHIO.

NewTork. Bostou. Phlla. St.LouN

ALL KINDS OF

ELEVATOR CARS AND
ENCLOSURES

FRED J. MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It Is made from galvanized iron In 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

Every Carpenter Appreciates Labor Saving Devices
Write for Circular of our

BRACKET HHH6ER
AND

ROOF BROCKET
25 000

Have Been Put in Use
Last Year

Satisfaction Guaranteed

WAGNER MANUFACTURING CO., f Cedar Falls, Iowa.

To Make Money From Your Invention
it must be protected by such a PATENT as will enable you to completelyMONOPOLIZE it and control infringers. I pro
curepatents that stand the test of competition at a cost probably nowherenear as high as you may think. The patent law
favors the DILIGENT, not the indolent, inventor, so send me TO-DAY a sketch or model, and explanation of your inven
tion and I will furnish full advice. To morrow, next week, or next month may be too late. References on request.

GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer, 800 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

CORRUGATED IRON \Painted and Galvanized.

SCOTT <SL CO.,
Cincinnati, O.

Agonta>
Wanted j IRON ROOFING

Painted and Galvanized.

THE "ANTI-PLUVIUS" SKYLIGHT
Absolutely and permanentlyimpervious to rain,
snow, sleet or dust without putty or cement.

With bridge arrangementfoi walking on
the skylight without danger of breaking

^P^f the glass. Specially adapted for large
^S^r buildings and shops where there is always
;y more or less vibration.

F—CopperSheetCap
G—CoilGalv.BrassSpring.
H -Gali.BrassStud.
J—Bridge(lor walkingon
skylight).

Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

A—SteelSupportingBar
B—Mall.IronBridge.
C—FlatIron.
D—Felt.
E—Glass.

THE 6. DROUVt CO.
A1-"ManufacturersandErectorsof

THE LOVKLL WINDOWOPfc-KATINODEVICE
Inquiries Solicited and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

SKYLIGHTS
Our Metal SUyllubtv,
GWer.patleitacrloo.*

They
throuted\

that all condensationin carried to thecurbanddiwbnnred
roof without soaking betweenlapp.
ol the curb on our **kyllffbt* rendert*counterflnMhiutxun-

Fratneftof galvanized Iron or copper,with niatirtol any kind or thickitcH*.
Write lor our New Cornice, Hkylltcbtand OrnamentCatalog.

The peculiar coniitruction

HE CANTON STEEL R DFING CO.

WALTERS

Shingles that last

Made from GalvanizedTin andPaintedTin
ST0E1I.BUSTANDFIBEPBOOP

DoyouwanttoIncreaseyourbusiness?Thip |is Yoi'R Oitortuxitv. Writeforcatalogue,
samplesandprices.

National Jheet Metal Reefing "Co.,
JERSEY OTTY. N. J.

'STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANTFACTUKKB8or

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
for Floor* In Ntoros, Churches, Depots,
Kitchen*, Hall*. Porches, eVc

Officeand Factory,Bluff Street,nearSift.
PITTSBURG, PA.
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Whitaker Old Style Redipped

Mfc^W ^Manufactured By

■Wheeling Corrugating Co.
'-VhEE'UNG. W.Va.

Plate
Specify The Heaviest Coated (47lbs) Plate Made

There Is No Bei^er- koofing

ALWAYS IN THE FRONT RANK
AND LEADING

Whitaker Old Style

Roofing Plates
The Whitaker Old Style Redipped is made by the
Palm Oil Process from perfect, carefully annealed
black plate, and carries 47 pounds coating of pure tin
and new lead to the 20x28 box; weighs net— 1C 251
pounds; IX 312 pounds. Every sheet is resquared,
inspected and packed with our guarantee. There can
be no better Roofing Plate made.

SAMPLE SENT POSTPAID ON REQUEST.

We carry full stock in all our warehouses.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:
NEW YORK CITY - - - - 47-51Cliff Street
CHICAGO - - 28-27North Clinton Street
ST. LOUIS - - - 118-114-116SouthEighth Stree1
PHILADELPHIA - 403-404-406RaceStreet
BOSTON,MASS. - - - 188and 134Pearl Street
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. King Street

NO MATTER
WHAT KIND OF METAL ROOFING

YOU WANT,
WE MAKE IT—WRITE TO US.

No Order Too Large For Us.

Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
Savesfrom8to 24hoursIn layingoata singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenable*theordinaryworkman10frametnemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertainty.IT DOK8 ALL THIS. It IBaccurate,thuspreventingallmiatakes.It givesanglesforanypifch.It glvefclengthsfor anyratters.H givescutsforprincipals,Jacks,hips,valleysandcrippias. Savestlmafor theskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainly.

Writefor booklet.Addreatthemanufacturers*

G. A. TOPP (EL CO., - Indianapolis, Ind

>SEC0R&
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPflAII ROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWELLMFG.CO
JERSEY CITX N.J.

' *- i

Another Hint
On Ventilation.

Let's take it for granted you want to operate

runs of sash in a monitor: How shall you

place the operating rod ? With our device,

place it anywhere. Bring it down the post

or carried along the roof line and down the

side. This gear will do the work from any

where at any time.

Catalogue X-V.

LORD <a BURNHAM CO.
1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St., New York.

Boston Branch: 819 Tramont Building
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the .most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architects
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem. Ohio.

{Everythingin sheetmetal.)

■miiiiiiiiiiiiiJ

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES
Who can drive a nail
betterthana carpenter?
Then who has a better
right tomakemoneylay
ing Cortricht Shingles?
CORTRIQHTMETAL
ROOFINOCO.

PhiladelphiaandChicago

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS

are every day proving their superiority over the ordinary Lap
Joint Ceiling.
Sendfor Cataluyne"/>"

S. Keighley Metal Ceiling & Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.

Washington, D. C.
Boston Mass.

We make the W. H Mi ler Patent Metal Window Frames
alog on these. Originators of the hip shii

ILLIS MFG. CO.,

With our

No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
rjof finish. Send for
catalog No. 5 showing
a very complete line of
architectural
metal work.

STEEL CEILING
is a leading feat
ure with us.

and Sas'i. Special cat-
gles.

G.lesburg, 111.

PLU MBERS' SUPPLI ES
AT WHOLESALE.

If youneedany»
thinein my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCant
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata
log. Shipments
prompt) ymade
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas largo
ones.

B.C. KAROL.236W.HarrisonSt.,Chicago,Ml,

A Built I p Gravel Roof Ready To Lay.

SECURITY"
(KegliteredU.8.PatentOffice)
NotethePatent 6 InchJoint.

The National Roofing Company
TONAWANDA, IN. Y.
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-5T9VE PIPE
CQRNICE-.
>KYLIQMTS.
£aves trough,
, Conductor pipe-.
JTEEL R99FIN0 I 3IDINQ . .SOLDER ETC

the ELLER MTG. <>C^EN5S^ J.H.ELLER & CP

Combines durability, -low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demand-!.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFINd.

SEND FOR PHOTO PAWPHhMT.

Eastern Granite Roofing Co., irving Building, New York.

THE FOURTEENTH
EDITION OF

Kidder's

Architects*
and

Builders'

Pocket-Book

Except for two or three

chapters this book has been

entirely rewritten and is

thoroughly up to date. It

now numbers 1675 pages

and contains upwards of

1000 engravings. This is

unquestionably the most

complete hand-book in the

English Language treating

on Building Construction

and Structural Engineering,

and contains a vast amount

of practical and reliable data

relating to Builders' work.

The subject of reinforced
concrete is fully considered

and formulas given for
strength, etc.

No Architect, Structural

Engineer, Contractor or

Draughtsman can afford to

be without it
.

Circular giving table o
f

contents and sample pages

mailed on request.

Twentieth Thousand.

1656 pages, 1000 figures.

Morocco, $5.00.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
14-16Park Place, New York.
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- nn*rrrri- nm■■rmi-"frrnfirm:'rnnVn"in«ffm!»riTi

25feetwide—lowerceiling 12feetin clear.
SetpriceF. O.B. ft. Lonis,Mo $209.00•' NewYork,N.T 238.00" " St Paul,Minn 229.00" " Denver,Colo 268.00" '* rmlas, Tes 25J.00

Net priceF. <>.li. St. Lonis,Mo....
New York, N. Y.

J187.0C
212.00

St.Paul,Minn 204.00
Denver,Colo 239.00
Dallas,Tex 226.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithillustrateonr completeandmodernstorefronts. Theprices
ncludethesteelsill course,steelvestibuleplate,6teelanglecolumnsfdrcoveringendwajlls,steej,.
[Intermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
(ashof white pine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doublestrength;galvanizedironwork above
first-storycolumns.
Wemakeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to300feetin widthandfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstudyforoverthirty
years,theyare nowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket, owing to their simple
andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthatwefnrnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycityin'theUnitedSlates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi*
ucts,bnildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de-
vipUvocatalogueand discounts. Eatabllabed 1846.

MESKI$R «&s BROTHER,
421-319 S. SIXTH STREET - - • ST. LOU IS, MO. U. S. A.

THE NEW YORK 8TEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
bCPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Eead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesa perfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin tnemarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Builders and Plasterers.Telephone

876MadisonSquare.
All couimui'ications
to 1185B'wav, N. Y. C.

1 I F the skies rained oil, paint would never "chalk." Ch.alk.ing paint isabsorbent paint, and as the s'cies rain water and not oil absorbent paint
does not protect the surface under it.
Chalking is prevented by the addition of OXIDF. OF ZINC — combi

nation paints based on OXIDE OF ZINC do not become "chalky" or absor
bent neither do they discolor and, furthermore, they are very durable and
economical.

FREE^SrL THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.,**PalmsInArchitecture."" Paint:Wby.HowabdWhen?"**FrenchGovernmentDecrees.""SpecificationsforArchitects."71 Broadway, New York
We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of manufacturers of Zinc White Paints

will he furnished on application.

PRODUCERS OF

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

THE E. J. JOHNSON CO.
38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book

Are money makers for up-to-date
carpenters. We want some one to
lay them in your territory. If you
want the work—write
MontrossMetalShingleCo.,Camden,N.J.

8 x IO inch
BLUE PRINTS
Of 250 Buffalo,N. Y. , Residences

, brick,brickant
ild toanyaddrtas

Instone,stoneandirame,brick,brickand
frame,etc, mailedpostpaid
ut$1X0perdozen.
Sendfor catalogueandsample
blueprintfree.

IE I N H v FRED sunn I,
ARCHITECT

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Useful

Pamphlets
At 25 Cents Each
POSTPAID

Practical Hints on Joint fifing.
ForBeginnersin Plumbing.BixthEditioo,
enlargeI, GGpages,41Illustrations.5!<1 8
inches 25

House Chimneys.
A SeriesofArtlcleBandLettersonChimney
TroublesandtheirRemedies.F.2pages,40
Illustrations.5 x̂3Inches J5

Domestic Electrical Work.
ConciseandPracticalExplanationsonWlr»
111a-buildingsfor Belli,Alarms.Annuncia
torsandforGasLightingfromBatteries.By
W. A. WlTTBScmBR.55pagtB,Illustrated.
5hx8Inches 35

Reading Architects' Drawings.
PracticalSuggestionsforYoungMechanics.
29pages,illustrated.r>HJx8Inches 25

Guide to Broking and Enamelling.
TreatingLiquids,EnamulPaints,ttc. 37
pages,.v: x i Inches 25

The Preparation and Use of Cements,

Glue and Paste. i~ receipts.58pages.

5x?k inches 25

How to Becomea Good Mechanic.
A PracticalGuidetoSelf-TaughtMen;Tell
ingwhatto Study;Howto Begin;What
DifficultieswtilbeMetandHowtoOvercome
Them.&c. 6Rpages.5x7Inches 25

Easy Lessonsin Roof Measurements.
TwelveShort LessonsIn Figuringfrom
Architect*'orScaleI rawing*,tbcAmount
of MaterialRequitedtoCoveraGivenSur
facein Hat, Hippedor IrregularShaped
Hoofs. £1pages,12Illustrations.9}t1 9
Inches ;•■ .25

Blue Print Making.
EmbracingDirectionsfor Constructingtlie
PrimingFrame,PreparingthePaper,and
MakingPrintsof VariousKlndB.23pages.
SHx3inches 25

David Williams Company
PUBLISHERS

14- 16 ParK Place.
NEW YORK.

Montross
Metal Shingles
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A"

BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS,
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCatakIng Materialicould
' and PriceList of all Hndsof Build-" a greathelp to you In figuring."

LESTEHSHIRE LUMBER 3 BOX CO., LESTER5Hrl^*T0B^6HAMT0tl'

K urine's Truss Metal Lath and Structural Element
Steel Concrete

yr
Best Concrete Binder, Self-centering—For General Fire-Proof Con
structions, such as Partitions, Floors, Stairs, Outside Walls, Roofs,
Sidewalks, Sewers, Tanks, etc. Patented January I, 1901.

(CATALOGUESON APPLICATION.)

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 15-25 Whitehall St., New York City
MAMTFAOTUBINGANDSALESt'EPARTMEXT:

GOFF, HORNER & CO., Limited, Hnck Buildine, Pmsburph,Pa.
MILLS AT ZANESVtLLE, OHIO.

Dexter Portland Cement.
HIGHEST STANDARD ATTAINABLE
FOR PAVEMENT AND CONCRETE

WORK.

^/SAMUEL H. FRENCH &, CO.,Sole Agents,
Established 1844. [Hi.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

"Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Send tor Description and Price List.

ManufacturedST- GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.W
THE "BURT" VENTILATOR
is no experiment; hasbeenonthemarketnearly5years; is usedby themostpromi
nentcon*ernsin theCountry. The "Burt"
is the onlyVentilatoron the market withtheslidingsleevedamper(patented).Thisdamper it
»

idealwhereglasstopsare used,
astheventilatorcanbeclosed,yet the skylight featureis neveraffected—alwaysfreeand open. The temperaturecan be regu
latedbetter,dampernevermovesandnever
collectsdust.
Beforepurchasing a ve tilator of anymake,sendfor our finelyillu&traiedbook
let describingin detail our claimsfor the
'■Burt" >*At>EIN ALL t-IZES, BOTH
GLASS AND METAL TOPS.
THE BURT MANUFACTURING CO.
301MainStreet,Akron, Ohio,U.S.A.1 arrestManufacture!*oi OH r liter*andExhaustHeai1nIntheWorld.

JACKSON'S SCAFFOLD BRACKET HOOK
The Simplest. MrongeHtmid f'beapeft Devicemade lor Holding up tScnflbldins. Hooklateninchedlong,madeof testmalleableIron,andsave*us costmanytimes-overI □ one§e.iPon**work.

Easytoput on Bracket. Easy toput BracketonBuilding.
Nowigglingorfrilling-<.■: ■ i ■ - whete thishonk li

med. Writefor Cireulart. Soldtobullde-awithorwllhoutthefoldingbrackets,

BRACKET HOOK CO.,
HON. WinnebagoStreet, Rockford,111.

All phasesof Plumbing, Drainage and Water Supply are expertly treated in thenew book

Plumbing and House Drainage Problems.
THE SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED.
300 Pages, 1»T Illustrations. TWO DOLLARS, 1'REPAIP.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY 14-16 Park Place, New York.

Furnace Heating

is from the hand of an expert

in that kind of work. From a

man widely experienced in

the practice, and competent

to present a clear practical

treatment on the introduction

of warm air apparatus into

different buildings, on a scien

tific and economical basis.

The furnace man, the builder,

the owner, who seeks solution

of problems attending the

designing and laying out i f

furnace work, may be safely

governed by the rules and

data here laid down.

He will find a discussion of :—

Tbe I j pesof lurnaces and their effi
ciency.
The comparative merits of fnrnace
and othersystems.
The ci mbinallonwy-iim.
The Introduction «il air and ventila
tion.
Heating andveutitatina;School Build
ings, Public Building?, Churches
and Store?.
The Fan Furnace Combination
Hvttem.
Tempeiature Control.
Estimates andContracts.
Fuels. » ith Tables and Data.
And anappendixonFurnace Fitting..

By William G. Snow

ijo Pages go Illustrations
$i so Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
Publishers

14-16 Park Place, N.Y.
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(ELECTRIC)

STORE ELEVATOR FOR
COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT. MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON.
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator Mfg. Co. g££ft%
NEW YORK OFFICE : 2032PARK ROW BLDQ.

IWTOR^Ih dumb Waiters and
HAND ELEVATORS

Dependable Durable Light Running

Furnished with or without lumber. Shipped with

all necessary drawings and direct ons for setting

up. Write us. All particulars free

MORSE, WILLIAMS & COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

The New Book by F. E. Kidder

Strength of Beams,

Fl oors and Roofs
is prepared especially for carpenters, draughtsmen and architects

WHO HAVE NOT HAD THE ADVANTAGE
OF A TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The rules given for the strength of beams and
floors are very simple and practical, requiring
for their application no higher knowledge than
that of simple arithmetic.

The mechanical principles of the ordinary types
of trusses are fully and clearly explained, and
also the methods of computing the stresses and

proportioning the members.

THE CHAPTER ON TRUSS JOINTS
IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

230 Pages TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID 164 Engravings

David Williams Company, Publishers
14-16 Park Place : : • New York

DUMB WAITERS
AND

HAND ELEVATORS,

Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostImproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
88O»rrotlStteet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYorkSalesroom.128Libert)St.
CatalogueOnapplication.
Estimatesonrequest.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising »

EH

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

AutomaticHatchGates.
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS-CO.,CouncilBluffs,la..10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo.,Clevelanri,0hlo,246VincentSt

BranchOffices:
180CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcanbeplacedInposition
byanycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407CherrySt., - Phlla., Pat-

Notice Carpenters ! ! !
The second edition of The Lightning Esti
mator,the book that has had sucha remark
able sale in the last year, at 50c a copy has
been exhausted.
We have ready the third edition gTeatly
improved and one-third larger, which wilfc
sell for the low price of 60c (Money order).
Simple, rapid, practical, accurate,reliable.
Prepared by a prominent builder.
Basedon records of actual construction,
not theory.
A $2,000house estimated in 30minutes.
Third Edition 60c, Write now.

BRADT PUBLISHING CO.,
JACKSON, MICH. 260 Michigan Ave

GET
a irmeH's Est imator and
Builders' Pocket Companion.

Keep it oneweek and if not satisfiedre
turn it in good condition and we will
refund your mime/. Send $1.00 by
money order to

GR1NNELL PUBLISHING CO.,
213B Law ExchangeBuilding;,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

— Teacher : " We should never do in
private what we would not do in publi<\"
I/enfant Terrible: " How 'bout taking a
bath? "—Exchange.
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points ef afaitigt.
FIRSTLY, (leyarcgroundatrueiafer.«blebenablestie usertoranineSawwJttMeryliit!eSet.SECOaVDLY,cschbincedeEawisbandiedLyaD-cchanlcwLotboixuUil>undeistandatie bangingcf ibe£aw,«blchguarantee!tblamoMttrroilantfeature.
TII1H1)1V,tbeflliDgandEeltingof tbeSunonds6awaarccarefullydone,andinorougoiyInspected,sotbattbeSaws,onletting
tliefactory,arereadyforwork.

FOURTHLY,tbesteelusedIn themanufactureof tbeSlmondsSawsIsa highcarboncruciblesteel,andwillboldItscattingedgeOiucblongerthanibeordinarysieelgenerallyused.FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupinaseparatecase,tbuBavoidingAngeringandruetmarkscom*monlyfoundonShwsthatarenotencasedproperly.
SIX1HLY, becauseeverySlmondsSawfeguaranteedthoroughly.

Anymechanictryinga SlmondsSaw,andnotfiodlot
samesatisfactory,mayreturntbsSaw, eitherto tbe

dealer or to UN
SlmondsUtgCo„acdgeteithera uewSaw
ormoneypattltskct.

SENDFORCATALOGUEAND PRICE LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass. Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y.
Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orlearn, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

LOOKlffeALLWAYSrot BU£XNE>&
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,

Room918,112ClmrkSt. CHICAGO.
Samplesanil CircularsFret

I 3 new Self-Setting PLANE3 3 g"Samplesentaspercircular '
«2
"
g If notkeptby dealers.

3 »

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

J.astlongest—lookbest—arenot toocostly.
There'snootherkindsogood—soplea5in£.
OurSketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Wri e for It.

MILLER'S HAND MORTISER
For MortiseLocks. Time Per
Door,ThreeMinutes

BoldonTrial for - —
tJ.uowithorder,balanceIn thirtydays.
ALBERT W. MILLER MFO. CO.
Cincinnati.Ohio,andRiverside,Cal

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing the article itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

— " Have taxpayers no rights ? " de
manded the impassionedorator.
" Certainly," replied a man in the back
row. " They have the right to pay taxes."
—Exchange.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.
ROCHESTER. N. S". * SEW ALBANY. IND.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

. The lining is vermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
throughor livein it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

LuMJITTDIr.AL6K0T1OH.

CBOHSSKCTIO.VTUKOl'GHFLuOB
.SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt.,NewYork.

The Boymon Furnace C
o
.

BOLIMfhs.of

Boy n ton

'
s Furnaces ,

Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-0 Water Street, New York.
147-3 Lake Street, Chicago.

T^VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy
of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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The San Francisco Disaster and the
Present Building Situation

WHAT
our special correspondent, who was a witness

to the terrible conflagration which wiped out the
greater portion of the city of San Francisco, has to say
concerning the disastrous event of the third week in
April and of the present building situation as it there
exists, will, we feel sure, be read with more than usual
interest by every patron o'f this journal. There are many
lessons to be drawn from a calamity such as this, and
while the city may, by reason of the tremendous property
losses entailed, be somewhat slow in recovering from the
shock, yet it has been the means of demonstrating in a
most striking manner the soundness of the principles on

district and practically all of the large office structures
and leading hotels were burned out, leaving only shells.
Contrary to many misleading reports sent out by Inter
ested or misinformed persons the earthquake caused
directly only a comparatively small portion of the im
mense damage inflicted during the three days of the
catastrophe. The fact that the principal water mains
were broken by the first earthquake shock and that many
gas pipes were ruptured soon resulted in a number of
fires that raged until they burned out, checked by dyna
miting buildings or by back firing. It should be stated
that very little damage was done by any of the succeed

ing. 1.—View of Ruins, Showing Someof the Steel Frame Buildings That Stood the Test of Earthquake and Fire.

The San FrancLico Disaster and the Present Building Situation.

which modern fire and earthquake proof construction is
based. At the same time it has carried significant sug
gestions which municipal authorities throughout the land
should not allow to pass unheeded. One very serious
inconvenience experienced is the extensive derangement
of business arising from the disaster, but, judging from
the admirable attitude displayed by the citizens under
most trying circumstances, they will In due course re
cover from their troubles and a new city will rise from
the ashes of the old, more beautiful and more substantial
than the one destroyed.
Our correspondent, writing under date of May 7. de
scribes the situation as follows :
The great fire which followed the disastrous earth
quake shock at 5.15 a.m., Wednesday, April, 18, made
almost clean sweep of the heavy wholesale and manufac
turing districts of the city during the morning of that
day. In the afternoon and evening the central business

ing slight shocks of earthquake, which continued at in
tervals of a day or two for more than two weeks. The
heavy steel frame buildings of comparatively recent con
struction as a rule admirably withstood both earthquake
and fire.
The Palace Hotel, which was among the first of the

buildings to use iron in its construction was designed to
be both fire and earthquake proof. The earthquake test
was successfully passed. Not a square of glass fell from
the glass roof of the immense court, and guests were break
fasting in the grill room when the second shock, about
8.30, drove out the timid ones. The hotel management
soon ordered the guests to leave, as the fire was ap
proaching rapidly and all of the hotels east of Kearny
street were closed.
The Itialto and Crossley buildings on New Mont
gomery street, south of the Palace, were burned early
in the afternoon, along with the new executive office
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building of the Pacific States Telephone Company. These
three buildings were the main center of the electrical
supply district of the city. The Grand Hotel took fire about
the same time, but it was late in the afternoon before
the Palace, one of the best known and most handsomely
appointed in the world, succumbed to the flames. It
burned very gradually and seemed to come fully up to
the standard of the latest type of " slow burning " con
struction. With the hundreds of bay windows burned
off, the ruins presented a peculiarly desolate appearance.
The grand court, with Its famous palm garden, presented
a vast picture of desolation. About noon the Claus
Bpreckols Building, commonly known as the Call Build
ing, had fallen a victim to the fire that had been steadily
encroaching, as there was no water available. Great
crowds watched the flames creep up from floor to floor
until before 2 o'clock fiery banners were pouring from

street, near Powell. Owing to lack of water, this fire
spread with great rapidity up the long rows of apartment
houses on O'Farrell and Ellis streets, where there were
many frame buildings, and also circled around through
the business district north of Market, which had so far
remained intact. It worked back from the Alcazar Into
the big Cordes furniture store, and soon the entire south
side of Union square was involved. The great James
Flood Building, at the corner of Market and Powell
streets, and the adjacent smaller buildings were burned
that night. The Chronicle Buildings, old and new, the
Crocker Building and the Mills Building were involved,
and the new St. Francis Hotel burned before morning
came. The ruin of the grandly beautiful City Hall, which
cost $6,000,000and contained the public library, was com
pleted by the fire.
Further northward the fire had extended along the

the circular windows in the lofty dome of the tallest
building In the city.
The Hearst Building, occupied by the Examiner of

fice, was next attacked, and in spite of every effort made
by the fire fighters the upper floors caught and made a
spectacular blaze. The greater part of the walls re
mained standing, but were later thrown down by dyna
mite. Attempts were made to dynamite the nearly com
pleted Monadnock Building on Market street, just east of
the Examiner. The attempts were unsuccessful, and the
building will be restored and completed within a reason
able time. During the afternoon the fire worked its way
up the south side of Market street despite the desperate
efforts of the dynamite squad. Earlier in the day the big
fire which had been devastating the entire district south
of Market street, including tenement houses, stores, shops
and churches, had burned the Mechanics' Pavilion, an im
mense wooding building, and the great brick buildings of
St Ignatius Church and College, and was coming back
toward the intersection of McAllister street and Van
Ness avenue. It burned right up to the old Mercantile
Library Building at the corner of Van Ness and Golden
Gate avenues, and was checked there for a while.
During the evening a new fire was started by the over-

trunJUig pf a lamp In the Alcazar Theater on O'Farrell

Kearny street shopping district, taking in the Hall of
Justice, that had sustained considerable earthquake dam
age, and had communicated to Chinatown, which soon be
came a raging furnace. The storm of fire then swept up
the hills until the new Fairmont Hotel, the pride of the
city, occupying its most conspicuous location, was
wrapped in flames. Many persons, who had thought that
the commanding hight of its location and the small
amount of inflammable material in the building wrould
save it, lost hope that any portion of the city would be
saved. The next day, Thursday, It was found that the
hotel could be restored, although the expense would be
heavy. White terra cotta and granite were used in the
construction of the Fairmont, which was not very se
riously damaged by the earthquake. On Thursday and
Friday the district west from Powell street to Van Ness
avenue, containing thousands of homes and including the
prosperous business districts along Polk and Larkln
streets, were wiped out completely by the fire. The for
eign quarter, between Dupont street and Hyde street, ex
tending out from Chinatown to North Beach, was also
completely devastated, and the fire burned itself out in
the North End lumber yards on Saturday.
As soon as the ruins were cold in a few spots the

work of denning away debris and reconstruction com
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menced. It was decided to facilitate the resumption of
business by allowing the erection of one-story temporary
structures of frame and corrugated iron anywhere with
the understanding that they were to be removed upon the
order of the city authorities after a reasonable length of
time. Many of these temporary buildings have been
erected, and a few weeks will see thousands under way.
A set of temporary regulations for the erection of build
ings has been issued by the city authorities and are given
below. Contracts have been let for the construction of a
Dumber of tall buildings, but it is not yet known what
the permanent provisions of the new building laws will
be as to the maximum number of stories that will be per
mitted for new structures. It will take several months
to clear away the debris by the use of steam cars on the

boom will be on. The report that the concrete tower of
the Union Ferry Depot, a stone and reinforced concrete
building, had been destroyed was probably due to the
fact that the concrete fell off from a space about ten feet
square on the west side of the tower near the bottom. Re
pairs are being made with dispatch. One of the gables
of the nave of the building was also slightly damaged
by the earthquake. In this connection it may be inter
esting to refer somewhat in detail to the pictures accom
panying these remarks, as they strikingly indicate the
appearance of some of the more notable buildings after
the Are was under control.
The first illustration is a view of the ruins as seen

from the corner of Post and Grant avenue looking south
east. At the extreme left of the picture is seen all that

Is ■'

I

Fig. 3.—Ruins of GoldenGateHall, a Fine Specimenof PressedBrick and Terra Cotta Construction.—Most of the DamageWu
Causedby Fire, the Structure Having Withstood ComparativelyWell the Earthquake Shock

The .S'uiiFrancisco Disaster and the Present Building Hituation.

railroad lines, which have been laid through the prin
cipal streets to facilitate reconstruction in the burned dis
trict, comprising 16 square miles.
Although perhaps three-fourths of tfie valuation of

buildings in the city was destroyed, there is still a large
area covered with residences remaining in the territory
west of Van Ness avenue and in the western additions.
There is also a large residence district in the " Mission,"
with a number of business houses that were saved from
the fire. The three largest iron works in the city were
saved, along with the principal wharves and railroad
terminals. There is also a fringe of business houses ex
tending west on Union street from Van Ness avenue to
Fillmore street, and also along Fillmore and Devisadero
streets. Fillmore street is now the business center. Al
though a good deal of business is expected to find its way
back to the old locations downtown, there is a possibility
that the retail shopping district will be established and
much of it will remain permanently on or near Van Ness
avenue.
As soon as insurance payments are made the building

remains of what was once the famous Palace Hotel, con
structed of brick and steel. This will be restored in due
course. The tall structure Immediately at the right is
the new Chronicle Building, of the skeleton frame type
with encasing masonry of brick. Just at the right of it
and in the background is the remains of the old Chronicle
Building, also of brick and steel, and which will be taken
down and rebuilt. Near the center of the picture and sur
mounted by a flag staff is the Monadnock Building, which
was in course of construction and which had been finished
as far as the upper stories. This is of sand stone, brick
and steel, and resisted the earthquake, the fire, as well
as the dynamite explosions. It clearly demonstrated the
superiority of steel skeleton construction, and will be re
stored in short order. The tall building at the right of
it and in the background, also surmounted by a flag staff.
Is the Mutual Savings Bank Building, also of stone arid
skeleton frame. The tall structure at the extreme right
of the picture is the Claus Spreckels or Call Building,
of granite and steel, and which is rapidly being restored
to a condition for occupancy.
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The group of buildings presented in this picture shows
that modern steel frame structures with good flreproofing

will not only burn very slowly even when there is no
water applied, but that the steel frames when covered
with cement will go through earthquake and fire with
comparatively little damage.
The second illustration is a view looking east on Cali
fornia street from Kearny, showing old and new types
of buildings, every one of which was burned out. The
structure immediately in the foreground and at the left
is the California Savings Union Building, constructed of
stone and brick about the year 1893. Next to it is the
German Savings and Loan Society Building, with brick
and stone facing. Further on, the ten-story structure
from which the flag is flying, is the Kohl Building, erected
of sand stone and steel three years ago. It was compara
tively little damaged above the fourth floor. Some of the
windows remained intact and some of the tenants have
already reopened offices in the building. In the back
ground, diagonally across the street and with the rounded
front, is the New York Mutual Life Building, at the cor-

Flg. 4.—Shell of the DonohoeBuilding, Corner of Market and
Taylor Streets.

The San Francisco Dixaxter and the Present Building
Situation.

ner of Snnsome street. The first two stories are of gran
ite and the rest of buff brick, which burns slowly, so that
the building is in condition to be restored. The tall
structure at the right on California street is the Mer
chants' Exchange Building, constructed of steel skeleton
frame and pressed brick. It was completed last year,
and will be rapidly restored ; in fact, some of the offices
were ready for occupancy at the date of these advices.
May 7. Practically the only damage to the skeleton
frame was the buckling a little of the steel beams at the
sixth floor. Just this side of the Merchants' Exchange
Building is seen the remains of what was once the Safe
Deposit Building, and immediately in the foreground at
the right are the ruins of the California market, where a
number of people were buried in the collapse.
The partial remains of Golden Gate Hall, at 667 Sut
ter street, is shown In the third illustration. This was
a fine specimen of pressed brick and terra cotta construc
tion, and most of the damage was caused by fire, the
structure having withstood the earthquake shock Com
paratively well.
In the fourth picture, is shown all that remains of the

Donohoe Building, at the corner of Market and Taylor
streets. It was constructed of brick about 1893, and the
walls either fell down or were dynamited immediately
after the fire.

The Building Situation.
Considerable ,delay has been caused by the uncer

tainty as to the provisions of the new building regula
tions, but the Board of Public Works will not revoke any
of the permits for new buildings granted previous to the

fire. It is held by the commissioners, that the rules of
the committee appointed to revise the municipal building
laws cannot affect cases already decided.
Work on several buildings in process of construction

will be continued immediately. In addition to these
about 60 permits had been granted for buildings where
actual work had not commenced. The plans call for
structures of classes " B " and " C." They will be built
of brick, with wooden interiors, in most instances. The
board has been notified that construction will commence
as soon as material is available.
A big seven-story hotel will be built by Charles Stew
art on Geary street, opposite the St. Francis Hotel. The
building will be a class " B " edifice. A six-story brick
structure, originally intended as a storehouse, will be
erected on the corner of Jackson and Drumm streets.
A six-story building will also go up in East street, be
tween Market and Mission.
No class " A " permits are out, except for buildings
which were partially erected before the fire. No per
mits will be granted from now on until the new laws are
formulated and passed. Applications for building per
mits of all kinds received daily by the Board of Public
Works are being kept on file pending developments.
The commissioners have requested that City Archi
tect Shea be allowed to confer with the Committee on
Revision of the Building Laws. The architect does not
favor the drastic regulations proposed by many. He
believes that unless some latitude is allowed in the use
of inflammable material the building indsutry will be
paralyzed.

San Francisco Building Regulations.
Following are the building rules In San Francisco for
the temporary period until new building laws are com
pleted, as adopted by the Reconstruction of Buildings
Committee and Board of Public Works :

Rule 1. Permits will not be requiredto erect temporaryone-
story structuresof galvanizedIron or wood,but theymust be re
movedat 90 days' notice.
Rule 2. All permits for permanentstructures must be ob
tained from the Board of Public Works.
Rule 3. Permits will not be requiredfor repair of chimneys
or roofs damagedby falling chimneysor other causes,but permit
for useof said chimneymust beobtainedfrom the Building Com
mitteebeforeany chimneycan be usedor Are started.
Rule 4. All buildingsoutsideburneddistrict which were bad
ly damaged by being thrown off their foundation or out of
plumb must securen permit for repair of said buildings from
the Board of Public Works.
Rule 5. All matterspertainingto sidesewersmust be referred
to the Board of Public Works.
Rule 6. Permits for operation of factories using steam or
other power exceptelectricitymust be obtainedfrom the Build
ing Committee.
Rule 7. All factories operating by electrical current must
obtain a permit from the Department of Electricity, and a
further permit from the Building Committeebefore operating
their plant.

Office of Building Committee, Gough and Golden Gate
avenue. ■ ■

Office of the Board of Public Works, 1762 Ellis street.
Office of Department of Electricity, 2034 Steiner
street.
" Capital is also waiting for the new building ordi
nance. So far there is no inkling as to what the new
permanent restrictions and limitations will be. But there
is not the slightest doubt that new skyscrapers will be
built.
" The State Board of Architects has the following sug
gestions to make in relation to the restrictions of the
coming building ordinances. Thorough inspections and
Investigations have been made through the burnt district,

and it has been found that safety is not a question of
style of architecture, but quality of workmanship.
" Cornices and arches need not be excluded from the

new city. Where they were properly anchored and built
they withstood the shock and the fire both. It is the
opinion of the board that the city beautiful need not be
without its picturesque cornices and decorations.
Since the above was received the Council on Building

Laws and the various subcommittees decided at a meet
ing held May 15 to recommend the following ordinance :
" On streets 190 feet wide or over the hight of build
ings facing thereon shall be unlimited.
" On streets SO feet wide or over the hight of buildings

shall be limited to 200 feet.
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COMPETITION IN $6500 HOUSES.
THIRD PRIZE DESIGN.

WE
take pleasure In presenting herewith the design
awarded the third prize in the recent Competi

tion in $6500 Houses and submitted by Alfred H. Lee,
2496Eighth avenue, New York City. In connection with
the plans, elevations and details, we publish an excellent
likeness of the author reproduced from a photograph
taken especially for our purpose. It will not be without
interest to many readers of the paper to state that Mr.
Lee was born in 1882 in New York City and was edu
cated in its public schools. While having had no expe
rience in an architect's office, he has studied architecture
evenings under the instructions furnished by the Inter
national Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa., and

tend to cause the first story floor to sag a certain amount
Attention is also called to the fact that the vestibule door
would extend past the sliding door when open, which Is
an objection. Another point is that no electric wires are
called for, which there should be in a house of this class.

Specifications.

The following are the specifications of labor and mate
rial as furnished by the author of the third prize design :

These specifications are intended to embrace all of the
labor and materials required in the erection and completion
of the building in all its parts, the whole to be comprised
within any contract or contracts that may be made for the
same. The entire work is to be constructed and finished in

also in the Mechanics' Institute, 16 to 24 West Forty-
fourth street, New York City. For over five years Mr. Lee
was in the drafting room of the J. B. & J. M. Cornell Co.,
and Is at present employed In the ornamental department
of the well-known firm of Post & McCord, 44 East Twenty-
third street. New York City.
In its report the Committee of Award calls attention to
the very complete specification furnished by the author ;
the excellent layout of the rooms ;

'
the planning of the

stairs, especially the rear and attic stairs ; good closet
room, and to the feature of having the bathroom and
toilet separate. In its suggestions regarding changes
which, in the opinion of the members would improve the
design, the statement is made that it would be better if
the bathroom window were placed in the rear wall of the
building instead of the side, as shown, and that the first
story floor beams, from the girder to the outside wall
trader the- kitchen and reception hall, should have a
girder snt.nort. o« the weight of the second story would

every part in a good substantial and workmanlike manner
according to the building laws of Westchester County an* to
the accompanying drawings and these specifications, to the
full intent and meaning of the same and to the entire ap
proval and expectations of the owner and architect. Each
contractor is to provide all materials and labor necessaryfor
the complete and substantial execution of everything de
scribed, shown or reasonably Implied, including all trans
portation, scaffolding, apparatus and all utenBils requisite
for same; all materials to be the best of their respective
kinds and all workmanship to be of the best quality.
The following is a list of the drawings which accompany
these specifications and which form part thereof : Front
Elevation, Side Elevations, Cellar Plan, First-Floor Plan,
Second-Floor Plan, Attic and Roof Plans, and Detail Sheets.

Care or Finished Work.
Particular care must be taken by the contractor of all

the finished work as the building progresses, which work
must be covered up and thoroughly protected from injury
or defacement during the erection and completion of the
building.
Where figures are not given all drawings must be accu
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rately followed and measured according to their scale. All
writings and figures are to be considered a portion of these
specifications and must be followed and considered.
The contractor shall not make any change in the plans;

in casean error should appear the contractor must refer the
same to the architect.

lUanonk' Specification*.

Excavations. —The cellar to beexcavated to a clear depth
of 7 feet 1 inch below the under side of first-floor joists.
Trenches for all exterior and interior foundations to be dug
6 inches below the cellar bottom, and all other excavations
that are necessary to carry out the plans, such as sewers,
piers, step vaults, areas and all other foundations are to
be well and faithfully done. The earth to be filled in and
packed against cellar walls after mortar is dry and level
with the bottom of underpinning.
Foundations and Stone Walls.—All footings, piers,

foundations and stone walls to be built to correspond with
the sizes marked or shown on the plans. The stone used in
the foundation to be of approved field stone, the lower course
to be laid with extra large flatstone; all to be carefully
beddedon their broadest faces, all laid in cementmortar and
eacn layer well filled and flushed up on both sides and
firmly bound together. The stone foundations of outside
walls to be built within 1 foot of grade.
The foundations for steps, porch, piers, chimney, &c, to

be built as above and to extend at least 2 feet 6 inches
below the grade.
Leave all openings in walls where required for all drains,

gas or water pipes and patch same after other mechanics.
Stone work below grade to be 20 inches thick.
Cut Stone. —All manner of cut bluestone representedon

the drawings for cellar steps, coping, window sills, &c, to be
of quarry stone dressed,free from flaws and other imperfec
tions, delivered at the building by the stone cutter with all
necessary drilling, &c.
Window sills, 4x8 inches; cellar steps, 2 x 10 inches;

kitchen fireplace lintel, 4x8 inches, rubbed; hearths, 1%inches thick slate ; caps and bonds for cellar piers, 4 inches
thick.
Brick Work.—All brick work represented by plans to

be of well burned brick throughout, which must be laid wet
in warm weather, or if laid in damp, freezing weather must
be kept perfectly dry. All brick to be laid up in the best
and most workmanlike manner; mortar to be composedofgood lime and clean sharp sand in the proportions of two
of sand to one of lime. The outside walls to be built of
brick, as shown on plans. From top of stone foundationwalls, which is 1 foot below grade, to top of first-floor beams
the walls to be faced on the outside with a good quality of
hard pressed brick and backed up with common upriver
brick.
Level up carefully and bed the sills in cement mortar

and point around them inside and out, and bed and point up
around all cellar window frames.
All piers and walls to be built as represented by plans

and of such dimensions as marked thereon.
The chimney to be built and carried up as represented
by drawings, of good hard burned brick. The face of chimney above roof to be of good quality hard pressedbrick.All chimneys to be topped out as per elevation with red
cement mortar, capped with blue stone cap. All chimney
flues where possible to open into cellar, so that they may be
cleaned.out, and thimbles and stoppers put on. Build allskew back arches for hearths. The boiler chimney flue to belined with tiled flue lining, 8 x 12 inches.
Fireplace. —Kitchen fiieplace to be laid up with white

enameled brick where exposed in white mortar with neatclose joints in a satisfactory manner, to a hight of 5 feet6 inches. Open fireplace to have a Jackson dome damper
complete.
Lathing. —All walls, partitions, ceilings and all studded

and furred places to be lathed with the best spruce lath full
thickness and placed % inch apart and nailed on every stud ;
all joints must be broken every 18 inches and all to be placed
horizontally ; long vertical joints will not be allowed, nor
lath to be put on vertically to finish to angles or corners.All lath at corners or angles must be nailed to solid furring
and lath will not be allowed to run from one room to another
behind studding.
The lather must call upon the carpenter to furr and
straighten all walls, ceilings, &c, and to block and spike all
studs together solidly at angles; in all cases lath belowgrounds to floor and behind all wainscoting.
Plastering. —The walls and ceilings of all rooms and

apartments throughout to be plastered with two good coats
of sand, lime and hair mortar. Scratch coat, brown finish
and hard finish. Use good unslacked lime of the best brand
for that purpose and goat and cattle hair, and clean sharp
sand, free from loam, all to be well mixed and manipulated
and in proportion as required and stacked in the rough at
least four days before applying to the wall. The first coat
to be applied with sufficient force to secure good clinches.
All lime to be worked through a fine wire mesh sieve be
fore being mixed.
All sand must be screened through a proper size wire

mesh sieve before using same. The brown finish rodded,
floated and made straight, and the hard finish must be left
perfectly smooth and white; no spots must appear. Mason
to do necessarypointing when other craftsmen have finished
their work. The walls to be thoroughly protected from
frost by keeping fires in freezing weather. Cellar ceiling to
be plastered one coat.
Cellar. —The cellar bottom must be leveled off. Pack

and settle it thoroughly and cover it flush and smooth with
cementconcrete3 inches deep in three parts of coarse gravel
or small stone and one part of Rosedale cement, and the
entire surface to be flushed up even and smooth. The last
coat to be % inch thick, of Portland cement. All exterior
studding to be beam filled with broken brick from top of sill
of first floor beams.
The mason to furnish and stick a good centrepieceof ap
proved design in parlor, hall, library, dining room and front
chamber, to cost $2.50 each.

Carpenters' Specifications.

Scantlings, 2x4 inches; first floor beams,2 x 12 inches,
16 inches from centers; second floor beams,2 x 12 inches, 16
inches from centers; attic floor beams, 2 x 10 inches, 16
inches from centers. All floor beams spruce. Rafters, 2 x
6 inches, 24 inches from centers; partitions, 2x4 inches,
16 inches from centers; bearing partitions, 2x4 inches ;
sliding door partitions, window and door studs, 3x4 inches.
Plates, 4x4 inches, or two 2x4 inches. Girths, 4x6
inches; posts, 4x6 inches; sills, 4x6 inches; girders, 6 x
8 inches; bridging, 2x2 inches or 1% x 3 inches; braces,
2x4 inches; hip and valleys, 3x8 inches.
Porch and Veranda Timber.— Rafters, 2x6 inches:

sills, 4x6 inches; 10-inch Roll's patent, as shown, clear
yellow pine posts. And all necessary timber required
throughout the building except floor beams to be of good
sound hemlock, sawn true and square, free from sap, shakes,
dry rot or other imperfections impairing its durability ; and
all timbers used throughout must be prepared and framed
according to the plans, sections and details. All beams to
have the crowning edge placed upward and properly sized
where required. Also prepare and size all studding, Ac
Cross bridge all beamsat distance not exceeding8 feet apart.
All trimmers and headers must be framed double and in no
case allow less than 4 inches between chimney breast and
trimmers.
Frame.-—The house to be full frame and all frames

stayed and braced in the strongest manner perfectly true and
plumb.
To be a mortise and tenon frame.
Partitions.—All partitions throughout the building to be

set according to the plans. Bearing partitions on first floor
must foot upon girders below and be capped on second story
with plate for the reception of beams. Bearing partitions on
second floor to foot upon the plate. The studs at angles
to be thoroughly spiked together before being placed in posi
tion. AH doors over 3 feet 6 inches wide to be trussed over
the top thoroughly and substantially. All partitions to be
sized to a straight edge. Beams in all cases to be doubled
under all stud partitions. Grounds put on to plaster through
out the building.
Sheathing. —The entire building to be sheathed on the

outsidewith goodsound hemlock,% inch, tongueand grooved,
or ship lapped boards, face not to exceed10 inches in width,
nailed with two 8d. nails to each bearing, placed on frame
diagonally ; 1 x 2 inch strip to be nailed first on sill, then
sheathing to start from that.
Exterior Lumber. —All the exterior finishing lumber to

be compassedof white pine lumber, free from sap, shakes,
black knots or hard knots over 1 inch in diameter. Corner
boards, windows and door casings, cornices, water table,
verandas, bands, sidings and all manner of finish shown on
plans and details to be composedof lumber as abovespecified
and primed as soon as put up. The exterior finish of the
building, where required by the plans, to be covered with
% i 6 inch bevel siding.
All joints neatly cut and heading joints smoothedoff, and

all to be primed as soon as possible after put on.
Verandas. —Construct all porches or verandas in strict

accordancewith the working drawings prepared for the same.
Form all moldings required for all cornices, railings,

columns, capitals, &c, with exactness, in conformity with
the full size sections for same.
Cornices. —All cornices to be constructed in accordance

with the working drawings for same. All moldings must
be worked with exactness and no stock moldings will be
allowed unless sanctioned by the architect or owner. All
gutters must be carefully graded to run all the water to the
required outlets, all to be put up in a substantial manner.
Building Paper. —The entire exterior surface of the

building to be coveredwith Empire No. 70 or twoply rosin
sized building paper, well put on ; the studding joints well
lapped.
Roofs. —Cover all roofs, including those of porch, piazza,

&c, with good spruce furring lath 1x2 inches, well nailed
on every rafter. All of the rough carpentry necessary to
form the projections of eaves as required for all cornices,
gutters, &c, to be done in accordance with the plans and
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details. All to be composedof good, sound lumber and put
on in a good, substantial manner.
Shingles. —All roofs to be coveredwith 18-inch cypress

shingles, laid 5% inches or less to the weather. The Bhingles
used on dormers and gables and second story, &c, to be
6 x 18 inch clear butt white pine, laid not over 5M>inches
to the weather.
Leader holes placed where directed. Provide rough

spruce brackets for plastered coved ceiling in hall, parlor,
dining room and library.
Floors.- —First floor to be covered and notched around

studding with rough tongueand grooved or ship lapped hem
lock, laid diagonally, and finish over this with No. 1 comb
grain yellow pine % x 2}£ inches, planed smooth for painter.
Attic and second floor to be floored with % x 3%

North Carolina pine, free from loose or black knots, all
securely nailed to each bearing.
Window Frames. —Window frames to be white pine.

Main sill 2 inches; subsill, % inch ; jambs, 1% inches; out
side casing, V/i x 4% ; parting strips, x % inch ;
lined stop, % x 2 inches; frames made with pockets and to
have 2-inch axle pulleys with polished wheel. All frames
to have caps of tin furnished by plumber.
Window Sash.—To be double hung sash, 1%-inch white

pine ; to be evenly balancedwith weights on Silver Lake sash
cord. All windows to haveapprovedantique coppersash locks
and flush lifts. All to beglazedwith doublethick glass, freeof
waves. Cellar sash as shown, with hardware appliances to
secure them open and shut.
The porch floors to be of white pine, lYi inches thick and

4-inch face, the joints to be well laid in white lead.
Interior Finish. —All to be constructed as required by

the plans and details, with sound, clear, kiln dried cypress,
unless otherwise specified. All put up with neat close joints,
smoothed up and sandpapered. Base put down in all apart
ments not wainscoted. All trim to be back molded. Beads
to be put on all corners. Variety of finish to be used in
the various rooms, as follows :
Trim for reception hall, parlor, library and dining room
to be of quartered oak. Panel backs at all windows on
first floor.

The main staircase to be built and supported on 114-inch
strings. The risers to be % inch and the treads 1% inches
thick. Dimensions in all cases for bight of risers and width
of treads to be measured from the building; front stairs,
quartered oak. The triangular spaces under stairs to be
paneledas per detail. All stairs must be put up after plaster
is dry, as required by plans. Rear stairs to be cypress.
Doors.—The front and vestibule doors to be 7 feet 4

ALFRED H. LEE,

Winner of Third Prize In $6500House Competition.

z

Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Competition in $G500 Houses.— Third Prize Design.— Elevation and Portrait.

All rooms, except parlor, reception hall, library, vestibule,
dining room, to be finished in cypress, 5-inch D. G. : 4%-inch
W. C. nosing apron and steps as required; 8-inch base; V/±-
inch base molding.
Place picture moldings in all rooms to match same,as per
detail. All trim in vestibule to be birch, stained mahogany.
Stairs. —All stairways to be built where locatedon plans.

inches high, 1% inches thick, raised molding, veneeredbirch
on both sides,with pine core and mahoganypanels. The door
betweendining room and butler's pantry, reception hall and
rear stair entrance to be l'i inches thick. G feet 10 inches
high, veneeredquartered oak one side and cypress on other
on pine core. The door under stair to be G feet 10 inches
high, IV. inches thick, veneeredquartered oak. The bath-
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room door to be 1% inches thick, 6 feet8 incheshigh, veneered
quartered oak, one side cypress, the other on pine core.
The sliding doors to be l?i inches thick, 7 feet 6 inches high,
f^neered quartered oak oh pine core. All other doors on
first floor to be 1% inches thick, 6 feet 10 inches high, cypress
mold both sides; rear door to be glazed. All other doors on
second floor to be l1/? inches thick, 6 feet 8 inches high,
cypress, molded both sides. All doors in house to be made
clear free from sap. Width of doors are marked on floor
plans.
Cellar Doors. —All outside and inside cellar doors re

quired by the plans to be made of one thickness %-inch
ceiling boards, hung to strong plank cased frames.
Butts. —Hang all doors throughout with loose joint butts

of sufficient size to throw them clear of architraves.
All doors over 7 feet high to have three butts each.

Butts on front doors to be 4 x 4 antique copper acorn tipped.
Butts on inside doors to be 3% x antique copper. All
dwarf doora throughout to have suitable butts to match
other furniture and all door butts to be loose joints. The
cellar doors to huve strong wrought iron hinges, with hooks
and staples.
Knobs, Roses and Escutcheons. —The front vestibule

doors to have antique copper knobs, roses and escutcheons.
All inside doors to have oak knobs and antique copper
escutcheons,bevel edged. Front door,plates to be 2% x 8 x
9. Inside doors to be 1% x 6, all antique' copper bevel
edged. Sliding doors to have flush antique eopper hardware
and locks. Furnish push button and plate to match front
door escutcheons.
Locks.— ^Front and vestibule doors to have a 5-inch

front door lock, with two keys, and have antique copper
front and Striking plate. Front doors to have flush bolts.
All doors Inside to have a good 3%-inch mortise lock and
antique copper front and striking plates. All small closets,
presses, drawers, &c., to have suitable locks, approved by
owner or architect, of antique copper. All door locks
throughout to be mortise locks of a good manufacture. No
outside blinds required.
Newels, Rails and Balusters. —The newels, rails and

balusters for main staircase to be of select dry oak, worked
in accordance with the detail drawings. All outside stairs
to be built on strong plank strings, provided with 1%-inch
plank steps and %-inch risers of pine, well put up and thor
oughly secured. Rail, 2% x 3% inches; balusters, 1% x
1V£. placed 1 inch apart, strings paneled; newels, 5x5;
starting newel,6x6, bored for gas pipe.
Closets.- —The closets to be fitted up with beadedcleats

for the reception of wardrobe hooks. Also put up one row of
shelves on each side, placed on beadedcleats.
Wardrobe Hooks. —Put one row of wardrobe hooks in

all clothes closets, on all available sides, 8 inches apart, and
all other hardware and trimmings to make the whole job
complete, to be furnished of the best kind specified.
The hardware and trimming of all kinds throughout the
building required and not specially cited to be furnished in
conformity with other work where used.
Butler's Pantry and Kitchen. —The sinks to be open,

with oak drip boards set on brackets.
Mantels. —Neat mantels in parlor and hall, to be selected

by owner, to cost $55.
Coal Bins.—As marked on plans, of 1 x 10 hemlock.
Miscellaneous. — iMace door stops with rubber tips to

prevent knobs from striking walls ; build lattice as per eleva
tion. Carpenter to do all cutting for plumber. Leaded
glass, whore indicated by plans by L. G., to cost 75 cents
per foot, selectedby owner. Place '/d-inch quarter round at
all base. Veranda ceiling to be beaded, x 3 inch yellow
pine, clear. Ground glass representedby G. G.
All dresser hardware to be of antique copper, drawer

pulls included. Place five rows of shelves in pantry and
linen closet where required. Glass doors and dresser made
of cypress. Carpenter to place rough cove brackets in ceil
ing of reception hall, parlor, dining room and library, 10
inches deep. Sliding doors hung on McCabe patent parlor
door hangers. Veranda balusters to be 1% x 1%, placed
IV2 inch apart.
Furnish and set in rear yard four turned clothes posts.
Laundry to be built of %-inch white pine ceiling boards.

Build platform for tubs. Cellar stairs to be built on rough
1%-inch strings ; treads, 1% inch.
Carpenter to allow $100 for tiling bathroom floor and

side walls. The carpenter to cut and board the beams to
receivegrouting.
The door between dining room and butler's pantry to be

hung on approved double acting spring butts.
Painters' Specification.

All exterior wood and iron work to receive three good
coats English B B lead and linseed oil in colors as specified.
All shingles to be dipped in H. W. Johns or equally as good
shingle stain in colors as directed, then to receive two brush
coats.
Shellac all knots with best shellac previous to priming and

paint all tin flashing valleys and gutters with two goodcoats
of best metallic roof paint. All wood work to be primed
as soon as put up.

Exterior Color Scheme.— The roof shingles to be
stained a dark gray. The second-story shingles and front
of dormers to be stained light green. The siding and first
story to be painted buff color. All cornices, window frames,
door frames, porch columns and balusters, water tables, &c.,
to be white. Floor of porch and treads of stoop to be slate
color. Risers to be samecolor as siding. Grills under porch
to be light green. The hand rail on balcony to be stained
imitation mahogany. The vestibule and frame of front
doors and frame on outside and veranda ceiling to have
three good coats of spar varnish.
Interior. —All interior wood work, except oak. to be

filled with one coat of the best Armitage wood filler, after
which same to receive two coats Armitage's No. 2 inside
varnish, well sandpapered between coats, left gloss finish.
All oak to be filled with Wheeler's paste filler, after which
same to receive two coats Armitage's No. 2 inside varnish,
well rubbed down betweencoats.
The bathroom to receive three coats of the best white

lead, sandpaperingbetweeneach coat, and one coat of enamel,
rubbed to a dull finish.

Plumbing aud Tinning Specifications.
These specifications are intended to embrace all of the
labor and materials necessary for the plumbing of the entire
building, the whole to be comprised within any contract
that may be made for the same. The entire work to be done
and finished in every part in a good, substantial and work
manlike manner, according to the accompanying drawings
and these specifications, to the full intent and meaning of
the same, and to the entire approval and acceptance of the
building laws, the owner and architect.
The plumber will give his personal superintendenceto the
work and the architect is to have access to the work at all
times, and upon demand by the architect the plumber will
remove any incompetent person or workman and materials
not in accordancewith thesespecifications, at the expense of
the plumber.
The plumber will furnish all implements, cartage and
transportation, including any materials or labor not specially
mentioned,but which is necessaryfor the proper carrying out
of these specifications.
The plumber to comply with all rules and regulations of
city authorities that may be required and pay all fees neces
sary to render the work complete and ready for use.
Notices. —The plumber is to give to the proper authori

ties the requisite notices relating to his charge, obtain official
permits and license for temporary obstruction and pay all
proper fees to complete his work ready for use. He is also
to carry forward his work with the greatest reasonable
rapidity. The owner shall not bear any expense of the
above nature.
Digging. —The plumber to do all the digging necessary

for the finishing of his work and fill in with the work well
rammed. Care must be taken not to undermine walls, piers
or supports of any kind.
Pipes.—The carpenter to put up beaded strips upon

which to run all water and service pipes, so that they may
be gotten at for examination at any time. No pipes will be
allowed to run on the outside walls of building unless it
should be absolutely necessary. All pipes in the building
in exposedplaces or pipes filled with water liable to freeze
must be packed with nonconductivematerial, properly cased
and boxed, to the satisfaction of the owner and as may be
required.
Grade of Pipes. —Water pipes must in every case have

a gradual fall from the fixtures which they supply. The
soil pipes must have a fall of at least Vt inch per foot.
Tinning. —All angles, valleys, gutters, &c, of all roofs
to be covered with the best M. F. roofing tin (charcoal),
painted on both sides.
The gutters to be properly lined and run the tin up under
the shingles at least 6 inches. Bring the tin over the face
of the cornice and tack it down smoothly. All tinning
throughout to be well soldered with rosin and made per
fectly water tight. Corrugated leaders of galvanized iron
put up where required, with all necessary curves, brakes,
bends, &c, to carry the water from the several roofs to
grade. The leaders to be of 3-inch caliber and to be given
proper fall and hooked to building with iron hooks. All
proper and necessary places to be flashed, whether specified
or not, and everything requisite to make all places water
tight must be done. AH leaks to be stopped after other
craftsmen and everything left perfectly water tight on the
completion of the building.
All valleys to be not less than 20 inches wide. All

tin roofs painted on under side in a satisfactory manner.
All piazzas to have 2V>-inch leaders in the least exposed
places. All tinning for gutters, valleys, and all flashing to be
painted on both sides by tinner. All flashing to be fur
nished by tinner : caps for all windows.
Cast Iron Pipes. — All cast iron pipes, including both

waste and air pipes, to be sound and free from flaws : all
to be put up in the strongest manner with iron hooks and
staves,with all proper and necessary fittings.
Lead Pipes. —All vertical lend pipes to be supported by

hard metiil tacks soldered to the pipe and fastened with
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brass screws to strips furnished by carpenter. Tacks to be
not more than 2 feet apart. All horizontal lead pipes must
be supported through their lengths on boards or shelves to
prevent their sagging.

Joints.—All joints betweencast iron and lead pipes must
be made by heavy brass ferrules of the same size as lead
pipe, soldered onto the lead pipe and calked into the iron
pipe. All joints between brass and galvanized iron and
lead pipes to be made by means of proper brass soldering
nipples.
City Water Supply. — City water brought from main

> i

Foundation.

Extend a line of 2-inch cast iron pipe up alongside of
main soil pipe, with all necessary branches for back airing
all traps, the said pipe to extend up and above the highest
fixture in the house: then turn the line into the main soil
pipe at top and all to the left complete where the soil pipe
extends through roof. Water tight joints must be made by
providing a flashing of 6-pound sheet lead 18 inches square,
with a funnel around the pipe.
The flashing to be securely put under the roof, turned

over and caulked into the hub of the pipe with brass ferrules.
Range.—The range will be furnished by the plumber,

with water back and all lead pipes and brass couplings neces
sary to connectedthe range with boiler ready for use.
The range to be what is known as No. 68 Perfect, Rich

ardson & Boynton make.
Boiler. — Furnish and set a 40-gallon galvanized iron

boiler of 150 pounds pressure, set on cast iron stand, sup-
plied with hot and cold water through %-ineh A. A. lead
pipe and connected with water back of range through Si-
Inch A. A. lead pipe and brass couplings.
Place a shut off cock on supply pipe and sediment cock
below. Take hot water from boiler to and over sink in
kitchen and butler's pantry with a %-inch A. A. lead pipe.
Connect with hot water pipe at its highest point and bot-

SecondFloor.

First Floor.

Competition in $6500 Houses.—Third Prize Design.— Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

through %-inch A. A. lead pipe, with %-inch A. A. lead
branchesto fixtures, as specified, with stop and waste cock
on inside of front cellar wall.
Iron Soil and Waste Pipe.—Extend a 4-inch extra
heavycast iron pipe from cellar up through building and 2
feetabovebuilding. Gap samewith wire basket and connect
samewith tile sewer pipe outside of wall and connect same
completewith sewer through 5-inch glazed tile sewer pipe,
and place a 4-inch trap in cellar on said pipe, with 4-inch
ironventpipe extendingthrough cellar wall and to be carried
not less than 15 feet from building and to be topped out
with 4%-inch round bend, and put 4-inch cleaning screws
on said trap in cellar. The soil pipe to receive all soil and
wastepipes from all fixtures.

torn of boiler, a %-inch A. A. lead circulating pipe. Run
separate lines of %-inch A. A. lead supply for both hot and
cold water to bathroom.
Kitchen Sink. —Furnish and fit up where indicated on

plans galvanized iron sinks with galvanized iron back.
Size of sink to be 20 x 30 inches set on nickel brackets.
Supply with hot and cold water through %-inch A. A. lead
pipe and to have %-inch brass draw-off cocks. To have 1%-
inch D. lead waste pipe and trapped with Deboise trap.
Wash Trays. —Wash tubs to be Albertine stone and to
be two-compartment tub with cover and log complete, as
shown with overflow connections, supplied with hot and
cold water and to have %-inch finished wash tray cocks and
stoppers, &c, ns required, all left complete, ready for use.
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Water Closets. —Furnish and set in bathroom on white
marble slab, a plain F. N. DuBois syphon, plate B 159
water closet, with seat and cover and tank quarter oak
polished, closet to be supplied with water through %-inch A.
A. lead pipes. Also furnish and set in laundry an all-porce-

Bathtub. — Furnish and fit up in bathroom a 5-foot per
fect enamelednickel plated top nozzle supply and waste, as
shown on F. N. DuBois & Co. plate B. 29, properly trapped
and back aired.
Traps. — Bathtub, wash basin, wash trays and all other
fixtures each to have separate traps, and all traps to be put
in so that they can easily be gotten at to clean out at any
time. All traps to be furnished of the DuBois make where
not otherwise specified, and all traps to be ventilated and
have brass couplings on each ventilating pipe. All traps,
&c, to be furnished and completedto the satisfaction of the
inspector.

Stop Cocks.—Place two %-inch stop cocks over the
boiler, or where directed, to shut off water from bathroom,
and on all riser pipes where required.
Water Test.—All soil or supply pipes laid in the build
ing to be tested as required before the fixtures are attached.
Gas Piping.- —Use good wrought iron gas piping of the

I X2SHINGLESTRIPS,

HEADCASINO
2NDFLOOR

Details of Casings.— Scale,3 Inches to the Foot.

FIN.FIRSTFLOOR

UPTOTOPOFBEAMS

2X12BEAMS

Detail of Porch Steps.—Scale, %
Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Main Sill and Water Table.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.
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lain wash out water closet with hard wood seat and cover,
all properly back aired.
All exposedplumbing in bathroom and second floor toilet

to be of the best quality nickel plated.
Lavatory. —Furnish and set in bathroom complete as

shown on plate B. 248, a F. N. DuBois & Co. 33 x 22 inch
oval enameledlavatory on enameledpedestal connectedwith
hot and cold water, properly trapped and back aired.

sizes required. No pipe less than % inch for fixture con
nections. The mains to be run as direct as possible and so
graded that any water gathering in pipe can be run out at a
convenient point near the water. Secure all pipes in place
with iron holdfasts.
The pipes run to supply burners where directed on plans

by check. Nipples for fixtures stand at right angles to wall
surface and must project lYi inch from same. The gas pipes
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to be put up as required by the rules and regulations of the
gas companies. Put the joints together with red lead.
All pipes to be capped, proved tight and caps left on.
Plumber to lay 4-inch glazed tile drain pipe from leaders at
building 15 feet away to barrel or stone dry wells.

Hot Water Heating Specification.

Heater.—Furnish and set where shown on plans one
No. 718 Capitol hot water heater, manufactured by U. S.
Heater Company, 129 Worth street, New York City, the
entire heater, except the front, to be covered with asbestos
spongecement.

Fire Tools. —Furnish with the heater a complete set of
fire tools, consisting of poker, hoe and two cleaning brushes.
Smoke Pipe.—A chimney of ample dimensions and of
sufficientdraft will be provided by the owner of the building.
The heating contractor is to connect the heater to the chim
ney by a galvanized iron smoke pipe, 10 inches in diameter
and of No. 24 gauge iron.
Trimmings. —The apparatus is to be provided with all
trimmings and appliances necessary for its proper operation.
One brass cased thermometer placed so as to indicate the
temperatureof the water as it leaves the boiler; one altitude
gaugeproperly connected to indicate in the boiler room the
level of the water in the expansion tank. The boiler to be
provided with %-inch feed water pipe having a straightway
valve and connected with water supply in the boiler room.
Aiso make drain connection from boiler to soil pipe, properly
trapped.
Expansion Tank. —Where shown on plan place a galva
nized wrought iron expansion tank having a capacity of 15
gallons. This tank to be riveted perfectly water tight and
provided with all connections necessary for the attachment
of pipes.
Overflow Pipe. —From the upper portion of the ex
pansion tank and above the water line run an overflow pipe
of not less than 1-inch internal diameter to cellar drain or
someconnecting waster.
Vapor Pipe. —Furnish and connect in place, running
from the top of the expansion tank to the external at
mosphere,a vapor pipe 1 inch in diameter, by which any
steam that may be generated by the heavy firing will be
dischargeddirectly into the atmosphere.
System of Warming. —The building to be warmed by
direct radiation and by the systemas shown on plans.
Radiating Surface. —The amount of radiating surface
is givenon plan for each radiator.
Radiators. —All radiators to be the Solus pattern, of
such bight as shown in schedule.
Radiator Valves. —The direct radiators are to be pro
videdwith quick opening wood wheel, finished nickel plated
all over radiator valves and nickel plated Union elbows.
Piping. —The system shall be a low pressure hot water
system. All mains, risers and connections properly run and
of sufficient size to insure perfect circulation.
Pipe.—All pipes used throughout the construction of this
apparatus to be of the best quality wrought iron pipe of
standard weight and dimensions, with full cut taper threads
andendssmoothly reamedafter cutting. All pipes 1% inches
and under to be butt welded and all pipes 1% inches and
over to be lap welded.
Fittings.—AH fittings to be made of the best gray cast
iron, heavily beaded,and have clean cut taper threads.
Expansion and Contraction. —Throughout the system
of piping all expansion and contraction is to be provided for
by right angle turns and through the use of sliding ex
pansionjoints or other devices requiring packing.
Joints.—The entire system of piping is to be put to
getherwith screwed joints having a clean cut taper thread
and without the use of cement of any kind.
Hangers. —All horizontal overhead pipes will be sus
pendedby perfection wrought steel adjustable expansion
hangers.
Covering. —All mains and branches in cellar to be cov
eredby low pressure sectional covering.
Cutting. —All cutting of holes through the floors, ceil
ings or partitions necessary for the proper erection of the
apparatus herein specified is to be done by the heating con
tractor.
Protection of Wood Work.—All wood work coming in
contact with pipes to be properly protected with lining IX
tin. Where pipes pass through floors or ceilings they are to
befittedwith nickel plated floor or ceiling plates.
Painting and Bronzing. —All exposed piping or other
iron work in the boiler room to be neatly painted with black
graphitepaint. All pipes and radiators above the basement
will bepainted with one coat of yellow ochre mixed in boiled
linseedoil and bronzed to correspond with the decorations of
the room in which they go.
All material used in the construction of this apparatus
shall benew and of the best quality, put up by skilled work
men,under the supervision of a competent foreman. When
theapparatus is complete it shall be filled with water, fired
up and tested and left ready for use. The contractors of
other parts of the work shall co-operate with the heating
contractor,so that the job as a whole shall be a finished and
completeone of its kind.

Guarantee. —The contractor guarantees that the appa
ratus when completedshall be entirely free from all mechani
cal defects, noiseless in operation and of sufficient capacity
to warm each of the rooms in which radiation is placed to a
temperature of 70 degrees in zero weather. If, after this
apparatus shall have been acceptedby the owner, any part
thereof shall fail to accomplish the guarantee herein con
tained, by reason of any defect in the same, the contractor
shall remedy such defects at his own cost within a reason
able time after receiving written notice of such defects. The
term " defect," as above used, shall not be construed as em
bracing such imperfections as would naturally follow im
proper treatment or the wear and tear of use.

Schedule of Radiation.

3 col.
5 col.
8 col.
4 col.

FIBST FLOOR.
_ , Sq.ft. No. Sec.
Ff.rlor 74% 1-23
Lhrary 75 noDining room 71% 1-22
Hall 99 1-11
Conservatory 18 1-2
_ , . SECOKDFLOOB.
Parlor chamber 71V4 1-22 3 col.Library chamber 100 1-20 6 col.Dining room chamber.61% 1-19 3 col
Kitchen chamber 45$ 1-14 3 col.
Bathroom 20 1-4 8 col.

Solus23Inches,
Solus22Inches.
Solus23Inches.
B. &S. 44 Inches.
Wall rad. P. W.

Solus23Inches.
Solus22Inches.
Solus23Inches.
Solus23Inches.
Solus38Inches.

Detailed Estimate of Cost.
The estimate of cost of the suburban dwelling shown

herewith and as furnished by the author, Is as follows :
EXCAVATION.

Cellar excavations *nnnoGrading \ ; ;;; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
Total.. $106.00

MASONWOBK.
Stonefoundationwalls

*92'2°Brick foundationwalls 180.00Brick foundation for porch 40.00Outside cellar stairs
22'22Chimneyand fireplaces. 112.00Brick piers and cementfloor In cellar 110.00Bluestonesills and coping 15.00Pointing 10.00

Total $577.00
CABPENTF.BWOBK.

Hemlock framing timber
*4R?-9i*%-lnch hemlocksheathing
22"22Sheathingpaper
22-22Siding 75.00Secondstory and gableshingles
115-22Roof shingles
2222Corner boards,water table, bands,cornices ;|-22Window frames and casings
JIS-22Window sash and glass
1s2x5iWindow weights and cord
«I2'22Veranda

Bulkhead and cellar doors ,
io22Cellar partitions
r5'22Grounds
JO.OOMcCabehangers for sliding doors ,2222Sliding doors
152x2Dresser, butler's pantry
li'22Paneling and trim for vestibule 28.00Vestibule doors 85.00Doors and trim throughout
2s2x2Window trim throughout
?An22Baseboardsthroughout
122"22Service stairs g2"2«Main stair ou.uoRough and'finished flooring throughout 23300

Mantels •,5522Hardware throughout Vii vS,Carpenter labor 1,1I«22Cutting for mechanics /a.uu
Total $4,099.55

MISCELANE0U8.
Electric bell ,f§°5Tiling for bathroom

1V2SSMosaic floor and marblesills in vestibule ' - "
Total $120.00

PLASTERING.
Lathing and plastering $210.00
Total $210.00

PAINTING.
Cellar whitewashing $10.00
Exterior 230.00
Interior 130.00

Total $370.00
PLUMBING.

Plumbing and tlnsmltbing $490.00Heating 520.00

Total $1,010.00
RECAPITULATION.

Excavation $10600
Mason work 577.00
Carpenter work 4,000.55
Plastering 210.00
Painting 37(1.00
Plumbing and tlnsmlthlng 1,010.00
Miscellaneous 126.00

Total $6,498.55
The builders' certificate accompanying the drawings of
the suburban dwelling shown herewith, which Is Intended
to be built at Klngsbridge, N. Y., was signed by Charles
James & Co., carpenters, builders and general contractors,
2440 Broadway, New York City.
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MAKING CONCRETE

THE
use of concrete in connection with building con
struction and for other purposes is growing so

rapidly in favor throughout the country that builders
everywhere are interested in the proper methods of mix
ing, the correct proportions of ingredients to give the
best results in practice, the manner of constructing the
wooden " forms," &c. Inquiries are constantly being
received as to methods employed in doing certain kinds
of work in which concrete is the basis, and with a view
to meeting some of these requirements we present here
with copious extracts from a Bulletin issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture, from the Office
of Public Roads. It Is in effect a paper by Philip
Wormley, Jr., giving elementary directions for the prep
aration and use of cement mortar and concrete, and
while the matter bears especially on the use of cement
and the adaptability of concrete for various farm pur
poses, it is of a nature to prove instructive and valuable
to those not altogether familiar with the subject.
The extracts which we have made relate more espe

cially to the method of making concrete sidewalks and
the construction of reinforced concrete fence posts. In
regard to the former the Bulletin states that the " ground
Is excavated to subgrade and well consolidated by ram-

WALKS AND POSTS.

of medium consistency, so that moisture will show on
the surface without excessive tamping."
To give a neat appearance to the finished walk, a top
dressing of cement mortar is spread over the concrete,
well worked in and brought to a perfectly smooth surface
with straightedge and float. This mortar should be mixed
in the proportion 1 part cement to 2 parts sand, sharp,
coarse sand or screenings below % inch of some hard,
tough rock being used. The practice of making the con
crete of natural cement and the wearing surface of Port
land is not to be commended, owing to a tendency for the
two to separate.
A cord stretched between stakes will serve as a guide
in excavating, after which the bottom of the trench is
well consolidated by ramming, any loose material below
subgrade being replaced by sand or gravel. The material
to form the subgrade is then spread over tie bottom of
the trench to the desired thickness and thoroughly com
pacted. Next, stakes are driven along the sides of the
walk, spaced 4 to 6 feet apart, and their tops made even
with the finished surface of the walk, which should have
a transverse slope of % inch to the foot for drainage.
Wooden strips at least 1% Inches thick and of suitable
depth are nailed to these stakes to serve as a mold for

F|S- 1-—Details of ConcreteWalk Construction. Fig. 3.—Tool Used In Rounding Edges.

Making Concrete Walks and Posts.

ming to prepare it for the subfoundation of stone, gravel
or cinders. The depth of excavation will depend upon
the climate and nature of the ground, being deeper in
localities where heavy frosts occur or where the ground
Is soft than in climates where there are no frosts. In
the former case the excavation should be carried to a
depth of 12 Inches, whereas in the latter from 4 to 6
Inches will be sufficient. No roots of trees should be left
above subgrade.
" The subfoundation consists of a layer of loose ma
terial, such as broken stone, gravel or cinders, spread
over the subgrade and well tamped to secure a firm base
for the main foundation of concrete, which Is placed on
top. It is most important that the subfoundation be well
drained to prevent the accumulation of water, which,
upon freezing, would lift and crack the walk. For this
purpose it is well to provide drain tile at suitable points
to carry off any water which may collect under the con
crete. An average thickness for subfoundation is 4 to
0 inches, although in warm climates, if the ground is
firm and well drained, the subfoundation may be only 2
to 3 Indies thick or omitted altogether.
" The foundation consists of a layer of concrete de
posited on the subfoundation and carrying a surface layer
or wearing coat of cement mortar. If the ground Is firm
and the subfoundation well rammed in place and prop
erly drained great strength will not be required of the
concrete, which may iu such cases be mixed in about the
proportions 1-3-6, and a depth of only 3 to 4 Indies will
be required. Portland cement should be used and stone
or gravel under 1 inch In size, the concrete being mixed

the -concrete. By carefully adjusting these strips to the
exact hight of the stakes they may be used as guides for
the straightedge in leveling off the concrete and wearing
surface. The subfoundation Is well sprinkled to receive
the concrete, which Is deposited in the usual manner, well
tamped behind a board set vertically across the trench,
and leveled off with a straightedge, as shown in Fig. 1,
leaving % to 1 inch for the wearing surface. Three-
eighths Inch sand joints are provided at intervals of 6
to 8 feet to prevent expansion cracks, or, in case of set
tlement, to confine the cracks to these joints. This Is
done either by depositing the concrete in sections or by
dividing it Into such sections with a spade when soft and
filling the joints with sand. The location of each joint Is
marked on the wooden frame for future reference.
Care must be exercised to prevent sand or any other
material, from being dropped on the concrete, thus
preventing a proper union with the wearing surface. No
section should be left partially completed to be finished
with the next batch or left until the following day. Any
concrete left after the completion of a section should be
mixed with the next batch.
It Is of the utmost Importance to follow up closely the

concrete work with the top dressing in order that the two
may set together. This top dressing should be worked well
over the concrete with a trowel, and leveled with a
straightedge, as shown In Fig. 1, to secure an even sur
face. Upon the thoroughness of this operation often de
pends the success or failure of the walk, since a good
bond between the wearing surface and concrete base Is
absolutely essential. The mortar should be mixed rather
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stiff. As soon as the film of water begins to leave the
surface, a wooden float is used, followed up by a plaster

er's trowel, the operation being similar to that of plaster
ing a wall. The floating, though necessary to give a
smooth surface, will. If continued too long, bring a thin
layer of neat cement to the surface and probably cause
the walk to crack.
The surface is now divided into sections by cutting en

tirely through, exactly over the joints in the concrete.
This is done with a trowel guided by a straightedge, after
which the edges are rounded off with a special tool called
a jointer, having a thin shallow tongue, as shown in

Fig. 4.— Roller UsedIn Finish- Fig. 5.—ReinforcedConcrete
Ins Surface. Steps.

Fig. 6.—WoodenMold for Making FencePosts with Two Taper
ing Sides.

Making Concrete

Fig. 2. These sections may be subdivided in any manner
desired for the sake of appearance.
A special tool called an edger (Fig. 3) is run around
the outside of the walk next to the mold, giving it a neat
rounded edge. A toothed roller, shown in Fig. 4 and hav
ing small projections on its face, is frequently used to
produce slight indentations on the surface, adding some
what to the appearance of the walk. The completed work
must be protected from the sun and kept moist by sprink
ling for several days. In freezing weather the same pre
cautions should be taken as in other classes of concrete
work.
Concrete Basement Floors. — Basement floors in

dwelling houses, as a rule, require only a moderate
degree of strength, although in cases of very wet base
ments, where water pressure from beneath has to be
resisted, greater strength is required than would other
wise be necessary. The subfoundntion should be well
drained, sometimes requiring the use of tile for carrying
off the water. The rules given for constructing concrete
sidewalks apply equally well to basement floors. The
thickness of the concrete foundation is usually from 3 to
5 inches, according to strength desired, and for average
work a 1-3-6 mixture is sufficiently rich. Expansion
joints are frequently omitted, since the temperature va
riation is less than in outside work, but since this omis
sion not infrequently gives rise to unsightly cracks their
use is recommended in all cases. It will usually be suffi

cient to divide a room of moderate size into four equal
sections, separated by one-half inch sand joints. The
floor should be given a slight slope toward the center
or one corner, with provision at the lowest point for
carrying off any water that may accumulate.
Concrete stable floors and driveways are constructed
in the same general way as basement floors and side
walks, but with a thicker foundation, on account of the
greater strength required. The foundation may well be
6 inches thick, with a 1-inch wearing surface. An objec
tion sometimes raised against concrete driveways is that
they become slippery when wet, but this fault is in a
great measure overcome by dividing the wearing surface
into small squares about 4 inches on the side, by means
of triangular grooves three-eighths of an inch deep. This
gives a very neat appearance and furnishes a good foot
hold for horses.
Concrete Steps.—Concrete may be advantageously

used in the construction of steps, particularly in damp
places, such as areaways and cellars of houses ; and in
the open, where the ground is terraced, concrete steps anil
walks can be made exceedingly attractive. Where the
ground is firm it may be cut away as nearly as possible
in the form of steps, with each step left 2 or 3 inches be
low its finished level. The steps are formed, beginning at
the top, by depositing the concrete behind vertical boards
so placed as to give the necessary thickness to the risers
and projecting high enough to serve as a guide in leveling
off the tread. Such steps may be reinforced where
greater strength is desired or where there is danger of
cracking, due to settlement of the ground.
Where the nature of the ground will not admit of its

being cut away in the form of steps, the risers are molded

Fig. 7.—WoodenMold for Making FencePosts with Four Taper-
lng Sides.

Walks and Posts.

between two vertical forms. The front one may be a
smooth board, but the other should be a piece of thin
sheet metal, which is more easily removed after the earth
has been tamped in behind it. A simple method of re
inforcing steps is to place a %-inch steel rod in each
comer, and thread these with %-lnch rods bent to the
shape of the steps, as shown in Fig. 5, the latter being
placed about 2 feet apart. For this class of work a rich
Portland cement concrete is recommended, with the use
of stone or gravel under % inch In size. Steps may bo
given a %-lnch wearing surface of cement mortar mixed
in the proportion of one part cement to two parts sand.
This system, as well as many others, Is well adapted for
stairways in houses.

Reinforced Concrete Pence Po>m,

There is a constantly increasing demand for sonic
form of fence post which is not subject to decay. The
life of wooden posts is very limited and the scarcity of
suitable timber in many localities has made it impera
tive to find a substitute. A fence post to prove thor
oughly satisfactory must fulfill three conditions. First,
it must bo obtainable at a reasonable cost; second, it
must possess sufficient strength to meet the demands of
general farm use; third, it must not be subject to decay
and must be able to withstand successfully the effects of
water, frost and fire. Although iron posts of various
designs are frequently used for ornamental purposes,
their adoption for general farm use is prohibited by
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their excessive cost. Then, too, Iron posts exposed to
the weather are subject to corrosion, to prevent which
necessitates repainting from time to time, and this item
will entail considerable expense In cases where a large
number of posts are to be used.
At the present time the material which sems most

nearly to meet these requirements is reinforced concrete.
The idea of constructing fence posts of concrete rein
forced with iron or steel is by no means a new one,
bat, on the contrary, such posts have been experimented
with for years and a great number of patents have been
issued covering many of the possible forms of reinforce
ment It is frequently stated that a reinforced concrete
poet can be made and put in the ground for the same
price as a wooden post. Of course, this will depend in
any locality upon the relative value of wood and the
various materials which go to make up the concrete
poet, but In the great majority of eases wood will prove
the cheaper material, in regard to first cost. On the
other band, a concrete post will last indefinitely, its
strength increasing with age, whereas the wooden post
must be replaced at short Intervals, probably making It
more expensive in the long run.
In regard to strength, it must be borne in mind that
It Is not practicable to make concrete fence posts as
strong as wooden posts of the same size, but since wooden

Fig. 8.—Detail Showing Method of Attaching Wire to Posts.

Making Concrete

posts, as a rule, are many times stronger than is neces
sary, this difference in strength should not condemn the
nse of reinforced concrete for this purpose. Moreover,
strength in many cases is of little importance, the fence
being used only as a dividing line, and in such cases
small concrete posts provide ample strength and present
a very uniform and neat appearance. In any case, to
enable concrete posts to withstand the loads they are
called upon to carry, sufficient strength may be secured
by means of reinforcement, and where great strength is
required this may be obtained by using a larger post,
with a greater proportion of metal and well braced, as is
usual in such cases. In point of durability concrete is
unsurpassed by any material of construction. It offers a
perfect protection to the metal reinforcement and is not
itself affected by exposure, so that a post constructed of
concrete reinforced with steel will last indefinitely and
require no attention in the way of repairs.
No form of wooden reinforcement, either on the sur

face or within the post, can be recommended. If on the
surface, the wood will soon decay, and If a wooden core
is used it will in all probability swell by the absorption of
moisture and crack the post. The use of galvanized wire
is sometimes advocated, but if the post is properly con
structed and a good concrete used, this precaution against

rust will be unnecessary, since It has been fully demon
strated by repeated tests that concrete protects steel per
fectly against rust. If plain, smooth wire or rods are
used for reinforcement they should be bent over at the

ends or looped to prevent slipping in the concrete.

Twisted fence wire may usually be obtained at a reason

able cost and is very well suited for this purpose. Barbed

wire has been proposed and is sometimes used, although
the barbs make it extremely difficult to handle. For the
sake of economy the smallest amount of metal consistent

Tgith the desired strength must be used, and this require

ment makes it necessary to place the reinforcement near
the surface, where its strength is utilized to greatest ad
vantage, with only enough concrete on the outside to form
a protective covering. A reinforcing member In each
corner of the post is probably the most efficient arrange
ment.
Concrete for Fence Posts. —The concrete should be
mixed with Portland cement, in about the proportion
1—2%—5, broken stone or gravel under % inch being used.
In cases where the aggregate contains pieces smaller
than % inch, less sand may be used, and in some cases
it may be omitted altogether. A mixture of medium con
sistency is recommended on the ground that it fills the
molds better, and with less tamping than if mixed quite
dry.
Molds for Fence Posts. — Economy points to the use

of a tapering post, which, fortunately, offers no difficulties
in the way of molding. All things considered wooden
molds will be found most suitable. They can be easily and
quickly made in any desired size and form. Posts may be
molded either in the vertical or horizontal position, the
latter being the simpler and better method. If molded
vertically a wet mixture is necessary, requiring a longer
time to set, with the consequent delay in removing the
molds. Fig. 6 shows a simple mold, which has been used
with satisfactory results in this laboratory. This mold
has a capacity of four posts, but larger molds could easily
be made on the same principle. It consists of two end
pieces (a) carrying lugs (6) between which are inserted
, strips (c). The several parts are held together with
hooks and eyes, as shown in Fig. 6. To prevent any bulg
ing of the side strips they are braced, as illustrated.

Fig. it.—Tool Used for Beveling Edges of Posts.

W.alks and Posts.

Dressed lumber at least 1 inch thick, and preferably 1^4
inches, should be used. In Fig. 6 the post measures 6x6
inches at the bottom, 3x6 Inches at the top and 7 feet
In length, having two parallel sides. If it Is desired to
have the posts square at both ends the mold must be ar
ranged as In Fig. 7. This latter form of post is not as
strong as the former, but requires less concrete In its con
struction. Great care in tamping is necessary to insure
the corners of the mold being well filled, and if this detail
Is not carefully watched, the metal, being exposed in
places, will be subject to rust
Attaching Fence Wires to Posts— Various devices

have been suggested for attaching fence wires to the
posts, the object of each being to secure a simple and
permanent fastener or one admitting of easy renewal at
any time. Probably nothing will answer the purpose
better than a long staple or bent wire well embedded in
the concrete, being twisted or bent at the end to prevent
extraction. Galvanized metal must be used for fasteners,
since they are not protected by the concrete. A piece of
small flexible wire, about 2 inches in length, threading
the staple and twisted several times with a pair of pliers,
holds the line wire in position, as shown in Fig. 8.
Molding and Curing Posts. — It has been demon

strated that concrete can be mixed by machinery as well,
if not better, than by hand. Moreover, if large quan
tities of concrete are required, a mechanical mixer in
troduces marked economy in the cost of construction.
None of the various forms of mechanical mixers will be
described here, since concrete In small quantities, as
would be used on the farm, is more economically mixed
by hand.
In mixing concrete by hand a platform Is constructed

as near the work as is practicable, the sand and aggre
gate being dumped in piles at the side. If the work is
to be continuous this platform should be of sufficient
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size to accommodate two batches, so that one batch can
be mixed as the other is being deposited. The cement
must be kept under cover and well protected from mois

ture. A convenient way of measuring the materials is
by means of bottomless boxes or frames made to hold the

exact quantities needed for a batch.
A very common and satisfactory method of mixing

concrete is as follows: First measure the sand and ce
ment required for a batch and mix these into mortar.
Spread out this mortar in a thin layer and on top of it
spread the aggregate, which has been previously meas
ured and well wetted. The mixing is done by turning
with shovels three or more times, as may be found neces
sary to produce a thoroughly uniform mixture, water
being added if necessary to give the proper consistency.
The mixers, two or four in number, according to the size
of the batch, face each other and shovel to right and
left, forming two piles, after which the material is
turned back into a pile at the center. By giving the
shovel a slight twist, the material is scattered in leaving
it and the efficiency of the mixing is much increased.
A dry mixture, from which water can be' brought to
the surface only by vigorous tamping, is probably the
strongest, but for the sake of economy and to insure a
dense concrete well filling the molds a moderately soft
mixture Is recommended for ordinary purposes. Where
the pieces to be molded are thin, and where small rein
forcing metal rods are placed close together or near the
surface, a rather wet mixture may be necessary to Insure
the molds being well filled.
It is recommended that only so much concrete be
mixed at one time as can be used before it begins to
harden, but if an unavoidable delay prevents the posts
being molded until after the concrete has begun to set
it is thought that a thorough regaging with sufficient
water to restore normal consistency will prevent any
appreciable loss of strength, though the concrete may
have been standing one or two hours. In using a mold
similar to those illustrated In Figs. 6 and 7 it is neces
sary to provide a perfectly smooth and even platform
of a size depending upon the number of posts to be
molded. A cement floor if accessible may be used to ad
vantage. The molds when in place are given a thin coat
ing of soft soap, the platform or cement floor serving as
bottom of mold being treated in the same way. About
1% Inches of concrete Is spread evenly over the bottom
and carefully tamped, so as to reduce it to a thickness
of about 1 inch. A piece of board cut as in Fig. 6 will
be found useful In leveling off the concrete to the de
sired thickness before tamping. On top of this layer
two reinforcing members are placed about 1 inch from
the sides of the mold. The molds are then filled and
tamped In thin layers to the level of the other two rein
forcing members, the fasteners for fence wires being in
serted during the operation. These reinforcing members
are adjusted as were the first two, and the remaining 1
Inch of concrete tamped and leveled off, thus completing
the post, so far as molding is concerned. To avoid sharp
edges which are easily chipped triangular strips may be
placed In the bottom of mold along the sides, and when
the molds have been filled and tamped similar strips
may be inserted on top. The top edges may be beveled
with a trowel or by running an edging tool having n
triangular projection on Its bottom along the edges. Such
a tool is shown In Fig. 9 and can easily be made of wood
or metal. It Is not necessary to carry the bevel below
the ground line
The ends and sides of the mold may be removed
after twenty-four hours, but the posts should not be
handled for at least one week, during which time they
must be well sprinkled several times daily and protected
from sun and wind. The Intermediate strips may be
carefully withdrawn at the end of two or three days,
but it is better to leave them In place until the posts are
moved. Although a post may be hard and apparently
strong when one week old, it will not attain its full
strength In that length of time and must be handled
with the utmost care to prevent injury. Carelessness In
handling green posts frequently results in the formation
of fine cracks, which though unnoticed at the time give
evidenceof their presence later in the failure of the post.

Posts should be allowed to cure for at least sixty days)
before being placed in the ground, and for this purpose
it is recommended that when moved from the molding
platform they be placed upon a smooth bed of moist sand
and protected from the sun until thoroughly cured. Dur
ing this period they should receive a thorough drenching
at least once a day.
The life of the molds will depend upon the care with
which they are handled. A coating of mineral oil or
shellac may be used Instead of soap to prevent the
cement from sticking to the forms. As soon as the mollis
are removed they should be cleaned with a wire brush
before being used again.
The cost of reinforced concrete fence posts depends in
each case upon the cost of labor and materials and must
necessarily vary in different localities. An estimate la
any particular case can be made as follows : One cubic
yard of concrete will make 20 posts measuring 6 Inches
by 6 Inches at bottom, 6 Inches by 3 inches at top and 7
feet long, and If mixed In the proportions 1—2%—5 re
quires approximately :
1.16barrels of cement,at $2 $2.32
0.44cnbic yard of sand, at 75 cents 33
0.88cubicyard of gravel,at 75 cents 64
Materials for 1 cubic yard concrete $3.31

Concrete for one post
_
$oTl7

28 feet of 0.16-inchsteelwire, at 3 centsper pound 08
Total cost of concreteand metal for one post $0.23
To this must be added the cost of mixing, concrete,
molding and handling posts, and the cost of molds, an
addition which should not in any case exceed 7 cents,
making a total of 30 cents per post

Apropos of the San Francisco Disaster.

A very thoughful and somewhat extended considera
tion of the new San Francisco appeared in a recent issue
of The London Architect, the article concluding with the
following paragraph :
" In the earthquake at Lisbon in 1775 it was found

that the most solid buildings were the first to fall. Every
parish church, convent, nunnery and public edifice was
either thrown down or shattered. Both the king and the
people were in such despair that a long time must have
elapsed before any efforts were made for the removal of
the ruins if it were not for the extraordinary energy of
Pombal, the minister. It now seems mysterious that
Pompeii, which at one time was believed to be essential
to the existence of well to do Romans, was allowed to
remain for nearly 1700 years without any effort to
remove the lava. Some of the Inhabitants may have
returned in order to carry off such treasures as were
obtainable. But no attempt was made to restore the
city. With all their energy the Romans seem to have
been paralyzed by the spectacle, or to have accepted it as
if it were an inevitable fatality for which there was no
remedy. At the time of the fire of London, which for
eigners seemed to think was a judgment from Heaven,
the citizens made no efforts to quench it, but ran about
screaming as if they were distracted. If it were not for
the garrulous Pepys, who wrung from the king authority
to pull down houses in order to isolate the fire, the de
struction would have been far greater. With such ex
amples before us the conduct of the Americans becomes
heroic and demonstrates at least that the vigor of
some races of humanity has not deteriorated under mod--
era influences."

Another modern structure which will mark what was
not long ago considered the select residential section of
Fifth avenue, New York, is the 16-story business build
ing, having a frontage of 70 feet on the avenue and a
depth of 100 feet, which is about being erected in the
center of the block between Thirty-third and Thirty-
fourth streets, directly opposite the well-known Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel. The plans, which have been prepared
by Architects Maynicke 4 Franke, call for a facade of
granite, limestone and brick. The building is being put
up for the Union Trnst Company as trustee for the Estate
of Laura A. Delano. At present the old buildings are
being torn down In order to make way for the new edifice.
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Steel Frame Buildings Earthquake Proof.
The calamity through which the greater portion of

the city of San Francisco has been destroyed, entailing
a tremendous loss of property and hundreds of lives—
Just how many will probably never be known—has awak
ened the keenest interest In the building world as to the
form of construction that will best withstand the effects
of fire and earthquake shocks. In the city were a num
ber of modern structures, some having been completed
only a few years, while others were in process of erec
tion ; these being for the most part of the well-known
steel cage type, with incasing masonry of brick or stone.
At the time of the great Baltimore fire it was generally
conceded that the steel skeleton frame construction was
subjected to a test more severe than It had ever before
been called upon to endure, but In the San Francisco
disaster not only were the buildings subjected to the
ravages of a fierce conflagration, but to the unparalleled
test of a series of earthquake shocks. It was quite
natural therefore that prominent architects, builders and
committees of experts interested in fireproof construc
tion should desire to visit the ruins with a view to
studying the effects of the fire and earthquake shocks
and noting some of the lessons obviously to be drawn
from such a trying ordeal as the disaster in question.
While the reports of the experts are not fully available
at this time, enough is known to warrant the statement
that the steel skeleton construction has been again vindi
cated, and in a way to carry conviction to the most skep
tical. According to the report of our special correspond
ent, presented elsewhere In this issue, the new Monad-
nock Building, a modern steel frame structure In process
of erection, withstood not only the earthquake shock and
the conflagration which raged thereafter, but also the
explosions of dynamite which were made with a view to
checking the progress of the flames. In the case of the
Merchants' Exchange Building, constructed last year
with steel frame and pressed brick, there was so little
damage that it was In part ready for occupancy the first
week in May, the only important injury to the frame
work being a slight buckling of the steel beams at the
sixth floor. In the case of the ten-story Kohl Build
ing, erected three years ago of sandstone and steel, little
or no damage resulted above the fourth floor, and,
strange as it may seem, some of .lie windows remained
intact through all the fire and & >ek of the disaster.
The satisfactory manner In which those and other build
ings of the modern type of construction passed through
the trying ordeal' renders it extremely likely that in the
rebuilding of the city this style will be utilized to a
very large extent, especially In connection with office
buildings and others used for business purposes. It Is
quite probable too that reinforced concrete will play an
important part in the new construction. Just what
effect the test of the San Francisco steel structures will

have on the future of skyscraplng buildings outside of
the earthquake zone remains to be seen. Great Incon
venience naturally is being experienced by the extensive
derangement of business arising from the terrible dis
aster, but judging from the admirable attitude displayed
by the citizens of the city and surrounding country, where
the earthquake shocks were also felt to a greater or
lesser extent, matters will In due course be righted and a
new city more beautiful and more substantial than the
old will rise from the ashes of the one just destroyed.
Cost of Building Construction.
It is the frequent plaint nowadays on the part of the

prospective builder that building costs so much more than
it used to. It Is usually conceded without question that
the reason for this increase Is the increased cost of ma
terials and labor. However much this may be, there is
certainly a point which is frequently overlooked, and
this Is that people are not satisfied to-day with the
things that satisfied them ten years ago. The preference
Is, for example, for the modern plumbing fixtures as
compared with the tin bathtub and rapidly antiquated
plumbing of a decade ago. The average house builder
is a little more exacting as to the general proportions
and conveniences of his building than he used to be. To
be sure, the additional expense of these added conven
iences and better materials does not necessarily figure
materially in proportion to the total cost of a dwelling,
but It has Its effect There is the contention
among some who have studied the question that,
labor nowadays, when unrestricted by union organ
izations as to output, can do a sufficiently great
amount of work so that the unit cost of labor
is little if any greater than it was under the wage rates
that were lower than those now current This Is in
a way saying that the increase In the present rate of
wages is offset by the increased capacity of the present
day workman under the best conditions. The increased
cost of materials Is in turn offset, at least in part In
the opinion of these same students of the subject, by
better and more economical methods of building in vogue
to-day. With the application of the Ideas of engineering
to building construction an economy of materials has
resulted and a higher efficiency of operation has been
effected, points which, of course, are involved In any
definition of engineering. The final point, therefore, Is
that the higher cost of labor is offset at least in part
by higher efficiency of workmen, that the higher cost of
materials is more or less offset by economy in building,
with the result that the increased present I'.Igh cost of
building is attributable mostly to the exacting desires
of the present day. With all this said, however, it is im
portant to note from several articles on the subject which
we have presented in these columns In the last few
months that the actual cost of building has, during the
past five years, shown a decided advance In practically
every item entering into construction work, the aggre
gate being in the neighborhood of 40 per cent.

A Unique Office Building.
What will rank among the most unique of the many

towering office buildings in the Borough of Manhattan,
N. Y., more especially In the financial district, is the
18-story office tower now in course of erection on the
site of the old four-story Silliman Building, at the south
east corner of Broadway and Wall street The plans,
which have just been filed with the Bureau of Buildings,
call for a steel skeleton structure filled with brick, trim
med with terra cotta, and to be erected on steel pile
foundations, surrounded with reinforced concrete. The
site occupied is one of the smallest yet most valuable In
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the city, the Broadway frontage being only 29.1 feet, and

that on Wall street 39.3 feet. The building is to be 217

feet in bight and it will be lighted by three rows of

windows on each front. The drawings, which have been

prepared by Barnett, Hayues & Barnett, of St. Louis,

Mo., show a curious construction, in that each floor will

contain a single office opening directly upon the three

passenger elevators with which the tower is to be

equipped. In addition to the elevators, access to the

offices will be afforded by means of a fireproof staircase
3 feet wide, extending from the subbasement to the

roof. The elevator shafts on the office side will ba en

closed with ribbed wired glass so as to insure privacy to

the tenants of the offices. The entrance will be at the

north end of the Broadway front and will be decorated

with granite pedestals, surmounted with bronze pillars

bearing electric lamps. The building Is being erected by a

St Louis concern, and it is expected to be ready for oc

cupancy by the first of the coming year. While the cost

of the structure exclusive of the land is placed at only

about $250,000,its location and construction will make it

an object of interest to visiting builders.

Cost of Building In Massachusetts.

The question of the cost of building in various sec

tions of the country is one of unusual interest just at this

time, when prices of materials entering into building

construction, together with the labor required to do the

work, are showing an advancing tendency. A short time

ago we published in these columns some figures showing

the increased cost of materials and labor in and about

New York City as compared with 1898, and which in
many respects would apply to other sections. These fig

ures indicated a marked advance all along the line and

clearly demonstrated that a trifle over 30 per cent, more

capital was required to erect a structure at that time

than it did at the date specified. Now comes the Boston

Commercial Bulletin with figures showing the advances

which have occurred in the cost of building materials and

labor in Massachusetts for the five years ending with

1906,and a few extracts from what it presents in a recent
issue cannot fall to be of interest to architects,

contractors and prospective houseowners the country

over. It points out that a considerable portion of the
increased cost of many of the items is due to the higher

wages paid to labor in the industries producing those

materials. In virtually all branches the output of which
is necessary to builders there has been an advance in

the wages of both skilled and unskilled labor, and co

ordinate increases in wages are also being paid workmen

concerned directly in the building industry itself.

The authority in question refers to the fact that the

Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor in recent

special bulletins gives, after a careful canvass, some sta

tistics touching wages per hour in the State named, from

which we quote as follows :
1901. 1904. 1906.

Bricklayers • $0.47 $0.50 $0.55
Carpenters 25 .28 .30
House painters 30 .34 .35
Plasterers 47 .50 .50
Plumbers 44 .44 .50
Roofers (gravel) 30 .33 .34
Roofers (slate) 36 .36 .40
Sheetmetal workers 33 .37 .37

From these figures and from statistics on the value of

materials taken from the files of the Commercial Bulletin,

It appears that, reduced to a percentage basis, the entire

advances have been as follows :
Percentageof Advancefrom 1901to 1906.

Materials. Per cent.
Spruce,ordinary frames 47
Spruce,10 and 12 Inch diameter 42
Bpruce,matched boards 29
Shingles, cedar, extras 29
Clapboards,spruce, 4-foot, extras 33
Laths, lV4-Inch 39
Oak, quartered,1-iuch 28
Oak, plain, white. 1-lnch 27
Whitewood. 1-lnch 37
Maple, 1-Inch 22
Ash, brown, 1-lnch 31
White pine, Michigan uppers, 1-lnch 39

Cypress, 1-lnch 36
Bricks 29
Lime 15
Cement 25
Steel beamsand channels,3 to 15 Inch 5
Steel beamsand channelslarger than 15-lncb 5
Angles, 3-Inch anil larger 5

Average advanceon materials 27V4
Labor. Per cent.
Bricklayers 17
Carpenters 20
House painters 17
Plasterers 6
Plumbers 14
Roofers (gravel) 13
Roofers (slate) 11
Sheet metal workers 12

Averageadvanceon labor 13%
It will be seen by the above that an average advance

of 27% per cent, has taken place on building materials
in the past five years, as compared with an advance of
13% per cent, in the wages of the laborers utilizing them.
The advances in materials include the increases in wages
for the operatives producing these materials, and assum
ing that the laborers producing these materials averaged
to secure the same percentage of increase in wages as
our table shows that the building laborers secured, that is
13% per cent., and deducting this from the 27% per cent
advance in the value of these materials, there remains a
balance of 13% per cent, representing the assumed ad
vance in material itself. The assumption, hence, appears
to be a fair one that the capital and labor have in these
instances shared equally in the prosperous conditions
affecting the building trade during the past five years.

CancloktoiiK.
It appears, then, that building materials have ad

vanced 27% per cent and that labor has advanced 13%
per cent. Two other elements remain to be considered.
These are the architects and the contractors. In the
case of architects a commission is customarily charged
varying from perhaps 2% to 10 per cent, on the values
of the buildings for which they draw plans. As their
profits increase in a direct ratio with any Increased cost
of building, there has probably been little advance in
their charges beyond what has naturally come to them in
this manner. Taking 5 per cent, as an average architect's
commission, the increase coming to them owing to the ad
vanced cost of 41*4per cent, on materials and labor would
equal about 2 per cent. Contractors usually figure on
about the same basis as architects, although most of them
hide the percentage behind a fixed charge. It is fair, it
seems to us, however, to use the same percentages for
them as for architects.
The total advances, then, in the past five years in the

cost of building may be estimated as follows :
Aierune Advances,1901-1906.

Per cent.Building materials 27V4Building labor 13%Architects' fees 2
Contractors' charges 2

Total 45V4

Our Supplemental Plates.

Accompanying this issue we present two interesting
studies, one showing an attractive residence with shingled
exterior, while the other is a stable and carriage luuse
with picturesque surroundings, and involving features
likely to interest both the architect and the builder. The
residence is that of Bobert S. Gorham, located on Exeter
street Newton, Mass., and was erected according to
drawings prepared by Loring & Phipps of Boston. The
stable and carriage house is that of W. K. Jone3 on
Waverly avenue, Newton, and was designed, together witli
the residence of Mr. Jones, by Kilham & Hopkins, also
of Boston, Mass.

The statement is made that all records in construc
tion in Denver, Col., were broken by the contractors In
putting up the annex to the Albany Hotel in that city the
present spring. The structure is seven stories in bight
and affords accommodations for stores and large banquet
hall on the first floor and 125 rooms on the floors above.
Ground was troken for the edifice on January 4, and the
building was under roof April 20. The bricklayers began
work February 22, and the superstructure arose in ex
actly 32 days. It is expected to have the annex furnished
and ready for occupancy by the first of July.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Rapid Shingling Methods and Appliances.
From C. B. J., Oregon City, Ore.— I notice in a recent
issue that " L. H. H." appears to be in more or less pain
over the statement of " Western Builder " that he can do
a day's work. Now, there are lots of carpenters out here
in the wild and woolly West who have not been subjected

to the restricting influence of unionism and who can still
do a day's work. I fail to notice any rash statement
made by " Western Builder." I have been employing
men for a good many years and find a great difference in
individuals. For instance, I have had men who in fitting
doors would saw a notch in a board and strain it in be
tween the jambs to hold the door while planing it to fit;
that man is behind the times. Another man will set his
jambs so that he has to rip }4 Inch off the door and the
sash the same—all lost time. I find the Western car
penter quite a bit more previous than the denizen of the
effete East. No proficient shingler thinks of monkeying
with a chalkline or 2 x 4 on the roof to keep from falling

off. The up to date shingler has a hatchet with a gauge
set to 4 inches, 4% inches or 5 inches ; also a seat, and
nails on 5 to 10 courses or more at a time. He does not
cover the roof with 2x4 and fool away the time of the

struction and it may not bewithout interest for me to state
that I have used wood pulp plaster on several small dwell
ings, ranging in cost from $1200 to $2500, with very sat
isfactory results. The material is easily handled, dries
so quickly that in moderately dry warm weather the
finish, that Is the casings, may be put on with perfect
safety the third day after plastering. Where wall paper
is to be used It does not require a white or putty coat,
but can be put on in two coat work, troweled to a per
fectly smooth hard coat to which paper will stick vary
tenaciously. The plaster also adheres to the lath stronger
than any other plaster with which I am acquainted. In
some sections it is not used so much, as " Adamant " is
preferred. I have heard considerable criticism of this plas
ter as to its corrosive effects, staining and other objection
able properties, also that it would decay in a few years and
fall off from the lath. To all of this I can say that prac
tical experience in this vicinity proves these to be false
theories. I consider this plaster far ahead of any sand
or grout plaster, where the walls are liable to be punc
tured or bruised, for it will not be continually sifting
down on the floor. The only fault I can find with it is
its ability to transmit sound. There are like all other

Fig. 1.—End View. Fig. 2.—Side View. Fig. 3.—Sectionof Roof, Showing " Seat."

Rapid Shingling Methods and Appliances.

contractor constructing chalk lines. I have a man who
carried up 10 M. shingles on a roof and the next day
nailed on every one of them. Now, " L. H. H.," when you
read this, don't let that pain become chronic. Of course
no live man can put that many shingles on a roof broken
by valleys and hips. I am a dead slow man myself, and
when I fit and put mortise locks on eight doors in eight
hours I am satisfied with myself.
I Inclose sketches of the shingling hatchet and gauge,

also seat, for the benefit of " H. S. G." The head of the
hatchet is used to shove the shingle into position and the
gauge catches onto the butt of the previous course which
has been laid. I notice " L. H. II." calls it a " perch " or
" stool." That is where he makes his mistake, and when
he used it in '73 he thought he was milking a cow, but
was milking the contractor. I think " Western Builder "
owes me a debt of gratitude for this diversion In his
favor.
I find very few journeymen take a building paper, but
permit me to say it is just as necessary for them to study

as for the lawyer or contractor. The lack of study is the
reason why so many are behind in all the little kinks of

the trade. In conclusion I would state that Carpentry
and Building is the best paper that comes to my table.

Patent Platter and metal Latlt Construction.
From H. E. T., Willoughoy, Ohio— I note the inquiry
in regard to the action of patent plaster and metal lath con-

good things several cheap and worthless brands of this
plaster on the market, which are merely imitations of
the real thing. At the present writing I cannot give the
names of the best brands, but they can doubtless be ob
tained from reliable dealers. I would like to hear from
other readers of the paper in regard to this and
other patent plasters, also as to their action on sheet
metal lath. The subject Is one which appears to me to
permit of considerable discussion, and if every one in
terested will ventilate his views much valuable informa
tion should be forthcoming.

System In Estimating.
From A. W. J.. Boston. Mass.— I was an Interested

reader of Frank G. Odell's comments on estimating in his
article on " Laying and Finishing Hardwood Floors," in
the April number of Carpentry and Building. As I have
been estimating all kinds of buildings met with In gen
eral contracting In Boston and surrounding country for
the last ten years, I feel competent to make some remarks
on the subject. Mr. Odell's reference to the lack of asso
ciation among builders, I am sorry to say, is a fact, and
is In a great measure responsible for low prices and the
" hit or miss " method of estimating prevailing. So far
as I know, there are very few builders who make any
systematic attempt to tabulate the results of labor as a
guide to future estimating. One very good reason for this
is the cost that would be entailed by doing so. Profits are
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meager enough now without adding to the office expense,
where the additional cost of above tabulation would come
In. Notwithstanding this, in self-protection a man should
gather all of the data possible for future reference, and
It can be accomplished without any material added cost
In our business we use time sheets, samples of which
I inclose, to gather the necessary information upon which
to figure out the cost per unit of various items met with
In construction. These slips I have arranged after much
thought and study on the subject, and we have used them
now for about three years with satisfactory results. One
slip, Fig. 1, you will see, is marked " Mason and Laborer."
In using this slip for a mason we draw a line through
laborer and for a laborer through mason.
The other slip, Fig. 2, Is arranged for carpenters. On
a job employing 15 or more men we employ a timekeeper,
usually some young man who has worked at some branch

TIME SHEET

Angus MacDonald, Builder
BOSTON.MASS.
BMPt-OVEO*» ItATtJOFWAOCS

UABUN
ParHm parOmy

0.1.g-/tss /J n /f

y
L. 190A

NMWTCOFEMM.OYMWTPrt.5.1.Sua Tmt

Generaleicavation

Drainexcavation

Gradiiut
Raring

HandlingLumber
Handlingbrick,lime,ce
ment,orland
Concrete
Concretedoorsand

Layingdrains

Rubblestonework

Blockatonework
Settingcotstone
SettingT.C floorarches

SettingT.C.partitionsi

SettingT.C.trimmings

Laying(acebrick H 1

Layingcommonbrick H 7
* r>

Fireplaceandtilework Jt H

Settingironwork

Wuhincandpointing

Sundrywork

TotalHour, i\

Fig. 1.—Time Sheet for Mason and Laborer.

System in Estimating—Time

of the building trade or in an architect's office, paying
for his services from $9 to $12 per week. With instruc
tions from the office or the foreman from time to time, It

is possible to keep the time very accurately, divided ac
cording to headings. On small jobs, where a timekeeper

Is not employed, the foreman keeps the time slips. On
jobbing each man keeps his own time slip. It Is then an
easy matter at the end of a job to work out the unit price,
when your books show just how much of the various ma

terials have been used on the job.
There is such a difference In men, and In fact in the

same man on different days, that to be of much use the
tabulation of the labor must be continued for some time
befor,e you can get fair averages. I have always con
tended that estimating the cost of any kind of a structure
was quite as much a matter of judgment as of mathe
matics. It makes a great deal of difference In quantities
of material who is using them. Some otherwise good fore
men have absolutely no idea of the value of stock, and on

some jobs that have come under my observation I have
seenenough stock wasted to use up all that the contractor
bad allowed for profit in figuring the job. Then, on the

other hand, the foreman who uses his stock all up to

good advantage, having the minimum amount of waste,
does not get the work he should out of bis men.

I do not mean by the above argument that there are
not men who combine both the qualities of using up their
stock as they should and getting a large amount of work
out of the men, for they do exist, but they are not ao
numerous that you can always put your hand on them
when you want one.
The weather also is a great factor In building, and cir
cumstances of site enter the problem, too. AH of these
things have to be taken into account and settled by judg
ment; although the tabulation of facts obtained from
your jobs if continued will so school your judgment as to
make you expert In grasping the situation at a glance
when looking over the plans and site preparatory to sub
mitting a proposal.

I have been at work for some time on a treatise on

TIME SHEET

ANOUS AlACDONALD, 1

BOSTON, MASS.
3UILDER

OAMPMT KH ■WMmt ParDar

/J (H /■s- ft
NATWeOPoiapiAvMEMTPrtSat.■«VMM.TM.

Settingironwork
Framing ! i H

Boarding"vm* z

Layingplankfloor*

Studdingandfurring,etc

Ctapboardiog

Shingling

Outsidefinish

Windows

iSheathing

Piazzafloorsandsteps

Baseandmoulding

Picturemoulding

Chairrail
Pantryandclosetwork

Specialfinish t n

Upperfloors

Stairwork
Sundrywork
TotalHours i

Fis. 2.—Time Sheet for Carpenters.

Slips Submitted by " A. W. J."

estimating of structures, handling the matter somewhat
differently from any work yet published on the subject,
and hope to be able to find time to complete it soon and
put it before the readers of this paper. I felt impelled by
Mr. Odell's remarks on the subject to say something at
this time, and trust that some of the many readers of this
paper may derive some profit from same, brief and incom
plete though it is.
As affording an example of the manner in which the

time slips are used, I have filled out one of each kind, and
would mention that by the arrangement of the slips here
shown we end our week with Thursday night.

Censorthip of Correspondence.
From P. C. D., Frycburg, Maine.—Since reading the

article of " Hee H. See," in the May Issue of the paper
in regard to a censorship of correspondence, as suggested
by " O. M. T." in the March number, I have read the lat-
ter's suggestion a second time, and see no reason for
thinking that " O. M. T." asked for censorship of all
articles sent In for publication, but thought correction
should be made when the Information was wrong or mis
leading. Certainly that was my understanding of It
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when I indorsed It, but I think we can trust the editor to
make corrections in such a way that the writer will not
feel hurt.

Replies to Requests far Roof Pinna.
From J. F. -J., Nokomis, III.—Being a subscriber and
an interested reader of Carpentry and Building, I take
this opportunity of answering the requests of " C. K. S.,"
Wayland, Iowa, and of " J. C. L.," Hammond, Ind., for
roof plans. In the diagram, Fig. 1, is shown the plan

structed with hips and valleys, and showing bow it is
possible without gables. I also send a section of the
roof framing and cornice, Fig. 5, to a scale of % Inch to
the foot. I submit these sketches in the hope that they
may assist the correspondent to a solution of his roof
problem.

From L. K., Cragsmoor, N. Y.—The roof plan shown
in Fig. G is sent in answer to the request of " C. K. S.,"
Wayland, Iowa, which appears on page 135 of the April

issue of the paper. The corner marked
X projects below the eaves of the rest
of the roof. If the correspondent pre
fers gables instead of hips he can ex
tend the ridges as indicated by the
dotted lines.
The plan shown in Fig. 7 is in an
swer to the query of " J. C. L.," Ham
mond, Ind., in the same issue of the
paper. The valley at X may be an
objection, but I see no other way to
frame the roof and have all the slopes

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. pig. 5,

Replies to Requests for Roof Plans— Contributed by Various Correspondents.

of a roof with gables for
" C. K. S.'s " house, and in Fig.

2 the plan of a roof with hips, which I think will make
a satisfactory job. I also send a plan for the house of
" J. C. L.," showing a hip roof, or he may have three
gables, as shown on the plan, if he so desires.
Note.—The plan submitted by the above correspondent

lor the house of " J. C. L." is the same as we show in
Fig. 8 of the diagrams presented herewith.

Plans similar to that shown in Fig. 2 have been re

ceived from " C. W.." Mount Vernon, Ohio, and from
" U.

W. D.," Columbus, Ohio.

From C. W., Mount Vernon, Ohio.—The roof plan

shown in Fig 3, is intended as a reply to the request of
"J. C. L.," Hammond, Ind.. whose Inquiry appears in the
April issue. The correspondent might if he desires have
a deck about the center of the roof, where the short hips

and ridge meet. In i'ig. A I show a roof plan for the
benefit of " C. K. S.." Wayland, Iowa.

From A. P. I,., Schenectady, X. Y.—lu answer to the
Inquiry of "J. ('. I..." Hammond, Ind., I send herewith
an outline. Figs. ."

>

and s. of the roof for his plan, con-

half pitch. If this plan is used the valley X should be
given as much pitch as hips and plenty of tin should be
used in the flashing.

From L. P., Cincinnati, Ohio.—Answering the inquiry
of " C. K. S.," Wayland, Iowa, I offer in Fig. 9 a sugges
tion for his roof plan and in Fig. 10 a plan and eleva
tion of roof for "J. C. L.," Hammond, Ind.

Find Ins Li-ugihs of Rafters by Hrldge measurement.
From Morris Williams, Scranton, Pa.— In the April
issue of the paper " J. T.," Trenton, N. J., applies for in
formation regarding the method of finding the length of
rafters by bridge measurement when the run contains a

fractional part of a foot. The roof he has to put up we
are told has a run of 15 feet 4% inches; and a pitch ris
ing 7VS inches to the foot run. We first find the bridge
measure of the pitch for 1 foot of run by laying a 2-
foot rule on the square diagonally from 12 on the blade
to on the tongue. The rule will indicate 14^4inches,
which reduced to decimals will equal 14.25. The run, 15
feet 4'o inches, reduced to decimals will equal 15.37.
To find the length of the common rafter we multiply
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14.25—the bridge measure for 1 foot— by 15.37, the
total run of the rafter, which equals 219.0225-h 12 = 18
feet 3 inches, the length of the common rafter.
To find the length of the hip or valley the 2-foot

rule is placed diagonally on the square from 17 on the

blade to 7% on the tongue, which measures 18%. This

reduced to decimals is 18.62, and multiplied by 15.37—

the run of the common rafter —gives the length of the

hip or valley 23 feet 10% inches.
I would say to "J. T." that the bridge method as here

exemplified is not the best for such a roof as the one he

has to put up, for it calls for too much figuring. The
common method of stepping along the timber with the

which is 14%. Lay the square on a straight edged board
using 14% on the tongue and 12 on the blade, scribe with
a sharp knife on the blade side, continuing to the full
width of the board, which should be about 18 inches wide.
This scribed line will be the hip. Now measure 15 inches
and 4% twelfths along the edge of the board from the
scribe, which will give the seat of the common rafter.
Scribe up from the seat of the common rafter until it
intersects the hip line, and the result Is the common
rafter. The distance gives the length of the common
rafter, which is 18 feet 3% inches. The length of the
hip is obtained in the same way, the result being practi
cally 23 feet 11% inches. The lengths of the jacks can

be found the same way, by measuring back
the distance they are to be p̂laced apart,
scribing lines to the hip line, the length be
ing obtained as in the case of the common
rafter. The bevels or top cuts of the jack
rafters are always found by using the fig
ures as first employed ; that is in the present
case 12 on the blade and 14% on the tongue,
marking on the tongue side.
If the correspondent wishes to be accurate
In obtaining the top cut of the hip rafter to
fit the ridge board, measure diagonally
from 14% on the tongue to 12 on the

FIs. 6. Fig. 9.

ELEVATION

Fit- 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 10.

Replies to Requests for Roof Plans—Contributed by Various Correspondents.

square would be better. Taking 12 on the blade and
7% on the tongue and stepping 15 times, with the addi
tion of the fractional 4% inches, will give one length of
the common rafter; then 17 on the blade and 7%
on the tongue and stepping 15 times, with the addition of
the proportional inches, will give the length of the hin
or valley. The proportion of fractional inches for the hip
or valley in this case would be 6% inches.

From J. A. C, Whitticr, Cal.— In answer to "J. T." of
Trenton, N. J., as to the method of obtaining the lengths
of hip and jack rafters I will describe my plan, which
is simple and practical, as no other tools are needed than
the steel square and a sharp knife. The method is one
which I think it well for any ordinary carpenter to learn
who does not wish to go into scientific figures and who
does not care to learn any more than is absolutely neces
sary in order to do the work. As the pitch of his roof
is 7% to the foot, we first find the distance diagonally
from 1% on the tongue of the square to 12 on the blade.

blade, the distance being IS 8-12 inches. Now lay tha
square on the board, using IS 8-12 inches on the blade and
17 inches on the tongue, marking on the blade side. This
gives the bevel desired, or 12 and 11will be perhaps more
convenient figures to use.
This system works with any pitch of roof, and is the
most simple and practical of any with which I am famil
iar. My experience has demonstrated that there are more
carpenters who " fall down " on roofe cutting than in con
nection with any other work.

lUeasuremeats on Architect* Plan*.
From Hee H. See. Brockville, Canada.—Replying to
the question of " C. C. II.," relative to measurements on
plans, I would say that eight times out of ten the archi
tect himself does not know. The best way for the car
penter to do is to measure up the full inside width or
length of a house, deduct the thicknesses of the parti
tions and plastering on the side walls and then divide up
the remainder as near as possible to given sizes.
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PROBLEM IN GEOMETRICAL HANDRAILING.
By Moebis Williams.

IN
the Issue of the paper for June of last year there
appeared an Inquiry from " J. M. D.," Lansing, Mich.,

asking for the treatment of two geometrical stairways,
one known to the trade as a quarter space stairway, with
a quadrant connecting the two flights, which are placed
at right angles to one another, and the other having a
semicyllnder of 12 inches diameter and containing eight
winders, fixed between two flights, which are parallel
one to the other. Nothing is said about the dimensions
of the treads and risers, nor In reference to the arrange
ment of the risers adjoining the cylinders in either case.
It would appear from the sketch presented by the

correspondent that the two adjoining risers to the quad
rant are placed at the springing, namely, 7 inches from
the corner in the direction of each flight. Whether
" J. M. D.'s " requirement is a solution of a problem
with risers placed as shown in his sketch it Is difficult
to determine from the wording of his query. However,
we may here state that such an arrangement entails a
great deal of extra labor in the development of the molds,
finding the bevels and In the squaring and molding of
the wreath. Adding to this the unsightly appearance of
the finished rail that such an arrangement would pro-

BKlfj

Fig. 1.—Plan, Elevation and Developmentof Tangents for a
Quarter Turn Placed BetweenTwo Flights.—Diagram Illus
trating the Rampingof the Wreath.

duce, It Is evident that under no consideration should It
be determined upon.

In the endeavor to make clear a solution of the prob
lem I have drawn in Fig. 1 of the accompanying dia
grams the plan of such a construction. The elevation
and pitch line of the tangents, as shown In this diagram,
verify the above remarks. At a 6 is shown the pitch
■ofthe two tangents over and above a quadrant. It is
shown to be less inclined than the pitch of the two flight
rails adjoining and consequently necessitates the ramping
of the wreath, which means an enormous amount of
•extra labor. This kind of a wreath also calls for extra
thicknesses of plank and two additional bevels, as indi
cated at 1 and 2 of the diagram.

The center line of the wreath is shown developed as
follows: From n draw a line square to the pitch line of
•the tangents a o b; make o m equal to c a ; draw m o
•parallel to c 6; make c z equal to x n of the plan. Take a
■flexibleslat which will readily bend to touch the points
m z 6 and sweep the curve of the center line of the
■wreath.

The bevel 3 is to square the wreath and is to be ap
plied to both ends, while the two extra bevels 1 and 2
are to be applied to the sides after the wreath is squared,
in-order to produce a square butt joint with the adjoin
ing rails of the flights.
In Fig. 2 is shown the correct method of treatment

for this kind of a stairway, where it is shown that the
•two risers nearest the corner c are placed at a distance
ifrom c equal to one-half the width of the treads of the

adjoining flights. The treads are 10 inches wide; there
fore the first riser from c in the upper flight will be
placed 5 Inches from c, and similarly the first riser from
o In the bottom flight will be placed 5 Inches from c.
The elevation of treads and risers and the development
of the tangents In this diagram will produce a uniform
pitch over the flights and quadrant, as shown by the
line 1 2 3 4 5 6, which rests on the nosing of the steps.

Fig. 2.—Diagram Illustrating the Correct Method to Manage a
Quarter Turn BetweenTwo Flights by Placing the Blaers
In Such a Way as to Obtain an Equal Pitch Over the
Flights and Tangents.

Fig. 4.—DiagramShowingthe Bevel to Squarethe Wreath Over
the Quadrant In Fig. 2.

Problem in Geometrical Handrailing. —By Morris Williamt.

This result simplifies the wreath construction considera
bly.
Fig. 3 represents the face mold and Is developed as
follows: Draw a straight line; transfer from Fig. 2
upon it points 1 2 3 4, &c. ; from point 3 draw the line
3 z; make z 4 equal the length of 4 2 of Fig. 2, which
represents the bottom tangent ; draw z o parallel to 3 5
and 5 o parallel to 3 z; make 4 x equal to c x of Fig. 2.
We have In this manner found three points which are
contained in the curve of the center line of the wreath
or the face mold—namely, z x 5, and now we will find
the width of the mold at each point. At * the circle
represents the width of the straight rail of the flights, x
being a point on the minor axis where the wreath in
all cases is equal in width to the width of the straight
rail. The width at z and 5 is taken from the bevel in
Fig. 4. Make s 2 and z 3 each equal to 2 3 of Fig. 4;
also make 5 2 and 5 3 each equal to 2 3 of Fig. 4. The
outside and inside curve of the mold may now be de
scribed by bending a lath to touch the points 2' 2 2" for
the outside curve and the points 3' 3 3" for the inside
curve. To complete the mold we must add the shanks
z 1 and 5 0. respectively, both additions being drawn In
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alignment with the connecting tangents. The mold Is
now ready to be applied to the plank and the wreath
material is to be cut out square to the face of the plank ;
then the bevel shown In Fig. 4 is to be applied to each
end to square the wreath.
The bevel In Fig. 4 is found as follows: Make d g

equal to o d, the radius of the plan quadrant in Fig. 2,
and g 3 equal the line g 3 of Fig. 2; connect 3 with d
in Fig. 4 and the bevel will be found at 3, as shown.
In Fig. 5 is represented the plan of the 12-inch cylin
der with a few of the adjacent steps ; also the develop
ment of the tangents for one section of the wreath, as for
example, that from 6 to e. The adjacent steps are shown
reduced, so that the portion of the rail connecting with
the wreaths may be gracefully curved to form a ramp
between the center line of the straight rail and the pitch
line of the developed tangents prolonged from o to k,

We will now return to Fig. 5 and place the distance
d e f as shown along the plan line of the stringer and
draw the elevation as follows : The height from k to e is
made equal to the height of four risers; that is one-half
the number contained In the cylinder. The side plaa
tangent, h a, Is revolved to &. Then the line 6 d e Is
drawn, which represents the pitch line of the two tangents-
6 d and d e, respectively. From h Is drawn the line h c
square to the pitch line of the tangents.
The face mold may now be drawn, as Indicated in
Fig. 8. Draw a straight line from the pitch line of the
tangents in Fig. 5; transfer the points a, 6, c, d, e.
From point c drop the line c &". Place one leg of the
compasses in d, extend the other to 6 and turn over to
6"; connect 6" with' d. Draw &" o parallel to 0 d, and
e 0 parallel to e d; then connect d with o; make d z
equal to h z in Fig. 5, and on z, as center, draw a circle

Fig. 5
Fig. 5.—Plan of Stairway Having a 12-Inch Cylinder Between
Two Flights, the Cylinder Containing Eight Winders.—
Showing the Methodof Unfolding the Tangentsand Obtain
ing the Pitch Over the Cylinder.

Fig. 8.—The Face Mold for the WreathOver the CylinderShown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 0.—Bevel for theWreath ShownIn Fig. 8.

Problem in Geometrical Handrailing. —By Morris Williams.

where the intersection occurs; and also to secure equal
length for the balusters.
A very simple method is shown in Fig. C for reducing
stepsadjacent to cylinders. Draw the line a 6 and from
o as center describe the center line of the wreath with a
6-inch radius ; make n 6 equal to the stretch out of the
quadrant n w. Upon 6 erect the line 6 8 equal in
length to eight risers ; at o place the pitch board as
shown, and continue its pitch to 3. Now bisect o 3 in k
and draw a line from 8 to k, and the curve from m to o.
The curve may be described by intersecting lines, as
Bhown in Fig. 7, or by drawing a line at right angles to
o k from a and another at right angles to the line m 8
from m. Where these lines intersect will be a center
that may be used to describe the curve from a to m.
In Fig. 6 draw level lines from 1 2 3 4, &c, to intersect
the curve and the straight line from m to 8. From each
Intersection drop a line to the line a 6, and on it will
be found the dimensions of the reduced steps adjacent to
the cylinder, as at d e f. &c.

Fig. 7.—CommonMethod
in UsebyStairbullders
for Drawing a Ramp
by Means of Intersect
ing Lines.

Fig. 6.—Diagram Showing How to ReduceSteps Adjoining a
Cylinder so as to Securea Pleasing Appearanceto the Fin
ished Rail.

having a radius equal to one-half the width of the plan
rail. Now on each side of 6", as 6" g and 5" g", place
the distance c d taken from the bevel in Fig. 9, and the
same on each side of e, as shown at e g and e g'. Now
bend a lath to touch the points g and g; also the circum
ference of the circle, as shown, for the outside of the
mold and the points g' and g' for the inside curve of the
mold. The joint at e is made square to the tangent d 6".
The distance from h" to o Indicates a piece of straight
rail added to the mold so as to have the joint that
much outside the cylinder, as shown In Fig. 5 from 6"
to o.
The bevel shown in Fig. 9 Is found as follows : Make
u h equal the radius of the cylinder and h c equal h o
in Fig. 5 ; connect c with n. The bevel is shown at o
and is to be applied to each end of the mold—at the end
6" In the direction of the inside and at the end e in the
direction of the outside, all as clearly Indicated In Fig.
10, where a view of the wreath after it is squared Is
given. In this figure it is also shown that the center of
the wreath coincides with the center of the plank, a
condition that must be kept In mind when squaring the
wreath.
Where the tangents, as In this example, are equally

Inclined, the minor axis, as here shown, will be In the
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center of the wreath and at this point an equal amount
of waste wood will be taken from the top and bottom
of the plank. The bevels at each end will Indicate the
waste wood to be taken off from each end and toward
the minor axis.
In Fig. It is shown a method for finding the thickness
of plank required for the wreath. The bevel at c Is the
one shown in Fig. 9. A square section of the rail is
drawn ; one side parallel with the blade of the bevel.
The distance from a to 6 Indicates the thickness of the
plank. In Fig. 12 Is shown the plan and elevation of the
cylinder and a number of the reduced steps adjacent to
it on both sides, also the face molds and' bevels. In Fig.
13 we show a plan of the drum, and in Fig. 14 the eleva
tion. Around this drum the stringer for the cylinder Is
bent, as indicated. There are various methods in use
for bending these stringers, the one exhibited here be
ing simple and easily executed. A piece of board, as
shown in Fig. 15, is prepared by taking off its back a
sufficient amount of material to leave a thin veneer, which
will bend around the drum. The veneer is shown shaded
in Fig. 13. Blocks known as keys are glued upon it and
carefully jointed to one another, until the entire space
shown from a to 6 in Fig. 13 Is tightly filled. A few of

crete, over the auditorium is carried on trusses of the
same material, have a clear span of 110 feet, the trusses
being placed 10 feet apart. An enormous balcony Is
carried on cantilevers of reinforced concrete, thus doing
away with columns on the floor below to obstruct the
view from those occupying seats under the balcony. The
main auditorium covers, with its stage, an area of 165 x
110 feet, and while its normal seating capacity is 3500,
provision is made for seating 5000 should occasion re
quire.
The great size of the room made the problem of proper
acoustics an interesting one, and as the farthest seats

7 ' 7
Fig. 10.—View of the Wreath After It Is Squared, Showing
How It Is Done by Applying the Bevels to the Ends ; In
This CaseReversely.

Fig. 11

Figs. 13 and 14.
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Fig. 11.—DiagramIllustrat
ing a Methodto Ascertain
the Thickness of Plank
Requiredfor a Wreath.

—Plan and Elevation of the Drum to Bend the
Stringer Around the Cylinder.

Fig. 15.—Showing the Veneer Prepared for Bending as Shown
Around the Drum in Fig. 13.

Fig. 12.—Diagram Illustrating the CompleteDevelopmentof the
Cylinder; Steps Adjoining ; Tangents; Face Molds, and
Bevels.

Problem in Geometrical Handrailing. —By Morris Williams.
' •'■

those keys are made as indicated at a in Fig. 14 to ex
tend a certain distance upon the drum, so that a nail or
screw may be used to fasten the stringer to the drum
until the glue is set.

California's Largest Reinforced Building.

What is said to be the largest building constructed in
the State of California of reinforced concrete is the Audi
torium, now nearing completion at Los Angeles. It covers
an area 165 x 175 feet, and in its central section for
office purposes on Fifth street is nine stories in bight,
while the wings, as they may be called, are six stories in
liight. The main entrance to the Auditorium, which is

iu the rear, is through the middle of the Fifth street
fagade and is 42 feet in width.
The building is of reinforced concrete from top to
bottom, and is in many ways a most interesting example
of this type of construction. The roof, of reinforced con-

sire much beyond the ordinary range of the human voice,
the sound waves are assisted by the air currents of the
ventilating system. The air is blown in around and over

t lie proscenium arch and exhausted around the side and
rear walls of the auditorium and through the floor. The
ventilating system is arranged to reverse in case of fire
so that the smoke will be exhausted at the ceiling and
the fresh air driven in at the floor and near the exits.
The architect of this building is Charles F. Whittlesey,
and John B. Leonard was consulting engineer.

As soon as the work of demolishing the old buildings at
the corner of Fifth avenue and Thirty -second street.
Borough of Manhattan, New York, is completed a new
11-story structure will be erected, occupying a site
29 x 150 feet in plan. The store, basement and two floors
above will be occupied by Brentano, who will take posses
sion about the first of February, 1907.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE.*— V.
By Charles H. Fox

FROM
the explanations which have already been

given the student who has closely followed the sub
ject will understand the manner of generating the three
surfaces forming soffits of cylindro cylindric, the cylln-
dro conic and radiant arches. The intersection of the
surface of the soffit with that of the cylindrical surface
of the outer and inner faces, as shown in the points A,
2, 3, &c, of Figs. 11, 12 and 13, generates a curve. This
is of double curvature, and it is necessary that this curve
be developed upon a plane in order to obtain the direc
tion for developing one of the sets of molds that are re
quired for the purpose of giving the proper direction for
forming the rib or sash. Although the surfaces of the
soffit have each a distinct manner of generation, yet in

will be equal in length to that of the circular base. Now
the projection of a curve on either plane of projection is
the base of a cylindrical surface passing through the
curve and perpendicular to the plane on which the pro
jection is made. This cylinder is called' the projecting
cylinder of the curve, and the finding of the right line
just noted is called the rectification of the curve.
In rectifying a curve we cannot of course take the
exact lengths of the small arcs, but must use their chords
instead. The smaller the arcs are taken the nearer will
the chords coincide with them, and consequently the
nearer will the right line, which is the sum of these
small chords, be equal to the length of the curve which it
is taken to represent To develop the surface of the
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KIg. 14.— Shows Horizontal Projection of the Intersection of Figs. 15 and 16.—Show Vertical Projection of Intersection.
Two Cylinders.
Fig. 17.—DiagramShowingDevelopmentof Curveof Intersectionon a Plane.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—V.

the development of this curve of double curvature one
general principle may be employed in the solution of each
problem.
This general principle will be explained in the con
struction of the diagrams Figs. 14 to 17, inclusive. In
the first place, to develop a curved surface upon a plane
means to unfold it on a plane so as to cover a plane
area equal to that of the surface. It appears at once that
the'essential conditions which render this development
possible are that the consecutive elements shall be in the
same plane, otherwise their true relative position would
be distorted by endeavoring to make them lie in the
same plane, so that in the development of a curve of
double curvature formed at the intersection of the conol-
dal with that of the cylindrical surface of the radiant
arch it will be apparent that the surface chosen to be
developed upon a plane must be that of the cylindrical
surface which belongs to the face, which is one of
single curvature.
In the development of any curved surface It becomes
necessary to ascertain the length of a right line which

* Copyright, 1906,by Charles H. Fox.

cylinder represented in A D' G D and A A' G' G of Figs.
±4 ard 16. Suppose the surface of the cylinder to be
placed on the plane of the paper, so that the element
represented in D D' of Fig. 10 shall have the position
given in D D' of Fig. 17, the plane of the paper will then
be tangent to the cylinder along this element. Now sup
pose the cylinder to be divided into two equal parts, and
let one-half of the cylinder be rolled toward G G\ the
other half to be rolled toward A A', the base of the cylin
der being perpendicular to the element D D', its circum
ference will be developed into the right line A G. Un
derstanding this principle, in Fig. 17, draw any line as
that shown in A' G', then having in Fig. 14 divided the
plan of the cylinder, which is of course the base, into
any number of equal parts, as shown in the points ABC,
&c, set off at the line A' G' of Fig. 17 the lengths A B
C, &c, equal to those given in the corresponding projec
tions of Fig. 14 and we may obtain the length of a right
line which will be equal in length to that of the circular
base of the cylinder. This is the simple principle which
governs the development of all single curved surfaces.
Now to obtain the development of the curve of double
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curvature we take the problem Involving the develop

ment of the curve of intersection of two right cylinders
whose axes are at right angles to each other, one of
them being vertical, the other parallel, to the ground line.
This is really the problem given in the cylindro cylindric
arch. In order to obtain the development required it
becomes necessary to first construct the points of inter
section of the two cylinders. The general method of
determining the lines in which surfaces intersect is to
intersect them by auxiliary planes, as those represented
in the projections P I, Q J, D D\ &c, of the diagrams
Figs. 14, 15 and 16. These planes intersect the surface
in such a way that each plane cuts rectilinear elements
from both surfaces— that is, from the surface of the
larger and from the surface of the smaller cylinder.
The points In which the elements cut from one surface
intersect those cut from the other surface by the same
plane will be points common to the surfaces of both, and
.hencewill be the points of their intersection.
In the construction of the diagrams we will show the

practical application of the above mentioned principles.
In Fig. 14, with center O, draw the plan of the larger
■cylinder. Divide the curve, as shown in the points A B
C, &c, into any number of equal parts. Now through
the center O produce a line, as D' O D", and with any
point, as that shown in D" as center, with any desired
radius, draw the curve H K H' of the small cylinder.
Divide this into any number of equal parts, as shown in
the points H I„ J,„ &c. Then parallel with D' D", from
each point produce lines, as shown, which meet the base
•of the larger cylinder in the points H, I J, &c. These
are the horizontal projections of the points In which the
auxiliary vertical planes intersect the surface of the
■cylinders. To obtain the vertical projection it Is better
to construct the curve of the smaller cylinder upon a
vertical plane, as that shown In Fig. 16. In this diagram
the radius of the curve, the length of the divisions, &c,

are equal to those of the corresponding projections of
Fig. 14. The length A G of the base of course Is made
equal to the diameter D' O D of the large cylinder. Now
parallel with the line A G, from the points given in
H I J, &c, of Fig. 16, produce lines indefinitely. Then
square with the line A G, from the points H, I J, &c, of
the plan, Fig. 14, produce lines. These, as shown in
the diagram of Fig. 15, Intersect the lines drawn from
the corresponding points of Fig. 16, in the points D J
I, &c. These are the points required of the Intersection
of the two surfaces, and a curve traced through them
will be that of the curve of double curvature.
Now in Fig. 16, parallel with the base A G, through
the point D", produce a line, as N N'. This is the ver
tical projection of an auxiliary horizontal plane. This,
as shown, intersects the vertical planes, &c, In the points
I I'", J J'", &c. This understood, in Fig. 17 set off D J,
J I, &c, equal to the length of the arcs of D J, J I, &c,
of Fig. 14, then square with A G draw I I', J J', &c ;
now make the lengths I I', J J', &c, equal to that of the
corresponding lengths, as given In Fig. 16. The curve
traced through the points thus obtained will be that of
the development of the curve of intersection of the two
cylinders. We have at this drawing shown only the one-
half portion of the development. As will be obvious, the
other half may easily be obtained in a manner similar
to the above.
Upon a thorough comprehension of the principles In

volved In the solution of the problem just given will de
pend in a very great measure the ability of the student
to accomplish the development of the falling molds,
those that are required In order to give the proper direc
tion for forming the contour of the surfaces which com
prise the soffit andi exterior bounding surfaces of the
sash or frame, at their respective intersections with the
cylindrical surfaces of the outer and inside faces.

WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

A
FEATURE of the building situation of Baltimore is the
remarkable developmentof unimproved city and subur

ban property. This has beendue in part to the great demand
for dwelling houses,which even before the great fire had be
come scarce and rents had commenced to advance. The
greatest activity has beenin the north and northwestern sec
tions of the city, where during the past six months over 400
dwellings have been put up at a cost of nearly $640,000.
Of this number 322 were two-story dwellings, 19 were two
and one-half story and 60 were three-story houses. In the
northern suburbs a number of the dwellings are being con
structed of concrete blocks, the machines for making the
latter being so placed that the blocks are turned out only a
short distance from the dwellings. The improvement of the
suburbs is actively progressing, and this, taken in connection
with the work which is being done in the business section,
particularly in what is known as the burnt district, makes
an aggregate of very fair proportions. The conditions are
such that the feeling is quite general that activity in the
building line will continue throughout the year and reach a
volume in excessof that for the year just closed.
The Committee on Permanent Exhibition of the Build-

■ers'Exchange recently held a meeting and decided to have
the formal opening of this departmenton June 11, 12 and 13.
It is thought that everything will be in shape by that time
and it is expectedthat the displays will attract a great deal
of attention.
The annual outing of the membersof the Builders' Ex

change occurred on Easter Monday, the place selectedthis
year being Middle River. Upon arriving at the grounds re
freshments were served, after which amusementsof various
kinds were provided, including a baseball game, quoit pitch
ing and selections by the Builders' Exchange chorus. A
Maryland supper was served at 4 o'clock. The committee
having chargeof the outing was composedof Harry L. Starr,
chairman ; H. S. Raner, Arthur W. West and Charles H.
Hicks.

Buffalo, N. Y.
An interesting feature of the building situation in this

city is the agreemententered into betweenthe master masons
and the Bricklayers' Union, whereby the bricklayers will re
ceive 53 cents per hour up to July 1 and 55 cents thereafter.
The contract which has beenentered into runs until January

1, 1908, and prohibits sympathetic strikes and establishes a
working agreementwhich is in the main very satisfactory to
the contractors. A contract has also been made with the
Stone Masons' Union, No. 36, on the sameworking agreement
as above stated, the wage scale for stone masons to be 48
cents per hour until July 1 and 50 cents thereafter. A con
tract has also been entered into with the journeymen car
penters, by which their wages are advanced from 37% cents
per hour to 40 cents. This contract likewise prohibits sym
pathetic strikes and permits employers working men on an
" open shop" basis. Some little time ago the horizon in
labor circles was much clouded, but the contracts above re
ferred to have cleared the air and at present everything
points to a peaceful and profitable season in the building
line.

Chicago, 111.
Building operations have been resumed at Chicago in

full as a result of a conference between representatives of
the Iron League, the Building Contractors' Association and
the National Erectors' Association, held Thursday afternoon,
May 10, at which the peace faction succeededin effecting a
compromise basis of settlement. The men will be paid 60
cents an hour, as against 56% cents, the old scale. This is
a concession of 2% cents an hour from the 62% cents de
mandedby the iron workers. Other phasesof the peacepact
are embodiedin the old agreementof the union and employ
ers, including the eight-hour day and overtime pay. This
settlement relieves a most paralyzing situation, involving
nearly all the building crafts in a sympathetic walkout, and
building is again being pushedwith renewedvigor.
For April the figures surpassed all preceding records for
that month in the history of the city. The cost reached the
abnormally high figure of $12,139,875,nearly doubling the
previous record, which was that of last year, involving a
cost of $0,700,150. The frontage was 28,267 feet, against
23,001 feet of frontage last year and 1105 as compared with
79i buildings in April, 1905, an increase in frontage of 4666
feet and in buildings of 311. This is the largest number of
buildings for which permits were taken out in any corre
spondingmonth in the history of the city, with the exception
of April, 1892,when permits were taken out for 1349 build
ings, and April, 1894, when permits were granted for 1120
buildings. The frontage exceedsthat of any corresponding
month, the closest approach being in April, 1903, when the
aggregate frontage was 27,800 feet. In the high building
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cost the total was swelled by the permit for the new county
building, the costof which was given at $4,500,000. A number
of other large buildings contributed to the big total, including
an addition to the retail store of Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.,
costing $850,000; new Mentor Building, $400,000,and addi
tion to the Auditorium Annex, $750,000. Building continues
at a tremendous rate in the erection of apartment and flat
buildings, and, outside of the few large buildings going up,
the great majority of the construction is in that class of
structure. It is estimated that the cost of buildings in pre
liminary course of construction will fully approximate
$15,000,000.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The month of May finds builders and contractors as busily

engagedas any previous spring in the city's history. The
first day of the month dawned without a single strike in the
building trade, making a marked contrast to the opening of
the same month last year, when eight or nine trades left
work with demandsupon the employers. The peaceful situa
tion at present is largely attributed to the fact that so many
of the trades are working under open shop conditions, the
labor organizations not being able to control sufficient of the
trades to stop the progress of operations. Many large build
ing projects are now under way and will be rushed as rapidly
as possible during the summer months. Among these may
be mentioned the new Taylor Arcade Building, the walls of
which are rapidly going up ; the new Y. W. C. A. Building,
for which the structural material is almost completed; the
Cleveland Trust Building, foundations for which are now
being put in, and the new Hippodrome Building, all of which
are close to the business center of the city.
The membersof the Builders' Exchange of Cleveland and

their families are anticipating with much pleasure the annual
summer outing of that body, plans already having beenmade
for one of the most delightful trips ever taken for recreation
and rest. The time of the outing this year will be the last
week in June. The place of rendezvouswill be the Thousand
Islands of the St. Lawrence. The party will leave on one
of the elegant palace steamers of the Cleveland & Buffalo
line on the evening of Tuesday, June 26, the journey to be
conducted by W. F. Herman, general passengeragent of that
line, who has made all arrangements for the comfort and
pleasure of the builders. It is expectedthat upwards of 200
persons will join in the outing. The party will arrive in
Buffalo on Wednesday morning, June 27, and will have
breakfast upon the boat, after which they will board a spe
cial train of vestibuled coaches on the New York Central
Railroad, proceeding east via Rochester and Syracuse, stop
ping at the last named city for luncheon, the journey then
taking the builders along the foothills of the Catskills to
Clayton, where a chartered steamer will be in waiting to
convey them to Alexandria Bay and the Thousand Island
Hotel, where special accommodations have been reserved.
In the evening there will be dancing and other entertainmemt
at the hotel, and on the following morning a ramble will be
taken by special boat, which will be placed at the disposal of
the party for the day. In the afternoon there will be base
ball and other forms of athletic sport and in the evening a
searchlight trip among the islands. The beautiful summer
homes of wealthy peoplewho reside in this locality will pro
vide plenty of interest for the builders, and there are some
who expect to catch as large fish as were ever taken from
the waters thereabouts. The start for homewill be madeon
Friday morning at 10 o'clock, the return trip being by the
same route as the going trip, the party arriving in Cleveland
Saturday morning in time for closing up the business of the
week and the month. In previous years the exchange has
visited on its annual jaunts Niagara Falls, Toronto, Muskoka
Lakes, St. Clair Flats, Detroit, London, Ont. ; Chautauqua
Lake, Put-in-Bay, and Cambridge Springs.
At the recentquarterly meetingof the Builders' Exchange
a request from the Merchant Marine League that the ex
change adopt a resolution favoring the Gallinger Ship Sub
sidy bill was considered. The exchangehad as guests at the
meeting Harvey D. Coulder, Esq., president of the league;
F. F. Prentiss, president of the Chamber of Commerce, and
several other gentlemenprominent in the support of the bill
throughout the country. After a full explanation of the
measure the exchange adopted a resolution placing it on
record as favorable to the enactmentof legislation now before
Congress. <The meeting was very interesting, being char
acterized by a number of reports from the various commit
tees of the exchange, indicating its activities. The report
of attendanceat the exchangeindicated the daily average for
April to be 251 membersand visitors. A report was made
by the special Building Code Committee recommending that
a new schedule of fees for the operating of the building in
spector's office be adopted in order to make that office self
sustaining and insure its continueJ efficiency. Following the
business session refreshments were served by their caterer
and a social hour was enjoyed.
The Cleveland Exchange assisted in the collection of the
fund for the relief of San Francisco sufferers and sent a let
ter to the builders' organization in that city offering help in
all possible ways. A letter has been received in reply saying
that within a fortnight after the fire a temporary building

had beenerected for the exchange in the coast city and that
a site had been purchased for a permanent building, which"
will be constructed as rapidly as possible.
A resolution was recently adopted by the exchangecom

mending Congressman Burton for his stand at Washington.
in favor of protecting the falls at Niagara. Mr. Burton has-
introduced legislation to restrict the amount of water that
may be taken from the river abovethe falls. His determina
tion to keep the falls as a great national attraction is com
mendedby architects and artists as well as builders through
out the country surrounding the great cataract
A visit from John S. Stevens, president of the National*

Association of Builders, was very greatly enjoyed by mem
bers of the Cleveland Exchange early in May. Mr. Stevens
made a speechat the " change hour " and shook hands with
his old friends in his usual affable manner.

Lowell, Mass.
The amount of present and prospectivebuilding in LowelV

comparesvery favorably with past years and is of a nature
which speaks well for the future of the city. A number of
operations are under way, among which may be mentioned
the new Chalfoux Block, the foundations for which are prac-
tically completed. With the exception of the concrete floor
work the principal contracts were secured by Lowell con
cerns, and the building when finished will be one of the finest
in the city. Work is about being started on the new St.
Louis school, which is to cost in the neighborhoodof $70,000.
The Richardson Hotel, recently damagedby fire, is to be en
larged and equippedwith modern conveniencesand will have
added about 30 bathrooms. The new factory of the Maw-
hinney Shoe Company is being fitted with machinery and the
work of manufacturing will be soon commenced. The open
ing of this factory will bring a large number of operatives
who must be housed,and as a consequenceof this prospective
movementvalues of real estate in the vicinity have already
advanced. The corporations are running full time and one
or two are about erecting someminor buildings, such as store-
bouses,&c.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held

on the afternoon of Wednesday, April 18, at which the fol
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
Charles F. Varnum ; vice-president, Cyrus Barton, and sec
retary, Herbert R. White.
The directors selected for the ensuing year were C. M.
Forest, E. A. Wilson, G. H. Staples, F. L. Weaver, L. A.
Derby and G. H. Watson.
In the evening the eighteenth annual banquet was held

at the New American House, the gathering being highly rep
resentative of the leading contractors of the city. A recep
tion was held just prior to the banquet, and at 6.30 Frank
L. Weaver, chairman of the Entertainment Committee, with
President C. F. Varnum, led the way to the banquet hall,
where a substantial menu had beenprepared for the members
and guests. When the good things provided had been duly
consideredPresident Varnum introduced Frank L. Weaver as
toastmaster and spoke briefly of the early history of the
Builders' Exchange. President A. G. Walsh of the Board
of Trade referred to the influences which tend to improve
the grandeur Of a city and make it greater and better, in
the accomplishmentof which the master builders play an im
portant part. He appealed to his hearers to cultivate the
spirit which tends to make progress in spite of any obstacles
that may be encountered,and to show to all who might seek
habitation in the city that there is a chance for every one.
A few remarks were also madeby Secretary J. A. McKenna
of the Board of Trade.
The address of the evening was delivered by Edward S.
Lamed, one of the leading cement experts of the country,
who entertained the memberswith a talk which was closely
followed by every one present and which was of great benefit
to all interested in the useof cementin connectionwith build
ing construction.

New York City.
One of the things likely to attract the attention of the

casual observer strolling about the city streets is the number
of substantial buildings which are being torn down to make
room for the onward march of improvement. Not alone are
old office buildings being razed to provide sites for modern
structures, but private dwellings, club houses and even
churches are being demolished,for this purpose. This condi
tion of affairs is not confined to any one particular section of
the city, but workmen are busy at various points in both the
business portion of the metropolis as well as in the resi
dential districts. In this respect Fifth avenue below Forty-
seventh street, and particularly in the neighborhood of
Thirty-fourth street, is rapidly being transformed into a
busy business section.
Outside of a few slight differences existing between em

ployers and workmen in someof the branches of the building
industry comparative peace reigns in the labor world, and
building operations are being conducted upon a scale which
compares most favorably with a year ago. The estimated
cost for the building improvements for which permits were
issued in the Borough of Manhattan since the first of the
year aggregatesa trifle over $52,000,000,as against $39,750,-
000 last year, and in the Borough of the Bronx the value of
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the improvements is $11,000,000, as compared with $12,-
500,000 in the same time a year ago. These figures relate
strictly to new buildings, and do not include $8,800,000in the
two boroughs for alterations and repairs, as against $5,370,-
000 for the corresponding period in 1905. In the Borough
of Brooklyn a slight falling off is noticeable,the figures being
$17,300,000since the first of the current year, as compared
with $18,990,000in the same time last year.
A striking feature of the building operations in the Bor

ough of the Bronx this spring is the decreasein the amount
of flat and apartment houseconstruction and a corresponding
increase in the number of plans filed for one and two family
houses, ranging in cost from $3000up to $8000.

Orange, N. J.
The first annual banquet of the Master Builders' Asso

ciation of the Oranges occurred on the eveningof April 16 in
Jacoby's Hall, Newark, N. J., at which a large number of
membersand their friends were present and great enthusiasm
prevailed. The banqueters were conveyed from their head
quarters in Orange in special trolley cars, arriving at the
sceneof the feast a little before 9 o'clock. During the even
ing therewas music by Jacoby's Orchestra, illustrated songs,
in someof which the builders joined vigorously in the chorus,
monologues, and clever tricks by various artists. The
master of ceremonieswas President F. M. Struck of the as
sociation, and among the guests were Alderman Davis of
Orange and Dr. William M. O'Brien, Mayor of West Orange.
After the many good things provided on the menu had
been duly considered and coffee was served, Toastmaster
Struck spoke a few words of congratulation and welcome
and then introduced Alderman Davis, whose toast was " The
Oranges and Their Builders." What he had to say was
much to the point and was followed with close attention on
the part of those present. After the applause following his
address had died out the toastmaster called upon the vice-
president, John B. Everett, of the association, who indorsed
the remarks of Mr. Davis as to the need of local tribunals
of arbitration to settle points arising between capital and
labor, and expressedthe hopethat the day would soon come
when this would be accomplished. Mayor O'Brien of West
Orange then madesometimely remarks, after which Council
man Joseph Brown had somethingto say relative to the prob
lem of transportation and the developmentof that section of
the Oranges which he represented.
The Committee of Arrangements consisted of the follow
ing members,representing the several branchesof the build
ing trades: Carpenters, H. Carhnrt, chairman ; P. M. Struck
and Albert Menzel ; masons.C. H. Shanger, R. L. Tobin and
Harry Becker: plumbers, George H. Brenner, William P.
Beck and A. E. Daum ; painters, Maynes Potter, L. B.
Sanders and Henry James.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Statistics indicate a further increase in the building of

two-story dwellings during the month of April, while permits
taken for three and four story dwellings for the sameperiod
indicate a decline in the erection of buildings of that class.
There seems to be no let up in the demand for two-story
houses, and operations covering work on dwellings of that
type are increasing in size, one of particular note last month
taking in 142 housesalone, at an estimatedcost of practical
ly $200,000.
The records of the Bureau of Building show that 981

permits covering 2268 operations were taken out during the
month of April, the estimated cost of which aggregated
$4,071,885,this showing a decreasein value from the previ
ous month of a little over $1,000,000. The value of the per
mits taken for two-story dwellings for the corresponding
period showed slight gain in favor of the month of April,
but those for three and four s,tory dwellings show a decline
in value amounting to over $500,000. At the same time
there was a falling off of nearly $600,000in the amount of
new work taken along the lines of manufacturing buildings,
churchesand apartment houses. This, however, is not looked
upon as any meansof measuring the activity of the building
trades. Home building has for years beenthe feature of in
terest in the local building circles, and along this line there is
at the present time no indication of any retrogressivemove
ment.
Every branch of the trade is busy, operation work is

progressing rapidly and favorably, and ground has been
broken during the past month for an enormous amount of
work. Building materials are in many instances hard to
obtain promptly and frequent delays in the completion of
work are heard of on this account. Taken all in all, the'
year promises to be an unprecedentedone. The volume of
work already under way shows a large gain over the cor
responding period last year, when 1001 permits were issued,
covering 2034operations and estimatedto cost $3,810,740.
While there was someagitation, as is the usual custpm
during the latter part of April, regarding the status of labor,
employers and employeessettled their differences amicably
in almost every instance where demands were made. The
master carpenters advanced wages from 40 to 45 cents per
hour, regardlessof whether or not the employeewas a mem
ber of the Associated Carpenters or the Allied Building

Trades Council, which is virtually an open shop agreement.
The Tile Layers and Helpers' Union, which demandedan in
creaseof 10 cents a day, agreed to certain working modifica
tions and retained the old wage rate. The plasterers de
manded an increase in wages, but remain at work pending
conferences with their employers. The bricklayers have
signed a year's contract at $5 per day of eight hours, while
the elevator constructors, who demanded$4.25 per day, ac
cepted$4 per eight-hour day. All in all, the labor situation,
in view of the prosperous condition of business, is generally
consideredto be in quite a satisfactory condition.
Among some of the prominent building operations was
one by Joseph P. Bradley, who will erect 94 two-story dwell
ings in West Philadelphia, in the vicinity of Sixtieth and
Vine streets. The majority of these will measure 15 x 36
feet 9 inches,and the cost is estimatedto aggregate$131,600.
Wm. G. Price, Jr., has begun work on an operation in

cluding 77 two-story houses,15 x 38 feet, each in the south
western section of the city. This operation is expected to
cost $154,400.
Erick A. Anderson has taken a permit to erect 142 two-
story brick dwellings and three two-story stores in the vicin
ity of Twelfth and Porter streets. The following sizes will
prevail : 14 x 36 feet, 16 x 47 feet and 16 x 38 feet. The
cost of the operation is estimatedat $183,800.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The season has opened with a rush, and permits for
building improvementsduring the month of April, as shown
by the report of Superintendent S. A. Dies of the Bureau of
Building Inspection, are far ahead of the corresponding
month of last year. The work under way is greatly diversi
fied, and dwelling houses constitute an important factor.
During April there was a total of 471 permits issued by the
bureau for building improvementsaggregating an estimated
cost of $3,909,103,as comparedwith a total value for April
of last year of $2,192,193.
Reports to the contrary notwithstanding, the new building
of the First National Bank, which is to be erected at Fifth
avenueand Wood street, is to be only one story in hight and
will cover an area 80 x 120 feet, the former being the Fifth
avenue frontage. It will not only be the largest one-story
banking house in the city, but will also be the finest as re
gards finish and convenienceof arrangement.

Rochester, N. Y.
The figures compiled in the fire marshal's office for the
month of April show something of a lull in the volume of
building operations as compared with the corresponding
period in the past two years. The value of the improvements
for which permits were issued is placed at $657,196, as
against $957,412in April of last year and as comparedwith
$901,983 in March of the current year. Taking the four
months of 1906.the figures show building improvementsesti
mated to cost $1,944,491,while in the samemonths of last
year the improvementswere valued at $1,850,964.

Washington. D. C.
Building operations in the city of Washington, D. C,
show a slight falling off in April as comparedwith the same
month a year ago, when the value of the building improve
ments reacheda total of about $1,750,000. In April of the
current year 504 permits were issued for buildings esti
mated to cost $1,582,600,and among the improvementswere
three churches, three warehouses,one bank, about 100 brick
dwellings and an apartment house which is to cost nearly
$500,000. Just at present there seemsto be an unusual de
mand for property in the southwestern section of the city,
and the statement is made that it is difficult to find for rent
a good house with modern improvements. Values are re
ported steady in this section, and its accessibility to principal
centers makes it desirable for residence purposes.

Notes.
The strike of the carpenters in Taunton, Mass., has been
settled, the master builders granting a minimum wage of
$2.80 per day for journeymen carpenters and $3 a day for
first-class men.

An agreement has been reached between the Master
Builders' Association and the bricklayers, plasterers and
stone masonsof Trenton, N. J., whereby the plasterers and
bricklayers, who have beenreceiving50 cents an hour, will be
given an advanceof 10 cents an hour, and the masons, who
have beengetting 48 centsan hour, will receive50 cents.

Articles of incorporation were recently issued by thp
Secretary of State of Illinois to the Edwardsville Builders
and Contractors' Association. Those prominent in the
movement are Charles Grebel, Sr., Joseph Kesl and J. H.
Stolte.

The annual banquet of the Builders' Exchange at Kala
mazoo.Mich., was held on the evening of May 2 at the Elks
Cafe, the dining room being decoratedwith carnations and
roses, while from the chandelier in the center of the room
hung a saw and a hammer tied with ribbon. Lou Larsen
was toastmaster, and after the menu had been duly con
sidered brief remarks were made by Tarious members.
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New Publications.
The Business of Contracting. By Ernest McCullough,
member Western Society of Engineers; 45 pages.
Size, 5% x 7% Inches. Bound in paper covers. Pub
lished by the Technical Book Agency. Price. 50 cents
postpaid.
This little work, as its title indicates, bears upon the

subject of contracting and will be found of special in
terest to a large class of readers. It has been prepared
by one well qualified by reason of his practical experi
ence to discuss the business of contracting in a way to
appeal to those engaged in this particular line. The au
thor points out that the secret in successful contracting
lies in personal supervision, and by that he does not
mean personal supervision by trained employees, but by
"experienced, thinking employers." The business of con
tracting, he points out, contains so many elements of
chance that success is obtained in proportion as the con
tractor's ability to personally oversee the work is as
sumed. In the first chapter the author shows the proper
staff for a contracting business and briefly outlines the
duties of the manager and the superintendent, after
which he tells what kind of a man makes the best fore
man, and describes what should be his qualities in order
to insure success. In chapters three and four the question
of bidding on work is taken up, after which the author
describes " some working methods." Next in order is a
chapter on " the office on the work," and then " field and
office methods."

Architectural Hard Wood Finishing. By George Whi-
gelt; 124 pages. Size, 4% x V/a inches. Illustrated.
Bound in board covers. Published by the Painters'
Magazine. Price, $1, postpaid.
This little work consists of a series of 12 articles
which appeared last year in the Painters' Magazine.
They were written by a practical mechanic who has had
more than 20 years' experience in all classes of hard
wood finishing, and who has invented a number of valua
ble processes. The little work has been brought out as
a valuable addition to the library of the practical painter,
the architect, and in fact every one interested in archi
tectural hard wood finishing.
The matter is comprised in 15 chapters, the first of
which relates to the woods generally used for the trim
and floors of buildings, which require a natural finish,
such as oak, ash, walnut, mahogany, birch, cherry, maple,
redwood, cypress, sycamore, pine, rosewood, whitewood
and a number of others. The characteristics of each of
these woods are briefly set forth, after which attention
is given to sandpapering, scraping and preparing the
wood for finishing. One chapter deals with stains and
the staining of wood, another has to do with the prepara
tion of stains, while others treat of wood fillers, paste
fillers, first coaters. varnishing, rubbing and polishing,
wax finishing, floor finishing and the finishing of fire-
proofed wood. The later chapters take up the subject
of refinishing, piano finishing, and the best methods of
using water stains.

The School House. Its Heating and Ventilation. — By
Joseph A. Moore : 204 pages. Size, 6% x 9V£>inches.
Profusely illustrated. Bound in board covers with
gilt side and back titles. Published by the author.
Price, $2.00, postpaid.
The writer of this work has for the past 18 years
beenengaged in the inspection of public buildings In the
State of Massachusetts, and in supervising the con
struction of and testing the various methods of heating
and ventilation, especially in school houses, and presents
to those who may be interested in our public schools
somesuggestions as to the construction and the heating
and ventilation of such buildings. In his presentation
of the subject he has refrained from giving theoretical
or scientific descriptions or arguments, but rather such
methodsand plans as have been proven by actual expe
rience to give satisfactory results. The work is divided
into two parts, the first of which deals with the school
bousein all its various aspects. In succession he takes
up the location, the size and cost of the building ; the
laws of Massachusetts bearing upon school house con
struction and sanitation ; the amount of air required

per pupil by the Massachusetts regulations; tests of the
amount of air supply to heat In school rooms; the dif
ference in cost of heating school houses; the size and
construction of warm air ducts and flues, chimneys,
&c. Two of the chapters deal with the question of steam
heating and another takes up the subject of the use of
furnaces in small buildings, with location, construction,
size, &c. ; also combination of furnace and steam
heating, twin connected furnaces, combination of fur
naces and hot water heating, fans for supplying air
to furnace, electric motors, gas engines, &c. The
method of setting up indirect radiators, as shown
by the drawings, and now generally adopted in
Massachusetts, was designed by the writer and first
published in drawings which formed part of the offi
cial exhibit of the Inspection Department of the Mas
sachusetts District Police at the Columbian Exposition
In 1893. Other plans formed part of the exhibit at the
Paris Exposition in 1900, and at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition in 1904. Another chapter deals with the
duties of janitors and another has to do with sanitary
appliances in school houses.
The second portion of the work Is taken up with plans

and descriptions of school houses, all presented in a way
to be of the greatest interest and value to the architect
and builder. The plans are given to a sufficiently large
scale to clearly show the location of leading features
in connection with the heating and ventilation of the
buildings, while sectional views materially assist in this
respect. The plans are of a varied character, ranging
as they do from the one-story one-room school house to
those of a much larger and more pretentious type.

Bray ton Standards. —By Louis F. Bray ton, consulting
engineer ; 110 pages. Size 4% x 6% inches. Illus
trated. Bound in flexible covers. Published by the
author. Price, $3, postpaid.
This little work is a pocket companion for the uniform

design of reinforced concrete, the point being made that
the strength of the various members required in the com
position of a structure can be as safely calculated in re
inforced concrete as they can be in wood or steel. The
matter presented is a compilation of information acquired
from actual experience coupled with the necessary theory.
The methods of construction shown are not merely theo
retical but have been put into practice, and according to
the author have been found highly efficient and economi
cal. A large number of tables, together with details of
construction, are presented in such form as to be avail
able for the use of all, and primarily to enable architects
and engineers who have not made a specialty of this class
of work to show the complete drawings required to
properly illustrate a structure in reinforced concrete, so
that all contractors bidding upon work will bid on •&uni
form basis and upon a design which is entirely satisfac
tory to all concerned. The author believes that reinforced
concrete should be standardized and that standard
methods should be adopted in such a form that the archi
tect, engineer or contractor is made entirely independent
of the so-called patented " systems," and at the same time
the standards should be arranged so that where it Is
shown profitable a patented section could be substituted
for the reinforcement shown upon the designer's plans.
He sees no reason why there should not be standards for
reinforced concrete the same as in connection with struc
tural steel, where all designers adopt the standard sec
tions rolled and specify uniform connections. While it is
true that there are present great variety of so-called
" systems." it is also true that perfect construction can
and is every day being devised which is not using pat
ented forms or methods.
The little work is of a nature to interest many of our
readers and is issued at a time when, by reason of the
rapidly growing use of concrete, it cannot fail to prove an
acceptable addition to the architect's and builder's col
lection of trade literature.

The Architects and Builders' Directory of Detroit and
Wayne County. By Frank Arthur Barrett; 150
pages. Size, 4% x 6 inches. Bound In paper covers.
Published by the author. Price, 55 cents postpaid.
This little work contains a great deal of interesting
Information for the architect and builder, giving as It
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does the building ordinances of the city of Detroit, the
names of the officials of the various departments, the
names and addresses of the Builders and Traders' Ex
change ; also of the Builders' Association, together with
the names and addresses alphabetically arranged of arch
itects, builders and dealers In all kinds of builders' ma
terials. Scattered through the work are advertising
cards of concerns engaged in various branches of the
building and allied industries.

Fireproofed Steel Construction.
The following interesting comments on the above sub

ject were presented by William Sooy Smith at the May
meeting of the Western Society of Engineers In Chicago :
The ease and perfection with which all the parts of

steel structures can be accurately proportioned to the
strains to which they are to be subjected; the lightness,
uniformity, tenacity and unequalled capacity to withstand
shocks, vibration and strains varying In Intensity and
direction ; the cheapness and durability when properly
used and protected from corrosion and high temperatures,
all point to steel as the material par excellence for the tall
structures, that have come to stay. These advantages are
rapidly becoming well known and recognized by engineers,
architects and builders, and the extensive and growing
use of steel for bridges and buildings is the legitimate re
sult With proper precautions In the use and protection
of steel in the construction of a building It becomes the
lightest, safest, cheapest and most durable edifice that
can be built
Whatever materials are employed in buildings, neglect

of correct plans, faulty execution or want of proper pro
tection and preservation is always dangerous and often
fatal. There is no mystery In the precise methods to be
used in securing first-class steel skeleton structures and
protecting them perfectly from corrosion and the In
jurious effects of high temperatures.
It is now evident that in the countries subject to earth

quakes, buildings should, if possible, be so planned and
constructed that they will stand the strain produced by
the vibrations and movements that occur in the varied
materials on which the foundations rest They also mu3t
be fireproofed to save them from destruction by the flames
which rise at so many points and that may spread so
widely as to bid defiance to all efforts to extinguish them,
especially when the whole water supply of a city may be
suddenly cut off. Now supposing the building has been
planned and built in accordance with the requirements
herein set forth, so far as its strength Is concerned, but
containing combustible materials In the frame structure
or materials unprotected that may be so weakened by
heat as to fall, the destruction of the building will surely
ensue If an earthquake takes place such as that which
has Just occurred.
The essential characteristics of a flreprooflng material
for buildings are:
1. It must itself be Incombustible.
2. It must be, as nearly as possible, a nonconductor

of heat.
3. It must be strong and durable.
4. It must stand heating to redness and plunging Into
cold water without cracking.
A flreprooflng material, possessing all the essential

properties enumerated, has been discovered. If the steel
skeleton Is covered with metal lathing, strong wire cloth or
expanded metal lathing, heavily plastered inside and cov
ered with stucco on the outside, roof and all, using an as-
bestlc or other equally good flreprooflng material, mixed
with quicklime on the inside and Portland cement on the
outside, It will be safely protected from corrosion and heat
and the stucco will be as hard and durable as stone. In case
the plaster and stucco are shattered (which can hardly oc
cur as they are strongly reinforced by the steel lathing)
and knocked off by heavy strains or shocks, the steel frame
will not be injured nor will life be destroyed by the fall
of the small fragments. In the light of these facts it
would seem to be very much out of place to load the steel
structure with the enormous weight of a heavy and
clumsy integument of brick, concrete or stone, which adds
but little strength, only great weight, and thus making the

building weaker Instead of stronger, not safe but more
dangerous, less impervious to heat or cold and far more
costly, both in foundation and superstructure.

An Unusual Roof and Wall Construction.

The roof covering of the electric light and power sta
tion of the Nassau Light & Power Company, at Glen-
wood, Long Island, Is of galvanized corrugated iron laid
on 4-lnch channel purlins spaced 4 feet apart, with a
similar lining underneath the purlins in order to form
an air space and prevent a collection of moisture and
condensation from the air, as would occur if an ordinary
covering were used. This gives the advantage of a
wooden roof, it is held, without the fire risk thereby In
curred. There are monitors In the roof, fitted with
pivoted sash operated by the Lovell window apparatus,
manufactured by the G. Drouve Company, Bridgeport,
Conn. The side wail construction consists of an Inner
lining of galvanized corrugated Iron, on which Is mounted
expanded metal. This is fastened to the nailing strips
applied to the corrugated iron, and on the expanded metal
there is a 2-inch coat of cement mortar in which was
imbedded before setting a facing of small pebbles.

The Young Men's Christian Association of Wilmer-
ding, Pa., Is erecting a new building which It Is expected
to have ready for occupancy by the first of January the
coming year. The first floor will contain a gymnasium,
with running track overhead, an auditorium seating 600
persons, billiard room, lobby and offices of the secretaries
and physical director. On the second floor will be the
library and reading room, club room and a special room
for boxing,' wrestling and fencing. On the third floor will
be class rooms, kitchen, dark rooms for camera clubs, &c.
In the basement will be four bowling alleys, dressing
rooms, 500 steel lockers, swimming pool, shower baths,
rifle range, &c. The building, which was designed by
Milligan & Miller of Wilklnsburg, will be located on a
bluff overlooking the railroad and street car approaches.
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Novelties.
Lull Ink's Adjustable Door Track

and Hanger.

Luitink & Sons Mfg. Company, Mil
waukee. Wis., is manufacturing the
adjustable door track and hanger
shown in end view in Fig. 1. Either
single or double doors can be used
with the track, as circumstances may
require. Doors can be bung quickly.
It is explained, as it requires but the
driving of six screws for a single
door, or ten screws for double doors.
The box and track of selected mate
rial arc shipped complete by tbe niak-

yovelties.—Fig. 1.— Luitink'tt Adjustable
Door Track and Hanger.

ers, and the track is inclosed in a
manner to prevent dust or mortar
settling upon it. The track can be
put up before or after the plastering
is done, which permits its use in old
as well as new buildings. Planed
face double wheels of large diameter
are used, with a yoke running over
the axle on an antifriction principle
to enable even extra heavy doors to
move freely and smoothly. The track
is made of maple to obtain a soft, easy
and noiseless sliding of the door. The
adjustable feature is entirely in the
track, the hanger being nonadjustable
so as not to get out of order. The
track simply rests on bolt heads, sup
ported by brackets attached to the
jamb studs on each side, and Is not
fastened at any point. There is a
side swing or lateral motion in the
hanger, so that the door will not bind,
but will always carry plumb. Ad
justments in tlie track, which are as
follows, can be made with the use of
a screw driver: The track can be
raised or lowered ; it can be raised or
lowered sideways, so as to equalize
any uneven settling in the partitions ;
adjustments of double doors can be
made at the center, after which they
may be adjusted with the jambs with
out interfering with the adjustments
at the center, and single doors can
be adjusted so that they will be plumb
with both jambs,

Self Feeding Rip Saw.
A machine which the manufactur
ers strongly recommend for wood
working plants desiring a heavy and
powerful self feeding rip saw of large

capacity and adapted for hard and
continuous service Is illustrated In
Fig. 2 of the engravings. It Is made
by Cordesman, Meyer & Co., 53 Cen
tral avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, and has
a capacity for ripping up to 6 Inches
thick and 21 inches wide. The frame
is iron and has a broad floor support,
insuring smooth and steady running.
The table, 3fl x 72 inches in size, Is
of iron and is raised and lowered by
means of a crank handle convenient to
the hand of the operator and is al
ways perfectly level. The method of
construction for raising and lowering
the table is designed to insure abso
lute rigidity, minimum wear and free
dom from vibration. The rise and fall
of the table Is said to be a trifle more
than 5 inches. An Important feature
of the machine is the new improved
fence, which, it is pointed out, Is thor
oughly reliable, quickly adjusted and
very convenient, as only one handle is
used for releasing, moving and lock
ing. The feed works are heavy and
powerful, special attention having
been given to making all parts dur
able. The feed is driven from a man
drel and consists of a feed spur In
front of the saw and a driven corru
gated out-feeding roll, provided witu
steel spreader, at the rear of the saw.
The frame carrying the out-feeding
roll has an adjustable weight, effect
ing a positive discharge of material.
There are three rates of speed, which
are claimed to be under perfect con
trol, and can be instantly stopped and
started, while the feed works can be
raised or lowered without the opera
tor leaving his position in front of the
machine. The mandrel is 1 11-16
inches in bearings and will accommo
date several saws. The pulley Is 8 x
8% Inches and can be belted from any
direction. The outside bearing Is ex
ceptionally heavy, double braced and
extra strong, affording powerful sup
port to the outer end of tbe spindle.

The Electric Floor Scraper.
Among the recent candidates for pop
ular favor in the way of floor scrapers
Is a device which has recently been
placed upon the market by Cobbs
& Mitchell. Incorporated, Cadillac,
Mich., and a general view of which is
presented in Fig. 3 of the illustra
tions. The concern in question makes
a specialty of thin maple, beech and
birch flooring, and has therefore been

Fit). 2.—Self FeedingRip Saic.

compelled not only to study the manu
facturing of flooring, but also the best
process for laying and finishing. It is
a well-known fact that the best floor
ing may readily be spoiled by improp
er laying and finishing, and it is also
universally recognized that few work
men really enjoy scraping a hard
wood floor, as it is decidedly disagree
able work. The problem which con
fronted the manufacturers was to And
or invent a tool which would reduce
the expense and the disagreeable feat

ures of the work to a minimum, and
at the same time furnish the tool at
such a moderate price that every car
penter could afford to have one. After
prolonged Investigation of the subject
the Electric floor scraper was evolved
and is offered as " a big improvement
over the plane and hand scraper," and
will, it is stated, do all that is claimed
for it. The particular merits of the
Electric floor scraper are said to be
found in the fact that it does superior
work ; that it saves time, and reduces

Fiy. 3.—The Electric Floor Scraper.

the expense of floor smoothing, and
that there is nothing about the tool
that can wear out except the blades,
of which six are furnished — four for
the first cut and two for the finish
ing cut. The scraper is operated by
two men, one pulling the tool by the
long handle, while the other holds and
guides it by the two short handles.
The latter can be thrown to an up
right position when working close to
baseboards, walls, &c. In a neat
folder which the manufacturers have
issued are full and explicit directions
for using the scraper in question.

Beaver Finished Wall Board.
A material that Is growing In inter
est with architects, builders, decora
tors and house owners generally is
what Is known as Beaver finished
wall board, recently placed upon tbe
market by the Beaver Mfg. Company.
85 Eagle street, West, Buffalo. N. T.
The material is a combination of se
lected fibres chemically treated and
reduced to a pulp and made into a
solid, compact board under heavy
pressure, on which is placed a sized
mat finish. The claim is made that
the material will not crack nor get
out of shape : that it is strong and
rigid, and that it makes a "perfect
wall and ceiling." It Is a noncon
ductor of heat and cold; eliminates
the dangers that are common to damp
walls : is light and durable, and as
opposed to plaster and wall paper, the
manufacturer states that It is not
only cheaper and more attractive, but
also more satisfactory In every re
spect. It acts as a sound deadener
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and may be nailed direct to studding,
completely replacing lath, plaster and
wall paper. It is sanitary, quickly
applied and gives beautiful artistic
effects. In fact, the wall board is de
signed to successfully overcome all
the objectionable features of a plas
tered wall, and will take any tint or
color of paint, as it contains no acid
to eat the coloring material. For
bathrooms and kitchens the company
has especially prepared waterproof
paint adapted for this use. It is also
particularly adapted for sleeping
rooms, sewing rooms and nurseries on
account of its sanitary properties. It
can also be employed to excellent ad
vantage for wainscoting in the artistic
decoration of dining rooms. Another
point is that it can be applied directly
over the plastered walls of any house,
a heavy beading being placed over the
top. As showing its strength, the com
pany points out that a test has dem
onstrated that a board when nailed
to studding 16 inches on centers will
withstand a pressure of 440 pounds
applied at the center. The board Is
made in sheets of 32 x 30, 32 x 48

Novelties.—Diehl Storm SashHangersand
Fasteners.—Fig. 4.—General View of
Hanger.

and 32 x 54 inches, these sizes cover
ing all ordinary requirements. Spe
cial sizes can be furnished on request.
A little pamphlet which the company
has issued sets forth the merits of the
Beaver Finished Wall Board and pre
sents interior views showing the man
ner in which it may be used, as well
as some of the artistic effects which
may be produced in colors. The com
pany is also sending out a folder con
taining a few hints for using Beaver
tints and deep colors, and samples
are given, so that the architect and
builder may readily see the effects
produced with the different tints.

DIetal Saab Hangers and Separable
Hinge.

We show herewith a form of storm
sash hanger and fasteners, together
with a separable hinge, which are be
ing manufactured and sold by the
Diehl Novelty Company, Sheboygan.
Wis. The hangers shown in Fig. 4
are of the ball and socket construc
tion and made of malleable iron. The
sockets are placed upon the upper

Fin. 5.—Diehl SeparableHinge.

window casing and the parts contain
ing the balls are placed upon the up
per end of the storm sash or screen,
so that the sasli can be hooked on
either at right or left angles and
swung around in position conveniently
without twisting or mutilating its
form. The fasteners, also shown in
Fig. 4, are claimed to be made of the
best steel spring wire and are so con
structed that the sash cannot be
blown off when extended. Claim is
also made that the fastener locks with

a powerful tension, without splitting
or Injuring the blind stops, so that
when the sash Is closed and locked it
Is perfectly tight In the application
of the fastener to the sash the slotted
arm Is fastened to the sash from 8 to
10 Inches above the window sill, with
clips designed for that purpose. The
button is placed In the slotted arm
when raised In a perpendicular posi
tion and allowed to rest in the bottom

that the company is working on con
crete mixers, which are being rapidly
perfected and which will soon be
placed on the market. One page Is de
voted to a group of portraits of the
officers and directors ; another repre
sents a general view of the building
occupied by the company, while others
show full page views of interiors of
the different departments. Several
pages at the close are devoted to illus-
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Fig. 6.—Draftsmen'sNickeled T-Square.

of the arm, where it is fastened to
the blind stop. The separable hinges,
indicated in Fig. 5, are made of mal
leable iron and are so constructed that
doors can be taken off without remov
ing the hinges, thus saving time and
labor.

The C. C. C. Saw <lamp.

C. W. Cardwell, 51 Johnson avenue,
Jamaica, N. Y., is offering the trade
the saw clamp shown In Fig. 7. The
frame is made of the best gray iron,
japanned, while the clamping bar of
rolled steel is completely covered with
rubber. The rubbber covering is re
ferred to as holding the saw rigid, as
taking up all vibration, thus saving in
the cost of flies and rendering the
operation of filing practically noise
less. The clamp weighs a trifle over
1 pound and can be carried in the
pocket conveniently. Among the points

trations of the machines manufac
tured.

Draft! men's T-Square No. 171.

The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol,
Mass., and 123 Liberty street, New
York City, has just added to its large
stock of mechanics' fine tools the
draftsmen's T-square No. 171, shown
in Fig. 0. It is very light, made of
steel, polished and nickeled, and Is
well suited to use in manual training
schools, colleges. &c. as well as by the
professional user. The head Is struck
up from sheet steel, the face of which
is ground straight, as is the reverse
side, for use either way. The blade,

0.045 inch thick and % inch wide, Is
spring tempered and riveted on top of
the head, so that the blade forms a
bearing to guide a draftsman's tri
angle, &c, back past the face of the

Fig. 7.—The O. C. C. Saw Clamp.

of excellence mentioned by the manu
facturer are simplicity, lightness, dur
ability, efficiency and the small space

occupiejl.

Plant of Ideal Concrete Machinery
Company.

Handsomely printed on a good qual
ity of calendered paper and profusely
illustrated by means of well executed
half-tone engravings is the souvenir
of the plant of the Ideal Concrete Ma
chinery Company, South Bend, Ind.,

which is being distributed among its
friends by the concern in question.
The pages measure 13% x 10% inches
in size and are confined in ornamental
paper covers tied with a silken cord.
The introduction consists of a brief
history of the business of the com
pany, together with a list of the of
ficials and their former connections.
The plant is described somewhat in
detail, special reference being made
to the Ideal machine for turning out
hollow concrete building blocks. The
statement is made that a new ma
chine, known as the

" Ideal Special,"
has been placed on the market, and
that it will produce all sizes of large
stone, such as sills, lintels, steps, wa
ter tables, &c. The machine is ad
justable to an extreme length of 60
inches, a width of IS inches and a
bight of 8 inches. We understand

head, not striking against it, as would

be the case If the blade was sunk
flush with the head. The Instrument
is both light and accurate, the 14-inch

size weighing only 5 ounces, and 5'/2
and 6 ounces for the 10 and 18 inch
sizes, respectively, the three sizes all

having 8-ineh heads.

Tlte Sv-Clo Water Closet.
More intelligent consideration has

been given to the selection of plumb

ing fixtures within the last five years

than was ever given before. The

plumber has rendered an invaluable

service to mankind through the per

fection of the house drainage system,

and with the appreciation of the ne

cessity of equipping their homes with

a proper piping system has come the

desire for all the fixtures used in con

nection with it to be of the perfect
type. Recognizing this Interest of

those who are adding some
luxury to

the conveniences formerly procured

the Potteries Selling Company, Tren

ton. N. J., has developed the Sy-Clo
siphon jet water closet. This

closet,

it is said, is manufactured as care

fully as a fine chain plate or pitcher,

but is made a great deal
stronger.

When the clay is given to the potter

he makes the closet by the hand mold

process and it is tested before it gets

into the furnare. In design, as well

as In the details of the
construction,

care is taken to present an attractive
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appearing as well as a properly oper
ating fixture. The reader will be in
terested in the fact that the Sy-Clo
closet is a double action overflow and
siphon closet. By this means the en-

SoceWea.— Fig. 8.—The Si'-Clo Water
closet.

tire surface of the bowl is scoured
and washed out In discharging, and
by means of the siphon tube connect
ing at the base of the body of the
water in the bowl a jet of water
starts siphonie action. This is to
empty the closet of its contents quick
ly so' that on the refill only clean wa
ter occupies the bowl. The method of
discharge provides a pushing force
and then a pulling force to insure
against disagreeable contingencies.
The large body of water held in the
closet bowl lends the opportunity for
cleanliness, affords an effective bar
rier against the entrance of air from
the sewer line and acts as an ab
sorber of odors so that local venting
is held to be unnecessary. In addi
tion to the care taken In making the
closets to the end that the internal
waterways will be smooth, care is also
taken to preserve a uniform size of
the waterway through the closet, so
that anything which will pass at one
point Is sure to pass through all
others and cause no trouble from stop
page or lodgment. A sectional view
of the device is shown in Fig. 8 of
the cuts.

Sew Treatment for Oak Finish.
A chemical compound which It Is
claimed adds to the wood the color
producing compounds of which it is
deprived in the drying process is be
ing brought to the attention of archi
tects and builders by the Walter K.
Schmidt Company, 84 to 88 Canal
street, Grand Rapids, Mich. The com
pound is known as Fumine, and is
claimed to give to wood treated with
it a rich oak color all ready to be fin
ished to any depth of shade that may
be desired. By varying the propor
tions of the solution of Fumine and
water different shades of oak will re
sult. The claim is made that the
compound is inexpensive and that the
builders and decorators can produce
fumed oak after the interior wood
work is in place and that doors and
sashes may be treated with the ma
terial after they have been hung. It
Is only necessary to coat the entire
wood work at night with the Fumine,
place three or four pans of ammonia
water in the room and then close
everything tight. In the morning the
wood is ready to be finished. Thepoint is made that Fumine also workson ash, maple and yellow pine and thatthe results are always uniform and
absolutely reliable. A circular whichthe company has issued illustratesand describes a fuming box that isbeing presented for the benefit ofthose who are not equipped with one.

Kclghley metal Celling*.
The Keighley Metal Ceiling andRoofing Company, located at 514-510
Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass., arefinding quite a demand for their lineof metal ceilings. They have a large

variety of designs, all of which are
entirely new. They are furnishing
ceilings for 12 rooms in the Penobscot
Exchange, Bangor, Maine ; for the
new Business Men's Club, Stafford
Springs, Conn. ; for two stores for
Miss Ij. E. Cleary, Maynard, Mass. ;
a large church at Richmond, Maine ;
Red Men's Hall at Nantucket, Mass. ;
several stores for the Rockland Sav
ings Bank, Rockland, Mass. ; Town
Hall at East Machias, Maine, and
West Medway Baptist Church, West
Medway, Mass., besides many others.

Short Socket and Tanged Firmer
Chisels.

Peck, Stow & Wilcox Company,
Southington, Conn., and 27 Murray
street, New York City, has perfected
several lines of chisels, which are now
on the market. Among them are short
socket firmer or socket pocket chisels.
They have a 314-inch blade and are
particularly handy and serviceable
for light work and for use where a
long blade chisel is unsuitable, the
short blade enabling the mechanic to
get close to his work. They are made
In 12 widths, J£ to 1% Inches, inclu
sive and in sets of six, % to 1%
inches, and eight, % to 1% Inches.
They can be supplied with either plain
or beveled backs and with leather
capped handles if so ordered, packed
in slide cover wood boxes. They are
also put up in sets of six, one each
U, %. 1, 1% and m inch bevel
back, in fancy hardwood box with
hinged cover, No. 1C, and in a canvas
roll lined with colored canton flannel
containing same number and sizes
( with hickory handles and bevel edges,
! No. 2(5. Of much the same character
are the socket firmer butt chisels,
with 2%-inch blades and %, 1, 1%, 1%,
; 1% and 2 inch widths, either plain or
beveled backs. The same style and1
sizes are also made in tanged flrmer
butt chisels, plain or beveled backs,
both in solid sizes or assortment of
six in slide cover wood boxes.

morgan's Veneered Doora.
Some very handsome illustrations
of veneered doors are shown in a pub
lication sent out under the title, " A
Perfect Door," by the Morgan Com
pany, with main office and factory at
Oshkosh. Wis., and with distributing
houses in Chicago, 111., Baltimore,
Md., and Foster City. Mich. The little
work has been issued in such shape
as to be most useful to architects and
users of veneered doors, and to that
end the company has selected a few-
designs that are adaptable to the dif
ferent kinds of architecture in use at
the present time, made in various
kinds of woods. The photographic re
productions of doors which are pre
sented show in an admirable manner
the grain of the wood, indicating the
beautiful effects produced in a fin
ished door, but the company points
out that the wood itself must be seen
in order to be fully appreciated. The
designs embrace what are known as
Craftsman doors, two, three, four,
five and six panel doors, Colonial,
Kenaissance and Empire doors, front
doors with oval lights, Queen Anne
vestibule doors, storm doors. &c. The
entire arrangement is exceedingly at
tractive, and architects will find the
work a valuable addition to their col
lection of trade literature.

The Miracle Cement Building Block.

A comprehensive catalogue exploit
ing the machinery, molds and parts
for making the double staggered air
space cement building blocks, sewer
pipe and tile, brick and sidewalk tile

has been issued by the Miracle
Pressed Stone Company, Minneapolis,
Minn. Its 88 pages comprehend ex
tremely useful and valuable informa
tion for the makers of cement blocks
and the contractor and builder as
well, and the cost of manufacture and
the Investment features are treated in
full. The double staggered air space
block, shown in Fig. 9 and manufac
tured on machines made by this com
pany, Is claimed to be frost and mois
ture proof. A complete hollow wall
is obtained by the use of these blocks,
as all the solid sections are backed by
air spaces having absolutely no direct
connection between the interior and
exterior walls. The air spaces regis
ter exactly, so as to create two series
of the perpendicular, continuous air
chambers throughout. Views of 69
blocks that can be made on one ma
chine outfit are shown, and include
chimney blocks with one or two flues,
porch piers, water table, corner, key
stone, partial and full gable and reg
ular blocks of various sizes and de
sign of face. Other outfits are de
signed for the making of octagon or
bay window blocks, porch piers, chim
ney blocks, columns, &e. The section
on special molds includes wreath belt
courses, vertical and horizontal tooled
blocks, ornamental baluster, Grecian
columns and designs for producing ar
tistic effects. Views of conveniently
arranged plants for the manufacture
of cement blocks are also given, and
will prove of interest to those contem
plating the erection of a plant, as welt
as the contractor already identified
with this industry. The manufacture
of cement sewer pipe in special molds
made by this company and cun-

Fig. 0.—CementBuilding Block Made by
Miracle PressedStone Company.

crete brick and sidewalk tile, are ex
haustively treated in their varying
phases. A full line of tools for "this
trade is also shown, including hand
power mixers, concrete block cars, air
tampers, sidewalk tools and building
appliances.

Trade Notes.
The Wagneb. Mfg. Company, Cedar
Falls, Iowa, Is favoring Its friends In the
trade with an Interestingbooklet entitled" Practical Devices,"in which is set forth
themerits of the leadingspecialtiesturned
out by this concern. Among the number
may be mentionedthe Daisy automatic
door strip, the Wagner building bracket
hanger, the Daisy automatic steel barn
door latch, together with ice chippera,
steak pounders,cake turners. &c.
Tri'e & Thue Company, extensive
manufacturer of millwork. Chicago, 111.,
earlv in the year utilized an attractive
poster calendarfor the purposeci "ailing
attention to the facilities enjoyed LOTturning out work In the line indicated,
and at the same time presentingillustra
tions of someof themoreImportantbuild
ings in connectionwith which Its mill-
work had beenused. Someof thesebuild
ings of Gothic architecturecalled for the
use of 184 different designsof moldings,
every one requiring a special cutter.
There werealso sevenlargefiothlc arches,
eachof which consistedof 15moldedmem
bers of intricate detail. Each leaf of the
calendarwas utilized to give in addition
to the days of the weekand the month.
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someInteresting particulars regardingIm
portant work wnlch.the companyhad exe
cuted.
A POCKET MEMORANDUMBOOKWhich
Is beingsent oat by A. W. Hlght, Toledo,
Ohio, carries someInterestingInformation
relative to Hlght's Union combination
square, without which It is claimed no
carpenter's kit of tools is complete.
Among the Information given are tables
showing the length of braces or rafters
from 1 foot to 30 feet baseand 1 foot to
20 feet rise, expressedIn feet. Inchesand
lGths. This square Is nickel plated and
will be found exceedinglyuseful to wood
workers generally. It Is a combination
of try square, bevel, butt and marking
gaugeand miter, all in one.
The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago
Railway Companyhas on Its boiler house
14 48-Inch glass top ventilators of the
Burt type, made by the Burt Mfg. Com
pany, 3C0Main street,Akron, Ohio.
The R. 7,. Snell Mfg. Company
has just beenIncorporatedat South Bend,
Ind., for the purpose of manufacturing
concrete mixing machinesand apparatus
necessaryor useful In mixing concreteand
other building materials. The capital
stock Is placedat $50,000,and the direct
ors for the first year are R. Z. Snell, Sadie
M. Snell, John Foster, Henry F. Krueger
and L. A. Grange,all of South Bend.
The statement issued monthly by
the Ideal Concrete Machinery Company,
South Bend, Ind.. is not only a unique
piece of business advertising, but Is an
evidenceof the enormousstrides madeby
this firm in the sale of their Ideal block
machines and allied products. Their
March Bulletin was recentlyreceived,and
under the heading," Straws Which Show
the Way the Wind Blows, ' we find 207
shipments, reaching Into 2!) States—one
being a solid carload, and two shipments
going Into Cuba.
The April issue of Graphite, pub
lished by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, Jersey City, N. J., contains much
interesting matter concerning Dixon's
graphite productions, and among other
things makes mention of the fact that
Robert A. Brown, one of the company's
traveling staff, has just started on a trip
which will includeAustralia, China, Japan,
Philippine Islands, India, Africa and other
foreign countries.
The Miracle Pressed Stone Com
pany, Minneapolis, Minn., calls attention
In Its advertising spacethis month to the" great opportunities In the manufacture
of Miracle double air space cement
blocks." Reference Is made to some of
the merits claimedfor this building block
and builders can secure full particulars
from the company's84-pagecatalogue,a
copy of which will be sent free on appli
cation. The Eastern branch of the com
pany Is at No. 1 Park Row, New York
City.
The Burt Ventilator, which has
been on the market for nearly five years
and used by prominent concernsthrough
out the country. Is the subectof an an
nouncementpresentedin another part of
this issue by the Burt Ventilator Com-
?any,
301 Main street, Akron, Ohio. A

eature of the ventilator Is the sliding
sleeves damper, which it is pointed out
Is ideal where glass tops are used,as the
ventilator can be closed,yet the skylight
feature is always free and open. The
claim Is made that with the use of this
device the temperaturecan be better reg
ulated: that the dampernevermovesand
never collects dust. It Is made in all
sizes, both glass and metal tops, and is a
device In which architects and builders
cannot fail to be Interested.
The National Roofing Company.
Tonawanda. N. Y., shows In Its adver
tising spacethis month a roll of its built-
up gravel roofingready to lay. The goods
are offered under the name " Security."
which Is registeredin the United States
Patent Office. Special attention is called
in connectionwith the roofingto thepatent
6-Inch joint.
The Peerless Brick Machine
Company. 10 Sixth Street. North Minne
apolis Minn., is directing the attention
of builders to the Peerless cementbrick
machine,for which many claims are made.
It Is pointed out that the mnchine Is so
simple that one man can operate it. pro
ducing ten perfect face or commonbrick
at a time. It is constructedof iron and
steel and has a capacity ranging from
30(10and upwards per day. A catalogue
which the company has Issued will be
sent to any contractor or builder who
maybe Interested.
Henry Fred Schmux, Niagara
Falls. N. Y., offers In his advertising card
this month to furnish 8 x 10 inch blue
prints of 2150Buffalo residences.In stone,
brick, frame, 4c. at $1 per dozen, rie
states that catalogue and samnle blue
prints will be sent free to any addresson
application.
TnE American School of Oorre-
spondknce. Chicago, 111.,presents In its

page advertisementthis month some in
teresting particulars regarding a new
work which it has brought out, under the
title " The Five Orders of Architecture."
The work consistsof one large volumeof
text, of over 400 pages,handsomelybound
and Illustrated, with over 300 drawings,
consisting of sections of moldings, cor
nices, columns,elevations, plans, 4c, all
drawn to scale, togetherwith a number
of full page photographsof the best ex
amplesof Greek and Roman architecture.
The work is invaluable to carpentersand
contractors, as well as draughtsmenand
architects, who desire to know how to
proportion tolumns, cornices, gables, bal
usters and other details In the various
styles of architecture. The proposition
which the school makes cannot fall to
Interesta large classamongour readers.
The Hart Sash Holder Company,
Lexington, Mo., is offering the trade a
burglar proof sash holder for which many
claims are made. The deviceis referred
to as neat and durable, is easily attached
to nny window, with or without weights,
and is of such a nature that Its use pre
vents the window from rattling, by hold
lng It securely and firmly against the
jamb. The claim Is madethat by means
of the device the window may be held at
any desired hlght to admit air and will
lock and securelyhold the sash from being
raised or loweredby any one on the out
side, thus making it burglar proof. A
leaflet which the companyIs sending out
illustrates and describes the device and
at the same time gives directions for fit
ting the lock to the window.
Some very interesting information
relative to Cortrlght metal shingles is
found in the May issue of the Advocate,
publishedby the Cortrlght Metal Roofing
Company,Philadelphia, Pa., and Chicago,
III. The merits of the shingles In ques
tion are set forth in convincingstyle, and
numeroustestimonial letters show the es
timation In which these goods are held
by those who have practically demon
strated their merits. Interspersedamong
the technical matter Is more or less" light " readingof a humorousnature.
A fact which will be found of spe
cial Interest to builders throughout the
country and to manufacturersof hollow
building blocksespeciallyIs that the larg
est building constructedof hollow blocks
in AlamedaCounty, California, Is reported
to have beenuninjured by the earthquake
which visited that section of the country
on the morningof April 18. According to
the Ideal Concrete Machinery Company,
South Uend, Ind., who furnishes us the
information, the building In questionwas
the four-story paperbox factory of Wempe
Brothers, at Fifth and Adeline streets.
This structure, it Is said, has probably a
larger percentageof windowopeningsthan
nny building of its class In the State,
being designedespecially with a view to
affording ample light to all parts of the
structure. There was also a church on
Waller street, San Francisco, near Golden
Gate Park, constructedof building blocks,
which is said to have stood, without any
apparentdamage.
The Hayward Building, San Fran
cisco, Is an objectof Interest to the build
ing crafts at present,on account of hav
ing survived almost unscathedthe effects
of both the quake and the fire which fol
lowed. This building. 11 stories high,
stands a monumentto the efficiencyof
steel constructionand to the systemwith
which it was flreproofed. Although Its
neighbors were all shaken or burned to
the ground, this structure can be re
stored to Its original condition for the
comparatively triflng sum of $5000 to
$8000. The " Prong Lock Wireless" fire-
proofing system, which was used In the
llaywnrd Building. Is being specifiedby
many leading architects and engineers,
ai d the natenteesand manufacturers,the
Iterger Mfg. Company,Canton. Ohio, are
shippingconsideiablequantitiesof It.
In order to meet the growing re
quirements of its business. Hartmann
Brothers Mfg. Companywill In the near
future move its large plant, at presentlo
cated on the north side of West Lincoln
avenue.Mount Vernon. N. Y., to a site
Just beyond the Harlem River Railroad
tracks and betweenthem and the Bronx
River. The tract comprises ten acres,
running from a point aboutoppositeHow
ard street to a point roar Grand street.
The property acquired lias a frontage of
2500 feet along the Harlem River Itail-
road and the newplant will bevery much
larger than the presentone and will pos
sess four times the capacity. When the
improvementsare completedthe company
will have oneof the largest lumber yards
and p'ants of its kind In this section of
the country.
E. C. Atkins & Co., Indianapolis.
Ind.. had a branch house at 21 and 2:HM;iln street. San Francisco. Cal.. which
was located richt In the track of the
conflagration,and the building and stock,
consisting of a completeline of circular,
band,cross-cut.hand and other saws,mill /
specialties.4c. was a completeloss. R. /
W. Neighbor,the energeticSan Francisco I

manager, opened a temporary office at
1055 Broadway, Oakland, and was ready
for businesson the 20th ult. N. A. Glad
ding, vice-presidentand secretary of the
company,who has just returned from a
trip to the stricken city, after studying
the situation carefully decidedto lease a
wareroomat 862 Market street, Oakland,
which will be the San Francisco branch
until further notice. Mr. Gladding was
fortunate In securing large, well lighted
premises,with ample room and admirably
adaptedto the company'sneeds.

Much valuable Information rela
tive to the construction and capacity of
windmills, which may be utilized for a
variety of purposes, is contained in an
attractively arranged and printed cata
logueof 04 pages,sent out by the Flint te
Walling Mfg. Company,Kendallville, Ind.
Within Its coversthe merits of Star wind
mills, towers, tanks and pumps are set
forth at length, with illustrations, which
are of special interest la this connection.
Special reference is made to suburban
outfits as well as to what are designated
as the Star Institute outfits, the latter be
ing intended for use by orphan asylums,
homes for the aged and institutions of
all kinds. The suburban outfit Is espe
cially adapted for the farm, the city or
the suburbs, and the point is made that
a country homeIs Incompletewithout such
a system. The details of constructionare
.so clearly set forth that the catalogueIn
question cannot fall to prove of interest
to a large class amongour readers.

The contract for about 700
squaresof metal celling for the six double
barracks at Lawrence, Ind., has been let
by HeinzmannBrothers, the contract call
ing for the Lock-Joint constructionof the
S. Kelghley Metal Celling 4 Mfg. Com
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa. The Lock-Joint
metal ceiling Is specifiedfor the Govern
mentwork generally,as it has provenab
solutely dustproof and airtight, an ad
vantagewhich the Governmentengineers
appreciate and which is bringing It into
great favor with architects and builders
throughout the country. A copy of its
cataloguecan be obtained by addressing
the S. Kelghley Metal Celling 4 Mfg.
Company,Pittsburgh, Pa.

The terrible fire and earthquake
whichdevastatedthegreaterportionof the
city of San Frifnclscowipedout the entire
business sections, destroying furnishings,
stock and equipmentof all kinds. Wil
liam F. Casey,an architect at 486 Madrid
street. San Francisco, Cal., desires to se
cure from concerns dealing In builders'
supplies copies of their cataloguesto re
placethosedestroyedIn the fire.
M'Cray Refrigerator Company,
Kendallville. Ind.. has issued catalogue
No. 81, illustrating and describing re
frigerators for residences. In lining re
frigerators with opal glass or tile, all
joints are carefully fitted and Joined to
gether with Keene's cement, to make It
impossiblefor anything to get betweenor
back of the lining. The doors to the pro
vision chambersare also lined with the
samematerial as within the refrigerator.
The walls are constructed with three
thicknessesof lumber, threethicknessesof
heavymoistureproof Insulating paper,and!
a filling of mineral wool. Beneath the
tile or opal glass lining Is another thick
ness of heavy insulating paper, which
also servesas a cushionfor the lining.

At the recent convention of Cement
users, held at Milwaukee. Wis., many
claims were madeby the different manu
facturers of concreteblock machines re
garding the results of their displays. We
understandthat oneof the most elaborate
and which attracted widespreadattention
on the part of visitors was that of the
Ideal ConcreteMachinery Company,South
Bend. Ind. Not only were visitors Inter
ested In the mnchiae turned out by this
company,but manysalesweremade.
The Star Cement Block Machine
Company, Dallas City, 111, has Incorpo
rated with a capital stock of $5000 to
manufacture cementblock machinesand
other cementmachinery. The Incorpo
rators are Claude J. Doty, William Yeo-
cum and W. H. Bliss. A meetingfor the
election of directors of the companywas
held April 10.
A folder of somewhat liberal pro
portions and carrying halftone illustra
tions of buildings of various kinds lo
cated In different parts of the country Is
being distributed among its friends by
the Berger Mfg. Company.Canton. Ohio.
It Is stated that all the buildings shown
on the folder were flreproofedwith Ber-
ger's " Prong-lock" (wireless) fireprooflng
system, consisting of " Prong-lock" steel
studs and furring, togetherwith expanded
metal or wire lath. The point Is made
that the character of the buildings indi
cates the ability of the architects who
p'anned and the contractor who built
them. The companyhas issueda bookof
information and prices regarding the sys
temof construction In question,anil those
Interestedcan secure a copy on applica
tion.
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1 ApplyJohnson'sElectricSolvo
"^Jwiina brush. It will immedi
atelysoftenall theoldfinish.

-Now removetheoldJiniahwith
a puttyknife.

3.—Usingsteelwoolto removethe
old finishfrom carvingsand
mouldings.

4.—Wipe thewoodclean witha
clothsaturatedwith benzine
orwoodalcohol.

5.—Now apply Johnson's Wood
Dye.thedesiredshade*witha
camel'shair orfitchbrush.

6.—WhendryspreadonJohnson's 7.—Tiringtn a polish by rubbing
PreparedWa-cwitha cloth. with

mi t.
dry clothor polishing

properly

THE
reflnlsh all old

REFINISHING OF WOOD
woodwork, furniture, or floors we recommend the

Johnson's ElectricSolvofor removingold finish
from wood,glassandmetal. Apply with an or
dinary varnishbrush and (henremovesoftened
finish with putiy knife and steel wool. Wipe
cleanwithclothdampedwith benzineor alcohol,
leavingthe woodbareand clear, ready for new
finish.

List Prices:

8.—Johnson'sElectricSolwo.Wood
Dyeand PreparedWax and
thesetootsare alt that is nec
essaryto properlyrefinish all
old wood, furniture, wood
workorfloors.

Gallon Cans,$2.50;Half-Gallons,$1.25;Quarts
75c; Pints,40c.,and Half-Pirns, li5c.

Johnson'sWoodDyefor theartistic coloringof all
wood. Applywitha camel'shair or fitchbrush. It
will immediatelypenetratethewood,properlycol
oringit. It doesnotraisethegrain. With Johnson's
Wood Dye inexpensivewoods such as cypress.
SouthernandWesternpinemaybemadeas"beauti
ful as hardwood. Mane in the followingshades:
No.l30.WejtheredOak;No181,BrownWeatheredOnk:
No.132,GreenWeatheredOak:No.128.Light Mahog
any;No.129.Da'kMahogany;No.172,FlemishOak;
No 1K>,ManilaOak:No.126.Light Oan: No.123,Dark
Oak;No.110,BogOak:No.121.MossGreen;No. 122,
Forest Green:No. 125.MissionOak: and No. 178,
BrownFlemishoak: List Prices: Gallons,£3.00;
Quarts.85c.; Pints,50c.,andHalt-Pints,30c.

following preparations :
Johnson's PasteWoodFiller for filling the grain
of all wood,softor hard.OurNaturalPasteWood
Filler No. 10shouldalwaysbe usedwhenfinish
ing all wood,softor hard, natural. For shades
of golden,dark or antique, antwerp or green
antwerp useour PasteWoodFiller, thedesired
fchade,insteadof ourWoodDyes.

List Prices :
ISo.perlb., inone-pjunj andtwo-poundcans:
12c.perlb. in twentr-fivepoundcans.

Coupon
C. B.-6.

WearevervanxiousthateverypainterbecomeacquaintedwiththeadvantagesofourleadluicspeclaltU
outthisIdeawemakethisfieepropositiontoeveryreaderof thismagazine.
FKBE (IFFEK : Sendus,oncouponbelow,thenameandaddressofyourpaintdealer,orbelterhiill hiscarl,
andwewillshipyou,expressprepaid,sample*ansofJohnson'sEld-trieSolvo,v>nodDve.anydesiredshade,and
Johnson'sPrepared"WaxBlack Thesesampleswillnotcostyouonecett;allwea^k(staecard or nameaLd
addressofyourpaintdealer.Wemusthavethisinformation.Don'tdelay—Scudtoday.

Johnson's PreparedWax. "A com
pleteFinishandPolishfor allWood.
Entirely differentfrom anv wax
finishonthemarket. It contains
a verylargepercentageof hard
polishingwax,makingit easy
to bringit toabeautifuland
permanentpolish.Applied
with clothand polished X%. C. Johnson&Son
with cleandry cloth, X D w.polishing mitt, or J Kacine,wis.
when used upon ffloors, with a X GtNTLEMEN-Mypaint
weightedbrush, dealer'snameIs,

Hlsaddreaa
Pleasescudme,byexpress,prepaid,X free samplesof Johnson'sElectric

Solvo,WoodDye,isutesl.adedesired)
, andJohnson's

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
THE WOOD-FINISHING
AUTHORITIES"

PreparedWaxBlack.
I agreetotestthesamplesandif Ifind themat-isfavtvryIwillinastuponmydealersupplyingme

Name
Address
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*IONIO CAPITAL*

What theWork
Consists of

Free for
Examination

The Five Orders of
Architecture
A new work invaluable to carpenters

and contractors as well as draftsmen
and architects who desire to learn how
to proportion columns, cornices, gables,
balusters, and other details in the vari
ous styles of architecture, such as Doric,
Ionic, Corinthian, etc. If you are draw
ing- plans for houses you will find the
plates invaluable for designing exterior
and interior finish.

The work consists of one large volume of text,
over four hundred pages 8 in. x 10 in. in size,
handsomely and substantially bound in half red
morocco leather, and a handsome portfolio oi fifty-
eight plates 11 in. x 15 in. in size, carefully drawn
to a scale and printed on heavy plate paper, con
venient for reference. The text is illustrated with
more than three hundred valuable drawings con
sisting of sections of moldings, cornices, and
columns, elevations, plans, etc., all drawn to a
scale with dimensions, and in addition a large
number of full-page photographs of the best ex
amples of Greek and Roman architecture It also
contains a Glossary or list of architectural terms
together with the pronunciation and definition,
and a Bibliography or list of the best books
relating to architecture.

These books are compiled from our best in
struction papers in architecture. The regular
price is $15.00, but to acquaint the readers of
Carpentry and Building with the value of
our instruction in Architecture we will, for a
limited time, reduce the price to $12.00 and send
the books out on the following terms :

Our
Proposition

We will send the books without a payment by
prepaid express on five days' approval. If satis

factory send $2.00 and $2.00 per month for

five months until the special introductory

price of $12.00 is paid (i
f you prefer to pay

cash in advance send $11.00); otherwise notify

us and we will send for the books.

American School oi Correspondence
CHICAGO, ILL.

COUPON-Cut Out and Mail To-day
AhbbicaxSchoolof Correspondence,

Chicago,111.

T 'leaseBondmeon fivedays'approval,expresspre
paid,onesetFiveOrdersof Architecture.If satisfactory I agreetonay$200downand$2.00permonthtor
fivemonths,o'herwlseI willnotlfvyonto trangferthe
booksfree. Cashwithorder(11.00MoneyrefundedIfnotsatisfactory*

St.andSo

City. .State., C. & n.
..June,'0t>

MentionCarpentryandBuilding.
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PATENTS
PENDING

THE ONLY PERFECT AND RELIABLE
LOCK JOINT COLUMN MADE

WRITE TO DAY

Columnsaregluedup
underenormouspressureand
then the staples are driven in as
shownIn illustrationbyourspecialmachinery.

FREE OFFER On Receipt of Postalsaying where you saw
tbis Adv. we will send you postagepaid a Sample
Section of tbis Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint.

Cut of StapleIs
threequartersize.

THEY CANNOT OPEN AT THE JOINTS

Put themwhere you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they

POSITIVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.

Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, mich.
DON'T TAKE SUBSTITUTES.

Our Line Of

Hardwood Veneered Front Doors

A large assort lent

oi all kinds of Mill-

work for immediate

delivery
Send for coloredIllustrations,ihowlng
thesedoorsIn QuarteredWhite
Oak with net prices

A Guarantee accom

panies every order.

Workmanship is of

the highest grade, as

trial order will

convince

Carpenters and Builders This
Is a picture of Our 200 Page Cata

logue, just off the press, and ready to
mall upon request, WITHOUT CHARGE

Schaller = Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

6x9 Inches.
Over 700Illustrations.
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Don't Place That Order

For MANTELS Until You
Get OUR PRICES

Tell us HOW MANY MANTELS you need
and we will then send you our hand

some catalogue free of charge.

You will find it an easy matter to make up
your order at the very attractive prices we
will name you.

TILES AND FIREPLACE GOODS

of every description.

Let us hear from you TO-DAY.

$35e A. W. Burritt Co., 400 Rnowlton St.,
"The Mantel Folks," Bridgeport, Conn.

— Words of Genius. — " To succeed,"
remarked the great merchant, " you need
what is on that door."
" Push and Pull ? " we ventured.
" No," he returned, " the device to make
you shut up."
And while the portal swung back we
understood that the interview was over.—
The Sun.

HOW TO MIX PAINTS
f|A simple trt-atisesuited to the requirementsof carpenters,buildersTil and others, who havenot had the benefitof long training and ex
periencein the mixing of colors. It will assist the readerto match
any givencolor. Filly Cent*, 1'osipaid

DavldWilHamsCompany
14-16 Park Place m;w YORK
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
PostsHeadBlocks,RopeandTwist BalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakand Birch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Pricc-
List No. 80. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylor andColdbrookSts..

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.0575

OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

MADEHiSTOCKQtANTrHES.SOLDATSTOCKPRICES.CARRIEDINSTOtt

THEFOSTER-MUNGERfQ.
AMERICASGREATESTSASH«rDOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, USA-

WRITEFORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448A

KING MANTELS

Are strictlyhighgrademantels
atthepriceofmedium.A hack
neyed statement,but true in
thiscase,and possiblebecause
wearelocatedintheheartofthe
hardwoodcountry,with labor
conditionsmuch in our favor.
All intermediate profits are
eliminated,youaredealingwith
themanufacturerdirect
Our little book."Evidence,"
is proof,andwill beseDtfreeIf
youwill statenumberof man
telswanted.
Ourelegant72pagecatalogue
Ml by 14 inches)of mantels,
grates,tiles, etc, is the
most completebook of
its kind ever issued.
Thisandourcopyrighted
lupplemententitled" Colonial Beau
ties1' both sent
on receiptof 12
cents to pay-
actual post
age

KING MANTEL COMPANY
652 day St., Knoxville, Tenn.

y ■ j*7
~

■— " Hans, how long have you been
married? "" Veil, dis is a ting that I seldom don't
like to talk about, but ven I docs, it seems
so long as it never vas."—Exchange.

^ "Ball-Bearing"
Grand Rapids
All-Steel
Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS.
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyani giveyou a superior
sashpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Wesnipdirect,or throughdealers
andJobberseverywhere.
Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to yon. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STREET, - - - GRAND RAPrDS, MICH.

THOflAS MORTON,

l1 v
/|

169 Elm Street, New York.

Copper Cable, Champion Metal,

Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

O

t»
3

v

o
9
2

e

E
o
3"

P
a

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUMN

EVER BUILT.

40^2" in diameter, 33-10 in. long.

One of four furnished, by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTHANN BROS. HF6. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1128Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,711.
A. J. KoU PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cal.

MAXUyAOTURERBOF
ROLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMN* FOR PERGOLAS. PORCHES OK INTERIOR
|TSE. SeDdforCatalogueD19.
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"LANE'S BALL BEARING "
/* the nest House Door Hanger made.

Has an ALL steel frame.
Clips, Clones and Balls are of the same

material, made and hardened by similar proc
essesas best bicycle parts.

Sold by the hardware trade. Send for
circulars to

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-455 P-otpeet St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4"
FLEXIBLE DOOR HflUGEB.

Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

Grand
Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

Full length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens
attached with

QOSSETT'S
Detachable Suspension

HINGES
are easily put up or removed—no tools or
ladder necessary. Write for free sample pair.
Price per Doz. pairs Si. 20 (Express paid),
Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealers.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES MFQ. CO. Beatrice, Nebr.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS
Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.

So.ta-WiVi IncheB,83.60.
Retailvalue,*7.00.

Na.230-*SxUInches,withCurtain
I Pole.84.50. Retailvalue,*8.00.

W»**»**»rt*rt«4 Walls, floors, etc.
t|3 15 buysthissolidoakMantel.80In.High.M ur60 Incheswide,28x inMirror.Heavycolumn*andelaboratecapitals.
Tile facingandb-«rtliwith PlntedFrameanil
ClunHouseGrate,$10.extra.

irom BUI
int. Dlvlslot..
I Orllleftoorder.

do. Largest
t. DivisionScreensand

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willlastaslongasthehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It easierthanordinaryflooring.
GetourprlceB.

t forcatalogof Mantels,Grates,TilesforBoorsandbaths.SlateLaundryTuba,Grilles,etc. It lafree.
~*-|to paypostageononrArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfit*from812 to 8'100.

'-'117.V Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

C
d
o
w

and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuildahouseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.

J/Swf MANl'FACTUBEX)BT
TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton, la.

Full Instructions

on Designing and

Detailing Roof

Trusses,

Accompanied with 164 Illus
trations, in the new book,

Kidder's

Strength of

Beams,

Floors and

Roofs.

"POINTS out mistakes and
faults commonly found in

trass design. Gives examples

showing a variety of roof

trusses adapted to different

spans and conditions. Con

tains a very useful chapter on

truss joints— how they should

be made and how to estimate

their strength.

Two Dollars Prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO., Publishers

14-16 Park Place, New York.
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No. 122 ROYAL

DOOR HANGERS
Ball Bearing

Simple in

Construction

Modern
Design

Noiseless

Accessible after walls

are plastered

Write for catalogue of

Door Hangers

The Richards Mfg. Co
AURORA., ILLINOIS

J«EW YORK OFFICE, IOI READE STREET

NO. 8.V).

POINTS IN BUYING

PADLOCKS
A Koodpadlockshouldhavemech
anism so designedthat it cannotbe
picked,easy working parts, an ob
structedkeyway,strengthof CAWand
shackle,and a large number of key
changes.
Yale& Townepadlocksare madein
all gradesretailingtrom $.40to$2.00.
All the l>ettergradeshavethe name
YALE onthecase.
The YALE No.BOOis knownas the
world's be^t padlock. It has the
celebrated pin-tumbler mechanism
withparacentrickey. usedinall Yale
CylinderLocks. This nmkespicking
practically impossible. All working
jwirtsarecarefullyadjustedsothatac
tion is smoothand wearablato the
full extent. The steel shackleand
heavycast bronzecase afford great
resistanceto violence.
Thepin-tumblermechanismpermit*
an almostunlimited numberof key
changes and makes master-keying
easywithoutsacrificingsecurity.

This padlockis extensivelyusedby
railroads,the U. S. Government,and
largemanufacturingconcerns.

No betterlock can behad for tool
boxes,contractor'ssheds,andstables

WritefortKTheKey to n fioorl
Thing"—a littlefolder that il
lustrates the working of the
pin-tuinbltr mechunism.

ill Hi. .

THE YALE S TOWNE
Manufacturing Company

9 MURRAY STEET. - NEW YORK

SPECIAL OFFER TO CARPENTERS
BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF HOMES
Ives PatentWindow Ventilating Lock, a Safe(iuard
for Ventilating Rooms,Pure Air, OoodHealthand
RestAssured.

To introduce this article, Four Ventilating Locks
in genuine Bronze, Brass or Antique Copper Fin
ish will be mailed to any addressprepaid for One
Dollar. Will include a forty pageHardware Cat
alogue and Working Model to Carpenters who
wish the agencyto canvassfor its sale. Address

HAVEN,
U. S. A.THE H. B. IVES CO. NEWConn.

KIDDER'S STRENGTH OF

BEAMS, FLOORS AND ROOFS
HAS BEEN PREPARED ESPECIALLY FOR CARPENTERS,

BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS AND DRAFTSMEN Jt jt

It treats in a way that any one familiar with common arithmetic can
easily understand, of the method of computing the strength or bearing

capacity of beams, floors and roofs, what forms of roof
trusses are required, size of members, how to propor

tion joints and to figure strains and stresses.
The mechanical principles of the ordinary types of
trusses are fully and clearly explained and also the
methods of computing the stresses and proportioning
the members to them. The chapter on truss joints
should be of especial interest to builders and drafts

men, and even experienced architects, as it shows how

the various joints should be made, and how to estimate their strength,

a subject to which no writer has ever before given sufficient attention.

The book also illustrates quite a variety of wooden roof trusses

adapted to different spans and conditions, and the author points out

many of the faults commonly found in the design of trusses.

In view of the author's exceptional qualifications and the absence of

any like source of information, this book is an important one and
jPENSABLE TO THE MAN Whu AlMS TO MAKE INTELLIGENT

of Building Materials.

230 Pages, Illustrated with 164 Engravings from

Original Drawings. Size 5
' x 8 inches. Cloth Bound.

Indi
Use

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY,
14-16 Park Place, New York

Publishers

YOU CAN OBTAIN PROMPT ADVICE
regarding the books on any subject in which you

are interested by addressing DAVID WILLIAMS

COMPANY, Publishers and Booksellers, 14-16 Park Place., N. Y.
BOOKS.
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THE FORBES FURNACE
Burns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums —Entirely Cast Iron
— Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,
Will Wear for Years

Height over all, 4 ft. 3 In.

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOa AND FULL PARTICULARS

Tubular Heating & Ventilating Co.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

If it is well built it should be well heated.
The Carpenter and Builder who is interested
in high class work should insist that

' IN
TERNATIONAL" Apparatus is used.
See your local dealer. If he tries to sub
stitute, write us.

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,
MAKERS OF BOILERS AND FURNACES.

TJTICA, IT. TT-
New York. Boston. Chicago.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

1 11 FURHflCE
has stood the crucial tests Im
posed upon It In various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of Its

superiority is that imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,
saying It is " just as good."
There are none " Just as

good."
Full particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYP-WELLS CO., - Royersford, Pa., U.S. A.

WHAT BUILDEBSHAVK BEEN LOOKHJG FOli

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
Ad absolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Architects,Builders,Carpenters*,andMoneAlasons.Canbeu»edfor anykind of foundationwork and nettingangles,IssimpleInIt*construction,easilyunderstood,«i<dcanbeoperatedliy any-one Is madeof"Hraa.s,oxidized,andhasa sllveiedcircleof degrees.
HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor suchwork. Price,includingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedRodaudTarget,f25.00.Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.Everyinstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
53)4 West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Qa.

LEADER
Steel

Furnace $49
OurNo.45SteelFurnace,withoutpipesorregisters,weBendanywhere,freightprepaideastof Omaha,for$49.Youcan'tmatchit Inyourtownforanysuchmoney.Itwillheatahouseof7or8rooms,store,schoolor smallchurch.Hassteelbodywithrivetedandlinedgalvan
izedIroncasing.HasbrickArebox. Regulatedbychains.Burnssoft
or hardcoal,wood
orcoke.Anyman
cansetit up suc
cessfully,putting
pipes,registersand
smoke pipe In
proper positions
fromour cleir de
taileddescriptions.
Don't pay others
for whatyou can
doaswellyourself.
Writefor our In
structive book,
"ModernFurnace
Heating,"a40-page
book on the
scienceofheat
ingahouse.It
warnsyouwhat
to avoid and
howto benefitbythemistakes
ofothers.Every
houBeowner
shouldhaveIt. It's valuable.Sendforitnow.It's free.
HessWarming & Ventilating Company,
709TacomaBuilding, Chicago, Illinois.

COLT'S CLAMPS

(colts | amps'i ccrs
—t

QuickActing—TimeSaving.Wemake35differ
entstylesof Clampsto meettherequirements
ofallclassesofWOODWOKKEKS.

AskforcatalogueNo.129.
BAT AVIA CLAMP CO.

23CenterSt., Batavla,N.Y.

WORTKLEY'S
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 each.

Uare
welcome-to a copyof our

VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD GACGEIHON ST* I,L " I•R K * .

33 Kim Hi.. Boston, itla.n.
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DO YOU BUY, USE
or

WANT TO KNOW

ABOUT SAWS ?
THEN SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

No. 1933,

describing Hand, Ship Carpenter'.*, Gauge,
Mitre Box, Back, Dovetail, Joiner, Plum
bers', Pruning, Compass, Keyhole, etc., etc.
and also a number of pages of Saw Sets.

We also have a special 48-page Catalogue of
Planes exclusively. This illustrates almost every
thing called Plane.
If interested ask for Catalogue No. 1934.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.
HAED-WAEE, TOOLS a,-a.&- SUPPLIES,

NEW YORK, SINCE 1848.
4th Avenue and 13th Street, (Block South of Union Square.)

r CHAMPIONTOWER'Sl J |/\Firi\Jll SCREWDRIVER
FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.

WSSSBl

A VOID Imitations of CHAMPION** ScrewDrivers. NoneCJenuine
without the name "CHAMPION"
which Is our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

TOWER <& LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

Forstner" Brace = Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor- Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tnan chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

Manufactured by

©fre Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write us direct. Supplied In Sets. Write for Catalogue.
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SASH CHAIN The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.

Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturers of 44Qlant Metal " Sash Chains
" 44Red Metal" 44 44

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers* Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a

SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

Builders' Hardware.
New Illustrated Catalog and Net Price List.
This publication contains latest designs and finishes in builders'

hardware, with over iooo illustrations and 40 different designs in 15

different finishes.

REHM HARDWARE CO., 354 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

FREE
Our Catalogwith net

pricessentto contractorsand
materialmenuponrequest.

Goodell Mitre Box
MADE ENTIRELY OF STEEL. NO MORE BREAKING.
FIRST IN QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENTS.

AUTOMATIC STOPS FOR HOLDING UP SAW.
CORRUGATED BACKS. GRADUATED.
GAUGE FOR DUPLICATE CUTS and many other
features.

If you want the boat you will take no other.
Send for Circular K.

GOODELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS "-"r The bakIkrroW,,ollen co
We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

[ Extra Money for the Carpenter
is quickly and easily made installing the

PERFECTION BARREL SWING
It will adjust to and swing any barrel— no matter how heavy.
No more trouble removing moulding board or getting at
flour— simply swing barrel out. Nothing better for pantry or
cupboard— a child can use it. Simple and practical. If
your Hardware dealer won't furnish them send to us.

| THE LEAVITT MACHINE CO., Sole
Hfrs., Orange, Mass.

^ For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.£ MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.
Of all Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.

§ !5!S DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.

FURNACE HEATING.
By William G. Snow

With an Appendix on Furnace
Fittings.

Ill)Paxes;90Illustration,:Size.118Inches.
Clotbbound.Price.tlJO.

DAVID WILLIAM!". CD.
14-16 Paik Place, - New York.
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THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionX4Iron smoothPlane. UnionX35WoodSmoothPl»ne.

Supply that demand,and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they
want. They are rigid and solid, easy of adjustment, but a Plane that will " stay set" when adjusted.

A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, togetherwith the solid Frog, make

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.
Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers,etc, etc.

It will interest you.

UnionNo.XS IronJack Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Wab«hou8k: ICSChambersSt.,NewYork. UnionNo.X36WoodJackPlane.

ForestCityBit&ToolCo., Rockford,III., U S.A

\v\\\V
ManufacturersofWoodBoringBits,HollowMor.UsingChisels.CommonMortisingChiselsandToolsBendfor CATALOG"G"Sendfor

As plank frame barns
are more extensively
erected the builder will
find of increasing use
fulness a copy of the
book

Plank Frame

Barn

Construction
By JOHN L. SHAWVER

Presents a complete
system of framing
which combines econ
omy with advantage
ous features of con
struction.

ILLUSTRATED.
CLOTH BOUND.
Fifty Cents, Postpaid.

<5>
HARGBAYES

BRACE SCREW-DRIVER

HARGRAVE'S TOOLS
QUALITY.
FINISH.
DESIGN.

i.DHVID WILLlflUlS COIMY
14-16 Park Place, NEW YORK

fTlThis we make of special steel, in four
sizes, '4, i/ie, *i. Via inch. We forge it
round, thus enabling it to turn in a smaller
space than any other shaped driver, and
at the same time giving it the greatest
possible strength. The point is ground
transversely, preventing any slipping
from the slot of screw-head. Well tem
pered and polished.

Specify these goods to your dealer.

TAKE NO OTHER.
Write for Catalog No. 200.

THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO.
Norwood, CINCINNATI, 0.

Will JVot -Bend.
Hardened and Tempered.

DEMAND one with
our name on it, and
Have tne BEST.

30 in. and 36 In. long.

KRAEUTER $ CO.
NEWARK. N. J.

1-a
HIGHT'S UNION
COMBINATION
SQUARE

With all ths Combinations Available
at the Same Time

1 he angle obtained with its use is one that will give arise
of 6 in. in 12 in. or theangle for bottomof rafter for % pitch. Any
desired number of degreescan be obtained instantly. The notch in

end of protractor enables its useas a gaugefor getting in corners,set
ting hinges, bevelling edges, etc. The best tool of its kind on the
market. Handsomely nickeled.

I

If your dealer does not have them send Si.oo^to

A. W. HIGHT.Sta. C, Toledo, 0., or W. B. Colp, Ballard, Wash.
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You Can't Get Along'
Without Them. Don't Try.

Thousands of mechanics have written us
after receiving our books that they are simply
indispensable to them, and they can be obtained
so easily it is foolishness for anybody to be
without them.

—a«K This book is most complete
in information about wood

working tools and

—— this one is just as complete and
indispensable to anybody who

wishes to post himself or to find out where to
buy metal working tools, machinery and sup
plies.
Gladly sent to anybody anywhere on receipt
of 25 cents each.

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
box b. DETROIT. MICH., U. S. A.

SOMETHING NEW

7
Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination
try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired
position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the
pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., 0T[X$ZA-

THE FOX SQUARE AND MITER IMPROVED

Cant>eadjustedfrom5to8ins.
A wholesetof Squaresin one.

This tool with sliding and
detachable blades is the best
and most complete Square
and Miter on the market.

FOR SALE BY ALL HARDWARE DEALERS.

.n7.\\7>jvi: _roi.ii/-:i:.

P. L. FOX, M'f'r,
432 William Street - BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

KEY TO THE STEEL SQUARE

THIS IS IT. The Key. Book of Instruction
and MoroccoCue. Pull Size 4x5 inchei.
It tellsthewholestoryof howtousethecommon
steelsquarefor all kindsof framing.
Ask your hardwaredealerto tee it. If he hasnotgotit, send$1.50 to

ALFRED W. WOODS,
LINCOLN, NEB. - CHICAGO
109So.10thSt. 1965thAve.

me
Hew Universal Sauare
"NEW STYLE"
Made In Three Sixes t

No.6-6 in. No.10—10in. No.18—13la

Combination;
Tri: pitch cut;
Hip andValley
cut andmitreSquare. Draws
circles;gaugeslumber;octagonalcuts; layingoutmortiseandtenona;plumbandlevel;straightedge,rulescale,andInnumerableotherpurposes.Tooperate,yousimplyreveraeIt fromsidetoside. It marks%In.ononeaideand11In.ontheother.
THE DUBV 8 »HINN

INCORPORATED.
OfficeandWorks,34E. 29thSt.,

If founduntrut
willbereplaced.
Forsaleby
all leading
tool dealera.
Write
for
clrcu.
lars.

MFG. CO.,

NewYorkCity.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's
Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.
6th Floor, HickoxBide. CLEVELAND, O.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. gessSsg Richards Bros. NEWARK,

DISSTON Filing Guide and Clamp,
Especially Designed to assist those not skilled in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

ENRY DISSTON 8 SONS, inc
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL. STEEL 8 FILE WORKS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

■*

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge

Groovers and Center Groovers
BrassHollers.BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers,Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers.Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
Satisfac
tory Ce-
ment

SidewalkTools
intheWorld

Writefor
Catalogand
PriceList
The Woodhouse Hdw. Mfg.
2620So. 13thSt.. St. Louis. Mo

Co.

"DIME" SCREEN
DOOR CHECK.

CALDWELL MFC. CO.,
5 Jones Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ATL/IUC HIGH GRADE ClUfCA I Rllld SILVER STEEL OAlfO
will do more work in a day and do it easier
than any other Saws. Because they are

made right— of the right material— by work

men who "know how." Our name on

every Blade. Insist on Atkins Saws.

E. G. ATKINS & CO., Inc.
Home Office and Factory

INDIANAPOLIS. U.S.A.

BRANCHES: Atlanta, Chicago,Memphis,Minneapolis,
NewOrleans, NewYork City, Portland,
SanFrancisco,Seattle,Toronto.

MICKS5 BUILDERS' GUIDE
In its nth Thousand.
The Contents :

Pointson Estimating; GeometricalMeasurementsof Roof*; Hip and Vallev Roofs; Esti
matingLabor for CarpentryWork; ShortCut in Estimating; PracticalMethodsof Construction:
BindingHlidiugDoors; Art of Roof Framing (au extendedsection,pages87to 150);Mitering
Plancw*. Mouldings.Etc. OneDollar,Postpaid.

14-16PARK PLACE.
NEW YORKDAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers,
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new I Countersink and Depth Gauge.

CLAP-BOARD
MARKER.

Cheaperandbetterthanany
oninemarket.
Bendtorcirculars,oraekyourHardwareDealerforthem.

OTIS A. SMITH, RocKfall, Conn.

SPRING
PAINTING

Seasonable talk on Good Paint for the Pres
ervation of ail classes of Metal and Wood,
is contained in the New Pamphlet B-32.

WRITEFORA FREECOPY

PAINTDEPARTMENT

| JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, IM. J.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO., 22 BeyStrut, Kew York City.
Hanufacturersof

Speaking;Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
ndHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,
ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools.
No. ii.—RATCHET, right an'd left hand and rigid.

No 15—RATCHET, with finger turn on blade.

No. 30.—SPIRAL RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
beoffered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
couldbuy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
goodtools, but " Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SA
TOOL THAT'S STAMPED^ ¥

TANLEY
IS THE BEST OF ITS KIND K

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U. S. A.

A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE

Wehave
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomely printed on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any address on receipt of

10cents postage.

Wn, P. WALTER'S SONS,
tool headquarters

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
manufactured by

MALLORY MFG. CO.,- H.J.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flushandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to puton. stronganddurable.Warranted. Also
combinationawninghinges. Withthesehingesblinds
will notslamor blowoff. Theyaretheonlyhinges
adaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,
contractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedthemseveral
years.Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY,

Manufacturers,
No. 1 AaaonetStreet,

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
Onthesquare is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

.NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston, las... U.S.A.

™2 Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTime

for the draughtsman,
anil is a greataid to the
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorT

Squarepivesaccurateangles, you get measure
mentsdirei-t from the hoard. Hasadrawerfor
instrtimetirs.and canbecarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot Circularsfree.

J. & G. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phlla., Pa.
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Giving descriptionof bookson Architec
ture,Building.Engineeringandalliedsub-

i'ects.
Sampleof " Architects& Builders

iagazine" sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $SM a year.
ForeignSubscriptions,$S.OOa year.

WM.T. COMSTOCK,Pub.,23WarrenStreet,N.Y.

The Schools of New YorK
useourspecialclusterreflectors. The must
practical fixture in existence for stores
otices, hospital*, public and Institutional
baiMingsgenerally. Particularson request

I. P. FRINK. 551 Pearl St., New York.

A li HAND SAW

FOFF eoo page
m mTMLl catalog
Over20.000laborsaving,monevsavin?articlesfor theshop,homeor farm,fullyillustrated,described
andpricedinourNEW 600PAG£ CATALOGUE No.00. A'soalar«ervarietyofMECHANICS' TOOLS
ofall kindsat LOWER PRICES thanheretoforeshownin anycatalogueeverpublished.

WHY NOT BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES?
Nomechanicshouldbewithoutthisvaluablebook. If youhavenot receivedour catalogue,writeus
to-dayandit will be«enivouFRER OF CHARGE
Sendforournew PREMIUM LIST, containing100usefulandvaluablearticlesgivenaway. Mofl
wonderfulofferevermade. SEND FOR IT TO-DAV.
FREIGHT RATES ARE LOWER FROMNEW YORK THAN ELSEWHERE. BUY IN NEW YORK

Plasterer's

DRYING STOVES
2 sizes ,

Send for price.

The S. N. Howes Co.,
40-46 Union St.
BOSTON, MASS.

STANDARD FOR
30 YEARS

This
namestam
pedonevery

throefee'Isaguar
anteethatyouarefret

tingthebensashcordthat
canbemade.
SILVER LAKE CO.,
Boston,Mass.

14 Chatham Square.
Dealers in Reliable Merchandise Since 1816.

New York City

OLDEST MAIL ORDER
HOUSE IN AMERICA
TAINTOR

Positive Saw Set

TDV IT I' youl>keit tellothersI n I II 11youdon'tlikeIt tellUS

Send for our circular
which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR MFG. CO.
113 Chambers St., New York

FLAT

HERE.
IMPQR1ANT,

MONARCH
'B. Sash Chain

IS THE BEST.
Samplesfree. Mentiontblspaper

The Bridgeport Chain Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

Outwearsanyotherdevicefor hangingwindows.

SAMSON C0RDA6E WORKS, Boston, Mass.

MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos. 31
1214 18 10 8loch sweep.

Thereare nootherbracesmadewhichmatch
theminmeritandbeautyof finish.

Our nameappearsonall genuinegoods. Look
for it before you buy. If your dealerdoesnot
keepMillersFalls Bracesthenwrite tous.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

THE FORD AUGER BIT
sv

FORD AUGER BIT CO., Holyoke, Mass.
Thefirst and only Bit with PatentedConcave
Twist. The best Bit for all roundworkyetpro
duced. It is worthyourtimeto try oneandsee.

fL1NDSAND SCREENS

\JRUHGT0H>[l

|'ii|'i'j'i>|H^|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|iiyi!i|i|

kX|.|il,l,lll,L!,l,ll!llil,lllil.l,l,lil,llN!ill Starrett
Combination Square

The Original
The much Imitated

As necessary to a carpenter
as a hammer.

Send for free Catalogue No. 17 P of the largest
line of Fine Mechanical Tools made. . . .

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.. Athol, Mass.. U. S. A.
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BLACK DIAMOND

FILE WORKS.
E»U1803. Inc. 1S9-3.

Twelve Medals
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
AT ATLANTA, 1893.

Copyo( Cataloguewill besentfreeto any
Interestedfileuseruponapplication.

G. & H. BARNETT GOMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Scientific
Deadener.

The Warmest

Sheathing.

taJMNT
SENDFOR SAMPLE ANDCIRCULARS.

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer,Ml Milk Street,Boston,Mass.
Cabot's Shingle Stains. Brick Preservative. ConservoWood Preservative.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the beat thing madefor the hangingof doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., mS£S&8ZM.*.

Starrett
ARE PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.

USE THEM AND SEE WHY—SEE LAST PAQE OP COVER.
CATALOdUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.

TMB L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsofthepresentandfuture
areIn mightycontrast,coolandpleasanttothe
eyesduringthelonghotdaysof summer.The
costof theadditionalcomfortIs slight. Write
forcoloredfloorplatesandprises.

/^urAcruRERs Indianapoli& Ind.

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing
Water-ProofFire Retardent.

ALREADYSURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Hadefrombest
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal
I TarRoofsmany
years.

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,
13*WaterSt., Ne~York.

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS:

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Go Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in Builders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line enduressuch wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer.
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWAREMAN Can Supply Them, i ESSBHS '.SB:
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LestershireLumberft Box
Co.
Asbestos *
BtowellMfg.Co.Auger lilts
FordAugerBit Co.
Jennings,C. E. Co.Awnings
ChattanoogaRoofing& Fdry.
Co.
O. B. HarrySteelWorks
Band Snws
AmericanWoodWorkingMa
chineryCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
Cordesman,Meyer& Co.
CrescentMachineCo.
Fay, J. A. ft EganCo.
Barrel Swings
LeavittMachineCo.Blackboards, Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co.Blinds
BurlingtonVenetianBlind
Co.
Foster-MungerCo.
8challer-HoerrCo.
Blind Hinges
ParkerWireGoodsCo.StanleyWorks
Bolts and Nuts
BostonBoltCo.
Books
Arthur,Wm.
BratltPub.Co.
Comstock,Wm.T.
House.HintsPub. Co.
Williams.David.Co.Boring Machines
Fox MachineCo.
MillersFalls Co.
Brackets, Building,Folding
Danforth.A. H.
Brick Machinery
CementMachineryCo.
Pe.rlessBrickMachineCo.Builder*' Hardware
BostonBoltCo.
Hammacher.Schlemmerft Co.
Renin"HardwareCo.' Yale& TowneMfa.Co.

Building- Brackets,
Folding
Danforth,A. H.StanleyWorks
Towerft LyonCo.
Building Material
LestershireLumberft Box
Co.
Buildlna; Paper and
FeltCabot,Samuel.
StandardPaintCo.
Builders' Supplies
Schaller-HoerrCo.
Butts and HingesStanleyWorks.
Cupitals
GrandBapidsWoodCarting
Co.
WaddellMfg.Co.Celling, Metallic
BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRoofing& Fdry.
Co.
EdwardsMfg.Co.
Eller Mfg. Co.KaunebergRoofing& Ceiling
Co.
Keighley,S. MetalCeilingft
Mfg.Co.
Kinnear& GagerCo.WheelingCorrugatingCo.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Cement
French,S. H. ft Co.
cistern*, Hteel
O.K.HarrySteelWorks.Clumps
Batsvia ClampCo.
CincinnatiToolCo.
Concrete Block Ma
chines
CementMachineryCo.EnterpriseFdrv.Cn
IdealConcreteMachineryCo.
PeerlesaBrickMachinet'o.PettyjohnCo.
Conductor Pipe and
IOIImiwh
Dieckmann.F.
Conductor Pipes
Atnc-IcanKolllncMill.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRoo:ingft Fdry.
Co.
Conductor Shoes
Dieckmann.F.

Conservatories
Lordft BurnhamCo.
Contractors' supplies
BostonBoltCo.
Cornices, Sheet Metal
BergerMfg.Co.
ChattanoogaHoofingft Foun
dryCo.
EdwardsMfg.Co.
Eller Mfg. Co.Kanueberc,Roofing& Ceiling
Co.
Mesker& Bro.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Coverings. Metal
ChicagoMetalCoveringCo.
Cresting
VanDoruIronWorksCo.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Cutter Heads
Shimer,Sam'lJ. ft Sons.
Designs and Details
(SeeHousePlans)
Door Checks and
Springs
Hammacher.Schlemmer& Co.
Door Checks, Screen
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Door Hangers
LaneBros.Co.
NationalMfg.Co.
Draw Kntvei
Wilkinson,A. J. ft Co.Drawing Instruction
InternationalCorrespondence
SelloolaDrawing Outfits
Comstock,Wm.T.
Rich. J. & G.Drying Stores
Drouve,G. Co.
Howes,S. M. Co.
Dumb Walter Fix
tures
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Co.
Rave Troughs
ChattanoogaRoofingft Fdry.
Co.
Eller Mfg. Co.WheelingCorrugatingra
^levators and Dumb
Waiters
EnergyElevatorCo.
KimballBros.Co.
Meyers,F. J. Mfg.Co.
Morse.Williamsft Co.SedgwickMachineWorks.
WarnerElevatorMfg.Co.
Etching Fluid
Reedft AuerbacherCo.
Exhaust Heads
Burt Mfg.Co.
HxiinuMion Bolts
BostonBoltCo.
DiamondExpansionBoltCo.Fencing
0. K. HarrySteelWorks.
Files and Hasps
Harriet,G. ft H. Co.
BoBtonBoltCo:
Floor Scrapers
HurleyMachineCo.Framing Tools
Topp,a. A...ft Co.
Furnnces and Heat
ers
BoyntonFurnaceCo.
Floyd-WellsCo.
HessWarmingft Ventilating
Co.
InternationalHeatefCo.
TubularHeatingft Ventilat
ingCo.
Gas and Electric Fix
tures
Frink. I. P.
Grates. Fancy PlatedChattanoogaRootingft Fdry.
Co.
Greenhouses
Hitchings& Co.
Lord& BurnhamCo.
Grille Work. Wood
Foster-MungerCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Grindstones
ClevelandStoneCo.
RichardsMfg.Co.
Grooving Heads
FoxMachineCo.
Hnngers. Barn Door
RichardsMfg.Co.
HantcerH. House Door
RichardsMfg.Co.
Hardware Jobbers
White.VanGlahnft Co.
Hardware Special
ties
RichardsMfg.Co.
IIukiis. Hooks andStaples
WoodhouseHdw.Mfg.Co.
Renters.— Steamand Hot
Wal'r.
InternationalHeaterCo.
Lordft BurnhamCo.
Hinges, Spring
BommerBros.
Hinges. Window
Screen
Kees.F. D. Mfg.Co.
House Plans
Comstock,Wm.T.
Iron House Fronts
Meskcr& Bro.
Iron Work
VanDomIronWorksCo.
1.nth. Metal
Tr.i" MetiI T.athCo.
WheelingCorrugatingCo.
Levels
Baker.McMlilenCo.
BnKtrnm-BrndvMfg.Co.
Davis& Cook.
Lieslitnlnn: Bods
Washburn,E. G. ft Co.
Locks
ReliniHardwareCn.
Yale& TowneMfir.Cn.
I.uml*er and Shingles
LestershireLumber& Box
Co.
Mangers, Slow Feed
Br"id Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Muntels
Burritt.A. W., Co.Foster-MongerCo.French,Sam'lH. & Co,

Lorenzen,C. F. ft Co,
Osteudorf,W. H.
Phila. ft BostonFaceBrick
Co.
Masons' Stoves
Drouve,G. Co.
Metal CoveringChicagoMetalCoveringCo.
Metal Lath
TrussMetalLath Co.
Mill Work
Schaller-HoerrCo.
Minerul Wool
ColumbiaMiueralWoolCo.
U. S. MineralWoolCo.
Miter Boxes
UoodellMfg. Co.
NlchollaMfg.Co.
Miter Muchines
Fox MachineCo.
MitersFox,P. L.
Moldings
AmericanColumnCo.
GrahdRapidsWoodCarving
Co.
8challer-HoerrCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Moldings. Wpod,
Metal CoveredChicagoMetalCoveringCo.
Mortar Colors
French.Sam'lH. ft Co.
Mortisers. HandMiller,AlbertW., Mfg.Co.
OH Filters
Burt Mfg.Co.
Ornamental Sheet
Metal WorkMullins,W. H. Co.
Ornamental W i r e,iron. Steel and
Brass Work
Meyers,F. J. Mfg.Co.
Paint
NewJerseyZincCo.
StandardPaint Co.
Purtjuette Flooring
InteriorHardwoodCo.
Wood-MosaicFlooringCo.
Patent Lawyers .Hamlin,GeorgeR.
PencilsDixon,Joa.CrucibleCo.
Planes
GageToolCo.
Smith,Otis A.
Towerft LyonCo.
UnionMfg. Co.
Plasterers' Corner
Plates
NewYorkSteelCornerPlate.
Co.
Plastic Ornaments
French,SamuelH. ft Co.
Plumbers' Supplies
Karol,B.C.
Porch Columns
AmericanColumnCo.
HartmanBros.Mfg.Co.
Post and Mining Machinery
Cement'MachineryCo.
Reflectors
Prink, I. P.
Hoofing, Art Metal
Tile
Mullins,W. H. Co.Hoofing nnd Siding
AsphaltReadyRootingCo.
BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
Drouve,G. Co.
EasternGraniteRoofingCo.
EdwardsMfg.Co.
Eller Mfg. Co.KaunebergRoofingft Ceiling
Co.
LincolnWaterproofClothCo.
NationalRoofingCo.
<\ K. HarrySteelWorks.
Scottft Co.
StandardPaint Co.
StowellMfg.Co.
WheelingCorrugatingCo,
Hooting Brackets
StanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Roofing Paint
AsphaltReadyRoofingCo.
Dixon,Jos. CrucibleCo.
Hooting Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg. Co.
SonIi Chains
BridgeportChainCo.
Morton,Thomas.
Smithft EggeMfg.Co.
Sash Cord
SamsonCordageWorks.
SilverLakeCo.
Sash Locks
Ives.H. B. ft Co.
Sash Operuting De
vices
Hitchings& Co.
Lord& BurnhamCo.
Snsh Pulleys
GrandRapidsHardwareCo.
Sashes, Doors and
Blinds
Foster-MungerCo.
LestershireLumberft Box
Co.
Snw Clamps
Disston,nenryft Sons.
Saw Filing Guide
Disston,Henry& Sons.
Saw Jointers
CrescentMachineCo.
Snw Sets
T.iintorMfg.Co.
Snw Tables
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
CrescentMachineCo.
Kidder,B. E.
Snws
Atkins,E. C. & Co.
Disston,Henry& Sons.
Hammncher.Schlemmerft Co.
Jennings,C. E. Co.
NationalSawCo.
SirnondsMfg.Co.
Schools '
InternationalCorrespondence
Schools.

Screw Drivers
Kraeuterit Co.
.NormBros.Mfg.Co.
Sheet Metal Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Shingles and Tiles.
Metallic
BergerMfg.Co.
ChattanoogaBooflngft Foun
dryCo.
CortrightMetalRoofingCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
NationalSheetMetalRooting
Co.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Shingles Hip
Whe.lingCorrugatingCo.
Shingle Stains
Cabot,SamueL
Shutter Worker
MalloryMfg.Co.
Shutters (SeeBlinds)Skylights
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRootingft Fdry.
Co.
Drouve,G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KannebergRoofingft Ceiling
Co.
Mullins,W. H. Co.
W.liisMfg.Co.
Speuking Tubes
Ostrander.W. B. ft Co.
Spriug Hinges
BommerBros.
Suuares
Fox,P. L.
KiehollsMfg.Co.Squares, Combina
tion
Hight,A. W., Toledo,O.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackman,F. A.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural Iron and S les
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural Slate
Johnson.E. J. Co.Tanks, Steel
O. K. HarrySteelWorks
Telephones
New lor* TelephoneCo.Tiling
Ostendorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walter'sSons,W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Co
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit ft Too'Co.
GageToolCo.
Hammacher,SchlemmerftOS
Jennings,C. S. 00.
Kraeuterft Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
ProgressiveMfg. Co.
Reed& AuerbacherOo.
Smith.Otis A.StanleyBulc ft LevelCo.
Starrett,L. S., Co.Streliuger,C. A., Co.
Towerft LyonCo.
Walter'sSons,Wm. P.
Wilkinson.A. J., ft Co.Turned. Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.Ventilating Attach
ment
Drouve.G.. Co.Ventilators
Burt Mfg.Co.
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammacher,Schlemmer&Cs
Wagon Jacks
BataviaClampCo.
Weather Strips
Hammacher,Schlemmer&Of
King Mfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Bronil Gauge Iron StsA
Works.
Window Apparatus
Drouve.G. Co.
Window and Door
Stops
King Mfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust,
ers
Ives,HobartB.. ft Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.Windows, Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandBapidsWoodCarvbs
Co.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg. Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumber& Bos
Co.
Wood Working Machinery
American Wood Working
Mach'yCo.
Bamca,W. F. & John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
Cordesman.Meverft Co.
t'.irdesmaii-BectinCo.
l ay, J. A. ft EganCo.
Fcx MachineCo.
K'elder,R, E.
LongIslandMachineryOo.
Marston.J. M. ft Co.
ParksBall BearingMachin
eryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Oo.
Wood Working 5!a-^Mn^rv, Second
Hand
ngIslandMachineryGy.
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See My Finish !

Send for
our Circulars.

This one letter

Watch it spread over millions
of feet of flooring— all kinds, from

the finest " parquet
"
to the heaviest

— wherever progressive builders
appreciate that the old "marrow
bones and elbow grease" method
of yesterday, can't class with the

method of to-day.
That I do the work better,faster

and cheaper than any other known

method, is the opinion of those

who know by experience.

Bar* Pricecomplete
f. o. b.
Chicago
or

[NewYork

April 30, 1906.

Hurley Machine Co.,

193 S. Jefferson St,

Chicago - 111.
Dear Sirs:

Enclosed please find our check for $260.00, In paymentfor ■

four of your 'Little Giant Jloor Scrapers.' Wehave used than

In the American Trust lb Savings Bank Building, lot only have

they done the work wall, but they have done It economically. They
have saved us tine, and money, and Justified all your claims for the
machine.

Yours very truly,

is like hundreds

TO-DAY

The
"LITTLE GIANT"
Floor Scraper

Is a man power machine, the unit of
simplicity in construction, and the acme
of perfection in performance. Adaptable
to any kind or style of floor scraping
Easily operated by any one of your men,
who can, in a very short time, be finish
ing iooo sq. ft. a day. Does it found too
big ? Let us show you— it's up to us and
we want to do it.

YESTERDAY

Hurley Machine Co.
153 to 159 South Jefferson St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
N. Y. Office, 1010Fist Iron Bids.
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FOOT, HAND AND POWER

W00D-W0BKII mflCHIHEBY
For Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers

and Other Wood-Workers.

v icior" scrollsaw. "Diamond" Built for Hard Work, Accurate Work and Long Service.
Mortlser.

'Rex" Moulder.

ONE MAN with one of these

machines will do the work of

four to six men using", hand

tools; will do it easier, will do

it better.

WE GUARANTEE each ma
chine to be thoroughly practical

and accurate. Machines sent

on trial, and if not found en

tirely satisfactory may be re

turned at our expense.

No.6 " Union" CombinationSelf-FeedRipandCross-CutSaw.

Enterprising mechanics are quick to see the su

perior merits of our machines. It will pay you to
investigate these advantages.

SEND FOR CATALOG "A."

No.8 " Union" PowerSaw.

The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Co.
209 WaterStreet,SenecaFalls, N. Y., U. S. A. No.6 " Union"CombinationSaw.

Y^afYlf*^ Foot and HandDCtXIlCS* Power Machinery
For

CARPENTERS and

BUILDERS.
Our New Hand and Foot Power
Circular Saw No. 4, the strongest
most powerful, and in everyway the
bestmachine of its kind ever made
for ripping, cross cutting and for
grooving, gaining, dadoing and rab
beting. Solid iron table planed
perfectly true.
We makenine other machinesfor
Wood Workers.

The Only Complete Line of

Such Machines made.

Strong,
Practical,
Durable.

Catalogue Free on Application.

W. F, & JOHN BARNES CO.

71 nutty St., nocKford, 1
1
1
.
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NEW BAND
RIP SAW
THIS

machine takes the place of our famous No. I Saw and is
therefore still better. Notice the heavy upright column and
the general appearanceof solidity throughout.

Every modern improvement in band saw construction is embodied
in this tool and it is aMe to do themost, best and most economical
work, and stand up to the wear and tear of continuous service.

Takes 24 inches between sawand fence and 12inches under the
guide. Circulars give all details and large illustrations of both
sides of the machine.

CompleteInformationand CatalogueFree.

J.A. FAY $ EGAN CO.
22 1-241 W. Front St. CINCINNATI, O.
The World's Standard for Woodworking Machinery

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw, SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matchers24In.
PonyPlaners16,30,24In.

WoodHMoulder12In.
Hi 11inMoulder15In.
Rogers Moulder8in.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTopSawTables,GasandGasolineEn*
glnes,BandSaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSawa,
Jig Saws.
At CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
16 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturedby
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
1.A , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Center part of top is made of iron accu
rately planed, with grooves on each side of
sawfor gaugesto slide in.
Steel shafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gears are all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles

with eachmachine.
Weight complete. 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Ruggles St., Boston, Mass

MARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A

PROSPECT ST.
BENIJ FOHrHlCK-MMTNo.7

Harry'sPatentAdjustableSteelDropAwnlnga.
Han\ 's riMi rtrroumlCorrugated
GalvanizedSteelruternsandTanki
KoonnRof all kinds,Fencing,etc
\ Sendforcatalogue,prices,etc.

O.K.HarrySteelWorks,2341PaplnSt.,St.Louis,Mo,

Ml

/— ^i^/^y^u^Ja —*—
'structural steel & ornamental iron work,
jail work. joist hangers. iron fencings.
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American No. 1 Clement Variety Saw Bench, with Boring Attachment-

AMERICAN
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY

COMPANY
New Orlean-, Chicago, New York

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

Don't fail to visit our exhibit when in Chicago.
Machinery of all descriptions for your inspection.

UP TO DVTE MACHINERY
For the Progressive Carpenter

Write for pricesonrebuilt
MACHINERY

NEW PATENT Sf-INOHBAND
SAWINGMACHINE. CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE,

Tablesover7feetlongandhavesteelHp*.
CylinderBlottedto receivemouldingbiteand
otherIrregularknives.
CylinderhasthteeBearings,oreofwhichis-out
side-of pulley.

The Peerless Cement Brick Machine
A Simple One flan Machine made of iron and
Steel. Producing 10 perfect face or common
brick at a time. Capacity, 3000 or more per
day. Price Right. Send for Catalogue.

Peerless Brick Machine Co.,
10 Sixth St. North, Minneapolis, Minn.
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YOU WANT THE BEST
HERE ARE A FEW CONVINCING
REASONS IN FAVOR OF "IDEAL"
SIMPLICITY: The "Ideal" has faceplatein thebottomol themould. Coresaremovedhorizontallyby positivelevermotion. No gear«,no cogs,no wheels,no

cranks,no chains,nothingto breakor getoutof order. You tampon the
facein the" Ideal" mould.

DURABILITY: The "Ideal" block machine
is built of the best greyiron
castings and polished cold

rolledsteelshaftings. In nopart is strengthsacrificed. All partsare per
fectlymachinedandassembled.Will lasta lifetime. Examinethe picture.

ADAPTABILITY: The " Ideal" is a machineadaptableto any
emergencyor situation

thatmayarisein the buildingline. The diversityof designis almostun
limited. The machineis interchangeableto four, eight, ten and twelve
inchwidths. It Is adjustableto sixteenlengths.

RAPIDITY: Upon the rapidityof a block machinedependsin great part the profit on a
contract. Speed is imperative. So

rapidly is this machinegottenready for makingand dischargingblocks
that it becomessimply a matter of humanenduranceas to numberof
blocksturnedout.

SEXD FOR CATALOG ''A. •

IDEAL CONCRETE MACHINERY COMPANY
STATION 11, SOUTH BEND,

".03* THE HIGH WAVE TO POPULARITY."
INDIANA.

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs $125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

616 North 6th Street,THE PETTYJOHN CO., SW^ftfSS

= Perfection Cement Block Machine
MAKES THE BEST HOLLOW CEMENT BLOCKS OF ANY MA-
CHINE ON THE MARKET. It TampsonthePace,an Important
Fact to Considerwhen Purchasing a Cement Block Machine

Outfits from $50.22 up
This machine has reached the height of Perfection In

Simplicity, Durability and Quickness

DON'T DELAY ! DON'T HESITATE !

Sendfor our DescriptiveCircular and Prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

Enterprise Foundry Company
Officeand Works: 83 OLEAN STREET ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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A NEW AND IMPORTANT AID FOR
THE BUILDER AND CONTRACTOR

'

The

Estimator s Price Book
and

Pocket Companion
BY I. P. HICKS

A complete and convenient guide to prices of all kinds of building material.
Saves time and trouble of consulting trade catalogues.
Presents the average market figures of all material in ordinary buildings.
Data on measurements and quantities, with useful rules, tables, etc.

Blank spaces are provided throughout
for appending memoranda of local or
special prices. ::::::::

The tables include lumber measure, complete rafter tables for any width and

pitch of roof, sizes and weights of iron columns and I beams required to carry
certain loads, safe bearing loads of timber and of structural iron, etc.

172 Pages. Handy Pocket Size. Cloth Bound.

Price $1.00, Postpaid.

PUBLISHED BY

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
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The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
TheyarelowIn pricebecausetheyare
inbigdemandandwe haveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
TAHLKSandJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, uftt&SlW^

IN CHOOSING CUTTER HEADS
PRICE 18 BUT A FIGURE.

If youbayaCHEAPHEAD,youbuyoften.
If youI:ayi GOODHEAD,It servesms PermanentFixturetoyourMachine.
TheShlmercuiterHeadisdesignedforapurposewhichhasfor Itsobjectihe directsavingoflabor

andmaterial.Its constructionagreeswith thespecialclassof workIt Istoperform.It Isflrstmadeto
saltthemachine—It IsnextmadetosuitThework. Everydetail1-carefullyformedtogiveafreecut—to
boldauniformshape—tobedurable.Thesefeaturesestablisha permanentmakeready,whichdemon
stratesthatthis" Bestof All CutterHeads" makesasafeandprofitableInvestment
In theconsructionof thesetoolseveryImprovementIscare.'ullydeveloped,adoptedandgivento

thepublicatthemerecostof production.That Iswhytheyhavegrowntobepopular.1heirmcrlrhas
earnedforthemaplaceaspermanentInthemillsas thebandsaworthewoodchiselIntheband!of thecarpenter.Tostudythemmeanstoappreciatethem.Everyuser"f arratcberormouldershouldtrytbeui
audaysanddetermineforblaiseifwhetherornothecanlongeraffordtobewithoutthem.Address

SAMUEL J. SHIMER ® SONS, MILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABBOLUTKPKOTKCTIOHfromLIGHTNINGtl glveo
byn-eofoarcontinuouscopperconductors.

E.G.WashburneA Co.,46 CortlandtSt.,NewYork.
Telephone3123Cortlandt.

Work put up or material tarnished.

THE IMPROVED
Hand and Foot Power E. F. B.

SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenters,BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
BEND FOK CIRCULAR.

TH* BARNE8 TOOL ' P.. New Haven,Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

r r r r r r
EXPANSION SHIELD

CONCRETE BLOCK, BRICK, POST and (MIXING MACHINERY
*Wehsvetheleaders—strictlyhlKhgrade"

NORMAND1N
BLOCK
MACHINES

CEMENT MACHINERY CO., Hall Bldg., JacKson, Mich.

Patented
Korfasteningfixtures,timbers,etc.,to brick,stone
oncreteorottirrmasonry.
DIAMOND KXl'ANBION BOLT CO..
ft.1M3-15MurrayStreet, HewYork.K.Y

The

Wage Earners'

Declaration of

Independence

Everybody knows what the
strokeof a penc.d for thisgreat
nation.
Do you realizewhatthestroke
of a penor pencilwill do for you?
Thecouponshownbelowis the
wageearners'Declarationof Inde
pendence.Signed and sent to
the I. C. S. it opensthe way to
freedomfromoverworkandunder
pay,becausethewelfareof those
whosignit becomesof immediate
interestto the INTERNA
TIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS, that greatinstitution
foundedand maintainedfor the
benefit of workers who would
otherwisespenda lifetimestrug
glingin poorlypaidpositions.
A vast army of 100.000men
and womenwhohavebeenthus
raised from low-wagedjobs to
high-salariedpositionsasa direct
resultof our training,andwhose
namesandaddresseswearepre
paredto showto anyone,stands
asa livingmonumentto thesuc
cessand worth of the I. C. S.
Are yougoingto waitany longer
beforeyou join this throng of
happier, independentmen? It
puts you under no obligation
whateverto sendin this coupon
askinghowyoucanqualifyfor a
better position and increased
earnings. Sign your Declaration
of Independenceandmailit today.

INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
Box969,Scnnton,Pa.

Pleaseexplain,withoutfurtherobligationonmypart,
how1canqualifyforAlargersalaryintheposi
tionbeforewhich1havemarkedX-

Architect SanitaryEngineer
A- ir,.iDrill*. ForemanPlumber
BuildingInapector Electrician
ContractorandBuilder SteamEngineer
StructuralEngineer MarineEngineer
MechanicalEngineer Surveyor
MeohanioelOrafte. TeilileExpert
MaohlnaOeaigner Bookkeeper
EleotricelEngineer Stenographer
MunicipalEngineer AdWriterHeat,andVent.Eng. French1 With
Chemlet German, Edieon
Sheet-MetalOralte. Spanleh>Phonograph

Same

St. & No..

State-
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CORDESMAN. MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 and 30 Central Annue
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
Manufacturers of Latest Improved

Woodworking'
MachineryNo. 2 Pin hi t, Hatcher and Moulder.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Fox Foot Power Miter Machines
Tbe best thing for mitering mouldings

andsimilar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
3*7N. Front St.. QrandRapida,Mich

Universal Wood-Worker.

FOLDING BUILDING BRACKET
OneDozenCarriedUnderConcordBuggySeat

H Sholed
channelIron
acrossstudding
oninsidebuilding
toholdBracket.H2
thesamefoldedInto
Bracket.ChangedfordifferentwidthstuddlnnIn onemlnure.A Is coachscrewusedwherecannotborethroue-h,as reshingllng,etcThousandssold. All buyersandr ""erasatisfied.BestFoldingBuild-

particulars,etc..SM^g^Sag

We Want Good Agents Everywhere

To Handleand Sell

The Edwards Metal Ceilings
Write for SpecialProposition

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.,
"The Sheet Metal Folks"

Manufacturersof themostextensivelineof SheetMetal BuildingMaterialin
the world.

MainOffice&Works: 423to 443EggUttonAver

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
MetalCeilingCatalog H. SheetMetalCatalog

Freeuponrequest

SOLID FACTS
CONCERIMINOOUR
LATEST

No. 21

"INNOVATION"

PLANER

MATCHER
AND

MOULDER.

Insuringa perfectlyfinishedproduct.
A positivefeedntedlamweight,convenienttoolRequiresLittleroomandpower.
Cylindermadeof cruciblesteel,for twobelts;all rollsdriven;twospeedsof feedandahindertoinstantlystopandstartsame.
A SPECIAL FEKD MECHANISMMADE OK STEEL FRICTIONLESSHOLLER LINKCHAIN,insuresDURABILITY andSIMPLICITY, besidesELIMINATING MA3Y GEARSANDSTUDS.
SpringandCrownMouldscanbemadeInoneoperation,a featpossiblewithbutfewIf anvsimilarmachines.
Planesuplo2tiin.wideand- In.thick. Matchesupto14In.wideand2in.thick.PossessesmanyothervaluablefeaturespeculiartoItself. Askforfullparttculara.

U2£ Cordesman-Rechtin Company
Dept."B' Butler SI., CINCINNATI, OHIO

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, courtlibraries, residences, etc.
Ourceilingsareshippedreadvforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired,Workingdrawingsfurnished.Thev'readapted(<>anykindofbuilding.KxcluatveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We nlsomakesteelRooting,Riding,MetalBblngtes,ArchitecturalSheetMetalv\i>rkamlPlreproonngMaterial.
Ourcatalo'jufmsentyijitfree. Atticfor them.
THE BERQER MFQ. CO.

CANTON, OHIO.
HewYork. Boston. St.Loul-i

rooms.
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"AMERICAN"
riygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished In either Galvanized Iron or Copper.

It is made from galvanized iron In 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper In 8-ft. lengths.

.American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WnenyouwantanySTRUCTURALWORKttwill payyoutowritetothe

BOLT
ESTABLISHED
1873

Works, Offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farmworth Street

COMPANY

BUILDERS !
Convertors of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches,
Halls, Factories, Bridges,Wharves, Etc.,
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON,MASS.

To Make Money From Your Invention
it must be protected by such a PATENT as will enable you to completely MONOPOLIZE

it and control infringers. I pro
cure patents that stand the test of competition at a cost

probably nowhere near as high as you may think. The patent law

favors the DILIGENT, not the indolent, inventor, so send me TO-DAY
a sketch or model, and explanation of your inven

tion and I will furnish full advice. To morrow, next week, or next month may be too late. References
on request.

GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer, 800 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

ASTEROID
THE

PERMANENT ROOFING.
SCOTT & CO., 233 E. Front St-
CINCINNATI, O. AGENTS WANTED

Selected Books

For Carpenters
Hicks' Builders' Guide

Meloy's Progressive Carpentry

Sylvester'sModernCarpentry and
Building...

Kidder'sBuilding Constructionand
Superintendence, Volume 2—
Carpenter's Work _

Hodgson's Practical Uses of the
Steel Square, Volumes1and2,
each -

Hodgson'sModern Carpentryand
Joinery

Shawver'sPlank Frame Barn Con
struction ---

Stoddard's Steel Square Pocket
Book -

People'sPocket Stair Builder and
Carpenter'sHandbook

Maginnis' How to Measure Up
Wood-Workfor Buildings

Hodgson"sUp-To-Date Hardwood
Finisher -

Maire's The Modern Wood Fin
isher —
Easy Lessons in Boot Measure
ments -

Howto Becomea GoodMechanic...

$1.00
1.00

1.50

4.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

0.50

2.50

0.50

1.00

0.10

0.25
0.25

OurDescriptiveList of booksfor the
Building Trades sent on request.

David Williams Company
H-16 Park Place, NEW YORK

THE KINNEAR

LOCK-JOINT STEEL CEILING, Etc.
Hasnoequal. Try it andbeconvinced. Pricesreasonable.

Cataloguponrequest. Sendmeasurementsfor estimate.

The Kinnear & Gager Co., jvnvs, SSf?J2»

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs appropriate for anystyle of architec
ture.

All StylesGalvanizedand CopperSkylights,Cornices,Finials, Cresting*,Ventilators, Metal
Shingles,RoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Siding,etc Write
for CatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co.,MAUufaoturere,
CANTON, OHIO.
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DIXIE METAL SHINGLES— SO—EASY—TO—LAY-FIRE PROOF—
Weather

Proof

A" Perfect
Lock

ORNA
MENTAL
NOT EXPENSIVE

MetalShinglesaresuitableforbuildingsof all sizesor kinds,wherethepitch
of the roof is one-fourthor more. Thev
are especiallydesirablefor Towers,Gables.
Mansards,BayWindows,BeltCourses.Sidingf<Cottages,etc. Weuseonlythebestqualityof T
RoofingTin in theirmanufacture—andafter the_glesarestampedintoshape,theyareeitherPaintedor
Galvanized. Thecostperyearof serviceof MetalShingles
is lessthanthatof anyotherformof Fire Proof Hoofing.
Metal Shinglesaffordprotectionfrom nearbyfires. Theyre
ducethecostof insurance.

Manufacturedby

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO.
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON,MASS.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

47-51Cliff Street
S3-2?North ClintonStreet

112-114-110South Eighth Street
408-404-406RaceStreet
132and134Pearl Street

King Street

WE CARRY FULL STOCK IN ALL OUR WAREHOUSES.
LET US QUOTE YOU OUR PRICES

QUICK SHIPME NTS "'Li

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever invented.

... 8aif8from8.t024hoiJ" m'"y'ift " singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmanioframetaemostdifficultroofwithabsolatecertainty.IT DOES ALL THIS, It Isaccurare,thnspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.
II g!ZeeSSK1" 1ST"?y «•""•V,U *i,CBcSt"forPrincipals,lacks,hips,valleysandcripples.SavesUlnarortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeruofawithabsolatecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addressthemanufacturers.Price, $1.75 G. A. TOPP (EL CO.. - Indianapolis. Ind.

PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPflALTROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
Send(orSamplesandPamphlet

STOWELL MFG.CO
jersey crrx N.J.

ALL Tje^jSbNEEDED*
TO APPLY\

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able thai it fits an) where.

THE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID ROOFING— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB-
EROID R00FIN6 does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
' ' above all things ' ' avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

UAKUFACTUREnROLELVBT
The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork

ChicauoOffices : 1H8-S0MadisonSt.
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architect*
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem. Ohio.

{.Everythingin sheetmetal)

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES
Who can drive a nail
betterthana carpenter?
Then who has a better
right tomakemoneylay
ing Cortrlght Shingles?
CORTRIGHTMETAL
ROOFINGCO.

PhiladelphiaandChicago

LOCK-JOINT
METAL CEILINGS

are every day proving their superiority over the ordinary Lap
Joint Ceiling.
Sendfor Catalogue"J5"

S. Keighley Metal Ceiling & Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Brooklyn, N. V. Washington, D. C.

With our

No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
roof finish. Send for
catalog No. 5 showing
a very complete line of
architectural
metal work.

STEEL CEILING
, is a leading feat-
<ure with us.

/emake the W. H.Miller Patent Metal Window Frames and Sash. Special cat
alog on these. Originators of the hip shingles.

.LIS MFG. CO.. Galesburg, 111.

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE.

If youneedany
thinsin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCent
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCatar
log. Shipments
prompt! ymade
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas large
ones,

B.C. KAROL.235W.HarrisonSt..'Chicago,III,

A Built-Up Gravel Roof Ready To Lay,

SECURITY"
(KeglitoreilU.8.PatentOffice.)
Notethe Patent6 InchJoint.

The National Roofing Company
TONAWANDA, N. Y.
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WALTERS

Li2 \i 1
Shingles that last
■ as.—

IIM
'j'j'j'j-j jJj'j'JU'JJ

from GalvanizedTin andPaintedTin ]
STOSH.BUSTAtfDFEE PEOOP

Doyouwanttoincreaseyourbusiness?This [is Voi r Opportunity. Writeforcatalogue,
samplesandprices.

Viational Meet V&etal Roofing 'Co.,
JERSEY CITY. N. J.

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANDFACTDRKB8Or

Superior Dnglazed Encaustic Tile
K«r Floor* In tttore*, ChurchoN, Depot*,

Kitchen*, llalln, Porche». Ac.
Officeand Factory,Blufl Street,nearGist.
PITTSBURG. PA.

Progressive

Carpentry.
By D. H. MELOY,

<5T9VE PIPE IR9AI
CPRNICE-.
>KYLIQttT3.
£aves trough
Conductor pipe-.

'OTEEL R99FIMC, & ,5IDINQ . .SOLDER ETC
the EIXER Oc^5sor

to j.h.ELLER & OP
———————-——J— *r~~*~-

Embodies results of a
Study of All Known
Methods of Construction
During a Fifty Years' Ex
perience of the Author.
It has forty-two exam
ples of work covering roof
framing, trussing, etc., all
thoroughly tested in prac
tice. Each example is ac
companied by a full-page
diagram illustrating the
method of construction.
Several thousand me
chanics have used this
book and proved its value.
No carpenter will fail to
find it worth something
more than the purchase
price.

One Dollar Postpaid.

David Williams Company
14-16 Park Place,
NEW YORK.

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFING.

SEND FOR PHOTO PAMPHLET.
Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building. New York.

PAIN'T- GOODPAINT—servesadualpurpose. It preservesandbeautifies. It preservessimplyby excluding"the weather"; it beautifiesby tint andcolor. The lODgerit
excludes"the weather,"thelongerii retainsitsoriginaltint and color, the betteris

thepaint.
PainrsbasedonOXIDE OF ZINC remainlongerimperviousthanotherpaintsand they
rttain iltil j tre icr.eskr gafterotherpaintshavefadedor darkened.

. . . FREE . . .
OurPracticalPamphlets:
"ThePslnlQuestion."

"Putin: Why.HowandWhen."" PuititsinArchitecture."" SpecificationsforArchitects.'
"trench GovernmentDecrees.'

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.

71 Broadway

NEW YORK

WE DO NOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS
OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST

PRODUCERS OF THE E. J.

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

JOHNSON CO.
38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book

montross
Metal Shingles

Theprofitsare large,thework easy. Thatwhy you ought to net the agencyto lay a_.
roofs in your territory. Sendfor particulars
MONTROSSMETALSHINGLECO., Camden,N. 1
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Setprice
26feetwide—lower ceiling 13feet in clear,

F. O.B. St.Lonis,Mo $209.00
NewYork, N.Y 238.00
St.Panl, Minn 229.00
Denver,Colo 268.00
rallas, Tex. 253.00

Net priceF. O.B. St.Lonis,Mo $187.00" New York, N.Y 212.00" " St.Panl,Minn 204.00" Denver,Oolo 239.00•■ " Dallas,Tex 226.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
ThedesignspresentedherewithIllustrateonr completeandmodernstorefronts. Theprices
Deludethesteelsill coarse,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
Intermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
(ashofwhitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doublestrength; galvanizedironwork above
first-rtory columns.
Wemakeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom 20to800feetIn widthandfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefnlstudyfor overthirty
years,theyarenow the best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
indpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthemaidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthatwefurnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycityin the UnitedStates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archl-
ijcts,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,foil de-
■'vipttTecatalogueand discounts. Established 1846.

MESKKR <Sb BROTHER,
421-819 S. SIXTH STREET ... ST. LOUIS, MO. U. S. A.

THE LOVELL
WINDOW AND SHUTTER
OPERATING DEVICE
ForFactories,Foundries,Etc.

A line of sash 500 feet
long can be operated from

one station if desired.
ThbVolkes HardwareCo.,Toronto,Outarir,
SoleCanadianManufacturers.
WE ALSO MAKE

The *•Anti-Pltivitis " SKyligHt
Bestskylightconstructionin theworld.

CorrespondenceSolicited
G. DROUVE CO,, Bridgeport, Conn. I . ft. A.

SKYLIGHTS
Our Mefnl SkyliehtH
GWet.MatUfaction.

They are hoMM ructedMmI all condenHaHon it*carried to thecurbanddtneharuedthroughweepbolenon to the root without Hoakiuubetween lap*.
The peculiar conntructionol the curb ou our nkylightHreuderncounterfluHhingua*Decennary.
Frames ot galvanized iron or copper,with glnunof any kind or tbickneHH.
Write lor our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

VARIETIES

Conductor
Elbows

ARE MADE BY

Harrison Ave.

Cincinnati

0.

Reduced Rates
for

Telephone
Service
throughout Greater New York
are effective from July 1st.
Contracts now being taken at

new rates.

CallnearestContractOffice
for full Information.

NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY

ContractOffices: TelephoneNo.:

15 Dey Street 9010 Corllandt
115West38thStreet 9040-38th
220West I24lh Street 9000Morningside
616 East 150thStreet 9020Melrose

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

madef If so send for illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 tlermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

July, 19a

WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS,
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE." OurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all kindsof Build-ing Materialwouldbea greathelpto you in figuring"

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER » BOX CO., S225SVJBES

MORTAR
COLORS.

THE BRIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE.

SPECIAL SHADES MADE TO ORDER.
MTABLJ8HED1844. CROWN PAINT

SBmUELH. FRENCH & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

BUCK LEAD
WILL NOT
CHALK, CRACK,
NOR PEEL OFF

READY MIXED IN
PURE LINSEED OIL
GIVES SATISFACTION

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

"Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

feud tor Description and Price List.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.
Troy
If. Y.

THE "BURT" VENTILATOR
is no experiment; hasbeenonthemarketnearly5years; is usedby the mostpromi
nentcont-ernsin theCountry. The "Burt"
is the onlyVentilatoron the market withth«slidingsleevedamper(patented).Thisdamperit*idealwhereglasstopsare used,
astheventilatorcanbeclosed,yet the sky
light featureis neveraffected—alwaysfree
and open. The temperaturecan be regu
latedt'etter,dampernevermovesandnever
collectsdust.
Bt-fornpurchasinga ventilatorof anymake,sendfor our finelyillustrated book
let describingin detail our claimsfor the'■Bu^t•, yAME IN ALL MZES, BOTH
GLASS AND METAL TOPS.
THE BURT MANUFACTURING CO.
301Main Street,Akron, Ohio,U.S.A.1argeatManufacturer*ofOHKiltersandExhaustHeadslu theWorld.

ELEVATOR
ENCLOSURES
Weare largemanufacturersof
Elevator cars and Enclosures.
Also BankandOfficeGrilleWork.
Window Guards.Ornamental
Wire, Iron.SteelandBrass work
of everydescriptioninanyfinish.
Our workmanshipcannot be
excelled.
SandforCatslcBua.

F.J.MEYERS MFC.CO.
HAMILTON. OHIO. U.S.A.

THE NtW BOOK
11
Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs

"
Makes easy the Designing and Figuring
of Wooden Beams and Trasses.

TWO DOLLARS. PREPAID.
DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers, 14-16 Park Place, New York.

NEW BOOKS

On Concrete Blocks

CONCRETE-BLOCK MANUFACTURE

PROCESSES AND MACHINES

By H. H. RICE

152 Pages. 46 Half tone Cuts

Includes several illus

trations of recently built

concrete-block houses.

Bound in Cloth
Price, $2.00, Postpaid

THE MANUFACTURE OF

CONCRETE BLOCKS

And Their Use in

Building Construction

By

H. H. RICE, D. Ai. TORRANCE

and others

125 Pages. Illustrated

Presents a series of arti

cles submitted in compe
tition for money prizes

offered jointly by "Engi
neering News" and
"Cement Age," of New
York City.

Bound in Cloth

Price, $1.50, Postpaid

David Williams Company

14-16 Park Place, New York
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STORE
ELEVA
TOR
FOR

COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT, MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator flfg. Co.
2100 Valley St., CINCINNATI, O.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 2032PARK ROW BUILDING.

105
$

MORSE
HAND ELEVATORS and DUMB WAITERS

SAFE SMOOTH RUNNING DURABLE

Sold with or without lumber. All necessary draw
ings and instructions for erecting are furnished. Full

particulars on request. Write us.

Horse, Williams & Company
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBendIn themarket. Fits anyground-

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Telephone Riillri.rs and Dlantcrprt All communications

876MadisonSquare. ■Uliaers «na Klastererg. to 1185B'way, N. Y. 0.

To th
e

Student o
f

Drawing

For a thorough groundwork in architectural —

draftsmanship there is no course of study

equal to that provided in Edmimter's Architec

tural Drawing. It is modern, thorough and
well graded.

Contains 105 full page plates beautifully

rendered, illustrating the various details of con
struction, &c, and full explanatory text.

Size 7x9 inches, oblong
Two Dollars Prepaid

David Williams CO., Publishers
14-16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

BOOKS.
YOU CAN OBTAIN PROMPT ADVICE
regarding the books on any subject in which you

are interested by addressing DAVID WILLIAMS
COMPANY, Publishers and Booksellers, 14-16 Park Place.. N. Y.

dumb waiters

handTevators.
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
88CarrollStreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYorkSalesroom,128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimateson request.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising ^

E
|

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

■■AutomaticHatchSate*..™ Sendfor Circulars.
KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la..10499thlit.
KimballElevatorCo.,Cleveland,Ohio,246VlncontSt

BranchOffices:
180CedarSt.,NewYork. 10611thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcanbeplacedinposition
byanycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407CherrySt., - Phila., Pa.

Estimating !

Estimatingthecostof ajobsafelyandcorrectly
is themostvital elementof successto the con
tractor. Thereforeheshouldhave a copyof The
Lightning Estimator for residencework, etc.
Illustrated. Coverstheentireheldfor themason
andcarpenter,teachinga newpracticnl,reliable
method,showingtheexactcostof eachseparate
itemof the labor andmaterial,but soarranged

t bat a mediumpricedbousemaybeestimatedin
30to60minutes.For thebusybuilder.Is havingthe
mostphenomenalsaleandsplendidendorsement
of anybookof itskindeverputuponthemarket.
In a classby itself. Preparedbyabuilderof ex
periencefrom actual building construction,not
theory. Large salespermitus to sell the book
for t>0cents. (Moneyorder.) You cannotafford
towait. Write now.

BRADT PUB. CO..
260MichiganAvenue, JACKSON, MICH.

VALUABLE INFORMATION
FOR THOSE WHO

Build, Buy or Rent a Home
Sendpostalfor d*scriptivebooklet.

HOUSEHINTSPUB.CO. Dept.34,Philadelphia

— Hans Jensen, a Dane, appeared be
fore a Kansas Judge to take out natural
ization papers. '*Hans." said the Judge,
are you satisfied with the general condi
tions of the country? Does this Govern
ment suit you?" " Yas, yas," replied the
Dane, " only I vould like to see more
rnin." "Swear him!" exclaimed the
Judge. " I see that he already has the
Kansas idea."— Ram's Horn.
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OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points ot advantage.
FIRSTLY, theyaregronndatruetapor,wblcbenablestheusertoranthe8§wwithverrlittlelet.
SECONDLY,eachSlmondsSaw1bbandiedbyamechanicwhothoroughlyunderstandsthehangingof theSaw,whichguarantors
thlBDiot-timportantfeature.THIRDLY, thefilingandsellingoftheSlmondsSawsarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,aothattheSaws,on leaving
thefactory,orereadyforwork.

FOURTHLY,theBteelusedIn themanufactureof theSlmondsSawslaahighcarboncruciblesteeLandwillholdlu cattloa
edgemuchlongerthantheordinaryiteelgenerallyused.FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingfingeringand rustmarkscom-monlyfouauonSawsthatarenotencHseciproperly.

SIX IT1LV,becauseeverySlmondsSawIsguaranteedthoroughly.
Any mechanictryinga SlmondsSaw,ananot finding

samesatisfactory,mayreturntheSaw, either to the
dealer or to tat
SlmondsMfg Co.,and
geteithera dpwSaw
ormoneypaidback.

SENDFORCATALOGUEAND PRICE LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass. Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y.
Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.

SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LOOKIXOALLWATSFOEBUSINESS

COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,
Room918,112ClarkSt.,CHICAGO.

Sample*and Circular*Free

Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—arenot toocostly.
There'snootherkind sogood—sopleasing.
OurSketchBook tellsall aboutthem.
Write for It.

MILLER'S HAND HORTISER
For MortiseLocks. Time Per
Door,ThreeMinut

SoldonTrialfor »12.00
%i.Wwithorder,balanceIn thirtyda„_.
ALBERT W. MILLER MFQ. CO.
Cincinnati.Ohio,andRiverside,Cal.

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing thearticle itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC
■ROCHESTER. N. Y.

FLOORING CO.
NEW ALBANT, WD.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

The liningis vermin proof ;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
throughorliveinit. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

LONGITI'DIKAL,BKCTI"N.

cm BECTIONTUKOtrillJ-'Li'OB

SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
143LibertySt..NewYork.

Be Boptoq Furnace C
o
.

SOLKMFEB.OP

Boy n ton

'
s Furnaces .

Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-9 Water Street, New York.
147.9 Lake Street, Chicago.

EVERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copyof Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.
DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, N. V.
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esidence with Hollow
BlocR Foundations*

"THE tendency toward fireproof construction in private
I dwelling houses is well illustrated at the present day
by the growing use of hollow building blocks for the walls
and foundations and also by the employment of cement
on metal lath for the entire exterior treatment of the
structure. Not alone are the fire resisting qualities of a
building multiplied by such a form of construction, but
it is thereby made much cooler in summer and warmer in
winter. The cement coating may or may not be tinted.

The Tooting courses under all piers and chimney are of
concrete composed of one part cement, four parts sharp
sand and five parts 2-inch broken stone. The coping
stones on the veranda piers are 5 inches thick and of
concrete. The cellar bottom is covered with concrete
3 inches deep composed of one part Portland cement
and three parts cinders, with a finishing coat 1 inch thick,
composed of one part cement and three parts sand. The
chimney is of brick, with the portion exposed to view

Residenceof Mrs. GeorgeC. Ford on WestfleldAvenue,Elizabeth, N. J.

Cement Coated Residence tcith Hollow Block Foundations.

according to preference, but the opportunity is afforded
for the adoption of a color scheme if such is desired. A
most interesting exemplification of the tendency in ques
tion is seen in the residence which we illustrate here
with, where the exterior of the building is cement coated
and the foundations and veranda wall are of hollow con
crete blocks. The half-tone picture shows the appearance
of the finished structure, while the two supplemental
plates accompanying this issue give an excellent idea of
the interior finish. One represents a view in the dining
room, showing the mantel, buffet, &c, and the other is
a view In the main hall, looking toward the stairs and
into the parlor at the right.
As already intimated, the foundation walls, buttress
piers and the walls under the veranda are of patent ce
mentbuilding block, made rock face where exposed above
grade. The blocks are laid in Portland cement mortar
composedof one part cement and three parts sharp sand.

covered with Portland cement and topped with a con
crete cap.
* According to the specifications of the architects the
timber used in the building is hemlock, the girders in
the cellar being 6x8 inches ; the sills, 4x6 inches, solid ;
the first floor joists, 2 x 10 inches ; the second floor joists,
2 x 12 inches ; the third floor joists, 2x8 inches, and the
third floor ceiling joists, 2x4 inches, all set 16 inches
on centers ; the rafters, 2x6 inches, set 20 inches on
centers ; the outside wall studs, 2x4 inches ; the door
and window studs, 3x4 inches ; the partitions, 2x3
and 2x4 inches, these being set 16 inches on centers ;
the ribbon strips, 1x6 inches ; the bridging, 2x3 inches
and the plates. 4x4 inches, made up of two 2 x 4's
spiked together. The veranda floor joists are 2 x 10
inches set 16 inches on centers. The ceiling joists are 2
x 4 inches and the rafters are 2x6 inches, set 20 inches
on centers. The floor joists are double around the ehim
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ney ami stair wellliole and under all partitions running
the same way.
The exterior frame of the house is covered with % x 9
inch North Carolina pine boards put on level and driven
up close, over which is a layer of heavy tar paper. This
in turn is covered with Portland cement plaster of an
even color, on metal lath, the proportions being one part
cement and three parts sharp sand. All the casings on
the outside of the house were set before the cement was
applied. Pieces % inch thick are cut In between the out
side wall studs on the first, second and third floors, form
ing an effective Are stop. The main roof of the building
as well as the dormers are covered with red cedar
shingles laid 5% inches to the weather, with hips " Boston
style."
The floor joists of the veranda are set on 6 x 8 inch

girders extending from the piers to the foundation walls.
'j.ne flooring, laid at right angles to the building, is of %
x 4 inch white pine, blind nailed. The ceiling is of % x :i
inch beaded Xortli Carolina pine. The turned columns

molded caps and a base with molding on top of it. The
main newel is 8 x 8 inches and the others are 6x6
inches. The rails are of ash and the balusters are turned
and square chestnut set 2 inches apart. The main hall
and bathroom have the floors laid on 6 inches of con
crete mixed in the proportions one to three. The bath
room is fitted with a Standard Manufacturing Company
Albion porcelain lined 5-foot tub with exterior decoration
and nickel plated fittings and a "Copley" lavatory, also
a John Douglass "Gloria" low down porcelain water
closet outfit complete. The bathroom is finished with a
coat of shellac and two coats of white paint, over which
is a coat of enamel.
The house is steam heated ; is piped for gas and wired

Section«nd Front Elevation.—Scale.% Inch to the Foot.

Cement Coated Residencewith Hollow Block Foundations.— •/. .1. Oakley d- Son. Architects, Elizabeth, A7.J.

are 12 x 12 inches, having turned bases and pilaster caps.
The columns are of the patent staved type, made of
white pine and fluted. The balustrade is made with a 3x8
inch top rail of dressed spruce, molded on the edges.
The floors of the house are % x 3 inch tongued and
grooved North Carolina pine, blind nailed. The trim is
chestnut except the bathroom, which is trimmed with
white wood, painted. The trimmed opeuiug between the
main hall and the parlor has panelled and molded head
jamb with pilasters of % inch lumber and fluted. The
beams in the dining room ceiling are built of % inch
lumber with sunken panels in the soffit. The panel work
on the side wall of the dining room is made with % x 3
inch stiles, rabbetted for the panels, the bottom rail being
8 inches wide and the top rail 9 inches. There is
also a plate rail plowed In two places on top and with
neat brackets underneath. The main stairs are built with
closed strings and have a curb around the second floor
wall to match the strings. The strings and risers are of
chestnut and the treads of Georgia pine. The newels are
of chestnut built up of % inch lumber fluted and have

for electric lighting and burglar alarms, with electric
bells in the kitchen and second story hall. There are
intercommunicating telephones in the front bedroom,

kitchen and in the finished room in the attic. There is
an annunciator in the sewing room, on the second floor,

witli " drops " for the cellar, rear entry, kitchen, butler's
pantry, kitchen pantry, dining room, main hall and
parlor.
The entire exterior wood work of the house, includ
ing corner boards, casings, cornice, columns, &c, have
two coats of white lead and linseed oil. The porch ceiling
has a coat of liquid wood filler and two coats of Spar
varnish. The interior wood work except the floors have
a coat of best filler and two coats " Elastica " varnish.
The side walls and ceilings in the bathroom, kitchen,
pantries, rear entry and the rear stairway have two coats
of paint, while the walls and ceilings of the other rooms
are papered and tinted.
The residence here shown is located on Westfield
avenue, directly opposite Grove street, Elizabeth, N. J.,
and was erected for George C. Ford in accordance with
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plans prepared by J. A. Oakley & Son, registered archi
tects, 1201East Broad street, Elizabeth, N. J.

Fire Underwriters' Opinion on Concrete Con
struction.

A short time ago the Committee on Construction of
Buildings made a report to the National Board of Fire
Underwriters touching its " Model Building Code," and

Foundation.

it
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and comprehensive as possible, and the committee has
been assisted in its work by experts of the highest au
thority in the art of building construction.
" We are pleased to be able to report that the code has
met with general approval, especially of engineers, archi
tects, builders and other practical people having to do
with building construction, and it is gratifying to your
committee that we have been informed of many cities and
towns where it has been made the basis of a new building
law or of an intelligent revision of existing ordinances.
Our circular letter and subsequent corresjxmdence re
sulted in a large number of replies which clearly mani
fest a wide interest in the subject and encourage us to
believe that the action of the board cannot fail to result

Attic with Outline of Roof.

First Floor. SecondFloor.

Cement Coated Residence with Hoiloir Bloek Foundations.— Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

in which considerable space was given to the subject of
concrete construction. In view of the extent to which
concrete is being used at the present time in connection
with the erection of buildings and for other purposes the
following extracts from this report may not be without
interest :
" The National Board of Fire Underwriters, through
the Committee on Construction of Buildings, has prepared
(luring the past year a building code designed to secure
uniform building laws throughout the country. Every
effort has been employed to make this code as complete

in future benefit to the interests of both fire insurance
companies and the general public.
" Numerous Inquiries regarding concrete construction

by members of the board and others lead the committee to
attempt a word by way of explanation:
"Cement is recognized all over the civilized world as

one of the most valuable adjuncts in building operations.
Its manufacture has assumed vast proportions in this
country within a comparatively few years. In the con
struction of buildings, from cement and sand mixed being
used for mortar in laying up stone and brick walls, or
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cement and sand and broken stone mixed being used as
concrete for footings of walls and piers, the use of cement
with other aggregates has enormously increased within
the past 15 or 20 years for floor filling between steel
beams, for partitions, and still more recently for outer
walls.
" The great danger to be apprehended from the use of

cement combined with other materials is its commercial
mixture, and its use in freezing weather. With the best
materials, good cement, clean, sharp sand of proper size
sand grains, and small, clean, broken stone or gravel,
comes the careless and improper mixture of the several
parts, in the hurry of building operations, the mixing be
ing done more frequently by unskilled labor than by ma
chinery. In other cases where the mixture is cement,
ashes, cinders and clinkers or other partially carbonized

been tested by authorities, although such tests have not
included the supreme test of time, long outdoor exposure,
or fire and water—or all of these combined. Nature's
verdict is often different from man's. The quality of
cement that shall be used in the construction of buildings,
the mixture and kinds of materials in making mortar
and concrete, its use and thickness for various purposes,
including the filling of spaces between floor beams, are
fully and properly set forth ; for reinforced concrete or
concrete-steel constructed buildings the code contains
elaborate requirements believed to correctly embody the
best known practice of to-day for this branch of the art
of building.
" The entire code needs to be carefully and constantly

watched and bettered as future experience may, and un
doubtedly will, teach, but perhaps in no particular is
more care and attention demanded than in the matters re
lating to concrete construction and artificial mixtures.
Your committee is of the opinion that until the merits of
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Cement Coated Residence with Hollow Block Foundations.

material, with possibly some sand, the ashes frequently
contain refuse vegetable matter, and these aggregates
often being carelessly mixed, the result is an utterly un
reliable product. Good and poor cement mixtures are
alike affected in very cold weather by the free water in
the mixture freezing before it becomes combined by
crystallization in the process of hardening, or setting, as
it is called; the disintegration being due to the expansive
force of ice. In the use of concrete constructed walls a
variety of constructions have to be considered ; solid con
crete, hollow blocks of concrete, where the voids or spaces
are as great or greater than the solid material, concrete
combined with wire cloth or bars, commonly termed rein
forced concrete, many of such devices being patented, and
involving serious questions as to tlie proper allowance of
strength to be given to the iron and to the concrete when
the two are united.
" It will be seen, therefore, that the task of formulat

ing exact regulations for concrete construction is very
difficult, if not impossible. The National Hoard Code
provides for the proper use of cement combined with
other materials as far as the same are known or have

concrete construction are more firmly established it will
be unwise to make any change in our code."

Brick vs. Frame Houses.

In a recent competition conducted by a Northwestern
brick concern a prize was offered to local draftsmen for
the best essay on the comparative merits and cost of
brick and frame construction, as exemplified in private
residences. The committee having charge of the matter
selected for first place the paper of A. Anderson of Min
neapolis, which is as follows :
As to the comparison of cost, wood is taken for

granted as being cheaper than brick, but considering the
rapid rise in lumber during the past few years and its
assurance of continuing to do so in the future, due to the
consumption of nearly all of the great lumber tracts, it
is not so cheap a material as might at first be thought.
All will agree that a frame structure has a picturesque
appearance, but its durability is limited. Consider this
same building after being exposed to the elements for a
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short length of time. Repairs will be found necessary
and it is safe to say repairs will be a necessity forever
after. Is this true of a brick structure?
Brick is a most valuable building material, wonder
fully durable, as the ancient Roman buildings testify, and
likewise fireproof, as has often been demonstrated. Many
think of a brick structure as having an ugly and unfin
ished appearance, but they are at fault. The builder's
workmanship may be criticised, but never the material.
The countless European examples will demonstrate the
fact that brick can be used with most excellent effect.
Bricks are now manufactured in innumerable shapes, and
good moldings can be obtained for cornices, belt courses,
&c.
The main feature of the face of building is the style

of brick selected, and in most cases pressed brick

2. A frame construction with pressed brick veneering
at $20 per thousand will cost about $248 more than the
frame.
3. A pressed brick veneering at $20 per thousand with
tile backing will cost about $263 more than the frame
structure, or $35 more than' the frame construction with
brick veneer.
4. The solid brick wall with pressed brick facing at
$20 per thousand will cost about $363 more than the
frame structure, or $15 more than the frame construc
tion with brick veneer, and $80 more than brick with tile
backing.
The materials used for division walls or partitions

should receive as careful attention as the outer walls. A
frame partition lacks the quality of being fireproof, but
is the one most commonly used because of its cheapness,
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is used with the best results. This may be backed by a
wall of a cheaper grade of brick, but will not prove an
impenetrable wall for the cold or moist atmosphere. A
frame construction can be elevated with a facing of
pressed brick, but this may be criticised as not being
weatherproof nor as durable as brick, yet the cost is
about the same. The most satisfactory in every respect
is the tile backing, which contains a double air space and
prevents both the cold and moist air from entering the
room. A house with tile backing will be warm during
cold weather and cool during hot weather, assuring great
er comfort than could otherwise be obtained.
By employing actual figures a better comparison may
be obtained. Let us assume a house to be 30 x 40, with
basement, first floor and second floor hights 8 feet,

0 feet 6 inches, and 9 feet respectively. For a
comparison only the finished exterior walls, including
interior plastering of same, will be taken into considera
tion, as the interior finish will remain the same in all
cases.
1. The frame structure with three coats of paint will
amount to $2,435.

being but 11 cents per square foot. A brick partition is
not very desirable because it requires an unusually heavy
wall, which cannot rest on the floor unless it is sup
ported by a firm foundation. This must either bejsolid
walls or intermediate supports, thereby incurring an ad
ditional expense. Such a partition, exclusive of its sup
ports, costs 20 cents per square foot. The partition is the
cheapest as regarding the cost of material, but as addi
tional provisions are required for carrying its load the
cost may be considered as being the same as a frame
partition. The brick partition will be excluded as being
undesirable, therefore the choice will be limited to either
the frame or tile partition. The fact of the tile parti
tion possessing the quality of being deafening, fireproof
and durable, makes it the one which is more worthy our
choice.
Now, having established our comparison between a

frame and brick structure as to actual cost (a difference
of $.'i(!3on a $4,000 house complete), it will be seen the
former is slightly favored. In ten years' time the differ
ence in cost which exists between the frame and brick
structure will be entirely eliminated and the cost of both
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will have been the same, as the repairs, painting and in
surance considered will almost amount to the difference.
The repairs and painting will alone be about $40 per year
after the first three years, and the insurance has a
higher premium on combustible structures.
The appearance which a. brick house presents at the

end of a long number of years is most gratifying, stand-

Detail o£Dormer Cornice.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

our great timber tracts are consumed, where shall we
look for lumber? It is not so with brick, for just as
long as there remains an earth, just so long will there
be sand and clay with which to produce brick, and the
supply at no time will be in any great danger of exhaus
tion.

A Strictly Fireproof Warehouse.

What is said to be the first strictly fireproof building
erected in the city of Pittsburgh, Pa., is the eight-story
warehouse covering an area fiO x 80 feet and now in
process of erection at First avenue and Cherry alley. It
will be built entirely of iron and reinforced concrete. All
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lag as erect and perfect as on the day of its erection,
having caused the owner at no time the trouble and ex
pense a frame house would have made. A prominent
contractor, who has In bis long business career experi
enced all the difficulties. of different constructions, seems
to have solved, at least so far as his interests are im
mediately concerned, the question of the choice of ma
terials. He says, " I will never again make the mistake
of building myself a frame structure. My now home
shall lie of brick facing, with tile backing, as I am posi
tive the results will be more satisfactory and my expenses
much less."
The life of frame construction is doomed, for when

floors, frames and sash will be of metal, and the windows
will be glazed with wired plate glass. The structure will
be equipped with two freight elevators and one passenger
elevator operated by electricity. All curtain walls will
be of pressed brick with terra cotta trimmings. The con
struction will be such as to enable very heavy loads to
be carried on the floors, the figures given being 1200
pounds per square foot. The work is to be absolutely fire
proof from basement to roof, no woodwork of any kind be
ing in the building. The Nicola Building Company are
the general contractors, and the work will be supervised
by the W. G. Wilkins Company, architects and engineers,
who designed the structure.
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STEEL STRUCTURES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER.

Effects of Fire, Dynamite and Earthquake Upon the Skyscraper, the Only Surviving Type of
Building—Excellent Performance of the Steel Skeleton Frame When Protected by Good
Fireproofing — Concrete Floors Withstood the Ordeal —Reinforced Concrete Walls Fastened
to Steel Frames Advocated.

By George Simpson".*

It is still too early to get exact information as to how
the steel structures of San Francisco stood the earth
quake and Are, on account of the immense amount of
dibris which has to be cleared away before all parts of
the structure can be examined. But enough is now evi
dent to give a very fair idea as to what happened and
how the various classes of structures stood the test.
The effects of the earthquake on frame structures are

results show that this class of buildings has been more
badly damaged than any other class, the weak bond be
tween the mortar and the brick work allowing the walls
easily to disintegrate. A great many of the cheaper
hotels were built of brick walls, laid up in lime mortar,
and wooden beams resting on the walls. It was In these
buildings that the effects of the earthquake were most
disastrous, shaking them down while the rooms were oc-

Fig. l.—The $7,000,000City Hall and Hall of Records.

Totally wrecked by earthquakeand fire. Tbe building was tbree stories high, built of commonbrick faced with cement
to resemblestone. Excepting underneaththe 330-foot tower and dome the building was wall bearing.

principally shown by fallen chimneys and cracked plaster.

The character of the workmanship on these buildings

stands out very plainly in the way in which they have

stood the test. Good material and workmanship have

been but very little damaged, whereas poor material and
workmanship have crumbled and fallen beneath the

shakes. A number of frame structures have fallen, but
they ail show that they have been " skinned " in every

way. Almost all the chimneys in frame structures have

been laid up in |ime and mortar, and this class of ma
terial is entirely inadequate to withstand the racking

caused by the earthquake, with the result that a very

large proportion of houses had their chimneys thrown
down. This is also true of small brick buildings. The
* Mr. Simpson,who Is the chief engineerof the Thompson-
Starrett Company,constructionengineers,New York, went to the
ruined city Immediatelyafter the great catastrophe,remaining
thereseveralweeksexaminingthe remainsof themost Important
structures.

cupied ; and it is probable that in such buildings the
greatest loss of life occurred.
Brick walls laid up in Portland cement mortar, with

the floor beams properly anchored into them, would prob
ably withstand the shock of an earthquake. This is
shown by the condition of the Pacific Hotel, the walls of
which were standing intact, although they had been sub
jected to the shocks of the earthquake and the fierce fire
which had raged in the building, burning out every other
part of the structure. '

Steel Frames Not Damaged by Earthquake.
The effect of the earthquake on the steel structures
speaks well for the construction of these buildings in San
Francisco. So far as the writer was able to learn, not one
of the steel frames was damaged by the earthquake, al
though the buildings must have been pretty well racked
by the shocks. This is shown by the cracks in the piers
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between windows, and in the condition of the brick, stone
and terra cotta fronts. There is scarcely any building in
the city which has not some crack of this sort, resulting
from the earthquake. It is probable also that the plaster
has be*n thrown down In these buildings, and that the
fireproofing, especially terra cotta, has been cracked ; but
the evidence of this has been entirely destroyed by the
fire. Wherever there were evidences of the earthquake
on the streets it did not seem to affect the foundations of
a building. The street at the southwest corner of the
post office has sunk 5 or 6 feet ; but this corner of the
building does not seem to have settled at all. This is also
true of the street in front of the City Hall. Both these
buildings were built over the bed of an old stream and
had piling for their foundations.
Several suggestions have been made as to building

earthquake proof buildings, but there seems to be no need

have been attributed to the earthquake. This Is also
true of the Kamm and Rialto Buildings. The damage
from the earthquake, although a very large total In Itself,
was relatively small in comparison with the damage
caused by fire.
A large proportion of the buildings in San Francisco
being of wood, the wreck was most complete, the fire
being so intense that the sites of former wooden struc
tures have now but a few pieces of charred wood and some
bent pipes to show that they were ever occupied. Small
brick nonfireproof buildings were also razed to the
ground, with here and there a chimney standing and an
occasional grate with a gas log in it uninjured.
Near the business part of the city, where the build

ings were larger and better built, the walls stood better.
All wooden floors were entirely cleaned out, and wher
ever steel columns and girders were used the whole Is a

Fig. 2.—Kohl Building.

The only office building In which the officeswere not entirely cleanedout by Are. Several of the apper floors
saved completely with their contents. The building had concretefloors and steel trim, with metal window frames, but
woodensash.

of changing the method of constructing the foundations
and the steel frames. Greater care ought to be taken in
building the walls of such buildings and in anchoring
them to the framework. There is no question but that
reinforced concrete walls would be the best construction
as the reinforcing steel could be fastened to the steel
frame.

Damage, by Dynamite and Fire.
A great deal of damage was done to fireproof build

ings in San Francisco by the use of dynamite—a damage
that to-day seems to have been needless. The Monadnock
Building had one charge of dynamite exploded in the
basement, which tore out tw.o floors and probably did a
great deal of damage to the walls, a damage which might

great mass of twisted steel. The falling walls left bal
anced in the air many curious things. In one case, four
beams cantilever 20 feet out from a 16-inch wall, with
out any support except the anchorage they have In the
wall ; In the City Hall, a great entablature is balanced
on two columns ; there are many cases of the lower part
of a wall falling out while the upper part is arched be
tween two piers.
As a rule the fireproof buildings of the city are stand
ing, in a state of more or less destruction. In only one
building are there any offices left untouched by the fire.
This building had cement floors and steel trim, thus re
ducing the amount of inflammable material in It, and this
one example shows that it is possible to make a building
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BO that its contents Will not be destroyed, even in the Performance of Different Flreproonngs.
midst of a fierce fire. There are evidences in other build- The fire tested thoroughly the various methods of flre-
lngs that if there had been less material to burn in them proofing steel structures. Concrete stood the test well,
the destruction to the building would have been less; there being little or no damage to any steel work which

Fig. 3.—Crocker Building.
The outside walls, which were self supporting, withstood
the Are and earthquakebetter than other parts of the building.
Broken terra cotta floor arches are shown In Fig. 23, and the
ruins of the top floor, due to the burning of the woodenroof,
are shown in Fig. 34.

Fig. 4.—Mills Building.
This was a wall bearingstructure,with steel frame sustain
ing terra cotta floor arches. Column coveringsand partitions
werealso of terra cotta. Failure of the partitions Is shown In
Fig. 22. Twisted and buckledsteel columnsdue to the failure
of the flreprooflngare shown In Figs. 24 and 27.

that is, the loss from outside fire was small in comparison
with that resulting from the fire produced by the material
in the building Itself.

Fig. 5.—St. Francis Hotel.
The concrete floor construction of this building remained
undamaged. Terra cotta partitions and column coverings also
withstood the lire better than In other buildings, due to good
workmanship. Two steel columnswere badly buckled,as shown
In Fig. 25, but they were not amply protected.

Fig. t>.—Merchants' Exchange Building.
In this building the best method of column covering em
ployed In San Francisco was demonstrated. Wire lath and
plaster In two thicknesses,with an air spacebetween,was us«*i.
The concretefloor constructionwas not damaged. The building
was subjectedto a most severetest, which it withstoodwell.

was flreproofed with concrete, while terra cotta was torn
off and destroyed in almost every case. When terra cotta
was used the partitions fell down, the flreprooflng around
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the columns came off, and a very large proportion of the
floor arches either fell out. or the bottom plates of the
arches broke off and left the arches in very bad shape.
Columns.— In the great majority of cases the fire-

proofing of columns was of terra cotta. Very often con
crete arches were used, but the partitions and column
covering were terra cotta. The result of this destruction
of column covering was that there are very few buildings
in the city in which there are no columns bent by fire.
These bends are usually at the ceiling. It is evident that
the flames rising to the ceiling travelled along it until
they reached some shaft which formed a flue, and any
column in their path was buckled. The form of column
covering that seems to have stood most successfully was
two thicknesses of wire lath and plaster, with an air
space between them. In a number of cases the outside
covering was torn off, but it seems to have resisted the
fire during the time it was most intense, sufficiently so to
allow the inner covering to protect the column.
Ceilings. — Hung ceilings seem to have been very suc

cessful in withstanding the fire. These ceilings did ex-

Fig. 7.—Old Chronicle Building.

At the time of Its erection,In 1888.this building was made
as nearly fireproofand as safe againstearthquakesas the prac
tice of that time permitted. It was the first building of the
"skyscraper" type built In San Francisco. The floors fell to
the basement,as shown in Fig. 32. A brokencast iron column
and brokensteel I-beamsarc shown In Figs. 29 and 30.

cellent service, especially in preventing the fire from
reaching the floor arches above them. In the Merchants'
Exchange Building, where the heat must have been very
Intense, there are only a few patches of hung ceiling
broken. A number of rooms in this building were used
for filing records, and in one such room the ashes of the
papers are about two feet deep. The fire that caused this
must have produced an intense heat, but the ceiling,
while It will have to be replaced, did not break, and suc
cessfully prevented the fire from getting at the beams
above.
Partitions. —There did not seem to be any partitions
which successfully withstood the fire In San Francisco.
Terra cotta was very badly damaged and wire lath and
plaster became very much bent and warped, owing to the

twisting of the steel in their construction. The windows
between the halls and the offices also proved to be a very
bad thing, as they were easily burned out, adding to the
fire, and the flames quickly passed from room to room
through the openings thus made.
Fronts.—All the material used in the fronts of the
buildings was more or less damaged, stone, of course,
showing the worst effects. The granite columns in the
first story of the Postal Telegraph Company Building
have almost entirely disappeared, through the splitting of
the stone. This is true of every place where the flames
or heat touched the stone; it spalied off and left the
fronts in such bad condition that they will probably have
to be taken down. Brick work was also very badly
cracked by the heat. Terra cotta did not act very much
better than stone. One building on Sutter street, near
Montgomery, which was almost entirely of terra cotta, is
very badly wrecked. Wireglass seems to have stood, the
test up to the melting point of the glass. The heat was
so intense that glass soon melted and fell out, and quan
tities of it. In this state, can be seen in the ruins. Wooden

Fig. 8.— Xeiv Chronicle Building.

As this building, which adjoins the older building of the
samename,was unfinishedand unoccnpled,no damagewas done
to It savea little shaking of the front piers by the earthquake.
The steel skeletonframe is Intact and uninjured. Where there
was woodwork In the building to burn the terra cotta floor
archeschippedoff as In the other buildings.

floors and sleepers were cleanly burned out ; in most cases
no evidences of the floors were left, and the only trace of
the sleepers is a channel in the concrete filling of the
floors. The effect of the heat on terra cotta made It
brittle, so that it can easily be broken with the fingers,
and the unequal expansion due to the face toward the
flame being hotter than that away from it caused the
plate toward the flame to crack and fall off.

Tin- BulldlngM.

The following is a summary of the writer's observa
tions on a number of fireproof buildings in San Francisco.
In the description of the buildings unless otherwise de
scribed they have skeleton frames with steel columns:
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City Hall autl Hall of Records. menced in 1871, took a number of years to complete and
cost $7,000,000.

This building is three stories in hight and built of The earthquake threw down almost the entire wall on
common brick faced with cement, marked off to resemble City Hail avenue, also the greater part of the self sup-

Fig. 9.—Fairmount Hotel.

Although this building was scarcely completed and unoccupied,the damagedone by Ore was very considerable.
The wire lath partitions and columncoveringsfailed completelyand the entire Interior of the building was badly gutted. The
handsomestone and glazed terra cotta front of the building was badly spalledand smoked. There was no perceptibledam
age by earthquake. On the left of the picture the ruins of the James Flood residenceare shown.

Fig. 10.— The Emporium.

Having been used as one of San Francisco's largest departmentstores and being laden with Inflammablematerials,
this building was easyprey for the flames. Much damagewas doneby dynamite,the flreprooflngof the first and secondfloors
being rendered useless thereby. The effect upon the steel columns and girders of the upper floors, which were nonfire-
proof, is apparent.

itone. The main portion is surmounted by a tower and

dome some 330 feet high. The outside walls are bearing

walls; the Interior of the tower and dome is supported

on steel, the outside walls being self supporting up to

the under side of the dome. The building was com

porting walls of the tower. The Hall of Records was
very little damaged by the earthquake. The columns in
the main entrance were immense hollow cast Iron columns
filled with brick concrete, and these in falling broke into
sections. The round columns at the corner of City Hall
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nvenue and Larkln street stood, supporting the en
tablature on top of them. The building seems to be a
complete wreck as a result of earthquake. The Are got
into It, and although very little trace of it can be seen
on the outside of the building, the probabilities are that
the interior was entirely burned out. It was impossible
to get admission to this building.

Kohl Building.
Northeastcorner of Montgomeryand California streets.

Illustration, Fig. 2.
Eleven stories.
Material of front : Sandstone.
Concretefloor construction.
Column coveringand partitions, wire lath and plaster; column
covering,double.

Hung ceilings.
Finished cementfloors and trim, throughout the building, steel.
Window frameswereof metal,but sashwas wood.

The effect of the earthquake was very slight. A few
cracks appeared in the outside walls, and inside the

Fiq. 11.— Vail Building.

Showing the Third street side, where the Are was fiercest
and where the stonework Is badly damaged. A report which It
was impossibleto confirmstates that thebuildingis out of plumb.
The concretefloor construction,which was of the bottomflange
system,stood the fire test well.

principal evidence of damage from this source was the
shaking loose of the marble wainscoting. The first floor
was left in fair condition by the fire. The second and
third floors were pretty well burned out The fourth,

fifth and sixth floors were slightly burned, but from there

to the roof there was practically no damage from the fire.
The flames damaged the stone front, especially the front on

California street, where the heat was most intense. The
fire outside this building must have been quite as severe

as the average ; the buildings all around it being burned
very badly, with the exception of the one on the east side,

which was a low bank building and probably protected

the Kohl Building somewhat. During the entire fire two

or three men remained in this building and did what they

could to put out the flames ; but the result of their efforts

must have been slight, as they had to carry in pails the

water they used to extinguish the fire. This is the only
building within the fire zone in San Francisco which

had "any of the interior left, and it seems to show the

methods which should be employed in making a building

fireproof, the main thing to be borne in mind being the

reduction to a minimum of all inflammable material. The

fire did not get into the basement of the Kohl Building at
all ; consequently, the power plant was uninjured, and
elevators were running In two weeks after the earth
quake.

Crocker Building.
Corner of Market and Post streets.

Illustration, Fig. 3.
Ten stories.
Front : Stone,brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction,columncovering,partitions: Terra cotta.

The roof of this building was constructed of wood,
which soon burned out, leaving the top story a chaotic
mass of beams, wire lath and flreprooflng. The partitions
throughout the building fell down, the covering parted
from the columns, and the floor arches, although they did
not fall out to any great extent, the bottom plates cracked
and fell. With the exception of the roof no steel seems
to have been damaged, which is very surprising, consid
ering the condition of the flreprooflng.

Fig. 12.— Wkittell Building.

The bare steel skeletonshown in the middle of the engrav
ing is the only work completedon this building, which was In
courseof constructionat the time of the disaster. The original
plan of Inclosing the building In steel plates will doubtless be
changed,owing to the lessonsof the great Are.

The construction of the building was not of the skel
eton type, the outside walls being self supporting, the
steel frame only sustaining the floors. The outside walls
are very heavy, and seem to be specially well built; they
sustain little damage from the earthquake and fire,

mills Building
Corner of Montgomeryand Bush streets.

Illustration, Fig. 4.
Ten stories.
Material of front : Marble, brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction,columncoveringand partitions : Terra cotta.

This building was not of the skeleton construction
type, the outside walls being self supporting, and the
steel frame only sustaining the floors. The earthquake
slightly cracked some of the walls. The fire cleaned the
inside of the building out from the basement to the roof,
with the exception of the engine room. The flreprooflng

was torn from the columns, the partitions crumbled
away (see Fig. 22), the floor arches fell out in a number

of places, and in a great many other cases the bottom
plate of the arch cracked and fell off. Three columns in

the basement were buckled, one of them very badly (see
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Fig. 13.—Monadnock Building.

Pacific Elotel on one side and Call Building on
the other side of It. This building would not have
beenvery seriouslydamagedhad It not beenfor the
great amount of unnecessarydynamiting done to
It. Details of the damageare shown In Figs. 31
and 26

Fig. 15.—Sloanc Building.

One of the few examplesof the failure of cast Iron columns
In the Are Is furnished by this building. Being usedas a furni
ture store, It was filled with highly lmfiammablematerial, and
the fire was very Intense. Practically the entire Interior of the
structuresunk severalfeet It was also affectedby earthquake.

Fig. H.—Kamm Building.

Another Illustration of the extensive damagewrought by
dynamiting Is afforded by this building. It Is a total wreck,
owing to the extensive destruction due to dynamiting. The
ateel columnsare mostly all standing,but they are buckled,and
the floors have been torn loose and are hanging from the
columns.

Fig. 10.— City of Paris Dry Goods Company
Building.

The principal damagehere was also done by
dynamite. The southeast corner of the building,
which was dynamited,was entirely destroyed,and
In this sectionalone Is the frameworkbadly dam
aged. The fire did Its worst work In the two lower
stories.
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Fig. 27). The interior court was built with glazed brick
and cast iron mullions. The glazing peeled off the bricks
and the mullions bent badly.
The heat in the basement was very intense, the side
walk beams are badly bent, the sidewalk in places pre
senting the appearance of waves.
With the exception of the damage done to the stone

by the fire the front walls seem to be in good condition.
St. Francis Hotel,

Union Square,corner of Geary and Powell streets.
Illustration, Fig. 5.
Twelve stories.
Front: Stone.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Partitions and columncovering: Terra cotta.
Hung ceilings.
The floor construction was undamaged. The partl-

The method of flreprooflng the columns in this build
ing stood the Are well. In a number of cases the out
side thickness of wire lath and plaster was torn off, but
the inner thickness held, with the result that no columns
In the building were affected by the fire. This method of
flreprooflng columns was the most successful of any em
ployed in San Francisco. There is no question that the
air space between the two thicknesses of wire lath and
plaster contributed to this good result, but it looks very
much as if the outside thickness broke the force of the
heat and the inner covering was capable of withstanding
the amount of heat which reached it. No damage was
done to the floor construction, the hung ceiling under
neath preventing the flames from reaching it. This cell
ing was broken only in a few places. The partitions were

Fig. 17.—Hibernia Bank Building.

A typical Illustration of tbe condition of this type of build
ing. The Interior was badly guttedby Are and the stonework
considerablydamaged.

tions and column cover
ing in this building were
not so seriously affected
as in the great number of
other cases where terra
cotta was employed for
these purposes. The Are
reached two columns in
the mezzanine story and
buckled them (see Fig.

25) ; otherwise there was
no damage to the steel
work. The court was
lined with pressed brick,
which had but very little
bond with the common
brick backing, and this
lining was either shaken
off by the earthquake or
destroyed by exposure to
the fire.
The front, although
well blackened by the
smoke, was not much
damaged by the Are. The
extension to the building,
for which the steel frame
was almost complete, was
but little damaged, and
few beams and one col
umn were bent Any evidences of earthquake were very
largely covered up by the fire damage. The stone piers in
the front and some brick piers inside are cracked.

Tier, limit*' Kxcban<re Huldlnz.
California streetnear Montgomerystreet.

Illustration, Fig. G.
Fourteenstories.
Materia! of front : Stone,brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Columncovering: Two thicknessesof wire lath and plaster,with
air spacebetween.

Partitions : Wire lath and plaster.
Hung ceilings.

Fig. 18.—Arvnsun Building.
Seriouslydamagedby fire, dynamitingand earthquake,this
building presentsa sorry picture and Is In a dangerouscondi
tion. An interior view showing buckled columns and fallen
partitions, but undamagedconcretefloors, Is shown In Fig. 28.

Fig. 19.—Majestic Theater.

Damagedby earthquake. The stageend, which was unsup
ported brick work, collapsedcompletely,while the
of the forward portion remainedstanding.

very badly twisted out of
shape, ns were all parti
tions of this kind sub
jected to the Are.
The earthquake prob
ably cracked the walls,
but a great deal of dam
age was done to them by
the fire, and it is very
difficult to arrive at any
conclusion as to the rela
tive proportions of the
damage resulting from
these causes. Both the
brick and stone work of
the front were damaged.
Hung ceilings and the
concrete floor thoroughly
protected the beams, and
there seems to be no dam
aged steel In the building
at all. The fire did not
reach the basement, thus
leaving the power plant
intact Elevators were
running in two weeks
after the earthquake. The
court walls were laid up
in glazed brick. The
glazing peeled off in
court wall was in badpatches,

shape.
and generally this

Chronicle BulltlliiK*
Corner Kearny and Market streets.

Illustration. Fig.
Ten stories.
Front : Stone,brick aud terra cotta.
Floor construction,columncoveringand partitions: Terra cotta

This building is not a skeleton construction, the out
side walls being self supporting, with columns built in
them to carry the floors. The columns throughout this
building are cast iron. All the floors in the building, be-
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tween the main entrance and the corner, fell into the
basement. There were tenants in this building who con
tinued to occupy their offices until the evening of the day
of the earthquake, consequently these floors did not fall
from the effects of the earthquake. There was quite an
amount of machinery in the top story, the weight of
which probably started the top floor to fall, and it car
ried the rest of the floors with it. There was a Are in
this building November last, which carried away the
clock tower.
The terra cotta partitions and column covering
crumbled and fell, and the terra cotta arches broke and
fell in a large number of cases. None of the steel work was
damaged, except that in the section of the building which
fell. A column in the top story was broken off about the
middle (Fig. 30), and two beams supporting a bay win-

Fig. 22.—Ruing in the Hills Building.

Showing the failure of terra cotta partitions. Similar views
werenumerousthroughoutthe tall buildings of the city.

dow on Kearny street were broken at the wall, where
some separator holes had been punched, the ends of the
beams hanging down alongside the walls and held by a
small amount of metal in the bottom flanges (Fig. 29).
The new part of the Chronicle Building (Fig. 8) was
unfinished and unoccupied. There was, therefore, no
damage done to it beyond a little shaking of the front
piers by the earthquake. In one or two stories where
there was some wood work to burn the bottoms of the
terra cotta arches spalled off. as they did in all other
buildings where they were exposed to the fire.

l a i111 111Hotel.
Nob Hill.

Illustration, Fig. 9.
Five stories.
Front : Stoneand glazedterra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Columncoveriugand partitions: Wire lath and plaster.

This building was not yet occupied, but the greater
part of the building was ready for occupancy, and, no
doubt, if this fire had not happened the hotel would have
been open for guests within a short time. There did not
seem to be any effect by earthquake. The fire cleaned the
building out very thoroughly, damaging the interior to a
great extent. The stone of the front was badly spalled

by the fire and the terra cotta was blacked by the smoke.

Emporium.
Market street.

Illustration, Fig. 10.
Sevenstories.
Front : Stone.
First and secondstories flreproofed.
Floor constructionand column covering: Terra cotta.

At present all that remains of this building Is an ugly
pile of twisted steel. The fire seems to have bufned out
the structure very completely, but it would probably have
been less of a ruin had it not been dynamited. There is
no way of telling whether the earthquake had any effect,
but it probably had little beyond a few cracks in the
walls. The upper stories were not fireproof, but had
steel columns and girders. The effect of the Are on this
form of construction was evident in the twisting and
bending of the steel.

Fig. 23.— View in the Crocker Building.

A typical Illustration of the mannerin which the bottomplates
of the terra cotta archesspalledoff.

Call Bulldlug.
Corner of Third and Market streets.

Illustration, Fig. 11.
Nineteenstories.
Front : Sandstone.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Partitions and columncovering: Terra cotta.

It was reported that this building was out of plumb,
but this was not evident to the eye, and at the time of
writing no one was allowed in the building to make an
examination of it. The partitions and column covering
throughout the building were very badly damaged. The
floor construction was the bottom flange system, and, so
far as the writer could see. stood the fire test well. The
flames on the east side of the building were the fiercest,
and therefore the stone work on this side of the building
was very badly damaged.
It would be hard to say how extensive the damage

from the earthquake was because of the serious damage
by fire, but it is not likely that it was very much.

Wlilltcll Building.
Illustration. Fig. 12.
Fifteen stories.
The steel work of this building had just been com
pleted, and none of the other work had been started.
Flames from the adjacent buildings bent a few of the
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beams in the first and second stories ; but, with these the object of making it earthquake proof. It is needless
exceptions, the frame work stands just as it was before to say that, while this might make the building capable of

Fig. 23.—Warped column in the St. Francis Hotel. Two Fig. 28.—View In the Aronson Building showing buckled
of thesecolumnsacting In this mannerhad not beenamply pro- columns due to broken terra cotta coverings, while concrete
tectedby flreprooBng. .loors resistedthe Are.

Twitted and Buckled Steel Columns.

the earthquake and fire. It was reported that the owner resisting the effects of earthquakes, it would not render
of this building intended to inclose it in steel plates, with it fireproof, and, as most of the destruction in San Fran-
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Cisco was caused by the fire, it would be far better In fin
ishing the building to follow the usual, approved methods
of flreprooflng the steel.
As will be noted in Fig. 12, the entire erection of the

steel work of this building was completed without putting
in any of the floor arches.

Honadnock Building.
Market and Annie streets.

Illustration, Fig. 13.
Ten stories.
Front : Stoneand brick.
Floor construction: Steel girders,concretebeamsand floor slabs.
Partitions and column covering: Wire lath and plaster.
This building was not completed when the earth

quake and Are happened; consequently the Are did little
damage to It Parts of the building have been dynamited,
and it is difficult to determine whether the cracks In the
walls are due to dynamite or to earthquake. The walls
on Market street are quite badly cracked, and at the cor-

Flg. 29.—View In old Chronicle Building showing ste«ilI-beams
brokenoff at separator holes near their ends.

ner of Annie and Market streets the side on Annie
street shows a large crack, practically from the roof
down. Some of the wall on Annie street, at the rear of
the building, has fallen out. No such serious damage has
been done to any building by the earthquake, and there
is no question that this damage is largely due to dyna
mite. One charge of dynamite, placed in the basement,
blew out arches in the first and second floors and struck
the ceiling of the second story, breaking the wire lath.
The Hearst Building, next door, was dynamited after
the Are, and this also must have Injuriously affected the
Monadnock Building. As the building was in an unfin
ished state, all the columns were not fireproofed ; and in
the basement where there was nn intense heat, due to the
burning of a large quantity of lumber, two of the columns
buckled, as shown in Fig. 26.

Kamni It ii i hi i n- .
Stevensonstreet, near Third street.

Illustration, Fig. 14.
Eight stories.
Brick walls.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Column coveringand partitions: Wire lath and plaster.
This building was connected with a building on Mar

ket street, occupied by a dealer in wall paper, and there
was a large stock of wall paper in the basement of the

Kamm Building. The building is a total wreck from the
use of dynamite. The steel columns are mostly all stand
ing, but they are buckled and the fioors have been torn
loose and are hanging from the columns. Large sections
of the walls have fallen down. Nothing could be learned
from this building as to the effects of earthquake and
Are, owing to the extensive destruction due to dynamiting.

Sloane Bnlldlng.
Post street, betweenKearney street and Grant avenue.

Illustration, Fig. IS.
Sevenstories.
Front : Brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Column covering: Terra cotta.
Columns: Cast iron.
This building was used as a furniture store, and was
affected by the earthquake, but not to such extent as to
make it unserviceable. The front walls were greatly dam
aged by the Are, so much so that evidences of earthquake

Fig. 30.—View in old Chronicle Building. A cast iron column
locatedin the top story brokenoff about mldwa/.

were almost completed destroyed. There must have been
an intense heat In the building, as it buckled several col
umns in the basement, and practically the whole Intexior
of the structure sunk several feet. This is one of the few
examples of the failure of cast iron columns In the fire.
As a rule, this material came through without much
damage.

City of Paris Dry Goods Company Building.
Southeast corner of Geary and Stockton streets.

Illustration, Fig. 16.
Six stories.
Front : Stone,brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction,column covering,partitions: Terra cotta.

The front of this building Is in very fair condition, the
flames having damaged but a small part of the stone
work. The terra cotta in the interior of the building has
been seriously affected, especially In the lower stories, the
partitions being thrown down, the column covering broken
off, and the bottom plates of the arches fallen out The
condition of the frame work seems to be pretty fair, with
the exception of that in the southeast corner, which was
dynamited. The dynamite destroyed this corner of the
building thoroughly. There are no evidences of the earth
quake, although these may have been destroyed by Are or
dynamite. The fire in this building seems to have been
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fiercest In the two lower stories, which were occupied by
a dry goods company ; apparently above these stories the
Are could not have been so intense, as the resultant dam
age was less.

Fig. 32.—Bottom of old Chronicle Building, showing fallen
floor beams.

Aronaon Bulldlnic.
Corner Third and Mission streets.

Illustration, Fig. 18.
Ten stories.
Front : Stone, brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Column covering and partitions : Terra cotta.
The front of this building was very badly damaged

by fire; also, probably, by earthquake and dynamite.
The interior partitions all fell down, and in several cases
columns were exposed to the flames, with the result that
they buckled, leaving the interior of the building In

Fig. 33.—Bottom of Rialto Building, showing mass of twisted
ruins.

Fig. 34.—Top of Crocker Building. Bulns due to burning of
woodenroof.

a dangerous condition. The concrete floors stood, as is
shown by the picture of the buckled columns In the build
ing in Fig. 28. There were no hung ceilings ; consequently
the concrete had to stand the full force of the flames,

which it did without any material damage.
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Flood Building.
Market street.

Eleven stories.
Front : Stone.
Floor construction: Terra cotta, segmentalarches.
Columncoveringand partitions: Terra cotta.
Hung ceilings.

With the exception of the first story, the hung ceilings

protected the terra cotta arches in this building, and they

sustained little or no damage. The partitions and column
coverings have been all broken and thrown down. Evi

dently no steel was exposed to the flame, except in the

first story, where several columns were slightly bent from
heat The east wall of this building was a very large

expanse of solid brick, which was uninjured by the fire.
No signs of earthquake appear in this wall. Some of the

front piers were cracked, but no serious damage seems to
have been occasioned by the earthquake. The building

was completely gutted by the fire.

moved all evidence of possible earthquake damage. In
a number of cases the terra cotta had fallen out, leaving
the steel exposed In the outside walls, and In such In
stances the steel was twisted as an effect of the fire. The
floor arches held well, as In all other Instances of con
crete arch construction. The terra cotta partitions and
column covering were very badly damaged, and in the
case of at least one column the covering permitted the
fire to reach the column and buckle it A panel of
arches, through several floors, was torn out, evidently by
the falling of some heavy weight.

Rlallo Building.

Corner of Mission and New Montgomerystreets.
Eight stories.
Front : Brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Columncoveringand partitions: Wire lath and plaster.

It is impossible to determine whether or not the earth-

Post Office.

Corner of Seventhand Mission streets.
Three stories.
Front : Stone.

The stone work of this building has been very badly

shaken by the earthquake ; particularly that on the east

side. At the southwest corner the street sunk 5 or 6 feet,
allowing the bottom stones of the platform, which ex
tends around the building, to drop away and leave a
space of 1 to 2 feet between the platform and the stones
beneath. The interior of the building has not been very
seriously damaged, the principal effects showing in the
marble wainscoting. The mosiac ceilings stood very well.

Quite extensive damage to this building must have been
occasioned by the use of dynamite. In the second story
the corridors are lined with transoms and glass paneled
doors, and not a single piece of glass has been left un
broken in these transoms and doors ; this is the effect of
dynamite. The building suffered but slightly from fire.

Balldlng on north side Sutter street,betweenKearny and Mont
gomerystreets.

Eight stories.
Front : Almost entirely of terra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Partitions and columncovering: Terra cotta.

The exterior terra cotta of this building was very

badly broken as a result of the fire ; so badly that it re-

quake damaged this building, because of the effects of
dynamite. The fire cleaned out the building thoroughly,
but It is doubtful that it damaged any of the steel werk,
for the reason that the flreproofing was of a type that
stood the flames well In other buildings. The southeast
and northwest corners of the building were dynamited,
and these portions of the building are in ruins, the floors
from the roof down have fallen into the basement Col
umns were buckled, and beams were hanging from them
in a tangled masses. One column stood without a lateral
support from the first floor to the roof.

Wells Fargo Building.
Corner of Mission and Secondstreets.

Six stories.
Front : Stone,brick and terra cotta.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Partitions and columncovering: Wire lath and plaster.
The interior of this building was completely burned

out. The Are damaged the front to a considerable extent
There were very few cracks from the earthquake. No
steel was damaged. The partitions in this building stood
the fire well, probably due to the fire not being as fierce as
in other buildings. The plaster was destroyed, but with
few exceptions the wire lath was in good condition and
work had already begun taking the old plaster off in
preparation for putting on new. There seemed to have
been no damage to the floor arches.
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Allai B ulldlnK.

Mission street, near Secondstreet.
Tenstories.
Front: Rough brick, with cementfinish.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Columncoveringand partitions : Wire lath and plaster.

This was a new and unoccupied building and the
damage from Are was consequently not very large. The

walls were cracked, either from dynamite or earthquake ;

probably from dynamite, as it was used very freely In the
vicinity of this building. At the time of writing several
tenants are in the building.
Next to this building is standing the only nonflreproof
building in the burned district How it escaped the fire
it would be very hard to say, as all the buildings around
It, even fireproof buildings, were burned.

mutual Savings Bank.
Market and Geary, near Kearny streets.

Elevenstories.
Front: Stone.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Columncoveringand partitions : Wire lath and plaster.

The steel frame appears to be In good condition, but

the writer was unable to gain admission to make any

kind of an examination. The front on Market street was

not much injured, but that on Geary street was ruined.
This Is due to the fact that the wind was from the south
and blew the flames through on the Geary street side.

The Are cleaned the Interior of the building out very
thoroughly, but Judging from what could be seen from

the outside, the partitions and column covering stood re
markably well.

(/■Ion Trust Building.
Corner Montgomeryand Market streets.

Ten stories. * •
Front : Brick, stoneand terra cotta.'
Floor construction,columncoveringand partitions: Terra cotta.
The floor arches were broken, the column covering

torn off and a large number of the partitions fell down.
The Are did not seem to be fierce enough in this build
ing to do any damage to the uncovered steel. The front
was in fair shape, although quite a little of the stone
work was damaged by the Are. There seemed to be little
or no damage from the earthquake.

Shreve Building.
Corner of Post street and Grant avenue.

Ten-stories.
Front : Sandstone.
Floor construction: Concrete.
Partitions and columncovering: Wire lath and plaster.

There seems to have been little or no effect of the
earthquake upon this building. The Aames destroyed the
front stone work, particularly that of the front on Grant
avenue. The contents of the building were burned and

the whole Interior wrecked. None of the steel In the
building appears to have been damaged.

Newman and LevI»on Building
Southwestcorner of Gearyand Stocktonstreets.

The only part of this building in place was the steel
frame, which was very nearly completed. About three
stories of the stone work had been erected. Very little
damage was done to the steel. In places where there
was wood It burned out, and, in a number of cases,

buckled the beams. This applies only to the lower
stories ; in the upper, the paint, red lead, is practically
unaffected. There were no evidences of earthquake,

low Bank Balldlugs.
There are a number of low Areproof bank buildings lu

the city to which no access could be obtained because of
the precautions taken to safeguard the contents of the
vaults. Generally the condition of the exterior of such
buildings was the same as In the case of the Hibernia
Bank, a picture of which is shown in Fig. 17. The fire
entered all of them, probably burning up everything com
bustible Inside and producing heat intense enough to
destroy the stone work of the exteriors.

A high class elevator apartment house, arranged for
41 families, Is soon to be erected on the northeast corner
of Madison avenue and Sixty-sixth street, New York
Dity, in accordance with plans prepared by Architects
Harde & Short of West Twenty-ninth street. The build
ing will be ten stories in hight, will cover a plot 100 x

100% feet, and will cost about $1,000,000. The exterior
will be of light brick, limestone, terra cotta and fine
ornamental iron work, while the interior will be finished
in hard wood, marble, tile and mosaic.

Egyptian Building.

The architecture of Egypt divides itself into two
great periods, the first represented by the pyramids and
the second by the temples. All chronological systems,
however widely differing in the actual dates assigned,
concur In placing the pyramids of Egypt as the oldest
of all architectural objects either in existence or of which
any record or description whatever is preserved. Yet,
with these evidences of extreme antiquity, we are star
tled, says a writer In an English exchange, to find Egyp
tian art as nearly perfect as in later ages, when Greek
science and refinement had been brought to bear on Its
elaboration and refinement. Think only of the mechan
ical powers involved In transporting the huge blocks of
granite from Syene to Memphis, of squaring them with a
mathematical accuracy never surpassed, of polishing
them to a surface smooth as glass and of raising them
higher than such blocks were ever raised in any buildings
in the world and setting them there with so wonderful
a precision that after thousands of years have passed
over them there they yet remain without flaw or settle
ment. As examples of technic art they are unrivaled
among the works of men, but they rank among the low
est if Judged by the aesthetic rules of architectural art
The same character belongs to the tombs and buildings
around them ; they are low and solid and possess neither
beauty of form nor any ornamental feature worthy of
attention or admiration, yet, like the pyramids, in evi
dences of lasting stability they have attained the object
their builders had principally in view when they designed
them. The moment we pass the local limits of the
necropolis of Memphis we become aware of the presence
of a new style of architecture, differing in almost every
respect from that which preceded it and in many respects
remarkably antagonistic. No longer do we see pyramids
or traces of quaint wooden structures, but in place of
these everywhere obelisks and temple palaces. The sim
ple grandeur they evince is universally owned and their
almost unvarying characteristics are familiar too, but of
their enormous size or extent nothing but an actual
survey can afford a true conception.
The temple of Karnac Mr. Fergusson designates as

" perhaps the noblest efiCortof architectural magnificence
ever produced by the hand of man," the principal dimen
sions being 1200 feet in length by about 360 feet In
breadth, covering therefore about 430,000 square feet, or
more than twice the area of St Peter's at Rome. It
must, however, be recollected that our modern buildings
are all under one roof, which was not the case of old; a
considerable portion at Karnac was quite uncovered. The
temple at Luxor Is another work of overwhelming gran
deur ; and besides these there stood on the western side
of the Nile the Memnonium or great temple of Amenophia
III, now almost entirely ruined, owing to the marshy site
on which it was built. After a long period of misfortune
and decay, from which she was recovered by the enlight
ened policy of the Ptolemies, Egypt presented in her
architecture a like revival, not to an equal purity with
the great national era, but still with much richness and
splendor. Of edifices erected at this later period may be
mentioned the temple at Edfou, usually known as Apol-
lonopolis Magna, those at Dendera, at Kalabsche and at
Phlla;. There are also not a few curious rock cut tem
ples botli in Egypt proper and in Nubia ; also many exca
vated labyrinthine tombs of mysterious solemnity. Of
domestic architecture very little remains; but in paint
ings and sculpture so many illustrations have been hand
ed down to us that there is no difficulty in forming a cor
rect judgment both of its style and details. There is
every reason to believe that the cities which have passed
away were every way worthy of the temples that
adorned them, and that the streets were as splendid and
tasteful as the public buildings themselves, and displayed,
though in a more ephemeral form, the same wealth and
power which astonish us in the great monuments that
remain.
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FURNITURE FOR PORCH AND LAWN.
By Paul D. Otter.

EACH
year that passes witnesses greater comfort In

the arrangement and equipment of the porch of the

modern dwelling and about the lawn, or shall we say the

grass plot, for many of us are within the high priced

territory of the city or town, where the usual 25 x 12."»

feet marks a man's estate. On this fixed boundary there

is little space in front of the porch or in the rear to fur

nish with portable or fixed furniture, such as one may

see about a large estate. Indeed it would be pretentious

and uurestful, to say nothing of the extra work a clut

tered up space always requires. There are, however, a

few pieces which may be made and properly placed with

in a small area, which in connection with a well groomed

grass plot gives us pleasure in our summer walks along

a residence street.
The chairless porch does not create the impression of

restfulness and hospitality; here there is no implied in

vitation to "come up and sit down." Across the way,

though, there is always " open house," or rather open
porch, chairs a plenty, husk mats and rugs, ever ready to

lure a passing friend to tarry in comfort. This hospita

ble spirit is so much embodied in the modern plan that
the porch is not a mere covered bracket, but has grown

to be a room with three open sides, deep enough that
special made furniture will not be subject to so much
damage from moisture as under the narrow porch. It Is
no doubt true that with the contracted porch the ean-y-

ing out and back again each night of the favorite chair

shellac for a preparatory coat for a wax rub ; rather use

the chair for a time with the oil stain well rubbed dry

and bright. To brighten the piece from time to time go

over it with a rag filled with half boiled oil and turpen

tine, then polish with a dry cloth.
Now as to Fig. 1, the measured illustration is easy to

follow. In beginning such work it is of course the

2 Fr.n1-r.u»Ji

Fig. 1.—Porch Rocker, Showing Front and Side Views.

Furniture for Porch or Lawn.

Fig. 3.—Porch Swing 4 or 6 Feet In Length.

discourages many from courting nature and all the bene
fits of the " open air treatment."
The outdoor chair or piece of furniture has no glue
'.n its construction, as it depends on tight mortise and
tenon joints, with pins, or in many cases rivet nails.
There would be no harm in gluing some joints If It is
intended to heavily coat the surface with paint, but even
then a nail should pass through the side of the mortise
into the tenon. Naturally large parts should be used In
the construction of exposed furniture. The general pro
portions of the Mission style are more appropriate for
porches than for some interiors of limited space.
In Fig. 1 of the illustrations is shown what in its

essential features is an outdoor chair, and following the
prevalent fancy might be made larger in its parts than
indicated on the drawing, but this, however, is entirely a
matter of individual preference. Plain oak is the fa
vorite wood for this style, treated in a dark brown tone,
which now is designated as " weathered." This character
of chair, made in ash or chestnut and treated with a
transparent green stain, looks very attractive for the
porch. Avoid by all means a water stain for porch fur
niture, for should a chair intended to remain for the
season on the porch or one accidentally left out over night
become wet by a heavy dew or a night shower much
damage might be done to dresses when next it is used.
An oil stain is preferable; and furthermore do not use

proper and reliable way to make a rough half size de
tail drawing, when no false cuts ensue and the various
bevels may be transferred to the material from the paper

without guesswork.
The comfortable inclination of the back is secured by-
holding the lower ends of the back posts at a properly
determined position on the side stretcher by means of a
carriage bolt, and at the arms also. Small head stout
wire nails should be driven where mortise and tenon
come together, and this should be done while the parts
are held together by bar clamps. On the inside, where
posts and rails join the seat frame, triangular corner
blocks should be held by stout screws, and one long screw
should enter the block and the corner of each post For
outdoor requirements a slatted seat will be the most
reliable, unless the more comfortable double cane or a
splint bottom seat can be obtained. A cleat must be
nailed on inside of the side rails % inch below the edge
and upon this % x 1% inch slats may be nailed, slightly
parted. The slats should have the edges well rounded
and the top slightly crowned. Naturally a loose leather
bag cushion would add to the comfort, and this could be
readily taken in at night The rockers come from a
plank 1% x 4% x 30 inches.
There are certain chairs which are typical of our
American life, public and priyate. They have a sturdy
look that suggests primitiveness. The chair shown In
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Fig. 2 Is such a pattern. We would miss it if we did not
see it in a country lawyer's office or in rows along a
hotel veranda and the home porch. It is recommended
as a good chair to make, being readily put together. It
is very seldom made in oak, maple or walnut being used,
although that again is a matter of individual taste. In
maple the club arms by use become smooth and polished,
which properly would not be the ease should chestnut or
ash be used. A frame with a slat seat is shown In lieu
of the usual and more desirable double cane seat. The
three slats, each 3 inches wide by 13-16 Inch thick, are
worked out of stock 2% Inches thick, conforming to an
arc of a circle within 2% x 15% inches in length. This
and the post should be laid out and paper patterns made.
The seat is secured by a square shoulder in the back,
and the front corners are turned out in conformity with
the heavy turned post, as shown, then secured by long,
heavy screws on the sides of the back posts and diag
onally through the front posts.
The porch swing appeals to many after experiencing

the horrors of a hammock. However alluring these bright
fish nets have been, they are not what they look to be,
and are traps to double one up out of all dignity. The
swing, it is true, is not altogether comfortable without
pillows, but if care is used to firmly adjust the back a
little greater than a chair bevel it will In itself be restful,
with its slight swaying motion from chains suspended
from the ceiling beams. A welded link chain of 5-16-inch
iron should be used—a single chain suspended from the
roof beam and running half the length to a double chain
—as shown. This back adjustment to swing, shown in
Fig. 3, is secured as directed for the back of the rocker

Fig. i.—-Lawn Table and Chair.

held firmly by a tie plate or block at each post under the
seat.
Many people find pleasure in having a " Dutch
lunch " on the lawn, and for this a few tables appro
priate for outdoors should be made. While there can
no glue enter into the construction of the table and
chair shown in Fig. 4, the fitting of parts should not be
carelessly done. The legs, dressed to 1% inches square,
should be fitted to the proper bevel under the top plate
or batten, which will answer also in holding the top from
warping too greatly. For this use plenty of screws.
Two stout square sticks may be halved to support the
lower shelf and this is to be held down by screws from
underneath. By a proper selection of hickory brandies a
rustic effect may be produced, while adding greatly to

Fig. 5.—CompaDlonChair.

Fig. 6.—Lawn Settee.

Furniture for Porch or Lawn.

In Fig. 1. Arrange the arms so that they are 10% Inches
from the top of the seat to the top of the arm. This will
be proper support for a pillow placed in the corner.
Bolted construction is the best for such a piece of furni
ture held in suspension. Two bolts passing through the
front pillar along the side rail and into the back pillar,
with washers and nuts in the rear, will make a reliable
framing. The front and back rails may be secured by
shorter carriage bolts through pillars and into holes in
the ends of the rails, with a sunken place to receive and
draw up the bolt with a nut. Stout corner blocks should
also be placed under the slat seat.
As the swing fulfills a purpose in the summer, It could
also do service for a hall or den settee by providing an
under rack or leg and stretcher parts, to be fitted and
fastened by underscrew blocks. This is mentioned here
as it might be found desirable to make a complete settee,
putting in double stretchers or strainers between posts
under the seat. When completed saw off the posts a half
inch from the under edge of the seat rail. This lower
part may then be put away until the winter months, when
the two parts may be reunited by loose dowel joints and

the strength of the table. The slant of legs shown in
the picture may be marked on the drawing at 4 inches
under the ends and 3 inches under the sides, spreading
them in line with the outer edge of the top at the floor
line, which is 29 Inches under the top. Incidentally the
German chair shown would give a good setting to the
lawn. The companion chair, Fig. 5, should be part evi
dence of one's hospitality, not to say that in it one can
become In a summer thoroughly acquainted with one's
wife. The dimensions of the seat frame are 17% x 42
inches, 1% inches thick, provided with slightly parted
slats. The posts, straight and curved, should be dressed
to 1% inches square ; a sufficient curve may be secured
from a plank 4% inches wide. The bight of the back
should be 22 inches from the top of the seat. In other
particulars as to bevels one may be guided by almost
any house chair, as the one under construction should
be a chair of comfort and the back therefore may have a
greater bevel than an ordinary table chair.
Sufficient size is in the posts to fit the seat into a

diagonal gain, sawing off the corners of the seat to fit the
groove firmly when drawn up by a long, heavy screw or
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the window should have three sets of sashes and win
dow frames. A space about 15 inches must be
filled with sawdust on all sides between the brick outer
walls and the inside finished walls of the store room.
The inside walls are made of light joists J nailed to
the floors and ceiling with clean pine boards or matched
strips D nailed to them. Strips of tarred paper R may
be tacked on the walls inside of the space reserved for
the sawdust. The space between walls is filled with very-
dry, clean sawdust up to the top of the room and later
on continued to the roof.
Continue the brick walls up to a hlght of 18

feet, which will then form the support for the slanting
or peaked roof. Tnside of the brick walls build an inner
partition of wood with space between for sawdust This
inner partition should be supported by heavier joists
than on the first floor and at the roof they should be

The ice does not rest on the zinc floor. A platform
is built up for it. This is made of joists laid on edge
and nailed rigid with strips of pine and then floored over
with rough timber. The platform should be open so that
the drip from the ice is in no way interfered with. The
inside wall should be built up to the edges of this plat
form.
The spaces between the walls are next filled with dry
sawdust as on the first floor. There is only one opening
in this part of the building and that is a small door for
the reception of the ice. This is located well up under
the roof on the north side. It is protected by double
doors with an air space between which can be filled

Fig. 1.—Vertical CrossSection,ShowingMarnierof Construction.

Cold Storage House for a Country Home.

braced with supports against the brick work. This is
to prevent any damage from the lateral pressure of the
stored ice, which as it melts might slide from its posi
tion and get jammed against the walls.
The construction and finishing of the flooring of this
ice room is most important. If it leaks the water will
drip through the floor to the store room, for the melting
ice must continually keep it wet The floor is made
preferably with zinc sheets Z. The method of doing
this is to lay strips of rubber sheeting on the floor beams
and then nail the zinc sheets down firmly. The rubber
makes the joints water tight and even air tight. The
zinc flooring must have a slope in one direction to carry
off the moisture. The drainage pipe should be attached
to the lowest part of the zinc floor and connected with
the ground outside. The drainage pipe should be pro
tected by several inches of sawdust to prevent it from
freezing and should in no way be exposed to freezing
weather. When the zinc floor is put on the slope toward
the drainage pipe is obtained by bending the sheets or
Sy having grooves made in their 3t flrst.

with sawdust in winter after the ice is harvested.
The ceiling of the big ice-room is composed of light

joists with rough planking nailed cross-wise over them.
There is no weight to be carried by this floor other than
a thick layer of sawdust. This extends up to within
two or three feet of the peak of the roof. The air space be
tween the sawdust and the roof is connected with an
open ventilator on the top. All the openings for the
sawdust layers connect directly with this air space and
any disagreeable odors or superfluous moisture can be
carried away through the roof ventilator.
The ice should be cut in square blocks and packed

away snugly in the space provided for it The less space
left between the blocks of ice the better they will keep
in warm weather. The filling of the house Is accomplished
by a small block and tackle attached to a beam under
the roof. A wagon load of ice from below can then be
easily hauled up and packed in the icehouse by two men.
The cost of filling such an icehouse depends chiefly upon
the price of labor and team hire, but it should not ex
ceed $25 where ice is abundant.
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With such a combination icehouse and cold storage

room constructed its value and convenience will readily
suggest themselves. The cold room is located just below the
Ice and Is surrounded on all sides by double walls packed
with sawdust. It is consequently an easy matter to
keep the temperature near 34 degrees in winter and 35 to
36 degrees In summer. The Ice performs its work auto
matically, and if the drainage pipe is properly constructed
the icebox will need no attention the year round
Before filling with new ice each winter the whole place
should be cleaned and repaired. Wherever the sawdust
packing shows dampness it should be removed and dry
put in its place. The leak should also be located and
repaired. The roof of the ice house must be waterproof
in particular, and occasional examination of the saw
dust layer immediately under it will show whether It
is water tight. If ordinary wooden shingles will not
make the roof tight an outside covering of tar cloth
should be fastened on, but a good cedar shingle roof
should prove sufficient for the ordinary house.
The cold storage room below should be divided into

different spaces for the storage of milk, eggs, butter,

meats, fruit and vegetables. Any convenience that will
suggest itself can be easily provided. In summer time
fresh strawberries, cherries, berries and tomatoes plucked

from the garden should be carried directly to the cold
storage room, where they will retain their plumpness and
delicious flavor for days. It is by chilling fruit and veg-

Flg. 2.—Elevation and Section of One of the Double Entrance
Doors.

Cold Storage House for a Country Home.

■etablesIn a dry place that their keeping qualities are pro
longed. Likewise fresh eggs retain their freshness for
a considerable length of time if immediately chilled.
Such a storage house should prove of such value on the
ordinary country place that its cost many times over
■would soon be paid for.
Where the owner of a country place ships a few choice

products of his farm or garden to fancy markets the
need of such a cold storage house is imperative. It is
almost impossible for him to handle fancy produce with
out such facilities for chilling the fruits and vegetables
until sorted and crated for shipment.
The keeping of winter apples, pears and grapes is

largely a matter of adequate storage facilites suitable
for such use, and if one part of the room is devoted to
fancy winter fruit no great loss from decay and depre
ciation will be experienced. The ordinary cellar under
harn or house is a poor storage place compared with such
an ice house and cold-storage room, for the former has
neither the equitable temperature of the latter nor the
pure, dry atmosphere which is essential to preserve
sweetness and flavor in most country produce.
The ventilation of the icehouse should be watched

and occasionally it may require a little regulation. Much
depends upon the weather and the evaporation of the ice.
If the upper air space shows considerable dampness the
ventilating outlet may be increased in size, but if the air
is dry and sweet no change is needed. The sawdust needs
to be kept dry and its condition should be ascertained
occasionally by burrowing the hand well down into it.
Likewise it is very important that the drainage

around the house and storage room should be perfect

The site for the house should be selected with a view to
natural drainage, but if this cannot be obtained earthen
drain pipes should be placed in the soil below the level
of the foundation. This will conduct the water away
and prevent any dampness. The drainage pipe carrying
the drip of the ice away should be buried in the soil away
from the house. Where this ends the soil should be
scooped up for some distance away and the hole thus
dug filled with loose sand. This will spread the moist
ure around, so that the surrounding soil can absorb it
without causing any trouble.
An icehouse of this character can be built from $500
up, according to the price of labor and materials, and
also according to the method of finishing off the Interior.
A practical man who can give his time and mind to the
problem can greatly decrease the cost and by securing

second-hand lumber for a good deal of the rough work
the cost is brought down to very reasonable figures. When
finished the building is good for a century of usefulness
with only such annual repairs which every house re
quires, but with brick walls and stone foundations the
repair items are really very slight and inexpensive.

Brick from the San Francisco Ruins.

An important feature in the rebuilding of San Fran
cisco will be the disposition to be made of the many mil
lion of fallen bricks from the ruins. Many of the best
will be used after cleaning, a number of machines de
signed for that purpose being in use. The structural
engineers' organization has taken up the subject of In
vestigating the feasibility of utilizing brick bats in mak
ing concrete for building purposes. Several instances of
their successful use in the vicinity of San Francisco are
on record. The effects of the earthquake have demon
strated that concrete containing broken brick has stood
as well as almost any other concrete.
The large four-story factory of the Pacific Coast
Borax Company, on the marshes at Alameda, Cal., was
constructed of concrete which contained a large quantity
of broken brick taken from one of the pioneer buildings
of San Francisco. The foundations of Gladding, McBean
& Co.'s large terra cotta and pottery works, near San
Francisco Bay, were made of concrete containing refuse

from the terra cotta and brick plants. Both of these

structures were Uninjured by the great earthquake of
April 18.

Buildings in Philadelphia.

Statistics recently compiled tend to show that Phila
delphia is the best housed of the big cities of the country,

there being an average of only five persons to a dwelling.

According to the official returns just computed, there are
200,701 dwelling houses within the confines of the 43

wards of Philadelphia, 5482 industrial plants of all kinds.

818 churches, 308 public schools, 88 bank buildings, 047

buildings used for office purposes, 305 structures occupied

by benevolent and charitable organizations which are free

from taxation, and 135 buildings for the manufacture of

malt and spirituous liquors. The compilation, which is

based on the figures up to January 1 of the current year,

shows an increase of 10,006 structures for the year, of

which 8584 were dwellings.

A bill giving to the police authorities the power to
license pickets during strikes has passed the House of

Representatives of the Massachusetts Legislature. It
provides that in case of a strike or lockout the chief of

police, or in a town whoever holds similar power, shall
ascertain the number out. It shall be lawful for these
persons to elect by ballot representatives who shall be
permitted to walk upon the public streets and ways In
the vicinity of the place of employment, and in a peaceful
manner converse with persons intending to go to such
employer for work, in order to induce them not to work.
The number of such pickets, legal representatives of the
men who are out, shall not exceed one for every 20 or
larger fraction of 20. Only one set of representatives
shall be elected during one strike or lockout but vacancies
by death or disability can be filled. These representatives
shall have credentials which the chief of police shall
record and countersign.
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THE EARTHQUAKE AND THE LUMBER TRADE.
By H. A. Cbaits.

NO
trade in the long line of industries vitally affected

by the great earthquake in California and subse

quent conflagration in San Francisco was more so

than the lumber trade. When the vast amount of lumber

already in use and devoured by the flames, the destruc

tion of stock material burned in the San Francisco lumber

yards and the demolition and damage of buildings

throughout the earthquake zone are taken into account

the sum total of loss is almost incomputable.

The business part of San Francisco and more than half

of the residence portion were completely wiped out Not
only a large proportion of the business houses were of

wood, but the residences were almost exclusively of that

material. The fire also got into the great lumber yards

of the city, and it is estimated that at least 40 per cent,

of the 90,000,000feet on hand, or in the aggregate 36,000,-

000 feet, were consumed.
Then take the earthquake wreckage for a strip of

country fully 200 miles along the Coast from

Point Arena, Mendocino County, to Salinas, Monterey

County, and at least 30 miles wide, including such

badly damaged towns as Santa Rosa on the north and San

Jose on the south, and the destruction of wood material

mounts still higher and gives some idea of the future

draft upon the lumber supply of the Pacific Coast that

will be necessary to repair the damages and place the
stricken country back again upon its normal footing.

I was in San Jos6 at the time of the shock, remained
over one day and returned for another day at the end

of two weeks and know something of the wreck and

ruin wrought in that town and vicinity by the tremor.

On the day of the earthquake I journeyed from San Jos6
to San Francisco, a distance of 50 miles up the South

ern peninsula of the Bay of San Francisco, and back

again to San Jos6, so that from the car window I had
a fair view of the wreckage caused in the long line of

towns and villages between those two points ; but it

would require chapters to describe in detail the havoc

wrought There are at least a dozen fair-sized towns

and cities along this line of travel, including Santa Clara,

with a population of 4,000; Palo Alto, with a population

of 3,000; Redwood City, with a population of 2,000, and

San Mateo, with 2,500 population.

Damage to Neighboring Towns.
In all of these towns, including San Jose, business

houses and public buildings were badly wrecked, while

in San Jos6 I saw both one and two story frame dwell
ings In ruins; while such large frame buildings as the

California Pine Box Company's factory and the an

nex of the Vendome Hotel were mere heaps of kindling

wood. When it is taken into account that the shock as
affecting Santa Rosa and the other towns of the northern

peninsula was more severe than on the southern penin

sula a still clearer idea may be obtained of the havoc

wrought throughout the stricken territory.

Of course a part of the wrecked material may be

utilized second-hand in rebuilding and repairing, but

the amount will cut but a small figure in the sum total
of the vast amount of material that will be required
in the general work of rehabilitation.
San Francisco, as well as nearly every town within

the affected district, was in the midst of a very active
building era. Thousands of structures of all kinds were
in process of building, while the architects and builders
were busy preparing plans for prospective structures.
Now when it is taken into consideration not only that
all of the damaged and destroyed buildings will be re
placed, and many replaced in enlarged and improved
form, but that all the buildings that were in process of
construction and in contemplation will in all prob
ability be erected, the lumber proposition again looms
largely upon the horizon.
Not only the logging camps and saw mills of the
Coast will be taxed to their utmost capacity, but the
transportation facilities will be strained to their utmost
in forwarding the vast amounts of material required

from place of manufacture to the great lumber marts of
the earthquake belt. The great bulk of the lumber that
will be used in this work of reconstruction will be com
posed of the California redwood, so that there will be
very busy times indeed among the lumber camps of
Humboldt and Mendocino Counties for a period of years
to come. The balance of the lumber required, excepting,
of course, the hardwood, will be composed of pine and
spruce and will come principally from the lumber camps
of Oregon and Washington.

Although San Francisco has been dealt an awful blow
by the combined forces' of earthquake and fire her citi
zens appeared to be imbued with dauntless courage and
an indomitable will, and as almost unlimited financial
backing appears to be at hand it is probable that the
city will be rapidly built, and that, too, in an enlarged
and improved manner. As soon as the debris is cleared
away the great work of reconstruction will begin. In
less than a year from the date of the earthquake shock
the work will doubtless be in full swing.
There were a great many steel, stone and brick
structures going up in San Francisco at the time of the
shock, as well as a large number of residences. A good
many flats were being built. It is the general opinion
that, while in the fire limits, which by the way have
been largely increased since the Are, the buildings will
be of a fireproof nature, the new residences will to
a very high percentage be built of frame, and this
will mean the very extensive use of redwood lumber.
From a residential point of view it is the general opinion
that San Francisco will always be a wood town. Of
course the precautions against fire and provisions for
fighting fire will be doubled, so that the chances of
another extensive conflagration will be minimized to a
very large degree.

Demand Larger Than Supply.

At present the demand for lumber in San Francisco,
Oakland and the neighboring bay cities is much larger
than the supply, and every possible expedient is being
resorted to to increase the latter. The lumber producers
of the Coast are discriminating in favor of San Fran
cisco in their shipments as much as possible with due
regard to commercial amenities. Many of the San
Francisco dealers had orders in for other points, and
much lumber had been, loaded under them. These are
being recalled where consistent and the shipments di
verted toward the burned city.

The carrying facilities are also being increased. The
railroads cut but a small figure in the transportation
of Coast lumber, the very large percentage of it being car
ried by water. Consequently many additional vessels
are being put in commission and the lumber carrying
fleet promises to soon reach very large proportions.
A great many of the old business sites in San Fran

cisco are being covered with temporary one-story frame
buildings and this line of construction creates the bulk
of the present demand for lumber. Then across the bay
in Oakland there are many frame wholesale bouses,
manufacturing and trading plants going up, to say
nothing of the great number of temporary, as well as
permanent dwellings being erected in San Francisco.
Dealers tell me that even this trade has doubled the de
mand for lumber, both in San Francisco and Oakland.
Yet the two cities were not without a supply to start with.
In San Francisco there were the 54,000,000 feet saved
from the flames, while the seven yards in Oakland had
40,000,000feet more that could be drawn upon ; and the
dealers are hopeful that every demand will soon be met.
All of the big lumber companies are replenishing
their stock as fast as possible, and the supply Is being
dealt out with careful discrimination. Despite the largely
increased demand for lumber prices have been advanced
but slightly, say from one to two dollars per thousand ;
and this advance was not made by the dealers but by
the loggers.
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Some Lessons of the San Francisco Disaster.

Since the appalling disaster to the city of San Fran
cisco the ruins have been visited by architects, engineers

and building experts from all over the country with a

view to studying the situation and noting the conclusions

to be drawn from the effects of fire and earthquake upon

various forms of construction. Naturally the keenest

interest has centered around the steel skeleton frame
structures, as it was this type which seemed best to have

withstood the trying ordeal. According to the building

expert whose comments appear at length in this issue of

the paper, and who spent several weeks directly after the

disaster in carefully examining what remained of the

more important buildings, not one of the steel framed

structures was damaged by the earthquake, although

the buildings must have been badly racked by the shocks

as indicated by the cracks in the piers between windows

and in the condition of the brick, stone and terra cotta

fronts. One of the vital points about a building is the

thoroughness with which it is fireproofed and the meth
ods employed for protecting the steel frame work from

the action of intense heat. Naturally close attention was

given by the expert in question to this phase of construc

tion, and he found that for the most part steel work

fireproofed with concrete stood the test very well, while

terra cotta was torn off and destroyed in almost every

instance. Where terra cotta was used for flreprooflng

around columns it came off, and a large proportion of

the floor arches either fell out or the bottom plates of the

arches broke off, leaving the latter in very bad shape.

Probably the most successful method of flreprooflng col

umns and which stood the test the best was that used in

the Merchants' Exchange Building, where the columns

were encased with two thicknesses of wire lath and plas

ter with an air space between. The air space undoubt

edly contributed to the good results shown, but it is prob
able that the outside thickness broke the force of the

heat and the inner covering was capable of withstanding

the degree of heat which reached it. In the opinion of
the expert in question there would seem to be no neces

sity of changing the methods of constructing the founda

tions and the steel frames, but greater care should be

exercised in building the walls and in anchoring them to

the frame work. He points out that there is no ques

tion that reinforced concrete walls would prove to be the

best construction, not only to resist fire, but earthquake

shocks, as the reinforced walls could be fastened to the

steel frame of the building. Another suggestion by an

architect who has studied the situation is that the steel
cage construction should have gusset connections, the

floors should be of reinforced concrete, and there should

be a eurtain wall of reinforced concrete with a net work

of reinforcement intertwining the columns and spandrel

beams, while the brick facing should be bonded into the

concrete with a course of headers in every sixth course.

All sash and doors, as well as their frames, should be of
metal filled with cement, and all trim should be of metal.

The elevators and stairways should be separate and

should be inclosed with fireproofed partitions or wired
glass. These naturally were subjected to the strongest

drafts and the most intense heat. In a number of cases
the metal parts gave way, allowing a portion to fall, thus
doing more or less damage to flreprooflng on important

columns and exposing the latter to the action of the

heat. In a number of cases buckled columns are thought
to have resulted from this cause, and the sagging of the

floors which followed this naturally exposed other por

tions of the steel frame.

Fire Resisting Roof Coverings.
In view of the disastrous experiences through which
different cities have lately passed and the relation thereto

of the vulnerability of the roof coverings of buildings

there will doubtless be added a still more searching in
quiry into kinds of roofing with the lessons afforded by

the San Francisco calamity. The effect of the severe con

flagrations that have followed one after the other in re

cent years is showing itself in the growing use of tin clad

and otherwise fireproofed doors and doorways to shafts

and stairways in buildings and in exposed building walls,

and in the extensive use of wired glass for protecting the
glazed portions of buildings likely to be especially ex
posed in times of fire. It does not seem that the roof
itself has been given quite as much attention as the con

dition of things warrants. One of the particularly im

portant buildings of San Francisco which had weathered

the earthquake and was resisting the blast of flames later
blown against its sides was only saved after herculean
and heroic efforts on the part of its defenders, whose
work was directed to preventing the roof from igniting.
The building was one of the early ones erected by the
Government and did not have a roof of suitable fire re
sisting qualities. Insurance underwriters who have made
a study of the behavior of different roof coverings in a
conflagration express a strong favor for metal roofing of
all kinds In preference to tile, slate or other material, the
relative fire protection values being respectively as men
tioned. In some cities the laws prescribe that the cornices
of buildings must be of metal, brick, tile, stone or some
other noninflammable material. This is due to the fact
that flames issue from the windows of burning buildings

and play up against the cornices. If it is advisable to
provide building laws with such requirements as a means
of fire protection there is every reason that the regulations
should be extended so as to proscribe the use of any roof
covering material except those which would be a safe
guard against fire, or at least noncombustible when the
flames of an adjoining building should play against them.
All of our readers are familiar with the fact that the fire
brands which rise from a burning building and are carried
across a city, when falling on metal roofs, slate roofs or
tile roofs do no damage, while buildings covered with a
combustible material often require great efforts to pre
vent the roofs from catching fire and ultimately destroy
ing the entire building. In recent years, in addition to the
use of tin plate for roof covering those who desired per

manent buildings have gone to the expense of sheet cop

per, both for its lasting qualities and its value as a protec

tion against fire. Those who are now engaged in a move
ment for the betterment of tin roofing and the materials

of which it is composed are working in the interest of

the public welfare. It is to be hoped that their efforts
will be attended with a larger measure of success than
the most optimistic desire. It is only necessary to look
out of the windows of any tall building to see that many
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roof coverings are not well calculated to protect against

fire, particularly when brands from buildings already

burning are in the air and falling. It is important that
the building codes of all large cities should make rigid

restrictions in reference to roof covering material. Where

the roof of a low building is sending up dense volumes of

smoke it may enter the windows of adjoining higher
buildings and, if such are hotels or apartment houses, the
occupants are in danger of suffocation even when the

building suffers no damage from the fire.

State Aid to Industrial Schools

The recent report of the Massachusetts special com

mission on industrial and technical education will strike

home to all employers of skilled labor, and the methods

suggested for relieving existing laxness in the system of

training young people for productive pursuits will prob
ably meet with a good deal of commendation. State aid for

industrial schools is the remedy outlined in a bill presented

to the last Legislature as a part of the report, the aid to

consist not only of contributions of money, but in the

stimulative efforts of an expert commission. The results

of the careful investigations of Carroll D. Wright and his

associates of the commission agree perfectly with the re

sults of the test of full industrial activity of the country

as exemplified by the experience of manufacturers in their

efforts to secure skilled workmen. The report points out

that compared to opportunities afforded in Europe for ac

quiring knowledge and skill in productive industry the

work dow being done in Massachusetts is strikingly in

adequate, and It is a well-known fact that conditions are
no better in the other American States. Says the com

mission :

The productiveindustriesof the State, including agriculture,
manufacturingand building, dependmainly upon chancefor re
cruiting their service. A few apprenticesstill exist in a few in
dustries or parts of industries,and very few apprenticesare in
denturedand many so-calledapprenticeshipsare falsely named.
The knowledgeand skill which the new menbring to the service
of any industry are only what they have picked up in a hap
hazard way. Some bring much and many bring little. This
condition tends to Increasethe cost of production,to limit the
output in quantity and to lower the grade in quality. Indus
tries so recruited cannot long competewith similar Industries
recruited from menwho have beentechnically trained. In the
long run that industry, wherever in the world it is located,
which combineswith general intelligencethe broadest technical
skill, will commandthe markets of the world. The Industries
of Massachusettsneed, In addition to the general Intelligence
furnished by the public schoolsystemand the skill gainedin the
narrow fields of subdivided labor, a broader training in the
principles of the trades and a finer culture in taste as applied
to material, workmanship and design. Whatever may be the
cost of the training, the failure to furnish it would In the end
bemore costly. The State needsa wider diffusion of Industrial
Intelligence as a foundation for the highest technical success,
and this can only be acquired in connectionwith the general
systemof education,Into which It should enter as an integral
part from the beginning.

Of course these sweeping statements as applied to

present-day business methods will permit of con

tention when present-day results are also taken into ac

count. But passing by consideration of anything but the

future needs of the country as regards skilled labor, It is
well recognized that the apprentice system, the results of

which still figure importantly in our industries, seems to

revive but little under the lessons now being taught and

that some substitute must be provided to care for the in

dustries as they will exist a few years hence. The rem
edies suggested by the commission and in part embodied

in its bill submitted to the Legislature lie along two lines

of industrial education—one the existing school system

from its elementary grades through the high schools, the

other independent industrial schools. It is recommended
that the curriculum of the elementary schools be changed

so as to include instruction and practice in the elements

of productive industry, and that the work of the hich

schools be so modified that instruction In mathematics,

the sciences and drawing shall show application and use

of these subjects in Industrial life, with special reference

to local industries. It may be doubted if the modern

educator will co-operate willingly In bringing about an

early realization of these suggestions. But the recom

mendation embodied in the following extract from the

bill seems essentially practical, as has been demonstrated

in various industrial schools already existing :

All towns and cities (or two or morecities and townsuniting

as a district) may provide independentindustrial schools for

instruction in the principles of agriculture and the domesticand

mechanicarts, but attendanceupon such schools of children

under 14 years of ageshall not take the placeof the attendance
upon public schools as required by law. In addition to these

industrial schools towns and cities may provide for evening

coursesfor personsalready employedIn trades, and they
may

also provide, In the industrial schoolsand eveningschoolshere

in authorized, for the instruction in part time classesof chil

dren betweenthe agesof 14 and 18 yearswho may be employed

during the remainderof the day, to the end that instruction in

the principlesand practice of the arts may go on together.

Under the bill the State would bear a portion of the

expense of industrial education, for it provides that where

money is appropriated for the establishment and main

tenance of independent schools for industrial training, or

where new day or evening industrial courses in high or

manual training schools are instituted, the State shall

share the expense by a sum of money proportionate to

the amount raised by local taxation and expended for the

support of schools ; towns and cities expending more than

$5 for $1000 of valuation for the support of
public

schools to be reimbursed by the State to the amount of

one-half; those expending between $4 and $5 per $1,000

to the amount of one-third, and those expending less than

$4 to the amount of one-fifth of the cost
of maintaining

industrial courses or industrial schools. This would be

liberal State aid, and doubtless it would be but fair that

the State should share the expense of a class of schools

which would produce skilled labor to be later widely dis

tributed.

San Francisco's New Building Laws.

The committee having in charge the laws which will

govern the erection of new buildings in the devastated

city of San Francisco has decided that the hight of sky

scrapers, class A, steel-brick buildings, will be limited to

two and one-half times the width of the street on which

they may be located. This will permit the erection of

buildings more than 200 feet high on Market street and

limit them to 155 feet on Montgomery street. The hights

of other than class A buildings have been fixed as fol

lows :

Class B, fireproof buildings, 102 feet ; class C build

ings, with metal lath, 70 feet, and with wooden lath, 55

feet ; frame buildings, 45 feet.

Class A and class B buildings are to be built of in

combustible materials, and allowed in any part of the

city. Class A buildings are to have steel frames carry

ing all wall and floor loads.

Class B buildings are to be built either with steel or

reinforced concrete walls supporting a part of the floor

loads, or with walls self supporting only, the floor being

carried on the steel frame ; all floors to be fireproof, and

except the frame to be equal in all respects to class A.

Class C buildings are to be built with brick or con

crete walls and timber interior ; to be in effect the same

as class B. Class C buildings of this sort will be allowed
in all parts of the city.

The new theater building to be constructed in Central
Park West, at Sixty-second and Sixty-third streets and
Broadway, in accordance with plans prepared by Car-

rere & Hastings, 2S East Forty-first street, will be of

stone and will cost nearly $2,000,000.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Bracing a Plank Frame Barn.

From John L. Shawvek, Bellefontaine, Ohio.—In re
ply to the question of " V. B.," Smithville, Ont., which ap
peared on page 135 of the April issue of Carpentry and
Building, I send herewith sketches showing our method
of supporting the ends of a barn from the pressure of
hay and grain within. The posts are made of two 2x8
inch plank, with a 2 x 6 inch filler and a 4 i 6 or 4 i 8
inch stiffener, according to the size of the barn. These
stiffeners are securely spiked to the inner 2x8 before
that is placed in the frame, use being made of 60d spikes
driven at a good angle about 16 inches apart. The posts
thus constructed are woven into the framework, as shown
in the sketches, and braces inserted from the center of
the beam to the plates on either side. The beam will
withstand more pressure than one braced the old way, for
in that case hay and grain which are placed in the barn
settle down on the braces, which take up valuable space,
and this forms a leverage which Is more power than the
lateral pressure. Fig. 1 shows the new method of bracing

CORNICEMOLDINGS.
Inch. Feet.

Crown molding, flat, 2 800
spring, 4 500
" 5 440
" 6 370
7 300
8 250

Bed moldings, flat, 1% 775
2 750
3 675" 4 500

All plain base, 6 to 10 inches wide, one man will put
on 150feet in a day ; all wainscoting, 2% to 3 feet high, In
cluding dressing with ordinary capping, one man will put
on 100 square feet in a day.
Regarding floors, I would state that two men will put

on 800 square feet of soft wood 6-inch flooring without
bridging ; 600 square feet of 4-ineh, and 400 square feet of
3Mrinch. For hard wood floors, take two-thirds of the
amount given for soft wood floors.

Appliances for Bapld Shingling.
From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash.—In regard to the

shingling controversy, allow me to say that I used West-

Fig. 1.—New Method of Bracing the End Beams.
BEAM 10XTo"

Fig. 2.—Old Methodof Bracing End Beams.

FLOORLINE
i1 1 1111 ' "■1 I ITTTl

Fig. 3.—Purlin Post for High Barns.

Bracing a Plank Frame Bam.— Contributed by John L. Shawver.

the end beams, while in Fig. 2 the old method is shown.
In very large barns we have used the method shown in
Fig. 3, which consists of two 2 x 8s and 2 x 6s bound to
gether by short ties, as indicated, but it Is seldom that
this extra precaution is found necessary.

Laying Ont Stairs.
From Anxious Readeb, Richmond Hill, N. Y.—I am a
reader of Carpentry and Building and would like to
know through the Correspondence Department as to the
best and most practical method for finding the pitch of
any staircase : also how to mark the setting out rod.

Average Day'* Work for a Carpenter.
From E. B. C, Milwaukee, Wis.—Apropos of the dis
cussion which has appeared in back numbers of the paper
regarding the amount of work the average carpenter ought
to be able to do in a day, I take the liberty of sending a
few figures showing what should be accomplished in con
nection with various kinds of work. I will commence
with the cornice, the table showing the number of feet of
frieze, soffit and fascia of different widths, expressed in
inches, which two men can put on in a day of eight hours :
Frieze.
9 Inch.
10 Inch.
12 Inch.
14 Inch.

Frieze.
18 Inch.
22 Inch.
28 inch.
32 Inch.
34 Inch.

ern Builder's three-cornered perch 34 years ago In Massa
chusetts, where we had staging on which to work, and
where they did fully as good work as In any place one
could find. I have been clear across these United States
both ways, and I never heard any one object to its use
on account of its damaging the roof. Where men shingle
to line or use the hatchet gauge it is a perfect help, both
as to the amount of work done and the ease of perform
ance, but where shingling is done by a straightedge it is
more in the way than a benefit. Our shingles here rim
from 2 to 14 inches, the larger part being over 5 inches,
and the man who cannot lay 3000 (that is an ordinary
carpenter, not an expert) need not say anything about
his shingling ability —on a straight roof, of course.
I heartily indorse " Toiler's " advice to beginners. As

to the amount of work, however, in this section, where
pine doors are an unknown quantity and most of the
doors used are flr, being, therefore, both harder and
heavier, not so much work can be done. One door per
hour, well fitted and hinged, is a good average. We also
fit all our locks before the painter gets to work, but leave
them off until he is all through.

Soffit. Fascia. No. feet.
10 Inch. 4 Inch. SO
12 Inch. 4 inch. 7.-,
16 Inch. 4 Inch. no
20 Inch. 5 inch. •18
HIP KOOFS.

Soffit. Fascia. No. feet.
16 Inch. 4 inch. 75
20 Inch. 4M;Inch. IU
24 Inch. 5 inch. 52
28 inch. 5Vj Inch. 4H
32 Inch. 6 inch.

Weather Boarding a Circular Tower.
From E. F. C, Bremen, Ind.—In the February number

of Carpentry and Building I submitted a method for de
scribing a curve for siding a circular tower, which is
cone shaped, and my intention was to make my explana
tion as clear and concise as I possibly could without the
use of a diagram, and I wish to say that it is not my
desire to misinform any one on any subject which I may
be able to explain. I certainly feel sorry for " O. M.
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T.," Ocean City, N. J., that he should think that his flies
should contain such bad information. It is very clear to
me that "O. M. T." does not fully understand my ex
planation or else he would point out where I was wrong,
so that other readers could see it as well as myself.
Now he says that my explanation or method ( I do not

know which) was radically wrong. In order to not mis
lead the other readers of this paper either by the " bad "

information which I should have previously given or by
" O. M. T.'s " criticism claiming the information to have
been wrong, I would like very much to have an explana
tion from him stating where and what there is wrong
about It.
I know quite well that we can prove to him and con

vince him that this bad information that is contained
in his flies will turn out to be good and useful informa
tion In the future to the younger generation, as well as
to himself.

Backing Hip Batten,
From L. K., Cragsmoor, Ji. Y.—In the April issue of
the paper " C. C. H.," Brockville, Pa., asks for a table
for finding the backing for hips. If he will apply the

the bottom end, as at A„ draw a line, either with a bevel

or the steel square, at an angle of 45 degrees over to each

side of the rafter, as at B B ; continue this line along the
side of rafter parallel with the edge, as from B to C.

Bevel the rafter through the center of the top to this

line. This simple little rule will do much more than
asked for by " C. C. H." It will give the proper backing
for rafters of any thickness and any pitch of roof. AH

that is necessary is to first make the foot cut. Of course
this need only be done on the first rafter, after which the
correspondent can measure the distance from the edge

to the backing line and mark the other rafters with a
gauge.

A Reader'* Opinion of "Carpentry and Building."

From D. C. C, Jacksonville, III.—I think Carpentry
and Building is one of the best magazines for a mechanic
in the building line that there Is going, but I would be glad
to see the articles brought down to a plane where those of

us not versed In geometry and algebra might get a better
knowledge of things. Frank Odell makes things plain.
What I mean is this: It is much easier for me to find
the area of a triangle if I am told to multiply the base

Fie. 2

Figs. 1, 2 and 3.—Method Suggestedby
" L. K." Fig. 4.—Plan Followed by " Hee H. See."

Backing Hip Rafters.—Methods Suggested oy Different Correspondents.

angle of a steel square on the toe of the foot cut of the

hip rafter, as shown In Fig. 1 of the sketches which I
send, being careful to keep the square even on each side,

It will give the points from which to scribe, and he will

find it to be better than any table. If the correspondent
will take a small piece of wood and cut off one end diag

onally so as to represent the foot cut of a hip rafter and

place it in the position shown in Fig. 2, using the steel

square to represent the plates of a building, he will see

the reason for this. Also if he will cut a thin piece of

wood so that it will have an octagon corner it will answer

the same purpose for octagon hips that the square does

for square hips. The length or pitch of a rafter will

make no difference whatever. Of course if the rafter is

cut with a projection the square is applied to the part

of the rafter which rests on the plate, as shown In Fig.

3, and then transfer the distance a-b down each side from

the back of the hip. I think many of the readers would
be greatly aided by studying Volume I of Hodgson's
" Practical Uses of the Steel Square," price $1, copies of

which can doubtless be secured through the publishers of

Carpentry and Building.

From Hee H. See, Broclville, Ont.—I notice in the
April issue of the paper that

" C. C. H." asks among other

things for " a quick way for any one to gauge a hip rafter

for the backing on top." I think the " kindergarten
"

method, which I show In the accompanying sketch, Fig.
4, will be a lot easier to remember than the tables for

which he asks. In laying out the work we first make
the foofcut on the hip rafter ; then from the center of

by one-half the perpendicular hlght than it is, for ex
ample, to understand the formula :

A = % bh.
To one who has not been used to formulae they are

confusing; at least I find them so, and even after the
formula is set out the figures have to be substituted and

it takes up nearly as much space.
I was much pleased with Mr. Llndl's detailed estimate

of cost in connection with the $6500 first prize design

house, and also with Frank Odell's articles on
" Laying

and Finishing Hard Wood Floors," as both the detailed

estimate and the articles on floors gave us knowledge of

what labor is worth in those respective localities.

Portable Scaffold Bracket.

From S. H. Palmee, Washington, D. C.— In the Issue
of Carpentry and Building for March of the current year,

page 97, there Is shown a portable scaffold which is the

first illustration and description of this useful device

which I have seen, although having used It for years. It
is a good scaffold, and for medium hlghts is perfectly

safe and cheap. A careful examination of the illustra
tion, however, will show that the artist has drawn the

brackets wrong side up, and If those not accustomed to

this contrivance should attempt to make and use one ac

cording to the manner indicated it would subject them to

great danger. The length of the wall post must be one-

quarter longer than the supports for the scaffold, other

wise they are likely to tip down so that the top is a little

way from the wall, in which case the whole scaffold

Is likely to come down. With proper proportions, how
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ever, and strong 2 x 4 for the poles, it is safe and very
convenient, as well as being easily raised or lowered.
Care, however, should be exercised in keeping the bottom
of the poles far enough away from the wall.

Recipe for Liquid Glue.
From A. D. C, Johnson uille, N. Y.—Will some brother
carpenter give me through the correspondence columns
of Carpentry and Building a recipe for making liquid
glue to be kept in bottles or cans for- future use? I
would prefer a recipe for a glue that has been tested.
Note.—There are a number of recipes for liquid glue,
and with no desire to anticipate the suggestions which
we hope our practical readers will offer to the corre
spondent above, it may be interesting to quote a recipe
for an improved liquid glue which, according to the
Journal of Applied Chemistry, may be prepared by dis
solving 3 parts of glue, broken into small pieces, in 12
to 15 parts of saccharate of lime. On warming, the glue
dissolves rapidly and remains liquid when cold without
losing its strength. Any desired consistency may be se
cured by varying the amount of saccharate of lime.

Short Cuts In Framing.
From 3. W. M'L., Niagara Falls, W. Y.— I have been
a reader of Carpentry and Building for nearly two years,
and during that time have not read a single article from
any of our brother chips here at home. I am quite young
In the trade as yet, but if the editor can find a little space
In the paper I will try and explain to " C. C. H.," Brock-
ville, Pa., whose communication appears in the April
issue, what I consider the easiest method of finding the
cuts for hip rafters. It has been shown a goodly num
ber of times how to find the plumb and level cuts, so I
will confine my explanation to the particular matter
about which he asks— that is, how to work out the side
cuts for hip and valley rafters to fit against a ridge
board.
To find the cut against the ridge, my method is to

first make a square miter mark on the bottom cut— that
Is, at the foot of the rafter — and square up from that
mark on both sides. Place the square upon the top side
of the rafter and line across from those two squared lines.
This w^ill be the cut against the ridge. In order to ob
tain the bevel for backing the hips make a square miter
on the bottom of the rafter from the center at the long
point, and where these miter marks come on the side of
the rafter is the depth of the gauge. I have always
found this method short and simple. I hope that some
of my brother craftsmen will express their views on this
subject.

Knots for Tying; Sash Cord.
From J. M. B., Monroeton, Pa.—I notice in the corre
spondence columns of the paper that several of my
Brother Chips have described and illustrated knots for
fastening sash cord to the weights. Now, my trouble has
been with the end that is fastened to the sash, and what
I would like to find is a knot that can be tied close to
the end of the cord so that it will not slip or pull out—
one that will not stick out in the way or hinder the sash
from running easily. If any of the readers can solve
this problem for me I shall be very glad to have them
do so, as I doubt not others are interested as well as
myself.
While I have my pen in hand I am constrained to

say that the man who made the front and attic stairs in
a $3500 house for $24 must have been a brother of the
man who laid 14,000shingles in less than eight hours. I
think " Western Builder " is taking advantage of his man
in not paying him wages more in accord with the amount
of work done. I have worked In different parts of the
country and have never met one of those fast shinglers
on a roof. However, some good may come from the dis
cussion that is going on, as here and there a writer of
fers suggestions while describing his method of doing
things that are not without interest to many of us.

spondence Department floor plans for a small cottage
about 20 feet wide and 30 feet deep. I want bath and
water closet on the second floor and the roof should be
one-half from 14 foot studding.

Handrail for Well Hole at Top or Straight Flight of
Stairs.

From Subscriber. — I would like to ask some of the
experienced stair builders how to obtain the twist to the
rail at the top of a straight flight where it turns around
a narrow well hole. I would like to have the problem
solved with as few lines as possible, and wish to learn
if the bevel can be obtained direct from the pitch board.

DeMgn Wanted for Stable and Carpenter Shop.
From W. W. K., New Canaan, Conn.—I take the lib

erty of asking some of the practical readers of the paper
for a sketch or plan showing how to build a barn and
carpenter shop having the requirements enumerated : The
barn is to have one box stall and to accommodate two
carriages and two wagons. I desire also a harness room
and carriage wash, a loft for 2 tons of hay, a feedroom
and a good sized place for the carpenter shop, the latter
to have a work bench and power to run a grindstone,
band saw, circular saw and also to pump water in the
house. I want the barn of such size that I can drive in
and also harness up inside. I hope the readers answering
the inquiry will also give the cost of such a building as
I have indicated.

Painting Concrete Walls.
From A. E. C, Vancouver, B. C.— I would like to have
some of the practical readers of the paper give me their
views in regard to the action of paints on finished cement
walls. I am told that paints using linseed oil will
crumble the cement and cause it to scale off, but that
enamel paints will work on cement walls with good effect.
Will some of the readers give me a solution or paint that
will whiten cement work to take the place of tile? Will
muriatic acid and alum in a solution or used as a wash
lighten up cement work?
Will oil paints stand under water without scaling off?
If not, is there a paint prepared that will stand under
water—that is, fresh water?

Framing a Qambre] Roof Barn.
From W. S. H., Watkins, Ohio.—I have a gambrel

roof barn to frame and I would like to have the practical
readers of the paper tell me whether it is proper to have
the short rafters at the top of the roof or at the bottom—
that is, resting on the wall plate. The barn is 54 x 64 feet
in size, with 24-foot posts. The beams are doubled, with
caps under the lower ones on the inside bents. The
purlins can be placed anywhere to suit the roof, which
is of y, pitch. I would also like to have the readers give
the best plan for bracing a roof of this kind. I think the
subject of roof framing is very interesting and I would
suggest to my brother chips that they freely express
their views on it.

Finding Capacity of Tapering Tanks.
From C. E. B., Judson, Ind.—By way of explanation

for what follows I would say to my Brother Chips that
I have called around to settle the fuss about this taper
ing tank business. The correspondent " T. M.," from Cal
ifornia, missed that tank of his by 133gallons and a small
fraction over. His solution is as complicated as some of
those geometrical ones drawn up by authors who do not
aim for you to recollect it as long as you are reading it
and have some of them right at hand. Tapering tanks
are just as easy to work as a straight one if a person will
stop and think a little. I'll give the readers my rule and
then we can see what the difference is. The top diameter
of the tank is GOinches, the bottom diameter 72 inches, or
a total of 132 inches. One-half of this is 66 inches, the
average diameter. The depth of the tank is 84 inches.
Now, " T. M.," get your pencil and a piece of shiplap and
work it out this way :

Floor Plans Wanted for Small Cottage.
From H. V., Chicago, III.—Will some of the readers
of the paper kindly furnish for publication In the Corre-

Cubie inches in
gallons 231

14

GOaverage diameter in Inches.
GGaverage diameter in inches.
84 depth in inches.
11
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This, you see, takes about three minutes to work out.
I square the circle by using 11/14, canceling this and
dividing the right by the left the answer is 12444-7 gal
lons.
I will now give the readers a tank of my own to

figure. What will a tank 6 feet at one end and 8 feet at
the other and 5 feet deep hold in bushels of shelled grain?
I'll venture to say that half of the Chips cannot work this
in a day and get the right answer. My method is this :
The two end diameters equal 14 feet when added to
gether and half of it is 7. Now It takes m cubic feet to
make a bushel of shelled grain and the problem will

Roof Plan for Tico-Story Dwelling.

stand like this, always using 11/14 to square the circle,
and 5/4 as our new divisor :

7
7
2 5
14 11
f 4 2 x 11 = 22 x 7 = 154 bushels.

Now these two rules cover the entire circular tank or
bin business. If you want it in bushels of corn in the

Pitch on Pitch Roof.

ear just use 0/4 in place of 5/4 and this gives you 805-9
bushels.
Now, Brother Chips, get right down to business the
ensuing year and let us learn all we can and not write
so much foolishness. This 10,000 shingle business won't
go in Indiana, neither will the 10 to 20 door man get a
job where he is known. I would rather do less work
of a better quality, then when I go on a new job I don't
have to leave the diggins to find them. Give your

methods of doing things in your locality and perhaps we

can use it somewhere else. If the editor publishes this
and you want any more of my short cuts to answers I
can furnish you some for lumber measuring.

Boof Plan for Two-Story Dwelling.

From A. H. J. C, Kennebunkport, Me.—Having
seen the request of " C. K. S." in the April issue asking
for a roof plan for a two-story dwelling house, I take the
liberty of presenting a sketch which I think will solve
his problem. I think the correspondent's house would
present a very neat appearance under this roof, although

there is an unequal hip and valley, which is shown by

the dotted lines at the right. Perhaps some of the read
ers of the paper can do better in solving this corre
spondent's problem.

PIM-h on Plteb Roof.
From C. W., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.— In this section of the
country it is customary for architects to draw the roof
plans of buildings something after the manner indicated
in the sketches which I send herewith for the benefit of
young carpenters who are learning the business. The
drawings Inclosed show a roof where one pitch, say of 30
degrees, is nailed onto the bottom of a 45-degree pitch

Roof Plan Wanted for Bungalow.

and also the end of a hip nailed on a 35-degree hip to
correspond with the 45-degree pitch. I do not say that
this method is new, but I have used it In framing a
roof and it is the truest way I can find to do the work.
I send it, as it may help some of the younger mechanics
out of trouble. It is not intended for the older chips,
but if they have anything to say about it I would like
to hear from them through the columns of the Corre
spondence Department.

Roof Plan Wanted For Bungalow.
From F. A. S.. Minneapolis, Minn. — I inclose a floor
plan of a five-room and bath bungalow, for which I
would like some of my brothers to send a roof plan. The
main roof is to run down over the front porch. The
building is a one-story structure, with 10-foot ceiling, and
a small room in the attic, with about 8-foot ceiling.

Kerflng Molding* for Circular Work.
From C. T. D., TanncrsviUe, N. Y.—Will some of the

readers inform me if there is a rule for kerfing moldings
and parts around circular work?
Xote.—This subject has been discussed in these col
umns many times in the past and would seem to be
pretty well exhausted. If our correspondent will refer
to the volume for 1904 he will find a number of methods
explained for doing work of this kind.
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CONCRETE PILES FOR FOUNDATIONS.
By " M. D. S.," Pittsbtjbgh, Pa.

* N operation which was regarded by architects and
builders with a great deal of interest was the driv

ing of about 5000 concrete piles in connection with the

foundations of a system of 40 warehouses located be
tween Carson street and the Monongahela River in Pitts
burgh, covering an area of 360 x 400 feet. The group of
buildings was in reality one structure, but in 40 sub
divisions, and it was the first instance in the history of
building operations in this city in which the concrete
piles were used. It may be of equal interest to the read
ers of Carpentry and Building to give a brief account of
the process. The buildings were those recently com
pleted by the Pittsburgh Terminal Warehouse & Transfer
Company and the foundation bed under them consists of
a layer of filled cinders and earth about 24 feet thick.
This " fill " was overlying a stratum of hard pan about 3
feet thick, and beneath this was a bed of sand about 13
feet in depth.
The level of the foundation bed is about 9 feet above
the level " pool full " * of the Monongahela River, so
that 31 feet of the soil described above contains more or
less moisture.
The company named was influenced in deciding in
favor of the concrete piles, in part, by the following rea
sons :
1. Their independence of the moisture conditions of

the ground, in this case resulting in the saving of the
cost of excavation and masonry for piers, since it was not
necessary to drive top of pile " below water level." As
may be noted in a foregoing paragraph, the top of the
concrete piles was 9 feet above water level. As compared
with requirements where wood piles are used there Is a
saving of the difference over the cost of the 9 feet of piles
and the concrete in 340 piers 10 feet 4 inches by 8 by 9
feet.
2. The indestructibility of the concrete pile.
3. Its increased carrying power.
After a careful and competitive test the " simplex "

pile, driven by the Crawford Paving Company, seemed
best to meet all existing conditions and requirements and
was contracted for. The piles were each 16 inches in
diameter, and were driven on 3-foot centers, and in groups
of 14 to 16 to each pier— 340 piers in all.
A cylindrical extra heavy steel tube, with a separate

steel or concrete acorn shaped point t with shoulder and
tongue to fit into bottom of this tube was used for driv
ing. At the top of the tube was a suitable iron banded
driving head of oak ("nigger head"). The pile driver
used was about 60 feet high, fitted with a 3200-pound
hammer, with a "drop" of from 12 to 15 feet, and the
maximum impact of the stroke was 99 tons. The tube
was driven until the penetration at the last 15 blows did
not exceed 1 inch per blow. After the tube had reached
the required depth—35 to 40 feet being the average, 45
feet the maximum depth—the driving head was removed
and 3 feet of concrete were deposited in the top of tube by
a cylindrical bucket with a drop bottom. The tube was
then lifted about 1 foot, and a rammer weighing 360
pounds, properly rigged to top of derrick, was dropped
inside to the bottom of the tube, and concrete well
rammed. This operation also displaced the steel or con
crete "points," elsewhere described, to form the end of
the pile in bottom of hole. Another bucket of concrete—
3 feet—was then deposited, and the tube lifted or with
drawn 2 feet and concrete rammed. This operation was
repeated until the hole made by the tube was filled with
concrete and the tube withdrawn entirely.
By keeping 1 foot or so of concrete above bottom of

the tube as the tube was being withdrawn the possibility
of the sides of the aperture caving in, or of water enter
ing the tube was entirely avoided. At the same time the
fresh, pliable mass of concrete, under the rammer, would
fill completely the hole left by the tube.
•From Davis Island Dam.
t At first the steelpoints were used,but after the operation
was fairly started cast concretepoints weremade,and usedas
soon as properly hardened.

The concrete used for these piles was hand mixed—a
fresh " batch " for each pile— and in the following propor
tions : 1 part cement, 2 parts, sand and 5 parts gravel.
The contracting company guaranteed 40 tons as the
carrying capacity of each pile. A subsequent test upon
four of these piles—3 feet on centers—showed a load of
200 tons sustained for 16 days with absolutely no settle
ment, levels being noted twice daily for that period. At
different points in this foundation, where deep excava
tions were being made for sewers and tunnel work and
where some of these piles were exposed to a depth of 20
feet, they were found to be perfect and most satisfactory
in every respect
It may not be out of place to note here that these

highly satisfactory results were due, in a measure at
least, to the most careful superintendence given the work,
engineers and superintendents from " both sides " watch
ing constantly that the process did not vary from, and
that the materials conformed In quality and quantity to
the specifications.

Novel Experiment in House Building.

What Is regarded by English builders as something of
a novelty in house construction is found in connection
with the erection of a number of concrete cottages in
Liverpool. While the undertaking may not impress the
American builder with the same degree of novelty as
his fellow craftsmen across the water, yet the partic
ulars as furnished by the Liverpool Courier may not be
without general interest at this time. We quote as
follows :
The building, which is three-storied, has been con
structed out of material which in the ordinary course of
events would probably have been deposited at the bottom
of the sea. Clinkers compose the constituent part of the
building material. In the first instance the clinkers were
crushed and mixed with a proper proportion of cement. The
solution was then filled into huge molds and slabs were
formed representing a complete wall, floor or roof of a
room. The openings for doors, windows, &c., as well as
fireplaces and flues, were made in the slabs, which when
matured weighed in some cases 11 tons. These slabs
were molded at one of the refuse destructor depots and
conveyed a distance of two miles to the site. The spec
tacle of the wall of a room standing upright upon a
wagon and being dragged by a traction engine through
the streets naturally aroused the public curiosity and
consequently there has been an extraordinary interest
evinced in the building operations at Eldon street. A
huge traveling crane has been employed to place the
slabs in their different positions and the care and pre
cautions observed in handling such heavy and cumber
some things may be judged from the fact that not a
single accident has occurred. The slabs or walls were
first secured together with bolts, then dovetailed and
finally cemented. A steel frame has been embedded in
the slabs, which have been placed under severe tests
and proved sound. The entire work of erection was car
ried out within six months. The building wears an at
tractive appearance and presents a remarkable contrast
to the adjoining property. But apart from mere at
tractiveness the tenements are of a perfectly sanitary
character and in every way most suitable for the accom
modation of the poorest people of the city. There has
been an early demand for the tenements, all of which
will be occupied at once.

At the commencement exercises of the Hebrew Techni
cal Institute, held in Cooper Union, New fork City, re
cently, six students were graduated from the wood work
ing class. An exhibit of the work performed by the stu
dents was made for two days preceding the exercises in
the large hall of the building, where many creditable ex
amples of joinery were shown.
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PROTECTION OF PROSCENIUM OPENINGS IN THEATERS.

DIRECTLY
after the disastrous Are in the Iroquois

Theatre, Chicago, his Honor, John Weaver, Mayor of
Philadelphia, appointed a commission to examine into the
condition of places of amusement in the Quaker City, and
in its report it referred in very complimentary terms to the
mechanism for operating Are curtains installed in the new
million dollar theater of B. F. Keith. This mechanism
was the result of competitive plans and was designed by
Samuel H. Garrett, engineer and contractor, of Phila
delphia. The subject of fire curtains is one which has
come into great prominence since the appalling disaster
in Chicago, and it may not be without interest at this time
to describe the mechanism by which the fire curtain at
Mr. Keith's theater is operated, and to quote what the
designer has to say thereon.
In his opinion a curtain should have no guides other

than the pockets in which it runs. It should hang loosely

the upper to the lower studs. Securely attached thereto
are two pieces of 3 x % inch flat iron, one on each side
of the curtain. These pieces have holes of proper size, at
intervals of 12 inches, through which 14-inch wires pass
from side to side. These wires are fastened where they
intersect with the wires running from top to bottom and
form a basket work or screen, having a mesh about 12
x 6 inches. On each side of this net are placed blocks
of vitrified asbestos, V/t inches thick, made up of thin
corrugated sheets. The corrugations, placed at right an
gles, provide ample air space. These blocks are securely
fastened together by means of rivets. The blocks on the
inner or stage side, having first been covered with tin of
standard size, are joined together with a lock seam such
as is required by the Board of Underwriters. The blocks
on the outer or audience side are covered by an asbestos
cloth, the same as now used in ordinary curtains. The
sag or stretch is taken up by a roller placed in the
'lollow of the 3-inch channel iron at the bottom. This
oiler extends beyond the flange of the channel iron and
.orms a cushion, against which the curtain strikes as it
descends, and it also adapts itself to the inequalities of
the stage, forming thereby a seal, which in connection
with the weight of the curtain (at least 1000 pounds)
produces a friction which enables the curtain to resist
pressure likely to be exerted against it.
The whole forms a protection flexible enough to adapt

itself to any ordinary settling of the proscenium wall and
yet strong enough to resist any force other than falling
structural iron or timbers, and by reason of working
loosely in channel guides perfectly smooth inside. It is

Fig. 1.—Elevation of Fire Curtain with Hoist.—Portion of
Inner Sectionof AsbestosIs BrokenAway, ShowingWires to
Which the SheetsAre Attached. Fig. 2.—rian of Curtain.

Protection of Proscenium Openings in Theaters.

therein and be provided with rollers at the corners to
prevent jamming. There should also be rollers placed on
the edge about 6 feet apart to prevent friction in case
of an extra strong draft These rollers should run
against the face of the proscenium wall or in the outside
of the pocket, depending upon the direction of the draft
Referring to the hoisting mechanism, he says :
" The top is an I-beam, which will vary in weight as
conditions require. To this beam the hoist cables are
attached. The bottom is a 3-inch channel iron, placed
with the plat side up and with holes bored every six
inches, through which the supporting wires pass, run
ning from the top to the bottom batten and securely fas
tened thereto. I have stretched %-inch wires about six
inches apart; the length of these wires is governed by
the hight of the proscenium opening. The bottom ends
of these wires are threaded and have nuts for com
pressing the asbestos sheets. On the ends of both the
I-beam and channel iron I have placed steel studs, each
stud carrying two rollers, so arranged that one roller
will work either against the prosceplum wall or the in
side of the pocket, as the case may be. The other roller
is set at a right angle to the first and is intended to roll
on the back of the pockets or guide channel running from

suspended by metal cables, all of equal length and not
likely to jam or get out of alignment and at the same
time not excessively heavy— that Is, a curtain 36 x 36
inches would weigh about 9000 pounds.
The illustrations which are presented show in Fig. 1
an elevation of the fire curtain, with hoisting mechan
ism, a portion of the inner section of the asbestos being
broken away so as to show the wires to which the sheets
are attached. In Fig. 2 is a plan of the curtain, while
in Fig. 3 is a section one-half full size, clearly Indicating
the construction employed. The hoisting mechanism, it
may be mentioned, consists of a hydraulic cylinder oper
ated by an electric driven plunger pump.

" New York Citt promises to be a wonderful place
when the architects get through with it," said the layman
who had taken a long walk on Sunday afternoon, " and
there will not be a period of domestic architecture un
represented before long. We had French houses for ten
years and it began to look as if there would never be
anything else. Then we were Georgian, and it seemed as
if we would be a slice of London and a slice of Paris, like
lean and fat In the bacon. Now we are going to have
Adam houses, and London will win out until some firm
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starts to put up Venetian palaces. Then there are the
unclassified houses which are Queen Anne up to the
second story and Mary Ann the rest of the way. I con
fidently expect to see the old brownstone welcomed back
with enthusiasm."

Trade Unions May Not Coerce Their Own
Members.

In line with the disposition of the courts as asserted
in a number of decisions In recent years, to subject labor
unions to the payment of damages for Injury done to the
business of an opposing employer, is a decision given a
short time ago by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
The original case was brought by S. G. Purvis & Co.
against Local 500, United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners of America, et ttl. Besides affirming the liability

Fig. 3.—Sectionof Curtain One-Half Full Size.

Protection of Proscenium Openings in Theaters.

of a union for damages because of its unlawful acts the
decision is of great interest in that it holds unlawful cer
tain acts of unions which the latter have engaged in with
Impunity, and to an extent undermines the foundations
of union power by denying the right of the union to com
pel its members to obey orders directed against the
business of a noncompliant employer.
S. G. Purvis & Co. operate a sash, door and blind fac

tory and planing mill and lumber yards at Butler, Pa.
They refused to unionize their shops. Local 500 put the
firm on the " unfair " list. The District Council of Pitts
burgh, Allegheny and Vicinity of the United Brotherhood
of Carpenters and Joiners followed this declaration by
putting a boycott on the firm and its product. It also, by
use of the union label, caused members of the union to
reject material coming from the mills of the plaintiffs.
Work was stopped on certain buildings, the men being
called out because material was being secured from S. G.
Purvis & Co. These things were done after agents of the
union had told members of the firm that if they did not

agree to operate a union shop the only alternative was to
quit business, as the union intended to inflict injury upon
.them If they persisted in their determination to run an
open shop. ■

The result of the trial In the Court of Common Pleas
of Butler County, Pa., was the Issuance of an injunction
against the defendants and the assessment against them
of damages to the amount of $1770 sustained by the
plaintiffs because of the stopping of work, by order of the
union, on contracts in which the firm's material was being
used and because of the boycott ordered. The Injunction
was definitely directed against practices which the unions
have in many cases carried on without let or hindrance,
particularly ordering their members to take steps inflict
ing injury on the business of an employer. After enjoin
ing the union from circulating notices of its boycott on
the plaintiffs, and from requesting customers or pros
pective customers to have their work done by union mills,
as well as interfering with the business of persons pur
chasing material from the plaintiffs, the court's order
makes this special reference to orders given by the union
to its members :

Or from Interfering and from combining,conspiring or at
temptingto interfere for said purposewith the businessof the
plaintiffs, by the enforcementunder paJn of penaltiesand for
feitures,of Rule 7 of the working rules adoptedfor the govern
ment of local unions under the Jurisdiction of the Carpenters'
District Council of Pittsburgh, Allegheny and Vicinity. United
Brotherhoodof Carpentersand Joiners of America, which pro
vides that " No membershall be allowed to work any material
comingfrom any nonunionmill, and shall complywith this rule
when the local unions are so Informed and instructed by the
District Council." or by other like coerciverules, the natural
and necessaryeffect of wliich would be to deter the members
of said trades unions or others from working upon buildings or
other constructionsto which the plaintiffs werefurnishing mate
rials, or contractors, builders or owners of said buildings or
other constructions,or others, from purchasingmaterials from
the plaintiffs ; or from Interfering or from combining,conspiring
or attemptingto Interferewith the businessof the plaintiffs for
the purposeof Injuring them In their businessby the enforce
ment of finesor forfeitures, suspensionor expulsionfrom mem
bership in any of the locals within the jurisdiction of the Car
penters'District Council of Pittsburgh, Allegheny and Vicinity,
United Brotherhoodof Carpentersand Joiners of America, for
failure to observeRule 7 of the working rules adoptedfor the
governmentof local unions under the jurisdiction of said Car
penters'District Council of Pittsburgh. Alleghenyand Vicinity,
United Brotherhood of Carpentersand Joiners of America, or
for failure to observeany of the rules adoptedand In force In
that union, or that may hereafterbe adopted,which would be
coercion of said membersInterfere with the business of the
plaintiffs, or from otherwiserestraining, coercingand Intimidat
ing any oneor moreof the membersof said union for said pur
pose from working for any contractors, builders, owners or
other personsbecausethey are doing or desire to do business
with the plaintiffs ; or from interfering and from combining,
conspiringor attemptingto Interfere with the businessof the
plaintiffs by the issue of union labels to any mill within the
jurisdiction of the Carpenters'District Council of Pittsburgh.
Allegheny and Vicinity, United Brotherhoodof Carpentersand
Joiners of America,such Issueof labelsbeingmadefor the pur
poseof Interferingwith the businessof the plaintiffs. From the
doing of any and all of which acts and things for the purpose
of injuring plaintiffs in their businessand thereby compelling
them to unionize their mill or have such injury continued,the
said defendants,eachand everyone of them, their officers,com
mittees, agents, employees,servants, members,associatesand
all others that may act in concertwith them,or by their direc
tion, are hereby enjoiued and restrained.

In every particular the Supreme Court decision of
March 10 affirms the above finding of the Common Pleas
Court and thus definitely puts bounds to the authority of
a trade union over its own members. The Supreme Court
says of the contention of the union that it sought only to
persuade and not to coerce, that " their means of per
suasion are the destruction of the property of those whom
they would persuade. Coercion may be accomplished
without threats or violence, and the attempt to so accom
plish it was made in this case." The Supreme Court says
that " the members of Local No. 500 who were found
working material from their [plaintiffs'] mill were co
erced by the compelling power of the union to quit work
on pain of trial, fine or expulsion, with its attendant an
noyance and possible ostracism in case of their refusal.
. . . The principle upon which the cases, English and
American, proceed is that every man has the right to em
ploy his talents, industry and capital as he pleases, free
from the dictation of others, and if two or more persons
combine to coerce his choice in this behalf it is a criminal
conspiracy."
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE.*— VI.
Br Charles H. Fox.

WE
will now proceed to show in connection with the
diagrams in Fig. IS the practical application to

our subject of the development of prisms, intersection
and angles made between planes, and the intersection of
cylinders with planes. In the construction given In Fig.
S it may be noted that for the base of the cylinder, which
there formed a plan, we adopt a base such as may be
obtained in the plan of a radiant arch. The ends of the
prism are there placed over radial lines, both of which
radiate toward the plane center O.
In the representation of the cylinder given in 3 2 1

D 6 F of Fig. 18 we have adopted a somewhat different

at the same time show the correctness of the methods
of the writer, by means of which is determined the outer
size of the plank, out of which a rib comprising one-
half of the head or sash may be formed.
As already explained in considering the arches from
a geometrical standpoint it should always be borne in
mind that two of its faces are portions of vertical cylin
drical surfaces revolving about or around the same axis.
It is therefore obvious that the best position that may
be given to the plank is one which will contain one or
more of the vertical elements which belong to the cylin
drical surface of the face. It is only in a very few

^yPLANCENTER

Fig. 18.—Diagram Showing the Construction of a Cardboard Representationof the Solid of a Plank, Out of Which May Be
Formedthe Head or Sash as Requiredat a Cyllndro-CyUndrlcArch.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.— VI.

form of base. As will be noted the end over C D of the
prism, which incloses the cylinder, is drawn parallel with
the center line or end over O F A. This is the position
which obtains on the plan of the cylindro-cylindric arch.
The principal reason for taking this form of base Is
that we promised in an earlier chapter to prove to the
readers that the methods as generally taught by means
of which the thickness of the plank may be obtained
were erroneous, and as the angle made between the
level elements which belong to the exterior bounding
surface and that of a line which may be in a level posi
tion at the top surface of the plank is greater in the
cylindro-cylindric or in the cylindro-conic arches than
In the corresponding elements of the radiant arch we
have here in the construction of the representation of
the projections of the first-named arch a much better
opportunity of proving the assertion earlier made and

• Copyright, 1906,by CharlesH. Fox.

examples that the width of the plank will be greater
than its thickness. Geometrically the face of the plank
may be considered as a plane, tangent to one of the
rectilinear elements of the face of the cylinder, which
forms the outer face of the wall. This position will in
the plans which follow be the one assigned to the face
of the plank. Another point is that we shall always
assume, unless otherwise noted, that the top and under
surfaces of the plank are to be made at right angles to
the surface which forms the face. This is the most
economical manner of preparing the plank, both as
regards labor in " squaring " it up and in the quan
tity of material required to form the head or sash.
Let us again suppose that the curve lines 3, 2, 1, D, 6,
F of Fig. 18 represent the base of a hollow cylinder, the
curve lines being drawn with the center O. As this
represents the plan of the cylindro-cylindric arch, the
line O F A will represent the center line of plan :
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3 4, that of the half' opening ; 4 1, that of the width of
the sash at the face. We have at length explained in the
construction of a preceding diagram that the elements
of the soffit of this form of arch are " parallel," so that
by producing 4 5 10, and C 1 D, respectively, parallel

with the center line O A, we may obtain at the plan, the

projections giving the Intersection of the sash with the

horizontal plane represented in the line A 13 above.

Properly speaking, the line C 1 D, is the horizontal pro

jection of the element which belongs to the point 7 of the

exterior bounding surface, as given in the elevation

above. Now let the cylinder be inclosed in the prism rep

resented in A C D F. Then from the points given in

4 1, parallel with the center line, reduce lines as shown

in 4 I, and 1 7 above. Then through the point given in

A, square with the center line, draw A 13. This done,

with A as center and A I as the radius, draw the curve
line I 9 3' of the soffit. Then with point A again as the
center, and A 7 as the radius, describe the curve 7 P 8.

We may here remark that the line just drawn is not the

true projection of the exterior bounding surface ; but we

have adopted this method of drawing the line on account

of its simplicity, and will later on show and explain

the method by means of which the true projection may

be given at the elevation plane.

Thickness of PJank.
We will now proceed to ascertain the thickness re

quired of the plank, following the methods of construc

tion as given in the printed works of other authors.

First, at about the center point of the curve, as that of P,

parallel with the center line OAK. produce a line as
that shown in M P 14, this gives the vertical projection
of an element which belongs to the exterior bounding sur

face, which meets the cylindrical surface of the face in

the point P. This element Is a
" level " one—that Is, the

point as given in P may be taken as the projection of a
line, which In space is parallel to the horizontal plane ;

therefore, the element is said to be a
" level " one ; and,

If a line be drawn at the finished surface of the sash, so
that it may occupy a position corresponding to that of the

line in question through P, when the sash may be placed

In its proper position at the wall, the line thus drawn

will be found to be a level one, if the work has been prop
erly executed. From this remark it may be clearly seen

that by erecting a line as that of 14 P' below, square with

F D ; the point given in P' must be at a vertical bight
above the base line F D, equal to that given in II P
above. This Is the condition that must of necessity ob
tain in order to have sufficient material out of which to
form the finished solid of the sash or head. The point
P' is, therefore, the vertical, and the line B 14 the hori
zontal projections of a level line in space. Now, from
the properties which planes have In general, we know
that the position of a " level " line which may be found
at the oblique top surface of the plank will be that at
right angles with the surface of the face; and as the
line A C Is the horizontal trace of the face of the plank, it
follows that by drawing B E through B at right angles
with A C we may obtain the horizontal projection of
the line in question. Now, if a line as that shown in E N
be drawn square with the base line F D, and the length
E 15 be made equal to that of HP above, we may obtain
in the point given in 15 that in which the line which
belongs to the top surface of the plank intersects the
back surface of the plank, that over F D. Assuming the
line 0 V as that of the inclination of the top surface of
the plank, by drawing 1(117 through 15, parallel with
Q V, we supposably obtain the projection of the
top surface of the plank at its intersection with the back
surface of the plank. But I) P' 8, as here shown, is the
properly developed projection of the intersection of the
exterior bounding surface with that of the auxiliary ver
tical plane which forms the back side of the plank ; and
as clearly shown in the line 10 17 has cut off a portion
of the surface, that contained between the points in ques
tion. This is just what happens in practice when such
misleading methods of constructions are followed in en
deavoring to obtain the position of the top surface of the
plank and that of its thickness; for, although the plank
would be of sufficient thickness as might enable us to
form the required contour at the convex surface of the

sash, yet at the concave face there would be a want of
material equal to that shown in that portion of the dia
gram included in 16 15 17 P' 1G; so that in order to
complete the contour of the sash at the Inside face a
piece of stuff equal to that shown in the figure would
have to be spliced on to the plank ; this we all know is
hardly the proper manner in which to get out a first-class
job, especially when by observing proper rules and
methods the work may be got out in proper shape
and in far less time than required by " rule of thumb "
methods.

Now to show the correct method of ascertaining the
thickness of the plank : First, through the point given in
P of the vertical elevation, parallel with A 13, draw
Y P Z indefinitely ; then square with A C draw through
B a line as M' B N indefinitely. Now at the point given
in E, parallel with the center line, draw E Z. Then
tangent with the curve, through the point given in P,
draw P Q. For the benefit of the beginner we may ex
plain that a tangent is a line which may be drawn at
right angles with the radius at the point in question.
Thus, P Q may be drawn square with a line joining A
with P. This done, parallel with P Q draw W Z X. Now
make P M equal with P W, or P Y may be made equal
with P Z. Then through the point given in M, parallel
with P Q, draw K L 13. Then through I draw I J par
allel with 13 K. Now square with A C draw F' F pro
duced, and 10 H,. Now parallel with the center line draw
7 L and H, H. Then parallel with L K draw H G. We
have now projected in the figure 7 L K G H 7, the eleva
tion of the plank such as obtains at the vertical plane of
projection, of which the line A 13 is the ground line. It
may now appear to the beginner that the proper thick
ness and size of the plank is now given in the diagram
of the figure in question. However, such is not the case ;
the true thickness and size of the plank may be ob
tained only at an auxiliary vertical plane, such as that
projected in the shaded diagram at the left of the draw
ing. The reason of this has been fully explained In
connection with Figs. 1 to 7, for the lines A C and L K
are oblique with the planes of projection.

Obtaining True Size of Plank.

Now to obtain the development giving the true size
of the plank : First produce A C Indefinitely ; then
square with A C draw A K', C L' and D T U. Square
with A 13 draw 13 12 and make A K' equal to the length
of the corresponding line of the elevation plane, and
join K' 12. Parallel with K' 12 draw 10 11. The true
size, as required at the face of the plank, is now given in
the figure contained within the lines 10 T, U K\ 11 10.
The shaded portion shown in A C L' K' A gives one
side of the model illustrating the correctness of the con
structions. To complete the other sides of the model :
Square with F D draw I Q and D V ; make the length
of these equal to that of the corresponding projections
A Q and T U above. Draw V Q. Now square with
C D draw C L, and D V, ; make the length of these re
spectively equal to that of the corresponding projections
over the points C D. Draw L, V,. Now square with
A F draw A K, and F Q, ; make the length of these equal
to that of the corresponding lines over A F. Draw K,
Q,. The section of the plank at the end of the model
over A F may readily be projected, as follows : Set off
A G, J, equal to that of the corresponding projections of
the center line, then square over G, G ; now join J, G„
and the section of the end of the plank may be pro
jected. In a similar manner may the section of the
sash or head be obtained. Square with A F draw 3 3'
S'. Set off the length of these equal to that of the cor
responding projections of the center line A K. Then
parallel with A F draw 3' 3 and 8' 8, and the section of
the sash may be obtained. Now with the point F as
the center, rotate the point G of the end of the model. In
to the corresponding point of the back face and par
allel with V Q draw H, G. If the drawing has been
correctly made the line just drawn will meet the point
already given in II, of the plan. We have now to de
velop the section as given at the oblique top surface of
the model. To do this square with K' L' draw R S, M'
N and U U'. Make R S equal with F' F of the plan.
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Then parallel with K' L' draw S U' ; now joining S R, on
U' L, and the section required may be developed.
Now, take a sharp knife and cut through the board at

the outline of the drawing ; then at the lines A C, C D,
D F, F A and L' K', cut about half through the board ;
then with the lines at the exterior fold the sides Into
their required vertical position over the plan ; then fold
over the section plane of the top, and the model may be
completed. If the drawing has been correctly made, and
the model folded together in a proper manner, on inspec
tion the line M' N, of the top surface, will be found In a
level position, and the top surface at right angles with
the face surface. Also at the back face of the model the
line H P will be found of a length equal to that given In
H P of the line first drawn at the elevation plane. This
proves that the plank is only of a sufficient size at the
back to contain the contour of the head, or sash, at its
concave face, and shows conclusively that had the line
16 17 been drawn and the model constructed to its direc
tion, then, as stated above, the plank would not be large
enough to contain the finished solid of the sash in its
entirety. This should show clearly to our readers how
very essential it Is that the projection of molds, &c, as
are required daily by the workman, for the solution of
the many problems which he encounters, should show
him that these projections and developments should be

A Septic Cesspool.

founded upon geometrical principles, instead of following

some " rule of thumb " method.
The side bevels are shown constructed at the section

plane of the top surface ; on trial the angle at either bevel
will be found equal to that at the other ; only at their
application, the acute angles of the bevels are to be re

versed—that is, at the end over A F, the acute angle is
toward the outer face, while at the end over C D the acute
angle is toward the inside face. The method of construct
ing the angle of the bevel is shown also at the plan.
First, parallel with L' K' draw a d; then square with A
C, draw F' F ; make F' g equal with c A ; then joining
F with g, and the angle contained at the bevel may be
developed. Now in reference to the curve lines 10 3 and
D P' 8 drawn at the back face of the model at our draw
ing, we may state these are elliptical curves, and are the
curves of intersection of a cylinder with a plane oblique to
its axis.

A Septic Cesspool.

The cesspool does not furnish, as commonly construct
ed, an Ideal method of sewage disposal, but it is still
largely used to dispose of wastes from private houses in
the country and small villages. From the landlord's
point of view Its greatest objection is its liability to
clog and become water tight. This may take place in a
very short time in tight soils or in fine sand. The bot
tom soon becomes choked with sediment and grease and
the water line rises, thus bringing fresh surfaces around
the sides In use. These gradually clog with floating
soap and grease, forcing the water line higher and

higher until the pool Is full and almost water tight,
when the only remedy is the building of a new one.
The accompanying sketch, reproduced from the Engi

neering Record, shows a septic tank and leaching pool
in the one construction. The aim of the design is to ar
rest the sediment and scum and bring only comparatively
clear liquid in contact with the absorbing surfaces, there
by prolonging the life and usefulness of the cesspool.
By proportioning the tight inner chamber so as to have
a capacity for about 36 hours' output septic action may,.
It is stated, take place without purification and the
attending odor and gases. The construction, as shown in
the sketch, does not entail any large additional first cost
The design has been made by Fred. K. Betts, assistant
engineer of the Department of Water Supply of New
York City, who has charge of the sanitary patrol of the
Croton watershed.

An Old Broadway Landmark.

For many years the old style six-story iron front
Gerry Building, at the corner of Broadway and Warren
street, New York City, has been one of the landmarks of
Broadway, but it has finally had to succumb to the on
ward march of improvement, and workmen are busily en
gaged in preparing the site for a modern 12-story brick
office and store building, which will cost in the neighbor
hood of half a million dollars. According to the plans
of the architect, James B. Baker, the new building will
have a frontage on Broadway of 75 feet and a depth on
the side street of 142 feet, with a spacious light court on
the northern side. The lower stories are to be of granite
and limestone, and the upper ones terra cotta trimmed
brick. It will be called the Smith-Gray Building by rea
son of the fact that this concern has leased the big stores
for a term of years.
Plans were recently filed with the Bureau of Build

ings for remodeling the six-story structure at the corner
of Broadway and Park place, owned by the General So
ciety of Mechanics and Tradesmen. The ground floor will
be fitted for stores and the upper floors will be divided
for offices. The architects of the Improvements are Jack
son & Rosencranz.

Saw Mills in England.

When attempts were made to introduce saw mills in
England they were violently opposed, because it was ap
prehended that the sawyers would be deprived by them of
their means of getting a subsistence. For this reason it
was found necessary to abandon a saw mill erected by a
Dutchman near London in 1663; and in the year 1700,
when one Houghton laid before the nation the advantages
of such a mill, he expressed his apprehension that it
might excite the rage of the populace. What he dreaded
was actually the ease in 1767 or 1768, when an opulent
timber merchant, by the desire and approbation of the
Society of Arts, caused a saw mill, driven by wind, to be
erected at Limehouse under the direction of James Stans-
field, who had learned in Holland and Norway the art
of constructing and managing machines of that kind. A
mob assembled and pulled the mill to pieces ; but the dam
age was made good by the nation, and some of the rioters
were punished. A new mill was afterward erected, which
was suffered to work without molestation, and which gave
occasion to the erection of others. It appears, however,
that this was not the only mill of the kind tnen in Britain,
for one driven also by wind was built at Leith some
years earlier.

The total amount of timber now standing in the
forests of the United States is estimated at 1475 billion
feet, but the annual cut per year is 45 billion feet, which
would mean the total destruction of the forests in 35
years, not counting any Increase In the cutting. In this
connection it is interesting to observe that the building
trades in this country must shortly look toward a substi
tute for wood in many of the operations, and It is con
sidering, too, the advancement that has beenmade in sheet
metal stamping it is not unlikely that sheet metal of
various forms will be more largely used here that con
crete is playing such an important part.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

lending contractors connectedwith the building and
allied industries in the city of Alton, 111.,perfected an

organization on the evening of May 26, to be known as the
Alton Builders' Exchange, and decidedupon quarters in the
Davis Building. A constitution and by-laws were adopted
and business of interest transacted. The organization starts
out with flattering prospects and much good is expected to
result from its formation.
The oflicers elected for the ensuing year are : President,

Samuel Springer ; vice-president, O. H. Gent ; secretary, R.
H. Richards, and treasurer, A. J. Degenhardt.

Alanta, Qa.
That building operations are active in and about the city

of Atlanta, Ga., is evident from the fact that the permits
issued from the office of Building Inspector P. A. Pittman
for the first five months of the present year show an increase
of nearly $1,000,000in value over the corresponding period
of last year. The gain has beencontinuous since the first of
the year, and for May the value of the improvements for
which permits were issued was $587,861,as against $408,739
in May of last year. Some of the important operations un
der way are the new St. Luke's Episcopal Church, a new
medical college, the Terminal Hotel and the Christian
Church.

Baltimore, Md.
A very interesting feature of the important meeting held

on June 5 by the membersof the Builders' Exchange, Balti
more, was the report of the Committee on Permanent Ex
position, which was read by Chairman Albert D. Klein of J.
The report referred to the numerous exhibits that have been
set up in the department and the successpromised. The de
partment openedMonday night, June 11,which was known as" architects' night." The report stated that exhibits of near
ly every material have been installed and that contracts for
others are in the hands of the manager of the department,
I. H. Scates.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as

follows :
President, Theodore Motto,
First vice-president,Theodore F. Krug.
Second vice-president, Joseph T. Lawton.
Third vice-president, Frank G. Boyd.
Secretary, Albert D. Klein of J.
Treasurer. B. F. Bennett.
Directors : Walter E. Burnham, John S. Bullock, Jr., A.J. Dietrich. Ilarvev Middleton, F. S. Chavannes, John K.

How, J. E. Stanfield, H. H. Duker, C. M. Macklin, Frank
G. Walsh, George W. Walther and Daniel A. Leonard.
The election of officers brought about a new office. John

M. Hering, who has served so successfully as secretary for
many years, was elected superintendent, this office being
created, and Mr. Klein will occupy the officeof secretary for
the next year. Mr. Hering will be just as active in the inner
affairs of the exchange.

Chicago, 111.
Building continued active in Chicago during the month

of May. Permits were taken out for the construction of
1035 buildings, fronting 27,737 feet and costing $6,252,720.
Lust year during the same month permits were issued for
775 buildings, with 21,139 feet of frontage and costing
$3,813,710. Permits were taken out for the first five months
of this year for 4172 buildings, with a frontage of 113,182
feet and costing $30,907,645,as compared with 2920 build
ings, 91,700 feet frontage and $22,549,065 in cost for the
same period in 1905. Among the line of the active building
boom is the enormous amount of school building construction
which is being planned. The preliminary report plans for
an expenditure of $2,551,987.97in new structures, and other
new schoQlhousesare l>eingconsidered which will probably
bring the total above$3,00*1.000before the end of the school
year.

Indianapolis, 4nd
The members of the Builders' Exchange recently cele

brated the ojiening of their new and commodiousquarters in
the New Castle Hall Building in East Ohio street, which
have beenfitted up to meet the requirements of the organiza
tion. There are suites of 12 rooms and a large assembly
hall through which the visitors were shown and special fea
tures explained to those interested. After the membersand
their friends had enjoyed a sumptuous banquet there were
interesting remarks by Governor Hanley. Major Bookwalter
and John J. Twinam. president of the Builders' Exchange.
The latter gave a brief history of the organization and pre
dicted a rapid growth for the city of Indianapolis during the
next ten years.

Jacksonville, Fla,
The members of the Builders' Exchange held a social

session on the evening of Monday, May 21. in celebration of
the first anniversary of the organization. About 75 members

of the exchange and invited guests assembledin the Auditorium, opposite the Consolidated Building on East Baystreet, and from 9 o'clock until midnight enjoyed the goodthings which had beenprovided for them both in the way of
refreshments and interesting addresses by leading membersand guests. After the cigars had been passedaround H. H.Richardson, president of the Builders' Exchange, extendeda welcome to those present, and then introduced George B.Gilkes, who spoke on the subject, " Relations Which ShouldExist Between Architect and Builder." He handled the subject from the standpoint of the architect, and what he hadto say was received 'with well merited applause. President
Richardson then introduced William T. Cotter, an architect,
contractor and builder well known throughout Florida, andwho has successfully carried through some of the greatestprojects in the building and construction line ever undertaken in the State. His address was along the same linesas was that of Mr. Gilkes, but from the builder's standpoint.
Following Mr. Cotter's address President Richardson in

troducedG. P. Hall, who was assignedthe toast " The Builders' Exchange : What It Stands for and What It Has Accomplished." This was an addressof great interest, not onlyto the members, but to the invited guests. It was in part
historical and in part prophetic, and what he had to say wasfollowed with the closest attention. Upon the conclusion ofMr. Hall's address President Richardson made a few remarks upon the pleasurewhich had beenaffordedall in listening to what the speakers had had to say and announced thatthe exchangewould arrange to have the addressesprinted inpamphlet form for distribution among the members. Eachand all present thoroughly enjoyed the occasion, and the anniversary of the Builders' Exchange was voted an unqualified
success.
There is at present a movementon foot to form a Southern association of builders' exchanges, with which all thelocal associations will be affiliated.

New York City.
Building operations in the city have not as yet been veryseriously handicapped by the trouble growing out of therefusal of the Brooklyn journeymen carpenters to acceptthe decision of Judge Gaynor, to whom was referred for settlement the question of an increase in wages. It appearsthat when the Master Carpenters' Association of New YorkCity made an agreementin December last to advance wagesthe scale was $4.50 a day in the Borough of Manhattan and

$4 a day in Brooklyn, and the terms of the agreement fixedthe minimum wage of carpenters in Manhattan Borough forwork in the shop at $4 a day and on buildings at $4.80 perday and that there should be a " proportionate increase perhour in the other four boroughs." The scale in force at thetime the agreementwas made was to continue until July 1,1900,when the increase was to take effect. It is stated thatthe Brooklyn men attempted to force the wage scale to $4.50a day in that borough prior to July 1, and then through themedium of the agreement referred to secure the 30 cents aday additional, which would have made the wages in theBorough of Brooklyn after July 1 $4.80a day, the sameas inthe Borough of Manhattan, whereas the agreementdemanded
different scales for each borough,as has always beenthe case,
to compare to the different scale of rents and cost of living
in the boroughs.
Judge Gaynor decided that the scale of wages prescribed

and established in each borough prior to the time the agree
ment was made must remain unchanged until July 1 and
that then the same increase per hour in terms by the agree
ment for Manhattan should go into effect in all the boroughs.
As the Brooklyn carpenters would not recede from theirposition the Board of Governors of the Building Trades

Employers' Association took drastic measuresand locked our
the carpenters belonging to the Brotherhood of Carpenters
and later those employed by the Master League of Cement
Workers.
The case of the painters who are on strike against the

Master Painters' Association and the interior Decorators
and Cabinet Makers' Association of Manhattan is much the
same as that of the journeymen enrpenters. This strike is
the result of a decision recently renderedby Charles Stewart
Smith as umpire in regard to demands for higher wages.
The demands were for an increase in wages from $3.50 aday for plain painters and $4 a day for decorative painters
to $4 and $4.50 a day, respectively, with a new wage scale
for paper hangers. The Brotherhood is under the Arbitra
tion Agreement of the Building Trades Employers' Associa
tion and the unions and the demands therefore were re-
fcred to a special Arbitration Committee of employers and
employed. The committee failed to agree and the matter
was referred to Mr. Smith as umpire, his decision to befinal, ne decided that the plain painters and decorativepainters should hereafter receive a wage of $3.50 a day—a
reduction instead of an increase for the decorativepainters—
and that the wages of the paper hangers should be un
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changed. The strike therefore is a violation of the Arbitra
tion Agreement.
At the time of going to press it is difficult to foreshadow

the outcome or to indicate the extent to which building
operations may be tied up. Here and there indications are
not wanting of a check to construction work, but it is more
largely due to the high prices of building materials than to
the attitude of labor. The value of the improvements for
which permits have thus far been issued is somewhat in
excess of the corresponding period of a year ago, although in
the Borough of the Bronx, where tremendous activity pre
vailed in 1905, there is a perceptible falling off. The same
may be said of operations in the Borough of Brooklyn, al
though the decline is not altogether significant.

Since the ab-ve was written an agreement has been
reached between the Master Carpenters' Association and its
workmen whereby the latter will return to work June 18.
The men in Brooklyn will receive $4.50 per day and the
men in Manhattan $4.80 per day. The new wage scale of
the Brooklyn men will go into effect August 15 and that of
the Manhattan men on July 1.

Philadelphia, Pa.

The report of the Bureau of Building Inspection for the
month of May shows an increase in the total value of building
operations, when comparedwith the previous month, as well
as a substantial increase over the corresponding period in
1905. Operations during May showed a decline when com
pared with April, but their individual cost was greater. Per
mits to the number of 990 were issued by the bureau during
May, covering 1895operations at an estimatedcost of $4,886,
655, an increase in value amounting to $814,770 over the
previous month, while comparisons made with the month of
May last year show the gain to be nearly $500,000 in the
past month's favor.
There has been a further decline in the number of per

mits taken out for two-story dwellings, while those for three
and four story dwellings have increased, the total values
showing a loss of a little over $500,000. The erection of
buildings for manufacturing purposes has increased largely,
but still falls somewhat behind the month of March, when
their total value reachedover $500,000. Alterations to exist
ing buildings showed a decided increase, amounting to al
most $500,000 when compared with those of the previous
month, while gains were also made in the number of permits
taken out and estimated value of club houses, schools and
apartment houses.
Building operations are being pushed forward rapidly
in all sectionsof the city, and the trade has never experienced
more active conditions. Every branch of the trade is fully
occupied, and extraordinary efforts are being made to push
operations to completion. Building materials are hard to
obtain promptly and considerabledelay has beenexperienced
by builders and contractors on this account.
The labor situation is good, the few minor differences,
held over from early in May between employers and em
ployees having been amicably adjusted. The demand for
skilled workmen is large. In some branches of the trade
mechanics are scarce, particularly those employed on the
better grades of work, and from the amount of work begun
and in contemplation the demandfor goodmen is more likely
to increase than diminish as the seasonadvances.
Among the prominent building operations for which per

mits were taken during the month of May was one for 30
two-story houses to be erected in West Philadelphia by S.
Greenburg. These are all to be 15 x 51 feet, and the cost
of the operation is estimated at $00,000.
The Racquet Club will build a new club house in Six
teenth street, below Walnut, at an estimated cost of $500,-
000. Permits for this work havebeengranted by the Bureau
of Building Inspection.
Frank K. Stahl will erect 1C two-story houses and a

three-story store and dwelling in Germantown, to cost
$35,000. The dwellings average 16 x 47 feet each, while the
store is to be built on a lot 16 feet 4 inches by 62 feet.
John L. Fry has begun work on 22 two-story houses, 15
x 42 feet each, at 5111 to 5153Walton avenue, West Phila
delphia. The operation is to cost $4S,400.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Whether or not it is due to the high prices of materials
entering into building construction, the fact remains that
there is a distinct let-up in the building operations which
are just now being conducted in the city, as compared with
the same time last year. According to the report of Super
intendent S. A. Dies of the Bureau of Building Inspection
there were 174 permits issued for now buildings during the
month of May, estimated to cost $766,100,while in the same
month last year 362 permits were issued for building im
provements costing $1,434,710. The cost of alterations in
May of this year was $57,350,and in May last year $83,976.
Whether this ratio will continue through the season it is
difficult to say, but there is enough work under way and in
prospect to keep the different branches of the trade pretty
well occupied. A feature of the situation is the extent of the

improvementswhich are being madeand in contemplation in
the business section. Among the new structures downtown
which are said to be assured for this year's erection, may be
noted the following :

Union Bank Building, Wood and Fourth $1,000,000
Commonwealth Building, Fourth avenue 1,000,000
Berger Building, Fourth and Grant 500,000
Phipps Power Building, Duquesne way 800,000
First National Bank Building, Wood and Fifth. . . 500,000
Century Building, Seventh street 400,000
Kaufmann warehouses,Wood street 150,000
Oliver Building, Liberty avenue 100,000
Excelsior Building, Liberty avenue 125,000
Arnfeld Building, Penn avenue 75,000
Gloekler Building, Penn avenue 150,000
Arundel Building, Ninth street 75,000
Myers remodeling, Oliver avenue 100,000
R. C. Hall Building, Fourth avenue 50,000
Thaw Building, Smithfield and First 150,000
Woodwell Building, Wood and Second 75,000
Keenan Building, Seventh and Liberty 1,000,000
Nicola Building, First and Cherry 125,000
Philadelphia Company annex, Sixth avenue 150,000

Outside the business district a number of large factories
and manufacturing plants, as well as other buildings involv
ing a considerable outlay of money, will be erected. The
plant of Reymer & Brothers, Incorporated, at Forbes and
Pride streets,will cost $200,000,and the catering building of
W. R. Kuhn & Co., at North Highland avenue and Broad
street, will cost $200,000. The plant of the Pittsburgh
Gage & Supply Company, at Liberty avenue and Thirtieth
street, will cost $250,000. The Emory Methodist Episcopal
Church will spend at least $150,000 for buildings at North
Highland avenue and Rippey street, and a half dozen
churches have announced building projects whose cost will
exceed$100,000. The number of store buildings which will
cost from $25,000 to $75,000,is larger than usual and these
are well scatteredover the city.
Architects and contractors report the number of first-

class housescosting from $10,000upward, which are assured
for this summer, is larger than was anticipated earlier in the
year. Probably fewer flat buildings will be erected this
summer than a few years ago, owing to the fact that there
appears to be a surplus of high-priced apartments.
It is understood that arrangements have been completed

for the erection of a 24-story store and office building, in
volving an outlay in the neighborhoodof $3,000,000. It will
have a frontage of 216 feet on Smithfield street, extending
from Oliver avenue to Sixth avenue, and the depth will be
120 feet.
Another improvement in the near future is a 19-story

hotel, to be erected at the northeast corner of Smithfield
street and Seventh avenue, and to cost, with its furnish
ings, in the neighborhoodof $4,500,000. The first 40 feet of
the building above ground will be faced with granite, while
the remainder will be of brick. The hotel will contain 700
rooms, and the furnishings will be such as to make it the
rival of the finest hostelries at present in the country.

Pensacola, Fla.
The building outlook for the present season is regarded
as very promising, but as the workmen are divided, being
part union and part nonunion, contractors do not always
have all the men required, and there is a good chance in the
city for experiencedcarpenters.
The Builders' Exchange, which was organized .Tune 0,
1905, is in a flourishing condition and occupies commodious
quarters in the Thiesen Building fitted with all modern con
veniences. At the recent annual meetingthe old officerswere
re-elected as follows : President, A. V. Clubbs ; vice-presi
dent, C. II. Turner, and secretary-treasurer, F. M. Williams.

San Francisco. Cal.

Our correspondent, writing under date of June 7, says :
During the month of May and the early part of June an
immense amount of building was done in San Francisco,
principally in the way of one-story frame structures, with
also quite a large number of corrugated iron buildings. In
the new business sections on Fillmore street and in the
neighborhood of Van Ness avenue a good many two-story
frame buildings, or large one-story buildings with galleries
have been built, for stores that will probably stand for sev
eral years. A number of substantial frame factories are in
course of construction in the heavy manufacturing district.
The great majority of the thousands of temporary frame
buildings will have to be removed within a reasonable
length of time, but many of the corrugated iron structures
will remain indefinitely in the districts where buildings of
the highest class are not specified by the new building laws.
Both wholesale and retail prices were advanced $2 on
fir lumber in San Francisco the last of May, making an
advance of $4 on the retail price since the fire. Still it can
not be said that this increase was directly a result of the
groat fire, for the late advances in logs, tho high freights and
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the scarcity of labor would easily justify the prices. The
lumber manufacturers of the Coast have had no disposition
to take advantage of the reconstruction of San Francisco
to advance prices unnecessarily. That is a contingency
they wish to avoid, although they foresee that if the deliv
eries of lumber fall off seriously the reduction of stocks will
force prices up when the stocks in local yards becomelow,
provided the heavy building demand continues.
The situation has unfortunately developedfriction among
the lumber handlers to such an extent that all work on the
water front ceasedJune 6. The United Shipping and Trans
portation Association threw down the gauntlet to the Sailors'
Union, and through that body to the Water Front Federa
tion, by ordering a lockout of all members of the Federa
tion. What threatened to be a strike of sailors against
steam schooner owners becamea lockout on the part of all
shipping associations. The big steamship companies have
been directed not to receive freight of nny kind and the
stevedoreswere discharged. The consequencesare too far-
reaching to be foreshadowed. A recurrence of the trouble
some time of 1901 is feared at the very time when every
shipping facility of the city is needed to handle structural
material for rebuilding.
The new building ordinance now awaiting adoption by
the Supervisors, which was originally drafted by Engineer
J. D. Galloway and others, gives reinforced concrete the
same opportunity as the building laws in the large Eastern
cities. But there 1ms since been introduced the following
amendment,which is regarded by many architects and engi
neers as inimical to that type of building: '"Reinforced con
crete walls shall be at least (i inches thick. If the area of
wall surface included between any two adjacent wall col
umns and adjacent floor girders exceeds 300 square feet
and is less than 400 square feet the thickness of the wall
shall not be less than 8 inches. If such area exceeds400
square feet the wall thickness shall not be less than 12
inches." Some of this provision would make the cost pro
hibitive. M. C. Couchot, 0. E., who prepared the sections
on reinforced concrete in the proposed ordinance, said in
commenting on the amendment: "There is absolutely no
need for such restrictions. I can state that a 6-inch wall of
reinforced concrete is a gooddeal stronger than a brick wall
of 13 inches in thickness. We never build in reinforced
concrete such structures as would have these wall dimen
sions as stated in the proposed amendment." "The prop
erty owners want no unjust restrictions now," said a lead
ing citizen who has commencedthe construction of three
buildings and has plannedto usereinforced concrete.

" What
is good law in the East for construction should be adopted
here. At this time no such arbitrary obstacles should lie
placed in the way of rebuilding the city."
The construction of many new warehouses has been
necessitatedby the fire and a large proportion of these are
of corrugated iron. Large wholesale companies and the
railroads have both made considerable progress in these
lines. The Southern Pacific will reconstruct its present
freight warehouses,most of which escaped the flames. The
destruction of almost the entire wholesale district has re
sulted in a general shifting of the heavy business center to
the southward, toward the railroad terminals as a rule, but
some of the new railroad warehouseswill probably be built
further northward, as the destruction of old buildings will
facilitate their penetrating northward into the heavy busi
ness districts. The Southern Pacific Railroad will provide
better facilities for handling freight in a modern manner
with derricks, &c. On Kentucky street, just south of Chan
nel street, a large warehouse has been nearly completed by
the railroad company. This building is 800 feet long by

80 feet wide, and will be used to help relieve the present
receiving quarters. It is equipped with all modern appli
ances, such as electric cranes for the rapid handling of large

quantities of goods. This building is near the freight ter
minal at Fourth and King streets, which is one of the largest
receiving yards for freight in the country.
In Oakland similar improvementsare being made. Since
the fire so many firms have gone to the city neross the bay

that the Southern Pacific at this point has been trying to
do several limes its normal business, which has so far made
deliveries to consigneesslow. The railroad people in order

to tide over the emergencyhas had under rush construction
a new freight shed similar in design to the one being pro

vided in San Francisco. The shed in course of building will

be 400 feet long and about 80 feet wide, with the necessary-

extra trackage. These tracks are laid so that the shed will

be easy of access at either end. This building is l>eing

erected at Fifth and Kirkham streets, Oakland. There is

talk of the erection of a large modern passenger depot in

San Francisco by the Southern Pacific, on property pur

chased several years ago on Steuart street, which would be

much nearer the Union Ferry Depot than the present little

antiquated station at Third and Townsend streets.
According to the plans of the holders of lots in the busi

ness district, Kearny street will be built up with modern

business structures, including a number of skyscrapers. F.

A. Hihn will erect a 12-story "Class A" building at the
corner of Hush and Kearny streets on the old site of the

Chronicle. The building will have a steel frame with stone

and reinforced concrete walls. The interior will be finished
in metal, with the corridors of marble and tile. The cor
nices will be made of ornamental copper. In addition to its
floors it will have a basementand subbasement.The building
has been designedby Architect W. II. Weeks and will cost
over $350,000. W. Friedman will erect a ten-story " Class
A " building on the southwest cornor of Bush and Kearny
streets, plans for the structure having already been ac
cepted. The frame of the building will be of steel and tke
outer material stone and brick. The cost will be over $180,-
000. Chas. Pfaff is the architect.
Geo. D. Toy has announced that he will build an 11-

story hotel on the corner of Powell and O'Farrell streets.
The building will have a frontage of 08:l'j feet on Powell and
43 feet on O'Farrell streets, with an extremedepth of 137'j
feet. The Toy Hotel will be of " Class A " construction,
will have metal doors, metal window casings and other fire
proof devices. It will have 450 rooms and will cost about
$300,000. The Fuller Construction Company of New York
is figuring on contracts to complete the structure in ten
months. The plans are by John Cotter Pelton.
Plans have also beenprepared by G. A. Dodge and Glenn

.Allen for a six-story and basement structure, to be erected
on the southeast corner of Bush street and Clara lane. The
lot is 50 x 137.6 and is to be completely covered by the
building. It is designed for a " Class A " construction of
steel, brick and terra cotta. It is estimated that the struc
ture will be completed about the end of January and it is
calculated that its cost will be $170,000.

Spring! leld, Mass.
Local builders are having some trouble in securing a

sufficient supply of building material for the work they have
in hand, and the scarcity and high price of such material
is likely to have its effect on the season's building record.
Lumber is very high, though the dealers feel that the price
has now reached the top and that they can supply the de
mand. There is a shortage in the supply of brick, which is
giving most concern, and structural steel is likely to be
seriously affected by the big Western demand. The mild
weather during the past winter enabled the builders to con
tinue their operations, so that no surplus bricks have been
allowed to accumulate. Xew York firms have bid high for
what bricks have been turned out in brickyards hereabouts
and the bulk of them have gone to that city. Plumbers' sup
plies are also difficult to secure and the scarcity is impeding
progress on a number of local buildings.

Springfield, Ohio.
More than 30 contractors, including carpenters, masons,

electrical workers and others having to do with the con
tracting for buildings held a meeting on Friday, May 18.
and organized a Builders' Exchange, with the following
officers: President, C. A. Schuster; secretary, R. B. Glad-
felter. and treasurer, W. M. Mitchell. The president is a
member of the firm of Fete & Schuster, tin roofers. The
secretary is one of the leading carpenter contractors of the
city, and the treasurer is a member of the firm of Mitchell
Brothers, plumbers and steam fitters.
One of the things which the organization expects to

accomplish is the appointment of a building inspector. The
architects of the city are said to be in thorough sympathy
with the organization and the exchange starts out with
bright prospects.

Washington. D. C.
The Master Builders' Association recently held its
annual meeting and elected officers for the ensuing year as
follows: President, James L. Marshall; vice-president. John
McGregor : secretary,GeorgeC. Hough, and treasurer. Frank
L. Wagner.

Notes.

The building permits which were issued in Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., during the month of May indicate an active season in
the way of building operations and the amount of work in
progress is at present greater than any corresponding period
in the history of the city.
The Master Builders' Association of Atlantic City, N. J.,
filed articles of incorporation at Trenton on May 21. the
incorporators including Daniel Knauer, Charles D. Thomp
son and (!. T. Goff. The objects of the organization are to
promote the interests of master builders.

What will probably be the largest and best equipped
cold storage structure in this country is the 14-story
building nlxnit to be erected on a site fronting on West.
Rondo, Washington and Dunne streets, New York City.
The stories above the first, containing some 2,000,000
feet of space, will be fitted with refrigerating devices,
and, according to the architects, William B. Tubby &
Brother. 81 Fulton street, the estimated cost will be in
the neighborhood of $1,000,000. The organization will be
known as the Reade-Duane Cold Storage Company. The
building will have stores and basements suitable to the
fruit and cold storage produce business.
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HEATING AND VENTILATING A SCH00LH0USE.

SO
little attention relatively is paid to the fuel eon-
sumption of heating systems that it is Interesing to

note the results in connection with a New England school

building, the plans of which are here given. The heating

system has been in operation for several years and the
average coal consumption has ranged between 30 and 34

tons per season. Through the courtesy of a correspondent

who has paid some attention to the fuel consumption in

school buildings heated by different systems we are able

to present some valuable data bearing on the subject.
The plan of the basement, Fig. 1. shows the location of

the furnaces and their equipment. It will be noted that a
large ventilating shaft 24x48 inches in size is built in

connection with the chimney. One side of the ventilating

shaft serves also as one side of the chimney, receiving the

products of combustion from the two hot air furnaces and

the stove located In the ventilating shaft. This warm
chimney wall lends substantial assistance to the stove

placed in the ventilating shaft to raise the temperature

for the purpose of creating an exhaust current through

the ventilating registers in the schoolrooms. A No. 281

New Hub hot air furnace, made by the Smith-Anthony

Company, Boston, Mass., is relied on to furnish the warm

air for heating and ventilating the two schoolrooms.

ply Is closed before the school assembles, the doors to the
passage way between the two schoolrooms ate opened
and the return air register in the floor is opened. By this
means the air in the building passes down to the large
furnace and when heated is again discharged in the school
room, keeping up a circulation of the air, which facilitates
a rapid heating. As soon as the school opens the air sup
ply from out of doors is opened and the return air register
in the passage way closed. The ventilating registers,
which are closed when circulating the air in the school
rooms, are opened as soon as the pupils are assembled.
This is to insure an economical maintenance of the de
sired temperature within the school building during the
night and of an ample supply of fresh air to meet the
requirements of the Massachusetts law, which is 30 cubic
feet of air per pupil per minute when the schoolroom is
occupied.
The schoolrooms are designed for the accommodation

of 31 pupils each. Their dimensions are 22Msx 27 feet,
with a 12-foot ceiling, and their contents, with the amount
of wall, glass and equivalent glass surface exposed, are
given in the accompanying table. This also gives the area
of the hot air flues and the vent flues, and the area of the
fresh cold air supply. In computing the glass surface

Heating and Ventilating a Schoolhouse.

Provision is made to supply fresh air from out of doors
to this furnace by means of a swinging window which is

3% feet square. This window opens Into a chamber which
has a damper in the top connecting with the register in
the floor of a passage way between the two schoolrooms,
as shown in the plan of the first floor.
The air after passing through the furnace is dis
charged into two 24 x 24 inch warm air flues. Under the
hall of the building a No. 201 New Hub furnace is located,
receiving its air supply through a 34 x 18 inch return air
register placed in the floor of the hall above and discharg
ing hot air through two 12-inch pipes connected with two
12 x 15 inch registers. The plan of the first floor, Fig. 2,
shows the location of this return air register in the hall.
The return air register in the passageway between the two
schoolrooms is 20x 3G inches, and the plan shows also
the two hot air flues, one discharging into each room by
means of a 24 x 30 inch grill located about 8 feet above
the floor, so that the incoming air will not cause uncom
fortable draughts among the pupils.
A floor register and a side wall register of the same
size connect with the vent flue as shown. Both the warm
air flues and the vent flues are provided with dampers, so
that the flowTof air through them can be controlled as
desired. In operation the window to the outdoor air sup-

4 square feet of wall surface has been considered equal
in cooling effect to 1 of glass and 20 square feet of
floor nnd ceiling space as equivalent to 1 of glass. It
will be noted that the hall is not connected with the ven
tilating flue and that the air in it is circulated at all times.
The renewal of the fresh air in this space is accomplished
by the frequent opening of the outer doors by the pupils,
the principal point being to maintain a comfortable tem
perature in the corridor to prevent a rush of cold air into
the schoolrooms when the doors are oi>en.
The hall contains 916S cubic feet of space and the hot
air pipes have an area of 22(5square inches, which is a
provision of 1 square inch of area in the hot air pipes
to about 40 cubic feet of space and to 1.8 square feet of
E. G. S. This is a larger proportion of air than is
found in residence work, but it is not excessive, when it
is considered that all of the air handled by this furnace
is constantly in circulation, no outside supply being raised
from a low temperature to the discharge temperature
except that which enters when the doors are opened and
through the crevices. The proportion in the schoolrooms
is quite different, owing to the frequent changes of air
required by the law for ventilation. The two school
rooms contain 14,808cubic feet of space, which bears a re
lation of 13 cubic feet of space to 1 square inch of area in
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the hot air flue and the same relation to the ventilation
flue. With the windows, walls, floors and ceiling, the
equivalent glass surface Is 572 square feet, which bears a
relation of 0.5 square foot to 1 square inch of area in the
hot air flue.
The furnace used for heating the schoolrooms has a

28-inch grate, and that under the halls has a 20-inch grate.
They have a corrugated flrepot made in sections and a
large combustion chamber made of sheet metal, discharg
ing the products of combustion into an annular sheet
metal radiator. This construction presents a large ex
panse of heated surface and is designed to offer minimum
obstruction or friction to the flow of air upward through

the furnace, adapting it admirably for schoolhouse heat
ing, where a large volume of air at a comparatively low
temperature is essential. The 28-inch grate in the school
room furnace has an area of 615 square inches or 4.27
feet The area of this grate has a relation of 1 square
inch of area to 24 cubic feet of space and to 0.0 square
foot of E. G. S. The 20-inch grate in the hall furnace has
an area of 314 square Inches or 2.2 square feet The area

bears a relation of 1 square inch to 29 cubic feet of
space and to 1.3 square feet of E. G. S. The dimension

hour, would necessitate the raising of 111,600cubic feet of
air per hour 150degreesand would require roughly 245,500
heat units per hour, or a total of 209,300heat units. How
near these calculations would be borne out in actual prac
tice unfortunately cannot be determined, as there are no
records of the weight of the coal burned under the con
ditions mentioned, but they will give an idea to the stu-
TABI.EOK PROPORTIONS07 THE FURNACEBEATING SYSTEM.

Equlv-
Glass alent

Space Wall sur- glass Hot Cold
ln surface, face. surface, air Vent air
cubicSquareSquareSquare Sue flue supply
feet. feet. feet. feet. area. area. area.

Schoolroom . ...7,404 588 99 221 570 576 1,764
Schoolroom . . . .7.404 588 99 221 576 576 ....

Floors andceilings
339 226 . »• 306
206

Totals.. . ..23,976 2,126 330 987 1,378 1.152 ....
dent of the heating problem of what must be considered in
such work. The student may assume different conditions
and figure from a different point of view, but he will
always have the fact for consideration that the plant in
question has been in use for several years, giving satis-
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Fig. 2.—Plan of First Floor.

Heating and Ventilating a Schoolhouse.

of the grate in the stack heater is not given, but assuming
it to be 12 inches in diameter, with an area of 113 square
inches, the total grate area In the building is 7.23 square
feet On this 34 tons of coal are burned or 4.7 tons, or
9400pounds of coal per square foot per season.
Assuming that the fire is run 180 days, this would give

52.2 pounds per square foot of grate per day. On the mild
days of early fall and late spring it is fair to assume that
less than one-half of this amount or about 1 pound per
square foot per hour would be burned, but on the few
extremely cold days as much as 7 pounds is probably
burned per square foot per hour, particularly in the case
of the large furnace. In fact, in severe weather it would
not be difficult to burn 130 pounds of coal or more per
day per square foot of grate surface in the large furnace,
or a total of 010 pounds per day. Half of this amount
would be burned in the eight hours the school is in session,
or the equivalent of S.l per square foot per hour, or a total
of 3S.2 pounds per hour on a grate of 4.7 square feet of
surface. The consumption of 38.2 pounds of coal in the
type construction described at 8000 heat units per pound
of coal gives a total of 305,000 he;it units per hour. As
suming a temperature out of doors of 10 degrees below
zero, the 570 square feet of equivalent glass surface would
lose say 93.5 heat units per square foot of surface, or a
total of 53,S00heat units per hour. To change the 14,808

cubic feet of air often enough to give each of the 62 pupils
u0 cubic feet of air per minute, or 1S00cubic feet of air per

factory service, and that the coal consumption averages
from 30 to 34 tons per season.

Moss Qreen Shingle Stain.

In reply to a correspondent of that journal who re
cently asked how to prepare in moss green a good creosote
stain for dipping shingles and coating them after laying.
The Painters' Magazine suggests the following : Make
a liquid paint that is fairly stout, using pure white lead
in oil, a strong chrome green in oil, raw umber in oil and
a little lampblack until you have the desired shade, thin
ning with boiled linseed oil and a little japan. To a quart
of this paint add for dipping purposes five quarts creosote
oil, and for application with the brush mix one quart
of the oil paint and three quarts of creosote oil. Some
have recommended the use of part kerosene oil along
with the creosote, but our experience is not favorable to
its use. We also prefer the use of coal tar creosote to
wood creosote.

Tank chimneys or chimneys employed to support
tanks which encircle the exterior at any bight desired
are one of the relatively new developments of the age.
The chimneys are carefully built to withstand wind
pressures corresponding to a velocity of 100 miles per
hour and care is taken in the choice of bricks. The de-
tnils by which the tanks are supported by the brick work
of the chimney are not at this writing available.
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ENGLISH METHOD

IT
is always interesting to compare methods of doing
work at home and abroad whatever may be the branch

of trade to which it relates, and many of our readers
are likely to find in the following article from a London
building paper descriptive of English methods of fitting
doors that which will attract their attention and possi
bly stimulate some of them to express their opinions.
When hanging a door we have to consider the fol

lowing details. It must fit closely, but in such a man
ner as not to interfere with its free working at the top
or at the bottom above the plinth. It must also be not
too tight at the side where hinged. When considering
these essential particulars it is necessary to bear in
mind that the operation of polishing will make a slight
difference, for which allowance should be made.
In the bottom of the door this will, of course, be ab

sent. The top of the plinth will be polished; the top
edge of the door will be polished if level or below the
level of the eye, and the underneath edge of the top
will be plain if lower, and polished if, as in a cornice,
higher. You will see examples of these in bookcase
and wardrobe doors. The carcase edges will, in most
cases, be polished.
I shall have to allude frequently in my description

and remarks to the measurement known as the
thickness of a veneer, or half the thickness of a
veneer, the term being used to express a dis
tance that cannot be readily measured. Now veneers
vary greatly in thickness, being cut from 16 to 160 to
the inch; those most usually employed are 1-30 inch
thick. If you halve 1-16 inch it will give you 1-32 inch,
a distance nearly equivalent. You may, therefore, al
ways consider the expression to represent this amount.
Before hinging a door it must be fitted. This requires

doing very accurately, and it is indispensable that the
wx>rk to which it is to be applied should be in a com
plete state. The top of the cabinet, or the cornice, if
otherwise, must be fixed on in the position it is finally
to be; and the plinth, if made with one and not sup
ported on legs, should be screwed on.

Putting on the Butts.
The door is now carefully fitted widthways and taken

to the requisite size. It is also fitted lengthways be
tween the top and the plinth; in doing this you should
take it to such a size that there will be the distance of
the thickness of a veneer at the top, and 1-16 inch at
the bottom. Having completed this we may proceed to
put on the butts. First, consider the position in which
they are to be placed. You will find the following dis
tance one that can be pretty generally applied. Take
the length of the door, and make one-eighth of this dis
tance from top and bottom the position for the butts,
letting this be the upper part of the top one and the
lower of the bottom. Thus, in a door measuring 2 feet,
it would be 3 inches from each end. Doors that
are much larger than this generally require an addi
tional butt placed equidistant between these two, while
in those of a heavy nature four butts will not be too
much. You must be guided by the nature of the work,
and my previous remarks respecting the sizes you will
require also by the thickness of the carcase ends. These
are generally from inch to J£ inch thick, and the
flaps of the butts should not be wider than three-fourths
or four-fifths of this thickness.
The butts in all cases are first put on the doors.
Set them to the previous markings, holding them square
with the door, and on It as far as the width of the flap.
Mark each end of it, this being best done with a knife.
Now gauge on the door stile the width of the butt flap
and half the knuckle, and gauge on the edge the thick
ness of the butt, adding sufficient for it to stand down
the thickness of a veneer. Cut in the gauge and knife
marks firmly; the end ones may be done with a saw,
the other with a chisel. Now chop out the intervening
wood carefully down to the mark, keeping it as level as
possible. When this is completed try the butt and see
if it fits; if necessary, make a slight alteration and re-

OF FITTING DOORS.
try; it must go completely in, but do so tightly. You
may now screw it in, using screws having heads which
will nearly fill the holes in butts. Do not use them too
small, or the butts will, when in use, pull through the
heads, but just sufficient for the heads to stand a trifle

down. •
The door is now held to the carcase edge, and the
position of the remaining flap of the butt marked. To
keep the door off the top the requisite distance I have
already given, insert a piece of veneer between the top

edge of door and the underneath of the top, pressing it
closely up and keeping it in position with the door.

You may replace the veneer, if more convenient, with
a thickness or so of paper to correspond. The mark
ings along the edge may be made with a knife; then

cut in with a chisel, the end ones being cut as before
with a saw. After cutting out the wood and fitting the

butt you should close the door and see that it is right.
When doing this it Is not necessary to put in all the
screws; it is, in fact, better not to do so, because If a
slight alteration is required the screws will have to
be removed. This is additional trouble, besides pre

venting their holding so well. By using one to each

butt in the center or second hole you can make the

preliminary trial and then make any slight alteration
it may require. When correct put in the remainder
of the screws. In the ends you will be able to use, if
necessary, longer screws than in the door. Be particular

how you bore for them. If soft wood, a small hole,
allowing the screw to work its way in; if hard, a larger
one. It may also be advisable to grease the screws in
this case. The remarks I have made respecting the
screws and butts in trying refer, of course, only to the

work when in the position it
. will be whilst being hinged

—viz., resting on carcase back.

Method When Centers Are Used.

I have explained when centers are employed. Be
fore putting on, the door Is fitted as before; the edge
of the door should be rounded and the pilaster re
bated sufficient for it to work in—about V* inch is
usually sufficient for this. You will notice, if you
look at a pair of centers, that one of them is made
slightly different from the other, but in one which is

intended for the bottom the pivot or pin is made with a

shoulder above the plate to which it is riveted. This
gives the requisite distance off the plinth for the door
to work. The top or upper one is made close. The
bottom center plate, with the pin affixed, is let into the
underneath of the door, the rounded portion being near
the back edge, and the edges of the plate equidistant
from the inside and outside door edges. Mark Its posi
tion, and take out the wood to a depth corresponding
with its thickness, making the end where the pin-rivet
is deep enough to receive it. Now knock it home and
screw it; place the door in its position, press it down
ward on the plinth until the pin or pivot will leave
an impression upon it. Then remove the door, bore a
hole with a center bit large enough for the pin to work
in. Set the remaining plate with the hole to correspond
with this hole; mark it and cut as before, allowing it

to stand a little down. Place the top plate on the upper
edge of the door in the same manner; cut it in and
then press it against the underneath of the top frieze,
or whatever it works against. Having ascertained its
position, let in the remaining plate as usual. In doing
this it will be necessary to remove It before finally
fixing.
There is nothing special to remark respecting stop

butts with the back edge leveled forming the stop. In
those in which it is formed by the spring underneath,
you will require a good deal of room underneath for it
to work. The flaps are cut in level with the work or
slightly raised; then, when screwed, filed together, with
the screw-heads level with it.
These, besides being applied to a fall shutting be

tween cheeks at each side, are sometimes used for work
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that shuts upon edges, as in a desk. The fall flap, or
top, should first be fitted. The edge is now rebated out
to receive the joint, the thickness of which has been
previously marked upon it. It is now requisite to allow
about 1-16 inch for the knuckle of the joint to turn in.
After screwing proceed to mark the position of the
flaps, taking care in so doing to keep the work equi
distant from each end.
I will now take card table hinges or those used for

similar purposes, describing those applied at the ends
first. Take the flap and set the back of the expanded
head level with the inside edge and its top level with
the underneath of the table flap. Now mark it round
with a knife or a striker and cut it to receive the plate,
deepening the portion sufficient to take the head. The
remainder should be taken out level and the plate
allowed to stand a little down. When screwing use a
larger one for the head. Place the flap upon the table,
set the head level as before, mark its position, and cut
it on in the same manner. Second variety with ellip
tical heads. These are placed on the top and face of
the work, the ends alone showing endways. The posi
tion of the plate on the flap will be as follows: The
inner edge, which is not level with the head, will re
quire to be set in to that amount. This distance, which
is about % inch, cannot very well be marked with a
gauge, as the plate tapers slightly. I prefer to take the
whole width of the head. Mark its width, which is equal
to the position of the back edge of the plate— this may
be done with the gauge; then set this to it and mark
the front from it. The necessary length and depth for
the head where the tongue works must also be marked.
This should also be done carefully, as the shape is
rather difficult to get accurately and shows badly if
rtherwise. The remaining side is similar and fitted in
exactly the same way. It is best to do this before
screwing on the first, as one or two trials are some
times required.

Table straps are applied in about the proportion I
have given for butts. The back part of the rectangular
enlargement is let in level with the inner edge of the
flap, and the top plate with the table top. The position
of the latter is more conveniently marked by reversing
it and marking round, on account of the irregularity of
the underneath. The side bracket shaped expansions
are to be let in. You will notice that the riveted por
tion forming the knuckle describes in working a curve
corresponding with these side brackets. The interven
ing wood should be cut out, care being taken to cut
cleanly, and not leaving anything that will interfere
with its working freely, whilst at the same time due
attention must be paid to the position of the front hole
for the screw, the hold of which must not be weakened.
You should also be very particular to keep the plates
perfectly level throughout.

Building Law Regarding " Extra Work."

The Court of Appeals of New York State has just de
cided that a contractor who has constructed a building
under an architect's plans and specifications, and whoso
contract provided that 110allowance should be made for
extra work unless an itemized estimate thereof was sub
mitted by the contractor and the architect's order in
writing had been given therefor, is precluded from re
covering for extras claimed to have been performed on
the architect's verbal orders. Nor does a provision in the
contract that the architect, for the purposes of the con
tract, was acting as the agent of the owner authorize
him to waive the requirements for an itemized estimate
and an order in writing.

The case was entitled John Langley, respondent, vs.
Peter \Y. Rouss, executor of Charles Broadway Uouss, de
ceased, appellant. The plaintiff entered into a contract
with the defendant's testator in his lifetime by which the
plaintiff agreed to perform certain mason and carpenter
work in the erection, alteration and extension of certain
buildings on Broadway, in the city of New York. The
contract has been performed and the contract price fully

paid. This action was brought to recover for certain
alleged extra work consisting of :
1. Shoring, sheath piling, sustaining and under
pinning, adjoining wall to 555 Broadway. $3,414.40

2. Sustaining and shoring of beams and floor
ing of old building while columns and gird
ers were being put in place C.<300.00

3. Temporary smoke pipe for boilers while
chimney was being built 275.00

4. Shoring roof of old building where bulk
head has been erected ; building temporary
roof; removing tin roof; taking out fire
place arches ; taking down brick wall ; fur
nishing and putting in place new arches
for two stories of bulkhead on the south
east corner of the old building ...... 1.215.00

Total $11,505.30
The defendant's testator by his answer denied the

allegations of the complaint so far as it related to extra
work and alleged that the labor and materials for which
the plaintiff sought to recover in this action were and
each of the same was included in and covered by said
contract and that the plaintiff had been fully paid there
for.
The court held that the architect was expressly made
the agent of the owner for the purposes of the contract,
but such agency, so far as It related to making altera
tions or directing that extra work should be done, was
limited, as in the contract stated, to such orders as he
should give in writing. The restrictions on the authority
of the architect were for the protection of the owner.
Where contracts including plans and specifications in
volve a great amount of detail, and the merits of claims
for alterations and extra work are difficult to determine
and adjust after the work is completed, a provision re
quiring the contractor to submit itemized estimates of the
expense of proposed alterations or extra work, and that
the order of the architect therefor should be in writing,
is reasonable and tends to a more definite understanding
and avoids controversies. The contractor is not required
to make changes or perform extra work unless he first
receives written authority therefor, and the contract is
therefore neither unreasonable nor severe and it should
be enforced. An agent cannot enlarge his own powers
by waiving the limitations thereon.
" Where the amount of work to be performed and ma
terials to be furnished under and by a contract depend
upon conditions that cannot be ascertained by inspection,
and bidders are not required and given an opportunity
to make such investigations as are necessary to satisfy
themselves as to the amount of work to be done and ma
terials to be furnished, and the contract, plans and speci
fications include representations as to existing conditions.,
which are Inserted for the purpose of enabling contrac
tors to determine what bid to make for the proposed
work and materials, a recovery may be had as for a
breach of contract for the damages caused if it shall turn
out that the representations were erroneous."

A Theater of Novel Design.

A theatkr and music hall of rather a novel design
is at present being considered as an- addition in the near
future to the already extensive number of places of
amusement in New York City. We understand that a
site has been secured in Forty-second street, extending
through to Forty-third street, just west of Sixth avenue,
and the structure will be put up on lines similar to the
music halls of Europe. The main entrance will be from
Forty -second street, with an elaborate lobby extending
through to the carriage entrance on Forty-third street.
One of the novel features of the theater will be the seats,
which will provide patrons arm chairs arranged in rows
sufficiently far apart to admit of each seat holder taking
his place without disturbing those already seated; com
modious anterooms on each floor, a spacious restaurant,
a magnificent dress promenade and an extensive roof
garden. Those are features which cannot fail to be
appreciated.
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New Publication.

Ventilation of Buildings. By William G. Snow and
Thomas Nolan. Size, 3% x G inches ; 83 pages. Pub
lished by D. Van Xostrand Company. Price, 50 cents.
The book is a continuous account, divided into three

general parts, of what is involved in ventilation and of
what are the features and limitations of different systems
in vogue. It is designed chiefly as a primer for those who
wish to be told simply and briefly what is considered best
practice in ventilation, and certainly the scope of the book
has been well fulfilled. The authenticity of the informa
tion can be no better vouched for than by an explanation
of who the authors are. Mr. Snow, who is a member of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and has
bad a varied experience in a wide range of heating and
ventilating work, will be recalled as a frequent contributor
to these columns and as the author of " Furnace Heating.'*
Mr. Nolan is of the American Institute of Architects, and
assistant professor of architecture in the University of
Pennsylvania.
Of the useful information contained in this concise
volume mention may be made of the description of simple
tests for investigating the efficacy of a ventilating system
by the presence of carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere, of
the tables of the amount of air necessary in different
kinds of buildings, and the considerations involved in con
nection with the space per capita in a given building and
the period of occupancy, and of the considerations of
plenum and exhaust systems of ventilation and upward
and downward methods of air circulation. In a sum
mary of methods of driving fans for ventilation it is
stated that to develop each horse-power (for fan driving)
would cost roughly, exclusive of attendance, 5 cents with
gas, 3 cents with steam when the exhaust is not utilized,
10 cents with electricity and 40 cents with water (utiliz
ing a water motor at ordinary city water rates), these
figures being based on small machines, under ordinary
working conditions.

Weights of Windows, Doors and Blinds,

It frequently happens that a contractor desires to
know the weight of doors, blinds, sashes and other
wrought stuff, in order that he may be able to provide for
railroad expenses or other freight charges ; and the fol
lowing tables prepared by a writer in an exchange are
presented as likely to meet such requirement :

Wciyiit of Doors.
. •Thickness.
1 inch. 114inch. lu, inch.

Size. 1'ounds. Pounds. 1'ounds.
2 feet 0 inchesby (5feet 0 inches.. . 20 23 32
2 feet 6 inchesby 6 feet 0 Inches.. . 27 33 3is
2 feet (i Inchesby 6 feet 8 Inches.. . 30 35 4n
2 feet 10 inchesby ti feet 10 inches.. . 33 40 45
3 feet 0 inchesby 7 feet 0 inches.. . 3tS 45 50

Wviyhts of ll inrfoics.
Thickness,l',i Inches.

Glazed. I'nglazed.
Size of glass. 1'ounds. 1'ounds.
7x9-—12 light 13 6
8 x 10-—12 light 15 (lii.
9 x 12-—12 light LIP 1M
9 x 13-—12 light 21 8
10 x 12--12 22 K'.i
in i 14-—1'>llfhl- tthoerfl 23 81«
10 x 10— 12 light sheets

Weigh of Minds.

20 9

Two Sheetsto Each Window Of 12 Lights.
Pounds. Feet. Inch. Feet. Inch. Pounds.

7 x B 11 2 u X 11 11 •-3
8 x 10 2 8 X il s 24
9x12 10 -X 11 111 25
9 x 13 . . 17 o X (1 6 2(1
10x 12. 17 3 0 X 7 ii 27
10x 14 10 3 0 X 7 il 20
10x 16 3 II X s Ii 32
10 X is. 22 3 2 X s ^ 34
10x 20. 26 3 0 1 s ■in

While the tables are not absolutely correct, as the
weight of lumber varies, yet they are sufficiently near the

truth to enable the estimator to obtain an Idea as to the

cost of freight when he knows the rate per 100 pounds.

The table referring to glazed sashes will also give the

estimator a fair idea of the cost of sash weights required
for any given work. The following table may also be of

service In estimating cost of freight on dressed and un

dressed lumber :
Pounds.

Fine boardsor plnnk. weight per M 2.700
Ceiling, dressed,V, inch thick, weight per M 1,900
Celling, dressed,% Inch thick, weight per M 800
Flooring, dressed,weight per M 1,200
Ceiling, dressed,% inch thick, weight per M 1,400
Ceiling, dressed.% Inch thick, weight per M 1,600
Hoards, surfaced one side, weight per M...^ 2.000
Dimensionstuff, rough, weight per M 2,700
Shingles,per % 3d.bunch 40
Pickets or other dressedstuff, per 100 feet 200

From these tables the weight of all the lumber and

dressed stuff in a building may be determined, and the

cost of freights to any given point obtained, railroad or

steamboat charges per 100 pounds being known.

The Carpenter of To-Day.

The following is interesting as showing the light in

which the carpenter is held by the trade in England, the

comments being reprinted from a London building paper :

There is no mechanic in the building industry for

whom the opportunities for advancement and chances for

promotion are as numerous and at the same time as

certain as in the " carpenter trade." This statement may

be contradicted by many, and no doubt will be, but to
understand it clearly we must delve below the surface.

The carpenter is the leading mechanic on the building ;

this is an acknowledged fact. He is usually the foreman

of the job, and very often the superintendent of construc

tion. He is required to know many things, particularly

the peculiarities of the different trades engaged on the

building. He must not only be a thorough mechanic in

his own line of business, but he must know something of

the " other trades," something of masonry, plumbing,

roofing, plastering, &e. He it is who has to take the re
sponsibility of carrying out everything in detail accord

ing to plans and specifications. It is seldom now that a
building is erected without the assistance of an architect,

but in cases where an architect is not required the car

penter is the first man to be consulted. He is looked upon

as the builder and is required and expected to supply the

details to all other trades. He lays out the ground,

stakes the foundation, prepares and places in position the

centers for the bricklayers and masons. In fact, he sup
plies whatever is necessary in the shape of mechanical

skill for the completion of the building. If any innova
tion is introduced in the construction of a building for

which there is no specific mechanic or contractor it usual
ly falls to the lot of the carpenter to put it in operation.

Whatever errors there may be in plans, whatever short

comings in specifications, whatever mistakes the architect

may make, the carpenter is called upon to overcome them

and make them good. It will therefore be easily seen
that a vast amount of responsibility rests on the

shoulders of the carpenter, yet he is one of the most poor

ly paid mechanics on the building. It is a common thing
for men to say that they would never allow a boy of

theirs to learn carpentry or any of its branches, but it is

an honorable trade of which no man should be ashamed ;

a good trade; one of the best. The greatest and best of

men was a carpenter.
There are several stages to go through in the career

of a carpenter. First as a shop boy, then as apprentice,
then as a journeyman, afterwards as a foreman, and last

ly, perhaps, as a superintendent of construction or a

clerk of works. From this last position he steps Into

business for himself, either as a master carpenter, or
builder, or building contractor. Sometimes he takes up

drawing in all its branches and with his practical skill

and experience as a carpenter enters a new field, very

often with the chances in his favor of making a decided

success. Many architects will be found who have driven
the jack plane and found in the carpenter's trade their

first advancement.
Taking it all in all, there are many chances of ad

vancement for the carpenter if he is only made of the
right stuff and t.uick to grasp opportunities.

" There is a

tide In the affairs of man which taken at the flood leads

on to fortune." Remember such a time will come. He
ready for it.
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Country Life in a Flat.

The particulars which follow relate to the apartments
in the upper part of New York City of a bachelor who
was fond of rural life, but whose business did not permit
him to live out of the city, and who in order that his
surroundings might harmonize with his notions arranged
his quarters, which occupy an entire floor, after the man
ner here described :
His reception room is of unfinished timbers resem

bling hewed logs. The ceiling shows the rafters. The
electric bulbs are inclosed in perforated tin resembling
the old-fashioned tin lantern. Beyond is the tepee, util
ized as a smoking room. It is separated from the sleep
ing apartment by cedar poles in the rough, constructed
to resemble a rail fence. The tepee is arranged like a
tent. A big iron kettle is suspended from a crane in the
center. This is the ash receiver. The floor is covered
with animal rugs. A collection of bows and arrows and
tomahawks, horns, scalping knives and imitation scalps
complete the scheme. In the room next fowling pieces,
guns, rifles, pikes, fish nets and spurs are in evidence.
A big, rough board holds flasks of various sizes, glasses,
tumblers and cups. The flasks contain any brand which
the thirsty visitor may desire. A coon skin is tacked
over the bar and benches take the place of chairs.
A fence divides the " trough " from the next room,
which is arranged to represent the back yard of a coun
try home, with a dog kennel near the gate and a well
box, with a sweep. On one corner stands the bucket,
and a dipper and an old gourd hang on the box. The
picture is realistic, but the windlass is never turned.
Back of this is the end of a barn. The door is painted
red. In an open square near by is the painted head of a
horse, looking out as naturally as if it was about to
whinny for its oats. A loose plank leads from the barn
to the bathroom, which is concealed from view by what
looks like a high board fence. Its equipments are about
the only modern equipments on the entire floor.

Instruction to Apprentices in a Baltimore Shop.
The different meetings of the National Association of

Master Sheet Metal Workers have Impressed W. A.
Fingles, 1529 Maryland avenue, Baltimore, Md., that the
only way to have good mechanics is to train apprentices.
He has established in his shop a school of instruction
which meets every Monday, Wednesday and Friday after
noon from 4.30 to 5.30. The school is under the sui>er-
vlsion of his superintendent, P. W. Harriss, who gives the
instruction. Mr. Harriss has willingly tendered his serv
ices and time to the apprentices of the shop for instruct
ing them in the important work of pattern cutting, in the
use of tools and how to lay down and form up different
designs he explains to them. Mr. Fingles says that he
would like to see his method of instructing apprentices
more generally taken up, as he feels there is no doubt
that a boy can learn more in half a dozen lessons of this
kind than he would In a year at the business without in
struction.
Beyond question the step taken by Mr. J'Ingles is

worthy of commendation and of being widely followed
by men in the same line of business, and we feel sure
that many of our readers who would be willing to make
an effort In this direction would be glad to have Mr.
Fingles or Mr. Harris explain in detail their plan of
procedure. It is our experience that worthy mea are
grateful for detailed instruction as to how to carry on
a work for which other men have devised a successful
plan. We will gladly accord whatever space may be
necessary for some explanation of the system used in Mr.
Fingles' shop and hope that we may have the privilege
of presenting it.

000. It has been designed by Clinton & Russell, archi
tects, with George A. Boehm as associate architect The
new building will have a frontage of 45 feet on Fifth
avenue, and 111 feet on Thirty-fifth street The facade
will be of ornamental limestone. Another improvement
about to be commenced is at the southwest corner of
Forty-sixth street and Filth avenue, where a brownstone
dwelling is to be razed in order to make room for a ten
story fire proof building. Still another is at the south
west corner of Forty-seventh street, on a plot 50% x 100
feet, where an eleven story and basement business build
ing is In process of construction. It will have a facade
of limestone with columns of polished granite, and will
be the first modern business structure so far north in
the avenue. The architects are Maynicke & Franke, and
the ground floor has been leased to Howard & Co.

Among the many improvements now under way by
which the section of Fifth avenue in the neighborhood of
Thirty-fourth street, New York City, is being rapidly
transformed Into a business district is one at the corner
of Thirty-fifth street, where the old New York Club House
is being torn down to make way for an eleven story and
basement office and store building, estimated to cost $300,-

The United States Civil Service Commission an
nounces an examination on July 5 and 6 to secure eligi-
bles from which to make selections to fill a vacancy in the
position of architectural draftsman in the Philippine ser
vice. Candidates will be examined in building materials
and construction, freehand drawing and projections, archi
tectural drawing and technical training and experience.
There will also be an examination on the same date at
places mentioned in a list, which can be secured from the
Commission at Washington, D. C, for civil engineer and
superintendent of construction.
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THIS IS THE AGE OF THE METAL
SHINGLE.

Inflammable wood shingles, heavy slate, brittle tile
and unsightly paper or tar have seen their day.

And the reason is that the NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLE is the natural evolution of
the shingle question.

They are fire proof. They are light. They are unbreakable. They are artistic—and then beyond that are qualities of
durability, strength, beauty and quick adjustment—all its own.
Note the appearanceof just one building roofed with NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLES and then compare it

with the cheap, common kind done in wood, slate, paper or tar.
And then figure on this—that they're cheaperthan wood, cheaper than anything when you figure all the saving points

involved—insurance, protection, etc.
NEW CENTURY SHINGLES are handsomeembosseddesign, the lock is simple, easy, perfect.
Don't fail to get the book, No. 25,we send you free, and post up on the roofing question, comparativecosts, estimates,

designs, etc. Address,

CHATTANOOGA ROOFING & FOUNDRY CO., Chattanooga, Tenn.

AND

THIS SASH OPERATING APPARATUS
is just the thing for stores,banks, assemblyrooms, etc. There is no task too simpl
none too complicated for us to meet.
We areconvinced that it is the lightest running, easiest to install.
The right apparatusat the right price. Send for Catalog.

HITCHINGS and COMPANY,
GREENHOUSE DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS,
Manufacturersof HeatingandVentilatingApparatus.

1170 Broadway, ... NEW YORK.
The New Book by F. E. Kidder

Strength of Beams,

Fl oors an d Roofs
is prepared especially for carpenters, draughtsmen and architects

WHO HAVE NOT HAD THE ADVANTAGE
OF A TECHNICAL EDUCATION. : : :

The rules given for the strength of beams and
floors are very simple and practical, requiring
for their application no higher knowledge than
that of simple arithmetic.
The mechanical principles of the ordinary types
of trusses are fully and clearly explained, and
also the methods of computing the stresses and

proportioning the members.

THE CHAPTER ON TRUSS JOINTS
IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST : :

230 Pages TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID 164 Engravings

David Willi a ms Company, Publishers
14-16 Park Place : : : - New York

In Operating
Your Sashes
is it important that each sash

shall be locked at a given

point ? Suppose you want

both a good sash shifter and

a self-locker, then you want

our gear and our way of doing

things with this gear.

First you want our catalog.

XV Edition.

Lord & Buraham Co.
1133Broadway, Cor. 26tb St.= NEW YORK

BostonBranch
819TremontBuilding
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Novelties.
The Edwardi New Gothic Celling

Plate.
The term Gothic, at first applied
pimply as a mockery by the architects
of the Renaissance period, is now ac
cepted as the name of the style of
architectnre that flourished in West
ern Europe from the middle of the
twelfth to the end of the fourteenth
century. It varied under local influ
ence in different countries, but its dis-

Kovelties.—Fig. 1.—Edwards A'eic Gothic
Ceiling Plate.

tinguishing characteristics were ev
erywhere the same. In Yorkshire.
England, however, there was a steady
progressive development uninfluenced
by any classic tradition, and there
fore it readied a very marked char
acter. English Gothic architecture
may de divided into three distinct pe
riods ; namely, the early English from
1175to 1272A. D., the decorated from
1272 to 1377, and the perpendicular
from 1377 to 1483; each period being
about 100 years in extent, though the
transition from one style to the next
succeeding was so gradual that no
exact dividing date can be set. The
early English style includes the trans
ition from the Romanesque to the

Gothic. Tlie decorated style is dis
tinguished by wider arches, divided
by narrow mullions, and the perpen
dicular becomes more and more com-
plexed. We show in Fig. 1, a Gothic
ceiling plate known as No. 1666, and
one of the many handsome and artis
tic modelings being brought out by
The Edwards Mfg. Company. "The
Sheet Metal Folks," with offices and
factory in their new location, 423 to
443 Eggleston avenue, Cincinnati,
Ohio. The company advises us that
they have in press now a new cata
logue of metal ceiling and side wall
designs of the different periods, and
which they will be pleased to for
ward to parties interested.

The 'I «tcli I "»> iV I 1I ow Look.
An automatic burglar proof window
ventilating lock, which is known as

the Matchless, and which emlwdies a
number of interesting features, is be
ing introduced to the attention of
architects, builders and house owners
by the Eawson Manufacturing Com
pany, 40 Dearborn street. Chicago, 111.
The construction and operation of the
device are so clearly indicated in
the illustrations. Figs. 3 and 4, that
comparatively little description would
appear to be necessary. The locks
are made in different metals and
finishes, and are somewhat orna
mental in appearance. In putting on
tlie locks it is first necessary to en
gage the head of the spring bolt into
the slide and then fasten the latter
with flat head screws to the upper
sash, the beveled end up. The bottom
of the slide rests snug to the bottom
of the upper sash. The lock is fast
ened on top of the lower sash or
meeting rail with round head screws.
For sash such as indicated in Fig. 4,
locks with long bolts are used.

The Taylor Ventilating Window
Fantener,

The ventilating window fastener
shown in Fig. 2 snaps into place
when desired and can be put on or
taken off instantly. It is alluded to
as not marring tlie window unless an
attempt is made to- open the window
wider than the point at which it is
set. If an attempt is made from the
outside to get in the locking levers
will move about % inch, locking them
selves both to the window and to
the parting stop and then positively
locking against the lugs on the fast
ener so that the window cannot be
opened any further. The fastener
locks both the upper and lower sash ;
both can be locked open or shut, or
one open and one shut, as preferred.
The fastener can be changed from one
window to another, and it is impossi
ble, it is explained, for children to
open a window protected by tlie fast
ener far enough to fall out. The de
vice is designed for ventilating rooms
both at night and during the day,
and can easily be carried in the

pocket for use when traveling. It is
put on the market by the Taylor Mfg.
Company, Hartford, Conn.

The Pauly SyKtem of Concrete Con
struction.

A 20-page pamphlet containing
Kinie very interesting information re
garding the I'auly system of concrete
construction has just been issued by
the Concrete Stone & Sand Company,
Voungstown, Ohio. In this connec
tion special reference is made to
I'auly's concrete wall machine, and to
tlie I'auly concrete veneering block
machine. In regard to the latter tlie
statement is made that the veneering
blocks are 1 to l'i Inches thick, each
having a 4 inch bearing surface, while
tlie outside surface or wall measure
ments vary to every possible multiple

of 12 x 24 inches. The fractional
sizes are so arranged as to space out
in the operation of laying to finish
any length of course terminating with
an even inch. The company also
states that the veneering blocks can
be used in any set of drawings pre
pared by a reliable architect for con
structing outer walls and are espe
cially recommended for every kind of
curtain wall where structural steel,
reinforced concrete or wooden con-

ilatchless WindowLock.—Fig. 3.—Broken
View of Sash, Showint/ Lock and Slide
in Position.

struction is used in the skeleton of
the building. The illustrations are
half-tone reproductions from photo
graphs showing tlie wall machines in
actual operation and also the appear
ance of one collapsed ready for trans
portation. A folder accompanying
the pamphlet gives instructions for
setting up and operating the concrete
wall machine, and also the propor
tions of the concrete mixture which
the company has found to be highly
satisfactory in its work. Reference
is also made to the method of season
ing tlie blocks and to other points
likely to prove of interest to tlie con-

Pig. 4.—Construction, Calling for Use of
Locks with Long Holts.

tractlng builder making use of this
form of construction.

Banquet for Employees of C.
Atkln» ic Co.

Three months ago the men who had
been employed at the Atkins Saw
Works for 20 years or more organized
tlie "Atkins Fioneers," and on the
evening of Saturday. May 20, they
were tendered a banquet at the Grand
Hotel. Indianapolis. Intl., by E. C. At

Fig. 2.—The Taylor Ventilating Window Fastener.
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kins ft Co. Twenty years ago the pay
roll of the company showed 75 men
and at this banquet 62 of those men
were present. After the menu had
been properly considered President
John H. Wilde of the "Pioneers" as
toastmaster introduced various speak
ers, who responded to the toasts
which had been assigned them. Most
of the responses were humorous and
at the same time replete with satiri
cal hints of interest solely to the men
about the board. While there are
only 02 men out of the 1100 at pres
ent on the pay roll of the company
who have been 20 years or more with
the concern, there are many who have
been employed from 10 to 19 years.

nails and is made of " Silver Steel "

especially hardened for metal cutting
purposes. The teeth are cut straight
across and the saw operates without
a set. It is taper ground from tooth
edge to back and is of sufficiently
wide gauge so as to cut a kerf wide
enough to permit the use of a properly
set ordinary saw without damage to
its teeth. With the nail cutting blade
•e furnished both a compass and a
keyhole blade, also made of JJ Silver
Steel," and gas tempered to that par
ticular degree essential to produce the
best results and hold their keen cut
ting edges tlie longest possible time.
Any of the blades are made to fit an
rdjustable handle, which is operated

Koveltiet.—Fig. 5.— Ford's Brace Screw Driver.

In one of the locnl papers appeared a
history of the life of '"Old Bill
Miller," the most venerable employee
of the company, and a man of 70
years. He has been with the Atkins
Company for 41 years, and began
holding cicular saws, as he puts it,
in 1804.

Ford's Brace Screw Driver.
There has just been placed upon
the market a new brace screw driver
which embodies features of merit
likely to command the attention of
the trade, and which we understand
from the manufacturer is meeting
with a ready sale. In selecting the
steel for the tool the maker tried a
number of high grade crucible steels
and selected for use the kind that
gave the best results. The statement
is made that thoroughness and care
characterize each operation in manu
facturing this brace screw driver,
which by the way is known as the
'•Ford." and the result is a tool re
ferred to as " perfect in workmanship
and finish." The tempering, which is
of paramount importance, is done by
a special process, the claim being
made that the tools will neither bend
nor break. The screw driver shown

by a thumb lever. The blades can
thus be used in the regular way or
made to operate at any angle, or even
reversed if so desired. By the use
of this tool it is obvious that the oper
ator can reach almost any speed de
sired, and after starting the kerf with
either of the small blades he may
insert the metal cutting blade, which
is made narrow on the point with
that end in view. The nail can then
be cut, after which the metal cutting
Made is withdrawn and an ordinary
blade substituted. The nest of saws
(known as No. 3), can be secured
through the home office at Indian
apolis or at any of the ten brandies,
wheh are located in Atlanta. Mem
phis, Chicago, Minneapolis, New Or
leans. New York City, Portland.
Seattle. San Francisco and Toronto,
Canada.

Catalogue of Wood :tla»t< Is,
Architects and builders are likely
to be interested in a catalogue of ar
tistic wood mantels which has been
issued by the George W. Clark Com
pany, with offices at 01 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111., and 300 Main
street. Jacksonville. Fla. The illus
trations of the mantels are such as

Fin. 0.-—Atkins yew Metal Cutting Saw.

ill Fig. 5 of the engravings is turned
out by the Ford Auger Bit Company,
Holyoke. Mass., and every tool bear
ing' Its name, is guaranteed. The
screw driver in question is made in 4
inch and 6 inch lengths, and with
points Vi Inch, 5-10 inch, % inch, %
inch and % inch wide.

Atkins New metal Culling Saw.
There is probably not a carpenter
or builder in the country who is not
occasionally confronted with the neces
sity of cutting through a nail or piece
of metal of some kind, and yet who
lacks conveniently at hand a suitable
tcol for the purpose. In order to meet
what appears to be a well defined de
mand in this direction E. C. Atkins &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind., have put out
a metal cutting snw for carpenters,
gas fitters, furnacemen and all others
likely to find such a tool useful. It
is In the shape of a nest of saws, and
is illustrated in Fig. 0 of the engrav
ings. The large blade is for cutting

to indicate the grain of the wood and
style of .finish of the various designs,
and in connection with the pictures
are brief descriptive particulars, to
gether with the numbers by whlph the
mantels are ordered. The statement
is made that all mantels shown in the
catalogue are shipped direct from the
factory at Knoxville, Tenn. Accom
panying the publication is a leaflet
carrying illustrations of a number of
designs in grills and grill arches suit
able for interior use iu private dwell
ings and !n connection with any open
ing where decorative effecte are
desired.

The Slewarl Cement Block machine.
Among the many machines at pres
ent on the market for turning out
hollow building blocks may l>emen
tioned the " Stewart," which is made
by the Stewart Cement Block Ma
chine Company, Lafayette Building.
Waterloo. Iowa, and for which strong
claims are put forth. Hollow block

construction in connection with build
ing operations is no longer an experi
ment, but is largely a question of the
best means for accomplishing satis
factory results. The use of hollow
blocks in the construction of the walls
of a building, it is claimed, renders
it cooler in summer and warmer in
winter, while at the same time It
is economical, as it requires less ma
terial than a solid wall. One of the
Important features of the Stewart ma
chine, which is shown open in Fig. 7
of the illustrations, is that It locks
itself and this is accomplished with one
movement of the lever. The machine
i>-provided with a table which opens
and closes with the side and end
plates. When the machine is closed
the table makes it a very handy and
convenient machine to fill with con
crete. The machine has a capacity
for making blocks 24 inches long, 8
inches high and 8, 10 and 12 inches
in width. It will also turn out corner
blocks as well as fractional blocks. 4.
8, 12 and 10 inches iu length for each
and every size, also angle blocks of
sny 'desired angle. Blocks can also
lie made from 1 to 8 inches in hight,
according to requirements. With each
machine is furnished two rock face
designs, one pick face and one plain
face. The weight of the machine com
plete is said to be about 450 pounds.

Fig. 7.—The Stewart Cement Block
Machine.

The company has issued an attractive
catalogue illustrating and describing
this machine and showing some of
the buildings which have been con
structed with blocks turned out by it.
Not the least interesting feature are
tables showing sizes and designs of
blocks made on the Stewart machine,
also figures comparing the cost of
wood, brick and stone construction
witli cement blocks, the results being
in favor of the latter. A number of
testimonial letters are given showing
the estimation in which the block ma
chine is held by some of those who
have practically demonstrated its
merits.

Preparation or Slate IlIuHtraled.
The preparation of slate, from the
quarries to the storage yard, where it
is ready for shipment, is illustrated
by a series of admirable half-tone en
gravings in a catalogue which may
tie had from the Genuine Bangor
Slate Company, manufacturer of roof
ing slate, Knston. Pa. The actual
operations of quarrying are explained,
but the most interesting parts of the
publication are those describing how
the slate is divided Into blocks and
then split into pieces of suitable size
and thickness for roofing purposes.
Some valuable information is also
given on the different uses to which
slate is put, including treads, risers
and platforms In staircases, mantels,
washtubs, sinks, and. of course, slate
hlacklmard and roofing slate. An in
teresting argument on the vital 1m
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portance of a good roof with refer
ence to slate, and facts concerning
slate rooting as to sizes, weights,
specifications for, directions for meas
urement and how it is laid, lend prac
tical interest to the publication.

Marshalltown Finishing Trowel.
The finishing trowel illustrated in
Fig. 8 is made by the Marshalltown
Trowel Company, Marshalltown,
Iowa, and has a 22-gauge blade, al
though 24 gauge can be furnished if
desired. Nickel steel of the best grade
is used in the manufacture of this
tool, the mounting extending within
1 inch of each end of the blade, leav
ing plenty of spring for finishing. Ten
rivets fasten the blade to the mount
ing, which effectually prevents the
lime from working in between them.
The company also offers a browing
trowel in which 12 rivets are used,
the mounting extending within *4 lncu
of each end of the blade.

Bogenberger Metal Window Frames.
It is only necessary to point out
that statistics show that one-third of
the fire losses in the country is charge
able to what is known as the exposure
hazard— that is, fire communicated
from one building into another
through windows or roofs—to indi
cate the importance of fire resisting

passes around underneath the trough
and the cross bar above it, which is
a continuation of the hanger band,
is made of No. 22 gauge galvanized
iron 1 inch wide. The ends are
formed as indicated in the view, so
that one end is passed through a slot
in the other and the fastening made
by bending over the tongue with the
hand. A feature of this hanger is
the strengthening of the cross bar.
About 3-10 inch long, each edge of the
cross "bar is turned down, leaving a
top surface %-inch wide, making the
cross bar serve as a brace. The part
of the band supporting the trough
is, of course, 1 inch wide. The sus
pension rod is made of No. 16 galvan
ized iron % inch wide, and is riveted
to the cross bar with a 4-pound gal
vanized rivet. The chief point of the
hanger, which is known as the Bat-
dorff Reliable hanger, is that it can be
applied without tools and can be ad
justed to any fall or pitch.

a 4 x 5& inch pulley. The mandrel
carries the jointer heads and saws,
but not the boring bits, and may be
adjusted without disturbing the posi
tion of the independent boring man
drel. This boring attachment with
its independent mandrel and tight
and loose pulleys is securely mounted

Variety Wood Wrorker.

A new machine embodying a num
ber of features of interest to con
tractors, builders and operators of
planing mills, pattern and specialty
shops, is the variety wood worker,
which has just been placed upon the
market by the Cordesman-Rechtin
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The ma-

Novelties.—Fig. 8.—Marshalltown Finishing Trowel.

construction In the exterior of build
ings. Experts know that wire glazed
hollow metal window frames afford
an effective and reliable fire stop, and
this fact should lend - interest to the
catalogue issued by F. Bogenberger &
Brother, 267 Sixth street, Milwaukee,
Wis., devoted to fireproof windows.
The catalogue shows some notable
buildings which have been equipped
by the firm and a number of pages
illustrate different types of windows,
some of which are arranged to raise
and lower and others of which have
a pivot at the top for automatic clos
ing when left open at night and a fire
in an adjoining building subjects the
window to heat. Detail drawings ex
plain the construction. It is pointed
out that the construction is such that
either the window or the weights may
be removed from the frame with little
trouble in a few minutes. The win
dows arc also adapted for use on sky
lights and lantern roofs. The wearing
parts are made of heavy brass, so that
they do not need any paint and there
Is nothing to rust or get out of order.
These windows are glazed with wire
glass, which may crack under the fire,
but on account of the wire will not
fall out and scntter and allow the
flames free passage. The firm also
makes skylights, cornices, finials and
similar sheet metal work and invites
correspondence from the trade.

chine is constructed wholly of iron
and steel, and is referred to as
possessing great strength and lasting
qualities. The table is cast in one
piece, but is grooved for the reception
of the sliding tongue attached to the
rip and cross cut gauges. It also has
deep recesses to receive the adjust
able table plates, which slide hori
zontally to open or close the gap for
the cutter heads and saws. The rear
or receiving plate has also a vertical

Fig. 9.—Batdorff Eave Trough Hanger.

on an Independent bracket, fitted to
planed surfaces on the side of the
machine opposite that to which the
sawing or planing is done. The claim
is made that by this arrangement two
operators can work on the machine
at once without interfering with each
other. The boring table adjusts ver
tically by crank handle and screw
and also slides to and from the bor
ing bit The routing attachment con
sists of a hardwood table provided
with eccentric clamp and a metal
tongue. In operation the router table
is given an oscillating movement by
the operator's hands and with the
work clamped upon it is fed up grad
ually to the router bit already In
serted in the boring mandrel. There
is also a tenon attachment and panel
attachment and a self feed rip saw
attachment, all of which can be used
in connection with the machine. The
main table measures 3x5 feet and
the floor space required is 3 x 6%
feet. The boring attachment extends
2% feet to the side of the machine,
as does also the countershaft. A gen
eral idea of the construction and
arrangement of the machine may be

Tlte BaldurlT Eave Trough Hanger,
An eave trough hanger that can be
applied without tools has recently been
brought out by the Canton Cornice &
Skylight Company, 414 East Seventh
street. Canton, Ohio. In the accom
panying illustration. Fig. 9, is a view
showing the construction of the
hanger and the way it is applied. The
hanger band or strip of metal which

■Fiij.10.—Variety WoodWorker Made by Cordesman-RechtinCompany.

movement to compensate for the cut
taken as on a regular hand planer or
jointer. The sliding and supplemental
plates are milled on all four sides
and fit perfectly true. The mandrel
is of large diameter steel, revolving
in self-oiling bearings and driven by

gathered from an inspection of Fig.
10 of the engravings.

Carpenters' Hand Tool Cases.
C. E. Jennings & Co., 42 Murray
street, New York City, has just put
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on the market two entirely new types
of tool cases for carpenters and elec
tricians, as illustrated in Figs. 11 and
12, and for which patents have been
applied. They are not only convenient
for carrying about like a dress suit
case,which they resemble, but are fine
in appearance. Fig. 11 shows the
Carpenters' Hand Tool Case No. 35,

One of the anglers has just drawn out a
fine looking specimenwhich he Is holding
up on the end of his line, while the other
has made a " cast" and Is anxiously
awaiting a nibble.
F. Dieckman, 1182 Harrison ave
nue, Cincinnati. Ohio, calls the attention
of architects, builders and others Inter
ested to the fact that he manufactures
1225varietiesof conductorelbows and Is
therefore In a position to meetmany re-

Xovelties.—Carpenters' Dress Suit Tool Case.— Fig. 11.—View Showing Interior
Arrangementand Fittings.

as it appears open. The material is
selected hard wood with paneled sides.
The ease is fitted with a brass lock,
leather handle with rings for strap to
pass over the shoulder, metal clasp
and corners, saw rack for holding
four saws to 28-inch, inclusive, includ
ing rip saw, hooks for brace and cop
ing saw, wood button for try square
and partitioned tray for bits, chisels

qulremcnts. Illustrations of two styles of
elbowsare shown in his advertisingcard,
which appears in another part of this
Issue.

A booklet illustrating and describ
ing the Edwards metal shingle, roof crest-
Ings, metal fireproof windows, &<•.,has
Just beenissuedfrom the pressby the Ed
wards Mfg. Companv, " the sheet metai
folks," Cincinnati, Ohio. The booklet Is
of a size to conveniently carry In the
pocket,and the illustrations clearly show

Fig. 12.—OpenView of Electricians'Band Tool Case.

and small tools. There is space in
bottom to hold planes, levels, Sec.,and
a steel square, full size, with 18-inch
tongue, can be carried. The outside
dimensions are length 34% inches,
night 17 inches and width 6 inches.
The inner dimensions are length 33
inches, hight 15% inches and width 5
inches. The removable tray is 32>£
inches long, 1% inches high and 4*4
inches wide. The case weighs empty
about 15 pounds and for shipment is
crated in sixes weighing about 100
pounds. The case shown in Fig. 12 is
built on the same general lines.

Trade Notes.
KWISELY Brothers, manufacturers
of metalcoveredsash and doorsand other
sheetmetal specialties.Fifth avenueand
Twenty-eighthplace, Chicago, have suf
feredthe loss by deathof Important mem
bers of the firm during the past few
months. On November14 of last year
Richard W. Knisely died at Colorado
Springs, Col., and on April 12 John
A. Knisely died at Chicago. A circu
lar letterfrom Charles T. Knisely Informs
thetradethat the businesswill be contin
uedunder the nameof Knisely Brothers,
as In the past.
Chicago Metal Covering Com
pany,69 to 71 North Green street, Chi
cago,III., calls attention In its advertising
spacethis month to the fact that it is
preparedto furnish metal covered wood
moldingsof everydescription,madein Ger
man silver, brass, copper, gold, bronze,
steelandoxidizedcopper. A copyof " Cat
alogueNo. 8," which the company has
Issued,can be securedon application by
anyone interested.
The blotting pads carrying a cal
endarfor the month of June which are
beingdistributed among their friends in
the trade by the Joseph Dixon Crucible
Company,Jersey City, N. J., are embel
lishedwith a picture representinga couple
ofyoungfishermenwho are usinga Dixon
Americangraphitepencil for a fishing rod.

the goodsIn questionas well as the appli
cation of various forms of metal shingles.
In connectionwith the text are dimensions
and prices, and the matter Is arranged lu
a way to be of Interest and value to the
architect and builder.
" Straws Which Show Which
Wat the Wind Blows," a monthly state
mentIssuedby the IdealConcreteMachinery
Company, South Bend, Ind., shows for
May 322 shipmentsof machinesscattered
throughout 26 different States In the
United States, two to Cuba,one to Buenos
Ayres, Argentine Republic, S. A., and an
other to Atsuta, Owarl, Japan.
The American Asbestos & Fire-
pboopino Companyhas beenIncorporated
under the laws of the State of Virginia
with a capitalization of $16,500,000,with
main officesIn the Broad-ExchangeBuild
ing, New York City. The company Is a
mergerof the AmericanAsbestosCompany
of New York and the Mark W. Marsden
fireproof building material Interests of
Philadelphia. The officers are : Webster

Blocker, president: A. M. HIgglns of Terre
Haute. Ind.. vice-president,and Mark W.
Marsden,generalmanager.
The Boynton Furnace Company,
207and 209Water street.New York City,
is sendingout an attractivelyprinted cata
logue of 48 pages. Illustrating and de
scribing the Boynton hot water heaters
and low pressuresteamboilers for heating
buildings. The various lines are described
somewhatIn detail, and in connectionwith
the text are tablesshowingthe sizesmade,
the dimensionsof the grate, the hlght of
the water line, diameter of the boiler,
size of smoke pipe and the amount of
radiation. The styles and sizes which are
manufacturedare sufficientto meetvary
ing requirements,andarchitectsand build
ers generally will find the cataloguean
Important addition to their collection of
trade literature. The company Issues a
separate catalogue Illustrating and de
scribing Its line of heating furnaces,also
a catalogueof its ranges.
The Improved Builders' Level
made by the Bostrom-Brady Mfg. Com
pany, Atlanta. Ga.. and which was Illus
trated in the NoveltiesDepartmenta few
monthsago.Is meetingwith Increasedpop
ularity wherever Its merits are made
known, and the companyIs In receipt of
orders from widely scattered sections of
this and other countries. Recent ship
ments were made to Mexico, Canada,
Ran Diego.Cal.. and Savannah.Ga., clear
ly demonstratingthe universal adaptabil
ity of the level for work In all sectionsof
the country.
Hitchings & Co., greenhouse de
signersand builders. 1170Broadwav,New
York City, calls attention In Its advertis
ing spacethis month to a sash operating
apparatuswhich Is especiallyadaptedfor
use in stores, banks, assemblyrooms,&c.
There are no complicatedparts to get out
of order, and the apparatus Is referred to
as light running and easy to Install. The
company also manufactures heating and
ventilating apparatus,and architects and
builders Interested can secure a copy of
the company'scatalogueby making appli
cation to the addressabove.
A planer, matcher and molder em
bodying a numberof Interesting features
of constructionandwhich Is said to be the
latest addition to Its already extensive
assortment.Is illustrated and describedin
Its advertising space this month by the
Cordesman-RechtlnCompany.Department
B. Cincinnati. Ohio. A special feedmech
anismmadeof steelfrlctlonless roller link
chain is claimed to Insure durability and
simplicity, while at the same time elimi
nating many gears and studs. The ma
chine has a capacity for planing up to 28
inches wide and 8 inches thick, and
matchesup to 14 Incheswide and 2 inches
thick. The manufacturer claims that It
requires little room and power and that
It will be found convenientIn many re
spects.
" Reduced rates for telephone
Service " is the striking announcement
presentedIn another part of this Issue by
the New York TelephoneCompany, New
York City. These reducedrates through
out Greater New York are effectivefrom
July 1, and the statement Is made that
contractsare now beingtaken at the new
rates. Full Information can be obtained
from any of the company'scontract offices,
locatedat 15 Dev street, 115West Thirty-
eighth street. 220 West 124th street, and
610 East 150thstreet.
House Hints Publishing Com
pany, Department 34, Philadelphia, Pa.,
has Issueda bookletwhich will he found
to contain Interesting information for
thosewho build, buy or rent a home. A
copy of the little work can be had on ap
plication to the addressgiven.
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To all parts Uuited Stales, British America aud Mexico, - 81.00 Per Year
To oil other Countries, - -- -- -- - 1«3APer Year

Advertising Kates ou Application.

BUSINESS OFFICES.
NEWYORK—DavidWili.tamsCompany,Publishers 14-icParkPlacePHILADKLPHIA—S S.Reckkfus,Manager..KealEstateTrustCo.Building,BroadandChestnutStreets*BOSTON—Walter C.English,Manager ConiptoiiBuilding,lfilDevonshireStreet
PITTSBURGH-li. A.Walker.Manager ParkBufidimr.357FifthAvenue'CHICAGO—A.A.Ainswoeth,Maimer FisherBuilding,DearbornandVanHuronStreets!CINCINNATI—HenrySmith,Manager PickeringBuilding,FilthandMainStreets.CLEVELAND—EzraS.Adams,Manager TheCnyuhoga,311SuperiorStreet.

ENTEREDAT THE POSTOFFICE,NEWYORK,AS SECOND-CLASSMATTKg.
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PATENTS
PENDING

THE ONLY PERFECT AND RELIABLE
LOCK JOINT COLUMN MADE

WRTTB TO DAY

Columnsarecluedup
underenormouspressureand
then the staplesare driven In as
shownIn Illustrationbyourspecialmachinery.

FREE OFFER °n Receipt of Postal
saying where you saw

this Adv. we will sendyou postagepaid a Sample
Section of this Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint

Cut of Staplela

THEY CANNOT OPEN AT THE JOINTS
Put themwhere you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they
POSITrVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.

Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, mich.
DON'T TAKE SUBSTITUTES.

Our Line Of

Hardwood Veneered Front Doors

A large asso iment

of all kinds f Mill-

work for immediate

delivery
Send for coloredIllustrations,showing
thesedoorsIn QuarteredWhite
Oak with net prices

A Guarantee accom

panies every order.

Workmanship is of

the highest grade, as

a trial order will

convince

Carpenters and Builders 1his is a pf£t!,re "f °iir 200 pasc Cata*logue, just off the press, and ready to
mail upon request, WITHOUT CHARGE

Schaller = Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, III.

6x9 Inches.
Over 700Illustrations.
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WITHGET IN TOUCH

"THE MANTEL FOLKS"

GOOD DESIGNS

RIGHT PRICES

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
WANT PERFECT SATISFACTION

If you have never done business with
us, we want you to write us TO-DAY con
cerning present or future mantel needs and
we shall be pleased to send you our catalogue
with best prices, FREIGHT PREPAID TO
YOUR STATION. Send us a trial order
and see what our goods are like. YOU'LL
NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.

If we can save you money,
You want to know it, don't you ?

e A. W. Burritt Co., 400 Rnowiton st.,
"The Mantel Folks," Bridgeport, Conn.

/"\UR descriptive catalogue ol

^Building Trades Books will in

terest every progressive Carpenter

and Builder.

DAVID WILLIAMS CC,

14-16 Park Place N Y.

HOW TO MIX PAINTS
#ITA simpletreatisesuitedto the requirementsof carpenters,builders
^Jjand others, who havenot hnd the benefitof long trainingand ex
periencein the mixing of colors. It will assist the readerto match
any givencolor. Fifty Ceutp, Postpaid

Da.'vlclWilliamsCompany
14-16 Park Place - - MEW YORK
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
PostsHeadBlocks,RopeandTwist BalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOak andBirch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. SO.Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg\ Co.,
CornerTaylorandColdbrookSt*.,

QRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.0575.

Chicago Metal Covering Company
69-71 N. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO, ILLS.

METAL COVERED WOOD MOULDINGS
Of Every Description

Made in

GERMAN SILVER, BRASS, COPPER, GOLD, BRONZE,
STEEL, ALSO OXIDIZED COPPER

Metal Drawn To Any Desired Design
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE No. 8

OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

MDEasmRQawnES.SOLD,\ISTOaPW(ES.CAiaaEDBSIOOi

THE FOSTER-MUNGERfQ.
AMEKKASGREATESTSASH DOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, USA-

WRITEFORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448A

The Carpenter's Guide
By A. F. BARKER

A Manual of Terms Used in
Architecture, Carpentry
and Building.

A handybookof termsandconcisedef
initions arrangedin alphabeticalorder—
includesreferenceto the featuresof the
variousarchitecturalstyles.

178pages FlexibleClothCover
75 Cents, Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 'ZwtS''

"Ball-Bearing"
Grand Rapids
All-Steel
Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com-
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superior
«sh pulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Wesnipdirect,or throughdealers
*ndjobberseverywhere.
Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
3 PEARL STREET GRAND RAPIDS, Ml CH

£ JfjN

i THOriAS MORTON,
109 Elm Street, New York.

Copper Cable, Champion Metal,

Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

■
For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

o
3"
P
3
TJ
O
3

s
g
o
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ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

Lane Bros. Co.
JOIST AND TIMBER
HANGERS:

Made in more than one hundred listed sizes.
Any special size or modification to order.

Manufactured by

Lane Bros. Co.,
(THE DOORHANGER MFRS.)

4Z34S5 Prospect St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4"
FLEXIBLE DOOR HfiEH.
Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLDMN
EVER BUILT.

40/^" in diameter, 33-10 in. long
One of four furnished.by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTMANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1128Broadway.

Abo .
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,711.
A. J. KoU PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cai.

MiNCrAOTUBEB*OF
HULL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS VOU PKKWOLAS. POHl II Ktt OU1NTKKIOBU3£a bundforCatalogueu 19.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

Window and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, wiD-
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
Joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuildahouseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writ*forprices.
MANUFACTUREDBY

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton,la.

"DIME" SCREEN
DOOR CHECK.

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor, Hkkox Bids. CLEVELAND, O.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS

WBsm

So.2!5- 12Inches.S3.(Ml.
Retailvalue.fi.OO.

Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
Walls,Floors,etc.

buysinn,solidoakMantel.80Id.high,
SI ot 60lucheswide,28x 16Mirror.Heavycolumnsandelaboratecapitals.

Tile raringandh.-anhwith PlatedFrameand
ClubHouseGrate,flu.extra.

$13.25

t j.nruiraiuc,ft .'»o-
10.230-46x14Inches,withCurtain
i Pok.B4.30. HetaUvalue.*n.uu.
"tieis from(290hp. I.argent
Moment. DivisionScreensaudbpeola]Grillestooider.
writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,Tilesfotdoorsandbaths.SlateLaandryTtibs.Grilles,etc. It IsIree.Otsend10centsto p»*POitej-ionoutArtMantelCatalog.MantelUutatsfrom812 to £400.

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willbatM Iudbah(benousc.Anycarpenter
can lav U easierti.au ordinaryflooring.
Oetonrprices.

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge
Groovers and Center Groovers

BrassHollers.BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers,Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers,Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
Satisfac
tory Ce
nten t

SidewalkTools
theWorld

PriceList
The Woodhouse Hdw. Mfg. Co.
2620So. 13thSt., St. Louis, Mo.

ForestCityBit4 ToolCo., Rocklord,III.. U i .A

W.O. OSTENDOBF. •i»-i-.SN. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ManufacturersofWoodDotinglilts, HollowMortisingChisels.CommonMortisingChiselsandTools
Sendfor CATALOG"GT-Sendlor
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RICHARDS
DOOR HANGERS
are the best.

Made for sliding doors of all
sizes and weights.
Popular with architects and
builders.
Sold by dealers.

No.185Kail-BearingSwivel Door Hangerfor fold
ingdoo-s. Vertical Adjustment.

The Richards Mfg'. Co., Aurora, 111.
New YorR Office, IOI Reade St.

Send for Catalogue of Door Hangers, Fire Door Fixtures, Conveying Systems.

A Little Talk About

Night Latches.

A Night Latch is a lock having
a spring bolt, operated by a key
from the outside and by a knob
from the inside, with a "stop"
whereby the bolt may be fastened
back if desired.
The weak places about most
night latches is the fact that a
knife blade or wire may be in
serted in the crack of the door
and the bolt forced back and the
door opened.
The Yale & Towne Rim Night
Latch No. 242shown above frus
trates such tampering. When
the knife blade is inserted —̂
it enters the crack shown
between the head and body
of the bolt and the least pressure
automatically deadlocks the bolt
so that it is impossible to gain
entrance. This feature, combined
with the pin-tumbler mechanism
and paracentric key way, make
the Yale No. 242the most secure
night latch made.
"Yale & Towne Mfg. Co." on a
lock is a guarantee that you are
getting the best in design, ma
terial and workmanship which
can be produced for the price.
The night latch line includes a
vast variety of designs and sizes,
retailing from $.25to $5.00.
For bestsecurity get a lock with
the word YALE upon it.

YalecfeTowneLocks,Padlocks,
Builders1 Hardware, Door
Checks,etc.,maybehad from
all hardwaredealers. Printed
matterof interestto carpenters
and builderswill be sent on
request.

THE YALE $ TOWNE
MANUFACTURING CO.,
9 Murray Street, - • NEW YORK

™J? IVES' PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER
PATENTED

FOR WINDOWS AND
SLIDING DOORS
Insures Protection against
Cold Draughts, Dust, Rattling
or Binding.

TTEAvrBcD

Theonly WindowStop Adjuster madefrom onepieceof metalthathasa heavybedthatwill notbendor cup in tighteningthejcrew.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
40PageCatalogmailedfree. New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

. Full-length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens
attached with

GOSSETTS
Detachable Suspension

HINGES
are easily put up or removed—no tools or
ladder necessary. Write for free sample pair.
Price per Doz. pairs $1.20 (Express paid),
Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealers.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES MFQ. CO. Beatrice, Nebiv

The Cement Worker's
Hand Book

By W. H. BAKER

is compiled to meet the requirements of the
workman.
Provides an insight into the mixing and

handling of cements, mortars and concretes
for building and other purposes.

Pocket Size. 86 Pages.

FIFTT CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 PARK PLACE - NEW YORK
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The FORBES FURNACE

[Barns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums —Entirely Cast Iron
—Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,
Will Wear for Years

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOG AND PULL PARTICULARS

Tubular Heating & Ventilating Co.

Height over all, 4 ft. 3 In.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

FOR LARGE WORK
There is Nothing Better than a

CARTON STEflPl BOILER
If you are figuring on a large
contract investigate a little.
Ask your local dealer if he
refuses to talk our line, write
us, giving his name.

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.
I'TICA, KJ. V.

New York Boston Chicago

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

1 iH FDBHHGE

has stood the crucial tests Im
posed upon it In various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of Its

superiority is that Imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,
saying It is "Just as good."
There are none " just as

good."
Pull particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYB-WELLS CO., - Royersford, Pa., U.S.A.

9

,1

p

WHAT BUILDERSHAVK BEKMLOOKINGTOH

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AnabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Archi
tects.Builders,I arpertcers,andMoneMasons.Canbe
usedfor anykind of foundationwork and get-
tlngangles.IssimpleInItsconstruction,easilyunder
stood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Is madeof
HrasB,oxidized,sndliasa sllYciedcircleof degrees.
HasuchromatlcTelescopeof amplepowerfor such
work. Price.IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedRodandTarget,928.00.Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.EveryInstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
S3% West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Qa.

' 'How to Set Up Your
Own Furnace"

Whethervou'nbuildinga newhouseor
harean old one;
whether It 1ba
school, store,
churchor other
placeto heat,yoa

needourbrandnewIllustratedfurnarebook,"Modern
FurnaceHeating.''It Isvaluable.Instructive;a40-page
bookthatexplainsthemysteriesofhouseheating,ven
tilating,wheretoputthefurnace,howto locatetheretrUters,pipes,chimney,etc. It tellshowto warm
freshoxygenfromoutdoors,withoutIntroducingcold
drafts. A de
tailed explana
tionIs givenof
bowwesell the

No. 45
Leader
Steel
Furnace
for $49andpayfreight east of
Omaha;howyou
cangetup this
furnacewithout
experthelpfrom
planawefurnish
free. Writefor
thisexeell ent
book. It b free.
Sendusaplanof
yo ur building.
We'll sendesti
matefree. DoIt
now.

I
j-

Hess Warming & Ventilating Company,
709TacomaBuilding, Chicago,III.

COLT'S CLAMPS

QuickActing—TimeSaving.Wemake35differ
entstylesof Clampato meettherequirements
ofallclassesofWOODWORKERS.

AskforcatalogueNo.129.
BATAVIA CLAMP CO.

28CenterSt.,Batavia,N.Y.

WORTHLEY'S
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 eaeh.

Uare
welcometo a copyof our

VANE CATALOGUE
IlltO All GACGE IKON STALL WORKS,

38 Kin St.. Boston, Mas*.
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MANY TIMES
we are asked if we have small pamphlets or circulars covering
some particular line of Tools or Hardware which we can send in
place of a large and expensive catalogue. For this reason we
issue the following catalogues, each complete in itself:

TOOIjJ
No. 1959
i960

1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

Glue and Varnish Brushes.
Imported French Band
Saws.
Work Benches.
Hand Screws, Clamps, etc.
Mitre Boxes, Trimmers, etc.
Files and Rasps.
Saws.
Planes.
Tool Chests.

No. 1968 Adjustable Circular Saw
Viie.

"
1969 Goodell

" All Steel " Mitre
Box.

"
1970 Roe's Patent Angle Steel

Pocket Tape.
"
1971 Yankee Tools.

"
1972 Universal Square.

"
'973 Wood Carver's Tools.

"
1974 Automatic Mitre Clamp.

No. 1975 Sliding Door Rail and
Sheave*.

"
1976 Storm Sash Hangers and

Fasteners.
"
1977 Stamped Stationary Drawer

Pulls.
"
1978 Blount Door Checks.

"
1979 Corbin Door Checks.

"
1980 Bardsley Door Checks.

"
198[ Bommer Spring Hinges.

"
1982 Glass Knobs.

Copies may be had by application, but above numbers must
be specified.

HAHHACHER, SCHLEHnER & CO.,
HAKDWAEB, TOOL3 -A-HSTID SUPPLIES

NEW YORK, SINCE 1848.4th Avenue and 13th Street.
(Block South of Union Square.)

TOWER -CHAMPION SCKEW BFIVERS

FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD,

Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.
A VOID Imitations of CHAMPION
ScrewDriver*. NoneGenuine

without the name"CHAMPION"
which Is our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

TOWER <a LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

"Forstner" Brace ^ Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern Work*

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor-Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardlessof grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious than chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, orlathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.

To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Carpentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from ]4 inch to 1 inch in size.

"lauHiauinred by
&/>e Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.E.g,.-. ot yo„r H«rd,.r. Penl.ra „r »HtB us d.roc. Suppn.d ,„ 8et9. Wplt. for O.«.,o*«.
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SASH CHAIN

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturers of " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" " •«

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as »
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

Builders' Hardware
New Illustrated Catalog and Net Price List.
This publication contains latest designs and finishes in builders'

hardware, with over 1000 illustrations and 40 different designs in 15
different finishes.

HARDWARE CO., 354 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

FREE
Our Catalogwith net

pricessentto contractorsand
materialmenuponrequest.

REHM

Goodell Mitre Box
MADE ENTIRELY OF STEEL. NO MORE BREAKING.
FIRST IN QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENTS.

AUTOMATIC STOPS FOR HOLDING UP SAW.
CORRUGATED BACKS. GRADUATED.
GAUGE FOR DUPLICATE CUTS and many other
features.
If you want the best you will take no other.
Send for Circular K.

GOODELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.

'THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS a-N?Mi The BAKER McMILLEN CO.AKRON, OHIO.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

...■■I.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA... .|^^_n_n_-_ _(■J^fjU

♦

CAUTION !
We have purchased all the patents of Barret's Improved Combination Roller

Gauge, and caution all parties against buying or selling these Gauges that are
not made by us and with our name stamped upon each Gauge. We are able to
and shall protect our rights to the full extent of the law.

THE LEAVITT MACHINE CO., ORANGE, MASS.
♦

FURNACE HEATING.
By William C. Snow

With an Appendix on Fnrnace
Fittings.

I'mi'tertt :>>m»»tr»tlo»«:Size,619Inabea.
Clothbound.Price,tlM:

I)Win WILLIAMS CO.
14-18Pal k Place, - New York

For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.
MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.

« f all Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.

^lll^lV. DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.
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THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
Union£4 Iron Smoothriaue. UnionJCJSWoodfiiuootnPlane.

Supply that demand, and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that (hey are the Planes they

want. They are rigid and solid, easy of adjustment, but a Plane that will " stay set" when adjusted. "'

===== A FIRST-CLASS PLANE
'

The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, together with the solid Frog, make

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers, etc, etc.

It will interest you.

UnionNo.X5IronJack flaae.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Warehouse: 108ChambersSt.,NewYork. UnionNo.X26WoodJ

HARO% WOOD DRILLS
Made of the best material, forged and not
milled. Especially adapted to hard wood, and
will not be injured bycoming in contact with a
nail or screw, and, having a longer point, cuts
much faster than a metal drill. Bores a
smooth hole in any direction; will not split
the wood nor turn aside from the grain or
knots. Speed and feed are entirely under the
control of the operator.

BEST is
Specifythesegoodsto your dealer.
TAKE NO OTHER.
Sendsix cent* for cat. No. 200.

The Cincinnati Tool Co.
Norwood, CINCINNATI, 0.

Will JWot 'Bend.
Hardened and Tempered.

SO in. and 36 In. long.

DEMAND one with
our name on it, and
have the BEST.

KRAEUTER « CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

HIQHT'S UNION
COMBINATION
SQUARE

With all the Combinations Available
at the Same Time

The angle obtained with its use is one that will give a rise
>in. in 12 in. or theangle for bottomof rafter for pitch. Any
id number of degreescan be obtained instantly. The notch in

end of protractor enables its useas a gaugefor getting in corners, set
ting hinges, bevelling edges etc. The best tool of its kind on the
market. Handsomely nickeled.

If your dealer does'not have them send j!i.oo*to

A. W. HIQHT.Sta. C, Toledo,0., or W. B. Colp, Ballard, Wash.

Intricate Figuring

Not Required.

Did you ever get more
than a partial mastery of
the formula ordinarily em
ployed for calculating the
strength or bearing capac
ity of beams, floors and
roofs, and how much of it
can you put into practical
use?

Kiefs Stregu
of Beams,

Floors a
n
d

Roofs

is a book designed for the
man who is not versed in
mathematics.

Prepared specially to
meet the requirements of
young architects, carpen
ters, builders, and within
the reach of any one who

is interested in building
construction.

222 Pages? J64 Illustrations

$2.00 Prepaid.

DHY1DWHIPS C0H1PHNY,
14-16 Park Place, -MNEW YORK
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The Carpentry
and Building
Series of Designs
Comprises four books,
each completed in itself
and sold separately.
Every Volume has two
hundred or more pages,
elegantly printed and
bound in heavy paper with
tasteful cover designs.
The titles and range
of cost:

No. 1
COTTAGE DESIGNS
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 600
to 1,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 2
LOW COST HOUSES
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 750
to 2,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 3
MODERN DWELLINGS
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 2,000
to 5,000 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 4
SUBURBAN HOMES
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 3.000
to 10,000 Dollars.

Price, $1.00.

The contents include
full-page half-tone views,
floor plans and construct
ive details of selected
examples of suburban
homes such as are being
built at the present time.
These books afford a
most pleasing variety of
designs and will prove
suggestive and useful to
architects, builders and
contractors, as well as to
all who have an interest
in the idea of home build
ing.

$1.00 each, Postpaid

David Williams
Company
PUBLISHERS

14-16 Park Place
NEW YORK

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.
has become famous tKe world over for
supplying the best of tools, machinery
and supplies. This fame has been se
cured throvigh the world wide introduc
tion of their catalogues — cuts of which
appear below— to almost every mill and
machine shop everywhere.

If you should be without
them— very few now are—

send 25c. apiece to

tub cnas. I. Strelinger C
o
.

Detroit, mien., u
.

S
.

0
.

Box B.

SOMETHING NEW

Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination
try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired
position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the
pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., 0T]^ZA-

THE FOX SQUARE AND MITER IMPROVED

Canbeadjustedfrom 5 to 8 ins.
Jl wholesetof SquaresInone.

This tool with sliding and
detachable blades is the best
and most complete Square
and Miter on the market.

FOR SALE BY ALL HARDWARE DEALERS.

SEND FOR FOLDER.

P. L. FOX, M'f'r,
432 William Street BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED 860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

| NATIONAL SAW CO. 2s£Hzsi Sga NEWARK, N. J.

DISSTON Filing Guide and damp.
Especially Designed to assist those not skilled in the art to file a saw correctly.

IT'S PRACTICAL
SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

D«

THIS GUIDE IS
FITTED TO THE
DISSTON Nos. 2 and 3
CLAMPS.

ENRY DISSTON & SONS, inc.,
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL. STEEL 8 FILE WORKS,PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ATKINS SAWS
Do more work and do it
easier than any other.
Because they're made right — by men that know how—
Our name on every blade. Ask your Dealer for an
Atkins.

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.,
Home Office and Factory, - - - Indianapolis

Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis,Min
neapolis,New Orleans>NewYork
City, Portland, Seattle, San Fran
cisco,Toronto.

THE new fourteenth edition of Kidder's Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book isregarded as a necessity by progressive builders and architects. It covers the whole
field of building, architecture and structural engineering.
A suggestion of the great scope of this edition is indicated by the enlargement from

857 pages, as contained in the preceding edition, to the 1656 pages of the present edition.
The parts of the older work utilized have been revised to conform with the latest practice.

SIZE 4x7 INCHES; GILT EDGES; MOROCCO BINDING. FIVE DOLLARS PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY,
BOOKSELLERS

14-16 PARK PLACE NEW- YORK.
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FALE'S PAT. PLANE
ConstitutingCarpenterFlow,Dado,Filletster,Match
ing8.«h,Hollows,Rounds.Beads,Rabbets,Nosings,
CaseMouldings,QuarterRounds,&c. ThemostCom
pactandServiceableTooleverinvented. Universally
endorsedbycarpenters.

AGENTS WANTED.

OTISA. SMITH Sole Mfr.. Rockfalt. Conn.

Dixon's Solid Belt Dressing
Comes in one pound round bars. Easy to

apply, stops slipping instantly, preserves and
lengthensthe life of all belting. Dixon's Belt
Book "32-0" and sample on request.

oseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

W.R. OSTRANDER& CO., 22 Dey Street, New York City,

Tubes, Whistles,
idHotel Annunciators■
ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catatoffue.

TOOLS

Wehave
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomely printed on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any addresson receipt of

io cents postage.

WH, P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools.
No. 41—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 4a—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 50—RECIPROCATING DRILL for wood or mktals.
The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but "Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks the blinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Manufactored by

MALLORY MFO.CO,
yiCBitrnton.H.J.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flushamisurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding.Easy
to puton, stronganddurable.Warraotea. Also
combinationawningbinges.Withthesehingesbllndi
will notslamor blowofr. Theyaretheonlyhinges
Adaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astheyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,
contractors,andpeoplewhohaveneedthemseveralyears.Wearetbe*oleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY,

Manufacturers*,
No. 1 Asmniet8treei» Worcester. .Hbm.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

~"

Handle Draw Knife !

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley R.ule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN. CONN., U. S. A.

I
A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE

ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
^^^raS^£SDliXri^r I OTTUMWA. IOWA.

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earlier both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston, lass.. U.S.A.

]±. Rich Handy

; Drawing Outfit
\ SavesTime
for the draughtsman,
amiisagreataid tothe
k learner.It holdsa num-
k berof sheetsor a pad,
mwhich requiresno fas-
tenings.TheProtractorT

SquaregivesacL-urateangles. You get measure
mentsStreetfrom the board. Hasadrawerfor1instniinenrs.andcanbecarriedaroundto make
I drawing*onthe"pot Circularsfro*.

I J. &. G. RICH, 122H. 6th Si., Phlla.. Pa.

V1
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Giving descriptionof bookson Architec
ture,Building,Engineeringamialliedsub
jects. Sampleof Architects& Builders
Magazine" sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $i.00a year,
foreign Subscription*,SS.OOa year.

WM.T. COMSTOCK.Pub.,23WarrenStreet,N.Y.

20,000 CONTRACTS
wouldbeconsidereda goodrecord.We navelightedoverthatnumberof churcbeialoneIn
allpartsof theworld. A prettylureguarantee
of jailsfactorywork. CorrespondenceInvited,

I. P.FRIN 11 Pearl St. ark.

A 11 HAND SAW

MTOFF GOO PAGE
m mTMLl catalog
Over20.000laborsaving,moneysavingarticlesfor theshop,homeor farm,fully illustrated,dricribed
andpricedinourNEW 6ooPAGE CATALOGUE No.90. AlsoalareervarietyofMECUAN1CS'TOOLS
of all kindsat LOWER PRICKS thaaheretoforeshownin anycatalogueeverpublished.

WHY NOT BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES?
Nomechanicshouldbewithoutthisvaluablebook
to-dayandit will besentvouFREE OF •HARGB
Sendforour new PREMIUM LIST, containingxoousefulandvaluablearticlesgivenaway,
wonderfulofferevermade. SEND FOR IT TO DAV.
FREIGHT RATES ARE LOWER FROM NEW YORK THAN ELSEWHERE. BUY IN NEW YORK

If youhavenot receivedour catalogue,writeus

Most

§0

14 Chatham Square,
Dealers In Reliable Merchandise Since 1816.

New York City

Plasterer's

DRYING STOVES
2 sizes

Send for price.

The S. M. Howes Co.,

40-46 Union St.
BOSTON, MASS.

OLDEST MAIL ORDER
HOUSE IN AMERICA

STANDARD FOR

30 TEARS
This

namebtam
edonev^ry

threefoe'isaguar*
anteethatyouareset

tingthebestsasbcordthat
canbemade.
KILVEH LAKE
Boston,Mass.

TAINTOR
Positive Saw Set

m|T If youlike It tellothers11 IXyoudon'tlikeit tedUS

Send for our circular

which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR MFG. CO.
113 Chambers St.. New York

MONARCH
Sash Chain
IS THE BEST.

Samplesfree.Mentionthispaper.

HERE. The Bridgeport Chain Co.
I IMPORTANT, Bridgeport, Conn.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

Distinguishedbyourtrade-mark,
theColoredSpot.

Outwearsanyotherdevicelor hangingwindows.

SAMSON CORDAGEWORKS, Boston. Mass.

A»k «°f MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos.80 31
14 12 10 8inchsweep.

Thereare nootherbracesmadewhich1
theminmeritandbeautyof finish.

Ourtn<uneappear*onall genuinegoods. Look
tor it beforeyou buy. If your dealerdoes not
keepMillersFalls Bracesthenwriteto us.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

BARGAINS
Wehavemadebymistakethreesizesof short
AugerBits,whichweofferatmuchlessthan est.
Thesehavethe patentedconcavetwist and me
high grade tools in every respect. The entire
lengthIs6K", lengthof twist8". Will sendyou
oneormore,postageprepaid:—6-16",twelvecents
instamps;?16",fourteencents;916"kixteencents.

FORD AUGER BIT CO.
Holyoke, Mast.

JRLlNGToii
HMDS
ft.N0SCREEHS

URUHGTOHNi

Price, prepaid, 75c.

Starrett Universal Scraper
No. 194. Of all the toolswhich we have brought out in recentyears none has met the Instant ap

proval of both mechanicsand dealers so completely and unanimously as this scraper. It has all edges

ground perfectlysquare,which by using bothsidesgives it eight sharp cutting edges,anyone of which can
almost instantly bebrought into use by means of the ball
joint connectinghandle. By a slight turn of same the ball
joint is frictlonally locked or released,or placedat any angle
desiredto get into cornersand to tip the scraper blade so as
to give the most effective cut.
The guard, which may be instantly slipped off and on

eitherendor sideof theblade,togetherwith thefinely shaped
handle, enablesoneto use it with a strong, firm grip, bear

ing on eitherheavily or lightly to eflectthebestresults, fn fact, it is the neatest,simplest and bestscraper
in its line ever made for use on floors, benches,meat blocks, etc
Send for free Catalogue No. 17 P of Fine Mechanical Tools.

&/>e L. S. Starrett Company,
ATHOL, MASS.. U. S. A.
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BLACK DIAMOND

FILE WORKS.
Inc. 1893.

Twelve Medals
OF AWA1(11AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL.
AT ATLANTA, 1893.

Copyot Cataloguewill besentfreeto any
interestedrileuseruponapplication.

G. & It BARNETT GOMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ♦

Madeby

Pike.N.H

Cabot's Shingle Stains.
Theoriginalshinglestains,andthestandardafterovertwentyyears'tett andcompe

tition byImitators. Theonlystainsthataremadeof Creosote.

Cabot's Sheathing and Deafening "Quilt."
The scientificinsulatorand sound-deartener.Six timesbetter thanordinarypaper

or felt. Samplesand circularstent on request.
SAflUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer,141Milk Street, Bostoi

Cabot'* Brick Preaervatlve. ConservoWood

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.

They are noiseless, neverhave to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., 9ft£2l&£r%.i.

SlMEEIX
STOOLS ARB PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.

USE THEM AND SEE WHY— SEE LAST PAQE OF COVER.
CATALOGUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.

THE- L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past
andhardwoodcoveringsof thepresentandfuture
are In mightycontrast,coolandpleasanttothe
eyesduringthelonghot dayaof summer.The
coatof the aodltlonalcomfortIs slight. Write
forcoloredfloorplatesandprlcea.

YutlNTERIOR/iARDWOOD^
'M^urACTunHis Indianapolis. Ind.

BONNIER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing
• Water-ProofFire Retardent.

SURFACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Madefrombent
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal
TarRoofsmany
years.

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,
131WaterSt.. NewYork.

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Go Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in Builders' Hardware; no other article in the

entire line enduressuch wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer.

Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWAREMAN Can Supply Them.
I BOMMERBROTHERS.Mtrs.
1 Brooklyn.N.Y., Est. 1876.
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Roofing Paint
AsphaltReadyRoofingCo.
Dixon,Jos. CrucibleCo.
Hooting Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg. Co.
Snsh Chains
BridgeportChainCo.
Morton,Thomas.
Smithft EggeMfg.Co.
Sash Cord
SamsonCordageWorks.
Silverl.akoCo.
Sash Holders, Automatic
AutomaticSashHolderCo.
Mush Locks
Ives.H. B. ft Co.. '.
Sash Operating De
vices
Hitchings& Co.
Lord& BurnhamCo.
Snsli Pulleys
GrandRapidsHardwareCo.
Sashes, Doors and
Blinds
Foster-MongerCo.
Lestershire:Lumber& Box
Co.
Saw Clamps
Disston.Henry& Sons.
Saw Filing Gnlde
Disston,Henryft Sons.
Snw Jointers
CrescentMachineCo.
Saw Sets
TaintorMfg.Co.
Snw Tables
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
CrescentMachineCo.
Kidder,E. E.
Saws
Atkins,E. C. & Co.
Disston,Henry& Sons.Hammaeher,Schlemmerft Co.
Jennings,C. E. Co.
NationalSawCo.
SimondsMfg.Co.
Schools
AmericanSchoolof Correspondence.
InternationalCorrespondence
Schools.
Screw Drivers
Kraenter* Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.

Sheet Metal Fronts
Mesker& Bro.
Shingles and Tiles,
Metallic
BergerMfg.Co.
Chattanoogalioofingft FoundryCo.
CortrightMetalRoofingCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
NationalsheetMetalRoofing
Co.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Sbiugles Hip
WheelingCorrugating.Go.
Shingle Stains
Cabot,Samuel.
Shutter Worker
MalloryMfg.Co.
Shutters (SeeBlinds)SkyllKhts
CantonSteelBooflngCo.
ChattanoogaBootingft Fdry,
Co.
Drouve,G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KannebergHoofing& Celling
Co.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Speaking Tubes
Ostrander.W. B. ft Co.Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
Squares
Fox,P. L.
NichollsMfg.Co.Squares, Combina
tion
Hight, A. W., Toledo,O.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackmau,F. A.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural lrou and Sies
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural Slnte
Johnson,E. J. Co.Tanks, Steel
O. K. HarrySteelWorks
Telephones
New York TelephoneCo.Tiling
Osteudorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walter'sSons,W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammaeher,ScnlemmeK«%Co,
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit&ToolCo.GageToolCo.
Hammaeher,SchlemmerftOi
Jennings,0. B. Oa.
Kraeuter&Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.ProgressiveMfg. Co,
Reed& AuerbacherCo.
Smith.Otis A.StanleyRule& LevelCo.
Starrett.L S., Co.Strelinger,C. Co.
Towerft LyonCo.
Walter'sSons,Wm. P.
Wilkinson.A. J., ft Co.Turned, Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.Ventilntlng Attach
mentDrouve,G.. Co.
Ventilators
Burt.Mfg.Co.
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammaeher,Schlemmer&Cm
Wagon Jacks
BataviaClampCo.
Wall Ties, Wire
C.A.Mtg.Co.
Weather Strips
Hammaeher,SchlemmerftOfKing Mfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Broad Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Window Appnrntns
Drouve,G. Co.
Window and DoorStops
King Mfg Co.
Window Fnsteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust<
ers
Ives,HobartB.. ft Co.Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Windows. Fireproof
Mullins'VX H. Co.
Wire Wall Ties
C.A.Mfg.CO.
Wood Curving
GrandRapidsWoodCarvlnr
Co.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornninents
WaddellMfg.Co. ' - •'
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumberft Box
Co.
Wood Working Machinery
American Wood WorkingMach'yCo.
Bames,W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
Cordesman,Meyerft Co.
Cordesman-RecttnCo.Fay, J. A. & EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.
Marston.J. M. ft Co.
ParksBall Bearing
eryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Ma
chinery. Second
. HandLongIslandMachineryCo.
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FACTS AND FIGURES
A Simple Problem in
Arithmetic

A SOLUTION WHICH IS OF IN
TEREST TO YOU

The Old Way
One man will scrape, by hand, about two squares, or

two hundred square feet of flooring, in eight hours.

The wage scale for this is from 40 cents to 55 cents per

hour, or from $3.20 to $4.40 for 200 square feet, which

is $1.60 to $2.20 per square.

The "Little Giant
Floor Scraper

yy

FOR OAK]
MAPLE
BIRCH
BEECH

YELLOW PINE
PARQUET

Floors

Scrapes every
inch of

floor, into cor
ners and along
baseboard

The New Way
One man with a

" LITTLE GIANT " FLOOR
SCRAPER will scrape eight squires, or 800 square
feet of flooring, in eight hours, which at the wage scale

of from 40 cents to 55 cents per hour, would be 40 cents

to 55 cents per square.

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN A FEW DAYS

SAVING
A saving is therefore made of from $1.20 to $1.65 per square.
On 5,000 square feet (50 squares), the saving will be from $60.00 to $82.50,

which at the lowest wage scale, practically pays for the machine.
We furnish one dozen knives with each machine, and they will scrape

30,000 square feet of flooring.
New knives cost $6.00 per dozen.

SOLD UNDER OUR GUARANTEE TO DO BETTER,
FASTER AND CHEAPER WORK THAN

• ANY OTHER METHOD

Price Complete . . <C/^C.OO
F. O. B. Chicago or New York

MANUFACTURED BY THE

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
General Offices and Works :

153-159 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET

New York Office : 1010 FLAT IRON BUILDING CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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P* £*W T • f 9 Combination ^>No. 5 Union sjss Saw
(Almost a Complete Workshop in One Machine.)

THIS Machine is suitable for various kinds of work — ripping
(up to 3K* thick), cross-cutting, mitering, rabbetting, grooving,
dadoing, etc., and with the additions ot extra attachments, boring,
scroll -sawing, edge moulding, beading,
etc. The heaviest, most substantial,
accurate and easiest running machine
of its kind on the market.
ADVANTAGES : Large adjustable com

bination wood and iron table, 28x 36" ; fold
ing extension rolls for long work; two hand
powers, one for self-feed ripping and the
other for cross-cutting, etc., arranged at real
of machine, leaving table free and allowing
operator a natural, upright and easyposition;
our patent foot-power with walking motion;
three changes of speed, three changes of feed, no lost
motion, power being transmitted entirely by chain belt
and accurate machinecut gears, steel shafts and babbitt
metal lined boxes, adjustable for wear; easyand quick to
changemachine from one operation to another.
WE BUILD a complete line of Foot, Hand and Light
Power Wood Working Machinery, and guarantee each
machine to be thoroughly practical and accurate.
Machines Bent on trial and if not found entirely
satisfactory may be returned at our expense.

Send for Catalog A.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
209 Water St.,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S.A. M No. 5 " Union " Combination Self-Feed Rip and Cross-Cat Saw.

HAND POWER FOOT
WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

A Complete Line

for a
Carpenter

and

Builder.

Any of our
machineswill
pay for them
selvesInayear

and oftenIn a
singleJob.

N*. 7 SCROLL SAW.

Our Machines are

so constructed that

70a can take them

to the house you are

building.

. ■. Saves Time.
No. 3 SCROLLSAW.

Why buy these Machines? BECAUSE
Yoncansaveamillman'sprofit.
ToocanmakemoremoneywithlesscapitalInverted.VoncanmanufactureInasgoodatyleandbrush,andat lower
coattfa&ntbemill.
YoucanworknpstuffaheadIn winterfor tbespringrashtnbanning
10,000bandersareusingfromonetoeightof oar different
machines.

Ourmachines
are not com
plicated, but
simple,strong,
practical ana'
built for good
bardwork.

MORT1SBR
Send tor Catalogue and Price*.

4 SAW.
W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO., wJt&mmcrRUBY 8T.

HAND RIPSAW.
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The "CONQUEROR
Triple Drum Sender

THIS
machine finishes material from 30 to 80 inches wide and np to
8 inches thick, ready for paint or varnish and without any snake
lines or marks. The three drams havean oscillating movement

and any workman can remove and recover them easily, quickly and
perfectly. Wherever the finest work is required in thequickest andmost
economicalmanner, this machine soon proves its worth. Sander Book
giving all details and testimonial letters is sent free on request.

Ask Tor Circulars and Catalog also.

221-241 W. Front St.

Cii>.ciiviYati.OKio, U. 5.A.

The Worldj Standard far Woodworking Machinery.

Narston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Centerpart of top is made of iron accu
ratelyplaned,with grooveson each side of
tawfor gaugesto slide in.
Steelshafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gearsjareall machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete. 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. I.HARSTON & CO., 201 toggles St., Boston, Mass.

SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

MatcbersS4In.
fonyPlaners16,30,24In.

WoodsMoulder12In.
HerlinMoulder19In.
Roger* Monlder8In.
VarietyMachines,DoubleandSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTopSawTables,GasandGasolineEn
gines,BandSaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,
Jig Saws.
A1 CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

L0N6 ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
16 Washington Avo., Brooklyn, N. Y.

with

— chlnery.
Manufacturedby

Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
l.A., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

MARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A
S TBBL STAMP.

61 PRO SPECT ST.
MENU FOKPKHJE.LlWTNo.7

Harry'sPatentAdjustable8teelDropAwnings.
Harry*BUndergroundCorrugated
GalvanizedSteelCIstompandTanks
, of all kinds,Fencing,etc
forcatalogue,prices,etc.

O.K.HarrySteelWorks,2341PaplnSt.,St.LouIs,Mo

STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
JAIL WORK, JOIST HANGERS. IRON FENCINGS

■
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American 14" Sand Belt Machine
Specially adapted for sanding drawers, boxes, flat surfaces, rounding corners or any irregular

or framed work.

AMERICAN
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY

COMPANY

New Orleans, Chicago, New York

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

Don't fail to visit our exhibit when in Chicago.

Machinery of all descriptions for your inspection.

UP TO DATE MACHINERY
For the Progressive Carpenter

Write for pricesonrebuilt
MACHINERY

IMPROVEDHAND PLANER AND JOINTER
Tablesover7feetlongandhavesteelHps.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbitsand
otberIrregularknives.
CylinderhasthreeBearings,oneofwhichIsout
sideofpulley.

NEW PATENT 36-INCHBAND
SAWINGMACHINE. CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE,

13-15No. Canal St..
CHICAGO, ILL.

The Peerless Cement Brick Machine
A Simple One flan Machine made of Iron and
Steel. Producing 10 perfect face or common
brick at a time. Capacity, 3000 or more per
day. Price Right. Send for Catalogue.

Peerless Brick Machine Co.,
10 Sixth St. North, Minneapolis,
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VARIETY WOOD WORKER
An Indispensable Tool for General Purposes

An ideal tool for contractors and builders, planing mills,
pattern and specialty shops. Large shops having a special
machinefor most every purpose find this a splendid emergency
tool to assist in the ' rush of business." Small shops with
limited room and power find this a handy and profitable tool.
Glue jointing, chamfering, planing out of wind up to 6 in.
wide, straight or bevel, ripping, right angle or mitre cross cut
ting, boring, etc., can be perfectly done on this machinewith
usual fixtures that accompanyit. Its range in generalwork is
almost limitless in capable hands.

Ask for LargeCircular and Pull Particulars.

THE CORDESMAN-RECHTIN CO.,
DEPARTMENT" l/'

CINCINNATI, : : OHIO

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu=

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost lessthan
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

'Iurableandpractical.
Theyarelowinpricebecausetheyare
Inbigdemandandwe haveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
TiBLKS andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, ujSiKSSXk.*.

Bestof All, Fig. 202andFig. 203.

The Shimer Cutter Head
For Flooring, Ceiling,Siding, Ship Lap, Jointing, DoubleCelling, Doors,Sashes,

Blinds, Etc. SpecialTodIsforSpecialService.

Shouldappealto everyuserof a matching,mouldingor tenoningmachinebecauseit does
moreandbetterworkthananyothersand requiresless labor and expenseto keepit in order.
■aWe makeit of every sizeandstyle10fit any machineand sendon trial thirty days to
responsiblelumbermen.
Sendfor onrCatalogueand Pattern Book. It givesillustrationsandcompletedescription
ofanumberof thesetools,someof whichwill beof advantageto you.

SAMUEL J. SHIMER » SONS, MILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Better

Earnings for

Carpenters
Thereis noreasonorexcusefor
any carpenteror buildingtrades
manto think he hasreachedthe
limit of his ability—that hecan
not earn moremoney. Legiti
matesalariesto speciallytrained
men run into large figures,and
therewill neverbe a timewhen
you cannot earn more if you
makeyourselfworthmore. Every
man versedin the affairsof the
dayknowsthat thereis an enor
mousdemandforspeciallytrained
men. It merelyremainswithyou
to securethis specialtrainingto
commanda responsibleposition
anda largesalary.
If an institution indorsedby
the highesteducationalauthor
ities, by United StatesGovern
ment officials,and probablyby
your ownemployers—an institu
tion that standsreadyto show
you the namesand addressesof
100,000menandwomenwhomit
hasdirectlybenefitedbybettering
their positions and increasing
theirearnings—shouldofferto tell
YOU howto betteryourposition,
increaseyourearnings,andmake
your life happierandmorepros
perous,and suit all the arrange
ments to your own particular
circumstancesand conditionof
life, wouldn't it be worth your
whileto investigatetheoffer?
The famous INTERNA
TIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLSis this Institution,and
it nowoffersto tell you all this
if youwill simplymarkandmail
the couponbelow. It puts you
underno obligationwhateverto
do this. Isn't your futureworth
thismuch?

INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
Box969,Scranton,Pa.

Pleaseexplain,withoutfurtherobligationonmypart,
howI canqualifytora largersalaryinthe
positionbeforewhich1havemarkedX.

Architect
ArchitecturalDrafts.
BuildingInspector
Contractor&Builder
StructuralEngineer
MechanicalEngineer
MechanicalDrafts.
MachineDesigner
ElectricalEngineer
MunicipalEngineerHeat,andVent.Eng.
Chemist
Sheet-MetalDrafts.

SanitaryEngineer
ForemanPlumber
Electrician
SteamEngineer
MarineEngineer
Surveyor
TextileExpertBookkeeper
Stenographer
AdWriter
French\ WithGerman/ Edison
Spanish' Phonograph!

Name.

St.& So..

City State-
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1

A New Work
for

CARPENTERS
and BUILDERS
The Newest and most Comprehensive
Treatise ', on the* GreeK! and Roman
Orders published. " The Five Orders
of Architecture." V* V? *

Entirely New—Not a Revision
A new work, invaluable to draftsmen and architects ; also to carpenters and

contractors who desire to learn how to proportion columns, cornices, gables, bal

ustrades and other details in the various styles of architecture, such as Doric, Ionic,

Corinthian, etc. If you are drawing plans for houses, you will find the plates in
valuable for designing exterior and interior finish.
The work consists of one large volume of text, 442 pages, yxio inches, hand

somely and substantially bound in half red morocco leather, and a handsome port
folio of 58 working plates, 11x15 inches, carefully drawn to scale and printed on

heavy plate paper, convenient for reference. The text is illustrated with more than

300 valuable drawings, of cornices, columns, elevations, plans, sections of mouldings,
ornaments, etc., all drawn to scale with dimensions, and in addition a large number

of full page photographs of the best examples of actual buildings. It also contains
a comprehensive Glossary or list of architectural terms, together with the pronun
ciation and definition,— and a valuable Bibliography or list, of best books relating to

architecture.

FOR EXAMINATION
Free!

These books are compiled from our best instruction

papers. The regular price is $15.00, but to acquaint
the readers of Carpentry and Building of the value of

our instruction in architecture, we will for a limited time reduce the price to

$12.00 and send the books on the following terms:

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
We will send the books without a payment by prepaid express on five days' approval. If satis

factory, send $2.00 and $2.00 per month for five months until the special introductory price is paid

(if you prefer to pay cash in advance, send $10.80); otherwise, notify us and we will send for the

books.

American School of
Correspondence,
CHICAGO, - U. S. A.

COVPON.-Cut Out and Mail To-day-
AmericanSchoolof Correspondence,

Chicago,III.
Pleasesendmeonfivedays'approval,expressprepaid,oneset
FiveOrdersof Architecture.II satisfacioryI agrdetopay$*.£»
downand$2.00permonthfor fivemonths,otherwistp1willnotify
youtotransferthebooksfree. Cashwithorder$i;o.SoMoney
refundedif notsatisfactory.

StreetandNo..

IJ
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"AMERICAN"
fygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It Is made from galvanized Iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WbenyonwantanySTRUCTURALWORKIt willpayyoutowritetotbe

BOSTON WS ESTABLISHED N^
1872

COMPANY ►
-Works, Offices and salesroom
38-54 Farnsworth Street

BUILDERS !
Converters of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches,
Halls, Factories, Bridges,Wharves, Etc.,
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON,MASS.

To Make Money From Yourf Invention
it must be protected by such a PATENT as will enable you to completely MONOPOLIZE it and control infringers. I pro
curepatents that stand the test of competition at a cost probably nowherenear as high as you may think. The patent law
favors the DILIGENT, not the indolent, inventor, so send me TO DAY a sketch or model, and explanation of your inven
tion and I will furnish full advice. To morrow, next week, or next month may be too late.\ [References on request.

GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer, 800 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

CORRUGATED IRON i
Painted and Galvanized.

SCOTT ca CO.,
Cincinnati. O.

Agents (
Wanted IRON ROOFING

T Painted and Galvanized.

THE KINNEAR

LOCK-JOINT STEEL CEILING, Etc.
Hasnoequal. Try It andbeconvinced. Pricesreasonable.

Cataloguponrequest. Sendmeasurementsfor estimate.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
BOSTON.12SBroadStThe Kinnear & Gager Co., mti-'s,

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTECTIONfromLIGHTNINGIBgivenbymeofourcontinuouscopperconductor..
E.G.Washburne&Co.,46 CortlandtSt.,NewYork.

Telephone3125Cortlandt.
Work pnt op or I

THE IMPROVED
Hand and Foot Power

SAWING MACHINE^
For Carpenters,BuildersandAll WoodWoncers
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BARNES TOOL CO., New Haven Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented. .°Forfasteningfixtures,timbers,etc, to bri:tc.ioononcreteorothermasonry.
UIAIHONOEXPANSION BOLT CO..
••11-13-15Murraystreet. Hewrork,N.T

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court rooms,
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceilingsareshippedreadvforerection.No
expertlaborrequired.Workingdrawingsfur
nished.They'readaptedtoanyklnaof building.
ExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRoofingsiding.Metal
Shingle".ArchitecturalSheetMetalworkand
MreprootlngMaterial.
Ourcataioguessentyoufree. Askfor them.

THE BERQER MFG. CO.
CANTON, OHIO.

NewYork. Boston. Phlla. St.Louis mifittfllllBliifliil'i qijBB fttts

Estimating !
Estimatingthecostofajobsafelyandcorrectlyisthemostvital elementof successto the contractor. Thereforeheshouldhavea copyof TheLightning Estimator for residencework, etc.Illustrated. Coverstheentirefieldfor themasonandcarpenter,teachinganewpractice, reliablemethod,showingtheexactcostof eachseparate
itemof the labor andmaterial,but soarrangedthatamediumpricedhousemaybeestimatedin30to60minutes.For thebusybuilder.Is havingthemostphenomenalsaleandsplendidendorsementof anybookof itskindeverputuponthemarket.In a classby itself. Preparedbyabuilderof experiencefrom actual buildingconstruction,nottheory. Large salespermitus to sell the bookfor HOcents. (Moneyorder.) You cannotaffordtowait. Writenow.

BRADT PUB. CO..
260MichiganAvenue, JACKSON, MICH.
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Weather

Proof

DIXIE METAL SHINGLES— SO—EASY—TO—LAY— FIRE PROOF-

A Perfect
Lock

ORNA
MENTAL

NOT EXPENSIVE

MetalShinglesaresuitablefor build
ingsof all sizesorkiuds.wherethepitch
of the roof is one-fourthor more. They
are especiallydesirablefor Towers,Gables,
Mansards,BayWindows,BeltCourses.Bidingfor
Cottages,etc. Weuseonlythebestqualityof Terne
RootingTin In theirmanufacture—andafter theshin
glesarestampedintoshape,theyareeither Paintedor
Galvanized. Thecostperyearof serviceof MetalShingles
is lessthanthatof anyotherformof Fire Proof Kooflng.
Metal Shinglesafford protectionfromnearbyfires. Theyre
ducethecostof insurance.

Manufacturedby

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO.
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO -
ST. LOUIS
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON,MASS.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN

47-51Cliff Street
83-27North ClintonStreet

112-114-116SouthEighth Street
402-404-406RaceStreet
132and134Pearl Street

King 8treet

WE CARRY FULL STOCK IN ALL OUR WAREHOUSES.
LET US QUOTE YOU OUR PRICES

QUICK SHIPMENTS

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL,
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
Savesfrom3 to24hoursIn layingoata singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenable!
Iheordinaryworkmantoframethemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertainty.
IT UUES ALL TIIIH. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.
It giveslengthsfor anyratters.It givescutsforprincipals.Jacks,hips,valleysandcripplas.Savestfms
fortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Write/orbooklet.Addreetthemanufacturer*.
Price, $1.75 G. A. TOPP (EL CO., - Indianapolis, Ind,

PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMT ROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWEiLMFG.CO
JERSEY CITy, N.J.

Its application is very sim
ple— no experienced help is
needed. With every roll
are included nails, tin caps
and cement sufficient for the
work. RUBEROID is so pli
able that it fits anywhere.

L

THE well-told truth has
for 13 years drawn

builders' attention to RUB
EROID R00FIH6— demonstra
tion of this truth has made
its believers legion. RUB-
EROID ROOFING does all
claimed for it. It is water
and weather-proof. Its re
sistance to acids, gases,
great heat and even fire is
extraordinary. It will not
melt, rot or crack. But
' ' above all things ' 1 avoid
imitations. Look for the
registered trade mark
"
RUBEROID

" always stamped
on the under side. Send for
samples.

HAKCTACnnUDSOLELYBT
The Standard Paint Co.,
100WilliamSt., NewYork.

ChicagoOffices : 188-90MadisonSt.
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

K -s.

t

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to arch,
builders and contractors on request*

The W. H. Mullins Go
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

{JEveryiMingin slicetmetal.)

......MiillHlliMMIHll

STEEL CEILINGS
Doyouknowthe advantageof having
aceilingdust proofandair-tightf
It's anadvantagewhichis appreciated
t andapprovedby theUnitedStatesGov
ernmentEngineers. Pretty strong en
dorsement,Isn't it f
MaywesendyouCatalogue"F " ?

S. Keighley Metal Ceiling & Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Baltimore Washington
New York Boston

LOCK-JOINT
DUST-PROOF
ECONOMICAL
EASY TO ERECT

With our

No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
roof finish. Send for
catalog No. 5 showing
a very complete line of
architectural
metal work.

STEEL CEILING

I is a leading fea-»ture with us.
IWe make the W. H.Miller Patent Metal Window" Frames and Sash. Special cat

alog on these. Originators of the hip shingles.

(WILLIS MFG. CO.. Galestourg. 111.

BOOKS.
YOU CAN OBTAIN PROMPT ADVICE
regarding the books on any subject in which you

are interested by addressing DAVID WILLIAMS
Publishers and Booksellers, 14-16 Park Place., N. Y.

A Clean Profit Without
Any Investment

That'swhattheCortrightpropositionIs.
Thousandsof carpenters,are takingadvan
tageof It.
Makingmoney,amimakingIteasily.
If youwanttoknowin>reibi.it It, write

Cortright Metal Roofing; Co.
PhiladelphiaandChicago.

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANUKACTUKEH8OF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Cr Floor, tn Morm, Church.., Depot.,
Kitchen.. Hall., Parches, Ac.

Officeand Factory,Bluff Street,nearWit,
PITTSBURG PA.
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<5T?VE PIPE IR9AI.
CPRM ICE-.
>KYLIQHT3.
Caves trough.
Conductor pipe-,n
OTEEt R99FIMC, t 3IDI/NC 50LDER ETC-

the EIXER yHFG
^^^orto

j-RELLER & CP

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover wi th
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFINQ.

SEJSD FOR PHOTO PAMPHLET.
Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

$500.00
We are offering $500.00 for the best article submitted before

January 1st, 1907, on the use of OXIDE OF ZINC in house painting,
exterior and interior, with formulas and specifications.
Full particulars sent on application.

The New Jersey Zinc Co.,
71 Broadway

NEW YORK

. . . FREE . . .
OurPracticalPamphlets:" TheT'nlntQuestion"11Palnr: Why.HownutlWhen."'•Paintsiii Architecture.""Specificationsfor Architects.'"Irt nrli GovernmentOccrecs.'

WE DO NOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS
OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST

PRODUCERS OF THE1 E. J. JOHNSON CO.

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for PriceBook

piontross
Metal Shingles

CARPENTERS: —50lon/" s">u"•»*•F"n"— ■ workfortheroof,whynotlay
the.rooftoo?Youcaneasilydoit andmakemoney.Writeforparticulars.
MONTROSSMEKL SHINGLECO..Camden.N.J.

THE FOURTEENTH
EDITION OF

Kidder's

Architects'
and

Builders'

Pocket-Book

Except for two or three

chapters this book has been

entirely rewritten and is

thoroughly up to date. It
now numbers 1675 pages
and contains upwards of

1000 engravings. This is
unquestionably the most
complete hand-book in the

English Language treating
on Building Construction
and Structural Engineering,
and contains a vast amount
of practical and reliable data

relating to Builders' work.
The subject of reinforced
concrete is fully considered
and formulas given for
strength, etc.

No Architect, Structural
Engineer, Contractor or

Draughtsman can afford to
be without it

.

Circular giving table o
f

contents and sample pages

mailed on request.

Twentieth Thotisand.

/6j6 pages, 1000 figures.
Morocco, $§.00.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
14-16Park Place, New York
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SetpriceF. O. B. St.Louis,Mo $209.0,f *' NewYork, N.T 238.0

25feetwide—lower ceiling 12feet in clear.
LOO
).00

St.Paul, Minn 229.00
Denver,Colo 268.00
Tallas, Tex 253.00

Net priceF. O. B. St Lonis.Mo $187.00" New York, N.T 212.00" St.Paul,Minn 204.00" " Denver,Colo 239.00" Dallas,Tex 226.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithillustrateonr completeandmodern6torefronts. Theprices" thesteel sill course,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
Intermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
hashofwhite pine1%in. thick; all glass for samoof doublestrength;galvanizedironwork above
Jlrst-storycolumns.
Wemakeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom 20to300feetin width andfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstudyfor overthirty
years,theyare nowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthat wefurnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycity in the UnitedSlates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi
tects,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full do-
^triptivecatalogueand discounts. Established 1846.

MESKI$R «S BKOTIIEK,
421-019 S. SIXTH STREET ST. LOUIS, MO. U.S.A.

THE "ANTI-PLUVIUS" SKYLIGHT
Absolutely and permanentlyimpervious to rain,
snow, sleet or dust without putty or cement.

With bridge arrangementfor walking on
the skylight without danger of breaking
the glass. Specially adapted for large
buildings and shopswherethere is always
more or less vibration.

A—SteelSupportingBar.
B—Mall.IronBridge.
C—Flat Iron.
D—Felt.
E—Glass.

F—CopperSheetCap.
G—CoilGalvBrassSpring.
H—Galv.BrassStud.
J—Bridge(torwalkingon
skylighti.

THE G. DR0UVE CO., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.
AlsoManufacturersandKrectorsof

THE LOVKLL WIXDOWOPKKATINU DEVICE.
Inquiries Solicited and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

VARIETIES

of

Conductor
Elbows

ARE MADE BY

SKYLIGHTS
Our Mrinl Skyliir.it-
G.Te^ntiHtnction.

j They are hoconstructedthat all condenNationincarried to thecurbauddihcbamedthroughweepboIenon to the rool without NoakiuKbetweenlap*.
constructionol theenrb on onr nkyMKhtHrender* rountcrnaahiuKun-

i ol galvanized iron or copper,with srlaHMol any kind or thickness.
Write tor our New Cornice, Hkylitrht and OrnamentCatalog*

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

Reduced Rates
for

Telephone
Service
throughout Greater New York

are effective from July 1st.

Contracts now being taken at

new rates.

CallnearestContractOiflce
for full information.

NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY

ContractOffices:

15Dey Street
115West38thStreet
220West 124thStreet
616East 150thStreet

TelephoneNo.:

9010Corllandt
9040-38th
9000Morningside
9020Melrose

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

madef If so send for illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS,
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all kindsof Building Materialxcoulrtbe a greathelp to you in figuring**

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER « BOX CO., ^stersh.re ^b.nghamtw.

iLTIE.RS

1 1 1 ij
Shingles that last

Made from GalvanizedTin andFaintedTin
, STOBlt.RUST FIBSFBOOF
Doyouwanttoincreaseyourbusiness?This
is Your Opportunity. Writeforcatalogue,
samplesandprices.

National tfkeet VAetal footing "Co.,
JERSEY CITY. N. J.

L
EXCELSIOK WIRE HAU TIES1
Qftlvanlzedsteelwire. Stronfrandreliable.In useeverywhere.Samplesfree. Orderof 5ourdealer.AgentsWanted.C. A. Mfg.Co., LaSalle,Illinois.

Selected Books

For Carpenters
Hicks' Builders' Guide $1.00
Meloy's ProgressiveCarpentry 1.00
Sylvester'sModernCarpentry and
Building 1.50
Kidder'sBuildingConstructionand
Superintendence,Volume 2—
Carpenter'sWork 4.00
Hodgson'sPractical Uses of the
Steel Square, Volumes1and2,
each 1.00
Hodgson'sModern Carpentryand
Joinery 1.00
Shawver'sPlank Frame Barn Con
struction 0.50
Stoddard's Steel Square Pocket
Book... 0.60
People'sPocket Stair Builder and
Carpenter'sHandbook 2.30
Maginnis' How to Measure Up
Wood-Workfor Buildings 0.50
Hodgson's Up-To-Date Hardwood
Finisher 1.00
Maire's The Modern Wood Fin
isher 0.50
Easy Lessons in Roof Measure
ments 0.25
Howto Becomea GoodMechanic... 0.25

OurDescriptiveList of booksfor the
Building Trades sent on request.

David Williams Company
14-16 Park Place, NEW YORK

Dexter Portland Cement
HIGHEST STANDARD ATTAINABLE
FOR PAVEMENT AND CONCRETE

WORK.

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents,

Established 1844.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

If
"Globe Ventilated Ridging

For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Send for Description and Price Lint.

*
GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. 3E»by V.

THE "BURT" VENTILATOR
is no experiment; hasbeenonthe market
nearly5years; is usedby the mostpromi
nentcorn-emsin theCountry. The "Burt"
is theonlyVentilatoron the market with
theslidingsleevedamper(patented).This
damperif) idealwhereglasstops are used,
astheventilatorcanbeclosed,yet the sfcy-
light featureis neveraffected—alwaysfree
and open. The temperaturecan beregu
latedbetter,dampernevermovesandnever
collectsdust.
Btfore purchasinga ventilatorof any
make,sendfor our finelyillustratedbook
let describingin detailour claimsfor the
"Burt" MADE IN ALL SIZES, BOTH
GLASS AND METAL TOPS.
THE BURT MANUFACTURING CO.
231MainStreet,Akron. Ohio,U.S.A.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs appropriate for any
style of architec
ture.

StylesOalvanizedand CopperSkylights,Cornices,Finlals, Crestlngs,Ventilators, Metal
Shingles,RoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Hoofingand Siding,eta Write
for CatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co..Mauufaoturor*,
CANTON. OHIO.

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin triemarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Builders and Plasterers.Telephone

876MadisonSquare.
All communications
to 11S5B'way, N.Y. O.
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STORE
ELEVA
TOR
FOR

COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT. MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator flfg. Co.
2100 Valley St., CINCINNATI, O.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 2032PARK ROW BUILDING.

S
105
$

MHDCE HAND ELEVATORSJtIUKjC and DUMB WAITERS
Smooth Run r ing Safe Durable

They are sold with or without lumber and we furnish
all the necessary drawings and instructions for erecting.

All details free. Write for them.

Morse, Williams & Company
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

The New Book by F. E. Kidder

Strength of Beams,

Fl oors an d Roofs
is prepared especially for carpenters, draughtsmen and architects

WHO HAVE NOT HAD THE ADVANTAGE
OF A TECHNICAL EDUCATION. : : :

The rules given for the strength of beams and
floors are very simple and practical, requiring
for their application no higher knowledge than

that of simple arithmetic.

The mechanical principles of the ordinary types
of trusses are fully and clearly explained, and

also the methods of computing the stresses and

proportioning the members.

THE CHAPTER ON TRUSS JOINTS
IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST : :

230 Pages TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID 164 Engravings

David Williams Company, Publishers
14-16 Park Place : : : - New York

dumb waiters

hand'eleyators.
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostImproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
88C»rro!lStreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYorkSalesroom,128LibertySt.
Catalogueon application.
Estimateson request.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising _

EM

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

■J AutomaticHatchGates.*■ Sendfor Circulars.
KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.,10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo.,Cleveland,Ohio,245VincentSt

BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcanbeplacedInposition
byaoycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407CherrySt., - Phtla., P«.

ALL KINDS OF

ELEVATOR CARS AND
ENCLOSURES

FRED J. MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

THE LEADING WORK ON MODERN BUILD

ING CONSTRUCTION IS

Kilmer's Building Contraction

'

Vol. I., Masons' Work. - $4.00.
Vol. II., Carpenters' Work, $4.00.
Treatsall operationsin detail describingand
illustratinghowtheparts of buildingsshould be
puttogether.

SOLOSEPARATISTBY

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY,
14-10Park Place. NEW YORK
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4M

LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points of advantage.
FIRSTLY",theyaregroundfttruetaper,whichenable*theusertoranthe8»wwithverrlittleSet.SECONDLY,eachSlmondsSawIshandledbyamechanicwhothoroughlyunderstandsthebangingof theSaw,whichguarantees
thismostImportantfeature.THIRDLY, thefilingandsettingof theStmondsSawsarecarefullydone,andthorougnlyInspected,sothattheSaws,on leaving
thefactory,arereadyforwork.

FOURTHLY,theBteelusedIn themanufactureof theSlmondsSawsU ahighcarboncruciblesteel,aadwillholdlu catttnxedgemuchlongerthantheordinaryBteelgenerallyused.
FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupInaseparatecase,thusavoidingfingeringandmatmarkscommonlyfoundonSnu-Bthatarenotencasedproperly.

SIX I'HLY,becauseeverySlmondsSawIsguaranteedthoroughly.
Anymechanictryinga SlmondsSaw,andnotfinding

samesatisfactory,mayreturnthe
Saw, eitherto the
dealer or to ihe
SlmondsMfg Co.,and
geteithera newSaw
ormoneypaidback.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LOOKINGALLWATBPOE
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,

Boom918,lis ClarkSt. CHICAGO.
Samplesand CircularsFree

| 2 _ NEWSELF-SETTINGPLANE~ = p Samplesentaspercircular
*S * g if notkeptby dealers.
3 <*^

wax 1
For different territories, Builders1Hardware
Salesmen,to demonstrateto Architects andBuilders, and to sell to Hardware Dealers,oncommission,our new Automatic Sash Holder,
whichdoesawaywithweights,cords,andpulle.s
at greatsavingof money."and whichwill sell atsight. For furl her particularswe refer to cut
andarticlein TheIron Ayr of dune21st
Addresswith reference.AwtomaticSashHolderCo.,277Broadway,NewYork.

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing the article itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

SENDTORCATALOGUEANDPKICB LIBT.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass. Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y.
Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—arenottoocostly.
There'snootherkiDdsogood—sopleasing.
OurSketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Writefor It.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 86I3 • BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.
ROCHESTER. N. Y. NEW ALBtJfr, IND

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

-.The liningis vermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

LOMilTlDlNALBKOTION.

CBOf-SSECTIONTfiKOlCIIKL"OB

SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
143LibertySt..NewYork.

T«e Boynjou Furnace C
o
.

Sole Mfrs. of

Boy n ton

'
s Furnaces ,

Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-9 Water Street, New York.
147-9 Lake Street, Chicago.

EVERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copyof Kiddefs Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.
DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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Colonial Residence in Council Bluffs,
Sows.

FOR
a long time past there has been a decided revival
of the Colonial style of architecture in connection

with private dwellings which have been erected over the
country, and the study which we present to the attention
of our readers this month will be found an interesting
example of this type of building. In the present instance
the whole exterior is covered with dimension cut stained
shingles, while the roof is covered with white pine
shingles. The first story and the ends of the gables are
treated with Cabofs mahogany cresotc stain, while the

An inspection of the plans shows upon the main floor
a sitting or living room extending the entire depth of
the house, a library, dining room and kitchen, while upon
the second floor are three sleeping rooms and sewing
room, with servants' room in the attic. Communication
between the main hall and living room is established
through an arched opening with two large columns rest-

Front Elevation.—Scale, % In. to the Foot.

Colonial Residence in Council Bluffs, Iowa.— J. C. <{IF. Woodward. Architects.

remaining portions and the roof are treated with green
shingle stain. The outside porch, as well as all casings,

door and window frames, are painted white and the
sash black, which contrasts with the stained shingles, the
green trees, shrubs and grass, thus giving the artistic
effect which tends to render this style of architecture so
popular. The front entrance has bevel plate art glass
windows each side, and the door itself is fitted with bevel
plate glass.
The frame of the building is sheathed with shiplap,

over which is a layer of paper, this in turn being covered
with shingles as stated. The sills are 4 x G in., and the
rafters and studding 2x4 in., placed 10 in. on centers.
The cellar Is 8 ft. in the clear, and has a cement floor.

ing on box bases. The living room is provided with a
Boston and Philadelphia face brick mantel, beamed ceil
ing, art glass transoms each side of the mantel, and oak
seats as indicated on the plans. In the dining room is an
art glass window over the sideboard and a window each
side of it. The finish of the principal rooms is in oil.
Speaking tubes connect the kitchen and dining room
with the hall and bedrooms on the second floor. The
dumbwaiter and clothes chute running from the upper
story to the laundry in the basement are constructed with
wire lath on metal studs, rendering it fireproof.
The lighting is by electricity or gas, as may be pre
ferred, the building being wired and piped for both.
The residence here shown was erected on South Eighth
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street, Council Bluffs, Iowa, for W. L. Douglas, in ac
cordance with plans prepared by J. C. & W. Woodward,
3 Everett Block, Council Bluffs, Iowa. Tbe contract for
the carpenter work was executed by J. S. Furgeson, 144
Harrison street ; that for the mason and plaster work
by Wic,kham Bros., 19 Scott street, and that for the heat
ing and plumbing by Stephens Bros., 529 West Broad
way, all of Council Bluffs, Iowa.

it was simply ignorant mortar, but from accounts of in
telligent observers who passed through the experience
tbe fire was started in a hundred places throughout the
city through defective flues.
" San Francisco has in its newer buildings some ex

amples of fine mortar, too. There is quite a fad out there
of building cheap frame buildings with a brick veneer
for the lower stories and plaster work above. Some of

Damage to San Francisco's Buildings Due to
Poor Mortar.

After an investigation covering a period of several
weeks Dr. T. Nakamura, professor of architecture of the
Imperial University of Tokio, and one of the most dis
tinguished members of the committee sent to San Fran
cisco by the Japanese Government to study the effects of
earthquake and Are, has completed his labors and re
cently sailed for Japan to report his conclusions to his
Government. In an interview with a representative of
one of the San Francisco papers touching his conclusions
he said:
" I find that much of the damage to San Francisco

from the earthquake was due to poor mortar and faulty
construction, and the greater portion of the damage to the
' class A ' buildings by fire was the result of misguided

Main Floor. SecondFloor.

Colonial Residence in Council Bluffs, Iowa.—Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16 In. to the Foot.

use of hollow tiling and so-called fire blocks instead of

concrete. It is an easy matter, I have found, to design
a building that will be not only earthquake proof, but
practically fireproof.
" There has developed as a result of the earthquake

in San Francisco great prejudice against brick buildings.

However, they are largely employed in Japan, where

earthquakes of greater severity than the one experienced

in this city are not uncommon. The secret of their suc
cess, however, lies in the fact that good mortar is used.

The mortar should either be composed of 1 part cement

to 2 parts of sand or of 1 part cement, ?, parts of lime

and 5 of sand. The bricks should be thoroughly wet

before being laid, and when the mortar has set under

these conditions a wall becomes practically one stone."

Supplementing the above are the views of Theodore

Starrett, president of the Thompsou-Starrett Company,

who recently returned from a business visit of several

weeks to the devastated city. Concerning the question of

bad mortar as the probable cause of the fire he is report

ed to have said :
"That little, simple thing called mortar In the brick

work of the chimneys of San Francisco is what probably

caused the conflagration. Dr. Nakamura said aright. He

called it
' dishonest mortar.' and maybe it was. Maybe

these houses are really pretty and were designed by good
architects. They have brick area and garden walls with
brick copings, all laid In Portland cement mortar. Such
buildings came through uninjured, even as to the chim
neys.
" Everybody knows that in the important buildings in

New York Portland cement mortar is used in brickwork,
which so firmly attaches the bricks to each other that
when it comes to tearing them down the brick wall is a
homogeneous mass, the mortar being stronger than the
brick. Such mortar is the only kind that should ever be
allowed in a ouilding."

One of the more striking features of the 18-story steel
skeleton frame building which is going up at the corner
of Wall street and Broadway is that the main entrance,
on Wall street, will be of solid bronze, massive and beau
tifully decorated. The space leading to the entrance will
be of granite, and the buttresses on either side will sup
port a massive solid bronze standing candelabra. The
building will -be topped with a beautiful bronze cornice,
richly decorated with an elaborate cresting. The in
terior finish of the building will he steel and bronze, in
cluding all doors and windows. We understand that the
store and basement of the building have been leased to a
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tobacco concern for a period of ten years, for a sum
which brings the square foot rental of the store at a
trifle over $51 a year. This is said to be the highest
store rental on record.

Lightning Rod Requirements.

Some time since a valuable set of specification govern
ing provisions for lightning protection was issued by
Henry D. Davis, State Fire Marshal of Ohio, and from
the same source comes the following additional informa
tion regarding the use of rods :
Rods made from copper wire, if heavy enough to have
sufficient stiffness, cost more than one needs to pay for
protection. The cheapest effective protection can be had
from the star galvanized steel rods, which are made by

impossible to put up a rod correctly without the " points,"
as the pieces of rod extending above the roof are called,
being jointed on. In putting up rods of copper wire the
wires of points or branches should be woven into the cir
cuit and the appliance for holding the point above the
roof must be firmly placed. The " eopperized " rod is an,
ordinary steel rod which has particles of copper from a.
solution of copper deposited on its surface by electricity.
In appearance it resembles a solid copper rod of star form
and a tricky agent might represent it as solid copper,
with intent to defraud. It is less desirable than a plain-
galvanized steel rod because of the fact that the zinc in.
galvanizing enters the pores of the rod so that it can-
never separate, and, too, zinc Is immune to oxidation.
A point of the rod should be placed above each chim

ney and gable of a building and no rod should be turned'
in a circle less than a foot in diameter. The tips should
be plated with platinum or gold leaf, so that they will*
stay bright. As to number and arrangement of the tips,
the very old style of four tips at the same level and a.
higher one placed centrally will do. It stood the test of
time, although the rods put under it did not. Tips or
solid gold are pretty, nnobjectional and unnecessary.

Colonial Residence in Council Muffs. Iowa.— side (Left) Elevation.— Scale. % In. to the Foot.

every manufacturer in the United States who makes a

line of rods. Upon these there are no patents.

The Lightning Rod Committee of the National Fire

Protection Association advises that pure copper rods
weigh not less than 0 ounces to the foot, but experience

has shown that they need not he that heavy. The in

hard twisted copper rods or '/„ In. basket woven rods will
carry any ordinary lightning stroke. The manner in
which the wires in a copper rod are put together makes

no difference In their usefulness as conductors. Some
agents have a mistaken idea that the electricity of light

ning can be coaxed, cajoled or fooled by a peculiar ar
rangement of the strands. And. too, there are persons

who have a sui>erstitlon that lightning for some occult

reason Is partial to a rod having a certain number of
strands.
Every lightning rod should form a circuit from the
ground over the house and to the ground again. So it is

All metal ridging, gutters, ventilators, flues or pipes on
top of the building, drain pipes outside it and any water
pipe system within it should he anchored to the rod by
copper wires.
As to insulation : Any method of attaching the rod
to the house which holds it securely will do. About
grounding the rod: It is only Important that the rod
reach earth which is at all times moist. There are
numerous devices for assuring permanent moisture at the
rod's end. It is unimportant whet her the ground end of
the rod is attached to a mass of metal, carried to running
water or has a patent can tied to its tail — just so it
reaches permanently moist earth. The rod may enter the
ground near the spill from a rain pipe.

Rapid progress is being made on the new Plaza Hotel,
at Fifth avenue. Fifty-eighth and Fifty-ninth streets. New
York City, and it is expected that the structure will be
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completed in the course of another year. The exterior
of the first three stories will be Vermont marble, and
the upper 15 stories of enameled cream white brick. The
drawings of the hotel were prepared by Henry J. Harden-
bergh, 1 West Thirty-fourth street, and the cost of the
Improvement complete is placed at about $5,000,000.

The Unburnable City.

Will the unburnable city ever be built? Is a question
that has been asked many times, but especially since
the recent disaster at San Francisco, says a writer in
n recent issue of the Record and Guide. The general de
struction of property there has cleared the ground of
buildings which were not fireproof, and there is a gen
eral feeling among architects and builders that a
unique opportunity has thus been afforded to construct
A city which shall be as free from danger by fire as it

ronto, Rochester, and later at San Fraiefeca In the last
city the protected steel structures survived so well that
many of them will soon be ready for occupancy again.
All this goes to show that the indestructible building is
not an impracticable dream. The Crocker building, a steel
and hollow tile structure, survived fire and earthquake
so well that it is already in use by tenants.
The unburnable city will have wide streets. Its build

ings will be fireproof, both as regards methods and ma
terials used and interior fire-fighting equipment. If it
were possible to take all the big fireproof structures in

New York, Chicago, Baltimore
and other citie,s and set them
down in the burned out dis
trict of San Francisco we
should have a good example
of what an unburnable city
would be like. Every year we
burn up $150,000,000worth of
property and lose 6,000 lives
in fires. In some years the-
total reaches $250,000,000.

Colonial Residence in Council Bluffs, Iowa.— Sfrfe (Right) Elevation.— Scale, % In. to the Foot.

possible for any city to be. Experts say the practically

unburnable city can be built if right steps are taken
in the very beginning to make it so. There are already
many buildings in various parts of the country which

are in themselves quite fireproof. But it is not an

uncommon sight to see such structures, embodying all

the resources of modern protection against fire, standing

in the midst of buildings which have not the slightest

claim to be called even semifireproof. When a fire starts

in such a district it spreads rapidly and soon assumes

the proportions of a conflagration. The fireproof struc

ture standing alone in the midst of hundreds of burning

buildings is subjected to a most severe heat and usually

suffers considerable damage. It is at once said, there
fore, that no building can be made unburnable, and inas

much as it costs more to build fireproof, people come to
the conclusion that as all buildings burn in a great fire

not much is gained in going to the extra expense of

building fireproof.
But even under the severest trials —as in San Fran

cisco, where fire raged practically unchecked— the modern

fireproof structure is the only one that in any way helps

to check the flames. This was shown at Baltimore, To-

Still builders are allowed to go on putting up flimsy
structures which can do nothing else but burn when tile
time comes.
The first thing the authorities of the unburnable city
will do will be to draw up a code of building laws which
shall forbid the use of any but well tested fireproofing
material. They will enforce these laws with rigorous
severity. Nothing but the protected steel frame will be
allowed for high buildings, and even dwellings will have
to be built of hollow tile bricks, cement, or of some other
unburnable material which all the great conflagrations
have shown to be the most effective. Large floor spaces
in warehouses and dry goods establishments will be sub
divided and separated by fireproof partitions with fire
proof doors and protected stairways. Wire glass will be
used for all windows. In large officebuildings the elevator
shafts will be encased so as to prevent the spread of Are
from floor to floor. Standpipes kept under high water pres
sure with ample hose attached will be common. Auto
matic sprinklers and chemical Are extinguishers will be
everywhere. Furniture will be of steel or bronze, so far
as may be practicable. Hotels, apartments, schools, col
leges, hospitals, theaters and all public halls will be aa
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safe as modern ingenuity can make them. Warehouses
and factories will have to take particular precautions,
especially where highly inflammable contents are on the
premises.
So constructed and equipped the future city will be

unburnable. Its insurance rates will be the lowest ever
known, because fire underwriters will be the first to en
courage, as they are now doing, the universal adoption
of every possible precaution against fire. The clanging

The Arch in Stone

By some it is considered that the Egyptians were the
inventors of the arch, by others the Assyrians and still
others think that the Etruscans or Romans were the in
ventors of the true arch— that means of support which in
the hands of the Romans achieved its greatest triumph
and by which Rome was enabled to give that combination
of stability and magnitude which distinguished all her
works and which is used to-day and probably will be for
all time. I shall endeavor to trace the earliest examples
of the arch in ancient countries and give a description of
each in as clear and concise a manner as is possible from
the data at hand.
I will start with the Egyptian, as I. believe the earliest

forms of arches are to be found in the pyramids of
Egypt, says J. R. Kimball in one of our English ex
changes. It is evident that they were acquainted with

Sectionof Inside and Outside Doors.—Scale, 3 n. to the Foot.

Details of Torch Cornice and Balcony
Balustrade.—Scale, % In. to the
Foot.

Details of Porch Construction.—Scale,% In. to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Colonial Residence in

Council Bluffs, Iotca.

bells of fire engines will seldom be heard, as the equip
ment of each structure will generally be sufficient to
check any blaze that may start in it. Such a city can be

built easily enough. But even the authorities of San
Francisco, with blackened ruins still lying about them,

are failing to seize the opportunity afforded them and are
allowing buildings of the very type which the fire com

pletely destroyed to go up again. In the regulations just
issued there is nothing to prevent the same kind of con

struction that was so prevalent in the old city. This is
discouraging to those who look for the coming of the
fireproof era, but the era will nevertheless eventually
arrive.

Elevation of EntranceDoor.—Scale,% In. to the Foot.

the arch and its properties, as they used it in many of
their less important buildings, but they knew that its
employment generally would introduce complexity and
confusion in their designs and therefore they wisely re
jected it from their more important buildings, although
the roof of the tomb chamber of the third pyramid (be
tween 3000 and 3500 years before the Christian era ) was
constructed of huge blocks of stone set obliquely and
"extending from the side walls, on which they rested, to
the center, where they met at an obtuse angle. Inter
nally these blocks had been coved out after being put In
place, and the roof of the chamber was thus a pointed
arch of a compressed character, which, though not ex
hibiting any engineering skill, since they were merely
cut in the rock, imply at any rate an appreciation of the
beauty of coved ceilings, and suggest, if they do not
prove, an acquaintance with the arch; and again, over
the entrance of the Great Pyramid are four stones placed
at an angle and meeting so that they support each other
and act as an arch, taking off the pressure of superin
cumbent masonry. It is supposed that this same con
struction has been employed along the whole passage
until it enters the rock ; this It does at the distance of
about 120 feet from the outer air. And again at Beni
Hassan, over 2000 years B. C, curvilinear forms reappear
in the roofs, used in such a manner as to render it almost
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common practice of building on foundations consisting
of independent bases for supporting columns. This per
mits considerable variation in motion. " Hereafter, I
am convinced no large building should be constructed in
San Francisco except on a monolithic foundation of re
inforced concrete, which would give absolute rigidity to the
foundation and greatly reduce the flexibility of the struc
ture if built of steel.
" Sly own specialty is concrete buildings, and while
I believe that reinforced concrete is the ideal building
material for the whole structure in the earthquake coun
try, giving to the entire building the same motion and
preventing the meeting of counter motions, still I do not
mean to say that steel construction is not to be followed
in such a country.
*'With both steel and concrete construction the or
namental wall is built independently of the remainder of
the structure. In case of an earthquake this is thrown
to the ground, endangering the lives of people in the
street. In such a country, where buildings are of con
crete it would be well to make the ornamental finishings
of the concrete itself, thus leaving nothing to be thrown
down, and thus adding to the safety of the public and
of the buildings.
" But whatever the material to be used in the rebuild

ing of San Francisco it ought to be the first consideration
to obtain as great rigidity as possible, and at least the
foundations should be of reinforced concrete in a solid
body, covering the entire ground surface on which the
edifice is to be reared."

Bricklayers of Thirty Years Ago.

Apropos of the discussion which was carried on in
these columns some months since relative to the amount
of work which the average carpenter of the present day
ought to be able to execute, it is interesting to note the
plaint of a builder who was actively engaged in the busi
ness something like 30 years ago. In a communication to
a recent issue of the Record and Guide he sets forth
his views in the following words:
When I look back to the good old days when men

worked and compare the conditions as at present exist
ing, I feel that notwithstanding what some say about the
benefits of unionism the detrimental effect of organization
upon labor is very great.
Thirty years ago a bricklayer was ambitious fo be

come a lineman : it was the builder's custom to pick out
his best men and put them on each end of the wall ; they
were in charge of the line ; as soon as they had laid up
the ends they called " line " and raised the line for the
next course. The men in between were compelled to work
at a speed set by the linemen, and falling to keep up with

them were considered less worthy and were retained
only as long as was absolutely necessary. The menwho
were able to keep up with the linemen were most steadily
employed.
A builder watching his men at work was enabledIn
a few minutes to figure how many brick could or would
be laid in an hour, and by using the same linemen on his
work he had a good idea of the result in advance, as far
as his labor was concerned. These linemen did not work
at their top speed, but assumed a steady gait and ex
pected the others to keep up with them. The men in
between were ambitious to become linemen, and the net
result was a steady, conscientious amount of work which
to-day is absolutely unknown.
A man who laid 3000 brick a day was not an unusual

man, and there are some men in the building business
still who tell of 4000 to 4500 brick for 10 hours. To
day 800 brick in eight hours is considered an average
day's work.
What has caused this condition? Men are just as

strong as they were ; men are just as intelligent as for
merly, but a rule of the bricklayers' union has comebe
tween the ambitious man and his employer. If the line
man calls " line up " before the other members of his
union on the wall are ready he is reported to the union
and fined $25 for the first offense and $100 for further
violation of this union regulation. In other words, the
slowest man sets the pace for all the others, becausehe
is a member of the union and must be protected in his
laziness and indolence.
What incentive is there for a man to be better or

more competent than another, when he is threatened with
losing a week's pay if he does not keep down his speed?
A builder can employ only members of the union, and
in busy times there are not enough men of any kind to do
the work, to say nothing of their incompetency. Appren
ticeship is limited and the supply of mechanics in every
line is decreasing in direct proportion to the increase of
the amount of work to be done. Something is certainly
wrong; wages are increasing, hours are decreasing, the
amount of work to be done is multiplying many fold,
and to cap the climax the union limits the amount of
work a man may do.
Formerly a good man was paid more than an inferior
man ; the good man saved some of his surplus earnings
and eventually started in business for himself. To-day
the statement is heard on every side that the mechanic
cannot advance the way he did in the olden days; that
once a mechanic always a mechanic ; simply because a
good mechanic is as poor a mechanic as the poorest; they
are brothers in the union and the union conies first,
ahead of ambition, ahead of conscience and almost in
variably ahead of the family.

KNOTS, HITCHES AND SPLICES FOR THE BUILDING MECHANIC I.
By Edwaro H. Crussell.

AMONG
the many things outside of his own trade or

calling of which the building mechanic must have
a knowledge, it may be claimed that the art of tying
and properly using knots is as important as any. In
fact, hardly a day passes, even in private life, in which
we are not called upon to make a knot of some kind.
And to the man who has to do with the raising of heavy
timber framiug, the moving of buildings, or work of like
nature, a knowledge of the proper use of ropes and knots
Is an absolute necessity.
The writer has had some little experience in this
class of work, and has been in a position to note that
the average mechanic's ideas concerning the tying and
using of knots are somewhat limited, which is scarcely
to be wondered at when we examine the source from
which he is to obtain his information. In the opinion of
the writer, a knowledge of the proper use of knots is
Just as important as a knowledge of their formation (a
knot which is excellent in one position being very often
entirely out of place and worse than useless in another).
I have thought, therefore, a few words on the subject,

written by a workman in the simple language of the
workman, explaining not only the formation of the knots,

but giving also some hints as to the purposes for which
they may be used, would prove acceptable to that class
of mechanics who are ambitious enough to wish to better
themselves in every possible branch of their trade.
Only the more useful knots will be shown, with per

haps one or two fancy or trick knots to make the subject
interesting. But the novice may feel assured that if he
has these thoroughly mastered he will be able to overcome
any difficulty in the matter of knots that may be pre
sented to him in his daily life.
The best thing to practice with is a piece of cotton

clothesline, about Vi inch diameter, and a stout piece of
cord, or chalkline, carried in the pocket, will enable him
to practice during any spare moments he may have in thei
day and so keep the subject fresh in his memory. JJ
must here caution the student that tying knots in
short piece of twine while looking at a picture of thi
and tying knots in a big unwieldy rope while the eyes *

the boss are upon him and a dozen men are waiting s

A-
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his efforts, are two entirely different things. He must
therefore endeavor to secure as much practice as possible
under actual working circumstances. A knot which will
look all right in a piece of twine may In a 2-lnch rope look
as clumsy as a wooden legged camel.
Before leaving this part of the subject I wish to say
that I hope in the ensuing pages to make myself under
stood, but I find that tying knots Is one thing and ex
plaining on paper how they are tied is quite another.
It is more than possible that to the man who already
knows all about knots some of the explanations will ap
pear to be too elementary and tedious, and I hasten to
assure him that they were not written for him, but the
other fellow. It is also possible that to the other fellow
someof the explanations will not be sufficiently explicit,

This knot also forms part of other knots, which we shall
come to later.
The stevedores' knot, represented in Fig. 5, is a varia
tion of Fig. 4, and is made by passing the end once more

around the standing part before putting it down through

the bight. This is used as a stop knot also, the difference
between It and Fig. 2 being that it does not jam and is
easily untied once the strain is taken off.
In Fig. G of the illustrations is shown the reef knot,
also called a square knot, or true knot. It is used on
shipboard to tie the reef points of the sails, whence it ob
tained its name. It contains all the principles of a good
knot, is easily tied, does not jam and is readily untied.
To tie it commence by passing the end in the right hand
under that in the left, and form the first half of the

- ^-^-r^^r-.^.

Fi£.2

Fig. 3

Fig. 1.—Overhandor Round Knot.
Fig. 2.—A Double Knot.
Fig. 3.—DoubleKnot Pulled Tight.
Fig. 4.—A Flemish or " Figure 8 " Knot.
Fig. 5.—The Stevedore'sKnot.

Fig. 6.—A Reef Knot.
Fig. 6V4.—Reef Knot, Slipped,by Pulling on B.
Fig. 7.—The Thief Knot.

Knots, Hitches and Splices for the Building Mechanic.— /.

and to him I will say that the correspondence columns of
the paper are open to all, and If he will state therein his
difficulty I will do what I can to assist him. And now
having finished with the preliminaries we will proceed
to business.
The simple overhand or round knot, with which every
one is familiar, Is shown in Fig. 1 of the illustrations.
It Is used chiefly as a stop knot, is also tied in the ends
of cords to prevent them unraveling, and forms part of
many of the more complicated knots.
A variation of Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 2, which Is a
double knot. Fig. 3 shows it pulled tight. This may be
used for a large, permanent stop knot to prevent the end
of a rope from pulling through an eye or other fastening.
Increasing the number of turns Increases the size of the
knot It may also be tied by making two or more loops
before passing the end through, which makes the same
kind of a knot.
A Flemish or " figure 8 " knot Is presented in Fig. 4.
This will make a larger knot than Fig. 1, and will not
jam so tight. To tie It commence as In Fig. 1, but In
stead of passing the end up through the bight bring it
round behind the standing part and pass it down through.

knot. In forming the last half take care that each end
when doubled back lies alongside its own part, as shown
in the illustration. If you find the knot forming like
that shown in Fig. 8 untie the last half and make the
twist in the opposite direction. To untie this knot, take
hold with each hand just behind the loops and push the
hands toward each other. This is called " upsetting " It.
The reef knot may be used for a variety of purposes,
chiefly as a finishing off knot for tying a bag or a bundle
or a bootlace, or to tie the ends of a short piece of rope
together to form a sling. When using it for this latter
purpose it is best after the knot is tied to make a half
hitch with the ends around the standing part. This may
prevent some genius from slipping the knot by pulling on
one of the ends, as shown In Fig. 6%. The reef knot
may also be used to unite two ropes in order to lengthen
them if they are of the same size, but if one rope be of a
larger diameter than the other wre must then use the
weavers' knot, or sheet bend, which we shall study pres
ently.
The thief knot, represented in Fig. 7, is rather a
peculiar knot and one that Is very little known under its
true name. I say under its true name, because most
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people call the granny a thief knot. Some people will
claim that there are two ways of tying a reef knot and
class this as the second way, hut although it bears a close
resemblance to the reef knot ( I have shown the reef knot
as part of a loop in order to show more clearly the dif
ferent) it is really no relation and must not be used for
any purpose where safety is required.
The story runs, that it was used by its inventor, the
captain of a fishing smack, to tie the mouth of his biscuit
bag, so that he might be able to tell if any one was steal
ing the biscuit. The thief, of course, would Imagine that
it was an ordinary reef knot, and would use n reef knot
when he tied the bag again, and by this means was
'•aught. It is from this circumstance that the knot takes
its name. This is the "yarn " that the old " salts " on the
fishing smacks tell the boy or apprentice, and you may
he sure that in their version of it the boy is always
the culprit.
The celebrated granny or lubbers' knot is shown in
Fig. 8. I have never yet met anybody who had to be
taught how to tie it— it seems to be born with us. like
original sin. Simply take two ends of a cord, shut your

FigJO.

Fig. 8.—Granny or Lubber's Knot.
Figs. 9 and 10.—The Weaver's Knot.

Knots, Hitches and Splices

eyes and knot them, and there you are. This knot should
never be used, because in stiff cord such as braided sash
cord it will slip, and In small cord it will first slip the
length of itself and then jam.
The knots that we have examined so far are fairly
well known, and very little that is new or original con
cerning them could be written, though it has been
necessary to show them in order to render the subject
complete and intelligible.
In the weavers' knot, Figs. 0 and 10, we have, how

ever, a very excellent knot, the virtues of which are not
as well known as they ought to be. It is used by weav
ers to tie the ends of the threads iu weaving, and is also
called by them a " thumb knot," owing to tbq manner in
which the thread is brought around the thumb in tying
it. The speed with which this knot can be tied by the
practiced hand is almost beyond belief.
In order to tie this knot as the weavers do, take an
end in each hand, pass the right hand cord, A, under the
left, and bring it around the left thumb and between the
two ends, as shown by Fig. 9, with the forefinger of the
right hand bring the end B over until it lies alongside
its own part, and complete the knot by pulling on the
cord in the right hand. When done rapidly the whole
knot appears to be made with one motion. Fig. 10 shows
the knot complete. Practice it till you can tie it quickly

and use it in preference to any other knot wherever

possible.
The " sheet bend," as represented in Fig. 11, is used

on shipboard for fastening and adjusting the sail.* and

is exactly the same as the weaver's knot, but cannot

tied in the same way, because one part of the k-iot is

already formed by the clew of the sail. It would be
rather difficult to tie a knot after the manner of Figs.

9 and 10 in a rope of large diameter. We therefore tie

it as in the sheet bend. First form a bight in the left
hand with the end of one rope, tnen pass tue end of the

other up through the bight, around behind, across the
front, and under its own part, as in Fig. 11. This knot

may be used for uniting ropes of ..-..erent diameters and

in such cases should be tied like Fig. 12—the doublesheet
bend, in which A is the smaller rope. The double sheet
bend is stronger than the single, and will not jam *o

tightly, though there is really no danger of either of

these knots jamming or slipping. Right here it may

Fi£. 13.

Fig. 11.—The "Sheet Bend."
Fig. 12.—The Double Sheet Bend.
Fig. 13.—The Fisherman's Knot.

for the Building Mechanic.—I.

be mentioned that as a general thing the greater number
of turns there are in a knot the safer it is and the less
liable to jam.
The fisherman's knot, shown in Fig. 13, is also a good
knot for joining ropes, the strain being equally divided
between the two knots. It is simple to learn and easy
to remember. In order to tie it lay the two ropes along
side each other, tie an overhand knot, with the end of
each rope around the standing part of the other, and
pull the two knots together. To untie it pull the knots
apart and untie each knot separately. A double over
hand knot may be used instead of a single and will in
crease the holding power of the knot, but it will make
quite a bundle if tied in a large rope.
When moving buildings it is often necessary to

lengthen ropes by tying them together. This is espe
cially the case in railroad work, where we are often
enabled to get a pull with an engine if the rope is long
enough, and some one of the preceding knots will always
fill the bill.

The Public Building bill recently passed by Congress
carries appropriations amounting to a trifle over $21,-
000,000.
* U maynot benecessary,but It can do no harm, to mention
tlmt "sheet" In this casedoesnot meanthe sail, but the rope
I is used for fasteningIt.
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ARRANGEMENT OF KITCHENS AND PANTRIES.

AVAST
amount of Interesting information touching

various phases of the planning of a modern house
has come from the pen of Robert C. Spencer, Jr., the
well-known Chicago architect, and in back numbers of
this Journal we have from time to time given extracts
from his contributions to the architectural press. In the
present issue we lay before our readers some comments
which he makes on the arrangement of kitchens and
pantries and which appeared In a late issue of "The
House Beautiful." The plans accompanying the author's
comments clearly indicate the arrangements suggested,
and will doubtless prove of suggestive value if carefully
studied by those who are interested in convenient quar
ters for the culinary department of the household. Mr.
Spencer says:
We may simplify our houses by dispensing with the

old-fashioned parlor. We can exist without reception
rooms. We can have our books, our music and our side
board all in one room, if it be large enough, but we have
not yet arrived at the " kitchenless homes " advocated by

two fixed single-panel doors, one on each side, and two
sliding doors to match.
The first tenant who occupied one of these flats fur

nished and kept her flat with exceptional care and taste.
Blue and white jars on the dresser contained spices, bak
ing powder, &e. Flour, sugar, &c, were in bin drawers, to
be described later. A portable screen made it unneces
sary to close the sliding doors. A hood over the range,
built of studding and plastered on metal lath, with a
combined smoke and ventilating thimble close to the
ceiling under the hood, removed the fumes of cooking
almost entirely as fast as they arose.
The dining room furniture was of simple " Mission "

design in weathered oak. Altogether It was quite as In
viting as a small dining room in a flat could be.
In Fig. 2 Is the plan of a kitchen of a unique little city

home at 6448 Minerva avenue, whose mistress had some

Fig. 1.—The Dining Car Kitchen for Small Flats. Fig. 2.—Kitchen for a City House.

Arrangement of Kitchens and Pantries.

a certain clever but unconvincing lady who writes for
the best magazines. True, there are many, very many
cookless homes, but it is also true that no cook can do
good work or would care to accept a life job in an ill-ar
ranged, dark and dismal kitchen.
In planning a house the most careful study should be

given to the kitchen and its adjuncts to make it con
venient according to the needs of the owner, sanitary
and attractive.
The accompanying plans illustrate kitchens, pantries,

Sec., varying in size and arrangement from the buffet
kitchen of a small servantless flat to the service wing of
a large country house, in which five or six servants are
employed. Upon this question of servants largely de
pends the arrangement of the kitchen. For the servant-
less uouse, in which madame Is the cook, a small, com
pactly arranged kitchen is a labor saver. There are no
better examples perhaps of compact and conveniently
equipped kitchens and pantries than those of the modern
dining car. The dining ear kitchen or galley idea, Fig. 1,
was successfully carried out in the small flats at G001
Normal avenue. For cold storage the refrigerators serve
at all seasons. Each has an outside door, through which
the ice chamber is filled in warm weather. At other
times this door is left open to admit the outdoor air.
Drawers above and a case of drawers under
each drain board serve for storage of supplies and uten
sils. Over the gas range is suspended a horizontal
range boiler with a gas burning water heater on a bracket
under the boiler, there being no janitor employed to run
a water heater in the basement for all the tenants. The
partition between kitchen and dining room consists of

excellent practical ideas of her own and a desire to solve
the servant problem by having none. For so tiny a
kitchen it contains a great deal of storage space. The
refrigerator Is built into a closet or compartment with a
door about 4 ft. high. Above this is a cupboard with
doors. Ice Is put in from the basement stairway, the
house having no rear entrance or kitchen porch. This re
frigerator appears to waste no Ice, although so close to the
range, the walls of the closet being well Insulated. There
being no pantry, cold storage during the cooler months Is
provided by a closet or cupboard under the right hand
drain board of the sink. A small opening in the outer
wall, with a door operated easily by a metal arm from
within, admits the outer air. A novel idea in the plumb
ing of the sink Is the installation of a single combination-
cock for hot and cold water. As the warm water Is sup
plied by a coal burning water heater and 60-gallon
storage tank in the basement, it is usually piping hot,
and it is a decided convenience to be able to temper the-
flow from a single faucet, by means of this combination
cock.
Another excellent " wrinkle " is the Installation of a

large wall filter with a faucet, just above the sink, through
which the city water flows for cooking and drinking.
The counter to the right of the sink, over which is
a dresser with glazed doors, is level with the counter of
the built-in sideboard and china cases in the dining room,
and a slide connects them, saving many steps In handling
dishes. Over the range, of course, there Is a plastered
hood and ventilator.
With its woodwork painted ivory white, the walls a

very light sen green, and its three casement windows set
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with leaded glass, this little kitchen ought to make even
dish washing a pleasure.
Fig. 3 is a kitchen planned on similar lines for a

modest suburban home, also servantless, yet large enough

to meet the needs of a family having one maid. The
refrigerator, with an outside door, takes the place of a
kitchen pantry for cold storage when ice is not needed,

as in the flat kitchen already described.
In both of these plans a serving pantry is lacking.

house, which is inclosed and reached from the entrance
hall through a double acting door with a long panel of
leaded glass. A hand power trunk lift, with sliding door,
opening into the small stair hall is a great convenience,
as it practically takes the place of a back stairway in
this tbree-story house.
The pantry arrangement is the usual one for housesof
the better class. The kitchen and the serving pantry
sinks are conveniently connected though a slide, the drain
boards being on a common level. The sink back is a
single slab of Tennessee marble over 8 feet long.

Fig. 5.—Kitchen for a Two-Servant House. Fig. 6.—Service Position and Dining Room of a Fair Sized
Country House.

Arrangement of Kitchens and Pantries.

Dishes and silverware are stored in large china cases
in the dining rooms and many extra steps are saved by
the direct communication between kitchen and dining
room. With a hood and ventilator over the range, a
simple and hygienic regimen, with the frying pan largely
tabooed, and the connecting double acting door properly
placed and hung, and perhaps a portable screen placed
where it will do the most good, there is much to be said
In favor of this simple arrangement. It surely commends
itself to those who would lead the " simple life."
In Fig. 4 is shown a plan of the kitchen of a house

recently built in Milwaukee —a one servant house, which
could accommodate two. Like the preceding one, this
kitchen has convenient access to the one staircase of the

The drain boards, made of white ash. are easily remov
able for cleaning. Under each is a drawer with front
sloping inward at bottom. Under each drawer is a
new kitchen convenience devised by the writer and illus
trated in the photograph. It is simply a cupboard for
pots, pans and covers, pivoted at one end to swing out at
right angles into the room. The two lower shelves are
for pots and pans, and the top shelf for covers, &c. The
advantages of such a device over the ordinary dark and
mysterious cupboard under a sink, or the ordinary ill-
ventilated pot closet, will be evident to every good house
keeper. The peculiar plan of this kitchen provides a nice
light alcove for the range, with its adjacent window.
Fig. 5 is a kitchen for a two servant house with the
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pantry treated as an alcove, an arrangement liked by
some housekeepers.
Fig. 6 Illustrates the service portion and dining room
of a good-sized country house at Canton, 111. With
more than two servants a separate living and dining room
for them—commonly referred to as the " servants' hall,"
is almost a necessity. It should be so placed as to be
accessible •from outside without crossing the kitchen.
The photograph, Fig. 10, shows the combination coal and
gas range In this kitchen, with its ventilating hood and
the leaded casement window adjacent. The cooling room,
reached through the pantry, is used for cold storage only
when ice is not needed. During warm weather the large
built-in refrigerator, which extends from floor to oeilinr

Fig. 7.—ServiceWing o( a Larger House Than Fig. 6.

(with ice chamber opening into vesti
bule), is sufficient for all purposes.
Fig. 7. The service wing of a new

house at Winnetka is more ample, the
kitchen having the advantage of full
east and west expanses. Through the
leaded glass windows, in which are
touches of yellowish green glass, are
seen the breakers of Lake Michigan on
one side and a long sweep of lawn and
garden on the other. For beating eggs
and cake, grinding and polishing knives
and buffing silver a small electric motor
is connected with wires installed for this
purpose through the wall at the right of
the long table. The annunciator is recessed into the wall
and cased to match the white woodwork of the room.
Below it is one of eight automatic intercommunicating
telephones with case and receiver finished in white
enamel. The floor of the kitchen, pantries and servants'
hall are covered with a beautiful blue-gray German
linoleum having a soft granulated texture, like a water-
color. Small decorative units of square form in very
pale blue-gray give it a pleasing touch seldom found in
linoleum patterns.
The cooling room off the pantry is equipped with

shelves of tinned wire. The ice chamber, into which the
ice Is unloaded directly from wagons, has a capacity of
over two tons.
Four servants' bedrooms, with bath, &c, occupy the

second floor of this wing. These hints may prove sug
gestive.
Fig. 8 illustrates the service wing of a largo country

house designed to meet about the same requirements as
Fig. 7. This wing, owing to the peculiarities of the site,
lies at an oblique angle with the living apartments. In
the planning of a large country house it is often advan
tageous to isolate the service wing by designing it prac
tically as an annex or separate building, connected with
the house conveniently for service. This idea is some
times adopted in the planning of comparatively small
summer homes and bungalows. In hot climates or during
the warm season it is an excellent arrangement. Fig. 9
shows how such a wing was planned to accommodate five
servants, kitchen, laundry, pantries, &c. The kitchen and
pantry ell, connecting the dormitory and laundry with
the house proper, is but one story in bight.
Concerning certain points of general application in

planning and equipment : Sinks should be " roll rim,"
of enameled iron or porcelain, supported on enameled
Iron brackets from the wall, not on legs, which interfere

with cleaning the floor. They should have no wood rim
or Inclosure at front or back. Drain boards should be
of white ash (mahogany is still better if it can be af
forded), and always removable, with copings at back.
A harp " drip " should be cut under edges of boards.
Sinks should be under or adjacent to windows, preferably
sunny windows.
Water pipes will not freeze if properly boxed and in
sulated. Get all the light and air possible into your
kitchen, let it be one of the sunniest, lightest rooms in
your house. Kitchens usually have too many doors.

Slide the pantry door and it will never
be in your way. In fitting up a kitchen
pantry have an ash or maple counter,
and uuder it all the drawers you have
room for. Deep " bin drawers " on
hardwood antifriction extension slides,
and fitted with removable tin linings,
are convenient for sugar, corn meal,
whole wheat flour, &c. They are suf
ficiently large for white flour taken
from the bag, in small households.
Wherever there are drawers under sink
drain boards or pantry counters the
upper drawer front should slope inward
at the bottom, or the entire front of
drawer case should slant, to accommo
date the feet and knees of those work
ing at them.
There should be sufficient space

HALL

Fig. 9.—Serving Wing Designedas an Annex.

Fig. 8.—Service Wing of a Country House Designed to Meet
About SameRequirementsas Fig. 7.

Arrangement of Kitchens and Pantries.

with direct or left-hand light for the kitchen table.
If against the wall, a wall dresser above the table
will be a great convenience. Dressers, shelves, &c,
as many as possible, are needed in pautryless kitchens.
A patent flour can, with rotary sifter in the bottom,
resting on a ledge on the wall convenient to table or
bread counter, is a convenience which ought to be more
generally used.
Kitchens should have an abundance of artificial light.

There should be one outlet in the center, one bracket light
next to range and one over the sink, with a porcelain
reflector.
The best floor for kitchens, &c, barring tile, mosaic,

&c, which are too expensive for general use, is white
pine, planed smooth and covered with linoleum in 12-ft.
breadths, before the piping to sink is connected and the
floor molding is in place.
Kitchen walls should be plastered with cement or a
hard patent plaster, and painted.
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Appreciation of Sanitation.
There is no question that the belief is current to-day

thrift the great muss of people have either some concep
tion «>f the importance of sanitation as a couserver of
public health or have some hazy idea tbat there is such
a tiling. No better proof of this fact could be drawn from
recent history than the record of the conditions that ex

isted Id San Francisco in the days immediately fol

lowing the memorable 18th of April. It takes no imagina
tion to picture the experience of the loss of modern con
veniences .suffered alone by the crowds noddled in the

two great park reservations of that city. The water

■supplymain had been broken, no sewage disposal system

was available, the city refuse incinerator was wrecked

and the regular system of garbage collection: was nat

urally disrupted, while to make matters worse the sick

und the well were brought together in dangerous prox

imity. Notwithstanding all this, word has yet to be re

ceived of an epidemic of sickness, and the apparent suc

cess that San Francisco lias achieved in bringing herself

unscathed from a bed fertile in contagion is a spectacle

that the whole world views with pride. The fact is all
the more marvelous when it is recalled that the larger

part of the refugees were probably from the lower walks

of life, counting amount their number many witch the

vague idea of the requirements of the preservation of the

public health, for large numbers of those abundantly able

to do so early hastened away to neighboring cities and to

those farther beyond. The reason that this happy retro

spect is possible is that the city had a group of energetic,

able officials who were thoroughly alive to the situation

and who earnestly attempted to prevent the spread of

■disease. If they had not been assisted, however, by a
generally intelligent public much of their efforts would

undoubtedly have proved futile, and no little part of the

general good result is therefore the outcome of the con

stant hammering which has been done by educators to

liring the public mind into a ready appreciation of the

tilings whicli make for public safety.

Sanitary Measures Adopted.
Incidentally it may be interesting to briefly indicate

what measures were taken. During the trying days im

mediately succeeding the fire circulars were issued by

the Board of Health to the following effect: That all

water, whether for drinking, bathing or cleansing, and

no matter whence its source, should be boiled : that all

milk, whether used by infants or adults, should be boiled ;

that foods in cans should not be allowed to stand uncov

ered; that vegetables should not be eaten uncooked: that

all butcher shops and bakeries should be screened; that

all garbage, animal and vegetable refuse should be put
Into garbage barrels at the street curb line and covered

with chloride of lime daily; that all toilets and other

plumbing fixtures In houses where sewers were broken

or disconnected sfioofd be sealed, and tbat all windows,
doors and openings should be screened to prevent tue
entrance of flies, as tbey are carriers of filth. The disposal
of nigut soil was effected by the use of ditches dug in the
sandy soil. Over the contents chloride of lime was fre
quently spread with alternate coverings of sand. In the
streets latrines were generously provided, usually over
manholes of the sewerage system. In the refugeecamps
established on the grounds of the University of Cali
fornia water closets, which were connected with sewers,

had their seats frequently washes with corrosive sub
limate, and for night use urinal pails were provided at in
tervals in the streets of tents, the pails being emptiedand
sterilized every morning and stored apart during the day.
Such were some of the precautions which effected the sur
prising but gratifying immunity of San Francisco from
pestilence.

An Apartment House of Italian Villa Type.

A new apartment house, which so far as its exterior
appearance is concerned will mark something of a de
parture from the conventional type of architecture for

structures of this class, is about to be erected on Riverside
Drive, and will, when completed, be among the largest
in the city if not in the country. It will be known as the
lleudrik Hudson, will be of the highest type of fireproof
construction and will cost about $1,000,000. The fagade
of French limestone, brick and colored terra cotta will
in its general scheme be that of an Italian villa with

wide projecting Spanish tile roof supported by large orna
mental bronze brackets. According to the plans of Rouse
■&Sloan, the architects, the building will cover a plot
fronting 208 ft. on Riverside Drive and 135 ft. on 110th
and 111th streets, New York City, and is planned with a
system of exterior courts so that all apartments face the
Drive or a street. There will be nine apartments on a
floor consisting of 0, 7, 8 and 9 rooms with two and three
baths. All the principal living rooms will be arranged
around a large foyer in each apartment and separate

•entrances to it and to the kitchens will afford the largest
measure of privacy. The elevators will be grouped
around a central court. The Riverside Drive elevation
will have two towers above the main roof connected by
11pergola. At many of the windows will be wrought iron
balconies in which plants will be placed during the
summer, and with its colored terra cotta and red tile,

together with this use of foliage, the structure will har
monize effectively with Riverside Drive surroundings.
It is expected that a 12-story addition will later be
erected, as the owners of the apartment house have ac
quired the remaining frontage on 110th street and the
greater part of that on Broadway. With the completion
of this addition direct communication will be made with
tlie 110th street station of the Subway.

Value of New Buildings in 1905.
Some time ago we called attention in these columns

to the value of the building improvements projected in
a number of the leading cities during the past year and
made mention of the fact that the volume of operations
had never before been exceeded in the history of the
country. Apropos of these remarks the United States
Geographical Survey has just issued a report showing

the value of the buildings for which permits were issued
lu 1905 in 47 of the leading cities. According to these
figures 184,410 building permits were issued, and struc
tures valued at $040,555,641 were erected. As might
naturally be supposed the largest expenditure was made
in the Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx, which the
Federal Government designates as " New York." giving
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Brooklyn the dignity of a separate city. The figures are

respectively $178,032,527and $73,017,706. The third city

on the list is Chicago, with 16,150 permits for buildings

costing $65,000,000, while in the case of Philadelphia,

where more buildings were erected than in New York,

the cost was much less, being placed at $34,416,745.

In the same 47 cities in 1904, 139,373permits were issued,

and the cost of the buildings erected was $466,699,710.

The boom in building operations in Brooklyn as in the

city of Philadelphia indicates an expansion of the home

area and the development and settlement of sections that

have hitherto been unimproved because unoccupied.

Labor Unions and the New San Francisco.

It seems not to have occurred to those' responsible

for the policy of the labor uuions in San Francisco that

it will depend much upon them to what extent and with

what rapidity the city is restored. The fearful handicap

of the disaster of April 18 must be faced and combated

at every step in the painful process of creating a new

city that shall have some semblance of the attractiveness

of the old. Already there has been a migration to other

cities in the Coast region and tens of thousands have left

San Francisco never to return. Those who venture their

capital on the site of to-day's ruin will need every en

couragement. Instead, if reports are to be believed, the

exactions of the labor unions are even greater than those

that in other days made San Francisco notorious
fur the

tyranny of the
" sand lots." At $8.50 a day for brick

layers and $12 for carpenters, and the insistence of
the

unions that no independent mechanic shall have
work,

the situation is simply a notification to outside
capital

that it comes in at its own peril. The record or the

unions in the old San Francisco was bad
enough. But

then capital was already planted and could
not help

itself. There could scarcely be greater folly than
that of

the unions to-day in practically
announcing that the

new estate is to be worse than the first.

sufficient lumber nor carpenters to meet the demand for
building frame houses, so that It is felt that it would be
well for manufacturers of portable buildings to make an

effort to foster the market by communicating with busi

ness houses at Colon.

New Office Building of United States Express
Company

(With Supplemental Plate.)
One of our supplemental plates this mouth represents

a view of the new office building of the United States
Express Company at Rector street and Trinity place,
New York City, and for which Clinton & Russell are the
architects. The picture shows the building in process
of erection, the steel framework having been practically
completed and the encasing masonry carried up to a
hlght of ten stories. The building is 23 stories in bight ;

covers an area of about 18,000 square feet and has an
exterior of brick, stone and terra cotta, the latter being
used for trimmings and also in the form of square tile
as a veneer for the front, as shown in the picture. Im
mediately in the foreground are the tracks of the Man
hattan Elevated Railroad with the station at Rector
street, which conceals the two lower stories of the build
ing. For this reason it does not have in the picture the
apparent hight it otherwise would. In building the en
casing masonry swinging scaffolds were used, these be
ing suspended from projections at different intervals,

something after the manner of the plan adopted by paint
ers. An examination of the picture shows the projecting
supports at the floor line of the 17th story, the ropes be
ing clearly indicated at the left and also at the right of
the building, while at the front they are indistinctly
shown supporting the scaffolding upon which the men
are at work.
The general contractors are the Thouipson-Starrett
Company, while the foundation work was done by the
Foundation Company, both of New York City.

Convention of Concrete Block Machine Manu
facturers* Association.

Architecture of the Old North Church.

Who was the architect of the Old North
Church at

Boston, Mass.? The architectural profession has come

to the conclusion that the design points to
Sir Christopher

Wren of London, but. writes Williard French
in the

Architectural Record Magazine, while Sir Christo

pher did many magnanimous things it
is hardly

probable that he presented the plans to the
embryo par

ish with the condition that the fact and
his connection

with them be kept a secret, only to creep into
legendary

lore in ages unborn. But here is an explanation
that ex

plains, and I hold it in firm faith as the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth : The Old North Church

is identical with St. Anne's,
Biackfriars, England. St.

Anne's is one of the ideal miniatures
wrought by Sir

Christopher Wren. It antedates the Old North not many

years, and two members of the original Old North
parish

came from St. Anne's parish,
Biackfriars, England, over

to the New World. There is much evidence extant
that

members of the North End clique were not
overscrupulous

about some little things in those great days,
and I think

it only requires the facts
—which of course can never be

obtained—to add the surreptitious borrowing of the plans

of St. Anne's for the North Church of Boston.
So much

of glory has hung about the church as the
holder of the

spire that held the lanterns for Paul Revere that the
rest

has been neglected. But I believe it to be a fact
—a most

important fact, too—that we have, right in the
Hub, one

of the finest examples of Sir Christopher Wren's
mastery

In architecture. To save the fee our
worthy sires se

creted the fact ; therefore there is no record.

Pobtable houses, it is stated, will probably be in con

siderable demand in the near future in connection
with

the construction of the Panama Canal.
There is not

Announcement has been made by Secretary S. L.
Wiltse that the second annual convention of the Concrete
Block Machine Manufacturers' Association of the United
States, will be held at Detroit, Mich., August 8 and 9.
He urges all members to be present, as this is to be a
very important gathering and each member will have
an opportunity of expressing his views in behalf of the
concrete block and brick industry. An excellent pro
gramme has been arranged, papers will be read and dis
cussed and the meeting will, from an educational stand-
]H)int, be of great interest to all engaged in the business.
The secretary points out that the association lias done
much good in the past year and that " progress

" is the

watchword of the future.

" Carpentry and Building " in the San Fran
cisco Disaster.

We have in the past received a number of letters from

practical readers testifying to the value of Carpentry

and Building as a trade journal and the esteem in which

it was held by those not only actively engaged in the
building business, but by those who subscribed to it
simply for the interest which they took In the matter ap

pearing in its columns. Without doubt the most gratify

ing testimonial which has come to our desk, is a com

munication just received from Dennis Campbell of the

firm of Mark Campbell & Son, carpenters and builders,

729 Webster street, San Francisco, Cal. Under recent
date be says :

" Although I lost almost everything I
bad by the fire, I managed to save all the copies of Carpen
try and Building, which at the last moment I burled in a
hole in the back yard, and after two weeks dug them up
unharmed."
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CORRESPONDENCE
Roof Plan Wanted for an Orphanage.

From W. H. G., Crescent, X. C.— I Inclose a plan for
an orphanage which is to be two stories in night, with
a 24-in. stone wall the same hight all around. I would
like very much indeed to hear from some of the practical
readers as to the best plan for a roof showing the fram
ing, both wood and steel. The roof will probably be
covered with slate or metal shingles.

Short Cuts In Estimating Heatlns Work.
From C. W., Wilmington, Del.—I have read the letter

of " R. B. M." in the February issue and would advise
all who have not been qualified by experience to judge
of the value of short cuts in estimating to be very careful
of their use. I listened to a very interesting conversa
tion recently between two men, one who did not believe in
short cuts, and the other who conducted a large business
and found the necessity of occasionally giving an esti
mate when there was not sufficient time to make an item

man to keep in the back part of his live ledger the name
of the man for whom the heating plant was installed and
the price per square foot of radiation which the com
pleted job cost. As the result he has tabulated the cost
of all his work, and with the aid of these tables for each
different class of building is qualified to very quickly
judge which of the many pieces of work he had done is
nearest like the job on which he is called upon to figure.
There seems to be less risk In this man's method than
any that has been brought to my attention, and " R. B.
M." and other readers will see that he has not arrived
at his method without doing a great deal of detailed,
laborious work. Those who desire short cuts can do no
better than follow his example before arriving at a
method for saving time in computing the cost of a pro
posed piece of work. His custom of keeping an accurate
account of the cost of work not only verifies the correct
ness of his estimates, but also gives him absolutely reli
able information on which to base his approximations.

Preventing Purlin Pout* In Barn* from Springing.
From J. T. W., Scottsville, N. Y.— In looking over the
April issue of Carpentry and Building I noted an inquiry
from " V. B.," Smithville, Ont, In regard to the end bents
of barns springing out through the pressure of hay and

-■84-

Roof Plan Wanted for an Orphanage.

by item computation of the possible cost. Apparently

this man had given considerable time and thought to the

provision of some reasonably accurate short cut, but

stated that he divided buildings to be heated into several

different classes. The residence In a block naturally was

more easily heated than the residence of similar type

exposed on all sides, and, a still different condition was

presented when the building stood in the suburbs or in the

country. These three different types of residence were

again subdivided, depending on the character of their
construction, whether they were heated throughout and

according to the number of stories. Store buildings,

churches, halls and other buildings were considered in

the same way. By this method when called upon to es

timate on the cost of heating a building, either from plan

or from a description of it, with Its size, there was less

guesswork in arriving at a good, close idea of the cost

of heating it than if not guided by the type of the build
ing. The arrangement of the building has an Important

bearing on the pipe work and consequently on the labor

of installation.
After having carried out this method for a number of

years, with continuous revision, it had been found that

the cost could best be arrived at by considering the

amount of the radiation. Just as the loss of heat through
the equivalent glass surface determines the amount of

radiation, so the amount of radiation in different types

of buildings will largely govern the cost, providing the
cost per foot is arrived at by lumping the entire cost

on a number of accurately recorded jobs and dividing

this by the number of feet of radiation. This quotient

will give a price per foot for radiation for this particular
type of building. This method having been used for a

great deal of work and an accurate record kept of the

cost of each particular job, it was the custom of this

Preventing Purlin Posts in Barns from Springing.

grain. For his benefit and possibly that of others who
may be interested I would say that I have used the plan
shown in the accompanying sketch for the last ten years
and it has proved satisfactory in every respect. It Is
what Is called a truss post. It is made of 2 x 4 and 2 x
S pieces, disposed as clearly indicated in the sketch. In
our gambrel roof barns there Is a post in the center of
the end bent which runs from the sill to the ridge. Thi9
post is located at the point where most of the pressure
occurs in the mow, especially where the hay is put into

the mow with slings. In concluding these comments I
desire to say that Carpentry and Building improves every
year.

Repairing Cracks In Plastered Walls.
From J. E. R., Cumbria, Va.—I .am a reader of Car

pentry and Building and have received from Its corre
spondence columns a great deal of help. I now come to
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ask some of the experienced chips to tell me the best
method and the best materials to use for repairing
cracks in plastered walls—something that will finish up
nicely with the material on the wall and will also adhere
to it

Method of Cutting a Corner.
From C. W., Mount Vernon, Ohio.—I have often no

ticed the suggestion in the Correspondence Department
that readers of the paper forward any kinks or wrinkles
which might possibly be of interest to those engaged in
the building business, and I therefore take this oppor
tunity of inclosing a drawing showing my method of
readily cutting a corner to a stated size. Suppose, for
example, it is desired to have the corner measure 8 ft.

Method of (Jutting a Corner.

across, as indicated in the larger diagram. Now it is only
necessary to make a triangle with a base of 8 ft. and
then draw two lines at an angle of 45 degrees, as A B and
A B. The intersection of these lines will form the tri
angle, as indicated in the smaller diagram. Now take
the distance A B and we have the exact measurement
across the corner. There are several ways of accom
plishing the same thing, but the plan I describe Is the
most convenient, so far as I know.

Acknowledgment of Answers to Inquiries.
From J. E. N., Leland, III.—I like Carpentry and

Building very much, especially its correspondence col
umns. I heartily agree with " Hee H. See " that we ought
to acknowledge answers to inquiries and tell which has
benefited us the most. To my Inquiry of August, 1905,
there has been just one answer, which appeared in the
issue for March, and that was good. I desire to thank
Mr. Wagner of Port Jarvis, N. Y., for it. I for one
would like his ideas regarding gutters set on top of
roofs.
I am also indebted to " Hee H. See " for his ideas

regarding purlin cuts, which appeared in the issue for
June, 1905. All of us young learners ought to be thank
ful to those wiser heads for being willing to answer our
Inquiries. It is not every one who Is willing to part with
his knowledge gratuitously, for many there are who
evidently want to keep us in ignorance of many things
connected with the trade with which we are not at
present familiar.

Shingling a Valley Without Flashings.
From H. M. S., Winsted, Conn.— In reply to the in

quiry of " T. B.," Toronto, Canada, published a short
time ago. I send a sketch showing my method of shin
gling a valley without flashings. The sketch so fully ex
plains itself that I feel sure the correspondent can do
the work satisfactorily without further comment. The
whole secret is to make every shingle fit onto the one
below it, but if the correspondent will take pains in
doing the work it will make a better valley than where
tin is used.

methods of Rapid Shingling.
From H. H. Palmer, Warehouse Point, Conn.—I am

very much iuterested in the correspondence that appears
In Carpentry and Building touching the question of
" Rapid Shingling," and especially in the methods for
doing the work. I have often thought I would like some
thing in the line of a gauge and the one on the hatchet

of " Western Builder " would be all right if it will work
with entire satisfaction. In regard to this matter I
would like to ask " Western Builder " a few questions.
Does the gauge on the hatchet interfere with its use in
splitting, hewing and trimming shingles. As a hatchet
is about 6% inches long and we often lay 18 Inch
shingles 5% inches to the weather, it will bring the gauge
very near to the cutting edge of the hatchet, which would
be quite different from the picture on page 57 of the
February issue.
Will the three-cornered seat hold firmly on a roof of
12 Inches to the foot pitch? Would it be necessary to
have two seats for such a roof?
Roofs in this vicinity run from 0 to 12 inches to the
foot. Would it be best to have seats for each pitch, or
will one do for two or three different pitches?
■These questions have occurred to me while thinking of
the matter and I submit them in order to obtain further
information.

Note.—We submitted the above questions to " Western
Builder," who furnishes the following comments in reply :
I have the inquiry of the correspondent asking if the

gauge on a shingling hatchet interferes with trimming
the shingles. In reply, I would say that any gauge at
tached to the hatchet will interfere to some extent with
trimming. In actual practice we have found that the
roof is better if the shingles are laid slightly open,
which prevents buckling when the shingles swell up after
a rain, and this leaves trimming necessary only where
shingles join at the finishing of the course. I am aware
that this will not meet the approval of some, who still
hold that every shingle should have both edges trimmed
square with the butt, but I do not find their sort of roof
lasting any longer than ours, nor does it look any better
from the ground.
As to the stool, it will be found better to have it

pitch so as to set level on the roof; it is quickly made

Shingling a Valley Without Flashings.

out of scraps of lumber, and one can afford to make a new
set for each roof if necessary. I should always advise
having two stools for a steep roof, as it makes getting
about over the roof much easier. We have no trouble in
working on roofs of half pitch or even steeper.
I am under obligations to " C. B. J." of Oregon City, Ore.,
for his letter in the June issue. He will probably re
ceive his share of criticism, but if it encourages any one
to move over the next roof a little faster his suffering
will be in a good cause.
I think that all the advocates of more rapid methods

of work are misunderstood by a majority of the readers.
It is not a question of every carpenter laying 10,000shin
gles a day because some expert has done the like, but
rather a question as to the possibility of the average
man adopting the methods of the expert and by so doing
make a ninterial addition to the value of his output. I
am not disposed to decry the value of the average man,
but I am frank to say that I would rather have a man
who will nail 4000 shingles a day than two men who
would nail but 2000 each, or a man that will trim ten
openings or hang eight doors in eight hours rather than
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two men who could together do only as much work as
the one.
I gather from the progress of this controversy that

there Is a large class of readers who are fairly aching to
give preference to the slowest men they can find. I hope
they will find all they want of this sort. Should they have
any difficulty in finding a sufficient supply I will be
very glad to tell them where they can find a liberal supply
of the sort of mechanics who are willing to work slowly
enough to satisfy the most exacting advocate of the
" good old methods."

Handrail lor Well Hole at Top of Straight Flight of
Stair*.

From Morris Williams. — In the July issue one call
ing himself " Subscriber," wishes to have the above prob
lem solved with as few lines as possible, and to know if
the bevel can be obtained direct from the pitchboard.

Klg. 1.—Plan of Small Cylinder Placed at Top of Straight Flight
Connectingwith the Landing Rail.

Fig. 2.—Face Mold and Bevel Applied, Showing How to Finish
the Wreath.

Handrail for Well Hole at Top of Straight Flight of Stairs.

I submit the accompanying diagrams for his considera
tion. Fig. 1 represents the plan of a small well hole
having a 2%-in. radius between the center of the rails.
Upon the crown tangents is placed the pitchboard, as
shown, and upon b a perpendicular line, 6 c, is erected
to cut the long edge of the pitchboard in c. The shaded
portion in this diagram represents the landing rail, which
coincides with the plan rail.
In Fig. 2 is indicated the manner of drawing the face
mold. Make a c equal in length to a c of Fig. 1 and 6 c
equal to o 6 of Fig. 1, which represents the radius of the
well hole—namely, 2V2 in. At a make the width equal
to that of the plan rail and at b about % in. wider. Apply
the bevel at !>
,

as shown, holding it parallel with the joint
and in the direction of the outside of the wreath. The
bevel is the one shown at z of Fig. 1

,

and as there shown

it is composed of the upper angle of the pitch board.
With these comments I feel sure the correspondent in

question will readily understand the method of doing the
work.

What material la Beat for Rout" Covering ?

From W. T., Richmond, Va.—We have to cover the
roof of a building erected of concrete and steel and have
provided for covering it with tin, as our customer pre
fers. It has been suggested, however, that there will
be condensation under the tin and that it will be better
to cover the roof with some other material. One of the
officers of the company for which we are to do the work
has requested us to secure further information before
we finally select the roofing material. We will be glad
of any information which we may receive.
Note.—Doubtless our readers can give some valuable
information to this correspondent. In the meantime we
would suggest that the use to which the building is to
be put will have a bearing on the character of roof cov
ering to be selected. If it is a manufacturing building in
which steam is given off or fumes accompany the proc
esses of manufacture there is likely to be considerable
condensation, and unless precaution is taken to prevent
this moist atmosphere from coming in contact with the
tin it will have a destructive effect. If this is an ordi
nary business building for storage purposes or business
purposes there is no reason why a good tin roof will not
answer the purpose.
We would point out, however, that apparently too
little attention is paid to the character of the sheathing
boards under tin roofs at the present day, and also to
the pitch which should be given to a tin roof. If planed
tongued and grooved sheathing boards are used there is
little possibility of the air under the roof penetrating to
the under side of the tin. If these boards are in good
condition and the roof is smooth there will be no uneven
places to cause the tin to wear from the rubbing contact
with it which comes from expansion and contraction and
other causes. If a guaranteed plate with a sufficient
coating to protect it is then properly applied to the roof

there is every reason to expect that it will prove service
able for a long period. The roof framing, however,

should provide for a sufficient pitch to have the water
run off the roof promptly and not allow it to stand in

flat places until it is disposed of by evaporation. This

is rather severe treatment for metal, however well coated
or however well painted it may be.

A method ot Hanging Doors.
From P. C. D., Fryeburg, Me.—Thinking it may in
terest some of the readers of the paper I will describe a

method of hanging doors which I consider about right.
With a straight edge try the hinge side of the door frame
and if It is true joint the hinge side of the door ; try it
with the straight edge to see if It is right and if the
frame is square cut the top of the door square. With a

thin batten take the width of the frame top and bottom
and lay off on the door. Join the two points with the
straight edge and joint to the mark, making a little allow
ance for clearing and making the lock edge a bit beveling.
Have ready another strip about % inch thick and 1%
inches wide and the length of the door. Mark off the
hinges on the edge and with this lay off the hinges on
both door and frame.
In setting the hinges I gauge from the rabbet side

of the door frame with a " Plants " door hangers' gauge.
It isn't a beauty, but it is serviceable. Cut in the hinges
and set the door swinging. I will say right here that
setting a door frame should never be slighted. It should
be set as nearly straight, plumb, square and out of wind
as possible.
Cutting in a threshold used to bother me a great deal
until I tried the following method : Take a piece of
board five or six inches wide and about three feet long.
I'lace It across the door frame and with a try square take
the lengths and bevels onto the board. Place the thres
hold in front of the board and with the square transfer
to It the lengths and bevels. If carefully done a good
lit will result every time. I never was a rusher, but was
always willing to adopt any plan that promised better
work or a saving of time if not at the expense of the
quality.
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Censorship of Correspondence.

From Hee H. See, Brockville, Ont.—Referring to the
letter of " P. C. D." in the June issue of the paper, I wish
to say that I am quite at one with him in thinking that
" we can trust the editor to make corrections in such a
way that the writer will not feel hurt," and it is just for
this reason that I wish this business of censorship to be
left in his hands.

Selling Mantels and Porch Columns.
From J. E. R., Cambria, Va.—Will some of the ex

perienced readers who may feel so disposed tell me how
they set and fit porch columns, also how they set manu
factured mantels and the best method of fastening them
in place? I would appreciate very much detailed infor
mation on these points, as I feel that others would be
helped thereby.

Amount of Slain Required Per 1000 Shingles.
From Old Reader, Wheclinp, W. Va.—Will some of

the readers who have had experience tell me through the
correspondence columns the amount of stain or oil re
quired per thousand for dipping shingles, also what is
the quantity required to coat them after they have been
put on the roof.
Note.—Experience may show varying results in matters

of this kind, but in using, for example, the Creosote
shingle stains made by Samuel Cabot of Boston, it is
suggested that from 2VL>to 2% gal. will suffice for dip
ping 1000 shingles and that for dipping and ap
plying one brush coat after the shingles are laid, 3 gal.
for each 1000 shingles will answer the purpose. It
is pointed out that only two-thirds the length of the
shingle need be dipped, and that if the stain is applied
with a brush, two coats should be used. With all this
said, however, we shall be glad to have our readers ex
press their views in the light of their own experience.

A Satisfactory Folding "Iter Box Wanted.
From J. B., Leonardville. Kansas. — I would like to
have readers of the paper, who have had experience with
folding miter boxes, to name which, in their opinion, is
the most satisfactory for general use. I want a box that
can be folded together so as to occupy small space in the
tool chest. I have used one make of folding miter box,
but it was not at all satisfactory.

Fastening Sash Cord to the Snsh.
From Hee H. See, Brockville, Ont.—I might say in

answer to the correspondents who are asking for a knot
for fastening the end of a sash cord to the sash, that I
think it is next to impossible to do this with a knot alone
on account of the poor facilities afforded by the maker
of the sash. In order to be sure that a knot tied in stiff
braided cord like sash cord, will hold it is necessary to
have from 2 to 3 in. of an end left beyond the knot, and
room for this the sash maker does not provide.
The writer has hung a large number of sash in his
time, including some that were so heavy, owing to having
been glazed with plate and leaded glass, that we had to
use square lead weights in place of round cast iron, in
.order to get room enough in the boxes. The cords started
to break in about a month and had to be taken out and
replaced with chains, but neither the knot used at the
weight nor the fastening at the sash gave way.
The knot used at the weight I have already shown,
and for the sash fastening I tie an ordinary round knot
or, if there is room, a figure eight knot, leaving a couple
of inches of cord beyond the knot and drive it into the
hole provided for it, being careful to have the end come
•out at the bottom of the bole. I then drive a V/An.
suingle nail into this end close up to the knot and cut
. off the end close to the nail.

Hanging Inside Blinds.
From L. B. F., Danville, Ya.—Will some of the read-

. ers who have had experience in making inside blinds tell me
' how to cut them in two so as to keep them from dragging
. each other when opening and shutting them. My method
: is to hang them up and with a straight edge mark them :
. then remove the blinds and cut them. Sometimes they

will not drag, but in the majority of cases they do, and
I want some one to tell me of a better way of doing the
work.

Hoof Plan for " J. C.
From P. C. D., Fryeburg, Maine.— I inclose sketches
which may be of some use to " J. C. L.," Hammond, Ind.
One shows a plan of the roof and the other the rear ele
vation. An inspection of the latter shows a part of the
wall built up to hold the hip rafter, or if there is no rea
son why he should not he can extend the plates and

Honf Plan for "J. C. L."

cornice, as indicated by the dotted lines on the plan.
Then the finish will go round on a level. The space A on
the rear elevation is boarded and clapboarded.

Disadvantages of Subcontracting.

From H. A., Cincinnati, Ohio.—The question often
comes up as to whether it is preferable to do work for
the owner or a contractor, and I desire to express the
opinion that every argument is in favor of doing work
for the owner. With very few exceptions, contractors
are doing business on the capital of their subcontractors,
and a very large part of them have very little backing
in proportion to the amount of business they transact;
so that the man doing work for the contractor, Instead of
for the owner direct, multiplies his chances of losing
his money. If the work is done for the owner there is
no chance to lose the money, except the owner should
have his property tied up witli liens or covered by mort
gages. It is easy to find out if the latter has been done,
and the former is seldom done by a contractor dealing di
rect with the owner, most of the liens that are filed being
filed on account of a subcontractor or a material man. In
case of the owner failing to pay. it is a practical certainty
that the contractor will not pay, so that the subcontractor
Is sure to lose. In fact, many contractors make all their
rontracts contingent upon payments being made as the
money is received from the owner, and they often will
fully delay completing a contract because they have held
back so much of their subcontractors' money that the
balance from the owner is less than the amount with
held from the subcontractors.
Another reason why it is better to contract with the
owner is that he is much less apt to " go broke " than
the contractor.
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A third reason is that if a contract is taken from *

contractor it means that the owner must pay more for
the same work, or that the subcontractor must take les»
lor the same work, as one of these two parties, and some
times both, must pay the contractor a profit for handling
the business.
A fourth reason is that, if a question arises whether

the specifications require a certain kind of fixture, the
general contractor, having nothing at stake, because his
contract requires the subcontractor to do everything
under that contract that he (the general contractor) may
be 'compelled to do in that particular line, nearly always,
regardless of right and justice, sides with the owner, be
cause by so doing in that particular instance, he can
obtain concessions from the owner on the branches of
the work that he happens to be executing himself. In
this way he practically abstracts money from the pocket
of the subcontractor and puts it into his own.
A fifth reason is that payments are not so prompt

where the work is done for a contractor, as some delay

in a branch of his work causes him to wait a week or two
before asking for a payment on the contract. And then
there is often an unexplained delay before he receives

the money from the owner, and still another delay before

it dribbles through to the subcontractor. Cases have
been known where a contractor has had the subcon
tractors' money in bank for months to his own credit,

while he was making various pleas to them that he was

unable to obtain a payment from the owner. These are

not exceptional cases. It is the rule with contractors —
with some notable exceptions, of course—to make no
payments on a job except from money they have secured

on that job.
A sixth reason is that delay is often caused by a

clause in the subcontractor's contract that allows a cer

tain percentage—sometimes as much as 25 per cent.—to
be held up until the building is completed. Then, if
there is a delay of a year or two, the subcontractor's

money is held up, through no fault of his, except that

he was fool enough to sign such a contract. The writer

knows of a $15,000 contract which has been completed

for nearly a year, except for about $150 worth of work,

which cannot be finished for some time, because the con

tractors have allowed (intentionally or otherwise) other

•ubcontractors to be dilatory in getting out of the way of

the plumber, who has been ready, willing and anxious for

months to complete his work, but cannot do so on this

account. Thus $3000 of his money is held up unjustly

and he has no redress ; whereas, if his contract had been
with the owner, he would have had his money months

ago.
All these six reasons are bona fi(te ones and each of

them is sufficient to make it inadvisable to subcontract

work if it is possible to get it from the owner direct. As
to the advantages of contracting with a contractor in

stead of an owner, the writer is frank to admit that an

experience of nearly 20 years in the building business

has failed to disclose to him a single reason why it is
sensible, fair or just to deal with a contractor if it is
possible to make a contract with the owner. It Is a
vicious and foolish practice and should be stopped. Every

branch in the building business should be so thoroughly

organized that the members would refuse to figure on

any work except to the owner direct. Then the archi

tects would earn their money, the owner would get bet
ter work, it would be done more promptly, and the sub

contractor would have a fighting ĉhance to make a living.

Flndlnir tin Capacity of Tapering Tank*.

From It. T. V., Terre Haute, Ind. — In the January Is
sue of the paper

" T. M." gives an incorrect method of

finding tlie cubic contents of tapering tanks. Several

correspondents have noticed the error and attempted to

correct it. Most of these vary in the results obtained

and in the rules used ; hence it may be of interest to know

which rule and answer is correct.

The answer and method given by
" E. B. N." in the

March issue is correct, as is also the method given by
" C. T. B." in the same number, but there is a very slight

error in the latter's calculation due to the fact that he

employed the figures 7.48 as the number of gallons in one
cubic foot. For all practical purposes this is sufficiently
correct, but the result would be more accurate if the
number 7.4805+was used or if the number of cubic feet
was multiplied by 1728 and the result divided by 231.
The rule given by " C. E. B." in the July issue is not

correct, although it gives results somewhat better than the
rule of " T. M." The correspondent " C. E. B." makes the
mistake of squaring the average diameter and multiply
ing this by the bight to obtain the cubical contents. His
fraction n/„ which he uses for squaring the circle is also
only approximately correct.
The method I use in computing the capacity of a taper
ing tank, such as the one in question, is this : Add to
gether the squares of the diameters of the two ends and
the product of the two diameters, multiply the sum by
0.7854 and this product by the hight and then divide this
last product by 3. This gives 288,172.6848cu. in., which
divided by 231 gives 1,247.5008gal.

An All-Steel Office Building.

One of the results of the terrible conflagration which
practically wiped out the city of San Francisco is the
erection upon one of its main thoroughfares of what Is
probably the first all-steel office building in the world.
It is to be 15 stories in hight, with a mezzanine floor and
a deep basement. The framework is being walled in with
steel plates riveted on steel ribs something after the
style in which a battleship is sheathed. The different
floors are not to be partitioned until the prospective
tenants have selected the areas requisite to their needs.
The new structure is to be known as the George Whit-

tell Building, and the architect is Frank Shea. The prog
ress of the work is being watched with the deepest in
terest by architects and builders all over the country,
as It is felt that this type of structure, if successful, will
create a revolution in methods now being employed in the
building world.

Tot in' the Hod.

When I near somehousesbuilding,
With all Bortsof stuff around—
Lime and sand and bricks and lumber,
Dumpedupon the unevenground;
When I see the bedof mortar,
With a pile all temperedright,
When I seethe man that's tending,
As he works with all his might—
Fills the hod to overflowing.
Stoopsand shouldersIt, and then
Mounts the stepsor climbs the ladder
To supply the worklngmen;
I don't think of town Improvements,
Nor of scanty, well-earnedpelf,
But therecomesa kindly feeling—
For I've " toted" somemyself.

Onceagain I hear the clinking
Of the trowel on the wall.
Onceagain I see the sunshine
On the blinding whitenessfall
Of the lime within the slush-box—
Watcb It crack and hear It boll ;
From its rattling detonations
I can feel myself recoil.
But all these— I pass themover,
As I watch him with his hoe.
Seehim load his emptyhod up.
Then Into the building go.
But It's not of town Improvements,
Nor ot scanty,well-earnedpelf,

"

It's of formerdays I'm thinking.
When I " toted" somemyself.

And I think, as I am looking.
If I'd neverhelpedto do
Work that strained and stretchedeachmuscle—
Gaveme sorenessthrough and through—-
I had never felt this feeling.
Kindly, thoughtful, for the man
Who with hedand hoeand shovel,
Travels In Improvement'svan.
So you must not count me foolish,
And perhapsa trifle odd.
If I stop aud hold someconverse
With the man beneaththe hod.
For you'd have a kindly feeling.
Far removedfrom paltry pelf,
Far removedfrom town Improvements,
If you'd " toted" someyourself.

—JonS X. SnaoT.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE.*—VII.
By Charles H. Fox.

THE
development of the curves referred to in the last

issue Is founded upon the well-known geometrical

principle that if a cylinder be cut in any direction except
parallel with its axis, that section will be an ellipse ; if
cut parallel with its axis the section will be a rectangle,
and if cut parallel with Its base—that is, at right angles
to its rectilinear elements— the section will be a circle. We
shall in the construction of the diagrams shown in Figs.
19, 20, 21 and 22 explain the practical application of this
principle. We may suppose a hollow cylinder similar to
that represented in the diagrams to be cut by an oblique
plane, of which the line A B of Fig. 20 Is the vertical
projection; the section formed will be bounded by two

cylindro-conic and radiant arches will be considered.
We assume the cylindrical surfaces in question to be cut
or Intersected with oblique planes. That this obtains
may be seen by a moment's consideration, for we know
that the oblique plane which forms the top of the model
has in practice also to Intersect the cylindrical surfaces
of the two faces of the head or sash. In the forming of
the finished solid of the head or sash, which may belong
to the latter mentioned forms of arch, we have no choice
in the method of working or squaring up of the plank.
The cylindrical surfaces of the faces must be those first
formed. To obtain the direction for forming these Bur-
faces, face molds similar in construction to those given

Figs. 19-22.—Diagrams Illustrating the Method by Means of Which " Face Molds " May Be Developed.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—VII.

proportional ellipses, consequently the section will be at
its greatest breadth at each extremity of the greater
axis A B, and at its least breadth at each extremity of
Its lesser axis, represented by E E' of Fig. 21. Therefore,
if a quarter of a ellipse similar to that which obtains in
the faces of the plank represented in the diagrams of
Fig. 18 be considered there will be a continual increase
of breadth from the extreme of the lesser axis F 3 or
F 8 to that of the greater axis F 10 or F D.
In the development of the face and falling molds
made use of in these studies those required not only to
give the direction for forming the cylindrical surfaces
which belong to the soffit and exterior bounding surfaces
of the cylindro-cylindric arch, but also those required for
giving the direction for forming the cylindrical surfaces
which belong to the convex and concave faces of the

* Copyright, 1006,by CharleaH. Fox.

in the diagrams of Fig. 20 are developed ; and the contour
as given by these molds are transferred to the oblique
surfaces which form the top and under sides of the plank.
Then, having formed the cylindrical surfaces, other molds
are applied to these surfaces in their proper positions,
and from or to their direction may the other surfaces of
the head or sash be formed.
Owing to the fact that each of the four bounding sur

faces of the cylindro-cylindric arch are cylindrical, we
have the choice of two methods of forming the finished
solid of the sash. We first form the surfaces of the con
vex and concave faces, or form the surfaces of the soffit
and exterior. No matter which plan may be fol
lowed, the contour of the directing curves are elliptical
and may be developed by the method to be now explained.
Having drawn the plan as in Fig. 19, draw the diameter
A B. Then divide the curve into any number of equal
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parts, as shown in A C D, &c, of the diagram. From
each point square with A B produce lines indefinitely.
Now, assuming the line A B of Fig. 20 at pleasure from
each point as A C D. &c, at which the lines drawn from
the plan have intercepted the line, square with A B,
draw lines as shown. Now set off C 1, D 2, H 3, 4c,
equal to the length of the corresponding projections as
given at the plan, and through the points obtained in A 1
2 7, See.,trace a curve and the true form of the section at
the oblique line A B may be obtained.
For the purpose of these chapters the projection of
only one-half of the section is sufficient, for it is obvious
that the other half may be obtained in a similar manner.
The method just explained, by means of which the true
section may be developed, is called the " ordinate method."
In the construction the section is supposed to revolve
arouud the axis line A B until the true section is brought
to view. The lines 1 C, H of the plan are called

Fig. 23.—Elevation of CardboardModel of Fig. 18.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—VIII.

" plan ordinates " ; those drawn at the corresponding
projections of the section plane are called " ordinates of
the section plane." The projections in question are those
given by the intersection of the cylinder with auxiliary
vertical planes similar to those projected in the diagrams,
Figs. 13 to 17. The projections given on the plan are the
horizontal traces, those given on the elevations are the
vertical traces, of the planes in question. As the planes
intersect the cylinder in a direction at right angles to
that of the axis A B of the section plane, they intersect
that plane in level lines. This gives to the ordinates that
property of being equal in length to that of their hori
zontal traces. It is by means of this property that we are
enabled to construct the section given at the oblique plane
so readily. Understanding clearly the principles of con
struction here developed, no difficulty will be experienced
in apprehending the method of construction employed in
developing these curves under the head of " Face Molds."
In Fig. 23 is shown an oblique elevation of the model

of Fig. 18 ; letters of reference correspond to those em
ployed at the corresponding points of the model.

The church known ns the Broadway Tabernacle and
located for so many years at the corner of Broadway and
Thirty-fourth street, New York City, has just been
demolished, in order to prepare the site for the founda
tions of an 11-story, basement and subbasement, office
building, which will cost in the neighborhood of $1,000,000.
The building will front 00 ft. on Broadway and 150% ft.
on Thirty-fourth street, with an "L" extending through
to Thirty-fifth street with a frontage of 53 ft. The facade
of handsome design, will he of Indiana limestone, witli
two end entrances adorned with porches and columns.

Building Mechanics in San Francisco.

In discussing the number of men employed In the re-'-

construction of San Francisco a recent issue of the

Chronicle states that, according to conservative estimates,

there were the first week in June 20,000, divided into

17.000 mechanics and 3000 laborers. Every indication

pointed to daily increase of this number as fire losses

were adjusted and materials obtained in sufficient quanti

ties. The men were classified as follows :
Carpenters 7,000
Bricklayers 500
Hod carriers 400•

Plasterers 400
Cementworkers '. 5001

Electrical workers, inside electricians 400
Electrical workers, linemen 500
Elevator constructors 100-
Bridge and structural Iron workers 300
Building material teamdrivers 600"
Glass workers 200
Housesmlths 400
Hoisting engineers 75
Laborers 2.000-
Painters 400
Paper hangers •. 600
Sign writers 200
Metal roofers 250
Felt and compositionroofers 150
Shlnglers 100"
Marble cutters and finishers 250
Wood,wire and metal lathers 200
Stationary engineers 300
Mlllmen 500
Vurntebernand polishers 200
Plumbers 400
Estimatedmiscellaneoustrades not reported 2,975

Total employedin reconstructionwork June 9 20,000

The demand for carpenters continues, and new arriv
als find work upon reaching town. First-class mechanics,

especially inside finishers, are at a premium, and con

tractors have placed orders at the headquarters of the

council for more men. Every bricklayer in town is at
work, and working overtime. The clearing of building

sites and the arrival of material will vastly increase the

demand for mechanics in the building trades.

Convention of Sheet Metal Workers

The second annual convention of the National Asso

ciation of Master Sheet Metal Workers will be held, as
already stated, at the Hotel Denison. Indianapolis. Ind.,

August 8 and 0. Secretary W. H. Barnard has issued"

an invitation to all master sheet metal workers assuring

them of a welcome, whether or not they are member*

of the association.
It is expected that the convention will be a very in
teresting one with the reports of the various officers,

nevertheless, Secretary Barnard has invited the mem

bers to prepare papers on the following subjects, so that
they may be read and discussed for the benefit of the

trade.
The Apprentice Boy.— Ills future good to employer and
how he should be best treated for their mutual good. At
what age should he begin and what should be his qualifi

cations and limitations.
The Open Shop.— How it has worked and its prospects.

Hot Air Heating and Ventilating. —Why the use of
such systems should be encouraged, particularly in homes

and schools, and advice to be given to contractors for
this class of work.
A Systematic Method of Keeping Track of Work Done

in Job Shops.
The Best Materials for Valleys and Cornice Gutters
and How They Should Be Laid.
What Material for Roof Covering Should the Roofing

Contractor Recommend?
The secretary states that no better service can be

rendered than to make a written memorandum of sucb
recommendations or resolutions as will be beneficial to
the trade, and which should receive the consideration
ot the convention. Such preparation will go far toward
making the convention more interesting and the associa
tion more useful. Secretary Barnard has spared no effort
to bring to the attention of the whole trade those things
which, if carefully considered, will make the invitation
to the second annual convention well worth accepting.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

THERE
has been considerable activity in Albuquerque,

N. M., the present year, covering all classes of work.
There have been about 30 first-class residences, of brick,
stone and cement; three new business blocks, one of which
is three and one four stories high. The telephone com-
pnny's new building is about half done. Additions and
alterations to old buildings, to the number of about 20,
are in progress or recently done. There are in process of
erection at the Territorial University two dormitories, which
will be completed in time for the fall session of school.
The architects' officesare fairly busy and the only thing un
favorable to the season's work is the masonry work situ
ation. There is no competition in masonry work and this
branch of the work is figuring much higher than usual.

Chicago, 111.
In the face of the high record in building made last year,

which, with the exceptionof 1902, nearly doubled the highest
total of any previous year, the first six months of 1906 show
a considerable increase over the same period in 1905. Dur
ing the six months just closed permits were issued for the
ronstruction of 5204 buildings, having a frontage of 141,333
ft. and involving a total cost of $36,489,145,against 3651
buildings, with 113,088 ft. of frontage, and costing $30,208,-
425, a total of 1613 buildings, with 28,245 ft. of frontage,
and costing S6.280.720, in favor of the current year. The
totals for the half-year period for the past 10 years were :

Number Feet
buildings, frontage. .Cort.Ha.fyear.1006 5.264^ 141.8& *86.4891«

Half year"1904 ! 1! ! \ "1211 Ig.g.OlOSlf 1003 2.976 82.460 17.028.260
Ha f MM 190:> . 3 101 95555 28,817.105
Half Veil' l"oi .3,145 88.223 17,779,965Sfif »2r lflOO ...1274 33,898 4,536,540"4 >™• ma 2 118 62222 11,865,260
Ha" f rear' 1898

' ' '
\ \ '.'. '■'■'■'■'■'■'•2^82 76745 lO^.SOOHalf year, 189? 2,631 65,286 11,049,150

Building during June, this year, exceededin number and
feet frontage all previous records, but was surpassed in
value by last year's high record. This is due to the fact that
office building construction in 1905 largely swelled the totals.
Permits were taken out in June for the construction of 1092
buildings with a frontage of 28,151 ft. and involving a
total of cost of 80,491,500,against 731 buildings, 21,386-ft.
frontage, and an estimatedcost of $7,659,360in 1905,an in
crease of 361 buildings, 6765 ft. of frontage and a decrease
of $1,167,860in cost.
Nor does there seem to be any stoppage to the amazing

building movement which is now in progress. Plans are
under way for continued activity in the construction of flat
buildings and dwelling housesand the number of large office
buildings and manufactories on the boards of architects pre
dicts a noteworthy six-months' period during the last half of
the present year. Among the large buildings which are
planned for nearby construction are the large warehousing
structures to be built on the North Side by Montgomery
Ward & Co. and Sprague, Warner & Co., the former a large
mail order house and the latter wholesale grocer. The plant
of the mail order house will cost in the neighborhood of a
quarter of a million, while that of Sprague, Warner & Co.
will represent an outlay of a million. Hannah & Hogg are
planning a new hotel building to cost $1,000,000, and the
preliminary sketches,as prepared by the architects, Marshall
& Fox, indicate a building 20 stories in hight, 90 x 100 ft.
A number of mercantile and office structures are also
scheduled for early building, costing in the neighborhood of
$300,000 to $400,000. Among theseof notable mention is a
$500,000building which Mrs. Julia F. Heyworth will erect
at the corner of Michigan avenue and Harrison street, and
the upper 10 floors of which will comprise the new home of
the International Harvester Company. The first floor will
be rented to retail merchants and the second, third and
fourth floors to lines similar to those of the Harvester Com
pany.
Plans are also being prepared by a local architect for the

construction of something like 300 houses at Gary, Ind.,
for the Illinois Steel Company, which will be occupied by
employeesof the big steel mills at that place. A new town
called Burnham is also to be built just outside of the city
limits and on the Indiana State line, and B. J. Fitzgerald
of Chicago will shortly have plans prepared for 50 houses
to be constructed immediately, this number to be increasedto
200 within six months. This building site is in the vicinity
of the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company's and other
manufncturng plants. Building is also active in other large
Western cites, as evidencedby the large amount of work in
local architects' offices for such places at St. Louis, Indian
apolis, Kansas City. Minneapolis, &c. Butler Brothers,
Chicago, are having plans prepared for two large warehouses,
one at St. Louis and the other at Minneapolis.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Conditions are such in and about the city that building
operations continue upon a liberal scale, and while the high
prices of building material and the cost of labor do not ap
pear to have exerted very much of a check upon the amount
of work in progress and in prospect, yet in comparing the
value of the improvements for the first six months of this
year with the corresponding period of last an appreciable
shrinkage is noticeable. For the months of June, however,

there is a striking increase over a year ago, the figures of
the Building Department showing 361 permits to have been
issued,calling for an outlay of $846,000,while in June, 1905,

there were 444 permits issued, involving an outlay of $635,-
760. This gain is due entirely to the increased number of
dwellings being erected, as permits for no large office build
ing, hotel, theater or other important structure were issued
during the month.
In the opinion of architects and contractors a still greater
increase in the number of permits would have been shown
but for the scarcity of labor in almost all branches of the
building trades. So serious has this scarcity becomethat a
number of contractors are said to have been greatly em
barrassed, and predict that unless conditions are speedily
relieved there is likely to be a marked falling off in the
amount of new work started. Owing to the complaint about
the slow progress of work on a number of buildings, owners
and architects have beenholding back requests for bids.
For the first six months of this year 2025 permits were
issued for building improvementscosting $4,130,195,as com
pared with 1789permits for improvementscosting $5,098,005
in the first half of last year.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The membersof the Builders' Exchange to the number

of 250 enjoyed their annual outing this year in a trip to the
Thousand Islands, the itinerary extending from June 26
to June 30 and involving a journey of a trifle over 1000
miles. The members and their guests left Cleveland on
Tuesday evening on the steamerCity of Buffalo and arrived
in the city of that name on Wednesday morning, where they
were met by representatives of the Buffalo Builders' Ex
change. After breakfasting they boarded a special train on
the New York Central road and at 12.30 arrived in Syra
cuse,where they were greetedby membersof the local Build
ers' Exchange. After a short stop for luncheon the party
continued on its way to Alexandria Bay, where accommoda
tions bad been provided at the Thousand Islands Hotel.
Wednesday evening there was a " friendship social in the
parlors, with vocal and instrumental music, followed by
dancing with orchestral accompaniment. On Thursday fore
noon there was a trip on a special steamer, the tour being
known as the " Thousand Islands Ramble," covering about
50 miles among the beautiful islands of that locality. In the
afternoon there was a bail game and athletic sports and in
the eveninga searchlight trip, by which the membershad the
opportunity of viewing the islands and summer homes by
electric lights. On Friday morning, June 29, the tourists
left Alexandria Bay by special boat for Clayton, and from
there by special train to Syracuse and Buffalo, from which
point they returned to Cleveland by the same steamer that
carried them over.
The arrangements for the trip, which was a most de

lightful one, were made by the Entertainment Committee of
the Builders' Exchange, composed of Charles W. Taylor,
chairman ; C. G. Leavenworth, John Thompson, Frank Car
son and W. H. Robinson.
The party was in charge of W. F. Herman, the general

passenger agent of the Cleveland & Buffalo line, who care
fully looked after the interests of the tourists and rendered
the trip memorableamong the outings which the membersof
the exchangehave enjoyed in the past eight years.

Dallas, Texas.
More building has been projected during the past six

months in Dallas than ever before in its history, and the
records of the Building Inspector's officeshow that the total
value of the improvements for June was the largest of any
single month since the office was created. For the quarter
ending June 30 there were 483 permits issued for buildings
valued at $1,356,005,as comparedwith a valuation of $937,-
490 for the corresponding period last year. Since January 1
887 permits were issued for building improvementsestimated
to cost $1,908,794,while in the corresponding period of last
year 845 permits were taken out for improvementsvalued at
$1,614,855.
For the month of June this year 124 permits were issued
for buildings valued at $031,777, this, as stated, being the
largest in value in any single month in the history of the
office.

Denver. Colo.
Building permits for the city of Denver for June amount

ed to $1,240,997,an increaseof nearly half a million over the
same month in 1905 and of 60 per cent, over June, 1904.
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The largest item in the total is for business buildings and
work of that class, $440,100 being the amount. The addi
tion to the Denver Dry Goods Company's building, $315,000,
is the largest single permit that has been issued in Denver
for many mouths. On top of this camethe new Y. M. C. A.
Building, which called for an expenditure of a quarter of a
million, making a very good total for these two buildings
alone. There were several smaller buildings of the same
class and in residencework June made a good record. The
Building Inspector's report shows the following record of
permits :
Number. Building.

■Swrnin103 brick residences *
oJsSit59 additions, alterations, &c ?- 2?n28 barus and sheds
.i?.'?5n15 businessbuildings
-000

1 hospital
|5'0"02 Are houses •
r'SJS1)frame residences

2 school buildings
1 Y. M. C. A. building -'nm,1 church ■

or«7B34 miscellaneoussmall buildings, 4c a,aio

257 Total for June $1,246,997
July also promises to be a good month, with the Audi
torium coming up almost any time, and which will mean
$400,000, the Colorado National Bank Building, $500,000,'
Barteldes seed warehouse, $50,000, besides smaller work.
The architects are all busy, and the year promises to be
the best in the history of the city's growth. There appears
to be a genuine boom in residencework. The labor troubles
that threatened in the spring have subsided, and the entire
community is working for the good of the city.

Kansas City, Mo.
There continues to be a steady increase in the amount

of building that is being done in the city, all of which would
seem to indicate that neither the high cost of materials nor
of labor are interfering seriously with building operations.
The city is steadily increasing in population and as it grows
it demands additional homes, and present indications seem
to point to a healthy augmentation of operations in the way
of providing habitations for the newcomers. One of the
leading improvements to be undertaken in the immediate
future is the new Bank of Commerce Building, which will
cost $150,000. According to S. E. Edwards, Superintendent
of Buildings, the total number of permits issued in June for
the current year was 409, involving building operations esti
mated to cost $1,453,140. these figures comparing with 396
permits involving an outlay of $1,021,940, in June of last
year. The total number of permits for the first six months
of 1906 was 1895, involving an estimated cost of $5,342,035,
whereas the first half of last year there were 2064 permits
issued for building improvements costing $5,003,777.

Milwaukee, Wis.
The amount of new building work in progress at present
is fully up to the average,and for the month of June shows
a slight gain over the same month a year ago, but for the
six months there is a slight falling off. According to the
figures compiled in the office of Inspector of Buildings Ed
ward V. Koch there were 390 permits issued in June this
year for building improvementsestimated to cost $1,445,325,
whereas in the same month last year 426 permits were
taken out for building improvementscosting $1,196,523.
Comparing the statistics for the first half of the two

years it is found that from January 1 to June 30, 1906,
there were 2,011 permits issued for improvementsestimated
to cost $4,551,947,as against 2225 permits for building im
provements involving an outlay of $4,643,568 in the first
half of 1905.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The first half of the year 1906 proved a record breaker
in the history of the building trades in the city of Phila
delphia. Permits issued by the Bureau of Building In
spection covered 10.206 operations at an estimated cost of
$22,378,085,this lH>ingsomewhat over a million and a half
dollars in excessof the amount for the corresponding period
of 1905, when 9451 operations were authorized at a cost of
$20,784,220, which previous to this year was the largest
amount for any corresponding period of which the bureau
has records. The increase shown so far this year was due
to the great amount of building, principally the modern type
of dwellings, which was begun during the early portion of
the year, and which still continues at a high rate at the
present time. Comparing the first halves of 1905 and 1906,
the records show that 5821 new houses were built at a cost
of $13,344,260during the former period, while 6375 houses
were built or are in the course of erection during the latter
period at a cost of $14,672,840,a gain in favor of the first
half of this year amounting to 554 houses at an increased
cost of $1,328,5S0.
By far the greater amount of dwelling operations at this

time is in the erection of two-story houses,permits for 5571
having been taken out during the first half ot this year, in
comparison to 5153 for the corresponding period last year.
During the month of June 801 permits were issued by the

Bureau of Building Inspection, covering 1700 operations

at an estimatedcost of $3,484,960. This shows a decline for
the month when comparedto June, 1905, of 68 in operations
and $1,082,560in cost, and when compared to May of the
present year a decline of $1,401,705 in cost and 195 in
operations is shown. Analyzing this we find that while the
loss during June on two-story dwellings has been but $155,-
770, that on alterations and additions, manufacturing plants
and warehouses, schools, churches and club houses, aggre
gates a total of $1,133,380. The decline, therefore, indicates
no weakness in the future, inasmuch as a number of propo
sitions, the cost of which runs into high figures, are expected
to develop into active work at an early date, and which will
no doubt offset the losses recently shown in that class of
building. Last year broke all previous records for the con
struction of dwelling houses in this city, and from the work
already completed and under way, together with that in
contemplation, there is scarcely room for a doubt that the
record for the full year of 1906 will show a large increase
over that of its predecessor.
Operation work is being pushed forward with rapidity in

all parts of the city. Contractors find it difficult in many
cases to obtain materials and supplies as promptly as de
sired, and in some instances work is delayed on that ac
count. More active conditions were scarcely ever expe
rienced in the trade, and every branch is occupiedat its full
est capacity.
The labor situation is with one exception in a satisfac
tory condition. The Journeymen Plasterers' Union having
failed to reach an agreement with the Master Plasterers'
Company for the ensuing year, which began July 1, have
been on strike since that time. They demanded originally
an increase in wages amounting to $1 a day, from $4.50 to
$5.50.with double pay for overtime. This demandwas later
modified and a compromiseoffered by the union, making the
wage $5 per day, or 50 cents advance on an eight-hour day.
This latter, as was the original demand,was rejected by the
Master Plasterers' Company, which would not agree to any
change in the rate. The men are still out and the master
plasterers have been doing most of their work with non
union labor, and while more or less delay is the result, owing
to diminished forces, there are some cases where nearly the
full complementof men are at work. In all other branches
of the trade mechanicsare well employed,and in some lines
good men are hard to obtain.
Among some of the more prominent building operations
started during the past month may be mentioned one by
Frank P. Churchill on 32 two-story houses and a two-story
store and dwelling in the Forty-third ward, at a cost of
$56,750. The dwellings will be 15 x 35 ft., while the store
and dwelling will be 15 x 41 ft.
Charles T. Hallowell has begun work on 26 two-story

houses in the neighborhoodof Fifty-third and Poplar streets.
The houseswill average15 x 40 ft., and the cost of the oper
ation will approximate $65,000.
John W. Emery has a contract to build 21 three-story

houses and 22 three-story stores and dwellings, at Eighth,
Passavunk and Washington avenues. This operation will
cost $125,000.

Pittsburgh. Pa.
The fact that many of the planing mills in the city and

vicinity have resumedoperations is being reflected in a better
supply of material for building operations and more satis
factory progress is being made in the building lines. A
considerable amount of work is in progress, as may be
gathered from the fact that during the month of June 433
permits were issued for improvements estimated to cost
$1,567,382. The majority of the permits were for dwellings
and stores, the erection of which has beendelayed by reason
of the carpenters' strike that has been in force since May 1.
There were no permits issued during June for office build
ings, but several that are under way are rapidly nearing com
pletion. Among the latter may be mentioned the two 20-
story structures which are going up at Wood street and
Fourth avenue, for the Commonwealth Trust Company and
the Union National Bank.
For the first six months of the year there was a de

crease in the number of building permits issued by the Bu
reau of Building Inspection of from 10 to 15 per cent., as
compared with the corresponding period last year.

St. Louis. Mo.
The atmospherehas beencleared considerably by the set
tlement of the strike which has paralyzed the building in
dustry of the city for several months past. The origin of
the whole trouble is said to have been due to a colored hod
carrier who disagreed with his union and formed an inde
pendent union of hod carriers, the jurisdiction over which
was the bone of contention and was the first cause of trouble
betweenthe bricklayers and the local branch of the Building
Trades Council. Notwithstanding the trouble building oper
ations have been conducted upon a pretty liberal scale, and
during June 830 permits were Issued for improvementsesti
mated to cost $3,010,6(18,while in the same month last year
678 permits were issued for building improvements involving
an estinialod outlay of $2,163,148. Now that the strike has
been settled it seeins reasonable to suppose that the activity
will be further stimulated.
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St. Paul, Minn.
There has been a slight let up in building activity as

compared with a year ago, as evidencedby the figures of the
Building Department, which record the value of improve
ments for which permits were filed during the month of June
as a trifle in excessof $800,000,while in June last year 334
permits were issued calling for an estimated outlay of
51.310,019.
The managementof the St. Paul Builders' Exchange, the

rooms of which were visited by fire a short time ago, has
established temporary quarters in the Essex Building, 23
East Sixth street, where the facilities for transacting busi
ness are such as to closely approximate normal conditions.
The exchange lost practically everything, and while covered
by insurance it does not compensate for the inconvenience,
&c, occasioned by the fire. Secretary A. V. Williams has
lost no time in completing arrangements for a resumption
of business and permanent quarters are expected to be rap
idly completed.

Washington. D. C.
While there is considerable activity in building circles at

the present time the records of the building inspector's office
for the month of June shows a falling off in the volume of
operations as compared with the same month last year, al
though the record indicates an increase over May. In the
opinion of some of the real estate dealers, however, the ap
parent falling off in activities is by no means an unhealthy
sign, as conservatism is the safe rule in real estate and
building, and that a period of overbuilding is always followed
by a time of depression. It is felt that the contemplated
improvements when carried out will in no wise reduce the
averagemaintained thus far the present season. The records
for June shows 494 permits to have been issued for work
estimated to cost $1,138,647. Of this total 98 permits were
for brick dwellings estimated to cost $607,100; 38 were for
frame dwellings estimatedto cost $115,400: 4 were for apart
ment houses estimated to cost $111,000; 16 were for stores;
4 for warehouses; 2 for officebuildings and 1 for a school.

(Notes.
The long existing differencesbetweenthe membersof the

Builders' Exchange of Tampa, Fla., and the Building Trades
Council were adjusted June 27 at a conferencebetweencom
mittees appointed by the respectiveorganizations. The car
penters', painters' and plumbers' unions were included in
the settlement,which was by arbitration, the membersof the
board representing the Builders' Exchange being W. D. Wig
gins. M. M. Jetton, John Shea and J. H. Drew. The result
of the settlement was the immediate resumption of building
operations.
The Master Builders' Association of Pittsfield, Mass.,

has just been ineorporatea for the purpose of maintaining
exchange rooms for conferenceand discussion of trade, archi
tectural and business matters.

San Francisco Building Situation.

With the final adoption of the new building law it is
expected that the period of temporary construction will
be brought to a close. The authorities are still allowing
temporary wooden and sheet iron buildings to be put up
without permits in all sections of the city with the under
standing that they shall not be ordered removed for a
reasonable time and after ample notice. Nevertheless,
comparatively few of these buildings are expected to be
undertaken from now on, as with those still under con
struction there will be enough to satisfy immediate needs
and most property owners and business houses are
anxious to get permanent structures under way.
During June the Board of Public Works issued 447
" paid " permits for new buildings and for alterations to
existing structures. The total estimated value of these
improvements was $1,634,859. This does not take into
account the cost of the temporary building operations or
repairs or for minor work where less than $500is involved
and for which no fee is charged. Under, this class it is
estimated that something like 1,250buildings were under
taken during the month, though no exact record was kept.
Likewise the report of the Board of Public Works does
not take into account many buildings for which applica

tions for permits were filed but on which no action was
taken owing to the rush of business in the building de
partment. The " paid " permits for the month included :
Frame buildings to cost in the aggregate $941,961; 20
" Class C " buildings to cost $348,900; 1 "Class B " build
ing to cost $30,000, and alterations anu repairs to the
amount of $314,268.
Among the more important of the new buildings which

are already planned for early construction are the 15-
storv reinforced concrete Luning Building at the corner

of California and Market streets to cost $300,000; the

7-story pressed brick Harshall Building on Sutter street

near Mason, to cost $125,000; the 10-story stone and

brick M. Friedman Building at the corner of Bush and

Kearny streets to cost $180,000; the Frank H. Burk Build

ing, a 6-story brick and terra cotta structure with

marble vestibule at the corner of Bush street and

Clara avenue, to cost $170,000; a 3-story steel
re

inforced concrete building for Mrs. M. S. Bliss on
Kearny

street near Bush to cost $42,000; the Western Meat Com

pany's new building at the corner of Sixth and Townsend

streets to be of reinforced concrete and to cost $125,000
;

the Timothy Hopkins warehouses, each 275 ft. square and

3 stories high of reinforced concrete on Townsend street

between Fifth and Sixth to cost approximately $500,000,

and the T. S. Williams brick building at the corner of

Mission and Third streets to cost $150,000.
The plans of some of these buildings may have to be

altered somewhat to meet the requirements of the new

building ordinance, but the changes will, generally speak

ing, not be considerable.

The Humboldt Savings Bank Building.

The new building of the Humboldt Savings Bank of

San Francisco, for which a permit was granted before the

great fire, will, it is given out, be proceeded with along

the lines originally laid out. As planned the building

will be consideraby above the requirements of the new
ordinance, but it is claimed that the prior permit will pre

vent any interference with its construction. Tue build

ing will oe 20 stories high and the superstructure will

have reinforced concrete walls 6 in. in thickness instead

of brick as originally intended. The steel for the frame

was ordered some time ago and work on the foundations

will now be rushed.

Dry Rot In California Capitol.

The contractor for the repairing and remodeling of the

California State Capitol at Sacramento has discovered

that the 12 x 14 in. Oregon pine trusses supporting the

roof of the building which were put in place in 1868

have been affected by dry rot to a dangerous extent, every

truss being badly weakened. He states that it is remark

able that the roof has not already collapsed. Steel

trusses are now being hastily put in.

Building materials In San FrancUro.
Although there is as yet no serious shortage of lumber

as a result of the seamen's strike or lockout which has

. affected the steam shipping of San Francisco for the past

few weeks, the situation is still regarded as dangerous

by builders. So far the owners of sailing vessels have
kept out of hostilities and at the present time a number

of lumber carrying steamers are being operated by non

union crews. Since the strike began probably 60,000,000

ft. of lumber have come in, the bulk of this being brought

in during the last two weeks. It is feared, however, that
on tbe one hand the owners of the sailing vessels will cast

their lot with- the steamer owners, and on the other hand

that the strike will In the near future Involve the lumber
shipping points along the coast, thus preventing the load

ing of cargoes for this city. In the meantime the retail
lumbermen are gathering in as large stocks as possible

in order to be ready for eventualities.
Some brick manufacturers are inclined to think that

there will be a scarcity of brick for reconstruction work
soon after the latter gets well under way, but the gen

eral idea is that with the present facilities the supply

can be kept equal to requirements. The quantity of

second-hand brick now in the city is enormous. A rough
estimate places the second-hand brick at 1,125,000,000,

of which amount probably 20 or 25 per cent, can be used

for foundations and some other lines of construction work.

From present Indications there will be a sufficient
supply of cement on hand for the foundations of all of the

permanent structures now planned by the time the con

tractors actually need it. Although there has been a

great scarcity of cement here for the past year or more,

immense quantities of foreign cement have been,ordered
during the past three or four months in Europe. Arrivals of

foreign cement have not been large since the great fire, but
nearly 500,000barrels are expected to arrive by sea from

England, Germany and Honolulu before January 1. The
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rush will continue until well into next spring. Prices for
cement delivery next year are on a basis of about $3 a
barrel as against $3.50now, although prices vary with the
quality of the foreign brands.
Repairing Earthquake Damage at Stanford till vemlt} .
Repair work which will aggregate several hundred

thousand dollars is now under way at Leland Stanford
Jr. University, Palo Alto, Cal. Many of the handsomest
of these buildings were wholly or partially wrecked by
the late earthquake. All the buildings of the two quad
rangles will be ready for occupancy when the new college
year opens in August, as well as the men's and women's
dormitories. The gymnasium building will be torn down
and rebuilt along other and more substantial lines. The
memorial chapel, new library and the museum will also
be rebuilt in more durable form. The buildings which
are absolutely necessary to the college work will be re
habilitated first before proceeding with other reconstruc
tion details.

San Francisco's New Building Ordinance.

The new building ordinance for San Francisco which
has been under consideration almost ever since the fire
has now been finally passed and signed. The distinctive
features which mark a new departure in San Francisco
building are the limiting of the bight of buildings of all
classes to one and one-half times the width of the streets
and the admission of reinforced concrete on a par with
brick in all forms of construction. Both brick and rein
forced concrete are included under the term " incombust
ible material " in the classification of buildings. The
hight limitation will restrict building, as the streets are
at present constituted, to 150 ft. on Market street, the
city's leading thoroughfare and the widest of all the
streets except Van Ness avenue, which has heretofore
been a purely residence street. Heretofore buildings have
been allowed to a hight of 220 ft. It is understood that
the restriction was inserted in the ordinance with the idea
of compelling property owners along some of the leading
streets to submit to a widening of these streets.

<lasalfleatlon or BulldlmrN.
For purposes of classification the ordinance designates
the buildings as " Class A." " Class B," " Class C," " Mill
Construction " and " Frame " buildings.
" Class A " buildings shall be built with a steel frame

supporting the floor and wall loads, the structural parts
to be built of Incombustible materials. " Class A " build
ings may he built anywhere In the city and county: pro
vided, however, that no building of this class shall be
constructed to a greater hight than one and one-half times
the width of the street upon which It fronts." Class B " buildings shall be built with the walls
supporting the adjacent floor loads and with steel or re
inforced concrete columns supporting the interior por
tions of the floors, or with walls self-supporting only
and floor loads carried entirely by steel, cast Iron or re
inforced concrete, and the structural parts of the roof
shall be of incombustible material ; that no building of
this class shall be constructed to a greater hight than one
and one-half times the width of the street upon which It
fronts. " Class B " buildings may be built anywhere In
the city or county; provided, however, that this type of
construction shall not be permitted for theaters." Class C " buildings shall be built with walls support
ing the adjacent floor loads and with the interior floors
supported by studded partitions, or by wooden, steel or
cast iron columns and wooden or steel girders. Com
bustible material may be used In all parts except walls.
The limit of hight of this class of buildings shall be 84
ft. if metal lath be used throughout, and the limit of
hight shall be 55 ft. if wooden lath be used or If not
lathed : provided, however, that no building of this class
shall be constructed to a greater hight than one and one-
half times the width of the street upon which it fronts.
" Class C " buildings may be built anywhere in the city
and county ; provided, however, that this type of con
struction shall not be permitted for hospitals, sanitariums
or sanatoriums, or within the fire limits for halls or
places of public assemblage.

Buildings of the type designated " Mill Construction"
are to be limited in hight to 45 ft. and are to be con
structed only within prescribed limits.
. Frame buildings may be constructed to a hight not
exceeding 45 ft. anywhere in the city and county except
within the fire limits ; provided, however, that this type
of construction shall not be permitted for theaters, hos
pitals, sanitariums or sanatoriums. These buildings may
be built entirely of combustible materials, with certain
exceptions as to roofs.

General Hight Limitation.
Buildings throughout the city shall not exceed in any

case one and one-half times the width of the street upon
which they front. Buildings fronting upon two streets
shall be governed in hight by the width of the wider
street. Where no street is established the hight of build
ings shall be determined by the Board of Public Works.

Special Bu tiding*.
Department stores, warehouses and buildings without

partitions and used for the storage of merchandise shall
be of either " Class A," " Class B " or " Class C " construc
tion and shall be limited to the hight prescribed for said
types of construction ; provided, however, that no build
ing of this character shall be constructed to a greater
hight than 102 ft.
Halls and places of public assemblage seating more

than 300 people shall be of " Class A " or "Class B " con
struction.
Every building hereafter erected and every building

now erected and not now used, but hereafter to be used
for hospital or sanitarium purposes for human beings
shall be of " Class A " or "Class B " construction.
Every theater or opera house hereafter erected to be

used for theatrical or operatic purposes must be con
structed in accordance with the requirements of the ordi
nance relating to " Class A " or steel frame construction.
No building which at the time of the passage of this
ordinance is not in actual use for theatrical or operatic
purposes, and no building hereafter erected not in con
formity with the requirements of this ordinance shall be
used for theatrical or operatic purposes until the same
shall have been made to conform to the requirements
of this ordinance. And no building herein described
shall be opened to the public for operatic or theatrical
purposes until the Board of Public Works shall have ap
proved the same in writing as conforming to the require
ments of this ordinance, and the Tax Collector shall re
fuse to issue any license for any performance in any
such building until a certificate in writing of such ap
proval shall have been given by said Board of Public
Works.

Reinforced Concrete.
Reinforced concrete wjills shall be at least 6 in. thick.
If the area of wall surface included between any two
adjacent wall columns and adjacent floor girders ex
ceeds 300 sq. ft. and is less than 400 sq. ft. the thickness
of the wall shall not be less than 8 in. If such area ex
ceeds 400 sq. ft. the wall thickness shall not be less than
12 in., supported on the steel frame at each story. If
the concrete be not reinforced the minimum thickness of
walls shall be 12 in.

Area Steel Ret »forcemeat.
In reinforced concrete walls the area of steel rein

forcement shall aggregate 1 per cent, of the area of

the concrete, one-half of which shall be placed vertically

and one-half horizontally. No reinforcement shall be
spaced more than 12 in. apart. Additional reinforcement
shall be placed around openings, and all reinforcement
shall be wired at each Intersection. All reinforcement
shall bo rigidly connected at columns and girders to tbe

steel frame.
Brick.

Brick walls shall be at least 13 In. thick, and all brick
shall be laid in cement lime mortar or in cement mortar.
All brick shall be completely surrounded by mortar except
on the face.
In all brick walls every sixth course shall be a heading
course.
All brick walls shall have a supporting part of tbe
steel frame, which shall extend to within 2 in. of the
face of the wall.
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PRACTICAL PLUMBING IN A COUNTRY JOB.

A
RECENT INQUIRY concerning such work leads me to
believe the following description of the supplies of a

■countryjob will prove interesting. Once before I have had
carte blanche on a country job without even a limit to
■cost. The work here mentioned had no restrictions nor
suggestions from the owner except as to the money avail
able.
My customer appeared with the statement that he had

bought the Blank place and had not built it, for " fools
build houses for cranks and wise people, you know."
" Yes, yes," said I, " and to finish the story wise peo
ple buy them on the basis of supposed cheapness because
there is a lot of good material put together in an
unsatisfactory manner, and then proceed to correct errors
until their money gives out." " That is the situation ex
actly," said he, " and after providing for what else must
be done there is just $450 to add to the plumbing."

" You
see to that and don't reserve any questions of any nature
for me to answer."
There was no place for a bathroom except a 6 x 6

foot spot that would have answered for a portable tin
tub. One wall of this was extended and the partition
moved 3 feet to make room for the bath. Part of a 13-
in. brick wall was cut away and two stud partitions put
in to make a compartment for the water closet, with a
door opening into the corrridor. A square double sash
•window was put in the brick side to give light and air.
This compartment left room for a recess lavatory next
to the bathroom window. It was set forward flush with

J
Fig. 1.—Bath and Other RoomsOver Kitchen.

ing. The system provides for positive circulation to

keep hot water near the bathroom fixtures. The hot

supply is on left side for each fixture. There is only

one pipe crossed (by crossover), and It does not inter
fere with draining the job. There are no traps In the
supplies nor drain cocks to be forgotten. There Is a re
lief line from the reservoir to the tank, so it is not
possible to close every way of escape for vapor or steam.
The hot supply and cold service are both open to the air
at the tank. The disadvantages are that the cocks which

Fig. 2.—Sink and PumpArrangementin Kitchen.

SouthOutsideWall.

PumpSupplyuptoandoverTank.
-Tell-Tale
f™"J°nkOvtrflm larata,yHot
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1

AirReliefoptoandoverTomb.

'-Reservoir.

Fig. 3.—Piping on Kitchen Ceiling.

Practical Plumbing in a Country Job.

the new partition wall. The soil line against the kitchen
wall downstairs was extended up behind the lavatory
back and inclosed by a small cupboard with one door
with mirror in the lower panel. The lavatory sup-
lies have valves. The water closet is supplied by

l^in. pipe direct from attic tank by means of a
•direct time flushing valve. The bath is center out
let with bell supply and waste fitted through rim.
The bell has threaded opening so hose can be attached.
All of these features are indicated by Fig. 1. Fig. 2
shows the sink and pump arrangement in kitchen. The
pump air chamber discharge leads up to and over
tank. An opening was left near the pump so water
may be elevated by other means if desired. The pump
faucet was piped up and over so as to discharge into

sink. The telltale pipe leads down behind sink back
and out through a neat nickel plated nozzle, as shown.
The sink supplies are fitted with stop cocks. There are
no air chambers to the sink faucets. The supply is from
a cistern. There are two, large and well built, on the
place.
In Fig. 3 are shown the supplies on the kitchen cell-

stop the hot water to the bathroom are over the reser
voir, as is the one which stops the cold supply to reser
voir. While each fixture can be controlled separately,
aside from its regular faucets, the whole lines are not

under control individually. This plan is far from Ideal
when compared with a separate supply job complete in
every detail. But as ordinarily installed I take the
separate supply to be inferior because there the service
of the whole job is at the mercy of more pipe and fittings,
quite as likely to fail as any in this. The arrangement

described embraces every feature essential to perfect

service and with the least possible material. Seven
plans of this ceiling work were drawn before the one

shown was decided upon as the best possible in sequence,
symmetry, &c.
The telltale is certain to warn the pumper, even

though some settling from side shrinkage should take
place. The lining is sweated in, as Indicated in one of

the details of Fig. 4, the bottom being Inside of the side

lining and its corners worked up solid. Twenty years'

service has proved this method of lining superior to
wiping the seams. The bull's-eyes in side lining are as
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usual, except only 2% inches In diameter, and have but
two screws each.
The exit of house supply from tank is by way of a

standing bath waste extended. The overflow holes act
as a vent to the line. The bottom fitting is wiped direct
to tank lining. The collar of inlet opening is fitted with
gauze. A chain extending to the kitchen is attached to
the lifting stem. The tank is braced one-third distance
from each end, with stays at side and rods across at
top and bottom.
A good dry well was found on the place. It had been

made to receive the waste from a square iron sink in
the kitchen. No trap to the waste nor supplies to sink
even had been put in. If any of the readers have given
special attention to laying out of supplies I would be
pleased to read of the work in these columns. There is

Fig. 4.—Details of Tank Construction and Fixtures.

Practical Plumbing in a Country Job.

very little work we can really derive help from in this
branch that Is likely to come under personal observa
tion, and I am sure the supply work is worthy of the
best efforts we can make.

Roman Theaters.

The earliest theaters at Rome, as at Athens, were
mere temporary buildings of wood, removed when the
immediate occasion for them was over. Stage plays were
first introduced A. D. 391. For 200 years the Romans
continued satisfied with standing room ; for in the year
599 the Censors Valerius Messala and Caius Casslus,
wishing to build a permanent theatre, were prevented
by the Senate at the instance of Scipio Nasica ; and at
the same time an order was made that no person should
provide seats at public spectacles within a mile of the
city, " that the manly habit of standing, combined with
mental relaxation, might be the peculiar mark of the
Roman people " ; or according to Tacitus. " lest, If the
people sat, whole days might be spent In idleness." Mum-
mius, the destroyer of Corinth, transported the furniture
of the Corinthian theater to Rome, and at his triumph
represented plays in the Grecian manner, for the first
time, about the year 610.
The first permanent theater was built by Pompey and

finished in G99. Up to that time the sediles or other per
sons who exhibited theatrical amusements constructed
edifices on purpose, at an enormous expense, and with
such splendor as would have seemedmeant to hand down
the name and magnificence of the founder to the latest
posterity, instead of serving merely for a passing pageant.
But money lightly earned is generally prodigally spent:
and extreme magnificence in works of ornament is seldom
consistent with the happiness of those at whose expense
in reality they are constructed. The immense wealth
which supplied these costly entertainments, says a writer
in a recent issue of the Architect and Contract Reporter,
was the fruit of unjust conquest, or the spoils of subject
provinces, and was thus prodigally lavished merely to ob
tain favor in the people's eyes, and procure other and
more lucrative appointments.
Celebrated above all others are the theaters of Scaurus

and Curio, which are minutely described by Pliny, and
will show how far the prodigality and splendor of ancient

Rome surpassed all that modern extravagance has ven
tured or modern means supplied. Pompey 's theaterwas
constructed after he returned from Asia at the closeof
the Mithridatle war. Plutarch says that, stoppingat
MItylene on his way home, he attended some dramatic
representations there, and was so much struck with the
building that he determined to erect one on the sameplan
but with greater splendor at Rome. It was not com
pleted until his second consulship in the year 699,and
even in that luxurious age either the ancient jealousyof
permanent theaters still remained, or he was afraid of
raising envy and prejudicing his popularity by giving his
own name to so magnificent and proud a structure, for he
built a Temple of Venus Victrix, the Conqueress, at the
highest part of the cavea, and dedicated the whole to ber,
stating in the edict by which he summoned the citizens
to the dedication that he had built a temple to Venus.
" under which," he said, " I have placed tiers of seatsto
behold spectacles." It would contain 40,000 spectators.
Subjoined to this building, and as it were a part of the
establishment, were his own house, a portico, basilica and
curia. It was in the latter that Cresar was slain, after
which it was shut up. It was splendidly ornamentedwith
statues by eminent artists ; among them were the images
of 14 nations, those perhaps whom he claimed to have
conquered. Near it in later times stood a remarkable
colossal statue of Jupiter, erected by the Emperor Clau
dius. Being injured by fire in the reign of Tiberius, It was
repaired by Caligula, and was again burned and restored
by Claudius. It was burned a third time in the reign of
Titus. Nero gilded the scene, the theater and everything
employed in the performance to make an exhibition of his
magnificence to a royal visitor, Teridates, King of Ar
menia ; the very awning was purple, studded with golden
stars.

Taxes on Fireproof Buildings.

In a paper prepared by the president of the Ontario
Association of Architects the suggestion was made that
owners of buildings constructed of inflammable materials
should bear the bulk of the burden of taxes for protection
against fire. He argued that if an owner constructs a fire
proof building the result is a direct benefit to the public
and the owner entitled to profit accordingly. Having built
at increased cost a building which reduces the fire hazard
of a community, he should not be taxed for this extra
investment. The tax on this extra cost should fall upon
the owners who for the greed of gain build flimsy struct
ures which are a fire menace to all surrounding property
and necessitate the support of extensive and highly or
ganized fire departments. No one will question but that
there Is much more than a grain of justice in the course
suggested, says the Inland Architect. In view of the reg
ulation in Paris to remit taxes on the best designed build
ings, it would seem possible in America to in some way
work out an adjustment of taxes that would recognize the
value to the community of the construction of fireproof
buildings by rebating a portion of the owner's taxes and
placing a corresponding charge upon other buildings in the
proportion that they lack fire resisting qualities. Much
could be accomplished in this direction by the agitation
of the subject by the reform bodies to be found in nearly
all cities. To the extent that the standard of building

would be raised and more regard paid to fireproof con
struction, the insurance companies would be Interested to
aid in the movement. The science of flreproofing is gain
ing continually in exactness, and an owner can depend
upon getting just the degree of flreproofing that he is
willing to pay for. If he will not have good construction,
it is but just that he should be discriminated against by
the municipality.

The United States Civil Service Commission an
nounces the postponement to August 8 and 9 of the ex
amination, scheduled for July 5 and 6 to secure eligibles
from which to make selections to fill a vacancy in the
position of architectural and structural steel draftsman,
previous reference to which was made in our issue for
last month.
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LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
By W. J. Stanton.

rpHE SUPREME COURT of Rhode Island holds In
I the case of Field vs. Consolidated Mineral Water
Company, that an architect who prepares plans

and specifications for, and supervises and directs the
construction of a building and fixtures therein, is en
titled to a lien thereon under a statute declaring
that whenever any building shall be constructed it.
together with the land, is made liable and shall
stand pledged for all work done in the construction,
erection or reparation of such building. The court says :
" The plans of the architect are written directions to the
workmen, and contribute to the building as much as the
verbal directions of the overseer. Indeed, the main task
of the superintendent is to enforce compliance with the
working plans. If the same plans be preserved and used
again elsewhere, so may the scaffolding which supports
the builder at his work ; but no one could doubt that the
work of putting together such temporary adjuncts to the
permanent structure should entitle the builder to his
lien therefor. In a case like the present, where the archi
tect draws his plans and uses them as his tools in the
supervision of the work, we think he is entitled to a lien
for the labor expended, both in the drawing and the su
pervision."
The great weight of authority under substantially
similar statutes gives a lien to supervising architects
both for the labor of supervision and the labor of pre
paring plans.

'
In Pennsylvania an architect employed to

make plans and supervise the construction in accordance
therewith is entitled to a Hen ; but one who furnishes
plans alone and does not supervise is not so entitled.
In Nebraska a lien is given for merely furnishing plans.
In Iowa it has been held that an architect has no lien for
furnishing plans if they are not used. In Illinois and
Ohio it is doubted whether the lien will apply for plans
if there is no supervision. In Massachusetts the court
allowed an architect for the labor of supervising, but not
for the labor of preparing the plans.

BIGHT OF ARCHITECT TO A LIEN FOR PLANS AND SERVICES.

The Supreme Court of North Dakota has held that
an architect is not entitled to a mechanic's lien for ser
vices in preparing plans and specifications for a con
templated building upon the building actually constructed
on a different plan after the first plans for which the
lien is claimed had been abandoned. The court also
holds that services rendered in surveying and marking
the site for a building and drawing a contract for con
struction of the building are not labor for which a me
chanic's lien may be claimed.

PRIORITY OF LIEN OVERMORTGAGE.

An owner contracted with a contractor for the con
struction of a building, and by implication authorized
the contractor to employ either directly or through sub
contractors the necessary workmen to erect the build
ing. Subsequently the owner conveyed the premises, and
took a mortgage back from the purchaser. At the time
of the conveyance, and the execution of the mortgage,
the owner knew that a third person was performing labor
on the building pursuant to a contract with the con
tractor. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts held that,
under these facts, the claim of the third person for labor
performed was superior to the mortgage.

LIEN AGAINST LANDLORDFOR TENANT'S BUILDING.

A tenant sought to purchase lumber on credit to
build a house ou leased premises, and was told that
It was not customary to sell lumber on credit to any one
not the owner of the premises on which the building was
to be erected, and that an order from the owner would be
necessary. The landlord on being told by the tenant
that he could procure the lumber if the former wuuld
permit the construction of the building wrote a note to
the lumber dealer, as follows: "It is O. K. with me as
for Mr. O. having the lumber and building." After hav
ing received this note the lumber dealer sold the tenant
the lumber. Under these facts the Supreme Court of
Iowa held that the seller of the lumber was not entitled
to a lien on the landlord's interest in the premises.

TIME FOR FILING LIEN.
The Supreme Court of Wyoming has held in a recent
case that one seeking il lien must file a statement within
00 days after the indebtedness shall have accrued, and
the indebtedness is to be deemed as having accrued at the
date of the furnishing of the last item originally in
cluded in the account, and not at the date of the last
item which remains unpaid.

LIMITATION OF TIME TO ENFORCELIEN.
The California Court of Appeals, in the case of Hughes
Brothers m. Hoover, 'holds that where, on default of a

building contractor the owner, in accordance with the
express terms of the contract, terminated the employ
ment and completed the work, the 90 days' limitation of
time to commence actions to enforce mechanics' liens
commenced to run against a person who furnished ma
terials to be paid for within 35 days after completion
of the building, at the end of 35 days from the owner's
completion of the work, and not from the contractor's
abandonment of it.
The case also holds that where a material man was to

be paid in installments during the work, the last payment
to be made 35 days after completion of the building, he
did not lose his lien for the first installments where he
commenced an action to enforce the lien more than 90
days after the completion of the building, but within 90
days from the expiration of the 35-day period.

ACCURACY REQULREDIN LIEN AFFIDAVITS.
In a ease before the Michigan Supreme Court it was

held that lien laws must be strictly construed, the court
saying : " Lien proceedings are harsh and must be strict
ly followed, and the law will not permit one to reck
lessly make an affidavit of the amount due without any
knowledge, thinking he may afterward correct it, when
in fact the claim made is 25 per cent, too large. The
statute requires a verified statement to be filed, which
must contain a ' true and just acount of the demands
over and above all legal set-offs.' The affidavit must be
made by one who knows the facts. This statement, when
filed, creates the lien, and the law excuses only an hon
est mistake in stating the amount due, made by one cog
nizant of the facts."

SERVICEOF LIEN ON WIFE IN ABSENCEOF HUSBAND.
The Michigan Supreme Court has construed the stat
ute providing for service of a lien ou the agent of the
owner when the owner cannot be found in the county at
any time during the 10 days next after filing the state
ment of lien. The court holds that service of the claim
of lien on the wife of the owner is valid as service on
the agent of the owner when it is made to appear in fact
that the wife is in charge during her husband's absence.
Regarding the wife as agent of the husband during his
absence, the court says : " It may be inferred from this
testimony that the appellant never expressly delegated to
his wife any authority to act as his agent ; that he never
expressly committed to his wife authority to control the
homestead premises in his absence, and that she never
exercised such authority. The intention of a husband to
commit the charge of the homestead premises to his wife
when he leaves her at home and goes away for a tem
porary absence, though not expressed, may generally, if
not always, be inferred. I think that intention should be
inferred in this case. I think that appellant intended
that the authority of his wife to control the homestead
premises should, if asserted, be recognized, and that he
intended that his employees should understand, as they
did understand, that in his absence whatever orders she
gave should be obeyed. It is to be inferred, then, that
appellant intended to give his wife full authority to con
trol the premises in his absence. Though she never
exercised this authority, she nevertheless had it. This
made appellant's wife his agent during his absence. It
follows that the statement of lien was properly served.

TIME LIMIT FORCOMPLETIONOF WORK.
A building contract required the stores and basement

to be completed and delivered ready for occupancy by ten
ants on March 1, 1899, and the whole of the work to be" wholly completed " on April 1. 1899. The contract also
provided that If the contractor failed to deliver the stores
and basement as provided, he should forfeit $30 a day for
each day's delay, and $10 a day for each day of delay in
the final completion of the buildings, which forfeit was to
be deducted from the contract price. On May 20, 1899,
the plastering having been found to be unworkmanlike,
a controversy arose, which was continued until October 6,
1899, when the contractor was ejected by the owner be
fore fully completing the building, having in the mean
time remained in possession for the purpose of going on
with the contract, if required, after the settlement of
the differences.
On these facts the Supreme Judicial Court of Massa

chusetts, found In the case of Phaneuf vs. Corey, held that
the owner was entitled to a forfeit allowance of $10 a
day until the date of the contractor's ejection. The mat
ter had been submitted to arbitration and the award by
the arbitrator was attacked. On this point the Court
held that where parties submit their differences to arbi
tration, they are bound by an award within the scope
of the submission, notwithstanding mistakes of the arbi
trator as to questions of law and fact.
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HOLLOW BRICK WALL CONSTRUCTION.

IN
view of the increasing use of hollow building bloats
and the popularity with which they are being re

ceived in various sections of the country, the question
often arises as to whether or not it is possible to construct
walls of solid brick in such a manner that they will pos
sess the qualities claimed for the hollow' block construc
tion. In discussing this matter It. II. Minton presents in
a recent issue of The Clay Worker some particulars rela
tive to the comparative merits of solid and hollow wall
construction which cannot fail to prove interesting to
many of our readers. We take pleasure, therefore, in pre
senting the following, together with the diagrams accom
panying the author's comments.
It is a well-known fact that one of the chief difficul

ties of a solid wall is that it will " sweat," or conduct
moisture from the outside to the inside. The softer the
brick the worse this sweating becomes. Many instances
are known where the moisture collects in a house in such
quantities as to run down the plaster. This condition not
only ruins the plaster, paper and finishing, but produces
a damp, musty and unhealthy condition. The conducting
of moisture is also very detrimental to the wall, for often
very soft brick are used in the interior, and sometimes in
tearing down old buildings the moisture has acted upon
the soft brick to such an extent that the brick fall to
pieces when handled. Stone houses are notorious for this
condition. One instance comes to mind of a limestone
house costing $100,000 being abandoned a few months
after it was finished, during which time two members of

to get it done as cheaply as possible, to the detriment
of the building.
The simplest form of construction for a dwelling house

is a wall built of an outer course of 4% in. and an inner
course of 4% in., with an air space of 1 or 1V4in., or pos
sibly more, between them. This wall may be bonded with
either brick or with a metallic bond. Wire is often used,
gives good results and admits of a perfect air space.
Such a wall is amply strong for two story dwellings. An
instance is known where a large church, with high gables,
was built in this manner, except that the air space was
4 in., thus making a 13-in. wall with only 9 in. of brick
work. The walls are bonded with brick and the build
ing has been standing for more than 15 years.
When the walls are securely bonded the hollow con

struction is as good as or better than a solid 13V->-in.wall,

for in building a solid wall the middle course of brick
work is usually laid in almost any way in order to get it
done. Some unscrupulous contractors even go so far as to

build the wall open and then bridge over in order to save

Fig. 2.— Cress
Sectionof Wall.

Fig. 1.—Form of ConstructionOften Used for Dwelling Houses.

Hollow Brick Wall Construction.

a family of three died of pneumonia. The house was
built upon a high hill, yet the interior was ruined by
water coming through the walls.
A wall built with a hollow construction has a dead

air space which is an excellent nonconductor of heat,
cold, moisture and fire. And this is the strong argument
for hollow brick and block construction. Of course the
Ideal wall would be one with a perfect air space, con
taining no conducting materials. This is not the case

with hollow block walls, which have the air space within
the block, but also afford some conducting material
through the wail. Hut even with this objection it is far
superior to the solid wall. . It is not as strong, nor
capable of carrying as heavy loads, but it makes a much
dryer construction, with less temperature changes within,
being dry and warm in winter and cool in summer. The
hollow space of dead air acts as a nonconductor.
Now if it is possible to make a hollow construction of

solid brick having a perfect dead air space it would be
superior to the hollow clay or concrete block construction,
for the reasons that the wall would be stronger, and in
having little or no clay in the air space the noncon-
ductivity is better.
During the last ten or twelve years the writer has

worked on quite a number of buildings where hollow
walls were used. Slightly varying methods have been
used, depending upon the structure and its requirements,

the class of work and the quality of work wanted. Un
fortunately, the majority of builders do not want to pay

for first-class work, or the best that is possible, preferring

labor and material. The middle course of heavy walls
should be laid with plenty of mortar and with mortar
cross joints, the same as the outer and inner courses. A
13M!-in. wall well laid is much better than a 10-in. wall
just thrown up.
In the accompanying diagram Fig. 1 is shown a form

of construction which we have often used for dwelling
houses with the most satisfactory results. The construc
tion consists of the outer or face wall a of 4% in., then a
course of brick laid on edge, !>
,

making 2% in., then an air
space,c, of 1% or 2 in., and then an inner wall, d

,

of 4% in.
The cross section, Fig. 2

,

shows the plan of laying up, and
diagrams Figs. 3 and 4 show method of bonding the wall.
The wall is usually bonded every eighth course. By using
this method of bonding no open headers appear on the
face. One corner is cut off from each face brick as
shown, and into this fits another brick which binds the
face course and the middle course. Fig. 3 shows method
of bonding outer courses and the inner course, by simply
using a straight header. This method, of course, intro
duces a conducting material Into the air space, which is
objectionable, but probably makes a somewhat stronger
construction than methods shown by Fig. 5

,

where the
wails are bonded with wire or metal pieces.
Various methods can be devised for bonding the walls,

but the ones here shown are probably as good as any. The
walls are usually built solid up all window and door
frames, thus insuring a stronger wall and ample support
for the lintels and caps. Sometimes the corners are also
built up solid.
There is no question about the superiority of the hol
low construction when it comes to living houses. In
stances are known "where additions with hollow walls
have been built to houses having solid walls, when a

marked difference is shown in the temperature in winter
and summer and In the amount of fuel required for heat
ing the different rooms.
Hollow construction could be used in large buildings
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by using heavier walls and by the use of solid pilasters
for supporting the floor girders. Hollow walls are of
great advantage in building fruit cellars and cold storage
buildings, poultry houses, in making partitions between
fruit cellar and furnace in house basements, &c. Where
a good job is wanted it is our custom to roughly plaster
the outer wall in the air space before building up the
inner wall. This insures an excellent job and could be
used to good advantage in fruit cellars, ice houses and
cold storage buildings. The air space should be built
over solid at the top to prevent any circulation.
Hollow walls are not always the best, however.
Some years ago a gentleman who was having built a
round down draft brick kiln took a notion that a hollow
wall would be beneficial. In accordance with his insist
ence the kiln was built with a 1-in. air space between the
inner and outer walls of 9 in. each, with no bond. The
first burn demonstrated the fallacy of this style of kiln
construction, for the walls soon expanded and fell apart
and the life of the kiln was short. But no doubt a hollow
construction would be of advantage if some means could

Fig.3 DETAILOFCOURSE'
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Hollow Brick Wall Construction.

be found of securely bonding the walls, for withstanding

the strains of contraction and expansion while heating

and cooling.
As a usual thing bricklayers object to building hollow

walls. They are harder to work on and require that the

inner wall be laid to the line.

No definite figures are available from which to form

a comparison of the cost of laying up a hollow and solid

wall, but the final cost is about equal or possibly a little

higher for hollow walls. A solid wall requires more ma

terial, but a hollow wall requires more labor, and as labor

is higher than the cost of materials per thousand brick

the final cost probably just about averages up.

But for the man who wants the best he can get and

is willing to pay for it, especially for dwelling purposes,

a well built hollow wall of solid brick, plastered roughly

in the air space and bonded with brick, as shown in Fig.

1. is undoubtedly the best construction
—better than ce

ment, stone or hollow blocks. It insures against damp

ness and cold in winter, against beat in summer and

against damage from fire.

A Public Comfort Station in Paris.

A company, which holds n concession from the city of

Paris, France, built in November last year in Place de In

Madeleine, that city, a double comfort station, which la

the first of its class to be installed in Paris. It occupies
an area underground of about 2513 square feet, but the

stairways take on ground surface only about 215 square

feet. The station was illustrated recently in VUggittif

yinerale et appliquie, which shows that the two rooms
are entirely separate, accessible by stairways at opposite
ends. On the men's side one finds at the base of the
stairway a lavatory with hot and cold water and a com
partment for bootblacks. In the center there are 22
urinal stalls of porcelain with automatic flushing ap
paratus, and on each side there is a series of water
closet stalls. One of these is free, six cost 10 centimes

(2 cents) to use, three cost 3 cents each and three 4
rents, the last having mirrors and toilet with hot water.
On the side for the women there is one free, nine at 2
cents, four at 3 cents and four at 4 cents. There is a
glazed compartment in each room reserved for the janitor
and janitress, as the case may be. The finish of the room
is of white enamel brick, with a brick pavement and wain
scot of mahogany and all metallic parts are of copper
nickel plated. The details of the installation have been
made with a degree of luxury that would contribute to
ward attracting the attention of the public to an interest
in sanitary installations, especially by their comparisou
with the old arrangements, which left much to be de
sired. Stations are to be established ultimately in the
more populous parts of the city, which stations, however,
will have more simple furnishing. Lighting is arranged
for by means of vault lights of reinforced glass, which
form a part of the sidewalk above, and by electric lamps.
The cornice of each room Is hollow, and serves as a duct
for ventilation, and an electrically driven fan placed In a
nearby column on the sidewalk exhausts through the cor
nices, the air being replaced by a fresh supply admitted
through the entrance*.

Clean Chimneys Imperative in N:w Amsterdam.

One year after Petrus Stuyvesant, late of Holland,
arrived in New Amsterdam and assumed director-general
ship of the bartered Island of Manhattan he proceeded
to take .precautions against the breaking out of fires,
whether started by Indians or due to an outburst of
phlogiston. In 1648 this venerable one-legged Dutch com
mander appointed fire wardens, whose duties comprised
the inspection of the wooden chimneys of the 120 thatched
roof cottages of the village of 1000 people.
For every such chimney found insufficiently swept a
penalty of three guilders, about $1.30, was imposed. In
the collection of these penalties lay the founding of the
future fire department, for the funds so collected were
devoted to the purchase and importation of leathern
buckets, hooks and ladders. In fact, about two years
later the burgomasters contracted for 150 leathern .fire
buckets and ordered them hung up In the City Hall and
in the houses of citizens living on streets afterward to
become famous as Pearl, Broadway, Whitehall and Ex
change place.
Somewhat more than a quarter century after Petrus

Stuyvesant had appointed his chimney inspectors a law
was enacted establishing the office of

" viewers and
searchers of chimneys and fire hearths," and defects in
construction of either, a distinct advance toward present
day ideas and standards, were penalized by a fine of 20
shillings. At the same time the law provided against

careless tempting of trouble and put the burden of fire
extinguishing apparatus on the individual householder.
It was directed "that no person shall lay hay or straw
or other combustible matter within their dwelling houses,

and that provision be made for hooks, ladders and buck
ets," Inflicting a fine of 15 shillings upon " every person
who shall suffer his chimney to be on fire." Every house
with two chimneys must be provided with one bucket; a
house having more than two hearths must provide two
buckets. Brewers and bakers had to provide six buckets,

with a G-shilling penalty for each bucket short.
It Is only tair to add in conclusion that we have drawn

extensively from an historical sketch recently printed in
the New York Commercial, which truly says the stride of
250 years to the present time is attributable to a great
extent to the foundations laid in the primitive Dutch
settlement. To take Manhattan and The Bronx alone
there are in the force over 1800 officers and men who are
paid salaries ranging from $800 for fourth grade firemen
up to $2100 for foremen.
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Finishing Outer Surface of Concrete Wails.

A rather novel method of finishing the outer surface
of the walls of a reinforced concrete building was recent
ly adopted in connection with a structure In Knoxville,

Tenn. The sides of the building have curtain walls of
concrete brick, while the front and back walls are mono
lithic construction. When the work was completed the
front elevation was treated to a cement solution applied
by means of whitewash brushes. The solution consisted
of water and cement of the consistency of thin grout,
which was trained through cloth to remove any coarse
particles that might scratch the concrete surface of the
buikling. The coated surface was given a light and quick
rubbing with carborundum bricks until a very smooth
surface was obtained. The thickness of the solution pre
vented It running off the wall and served as a plaster
as well as a dressing. The result is a front of one color
and which closely resembles limestone.

Congress for Improving Health in Dwellings.

The second International Congress of the Association
for the Promotion of Hygiene and Salubrity in Dwellings
will hold its inaugural meeting at Geneva, Switzerland,
on Tuesday, September 4, and sessions will continue until
Saturday, September 8. The aim of the promoters is to
continue the work begun by the preceding congress, which
started and centralized the study of general questions
dealing with different kinds of habitations. The object
of the second congress is to devote special attention in
each branch to a certain number of points which call for
more thorough elucidation, at the same time leaving the
discussion open on questions which may eventually be
raised by the communications presented. To this end an
appeal has been made to professional men of all countries,
to architects, to hygienists and to doctors, to deliberate
In common on a problem the solution of which has much
to do with the health and prosperity of people everywhere.
A programme which has been issued gives a list of the
members of the different committees as well as informa
tion necessary to afford an idea of the questions pro
posed for discussion at the congress.
Some phases of the subjects to be treated relate to

the housing of servants, the danger of underground flats,
the distribution of workmen's dwellings in cities, and the
means of insuring their wholcsomeness and salubrity ;

the housing of farmhouse servants and laborers ; the
means of spreading knowledge of the laws of health
among the peasantry ; sanitary conditions necessary in
hospitals, asylums, &c. ; the hygienic situation and con
struction of theaters, lecture halls, work shops, factories,
4c, and the vitiation of the air in public and private
schoolrooms, and how to remedy it. The point is made
that Swiss schoolhouses are models of hygiene In this
respect and may be visited with benefit by foreigners
attending the congress. Tapers on the typical school-
house and boarding schools will be read and discussed,
as will also the methods of ameliorating the sanitary
conditions of old quarters in town or city or of the
monuments of the past, while at the same time preserv
ing their picturesque and artistic character.
The committee having charge of affairs hopes to be
able to arrange for an inquiry trip in Switzerland im
mediately after the congress. The general secretary of
the Managing Committee is M. Albert Wuarin, 1 Hue des
Moullns, Geneva.

Some exceedingly handsome specimens of the metal
worker's art are illustrated in a late edition of the publi
cation entitled " American Art in Bronze nnd Iron," as
exemplified by work executed by the John Williams
Bronze Foundry, New York City. The specimens illus
trated include stair railings, in connection with some of
the most magnificent private residences in the country,
the engravings being of large size, clearly indicating the
intricacy of the work in detail. The numbers of the pub
lication already issued relate to No. 1, Bruize Memorial
Tablets ; No. 2, Bank Counter Screens ; No. 3, Sculpture in

Bronze, and No. 4 the one at present under review. A
fifth Is In preparation and will illustrate and describe
the many sculptured bronze entrance doors cast by the
John Williams Company. The estimation In which the
works are held as a record of the progress of Ameri
can art in metal is evidenced by the fact that the Smith
sonian Institution, Washington, D. C, has specially re
quested that a copy of each on publication be forwarded
for the library of the Institution.

New Manual Training School.

The new manual training school erected at Waltham,
Mass., was formally opened on the 12th of June, when
it was visited and inspected by many interested citizens.
In the basement are the forge and blacksmith shop and
foundry department, on the second floor is the carpenters'
shop, and on the top floor are the drafting rooms and
where the blue prints are made. The building is well
lighted and ventilated, and the equipment is equal to all
demands for a number of years to come.

The plans have just been prepared for a ten-story
mercantile building, 42 x 92 ft. in plan, to be erected at
138 and 140 West Seventeenth street, New York City, to
cost about $200,000.
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PAINTED TIN
GALVANIZEDTIN

THIS IS THE AGE OF THE METAL
SHINGLE.

Inflammable wood shingles, heavy slate, brittle tile
and unsightly paper or tar have seen their day.

And the reason is that the NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLE is the natural evolution of
the shingle question.

They are fire proof. They are light. They are unbreakable. They are artistic—and then beyond that are qualities of
durability, strength, beauty and quick adjustment—all its own.
Note the appearanceof just one building roofed with NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLES and then compare it

with the cheap, common kind done in wood, slate, paper or tar.
And then figure on this—that they're cheaper than wood, cheaper than anything when you figure all the saving points

involved— insurance, protection, etc.
NEW CENTURY SHINGLES are handsomeembosseddesign, the lock is simple, easy, perfect.
Don't fail to get the book, No. 25, we send you free, and post up on the roofing question, comparativecosts, estimates,

designs,etc. Address,

CHATTANOOGA ROOFING & FOUNDRY CO., Chattanooga, Tenn.

AND

PERHAPS YOU HAVE A
GREENHOUSE PROBLEM
onyour hands—thenwhydon'tyougoto greenhouse
peopleand let themsolveit for you? It's thisway:
Plantsdemandcertainthings—ycur housemustmer-t
thesedemands—yet still be attractiveand not too
expensive.
—That's our business,and we know,we knowour
business.
HITCHINGS and COMPANY
Greenhouse Deaignern and Builders

Manufacturersof
Heating andVentilatingApparatus

1170 BROADWAY, - NEW YORK

1—1AND

When It Comes To
Hand Power Elevators

Use

The Eaton & Prince
H"H|HEY are safe, economical, and

B=8l easy to operate. Are the

kind you seek and do not

always find. Specify our elevators

in your contracts and please your

customers. You'll be interested in

our booklet No. 50 on Safety Gates,

Doors, etc. It will give you valua
ble information and is sent free

for the asking.

Eaton a. Prince (ompany
CHIGACO

A BOOK FOR I.VKRV 1HECHAMC

The Workshop Companion.
A Collectionof Usefuland ReliableRecipes,Rules, Processes,Methods,
Wrinkles and Practical Hints, for the Householdand the Shop.

By JOHN PHIN.
12mo,neatlyboundin cloth. PRICE, 50CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, New York.

«* J

m

I

NOW WHEN YOU
OPERATE SASH

with a chain or cable,
the thing is always a
nuisance, either dang
ling in the way, kink
ing up or wearing out.
With our hand wheel
way of doing things you
can shift one or one
hundred sash from any
where at any time.

Sendfor Catalogue, XVEdition

LORD & BURNHAM CO.
1133 Broadway, Cor. 26th St.

NEW YORK
BostonBranch: 10Trfmont Building
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NOVELTIES
An Automatic Sash Holder.
A sash holder of special interest to
architects and builders, and designed
to automatically hold in any position
required both upper and lower win
dow sash without the use of sash
cords, weights or pulleys, Is being in
troduced to the trade by the Auto
matic Sash Holder Company, 277
Broadway, New York City. An Idea
of Its general appearance and its ap
plication may be gained from an in
spection of Figs. 1 and 2 of the en
gravings. The device is the result of

Novelties.—Automatic Sash Holder.—Fig.
1.—General Yieic.

the necessities of portable house con
struction, where large window frames
with weight pockets were impossible
and superfluous material was discard
ed, the above company being practi
cally Identical with the Ducker Com
pany, at the same address, which
manufactures portable houses of all
kinds. The principle of this holder
has been thoroughly tried out for sev
eral years in portable house construc
tion, and now, greatly improved in
every detail to satisfy more exacting
conditions, is offered for permanent
structures. The body of the holder
requires only nn easily made mortise
in the stile of sash, about 3% x %
x 1 5-16 in., all of which can be done
with a %-in. auger bit and chisel, mor
tises for new work being machine
mortised at the mill. When in posi
tion the wheel runs up and down on
the jamb of window frame and the
holder is absolutely out of sight. The
two portions of the frame are formed
by special machinery from 5-64-iu.
sheet steel. A binding or holding fric
tion pressure is obtained by means of
two electro galvanized piano wire
steel springs, which are 9-10 in. In
diameter and held securely in place by
large bosses stamped top and bottom
In both plates. The wheel pinions. It
will be seen, revolve in two elongated
or oval holes with a play of about
3-32 in., so that as the sash is raised
the wheel revolves, but when lifting
ceases the wheel axles move upward
In the slot, and the ratchets engage
with each side of the upper plate suf
ficiently to hold the sash at any de
sired point. The company emphasizes
some of the following advantages,
viz. : that hardwaremen and others
can buy them in sets of four, so as
to retail profitably for less than the
cost of weights, cords and pulleys ;
that while equally suitable for old or

new construction, in the latter case
there can be a great saving, both in
material and freight, as well as bulk
by having window frames made with
out weight pockets ; that owing to
constant side pressure, windows, re
gardless of swellings or shrinkings
wil always fit snugly and thus not
rattle. For the average window a
holder on each side of each sash up
to 20 pounds will answer every pur
pose, they being especially suitable
for residences in town or country,
apartment houses, factories, cottages
or any of the innumerable structures
requiring windows. The holders, it
may be said, have been successfully
used on sash as heavy as 35 pounds
each, the only objection to using them
on very heavy sash being the greater
strength needed to raise and lower
the sash. For sash weighing 8 pounds
each or less one holder on a sash Is
sufficient, thereby reducing the cost
one-half, and for sash heavier than
the average four holders could be used
on each sash instead of two, if neces
sary.

American Automatic Knife Grinding
Jlach Ine.

We present in Fig. 3 of the illustra
tions a general view of what is known
as the American automatic self-feed
knife grinder, which. It is claimed
will accurately grind any kind of a
knife or bar that can be placed on
a flat surface. The knife bar is so
shaped that the grinding may be per
formed either toward or from the
edge of the knife, the latter being set
at any desired angle by means of a
screw adjustment. The frame carry
ing the knife bar is pivoted to the
carriage, so that the bar may be
swung away from the wheel to pro
vide easy access to the knives when
changing. The feed is entirely auto
matic and the reciprocating move
ment of the knife carriage is governed
by stops, so that any length of knife
up to the capacity of the machine may
be ground. The claim is made that
the movement of the wheel to the

Fi!l. 2.—Holder in Position, icilh Fart of
i>7ifeCut Away.

knife can be regulated to grind from
1-3000 in. to 1-1000 in. to each back
and forth movement of the knife car
riage. The movement of the wheel
carriage when set is automatically
controlled, and the wheel will cease
grinding at any point desired. The
frame of the machine is of pedestal
form carrying two planed ways on
which the carriage slides. Four sizes

of the machine are made by the Amer
ican Wood Working Machinerv Com
pany, 136 Liberty street, New York
City.

Exceldlor Wire Wall TIck.
Among the candidates for popular
favor In the way of a wall tie for
bonding face brick, terra cotta, hollow
walls, &c., is the Excelsior, made of
wire and introduced to the trade by
the Church Appliance Mfg. Company,
La Salle. 111. The claim Is made that
it is unnecessary to clip the brick if
the Excelsior tie is used for banding
walls. The tie is made of a heavy
strand of galvanized steel wire, so
constructed as to form a " truss."
which makes It capable of withstand
ing a greater strain than would other
wise be the case. Its construction is
also such as to permit It to expand
and contract without tearing itself

1Cj£S(«rt*,

Ftp. 3.—AmericanAutomatic Knife Grind
ing Machine.

loose. The tie is light, yet strong, and
has proportionately a large bearing
surface on the mortar. For veneering
purposes the tie is said to have met
with great favor on account of ease
of application and rigidness. In an
other part of this issue the company
calls attention to the merits of these
wall ties, and will send to any arch
itect or builder interested a neat lit
tle folder relating to them.

Sanitary Flooring and Fireproof
Bulletins 'I ai ei );■I*.

A neat little pamphlet which is be
ing sent out by the Sedgwick-Flower
Company, with home office at 1135
Broadway, New York City, contains
much interesting information relative
to the Ideal monolith building mate
rial, which is used for sanitary fire
proof floors, stairs, wainscoting, bases,
&c, and for the laying of tile floors
on wooden construction without the
use of concrete. The statement is
made that Ideal monolith consists of
a dry and a liquid preparation which
when combined will harden and form
a mass that can be made as hard as
stone or as elastic and pliable as hard
wood. The most important field for
the application of this material is
said to be for flooring purposes. When
put down in plastic shape it makes
a continuous jointless floor surface,
and when continued around the walls
n the shape of a baseboard to a bight
of 6 in. it makes a floor surface that
is claimed to be sanitary, dustless and
absolutely fireproof. The floor sur
face can be treated when finished the
same as hardwood floors, and large
surfaces can be laid off in squares by
using colored material for borders.
The entire mass of the floor surface,
it is pointed out, can be furnished col
ored to match woodwork or other
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trim so as to harmonize with local
surroundings. The company manufac
tures a stair tread In which the tread
and risers are made in one piece and
have a cove corner for cleanliness.
The ends rest on the stringers and
the tread of one step rests on the
riser of the next below to which It
Is firmly cemented. They are made
with or without reinforcement. The
Ideal monolith wainscoting is fur
nished in the form of slabs of any
size, thickness or shape. The slabs
are secured to the wall either by
screws or by being cemented with the
samematerial. Attention Is called to
the advantages of this wainscoting

Vovcltiea.—The New Oliver Viae.—Fig. 4.
— GeneralView.

with which to remodel kitchens and
bathrooms in old buildings, and the
point is made that It Is especially
adapted for toilets, as acids do not
materially affect it.

The New Oliver Vise No. 56.
The accompanying cuts represent a
vise and modifications of it put on the
market by the Oliver Machinery Com
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich. The vise
has an adjustable front Jaw and Is
made In different sizes. It is de
signed for the use of wood workers,
including carpenters, cabinet makers,
pattern makers, &c. Among the im
portant features of the vise the fol
lowing are mentioned : The casting
for the main frame Is substantial to
insure rigidity ; it is provided with
1-ln. cold rolled steel guide rods ; a
malleable screw 4 in. long and 1% in.
in diameter, with a square thread
operating through a 2-in. nut that
completely encircles it, allowing, when
desired, a 2-in. screw adjustment; the
vise closes with a rapid action ; the
adjustable front jaw raised 1 in.
above the bench top is full length of
the back jaw, this arrangement being
referred to as not indenting wood as
small 1-in. dogs will, and that with
this style of jaw a tail vise is not
needed. Also that the vise will clamp
taper, straight or circular work when
used in conjunction with side clamp
ing plate and dogs. The vise is shown

Fig. 5.—Vise in Position on Bench.

in Fig. 4 with the front jaw raised
to full hight and it also gives a general
view of the vise. The vise in position
on a bench is illustrated in Fig. 5,
with maple faced jaws and a side
clamping plate and dog. The vise can
be furnished without a back jaw if
preferred by those who desire to use
the side of the bench as a back jaw.
The vise as located on the under side
of the bench is illustrated In Fig. 6
and It gives a correct view of the
working parts. The vise is guaranteed
by the manufacturer against breakage
or appreciable wear for five years.

Heavy Barn, Warehouse and Plre
Door Hanger.

The main frame of the hanger
shown in Fig. 7 is made of one piece of
heavy plate steel and is long enough to
give a good bearing on the door. The
wheels are extra heavy, semisteel
castings, carefully centered and
bored, and are provided with hard
steel roller bearings and washers to
make them antifriction on any length
of run. The guard Is adjustable to
any width of track and is to prevent
the hanger from jumping the track.
The hanger is made by the Griffin
Mfg. Company, Erie, Pa., and Is de
signed especially for use with the
Erie King track made by the com
pany, but also can be used with the
common hinge hanger track. The
hanger is furnished in hard, black
baking enamel finish and is packed
one-half dozen pairs in a case. An
end view is shown in Fig. 8.

DlsMton saw*.
" Disston Saws " are the words
which appear upon the cover of an
attractive pamphlet which Is being
distributed among the trade by Henry
Disston & Sons, proprietors of the
Keystone Saw Works, Philadelphia,
Pa. As the title indicates, the
subject matter is saws of various
kinds of the cross-cut variety. Some
of these are intended for use by one
man, but most of them require two
men to operate. The saws which are
designed particularly for felling tim
ber have narrow blades, and the claim
is made that they can be used to good
advantage with a minimum amount
of set without kerf-binding. Several

Fiy. 6.— "WorkingParts of Vise.

pages are devoted to Pacific Coast
cross-cut and felling saws, which have
been brought out to meet the require
ments of that section of the country
where trees grow to enormous size
and where the peculiarities of the
fiber of the different woods and the
method employed in logging call for
a special grade of saws. Among the
closing pages of the pamphlet atten
tion is given to cross-cut saw tools,
to cross-cut saw handles and to Diss
ton files, which are made of strictly
first-class crucible steel. Accompany
ing the pamphlet is a four-page folder
relating to cross-cut saws, and espe
cially to those appropriate for use In
connection with logging operations
where the timber grows to an enor
mous size.

ICdwards Jlelal Tellings and Side-
Walls.

In an attractively printed catalogue
which has just been issued by the Ed
wards Mfg. Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, are a number of Illustrations
showing artistically modeled metal
ceiling and side wall designs which
are adapted to meet varying require
ments. The company has just erected
new factories, installed new machin
ery, and the employees are experi
enced mechanics, enabling the manu
facturer to turn out a line of plates
that cannot fail to command atten
tion. The early pages are given over
to suggestions about ordering goods,
terms and directions for applying
metal ceilings and side walls. The
designs which are presented embrace
the Gothic, Romanesque, Rococo,

Greek, Colonial and miscellaneous.
In the case of the ceiling designs the
engravings are for the most part of
page size, measuring 7 in. in hight by
!Hj in. in length, thus indicating the
detail to good advantage. In connec
tion with the handsome illustrations
are numbers for use in ordering, di
mensions and prices, all of which will

Heavy Barn and Fire Door Hanger.—Fig.
7.—Side View.

be found convenient for reference. In
presenting these goods to the trade
the company calls attention to the
fact that the use of steel for celling
and side wall decoration " is more
healthful than plaster ; does away
with dampness in buildings Incident
to the use of plaster ; takes a low
rate of insurance ; is easily applied ;
improves the acoustic properties of a
room, and by the artistic arrangement
of panels and moldings, offers possi
bilities of treatment hitherto unat-

Fig. 8.—End View.

rained." The company also issues a
132-page catalogue of everything in
the way of sheet metal building ma
terial, a copy of which will be for
warded to any architect or builder
sufficiently interested to make- appli
cation.
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Kawieer Store Front Construction.
In presenting the new form of Kaw-
neer store front construction the man
ufacturer states that in its use all ex
posed wood parts in window construc
tion are obviated and no putty, felt,

BRA55

Xorefftes.— The KaicneerStore Front Con
struction.—Fiij. 0.—The Corner Bar.

cork or rubber Is needed. The ex
posed part of the construction is of
solid copper, oxidized copper or nick
eled. This window glass setting can
be used on brick, stone or iron sills.
In connection with the base all-metal
corner posts, transom and division
bars are provided, which are equipped
with a brass spring pliable enough to
hold the glass tight at all times and
doing away with the use of putty,
cork, felt, &c. Drainage is furnished
in the spring brass gutter, which is
less than % in. wide and through
which also ventilation is secured. The
spring brass gutter adjusts itself to
any variation in the thickness of the
glass. Provision is made for attach
ing electric lights to the back of the
bars without any additional tube for
concealing the wiring. The entire
construction is adapted to any kind
of front, whether old or new. The
corner bars and base can be used to
gether, or either can be used with any
other bar or base on the market. Fig.
9 shows the corner bar, Fig. 10 the
division bar and Fig. 11 the frame
and base. This form of store front
construction has been devised and Is
being placed on the market by the

doors, interior finish, mantels, grills,
hardwood flooring, stairwork, porch-
work, &c. The material shown in the
catalogue Is manufactured in the com
pany's large and well equipped fac
tory which it is operating in the city.
The opening pages carry directions
for ordering goods, so that contract
ing builders at a distance can secure
shipments direct. In connection with
the illustrations is more or less de
scriptive matter, together with num
bers to be used in ordering, prices,
dimensions and other particulars like
ly to prove of value to the architect
and builder. The prices given are net
and subject to no further discount.
The entire make-up of the catalogue
is well calculated to meet the require
ments of those among whom it is in
tended to circulate.

Parquet Floors and Borders.
The extent to which attention Is
being given at the present day to
hardwood floors in connection with
the interior finish of modern dwell
ings and other buildings renders of

foot for borders and per square foot
for flooring. Another little pamphlet
sets forth the merits of parquet-lac
for treating hardwood floors.

Flexlte.
The Standard Paint Company, 100
William street, New York, is giving
special attention to what it calls" Flexite," a metal preservative paint
It is designed for covering all kinds of
iron, steel and metal work, and is fur
nished In five colors. The priming
coat is a cream color ; then comeblack,
red, olive and green. It is a linseed
oil paint, double boiled, and the col
ors are full of life and are said to re
tain their brilliancy for three years,
regardless of atmospheric condition.
Specimen sheets of steel have been
subjected to very severe tests. Some
were subjected to the action of strong
sulphuric acid fumes, some to sul
phurous acid fumes and others to car-
lK>ndioxide, which, we are told, had
no effect on the paint, which was also
true regarding exposure to hydrogen
sulphite fumes. The specimens were
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Fig. 11.—The Frame and Brine.

Fig. 10.—The Dirision Bar.

Kawneer Mfg. Company, Kansas City,
Mo.

Catalogue of '1:1 1work and Build
er»' material.

We have received from the Schal-
ler-Hoerr Company, 413 to 426 Blue
Island avenue, Chicago, 111.,a copy of
a 200-page catalogue which has just
been Issued illustrating and describ
ing a great variety of millwork and
builders' material, such as sash:

more than usual Interest a handsome
catalogue which reaches us from the
Interior Hardwood Company. Indian
apolis, Ind. The publication is en
titled " Parquet Floors and Borders,"
and is made up of a series of illustra
tions in colors showing as nearly as
it is possible for printer's Ink to rep
resent effects in wood, some of the
many designs of floors and borders
which the company can turn out. The
parquetry floors consist of strips and
blocks of hardwood fastened together
it edges and on the backs, in slabs of
■onvenientsize for laying. They are
nade a solid part of the floor by be-
ng nailed to the under floor and are
then finished with wax or parquet-lac,
so as to highten the natural beauty
of the wood. The collection of de
signs contained within the covers of
the work under review is intended to
show proper combinations of floor
fields with appropriate borders, but
the company states that a copy of its
regular " Book of Designs," showing
other patterns will be sent on request.
A valuable feature in connection with
the designs of floors and borders illus
trated is that they are presented to
a scale, thus enabling the architect
and builder to ascertain exactly the
sizes of the various component parts.
Accompanying the catalogue is a
pamphlet of pocket size relating to
the same goods and giving in connec
tion therewith the prices »v>rlinear

also submerged in 5 per cent, solu
tions of sulphuric acid, hydrochloric
acid and nitric acid, respectively, for
12 hours, the only noticeable effect
after each test being a slight darken
ing of the color. Other tests referred
to by the company were suspension
in ice water for an hour and then im
mediate immersion in boiling water,
neither of which tests caused the
paint to crack, although the films
were somewhat softened and colors
slightly dulled. When subjected to
stack temperature (600 to 700 degrees
F.) some tendency to blister was no
ticed, together with a slight darken
ing of color, but without other 111ef
fects. This paint is especially recom
mended for structural iron, metal
bridges, street cars, car trucks, train
sheds, marine works, metal roofs, iron
fences, steel smoke stacks, boiler
fronts, ornamental iron work and sim
ilar surfaces.

Ideal Concrete Block machine*.

We have received from the Ideal
Concrete Machinery Company, South
Bend, Ind., a copy of a very attrac
tive publication Illustrating by means
of well executed half-tone engravings
some of the many buildings construct
ed of concrete blocks made In the ma
chines turned out by this concern.
The Illustrations for the most part
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represent attractive residences in dif
ferent parts of the country, but there
are also small flats, churches, facto
ries, stores, school buildings, power
houses, poultry plants, &c, &c. In
connectlou with each engraving are
brief descriptive particulars, and the
entire make-up of the publication is
such as to render it an attractive ad
dition to the architect's and builder's
collection of trade literature.

The Victor Folding Miter Box.
The miter box shown in Fig. 12 con
tains a number of new features, im-

Xoveltiet.—The Victor Folding Miter Box.
Fig. 12.—General View of the Tool.

portant among which Is that it may
befolded flat, and this, coupled with its
light weight and small size, renders
it easy to carry in the carpenter's kit
boxor packed in his chest. The miter
box has a wide range of work. Any
lengthor width of either a back saw
or panel saw can be used, and there
canbe cut with the box single, double
or triple angles at one setting and at
one operation. With a 26-in. saw a
board 20 in. wide, a square, or a 17-
in. wide miter can be cut. When in
nse-the miter box Is attached by
meansof four screws to a bench or
beam,or mounted over a vise. The
woodenpart of the device is built by
the carpenter and is screwed to the
bench. In Fig. 13 the miter box is
representedas folded. Among its va
rious cuts are moldings of all kinds,
shelf and finish boards of any width,
compound angles on jack rafters,
doubleand triple angles on stair bal
usters, as in Fig. 14 ; stair risers,
eavetroughs, dovetails, &e. In fram
ing It is used when attached to a
beam In a manner that admits of
dropping long rafters down through
the floor timbers until the end to be
worked is In the position to be sawed.
The arm carrying the saw is above the
work, and consequently there is noth-

Fig. 18.— Victor iliter Box Folded.

tagwith which the teeth can come in
contact excepting the work. The
graduated Index is also above the
work, making it easy of adjustment
for any of the regular miters or In
tersectioncuts. For quick adjustment
to commonmiters a latch is provided
whichsprings Into the required notch
in the graduated index plate, shown
In Fig. 13, and a thumb screw riding
to the slot of the index plate permits
of adjustment to any angle between
the regular miters, regulation miters

being provided for by the latch
notches. The saw guides can be
raised to suit the hlght of the work,
and by placing the saw guides at dif
ferent bights and using an auxiliary
guide on the bench a triple angle may
be cut. A triple angle, it is pointed
out, is a rare requirement and indi
cates the wide range of the imple
ment. In addition to the saw guides
being adjustable vertically for cutting
to any established depth they are also
adjustable horizontally for the differ
ent lengths of saws. The miter box is
being put on the market by J. C. Mc-
Carty & Co., 10 Warren street, New
York City.

Tests Concerning the Kahn Trntted
Bar.

We have just received from the
Trussed Concrete Steel Company, De
troit, Mich., a copy of an attractively
printed publication of 160 pages en
titled "Tests and Other Facts Con
cerning the Kahn Trussed Bar," man
ufactured by the concern in question.
The little work is profusely illustrat
ed with half-tone engravings prepared
from photographs of reinforced con
crete work, In connection with which
the Kahn trussed bar has been used,
while the descriptive particulars cov
er some of the more Important feat
ures. Among the early pages rein
forced concrete is described and the
difference between Kahn trussed bar
and other methods of reinforcement
pointed out. The claim is made that
the bar in question insures the max
imum efficiency with the minimum of
materials, with the natural result
that from the builders' and owners'
standpoint " It is the most economical
method of reinforcement." The tests
which are presented relate to the ef
ficiency and economy of the form of
reinforcement in question, and the va
rious tests which have been made In
different localities are Illustrated and
the data in connection therewith pre
sented in shape to be readily under
stood and appreciated by architects
and builders generally. Among other
interesting information presented is a
description of the Kahn system of re
inforced concrete. The closing pages
of the publication are given up to the
names and location of some of the
buildings in which the Kahn system
of reinforced concrete has been re
cently installed. In connection with
each building Is given the name of the
architect and the type of floors used.

New Band Bip Saw No. 180.
A machine which is claimed to em
body every modern improvement in
band saw construction and to stand
the wear and tear of continuous serv
ice is the new band rip saw which
we illustrate in Fig. 15 of the engrav
ings. The distance between the saw
and the fence is 24 in. and 12 in. un-.
der the guide. The feed rolls are
placed close together, enabling short
pieces to be fed sueeessfuly. The saw
guides have sectional hardwood
blocks arranged to permit of taking
up the slightest wear. The machine
is built along the same lines as the
makers' No. 1 machine, which is well
and favorably known, but in addition
to the superior features of the older
tool it offers many striking improve
ments which give it a maximum of
efficiency. The straining device has
forward, backward and side adjust
ment, and the claim Is made that the
lightest blades may be run at the
highest speed without danger to saw
or operator. The saving In time and
kerf is said to be very large. The
machine here shown and known as
No. 180 has just been introduced to

the trade by the J. A. Fay & Egan
Company, 221 to 241 West Front
street, Cincinnati, Ohio, who will send
free a circular giving full details, to
gether with illustrations showing
both sides of the machine.

New Plant of Wlnslow Brothers
Company.

A tour of Inspection of the new
plant of the WInslow Brothers Com
pany, manufacturer of architectural
Iron and bronze, West Houston street.

Fig. 14.—Doubleand Triple Angles Cut by
Victor iliter Box.

Chicago, was recently made by up
wards of 100 manufacturers, archi
tects and builders. This plant Is one
of the largest and most complete In
its line in the country, and the gen
eral arrangement reflects great credit
upon the designers. Work on its
erection was begun last spring, the
removal from the old plant on Carroll
avenue commenced in the summer and
the new plant was In complete oper
ation early In the fall. All of the
buildings are of heavy mill construc
tion and well lighted throughout,
special attention having been given to
this feature on account of the nature
of the material manufactured. The
plant comprises seven buildings, as
follows : No. 1, fitting shop, 181 x 181
feet ; a gallery encircles this entire
building, where the smaller work is
fitted. No. 2, building 86 x 181 feet,
in which are situated the blacksmith

Fig. 10.—Xew Band Rip Saw Xo. 180.

shop, storeroom, shipping department
and platform and lacquering room.
No. 3, ofHce building, 8~Y2by 141 feet,
two stories in bight, the lower floor of
which is given over entirely to the
executive and sales offices and the
drafting room, while the pattern
storage department is located on the
second floor. No. 4, pattern shop, two
stories high, 63V6 x 141 feet. No. 5,
building devoted to the plating and
polishing departments, containing a
sand blast and Bower-Barff furnace.
No. 6, foundry, 141 x 240 feet. No. 7,
engine and boiler room, 50 x 91% feet.
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Trade Notes.
Canton, Ohio, Is the subject of a
considerablenumberof excellenthalf-tone
engravings In a bookletor souvenirwhich
has beenissuedby the Canton Art Metal
Company, Canton, Ohio. To those who
are making collectionsof albumsdescript
ive of the features of different cities the

Iiresent
publicationwill be found lnterest-

ng. Among the many Illustrations are a
few characteristic views of the works of
the companydispersedamong the set of
city views. These Indicatehowmetalceil
ings are formed, what is involved In a
cornice and skylight making business
wherework Is doneon a large scale, and
how sheetmetal furniture Is put together.
The Canton Art Metal Companywas for
merly the Canton Steel Roofing Company,
which, as will be remembered,Is a manu
facturer of conductor pipe, gutters, cor
nice, celling and metal furniture. A copy
of the booklet will be sent to any archi
tect or builder Interested.
The Decobatobs' Supply Company,
formerly located at 217 South Clinton
street, Chicago, 111.,has recently taken
possessionof Its new plant at Archer ave
nue and Leo street, where its officesare
now located. Our readerswill recall that
this concern makes a handsomeline of
compositioncapitals for Interior and ex
terior use, Interior plastic relief work and
interior and exterior composition orna
ments,as well as fine grill work.
Among the more recent orders taken
for Its levels by the Bostrom-BradyMfg.
Company,53% West Alabama street, At
lanta, Ga., is onefrom the Isthmian Canal
Commissionto be usedIn connectionwith
its work on the PanamaCanal.
FlBEPBOOFHOLLOWMETAL WINDOWS
glazedwith wired glass, are Illustrated in
a folder received from the Blersach &
Nledermeyer Company, 216-220 Fifth
street, Milwaukee, Wis. These windows
are designed to conform with the rules
and regulationsof the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and are madeof gal
vanized Iron Nos. 22 and 24 gauge,or of
20-ouncecopper. Pictures show various
forms In which they are made,and Include
a view of a window which withstood a
severe fire test. Among some notable
buildings illustrated in which the metal
windows are used may be mentioneda
building of the monumental design of
architecture, in which ornamentalcopper
windows were furnished, and the building
of the local street railroad power plant,
which building has some automatic piv
oted and hinged windows.
" A Concise Histoby of the Lead
Pencil Making " is the subject of a
speechdeliveredIn May before the mem
bers of the " Boost Club" by John A.
Walker, vice-presidentand general mana
ger of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, Jersey City, N. J. The remarksare
sent out in the form of an eight-page
pamphlet and will be found especially in
teresting to all having occasionto use a
lead pencil, as there are probablyfew to
day who fully understand the various
processesthrough which a pencil passes
from the wood In the tree to the complet
ed article. The companyis also distribut
ing a little pamphletentitled " Unions for
SteamPipes," beingan Illustrated descrip
tion of the several varieties of unions,
with valuable suggestions concerning
them,by W. H. Wakeman,an expertsteam
engineerand author of well-known books
on steamengineering. The pamphletis a
reprint from Dixon's houseorgan, Graphs
ite, and the companywill be glad to send
a copyfree of chargeto any one interested
in steampipes.
Those who have occasion to make
use of hand power elevatorsare likely to
be interested In the announcementpre
sentedin anotherpart of this Issueby the
Eaton & Prince Company, Chicago, 111.
This concernmakesa line of elevatorsof
the character Indicated, which are re
ferred to as safe, economicaland easy to
operate. In the central lift type all parts
are Interchangeableand the construction
is such as to give satisfaction to those
using It. Some interesting information
will be found In bookletNo. 50 relating to
safety gates, doors, &c, a copy of which
will be sent free to any addresson appli
cation.
An idea of the extent to which the
telephoneis at presentbeing used In the
metropolismay be gatheredfrom the fact
that In the latter part of June about200
menemployedby the New York Telephone
Company,15 Dey street, New York City,
beganthe work of deliveringthe newsum
mer telephonebooksand collectingthe old
ones. The new directory contains the
names of over a quarter of a million of
New York's most progressive business
housesand Individuals, and 365,000copies
of the book are being distributed. The
book requires about four weeks to com
plete and means the handling of about
800 tons of paper, since the old books
are taken away when th; new ones are

left. Originally the telephonebook was
used only for the purposeof looking up
telephonenumbers,but at the presenttime
the list of telephonesutscrlbers In New
York City Is so completethat the tele
phone directory has becomean excellent
generaldirectory of New York and vicin
ity, and Is highly accurate,since it is re
vised and a new Issue distributed every
four months. In June of the currentyear
tbe total increasein the useof telephones
In New York City was 3591, as against
a gain of 2217 in June of last year.
The contract for the fireproof win
dows for the 22-story officebuildings now
beingerectedby the Union National Bank
at Fourth avenueand Wood street, Pitts
burgh,Pa., hasbeenawardedby theBuild
ing Committeeto the S. Keigbley Metal
Celling & Mfg. Company, of that city.
This contract calls for about 500 Phoenix
fireproofwindowsmadeexclusivelyby the
companynamed,and was awarded,we are
advised,entirely on themerits of thewin
dow, prices being a secondary considera
tion. The Phoenix window has been In
stalled in someof the larger officebuild
ings throughoutthe country, and although
on the marketonly about a year has been
steadily gaining In popularity on account
of lis adjustable pulley stile permitting
the window to be easily operatedat all
times,and also becauseof Its many other
advantages.
The fibe pbotection advantages
attending the use of metal In building
construction were demonstratedin the
Kohl Building at San Francisco. As al
ready pointed out, this was one of the
buildings in which the officeswerenot en
tirely burned out. The building was not
only equippedwith metal window frames,
but the Berger Mfg. Company, Canton,
Ohio, furnished steel furring and studding
for the Interior partitions, which were
found to be largely Instrumental In pre
venting the extensionof the fire In the
building and in saving t ie equipmentin
many of the offices.
We have received from the Stephen
son Mfg. Company, South Bend, Ind., a
copy of " Catalogue D," Illustrating the
leading lines of turned work which It Is
prepared to furnish. Outline drawings
are presented of pointed and spiral
grooved dowel pins, table pins, turnedmoldings and automatic lathe turnings.
All the patterns are shown full size and
in connectionwith each is a number to

of numbers. The name of the concern,
which fills the entire first page of thecover, is composedof letters made of
turned work, while the last page of the
cover carries a bird's-eyeview of the company's extensiveplant.
The Amebican School of Corre
spondence, Chicago, HI., calls attention
In its pageadvertisementthis month to a
newwork for carpentersand builders. It
is pointedout that It is somethingentirely
new—-not a revision—and that It will be
found Invaluable to draftsmenand archi
tects as well as carpentersand contract
ors who desireto learn how to proportion
columns,cornices,gables,balustradesand
other details In the various styles ofarchitecture, such as Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, &c. The work consistsof one large
volumeof text, 442pages,7 x 10 In., sub
stantially boundIn half red moroccoleath
er and a handsomeportfolio of 58 working
plates, 11 x 15 In., carefully drawn to
scale and printed on heavy plate paper
convenientfor reference. The work also
contains a comprehensive glossary of
architectural terms, together with thepronunciation and definition. The books
are compiled from the best Instructionpapers of the school, and In order to acquaint the readersof CarpentryandBuilding of the value of the Instruction in
architecturepursuedby the schoolin ques

tion It will for a limited time reducethe

§rlce
and sendthe bookson special terms,

etalls of which will be found in the ad
vertisement.
The June Issue of the Advocate,
publishedby the Cortrlght Metal Roofing
Company,Philadelphia, Pa., contains the
usual amountof interestingcommentrela
tive to the good qualities of Cortrlght
metalshinglesand of roofs which are cov
ered by them. In addition to the tech
nical information contained Is more or
less light reading of a humorous charac
ter and likely to commandthe attentionofmanyeventhoughnot specially Interested
in the subject of roofing.

We have received from the W. C.
Toles Company,Irving Park, Chicago,IIL,
an attractive 30-pagecatalogue of rapid
acting vises for woodworkers and mannal
training benches,which are specialties
with the concernnamed. Various styles
of the vises are presented,togetherwithdescriptive particulars and testimonial
letters from someof thosewho haveprac
tically demonstratedthe merits of the de
vices. Many of the illustrations are half
tone engravings representing views In
manual training schools,while the matter
consideredIn Its entirety Is arrangedwitha view to meeting the requirementsof
thoseInterestedin goodsof the character
named.

The mebits of the Osborne blind
and transom adjuster are strikingly setforth In a daintily printed pamphlet sentout by the OsborneBlind Adjuster Com-
Sany, 56 Harrison avenue, Springfield,lass. The blind adjuster consists of asmall wire chain, the extremesof which
extendon tbe Inside of the building andwhich operatesa sprocketon the outside,
to which Is attacheda worm operating agear connectedto an arm extending theentire width of tbe blind. Br drawing onone end of the chain the blind can beopenedto any desireddistance,while the
reversechain 1bdrawn for closing. The
mechanicalparts are fastenedto the outside casing and securely protected by
metal coverings so that they are waterproof. The claim Is madethat the blindsare easily operated,and that there Is nonecessity of raising windows or screens.TI-h11noil ' —- -

tically the same as the blind adjuster,
with a few minor alterations. It can beattached conveniently to either edge ofthe door casingand Is automaticallylockedthe momentthe chain ceasesto be drawn.
The Senotjb Mfg. Company, Chi
cago, III., and Montreal, Canada, Is dis
tributing a four-pagefolder setting forththe merits of what is known as Senonr'sFil-Krack, for filling cracks,crevices,open
Joints, holes, slivered or broken places
and other defects In wooden floors or inany kind of woodwork. The material Isput up separatelyin powderand In liquidforms, the latter to be usedwith the former in making a paste for filling thecracks. The claim is made that it willstand the heat and cold without shrinkingfrom the surrounding surface, and can bepainted,varnished,waxed,scraped or polished the sameas the wood. Directionsfor using the material are given on thefolder, togetherwith prices and the sizesof tbe packagesIn which It Is supplied.
The capital stock of the Hollow
ConcreteBlock & Construction Company,
Edwardsvlllc. 111.,has been Increased to$25,000 and tbe name changed to theMorrlss Lumber & Construction Company.An officebuilding Is beingerectedon Nineteenth and E streets, concreteblocks being usedfor the work. The officersof thenew companyare : President, A. W. Mor-riss : vice-presidentand general manager.
It. A. Morriss, and secretary, A. S. Mor-
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THEY CANNOT OPEN
AT TBE JOINTS.

Columnsaregluedup underenormous
pressureandthenthestaplesaredriven
In asshownin Illustrationby01

machinery.

FREE OFFER °n of Postal^———— saying where you saw
this Adv. we will sendyou postagepaid a Sample
Section of this Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint

This is our
New Ware House

50 x 50 feet, three floors.

Capacity, 7000 columns.

All orders for columns
in stock sizes shipped
same day as received.

Put them where you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they
POSITIVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.

Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, aiich.
DON'T TAKE SUBSTITUTES.

Patented in
United States and
Canada.

WITHGET IN TOUCH

"THE MANTEL FOLKS"

IF

YOU

GOOD DESIGNS

RIGHT PRICES
PROMPT SHIPMENTS

WANT PERFECT SATISFACTION

If you have never done business with
us, we want you to write us TO-DAY con
cerning present or future mantel needs and
we shall be pleased to send you our catalogue
with best prices, FREIGHT PREPAID TO
YOUR STATION. Send us a trial order
and see what our goods are like. YOU'LL
NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.

If we can save you money,
You want to know it, don't you ?

<fae A. W. Burritt Co.. 400 Rnowlton St.,
"The Mantel FolKs," Bridgeport, Conn.
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
PostsHeadBlocks,RopeandTwistBalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakandBirch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost 1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 15c.in *t:iim>Î

Waddell Mfg\ C£T
CornerTaylor andColdbrookSts., •

QRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.0575.

Metal Covered Wood Mouldings
of

EVERY DESCRIPTION

Our factory is equipped with every Facility (or rapid production. (Material and workmanship
is unequalled. ^Special designs upon application]

Made in

GERMAN SILVER/IBRASS, COPPER, GOLD, BRONZE, STEEL AND OXIDIZED COPPER

CHICAGO METAL COVERING CO.
69-71 No. Green Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for Catalogue No. 8

Special Net Prices
on

Artistic Grilles,
In the white not filled and
varnished S. H.. 1072^.

8ft. 0 in. x 14in. $2.40
8ft. 6 in. x 14Id. 2.80
4ft. 0 in. x 10in. 3.80
4ft. 6 in. x 16in. 3.60

5ft. 0 in. x 16in. $4.00
5ft. 6 in. x 16in. 4.40
6ft. 0 in. x 16in. 4.80
6ft. 6 In. x 16in. 5.25

If wanted filled and varnished add 15% to above prices.

Send for our 200 page catalogue showing a large assortment

of MILLW0RK for immediate delivery.

Schaller-Hoerr Co.
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

id
sz
O

2,
5

o
L.
©

THOflAS MORTON,
169 Elm Street, New York.

Copper Cable, Champion Metal,

Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, eto.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

The Carpenter's Guide
By A. F. BARKER

A Manual of Terms Used in

Architecture, Carpentry
and Building.

A handybookof termsand concisedef
initions arrangedin alphabeticalorder-
includesreferenceto the featuresof the
variousarchitecturalstyles.:

)pages FlexibleClothCoTer

75 Cants, Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
1
hkw torT"
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Lane Barn Door Hangers
Give best satisfaction. We are the originators
and largest makers of U-shape hangers.

"LANE'S STANDARD"
is*;S5!ee! PARLOR DOOR HANGER
Thr mostpopularhanpcrto-day—becauseit is all steel and ^ub-
stmtiollfandwellbuiltoncorrectmechanicalprinciples.

IT GIVES SATISFACTION.-
SoldbyHardwareTrade. Sendfor circularsto

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-45SProspectSt., - - POUQHKEEPSIE. N. Y

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

Window and Door Stop.

"BIG 4
FLEW DOOR HUNGER.

^3 m*s£ m
Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.
Mm, fei-v-fC

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING. ILL.

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving

Co..

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

The only perfectly satl*
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredto desiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuilda houseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thosestrips.
Writeforprices.
MANUFACTUREDBT

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton,la.

THE LARGEST LOCK JOINT COLUMN

EVER BUILT.

4.0/^" in diameter, 33-10 in. long

One of four furnished by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTM ANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., V. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

Also
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,TO.
A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cal.

SUNCTAOTTTREBSOF
MM.I.'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMN* FOK PEHWOI.A8. POUCHES OUINTERIOB
USE. BeadforCatalogueD19.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS
Tile and Mosaics

The Handy

Rule Gauge

It clamps on any standard two-foot
rule, and can be adjusted or removed

in an instant.

A great convenience to carpenters,
and has many uses.

Sold by the hardware trade.

Price, 15c.

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,

5 Jones Street, Rochester, N.Y.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'

or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor, HlckoxBide. CLEVELAND. O.

Try "Best" Spring Tempered Steel Edge

Groovers and Center Groovers

■msmsm

So.2Q-to 12Inches.83.MO.i— Keiallvalue,*:.«>
NoVaO—4SxUInches,withCuriam
Polo.84.30. Ketallvalue,W.U).
| <>lher§from1250on. Largest
Assortment.DivisionScreensand
specialGrillestoorder.
Writeforcatalogof —
Orjscntl10centsto parpostageononrArtMantelCatalog.
W.U. OSTENDOKV.

for everywhere.
Walls,Floors,etc.

buysthissolidoakMantel.80In.high.
St or fin Incheswide.28x 1ftMirror.
HeavycolumnsandelaboratecapltalB.

Tile facingandb--artuwith PlatedFrameand
CluoHouseGrate,$10.extra.

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willlastasloneasthehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It ea»lerthanordinaryflouring.
Getonrprices.

Hollers.BronzeEdge
GrooversandCenter
Groovers.Spring
TemperedSteel
EdgeGroovers
and Center
Groovers,Iron
Tampers,etc.

TheMost
Satisfac
tory Ce-

r men t
SidewalkTools
in theWorldWritefor

Catalogand
PriceList
The Woodhouse Mdw. Mfg.
2620So. 13thSt., St. Louis. Mo.

Co.

Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates.TilesforfloorsandbathsSlateLautidryTuh^s.Grn^setc. It Is
tree,

send10cent,to oarnosUzeonoarArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812 to 8'2O0.
29'23 N. Broatl St., Philadelphia. Pn.

ForestCity8it& ToolCo.. Rockfora.III.. U.S.* |

ManufacturersofWoodBoringBits,HollowMortisingClilsels.CommonMortisingChiselsandTools
SendforCATALOG"G" Sendfor
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RICHARDS
DOOR HANGERS
are the best.
for sliding doors ofMade

sizes and weights
Popular with
builders.
Sold by dealers.

all

architects and

No.185Ball-BearlngSwivel Door Hangerforfold
ingdoors. Vertical Adjustment.

The Richards Mfg\ Co., Aurora, 111
New YorR Office. IOI Reade St.

Send for Catalogue of Door Bangers, Fire Door Flxturea, Convevin* Systems.

Selecting Good

Hardware
Builders'Hardware1ssubjectedto

moreconstantwearthananyotberthing
thatentersInto the constructionof a
building.ToooftenIt isselectedbecause
of lowpriceandpresentappearancewith
outregardtorealquality.Theto-morrow
of thehouseyoubuildwillspeakofyour
judgmentasto-dayIt speaksofyourskill.
Secondgradehardwaresoonshowsthe
wearby looseneddoor knobs, worn
finishes,hard-workinglocksandbroken
parts.

Yale Towne Locks
And Builders' Hardware
areknowntheworldoverfortheirwear-
ablcness,theirsecurityandtheirbeauty.
Theyhavea reputationamongthetrade
of beingbettermade,andmadefrom
bettermaterial.
Any of these300designs canbe

orderedthroughyourhardwaredealer.
Writeforahandsomecardportfolio

whichshowsa dozenof our popular
designsinornamentalhardware.

THE YALE ® TOWNE
Manufacturing Company
9 MURRAY ST. NEW YORK

J^XJ

SPECIAL OFFER TO CARPENTERS
BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF HOMES
Ives PatentWindow Ventilating Lock, a Safefluardfor Ventilating Rooms,Pure Air, UoodHealth andRestAssured.
To introduce this article, Four Ventilating Locks
in genuine Bronze, Brass or Antique Copper Fin
ish will be mailed to any addressprepaid for One
Dollar. Will include a forty pageHardware Cat-,
alogue and Working Model to Carpenters who
wish the agencyto canvassfor its sale. Address

THE H. B. IVES CO. SET.. SM"2:

Full-length window screens keep out all
the flies and protect the windows. Screens
attached with

GOSSETT'S
Detachable Suspension

HINGES
are easily put up or removed—no tools or
ladder necessary. Write for free sample pair.
Price per Doz. pairs $1.20 (Express paid),
Sold by Hardware and Lumber Dealers.

Manufactured by

F. D. KEES MFQ. CO. Beatrice, Nebr.

LATEST DESIGNS IN

Builders' Hardware
Our new Catalogue sent Free to Contractors
and Material Men upon request.

REHM HARDWARE COMPANY
354 Blue Island Ave, Chicago

MITRE BOX
Made. Fntlr.ly Qp &TEEL.

No More Breaking.
MostdesirableBoxonthemar
ket, beingway aheadin quality
andimprovements.

Send for Folder.

GOODELL MFG. CO.
GREENFIELD MASS.
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THE FORBES FURNACE

Burns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums —Entirely Cast Iron
— Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,

Will Wear for Years

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTIN6 IN THE FORBES FURNACE]

SEND FOR CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS

Tubular Heating & Ventilating [iCo.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

The Carpenter and Builder who insists that the

local dealer furnish heating apparatus marked

made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,"
will never be in hot water himself. This' F"
series HOT WATER HEATER invariably gives

satisfaction.
TJTICA, it. T.

New York. Boston. Chicago.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

H
I!

BEHBHL FURHflCE

has stood the crucial tests im
posed upon It In various places
and always came out the
victor.
The best evidence of Its

superiority Is that imitators
are trying to sell their wares
on the merits of the BENGAL,

saying It is "just as good."
There are none " Just as

good."
Pull particulars on appli

cation.

THE FLOYI-WELtS CO., ■ Boyersford, Pa., U.S.A.

$49
LEADER
Steel Furnace

THIS
>o.45LeanerSteelFurnacewillheat
uniformlya 7 or 8 roomhouse,a good

»izedstore,a school,or smallcburcb.It li
durable,strong,compact.Hasfcteelbodywith
galvanizedIroncasing.Workseasilywith
coke,hardorsoftcoalorwood.HasbrickAre
box. It costsf49,freightpaid,eastofOmaha.
WefurulsbalsoplanBof yourhousek>youyours*If cansetupthefurnacewithItspipes
registers,"iioke pipe,etc. Hundredsof
peoplehavedoneII—youcan. "Writeforour
newillUBtraiedinstructionbookonfurnaces,"ModernFurnaceHratins." It's free. It's
valuable.Do it now.

HESS WARMING &

VENTILATING CO..
709TacomuBuilding,

CHICAGO, • ILLINOIS

50¥o >SXSJEI>
OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

$m i *

$

1

*

$ $

$
$ $

$

! $$

HADEINSTOCKQIANTmES.S01DATSTOCKPRICES,CARRIEDBlSUMS

THEFOSTER-MUNGERfO.
AMERICASGREATESTSASH 6

,

DOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, USA-

WRITEFORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448 A

Whenyoubuy

ECCENTRIC CLAMPS
specify

COLT'S
Thereis a difference—let us tell you

Ask for catalogueNo.129.

BATAVIA CLAMP CO.,
23CenterStreet, BATAVIA, N. Y-

WORTHLEY'S
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 each.

Uare
welcometo a copyof our

VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD GAUGE IKON 8T1LL WORKS

58 Kim St., Boston, Mans.
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MANY TIMES
we are asked if we have small pamphlets or circulars covering
some particular line of Tools or Hardware which we can send in

place of a large and expensive catalogue. For this reason we
issue the following catalogues, each complete in itself :

TOOXjS
No. 1959 Glue and Varnish Brushes. ! No. 1968
"
i960 Imported French Band

Saws. 1 " 1969"
1961 Work Benches.

"
1962 Hand Screws, Clamps, etc.

"
1970

"
1963 Mitre Boxes, Trimmers, etc.

"
1964 Files and Rasps.

"
1971

"
1965 Saws.

"
1972

*'
1966 Planes.

"
1973

"
1967 Tool Chests.

"
1974

Adjustable Circular Saw
Vise.
Goodell " All Steel " Mitre
Box.
Roe's Patent Angle Steel
Pocket Tape.
Yankee Tools.
Universal Square.
Wood Carver's Tools.
Automatic Mitre Clamp.

No. 1975 Sliding Door Rail and
Sheaves.

"
1976 Storm Sash Hangers and

Fasteners.
"
1977 Stamped Stationary Drawer

Pulls.
"
1978 Blount Door Checks.

"
1979 Corbin Door Checks.

"
1980 Bardsley Door Checks.

"
1981 Bommer Spring Hinges.

"
1982 Glass Knobs.

Copies may be had by application,' but above numbers must

be specified.

HAHHACHER, SCHLEHHER & CO.,
ECA-rRDW-A-ZRE, TOOLS .A. 1STTO SUPPLIES

NEW YORK, SINCE 1848.
4th Avenue and 13th Street. (Block South of Union Square.)

TOWER'S C^HwAlMIPI^^N^ SCREW DRIVERS
FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.r
Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

A VOID Imitations of CHAMPION'* ScrewDrivers. NoneOenulne
without the name "CHAMPION "

which is our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

TOWER LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

tiForstner" Brace = Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

1

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor-Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Him instead
of its centre ; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious than chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of

" Car
p entry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

Manufactured by

J5hQ Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write us direct. Supplied In Sets. Write for Gatalo&ue.
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SASH CHAIN

CABLE CHAIN

The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturers of " Qiant Metal " Sash Chains-
" "Red Metal" •'

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains-
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

HARGRAVE'S WOOD DRILLS ARE BEST
Madeof thebestmaterial,forgedandnotmilled. Especiallyadapted
tobardwood,andwUlnot beinjuredby comingIn contactwltb a nail or
screw,and havinga longerpoint, cuts muchfaster thana metal drill.
Boresa smoothhole in anydi
rection; will not split thewood
nor turn asidefrom the grain
or knots. Speedand feedare
entirely uuder the control of
theoperator.

The
Mark of
Quality HAR GRAVE

TY,

N.
Specify thesegoods
to yourdealer.

TAKE NO OTHER.
Sendsix centsfor cat.No.200.
THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO.,
Norwood, CINCINNATI, O. J

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS "anrured The BAKER McMILLEN CO.AKRON, OHIO.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

PRACTICAL USES OF THE
STEEL SQUARE. Vol. I.
2-42 Pages. 177 Illustra
tions. Cloth Bound. $ 1.00.

PRACTICAL USES OF THE
STEEL SQUARE. Vol. II.
230 Pages. 160 Illustra
tions. Cloth Bound. $1.00.
Every carpenter ■needs to

acquaint himself with the remark
able and varied results obtained
by the use of the steel square.
These two volumes furnish a very
full treatment on the application
of the instrument.

THE UPTODATE HARDWOOD
FINISHER.
209 Pages. 117 Illustra
tions. Cloth Bound. $1.00.

Gives rules and methods for
working hardwoods, the tools
required and their care, choosing
hardwoods for various purposes,
veneering, the use of glues, &c.
Treats on filling, staining, varnish
ing, polishing, gilding, enameling
and finishing all kinds of wood
work. In fact, all processes involv
ed in wood finishing are clearly
explained.

David Williams Company
Publishers and Booksellers

14-16 Park Place,
New York.

HERE'S SOMETHING
that every housewife appreciateson sight, it's to
swing the floor barrel undertheshelf or in thecup.
board. To dip flour, simply swing thebarrel out.

THE PERFECTION
BARREL SWING

adjusted to any barrel in a moment, simplest
methodof fitting up the pantry cupboard,a handy

fixture for a hardware"or-grocery^store.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM, OR SEND TO FS. 1

The Leavitt Machine Co., Orange. Mass.

Wilt JVot *Bend.
Hardened and Tempered.

SO In. and 36 In. long.

DEMAND one with
our name on it, and
Have the BEST.

KRAEUTER $ CO.
NEWARK. N. J.
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THE GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionXi Iron SmoothPlane. UnionA35WoousmoothPlane.

Supply that demand,and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they are the Planes they

want. They are rigid and solid, easy of adjustment, but a Plane that will " stay set" when adjusted.

===== A FIRST-CLASS PLANE =======
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, together with the solid Frog,

a Plane thatWILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line of Planes, Scrapers, etc, etc.

It will interest you.

Union Manufacturing Co.,

UnionNo.X5 Iron Jack Plane.

BRITAIN,CONN.,U.S.A.

108ChambersBt„NewYork. UnionNo.X36WoodJackPlane.

WHAT BUILDEBSHAVE BEEN LOOKING FOK

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AdabsolutelyreliablelevellDgInstrumentfor Architects,Builders,carpenter?,anaStoneMasons.Canbe
usedfor any kind of foundationwork and tcet-tlDganRles,IssimpleIn Itsconstruction,easilyunderstood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Is madeofHrasti,oxidized,andhas-a silveredcircleof degrees.
HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor such
work. Price. IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedKodandTarget,$2500."Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.EveryInstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'G CO.,
53)4 West Alabama Street,

Atlanta. Qa.

BOSTROM-BRADYMFG.CO..
ATLANTA

Gentlemani
InreplytoyoursofMay

ST.PAUL&TACOMALUMBL-RCO.
OA,

,Wash.
June14,1906.

.withrequestforexpressionofopinionastotheserviceabilityofyourLevel,webegto
incorporate*herewithreportofourAssistantSuperintendent,whichspeaksforitself;

" RelativetotheBostromImprovedBuilders'Level,oneofwhichwaspurchasedinDecember,190-5.I wishtostatethatwehavesavedthepriceofthisInstrumentseveraltimesover.1donotseehowanylargemanufacturing
concernwhichisconstantlydoingconstructionorrepairworkcangetaloofwithoutaninstrumentofthissort.The
instrumentissosimplethattheaveragemechanicreadilylearnstouseit,therebyaddinggreatlytoitsfieldofservice.
Inadditionthereto,theworkis donemuchmoreaccuratelythanis possiblewiththeordinarymethodusedby
mechanics,thatis,levelingwitha handlevel.1donothesitatetoheartilyrecommendtheinstrumenttoanyone
carryingonworkofthisnature."

Yourstruly,
E. G.GRIGGS,sndVicePresident.

HIQHT'S UNION
COMBINATION
SQUARE

With all the Combinations Available
at the Same Time

Ihe angle obtained with its use is one that will give a rise
of 6 in. in 12 in. or theangle for bottom of rafter for % pitch. Any
desired number of degreescan be obtained instantly. The notch in
id of protractor enables its use as a gaugefor getting in corners, set
ting hinges, bevelling edges, etc. The best tool of its kind on the
market. Handsomely nickeled.

If your dealer does not have them send Si. 00 to

A. W. HIQHT.Sta. C, Toledo,0., or W. B. Colp, Ballard, Wash.

For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.
MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.

Of all Dealer., or Catalogue on Request.

SSL-SK- DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.

NOW READ V

BUILDING CON

STRUCTION AND

SUPERINTENDENCE

Part III— Trussed Roofs
and Roof Trasses,

SECTION I.
Over 300 Illustrations.

THE CHAPTERS.

Types of wooden trusses and the
mechanical principles involved.

Types of steel trusses.

Lay-out of trussed roofs— Bracing
of roofs and trusses.

Open timber roofs and church
roofs.

Vaulted and domed ceilings, oc
tagonal and domed roofs.

Roof construction for coliseums,
armories, train sheds exposi
tion buildings, etc.

Computing the truss loads.

Stress diagrams for vertical loads:

(a) symmetrically loaded ; (b)
uusymmetrically loaded.

One Large 8vo Vol., Cloth.

Price, $3.10 prepaid.

David Williams Company
14-16 Park Place, New York
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The Carpentry
and Building
Series of Designs
Comprises four books,
each complete in itself
and sold separately.
Every Volume has two
hundred or more pages,
elegantly printed and
bound in heavy paper with
tasteful cover designs.
The titles and range
of cost:

No. 1
COTTAGE DESIGNS
WITH CONSTRUCT-
IVE DETAILS, 600
to 1,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 2
LOW COST HOUSES
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 750
to 2,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 3
MODERN DWELLINGS
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 2,000
to 5,000 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 4
SUBURBAN HOMES
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 3.000
to 10,000 Dollars.

Price, $1.00.

The contents include
full-page half-tone views,
floor plans and construct
ive details of selected
examples of suburban
homes such as are being
built at the present time.
These books afford a
most pleasing variety of
designs and will prove
suggestive and useful to
architects, builders and
contractors, as well as to
all who have an interest
in the idea of home build
ing.

$1.00 each, Postpaid

David Williams
C o m p a n y
PUBLISHERS
14-16 Park Place
NEW YORK

We Don't Mean to Boast
And Really

We Don't Have To.
Below is a sort of condensation of many unsolicited

opinions from almost every country on earth :

" The most
complete work

on Woodwork
ing Machinery,

Tools and Sup

plies ever pub

lished."

"A recog
nized authority

on Metal Work

ing Tools, Ma

chinery and
Supplies."

Send 25 cents for either of these books to

The CHAS. A. STRELINGER CO.,
Publishers of the Catalogues and Suppliers of the
best of everything in Tools, Machinery and Supplies.

BoxB. DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

SOMETHING NEW

Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination
try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired
position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the
pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., "TEE

THE FOX SQUARE AND MITER IMPROVED

Canbeadjustedfrom5to8ins.
A wholesetof Squaresla one.

This tool with sliding and
detachable blades is the best
and most complete Square
and Miter on the market.

FOR SALE BY ALL HARDWARE DEALERS.

SEND FOB FOLDER.

P. L. FOX, MTr,
432 William Street BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED i860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. 2e£g*a Shards™ Bros. NEWARK, N. J.

WHEN HENRY DISSTON WAS ASKED THE QUESTION: "WHAT DO YOU PUT IN YOUR SAWS?"
HE REPLIED: " GOOD STEEL AND HONEST WORK."

UPON THIS FOUNDATION IS BUILT
DISSTON QUALITY.

" If you want a taw It is bestto getonewith a nameon It that hasa reputation. A man who
has madea reputationfor his goodsknows its valueas well asIts costandwill maintain It."

ESTABLISHED
1840

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ATI/IVC HIGH GRADE CAWCA I MHo SILVER STEEL OAWO
Do more work and do it
easier than any other.

Because they're made right — by men that know how—

Our name on every blade. Ask your Dealer for an

Atkins.

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.,
Home Office and Factory, - - - Indianapolis

Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis,Min
neapolis, New OrleansyNewYork
City, Portland, Seattle, San Fran
cisco,Toronto.

Miller's Hand Mortiser
PRICE 9 12.00. $4.00with order, balanceafter30 days'trial.
Its Work is to Make Openings in Doors for Mortise Locks.

The time is Three Minutes. The Material is Hard, Soft,

Cross Grained and End Wood. fa^BsaVaa^salsal^^H

The job is Clean, True and Parallel with Sides of Door.
I—

The Labor is Performed with slight exertion. The care is practically

none, as the tool does not get out of order. The adjustment is done

in a moment's time for the different sizes. The l utters arefive
in num

ber, and cover locks from i 2 to i i-8 inches thick. Thin Doors are handled

as easily as Thick Doors.

Riverside,Cal. A. MILLER MFG. CO. Cincinnati,0.

House Hints
FOR THOSE WHO BUILD, BUY,
IMPROVE OR RENT.

Sets forth manythingsfor your care
ful consideration, beginning with the
choice of site andtaking up construc
tional features, house fittings and
furnishing.
Secondedition, enlarged. A pamph
let of 55 pages. Size 6x9 inches.
FIFTY CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16Park Place, New York.
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new
I Countersink and Depth Oauge.

CLAP-BOARD
MARKER.
■randbettertbanany
on1hemarket.'

Bendtorcirculars,oraakroarHardwareDealerfor them.

OTIS A. SMITH, RocRfall, Conn.

"THROUGH FRISCO'S FURNACE"
A Souvenir Book of Views Showing; High Buildings In San Francisco

which had their Steel Work Preserved from Rust with
DIXON'S SILICA-GRAPHITE PAINTs WRITE FOR FREE COPY No. B—32.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, U. S. A.

W.R. OSTRANDER& CO., 22 DeyStreet, New York City.
nanufacturersof

Speaking Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools.
No. ii.— RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

No 15—RATCHET, with finger turn on blade.

No. 30.—SPIRAL RATCHET, right anp left hand and rigid.

The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but •"Yankee' ' Tools are better. " Yankee" ' Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

'
\

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN. CONN.. V. S. A.

A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

WOOPrVOHnERS
TOOLS

Wehave
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomely printed on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any addresson receipt of

10cents postage.

WH. P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL headquarters

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work-
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Manufactured krf

MALLORY MFG.CO.,
i'lcmlogioo,N.J.

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT
Flashandsurfaceforwoodandbrickbonding.Easy
to pnton,stronganddurable.Warranted. Also
combinationawningbinges.Withthesehingesblindswill,not slamor blowoff. Tbeyaretheonlyhinges
adaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astbeyrequireno
otherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,
codtractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedthemseveral
fears.
Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents,

ryourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY,

Manufacturers,
No. 1 AseonetStreet* Worcewier. lUaaa.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and io inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,Hass.,U.S.A.

1^ Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit

for
SavesTime
the draughtsman.

andisagreataid to the
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorT

Squaregivesaccurateangles. You getmeasure
mentsdirect from the board. Hasa drawerfor
instruments,and canbecarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot. Circularsfre«.

J. & 6. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., PHIa., Pa.
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Giving descriptionof bookson Architec
ture,Handing,Engineeringandalliedsub
jects. Sampleor " Architects& Builders
Magazine" sentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $1.00a year.
ForeignSubscriptions,tS.OOa year.

WM. T. COMSTOCK,Pub.,23WarrenStreet,N.Y.

TO LIGHT STORES
UseFrink's sectionalglassclusterreflectors.
Theyaremadeto lastand to reflect all the
light there Is. The most practical fixture
madefor storelighting.

I. P.'. PRINK. 551 Pearl St.. New York.

A 7i HAND SAW |

.So

U x. z
-) 9)

DRYING
STOVES

2 Sizes

Send for Price

THE S. H. BOWES CO.
40-46UnionStreet,BOSTON

STANDARD FOR

30 TEARS
Thia

namestam
pedonevery

threefeet1baguar
anteeihatyouareRet

tingthebeatsaabcordthat
canbemade.

SILVER LAKE CO.,
Boston,Maaa

FOFF goo page
m JrTJLL CATALOG
Over20.000laborsaving,moneysavingarticlestor theshop,homeor farm,fully illustrated,drsenrjed
andpricedinourNEW 600PAGE CATALOGUE No.90. AlsoalargervarietyofMECUANICS' TOOLS
of all kindsat LOWER PRICKS thanheretoforeshownInanycatalogueeverpublished.

WHY NOT BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES?
Nomechanicshouldbewithoutthisvaluablebook,
-dayandit will besentvouFREE OF CHARGE
Sendforour new PREMIUM LIST, containingtoousefulandvaluablearticlesgivenaway,
wonderfulofferevermade. SEND FOR IT TO DAY.
FREIGHT RATES ARE LOWER FROM NEW YORK THAN ELSEWHERE. BUT IN NEW YORK

If youhavenot receivedour catalogue,writeu»
Most

Dealers in Reliable
14 Chatham Square,

Since 1816.
New York City

OLDEST MA IL ORDER
HOUSE IN AMERICA
Hints Free
Urbana, N. Y., July io, '06.

Taintor Manufacturing Co.,
Gentlemen :
I am getting to be an old man
and have used all kinds of Saw Sets
in the last 30 years, and I can't re
commend Taintor's too strongly.
I regard it to day the best tool on
the market. I wish every carpenter
in the country had a copy of your
Hints on the Care of Saws and one
of your Positive Sets. There can
be no better made.
Very truly yours.
(Signed) Joseph Strong.

P. S.— I will recommend it to any
mechanic.

Tainfor SawSet told by the trade.
For a copyof HINTS write to

TAINTOR MFC. CO.,
113 Chamber* St.. N*w York.

*»k «g MILLERS FALLS CO.'S
BIT BRACES

SeriesNos.SO
14
M
IS
a»
10

HERE.

MONARCH
Sash Chain
IS THE BEST.

Samplesfree. Mentionthispaper.

The Bridgeport Chain Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

Ulstingalabedbyourtrade-mark,
—- theColoredSpot.
Outwearsanyotherdevicefor hangingwindow*.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, Boston, Miss.

Thereare nootherbracesmadewhichmatch
themInmeritandbeautyof finish.

Ourfnameappearsonall genuinegoods. Look
for It before you buy. If your dealerdoesnot
keepMillersFails Bracesthenwriteto us.

Millers Falls Company
28 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

'

BARGAINS
Wehavemadebymistakethreesizesof short

lessthan<AugerBits,whichweofferatmuchlass1
Thesehavethe patentedconcavetwist and i
high grade tools tn every respect. The entire
lengthIs6v»",lengthof twist3 . Will sendyou
oneormore,postageprepaid:—o-18",twelvecents
instamps;?IB",fourteencents;9-16"sixteencents.

FORD AUGER BIT CO.
Holyoke, Man.

ft
AJRVINGTON
UlNDS
1 AND SCREtHS

,I\JRUHGT0H>[1

L. S. Starrett says:

"If you find any tools

better than ffiftffjff buy them,"
Send for treeCatalogue No. 17P of the largest line of fine tools made.

The L. S. Starrett Company,
Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
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WITH WHICH IS IHeORPORfiTED

Vol. XXVIII. No. 9. New York, September, 1906. 'Fen Cents a Copy.
One Dollar a Year.

ReadingMatterContents, - - • Page316
IndextoAdvertisements,■ - - " 2

BLACK DIAMOND!
FILE WORKS. !
Eat.18H3. Inc. 1805.

Twelve Medals
OF AWA11DAT

Internationa] Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
AT ATLANTA, 18»5.

Copyof Cataloguewill besentfreeto any
■Interestedfileuseruponapplication.

G. & H. BARNETT GOMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Boxopen.Coverswungunderneath.

PIKE'S
Cover Fast Oilstone Box
J Tbeidealmountingforanoilstone.Thecoverisneverloitorintheway. Thestone-Isevercleanandmolnt.
Thetoolsareeversharp,nevernicked.lMci1,mounted
'lib Pike'sRosyBedorLilyWhiteWachltaoranIn
^titxL tun
PIKE MFO. CO., PIKE, N.H.

for SharpeningStones

The Scientific

Deadener.

The Warmest

Sheathing.

SENDFOR SAMPLE AND CIRCULARS.
SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,141Milk Street,Boston,Mass.

Cabot's Shingle Stains. Brick Preservative. ConservoWood Preservative.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You havemissed the best thing made for the hangingof doors.
They are noiseless, neverhave to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E., VKSSXSiSZ*.*.

SSMBESX
ARE PREFERRED BY SKILLED MECHANICS.

USE THEM AND SEE WHY—SEE LAST PAUE OF COVER.
CATALOGUE NO. 17P SENT ON REQUEST.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

Carpetings of the Past

andhardwoodcoveringsofthepresentandfuture
areto ni.Rhtycontrast,coolanilpleasanttothe
eyesduringthelonghotdaysof summer.The
costof theadditionalcomfortIs slight.Write
forcoloredlioorplatesandprices.

XheInterior /^ardvvood r
ti

ftowrAciuRtRs Indianapolis, fan

BOMMER SPRING HINGES
ARE QUALITY GOODS

Arrow Brand Asphalt Ready Roofing
Water-ProofFire Retardent.

ALREADYSURTACEDWITH GRAVEL.
Madefrombent
Asphalt. Will
outlast Coal

I TarRoofsmany
years.

ASPHALT READY ROOFING CO.,
131WaterSt., NewYork.

Durable

Neat

Efficient

Reliable

The

Springs

Never

Qo Lame

Spring Hinges lead the strenuous life in builders' Hardware; no other article in the
entire line enduressuch wear and tear; therefore don't err in judgment, use Bommer.
Spring Hinges, they stand up to their work. Don't accept substitutes.

Your HARDWARESAN Can Supply Them. :SXKK
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ChattanoogaRoofingft Fdry.
Co.
Drouve,G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KannebergRoofing ft Ceillai
Co.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
Wilis Mfg.Co.
Speaking Tubes
Ostrander.W. R. ft Co.Spring Hinges
BonnnerBroa.
Su.uares
Fox.P. L.
NichollaMfg.Go.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackman.F. A.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural Iron and Slea
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural Slnte
Johnson,E. J. Co.Tanks, Steel
O. K. HsrrySteelWork*
Telephones
NewYork TelephoneCo.Tiling
Ostendorf.W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walters Sons.W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammacher,Schlemmer4Cs
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit ft Too'Co.GageToolCo.
Hammacher.Sclileinmer* CSJennings,C. S. Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
ProgressiveMfg. Co.
Beedft AuerbacherCo.Smith,OtisA.
StanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Starrett.L. S., Co.Strelinger.C. A., Co.
Towerft LyonCo.
Walter'sSons.Wm. P.
Wilkinson.A. J., ft Co.Tnrned. Molded
Carved Work
WsddellMfg.Co.Ventilating Attach
ment
Drouve.G,. Co.
Ventilators
Burt Mfg.Co
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammacher,SchlemmerftOf
Wagon Jacks
BataviaClampCo.
Wall Ties, Wire
C.A. Mtg.Co.
Weather Strips
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Oj
King Mfg.Co.
Weather Vanes
Broad Gauge Iron Stall
Works.
Window Apparntus
Drouve,G. Co.
Window and Door
Stops
King Mfg.Co.Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust-
eraIves,HobartB.. ft Co.Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Windows. FireproofMullins,W. H. Cs.
Wire Wall Ties
C.A.Mfg.Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarrlsj
Co.
Wood Mnntels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumber ft Bos
Co.
Wood Working Machinery
American Wood Working
Mach'yCo.
Barnes,W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange
Cordesman.Meyerft Co.
Cordearaan-RectinCo.Fay. J. A. ft EganCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.
Marston.J. M. & Co,
ParksBall Bearing
eryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Machinery, Second
. HandLongIslandMachineryCo.
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FACTS AND FIGURES
A Simple Problem in
Arithmetic

A SOLUTION WHICH IS OF IN
TEREST TO YOU

The Old Way
One man will scrape, by hand, about two squares, or

two hundred square feet of flooring, in eight hours.

The wage scale for this is from 40 cents to S5 cents per

hour, or from $3.20 to $4.40 for 200 square feet, which

is $1.60 to $2.20 per square.

The "Little Giant
Floor Scraper

y y

FOR OAK 1
MAPLE
BIRCH
BEECH

YELLOW PINE
PARQUET

Floors

Scrapes every
inch of

floor, into cor
ners and a'ong
baseboard

The New Way
One man with a

" LITTLE GIANT " FLOOR
SCRAPER will scrape eight squires, or 800 square
feet of flooring, in eight hours, which at the wage scale

of from 40 cents to 55 cents per hour, would be 40 cents

to ss cents per square.

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN A FEW DAYS .

SAVING
A saving is therefore made of from $1.20 to $1.65 per square.
On 5,000 square feet (50 squares), the saving will be from $60.00 to $82.50,

which at the lowest wage scale, practically pays for the machine.
We furnish one dozen knives with each machine, and they will scrape

30,000 square feet of flooring.
New knives cost $6.00 per dozen.

SOLD UNDER OUR GUARANTEE TO DO BETTER,
FASTER AND CHEAPER WORK THAN

ANY OTHER METHOD

Price Complete
F. O. B. Chicago or New York $65 .00

MANUFACTURED BY THE

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
General Offices and Works :

153-159 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
New York Office : 1010 FLAT IRON BUILDING CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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FOOT, HAND AND POWER

WOOD-WORKING IMJDT
For Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers

and Other Wood-Workers.

victor" scroll saw. "Diamond" Built for Hard Work, Accurate Work and Long Service.
Mortlser.

•Rex" Moulder.

ONE MAN with one of these

machines will do the work of

four to six men using hand

tools; will do it easier, will do

it better.

WE GUARANTEE each ma

chine to be thoroughly practical

and accurate. Machines sent

on trial, and if not found en

tirely satisfactory may be re

turned at our expense.

No.5 " Union" CombinationSelf-FeedRipandCroi«-CutSaw.

Enterprising mechanics are quick to see the su

perior merits of our machines. It will pay you to

investigate these advantages.

SEND FOR CATALOG "A.

Ko 8 " Un'on" PowerSaw.

The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Co.
209WaterStr et, SentcaFa'ls,N. Y., U. S. A. No.6 " Union" CombinationSaw.

Barnes Foot and HandPower Machinery
For

CARPENTERS and

BUILDERS.
Our New Hand and Foot Power

Circular Saw No. 4, the strongest,

most powerful, and in everyway the

bestmachineof its kind ever made

ripping, cross cutting and for

grooving, ganlng, dadoing and rab

beting. Solid iron »able planed

perfectly true.
We make nine other machinesfo.

Wood Workers.

The Only Complete Line of

Such Machines made.

Strong,
Practical,
Durable.

sp5*^ Catalogue Free on Application.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES Gf

71Mi St.,

EocKfonl,|
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Universal tOood Worker

BoringnndRoutings de.

£VERY CARPENTER andBUILDER should
havethis machinebecauseit will do a

varietyof work quickerand better than it
canbedoneby handand takesthe placeof
severaltools. It planesoutofwind,surfaces,
rabbets,joints, bevels, gains, champers,
plows,makes glue joints, squaresupbed
posts,tablelegs,etc..raisespanels,rips,cross
cuts,tenons,bores,routs,etc.,etc.

Askfor circulargivingcompletedetails.

221-241 W. Front *t.
Cirvcirvrv.ati,Ohio, U.S. A

The Worldj Standard /or Woodworking Machinery.

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Center part of top is made of iron accu
ratelyplaned, with grooves on each side of
sawfor gauges to slide in.
Steel shafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gearsare all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine. -

Weight complete, 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J. M.MARSTON & CO., 201 Ruggles St., Boston, Mass.

SECOND-HAND WOOD
WORKING MACHINERY

Matcher*24In.
JPonyPlaners16,20,U Id.

WoodsMoulder12In.
lierlin Moulder15In.
Itosers Moulder8Id.
VarietyMachines,DoubleaodSingle,Jointers,Swing
Saws,BoilingTopsawTables,GasandGasolineEn-
glnes,BandBaws,Routers,Sanders,CircularSaws,
Jig Saws.
A1 CONDITION.PROMPTDELIVERY.

All Kinds of MachineryPurchasedfor Cash.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.
15 Washington Avo., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturedhy
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
t A . CINCINNATI, OHIO.

MARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A
S TEEL STAMP.

61 PROSPECT ST. )(
E4K>D1OK !'l!H K.|,bT>i).;

■y's>*ateniAdjustableSteelDropAwmnifB.
Yarn's ['ndi*r(froundCorru*aied
GalvanizedSif^iCUienanndTanki
KooHdkof all kinds,Fencing,etc.
Sendforcatalogue,prices,etc.

O.K.HarrySteel orks,2341PapinSt.,St.Louis,Mo.
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AMERICAN "PERFECTION" HAND JOINTER
Over 3000 in use. Works 8", 12", i6n, 20", 24", 30" and 36" wide.

AMERICAN
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY

COMPANY
NEW ORLEANS CHICAGO NEW YORK

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

Don't fail to visit our exhibit when in Chicago.
Machinery of all descriptions for your inspection.

UP to 'date machinerv
For the Progressive Carpenter

Write for pricesonrebuilt
MACHINERY

IMPROVEDHANDPLANER AND JOINTER
Tablesover7feetlongandhavesteelHpo.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbiteand
otherIrregularknives.
CylinderhasthreeBearings,oneofwblcbIsout
sideofpulley.

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE, 13-15
No. Canal St..

CHICAGO. ILL.

The Kidder's Pocket Book
Features of the new 14th edition of Kidder's Architects'

and Builders' Pocket Book, are 1656 pages of fine thin

paper with gilt edges and rounded corners and an

elegant flexible binding. Price, Five Dollars, Prepaid.

For an idea of the contents send for our 16 page circular.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,
14-16 Park Place, New York.

FOLDING BUILDING BRACKET
<p»tent*>

OneDozenCarriedUnderConcordBuggySeat

n 3boled
ctannelIron
acrossstudding
ouInsidebuilding
toboldBracket.Hi
thesamefoldedInto
.Bracket.Changedfor
differentwidthFtudding
In oneminute.A Is coach
screwusedwherecannotborethrouirh,as reahlngllng,etc
Thousandssold. All buyersana
userssatisfied.BestFoldingBuild
ingBracketeverInvented.Forprice,particulars,etc..writeA. H-Danforth,Monaon,Mass.
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Solid Fac s
Concerning

"INNOVATION" PLANER MATCHER and MOULDER

A positivefeedmediumwHgbt,convenienttool! Insuringa perfectly
finishedproduct.Requireslittleroomandpower.
Cylindermadeofcrucibleiteel,for two belts; all rollsdriven;•■■I- offeedandabindertoInstantlystopandstartsame.

tWnppeed
A SPKCIAL FEED MECHANISMMADE OV STEEL FHICTIOV
LESS ItOLLEK LINK CHAIN' InsuresDriiABILlTY and SIMPLICITY, besidesELIMINATING MANY GEA1WAND STUDS.
SpringandCrownMouldscanbemadeInoneoperation,afeatpossible
withnuttewIf anysimilarmachines.
Planesupto«6In.wideandBIn.thick. Matchesupto 14In. wideand
2In.thick.
P<Messesmanyothervaluablefeaturespeculiarto itself. Ask for fullparticulars.

Jh Cordesman=Rechtin Company
Butler St., CINCINNATI, OHIODept. "B"

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

► Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu=

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit. 4
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
Theyarelowin pricebecausetheyare
inbigdemandandwe haveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our complet"line of BA.XDSAWS, SAW
TaBLKS andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, JSJSSSSSu.

Bestof AU, Fig. SOSiind Fix. 203.

The Shimer Cutter Head
For Flooring,Celling,Siding, Ship Lap, Jointing, DoubleCelling, Doors, Sashes,

Blinds,Etc. SpecialToils forSpecialService.
Shouldappealto everyuserof a matching;,mouldingor tenoningmachinebecauseit does
moreandbetterworkth in anyothersand requiresless lahor and expenseto beepit in order.
We makeit of everysizeandstyleto fit any machineand send on trial thirty claysto
responsiblelumbermen.
Sendfor onrCatalogueand Pattern Book. It givesillustrationsandcompletedescription
ofa numberof thesetoolB,someof whichwill heof advantageto you.

SAMUEL J. SHIMER a SONS, MILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

He Never Had

YOUR Chance
In this man'sday therewaslittle
chancefor thechapwhostartedout
in life as a workmanwith no special
education. He was foredoomedto
work for small wagesuntil finally
disqualifiedby old age. With YOU
it is different. If youarenotgetting
aheadas fast as you shouldin your
chosenoccupation,the Interna
tional CorrespondenceSchools
will help you.
A recordof nearly 15 years of
remarkablesuccessin trainingthou
sandsof ambitiouswageearnersfor
betterpositionsand increasedearn
ingsenablesustostatepositivelythat
wecanhelpYOU if you reallywant
to get ahead,no matterhow scant
yourtime,money,or educationmay
be. It putsyouunderno obligation
whatever to mark and mail the
couponbelow,asking how we can
adaptthisplanto yourownindividual
caseandcircumstances.Don'tneglect
anvpossiblechancesforadvancement.
Sendin thecouponNOW.

INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
Mi 969,SCRAMON.PA.

Pleaseespials,withoutfurtherobligationonmypirt,
oh-1canqualityforalargersalaryinthepositionbefore
.hichI havemarkedX

Architect
ArchitecturalDrafts.
BuildingInspector
Contractor&Builder
StructuralEngineer
MechanicalEngineer
Mech.Draftsman
MachineDesigner
ElectricalEngineer
MunicipalEngineer
Heat,andVent.Eng.
Chemist
Sheet-MetalDrafts.

SanitaryEngineer
ForemanPlumber
Electrician
SteamEngineer
MarineEngineer
Surveyor
TextileExpert
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
AdWriter
French)With
German>Fdlson
Spanish) Phon'gr'ph

Name_

St.& No..

City
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO., 26, 28 ard 30 Central Avenue
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Manufacturers of Latest Improved

Wood-
No. 2 Pinner. Matcher and Moulder. I uivcrf.itI Wo id-Worker.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Fox Foot Power Miier Machines
The best thing for mitering mouldings

and similar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. Front St., QrandRapid*.Mkn.

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIEe
AT WHOLESALE .

If youneedany*
thingin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20to40PerCent
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata-
Iok. Shipments
prompt 1ymade
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
handledas largo,
ones.

B.C. KAROL.236W.Harrison; \. Chicago,III.

^yl jvew BOOK.

Concrete-Block Manufacture
Processes and Machines

By H. H. RICE

152 Pages 46 Half-tone Cuts
Bound in Cloth
Price $2.00 Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14- 16 ParR Place - NEW YORK

Fatsnt Pending.

"Ball-Bearing'
Grand Rapids
All=Steel

Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superior
ash pulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealer!
»ndjobberseverywhere.
Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
PEARLSTREET - - - GRAN D RAPI DS, MICH.

Security Roofing''
(Peg.U. 8. PatentOffice)

Has a patentsix joint with no nails driven
through the top sheet.

Madeto belaid andthen forgotten.
Bewareof Infringements.

NATIONAL ROOFING CO , Tonawanda.N.Y.

Cornice, Conductor Pipe, Metal
CEILINGS
HANGERS
FAVE TROUGH
VENTILATORS
SKYLIGHTS

Cat. on Application.

The Canton Manufacturing Co., - Canton, Ohio
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Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST- FASTEST—SIMPLEST- CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs $125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO.,

BOOKS ON THE DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
OF HEATING SYSTEMS

Questions and Answers on the Theory and
Practice of Steam and Hot Water Heating
By R. M. STARBUCK. 100Page*. Pocket size. Illustrated.
Cloth, $1.00.
OfgreatvaluetoFitters,M wellas tethosewhoarebeginningthe
studyofheatingscience.

170Pages. 90 Illustrations.Size.

Furnace Heating
By WILLIAM G. SNOW.
6x9. Cloth. $1.50.
a.completeguideto thefuraaceman,builderandowneron dealt
andlavingoatfurnaceworkfordwellings,andforschools,public
inga,churches,&c.

Modern Sanitary Plumbing, Steam and Hot
Water Heating
By JAMES J. LAWLER. 400Paget. 288 Illustrations.Size.
6x9. $5.00.
Thisbook,thelatestandbestofMr.Lawler'swriting".Issuitedtothe
requirementsofallwhoseekplaindirectlansontheconstructionof steam
andhotwaterplant"andplumbingwork. ThemwnerousIllustrationsand
largefoldingplatesarea feature.

Baldwin on Heating; or, Hints to Steam
Fitters
By WILLIAM J. BALDWIN. 348 Paget. 125 Figuret.6
Plate*. Size. 5x7J^. Cloth.$2.50.
Treat*atlengthon heatingby steam,givingdescriptionsof steam
beatingapparatusfor warmingandventilatingbothprivatehouseaandlargebuildings.

American Steam and Hot Water Heating
Practice 317Pages. Size,8^x11. Cloth,$8.00.
Largelygivento descriptionsand diagramsfor heatingsystems,
whichhavebeensuccessfullyInstalledIn Importantbuildings,suchas
apartmenthouses,churches,schools,theatre*aad amutemenihalls,
publicbuildings,hospitals,hotelsandofficebuildings.

Heating and Ventilating Buildings
By R. C. CARPENTER. Fourth Edition, largely rewritten.
562Paget, 277Figure*. Size. 6x9. Cloth, $4.00.
A leadingwort,givingdirectionsfor theconstructionandmetu.daofdesigning;Installingandestimatingcostsofapparatusfor allbeatingsys
temsnewInuse.

Steam Heating and Ventilation
By WILLIAM S. MONROE. 150 Paget. 89 Illustrations.
Cloth, $2.00.
Here,In averycondensedform. Isgivenall thedataneeded!n laying
outsteamheatingandventilatingwork.

'S5\?E Steam and Hot Water Fitters' Text-Book
By THOMAS E. McNEILL. 140Page*. Numerousillustra
tionsanddiagrams. Size 5x7. Cloth. $1.00.
Giventothefirstprinciplesofsteamandhotwaterheatingandfittingtreatingmainlyintheformuf questionsandcomprehensiveanswerson
thedifferentbeatingappliancesandapparatus,whattheyare,howthey
areInstalledandconnected.

Dean's System of Greenhouse Heating
By MARK DEAN. 146Pages. Illustrated. Size. 5j£ x7#.
Cloth. $2.00.
Valuablefor referencebothIn telat'ontogrccnlioueebeatingandgeneralwork.
Notes on Heating and Ventilation
By JOHN K. ALLtO?. 152Pages. 34Illustrations. Size,4Ux6U.
Cloth,$2.00.
Oneofthene«estbooksforthesteamfitteranddesignerof heating
systems.To thosewhoharesomeknowledgeof theconstructionana
operationofheatingsystemsItwill beoneofthemostn<lpfulreferences.

Formulas and Tables for Heating
By J. H. K1NEALY. 53 Pages.Size4^x 7. (Pocket size.) Lea
ther,$1.00.
GivesInapracticalformthemerhodsusedbythebestGermanEngfd
eerswhohaveaccomplishedsurprisingresultsIn formulatingdataand
rulesInthedesignofheatlntrandventilatingplants.Showsnowtode
terminetheheatlostihroughthevariouskindsof walls,allthewavfrom
asinglebuardwalltoelaboratecorrugatedIronandconcretedoors.'

DAVID WILLIAMS
POST OR SXPRBSSAGE PAID.

COMPANY, 14-16 Park Place, New York

CONCRETE BLOCK, BRICK, POST and MIXING MACHINERY
'"Wphivetheloaders—strlctlj fcu-hKtrde

NORMANDIN
BLOCK
MACHINES

HIQHEST
AWARDS

FAVORITE
CONCRETE
BRICK
MACHINES

CEMENT MACHINERY CO.. Hall Bldg., JacKson, Mich.

HOW TO MIX PAINTS
-J
A simple trratise suited to the requirementsof carpenters,builders
and others, who havenot had the benefitor long training and ex
periencein tte mixing of colors. It will assist the readerto match
any given color. Fitly Oentr, Postpaid

DavidWilliamsOompany
14-16 Park Place - xi;w YORK

WANTED
PORTABLE SCHOOL HOUSES

The Departmentof Education, PortoRico,
sulicits correspondencewith Arms equipped, to
manufactureportableschoolbuildings,unifotni
design,eitherfromlheir ownplansor from plans
furnishedby theDepartment.Approximate'dl-
mensions,20by27feet: approximatefloorspace,
Sftusquare feet: height to platesabout 10feet,
roof not lessthan \^pitch. Firms having stock
sizes,or desiring to construct from their own
plans,will statedimensionsthey proposeto use
for building and timbers; kind and quality^of
materials: size and approximate weight' of
largestsections; and prices in lots of 5, 10and
20buildings,KN, f.o.b. steamer,Brooklyn,N.Y.
For furtherparticularsaddress

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
SAN JUAN. P.R.
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A New and Convenient Reference for the Builder and Contractor.

The Estimator's Price Book

and Pocket Companion
By I. P. HICKS

This book is gotten up to bring within a small and convenient
compass the prices of all descriptions of building material, thus saving
the estimator much of the time and trouble involved in consulting trade

catalogues.
Not only are the average market figures of all material required in the

construction of ordinary buildings presented, but the entire matter is inter

spersed with useful information, with data on measurements and on quantities
of materials required and with labor saving tables, making the book one of

exceptional usefulness.

■/■
* *

In order that this handbook may be easily adapted to conform with the

variations in figures prevailing in different localities, blank spaces are pro
vided throughout for appending memoranda of local prices, or those which

meet the requirements of special work.
A numerous collection of handy tables is a useful feature. These

include lumber measure, complete rafter tables for any width and pitch of
roof, sizes and weights of iron columns and I-beams required to carry
certain loads, safe bearing loads of timber, and of structural iron, &c.

* *

Mr. Hicks also presents along with other points on estimating, a
practical short-cut method which he considers to be the best yet devised.

ij2 pages. Handy Pocket Size. Cloth bound.
Price $1.00 Postpaid.

Published by

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 PARK PLACE NEW YORK
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It is made from galvanized iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co., MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WhenyouwantanySTRUCTURALWORKItwillpayyoutowritetothe

BOSTON
BOLT
ESTABLISHED
1872

COMPANY
Works, Offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farnsworth Street

BUILDERS !
Convenors of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches,
Halls, Factories, Bridges, Wharves, Etc.,
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON.MASS.

To Make Money From Your Invention
it must be protected by such a PATENT as will enable you to completely MONOPOLIZE it and control infringers. I procurepatents that stand the test of competition at a cost probably nowhere near as high as you may think. The patent lawfavors the DILIGENT, not the indolent, inventor, so send me TO-DAY a sketch or model, and explanation of your invention and I will furnish full advice. To morrow, next week, or next month may be too late. References on request.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer, 800 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

THE KINNEAR

LOCK-JOINT STEEL CEILING, Etc.
Hasnoequal. Try It andbeconvinced. Pricesreasonable.

Cataloguponrequest. Sendmeasurementsfor estimate.

The Kinnear & Gager Co., mtvb, co"jmbus, omo° » ' BOSTON.125BroadSt.

We Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge
libraries, residences, etc.

rooms, court rooms,

OurceilingsareBhlppedreadyforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired.Workingdrawingsfur
nished.They'readaptedtoanyalnuof building.
ExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelShingles,Arcbftecturi
FfreproofingMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree.

THE BEROER MPQ. CO.
CANTON,OHIO.

NewTori. Boston. Phlla. St.Louis

■•V mimiU1BBCObCClJWUIIllg,Siding,Met&lShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkand

Askfor them.

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTECTIONfromLIGHTNINGla<rl~„byu»«ofourcontinuouscoppwfoudnwort
E.6. Washburae* C».,46 CortlandtSt..NewYork.

Corttan.lt.
tarnished.

THE IMPROVED wm — _
Hand and Foot Power C. 1", B.

SAWIN6 MACHINE.
Par Carpenters.BuildersaadAll WoodWorkers
Who Have Shop*Without Power.
8ENL>FOB CIRCULAR.

THE BARNES TOOL CO., New Haven Corn..

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented

■>IAMONDBXPAN8ION BOLT CO..a-ll-lS-lsMurraysum*. Mew r

Estimating !
Estimatingthecostofajobsafelyandcorrectlyis themostvital elementof successto the contractor. Thereforeheshouldhaveacopyof Thel.itthtninK Estimator for residencework,etc.Illustrated. Coverstheentirefieldfor themasonandcarpenter,teachinga newpractical,reliablemethod,showingtheexactcostof eachseparateitemof the labor andmaterial,but soarrangedthatamediumpricedbousemaybeestimatedin90to60minutes.For thebusybuilder.Is havingthemostphenomenalsaleandsplendidendorsementof anybookof itskindeverputuponthemarket.In a classby Itself. Preparedbya builderof experiencefrom actual buildingconstruction,nottheory. Large Balespermitus to sell the bookfor 60cents. (Honeyorder.) You cannotaffordtowait. Writenow.

BRADT PUB. CO.,
260MichiganAvenue. JACKSON, MICH.
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VIRGINIA METAL SHINGLE ROOFING
FIRE PROOF-WEATHER PROOF-ORNAMENTAL

Made of Terne Plate Painted or Terne Plate
Galvanized After Forming
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MADE ONLY BY

WHEELING CORRUGATING 60., WHEELING, W. YA.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES :

».„ York Citi- 4T-51Cliff Street Philadelphia,403,404.405RaceStreet
CMcalo 23L25.WN Ctoti! J Street Boston,Slass 183and184PearlStreet
St.Louis, 112,114,116So.EighthStreet Chattanooga,Tennessee

Not Expensive
Write For Prices

Any HandyMechanic
CanApplyOurMetalShingle,

DIXIE, STELLA AND VIRGINIA
ALL HAVE THE SAME SIDELOCK

The sidelock is perfect. Contrac

tion and expansion is provided for.

No solder is used.
The deep overlap makes a storm

proof roof. Light in weight.

Our Metal Shingles are used in all
parts of the country. Metal Shingles
make a roof ornamental in appearance ;

a roof that will last indefinitely ; a roof
that will not leak ; will not rattle ;

reduces the cost of insurance ; requires

no expert to lay.

They make a better roof than slate
because they require lighter framing,
will not break, and can be taken off
and relaid on another roof without
injury or waste.
Our shingles are made of the best

quality full weight roofing plates,
carefully painted on both sides with
the best iron oxide paint mixed with
pure linseed oil. The color is dark red.
Galvanized shingles are galvanized

after being formed, thereby leaving no
raw edges.

Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.

A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever invented.
Savesfrom 8 to 24boonIn layingoot ■ singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenables
iheordinaryworkmanioframecuemoatdifficultroofwithabeolatecertainly.
IT DOES ALL Til IS. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesfor anypitch
It giveslengthsfor anyrajten. It givescutsforprincipals.Jacks,nips,valleysandcripples.SavesUrns
fortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addreuthemnnufarturert,

G. A. TOPP (EL CO.. - Indianapolis, Ind.

>SECCPJ~
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

jASPMTROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWHL MFG.CO
JERSEY CITX N.J.

PAT,NOV.22,1904.

FOR 15 YEARS
RUBEROIDHAS BEEN RECOGNIZEDAS
TNE STANDARDPREPARED ROOFING.
AS NOW MADE IN COLORS,RED AND
BROWN,IT ENSURESYOU

A PERMANENT ROOFING
WITH

A PERMANENT COLOR.

A COMBINATIONOFBEAUTYANDWEATHER
ANDFIRE PROTECTION.ANYHANDYMAN
CAN APPLY IT.
SEND FOR SAMPLES.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
SoleManufacturers,

f 100William Street/New York.

RUBEROID is theonlypreparedroof
ingwhichcan truthfullybe saidtocutlast
metal andshingles,Costs less, easierto
apply,requireslessattention.Makes a sound,
seam-tightroof,flator sloping,unaffectedby
expansionor contraction,and suitablefor
poultryhouse,bamorhandsomeresidence.
RUBEROID containsno tar, paper,rub
berorothershort-livedingredientstocrack,
dryupand becomeuselesswith age.Made
from the finestwool felt,saturatedwith a

patentedwater-proofand fire-resistingcom
pound.RetainsIts elasticityand flexibilitj
indefinitely.
Anyhandymancanapplyit. Fall instrue
tionsand fixturesfreewitheveryroll. Let
ustellyoumoreaboutRuberoid.Writefor
samplesandbooklet

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.
IOO William St., New York.

^ Chicago, Cincinnati, St. I
. onis. t
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal.

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architects
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

{Everythingin thatmetaL)

The Edwards

Metal Shingles
The permanentRoof Coveringmadein Tin painted
or galvanizedandCopper havingnosolderedjoints,can
bereadilytakenoffof onebuildingandplacedonanother,
if desired. On pitchedRoofs of everydescriptionthe
EdwardsShingle-,owingconsiderablylighter thanslate,
at.dhavingnoneof the disagreeablefeatures—i c, rot-
tening and warping—of woodshingles,are especially
recommended
TheEdwardsShinglesareguaranteedtobeabsolutely
fireproof,andareheartdyendorsedbytheleadingArchi
tects,BuildersandContractorsthroughouttheworld.

Write for ShingleBookletandprices.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
"The Sheet Metal Folks"

MainOfficeandWorks: 423to443 EgglestonAve.,
CINCINNATI,OHIO

Manufacturersof themostextensiveHueof SheetMetalKuiUlingMaterialin the world.

TOP IT OFF
No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
roof finish. Send for
catalog No. $ showing
a very complete line of
architectural
metal work.

STEEL CEILING
is a leading fea
ture with us.

the W. H. Miller Patent Metal Window Frames and Sasa. Special cat-
Originators of the hip shingles.

Galesburj;, III.

With our

Carpenters Take Notice!
Wehavean ea^ymoney-making
propositionto laybeforeyou.
No investmentnecessary.
Nothing to Interfere with your
presentwork.
"Writeto-dayfor particulars.

CORTRIGHT METAL ROOFINOCO.
PhiladelphiaandChicago.

•sTAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANl KACT0KKK8OF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
-or Floors In mih-ps. Churches, Depots,
Rlicheus, Hull*, Porches, «Vc.

Officeand Factory,Blurt Street,nearGist,
PITTSBURG, PA.
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PIPE IR9S4
C9RNICE-.
iKYLIQMTS.
£AVES TROUGH.

w Conductor pipe-. > ■ —
r OTEEL ROOFING I .SIDING . .SOLDER ETC ^
theELLER JHFG Oc^5sorto JRELLEK&CP

Combine* durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofnn
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED QRANITE ROOFINO.

SEXV FOR PHOTO PAMPBLBT.

Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building:, New York.

THE, PAINT PADDLE
is as far behind the times as the warming pan. The painter who mixes and tints
lead by hand charges lor the time wasted in performing an ill-dune task. His
materials are antiquated and his methods mediaeval. High-grade read^mixed
paint is the logical u
ZINC, will cost less,
paints.

. . . FREE . . .
Onr.PracticalPamphlets:

paint is the logical up-to-date material, and being based largely on OXIDh Uh' :ss, look better and last longer than rule-uf-lhumb shop-mixed

The New Jersey Zinc Co.,
71 Broadway

NEW YORK

wE DONOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS

OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST

ThePalmQuestion."Paint;Why.HowandWben."
PalnuInArchitecture."
Specification!*for Architect*."
FrenchGovernmentDecreet*."

PRODUCERS OF

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

THr E. J. JOHNSON CO.
38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book

montross
Metal Shingles

PaRPPnTFRS' There1bpknu of workbnnrLN 1trta. au(ibIg p£ymvlngMunl_
rc88Shingles.Ev*rynewbuildingInyournx'lgh-
bortuodshouldhaveaMontriueroof. v\ritefor
<urCirpemer&'proposition.
MONTROSSMETAL̂ HIWfilECO..Camden.N.J.

THE FOURTEENTH
EDITION OF

Kidder's

Architects'
and

Builders'

Pocket-Book

Except for two or three

chapters this book has been

entirely rewritten and is

thoroughly up to date. It

now numbers 1675 pages

and contains upwards of

1000 engravings. This is

unquestionably the most

complete hand-book in the

English Language treating

on Building Construction

and Structural Engineering,

and contains a vast amount

of practical and reliable data

relating to Builders' work.

The subject of reinforced

concrete is fully considered

and formulas given for
strength, etc.

No Architect, Structural

Engineer, Contractor or

Draughtsman can afford to

be without it
.

Circular giving table o
f

contents and sample pages

mailed on request.

Twentieth Thousand.

1656 pages T 1000 figures.

Morocco, $5.00.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
14-16Park Place, New York
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UNO.
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SetpriceF. O. B. St.Louis,Mo $209.00•" " NewYork, N.Y J38.00

25feetwide—lower ceiling 12feet in clear.
Net priceF. O.B. St.Louis,Mo $187.00•r " New York, N.T. 212.00
" " St.Paul,Minn. •204.00
•< " Denver,Oolo 239.00" " DaUas,Tex 226.00

" St.Paul, Minn 229.00" Denver,Colo 268.00
Dallas,Tex

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
Thedesignspresentedherewithillustrateoar completeandmodernstorefronts. Theprices
Deludethesteel sill coarse,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
intermediatebox columns;showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
tashofwhitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength; galvanizedironwork above
frst storycolumns.
Wemakeand shipover800frontsannuallyfrom20to800feetin width andfromoneto fivesto
rieshigh. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstudyfor overthirty
years,theyare nowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their 6imple
andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand Instructionsthat wefurnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycity in theUnited States,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi
tects,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de-
"wiptivecatalogueand discounts.MBSKER
42I-6IO S. 8IXTH STREET

UlM-t"-,II
1846.

dfe BROTHER,
ST. LOUIS, MO. U. S. A.

THE LOVELL
WINDOW AND SHUTTER
OPERATING DEVICE
ForFactories,Foundries,Etc.

A line of sash 500 feet

long can be operated from

one station if desired.
TaxVolxes HardwareCo.,Toronto,Outarlo
SoleCanadianManufacturers.
WE ALSO MAKE

The - Anti-Pluvius " SKxligHt
Bestskylightconstructionin theworld.

CorrespondenceSolicited

The e. DROUVE CO., Bridgeport, Conn. L. A.

VARIETIES

0/

SKYLIGHTS
Oar M-ml ihrllgtM- J
Give r»atlstactloii.

They are so constructedthat all condensationIs carried to thecurband
discharged

throughweepholes on to the root without soaking betweenlaps.
The peculiar constructionol the curb on our skylight* renderscoanterflasblngan
oecessary.
Frames of galvanized Iron or copper,with glass ol any kind or thickness.
Write lor our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

Conductor
Elbows

ARE MADE BY

1182 Harrison Ave.

Cincinnati

0.

Reduced Rates
for

Telephone
Service
throughout Greater New York

are effective from July 1st.

Contracts now being taken at

new rates.

CallnearestContractOffice
for full information.

NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY

ContractOffices:

15Dey Street
115West38thStreet

220West 124thStreet

616 East 150thStreet

TelephoneNo.:

9010Corllandt
9040-38lh
9000Morningside
9020Melrose

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

X
made1 If so send for Illustratedcata

logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Macs.
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

"\yE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS,
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

MOurcompleteCatalogand PriceIAstof all kindsof Building Materialwouldbea greathelp to you in figuring."

LESTEKSHIRE LUMBER a BOX CO., lx*m^VSrumm-

WALTERS

I
Shingles that last

mlUUUL
1luQQO Tfll1juDDDtc j j1.X 30PH '11t

\
H m H H JWJULAJUUrJf. \\\

from GalvaniiedTin andPaintedTin

, ST0B11,BESTAM FIBSFEOOF
Doyouwanttoincreaseyourbusiness?This
is Your Opportunity. Writeforcatalogue,
samplesandprices.

National Meet Metal %ecfing "Co.,
JERSEY CITY. N. J.

L

l\( 1; I. -IDIt WIRE WAH. TIES

LGalvaulzcn

steelwire. Strongandreliable.In use
everywhere.Samplesfrep. Orderof yourdealer.
AgentsWanted.C. A. Mfg.Co..LaSalie,Illinois

Dust and dirt will

not collect around

the joints of a ceil

ing that is air-tight

and dust-proof. An

advantage worth
considering.

Lock-Joint saves

50 per cent, of the

labor of erecting.

Another good point.

Send for

Catalogue "F"

S
.

Keighley Metal Ceiling &

Manufacturing Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Boston New York
Washington Baltimore

OUR
descriptive catalogue of

Building Trades Books will in

terest every progressive Carpertei

and Builder.
DAVID WILLIAMS CC„
14-16 Park Place N. Y.

Do you insist on using the best? — Investigate and you will find

PEERLESS HORTAR COLORS
The original and standard colors for interior and exterior mortar.

BUCK WHITE LEAD

is recognized as the whitest and most durable o
f all paints.

WHITS US FOR PAMPHLETS.

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO., ^&S*£S££ Philadelphia.
l ..

N
Established 184-4.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

"Globe Ventilated Ridging
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Semi for Description and Price List.

"r" GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. >r.°£

t« BORT" ¥EHTILflTBB
Sh&uld interest every sheet metal
house. It contains features < f merit
not possessed by any other ventilator
on the market to-day. We want the
tradebetteracquaintedwith the "Burt,"
and will be pUased to send our 20page
booklet to any one interested.

THE BURT MFG. CO.
301 Main St., AKRON, OHIO,

U. S. A.
LargestManufacture™ofOilFittersand 1

HeadsIntheWorld.

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs ap
propriate for any
style of architec
ture.

All StylesGalvanizedandCopperSkylights,Co-Dices,Flnlals, CresilDgs.Ventilators,
Shingles,RoofGutters,all style*paintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Sidin?. etc.
forCatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co..Manufacturers,
CANTON. OHIO.

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlines a perfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin tnemarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
iare. Builders and Plasterers. to*J» SwIWaTelepl
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STORE
ELEVA
TOR
FOR

COMPLETE. READY TO ERECT. MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON- A. M ■
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT. ^"al"^

The Warner Elevator Hfg. Co. 105
$2100 Valley St., CINCINNATI, O.

NEW YORK OFFICE : 2032PARK ROW BUILDING.

MORSE
HAND ELEVATORS
and DUMB WAITERS

Smooth Running Safe Durable

They are sold with or without lumber, and we furnish

all the necessary drawings and instructions for erecting.

All details free. Write for them.

Morse, Williams & Company
Departmentof Otis ElevatorCo.

PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

ELEVATOR
ENCLOSURES
Weare largemanufacturersof
Elevator cars and Enclosures.
Also BankandOfficeGrilleWork.
Window Guards. Ornamental
Wire. Iron.SteelandBrass work
of everydescriptionin anyfinish.
Our workmanshipcannot be
excelled.
SendforCatalogue'.

F.J.MEYERS MFC.CO.
HAMILTON. OHIO. U.S.A.

DUMB WAITERS
AND

HAND ELEVATORS.
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All ormostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
88CarrollStreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom,128LibertySt
Catalogueon application.
Estimatesonrequest.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

E|

Steam, Eleotrio and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

m AutomaticHatchGate*,
aw Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO..CouncilBlutls.la.,10499thSt,
KimballElevatorCo.,Cleveland,Ohlo,246VincentSt

120CedarSt.,MewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcanheplacedInposition
byanycarpenter.
Catalogue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407CherrySt., - Phlla., Pa.

In Connection with Laying Hardwood Floors
there's a great many fine points. It is a business which involves carefulness and
nicety of operation. Apropos: We have just brought out in book form Frank G.
Odell's serial article

LAYING and FINISHING
HARDWOOD FLOORS

Contains sound direction and advice, being a compilation from recent numbers of
Carpentry and Building. A convenient handbook of fifty pages with appro
priate illustration and well bound in cloth.

Learn the art, or improve upon what you know by sending us the small price- -

FIFTY CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publisher, 14-16 ParK Place, NEW YORK
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n common fallacy, shared by architects as well as laymen,

that a great wide throat Insures a good draught, whereas

the reverse is true. The narrowing of the throat tends

to concentrate the heat of escaping smoke and gas,

thereby accelerating their upward movements. Once they

have passed this point, the form of the throat prevents

their return, no matter how unfavorable the weather

conditions. The pocket formed just back of the top of

the throat assists in preventing down draughts from en

tering the throat.
In constructing the back of a fireplace It is Important

that it should not be drawn forward at all sharply until

well up toward the top of the fireplace opening, other

wise, even with an excellent draught, smoke will strike
the top of the opening, especially if it is of square cross-
section, as is the case with a brick arch, and allowing

an occasional puff of smoke to be deflected into the room,

particularly when a fresh fire is started.
No matter how carefully and intelligently the arch

itect's drawings for fireplaces may be prepared, vigilant

superintendence is required to prevent the masons from
deviating from them
just enough to inter
fere with their satis-
factory working.
Very few masons ap
pear to know how a
fireplace ought to be
built, but some of
the most igonrant
are quite ready to
tell an architect just
how it should be
done.
In regard to the di
mensions anil propor-
t i o n s of fireplace
openings, these nat
urally vary accord
ing to the size of the
rooms, available
space and kind of
fuel to be burned.
For cordwood or logs
a fireplace should be
not less than 4 ft. 4
In. wide at the back
and wider in front if
the sides are flaring.
With this width the
bight should be
about 3 ft.
Some architects
hesitate to design
openings over 2 ft. 6
in. high, claiming
that if made higher
they will not draw properly. The writer, however, is
positive that ."

.

ft. or even more is not an excessive bight
where the back and front are properly constructed and
the depth from front to back sufficient.

Depth as well as bight is subject to variation. For

a small bedroom fireplace, intended for a coal grate, a

foot in depth is sufficient at a pinch if the draught is

good. Where wood is to be burned and the opening is
wide, the depth should be not less than 21 In., and may
be as much as 30 in. <

In the building of chimneys and fireplaces construc
tion and design should be closely interwoven. Very often,
however, the planning of I he house as to the location of
fireplaces is more important than the design of the fire
place itself. Generally shaking, outside chimneys are to
be avoided in houses of moderare cost, where economy
of construction and of fuel is an important consideration.
An inside chimney Is usually cheaper to build, and in
many houses, when a central chimney may be made to
serve every purpose.

There are many cases, however, where it is advisable,
If possible, to locate the living room fireplace in an outer
wail. For example, in a symmetrically planned room,

Front Elevation.— Scale, 1
4 In. to the Foot.

I Stone Cottage at Boulder, Colo.

which is entered on its axis from the hall, an inside fire
place is often out of the question.
Since large living rooms have become the vogue, it

often happens that this room has three outside walls,
while the inner wall is largely cut away by openings to

ball and dining room or library. In such a case a fire
place on the inner wall would be not only crowded for
space, but would not have sufficient privacy. In locating

a living room fireplace it must be remembered that those
sitting about it must not be disturbed by those entering
the room or passing to and fro.
The desirability of a degree of privacy round thefire

places explains the charm of the so-called " ingle-nook,"

a feature which, by the way, has been abused not a little,
through being attempted on too small a scale, and the
advantages of which are. to a degree, offset by the fact
that a deeply recessed fireplace does not radiate its
warmth and cheer as effectively as one placed flush with
or projecting from the wall.
As to the desirability of a dining room fireplace, it is

a question of conditions of climate, aspect and space. In
the small dining
room a fireplace, if

used, Is apt to cause
discomfort to those
sitting near it at the
table. If not intend
ed for use it is a

mistake under any
condition. It often
happens, however, in

our changeable and
trying Northern cli
mate that a dining

room cannot be so
placed as to receive
the morning sun.

' If

properly recessed in

a dining room of fair
size a small fireplace

is therefore ofteii a

comfort and a de
light. There are
many raw and frosty

mornings before fur

nace fires are started

in the fall, when one

would rather break

fast in the kitchen

than eat with nuiuh
fingers in a fireless.
sunless dining room.

In houses heated
by steam or hot wa

ter, where ventila

tion is usually inade

quate, bedroom fire

places ate always good to have, although not neededfor

warmth. Even in a small house one bedroom fireplace i
s

often a great comfort, particularly in times of sickness.
In recent years brick fireplaces, simply and honestly

built, have grown rapidly in popularity, partly due per

haps to the Colonial revival, although more largely per

haps to the remarkable development of the face brick in

dustry, which has given us a great variety of beautiful
shades and textures from which to choose.
Some of the most beautiful of these modern bricks are

of fire clay. These include not only the red paving brick,

but the so-called " stiff mud " process bricks, varying iu

color from delicate cream or light stone color to thedeep

est bronze. These bricks resist fire quite as easily as the

old-fashioned fire bricks, and may be used throughout,
both for backs and hearths, without risk of damageun

der the severest use.
For the sake of harmony brick fireplaces should have
brick hearths, although with the rougher bricks it is dif

ficult to give a good surface, in which case plain, dull
tiles of the same color may be used with good effect.
A common tradition of fireplace design which we are
partly outgrowing is that we must invariably have some
sort of a shelf to serve as a place of deposit for objects
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for which no other convenient place can be found, and
which is apt to be overloaded with miscellaneous things,
some of which might well be thrown away.
In choosing brick for a fireplace it is important that

there should be a considerable variety of tint. It is to
their variation of tone and color that the rather coarse
and rough paving brick owe their popularity. They are,
however, scarcely refined enough for a room which makes
some pretensions to elegance of design or finish, and, as
a rule, it is safer and not much more expensive to use

as a feature of fireplace design, offer many interesting
possibilities to the architect.
Unglazed tiles of American manufacture are satis

factory and durable for fireplace work. The highly glazed
tiles are difficult to handle artistically, the softer semi-
glazes, with their velvety surfaces, being decidedly pref
erable. Highly glazed tile of American make are liable
to crack and craze, and therefore only the best English
product should be used.
Of these English tiles there are a great variety, good
in design, texture and color, but no little skill and taste
is required in selecting and arranging them effectively.
Very rich and effective fireplace facings may be made

of either glass or ceramic mosaic in dull vitreous and iri
descent surfaces and colorings, varied with gold enamel
and mother of pearl, at a cost not at all extravagant for
houses of the better class. Ceramic or glass mosaic may
often be employed as an inlay with tile.
A great deal of money is spent upon elaborately

carved architectural ornament in the woodwork of fire
places which might be employed to much better purpose
if invested in original sculpture or decorative paintings.
There are a great many painters and not a few sculp

tors who would be glad of an opportunity to do work of
this sort at prices well within the reach of any one able
to build a house costing $8000 or $10,000. The writer
knows personally of a number of talented young artists
who would be very glad of such opportunities, and who
would be satisfied with a moderate compensation in order
that their works might have an architectural setting in
stead of being hung upon the wall in heavy gilt frames.
No part of the room affords a better setting for a fine

picture than the space above the open fire. As to whether
a panel painted for such a space should be painted in a
purely pictorial or a more or less conventional or decora
tive manner is a question beyond the limits of these
pages.
The same question, of course, arises in connection with

First Floor. SecondFloor.
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the smoother and more finished " stiff mud " bricks, which
are always sufficiently varied in color and soft in tex
ture, having usually a somewhat more or less speckled
or mottled surface.
For highly finished interior brick of the so-called

Roman shape are more delicate and refined in appearance
than those of standard dimensions.
In connection with interiors of a dainty or elegant
character, tile, marble or mosaic may be employed with
equallly good effect for fireplace facings and hearths.
Stone lends itself to a sort of large and monumental

or sculptured treatment, where money may be lavishly
spent. With all of these materials, excepting brick, fire-
backs of iron or fire brick must be provided.
In England and Germany, where artistic craftsman
ship has reached a high standard and where economy of
fuel demands that the fireplaces shall be comparatively
small, many beautiful and original ones have been built
with hoods of wrought and hammered metal. These
hoods are always effective in taking care of smoke, and,

sculpture, which must in the very nature of the medium
employed be at least to a considerable degree conven
tional.
While suggesting that sculptors and artists be more

frequently employed in beautifying our fireplaces, the
writer does not wish it to be inferred that they should
confine their activities to this particular feature of the
home, and may at another time take up the question of
painting and sculpture as applied to domestic architecture
and decoration.

Some Observations on Cement Houses.

A bit of humor now and then is relished by the most
of men, whether they be engaged in the building line or
in some other business, and what we here present, aproi>os
of the growing use of cement concrete building blocks, is
likely to be appreciated by many of our readers.
In current issues of the New York Evening Telegram

have appeared observations on various topics by " Pro
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a common fallacy, shared by architects as well as laymen,

that a great wide throat Insures a good draught, whereas

the reverse is true. The narrowing of the throat tends

to concentrate the heat of escaping smoke and gas.

thereby accelerating their upward movements. Once they

have passed this point, the form of the throat prevents

their return, no matter how unfavorable the weather

conditions. The pocket formed just back of the top of

the throat assists in preventing down draughts from en

tering the throat.
In constructing the back of a fireplace It is Important

that it should not be drawn forward at all sharply until

well up toward the top of the fireplace opening, other

wise, even with an excellent draught, smoke will strike
the top of the opening, especially if it is of square cross-
section, as is the case with a brick arch, and allowing

an occasional puff of smoke to be deflected into the room,

particularly when a fresh fire is started.
No matter how carefully and Intelligently the arch

itect's drawings for fireplaces may be prepared, vigilant
superintendence is required to prevent the masons from
deviating from them
just enough to inter

fere with their satis-
factory working.
Very few masons ap
pear to know how a
fireplace ought to be
built, but some of
the most igonrant
are quite ready to
tell an architect just
how it should be
done.
In regard to the di
mensions and propor-
t i o n s of fireplace
openings, these nat
urally vary accord
ing to the size of the
rooms, available
space and kind of
fuel to be burned.
For cordwood or logs
a fireplace should be
not less than 4 ft. 4
in. wide at the back
and wider in front if
the sides are flaring.
With this width the
bight should be
about 3 ft.
Some architects
hesitate to design
openings over 2 ft. 6
In. high, claiming
that if made higher
they will not draw properly. The writer, however, is
positive that ft. or even more is not an excessive hight
where the back and front are properly constructed and
the depth from front to back sufficient.

Depth as well as bight is subject to variation. For
a small bedroom fireplace, intended for a coal grate, a
foot in depth is sufficient at a pinch if the draught is
good. Where wood is to be burned and the opening is
wide, the depth should be not less than 21 in., and may
be as much as 30 in.

In t!ie building of chimneys and fireplaces construc
tion and design should be closely Interwoven. Very often,
however, the planning of the house as to the location of
fireplaces is more important than the design of the fire
place itself. Generally speaking, outside chimneys are to
be avoided in houses of moderate cost, where economy
of construction and of fuel is an important consideration.
An inside chimney is usually cheaper to build, and in
many houses, when a central chimney may be made to
serve every purpose.

There are many cases, however, where it is advisable,
If possible, to locate the living room fireplace in an outer
wall. For example, in a symmetrically planned room,

which is entered on its axis from the hall, an inside fire
place is often out of the question.
Since large living rooms have become the vogue,it

often happens that this room has three outside walls,
while the Inner wall is largely cut away by openingsto
hall and dining room or library. In such a case a fire
place on the inner wall would be not only crowded for
space, but would not have sufficient privacy. In locating
a living room fireplace it must be remembered that those
sitting about it must not be disturbed by those entering
the room or passing to and fro.
The desirability of a degree of privacy round the fire

places explains the charm of the so-called " ingle-nook."
a feature which, by the way, has been abused not a little,
through being attempted on too small a scale, and the
advantages of which are, to a degree, offset by the fact
that a deeply recessed fireplace does not radiate its
warmth and cheer as effectively as one placed flush with
or projecting from the wall.
As to the desirability of a dining room fireplace, it is

a question of conditions of climate, aspect and space. In
the small dining
room a fireplace, If
used, is apt to cause
discomfort to those
sitting near it at the
table. If not intend
ed for use it is a
mistake under any
condition. It often
happens, however,in
our changeable and
trying Northern cli
mate that a dining

room cannot be so
placed as to receive
the morning sun.

' If
properly recessed in

a dining room of fair

size a small fireplace

is therefore often a

comfort and a de
light. There are
many raw and frosty

mornings before fur

nace fires are started

in the fall, when one

would rather break

fast in the kitchen

than eat with numb
fingers in a fireless.

sunless dining room.

In houses heated
by steam or hot wa
ter, where ventila

tion is usually inade
quate, bedroom tire-

have, although not neededfor

I Fitone Cottage at Boulder, Colo.

places arc always
warmth. Even in

good to
a small house one bedroom fireplaceis

often a great comfort, particularly in times of sickness.
In recent years brick fireplaces, simply and honestly

built, have grown rapidly in popularity, partly due per

haps to the Colonial revival, although more largely per

haps to the remarkable development of the face brick in

dustry, which has given us a great variety of beautiful
shades and textures from which to choose.
Some of the most beautiful of these modern bricks are

of fire clay. These include not only the red paving brick,

but the so-called " stiff mud " process bricks, varying in

color from delicate cream or light stone color to thedeep

est bronze. These bricks resist fire quite as easily as the

old-fashioned fire bricks, and may be used throughout,

both for backs and hearths, without risk of damageun

der the severest use.
For the sake of harmony brick fireplaces should have
brick hearths, although with the rougher bricks it is dif
ficult to give a good surface, in which case plain, dull
tiles of the same color may be used with good effect.
A common tradition of fireplace design which we are
partly outgrowing is that we must invariably have some
sort of a shelf to serve as a placp of deposit for objects
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for which no other convenient place can be found, and
which is apt to be overloaded with miscellaneous things,
some of which might well be thrown away.
In choosing brick for a fireplace it is important that

there should be a considerable variety of tint. It is to
their variation of tone and color that the rather coarse
and rough paving brick owe their popularity. They are,
however, scarcely refined enough for a room which makes
some pretensions to elegance of design or finish, and, as
a rule, it is safer and not much more expensive to use

First Floor.
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the smoother and more finished " stiff mud " bricks, which
are always sufficiently varied in color and soft in tex
ture, having usually a somewhat more or less speckled
or mottled surface.
For highly finished interior brick of the so-called

Roman shape are more delicate and refined in appearance
than those of standard dimensions.
In connection with interiors of a dainty or elegant

character, tile, marble or mosaic may be employed with
equality good effect for fireplace facings and hearths.
Stone lends itself to a sort of large and monumental

or sculptured treatment, where money may be lavishly
spent. With all of these materials, excepting brick, fire-
backs of iron or fire brick must be provided.
In England and Germany, where artistic craftsman
ship has reached a high standard and where economy of
fuel demands that the fireplaces shall be comparatively
small, many beautiful and original ones have been built
with hoods of wrought and hammered metal. These
hoods are always effective In taking care of smoke, and,

as a feature of fireplace design, offer many interesting
possibilities to the architect.
Unglazed tiles of American manufacture are satis

factory and durable for fireplace work. The highly glazed
tiles are difficult to handle artistically, the softer semi-
glazes, with their velvety surfaces* being decidedly pref
erable. Highly glazed tile of American make are liable
to crack and craze, and therefore only the best English
product should be used.
Of these English tiles there are a great variety, good
in design, texture and color, but no little skill and taste
is required in selecting and arranging them effectively.
Very rich and effective fireplace facings may be made

of either glass or ceramic mosaic in dull vitreous and Iri
descent surfaces and colorings, varied with gold enamel
and mother of pearl, at a cost not at all extravagant for
houses of the better class. Ceramic or glass mosaic may
often be employed as an inlay with tile.
A great deal of money is spent upon elaborately

carved architectural ornament in the woodwork of fire
places which might be employed to much better purpose
if invested in original sculpture or decorative paintings.
There are a great many painters and not a few sculp

tors who would be glad of an opportunity to do work of
this sort at prices well within the reach of any one able
to build a house costing $8000 or $10,000. The writer
knows personally of a number of talented young artists
who would be very glad of such opportunities, and who
would be satisfied with a moderate compensation in order
that their works might have an architectural setting in
stead of being hung upon the wall in heavy gilt frames.
No part of the room affords a better setting for a fine

picture than the space above the open fire. As to whether
a panel painted for such a space should be painted in a
purely pictorial or a more or less conventional or decora
tive manner is a question beyond the limits of these
pages.
The same question, of course, arises in connection with

SecondFloor.
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sculpture, which must in the very nature of the medium
employed be at least to a considerable degree conven
tional.
While suggesting that sculptors and artists be more

frequently employed in beautifying our fireplaces, the
writer does not wish it to be inferred that they should
confine their activities to this particular feature of the
home, and may at another time take up the question of
painting and sculpture as applied to domestic architecture
and decoration.

Some Observations on Cement Houses.

A hit of humor now and then is relished by the most
of men. whether they be engaged in the building line or
In some other business, and what we here present, apropos
of the growing use of cement concrete building blocks, is
likely to be appreciated by many of our readers.
In current issues of the New York Evening Telegram

have appeared observations on various topics by " Pro
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fessor Wigglestaff," and in a late number lie commented
as follows on " Cement Houses " :
We are, after all Is done and said, a home loving peo

ple. We like to build ourselves a new bouse every now
and then, and when we get all settled down we rather
enjoy going around and trying to break up some other
fellow's old one.
This, by the bye, is the building season, but we are

all jnixed up as to what building material to use. When
we first started out in life we used to build our homes
out of air ; then we used hot air and pressed briek. The
bricks were all right, but nowadays it costs so much to
keep them pressed and looking decent ! Wood is just as
bad. If you don't give it a fresh " make up " of paint and
powder every spring the home gets wrinkles under the
eyes and soon looks like a regular old hag.
These conditions, then, bring us down face to face with

the concrete home age of cement, sand and cinders. Dug
outs, cave cottages, cliff dwellings, &c, were all right in
their day, but we are living in the " imitation stone age."
If you are not yet wise pn the cement home scheme,

your friends come around to see the funeral of yourself

and family you'll have the satisfaction of knowing that

they said : " Well, he left a good home. He built it right

when he did build."
You don't have to depend on union labor to build your

modern cement home. Any child who knows how to make

good old fashioned mud pies can learn to make the latest

style building blocks in 10 minutes. While you are slaving

away at the office and sending out your salary by a mes

senger boy to lose in the pool rooms, your wife and chil

dren can be in the country making the building material

for the new and enlarged home which you hope to put

up in the summer if your horse wins.
They tell us that the Eskimo chops up snow blocks

and his wife piles them into a snow house, but the

Yankee cement block house has the Eskimo house building

gag frozen to the North Pole.
The standard and unabridged recipe for making

cement building blocks is thus :
" Get a small box of wet rocks or gravel. Pour in hot

water until the box is full. Then pour the water off and

Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale, \'
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why mix right In now. before the ground floor hardens
down. Just cut out that little old fashioned vine clad
" cot " dream, with moss covered shingles on it, and get
down to " fake stone."
What you really need is an artificial stone palace with

a concrete porch, inlaid with hand made pearls and sup
ported by reinforced Roman fluted cement columns which
are reproduced from the Vatican. The main floor should
be done In box pleated granite, with a suggestion of count
erfeit gold running through it and trimmed in bogus onyx.
All the baths should be of second story Grecian marble,
and the bedsteads must be "carved" out of North Caro
lina flint, with Vermont cobblestone mnltresses, which
are as hard and natural as the real thing.
In tlie rear of the palace you need a real hand-me-down
Italian garden, comi>osedof Atlantic City sand, two parts
of Portland cement, three parts of Paris green gravel and

a bucket of Croton water, strained.
There is absolutely no limit to the molded stone home.
People who live in cement houses can throw all the stones
they like. They are bombproof, fireproof and scandal-
plated. Everything in the cement house, including your
self, your wife and children, dog and automobile, can burn
up, and still they say " these monolithic walls will stand
intact." What more can the homeseeker ask for? When

measure it. This gives you the relation of the voids to

be filled by sand and cement." Some people then add a

little salt and pepper and begin building at once. Other*
wait until the thaw comes.
You should be very careful about your proportions.

The legal proportions are :

" One quart of cement, two cups of sand, four tea-
spoonfuls of broken stone, two granulated egg shells, a

quarter of a pound of coffee grounds (if you want a coffee
colored house). Stir well, beat the composition into an

insensible shape, being governed all the time of course
by the architect's designs, and place in the sun in the

back yard to dry and harden.
" If the sun never shines where you live, place Id a

stone dish and bake in a get-hot-quick oven."
When you have enough building blocks on handyou

can use them in many ways. They are good for small
homes, office buildings, dams, to throw at cats, or almost
anything. As yet they have not been used for building

yachts, but for fence posts, tombstones, &c. they are

great. You can have the tomb of the old Napoleon repro

duced for your own use in " 20.000-year guaranteed
" con

crete for $7.29. They will put it up anywhere on themap,
even in Brooklyn, without extra charge. If you want a

famous old castle of Europe reproduced in cementor rein-
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forced concrete it will be about ?17.50. You see, one of
the features of the cement home is the cheapness thereof.
Engineers have been discussing the problem of watc \

around another way rather than tackle a modern cement
office building or hotel.

Some recently discovered buins
in Rhodesia. Africa, show that 2000

"J

VINENDOF8EAT

years before the Christian era a
people dwelt there who were ca
pable architects, skillful artisans
providing " water furrows " and a
system of irrigation. This calls to
mind the interesting facts brought
out in excavations in Macedonia,
where evidences were many that
either little was known of sewage
disposal or else a great deal. The
observations showed how sewage,
reaching to a great depth under
ground, had remained for

Details of Main Stairs.—Scale,% In. to the Foot

They are divided on how much wa
ter to use in their cement. We take
ours plain. It seems to set better
and we can use more of it at one
time.
One of the most important parts
of the exercise of building your own
cement home is the " tamping." We
don't know what this consists of, but
we have given it serious considera
tion and have finally come to the
wise conclusion that this part should
be left to the wife. Otherwise she
will not take so much interest in the
home building.
While performing the mixing
trick, preparatory to doing the block
casting, be careful lest some of the

domestic animals about the place get

near the mixing machine. A tom
cat or a chicken in bas relief above
your swell window or front door
would not add to the home decora
tions.
One of the nice things about a ce
ment home is its strong resemblance
to the mausoleums of the rich, in
the society cemeteries. There is an
other satisfaction in putting up a ce
ment house. If you get yours first,
it will be the only one on the street.
When your neighbors, who are
thinking of building, see it, they will
stick to frame or brick.
When your friends call in the
summer time they will say : " Oh !
What a nice, cool, ' damp ' home you
have." But in the winter time you
can get even with them on that
" damp " remark. All you have to
do is to start your fires, say in Oc
tober, and by the following spring
all the 2-ft. thick cement walls will
be heated through and through and
every room will be as warm as toast.
Should we have another civil war
you might be able to rent your stone
jail to the Government for a fort.
This country hasn't been de
stroyed many times by earthquakes
since cement came iu, but the En
gineers' Ouess Work Journal gives
it out as official that any ordinary
earthquake would get tired before it
shook dowu a cement cottage. As for the cement sky- without material reduction, indicating that the bacteria
scraper, they say an earthquake or cyclone would go had become overcrowded and inactive.

Vertical Section through Building.—Scale,& In. to the Foo*.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of a Stone Cottage at Boulder, Colo.
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slip any more than a bowline will, but it is a little
harder to untie.
Fig. 27 shows how this knot is tied. Commence by

laying the end of the rope over the standing part, as in
the bowline, then bring it around behind and down
through the bight, as in the figure eight or Flemish
knot; bring it up again and down through its own
bight as shown by the arrow.
This brings us to the end of the loop knots, and if
we now compare these knots with those immediately
preceding (knots for joining ropes) we shall find that
the fisherman's eye is formed by means of the fisher
man's knot, and that the bowline knot and running knot
with crossed ends, are nothing but adaptations of the
sheet-bend. It is a good thing to examine and compare
knots in this way, as it makes us more familiar with
their formation, and fixes them better in our memories.
It will also teach us how we may adopt different forms
of knots to the peculiar requirements of the moment.
For instance, the bowline knot will teach us how easy
it is to attach the end of a line rigidly to any portion
of a loop or sling by means of a sheet bend.
We shall now examine some of the more important

of the hitches, though it is hard to define exactly where
knots end and hitches commence. The sheet bend is a
hitch, though it is exactly the same as the weaver's
knot, while the clove hitch when tied around a pole be
comes a builders' knot, and the timber hitch shown in
Fig. 28 if slipped off the end of the plank and pulled
tight is a Flemish or figure eight knot.
When tying the timber hitch most people pass the

fig, 20. Fi£.2l. Fi£.22.
Figs. 20. 21. and 23.—Bowline Knot and Methodsof Tying.

in both hands, with the backs of the hands uppermost,
and with the thumb and first finger of the right hand
twist the rope away from you, at the same time bring
ing the hands together, and it will be found that the
first hitch thus forms of itself. Hold this with the
left hand, make another hitch in the same manner with
the right hand, and lay the second hitch on top of the
first. When made in this way the hitch would he
dropped over the top of the pole or whatever it was to
be fastened to.
To tie it around the pole as shown in Fig. 30 com-

Fi£.25. F'g.. 26. F^-27-
Figs. 24 and 25.—Bowline in a Bight, and Methodsof Tying.
Fig. 2IJ.— " A Running Knot with CrossedEnds."
Fig. 27.—Methodof Making theKnot.

Knot*, 11itches and Splices for the Building Mechanic.— //.

end more times than is shown In Fig. 28, but if the knot
is properly made this is hardly ever necessary except
perhaps in the case of a very small rope.
History does not record the name of the inventor of

the combination of two half hitches shown in Fig. 29
and known as the clove hitch ; but it is very certain
that whoever lie was or whatever his name, " he builded
better than he knew." for it is one of the most useful
fastenings in the whole catalogue, and its capabilities
are not nearly so well known as they ought to be. One
of the best points about it is that It will bear a strain
equally well on either side of the knot; another is that
it can be tied around the standing part of a larger rope,
or around a pole, and when so tied lias no tendency to
slip endways. When tied around a pole it becomes, as
already stated, a builders' knot, and is the commence
ment of all knots used in pole scaffolding.
The knot shown In Fig. 29 looks very simple to make
and really is so if you go the right way about it, but if
you do not thoroughly learn how it is done, some day
when you want to use it you will be surprised at the
number of different combinations of two half hitches
you are able to make without getting a clove hitch. In
order to make It as represented in Fig. 29 take the rope

mence at the bottom with the rope on your own side of
the pole, the left hand holding it close to the ix>leat A,
pass the rope around the pole with the right hand,

bring it under at A and hold it here with the left hand,

pass the rope around once more with the right hand
and put the end under its own part.
The dotted lines in Fig. 30 show how a bracing pole

would be tied to an upright. The knot would be in the
middle of the rope, and the ends would be passed in
opposite directions a number of times through all of the
angles formed by the two poles and finally finished off
with a reef knot. Rope and pole scaffolding is all right
in its proper place and especially good for working in
large halls, churches or theatres, its greatest disad
vantage being the large initial expense for material.
The clove hitch is used to fasten the ratlins to the
shrouds on board ship, forming the rope ladders by
means of which the sailor makes the first part of his
journey aloft. It can also be used to fasten the guys to
the top of a temporary derrick pole (gin pole?). Have
two ropes each long enough to make two guys, make a
clove hitch In the middle of each rope and drop it over
the top of the pole. When upending heavy columns we
can attach a line in this manner to the top of the col
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umn, to be used us a tag line for guiding it in its ascent.

The clove hitch is just the thing to use to fasten a

couple of short pieces of rope to a heavy stick that is

to be used as a battering ram. With a piece of steel

rail hung like this and enough men to swing it you
can certainly make things move. I have seen an old
box tul« bridge that we could not move with a 250-ton
hydraulic jack lifted by means of wedges that were
driven with this style of a battering ram.
There are many other uses for this famous hitch,

but enough has been said to give an idea of its capabili

ties and to show that it is a good thing to remember.
The bag knot shown in Fig. 31 is something like the

clove bitch. I think the alteration has been made so
that it might be tied quicker. It is another of those
knots in which practice makes perfect. If you watch aman
who " knows how " tie this knot, he merely seems to twist
the twine twice round the neck of the bag and pull tight.
Fig. 32 shows how it is tied. Commence as with the
builders' knot, but put the first finger of the left hand
under the twine, and when you bring the twine around
the first time pass it over this finger. The second time
around pass the end under the first turn, where the
finger of the left hand makes a place for it, catch hold
of the two ends and pull tight. For the sake of clear

ing. 28.—Timber Hitch.

Knots, Hitches and Splircs fi

ness I have shown this knot tied around a pole in
stead of a bag, and in Fig. 32 it is shown tied on this
side of the pole, but in practice the tier leans over the
top of the bag and the knot is formed on the other side.
There are different forms of the rolling bitch (also
called stopper hitch) shown in Fig. 33, but the one
shown is as good as any. It is used for hitching a small
rope to a larger one, where extra power is required as
in tightening the guy ropes of a derrick, or for hoiding

the strain on the fall of a tackle when shifting it over
the drum of a crab or windlass.
The end A and the large rope are generally held in
the hand, which permits of quicker tying or untying,
or the end A may be fastened by means of a clove hitch.
Indeed a clove hitch may be used alone and will gen
erally be found all sufficient. Where the tackle is pulling
horizontally and only the slack of the rope is to be held,
it can sometimes be easily managed by jamming (lie
rope in the block with the point of a bar or peavey.

Accobdino to an account in the Yorkshire Post, during
some excavations at Dewsbury the opening has been
found of a secret passage, which extended from the
Manor House gardens, opposite the town hall, across
what is now Leeds road, beneath Manor place gardens,
and (it is believed) beneath the dwelling to a house
known as the "haunted house." Manor House formerly
belonged to John Peables", and his gardens, noted for
their extent and beauty, included in their limits the so-

called haunted house, and this passage is believed to have
been built as affording a means of escape in case Manor
House was besieged by the Parliamentarians. If this
surmise is correct it forms an interesting justification of
the incidents imagined by Scott in " Kenilworth," where
the coining and going of people through secret passages
led to the inference that the house was haunted.

Building Materials in San Francisco.

During July there was a considerable increase in the
arrivals of nearly all classes of building materials, and
since the end of that month some improvement has been
made in unloading the thousands of carloads of freight
that have for some weeks congested the railroad yards in
San Francisco and Oakland and filled the side tracks for
100 miles in every direction with loaded cars, says our

Fig 33.
Fig. 2li.—The Clove IHtch.
Fig. .'SO.—Builders' Knot.
Fig. 31.—The Bag Knot.
Fig. 32.—ShowingHow the Knot Is Tied.
Fig. 33.—TfceRolling Hitch.

the Buil'Jiny Mtchani-: — II.

special correspondent writing under date of August 7.
Nevertheless, it will take several weeks at least to re
lieve this congestion and deliveries of building materials
by rail from the East will necessarily be rather slow.
Fair quantities of certain materials, however, including
cement, structural steel, tiles and plumbing supplies, are
coming in by steamer and sailing vessels via the Isthmus
and Cape Horn routes, with comparatively quick dis
patch. There is still quite a shortage in builders' hard
ware and many items of plumbers' sundries that will be
gradually relieved as the freight blockade is cleared. Re
ceipts from Pacific Coast sources of lumber, brick, &c,
have been cut off absolutely for the present by the recent
order of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company that no
shipments of freight of any kind destined from points up
and down the coast to San Francisco should be received
until further orders. This will not affect rail shipments
from the East, and the order may not remain in force
much longer, as it is merely intended to cause more rapid
unloading of cars by local consignees, thus releasing the
company's cars.
A feature of the lumber situation Is that the quan
tity arriving now by sea is greater than can be promptly
received by consignees with the limited wharf room and
teams now available. Lumber prices, both wholesale and
retail, have continued to advance steadily, and there is
much complaint that this is caused by a combine or trust.
Siiui the tire retail dealers have been continually offer-
i: :g a l)oi,u.--of $1 nluve the list price for prompt deliver
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ies, builders being particularly anxious, owing to the
threatened lumber shortage. The prolonged strike of the
sailors on the coasting lumber vessels makes the lumber
supply precarious, although the arrivals during July
showed a considerable increase, something like 70,000feet
having come In. Contractors state that the receipts at
present are just about adequate for immediate needs In a
hand-to-mouth way, but that no stocks are accumulating
in the yards to provide for the winter season when water
shipments will be more difficult to make.
The brick supply is said to be sufficient for present

requirements. With the immense quantities of old brick
in the ruins in the burned district and the large combined
capacity of the common brick plants now in operation
there should be no scarcity during the remainder of this
year. The plants producing the best quality of pressed
brick will probably be able to increase their capacity be
fore next spring In time to take care of the expected
building boom.

It is likely that the numerous arrivals of cement dur
ing the next month or two will be almost sufficient for
present needs, but the demand will then rapidly increase.
A great many erroneous reports have been published as
to the cement situation in San Francisco, and nearly
everybody who could secure a shipload of cement from
any cement mill in Europe, Japan or Australia and ton
nage for transportation, seems to have become an im
porter. The result is that this port will be flooded with
good, bad and indifferent cement for a year to come.
Most of this will undoubtedly find purchasers at varying
prices, depending upon the quality and the condition in
which it is found when the big demand comes on. Un
doubtedly many concrete foundations for high class build
ings will be put in this fall and a number of stone, brick
and reinforced concrete structures will be well under way
before winter. The amount of cement that will go into
actual consumption before the rainy season curtails the
amount of work that can be done is difficult of prediction.
Some of the importers estimate that nearly 400,000 bar
rels of foreign cement are now on the way to San Fran
cisco by water and an equal amount will be loaded into
vessels that are due to arrive on the coast before Jan
uary 1. In view of these conditions prices of cement
should be more reasonable this winter, although the best

CONVENTION OF MASTER

THROUGH
the untiring efforts of Secretary W. H. Bar

nard the attention of master sheet metal workers all
over the country was attracted to Indianapolis, where on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, August 8, 9 and 10,

was held the second annual convention of the National
Association. President Edwin L. Seabrook had canvassed
the country for information, which was incorporated in
an excellent address, and thus thousands of tradesmen
knew that an effort was being made to better the condi
tions in the trade. The Indianapolis Convention Commit
tee spared no effort to convince the trade by the letters
sent broadcast that a welcome awaited the sheet metal
worker, and the result was that 186 seated themselves
for the commemorative banquet and the special return
railroad rates which were secured by certificate holders.
The report of the Joint Committee on Tin Plate, while

not revolutionizing conditions, showed that the move
ment in the right direction had begun, and was received
as valuable for its suggestions and conservatism. The
idea that the time for constructive effort had been reached
In the roofing plate question was slowly received by some,
but finally prevailed, and it is safe to say that if the
report is read frequently during the interim until the next
convention more can report the use of better tin, the
receipt of better prices and profits and the increase in
demand for the tin roof. The provision for the appoint
ment of a Special Committee on Legislation as the result
of the paper on the subject and the resolutions adopted
is one that the trade can study with advantage. The
association is to be congratulated on the number and
excellence of the papers presented, and it is to be regret
ted that there was not time for them to be fully discusso'I.

brands are still bringing high prices. A good deal of tbe
cement en route is already sold.

Efflorescence on Brick Walls.

It is a well-known fact that the appearance of brick
work is often greatly marred by the efflorescencewhich
shows upon its surface, and various have been the efforts
to ascertain some means or process by which the difficulty
could be remedied. One of the latest investigators into
the causes of efflorescence is J. C. Jones of the University
of Illinois, who has been looking into the matter and finds
the unsightly appearance of brickwork to be due to the
following: 1. Soluble salts contained in the clay as mined.
2. Soluble salts developed in the clay by weathering.
3. Soluble substances formed in the clay during burning,
partly by chemical changes among the ingredients of the
clay itself, and partly by interaction between the mate
rials of the clay and the kiln gases. 4. Soluble salts in the
mortar used to bind the bricks In the wall. 5. Soluble
substances developed by reactions between the ingredients
of the mortar and those of the clay. 6. Soluble salts in
the water used in the manufacture of brick or mortar.
7. Soluble salts in the soil or substances lying against the
wall.
He finds that efflorescence usually is made up of sul
phates and carbonates, with occasionally salts of other
acids which are carried to the surface of the bricks by the
evaporation of water which has entered them.
The suggested cures are: 1. The use of clay which has
not been weathered. 2. To weather the clay and then
wash out all soluble salts. 3. To change soluble into in
soluble salts by introducing some precipitating agent,as
barium. 4. To remove efflorescencewhich has beenformed
In the kiln by alternating oxidizing with reducing condi
tions during the latter part of the burn. 5. To coat the
bricks as they come from the machine with someorganic
substance. G. To burn the bricks so that they will absorb
the smallest possible amount of water. 7. To coat those
portions of the wall below the ground with waterproof
paint. 8. To see that the gutters and flues which carry-
water or steam piiies are so constructed that water cannot
reach the walls. 9. To make mortar joints as thin as pos
sible and use mortar which is free from sulphur or
nearly so.

SHEET METAL WORKERS.
The Indianapolis members extended a welcome with n
cordial warmth that gave much pleasure to their guests.
The convention was favored with a goodly attendanceol
ladles, and there is evidence that the number will in
crease with the growth of the association. A feature of
the convention was the helpful interest of the manufac
turers and jobbers, and the exhibition hall was by no
means the least of the attractions.

Election of Officers.
Otto Goebel announced that George W. Battley, Nor
folk, Va., had resigned from the board of trustees, leaving
an unexpired term of two years to be filled. He then
announced the following nominations, stating that E. W.
Richards, formerly treasurer, was nominated to the
trusteeship made vacant by Mr. Battley's resignation:
President, Edwin L. Seabrook, Camden, N. J.
First vice-president, Paul L. Blersach, Milwaukee, Wis.
Second vice-president, J. A. Pierpoint, Washington.
D. C.
Third vice-president, Charles A. Gauss, Indianapolis.
Iud.
Fourth vice-president, Al. Bourlier, Louisville, Ky.
Secretary, W. H. Barnard, Norfolk, Va.
Treasurer, G. W. Battley, Norfolk, Va.
Trustees, W. A. Gallaher, Wilmington, Del.; Thomas

V. Black, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Robert Kain, Cleveland, Ohio:
E. W. Richards, Philadelphia, Pa.
On motion one ballot was cast for the nominees, mak
ing the election unanimous.
The place of holding the next convention was left
with the Board of Directors.
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CABINET WORK FOR THE CARPENTER.
THE HALL.

By Pattl D. Otteb.

IF
comfort and generous proportion are in evidence at
a glance as one enters at the front door, the im

pression is conveyed to the visitor that each room bears
evidence of its purpose. There are some visitors one
does not invite beyond the limits of the hall — the book
agent, for instance— and before his departure an easy
seat will be welcomed. Generally the hall seat or settle
with its straight back and little depth of seat is extremely
uncomfortable. This style has no doubt been followed
without much reasoning, but now in these days of rock
ers and reclining chairs and hard work, the chair that in
vites you by its back fitting angle or curve is generally in
demand.
The hall seat, as shown in Fig. 1 of the illustrations,

while it has a high grade character is not an extremely
difficult piece to make, as will be seen in the end view,
Fig. 2. Tt might be placed in the frequent triangular wall

Fig. 1.—(ieneral View of the Hall Seat.

the work of the upholsterer, so that the combining of
forces is very frequently the result of a satisfactory fur
niture business. Much of the furniture of the present
time is provided with upholstery, particularly of leather,
giving it greater comfort and an air of sumptuousness.
By closely observing the models about him a man skilled
with tools may do very creditable work in a short time,
and the suggestions given in the May issue of Carpentry
and Building for 1902 and also in that of May, 1905,will
be of benefit, the first dealing with spring cushion work,
while the other has to do with the loose bag work so much
in favor on types of mission work.
In Fig. 3 is presented a suggestion for a hall seat
which can be made without cushions, although the wife
may have something of that kind on it after it Is fin
ished. The main idea here is not so much originality of
pattern, for it may be the ordinary hall seat or bunker,

Fig. 2.—End View of the Hall Seat. Togetherwith Partial Plan.

Cabinet Work for the Carpenter.— The Hall.

space directly below the first landing, but this is merely a
suggestion with no Intention to be specifically followed,

as such wall spaces vary greatly, but the leg and heavy

rail feature may be embodied in a working drawing to fit
individual requirements. The small end suggests a pleas
ing form to terminate the seat of indefinite length at the
turn of the wall, or entrance to a door. This end where
exposed to full view should have a good figure, well fin
ished. The width of the rail on this and its continuation
along the top is made by gluing on both sides of the cen
ter a mold of the shape shown, the top edge being
worked down smooth as " one piece," having a slightly

crowned shape. Where a large space in the hall Is avail
able even 19 or 20 Inches is none too deep for the seat, in
stead of 16 inches, as Indicated on the seat shape. The

turn of the seat, however, into the corner makes up for an
entire lack of the proper depth.
As Indicated in the bulging line showing the proposed

upholstering immediately over the seat cushion, a soft
wood block of similar shape placed at frequent intervals
will be necessary to falsely build out the overstuffed work
into that conformity which is so comfortable to the back,

and which few hall seats possess. A man familiar with
upholstering or a carriage upholsterer should be given

such work. The needs of the upholsterer are just as great
for frames as would' be the needs of the carpenter for

not much more than a high grade packing box in propor
tion, but a comfortable treatment may be given the back
by making this into a neatly framed panel which, when
not in use, may be pushed back as a part of the wain
scot effect. When it is desired as a seat the lid of the
bunker pulls forward to a stop, bringing with it the lower
edge of paneled frame to an angle, which is more to be
desired than a right angled position, small butts being
used to allow of a loose Joint. A trimming mold should
be provided at the top as a detached apron, which will
permit the frame to move slightly forward and down
without showing the top edge. Illustration, Fig. 3, shows
the idea sufficiently. When removing articles from the
bunker raise the lid slightly, push back the frame In Its
regular position and then raise the lid to any angle de
sired. In the Illustration A indicates the post to baluster
rail, which would form an arm rest at the end of the
seat in most hall arrangements.

Hall Frames.
Were It not for the expense mirrors should be used

plentifully about the house. It would not be with the
thought of vanity, but one of expansiveness, seeing
double, as It were; and In the hall, and particularly the
town house hall, or vestibule, this means of deception
should be employed to apparently enlarge the rooms.
Aside from the reflection the surface of a mirror, If
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placed with some thought of catching light from some
distant opening or window, has much to do In lighting
what would otherwise be a dark room. For this reason
the consol stand, dealt with in a previous paper, is a
good piece of furniture In the reception hall. This brings
the subject to a substitute for or possibly an adjunct to
the consol—the hall frame— in which the mirrored sur
face plays an Important part, or should play an impor
tant part, other than for trying on hats or arranging a
necktie. The days for a little triangular or heartshaped
patch of looking glass fixed in between some hooks are
past, and the hooks of a smooth pattern are now some
what on the outskirts of a large expanse of beveled mir
ror, the edge of which is cut to an easy line or a square.
The two extreme patterns of hall frames shown in

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the character of prevalent styles,
either a form having an easy outline with smooth sur-

Flg. 3.—Another Style of Hall Sent.

made in the factory the honesty of purpose in the pro
jected tenons might be questioned, as they are most fre
quently blocks glued on to make it look honest and
" primitive." the bonding of the joint being by dowels.
In this instance they happily are both a part of the con
struction and design and should be so treated.

Fireproof Flooring Made from Wood

The United States Consul-General at Berlin describes
one of the wood pulp jointless flooring materials which
are at present used in Germany. The one in question is
known as " doloment," or stone wood, and is manufac
tured in Charlottenburg, near Berlin. Doloment Is a
plastic substance about the consistency of mortar, made
of pulverized wood fibre, asbestos and a mineral sub-

Fig. 4.—Hat and Coat Frame for the Hall.

Fig. 5.—Another Style of Hall Hat and Ccat Frame.

Cabinet Work (or the Carpenter.— The Hall.

faces and rounded off edges, or the more severe outline
shown in Fig. 5, having a pronounced breaking away,
however, from the straight lines and square corners of
the Mission ; the surface also is broken into by some
simple perforations, as indicated.

It Is evident from the framing of Fig. 4 that in
making the felloe joint, either the width of the stock of
the three parts must be sufficiently wide to provide for
cutting out the rounded corners on the inside, or the
curve secured by building on by glue joint sufficient
width in the rough to produce this curve. This joint may

be accomplished either by a butt joint and dowels : or on
the reverse of such a butt joint, the stock may be gained
out, inserting a lapping piece, which will not show from
the front.
The three horizontal hook molds will have to be
worked out of stock 1% x 3% inches into shape similar to
that shown.
No attempt should be made to place the mirror in

from the back into the usual rabbet, but fill the opening
with thin backing, and prepare a small, neat quarter
mold, which is tacked snugly into place after the mirror
is set in the frame from the front. This is more expedi

tious in many ways than in preparing a rabbet.
The attractiveness of Fig. 5 depends largely on a

judicious selection of figure in the wood. Were this

stance, and colored by the admixture of various oxides
to any desirable color tint.
The eight samples which were submitted as exhibits
with the report show some of the shades in most common
use—namely, terra cotta, gray, cream white and grained
in imitation of red or blue veined marble. It is laid dowD
iu a smooth, even layer, \'->in. thick, upon the beton, or
cement, substructure, which iu German construction rests
upon steel joists and forms the foundation of all floors,

whether of wood, marble or other materials. The prob
lem has been to make a continuous flooring which will
cover the entire area of an ordinary room, fit closely at
its junctions with upright walls, and be not only fireproof,
but impervious to liquids, dust, vermin of all kinds, u poor
conductor of heat and sound, easily cleaned, and withal
neat and sightly in appearance.
All these requirements are said to have been success
fully reached by the material which is now under con

sideration. On the beton substructure, and beneath the
fireproof flooring, is laid an insulating layer of a com
position composed of fine cork chips, asbestos, sawdust
and some cohesive matrix to hold the other ingredients

together, the principal purpose of this layer being to per

mit of expansion and contraction and some degree of

settling of the building, without producing cracks in the

doloment.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE.*— VIII.
By Charles H. Fox.

IN
the diagrams here presented we commence a series

of explanations dealing with work of a practical na
ture, the problems introduced being for the most part

copies of work already constructed. Rules will be given
by means of which all necessary patterns and molds

may be developed together with those for the construction

of all bevels and at the same time we shall endeavor to

each of which contains a half rib of the head of the sash.
It is hardly necessary to state that in the squaring up of
the plank the molds are to be reversed In their applica

tion to either plank, as one forms the left and the other

the right side of the sash ; in other words the planks are

to be " handed."
The half plan is given in Pig. 24, the convex curve

Fig. 24.—Plan of Half Rib of Sash.
Fig. 25—Elevation of Half Klb of Sasb.
Fig. 26.—DevelopedFalling Mold for "Convex Surface" or

Outside Face.
Fig. 28.— Indicates Size and Thicknessof Plank.

PLANCENTER

Fig. 29.—DevelopedFace Mold as Requiredat Top Surface of
Plank, Togetherwith " Side Bevels."

Fig. 31.—Rear Side of Plank with DevelopedFalling Mold
ShownApplied.

Fig. 32.—DevelopedFalling Mold as Requiredat Soffit Surface.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.— VIII.

give the necessary directions for forming the finished
- solids of the sash, &c, so that the student may, if he so
desires, be enabled by the use of drawings of sufficient
size to make models of each problem shown and thus
obtain a thorough practical knowledge of the methods
here presented. The problem now proposed for illustra
tion is that of a circular sash in a circular wall with
parallel stiles. The proper name for this problem is that
of a cylindro cylindric sash.
We have here assumed the sash to be in two pieces
jointed in the center so that two planks are required,

•Copyright, l'J0<;.by Charles II. Fox.

being shown by J B It, while I 6 E represents the con
cave face curve. These are drawn with O as center. The
half width of the opening is shown by P' P, and the con
tour of the sash, both below and at the spring line, is
given in P R E p of the plan. In Fig. 25 is shown the ele
vation A, indicating the center with which the curve X 3
G may be drawn. This is the representation of the soffit
surface. To obtain the representation of the exterior bound
ing surface, we first develop the falling mold as required to
give the direction for forming the rail, after the cylindri
cal surfaces of the face may have been worked ; that Is,
if it is desirous of constructing a sash with parallel edges
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at the convex face. This is the proper manner of con
structing the sash, although sometimes in the elevation
A V is taken as a radius and the curve V 7' described,
the falling mold being developed to the direction as given
by the curve V 7'. As may be seen or found on trial,
however, the length 6 7' will be found a great deal smaller
than that of the length R P of the rib of the sash below.
This may be satisfactory for a " near enough " job, but
as at the present time we are not working one of this
kind, we will explain the proper method.
To develop the falling mold as required at the convex

face we proceed as follows, the principle involved in
this development being that employed In the solution of
the problem given in the intersection of two right cylin
ders. This principle was fully explained in connection
with the diagrams shown in Figs. 13 to 17, therefore a
repetition is unnecessary.
Referring now to Fig. 25, divide the soffit curve into

any number of equal parts, as shown by X 1 2, &c. Then
parallel with the center line O A, and from each point
produce lines through the plan, as shown by 1 N n,

set off Q 13, N 12, M 11, &c, equal to the lengths of the
corresponding lines in Fig. 26. A curve traced through
the points thus obtained will complete the elevation.
Now on the plan draw I E to touch the extreme points

as I E, which belong to the plan of the sash. Parallel
with I E draw A E so as to inclose the plan. The width
of the plank Is now given in B H, and to obtain the thick,
ness and length we first, parallel with the center line,
draw H Z above. Square with the center line, and
through a point as 10 on the vertical drawn from point
B below, draw H' 10 Z. Square with A 10 draw 10T.
Now set off 10 H equal to 10 Z, and parallel with 10T
draw A' 15 and X W.
Referring now to Fig. 24, square with A E draw A A",

Fig. 27.—Developmentof Falling Mold as Requiredat Concave Fig. 30.—OutsideFace of Plank, Showing Developmentof Fall
ing Mold as Requiredat that Surface.

Fig. 33.—Plan of Fig. 24.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—VIII

Fig. 34.—Developed Falling Mold as Required at
BoundingSurface.

2 M m, Sec. Now in Fig. 26 draw a line as J R, on which
set off C N M B, &c, equal to the lengths of correspond
ing divisions in the plan curve ; then square with J R
through each point produce lines as shown. Now set ofE
N 1, M 2, B 3, t>4, &c, equal to the lengths given on the
corresponding lines of the elevations, Fig. 25. Through
the points obtained trace a curve which will be the curve
of Intersection of the surface of the soffit with that of
the convex face of the sash.
Now with the distance P R of Fig. 24 as radius and

the points C, 1, 2, &c, of Fig. 26 as centers describe arcs,
as shown. A curve may now be drawn to touch the arcs,
which will give a falling mold with parallel edges. It
follows that if the sash be formed to the direction of such
a mold it will also be of a uniform width at the face.
In order to render less difficult the development of the
curve line V 11 7 of the elevation, a new vertical, Q 13,
has been added to the number drawn In Fig. 26. The
length C Q Is transferred to that of P Q of the plan
curve, and a new line, as Q Q' 13, parallel with the center
line Is drawn. This being understood, we next In Fig. 25

I T T", D D' and E E, E'. Now in Fig. 28 make A A",
D D" equal to A A' and V V of Fig. 25. Draw A" D"
and produce it, then parallel with It draw C W. The size
required of the plank at the face Is now given in C E,
E' A", W C of Fig. 28.
In order to develop the side bevels we proceed as

follows: In Fig. 29 square with A" E' draw T" I and
E' E". With the points T" E' as centers and T I of
Fig. 24 as radius, describe arcs In I and E", join A" I
and D' E", and the side bevels may be developed.
The construction of the plumb bevels will be apparent

on inspection of Fig. 28. As stated in an earlier issue in
connection with the forming of the finished solid of the
rail, we have the choice of two methods ; that is, wemay
first form the soffit and exterior bounding surfaces and
then to the direction given by molds as those shown in
the diagrams Figs. 32 to 34 finish the working of the
solid of the rail, or secondly, we may form the cylin
drical surfaces of the convex and concave faces and then
to the direction of the falling mold of Fig. 26 finish the
solid of the rail. The resulting solid of the rail is the
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same by either method. We will first explain the opera
tion of the first named method.

In the construction of working patterns, or molds, and
in the making of working drawings generally, it is very

desirable that they should be constructed with as few
lines as possible. There is a certain class of develop
ments in connection with which it is almost impossible
to get along without the use of a certain number of lines,

especially as iu the example now before us. We cannot
in any instance form the finished rail without making use
of molds which contain the development of the curve of
double curvature of the intersection of the cylinders,
and, as we have already explained, the greater the num
ber of divisions made the more accurate will be the de
veloped curves. At the same time, it is possible to con
struct or develop a number of separate diagrams, and yet
only make use of the one set of projections; applying that
portion of the projection to each diagram, as the necessity
of the development demands. This, of course, may only
be done by giving thought and attention to the matter,
and it is for this purpose that we have mentioned the
subject, for the young student will find that as he adds
to his experience he will spend some little time in think
ing out the best method of preparing his work at its very
commencement and that as he progresses he will accom
plish the same result by making use of half the number
of lines that he made use of originally.

A practical illustration of what Is meant is shown In
the construction of the diagrams Figs. 30, 32 and 34. Iu
A W C D D' A of Fig. 30 is shown the outside face of
the plank ; that is, the side which stands over the line
A D of the plan. This is a facsimile of that shown
in the corresponding diagram, Fig. 28, but in order to
avoid confusion in the development of the curve lines,

have employed a new plane of projection. This point
understood, turn to Fig. 25 and produce the lines Q 13,
1 12, 2 11, &c, to meet the line A' V. In this operation
we have, as it were, increased the hight of the auxiliary
planes made use of in the development of the falling
mold, &c, of Figs. 25 and 2G. That is, their hight has
been increased so that they now intersect the projection
of the top surface of the plank as shown in the points
A' B E F, &c. Now take a strip of paper and transfer to
one edge of the paper the divisions as given on the line
A' V. Then in Fig. 30 produce the line D D'. Take the
paper and place the point represented In A' to the similar
point of Fig. 30, and, keeping the point at A, move the
paper until the point represented in V intersects the line
drawn through D' D.

The paper may now be fastened in this position, or,
the divisions as that of A' B E. &c, may be transferred to
a line as A V. Having obtained the position of the points,
parallel with A W draw B B' 8 5, E E' 9 4, &c.
In this operation we have projected in Fig. 30 the
vertical traces of the auxiliary planes, in which they in
tersect the surface of the plank, which, considered geo
metrically, is a vertical plane, oblique with the vertical
plane of projection. The traces of these planes, as we
have already stated, at the vertical plane of projection
are those represented in the lines A A', K B. &c, of Fig.
25. This understood, in Fig. 30 make A 7 6, B' 8 5, &c„
equal to the length as given at the corresponding projec
tions of Fig. 25, of course observing that C D is made
equal to that of the corresponding length C D of the
edge A D of the plan. Through the points given in
C 1 2, &c, trace curves as shown ; which give the face
pattern at the faces of the plank as required in order to
form the cylindrical surfaces of the soffit and exterior
bounding surfaces of the rail.

In the diagram of Fig. 31, the pattern is shown applied
to the inside face of the plank. The points given in E
0 determine its proper position. After the plank has
been squared up to the direction of the side and plumb
bevels, the point E will then be determined by the ex
tremepoint at the lower edge G E of the plank ; the point
fi may be determined by making Y G equal to that of the
corresponding length of Fig. 25. Or, having transferred
the contour of the pattern as shown in Fig. 30, to the
outer face of the plank, the lines as those of 6 G', 7 7'
of Fig. 31 may be " squared " through the center joint

surface, and the points as 6 7 of the inside face of plank
be thus determined. This point will be clearly explained
at the working of the rail piece.

After the cylindrical surfaces have been worked, other
patterns are required, in order to give the proper direc
tion for forming the vertical cylindrical surfaces of the
face. The problem of this construction is again that of
the development of the curve of double curvature of the
intersection of the two cylinders, only here we have to
develop the curve from or by means of the horizontal
projections, instead of the vertical projections, as we did
in the solution of the problems, Figs. 14 to 17. The
geometrical principles which govern the projections to
be now made are those which were made use of in the de
velopments of the diagrams in question, so that their
application here will be readily understood by the student.
First, we will develop what may be called " the soffit
pattern." Its construction is shown in Fig. 32, and, as
stated above, we shall again make use of the projections
already given in the plan and elevation. In Fig. 32 draw
any line as that shown in J X, on which set off J 5 4 3,
&c, equal to the length of the arcs 6 5 4 3, &c, of the
soffit curve of Fig. 25. Then square with J X, through
each point draw lines Indefinitely. Now in Fig. 24 square
with the center line O A, draw J X. This line has in
tercepted the verticals k 8, I 9, &c, in the points 5 4, &c.
In Fig. 32 set off J I, 5 K Jfc

,
4 L I, &c, equal to the length

of the corresponding projections of Fig. 24. Through the

Iiolnts obtained in J K L, &c, trace curves, which will
give the development of the curve of intersection of the
cylindrical surface of the soffit, with that of the convex
and concave faces of the rail. The pattern as required
at the " exterior bounding surface," is shown in Fig. 34.

To avoid confusion of lines, we have transferred the
plan, Fig. 24, to the corresponding diagram, Fig. 33 ;

letters of reference correspond at both diagrams. In
Fig. 34 draw any line as that of 7 V, on which set off

7 8 9 10, Sec.,equal to the length of the arcs as given In
the corresponding projections of Fig. 25. Through the
points obtained square with 7 V, draw lines indefinitely.
Then in Fig. 34, square with the center line at a point
as that of 7

,

draw 7 V. This has intercepted the projec
tions already given at the plan, in the points 8 9 10, &e.
In Fig. 34 set oft J 7 I, K 8 k, L 9 I, &e„ equal to that
of the corresponding projections of Fig. 33. Tracing the
curves through the points JKL, &c, as shown, and the
development of the curve of intersection of the convex
and concave surfaces with that of the exterior surface
of the rail may be projected. Now construct the bevel,

E T W, of Fig. 24, by drawing Y W, parallel with the
center line, and we are ready to start " squaring up the
plank."

San Francisco's Relief Fund fur Building
Purposes.

The chairman of the Lands and Building Committee of
the San Francisco Relief and Red Cross Funds Corpora
tion has, with the formal sanction of the latter, announced
the intention of the committee in regard to building im
provements for those who were burned out, or in advan
cing them cash for that purpose. The announcement of
Chairman Thomas Magee involves four distinct proposi
tions, aggregating $3,600,000.
One proposition sets aside .$500,000to be used in sums
of $500, the latter being the amount to be given to the
owner of a lot as a bonus toward paying for a new home.
The sum of $2,500,000is to be used to build cottages, two-
story dwellings and fiats. These are to be sold on the
installment plan, or easy terms. The third proposition is
to spend $100,000for a home for aged and infirm people
on the Almshouse tract. The fourth proposition involves
the use of $500,000 in loans to owners or tenants for
building purposes.
The loans and bonuses offered under these provisions
are to remain open until October 1

,

1906. unless the vari
ous appropriations are exhausted before this date. In
the meantime the company will erect on the public squares
numerous portable houses, in order that the entire popula
tion of the city may be housed before winter sets in.
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Improved Building Codes for Cities.
The great destruction of property resulting from the

serious conflagrations recently occurring has caused

steps to be taken looking to the adoption of means by

which these losses may be eliminated or at least reduced

to a minimum. The initiative in the matter has been
taken by the National Fire Protection Association, which
embraces in its membership practically every fire insur

ance company in the United States, and which is about
urging the authorities in every large city in the country

to pass ordinances for the adoption of an improved

building code, based on rules laid down by the Fire Pro

tection Association. The proposed ordinances require

the introduction of automatic sprinklers with private

water supplies in buildings in the so-called congested dis

tricts. The Association states that in spite of all the

efforts of experts in fire protection facilities the fire waste
in this country has continued uninterrupted and involves

a larger per capita loss than in any other country. It
asserts that the public protection has not kept pace with

the growth of buildings and the increase in the valua

tions in the congested centers, and that the business pros

perity of the country is liable to be checked if this in
creasing loss cannot be lessened by adopting improved

methods of construction, by safeguarding hazards of

occupancy, and by introducing automatic sprinklers and

other private protection in addition to the public fire

service.

Sanitation in Public Toilet Rooms.
One of the promising signs of the times has been the
gradually increasing importance which is being placed

on the arrangement and equipment of the public toilet

room. It is, perhaps, the double result of the develop
ment of sanitary plumbing fixtures and specialties until

the possibilities in this direction are matters of common

knowledge and of the education of the rank and file

of humanity with regard to the need for sanitation and

its direct relation to the prevention of disease. The

treatment these convenience stations receive in use is

far from what it ought to be, but it is a long step from

the unspeakable of not so long ago, and it would seem

that the very character of the present day products,
through their really attractive appearance on the one

hand and their evidence of effort to prevent dirt lodg

ment on the other, inspire a respect that was formerly

not tue case. And one of the pleasing features of the

late style toilet rooms is that, even where the campaign

of education gives proof that it is hardly begun, frequent

cleaning, with an actual deluge of water, if necessary,
is a ready possibility. There are doubtless a

number of details in the equipment of these

rooms that might be discussed with the idea

of bringing out some valuable opinions and experi

ences on the part of our readers. These the whole

plumbing fraternity would be glad to have. As it Is, one

or two points suggest themselves in this connection.
Kecently— though this was not in a public station—an
instance was noted where a group of three urinal stalls
was provided in a space which should not have accom

modated much more than two. The reasons why three

were deemed necessary are not known at this writing,

but there was no evidence that conditions demanded that

number. Certain it is that when insufficient width is
provided for the stall the fixtures get indifferent con
sideration, with the result that the room atmosphere
will convince a blind person that here sanitation is un

known. This instance may be taken as a concrete il
lustration of the duty that the plumbing contractor owes
to sanitation : while a desired maximum number of fix
tures may be desirable, other things being equal, too
great crowding through the use of all of them, as in the
c.ise described, should be strongly objected to, or, at
least, strongly argued against. Then there Is
the closet or urinal pull for flushing purposes.
This can easily be a source of danger, handled
as It is by all manner of people. It is of course an absent
detail where there is automatic means for flushing water,

but in cities excessively scrupulous about favoring the
products of some inventor automatic flush tanks are
not allowed. In casting about for substitutes for the pull,
one Is apt to set upon some sort of attachment or con
trivance in the floor, but which on second thought

would most likely become a lodging place for dirt and
germs. For closet flushing the seat action closet may
be found satisfactory, while attachments in which the
door to the stalls operates the flushing device do not
appear to have the objections that pulls do, at least
to the same extent. For urinal use it would seem that
a flush controlled by a push button would be a step in
the right direction.

Some New Metropolitan Theaters
In connection with the new theater which is to be

erected upon the block bounded by Central Park West.
Broadway and Sixty -second and Sixty-third streets, New
York City, it may be stated that in form and purpose
it will be unlike any place of amusement heretofore con
structed in this country. It will be built through sub
scriptions by 46 founders with the intention not so much
of earning profits as to foster a more worthy grade of
drama than that generally produced upon the stage at
the present day. The plans look to dramatic production
nil the most ample scale. The capacity of the house will
lie something like 3000 people and the stage will run to a
depth of 75 ft. The design of the structure, which is that
of Carrere & Hastings, of New York City, is classic in
nature, with a low and rather inconspicuous ground floor
with a surmounting colonnade of massive pillars spread
across the entire face of the building. Many small doors
in the front give admission to a large vestibule, in the
design of which simplicity will dominate so that the
chief effect may appear in the huge stone stairway lead
ing above. At the top of this staircase will open a broad
foyer, 150 ft. long and 30 ft. broad, which will be separated
from the body of the theater by another long colonnade
similar to that outside. Elevators will run up to the foyer
and thence to the flat top of the structure, which is laid out
in palm gardens, glass incased. In the basement will be a
restaurant for the comfort of late diners. The amphi
theater itself is so designed as to hold 40 boxes, which
will be the individual property of the founders. The
regular boxes, arranged in two tiers, will run around the
rear of the parquet and communicate with it by passages,
so that between the acts people may readily pass between
the parquet and the boxes. Throughout the house the
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seats will be well spaced and roomy, so that the usual

crowding and cramping incident to the general run of

places of amusement will be obviated. It is exepeeted the
building will cost in the neighborhood of $2,000,000and
be in complete working order in about two years. The
first building of its kind to be erected in New York City

since the revision of the laws governing the construction

of theaters will be the structure on Forty-fourth street
between Sixth and Seventh avenues, covering a site

88 x 101 ft. in size, though the plot has a frontage of 125
ft. and a depth of 100 ft. The building will be of Colonial
design and will have on either side a. 12-ft. alley with a

number of exits. It will have a seating Rapacity of about
1500, and the first story and galleries will equal five
ordinary stories in bight. The estimated cost is placed

at about $300,000, and the plans are being prepared by

Architect George Kiester, 11 West Twenty-ninth street,

New York City.

School Heating Apparatus

Probably iu no branch of mechanical work is there

room for so much activity as in the improvement of the

heating and ventilating apparatus of schoolhouses. It
is commendable that several States have enacted laws

providing a standard of ventilation. While this step

will doubtless govern the character of the future equip
ment of new schools, it will also have an important in

fluence on the remodeling of heating systems already in

operation and needing repairs on account of the wear

and tear of long service. Heating contractors are doubt

less conversant with the heating equipment in the schools

in their vicinity, and will not only be engaged in a com
mendable business enterprise, but will do a public service
if they bring to the attention of the proper authorities
the need of putting the heating plants in good working

order and of making such improvements as will insure a
frequent changing of the air as well as the maintenance

of a comfortable temperature. In former times educa
tional work of this character was discouraging, because

there were so few precedents that were generally ac

cepted to support those who engaged upon it. Now, with

definite laws governing ventilation and conspicuous ex

amples of accepted installations, there is the opportunity

for endeavor and for support to make the educational

campaign successful. The heating contractor will not
only allow an excellent opportunity for good business to

pass, but also neglect the duty of a good citizen, if he
does not make some effort to see that schoolhouses in his

territory have the faculty systems in them replaced, by

arousing the authorities with respect to the shameful

shortcomings of them. Local pride should be backed by

permanent evidence of an appreciation of the importance

of proper heating and ventilation In school buildings,

recognized in other places by the compulsory legislation.

Builders' Wages in San Francisco.

We are in receipt of several letters from readers of
the paper located in and about San Francisco calling at
tention to the article appearing in these columns last
mouth relative to " Labor Unions and the New San Fran
cisco." It is urged by some of the writers that the state
ment regarding wages of carpenters, bricklayers, &c, is
misleading and unfair to the organized mechanics of the
city. The point is made that the carpenter's minimum wage
is $4 for eight hours' work, and that the District Council
of Carpenters has on two separate occasions since the
calamity voted down motions demanding an increase in
wages. Owing, however, to numerous temporary build
ings under construction, there has been a great demand
for carpenters, and many of the first-class workmen are
receiving $4.50 a day and a few as high as $5, the latter

rate being paid for the finest bank fixtures and similar
work, and is said to be only a temporary bonus offered
by contractors to secure good men. At present there are
said to be hundreds of laborers, clerks, &c, working at
the trade side by side with union men, as the unions real
ize that if they are unable to fill the demand for me
chanics they cannot in fairness to the contractors and to
the public draw the line tightly as regards nonunion men.
The wages of the bricklayers established by the union
several years ago is given as $0 per day, but shortly after
the earthquake and fire in April the wages were raised to
$7 a day, while the plumbers who struck for an Increase
have been granted an advance of $1 a day. making their
rate now $6. Several of the correspondents call attention
to the great increase in the price of lumber, lime, cement,
&c, as well as to the increase in the cost of living, point
ing out that some slight advance in wages would under
the circumstances seem fully warranted.
In regard to the comments appearing in our August
issue, we desire to state that they were based upon in
formation regarded as thoroughly trustworthy, and later
in a measure confirmed by a report of a Government
official touching the situation, and what we had to say
was in no way Intended as a reflection upon the build
ing mechanics of the city or the unions of which they
are members. The idea, rather, was to call attention to
a condition of affairs which seemed to be tending to their
disadvantage, and which if continued was calculated to
bring about a situation offering little inducement to the
outside investor, practically as set forth in the announce
ment presented by President P. H, McCarthy at the July
meeting of the Building Trades Council of San Francisco.

Our Supplemental Piates.

We have taken for the basis of our supplemental
plates this month a very attractive residence embodying
in its exterior and interior treatment a number of feat
ures likely to interest architects and builders generally.
It will be noted that the first story is constructed of field
stone, giving a very rugged and picturesque effect, while
the second story, as it may be termed, although largely
contained in the lower section of the gambrel roof, is
covered with shingles. The main entrance is a distinctive
feature, and there are others calculated to appeal to the
critical eye of the architect.
The interior view shows the library of the house, with
its beamed ceiling and equipped with rustic fireplace of
lield stone, on either side of which are seats severely plain
in finish, yet serving an admirable purpose. The resi
dence illustrated is that of B. G. Howard, and is located
on Waverly avenue, Newton, Mass. The drawings were
prepared by Gay & Proctor, architects, 21 Bromfield
street, Boston, Mass.

Convention of Builders' Exchanges.

At the Ohio State Association of Builders' Exchanges,
held the latter part of July in Cincinnati, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year :
President, S. Bufus Jones of Dayton.
First Vice-President, Juhn J. Puringtou of East Liver

pool.

Second Vice-President, William B. Creer of Cleve
land.
Secretary, Charles J. King of Massilon.
Treasurer, Leopold Kleybolte of Cincinnati.
It was decided to meet in Youugstown for the next

annual convention.

Officers of Master House Painters' Association.

At the recent convention of the New York State Asso
ciation of Master House Painters and Decorators, held iu
Saratoga, N. Y., the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year :
President, John Little of New York.
First Vice-President, George II. Planz of Utica.
Second Vice-President, A. J. Weeks of Schenectady.
Secretary-Treasurer. Daniel L. Holland of Troy.
It was decided to hold the next meeting of the asso-

1iation at Elmira.
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Adjustable Folding Drawing Board Stand.
From S. M. P., Pinon, Colo.—I send herewith a blue

print of an adjustable folding drawing board stand, which
I have lately made and find more convenient than any-
other I have seen. It is made of pine and the joints are
dovetailed instead of being mortised. The hinges are
sheet brass. The size of stand shown in the sketch will
take a board 23 x 31 in. or larger, but it can be made to
take a smaller board If desired. The top is adjustable
from the horizontal to the vertical, and in bight measures
from 26 to 38 in. to the lower edge of the board when in
the vertical position. The shelf underneath can be drawn

r=J>

Fig. 1.—Front View of Stand When Folded.

segment I find the radius of the circle. Having the bight
of the segment and radius I find the chord of the seg
ment. I would like to know the best methods for the
three preceding operations.
Answer. —To obtain the bight, or, as it is sometimes
called, the rise or middle ordinate, half of the chord
should be squared and this then subtracted from the
square of the radius. Find the square root of the re
mainder and subtract it from the radius and the result
will be the length of the required rise. This is an exact
rule, but sometimes an approximate one is used which is
as follows : The square of one-half of the chord is divided
by twice the radius' and the quotient is the result approxi
mately.
To obtain the length of the radius when the rise and
chord are known, to the square of one-half of the chord
add the square of the rise and divide the sum by twice
the rise. This quotient is then the length of the radius.

Fig. 2.—Front View ol Stand Openan.l Top Raised

nig. *.—a ±-ianoi tLe Slide.
rig. 3.—An Elevationoi tUe
Raising Frame.

Fie. 3.—Plan of the Main Frame. Fig. 6.—A S.deView of Stand with Top Raised.

Adjustable Folding Drawing Board Stand.

out to hold instruments, &c. The hooks on the legs hold
them firmly In place so there is no falling down, and the
space underneath is open for foot room. Referring to the
sketches, Fig. 1 is a front view of the stand, showing its
appearance when folded up and not in use. Fig. 2 is also
a front view, but shows the stand open and the top
raised. Fig. 3 is a plan of the main frame, Fig. 4 a plan
of the slide, Fig. 5 an elevation of the raising frame and
Fig. C a side view of stand with top raised.

Element* or the Segment* of a Circle.
From H. N. S., Slielby, Ohio.— I would like some in
formation regarding the elements of a circle. Within
the last six years I have originated practical methods
for finding the bight or spring of a segment of a circle,
knowing the chord of the segment and the radius of the
corresponding circle. Having the hight and chord of the

To Hud tlie length of the chord, either one of two
methods are ordinarily used. The rise is subtracted
from twice the radius and this remainder multiplied by
the rise ; the square root is then taken of this product
and the root multiplied by 2; the result is the lengthof
the required chord. The other method is to subtract
from the square of the radius the square of the difference
between the radius and the rise and then to take the
square root of this difference, which multiplied by 2 gives
the length of the chord.

Twist for Hand Rail at Top of Straight Flight of
Stairs.

From C. J. M., St. Johns, Newfoundland— In the July
issue of the paper " Subscriber " asks for an easy way to

obtain the twist of a hand rail for the head of a flight
of stairs to connect with a level landing. I send here
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with drawings which I think will answer his purpose,
and are so plain that they need very little explanation.

Referring to the diagrams, Fig. 1 represents the rail

in plan as it turns around the well. The triangle ABC
is the pitch of the stairs. In Fig. 2 is shown the side of
the piece of timber forming the joint at C in Fig. 1. The

line G H in Fig. 2 is the center line of the rail at the
joint marked for the plumb or riser of the pitchboard,
while F is a point about midway between the width of the
rail and the springing line of the circle A in Fig. 1, from
which a level line is drawn to form the ramp. D and E

show the pattern of the rail as It is to be drawn on the

end of the piece and on the joint C In Fig. 1. The upper

surface of the piece of timber is represented in Fig. 3,

the curve shown being not a quarter of a circle, but the
quarter of an elipse, the semiminor axis of which Is
equal to A-C and the semimajor axis to A-B of Fig. 1.

hand would have been a lost art as far as our crew was

concerned.
Now, I dare say, others as well as myself have had

a like experience, and I would say to all young Chips,
do not let this part of the business drop, as some time

you may be puzzled how to do the work. Get an old-

fashioned Grecian ogee and practice during your spare

time. If you find any trouble of which you do not know
the cause, inquire, for you have no excuse for igno

rance when there is such an admirable source of infor

mation as the Correspondence columns of ('arpeniry and

Building.

Estimating; Costa or Labor.

From A. E. C, Vancouver, B. G.— In the July number
of Carpentry and Building I find the letter of " E. B. C,"
Milwaukee, Wis., discussing the average day's work for

a carpenter and his theory of estimating

work : that is piece work. I am glad to see
that he takes an interest In his trade by
keeping track of the amount of work two
men can do in a day. such as putting on^eor-
nices, &c, as no doubt his figures are entirely
correct in comparison with the different sizes
of cornices. I have been in the contracting
business for a number of years and have
tried the method described by

" E. B. C,"
but found it a failure in estimating work on

a building, and would say that
" E. B. C."

may take the same two men with the

FIQ. 3

Fig. 3.—Upper Surfaceof Pieceof Timber.

Tu-ist for Hand Rail at Top of Straight Flight of Stain.

FIQ. 1
Fig. 1.—Plan of Rail.

Fig. 2.—Side of Piece of Timber Forming Joint at C in Fig. 1.

The other side of the wreath being only a level turn in
volves no difficulties.

The Molding Plane and the Carpenter's "Kit."
From C. J. M., St. Johns, Newfoundland. —I would

like to ask my brother Chips if our old friend the mold
ing plane, has been entirely banished from the carpen

ter's kit in these days of planing mills and machinery?
Away back In the early '70s, when I first started in at
the business, it used to be a part of the education of the
apprentices to learn to keep molding planes In order and
stick moldings. The man who could not do this properly
and do a certain amount of such work in a day would
not be called a carpenter. It was my experience a short
time ago In repairing an old house to require 30 or 40 ft.
of a certain kind of molding to match that used in the
Interior finish. The mills did not have that shape of
molding in stock, so there was nothing for it but to stick
it by hand. Now for surprise No. 1. Out of a crew of
15 young Chips not one of them had such a thing as a
molding plane in his kit. I therefore produced the nec
essary plane, when occurred surprise No. 2. Not one of
them knew how to take out the iron, rub it up and put
it in again properly, let alone stick a molding with it, and
all of these men were good mechanics, so far as their
knowledge of the business went, but if it had not been
for myself and another old fogy, sticking moldings by

very same size cornice on the same style of a house and

(he will find that the amount the men will accomplish will
vary from the previous job, owing perhaps to slightly
changed conditions of the present job, which may be In
the position of the scaffolding, the class of ma
terial used and the length of It, the condition
of the tools used by the men, the weather, which
would Influence the starting and stopping of the
work and result in a loss of time, so that taking
all things Into consideration it is hard to strike an ave
rage that will be safe on which to base an estimate. I
have found from practical experience that a young con
tractor will work four or five years at the business before
he can properly figure the cost of labor on a building, and
that is by referring to his time book and figuring up
the cost of work on each house, comparing the new job
upon which he is to figure with one of the jobs he has
completed and adding to or subtracting from the results
according to the conditions of the new job. In my opinion
there is no system that will give more correct results
than the time book. If wages have Increased 5 per cent
then add 5 per cent., as I have found that labor Is one
of the most difficult matters for a new contractor to
satisfactorily determine and it can only be done by ex
perience, although it is a grand idea for a contractor to
keep track of the different parts of work, such, for ex
ample, as the price per cubic foot, as it will help him
to get at the cost of labor on large buildings in the con
struction of which he has not had much experience.
As to estimating from the time book by comparing

the two jobs, I prefer the cubic foot system to the piece
work In getting the cost of labor where one or the other
has to be used. I keep track of the cost of each job, what
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from some of the other readers 011this subject, as perhaps
they can make it plainer than I can do it. I thank Mr.
Williams for his opinion, and for the detail which he
has given In connection with the subject.

Roof Plan for "A. S. TV."
From A. C. 8., Winchester, Ohio.— I note the inquiry

of "A. S. W.," Belmont. W. Va.. In a late issue and
inclose herewith a plan of roof which I trust may be of
benefit to him. If I were called upon to erect the building
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Roof Plan for
" A. S. IV."

in question this would be my method of treating the roof,
the veranda to extend only one story in night.

What material Is Beat for Roof Covering?

From George P. Connor, lioston, Mass.— In answer to
■"W. T.." Richmond, Va., whose letter appears In the
August issue of the paper, I would say that In my work
I have used on several buildings under my charge a tar
and gravel roof on top of concrete, and have had no
trouble from it. The method I prefer is to first lay
one thickness of heavy waterproof paper on the concrete
and then proceed to lay the rest of the tar and gravel
in the usual manner. In this way the roofing is entirely
separate from the concrete, and any settling or cracking
of the concrete will not affect the roofing, as each can
■expandand contract independently of the other. The
weight of the roof is sufficient to hold It down flat as
long as it is secured at the ends and sides, and each
layer is well mopped. Frank B. Kidder advises in his
book, if I do not misunderstand, to mop the first course
directly to the concrete, and I understand that this
method is generally used. I leave it to the readers of this
paper to suit themselves when they are using tar and
gravel on concrete.
In using tin I always get the best In the market, have

It paiuted on the underside at the buildings so as to see
that It Is well done and that good paint is used and al
ways place waterproof paper under It. If the outside
is kept well painted and taken care of there will be no
trouble with a tin roof under certain conditions ; that is
no chemicals, 4c, being allowed to come In contact with
it.

Cutting; In a Threshold.
From W. V. K„ Westfield, Mass.— I, with the rest of
the chips, in this locality tit least, have been very much
interested in Carpentry and Building, especially in the
correspondence columns. To " O. M. T." and " E. F. C."
I would say, " Don't quarrel, boys ; I think both of you
are right, only one refers to weather boarding a cone and
the other to a circular tower."
I used to be with " P. C. D.," Fryeburg, Maine, in his

method of cutting In a threshold until I learned a better
way, which is as follows : Place the threshold on the floor
in front of the doorway in position to mark, one edge
touching both jambs. Place a straight edge firmly across
the jamb with one end projecting across the threshold.
With a knife mark the threshold on this line, then with
a measuring stick lay off on the threshold from this knife

mark the distance between jambs. Place the straight
edge across the other jamb In the same manner as before.
Next move the threshold, if necessary, either way until
the mark comes even with the line of the jamb. Mark
with the knife again across the threshold side of tbe
straight edge, then cut to the marks and you will have
to cut but one threshold for that doorway.

BacklnK Hip Rafters.
From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash.— In regard to the
request of " W. L. P." in the April issue for tables for
the backing of hip rafters, &c, I desire to state that in
my opinion tables are worse than useless, for they are
never at band when wanted, and the man who depends01
them is helpless without them. Tbe proper backing of
hips can easily be obtained from the hips themselvesafter
they are laid out. Simply square back from the plumb
line half the thickness of the rafter. For example, in
the sketch Fig. 1, let a-6 represent the plumb cut at the
top of the hip, then square across from a to b until the
line d-c equals half the thickness of the hip (% for a
2x6 sized or 1% in. hip) and a line drawn through d
as indicated by the dotted line will give the proper back
ing.
For a bottom cut let e-f-g in Fig. 2 represent the cut

on the bottom of the hip and g-f-h the plumb line. Then
square back from h square with h-g until h-i equals half
the hip as before, and a line through i as k-l will give
the backing. This rule will apply to any hip regardless

a

Barking Hip Rafters.—Method Suggestedby " O. L. McM."

of the pitch, if the hip is the intersection at right angles
of two roofs of equal pitch.
But why back the hip at all? Why not move the
level cut e-f up so that a line plumb through <as Indicated
by the dotted line m-n will equal h-f and cut on the line
o-p Instead of e-f. This would drop the hip enoughso
that the top edge x-y would be In line with the top.of
the common rafters and save the time and labor spentin
backing.
In regard to the side cuts of hips and valleys, let

me suggest, if it's not too much like free advertising,
that Nicholls Framing Square has the side cuts as well
as all the other cuts for risers from 2 In. in 12 In. to 18
in. in 12 in., and I know of no more convenient placeto
have roof tables than on the side of the steel square.
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SHEET ZINC FOR ROOFS.
By Philip Jahn.

AS
there seems to be a revival of Interest in the sub
ject of sbeet zinc for roofing, the following details

relative to the use of the material in European countries
may not be without suggestive value to many of the roof
ing readers of the paper. The information given was se
cured at first hand during a residence In Germany.
Sheet zinc was first used for roofing purposes in Ger

many about the year 1800, and it has continued in popu
larity and has given entire satisfaction ever since. It
is estimated that, at the present time, 30 per cent, of
the total output of the German zinc mines is used for
this purpose. A roof made of No. 10 gauge zinc is guar-

Fig. 1.—Helglan System. Fig. 2.—French System.

in this process, while very slow, lasting nearly two years,
is a sure one.
Soot that may lie on the zinc will form electric cur

rents, if the same is wet through rain or moisture. These
currents, no matter how weak, will act upon the oxide
and seek the weakest spots in the sheets, so that holes
will soon appear that have been eaten through the body
of the zinc. The same result will happen if copper or
iron comes in direct contact with the zinc. This is one
reason why all cleats used on zinc roofs must be tinned.
All iron work, too, that comes in contact with zinc should
be galvanized or tinned.
Three different systems of zinc roofing are in use in
Europe, known respectively as the Belgian, the French
and the German systems. All have been in use a good
many years, and they are, with a few minor variations,
nearly identical in construction. Each kind has its own
peculiar shape, but all strive for one point—allowance for
expansion and contraction. In Fig. 1 is shown the Bel
gian system, which is the one we describe below. Figs.

Fig. 7.—Broken View of Cross Seam,Showing Pleat. F|g. (J.—Finish at Kaves. Showing Metal Cap.

Shut Zinc fur Roof* as Applied in Europe.

anteed to last from 30 to 40 years without repair. Thus
its value is obvious.
Zinc is a metal that expands and contracts through

climatic changes to a greater extent than any other
known metal. If proper allowance is not made for this
expansion and contraction, when constructing a roof, the
zinc will buckle and bend, and finally tear, and the older
It gets the more brittle is becomes.
The chemical action of zinc, it Is well to note, is,

under ordinary circumstances, similar to the oxidation
of iron. Under the action of air and water, an oxide of
zinc covers the material, which, however, can easily bo
brushed off in the early stages. In a few weeks' time,
however, this oxide will become so settled that It cannot
be brushed off. Even water will not affect it. It Is this
oxide that protects the zinc from all ordinary influences.
This oxide, however, will not, of course, withstand the
action of acids, such as are emitted from chimneys, nor
of the salt air from the ocean. Lime, as used in mortar,

and cement in concrete also have their influence upon
zinc, especially upon new zinc. This, of course, refers
only to fresh mortar and concrete. The chemical action

2 and 3 represent, respectively, the French and German
systems. In all three systems cleats are nailed to wood
strips about 9 inches apart, before the strips are nailed to
the roof.

As above stated, zinc is a metal that expands with the
heat and contracts with the cold, and for this sufficient
allowance must be made when the roof is being laid.
A sheet of zinc 36 inches wide and 72 inches long will
expand at least % Inch in width, and nearly % inch in
length in hot weather. Nails should never be driven
into the sheet. Nothing but cleats should be used to
fasten the material to the roof. If nails are driven
into the sheets, the heat will cause the zinc to buckle,
and it will pull away from the nails. leaving a hole,
which will cause a leak. This point, and that of ex
pansion and contract ion. must be carefully considered
in laying a zinc roof. The action of the expansion and
contraction is somewhat different on the Belgian sys
tem from that of the other systems. The zinc, in the
Belgian system, moves into the bottom of the wood strips,
whereas, in the French, it moves up the sides of the
strips. In forming the edges of the sheets, care must
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be taken always to get them as round as possible. If
this Is not done, the zinc, in a few years, will crack at
these points.
To lay the roof an eave strip of iron is formed as
shown in Fig. 4. In using sheets or zinc that are 36
inches wide, the wood strips must be 34% inches from
center to center. Before the wood strips are nailed to
the roof, the cleats, as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, must
be nailed to the bottom of the strip. The lower end of
the wood strip is cut off as shown in Fig. 5.
The wood strip is then nailed to the roof, and over the

end of the wood strip is placed a metal cap, formed as
shown in Fig. 6. This cap is nailed to the roof and not

Fig. 8.—Finish at Gable.
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is a wall to be flashed that runs parallel with the wood
strips, the same may be flashed in the usual manner.
When a wood strip butts against a chimney or wall, how
ever, flash as shown in Fig. 9. The sheets in this case
are turned up from 4 to C inches against the wall, with
the seams turned as shown, and the piece of zinc is
shoved down over the wood strip. The cap is then placed
over the wood strip and soldered. Fig. 10 shows the
method in which this work is carried out, with a ridge
strip and a common strip.
When the entire roof is laid and ready for the zinc

caps, the bottom of each wood strip is already cut off in
the manner shown in Fig. 5. The zinc sheets are then
turned over the wood strips, as shown in Fig. 11. From
this, it will be seen that it is necessary for the zinc
cap that goes over the wood strip to be formed on a
slant at the lower end, so as to cover the entire strip,
in Fig. 11 A and A' are the eave strip, as shown in Fig.
4 ; B the wood strip, cut as shown in Fig. 5 ; C is the
zinc cap; D and D' zinc sheets, with the ends turned

Fig. 10.—ShowingRidge Strip and CommonStrip.

Fig. 9.—WoodStrip Hutting Against Wall. Fig. 11.—Showing General Constructionof Zinc Roof.

Sheet Zinc for Roofs as Applied in Europe.

to the wood strip. If there are any valleys in the roof.
12 inches should be allowed on each side of the same and

the strips be cut to this Hue. The same should be done

at the eaves. The same shaped cap as is used at the

{■avesshould be used at the valleys, and should hook into

the seam of the valley, which should not be less than 1

inch wide. The wood strip at the ridges and hips can be

made twice as large as the longitudinal strips. They can

also be made of one size.
After the strips are all nailed to the roof, the same

is ready to be covered with zinc. The cross seams are the

first to be formed. These are formed as shown in Fig.

7, which gives a broken view of the cross seam, showing

the cleat. After these seams are turned, the sides can

be turned in this manner. Take a piece of leather or

sheet lead and shove it in the cross seam, turning the
sides up 1% inches. Turning seams in this manner does

tiway with soldering. After the sheet has been laid in

its place, nail two cleats in the upper cross seam. As

the sheets are laid in place, turn the cleats down over

the sides. These cleats must all be of a uniform hight,

so that when a cap is shoved over the ridge strip it will
j mt be too loose.
The finish at the gable is indicated in Fig. 8. If there

over the zinc eave cap ; E the copper cleats and F F
the roof boards.
Gutters, such as are used with zinc roofs, are of
numerous shapes and styles. In Fig. 12 is shown the
construction of a false bottom zinc gutter, which is one
of a type generally used. In this sketch, 1 Is a band
Iron frame, 2 the sandstone cornice, 3 a running board,
and 4 the gutter proper; 5 is the eave strip, 6 the cover
for the running board, 7 a crown molding of zinc, and 8
u zinc strip that goes as far as B, to guard against con
densation or leaks. There is not much need of going into
details in describing these gutters, as the cut plainly
shows the method of constructing them. If the gutter
is very long, it is well to have expansion joints, so that
the zinc can contract and expand at will. Fig. 13 shows
the finished zinc roof, indicating the different sections.
In laying a zinc roof certain points should be kept In

mind. In working zinc on cold days it is well to warm
the metal to keep it from cracking. Cross seams are
the only seams that are to be soldered, and then only
when the roof has a pitch of less than 15 degrees. All
cleats should be made of heavy copper and tinned thor
oughly. Never drive nails into a sheet of zinc. Always see
that there is room enough for the zinc to expand between
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the wood strips. Never use a sharp instrument In marking
the zinc, as tills is liable to cause cracks. When cross
seams are not soldered, they should never be hammered
flat. The cross seam on the lower sheet should be at
least % inch wider than the cross seam of the upper sheet.
No. 14 and 16 gauges of sheet zinc are generally pre

ferred for roofing purposes, and nothing lighter than No.
12 gauge is ever used.
Where zinc is exposed to chemical action, as referred

to at the beginning of this article, it can be painted, but,
before any painting is done, the zinc must have a rough
surface, such as is caused by the oxide or made by
mechanical means. A good time to paint zinc— probably
the best time— is when the roof has a thorough coating
of oxide. The paint then takes a good hold and will
remain for some time. Zinc can be painted at once if

Cranlte cutters 50 75
House movers 70
Housesiultbsand architectural iron workers. 350 570
Hoisting engineers 80
Hod carriers 375 580
Lumber clerks 100 180
Stone cutters 50 140
Marble cutters and finishers 275 380
Tile layers 70 125
Millwrights 10° 150
Millmen 1.225 1,520
Plumbers 450 525
Plasterers 400 600
Painters 1.050 2,000
Paint burners 17 40
Patent chimneybuilders 30 70
Slate and tile roofers 16 20
Sign painters 105 225
Steampipe and boiler coverers 35 68
Class workers 150

it is desired, but, as before stated, it must be on a rough
surface. The rough surface can be gotten by either sand
papering the roof or scrubbing it with sand. The latter
method is preferable, because it is the easiest. This
will cause a roughened surface, to which paint will read
ily adhere. It is better, however, to wait until the roof
has its own coating of oxide. The paint will crack and
peel off if the zinc has not this rough surface. Silicate
of zinc is the best mineral paint that can be used for
this purpose.

The Labor Situation in San Francisco.

Estimates furnished by both contractors and labor
organizations show that approximately 50 per cent, more
laborers were engaged in reconstruction work on August
1 than were so employed on July 1. The following table
Is furnished by the Building Trades Council as giving
the correct number of union men employed in the various
building lines on January 1, 1906 and on August 1, 1906:

January 1. August1.
Sheetmetal workers 265 440
Carpenters 3,677 5.115
Bricklayers 350 500
Bridgeand structural Iron workers 200 .'160
Building material teamsters 350 775
Carpet mechanics 175 350
Castersand modelers 50 75
Cement workers 500 790
Elevator constructors 110 160
Electrical workers 650 1.070
Felt and compositionroofers 85 250
Gasand electricfixture hangers 75 140

Fig. 13.—Finished Roof, ShowingDifferent Sections.

Sheet Zinc for Roofs as Applied in Europe.

Shlnglers 45 110
Stone sawyers 15 40
Varnishers and polishers 210 350
Window shaderollers 20 60
Laborers 900 2,000
Street railroad constructionworkers 1,200
Unclassified 8,177

Totals 13,319 30,000

Shingles for Interior Decoration.

A new use has been found for shingles which is cer
tainly a novelty and something which has not before

been put into practice, so far as we are aware. All are
familiar with their use on roofs, on gables or In place

of aiding, but to shingle the interior of a room, walls

and ceilings, is something decidedly out of the ordinary.

Yet this is what has been done In two rooms of a house

in Bay City. The rooms are In the peak of the roof and

the roof is, therefore, shingled on top and underneath.
The shingles are cedar, which are proof against moths

or vermin of any kind. The ceiling shingles are put on

with the larger ends next to the walls and meeting In a
point in the middle of the room.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
REPOUTS

from various sections of the country indicate
that building activity is well maintained, with the

outlook in many instances for a year of record breaking fig
ures. Most of the important cities show more work under
way than a year ago at this season, the notable exception
being Xew York, where in the Boroughs of Manhattan and
the Bronx there has beena material contraction in the value
of the building improvements under way. It is gratifying
to note the generally peaceful situation which prevails in the
labor world, and the steadily growing tendency toward a
better understanding between employer and workman.

Chicago, III.
The record activity which characterized the building trade

during the first half of this year was well maintained through
July, when the cost of buildings for which permits were
issued reached a greater total than since 1892. The aggre
gate cost of operations undertaken amounted to $4,849,900.
as compared with $3,778,300 in the same month last year
and $5,704,800for the same period in 1802, the record year.
During the first seven months permits were taken out for
7108 buildings, with a frontage of 164,891ft. and a cost of
$41,339,105,against 4410 buildings, 131,057ft. frontage and
a cost of $33,086,815for the first sevenmouths in 1005.
Prospective operations on the boards of architects are

numerous, and the indications are that the fall months will
compare favorably with the spring period. A scarcity of
all kinds of material is delaying construction to some ex
tent, but the higher costs which affect nearly all lines have
not as yet deterred property holders from proceeding with
improvements. Fair deliveries of structural steel are being
made by the mills, notwithstanding the avalanche of orders
which they receive from month to month. Quotations are
also well maintained, no advances having been recorded in
the last two years. Manufacturers of builders' hardware
continue to defer deliveries, and contractors are being
greatly delayed in the completion of a number of large
structures owing to their inability to secure fittincs either
from jobbers or makers. The absenceof labor troubles is
noteworthy, as the building crafts have never before con
ducted affairs so peaceably as this year. The July record
as compared with the like period in previous years follows:

Number Feet
buildings, frontage. Cost.July, 1006 934 23.558 $4,840,900July, 1905 70S 18.869 3.778.390July. 1904 023 16.298 3.705.000Jlllr. 1903 548 15.724 3.191.790July. 1902 570 15.703 3.322.480July. 1901 547 15.308 3.105.390July, 1900 340 9.807 2.108.80O

The building figures for seven months since 1800 aregiven below:
Number Feet
buildings, frontage. Cost.Sevenmonths.1900 0.198 104.891 $41,339,105Sevenmonths,1905 4.419 131.957 33.9SG.81oSevenmonths.1904 3.915 104.781 22.014.010Sevenmonths,1903 3.502 98.184 20,210.050Sevenmonths.1902 3,071 111.258 32.139.585Sevenmonths,1901 3.692 103.531 20.945.355Sevenmonths.1900 1,620 43,705 6.615.340

Lansing, Mich.
The amount of building which is in progress in and about

the city is such as to keep all mechanicsbusily engaged,and
contractors would be glad to add to their forces if competent
men could be secured. Some contractors intimate that they
are unable to secureenough help to complete their contracts
on time, notwithstanding the fact that they keep advertise
ments running in the papers for more men. The amount ofbuilding in the city has not been equaled in years, and in
stead of diminishing as the seasonadvancesthe prospectsarethat it will increase. Bricklayers and carpenters are in themost demand.

Lowell, Mass.
The builders of the city are right in the midst of a

most active season, and are practically kept on the jumpin order to meet the demands which are being made upon
them. Hundreds of thousands of dollars are being expended on new structures and repairs, the improvements
covering a wide range of work.
The Master Builders' Association held its annual outingin July at Nantasket Point. As soon as the party reachedits destination arrangements were at once made for a game

of baseball, the captains of the two teams being respectively
Thomas Costello and William Farrell, the game going tothe latter. Dinner was next on the programme, and afterfull justice had been done to the good things provided thesports of the afternoon were commenced. The 100-yd. dashwas won by J. Whittet. with Peter Conaton a close second.The gameof the afternoon was the bowling contest betweenthe carpenters and the plumbers, the latter being the vic

tors, because, as a local paper put it, they laid Frank
Weaver on their side. Mr. Welch left a record for Nan
tasket bowling alleys, his score being 277. Mr. Rabeourwas
the star bowler for the carpenters. The outing was a suc
cess in every way, and many of the party went later in the
evening to Nantasket and Uevere beaches.

Minneapolis. Minn.
Building operations for July were the third bestmonth
in the history of Minneapolis, with a total of $1,600,820as
the value of the improvementsauthorized. The recordstands
i s the best month known in the city since May, 188!),when
the permits for the present City Hall and Court Housewere
takenout for $3,000,000. Although the actual numberof ptf
mits issued was slightly less in July than for the correspond
ing period a year ago, the estimated value of the work is
practically twice that of July, 1005, when 401 permits were
.ssued, costing $881,075, as against 474 permits, costing
1,600,820,in July, 1906.
A tremendous impetus to local construction work has

just been given by the bona fide announcement of J. Ogden
Armour of the Armour Packing Company, Chicago, that his
concern will at once begin the erection of a $10,000,000pack
ing plant in the New Brighton district. The independent
plant that has been in operation at that point has already
been absorbed by the big Chicago firm, and the purchaseof
about 500 acres of land in the vicinity has beenconsummated.
At the present time negotiations are being carried on with
the Minnesota Transfer Company and several of the rail
roads in northeast Minneapolis for trackage concessions,and
local contractors and builders are being asked for figureson
building and construction work. It is claimed that the pack
ing company's intention is to begin work at once, in order to
have the plant ready for occupancy early next spring.
A late building season is the probability for Minneapolis,

owing to the inability of many of the builders and contractors
to get material, especially in the iron and steel line. With
not a cloud of labor trouble to darken the industrial horizou
the chances are excellent for a continuance of the present
building activity until the advent of cold weather, and a num
ber of- large structures will be begun between now and the
time snow flies, with the express intention of keepingBp the
work during the winter.

New Orleans, La.
At a meetingheld on the evening of July 26 in the rooms

of the old exchange in Union street it was decided that" Contractors' and Dealers' Exchange " should be the name
for the organization which will take the place of the Me
chanics', Dealers' and Lumbermen's Exchange, The sessior
was attended by a large and enthusiastic gathering, and tht
greatest interest was manifested in all matters which came
up for consideration. James H. Aitken, president, called
the meeting to order and briefly referred to the dissolution
of the old exchange and the organization of the new one.
He pointed out that it was the expressedintention of those
who had subscribed to the shares of stock to make the new
institution " a prominent factor in the field and bring it up
to a high standard of usefulness and influence." The by
laws and constitution were then read nnd^adopted.afterwhich officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows:
President, James H. Aitken.
Vice-president, J. W. Van Meter.
Treasurer, George Abry.
The Board of Directors consists of Paul Andrey. Guy
Stone, architects: J. W. Market, builder; George M. Leahy,
building materials: Julius Tschopik, representing Abrena &
Ott, general supplies: A. Weiblen. marble work contractor:
Samuel Barnes, electrician: George Miller, factory: Herman
Thomas, lumberman; II. W. Bond, plasterer ; J. C. Maurer,
painter: Charles J. Babst, paver; Joseph Weckerling. glazier:
James W. Porch, foundry: George Glover, contractor; \V.
II. White, structural ironwork ; T. L. Bixler, brick mason.
The Board of Directors have appointed a committeeto

select for purchase a suitable site upon which the exchange
will erect its new building.

New York City.
Probably the most interesting feature of the building

situation has been the decline in the price of brick, which
brings it to the lowest figures in several years. While the
fall in the price of North River hard brick is not considered
an altogether extraordinary occurrence at this seasonof the
year, the decline in comparison is greater than usual becausf
it is necessary to consider it in relation to the extreme!?high prices which ruled earlier in the year. When, however,
the figures are contrasted with the low prices of July, 1905.
the concessionis not so marked. At that time cargo ratesat
dock. New York City, were $6.60 to $7.25 per 1000. Under
similar conditions of delivery brick have ruled the past
month at from $5.50 to $6.25 per 1000. thus showing a dif
ferenceof not more than $1 per 1000 less than the low price
of last year. The opinion seems to prevail, however, that
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the demand for brick will increase materially as the season
advances,and better prices may be expectedlater on.
With brick at the low figure and in plentiful supply, it

would seemthat building operations would naturally be stim
ulated, but for the month of July the Boroughs of Manhat
tan and the Bronx show an appreciable contraction as com
pared with the same month last year, the estimated value
of the improvements for which permits were issued being

$11,439,550and $21,453,460,respectively. Brooklyn, on the
other hand, showed a slight increase in the new work pro
jected as comparedwith July last year.
For the first seven months the value of the new build

ings for which permits were issued in Manhattan and the
Bronx closely approximate that involved for the correspond
ing period of 1905, the difference being less than $1,000,000.
An interesting feature in connection with the figures is that
while building in Manhattan increased materially over last
year, the falling off in the Borough of the Bronx was just
about sufficient to offset the increase. In Brooklyn the seven
months' record shows a falling off of a trifle more than
$3,000,000in the value of the building improvements.
For the first six months of the current year the value of

the new buildings for which permits were issued in the Bor
ough of Manhattan ,was a trifle over $73,000,000,as com
pared with $58,400,000in the same period last year, while
in the Borough of the Bronx the figures were $15,850,000and
$19,475,000 respectively. These figures take no account of
alterations and repairs, for which in the Boroughs of Man
hattan and the Bronx $12,440,000were expended,as against
$8,627,000 in the first half of 1905. In the Borough of
Brooklyn nearly 4000permits were taken out the first half of
this year for new buildings, estimated to cost $27,51u,000,as
against $28,670,000 in the same period a year ago. This
shows that while the value of building improvementshas in
creased in Manhattan there has been a slight falling off in
the Boroughs of Brooklyn and the Bronx, where it may be
stated operations were conductedupon an unusual scale last
year.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Statistics compiled by the Bureau of Building Inspec
tion show that the volume of new work for which permits
were issued during July was greater than that for any pre
vious corresponding month in the history of the bureau.
Permits issued numbered811 for 1528 operations at an esti
mated cost of $4,065,410,which exceeds the next best fig
ures thoseof July, 1902,by over $50,000. The next best July
was in 1896, when building work costing $3,041,568 was
begun, while the past month exceededthat for the previous
year by $1,275,255.
As has beenthe case since the beginning of the year, the

preponderance of building work last month was in dwelling
operations, and in this item the figures are far ahead of
either last July, which up to the present time held the July
dwelling record, or July of 1904.
During last month the permits were for 730 two-story

houses, to cost $1,463,770; 48 three-story houses, $438,450;
8 four-story houses, $29,000, and 4 frame houses, $0900,
as against 678 two-story houses, costing $1,243,540; 78
three-story houses, $299,080; 1 four-story house, $17,000,
and 9 frame houses,$9450, in July of last year.
Other operations covering manufacturing plants, work

shops, &c, also show a gain over the previous month, the
most important operation being a number of buildings for
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, which included
an oil and storehouse, 40 x 105 ft. ; a yardmaster's office,
30 x 60 ft. ; a smith and machine shop, 60 x 254 ft. ; a
trainmen's and shipmen's building, 34 x 85 ft. ; a round
house, 96 x 425 ft., and numerous smaller buildings to be
erected at an estimated cost of $588,000.
The high prices and the scarcity of materials, which

have been referred to from time to time in these columns,
seems to have no great influence on the amount of work
being done in dwelling houses, while on the other hand they
have restricted to a considerable extent the amount of work
which would have been done in other largo improvements.
In some cases the work has beendeferred indefinitely, while
in others plans have been revised to bring the work within
the owners' expectedexpenditure.
It is generally concededthat a very much larger amount

of building would have been started had prices of materials
been somewhere within the range of what they were sev
eral years ago. or had the cost of labor not so materially
increased; still it is difficult to see just how a very exten
sively increased business could have beenwell taken care of.
Builders and contractors have been fully occupied, and the
amount of work in the varying stages of construction is
believed to be larger than at any previous time in the his
tory of the trade. Manufacturers of materials and supplies
entering into construction work are working at their utmost
capacity, and the inability to furnish materials and supplies
promptly continues and would no doubt be worse were the
demandgreater.
Tjabor is well occupied, and in almost every case is
working in full harmony with employers. In some branches
of the trade good mechanics are scarce, while the recent

heated term has in in.-taneesseriously interfered with the

production of a normal amount of work.
Prospects for the fall trade are considered exceedingly

good, and some large operations are expected to be started.

Contracts have already been signed for the erection of
three

large theaters, as well as for a number of other jobs, and a

goodvolume of work is temporarily held up by the vacation

season, which will no doubt have the attention of the trade

early in September.
Rochester, N. Y.

The report of the Bureau of Buildings for the month of

July shows that the total cost of improvements for which
permits were issued is placed at $591,205,as comparedwith

July last year, when the improvementswere valued at $314,-
410. The new buildings for which permits were issued

in

July of the current year include,four factories, a shoe ware
house, automobile garage, a railroad building, a church,

schoolhouse,dairy and numerous private residences.

The membersof the Builders' and Traders' Exchange held

their annual outing at the Newport House August
9, Presi

dent Frederick L. Heughes having previously appointed

numerous committeesto take charge of the affair. Members

intending to participate in the outing reported to Secretary

G. Henry Fisk. The transportation from headquarters to

Glen Haven was by trolley, and from the latter point the

membersand guests went to Newport in launches.

St. Louis, Mo.

There is at present under way and projected an unusual

number of business structures, such as office and hotel

buildings, and it is safe to say that the volume of opera

tions along these lines is without a parallel in the history

of the city. This being the feature of the year's
business,

the market for dwellings and flats shows only a nominal in

crease over last year. The settlement of the bricklayers'

strike removed a serious handicap to operations, as during

its continuance there was a decided lull in activity in the

outlying districts of the city. The high prices of building

materials do not seemto have had any appreciable effect on

the volume of operations. The month of June showed a

very handsome increase, both in the number of the permits

issued and the estimated value of improvements as com

pared with the samemonth a year ago, and the samemay be

said of July, when 876 permits were issued for buildings

estimated to cost $3,358,779,as compared with 764 permits

for improvements, estimated to cost $2,374,395. in July,
1905.
According to James A. Smith, Commissioner of Public
Buildings, 4341 permits were issued for building improve

ments from January 1 to June 30, calling for an estimated
outlay of $14,946,793,while in the first half of last year

3927 permits were taken out for buildings estimated to cost

$12,320,195.
St. Paul, Minn.

Not only did July prove to be a better month than July
last year in the amount of building work authorized by the

St. Paul Building Inspector's Office, but the figures for the

first sevenmonths of the present year are likewise ahead of

those for the same period last year. During July, 1905,

there were 256 permits issued, at a total value of $456,910,

and last month the number of permits was 263. with a total

cost of $510,570.
Despite the fact that there has not thus fur been a sign

of labor trouble, the season as a whole is probably farther
behind than in any previous year for some time back, due in
large measure to the difficulty in getting iron and steel. At
the present writing, says our local correspondent, this
stringency is to a large extent passed, and the prospect is
good for a wonderfully busy season from now until late in

the fall. In fact, there seems to be every indication of an
other winter of heavy building activity that will equal if not
surpass that of last winter. It is only within a few years
that the local builders and construction men, taking their
cue from the city departments, have come to see that it is
not beyond the range of the possible to keep up building
operations all the year round, notwithstanding the severity

of the weather, and even now the most far sighted building

and construction men in the city are confidently predicting
the advent of a time within the next few years when the
building season will be generally reckoned as 12 months in
length instead of eight, as has beenthe caseheretofore.
Three huge cathedrals, each of them costing $1,000,000

and upward, make up the principal items in the programme
for purely building operations for the rest of the year.

Plans for a Catholic cathedral, which have already beenpre

pared by Architect Emanueal Hasqueray of New York, call
for an imposing stone pile, to be located on the highest point

on Summit avenue and to cost between $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000. Within a few days a campaign has started for
the erection of an Episcopal cathedral, to be erected in the

so-called " hill district," at a cost of $1,500,000. No definite
plans have as yet beenmade for the erection of the cathedral,

further than the appointment of a Finance Committee to
canvass for funds. The third of the $1,000,000church edi
fices that will probably grace the

" hill district " within the
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next few years is the Lutheran cathedral, for which plansare now beingprepared. With the purchase of a site in Minneapolis for the big Lutheran hospital, the decision in favorof St. Paul as the homeof the cathedral is made out of consideration for the loyalty of St. Paul Lutherans to the hospital project.
Fort Snelling, midway betweenMinneapolis and St. Paul,is destined to be the scene of a remarkable run of buildingoperations during the next year or more. According to present plans of the War Department buildings to cost in theaggregatebetween$2,000,000and $3,000,000are to beerectedon the Reservation, and work on several of them will bebegun at once. It is the intention of the War Department

authorities to make the fort a " brigadepost," and in order todo that the capacity of the present accommodations forofficers and men alike will have to be doubled, and possiblytrebled. The new buildings include riding halls, officers, noncommissioned officers, and enlisted men's quarters, warehouses, depots, &c.
San Francisco, Cal.

Our correspondent, writing under date of August 7,says : " The records of the Board of Public Works showthat an aggregateof $2,925,529worth of building contractshave been let since the great fire. A large portion of thiswas for temporary work undertaken before the new building laws went into effect, but approximately half of it represents more or less permanent work. During the monthof July the actual contracts let were 132, the total sum represented being $1,282,506; and more than two-thirds of thisamount represents permanent construction. Altogether, 470building permits for work aggregating $3,514,000 wereissued during the month just closed. This included sevenpermits for reinforced concrete buildings, to cost $210,000and56 permits for brick buildings, to cost $1,285,000. Theremaining permits were for wooden buildings, foundationsand alterations to damagedbuildings." Contractors and builders estimate that there have beenin the neighborhood of 2600 new structures built since thefire, and this agrees substantially with the report of thewater company, which has made about that many new connections since its mains were repaired. No accurate counthas been made of the buildings of cheap temporary construction which were put up after the fire and before thenew building law went into effect, but it is supposed thatthere were between 700 and 800 of these buildings. Thisclass of work has been entirely stopped, and no morewooden buildings are to be erected within the fire limits.Those already built are to remain during the pleasure of thecity authorities, though it is understood that they will notbe ordered removed for at least two years, and then only
after 90 days' notice." An examination of the permits now being issued shows
that the various forms of construction are about in the following proportion : Well constructed wooden buildings fromone to four stories in hight, 60 per cent. ; cheaper woodenstructures, 10 per cent. ; permanent brick buildings not inthe A or B classes,22 per cent., and buildings of the A andB classes (constructed of fireproofed materials throughout),
8 per cent.
" The work of cleaning out the damagedsteel frame fireproof construction buildings which went through the fire is

now well under way, and in some cases is already completed. In somecases it has been found that the fire damage
was much heavier than was at first supposed. For example,
the 14-story Merchants' Exchange Building had, according
to the insurance adjusters, a fire damage of approximately
$1,000,000. It is found that the brickwork is so badly dam
aged that more than half of it will have to be removed,and
the management is preparing to spend between $600,000
and $700,000 in repairs. The brick walls of the Mills Build
ing, another large steel frame office building, are also to be
removed. Other buildings of modern type which are to berepaired at large cost are the Crocker Building, the Union
Trust Building, the Telephone Company's three buildings,
Wells, Fargo & Co. Building, Spring Valley Building, Shreve
Building, Chronicle Building, Call Building, the Rialto
Building, St. Francis Hotel and the Bullock & Jones Building. The repair work to be done on these building is roughly estimated at $2,500,000. The contract for the repair of
the James Flood Building, which has already been let, calls
for an expenditure of $87,000,and the contract for the tearing down and removing of the Palace Hotel walls will, it Is
estimated, call for an expenditure of $160,000.''

Santa Monica, Cal.
The leading contractors and builders of Santa Monica
have recently formed an organization to be known as the
Master Builders' Association, with officers for the ensuing
year as follows :
President, II. X. Goetz.
Vice-president, G. D. Snyder.
Secretary and treasurer, R. B. Yaple.
It is stated that the main object of the organization is toprotect the owners, builders, contractors and material men

from irresponsible bidders on work, as for some time past
conditions at the Beach have been such that to obtain a con

tract it was necessaryto take the work at a price which left
little or no margin of profit.

Spokane, Wash.
Every architect in the city, says our correspondent,has

all the work he can take care of, and bonuses are being paid
to carpenters and brick masons, the last named receiving
from 30 cents to $1 a day more than the regular union
schedule. Those in touch with the situation are of the opin
ion that the season will be carried late into the fall and
early winter. Probably the most important announcement
of the month is that August Paulson will expend$750,000
in the remodeling of the Marion Block. The structure is to
be 10 stories high and will have a frontage of 150 ft. on
Riverside avenue and 100 ft. on Stevens street J. K. Dow
is preparing plans for the building, upon which work will
begin in September.
Spokane is to have another hotel, to cost $50,000, the

owners being J. M. Corbet and Walter Ogden. It will be
three stories high, with full basement,and have a frontage
of 80 ft. in Howard street and contain 100 rooms. A 10-ft.
veranda will extend across the front of the building and
will be walled in glass. Work has begun on the excavation,
and the contract for the structure will be awarded early in
August. The building is to be ready before the end of the
year.
The First Presbyterian Church will erect a building to

cost $75,000next fall at Second avenue and Jefferson street.
John T. Huetter of Spokane has received a contract to
erect a building to be occupied by the Lion Hotel at Lincoln
avenue, between First and Railroad avenues, the structure
to cost $40,000. The building will contain 80 rooms. The
materials will be brick, stone and terra cotta, and the hotel
is to be in operation by the middle of November.
Announcement is made that the Ross Automobile Com

pany will erect a garage to cost $50,000. The American
Fire Brick Company will erect a warehouse and officebuild
ing to cost $30,000, the warehouse being in the shape of a
triangle, 300 x 120 x 250 ft., while in addition many resi
denceswill be put up costing from $7500 upwards.
M. T. Hartson, postmaster of Spokane, has been advised

by Supervising Architect Taylor of Washington, D. C, that
contracts for the $500,000Federal building to be erected in
Spokane will probably not be awarded until next spring, and
that work may not begin until June, 1907.

Notes.
The Master Builders' Association of Lynn, Mass., held

its outing at the Anchor Club on Thursday, August 9, which
proved to be a very enjoyable affair.
The rapid growth of the city of Evansville, Ind., with
the constant demand for more residences and additions to
various manufacturing plants rendered necessary by the in
crease of business, has given architects, builders and con
tractors an unusual amount of work this season. Some of
the architectural firms report that they have never been so
rushed as the present summer, not only on work in the
city, but much that is outside of it. There is a great demand
for building materials, and all signs point to a year of un
usual prosperity in that particular line.
The membersof the Master Builders' Association of Clin
ton, Mass., had their annual outing at Lake Whalom on
Wednesday, July 11. More than 100 attended and the day
was enjoyed to the fullest extent.
At the regular meeting of the Master Builders' Associa

tion of Atlantic City, N. J., held in the Bartlett Building
August 3, an agreementwas made with the Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners for one year, the provisions being
as follows: The wages of journeymen to be 41 cents per
hour for an eight-hour day; time and half time for work
after hours during July, August, September, October and
November, and the week to end Saturdays at noon. The
agreement is to go into effect September 1.
The members of the Master Carpenters' Association of
Newark, N. J., enjoyed their tenth annual outing at College
Point, Long Island, N. Y., on July 20. The day was spent
at Witzel's Grove, where oh the arrival of the steamer a
clambakewas served, followed by a programmeof sports, in
cluding a tug of war, several sprinting matches, a swimming
contest and wrestling bouts, with prizes which were awarded
to the successful contestants. The affair was in the hands of
George Varley, president of the association, ably assisted by
a committee consisting of Enos E. Harrison. Charles
Schaedel, John Callan. Philip Gegenheimer, Albert L.
Crowder and William G. Sharwell.

The trade school which is now being operated under
the supervision of the Employers' and Builders' Associa
tion in Detroit, Mich., is to be greatly improved and en
larged, as a result of the formation of the Associated
Employers of Detroit, organized for the purpose of run
ning this school and at the same time to provide a per
manent home for the associated employing Interests of
the city. In the new home there will be equipment for
the thorough instruction of apprentices in various crafts
they may elect to follow.
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Drawing Grecian Curves.

The directions given for drawing the various forms
of Grecian moldings which are shown contrasted with
the cruder Roman moldings in that most excellent old
book, '•Principles of Architecture," by Peter Nicholson,
constitute the basis of some Interesting comments by a
correspondent of an English building journal, who points
out that the Roman moldings seem always to consist
of curves which are parts of circles and can be struck by
compasses, giving a very dull and lifeless appearance be
side the subtle and refined Grecian curves. In regard to
the matter he says :
Nicholson's methods of striking these curves, or rather

of fixing a number of points in them, is ingenious, and I
do not know if he has invented these methods, or copied
them from some earlier author.
Fig. 1 is an example, and it will be seen that lines
from A all pass through the equal divisions of the line B
D : also that lines from F pass to equal divisions of B C.
Where these two sets of radiating lines cross each other
are points of the curve to be drawn. He makes this same
principle apply to all the other Grecian moldings, but
varying the positions of A and F, and also of the equally
divided lines B D and B C, he gets a series of par-

rig 1.—Method of Striking the Grecian Curves.

means of the flexible spring rulers which can be had if
the opticians and made for similar purposes.
This contrivance may serve for drawing experimental

curves for the outlines of pottery, and for other purposes
of the designer.
I must say a word for the clearness and beauty of

Nicholson's illustrations. The drawings of the Grecian
capitals seem to me never to have been surpassed, and

are in striking contrast with the figures in modern en

cyclopaedias.

Wool Warehouse of Reinforced Cement.

A rather unique building, to be used as a wool ware
house, six stories high with basement and subbasement,

V shaped, with a frontage of 289 ft. on Delaware avenue,

155 ft. on Walnut street, 128 ft. on Water street and 87

ft. on Gatzmer street, Philadelphia, Pa., is to be erected
by Charles J. Webb & Co. of that city. The building will
be entirely of reinforced concrete, interior and exterior,

and all the beams, girders and structural parts, as well as

the doors, window casings, window frames, and in fact all

parts that are usually of wood, will be of pressed steel.
The windows will be of wired glass. Even the founda
tions, whien will extend for 28 to 30 ft. under ground, will
be of sheet steel imbedded in concrete, and where neces-

Fig. 2.—Instrument to Facilitate the Drawing of the Curves.

Drawing Grecian Curves.

Ocularly graceful curves corresponding to the echinus, the
cima-recta, the scotia, etc.
It occurred to me that an instrument could readily be

contrived to facilitate the drawing of all those curves and
which would serve for experimenting on all curves of the
same genesis, such as those for the outlines of vases, cups
and other ornaments.
In Fig. 2 let A B be a framework of the lazy tongs

order, made of thin hard brass, such as used for printers'
rules, and with the pins or rivets projecting along the
line from B to D.
It is evident from the construction that these pins

must always be at equidistant points, whether the lattice
B D is wide open or tightly closed. Then let a second
piece be provided, consisting of a fan shaped arrangement
of thin brass rules as shown, with slots which engage
with the pins on B D. The center of these rods at A
has a sort of eyelet rivet which admits of a pin passing
down to fix it to the drawing board (use an old board for

this.) Ordinary drawing pins may be also passed through
the holes at H H, making the lattice a fixture for the time
being.
When the position of B D and the center A have been

determined on, pencil lines are drawn through the slots
of the radiating rods.
Then B D and A are fixed in any other predetermined
position, more lines drawn along the slots, and where these
lines cross the former ones will be points in the curve. It
is obvious that more points may be obtained by using more
rods and a longer lattice. The points can be joined by a
line drawn by eye and hand, or they can be drawn in by

sary, sheet steel piling, filled with cement, will be used.
The entire absence of wood in the construction of this
building insures its complete proof from fire. While the

cost is not definitely known, it is expected to be at least
$500,000.

The Perpendicular Style.

Towards the end of the fourteenth century a great
change came over the architecture of this country. It
began to decline, and this change first manifested itself,

as indeed was likely, in the feature which more than any

other was characteristic of all the styles—the window.
The graceful, flowing lines of decorated tracery began

gradually to lose their elegance and freedom, and to be

come more and more rigid and stiff. And this stiffness
was not confined to windows, but soon spread over every
detail, waving lines being exchanged whenever possible
for perpendicular ones ; hence the very appropriate name
assigned to the style by RIckman —perpendicular. The
date at which this came into general use, says an Eng

lish writer, was the year 1377,or perhaps a little earlier.
But, as was the case with the previous styles, the sign
of transition — in this case the perpendicular line—had
appeared some years before. The earliest instance known
of a transitional church is the very remarkable one of
Edington, in Wilts, which was consecrated In 1361. It
was built by William de Edington, Bishop of Winchester,

and some have supposed that his successor in that see,

the famous William of Wykeham, taking the idea from
Edington's innovations, Invented the perpendicular style.
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Whether this theory be true or not, this much at least is
certain, that Wykeham was the greatest architect of his
day, and that his own foundation of New College ts the
earliest pure building of the style. It was begun In 1380
and finished in 1386. But to return to the church of
Edington. It is transitional throughout, not merely show
ing signs of a change here and there, but begun and
finished within the period of transition ; in general design
and effect decorated, in detail a remarkable mixture of
the two styles between which it stands midway. For In
stance, the west window, which Is large and of eight lights,
appears at a distance to contain decorated tracery, and
the perpendicular lines are scarcely noticed though they
occur at every opening. This is probably accounted for
partly by the fact that not one of the mullions is carried
up into the head of the window, and thus, the perpen
dicular lines being broken and scattered, the idea of per
pendicularity Is only imperfectly expressed. The door
way beneath exhibits a still more singular mixture of
styles. The arch is segmental as in ordinary decorated
work, but the upper part, forming a kind of tympanum
over two doors, is filled with perpendicular paneTing, and
the whole is surmounted by a square hood molding, which
is of very unusual occurrence in decorated work, though
a similar example occurs in the north aisle of Dorchester
Abbey Church. William de Edington began and Wyke
ham continued the alteration of Winchester Cathedral,
and although the new works are, of course, In the per
pendicular style, at least those of the former prelate are
not wholly free from traces of the preceding style. In
1380, however, we find the new style thoroughly estab
lished and the flowing line of the decorated period utterly
abandoned.

Building Methods in England.

Bv W. J. Blackmuk.

The building trade of England is divided into sections,
with many subdivisions, ranging from the firm that builds
a cathedral to one that builds chicken houses, still the
major part is devoted entirely to the building and re
building of houses for the mass of the English people.
Now it is of this particular branch of the industry I
wish to write and to describe the sort of houses mostly
erected, and to tell of the various parts which constitute
the modern villa or cottage. Although England may be
perhaps the wealthiest country in the world, yet the mass
of the people do not receive on an average more than $6
per week per family. I am referring principally to the
working class—artisans, clerks and laborers— those who
live in villas and cottages, the construction of which
forms the major part of the building trade.
Before proceeding further it would be as well to clear

the ground by saying that I intend to take the suburbs
of London for the basis upon which rental, taxes and
wages are fixed. This is necessary, as otherwise p wrong
conception can easily be given, as at Bedford, not morf
than 50 miles from Ixmdon, the trade union rate of wages
is entirely different.
In London at the present time bricklayers are being

paid 22 cents per hour, carpenters and joiners 21 to 2-i.
while In Bedford the trade union rate is 13 cents and
14 cents per hour for the same class of labor. Such
difference is but slightly recompensed by the house rent.
In the suburbs of London a four or five roomed house
would be from $2 to $3 per week, while In Bedford sim
ilar houses would be from $1.25 to $1.50 per week.
Living would be a trifle dearer in Bedford, clothing
and other necessities bearing the same proportion, so
this will show how futile it would be to generalize ui>on
the building trade of England and give a correct idea of
the wages paid without taking one district to form the
comparison from.

The EuglUli Villa.
Since the advent of the Education Act of 1871a desire

for distinction has seized all classes, in some cases to a
ridiculous degree. A builder of my acquaintance put up
a street of four-roomed houses, which he let at $2 a week.
Over the bay window of each house he let in a stone,
and went to the expense of having this carved to suit
the fancy of the incoming tenant. Still the tenant had

only a limited choice, as he had to choose the name of
a flower, and this was carved on the stone. It was in
teresting to watch strangers in the neighborhood read
out the names of those villas as they passed them—Lily
Villa, Daisy Villa, Rose Villa—and all houses which
did not cost more than $800 to build !

The difference between an American and an English
house is the open fireplaces, the absence of any wooden
carcasing to keep out the cold, and the substitution of
slates or tiles.

The old types of English houses did not have any front
gardens, were built with the door opening onto the street,
and with heavy wooden shutters to keep out burglars
and other objectionable persons. Really, although it is
getting away from the point, it is very interesting to
notice the gradual evolution of the different types of
houses now in existence in London.
To deal expressly with the shutters: These are of

1% in. wood, made similar to doors, and paintfll two
shades of green. They are now only to be found on
houses which are at least 80 years old. The next period

'

of development, and it shows that the times were iniprove-
ing, was the placing of the shutters within the room. The
old ones required the window to be opened to bolt or
fasten them ; these others were let into a case, being hung
similar to the sashes, and a lid over the case hid them
from view. When they were required the lid would be
thrown back and the heavy shutters pulled up. then a
bolt inserted into a part where the top and bottom over
lapped. The room was then safe and burglar proof at
any rate. This protection eased the minds of maiden
aunts and timid householders.
To-day there is not a single house being erected to
be let at a weekly rental where there is any protection
being made or used against burglars. Indeed, not only
has the shutter disappeared both in and outside the
house, but the small panes of glass have been displaced
by one large one. The old window sashes would be divided
into as many as eight divisions, with the proportionate
amount of work of fitting and Intersectioning the sash
bars, a job which required considerable skill to perform to
any degree of satisfaction. All London villas are brick
built. The carcase is generally 14-in. brickwork. Flemish
bond, the front doors being 2 in. and mostly glazed with
cheap leaded lights. The roofs are slated, with the ex
ception of the older houses, which have either tiles or
pantiles. There is a difference between the two. The
tiles are still being used, and in many cases are specified,
as the red tints lend themselves to artistic effects, but the
pantiles have been doomed for a long time, and it is only
because they cover property which would be unroofed if
they were taken away that they remain.
The pantile is a baked concoction of earth and clay,

circular in the width, and with a projection at the top.
This butts against a tile battern, % x 1 in., and keeps the
pantile in position. The bottom of the pantile covers the
top of the lower one. To make such coverings wind and
waterproof dabs of mortar are put where the top side
of one pantile overlaps the other one. It need not be
said that such roofs are distinctly ugly and unsuitable to
modern civilization. Would the readers believe it. bat
we Britishers have so little pride in our city of London
that the principal railroad approach from the Continent
passes through a district with 80-year old houses and
such pantile roofs. It is a sight not easily forgotten.
The woodwork of the houses is of northern European

growth. If the houses are built by a builder who wants
big profits the joists will be of white fir, if built for
ordinary profits, of yellow fir, with foreign made doors
and moldings. The>finish I will describe later.
It depends ui>onthe neighborhood whether the bouse

is with or without a cellar. If, as in many cases around
London, good sand can be obtained for the digging and in

some pans it is above the roadway, the builder digs a

cellar and shifts his sand for ballast and fine.
The municipal authorities are exceedingly sharp in

some districts about the quality of the mortar. A few
years ago it was no uncommon thing for a row of un
finished houses to collapse through the wind pressure
of only a moderate gale, owing to the absence of the
sand. The common report at the time was that theysold
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that commodity to the grocers to put into the sugar. How
ever, much of this is stopped, and the huilder to-day
has to put sand and not earth with his lime to make
mortar. Occasionally some of the builders will excavate
the whole building plot, house space and garden, and sell
the sand at from 60 to 80 cents per square yard.

The man who buys is the builder in a hurry to run
up a lot of cheap houses. He will not wait to dig cellars,
but simply removes the top soil until he comes to the
hard gravel, then with about 18 x C in. of concrete for
a foundation starts to build his houses. Generally this
class of man will let out every class of work, brickwork
to one man, carpentry to another, slating to some one
else, and plastering, decorating, plumbing and white
washing to separate individuals. By the time he has
subdivided up the task of building those houses there is
very little left for him to do, so if he has any money to
spare he will tempt the manufacturers to give him bigger
discount by paying spot cash.

The interior finish of the villas consist of two different
varnished papers, the lower one darker than the other,
with a dado to hide the joint between the two. The
parlor has a large pattern paper, about 20 cents per
piece ; the kitchen an imitation of oak, and the bedrooms
cheap paper with a small pattern. The cost of the paper
is about 5 cents.

The ceilings now possess plaster cornices of simple de
sign and center pieces in the parlor and best bedroom.
The industry of making these plaster center pieces is in
the hands of the Italians, who turn them out very rapidly
and cheap from some little obscure shop in a slum.

No villa would be complete now without an electric
bell and a bath. It is rather amusing to notice the various
positions of the bath. In the best villas there is a room
expressly devoted to the bath, and this also contains a
hand basin, but in the smaller ones, where space is a
consideration and the number of bedrooms the principal
attraction, the bath is put into the scullery' by the side
of the copper in which the good housewife boils her
clothes. It has a lid to it, so when not in use this is
put down and the top can be used for innumerable pur
poses.

All the houses are now supplied with Venetian blinds.
They are supplied to the builder for 80 cents each. The
latest attraction to catch the tenant's eye is to also supply
cornice poles and gas or electric fittings.
All these houses are built, and many are sold, on the

Instalment plan, some even changing hands for a deposit
of $50, the balance being paid during a period of 20
years as rent.

Lightning's Pranks with a Factory Chimney.

As if to appropriate to itself the credit of starting
the celebration of Independence Day, a bolt of lightning
struck the large stack of the manufacturing depart
ment of the Colwell Lead Company, Bayway Station,
Elizabeth. X. J., formerly known as the American Sani
tary Works, at 3 o'clock in the morning, demolishing a
good part of it and putting the entire plant out of com
mission. While several high chimneys are struck every
year, there are few instances on record where the light
ning has done so much damage to a stack as it did to
this one. As the plant is isolated, this chimney, which
rises to a bight of 90 ft, stands out very prominently.
It has a square base 25 ft. high, the remaining G5 ft.
being circular in form. It is constructed of hollow brick,
said to hold better than solid brick, and is capped with
an iron ring.
On the side of the chimney toward the power house,

to which it is attached, the bolt struck the iron ring,
splitting it, and then tore away about a quarter of the
circumference of the chimney from the top down to with
in 25 ft. of the base, leaving a jagged hole 40 ft. long.
The lightning evidently ran down the inside, as in addi
tion to producing large cracks, some of them wide enough
to admit light, it glanced off and ripped away the inner
half of the bricks covering an area of about 5 ft. square
opposite and a little below the large hole, but leaving
the outer half of the bricks intact. The destroyed stack

is shown in the illustration herewith, which clearly pic
tures the large portion that was torn off. A couple of
feet to the left of this hole there is a vertical crack about
1 in. wide, leaving between the two a narrow shell of
brick, held apparently at the top by the iron cap and
resting on a few bricks. From the top to the base are
wide cracks every few feet running around the chimney.
The base is practically uninjured, but part of one side of

Lightning'! Work- on the Static of the Coliccll Lead
Company, Elizabeth, X. J.

the roof of the power house was crushed in by the
masses of brick that fell.
The chimney was reconstructed in record time. On
July 9 the material for the new one arrived and in three
days it was completely rebuilt. On Thursday of the same
week steam was turned on and the plant placed In opera
tion. The output includes enameled ironware and other
plumbers' supplies.

New Publication.

Wiring Handbook, with Complete Labor Saving Tables
and Digest of Underwriters' Rules. By Cecil P.
Poole. Size, 4% x 8 in. : 85 pages, witli 32 appended
tables. Flexible leather binding. Published by the
McGraw Publishing Company. Trice, $1.00,post paid.

In the author's words this book is intended for the
use of wirenien who have occasion to lay out their own
work, and engineers who make up wiring plans and sped
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fleations. This explains why the hook contains rudimen
tary instructions and advice which the engineer will not
need, and formulas that the practical wireman may not
understand and will not ordinarily require. The greatest
usefulness of the book will he found in the tables printed
in the back on separate folded sheets, which may be
spread out for convenient use. Once these are under
stood by reading the explanatory text pertaining to them
the user has occasion to refer to them only. The tables
deal with such considerations as the allowable number
of lamps on a circuit; relation between drop, wire, size
and load distance: capacities of standard sizes of wire;
current required by motors, wire sizes for motors; power
factors and inductance factors, resistance- and reactance
of copper wires; values of quantities in alternating cur
rent formulas : impendance drop for single, two and three
phase motor circuits ; busbar constants, and areas and
perimeters of rectangular cross sections.
As with handbooks generally, it is not necessary for

the individual to read from cover to cover. A reference
here and there will supply the information needed. For
example, at the beginning of the book is given a little
on first principles in the part dealing with wiring terms
and the measurement of feeders and mains. The other
chapters as a whole are somewhat more elementary than
the average person will require. A particularly useful
part of the book is that containing a digest of the under
writers' rules applying to inside wiring.

A Concrete Office Building.

Heating and Venti'atinjr the New Custom House.

One of the most complete heating and ventilating sys
tems in the country is that installed in the new United
States Custom House now under construction at Bowling
Green in New York City. This is a large 7-story building
occupying a lot 300 ft. long by an average of 240 ft. In
width. With the exception of a small part an indirect
heating system is used throughout. The corridors are
heated by the special secondary utilization of the air
after it has passed through the offices and rooms of the
building and will thus serve, with the elevator shafts, as
vent outlets for all rooms heated.
On account of the size of the building the heating

and ventilating system was for convenience divided into
four independent divisions, each serving a section of
the building adjacent to one corner. Each division has
an independent blower and duct system, together with
air washing apparatus, tempering and heating colls and
duct work. The blowers, of which there are four, fur
nished bv the P.. F. Sturlevant Company. Boston. Mass..are three-quarter housing, peripheral discharge, steel
plate fans with 12-ft. wheels, 0 ft. wide. Each fan hasa capacity of 100,0(10cu. ft. of air per minute at 140
revolutions. The fans are belt driven by electric motors
and deliver into ducts or cases measuring 6 x 7 ft. in
cross section. The heating coils are controlled by ther
mostats. Very novel and interesting features are intro
duced in the way of spray chambers, tempering coils and
reheaters. dry chambers and arrangements for avoiding
back drafts to the rooms, &c.

Death of Architect Q. W. Cady.

In the death on August 0 of George Waterman Cady.
the architectural profession of Providence. R. I., lost one
of Its best known veterans. He was born In the city
named August 27. 1825, and was a direct descendant of
Nicholas Cady, who settled in Watertown. Mass.. in
1645. He was apprenticed in the carpenters' trade, but
his natural artistic instinct led him to study architecture
In his spare hours, and after a number of years he felt
ready to go into business. He opened his office in Provi
dence and for nearly half a century met with marked
success. Among the buildings of the city designed by
him may be mentioned the Barnaby Block. Infantry Hall :
the Newman Hotel ; the old Low's Opera House, a num
ber of sehoolhouses and many smaller buildings. He
was a member of the Rhode Island Chapter of American
Institute of Architects, and of the Providence Art Club.

AVhat is said to be the first structure of its kind to be
built in New York City has just been projected for a plot
fronting 120^ ft. on West Thirty -ninth street, and a depth
of practically 09 ft. According to the plans which were
recently filed by Radcliffe & Kelley, the architects, the
structure will he 11 stories high with basement, sub-base
ment and cellar. The girders, beams and floor slabs will
be reinforced with steel rods, and the angles in the build
ing will be latticed together. The scientific design from
which the plans were drawn was worked out by Prof.
William II. Burr of Columbia University. It is Intimated
that the builders hope to save from 8 cents to 10 centsper
cu. ft. over the cost of steel frame construction, the total
outlay involved being given as $200,000.

The law to pay employees at least twice a month is
valid, according to the Indiana Supreme Court. The
court has decided that the penalty for delay in paying
wages after demand, in no event to exceed twice the
amount of wages due. is neither excessive nor oppressive.
The law in question Is that of 1887 relating to wiuing
and manufacturing companies. The decision also de
clares" that the payment of wages semimonthly is manda
tory only when an employee makes a demand for his
money twice a month, but that the statute in no manner
requires the employees to exercise this right against his
own volition.
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THIS IS THE AGE OF THE

METAL SHINGLE
PAINTED TIN
GALVANIZED TIN

INFLAMMABLE WOOD SHINGLES, HEAVY SLATE, BRITTLE TILE
AND UNSIGHTLY PAPER OR TAR HAVE SEEN THEIR DAY.

And the reason is that the NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLE is the natural evolution of

the shingle question.
.... They ^ fire proof_ They iignt They are unbreakable. They are artistic—and then

beyond that are qualities of durability, strength, beauty and quick adjustment
—all its own.

Note the appearanceof just one building roofed with NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLES and then
compare it

with the cheap, common kind done in wood, slate, paper or tar.
And then figure on this— that they're cheaper than wood, cheaper than anything when you figure

all the saving points

involved—insurance, protection, etc.
NEW CENTURY SHINGLES are handsomeembosseddesign, the lock is simple easy, perfect.
Don't fail to get the book, No. 25, we send you free, and post up on the roofing question, comparative

costs, estimates,

designs, etc. Address,

CHATTANOOGA ROOFING & FOUNDRY CO., Chattanooga, Tenn.
NewYork Office.440GreenwichStreet.

AND

THERE'S PLENTY OF CHEAP
SASH OPERATING APPARATUS

the kind that's madeof light materials—the worms in the gearnot machine cut
—the

bearings not finely adjusted. If you want a good thing to do a good job, you've got
to pay for it. Ours is a good thing at the right price for a good thing.

HITCHINGS and COMPANY.
GREENHOUSE DESIGNER* AND BUILDERS,
Manufacturersol HeatingandVentilating;Apparatus.

1170 Broadway, ... NEW YORK.
■^■■^■■■■■■■■aVaHHM J JaND

When It Comes To
Hand Power Elevators

Use

The Eaton & Prince
|HEY are safe, economical, and

easy to operate. Are the

kind you seek and do not

always find. Specify our elevators

in your contracts and please your

customers. You'll be interested in

our booklet No. 50 on Safety Gates,

Doors, etc. It will give you valua
ble information and is sent free

for the asking.

£aton & Prince Company

CHICAGO

A BOOK FOR EVERY MECHANIC

Istie Workshop Companion.
A Collectionof Usefuland ReliableRecipes,Rules, Processes,Methods,
Wrinkles and Practical Hints, for the Householdand the Shop.

By JOHN PHIN.
let pages,ISmo,neatlyboundin cloth. PRICE, 50CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, New York.

Some Cranks
In

Sash Operation
Want you to go around
all kinds of obstructions,
down roof lines and such
stunts with the operating
rod, so theycan shift the
sash from some particular
point in some particular
wav.
We are prepared for
cranks.
Meet lots of their de
mands every day.
Fact is, we rather like
cranks.
It gives us something to
do—to do theother fellow.

Catalogue, XV Edition

Lord & Bnrnham Co.,
1133 Broadway, Cor. 26th St.

NEW YORK
Boston Branch, 819 Trenont Building
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■window, for which many large con
tracts have been executed, and there
are now on hand orders to equip sev
eral large office buildings with this
specialty. The head office of the com
pany will be retained at the present
location in Pittsburgh, with branches
in New York City, Boston, Baltimore
and Washington.

The Evans Crescent Expansion Bolt.
F. II. Kvans. 596-614 Kent avenue.
Brooklyn, N. Y., is putting on the mar-

"Novelties.— Crescent Expansion Bolts.—
Fig. 7.—Driving Down the Parts Before
Inserting the Holt.

ket the double end grip expansion bolt
shown in the accompanying cuts. A
peculiarity of this two-part twit is
that it expands at both ends, while
the pliable metal binds and grips, or
secures itself into the sides of the
hole. The lower piece, or one furth
est from the head of the holt. Is
tapped out to take the thread of the
lx)lt. The upper piece is loose, and of
just the proper size for the liolt to go
through without friction. It is point
ed out that there is no difficulty ex
perienced in drawing work down
closely with the Inilts. and that it is
only necessary to put the fittings lu

Fig. S.—Parts Runty to Be ScrewedDown.

the hole in the usual manner, the nut
piece being put In first, and then with
a setting tool or piece of round iron
or pipe and a hammer giving a sharp
Mow on the upper or loose Jaw, driv
ing it down hard on the lower or nut
piece. This will open out the inter
locking fingers on both pieces, causing
them to grip or pinch at both ends
and on all sides of the hole as shown
in Fig. 7. The piece to be fastened is
then placed in position and the bolt

put in aud screwed down hard. The
work to he fastened will then be
drawn down closely against the stone
or brick. The interlocking fingers of
the two pieces so engage each other
that the bolt wheii inserted must
take the thread on the first trial, and
when it is screwed in hard the ex
panding fingers grip the hole at so
many points that it is impossible to
rock, shake or twist them out of posi
tion, as they practically bind on the
entire circumference of the hole. All
that is required is a hole of sufficient
size and depth to insert the bolt with
nut and loose jaw, when by turning
the head, as with a lag screw or com
mon wood screw, the nut piece is
drawn toward the head of the bolt.
This causes the interlocking fingers to
be drawn together and outward over
the beveled spaces on both the nut end
and the free end. Any strain on the
bolt only tends to further expand the
jaws, so that the greater the tension
the firmer the bolt will hold. A fea
ture of the bolts is that they can be
removed as easily as they are applied
and without injury either to the ar
ticles fastened, or the bolts them
selves. They are designed for use
whenever it is not practicable or de
sirable to drill or bore through the
material to which the fastenings are
to be made, such as in bridgework.
engine beds on masonry or solid rock,
electrical work, iron window and door
frames, railings, fire escapes. &e. Il
lustrated catalogues and samples
screwed into blocks of wood or stone
will be furnished by the manufactur
er on application.

Sash and Balance Chains.
A line of sash and balance chains
comparatively new with the Diamond
■Chain Mfg. Company, Indianapolis.
Ind.. have been brought out and
placed on the market. The line is
complete as regards variety of sizes,
and is made in brass, steel and
copper. The cable or balancing
chains are used extensively for
sash chains. balancing counter
weights on boring mills, planers, drill
presses and the like, or for feed
weights on special machinery. They
are also used in chain oiling boxes
and numerous places where wire
cable or rope is not sufficient on ac
count of operating over small pulleys.
The manufacturer points out that the
growing demand is for the small sizes
for sash balances, it having been de
cided that the light sanitary type
burns quickly in case of serious Are.
while the cable chains will withstand
greater heat. The company states
that it has improved the quality of
the material, and claims that Dia
mond Chhins of this type are strong,
neat in appearance and highly fin
ished. A neat little pamphlet issued
by the manufacturer shows the vari
ous styles turned out, and gives such
information in regard to them as the
trade will find of interest.

New Century Shingles.
An unusually attractive pamphlet,
illustrated by means of numerous
half-tone engravings, has just been is
sued under the almre title by the
Chattanooga Roofing & Foundry Com
pany, Chattanooga, Tenn.. and within
its covers arc set forth the merits of
the shingles in question. Reference
is made to the fact that the New
Century is the result of years of prac
tical experience and experiment by
skilled mechanics " who are special
ists In this line of work." Emphasis
is laid upon the statement that the
construction of the shingles combines
" the desired features of economy,
utility, artistic appearance and safety.

These are all desirable qualities in all
kinds of construction material, and
are the leading features of New Cen
tury shingles." The shingle depart
ment of the company is illustrated by
means of interior views showing the
emlwssing, galvanizing and painting
departments. The illustrations for
the most part represent buildings of
various kinds which have been cov
ered with metal shingles turned out
by the company. Among the closiDg

Ftp. it.—Expansion in Ptaeeand Gripping
Sides of Hole.

pages is to be found more or less gen
eral information of interest to archi
tects, builders, roofers, &c. A strik
ing feature of the booklet, which is
known as No. 25. is the treatment of
the front cover, which carries a page
representation of a New Century
shingle, and which bears upon its face
a facsimile of the company's trade
mark. Copies will be sent free on
application.

Brlrklarsr's a I n n )f.
The David Maydole Hammer Com
pany, Norwich, N. Y., has just put a
new pattern of bricklayers' hammer
on the market, as shown in Fig. 10 of
the cuts. It is made in four numbers,
561 to 564, inclusive, weighing, exclu-

Fig. 10.—Maydole'sBricklayers' Hammer.

sive of handle, respectively, 2%, 1%.
1% and 1 pound. The hammer is of
high grade material, with second
growth hickory handle and adze eye.
the main feature of this pattern being
In the cutting end, which is straight
er, so as to enable the workman to
get in closer when working on a brick
wall. The hammer proper is oil fin
ished. Cased for shipment, they
weigh per dozen 37%, 32% 26% and
22 pounds, in the order named above.
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A New Tenoning machine.
The Parks Ball Bearing Machine
Company, Station A, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has just placed upon the market a ten
oning tool or machine which cannot
fail to interest a large class among
our readers. It is constructed un
der the personal supervision of the In
ventor, who is said to have placed the

helng of wrought iron. The legs are
heavily braced to sustain a powerful
leverage. The machine will take in
12 in. between the guide bit and ten
oning tool. The claim is made that it
will make tenons very rapidly and
with great precision. It has a tilting
table with a patent adjustment for
setting the tools square. As a mortis
ing machine a valuable feature is
found in the way the two middle col
lars are <\>nnectedaround the chisel
shaft for setting the chisel square.
The shaft is adjusted by turning the
reverse handle II. shown in connec
tion with tlie general view of the ma
chine in Fig. 11 of the engravings,
and then tightening the thumb screw
F. The bed plate is always at the
same night, the adjustment for differ
ent widths of material being done

either side while in that position.
The latcb bolt is so made that it has
both a parallel and angular sliding
motion. An important feature of this
catch is the ease and rapidity with
which it can be put on, without mor
tising for either catch or striker. It
is made in old copper finish, put up
in boxes of one dozen each, complete
with screws, and in cases of five
gross. The catch has just been placed
on the market by the Peck, Stow &
Wilcox Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Tbe Auglegrapta.
A device known as the Anglegraph
and used as an aid in drawing is be
ing offered bv the Cassady-Fairbank
Mfg. Company. 6106-6130 La Salle
street, Chicago. 111.,and is illustrated

Xoteltir*.—Flu. 11.—.1 yew Tenoning
Maehine.

first tool of this kind on the market in
the United States. It has a capacity
for cutting a tenon 5 in. wide from
one edge, or 10 in. wide by reversing

and cutting from both edges. The bits
serve the shoulder of the tenon with
a sheering cut, severing the outside in

Fiy. 13.—The Anglegraph.

from above. This feature admits of
supports being made for either end of
long work without building up to it
every time the width is changed. The
thumb screw F slides on an incline
bearing so as to loosen it—does not
drop out but lowers the mandrel and
its parts gradually to the width of the
stuff desired. The hand wheel in front
of the machine moves the guide bed
back and forth, the latter resting on
a tilting device, which can be tilted to
any desired angle, and adjustment for
thickness can be made without chang
ing the angle. A positive adjustment
lor the depth desired to cut is ob
tained by the screw wheel L, shown
just beneath the treadle.

Universal Screen Door Catch.
The Universal screen door catch,
shown in Fig. 12 as it appears when
applied to a door, is made entirely of

Fin. VI.—Universal HereinUoor Catch, Actual Size.

advance to prevent tearing. The cut
ting edge also extends around the in
side corner and shaves the side of the
tenon smooth. Bits are adjustable
right and left, and a scale is made to
obtain the thicknesses of tenon rang
ing from Vi in. to % in. The stand is
made of angle iron, strong and dur
able, the treadle and main frame

stamped wrought steel and has an
automatic friction catch, with stop.

The catch holds the door securely

when closed, but a push from the in
side or a pull from the outside re
leases the catch. When the sliding
stop, seen in the center of the catch,

is moved to the left it locks the catch,

so that the door cannot be opened from

in Fig. 13 of the cuts. It is made of
light nickel plated steel, well finished,
and is practically indestructible. In
use a small nail or brad is driven
through a drawing board from the un
der side, so that it projects about %
in. above the upper surface of the
hoard. The drawing paper is centered
and pressed down, so that the nail
protrudes through the paper. The
hole in the Anglegraph marked 1 is
used as a center and placed over the
nail, to obtain various results. The
scope of the device varies from the
most difficult mechanical drawing In
higher mathematics to the simplest
designs of kindergarten work. It
adapts itself readily to all classes of
university, school and college work
and quickly accomplishes, it is ex
plained, everything that is possible
for the most costly instruments. It
is pointed out that with the device
any one can make and accurately di
vide circles into any desired number
of parts or degrees, square a circle,
make geometrical figures of unlimited
shapes, and do the work in one-quar
ter of the time required by ordinary
rule and compass. It is recommended
for the use of architects, designers
of wall paper, hardwood floors, mo
saics, stained glass effects, Jfce.

Concrete Reinforcement.

The Expanded Metal & Corrugated
Bar Company, D2.">Frisco Building. St.
Ixmis. Mo., has issued a catalogue of
232 pages, measuring 5x7 in. in size,
and dealing particularly with corru
gated bars for reinforcing concrete,
'flip introduction treats interestingly
of the theories and laws as at present
understood to govern the performance
of reinforced concrete, and the latest
conclusions as to what constitutes
good practice. Engravings follow
showing the various sizes and forms
of corrugated bars rolled, giving their
net section and weight per foot. The
body of the l>ookis largely illustrated
matter, consisting of details showing
various systems of reinforcing for
different parts and types of struc
tures, and many half-tone engravings
illustrate work In process of erection
and after completion. Walls and
floors of buildings, bridges, footings
for columns and miscellaneous struc
tures are also shown.
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The Wizard Tandem Adjustable
Haager,

The Safety Door Hanger Company,
Ashland, Ohio, is offering the tandem
adjustable hanger, shown in Fig. 14,
which has in addition both lateral
and vertical adjustments. All diffi
culty of doors binding against the
building is overcome by turning the
set screw, and a door which drags at
the bottom may be released by turning
the hexagon nut. By means of the
lateral adjustment the door may be
placed as close to the building as de
sired, and both adjustments are easily
accessible in case a roof Is placed over
the hangers and track. The hanger Is
guaranteed to run easy on account of
the two sets of steel roller bearings,
and the weight divided on two wheels
instead of one, is designed to make
the rail less liable to buckle. The
frame and door plate are made of
best grade malleable iron and the en-

Kevelties.—FU/. 14.—The Wizard Tandem
Adjustable Hanger.

tire construction of the hanger is
guaranteed by the maker to be strong
er than the ordinary flexible design.

Catalogue of Architectural sheet
-Hetal Work.

We have received from the Willis
Mfg. Company, 152 to 160North Acad
emy street, Galesburg, 111.,a copy of
Catalogue No. 5, devoted to architect
ural sheet metal work, which Is
shown in great variety. The cata
logue is oblong in shape, and consists
of 112 pages, bound in colored paper
covers. The frontispiece is an en
graving of a portion of the company's
works as they appeared in the spring
of 1905, since which time important
additions have been made to the
plant. The purpose of the picture is
to show a shipment of the company's
No. 125Willis Ventilators, which were
used on a large boiler shop. The pic
ture represents a flat car of the Atchi
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad, on
which are placed 10 of the ventilators
In question. In the arrangement of
the matter the early pages are given
up to designs of sheet metal fronts for
buildings, these being of a character
to meet many requirements. There
are also designs of bay windows, cor
nices, window and door caps, cresting,
finials. gable ornaments, ventilators,
hip shingles, &c, these being followed
by a number of pages given up to
metal ceilings, side walls, &c, in pat
terns corresponding to different styles
of architecture. Other features of the
work include the Willis fire doors,
anetal window frames and sash, under

patents granted to W. H. Miller, awn
ings, tile roofing, conductor pipe, eave
trough, statuary, ceiling centers, and
sheet metal ornaments In great va
riety.

The Handy Saw.
George H. Bishop & Co., Lawrence-
burg, Ind., are introducing to the
trade the handy saw, illustrated in
Fig. 15. The saw is really two saws

compound of special formula. This
compound is the result of eight years'
continuous experiment on the part of
a roofing expert and possesses unique
preservative qualities. The intense
heat of the sheet during the immer
sion tends to open the pores of the

Fig. 15.—The Handy Sate.

in one, and is put on the market at
o popular price. It serves equally
well for panel, cabinet, small mitre
and general household use. The han
dle Is so constructed and attached to
the blade as to allow it to be swung
upon its pivot to one side or the other,
and yet held firmly in its position for
cross cutting or rip sawing. The
blade is made of fine steel of sufficient
stiffness for durability and is toothed
on one edge for cross cutting and on
the other side for rip sawing. The
saws are made in six lengths, war
ranted, and are put up In cartons con
taining one-third of a dozen.

Tbe Geran Door Spring.
The door spring illustrated in Fig.
16, and offered by the Middletown
Mfg. Company, Middletown, Ohio, has
ii cast arm working in a steel slide
and operated by two oil tempered coil
springs, the tension of which is regu
lated by a thumb screw in the arm
slot. By setting the post close to the
edge of the casing the leverage Is in
creased, or placing it further back de
creases it. The arm is 9 in. long, the
steel slide % in. by 8y2 in., while the
iwst occupies a space on the casing
about 2 to 2Vz in. The device weighs
15 oz. It holds a door open, half way

metal and allows a penetration of the
compound. After this immersion takes
place the sheet of steel is passed
through a pair of steam heated drip
ping rolls, which removes the surplus
compound and renders the coating
even and clear. Pure asbestos felt is
then applied to both sides of It under
great pressure, and each sheet
is afterward cooled slowly In
a press, gradually contracting
and hardening until its different com
ponent parts are united into a prac
tically solid mass. The result is a
material which It will be clearly seen
can resist fire, water, gas, sulphur
fumes and the ravages of the elements
for an Indefinite period. Asbestos
protected metal possessesthe strength,
rigidity and lightness of iron roofing
combined with the portability and
ease of application of the most satis
factory ready prepared roofing. The
manufacturer states that the means
employed in constructing the material
make it next to impossible to sepa
rate the asbestos from the steel by the
for roofing or siding the liability to
condensation on the inner surface,
which is the most vulnerable point of
an ordinary metal roof, is completely
eliminated. It is produced in flat
sheets 30 in. wide by 96 in. long, and
30 in. wide by 120 iu. long, and in

Fig. 16.—The QeranDoor Spring.

open or closed. It is made in one size
only, but is adjustable to any ordi
nary house or office door, and suitable
for screen doors as well. The spring
is finished in oxidized copper and is re
ferred to as effective and ornamental.

AHbestoH Protected metal.
The Asbestos Protected Metal Com
pany, Canton, Mass., is manufactur
ing a new product designed for use as
roofing, siding and ceiling. It is com-
I>osedof a body of annealed sheet
steel, which is immersed at a very
high temperature in a bath of cement

most vigorous scraping. When used
corrugated sheets 27% in. wide by 96
in. long and 27% in. wide by 120 in.
long. It is sold by the square of 108
sq. ft and packed ready for shipment
in crates with nails, cement and full
instructions for applying. The flat
sheets may be lapped or fastened with
nails and cement in the manner in
which an ordinary prepared roofing Is
applied, or they may also be laid with
standing seam or self-locking seams,
as in the manner of regular iron roof
ing. Two qualities are made—name
ly. Aspromet and Duckback brands.
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Trade Notes. of this type metal window frame, as they
had, Indeed,beenfnlly proved In the Bal
timore Are. Besides this booklet on Are

The Bostrom-Bbady Mfg. Company,
Atlanta, 6a., manufacturer of Bostrom's
Improvedfarm and builders' levels, Is re
moving Its plant to the building on the
corner of Madison avenue and Garnett
street, where the companywill have en
larged and Improved facilities for manu
facturing. An Increaseddemandfor the
levels Is reported from all parts of the
United States and also from abroad.

Ornamental steel ceilings, iron
roofing and siding and cornicesare shown
In great variety In a recent catalogue
issued by the Duluth Corrugating& Roof
ing Company,Duluth, Minn. This cata
logue, which Is printed on heavyplate pa
per, comprises128pages,the greaterpart
of which Is devoted to Illustrations of
celling and side wall plates of sheet Iron,
together with border plates, moldings,
beam stampingsand center pieces. This
company also makesa specialty of erect
ing completegalvanizedIron cornicesand
shows a few of the more commonstyles,
as well as galvanized window and door
cap for the sheet metal worker who Is
not equippedfor this work. A line of gal
vanized flnlals Is Illustrated, togetherwith
galvanized iron and coppercrestlngs,ven
tilators and ornamental conductor heads.
The contractingsheetmetal worker is also
given Illustrations of the stampingwork,
such as letters, wreaths, scrolls and geo
metrical designs. The last few pagesof
the book are devoted to corrugated and
roll roofing and sheet metal siding, to
gether with sheet Iron and tinners' trim
mings, such as gutters, miters, conductor
pipes, elbows and shoes. A new line of

Soods
is shown In the way of fireproofoorg and shutters. Inis concern also

sells a line of fire door hangersand Iron
fire escapes.

The Energy Elevator Company
has shipped a large hand power freight
elevator for export to Japan, this being
the third of the kind It has exportedto
that country. A steam power passenger
elevato-rIs being Installed at Trenton, N.J., while a hand power freight lift has
been erectedIn the Wilmington shops for
the Pennsylvania Railroad. The demand
recently has been largely for elevatorsof
the hand power freight type. Among re
cent deliveries of heavy hand power ele
vators by this company may be noted
shipments to Lubec. Maine; Hartford,
Conn. : Elkins, W. Va. ; Starkvllle, Miss.,
and Clemens,Iowa.

The Penn Metal Ceiling & Roof
ing Company, Limited. Twenty-third and
Hamilton streets, Philadelphia, Pa., Is
sending to the trade a new 175-pagecata
logue Illustrating Its many specialties In
stamped sheet metal work for building
urposes. This catalogueIs speciallynota-
le for the high grade of the Illustrations
presentedas well as the artistic designs
given and the numberof high grade pan
els, bas relief plates and frames, such as
are used for decorating club rooms, pri
vate residencesand churcbes. A series
of Illustrations in conjunctionwith some
explanatory text gives to the sheetmetal
worker an idea of the manner In which
these ceilings and sheet metal coverings
are fastenedto the walls. The first por
tion of the bookis devotedentirely to cell
ing and side wall plates in a variety of
designs, ranging from the plain pebble
panel to elaborately enriched coves. A
number of center pieces are also shown
which can be used with ventilators when
desired. Zinc stampedornamentsfor at
taching to cornicesand other sheetmetal
work like zinc and copper capitals and
brackets to be used In conjunction with
cornice work are illustrated. Someof the
Illustrations In the back of the bookshow
ceilings and side walls as Installed inschools, hospitals, jewelry stores, restau
rants and drug stores In numerouscities
throughout the country.

The Steel City Electric Company.
Third streetand Penn avenue.Pittsburgh,
Pa., has Issueda neat little pamphletcall
ing attention to Star bushingsand other
contractors' supplies, such as Fullman
water tight floor outlets, insulator sup
ports, beam straos, the object of which
device is to fasten the wood block or
strip to the beam: the Thompsonreaming
device and hand conduit benders.

The wire glazed hollow metal
window frame, which is admittedly an
effective and reliable fire stop, lends spe
cial Interest to a booklet recently Issued
bv the Edwards Mfg. Company, " The
Sheet Metal Folks," Cincinnati, Ohio.
While statistics have been produced to
show that one-thirdof the fire lossessus
tained in this country is chargeableto
what Is known as the exposurehazard—
that is. fire communicatedfrom one build
ing to another through windows or roofs
■—and while people appreciate the value
of the metal window, the lessonsfrom the
San Francisco conflagrationhave greatly
substantiated the fire resisting qualities

resisting sheet metal construction, the
companyhas In preparation a new cata
logue of metal ceilings and side wall de
signs of differentperiods,which book can
be regardedas taking up the field of sheet
metal as a meanstoward Interior decora
tion. The companybas recently beenIn
stalled In Its new, commodiousplant on
Egglestonavenue,In Cincinnati, where it
Is devotingits entire attention to the pro
duction of sheet metal working material.
Including Edwards' metal ceilings, metal
shingles, metal fireproof windows, cor
nices, skylights, corrugatedIron and steel
roofing, steel imitation brick and stone
siding, galvanizedroofing,crestlngs,flnlals
and the like.

The Canton Mfg. Company, Can
ton, Ohio, calls attention In its advertis
ing spacethis month to the fact that it
Is in a position to furnish builders with
cornice, conductor pipe, metal ceilings,
hangers, eave trough, ventilators, sky
lights, 4c, according to requirements.A
cataloguehas beenIssuedby the concern
showing the leading lines manufactured
and a copy of It can be securedupon ap
plication.

The Garry Iron & Steel Company,
Cleveland.Ohio, Is sending out to archi
tects, builders and others likely to be In
terested, samples of the Cleveland ex
panded metal lath, which are attached
to a stiff cardboardfolder of a nature to
be readily sent through the mail. This
expandedlath is furnished either plain,
paintedor galvanizedand in 24, 26 or 27
gauge. The sheetsare 16V4x 96 In., and
In a bundle are 18 sheets or 22 sq. yd.
The sheetsare cut without pickling, and
thereforeless liable to rust, and there Is a
selvageat both edgesof a sheet. This
lath, it Is claimed. Is suitable for orna
mental as well as plain work, and Is es
pecially adaptedfor exterior stuccowork.
The samples attached to the folder are
<'>',In. in length by 3 In. In width, and
representboth the plain and galvanized
finish of 27 gauge.

The Prono Lock System of steel
studding and furring for fireproof walls,
partitions and ceilings Is illustrated and
describedat length In a very attractive
publication sent out by the Berger Mfg.
Company,Canton.Ohio. The parts which
composethis system of flreprooflng are
madeof 18 or 20 gaugesheet steel anti-
rust coated,and shaped to give a maxi
mumof strength. The Illustrations show
details of various forms of application
in connection with partitions, ceilings.
4c. and there are half-tone engravingsof
buildings in connection with which the
systemhas beenemployed. Among these
may be mentionedthe Hayward or Kohl
Building, the pictures representingIt both
before and after the San Francisco
earthquakeand fire. A nent folder sent
out deals with Berger's Star Spangled
terne plate, while another gives Impres
sive facts regarding the corporation and
the specialtieswhlc. It turns out In the
wayof steelceilingsofferedIn 10 styles.

The August issue of Graphite.
published bv the Jos«nh Dixon Crucible
Company,Jersey City. N. J., for the pur-
noseof establishing a better understand
ing In regard to the different forms of
graphite and their respective uses, has
something to say reeardin*" the Jersey
Cltv fund collectedfor the San Francisco
sufferers,some notes growing out of the
Master Car Builders' and Master Me
chanics' conventions attended bv Mr.
Walker, vtce-nresldentand general man
ager of the Dixon Company,and an lllus
trated article in reeard to Dixon's graph
itp exhibit at the conventions recently
lipid at Atlantic Cltv. The Issue Is re
nlete with matter pertinent to the ques
tlon of graphite and its uses,and Is thor
oughly in Keeplnewith the standard set
b- the companyfor Its publication.

The James I,effel & Co., Spring
field. Ohio, has Just issued a neat cata
logueof 52 pagesIllustrating and describ
ing its line of steamenginesand boilers,
and giving details In a way to interest
those likely to require anything In the
steam power line. A copy of the little
work can be obtainedon application

W. H. Ostendorf, 2923North Broad
street. Philadelphia. Pa., has Issued an
Illustrated cataloguerelating to mantels,
srrilis, &c. which he is prepared to fur
nish direct to the user, thus saving the
middleman's profit. The statement Is
madethat the designand quality of work
Is first-class in all respects,and that the
mantelsand grills which form an impor
tant part of the Interior finish of the mod
ern house a.remade in large variety to
hnrmonizewith the woodworkof the dif
ferent rooms In connection with which
thev may be used. The point is made
that grills Improve the appearance of
doorways and arches and can be had In
manybeautiful and decorativeshapes.In
addition to the goods namedMr. Osten

dorf also furnishes slate laundry tutu,
gas grates, fireplacefittings, tile and mar.
blelzed slate wainscoting for vestibules,
bathroomsand halls, paraquetry flooring,
4c. Those who are Interestedcan secure
a copy of this cataloguefree on applica
tion.

We have before us a little pamphlet
of a sizeconvenientto carry in the pocket,
entitled " Treatise on Painting, Decorat
ing, Hardwood Floors, Heating, Ventilat
ing. Sheet Metal and Cornice Work," by
Cecil PIckard, a generalcontractorof An
derson, Ind. The matter Is presentedIn
a way to Interest the reader, and it has
beenthe aim of the author to presentthe
facts relating to the different trades rep
resentedin such a way as to becf conven
ience and value. While primarily Issued
for advertising purposes much of the In
formation presentedIs of such a nature
as to be of Interest to the general reader.
Some valuable tables for the
building contractor are containedwithin
the covers of a little pamphlet,which is
being sent out by the United States
GypsumCompany,Chicago,111.,giving as
they do the numberof squareyards and
feet In severalthousandroomsof varying
size. Each table is said to have been
verified,and the figurescan be relied upon
as correct. Other features of the pamphlet are lists of brands of wall plaster,
detailed Information concerning which
can be obtainedfrom the company. The
little pamphlet will be found of especial
service to the plasterer in figuring the
wall surface of rooms and also by the
builder whenmakingup his estimateon ajob of work.
Manufactubebs of portable school
buildings will be Interested In an an
nouncementpresentedIn another part ofthis Issueby theDepartmentof Education,
Porto Rico, which solicits correspondence
with firms equipped to manufacture
structures of this kind. The approximate
dimensions of the buildings wanted aregiven, togetherwith other particulars ofvalue In this connection. Those who are
interestedshould address " Commissionerof Education, San Juan, Porto Rico."
The Dowman-Dozier Mfg. Com
pany, Atlanta, Ga.. has recently bookedorders for the metalwindows to be placedin the new building of the American CanCompany, at Savannah, Ga.. metal celling for the Bank of Taldotton, at Taidot-ton, Ga., the sheetmetal work on the newbuilding of the City Electric Light Plant,Dotham, Ala., and for all the fireproof
metal windows to be placed in the newterminal buildings of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad at Atlanta, Ga.
The Edwards Mfg. Company, " The
Sheet Metal Folks," Cincinnati, Ohio, Iserecting another addition to Its presentplant. 137 x 200 ft. In plan and' twostories in hlgbt, giving when completedatotal frontageon Egglestonavenueof 270ft., with a de"th of 200 ft. The entirebuildings are constructed of wood, cov
ered with sheet metal products of thecompany'sown manufacture.
The question of quality is the
subject of the leading article in the August issue of the Cortright Metal Shingle
Advocate, the publication of the Cortright Metal Roofing Comnany, Philadelphia and Chicago, devoted to the Cortright metal shingles. The issue also con
tains an Illustrated article on the Cortright hip covering,showinghow It is usedin connection with metal slates, and
there is a considerableamountof adviceand somethingin lighter vein.
The Ideal Concrete Machinery
Company. South Bend, Ind.. has com
mencedto manufacture Its Ideal block
machinesIn Canada,the factory and officebeingsituatedat 124York street,London,
Ont. So manv inquiries were pouring in
from the Canadian provinces that thecompany found It an absolute necessity
to start the manufacture of them and
has openedan office in charge of F. M.
I.each. Machines have already beenproduced,and shipmentsof Canadian orders
are beingmade.
The Marshalltown Trowel Com
pany, Marshalltown, Iowa, Is distributing
an Interestingpamphletof 12 pagesIllustrating the leading lines of specialties
manufactured. Attention Is called to finishing trowels, an illustration of one of
which appearedIn a recent issue of thisjournal in our Novelties Department,toolbags, plasterers' cork floats, brick hammers, beading tools, sidewalk edgers,
groovers,4c. In connectionwith the il
lustrations are brief particulars relative
to sizes, prices, 4c. The entire make up
of the work is nent and attractive, and Is
of a nature to be of special Interest to
the trade addressed.
The Chattanooga Roofing &
Folndby Company. Chattanooga. Tenn.,
has opened an office at 440 Greenwich
street.New York City, where It will carry
a stockof grates,fireplacetrimmings,New
Century metal shingles. 4c. The office
will be In chargeof William L. Latta.
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This is our
New Ware House

50 x 50 feet, three floors.
Capacity, 7000 columns.

All orders for columns
in stock sizes shipped
same day as received.

THEY CANNOT OPEN
AT THE JOINTS.

Columnsaregluedup underenormous
pressureandthenthestaplesaredriven
In asshownIn Illustrationbyourspecial

FREE OFFER °° Receipt rf Po»taI- saying where you saw
this Adv. we will send you postage paid a Sample
Section of this Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint

Put themwhere you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they
. POSITIVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.

Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, mich.
DON'T TAKE SUBSTITUTES.

Patented in
United States and
Canada.

Mantel Satisfaction
is assured if you buy

BURRITT MANTELS
Because they represent the
maximum value at the
minimum price.

Here's the proof as shown by letters
received from our customers :

"Well please V
" Better than I expected."
" Splendid value."
"Will send another order soon," etc., etc.

if YOU need Mantels write TO-DAY
for our catalogue.

Mantels in special sizes and woods for

special requirements. Write us con
cerning your needs.

If we can save you money, you want to know it, don t you?
THE A. W. BURRITT CO. 400 KNOWLTON STREET,

••THE HANTEL FOLKS." BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings.Festoons,Newel
Posts,HeadBlocks,RopeandTwistBalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakand Birch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 13c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylorandColdbrookSts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., L'. S. A. No.057fi

Chicago Metal Covering Company
69-71 N. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO, ILLS.

METAL COVERED WOOD MOULDINGS
Of Every Description

Made in

GERMAN SILVER, BRASS, COPPER, GOLD, BRONZE,
STEEL, ALSO OXIDIZED COPPER

Metal Drawn To Any Desired Design
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE No. 8

p
mm

Special Net Prices on Grilles
S. H. 1072i

In the white, not filled and varnished.

5 ft. O in.
5 ft. O in.
6 ft. O In.
6 ft. O In.
7 ft. O in.
7 ft. O in.
8 ft. O In.
8 ft. O In.

x 8 in.,

x 9 In.,

X 8 in.,

x 9 In.,

x 8 In.,

x 9 In.,
x 8 In.,

x 9 in.,

$9.60
10.00
10.80
I I .25
12.OO
12.75
13.20
13.75

Send for our 200pai.e catalogue -howins, a large aisoriment of

niillwork fur prompt delivery.

Schaller=Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, III.

THE NEW BOOK

" Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs
"

Makes easy the Designing and 1-iguring
of Wooden Beams and Trasses.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.
OAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers, 14-16 Park Placp, New York.

x50% >SX%JJ£Z>
OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

$
1wm *
$ $
$ $
$ $
$
$ 3

$
HADELNSTOCKQCAMTTtES.SOU)ATST0CHPRICES.UKRLEDTSSUM*

THEFOSTER-MUNGERfO.
AMERICASGREATESTSASHtrDOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, USA-

•WRITEFORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448A

WORTHLESS
PATENT

SLOW FEED MANGER
17-Inch Size, $1.60 each,

are welcometo a copyof our

VANE CATALOGUE
BROAD (J AICE IRON STALL ffOHKS,

53 Klai St„ Boston, Mass.

U
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King's Automatic Weather Strip

Window and Door Stop
The only perfectly satla
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tighi
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredpoai
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do not buildahouseuntil
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestripe.
Writeforprices.
MANUFACTUEEDBT

TheKin«ManufacturingCo
Newton,la.

The Handy

Rule Gauge

It clamps on any standard twc-fooi
rule, and can be adjusted or removed
in an instant.
A great convenience to carpenters
and has many uses.

Sold by the hardware trade.

Price, 15c.

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, Rochester, N.Y.

GRINDSTONES.
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's

Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.,
6th Floor. HickoxBide. CLEVELAND, O.

At s\ f\f\ Remitted in anysafe*K / I II I way will secureyoua%VL**\J\J copy0f thenewbook

STRENGTH OF BEAMS,
FLOORS AND ROOFS

By F. E. KIDDER

With a copywithinreachyouwill never
lackdirectionfor designingandfiguring
a woodentrussof anyordinarytype.
Not theleastimportant,a goodmany
wrong ways and fundamentalmistakes
which theBuilder is apt to fall into are
pointedout.

SimpleMethods
No Intricate Formula?

!S3Paget. 164Illustrations.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
Publishers

J4-16 Parfc;PIace . . NewYork.

"LANE'S BALL BEARING"
Ift the best House Door Hanger ma cc

Has an ALL steel frame.
Cups, Cones and Balls are of the same

material, made and hardened by similar proc
essesas best bicycle parts.

Sold by the hardware trade. Send for
circulars to

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-455 Prospect St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4"
FLEXIBLE DflflB jjjg
Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
Application.

THE URGES! LOCK JOINT COLLMN
mi BUILT.

40Y2* in diameter, 33-10 in. long.

One of four furnished by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTMANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y., U. S. A.
SewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

Abo
HeurySandersCo., Chicago,TU.
A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co..
LosAngeles.Cal.

SlAJfC7ACTrBKK»OF
ROLL'S PATEXT LOCK JOINT COI.PMNKFOK PEHUOl.AS. POKCHES OK 1NTEM0BUSE. SendforCatalogueDIS.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS

inem
No.225— tr. .83.011

Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
Walls,Floors,etc.

C13 buysibissolidoakMantel,80Id.high.<PIO.i(Jr»iurm Incheswide,28x IBMirror.i^^— Heavycolumnsandelaboratecapitals.
Tile faxingandhearthwith PlatedFrameandSlut)HouseCJrate,$10.exira.

HARDWOOD FLOORS
9,ill Instaslonea*ihehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It easieriban ordinaryflooring.
Getourprices.

No,230—IfixU tnche«,wlih CurtainPole,$1.30. ItetaUvalue,tS.OU.
Othersfrom$2.30np. Largest
issortment.DivisionScreensand
tpeclnlGrillestoorder.
Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates,Tilesfordoorsandbaths.SlateLaundryTabs,Grfh>a,etc Itlilree.
Orsend10centsto paypostageonoarArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812 to $*iOO.
\V. II. 08TENDOKF, - 29*3 N.
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RICHARDS
DOOR HANGERS
are the best.

Made for sliding doors of all

sizes and weights.

Popular with architects and
builders.

Sold by dealers.
No.185Ball-EearlngSwivel Poor Hangerfor fold

ingdoors. Vertical Adjustment.

The Richards Mfg'. Co., Aurora, 111.
New YorK Office. IOI Reade St.

Send for Catalogue of Door Hauliers, Fire Door Fixtures, Conveying Sy

™§ IVES' PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER
PATENTED

FOR WINDOWS AND
SLIDING DOORS
Insure* Protection agalnnt
Cold Draughts, Duat, Rattling
or Binding.

IavyBed

The Window Stop Adjustermadefrom onepieceof metalthai has*aheavybedihal
notbendor cup In lighteningthejcrew.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
40PageCatalogmailedfree. New Haven, Conn., V. f». A.

yov cjkjv make ajvd sell, moue
STORM WINDOWS

if you hang; them with

GOSSETT HINGES
Your customers will be better pleased. Storm
sash so attached can be opened for ventilation.
Put up, taken down or replaced with screens with-
out the use of ladder or tool*. Sample pair free
if you mention this paper. Sold by dealers in
Hardware and Building Material.

F. D. KEES MFG. CO., Beatrice, Nebr.

LATEST DESIONS IN

Builders' Hardware
Our new Catalogue sent Free to Contractors
and Material Men upon request.

REHM HARDWARE COMPANY
354 Blue Island Ave, Chicago

MITRE BOX
M«d« Bntlr.ly Qp &TEEI.

No More Breaking.
MostdesirableEoxonthemar
kei. boingwayaheadin quality
jiihI improvements.
fend for Folder*

GOODELL MFG. CO.
GREENFIELD MASS.

Why You
Should Use the
Blount Door
ChecR?
It is the original successful liquid
door check and still the best. The
latter fact is proved by the substi
tution of the BLOUNT everyyear
for hundredsof other checkswhich
fail to stand up underhard service.
Parts of the BLOUNT are made
so .accuratelythat a piece from a
check of a given size will fit any-
other check of the samesize with
out machining. This is suggestive
of careful workmanship. Repair
men say that the BLOUNT is
" better madeand made from bet
ter material."

There are also improvementsin its
designthat enableit to do more ef
fective work with less wear. The
quick releaseaction and theadjust
ment of the checking action are
both exclusive features and add
muchto its effectiveness.

The Yale & Towne Blount Check
is carried in stock by successful
Hardware Dealers.

// 'rite fo>the little story.
" The Peacemakers, "
whi/h tells in an amusing
way about a quarrel be
tween twi iil'tt and how
a BLOVXT CHECK
settled it.

THE YALE % TOWNE
Manufacturing Company
0 MURRAY ST. NEW YORK
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The FORBES FURNACE
Burns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums —Entirely Cast Iron
— Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,

Will Wear for Years

Height over all, 4 ft. 3 in.

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOQ AND FULL PARTICULARS

Tubular Heating & Ventilating Co.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

LEADER
Steel

Furnace $49
OurNo.45SreelFurnace,withoutpipesorregisters,woaendanywhere,freightprepalaeastof Omaha,for$49.Youcan'tmatchIt Inyourtownforanysuchmoney.Itwillheatahouseof7or8rooms,store,schoolor smallchurch.HasstcelbodywlrhriTetedandlinedgalvan
izedIroncasing.Hasbrickfirebox. Regulatedbychains.Burnssoft
or hardcoal,wood
or coke.Anyman
cansetit up suc
cessfully, putting
pipes,registersand
smoke pipe in
proper positions
fromourc!eir de
taileddescriptions.
Don't pay oihers
for whatvou can
doaswellyourself.
Writefor our in
struct 1ve book,
"ModernFurnace
Heating,"a40-page
book on the
scienceofheatingahouse.It
warnsyouwhat
to avoid and
howto benefit
bvthcmistake*
of others.Every
houseowner
shouldhaveit. It's

Hess Warming & Ventilating Company,
709 TacomaBuilding, Chicago, Illinois,

The Carpenter and Builder who i?isists that the
local dealer furnish heating apparatus marked
made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,"
will never be in hot water himself. This" F"
series HOT WATER HEATER invariably gives
satisfaction.

TJTICA, 3ST- "Z".
New York. Boston. Chicago.

SendforItnow.It's free.

Whenyoubuy

ECCENTRIC CLAMPS
specify

COLT'S
Thereis ndifference—''t usfell ycu
Ask ftr catalogueNo.12a.

BATAVIA CLAMP CO.,
23CenterStreet, BATAVIA. N. V.

Honest Value!
NothingLightWeightor Frill aboutthe

Bengal Furnace
It's heavy—but well propoi tioned,
and the weight placed where it will
give big heating capacity and great
durability.
When properly installed you can de
pend on plenty of pure warm air,—
and small coal bills.
Burns hard or soft coal.
If you are looking for an honest
Furnace—one you can depend upon
—ask for our proposition.

DO IT NOW !
THE FLOYD WELLS CO., Manufacturer,, Royersford, Pa.

M»nnr»cturereofWoortnotingBIu HollowMorUsingChlselB.OommonMortlstnitfihtielsandT»USendforCATALOG"O"Sendfor

| THOflAS MORTON, ©
169 Elm Street, New York.
Copper Cable, Champion Metal,
Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

0
7
P
3
v
0
s

0

5
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A COMPLETE LINE
0F HAND SCREWS,
CLAMPS, ETC.

Described in our Catalogue No. 2009. We also

have a Special Catalogue No. 2010 of the "Colt's

Quick Acting Clamps." Send for copies of both.

If you are interested in Saws and Planes,
you should have our Catalogue No. 2011of

the former, and No. 2012of the latter Both

complete in every way.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.
Hardware, Tools and Supplies

4th Ave. and 13th St. NEW YORK, SINCE 1848 (Block South of Union Square)

TOWER'S C^Hi^LNJPI^^N SCREWDRIVERS

FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.
r

A VOID Imitations of CHAMPION
ScrewDrivers. Nonedenulne

withoutthe name"CHAMPION"
which Is our Trade Mark and
Quarantee.

Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

TOWER CO. LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

"Forstner" Brace ^ Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor- Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tnan chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels,ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of

" Car
pentryandBuilding," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

!

Bart

Manufactured by

&/>e Progressive Mfg. Co. , Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write us direct. Supplied In Sets. Write for Catalogue.
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SASH CHAIN
The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturers of " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal'

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOOVES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as 1
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

TheMarkof
Quailty

(D
HARGRAVE

HARGRAVE'S SPORE SHAVES ARETEST
In quality, finish and design. Specify these goods to your dealer. Take no other. Write for catalogue N0.200
™E CINCINNATI TOOL CO., (Norwood), Cincinnati, Ohio.

"""" ■■ 1n-m-,-1 ,-■■„n L

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS Manufacturedb)
The BAKER MeMILLEN CO.

AKRON. OHIO.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

\<»>i>... .......... rifl nfia

The Fox Tools

Square and Miter
No. 10

Adjustment5 to 8 In

These tools are the latest
and best that Yankee
ingenuity can produce.

Octagon and Miter No. 12

SOMETHING NEW

Ideal Bevel Try Square
By having this combination
try square you save time, also the
price of one tool. You can see
by cut how easy it is to change
the bevel blade to any desired
position to make the square and
bevel cut with one stroke of the
pencil.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., 0TTUMWAIOWA.

This tool is
designed for
marking octa
gons and miter sliding blade will
allow of long or short cut.

Avoid
Imitaiion.

None
genuine
with-ut
sliding
blade.

The Gem Square and Miter No. 11

gauge
square;
adjustment
V/i to%'A I!
inches.

Fox 's Tools
432WILLIAM ST.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Miller's Hand Nortiser
PRICE $ 12.00. $4.00with order,balanceafter30 days'trial
Its Work is to Make Openings in Doors for Mortise Locks.
The time is Three Minutes. The Material is Hard, Soft
Cross Grained and End Wood.

The job is Clean, True and Parallel with Sides of Door.1
The Labor is Performed with slight exertion. The care is practical^
none, as the tool does not get out of order. The adjustment is done
in a moment's time for the different sizes. Thecutteri arefive in num
ber, and cover locks from n to 1 18 inches thick. Thin Doors are handled
as easily as Thick Doors.

Riverside,Cal A. XV. MILLER MFG. CO. Cincinnati,0

MICKS5 BUILDERS' GUIDE
In its 17thThousand.Tlie Contents :

PointsonEstimating; GeometricalMeasurement*of Roof*; Hip and Valley Roofs• EstimatingLabor for CarpentryWork; ShortCut in Ksiimiting; PracticalMethodsof Construction:B nding '■lidiuKDojrs; Art of Riot Framing (an extendedSiciion, pages8? to 1»>: MiteringPlane*msMoulding-i.Etc. OneDollar.Postpaid
"

If your dealer won't furnish themwrite me.
DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers. 14-16PARK PLACE.

NEW YORK
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THI GOOD WORKMAN DEMANDS

GOOD TOOLS

UNION "X" PLANES
UnionXSbWooubmoolhPlane.Union.VI IronsmoothPlane.

Supply that demand,and it is not difficult to convince the Good Workmen of the Country that they
are the Planes they

want. They are rigid and solid, easyof adjustment, but a Plane that will
" stay set" when adjusted.

== A FIRST-CLASS PLANE =====
The cutters are of heavy steel and the same thickness throughout. This feature, together

with the solid Frog, make

a Plane that WILL PLANE. Every essential feature of it is right, and properly designed, and properly made.

Send for our No. 5 Catalogue, which shows the full line,of
Planes, Scrapers, etc, etc.

It will inteiest you.

UnionNo.X5 IronJack Plane.

Union Manufacturing Co.,
NEWBRITAIN,CONN.,U.S. A.

WiBKHonsi: 103Chamber*St.,NewYork. UnionSo.X2t»w touJack inane.

EXTRA MONEY FOR THE CARPENTER
Is quickly and easily made installing the

Perfection Barrel Swing
It will adjust to and swing any barrel —no matter how heavy. No more

trouble removing moulding board or getting at flour
—simply swing

barrel out. Nothing better for pantry or cupboard
—a child can use it.

Simple and practical. Send to us for prices.

THE LEAVITT MACHINE CO., Sole Mfrs., ORANGE, MASS.
IO East River Street

Useful Pamphlets
At 25 Cents Each
POSTPAID

Practical Hints on Joint Wiping.
ForBeginnersinPlumbing.SixthEdition,
enlarged,41illustrations. 66pages,5}4x
8inches -2

House Chimneys. A Seriesof Articles
andLetters cn Chimney Troublesand
TheirRemedies. 62 pages,40 illustra
tions *5

Domestic Electrical Work. Concise
and Practical Explanations on Wiring
Buildingsfor Bells.Alarms,Annunciators
andforGasLighiing fromBatteries. By
W. A. Wittbecker. 65Dages,illustrated .25

Reading Architects' Drawings.
PracticalSuggestionsfor YoungMechan
ics. 49pages,illustrated 26

Guide to Bronzing and Enamel
ling. TreatingLiquids,EnamelPaints,
etc. S7pages 2.i

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
Publishers

M-J6 Park Place, New York

Bostrosi-BradyMpo. Co.
ATLANTA,GA.

Gentlemen:

WHAT BUILDERSHAVE BEEN LOOKINGFOK

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AnabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Architects,Builders,Carpenters,andStoneMasons.Canbe
usedfor anykind of foundationwork and gei-
tlngangles,issimpleinItsconstruction,easilyunder-stood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Is madeof
Kress,oxidized,andhasa silveredcircleef degrees.
HasachromaticTeiescnpeof amplepowerfor such
work. Price.IncludingPlumbBob,Iripod and
GraduatedRodandTarget,$25.00.Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.Everyinstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
53yi West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Qa.

Birmingham.Ala.
June 14,1906.

Your improvedBuilders'Levelhas provenin actual practice all that you claim for it.

puiposesit wiil taketheplaceof a largeandexpensiveLevel.
Yours verytruly,

C. W. MILLS & CO.

CO Fcr Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.
MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.

Or all Dealers, or catalogue on Request.
EVERY LEVEL,
« AH RANTED. DAVIS & C00R, Waterfown, N. Y.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED 860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. Operating Richardson Bros. NEWARK, N. J.

WHEN HENRY DISSTON WAS ASKED THE QUESTION: "WHAT DO YOU PUT IN YOUR SAWS?'
HE REPLIED: " GOOD STEEL AND HONEST WORK."

UPON THIS FOUNDATION IS BUILT
DISSTON QUALITY.

" II you want asaw It Is bestto getonewith a nameon it that hasa reputation. A man who
has madea reputationfor his goodsknowsits valueas well as Its costandwill maintain It."

ESTABLISHED
1840

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Something to be Proud of
LOTS AND LOTS OF INSTITUTIONS

Purchasing Agents for U. S. Army.
Purchasing Agents for U. S. Navy.
Many others we haven't space for
have adopted

— This book as their standard
on Wood Working Tools, Machinery
and Supplies.

And They All Agree On

THIS BOOK
As their authority on Metal Working
Tools, Machinery and Supplies. If
you haven't them—most everybody

has—send 25 cents apiece for them
and we will send promptly.

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
Box B. DETROIT, MICH.

JF you are at all interested
in the question of good

pumbing, get the ne^v book

Plumbing and House

Drainage Problems

tub Sixin Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

All phases of Plumbing,
Drainage and Water Supply

are expertly treated.

309 pages, 197 illustrations.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COrtPANY,
14-16 Park Place, New York.
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FALE'S PAT. PLANE
ConstitutingCarpenterPlow,Dado,FUletster,Match
ingSash,Hollows.Rounds.Beads,Rabbets,Nosings,
CaseMouldings,QuarterRounds,&c. ThemostCoin-
tactandServiceableTooleverInvented. Universally
endorsedbycarpenters.

AGENTS WANTED.

OTIS A. SMITH Sole Mfr.. Rockfall, Conn.

"THROUGH FRISCO'S FURNACE"
EDITION
DE
LUXE

IllustrationsofsevenmodernsteelframebuildingsatSanFrancisco,thatwithstoodtheearthquakesand
nreof April 18tb,1906,with reportson therustresistingqualitiesof Dixon'sSilica-GraphitePainton the
eteelwork.

W»m FOBA FBEXCOPTOFBOOKNO.B-32.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CITY, U. S. A.

W.R. OSTRANDER& CO., 22 Dei Strut, New York City,
rianufacturersof

Speaking Tabes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Send/or Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

" Yankee" Tools.
No. 41—AUTOMATIC DRILL

No. 42—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 50—RECIPROCATING DRILL tor wood or mitals.
The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but "Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SA
TOOL THAT'S STAMPED'^ ¥

TANLEY
IS THE BEST OF ITS KIND M

IMPROVED CARPENTERS* TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U. S. A.

"A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as the; are usually lost.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

Wehave
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted
exclusivelyto

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomelyprinted on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any addresson receipt of

10cents postage.

Wn. P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works andlocks theblinda
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Manufacture* »T

MALLORY MFC CO*

Automatic Blind Hinges

hale &
benjamin's
PATENT

EasyFlashandBurfaceforwoodandbrickbuilding,
to puten,stronganddurable.Warranted,
combinationawninghinges.Withthesehingesblinds
will not slamor blowoff. Theyaretheonlyhinges
adaptedtobayormulllonwindows,astheyrequireas
etherfixtures.Testimonialsonrequestfromdealers,contractors,andpeoplewhohaveusedthemseveral
rears.Wearethesoleownersof thesetwopatents.
If yourdealerdoesnotkeepthemwriteto
PARKER WIRE GOODS COMPANY,,

NsnuTactursrs.
No. 1 AsoonetStreet- Worcester, Massw

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
| t* theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid whenset, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, y, 8, e and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
ISO-188WashingtonSt., Boston.Hass.,U.5.A1

1^ Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTune

for the draughtsman,
andIsagreataidtothe
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorT

Squaregivesaccurateangles. Tou get measure
menu direct from the board. Hasa drawerfor
instruments,ami caa becarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.

J. * 6. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phlla., Pi.
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Saw Clamps
Cardwell.C. VV Mfg.Co,Disston,Henry& Sous.
Saw Filing Gnlde
Disston,Henry& Sons.
Snw Jointers
CrescentMachineCo.
Snw Sets
TalntorMfg.Co.
Snw Tables
ChicagoMachineryExchange.
CrescentMachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
Saws
Disston,nenryft Sons.
Hammaeher.Schlemmerft Co.
Jennings,C. E. Co.
NationalSawCo.
KimondsMfg.Co.
Schools
InternationalCorrespondence
Schools.
Screw Drivers
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
Sheet Metal Fronts
Meskerft Bro. i

Shinule* and Tiles,
MetallicBergerMfg.Co.
ChattanoogaRoofingft FoundryCo.
CortrightMetalRootingCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
NationalSheetMetalKoi~
Co.
Willis Mfg.Co.
Shingles Hip
Whe.lingCorrugating
Shingle StainsCabot,Samuel.
Shutter WorkerMalluryMfg.Co.
Shutters (See
Skylights
CantonMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
ChattanoogaRoofingft Fdry.
Co.
Drouve.G. Co.
EdwardsMfg. Co.
KannebergRootingft Ceiling
Co.
Mullins.W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Speaking TubesOstrander,W. K. ft Co.
Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
Squares
Fox,P. L.
MchollsMfg.Co.
Squares, Combina
tion
Hight,A. W.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackman,F. A.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Strurtnral Iron and
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structurnl Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co.
Tanks. Steel
O. K. HarrySteel
Tiling
Ostendorf,W. H.
StarEncausticTile Co.
Tool Boxes
Walter'sSons,W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammaeher,aculcLumerft Co.
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit ft Too'Co.GageToolCo.
Hammaeher,Schlemmer&Ot
Jennings,C. E. Co.
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg. Co.ProgressiveMfg. Co.
Reedft AuerbacherCo.
Smith.OtisA.StanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Starrett.L. S.. Co.Strelingcr.C. A., Co.
Towerft LyonCo.
Walters Sous.Wm. P.
Wilkinson.A. J., & Co.Turned, Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.Ventilating Attach
ment
Drouve,li.. Co.
Ventilators
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo.
Vises
Hammaeher,Schlemmer* Co.
Wagon Jueka
BatavlaClampCo.
Willi Ties, v. ire
C.A.Mtg.l o.
Wax. Finishing andPolishing
Johnson,S. C, & Son.
Weather Strips
Hammaeher,Schlemmer&00
King Mfg.Co.
Window Appitratus
Drouve,G. Co.
Wluilowand DoorStops
King Mfg.Co,
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust
ers
Ives,HobartB., & Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Windows. Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wire Wall Ties
C.A.Mfg.Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCarviip
Co.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornnmentl
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumber4 Box
Co.
Wood Working Machinery
AmericanWood Working
Mach'yCo.
Bames.W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryExchange
Cordesmsn,Meyerft Co.
Cordcsman-RectinCo.
Fay, J. A. ft EgsnCo.
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder.R. E.
LongIslandMachineryCo.
Marston,J. M. ft Co.
ParksBall BearingMachin
eryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co
Wood Working Ma
chinery. Second
Ifnnd
LongIslandMachineCo
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FACTS AJSfV FIGWRES
5,000

"Little Giant" Floor Scrapers
JVOW IJSf VSE

yi*RE yOV VSIJVG OJSfE?
FOR OAK
MAPLE
BIRCH
BEECH

YELLOW PINE
PARQUET
RUBBER

ANDLINOLEUM

Scrapes every

inch of floor,

into corners

and along

V lOOrS baseboard

Price Complete

$65.20
F.O.B.
Chicago
or

New York

The Old Way
Two Squares in Eight Hours
One man will scrape, by hand, about two

squares, or two hundred square feet of Mooring, in

eight hours. The wage scale for this is from 40
cents to 55 cents per hour, or from $3.20 to $4.40 for

200 square feet, which is $1.60 to $2.20 per square.

The New Way
Eight Squares in Eight Hours
One man with a "LITTLE GIANT" FLOOR

SCRAPER will scrape eight squares, or 800 square
feet of flooring, in eight hours, which at the wage
scale of from 40 cents to 55 cents per hour, would
be 40 cents to 55 cents per square.

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN A FEW DAYS

SAVIJVG
A saving is therefore made of from $1.20 to $1.65 per square.
On 5,000 square feet (50 squares , the saving will be from $00.00 to $82. 50,

which at the lowest wage scale, practically pays for the machine.
We furnish one dozen Knives with each machine, and they will scrape

30,000 square feet of flooring.
New Knives cost SO.OO per dozen.

Sold under our guarantee to do better, faster and cheaper work than any other method.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Hurley Machine Company
General Offices & Works, 153-159 S. JEFFERSON ST., CHICAGO, U.S.A.

New York, FLAT IRON BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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One Man wr No. 5 "Union
can do the work of four men using hand tools,
can do it with ease, can do it better. Consider
the amount saved— three men's wages — and com
pare with the cost of the "Union" saw. In a
short time the machine will pay for itself and
then the wages saved will go into your pocket.

EVERY MACHINE is carefully tested before
leaving factory. We guarantee entire satisfaction
and machine may be returned at our expense if,
after two weeks' trial, you prefer your money back.

SUITABLE FOR
various kinds of work
—ripping (up to 3/^
inches thick), cross-
cutting, mitering, etc.,

and with additional
attachments, rabbet
ing, grooving, dadoing, boring, scroll-saw
ing, edge moulding, beading, etc., almost
a complete workshop in one machine.

Ask for Catalog "A" fully describing our
complete line of wood working machinery.

Combination ^
Self-Feed Rip ^flW
and Cross-Cut

11

' Union" MouldingAttachment

No. S UnlDn" CombinationSelf-FeedRip
and Cross-Cut Saw.

'Union" Scroll-Saw Attachment.

The Seneca Falls
Mfg. Co.,

209 Water Street, Seneca Falls, N. Y., U. S. A. 'Union" BorinE Attachment.

POWER FOOT
WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

A Complete Line

for a
Carpenter

and

Builder.

Oar Machines are

so constructed that

you can take them

to the house yon are

building.

. . . Saves Time
No. 3 SCROLL SAW.

Any of our ;

machineswill
pay for them
selvesInayear

andoftenIn •
singleJob.

Why buy these Machines? BECAUSE
Youcadsaveamillman'sprone
YoucanmakemoremoneywithletscapitalInvested.
Yoncanmanufacturelaasgoodstyleandnnlsh,andat lower
costthanthemill.
YoncanworlcopstuffaheadIn winterforthespringrashInbatldlng
10,000bandersare usingfromonetoeightof our different

Ourmachines
are not
plicated, but
simple,strong,
practical and
built for good

hardwork.

No. 7 SCROLL SAW.

MORTISBR
■Sandtor Catalogue and Price*.

No. 4 SAW. W. F. & JOHN BARNES GO.
71 RUBY ST.
ROCKFORD, ILL. HANU RIPSAW.
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\7ni-Oersal Wood Worker

BoringandRoutingSide.

£ VERY CARPENTER andBUILDER should
havethis machinebecauseit will do a

varietyof work quickerand better than it

canbedoneby handandtakesthe placeof

severaltools. It planesoutofwind,surfaces,

rabbets,joints, bevels, gains, champers,

plows,makesglue joints, squaresupj3l

ports,cablelegs,etc.,raisespanels,rips,crJ3s
cuts,tenons,bores,routs,etc.,etc.

Askfor circulargivingcompletedetails.

221-241 W. Front St.
CiivciiYivati,OKio, V7S.A.

The Worlds Standard for Woodworking Machinery.

IHarstoo's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw. ©all ©earing
MACHINERY.

Rip f«aw, Band Saw,
Boring and Spake IV
oning Machine all in one.
Each nltachnient ready lor
instant use,either lor loot,
hand or belt power.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Center part of top is made of iron accu
rately planed, with grooveson each side of
saw for gaugesto slide in.
Steel shafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gears are all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete, 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J.1M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Ru*gles St., Boston, Mass.

pi
/STRUC

mm
U£)>JJa—*—

STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.
JAIL WORK. JOIST HANGERS. IRON FENCINGS.

Manufacturedby
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.

Sta.A. CINCINNATI,OHIO.

Harry'sJ'atentAdjustableStaelDropAwnjnga.
Harry'sUndergroundCorrugated
GalvanizedHteefClsternsandTanks
Roofingof all kinds.Fencing,etc.
Senatorcatalogue,prices,etc.

O.K.HarrySteelWorks,2341PaplnSt.,St.Louis,Mo.

MARK YUlia TOOLS WITH A
S TEKL STAMP.

Veranda. — An open air enclosure often
used as a spoon holder.
Vest. —A waistcoat sold at half price.
Vulgarity.—The conduct of others.

—The Foolish Dictionary.
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American No. 200 Automatic Self -feed Knife Grinder

Strictly

Automatic in

every feature.

Just set it
and it

will do the rest.

Four sizes,

3o'in., 36 in.,

42 in.

and 50 in.

AMERICAN
WOOD
WORKING
MACHINERY
COMPANY
New York
Chicago

New Orleans

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

Don't fail to visit our exhibit when in Chicago.
Machinery of all descriptions for your inspection.

UP TO DVTE MACHINERY
For the Progressive Carpenter

Write for pricedonrebuilt
MACHINERY

IMPROVEDHANI) PLANER AND JOINTER.
Tablesover7feetlongandhavesteellip'.
CylioderSlottedto receivemouldingbit* and
otberirregularknives.
CylinderhasibieeHearing*,oneofwidthlaout
sideofpulley.

NEW I'Ali.sl W.-IN'II HAND
SAWINGMACHINE. CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE,

13
SJHSrS^

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.

New and SEGond-hanawood Working fllachjnenj Bougnt. Sold and Exchanged

ENTIRE PLANTS BOUGHT AND EQUIPPED
Junction Kent and Washington Avenues, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GRINNBWS ESTIMATOR
Aisn BC1LDERS' POCKET COHPANION

Guaranteedtogive satisfactionor moneyrefunded. A handbookfor Contractors,Masons,
CarpentersandPainters. Treatson all branchesof buildingfrom excavatingto finishing.
Thespeediestthingout. Canfigureany ordinarybuildingin fifteenminutes. The young
mechanicwhowishestobecomea contractorcan figure as accuratelyas the experienced
Builder. Sendmoneyorderfor $1.00to GRINNELLPUBLISHINGCO., 213C LawExchange
Building,BUFFALO.N. Y., and remember,if not satisfaetoiyyour moneywill berefunded.

House Hints
FOR THOSE WHO BUILD, BUY,
IMPROVE OR RENT.

Sets forth manythings for yourcare
ful consideration, beginning with the
choice of site and taking up construc
tional features, house fittings and
furnishing.
Secondedition, enlarged. A pamph
let of 55 pages. Size 6x9 inches.
FIFTY CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16Park Place. New York.
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HIGH GRADE WOOD TURNING LATHES
Uncle Sam buysCordesman-RechtinWcv.dLathes—
becausetheyare convenient,substantialami durable
machinescapableof the hardest kind of turningat
highspeed. Becausetheyprove a creditto his shops
and are just as Cordesman-Rechtinrepresentsthem.
Therefore, why should you not follow his good
examplef
If youare in needof a goodplaneror anything
else in the wood working machineline we have
someinterestingInformationf<>ryou.

THE CORDESMAN RECHTIN CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu=

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
Theyarelowin pricebecausetheyare
in bigdemandandwehaveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BA.XDSAWS, SAW
TABLKS andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY, l^JKH1^.

Bestof All, Fig. 302andKlg.203.

The Shimer Cutter Head
For Flooring:.Ceiling.Siding. Ship Lap, Jointing, DoubleCelling, Doors, Sashes,

Blinds, Etc. SpecialToolsfor SpecialService.
Shouldappealto everyuserof a matching,mouldingur tenoningmachinebecauseit does
moreandbetterworkthananyothersand requiresless labor and expenseto keepit inorder.
We makeit of every sizeandstyleto fit any machineand sendon trial thirty days toresponsiblelumbermen.
Sendfor ourCatalogueand Pattern Book. It givesillustrationsandcompletedescriptionofa numberof thesetools,someof whichwill beof advantageto you.

SAMUEL J. SHIMER S SONS, MILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

How

Carpenters

Can Advance

There are hundredsof
carpentersdrudgingalong:
today in poorly paid posi
tions, who could greatly
better themselvesby the
merestrokeof a pencil if
theywould but musterup
enoughdetermination.The
following story well illus
tratesthisfact:
Harvey Brakeman, of
New Kensington. Pa.,
was a carpenter earning
S'J a day when he first
joined the I. C. S. The
instructionhe receiveden
abled him to becomean

architectin businessfor himself,and he now
earnsabout$6,000a year.
Mr. Brakemansays: "I think there is no
bettersystemin existencethan the I.C.S. by
which any ambitious carpenter can gain
advancement."
WouldYOU like to securea betterposition,
increasedearnings,and a successful future?
Are youwillingto investigatethesurest,quick
est,easiest,andcheapestwayin theworldtodo
this? Then mark andmail thecouponbelow.
This muchcosts you nothing. DO IT NOW.

INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
Bfx969,SCfUMON.H.

Ple.isfexplain,withoutfurtherobligationonmypart,
how1canqualityforalargersalaryinthepositionbefore
whichI havemarkedX.

Architect
ArchitecturalDrafts.
BuildingInspector
Contractorfi

t

Builder
StructuralEngineer
StructuralDrafts.
MechanicalEngineer
Mech.Draftsman
MachineDesigner
ElectricalEngineer
MunicipalEngineer
Chemist
Sheet-MetalDrafts.

SanitaryEngineer
ForemanPlumber
Electrician
SteamEngineer
MarineEngineer
Surveyor
TextileExpert
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
AdWriter
French > With
German> Fdlson
Spanish) Phon'gr'ph

Name_

5/. & No._

City Staff_
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COKDESMAN, MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 and 30 Central Avenue
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Manufacturers of Latest Improved

Woodworking'
No. 2 Pinner, IUmcher mmMoulder. Universal Wo»d-W«rker.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Tkebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Pox Foot Power Miter Machines
The best thing for mitering mouldings

and similar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.

L
387N. Front St.. OiandRapida, Mich

^/l JSfEW -BOOK.

Concrete-BlocR Manufacture
Processes and Machines

By H. H. RICE

152 Pages 46 Half-tone Cuts

Bound in Cloth

Price $2.00 Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-10 ParK Place - NEW YORK

PLUMBERS' SUPPLIEQ
AT WHOLESALE. «AT WHOLESALE-

If youneedany>
thingin my line,
andwishto
SAVE

20 to40ParCant
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata
log, Shipments
promptly made
froma verycom
plete stock ol
guaranteedgoods.
Small orders
are as carefully
bandiedas larga
ones.

8.C. KARCL. 236W.HarrisonSt.,Chicago,HI.

"Ball=Bearing'

Grand Rapids
All-Steel
Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

It youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superior
iashpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealers
indjobberseverywhere. , ,
ft rite for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inqniries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.PEARL STREET

Security Roofing"
(Beg.U. S. PatentOffice)

Has a patentsix joint with no nails drive*
through the top sheet.

Madeto be laid andthen forgotten.
Bewareof Infringements.

NATIONAL ROOFING CO . Tonawanda,N.r.

•t!4.^.»^.^.4.4.»4.»»4.^4.»»»4.4.»»^"H"I"l"H"H-»-l"l-4i4">-H

CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALSf
VENTILATORS
CONDUCTOR PIPE

METAL WINDOWS

METAL CEILINGS {

Cat. on application.

The Canton Manufacturing Co., = Canton, Ohio |
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STORE
ELEVA
TOR
FOR

COMPLETE, READY TO ERECT. MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON.
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator flfg. Co.
2100 Valley St., CINCINNATI, O.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 2032PARK ROW BUILDING.

Portable Hollow Concrete Block Machine
BEST- FASTEST—SIMPLEST- CHEAPEST.
MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or
breakage, saves expenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cement only materialsrequired.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs {125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED. SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO., SUSTSaSe'TO

DEFY COMPETITION
The Ideal Concrete Machine for the manufacture of Concrete Building

Blocks makes it possible to profitably undersell all other building materials
in all localities.
Idetl Blocks can be sold far below the cost of brick, lumber or nalural

stone. Excel them all in durability and fire and weather proof qualities.
Adaptable to any possible architecturaldesign.

IDEAL CONCRETEMACHINERY
Wondeifully simple in construction. No chains, springs or gears.

Embody the only principle (face down) permitting the practical use of

rich facing material with less expensive mattrial in back of blocks.
Adaptable to any size block
within capacity.
The same machine makes

blocks in countless ornamental
designs and naiural stoneeffects.
Write and learn how easily,

rapidly and profitably one man
can turn out Concrete Building
Blocks with an Ideal machine.

IDEAL CONCRETE
MACHINERY CO.

Dent. O
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

A New Type of

Electric Freight Elevator
at a moderate price.

This elevator is considtrably cheaper
than our standard direct electric ma
chine and costs but lifle more than
our bell connected machine.

CAPACITIES:
2500 lbs. at 55 feet per minute

(Withouttrnp-doors)
2000 lbs. at 75 feet per minute
1500 lbs. at 100 feet per minute

Steel worm, bron/e rimmed ge^rwheel.
Ball bearing end thrusts.
Motor of our own make especially de
signed for elevator service, compound
wound, slotted armaturecore.
If intertsted in elevatorswrite us.
MORSE, WILLIAMS & CO.

Dept.ofOtis ElevatorCo.
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

^ dumbwaiters

handIieyators.
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators,
Hatchway Hoists.

All of mostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine YVks.,
SSCarrollStreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE,N. Y.

NewYorkSalesroom,128LibertySt,
Catalogueon application.
Estimatesonrequest.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

EM

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

s
LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.
AutomaticHatchGate*.
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.,10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo..Cleveland,Ohio,245VincentSt

BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

ELEVATORS
AND

DUMBWAITERS
thatcanheplace*!Inposition
hjranycarpenter.
Cataloiiue Free.

Energy Elevator Co.
407CherrySt., . Phlla., P«.

ALL KINDS OF

ELEVATOR CARS AND
ENCLOSURES

FRED J. MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It is made from galvanized iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WhenyouwantanySTRUCTURALWORKIt willpayyoutowritetothe

BOSTON BOLTESTABLISHED
1873

COMPANY
Works, Offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farnsworth Street

BUILDERS !
Convenors of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches,
Halls, Factories, Bridges,Wharves, Etc.,
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS,Treasurer

BOSTON.MASS.

To Make Money From Your Invention
it must be protected by such a PATENT as will enable you to completely MONOPOLIZE it and control infringers. I pro
cure patents that stand the test of competition at a cost probably nowhere near as high as you may think. The patent law
favors the DILIGENT, not the indolent, inventor, so send me TO-DAY a sketch or model, and explanation of your inven
tion and I will furnish full advice. To morrow, next week, or next month may be too late. References on request.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer, 800 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTKPROTKCTIONfromLIGHTNINGll givesbyu*eofourcontinuouscopperconductors.
E. G.Washburne& Co.,46 CortlandtSt..NewYork.

Telephone9125Cortlandi.
Work put up or material furnished*

THE IMPROVED L7 E" BHand and Foot Power E<« r • D.
SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenters.BuildersandAll WoodWorkers
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BARNES TOOL CO., New Haven,Conn.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.
LAAA

Patented
Forfasteningfixtures.Umbersetc, to'brick,>uconcreteoroth<rmasonry.
UIAMONDEXPANSION BOLT CO..

•-11-13.13Murraystreet. New1ork,N.T.

Estimating' !
r Estimatingthecostofajobsafelyandcorrectly
is themostvital elementof successto the con
tractor. Thereforeheshouldhavea copyof TheLightning Estimator for residencework,etc.
Illustrated. Coverstheentirefieldfor themason
andcarpenter,teachinga newpractictl. reliablemethod,showingthe exactcostof eachseparate
itemof the labor andmaterial,but soarranged
that amediumpricedhousemaybeestimatedin
30to60minutes.For thebusybuilder.Ishavingthe
mostphenomenalsaleandsplendidendorsement
of anybookof its kindeverputuponthemarket.
In classby itself. Preparedbya builderof experiencefrom actual buildingconstruction,nottheory. Large salespermitus to sell the book
for BOcents. (Moneyorder.) You cannotafford
to wait. Writenow.

BRADT PUB. CO..
260MichiganAvenue. JACKSON, MICH.

THE KINNEAR

LOCK-JOINT STEEL CEILING, Etc.
Hasnoequal. Try It andbeconvinced. Pricesreasonable.

Cataloguponrequest. Sendmeasurementsfor estimate.

The Kinnear & Gager Co., mrr% columbus, omo° ' ' BOSTON,!25BroadSt.

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court rooms,
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceilingsareshippedreadyforerection.Noexpertlaborrequired.Working<irawtngsfurnished.They'readaptedtoanytunaof building.
Exclusiveinclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRooting,Siding,MetalShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkandFireprooflngMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. Askfor them.

THE BEROER MFO. CO.
CANTON, OHIO.

NewYork. Boston. Phlla. rit.Louis
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Dixie Metal Shingle Roofing Fire Proof—Weather ProofOrnamental

MANUFACTURED BY

ModernSuburbanResidenceRoofed—With Our DixieMetalStainge«

Wheeling Corrugating G
o
.

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.

Dixie Metal shingles are made of the
best quality full weight roofing plates,
carefully painted on both sides with
the best iron oxide paint mixed with
pure linseed oil. The color is dark red.
Galvanized shingles are galvanized
after being formed, thereby leaving no
raw edges.
The sidelock is perfect. Contrac
tion and expansion is provided for.
No solder is used.
The deep overlap makes a storm
proof roof. Light in weight.

Not Expensive

WRITE FOR PRICES
Any HandyMechanicCanApply OurMetal

Shingles.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:
New York City - - - 47-51Cliff Street
Chicago ... 23-27 N. ClintonStreet
St. Louis - - 1 12.114, 1 16So.Eighth Street
Philadelphia - - 402,404.406RaceStreet
Boston,Mass. - - 1J2 and 134Peart Street
Chattanooga.Tenn. - King Street
Large Stocks o

f

all our ProductsareCarriedatthe
Factory and in all theWarehouses.

Price, $1.75

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL*
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever invented.
Sa\esfrom 3 to 24hour?In layingout a tangleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenables
theordinaryworkmantoframetnenvsidifficultrnofwithabeolitecertainty.
IT DOhS ALL THIS. It li accural**,thugpreventingailmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.
It give*length*Toranyraiter*. It givescutsforprincipals.Jacks,hips,valleysandcripples.Savestime
fortheskilledmechanic,andenable*theordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addre**themanufacturers,

G. A. TOPP <SL CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

sSECCRr?
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMLT ROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOYYELIMFG.CO
JERSEY CITy, N.J.

PAT.NOV.22,1904.

FOR 15 YEARS
RUBEROIDHAS BEEN RECOGNIZEDAS
THE STANDARDPREPARED ROOFING.
AS NOW MADE IN COLORS,RED AND
BROWN,IT ENSURESYOU

A PERMANENT ROOFING
WITH

A PERMANENT COLOR.

A COMBINATIONOFBEAUTYANDWEATHER
ANDFIRE PROTECTION.ANYHANDYMAN
CAN APPLY IT.
SEND FOR SAMPLES.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
SoleManufacturers,I 100William Street. New York. i

RUBKROID Is theonlypreparedroof
ingwhichcan truthfullybe saidtocuttast
metal andshingles,Costs less, easierto
apply,requireslessattention.Makes a sound,
seam-tightroof,flator sloping,unaffectedby
expansionor contraction,and suitablefor
poultryhouse,barnorhandsomeresidence.
RUBEROID containsno tar, paper,rob*
berorothershort-livedingredientsto crack,
dryupand becomeuselesswith age. Made
from the finestwool felt,saturatedwith a

patentedwater-proofand fire-resistingcom
pound.Retainsits elasticityand flexibility
indefinitely.
Anyhaudymancanapplyit. Full instruc
tionsaud fixturesfreewitheveryroll. Let
ustellyoumoreaboutRuberoid.Write for
samplesandbooklet

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS,
loo William St., New York.
Chicago, Ciaclnnatl, St. I.ouin. _

t
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal,

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.
Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architect*
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.- -«r

{Everythingin sheetmetal}

nlllt■■■■■■lllll

ETA
SHINGLES
Carpenters: ^9 18g?!n?10la*"th
whichyouareworking? If you'renot,atopandthinkaminute,couldn'tyoudo
It? CertainlyIf it'saCortrhthtShingle
roofyoucould,andyouoiufhtto,becauseyou'dmakemoneyandmakeiteasily.
Letustellyouwhy.

WANTED: A thousandcarpentersthat
aredissatisfiedwiththeirpresentwaxesandwanttomakemoneyeasily,writeto
CORTKIGHTMETAL ROOFINGCO.
Philadelphia Chicago

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
M\Nlit-ACTUKKKSOF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Fox Floor* In Morr., Cbarchea, Depot.,
Ullehene, Hn.ll., Porchea, Ac.

Officeand Factor).Bluff Street,nearCist,
PITTSBURG, PA.

A ME TA L, SHI NG LE ROOF
"THE EDWARDS KIND"

A guaranteedprotection against fire and the elements, taking a very
low rate of insurance. Made of best grade Worcester Terne Tin,
Painted or Galvanized, in sizes 7 x 10 10x 14, 14x 20 inches.
Write for Descriptive "Shlnftle Booklet" and Prices.

"THE SHEET
METAL FOLKS"

423 to 443 Eggleston Ave.. Cincinnati. O.
Manufacturersof themostextensivelineof SHEET METAL BuildingMaterialin theworld

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.,

With our

No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
roof finish. Send for
catalog No. 5 showing
a very complete line of
arc h i te ct ural
metal woik.

STEEL CEILING
is a leading fea
ture with us.

We make the W. H. Miller Patent Metal Window Frames and Sash. Special cat-
Originators of the hipjshingles.

Galeaburg, 111.
alog on these.

WILLIS MFG. CO..
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THE FOURTEENTH
EDITION OF

Kidder's

Architects'
and

Builders'

Pocket -Book

Except for two or three

chapters this book has been

entirely rewritten and is

thoroughly up to date. It

now numbers 1675 pages

and contains upwards of

1000 engravings. This is

unquestionably the most

complete hand-book in the

English Language treating

on Building Construction

and Structural Engineering,

and contains a vast amount

of practical and reliable data

relating to Builders' work.

The subject of reinforced
concrete is fully considered

and formulas given for
strength, etc.

No Architect, Structural

Engineer, Contractor or

Draughtsman can afford to

be without it
.

Circular giving table o
f

contents and sample pages

mailed on request.

Twentieth Thousand.

1656 pages, 1000 figures.

Morocco, $£.00.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
14- 16 Park Place, New York

^T9VE PIPE IR9/*.
C9RNICE-.
iKYLIQMTS.
£ave» trough
C9AIDUCT9R PIPE",
>TEEL R99FINQ I .SIDING . 30LDER ETC-
LXER VHFGOcZ^nZl J-H.ELLEB & Q>

sendfbroitr

fnOTO rAMFBLE^
PERFECTED

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire .

proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofingj
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED GRANITE ROOFING.

SMXD FOR PHOTO PAMPHLET.
Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

\ Good Paint Saves==Poor Paint Wastes Money.
A coat of good paint is always a profitable investment for the property

owner. Good paint saves many times its cost in repairs and renewals. "Good.
Paint" meanspaint based on OXIDE OF ZINC— there is no other good house
paint.

. . . FREE . . .
Our PracticalPamphlets:

"ThePalmQuestion."■•Paint; Why.HowandWhen."" Paint*hiArchitecture."•'SpecWcatiounfor Architect*." IMPW \ ( 1 V> k'"trench UovernuientDecrees." 1,L'" i

The New Jersey Zinc Co.,
71 Broadway

WE DO NOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS
OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST

PRODUCERS OF THF E. J. JOHNSON CO

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Ouards.
Write for Price Booq

piontross
Metal Shingles

PARPFUTFRC * Don*1walt11,1yourbusysrasoi

I uHnr in I End ■ isover»otakeupthepropositionoflayingMontr----MetalShiurIo*.'I'M-isih»limetomakemoney,becausetheorderscome t«you. Lateryoumayhay togoafter(hem. la.

1 Co.. ' amd-n N. J.'MontrostMetalShino-I©(
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VARIETIES

of

Conductor
Elbows

ARE MADE BY

a/wn?

1182 Harrison Ave.

Cincinnati

0.

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

mader If so send for illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

Lock-
Dust and dirt will

Joint
,iot collect around

the joints of a ceil

Metal

Ceiling

ing that is air-tight

and dust-proof. An

advantage worth
considering.

Lock-Joint saves

Is 50 per cent, of the

labor of erecting.

Another goodpoint.

Dust
Send for

Catalogue "F"Proof

S. Keighley Metal Ceiling &

Manufacturing Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Boston
Washington

New York
Baltimore

— ■-—

~KetpriceF. O.B. St.Louis,Mo,f " NewYork, N.Y..

26feetwide—lower ceiling U feet in clear.
$209.00
2MsIH)

St. l'aul, Minn 229.00
Denver,Colo 268.00
rsllas, Tex 253.00

Net priceF. O.B. St.Louis,Ho
NewYork, N. Y..
St. Paul,Minn. . .
Denver,Colo
Dallas,Tex.

$1=7.no
212.W
204.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithIllustrateonr completeandmodernstore fronts. The prices
ncludcthesteelsill course,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
'Intermediatebox columns; showsa6h,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
cashof whitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength;galvanizedironwork above
first-storycolumns.

to llTe sto-
overthirty
their simple

andpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand Instructionsthat wefurnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethisclassof work in everycity in the UnitedStates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi
tects,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de
scriptivecatalogueand discounts. Ealabllalied 1848.

MESKER «s BROTHER,
♦2/-0I9 S. 8IXTH STREET - - 8T. LOUIS, MO. U. 8. A.

THE "ANTI-PLUVIUS" SKYLIGHT
Absolutely and permanentlyimpervious to rain,
snow, sleet or dust without putty or cement.

With bridge arrangementfoi walking on
the skylight without danger of breakingj& the glass. Specially adapted for large

f' .fir buildings and shopswherethere is always
..>' more or less vibration.
A—SteelSupportingBar. F—CopperSheetCap

G—CollGalvBrassSpring.B—Mall.IronBridge.
C—Flat Iron.
D—Felt.
E—Glass.

THE

H—Galv.BrassStud.
J—Bridge(lor walkingon
skylight).

G. DR0UVE CO., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.
AlsoManufacturersandErectorsot

THE LOVKLL WINDOWOPKHATING DEVICE.
Inquiries Solicited and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

SKYLIGHTS
Our Metal Skylight*
Give **ati<jtactlo

Tht>yarc hoconstructedthai all condensationif*carried to thecurband<through weepholes on to the root without soaking between laps.
The peculiar constructionol thecurb on oar skylight* rentier* connterflashing«anecessary.
Frames ot galvanized iron or copper,with giant*of any kind or thickness*
Write lor our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

We manufacture all kinds.-mouldings, windows,doors, blinds. mixed cars. including every
thing for a building. straight car-loads shingles,
siding, flooring, white pine, at wholesale price.

MOurcompleteCatalogand PriceList of all kindsof Building Materialwouldbea greathelp to you in figuring."

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER « BOX CO., LESTERSTcEw*roB^GH"'TW'-

WALTERS

1j J
Shin^U that last

'TpHE brightest, smoothest and handsomest finished wood-
work will not please your eye better than your own

work finished with

FRENCH'S ELASTIC FINISHES —-Exterior.
Made to withstand hardest use.

Varnish and Paint
SamUel H. FrenCh & CO., Manufacturers

Established1844. York Ave., 4th & Callowhill Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Send tor Description and Price List.

M"u~
GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. TO

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs appropriate for any
style of architec
ture.

All StylesGalvanizedandCopperSkylights, Cornices.Flninls, Creatines,Ventilators,Metal
Shingles,RoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Roofingand Sidiug,etc. Write
for CatalogueandPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co.,Manufaoturera,
CANTON. OHIO.

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesa perfectcorner. The bestCornerBendin tnemarker. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
Builders and Plasterers.Telephone

876MadisonSquare.
All communications
to 11*>Bfwav,N. T. 0.

THE NEW BOOK

11 Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs
"

Makes easy the Designing and Figuring

of Wooden Beams and Trusses.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers, 14-16 Park Place, New York.

Made from GalvanizedTin andPaintedTin
, 8T0EM.BUSTiSS TIESPEOOr
Doyouwanttoincreaseyourbusiness?Thisis Your Opportunity. Writeforcatalogue,
samplesandprices.

National dheet Metal Roofing "Sc.,
JERSEY CITY. N. J.

t
EXCELSIOR WIRE WALL TIES
GalvanizedBteelwf.ro. Strongandreliable.In use
everywhere.Samplesfree. Orderof yourdealer.
AgentsWanted.C. A. Mfg. Co..LaSalle,Illinois

Selected Books

For Carpenters
Hicks' Builders' Guide $1.00
Meloy's ProgressiveCarpentry 1.00
Sylvester'sModernCarpentry and
Building 1.60
Kidder'sBuildingConstructionand
Superintendence,Volume 2—
Carpenter'sWork 4.00
Hodgson's Practical Uses of the
Steel Square, Volumes1and2.
each 1.00
Hodgson'sModern Carpentryand
Joinery 1.00
8hawver'sPlank Frame Barn Con
struction 0.50
Stoddard's Steel Square Pocket
Book 0.50
People's Pocket Stair Builder and
Carpenter'sHandbook 2.50
Hnginnis' How to Measure Up
Wood-Workfor Buildings 0.50
Hodgson's Up-To-Date Hardwood
Finisher 1.00
Maires The Modern Wood Fin
isher 0.50
Easy Lessons in Roof Measure
ments 0.25
Howto Becomea GoodMechanic 0.25

OurDescriptiveList of book*for the
Building Trades sent on request.

David Williams Company
14-16 Park Place, New York.
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see tie points ef advantage.FIRSTLY, theyaregroiodatruetaper,vblchentbte*thensertoranthe8»wwithverrlittleSet.}*ECONDLY,eachStmotidBSaw1bhandle!byamechanicwhothoroughlyunderstandsthehangingof theSaw,whichguarantee!thismo*timportantfeature.THIRDLY, thefllingandsettingof theSimondsSawsarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,sothattheSawa,ontearingthefactory,arereadyforwork.FOURTHLY,thesteelusedIn themanufactureof theSImondiSawsIsa highcarboncruciblesteel,andwillboldIts etttlniedgemuchlongerthantheordinarysteelgenerallyused. eja*FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupinaseparatecase,thusavoidingfingeringand rustmarka'eoa-monlyfoundonSawsthatarenotencasedproperly.
SIXTHLY, becauseeverysimondsSawIsguaranteedthoroughly.

Any mechanictryinga SimondsSaw,andnot flodtsisamesatisfactory,mayreturntbtSaw, eitherto the
dealer or te Uti
SimondsMfg Cm.aa4geteithera newSaw
ormoneypaidsack.

8KKDFORCATALOGUEAND PRICK LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.,
Fitchburg, Mass,
Portland, Ore.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.

Chicago, 111 New York, N.Y.
Seattle, Wasb.

Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco. Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

LOOKISeALLWAYSFohI
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.

Boom918,IIS ClarkSt. CHICAGO.
Samplesand CircularsFret

| I New Self-Setting PLANE
2 2 3 Samplesentaspercircular
•5 g if notkeptbydealers.

reo.

Ornamental-Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—arenottoocostly.
There'snootherkindsogood—sopleasing.
OurSketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Wrilefor it.

PHIL4. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

Will mark your tools in a manner
impossible to erase,without destroy
ing the article itself. Protect yourself
against loss and theft. Easy of appli
cation. Price 25 cents. We handle
a full line of tools. Let us know
your wants.

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

WOOD-MOSAIC
■ROCHESTER. N. Y.

FLOORING CO.
NEW ALBANY, IND.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

All Manner of Handy Rules for
the Estimator are given in . . .

HODGSON'S

Estimating: Frame and Brick Houses

ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,14-16Park place.N. T.

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

.The liningis vermin proof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness

LONGITUDINALBEOTION.

CROfcSBKCTIONTHROUGHKLOOB

SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt.,NewYork.

Tfie Boynion Furnace C
o
.

Sole Mfra. of

Boy nton

'
s Furnaces ,

Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-9 Water Street, New York.
147-0 Lake Street, Chicago.

Tj^VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy

' of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.
DAVID WILLIAMS CO., 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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A THree-Family Apartment or "Flat"
Mouse.

(With Supplemental Plate.)

THE
tendency toward two and three family houses is
becoming decidedly marked in the improvement of

property in the cities and smaller towns, and operations
covering large numbers of the former have been a fea
ture of our building reports for some time past. There
have, however, been comparatively few three-family
houses, owing to the fact that where flats have been
erected they have been designed to accommodate a large

tects and builders who are called upon to execute work
of this nature.
According to the specifications of the architect the

foundation walls are of ledge stone, laid in cement mor
tar and with the smooth face on the cellar side. Above
grade the walls are of split or sap face Quincy granite,
laid in cement,mortar. The cellar has a cement bottom,
consisting of one part Rosendale cement, two parts clean

Front Elevation and Section.—Scale,% In. to the Foot.

A Three-Family Apartment or " Flat " House.—George Prescott Connor, Architect, Boston, Mass.

number of people and generally range from four stories
in hight upward. In many localities, however, and
especially in the suburban districts, there appears to
exist a demand for buildings to accommodate three fam
ilies only, and in this issue we present the drawings of a
house of this kind recently erected in one of the out
lying districts of the city of Boston. It contains some
features which are not found in the general run of dwell
ings of its class and it will therefore likely interest a
large class among our readers, especially those archi-

sharp saud and five parts of broken or crushed stone
which would pass through a 2-in. ring. The top coat is
% in. thick, and is composed of one part Portland cement
and two parts sand.
The frame of the building is of spruce, unless other

wise specified, and is fastened together with oak pins.
The posts are tenoned to the sills and the girts to the
i osts, long braces being cut in the latter. The outside
frame is covered with %-in. spruce sheathing boards, over
which is placed a layer of extra heavy building paper.
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this in turn being covered with spruce clapboards G in.
wide, laid 4Vi in. to the weather. Tar paper is used
under all casings, finish, &c. The roof boards are covered
with a heavy thickness of waterproof paper and four
thicknesses of tar paper, mopped with American pitch
and finished with clean beach gravel. All flashings are
of zinc and all tinwork has under it a layer of heavy

coat of white lead on two sides. The floor joists are
braced with % x 2Vi in. cross bridging.
The floors are double, the under ones being of hem
lock, while the upper floors in parlors, dining rooms and
sitting rooms in the first and second stories are of North
Carolina pine, with a 20-in. border laid herring bone
at the angles. The floors in the side chambers and rear

o

_3

a

waterproof paper, the tin being painted on the under
side before laying. The piazza columns are 10 in. in
diameter, with fluted shafts, each set % in. above the
floor on four balls 2 in. in diameter, cut flat on the top
and bottom. The joists on girders bearing partitions are
crowned about % in., and all joists are set with the crown
ing side up. The sills are bedded in cement and have a

halls are of Georgia pine, while the remainder of the
floors throughout the building are of heart rift Georgia
pine not over 4 in. wide. All matched flooring is blind
nailed.
The dining rooms and front chambers are finished
with a rich dark green stain, and below the chair rail
in the dining rooms the walls are finished with burlap.
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The parlors are finished in enamel,'while the finish of the
rest of the house is natural. The kitchens, pantries,
private and rear halls are wainscoted 3 ft. 6 in. high and

outside of the house with heavy moldings. Galvauized
iron ventilators are placed in front and rear cornice to
ventilate the ceiling space over the third story. The
second-story helt course under the clapboards is lined
with Rnberoid paper al>oiit 3-16 In. thick and made
thoroughly water tight. No counterflashing was put in
over any of the window caps, piazza roof or main roof,
but tin was soldered to the zinc on the main roof, turned
up 5 in. on the piazza roof and the zinc on the window
caps was turned up 4 in. under the clapboards. The
gutter on the front piazza is lined with l(!-oz. copper
instead of tin, as indicated on the detail. All lee chest
spaces have a removable galvanized iron pan 10 in. in
diameter and 2\!>in. deep, a pi|*> from these draining
into a sink in the cellar. All stair rails on inside stairs
are set extra high. All angles have a steel corner bead.

22X36CONSLABS

Section through A I! of the Foundation.

-METALPOSTSETC.

Founrlatlon.

BEDDEDINBESTPORTLANDCEMENTANDSECUREDTOSTONEWALL

Section through Street Wall.

GRANOLITHIC

-I PIAZZA
MALL _i

dtfc

KITCHEN

n't i 1 1
MUtTWV

. IM 'J. ;
1 1 S

nr -
S I SITT'NGROOM

-•/Ira . vs

Third Floor.

SecondFloor.

First Floor.

.1 Three-Family Apartment or "Flat" House.—Floor I'hnix.—Heale, 1-10 In. to the Font.

have an S-in. beveled base. The stairs are wainscoted 4
ft. high. All floor beams are figured for a load slightly
in excess of 70 lb. to the square foot. The architect fa
vors the use of solid work as much as possible on the

barrel bins have barrel swings, while the hardware,
paper and gas fixtures are of extra design and work
manship.
In the pantries arc two soapstone wash trays, each
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Elevation of Front Door.—Scale.% In. to the Foot.
Balcony firillc.—Scale, 1 In.

to the Foot.
Elevation of Medicine Closet.-
Scale,>4In. to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of a Three-Family Apartment or " Flat " House.
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24 x 24 In., and a sink 3(5x 24 in. with hot and cold water
connections. Each bathroom is provided with a mar-
bleized oval bowl. 14x 17 in. ; a cast iron porcelain en
ameled roll rim bathtub 5% ft. long, and combination
hopped water closet with copper lined oak tank, all ex
posed pipes and fixtures being nickel plated. The plumb
ing is of the open type and the traps are below the floor.
Each kitchen is provided with a 30 gal. copper boiler
and in the cellar is a cast iron sink 15x18x0 in.
The house is piped for gas and wired for electric

made in the proportion of one part Portland cement,

three parts sand and five parts of clean gravel. The fin
ishing coat is 1 in. thick, composed of one part Portland
cement and two parts sand, which was colored and lined
in squares. In all eases the pitch is away from the
house. The house here illustrated is located on Thorn
ton street. Roxbury, Mass., and was erected for Henry
A. Kamp in accordance with plans prepared by George
Prescott Connor, architect, 40 Saxton street, Dorchester
District, Boston, Mass.
The general contractor for the work was Joseph A.
Cruickshank, 1 Carlos street, Dorchester, Mass. The
mason contract was executed by John McIIugh. 156 Mill
street, Dorchester District, Boston. Mass. The plaster
ing was done by J. M. McDonald, 32 Elliott square, Rox
bury ; the plumbing by A. J. Bosse, 2526 Washington
street. Roxbury. and the hot water heating apparatus
was installed by Robert H. Eovering, Warren street, Rox-

Elevatlon of China Closet. Partial Elevation o£Main Stairs.—Scale,% In. to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of a Three-Family Apartment or "Flat" House.

bells, front and back door openers, &c. The heating is

by hot water and all pipes and fittings above the cellar

are gilded.
In addition to the granolithic walk at the side and

rear of the house the entire front to the street wall is

granolithic to prevent any water getting in and under

mining the construction. There are two 2-in. gas pipe

sections in the street wall near the sidewalk line as an

outlet for any water which may get in behind this wall.

It may be interesting In this connection to state that the
composition of the granolithic is as follows : First a
layer of cinders 12 in. deep was put in and well tamped

and rolled ; then cn top of that was 3 in. of concrete

bury, Mass. The building was completed early in the

summer of 1906 at a cost of $9000.

Modern Workmen's Houses.

A supplementary report on the plan of the Milan

municipality to establish a new series of modern homes

for workingmen has been received by the State Depart

ment from Consul James E. Dunning of Milan. Italy, and

from it we quote as follows :

Of two distinct types of houses proposed, the first

will be of brick and stone, with four floors, including the

ground floor, with socially arranged rooms to secure
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light, air and complete sanitary systems. There will be
four of these houses, conra^.lng a total of 780 rooms, the
building cost being $220,000. or about $280 per room.
Adding $18,000, the cost of the laud, the total cost of
each room is about $300. The low cost of Italian labor
has an interesting relation, of course, to the expense
of carrying out this enterprise :is compared With what
would be needed in the United States for a similar
undertaking. The bouses will be of brick and stone,
which are cheaper than timber in Italy. Attached to
each will be a commodious hall in which will be cared
for during the daytime such small children as are not
yet in school and whose mothers are employed elsewhere.
Particular care will be taken in designing the spaces
appropriated for water closets and lavatories.
The second type of house proposed is the first at
tempt to give to southern Europe the individualized
family life of Great Britain and the United States. The
plan calls for 04 cottages with a total of 5(H) rooms
and grouped in blocks. Neither the Italian disposition
nor the finances of the present undertaking are equal to
a consideration of actually separate houses, and I doubt
very much that the class for which these accommoda
tions are to be provided are ready for that sort of thing.
Attached to each three-room cottage will be a garden
space about 20 ft. square, while on the front each will
have its separate doorway and entrance. The sum of
$190,<XX)has been appropriated for these cottage tene
ments, and the total cost tier room will be about $380.
It is expected that most of the extra cost of this form
of construction will be saved in charges for janitor and
porter service common to the old tyi«>.
For the entire colony a central pavilion containing

baths. lavatories, libraries and reading rooms will be
established, also public warehouses similar to those now
used in the city proper, though built on a considerably
improved plan. There is to he a central plant for heat-
lug the apartments and for the water used In the wash-
houses. Men and women will have separate bathhouses,
so that these accommodations will be open to both sexes
every day in the week. The building cost of this cen
tral pavilion is estimated at $30,000, exclusive of land,
but including the equipment of machinery and apparatus.
This makes the total cost of the t'agnola plan about
$450.otio. The apartments in the tenement houses will
rent for about $18 per room per year and the cottages at
$23 per room per year. It is the expectation of the
commission that the enterprise will make a net return on
the capital invested of 4 per cent, for the tenements
and 3.90 per cent, for the cottages.

Production of Cement in the United States.

The rapidly increasing use of cement through the
growing popularity of hollow building blocks and con
crete for walls, foundations, floors and even roofs of
modern structures renders especially interesting the
statistics of cement production during the past 3-ear.
According to the revised and corrected figures of the
United States Geological Survey, prepared under the
direction of Edwin ('. Eckel, the total production of ce
ment for 190o was 40.102.308 barrels, having a value
of practically $30,000,000.as against a total production
in 1904 of 31.075.257 barrels, valued at a trifle over
$20,000,000. Classifying the production, it is found that
35,240.812 barrels were Portland cement, valued at
$33,245,807,and 4.473.049 barrels were natural cement,
while 382,447 barrels were what is known as Puzzolan
or slag cement.
The present geographical distribution of the Portland

ctmeut industry in 1905 indicates 39 plants operating in
Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey (there being
none in New England), having au output of 19.589.075
barrels, being a trifle over per cent, of the total
output: 32 plants in Ohio. Indiana. Illinois, Michigan
and Missouri, producing 10.723.802barrels: while In the
West, which includes Kansas. Colorado. South Dakota
and Utah. 7 plants were operated producing 2.470.349
barrels. On the Pacific Coast are 3 active California
plants, producing 1.225.429 barrels, and in the South.

which includes Virginia, West Virginia. Georgia. Ala
bama, Arkansas. Texas and Kentucky, there are 7 plants
which turn out 1.237.557 barrels.

Portable Houses for Fire Sufferers.

The Building Committee of the San Francisco Relief
Corporation has let contracts for 4000 two-room and
three-room portable cottages to be erected in the city's
public squares for the purpose of sheltering that portion
of the city's population which is still unprovided with
homes. One contract calls for 800 two-room cottages,
one-half to be delivered and set up within eight weeks
from September 1 and the other half within 12 weeks
from September 1 : another contract calls for 1200
three-room buildings. 400 of which are to I>e de
livered within four weeks from Septeuil»er 1. 400
within eight weeks and 400 within 12 weeks; the
third contract calls for 1500 three-room cottages to be
delivered within 75 days from September 4. and the
final contract calls for 500 two-room cottages to I* de
livered within 12 weeks from September 4. The two-
room cottages are to be 10 x 15 ft. and to cost $100. The
three-room cottages are to l>e14 x 18 ft. and to cost $135.
The action of the relief corporation in ordering these
cottages was necessitated by the fact that the former
plans did not promise relief to the present situation be
fore the rainy season sets in. The houses are to Ik1per
mitted to remain on the public squares until August 17,
1907.

Calculating Board Measure Mentally.

The method of calculating board measure used for
many years around the sawmill and in making oat liills
of lumber for buildings and other structures, is described
by a writer in The Trad' *man as follows: First find
the amount in 1 lineal foot of the board or stick of
lumber by multiplying the widtli by the thickness, ami
the product will be in indies. Reduce the product to
feet and fractions of a foot, then multiply this product
by the length of the stick, and you will have the amount
of lumber in the stick. For example: If the stick be
2x4 and 14 ft. long, in 1 lineal foot there are 8 in., which
is two-thirds of a foot, and in the whole length there
are 20-3. which is 0 2-3 ft. ; or, if the stick be 4 x •"
ft. long, there are 20 in. in 1 lineal foot, which is 1 2-3
ft., and in the whole length there are 23 1-3 ft., aud
so on for all sizes and lengths. These fractions may

look formidable at first, but with a little practice, first

with pencil and paper until the mind be<-omestrained
a little to the method, you will find that you can tell in
a minute the amount of lumber in a stick or lioard of

any given dimensions and length, and then it is an

easy matter to rind out how many pieces of a given

size and length it will take to make the number of feet

required to till the bill for that size and length.

The advantage in this method of calculating board

measure is that the numbers to be multiplied and divided
are kept small enough to be handled mentally : wliereas.

by the ordinary method, the numbers become so law
that the mind cannot handle them without a very great
effort, and one is forced to use pencil and paper to

obviate the mistakes which are sure to occur.

An interesting feature of the new Maryland Institute
Building, at the corner of Mt. Royal avenue ami I.auvale

street. Baltimore. Md., is the heating and ventilating

system which has been installed. The heating system

consists of tlie customary plant for steam, witli the addi

tion of heated air. The latter is brought in from the
outside, passed over heated coils and after having been

purified is distributed through the building. A suction
fan is used for drawing the air down a shaft 5'._,x (!'->ft.

and then through filters for the purpose of purifying It-

The fan is 0 ft. in diameter, and the claim is made that

it will force not less than 18.IHH1cu. ft. of air into the
building each minute.
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KNOTS, HITCHES AND SPLICES FOR THE BUILDING MECHANIC-HI.
By Edward H. Cbussell.

THE
Blackwall hitch, shown in Fig. 34 of the illustra
tions. Is simple and useful. But although simple to

make on the end of a rope, it is a little more difficult to
form in the middle of one, and is likely to cause some
embarrassment to the novice the first time he essays to
use it. He will generally try to hang the rope on the
front part of the liook. while the whole thing consists
in putting the rope around the back of the hook. Form
a bight in the rope and hold one side in each hand; pass
the bight around the back of the hook and cross the

Fig. 34. Fig. 35. Fig. 36.

Fig. 39 Fig.4l

Fig. 34.- The Hlackwall Hitch.
Fig. :!.">.—The Marllnsplke Hiteu.
Fig. 3fi.—A Backing Hitch.
Fig. 37.—Manner of Forming Bights to Make a Racking Hitch.
Fig. :SS.—Manner of Forming a Catspaw and " Manlmrness."
Fig. 39.—The Fisherman'sBend.

single one on top; fasten the end of the rope to the
standing part by means of a bowline knot, or the bowline
knot may be tied first and the hitch formed afterwards.
Fig. 3G shows a racking hitch, which is another man
ner of fastening a rope to a hook. First form two
bights in the rope as represented in Fig. 37, twist them
over from you two or three times, and put them together
on the hook. This is a good way to shorten the end of a
sling after it has been looped around Its load. This
hitch is sometimes called a catspaw, but the real cats-
paw, though used for the same purpose, is made a little
differently. Commence with a marline-spike hitch, as
indicated in Fig. 38, holding the bights B and C one in
each band,, turn them over from you two or three times

Fig. 37. Fig. 38.

Fig. 42.

Fig. 43.

Fig. 40.—Fastening a Rope by the Round Turn and Two Haif
Hitches.

Fig. 41.—The Ballot's Knur.
Fig. 42—Another Sailor's Knot.
Fig. 43.—Method of Snubbingthe Fall of a Tackle In Its Own
Block.

Knots. Hitches and Splices for the Building Mechanic.— ///.

hands, taking care to have the main or pulling part of the

ro]>eon top. This hitch is very useful in house moving,

mainly for the purpose of extending the reach of a tackle
by means of a large single ro)>e.so as to enable us to

put the crab (or other source of power) as far as possi

ble from the building to avoid making too many moves.

Attach one end of the large rope to the building and the

other end to the largest block of the tackle, by means of

the Blackwall hitch. Every time you get
" block and

block" overhaul the tackle and attach again. It takes
two men to do it properly, one to hold up the block and
the other to make the hitch. There is no danger of this
fastening slipping unless the rope is too small to till the
hook, in which case it is better to use a clove hitch, or a
catspaw, on the front of the hook.
The marline-spike hitch, represented In Fig. 35, is used
for a number of purposes, but its chief use for us is as
a means of fastening a rope to a plank that is to be used
as a swing staging. Put the plank through In place of
the marline-spike, shown in the illustration, with the two
strands of the hitch at the bottom of the plank and the

and put them together on the hook. This is a very safe
hitch.
. A knot called " Manharness

" is also commenced with
a marline-spike hitch. It is used to form a number of
loops along the length of a rope, where it is necessary to
drag timbers or other heavy weights along the ground by
means of man iwwer. Referring to Fig. 38, pass the
hand under the center strand A and take hold of B.
draw B through .the bight 0 and the knot is formed. A
little care must be used to get the knot to jam prop
erly or a slip knot will be formed.
The Fisherman's bend shown in Fig. .">!)is a capital
way of fastening a rope to a ring. Another good fasten
ing is the round turn and two half hitches, shown in
Fig. 4". We can use the Fisherman's bend to attach one
end of the guy line of a derrick to the ring at the top of
the mast, and the fastening shown In Fig. 40 to secure the
other end of the guy line to the "dead man" or what
ever is being used for an anchor.
The sailor's knot Illustrated In Fig. 41 is another

good fastening that may Ite used for a variety of pur
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poses. Sailor's knot is rather an indefinite term, as

nearly all knots are sailor's knots (most people call the

reef knot a sailor's knot), but if the short end of Fig.
41 Is pulled down alongside the standing part until the

knot runs across instead of lengthwise. Fig. 41 will then
prove to be the knot with which the sailor ties his
neckerchief, and it is from this that it takes its name.
Fig. 42 is also called a sailor's knot and is perhaps

as good as the other and a little easier to tie. Either

of these knots may he used for the purpose shown in

Fig. 42, which is better than splicing the rope to the
block, unless the tackle is only to be used for some
special purpose. Perhaps here would be a good place to
set down a few hints regarding the use of ropes and
tackle that the writer has found to be of practical utility.
■It is a mistake to splice the rope to the blocks, be
cause, in the first place, they can be more easily stored
away or carried from place to place when they are
separate, and again fastening the rope permanently to
the blocks limits the use of both rope and blocks. With
the blocks separate from the rope we are enabled to use
different lengths of rope in them, and so perhaps some
day will be able to avoid dragging two or three hundred
feet of rope through the mud—and one day in the mud
will do more harm to a rope than a month of fair usage.
We can also, if necessary, use the rope for guy lines, or
other purposes, without the bother of dragging the blocks
around with it.
On some classes of work we can save time if in

stead of pulling the tackle up block and block, and then
coiling up the rope, we coil it up just as it is, first taking
a half hitch around the nearest block with the pulling
end of the rope to prevent it getting entangled. There
are a number of " sure grip " blocks on the market

Fig. 44.—Methodof Snubbingthe Fall of a Staging Tackle.
Fig. 45.—Slinging a Barrel with Both Heads In.
Fig. 46.—Upright Sling for a Barrel Havljg Only OneHead In.
Fig. 47.—Best Manner of Forming Sling.

Kiwis, Hitches and Splices for

and very handy they are for certain classes of work.
But none of them that I have seen will work when the
block is in a horizontal position, and again, when you
have not these blocks you must get along without them.
Fig. 43 shows a very handy method of snubbing the

fall of a tackle in its own block. All that is necessary
to do being to pass the fall of the tackle between the
other ropes before starting to haul on it (the dotted
lines in Fig. 43 show this) and then as soon as you are
far enough pull the end around as shown at A, jamming
it between the sheave and the rope that lies next to it.
A neat way of snubbing the fall of a tackle used in rais
ing or lowering a swing staging is to bring the fall
through the iron or rope hanger of the staging and then
take it up and make it fast to the hook of the block by
means of ft half hitch, as indicated in Fig. 44. The half
hitch is quite secure, but if there is room on the hook
for it, it will be better to use two half hitches, or a clove
hitch.
Sometimes when rolling logs or timbers up onto an

elevation, such, for example, as a railroad car, a rope is
first fastened to the car, brought down and around the

timber, taken back to the car, and with one or two men
pulling on this end material assistance is given to those-
who are rolling.
A much better way but one not so often used is to
fasten the rope to both car and timber, and as the timber
goes up let the rope wind around it. In this manner the
timber holds itself on the skidway, all that is necessary
to do being to cant it over; with square timbers two
ropes can be used, one at each end. but in the case of
round logs or tapering timbers, only one can be used, and
that in the center. This rig is especially useful in the

Fig. 48.—The Sling Shown in Fig. 47 Completed.
Fig. 49.—A Sheepshank.
F.g. 30.—Manner ot Tying a Sheepshank.

the Building Mechanic.— III.

winter time when the timber is covered with ice. or when
the crew is too small to properly handle the timber; it
would only be wasting time to use it where there was
help enough to do without it.
The pins that hold the sheaves in the larger blocks

are generally arranged so that they may be easily taken
out, and in the case of a stiff or tight fitting rope it is
sometimes easier to take out the sheaves and reeve the
block in this manner, rather than trying to thread the
rope through with the sheaves in the block.
A barrel that has both heads in may be slung and

hoisted quite handily, either with a sling, as shown in
Fig. 45, or by tying a large loop in a rope with a bowline
knot and using it in the same manner as the sling. If
the barrel has only one head in it must then be slung
upright, and Fig. 46 shows how a sling may be used for
this purpose. But the best method of all is shown in
Figs. 47 and 4S. Tie first an overhand knot at a suffi
cient distance from the end of the rope, open this knot
out, as shown by Fig. 47, and place the barrel in it Id
the same position as the pencil is there shown, finish
the knot by fastening the free end to the standing part
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by means of a bowline knot. The entire arrangement Is
shown in Fig. 48. The barrel may be stood on the rope
and the knot formed over the top of it.
Whenever it is necessary to cut rope it is a good idea

to cut it odd lengths if possible. For instance, supposing
you have a 500 ft. coil of rope which is longer than you
will need for any purpose; do not cut it into equal ropes
of 250 ft. each, make one 300 and the other 200. Again,
do not cut up your new rope for tag lines or hand lines,
if it can be avoided ; use up your old rope for this pur
pose.
It will perhaps be thought that this last paragraph is

not necessary, " Anybody ought to know enough for that."
1 have had it impressed upon my mind that there are

lots of people who, even if they know enough, do not
follow this rule.
Speaking of cutting ropes, let's go back to the first

subject and take a look at the sheepshank, shown in Fig.
49, which is a neat method of shortening a rope without
cutting it. Fig. 50 shows how it is tied. Pull up the
rope till it is taut, or until it is the proper length, letting
the slack drop between the hands; make a half hitch
with the rope in one hand and slip it over tie doubled
end of the rope that is in the other ; take the slack back
along the standing part and make the other half hitch.
A marline-spike hitch may be used in place of the half
hitch and makes a little better job. Either way is quite
secure.

Convention of Concrete Block Machine Manufacturers' Association.

A 3CORDING to programme the members of the Con-
crete Block Machine Manufacturers' Association of

the United States held their second annual convention at
the Wayne Hotel, Detroit, Mich., on Wednesday and
Thursday, August 8 and 9. Much interest was manifested
in the proceedings, and the reading of the papers which
were presented was followed with the closest attention.
The first session was called to order by President J. F.
Angell, who delivered his annual address, reviewing the
work of the year and showing that the organization had
been active in advancing the interests of the industry.
He referred to the single resignation which had occurred
during the year, and to the death Of J. W. Shone, Roch
ester, N. Y. He urged upon the members the necessity
of doing everything possible for the good of the cause,
and as the manufacture of cement block machinery is
growing every day, with new features constantly de
veloping. " it should be the duty of every manufacturer
to do all he can to perfect the methods and further the
interests of all concerned."
Owing to the resignation of C. C. Huston in February

last Mr. Angell has acted in the double capacity of presi
dent and treasurer since that time.
The remainder of the morning session was devoted

to routine business and after lunch the formal reading
of papers was resumed. The first was that of It. L.
Humphrey on "The Concrete Block; Its Possibilities and
What the Government is Doing in the Investigation of
Its Qualities." The author told of the tests which are
being made at the Cement Pavilion on the old Exposition
grounds at St. Louis under Government supervision, and
pointed out how manufacturers of machines could correct
some of the abuses at present existing by teaching those
to whom the machines were sold just how to proceed in
order to turn out the best blocks. He called the attention
of manufacturers to the fact that it devolved upon them
to make a block that would meet the demands of the
modern architect. He pointed out that the behavior of
blocks in the recent San Francisco calamity was due in
large measure to faulty construction and not to the blocks
themselves. He outlined the tests of the Government on
blocks, saying that inquiry would be made as to the
strength, porosity, permeability, &c. The fire test will
be carried out under a temperature of 1500 degrees, and
blocks will be subjected to trial that will be much more
severe than any that can arise in actual use. Some of
these tests will be made at the laboratory of the Under
writers in Chicago, and Mr. Humphrey expressed the be
lief that the members of the insurance associations would
be perfectly willing to grant a reasonable rate when they
were satisfied of the good qualities of the blocks.
What Mr. Humphrey bad to say was followed with

the closest attention, and when he had concluded a com
mittee was appointed to draw up specifications for tests
that should result in absolutely fair treatment for every
body.
The next paper on the programme was one by Sec

retary S. L. Wiltse on " Concrete Block Insurance," in
which he pointed out that the situation was about the
same as a year ago, and then referred to correspondence
which had passed between him and the insurance peo

ple relative to tests of blocks. The insurance people
appeared to be waiting for some proof, either one way
or the other, as to the fire resistance of the concrete
blocks, as the few real tests to which they have been
submitted have not been altogether encouraging, nor
have they justified any sweeping condemnation of the
material. What was urged in the matter was the neces
sity of intelligent, honest workmanship in the produc
tion of blocks. An animated discussion followed the
reading of the paper, and the general feeling appeared
to be that the insurance companies were disposed to be
fair and that a rate satisfactory to all parties would
be obtained as soon as the insurance authorities could
be satisfied as to the quality of the blocks.
Frank L. Dykema, Grand Rapids, presented a most

interesting paper on " Specifications for Concrete Blocks
and Brick," in which he emphasized the necessity for
standardization and laying down practical rules and
regulations which had been adopted by the committee of
which lie is a member. We present in another part of
this issue some extracts from the paper in question.
Another paper, prepared by R. R. Fish, related to a spe

cial demonstration of " Medusa " waterproof compound,
the author showing its behavior under different condi
tions, following which was an interesting presentation
of "Freight Classifications for Concrete Machinery," by
President Angell. He offered numerous suggestions rela
tive to phases of the subject of general interest to the
members, and as a result of the active discussion which
followed a committee, consisting of the author of the
paper, together with O. U. Miracle, M. Wetzstein and A.
T. Bradley, was appointed to confer with the proper au
thorities regarding freight classifications.

Thursday's Sessions.
At the morning session on Thursday the reading of

papers was continued, attention being first given to one
by M. Wetzstein on " Foreign Trade." The substance of
the*author's remarks consisted in a consideration of the
posibllities of pushing American building block machines
in the foreign market. In his paper on " Concrete Block
Architecture" A. T. Bradley presented some interesting
thoughts, which considered the rapidly growing use of
concrete blocks as a building material, and emphasized
the fact that the architect must be regarded as an im
portant factor in the matter. The author pointed out the
necessity of block makers giving more attention to the
quality of the sand employed and to the fact that very
fine, attractively designed buildings are si>oiled by the
use of inferior sand.
E. G. Harter of Detroit made some valuable compari

sons in prices in his paper on " Ornamental Products."
He stated that with labor at ?2 a day, cement at $2 a
barrel and sand at $2 a yard he could make a Renais
sance balustrade post for 10 cents, which cut in stone
would cost about $10. He urged greater care in the
manufacture of "forms" used in ornamental work and
offered hints on successful methods. Other papers at
the morning session included those by S. J. Young on
" Advertising." by C. W. Stevens on " Cast Stone," by J.
P. Sherer on "Coloring of Concrete Productions." There
was an Informal talk on " White Cement " by M. M.
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Smith, and what he had to say was followed with close

attention on the part of those present. The statement
was made that this cement had been made for something

like six years, but only recently had been put on a
commercial basis.
At the afternoon session W. G. Sanderson, inspector
and member of the Committee on Cement for Building

Construction of the National Fire Protection Association,

presented some interesting comments on concrete blocks
and brick, assuring the members that the association he
represented was perfectly willing to afford fair treat
ment to concrete blocks as building material just as soon
as the manufacturers could standardize their product so
that every block would withstand the tests to which they
are subjected in the underwriters' Chicago laboratory.
He intimated that while in his opinion hollow blocks
are the coming building material, there are at present
too many small makers who are careless or indifferent
as to the quality of the blocks which they turn out. He
stated that the association expected to accumulate about
4000 blocks in Chicago within a period of three months,

but in order to be acceptable he said it would lie necessary
for them to be of a better quality than some that had been
received, as many of them disintegrated while they were
waiting to be tested and others were received in a
crumbling mass, broken in transit. Mr. Sanderson quoted
figures showing that while the fire loss in Germany is
41 cents per capita and in Austria 21 cents, it was $2.50
in the United States.
It was suggested by S. L. Wiltse that the name of the

organization be changed to the National Concrete Ma
chinery Manufacturers' Association, so as to enable the
mixer and brick machine people to become members.
Later in executive session the name was changed as sug
gested, and officers for the ensuing year were elected- as
follows :

President, J. F. Angell, Columbus, Ohio.
Vice-president. O. U. Miracle, Minneapolis, Minn.
Secretary, Sid. L. Wiltse. Jackson, Mich.
Treasurer, Mentor Wetzsteln, South Bend, lnd.
It was decided to join the National Fire Preventative

Association for the purpose of pushing the insurance
question, and a fire insurance committee was appointed
to co-operate with that organization. The committee is
made up of S. L. Wiltse, J. F. Angell, A. T. Bradley.
F. L. Dykema and R. Pulfer. Two members of this com
mittee will represent the association at the meeting of
the Fire Preventative Association in New \"ork in May
next.
A committee was also appointed consisting of Mr.

Dykema and Mr'. Miracle to revise the concrete block
machine manufacturers' specifications for concrete blocks
so as to include brick and to make it a point to send the
specifications to all important cities and towns of the
United States with a view to suggesting their adoption
for the manufacture of bricks, blocks, and concrete prod
ucts, as by adopting such specifications a manufacturer
of this material could not fail to make good concrete
blocks. It was the decision of the members present to
put forth every effort to inform their customers of the
necessity of taking .particular pains with their product
and make nothing but the best so as to insure favorable
consideration on the part of the insurance interests. It
was also decided that the members of the association
no longer send out their concrete machinery on trial,
but that in every instance partial payment accompany
the order.

members Present.

Afi.onc tf-cse present at the convention may lie men
tioned vwe following:
II. R. Fish, SanduskyPortland CementCompany,Sandusky,Ohio.
C. D. Frederick. Columbus.Ohio.
B. T. Rose,Columbus,Ohio.
.1.F. Angell. Winget ConcreteMachineCompany,Columbus,Ohio.
Monoghnn.Alplna Portland CementCompany.Alpina.Mich.

SamuelJ. Vail, SamuelJ. Vail & Co., builders' supplies,Detroit,
Mich.

M. Wetstein Ideal ConcreteMachinery Company,South Kend,
lnd.

Charles \V. Stevens,Harvey, 111.
Robert Seiderg.Century CementMachineryCompany,Rochester,
N. Y.

Melville M. .Smith, Art Portland Cement Company. Syracuse,
lnd.

6. B. Pulfer, Ideal CementMachineryCompany.SouthBend.lnd.
E. T. Bradford, Chicago,111.
A. T. Bradley, Rochester.N. Y.
J. Augustine Smith, Detroit. Mich.
C. O. While. Jackson, Mich.
F. I. Dykema,DykemaA Son. Grand Rapids, Mich.
E. C. Harter, CementWorking Machine-Company.Detroit, Mich,

C. I". Miracle, Miracle Pressed Stone Company, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Richard I.. Humphrey, St Louis, Mo.
H. S. Palmer, Palmer Mfg. Company,Washington,D. C.
Kirk H. Brown. Detroit, Mich.
G. B. Miles, P. B. Miles Company,Jackson. Mich.
W. P. Butler. Minneapolis,Minn.
C. L. Stillman. Detroit ConcreteStoneCompany.Detroit. Mich.
Edgar H. Defenbaugh." The Barrel and Box

" rock products,
Louisville. Ky.

W. P. Cosgrove.Municipal EngineeringCompany, Indianapolis,
lnd.

H. C. Green. Columbus,Ohio.
B. H. Radcr, Illinois SteelCompany.Chicago,111.
Sid I„ Wiltse, CementMachineryCompany,Jackson. Mich.

Quality of Cement Blocks in Collapsed Building.

Architects and builders the country over will be in

terested in the Government's report on the quality of the

cement blocks used in the recently collapsed concrete

building at South Framingham, Mass. Tests made from

a large number of blocks taken at random from the ruins

showed they had a crushing strength of from 63.000 to

130,000 lb. each, according to the size of the block. As

further investigation progresses the idea that the cement

blocks in themselves were at fault is generally being

abandoned, and two probable causes are now assigned,

although the official investigation is not at this writing

completed. One possible cause is that there was an un

derlying strata of quicksand beneath the foundations

which gave way from the weight of the concrete floors

and roof. Another reason assigned is that the steel

skeleton frame, which bore a large part of the load, was

figured too light, and with the weight of the concrete

roof, much too heavy It is intimated, buckled, tearing

down the walls in Its fall. Perhaps the full official in
vestigation may disclose other reasons for the collapse,

but in the opinions of those qualified to judge it will be
found that concrete construction, as such, was in no wise

responsible for the wreck which caused the loss of life.

House Interior Arranged Like a Ship.

What might be termed something of a freak in Ionise

construction has recently Iieen erected by a sea captain

in New Orleans, La. The owner, it appears, likes to feel

that he is aboard a vessel even when he is. at home, and

the interior of the house is so constructed as to suggest

tills at all times. The house overlooks the river, and

the captain's vessels land directly in front when they are

in port. The house is 54 ft. square, surrounded by an

iron fence with cement pavements. The rooms resemble

the interior of a ship, as there are port holes, companion-

ways for stairs, while the lower floor, on which is located

the storeroom, bears a striking resemblance to the hull

of an ocean-going vessel.

The lower story is of brick, the upper of frame, while

the roof of slate is modeled after the Japanese style.

The eaves and cornice were built directly from Japanese

patterns. The house is ceiled with pressed steel, and

flu ished as elaborately as the saloon of a ship. The cu

pola is constructed like a pilot house and has windows

all around. The gallery is continuous, and at any time
the owner can swing his hammock so as to lie in the
shade. Electric lights are used for illuminating, and
everything is so situated that it is unnecessary to leave
the house for anything, even the cistern being located on
the gallery. The house was built by the captain and his
crew of boat builders at a cost of about $8,000. and one
year was occupied in the work. The owner is satisfied
that he has a house the like of which cannot lie found
anywhere In the State, and he takes great pride in show
ing his friends over it.
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ANOTHER PROBLEM IN GEOMETRICAL HANDRAILING.
By Morris Williams.

THE
plan of a stairway having a cylinder containing
four risers at the junction of a flight with a land

ing is shown in Fig. 1 of the engravings. A platform and
two straight steps take the place of winders around the
cylinder. The two first risers in the cylinder are shown
slightly curved, and the first one outside the cylinder Is
placed ahout two inches from the springing. This ar
rangement of the risers in and adjoining the cylinder
will greatly facilitate manipulation of the wreaths.
The elevation of the steps where the pitch over the

three lower tangents forms an inclined straight line, the
inclination being slightly in excess of the pitch over the
flight, is presented in Fig. 2, the upper tangent as shown
at 1 2 to be a level tangent aligning with the central line
of the landing rail. To draw this figure unfold the side
plan tangents a b and c (/; and on the points h, b, n, il
and y on the line X Y, erect perpendicular lines, as h /,
6 2, n 3, &c. From h on X Y, to to on h I, measure the
hight of four risers, and from w to 1 measure the hight
of one-half a riser. Through to draw a line to represent
the lauding floor and through 1 a line to represent the

plan tangent a b. and the tangent 2 3 over and above the
tangent & n.
These tangents are presented in perspective in Fig. 3.
the level tangent 1 2 Is shown over and above a b. 2 •

"•

over and above 6 ii ; and the center line of the wreath
is also shown to be over and above the plan center of the
rail. It will be observed that the geometrical problem
encountered In the construction of the face mold in this
case is merely the one to find the form of a section, cut
oblique to one side of a square prism, and the solution

LANDING PLATFORM

r

a

■■

■
i

Fig. '1. (Infolding of Tangentsand Elevation of Steps,

Another Problem in Geometrical Handrailing.

center line of the landing rail. Continue the center line
of the rail through 1 to 2; and from 2 draw the pitch
line of tangents 2

, 3
,
4
.
6
. 7 to intersect the center line

of the flight at 8. Upon g erect g 6 and draw the ground
line 6 Z : which, as here shown is raised the hight g 6 to
meet the necessity (arising out of the difference in pitch
between the pitch line of tangents and the pitch line of
the flight rail) of ramping the upper part of the flight
rail to align with the pitch of the tangents.
The two wreaths are shown In this figure to be com

posed of three equally inclined and one level tangent.
The conditions of the upper wreath, which extends from

1 to 3
,

call for the tangent 1 2 to be level so as to align
with the level landing rail, and the tangents 2 3 to be
inclined to align with the inclination of the tangents 3 4

and 4 of the lower wreath.
The level tangent 1 2 will stand over and above the

Fig. 1.—Han of Stairs.

consists in forming a

parallelogram having
two sides equal the tan
gent 1 2 and the oppo
site two sides equal the
tangent 2 3. The out
lines of the parallelo
gram are shown in Fig.

3 at 1 2 3 0. where 1 2
is shown to be the up
per tangent to connect
with the landing rail
and 2 3 to be the lower
tangent to connect as
shown at 3 in Fig. 5

with the bottom wreath.
The true shape of the
parallelogram that con
stitutes the form of the
section is shown in Fig.

4 at 1 2 3 0. 1 2 being
equal to 1 2 In Fig. 2

and 2 3 to 2 3 In the same figure, while 3 0 and 0 1 are the
springing lines. The width of the mold at 3 will be the
same as that of the straight rail, owing to it being on the
minor axis, and the width at the end 1 is taken from the
bevel shown in Fig. 2 at 2. The outside and inside curves
are described by means of I he method known as the " pin
and string method." The bevel to square the wreath, as
already stated, is shown at 2 in Fig. 2

.

and is shown ap
plied in Fig. 4. where the tfiickness of the plank required
is also shown at a b. The same level is shown applied
In Fig. 3 to one end of the wreath, where the other end
also is shown to be square without a bevel, owing to the
section in the direction of the line 3 0 being level.

We will now proceed to draw the face mold for the
liottoin wreath, the tangents of which are shown from 3

to (! in Fig. 2 to be equally Inclined, and therefore, the
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problem will be to develop a section, cut through a square
prism when cut oblique to two of its sides. Such a prism
Is shown in Fig. 5. Its base o n d c is equal to o it d c
shown in plan Fig. 1, and its sides 3 4 and 4 6 represent
the tangents, while the lines marked 0 3, 3 4, 4 6 and 6 0
indicate the outlines of the form of the section, where the
bevels are also shown to indicate the inclination of the
plane to both sides of the section. The ramp in the rail
of the flight to align with the inclination of the tangent
4 6 is also shown in Fig. 5. In this connection it will be
observed that the distance shown from g to d which cor
responds with g 6 in Fig. 1 and indicates the hight of the
ground line, is raised to meet the necessity of ramping
the rail.
The method of drawing the face mold is shown In
Fig. 6. Draw the line a b, and to it transfer the points
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 from the pitch line of tangents in Fig. 1. From
5 drop the perpendicular line 5 6" ; place one leg of the
compasses on 4 ; extend the other to 0, and turn over as
shown to intersect the line previously drawn from 5 in

(>"; connect 6" with 4, which last line will be the lower
tangent as required In the face mold, the other tangent

being the line 3 4.
Now draw 3 0 parallel to 4 6" and 6" o parallel to 3 4 ;

connect 4 0; make 4 z equal d 2 in the plan shown in

Fig. 1 and draw the circle, as shown, with a radius equal

t othe plan width of the rail. The circumference of this

circle will determine the width of the mold at this point,

owing to the line 4 o being the minor axis of the ellipses

which constitute the curves.
To find the width of the mold at each end we will
need to find the bevel. Referring to Fig. 2 the bevel is

shown to be the upper angle of a triangle, its base being
equal to the radius of the center of the plan rail and its

altitude equal to the line n 5, which in Fig. 2 is shown
revolved from 5 to m. The distance from m to c on this
bevel placed on each side of 3 and 0" in Fig. G, as shown
at 3 c, 3 c and G" c, 6" c, respectively, will determine the
width at each end.
Now the outside and inside curves of the mold may be

described by bending a flexible lath to touch c c and the
circumference of the circle as shown for both inside and
outside of the mold. The distance from G to 7 on the
mold is taken from Fig. 2, and because it is below the
ground line, as there shown, it is outside the cylinder, and
therefore does not belong to the wreath proper, but
rather an auxiliary addition of a straight piece to ex
tend the joint of the wreath beyond the springing of the
cylinder, so as to secure a more graceful ramp at the

Junction of the wreath with the bottom straight rail.

The bevel for this wreath is to be applied to both
ends (reversely) as shown in Fig. 5. It will be observed
that one bevel will do for both ends; in that the plane of
the section has the same inclination in both directions to
the sides of the prism.
In Fig. 7 is presented a combination of the two prisms

to illustrate more graphically the utility of unfolding
sections of prisms in geometrical handrailing. In this
figure is also shown the development of the center line
of the wreath, reaching from 6 to 3 along the plane of the
section cut through one prism ; and from 3 to 1 along the
plane of the section cut through the other prism. The
level tangent is shown to align with the level rail of the
landing and the bottom tangent to align with the rani))
in the rail of the flight adjoining.

London's New Steel Frame Hotel.

Among the recent additions to the hotel accommoda
tions in the city of London is a six-story skeleton frame

Fig. 5.—Square l'rlsm Cut Oblique
to Two of Its Sides,and Showing.
Ramp In Rail.

building, which was put up by a firm closely allied to
a leading American contracting concern. It covers an
area about 80 x 150 ft., which was previously occupied by
two seven-story brick hotels, with cast iron columns
which sup|x>rtedthe upper walls and the steel beam and
concrete floors. In connection with the work of tearing
down the old buildings it was necessary to remove the
3-ft. layer of cellar floor concrete, and in doing this
work 2%-in. holes 22 in. deep and 18 in. apart were
drilled and the concrete blasted out and carted away.
Below the concrete the general excavation was continued
about 4 ft., bringing it to a depth of 22 ft. below the
curb.
The party wall of the adjacent building was about 40
ft. high and was so thick and strong that it was under
pinned without the use of needle beams. Pits about G
ft. deep, 6 ft. long and G ft. apart in the clear were ex
cavated under the old footing without destroying the
stability of the unsupported wall above them or causing
any injury to the masonry. In them new footings were
built at the level of the footings for the new building, and
on them brick piers were erected to engage the old wall.
When they were well set the weight of the old wall was
transferred to them, the spaces between the first set of
pits were excavated, and the footings and brick underpin
ning made continuous between the underpinning piers,
thus extending the old wall down to the required depth.
During these operations no bracing was used except in
clined shores.
Before removing the old walls below the first floor
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a trench, sheeted and braced in the usual way, was
-excavated all around the sides of the building, and in it
was built a brick retaining wall 5% ft. thick at the base
and 2 ft. thick at the top, heavy enough to resist the out
side pressure without bracing. This wall was water
proofed by a damp course %-in. thick of asphalt applied
in two layers on the inner surface of a 4-in. brick out
side wall built up in 18-in. courses in advance of the
main wall.
The new walls have offset brick foundations and

concrete footings. The column foundations are two tiers
of I-beam grillages on a concrete footing 18 in. thick,
carried down to a level 5V£>ft. below the basement floor.

Fig. 7.—Combinationof the Two Prisms in Figs. 3 and 5.

Another Problem in Geometrical Handrailing.

The spaces between the grillage beams, and for at least
4 in. all around them, were tilled solid with concrete, and
the cast iron column pedestals were set on a ^in. filling
of grout, with their planed tops 6 in. below the basement
floor.
The 1:3:5 concrete was made with Anderson and J.
B. White brands of Portland cement and with stone
small enough to pass through a 2-in. ring. The mixed
sand and stone from the Thames River was dumped on
a platform, cement mixed with it and the mass turned
twice by hand. Water was added from a sprinkling
can, it was turned again, shoveled down about 4 ft. into
the foundation trench, stamped slightly and smoothed
on top.
No materials were stored at the site, but all were

delivered by carts about as needed. The steel was hoisted
by derricks and was delivered in 2-ton lots. It was un
loaded, hoisted and erected by one 5-ton steam guyed
derrick with a 65-ft. mast and 55-ft. boom, and by two
5-ton steam stiff leg derricks or " Scotchmen," with 75-

ft. booms swinging through an arc of 270 degrees. These
derricks lifted loads up to dVz tons. The guyed derrick
was like those used in New York and was operated by a
Lidgerwood double drum friction hoist.
The heaviest members were handled by special
methods. They consisted of three 20-ton 39-ft. plate
girders carrying exterior walls and columns in the sec
ond story. There are also 11 11-ton cantilever girders
in the basement to carry the walls adjacent to the neigh
boring buildings. The steelwork was assembled without
much reaming; in the few cases where reaming was re
quired it was done by a pneumatic drill. The best record
for field riveting was 190 rivets driven in one day by two
men arid a heater, using a pneumatic hammer ; three men
and a heater drove about 160 rivets a day by hand. No
temporary wind bracing was required for the steel frame
work, but the columns were plumbed by guys run from
the top of one column to the foot of another column and
adjusted by turn buckles.
Steam for the five derricks and the concrete crusher

was made in six independent boilers, one for each. Steam
at 80 to 100 lb. for the air compressor was provided by
another boiler.
The principal quantities involved in the building in
clude about 80C0 cu. yd. of clay and 330 yd. of concrete
excavated, and about 2700 tons of structural steel erect
ed. An average force of about 300 men was employed
throughout the work. The removal of the old buildings
was commenced in 1903. Excavation was commenced in
June, 1904. Foundations were built in July. The erec
tion of the steelwork was commenced early in September
and finished the last of December, 1904. The greatest
weight of steelwork erected in one week was 130 tons.
The walls were commenced in December, 1904, and fin
ished the last of May, 1905. Interior construction was
commenced in May, 1905, and the building was inclosed
October 1, 1905.
The architects were Mewes & Davis of London. The

steel was designed by S. Bylander, and erected by the
Waring-White Building Company, Limited, as the gen
eral contractors for the building. The Columbia Fire-
proofing Company, London, was the contractor for floor
construction ; the National Fireproofing Company, New
York, for partition tile ; Yale & Towue, Limited, New
York and London, for hardware, and the Otis Elevator
Company, London, for elevators.

Antique Saws.

The saws of the Grecian carpenters had the same
form, and were made in the like ingenious manner as
ours are at present, says a writer in an English exchange.
This is fully shown by a painting still preserved among
the antiquities of Herculaneum. Two genii are repre
sented at the end of a bench, which consists of a long
table that rests upon four-footed stools. The piece of
wood which is to be sawn through is secured by cramps.
The saw with which the genii are at work has a perfect
resemblance to our frame saw. It consists of a square
frame, having in the middle a blade, the teeth of which
stand perpendicular to the plane of the frame. The
piece of wood which is to be sawn extends beyond the
end of the bench, and one of the workmen appears stand
ing and the other sitting on the ground. The arms, in
which the blade is fastened, have the same form as that
given to them at present. In the bench are seen holes,
in which the cramps that hold the timber are stuck. They
are shaped like the figure seven, and the ends of them
reach below the boards that form the top of it. The
French call a cramp of this kind un valet. Montfaucon
also has given the representation of two ancient saws
taken from Gruter. One of them seems to be only a
blade of a saw without any frame, but the other resem
bles a crosscut saw. One may, however, perceive both
the handles between which the blade is fastened ; the
wooden bar that binds them together, though the blade
is delineated too near it ; and about the middle of this
bar, the piece of wood that tightens the cord which keeps
the handles as well as the whole instrument firm. Saws
which were not placed in a frame, but fastened to a han
dle, were described by Palladius.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS AND BRICK.

AMONG
the papers read at the convention of the Na

tional Concrete Machinery Manufacturers' Associa
tion, hekl in Detroit, was one by F. L. Dykerua on the
above subject. What he had to say regarding concrete
blocks is of such manifest interest to many of our readers
that we present the following extracts:
The underlying principle of good concrete is that every

particle of sand shall be thoroughly coated with cement
and that every particle of stone shall be thoroughly coat
ed with the cement and sand mortar, and that the com
bination of materials shall be such as to reduce the space
in the concrete to a minimum. This condition means the
highest grade, least porous concrete—usually at the low
est price— and if properly impressed will do away with
the idea that the strength of the concrete is dependent
upon the amount of the cement used.
In considering the materials to be used, cement is the

first consideration. Lack of facilities and kuowledge for
making tests of cement make it necessary to select a
brand of known reputation —always, if possible, continu
ing the use of the same brand in order to secure a uni
formity of color.
Sand is the next element to be considered. This

should in all cases be sharp, clean, and free from clay or
loam. To produce this condition washing may be neces
sary, but this in the end becomes an ec-onoinythrough the
saving in cement. It should not be finer than such ma
terial as will pass through a screen having a mesh of

%. In.
Under the classification of sand comes any material

as is obtained from bank, river or crusher. Gravel, for
the purpose of definition, is such material as is retained
on a %-ln. screen, the larger dimensions being dependent
upon the class of machine in which it is used. Gravel
should vary in size, running from fine to coarse. Crushed
stone is the crushed product defined in size the same as
gravel.

The Proper Proportions.

A theoretically correct concrete should be made up of
sand or gravel, or crushed stone and cement, in such
proportions that the finer materials fill the space between
the coarser, and the cement paste coats all the materials,

sand and stone, fill all the remaining space in the mass.
Such concrete would have no voids—would be nonporous
— and would require the smallest amount of cement.
A simple parallel to such a concrete may be taken in

a stone wall. The stone of which the wall is built repre
sents the gravel or coarser material, and the mortar in
which the stone are laid represents the cement and sand.
The amount of mortar required to lay up the wall is

dependent upon the size and shape of the stone used. If
the stone are of such shape that they can be laid closely
so the smaller pieces will fill up the crevices between the
larger pieces, the amount of mortar required will be
smaller. In other words, the more nearly solid the wall
can be made with stone the less mortar and cement will
be required.
This is exactly parallel to the making of concrete.
If concrete is made up of sand and cement alone, without
using stone or gravel, it is equivalent to constructing a
wall entirely of mortar.
Theoretically perfect results arc impossible in prac
tical work. To attempt to approximate them is the best
we can do.
To determine the voids in the sand, or the material
to be used as an aggregate, what is known as the " water
test" is employed. In preparing for this test the sand
or gravel must be perfectly dry. Sand has greater vol
ume when wet.
A receptacle holding a known amount, such as a quart

jar. is filled with the material to be tested, sand for
example, and into this receptacle is poured as much water
as the sand or other material will absorb. The water
should be measured. The amount of water absorbed in
dicates the voids, and also indicates the exact amount
of sand which it is necessary to use in order to produce
a solid ioncrete.
In making hollow blocks, if no gravel or other coarse

aggregate is used, the result of this test should give the
proportions of sand and cement to be used in hlock
manufacture. Average sand will absorb 20 to 30 per cent,
of water, indicating from 20 to 30 per cent, of voids; also
indicating that the proportion of one part of cement to
from three to four parts of sand are required to make a
solid block.
The proper selection of sand and aggregate material
is important. Care should be taken that the particles
vary so in size as to reduce the voids to the smallest
amount possible. With this careful selection the amount
of cement required to produce good work is greatly re
duced.
After careful selection of materials, producing as near
as iiossible the condition described above, the mixing is
to be considered. This is next in importance to the
selection of materials. It must be borne In mind that
" every particle of aggregate must be coated with ce
ment," and this can be brought about by thorough and
careful mixing.

Um Plenty or Water.
The quantity of water is largely dependent upon the

class pf machine used. It is generally conceded. I think,
that a wet concrete gains the greatest strength in the
shortest time and requires less manipulation in curing.
So in all cases it is advisable to use as large an amount of
water as can be without injurious sticking. Careful at
tention to face plates will be of assistance in bringing
this about.
Concrete should be placed in the mold in small quan

tities and should be tamped with a small face tamper,
the blows being short and quick. Tamping should lie
thorough. Proper impression is just as important as
proper grading. Additional labor used at this point is
more than saved in the cement.
In the wet process the amount of water used is such

as will produce a plastic or flowing condition in the
concrete, but not enough to wash the cement from the
other material. When placing the material in the molds
the entire mold is filled with one pouring. No tamping
is necessary.
All stone made by the medium wet or medium dry

process should be under cover, and kept under cover
for at least 10 days, protected from the dry currents of
air. If shed room is not available to store a 10 days'
output, the blocks should be carried out after the initial
set has taken place and covered with canvas, hay or
other covering which will retain the moisture, and yet
at the same time keep the dry air from circulating around
the block. In no circumstances should the block lie made
under the direct rays of the sun. nor should blocks made
by this process be exposed to either sunshine or dry
winds while curing.
The blocks should be gently sprinkled as soon as
possible after making, that is. just as soon as the cement
has set sufficiently that it will not wash. Blocks should
be kept wet for from 10 days to two weeks, and should
never be removed from the yard for the purpose of being
used in a building until they are from 30 to GOdays old.
This is very important. A green block will surely crack
in a building on account of shrinkage.
In laying cement stone a soft mortar composed of half

cement mortar and half lime mortar should be used. This
mortar from fine sand free from stone should be butted on
the ends of the stone before laying. The stone should be
laid in the mortar and worked down. End joints should
never be left open until after the building is completed,
because when the end joints are filled at this time shrink
age in the mortar is liable to loosen it. causiug the
mortar to fall out. leaving openings through the wall.
The spreading of mortar is very important, because

if mortar is unevenly spread so that it is thicker under
one portion of the stone than under the other a leverage
is created which under the weight of the wall aliove is
liable to produce a crack in the stone.
In using coloring matter with concrete the color should
always be mixed witli the cement dry, before any sand
or water is added. The mixing should be thorough, so
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that the mixture is uniform in color. After this mixing

the compound is treated in the same way 11sclear cement.

A very imjxjrtant feature in producing clear colored ce

ment stone is the use of good, clean, light <\>loredsand.

Several shades of difference can be made by careful sand

selection.
No stone having ties cracked— however slightly—

should be allowed to cure. Never put a cracked stoue in

a building.
Facing, possibly in face down machines, should be

made of well graded sand and cement in proportions of

two to three parts sand to one of cement.
Properly graded sand will produce a waterproof block

without the use of waterproofing compounds or chemicals.

Such facing should be a very dry mix, and should be

sifted on to the face of the plate through a 5,4-in.screen

to a thickness of % in., and the concrete or backing

placed thereon immediately.

Sifting the facing on to it softens it and loosens it. so

that when the backing is tamped on to it. it is readily

incorporated with it. preventing any separation line be

tween The face and the backing.

The selection of the sand for the facing is very im

portant for color and waterproofing. A light colored, per

fectly clean (washed if necessary 1 sand of uniform
shade should t>eused, and it should l>emade up of well

assorted sized particles in order to produce a dense, im

pervious surface.
Careful use of hydrated lime is now considered safe

for waterproofing purposes.

The use of chemicals for waterproofling should be

discouraged unless proper demonstration, covering a

period of time, shows the safety of the material.

An Important question for consideration by the asso

ciation is the adoption of a system of a standard length

and fractions of lengths for stone and brick. Such a

standard would simplify construction, in no way interfere

with proper architectural effects, and place a more defi

nite proposition before the architect.

In conclusion I would again emphasize the, duty of
this association in bringing about a higher quality of

work by the manufacturer of cement products, securing

the co-operation of these manufacturers by demonstrat

ing that it is to their financial benefit to adopt the recom

mendation of this association.

The Apprentice Boy.

Among the interesting papers presented for considera

tion at the convention of the National Association of

Master Sheet Metal Workers, held in Indianapolis in

August, was one by W. C. Johnson dealing with the

above topic. What he had to say is of such manifest

interest that we present the paper herewith:

The modern apprentice has often proved himself a

twin brother to the traditional Irishman's flea. If not
exactly of the same species, his fleeing propensity has

more than once suggested a decided likeness. The need

of the apprentice is unquestioned. He fills a place from

the beginning to the end of his career which makes his

existence and training a matter of vital importance to the

trade. How otherwise can skilled labor be maintained?

How during his training can the many and varied serv

ices which lead up to the skilled workman, and which

are in their way as Important to the conduct of the trade

as are the services of the trained workman, how shall

these services be performed unless the apprentice to

whom they belong is In evidence?

The important question follows. How can we secure,

retain and develop the apprentice until the issue Is real

ized in the workman who honors his trade and in turn

Is honored by those who have the benefit of his services?

Experience has taught the difficulty of the answer, and

at best we cannot attempt more than simply suggest some

thing which may help in the solution of the problem.

The parties interested in the development ot the ap

prentice have so much to do with the successful comple

tion of his career that we shall confine ourselves in this

paper to these parties.

I. -Tin' Apprentice Himself.

He must have a two-fold conviction that he will be

an honor to the work and the work honor him. The
boy should feel that he is capable of learning the trade

and show it in his interest in its details and In his-
determination to master them. Such a spirit Is an honor
to any station. The trade itself must in his view be
worth his pursuit. A trade which has no attractions for
a boy is the worst pursuit he can follow. His apprentice
ship degenerates into one continuous protest against serv
ice, and If continued prophesies final failure. For suc
cessful careers give us the boys who enter the shop with

the feeling that they will both give and receive. Give us
a high purpose to succeed and receive In a trade knowl
edge the possession of which Is matter of rightful pride.

3.—The Parent or Guardian
is an important factor in the development of apprentice
ship life. He should stand between the boy and his
troubles. In his ignorance and inexperience the boy
sometimes needs the counsel and the will of authority to
hold him in place. The impulsive spirit of youth must
find its check in the advice of those whose settled con
victions and habits make them competent to steer the lad
until he has passed the point of danger. That boy Is to
be pitied who has no such authoritative counselor, and
whose lament in later life has sometimes been that be
was left to act for himself.

3.—The Associated Workman.
In all pursuits there are men of opposite extremes in
their attitude toward their associates. For that work
man who refuses the apprentice his kindly counsel there
should be no place, save as necessity requires his serv
ices. The narrow, unsympathetic, jealous, persecuting
spirit of some workmen toward the apprentices who will
take their places when they are dead leads one to come
very near hoping that the change would come soou. On
the other hand the man, who is also a workman, and who
is " a man for all that." whose clear recall of his own
days of struggle and whose heart sympathy for bis
embryo fellow craftsmen fans the fire of resolve In the
halting boy's heart and gives him a new outlook as to his
future possibilities, he alone meets his accountability In
the class called to work for the boy's upbuilding.

4.—The Employer
may play a most important part in developing the ap
prentice's life. To the employer the final appeal is made.
His word is presumably law. He is supposed to direct
service and whatever will most effectively secure it.
Hence the consideration of the manipulation of tools is
not his only duty, but also along with this, supervision of
moral character. Character often puts a premium upon
efficiency which lack of character discounts. A surly,
dishonest, foul speechedworkman, whatever his skill, may
pass current with those of his class, but if we mistake
not will be rejected by a still larger class whom it Is the
employer's highest interest to serve. The employer there
fore who trains his apprentice not only in mechauical
labor, but in the spirit with which he performs it, will
win both for the boy and himself all the time.
There Is no good reason why this quartette—the ap
prentice, the parent or guardian, the associated workman
and the employer— should not unite in such harmony as
to give new meaning and dignity to apprenticeship life.
This paper suggests their work in part only. That part
rightly performed by each participant must eventuate in
a product which from the best standpoint is a workman
of whom no one need be ashamed.

Hand Ball Court of Reinforced Concrete.

The first outdoor reinforced concrete hand ball court
in America has just been erected on the grounds of
Columbia University at 116th street and Broadway,
New York City. The court consists of a wall 80 ft. long.

1514ft. high and 12'->in. thick, with a buttress every 20
ft. which is also 2'i In. thick. In this wall no struc
tural steel is used, the reinforcing consisting of truss
metal lath, the sheets of which are temporarily wired
to temporary studs and the joints of the sheets are
broken to insure a perfect bond. The wall is built the
same as truss metal partitions in buildings and is a
striking departure in outdoor work.
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Men Needed in the Building World.

The generally satisfactory business that has been en

joyed In all lines of Industry has been shared In very

large degree by those connected with the construction

of buildings. With the increasing demand has also come

a closer surveillance of the work done with the advuuce

in the requirements which is in keeping with the pro

gressive time. Those who are conducting business as

mechanical tradesmen have long since passed the place

where they can secure the number of skillful workmen

which are needed. There is seldom any clash or disagree

ment with the class of workmen who are most In demand.

They need no organization to secure for them a very sat

isfactory remuneration. Men who can take the explicit

and detailed instructions from their employers and carry

out of a piece of work are held in high esteem and taken

care of with consideration by their employers. The only

trouble reported is to find a sufficient number of such

men, as they are continually passing to higher planes.

Young men who have not only acquired a good edu

cation from graduating from the high schools, but who

Lave had the hardy manhood to engage In some one

of the mechanical trades, rapidly advance from the

rougher stages of work to that where intelligence and

education increases the value of their handicraft. When

6uch men continue to study along the lines which natu

rally develop to the inquiring building mechanic and im

prove their evenings by a course in some good engineering

6chool. they are fitting themselves for the field which is

ready for their arrival. In all of the larger building and

contracting establishments where an engineering staff is

employed the advent of such young men is welcomed.

They are offered an opportunity for acquiring additional

Information, and are really hurried to make the necessary

preparation to fill more important and lucrative posi

tions. The difficulty is to find men who are qualified by

education and practical training to take the positions

which are open with concerns who must have competent

engineers to design and plan the work and prepare the

drawings and specifications for it, to be carried into effect

by the corps of employees and workmen maintained by

the house. At the present time numerous inquiries cnme

to us for men who have passed early manhood and have

the matureness of character, information and experience

■whichwill make them invaluable in the important posi

tions which await them. Those who have business

acumen in addition, and who have not allowed their scope

to become cramped and confined by the discipline and

education of the shop, but who apply broad common

sense to all questions, have a natural courage to take the

responsibility to meet and dispose successfully of both

practical problems and the economic problems presented

by the shrewd and often not too scrupulous customer.

Common sense makes a clear, courageous head, and when

it is backed by practical training and education there is a

demand for it at good, round salaries.

Advancing Fire Insurance Risks.

A radical advance In fire insurance rates has resulted

from the tremendous losses sustained by the companies

In the San Francisco disaster. This advance should have

a marked influence in making more general the use of

automatic sprinklers and other precautionary appliances,

which are necessary in Industrial or other buildings if

the owners are to have the cheapest forms of insurance.

The increase of rates does not apply to any risk where

sprinkler systems are installed, either in what are known

as the conflagration areas of the cities or in neighbor

hoods where there are no waterworks protection. These

two classes of territory are the only ones affected. Mer

cantile and manufacturing properties located within

conflagration areas have had their rates increased from

12 to 15 per cent., while what are known as unprofitable
risks, located away from waterworks protection, have

had to take an advance of 25 per cent. In neither in
stance, as has been stated, is property protected by auto

matic sprinklers affected. The fire insurance companies

are being subjected to a great deal of censure because
of these higher rates, but these critics overlook the fact

that with such a tremendous blow to their resources, in

many instances not only wiping out the surplus but

causing stockholders to be assessed, provision must be

made against the possible contingency of another great

conflagration. Premiums on existing policies are not

affected of course, and excepting in those cases where
policies are immediately maturing old rates may be pro

cured by equipping property with appliances for Are pro

tection according to the accepted rules and standards of
the insurance companies. The demand for all forms
of fire protection, including sprinkler systems, is
very great at the present time, and probably

it would be impossible to procure the immediate
installation of an extensive fire protection system to

forestall the advance in rates which must come with the
taking out of new policies in the immediate future. But
fire insurance companies make deductions in premiums

of existing policies if properties are safeguarded against
fire, by means of sprinklers or otherwise, after the policy

is issued, so that the larger premium resulting from

the recent advance may be made to be a temporary one.

Cost of Fire Protection.
The initial cost of adequate internal fire protection in

an industrial or commercial building is necessarily large,

but there are few who have thus equipped their build

ings who would be willing to say that the investment is

not a good one. The difference in insurance rates Is

great, reckoned in percentages, and this is not by any

means all the return that the investment secures. Many

fires which might otherwise be serious are flooded out in

their infancy by automatic sprinklers. Not only do in

surers who suffer from fire in their establishments

seldom find their loss covered when the insurance is

adjusted, but the actual loss of property is usually great

ly increased by the loss which comes with the shutting

down of a business, the necessary cancellation of orders

and the disi>ersion of customers, who must go elsewhere

for their goods, some of them to stay away permanently.

Organization is disrupted, and it may take a long time

to get the business back to where it would have been
had there been no disaster. This is the real value of
the fire protection investment, as a safeguard against

fire rather than as a saving on insurance premiums,
though the latter item is always of importance. It has
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been well said that the industries of the country owe

much to every factor which tends to impress the value

of the fire protection upon manufacturers, and of course

the same thing is true as applied to commercial Inter

ests. If an advance in insurance rates stimulates busi
ness men to save premiums by equipping their property

with modern appliances for extinguishing fires, the ad

vance may be characterized In the long run as a beneficial

influence.

New Style of Bank Building.

Considered from an architectural point of view one of

the most interesting structures intended for banking pur-

]x>seswill be the new half million dollar home of the
Importers' and Traders' National Bank, which will oc
cupy the site of the present structure at 247 Broadway,

New York City, the entire lot being 25 x 100 ft. According

to the plans which have been drawn by Architect J. H.
Freedlander, the building will be six stories high, five of
which are intended for immediate occupancy, the sixth

being a provision for future growth. White marble will
be used for the exterior, and the window frames will be
of bronze with grilles on the first and second floors. The

entire building is fireproof, with steel skeleton frame and

tile and concrete floor arches. The design of the ex

terior is simple and without embellishments of any par

ticular note, the main purpose being to produce a facade
which, by its dignity, shall be expressive of the char

acter of the institution. With the exception of the treat

ment of the directors' and officers' rooms, which will

have a wainscoting of Circassian walnut, the entire finish

will be of marble, plaster and kalsoinine. Owing to the
limited ground space which the building will occupy, the
note teller, receiving teller and collection clerk will be
on the first floor, with the departments of paying teller,

balance and individual bookkeepers and assistant cashier

on the second floor, and the departments of discount,

loans, general bookkeepers and officers' rooms on the

third floor. In order to connect the departments quickly
and overcome the seeming handicap of not being on the

same floor, the elevators in the center of the building

will run at such speed, it is intimated, as to make
a car available on the first floor every half minute.

Building on the Percentage Basis.

The scheme of conducting building operations on a
percentage basis continues to invite discussion in the
trade, and supplementing what has already appeared on
the subject in these columns, an architect whose practice
is large volunteers the statement that for the past ten
years all contracts awarded by him have been on a per
centage basis, figured on the actual cost of all material
and labor that entered into the work. The results of his
experience have convinced him that this method is much
more satisfactory than to let contracts for a given sum.
He finds that while the owner has no contract In ad
vance for the completion of the building at a fixed price,
the expenditure is always within his control, and verifi
cation is possible whenever desired, says The Inland
Architect. Itemized bills for material and labor are
rendered from time to time, and he has the satisfaction
of knowing the amount and kind of supplies that are
being used in his building. The always annoying item
of extras is eliminated, and changes required during the
progress of the work are made with the least possible
expense. The owner feels throughout that his interests
and his alone are paramount. There is no temptation on
the part of the contractor to use cheaper materials than
are specified, nor to slight the work, as he is assured
of a fair profit.
The contractor by the percentage plan is not liable

for unexpected advances in prices, nor for penalties for
delay. There are avoided all the uncertainties and risks-
that are ever present with a lump sum contract, and
the contractor is free in mind to push the work at every
point in furtherance of the quick completion of the
building and the best interest of the owner. The con
tractor would not likely attempt to manipulate vouchers
to show fictitious cost prices as, if he were so disposed,
the knowledge of the architect would be a certain check
upon such practices. The architect mentioned en
countered opposition at first from the owner, who has
the natural desire to know his full obligation at tlie-
start, but this has been overcome in every case when-
the owner has had brought to his attention the probable
saving in cost and the many substantial advantages to-
him from the percentage basis. The contractor by such
an arrangement becomes, in a degree, the agent of the
owner, and harmony between all parties to the con
struction is fostered. The usual position of the architect
as a buffer between the owner and the contractor ceases..

♦»» ■

Heating a Cottage.

In discussing the question of heating a village dwelling'
by means of stoves Dr. Harvey B. Bashore states that the
halls are usually cold and, in addition, even in the rooms
where stoves are placed the floors are from 6 to 8 degrees
folder than the temperature 4 or 5 feet above, a fact eas
ily proved by experiment. As a consequence one's feet
are just so much colder than head and shoulders. These
two defects, cold halls and floors, are certainly factors In
producing catarrhal inflammation of the throat and nose,
if nothing worse. To remove these defects to a minimum
it is necessary to alter somewhat the construction of the
rooms. Every one knows the value of the open grate, not
so much as a heater, but as an equalizer of room tempera
ture, and herein lies our remedy. Every room should
have such a grate, or its equivalent, simply an airshaft
connected with the chimney and opening into the room at
the floor level. An airshaft so arranged and of suitable
dimensions answers almost as well as an open grate and
furnishes the means whereby rooms may be heated very
well with ordinary stoves.
When a room which has no fireplace is heated the

heated air rises and spreads along the ceiling in a thick
cloud, and if a window is opened the warm air rushes out
before it has done much good ; if, on the other hand, there
is an open grate, some of the hot air escaping up the chim
ney creates a partial vacuum ; this, consequently, creates
In the room a movement toward the opening, and the
upper heated air is more diffused about the room, making
the temperature more uniform.
The halls, whether they contain a stove or not, should
have an airshaft, for it will assist somewhat in " sucking
out " the heated air of the adjoining rooms. A small oil
heater placed in the lower hall will be of assistance la
keeping the hall temperature at the right point.

A Record in Caisson Sinking.

Work upon the foundations of the new United States'
Realty Building, which is in process of construction on
Broadway between Cedar street and the Trinity Build
ing, has been pushed forward with unusual vigor by the
Foundation Company of New York City, and on August
22 the last of the 87 caissons had been sunk to bed rock.
75 ft. below the level of the street, at a cost of about
$0000 each. The S7 caissons were sunk in a period of 60>
days, which establishes a record for speed in this kind
of work. The previous record made by the same com
pany on the foundations for the present Trinity Build
ing was the sinking of 50 caissons in 51 days.

In discussing the term penny as applied to nails and
their length in inches, as indicated by that word, a cor
respondent of Wood Craft states that the 3d. is 1% in.
long, the 12d. 3% In., the 16d. 3% in. and the 20d. 4 in.
long. From the 3d. to the lOd. % In. is added to the
length for each penny, thus making the lOd. nail 3 in.
long.
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Bevels Tor Hoppers.
From 3. A. K., Detroit. Mich. —Please allow me a little
space in the Correspondence columns of your valuable
journal to present to the many readers a question regard
ing the finding of bevels for various hoppers. I inclose
sketches showing four plans and elevations of a square,
a hexagon, an octagon and an equilateral. The dimen
sions of the first or square hopper apply to them all in
their extremities. Now, brothers, what I want to know
is the complete bevels for each. I presume one rule ap
plies to them all, and what I mean by complete is the
side, the miter and horizontal bevels: also the bevel for
backing. I hope to see in the near future various meth
ods presented, either geometrical or involving the use of
the steel square.
I take this occasion to thank " L. II. II.," " S. A. T."

and " M. W." for their efforts regarding " Bevels of Jack
Hafters for a Deck Koof " in late issues of the paper,
which I greatly appreciate.

Criticism of "Building methods In England."
From J. Stewart Macdonau), Washington, D. C.—I
have been a reader of Carpentry and Building for just
one year and like the paper very much ; in fact. I would
not be without it for a great deal. As a stranger to the
work of this country I have derived much benefit from a

far than the best joists I have handled on this side of
the water. This is not said for the sake of argument,
but It can be proved nevertheless. The Mother country,
with all its old fashions in building and its being 500
years behind the times in the eyes of people for whom
it has no use; with all these drawbacks I say it does
not have as many building collapses, railroad smashes
and other accidents in a year as in one large city in this
country in a month. People who leave the Mother coun
try and come to America with feelings hard and sarcastic
toward the old country are usually those whom the coun
try is richer without and with whom this country can
never be made better. They are never good citizens of
America, and In many cases they are people for whom the
law of the Mother country is looking.
When your correspondent lectures in future through
this or any other building newspaper about " Building
Methods in England," I hope he will not connect Edin-
burg, Glasgow and other large cities of Scotland by his
" We Britishers." If the buildings in England are so
" distinctly ugly and unsuitable for modern civilization "

by having tile roofs, why do the most up to date people
of Washington, I). C, cover the roofs of their houses with
tiles of a slight improvement over those referred to by Mr.
Blackmur? Why do so many American tourists visit the
old country and return to this one with better ideas in

\ /
n
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Bevels for Hoppers.— Diagrams Accompanying Letter of
" J. A. K..'' Detroit, Mich.

perusal of its columns, but when I see accounts of light
ning rate shingling, as described by Western Builder.

I let them go for what they are worth, and when I read,

as I did in the September issue, of " Building Methods in
England." I conclude there is nothing to be learned by
such, especially when it has a tendency to convey a false

meaning to readers by the nowadays misapplication of the

word " English " for
" British." I presume your corre

spondent. " W. J. Blackmur," to be an Englishman or
English-American. I do not like the sarcastic spirit of
his article, for after he runs down the methods of Eng

lish builders (not British) and cites the "disgrace" of

having 80 year old houses covered with pantiles, situated

In a district through which passes a principal railroad

from the Continent, he says,
" We Britishers." &c. The

like of such is the Englishman all over. Had it been an

honorable thing of which to tell us it would have been
" We Englishmen." .lust as In the unrighteous war of

South Africa. English newspapers bad the accounts
" English victory " or

" British repulse." What disgrace

is it to a nation
" We Britishers" to have houses80 years

old? Right here in this city, the capital of this great

country, there are houses being built by real estate people

employing labor known as
" Maryland and Virginia farm

ers." These buildings, I am bound to say, will be more
dilapidated in 20 years than the 80 year old ones to

which your correspondent refers.
With reference to white fir joist alleged to lie used by

the " good big profit builders," I might say that in my
10 years' experience bossing jobs on the other side of

the " herring pond " I never saw a white fir joist used,
but what I did use, even on Glasgow tenements,was better

many cases of how they will build their future homes?
Since all men are brethren, and since America has

shown Great Britain, and England in particular, that
she can run this country without the aid of any other
nation, we should say " Hands off," and endeavor in
every way to live together in peace. What we Scotch-
Americans want to read in Carpentry and Building is the
more practical and technical terms as they ought to be
used in American building construction and other things
beneficial to the working craft, for such valuable informa
tion will help some of us In the work and speed the time
when man to man the world o'er shall brothers be.

making Balloon Frame Construction Bat Proof.
From M. B., New Brighton, N. Y.— I would like to
call the attention of the readers of the paper to what
seems to me to be a nuisance in connection with frame
buildings, and that is the running up and down within
the walls and between the floors and ceilings of rats
and mice. It is no pleasure to lie in bed at night listen
ing to the frolicking of these creatures, arousing one's
ire to such an extent that a shoe is fired in the darkness
in the direction from whence the noise appears to
emanate, and to learn to our sorrow that a door panel
or mirror has been broken rat'jer than any harm done to
the sleep disturbers. These pests, it seems to me, can
be prevented very easily from overrunning the house if
the flooring bewell fitted between the studs and around the
plumbing. And here the plumber ought to do his part.
He should keep the hubs of waste pipes when they come
near the floor either between the beams or have the en
tire ball of the hub well above the floor, with all pipes
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lit least 1 In. away from the baseboard, where it passes
through the floor, so that the floor may be tightly fitted
around the pipes. Too little attention is paid to this
feature by the architects in their specifications, and con
sequently by the contractors.

Some "mission Style" Furniture.
From' An Old Subscriber, Lancaster, I'a. —Will the

editor kindly publish in the columns of the Correspond
ence Department some styles of " Mission " furniture,

more particularly a reclining chair and a table?
Answer. —The following particulars descriptive of a

reclining chair and table, suggested by the correspondent
above are furnished by Paul L). Otter, who says : It is
supposed the table wanted is for general use. and while
Fig. 1 is classed as a library table It more frequently
finds its place in the general living or sitting room, and
as shown offers space for every member of the family to
gather about it. The size of the top is 28 x 48 x V/4 In.,
the night to the top is 21)in., and the legs are 3 in. square
and are set 1% in. from the corners. The bottom shelf is
10 In. from the floor, and on the middle of the shelf may
be placed a l>ook" buck " or trough, as shown. The latter
is formed by two boards jointed to fit at right angles.

Fig. 1.—GeneralView of Table.

Some " Mission

having ">>/.in. to show on the inner face to receive the

liooks. One full drawer on the top may be put in. or

corner drawers as shown, pulling from one side, with

a similar space provided on the other end without the
drawer, open at the ends and side. This is a handy

shelf upon which to rest an unfinished 1m>o1<and other
interrupted work.
The correspondent calls for a reclining chair, but In

asmuch as there are many reclining chairs, good, bad and

indifferent in their construction and appearance—most

of them covered by patent- -it is thought the Morris re
clining chair conforms properly to the " Mission Style."

and in this form of chair inventive ability may be shown
in giving greater comfort and range of position. A
footrest may lie provided, the front of which would be
a portion of the front rail when not in use. This with
drawing front may have table slide rails and small drop
legs, which fold within the slide rails on the back of the
front rail ; a footrest may be properly padded on the
top of slides.
As to the back adjusting, most every one Is familiar
with the open rack secured at the bottom by hinges to the
outside edge of the back cushion rail. The various ad
justments are made by a loose projecting metal rod
placed at choice on the four or five hooks within a curved
metal bracket, as shown. A simple and primitive way
typical of handicraft work is to extend arms 7 or 8 In.
beyond the back post and insert on top four projecting
pegs for the metal rod to supiwrt the back.
This chair frame is built "011 the square" all around,
rememliering to saw the finished back legs 114in. on top
before cutting. the rail mortise holes, thus providing for
proper sitting angle for such chairs. The posts are 3

in. square, the rails 1x5 in., and when making the plan
drawing provide for the seat rails. Have them measure
21 in. square 011the inner face, with the posts set In not
more than ■%in. at the corners, so that they will not
crowd the cushion too much. Cleats should be nailed
y2 in. from the top edge of the seat rails, upon which a
thin board or veneer filling is to be nailed for the seat
cushion. The latter is 21 in. square and the back cushion
21 x 28 in., both filled square cornered to a thickness of
4 in., a combination of tow and horse hair, mostly
hair, giving the most durable filling. Leather bag cush
ions, as previously descrll»ed in various articles under the
head of " Cabinet Work for the Carpenter," are par
ticularly appropriate for this craft pattern of chair.

What material Is Best lor Roof Covering.
From B. F. H., tfeicark, X. ./.—Anent the question

of " W. T." of Richmond, Va., in the issue for August,
there is one point that bears on the problem to which we

Fig. 2.—Reclining Chair.

Style " Furniture.

all pay too little attention, and it is this: No matter for
what purposes a building is used there are always times
when the outside temperature is lower than that inside,
and at such times condensation of the moisture in the air
will take place.
Of <-ourse the quantity and quality of such condensa
tion are affected by the use of the building, and the con
sequences as to the effect upon the roof covering are also
affected thereby. Hut it is obvious that the common sense

"

way to handle this matter is to provide ventilation under
the roof covering. Any and all roof coverings are im
proved by free circulation of outside air thereunder.
Especially is this the case with metal roofing, whether of
tin, zinc, lead, iron or copper, as all these metals are ap
plied in thin layers and are quickly affected by the lower
outside temperature chilling the inner surface and induc
ing condensation from the inner air.
Furthermore, all metals are subject to expansion and

contraction to a great extent, causing breaking of seams
and cracking of the metal. This also is in a large meas
ure obviated by providing free ventilation thereunder.
To come to the point : All roofs covered with metal
should be provided with an air space underneath, con
nected with two or more ample ventilators at all times
and under all conditions.

From D. M. C... Manchester, N. H.— Referring to the
inquiry of " W. T." (August Issue) regarding the wearing
qualities of a tin roof, much depends, of course, upon
the nature of the business carried on. If the business
contemplated is that where steam is used and a vapor is
emitted a metal roof is not desirable, but if a compara
tively dry roof is contemplated use a sized paper under
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the tin and use linseed oil paint upon both sides of the tin,
soldering with rosin, and there is not a better roof laid.

Deadening a Celling.
From J. M. B., Monroeton. Pa.— I have a job of ceiling
a hall for a secret society and want to deaden the sound
on one side next to a public stairway. Will some of my
brother Chips tell me through the Correspondence depart
ment of the paper how they would manage It?

Rerlpe for Liquid <.ln. .
From Echinus, Wilmington, Del.— Your correspond

ent " A. D. C," Johnsonburg, N. Y., asks for a " tested
liquid glue." Let him try mixing a good grade of glue in
acetic acid ; just enough of each to make a good glue body
—not too thin. This glue should be kept in glass or
porcelain—not in metal. I use n commercial grade of
acid at 70 cents per gallon. With this glue I built a
curved stair string out of seven pieces of %-in. veneer
20 in. wide and 14 ft. long, a problem out of the range
of possibilities with heated glue and ordinary appliances.

Condensation on Under Side of Roof.
From C. F. S., Trenton, Tenn.—We have in our town
a cotton mill about 40 x 200 feet in size, two stories high.
The building is brick, covered with tin and heated by
steam. The upper story is not ceiled. There is a 12-inch
ventilator every 20 feet along the. comb of the roof. We
have been called on to suggest some way by which to-
stop the hot air or steam from condensing on the roof
and dropping back on the machinery, thereby causing the
machines to rust. The condensation is worse on a frosty
morning than in extreme cold weather, and seems to be
worse at the south end and on the east side, where It
is more exposed to the sun early in the morning. We
kindly ask the practical readers of the paper to suggest
some way by which we can stop this trouble.

Truss Roof for Club House.
From A. E. G, Vancouver, B. C.— I am sending an
elevation of a scissors truss roof which I designed for

Setting Door Jaml>» and Hanging Doom.
From Old Chip, Highland Falls, N. Y.—With 37 years'

experience behind me and the volumes of IS years of Car
pentry and Building on my book shelves, it is very amusing
to read someof the letters appearing In the correspondence
columns of the paper. For instance, the letter of "P. C. D."
in the August number. I take it from his letter that he
is a young fellow living in a small town. If so, I should
advise him to get out and travel around for a couple of

Truss Roof for Club House.— Scale, % In. to the Foot.

the Vancouver Athletic Club Building, finished last June,
and which may be of some interest to the readers of
Carpentry and Building. This truss roof covers the
gymnasium portion of the structure, which is 54 ft. 4 in.
x 109 ft. with 19 ft. walls on which the trusses are sup
ported. The walls are of 2 x 6 studding, spaced 1G In.
on centers, and the trusses are 10 ft. apart. They are
supported by 6 x 6 in. posts 19 ft. high. Adjoining the
building is an addition 25 x 109 ft., two stories high, with
flat roof. All timbers in the trusses are Washington fir.
edge grain and bolted together. An inspection of the ele
vation will show that the sizes of the various members
are given.
The roof is covered with No. 1 cedar shingles, and is

sheeted solid with 1 x G V-point fir dressed on the under
side. All truss timbers are double dressed and paneled.
In the gymnasium floor there is a running track 10 ft.
from the floor and 0 ft. wide, supported from trusses with
%-in. steel rods with heavy washers and nuts on each
end. The object of putting this plan before the readers
of the paper is due to the fact that I, as well as others,
may derive much knowledge from the views of different
practical men on this line of work. The amount of snow
here Is very little that we have to contend with and the
wind is very light, and I claim that it is not altogether
the size of the timbers used in this form of work that
affords strength, but the way the members are framed
and put together. There is no man infallible, and in or
der to make progress we should all be willing to learn
from those whom we see to possess superior knowledge
to our own.

years so that he might learn the methods of more expe
rienced hands. It will certainly pay him in the end to
do so.
However, I will give him my method of setting door

jambs and hanging doors. I have worked alongside of
some pretty good men, but have never yet met one who
could " beat me out " on setting door jambs provided he
set them true. I take a strip of even width and the
length my door is wide and try the floor to see if it is
level. If not, I cut one side of the jamb as much shorter
as the floor is out of level. 1 then put my jambs in the
opening and nail one side, taking care to get it plumb
and straight. A long plumb rule or straight edge and
level is what I use. Next place the strip with which the
floor level has been tested on the floor between the jambs,
wedge the bottom of the other up to it and nail it. This
done. I wedge up the top and get the jambs out of wind
using the straight edge again to get it straight. If one
is careful in leveling the floor, in cutting off the jambs
and Id setting them plumb, the head is bound to come
square. The correspondent may rest assured that he will
be surprised at the rapidity with which he can set them
after once getting the knack of it. I have set three pairs
in this manner while other carpenters were setting one.
The method which most workmen use is too slow.

They nail the jambs together, measure down from the
top an equal distance on each side and nail on a strip.
They then proceed to set the jambs up and level on the
strip, while at the same time they scribe the bottoms. I
am able by my method to set one pair or more while
they are getting ready. I do not pretend to be a rusher.
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although ruy fellow workmen say that I am. I simply
use my head and eyes and do things the easiest way.
In hanging doors I joint the hinge side first, giving n

slight bevel, using the eye to get it straight. I try it to
be sure it is right. Then I take the width of the top and
bottom and plane off, all the while using the eye to get it
straight and give a little bevel. Having my saddle fitted
and nailed down, I set the door in plaee and scribe the
bottom to fit the saddle. After cutting off I set the door
In place again and mark the bottom on both edges. I line
ft off with the straight edge and cut off.
Now I am ready for the butts, which I let in flush with

the door and jamb. The door is then hung. If a little

E

F

Pig. 1.—Laying Out the Rafters.

Short Cuts in

attention is paid to letting in the butts they will not need
any pasteboard or wedge behind in order to make the door
bang right. I have seen men fiddle around for half an
bour after putting on the butts in order to get the door

to swing without binding. The reason for this is that

the butts were not properly let in. Of course they were
Ignorant of the real cause and laid it all to the butts not
being made right.
Now, boys, do not judge the " Old Chip " till you have

tried his method, and if you find a better way let us
know, for we are always willing to learn.

Short Cut* In Roof Pramlns.
From L. H. II., Vincennes, Ind. — I have been reading

the Correspondence in the current numbers of Carpentry

and Building, and would like to call together
" J. T.,"

Trenton, N. J. ; " C. C. H.," Brookville, Pa., and " A Con
stant Reader," Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and say in the lan
guage of the Scripture : " Come, now let us reason to
gether." At the outset allow me to request that no one
shall imagine that I consider myself extra smart, but by

hard, bitter experience I have learned some things. First
let me remark that when I served my time my boss edu
cated me in roof framing largely by the " cut and try " (
rule, which rule I never would sanction. The first house
I built for myself I determined to frame every bit of it
at my shop. I was bound to " make a button or spoil a
spoon." The parts went together, but it was only a small
half pitch four gable roof.
Next I attempted stair building, using somebody's

books. I have forgotten whose. At any rate, I built
stairs much as a parrot talks—just what I learned. One
day some forgotten correspondent to Carpentry and
Building illustrated his method of hand railing by laying
out the plan on stiff cardboard, which, by cutting along
the lines and folding the paper, showed not only the plan
of the rail, but the rail itself in position. From the day
I read that article until the present moment I have been
absolutely indifferent as to whether I had a drawing to
frame any description of roof or not.
Now for a start, let us take a piece of heavy paper,
Fig. 1, and draw thereon the line A B of any length,

Fig. 3.—Backing the Hip.

Roof Framing.

which line we will regard as the base of a rafter. Next
raise a perpendicular B C, which is the rise of the roof.
Connect C with A, which represents the rafter. Next
drop a line from B to D, making B D equal in length to
A B ; connect A D. which is the base of the principal
rafter, which, for the benefit of " Constant Reader." it
should be remembered is always as many times 17 in.
as A B is times 1 ft. Next, at right angles to A C, set
up the line C E equal in length to A B and B D. At
right angles to A D produce the line D F equal in length
to B C ; connect A F, which if correct will be exactly
the length of A E.
Now with a sharp knife cut out the figure as shown

and score the lines A B, A C and A D so they will fold
easily. Lay the triangle A B D on the table and prolong
E to F, when you will find your roof framed, raised and
ready for inspection, as shown in the perspective, Fig. 2.
Hence we find that the framing of any roof of any pitch,
or of two or more pitches working together, resolves itself
into the very simple problem of laying out two or more
plain right angle triangles with the steel square.
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In framing half pitches the length of the common

rafter and the base of the principal rafter, both being
* an angle of 45 degrees, are of the same relative length
to the base of the common rafters, namely, 17 to 12 In. ;
hence every cut on the square or half pitches can be made
with the figures 12 and 17 on the square, and is so
simple I have not touched upon it. Here are the tri
angles to lay out: The base of the rafter by the rise of
the roof gives the rafter ; the base of the valley rafter
by the rise of the roof gives the side cuts on the valley
rafter; the length of any rafter in a roof of unequal
pitches by the base of the other rafter when the combs
intersect at equal bights will give the length of the
valley and the cut of the jacks on top, the side cut being

tin be always well painted and the upper side before
laying. I would also favor striking a line for the first
row of shingles on the gutter tin and giving above line a
second coat before the shingles are laid. I do this
painting when we are laying the shingles, placing them
directly on the wet paint and nailing them well up in
the upper edge of the tin work, as far as the shingles
will permit.
I also inclose a detail of flat roof gutter, such as the

porch, &c. which shows an easy way of doing the work
with the least amount of labor.
My idea is that gutters placed 011shingle roofs are

not altogether the best practice, »as they will sooner or
later prove a bad feature as regards leaks, but if gutters

must be placed on roofs or we have a
client who so desires the gutters set. I
should say place tliem as indicated in the
sketch inclosed. I would lay the four
lower courses first, then place the gutter
on the roof, laying the gutter tin 20 in.
wide, then strike the line the same dis
tance as though there was no gutter on
the roof, and proceed in the regular way
with the roof covering. My plan may nut
1m>as good as some of the brother crafts
men's among the readers of the paper, but

Detail of riazzn Cornice, Showing Flat Hoof
Gutter.—Scale, 3 In. to tlie Foot.

the same as the first mentioned rafter. The backing for

any hip rafter is quickly obtained by sawing a small

piece of stuff to the cut of the bottom of the valley or

hip rafter and laying it across another piece at an angle

of 45 degrees, as shown In Fig. 3 of the sketches.

Gutter Construction on Roof*.

from C. A. Wagner, Port Jervis. X. V.— In the March

issue of the paper I intimated that I would defer my
comments on gutter construction of roofs until a later
date, and as "J. E. X.," Leland, 111.,draws attention to
the matter in the August issue of the paper. I Inclose
herewith some sketches with a few remarks which may

prove of interest. In constructing a gutter in accord
ance with the details shown there is presented a solid
roof of shingles just the same as though there was no
gutter on it. My theories are that in case of a hole or
any leakage or the rusting out of a gutter there is a roof
below to protect the interior of the house, and the water
cannot wet through until the shingles are gone. This
kind of a gutter is very easily put in place and with
less labor than any styles that are placed on a roof. The
details which I show can be used on any pitch of roof;
also in connection with level or rake cornice, as may

be desired. I would advise that the lower side of the

Detail ShowingConstructionof Gutter on Koof.—Scale,1 In. to
tbe Foot.

Gutter Construction on Roof*.—Details Submitted by C. A.
Wagner.

it will at least start a discussion of the subject. I would
very much like to see the ideas of others touching gutter
construction fully illustrated and explained, as we can
all learn something, at least I so think, but will leave
it to others kind enough to bring forth details. &e.. on
which the readers may comment.

Finishing a Yellow Pine Floor Without Waxing.
From an old subscriber, Lancaster, Pa.-—Will some

of the many readers of this journal kindly favor an old
subscriber with a cheap and practical method of finishing
a floor of yellow pine without waxing it? I would pay,
by way of explanation, that the floor is not subject to
hard usage.

Plan of Ice Ho line Wanted.
From O. I?.. Monmouth, HI.— I should like to ask the
readers who have had practical experience in building
ice houses if they will kindly furnish for publication
a plan of such a building suitable for a farm, and also
tell how it should be constructed?
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE.*— IX.
By Charles H. Fox.

IN
" squaring ill)" the plank select a piece of wood
sufficiently large to contain the figure included in

the diagram. Fig. 28. The better plan is to cut a paper
pattern similar to the shape shown In the diagram and
then transfer the curves of Fig. 30 to the pattern, taking

care that they keep the same position in the pattern that
they do in the diagram ; that is the point D of the curve
must l>eplaced to that of D of the line D-D' In Fig. 28.
Now having dressed up the face of the plank, mark on
the pattern at the face of the plank, and cut the plank
square through to the thickness given in 18-19 of Fig. 28.
Dress up the top and under surfaces, making them
straight and square.
We are now ready to apply the side bevels, their appli

cation being shown in Fig. 35. Having transferred the angle
of the bevels to the top surface of the plank as shown by
T A I and C D' E' of the diagram, apply the plumb bevel
at the points given in A and I as shown. Mark with
great accuracy the plumb lines .corresponding to those
shown by A" W of Fig. 28 and I Y of Fig. 35. Observe
that the length of A" D' of the plank is equal to that of
A" D' of Fig. 28. If correct repeat the operation by
drawing the plumb lines E E' and D D' at the lower
end of the plank. Again observe that the length either
of the line D D' or of E E' is equal to that of the cor
responding line of the diagram in Fig. 28. If correct
work off the lower joint surface represented by D E (J
in Fig. 35, making this surface square with the line D D'
and to the face of the plank. Now take the bevel E Y W
and to its- direction at the joint surface just formed
mark the line represented In D E of Fig. 35. At the cen
ter joint take the side bevel T A I of Fig. 35 and mark
this at the lower surface through the point represented
by W in Fig. 28. This gives the direction for forming
the joint over the center line I A. Work the surface true
and straight.
It may be necessary to remind young students who at

tempt to model this sash to observe great accuracy in ap
plying and working to the bevels ; and to be careful to
get the prisms, or, in other words, the two planks, each
containing a half rib of the top rail to which we assume
the bevels have been applied and cut ; having at the same
time all the bevels fitting and the surfaces worked true.
This should be scrupulously attended to before any
molds are applied and worked, for to ease a joint after
the rail is worked is rather troublesome, and may be
obviated by working accurately. Now transfer the fall
ing mold of Fig. 30 to the outside face of plank ; that is,
to the face over A D of the plan. In this operation it
will l>eobserved that the length, 0 W at the plank, is made
equal to that given at the corresponding projection of
Fig. 25. Also that the point D of the pattern lie placed
exactly to the point represented in D of Fig. 28.
At the points given in 6' 7', at the center joint surface,

square through lines as shown in Fig. 31. This gives in
the points 7, 0, E. F. as shown in Fig. 35. the direction in
which to apply the falling mold at the inside face over
I E of the plan. Having transferred the contour of the
mold to the faces correctly, cut through the plank in the
direction given by the curves. When dressing up these
surfaces take care that the surfaces are made to coincide
with the lines as given at the face of plane. Having
accurately formed the surfaces gauge the piece to the
width, as given in B H of Fig. 24.
It is a superfluous operation to work off the whole of

the back surface, which belongs either to the plank or to
the solid, such as we have now formed. For this reason
there are only two points of the whole surface which are
retained or comprised at the finished solid of the rail.
These are the points given in E, at the bottom joint sur
face, and that contained in the element over I of the plan,
and represented in G 7 of Fig. 35. The same remark
applies to the surface over D E of the plank ; while at
the models this surface has been shown in its entirety,
yet this was done in order to prove the correctness of the

• Copyright, 1906,by Charles H. Fox.

bevels. If the surface represented in the end of the model
had been formed in the working of the plank the only
portion which would have been retained is that immedi
ately connected with the line D E, as given by the bevel
E Y W, so that, having formed the lower joint surface
in the manner explained, the application of the bevel
gave the direction in which to apply the face mold in the
point E. If the plank has not been worked off to the
width B H. that distance may be marked around the sur
faces of the soffit and exterior bounding element lastly
formed, and also at the center joint surface. Now the
falling mold of Fig. 34. of the exterior bounding surface,
may be applied. The points given in E. at the bottom
joint, and in 7 at the center joint surface, give the points
at which to apply the pattern. Now cut a pattern to the

Fig. 38—Diagram Showing Manner of " Squaring Up " the
Plank ; Also Applicationof Bevels and Falling Molds.

('intern fur Arches of Double Curvature.— IX.

contour of the solid of the vertical stile, as given In P R
E p, of the plank, and apply this as shown in the corre
sponding figure of Fig. 30.
We have now obtained in the points given in I' I the

direction at which to apply the soffit pattern of Fig. 32.
Its application is shown in Fig. 36. Mark on the pat
terns, and to their direction form the solid of the rail.
In working the surfaces of the two faces always hold
the plane and straight edge in a vertical direction, for,
as we have explained in chapters preceding, the elements
of the cylindrical surface are perpendicular over the plan.
This vertical direction may readily be obtained if, when
the falling molds are applied to their respective surfaces,
the i>oints,as given in K K, L L, &c. of the two patterns,
be transferred to the surfaces ( for the points given at
the patterns belong to the same vertical plane—that is.
the points, as those of K K. at the patterns l>elongre
spectively to the points 5 8 of the one vertical element
of the surface of the cylinder), the direction in which to
apply the straight edge may be obtained.
In Fig. 37 is shown a projection of the solid which we

have now obtained. Now mark at the joint surfaces the
contour, as required at the finished rail, and scribe the
working lines around the faces, and in the manner which
suggests itself work out the molding and so finish the
solid of the rail. Of course, in the workshop where a
band saw is at command, by "horsing*" the plank at Its
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completion of building construction or that tends to deprive
those who wish to work of an opportunity to provide for
those dependentupon them."'
The leaguealso expressedthe opinion " that unwarranted
delays and interferences in the progress of building and con
struction and public improvement of whatever kind and de
scription are against public policy and public progress, and
are in opposition to the best interests of those dependent
upon the employersand the workmen."
A majority of the members of the Pittsburgh Architec

tural Club celebrated its first meeting of the season by a
banquet at the German Club. After the menu had been
properly considered business matters were discussed and
committeesappointed to carry out the plans for this fall and
winter. A dinner is to be given by the club once a month
at some one of the leading hotels with the evening devoted
to general club affairs. Arrangements are to be made for a
series of lectures by architects from "outside the city. The
membershipis limited to draftsmen employedby local archi
tectural firms or young architects, and it is planned to make
this season a banner period in the club's history. Architect
Thomas J. Herron is chairman of the Entertainment Com
mittee. The officers recently elected for the ensuing year
are : President. E. B. Lee : vice-president. Richard Kirhnel :
secretary, S. L. Roush. and treasurer, James McQueen.

Rochester. N. Y.
The report of the Bureau of Building Inspection covering
the month of August shows an appreciable falling off in the
value of the building improvements for which permits were
issued as compared with the same month a year ago, the
figures being, respectively. $480,659and $007,147. Present
operations, however, are decidedly in excessof August, 1904,
when the value of the building improvementswas only $247,-
728.
For the first eight months of the year the value of the

improvements aggregates $4,227,084, as against $3,001,279
for the corresponding period of last year and $3,014,754for
the first eight months of 1901.

Santa Rosa. Cal.
Since the disastrous "quake" and fire of April 1S and

19, which absolutely wiped out the business section of the
city. Santa Rosa has been rallying nobly from the blow and
at the time of this writing (August 31) fully three-fourths
of a million dollars' worth of building is either under con
tract or permits for it have been issued. It is expected that
within a year or IS montiis at the outside such progress
will have been made as to leave few, if any, traces of the
disaster, and in the end it is believed Santa Rosa will be
the gainer through a better constructed and a greater city.
Incidentally it may he remarked the "quake" has

strengthened the local Builders' Exchange, and there is at
present a membership of over 40. with a bright outlook for
the future. The rooms of the Exchange, together with its
books, papers, by-laws, &c, were all destroyed by the fire,
but President Henry Hoyt states that the organization is
again on its feet and doing business.
Since the earthquake Santa Rosa has adopted a new

building ordinance and created the office of building in
spector, the result of which action will be to do away with
flimsy structures and poor buildings.

San Francisco. Cal.
Throughout the month of August buildiug activity in San
Francisco continued to increase, and building permits were
issued to the amount of $4,200,000.as comparedwith $3,500,-
000 for the month of July. This total included a large
amount of wooden construction, but the most notable feature
of the month was the undertaking of large permanent fire
proof construction work. The total included eight permits
for reinforced concrete buildings, aggregating over $300,000
in value, and ninety permits for brick buildings, aggregating
$1,658,000in value, beside a number of large buildings to
be built either of brick, stone or reinforced concrete. The
construction of galvanized and corrugated iron buildings
was not very noticeable during the month, there having been
very few permits issued for this class of work.
The labor situation, as far as the building trades are con
cerned, has been fairly satisfactory. There have been no
strikes or lockouts of consequencein the city, and the number
of workmen employed has been steadily increasing. Wages
are generally higher, and both contractors and labor unions
are showing a tendency to lower the standard of skill re
quired in the various trades. The State Labor Commissioner
has just submitted a report comparing the building situation
here on June 10 and on August 20. His figures show that
a smaller number of contractors were operating on August
20. though a much larger number of mechanics than on June
10. Out of 705 carpenters interviewed on June 10. 12 were
receiving $3.r.0 per day; 621. $4: 6. $4.25; 34, $4.50: 28,
$5. and 3 over $5. Out of 868 carpenters interviewed on
August 20. 6 were receiving $3.50: 329. $4 ; 52, $4.25: 325,
$4.50; 116, $5, and 40 over $5. Out of 162 bricklayers in
terviewed on August 20. nearly all were receiving $7 per
day. though a few individuals were receiving from $1 to
$3 more.
The commission appointed by Governor Pardee of Cali

fornia has filed its preliminary rejKirt on the effect of the
recent earthquake in that State. The portion which deals
with the building situation says: "Modern class A steel
structures with deep foundations appear to have been rela
tively passive, while the made ground in their immediate
vicinity was profoundly disturbed. Thoroughly bondedand
well cementedbrick structures on similarly deep and solid
foundations seem to have been equally competent to with
stand the shock, except for occasional pierlike walls, not
well tied to the rest of the building. The weak points in
woodenframe structures were in general faulty underpinning,
lack of bracing and chimneys entirely unadapted to resist
the shocks. With these faults corrected, frame buildings of
honest construction will suffer little damagebeyond cracking
of plaster in such a shock as that of April 18, save on the
madeground, where deep foundations and large mass appear
to be essential for the necessarydegreeof passivity."
During the past month contracts have been let for the re

pairing of a number of the larger buildings damaged during
the April fire. Contracts for repair work on nine of these
buildings aggregate $1,674,037. The largest of these con
tracts was for the Merchants' Exchange Building, on which
the reconstruction work will amount to $700,000. This will
include the replacing of a large amount of the brick walls
on the three sides most exposed to surrounding fires. The
repairs on the Crocker Building, at the corner of Post and
Market streets, will be made at a cost of $400,000. The
other contracts referred to are as follows : The Shreve Build
ing, on the northwest corner of Grant avenue and Post
street, $200,000: the Mutual Savings Bank Building, Market
and Geary streets, $125.000; Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Building,
corner of Mission and Second streets. $100,000: the Flood
Building, corner of Market and Powell streets, $90,000: the
Union Ferry Depot, at the foot of Market street, $43,400;
the United States Mint, on Fifth street near Mission. $5190.
and the United States Appraisers Building, at the corner of
Washington and Sansome streets, $1050.
The Board of Experts nppointed by the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors to examine the City Hall. Hall of
Records and Hall of Justice, and to give an estimate on the
cost of restoring thesebuildings, submitted its report on Sep-
tember4. As regards the City Hall, the board finds that the
foundation walls and basementwalls have not been seriously
damagedand that the basement is structurally intact, being
injured only to the extent of the destruction of the finishing
work by fire. The northeast wing could be repaired at an
estimatedcost of $600,000. The southwest end of the Larkin
street wing is practically ruined, as is also the Larkin street
front. Above the basement the City Hall Avenue front is
destroyed. The structure supporting the main dome is stated
to be in a " fair " condition as far as the second gallery
level. above which the masonry must be taken down. From
this point the steel framework supporting the main dome
is vertically out of plumb and horizontally out of level. The
board reports, however, that the main dome can be savedby
proper reinforcement to the supporting members. The upper
domeis intact. Three of the main staircases are in goodcon
dition. Most of the corridor floors and walls throughout
the building are structurally good, but the roofs, including
the towers, are entirely destroyed. The board estimates the
cost of repairing the entire building at $2,408,000.
The board finds the Hall of Records structurally sound,
with the exception of the brick inclosing walls of the third
story and a small portion of the second story. The board
estimates the cost of repairing this building along modern
fireproof lines at $110,000.
The report of the board on the Hall of Justice is very

brief, merely stating that the salvage on this building would
be about one-third its value it the building is rebuilt on the
old plan.

St. Paul, Minn.
We are informed by A. V. Williams, secretary of the
Builders' Exchange, that arrangements were completed a
short time ago to take possessionof the former quarters of
the organization on September 15. The building, damaged
by fire, has been remodeled,and the Exchange has two ad
ditional rooms, which give the nymbers increased facilitirr
and puts the organization in better shape than ever befo"-
for transacting its business.
The outlook for fall work is good, and indications are
favorable for continued prosperity in the building line. The
great bulk of the work the past seasonhas been in the shajie
of warehouses, business blocks, factories, public buildings,
schools, theaters, etc.. with comparatively few moderate
priced dwellings and flats, although many high grade resi
denceshave beenerected. The $400,000auditorium, the cost
of which was paid with funds raised by popular subscription,
is about completed,and the new Young Men's Christian As
sociation Building, to cost $350,000.which money was also
raised in the same way. has just been commenced.

Washington. D. C.
The annual report of Building Inspector Ashford. sub
mitted to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia on
August 18. showed that in the fiscal year ending June 30,

1006. there were $11,739,201expendedin building improve
ments exclusive of Government work, whereas in the previ
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011sfiscal year the outlay was $12,459,850. Even including

Government contracts, the outlay for the fiscal year covered
by the report was less than the preceding 12 months, owing
to the fact that the six permits issued by the Building De
partment for District Government buildings involved an
outlay of only $312,675. There were in all issued by In
spector Ashford 0434 building permits.

Since 1897 the cost of public buildings, the inspector de
clares, has increased from 7 cents per cu. ft. to 13 cents, and
he accounts for the fact by the great advance in the cost of
materials and labor.
A detailed report is embodiedshowing that the Business

High School cost 8.3 cents per cu. ft. : the John Ross School.
11.4 cents; the Henry T. Blow School. 12.2 cents: No. 18
engine house. 1S.3 cents, and the fire boat house. 10.3 cents.
At the close of the fiscal year the inspector estimates the

number of buildings in the District as 49.285 brick struc
tures and 21,091 frame buildings, as against 47.954brick and
21.24S frame buildings at the close of the previous fiscal
year.

Notes.

The scarcity of skilled mechanicsin the building trades is

a complaint which comes from contractors in many sections

of the country, the latest point heard from being Wilkes-

Barre, Pa. The statement is made that the scarcity of

carpenters and bricklayers has delayed the construction of

many buildings in that city and somecontractors are months
behind, with no hope of catching up until winter weather.

In regard to the scarcity of iabor, John J. Casey reports the
demand for union carpenters at the present time as surpass

ing all expectations. There is not a contractor who could

not increase his force by a large percentage.

The Building Trades Employers' Association of Hudson

County has established a permanent headquarters, to be

known as the Builders' Exchange, at 53 Montgomery
street,

Jersey City, N. J. The headquarters will be fitted up with
a view to meeting the requirements of the association a.nd
will, we understand, be used as a permanent employment

bureau.

At a recentmeetingof the Independent Builders of Toron

to, Can., a new organization was formed, to be known as
the

Master Carpenters' and Builders'
Association, with the fol

lowing officers: President, J. T. V. May : vice-president,
Thomas Jones: secretary. Arthur Laxton.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
By W. J. Stanton.

THE
Appellate Court of Indiana lias decided that a

materialman may sue directly on a contractor's
bond running to the owner and conditioned to pay

for all material used in the construction of the building,
altliough he has a right to enforce a lien on the building

for the material furnished by him.

DESCRIPTIONOF LABORAND MATERIALS.

A notice of lien described the labor and materials used
in the work as follows :

" The labor performed or to be

performed is plumbing and gas fitting, and the materials

furnished or to be furnished and the agreed price or

value thereof is iron, lead and brass pipe and fittings and

castings, baths, sinks, basins, tubs, closets and other san
itary materials at the contract price of $7300." is held
by the New York Court of Appeals in Gilmour vs. Colcard

to be a sufficient description of the nature of the work

and the character of the materials.

WHEN LIEN CANNOTBE FILED FORMATERIALS.

Where sureties on the bonds of a building contractor
agreed not only that the contractor should perform the

contract and save the owner harmless from any liability,

but also that the bond should secure the owner from any

and all mechanics' liens that might be placed on the

property, the sureties are estopped from filing a lien for

materials furnished the contractor. This is the substance

of the holding in the case of Stiller vs. Taggart. Appellate

Court of Indiana.

WHAT IS A " .MANLFAITORY
" WITHIN THE MEANING OF

THE LAW.

Under the lien law of Indiana, giving contractors and

laborers a lien for material furnished and labor per

formed in the erection of any house, mill, manufactory.

&c., the Supreme Court of Indiana has decided that a
building equipped with machinery for the generation of

steam to be distributed under a municipal franchise
through pipes in the streets is a manufactory within the
meaning of the law.
The question arose through a lien filed by a laborer

employed to haul away dirt dug out of, and to haul sand

to be used in refilling a trench dug in a street for a steam

pipe connecting a plant for generating steam to be dis

tributed for beating purposes. The Court holds that the

contract for the excavation of the trench, the laying of

the pipe therein, and the restoration of the street to its
original condition, called for the performance of labor in

and ujion the erection of the manufactory, and were in

cidental matters inseparably connected with the principal
undertaking for which the laborer was entitled to a lien.

WHEN NOT RESPONSIBLEFOR LOSS OF LUMBER BY FIRE.

In a Massachusetts case a contractor entered into a
contract with a city for the repair of a wooden bridge
forming part of a highway. The contract provided that
the timber and other wood work of the carriage way
should he replaced by sound material, the contractor to
be paid a certain sum per 1000 feet for new material
wrought into the bridge, and that no work should be be
gun until material for at least one-half of the repairs
contemplated should be upon the job. Complying with
this condition, the contractor distributed lumber all along

the bridge and upon the river banks. While the work
was

proceeding the bridge and the lumber upon it were
de

stroyed by fire. The Court held that the city was not

liable for the loss of the lumlter upon the bridge
not yet

wrought into the bridge, but its liability was confined to

paying for such portion of the work and materials as
had

become identified with the bridge at the time of its
de

struction. The Court says,
" In whatever way the prin

ciple may be stated, it would seem that the
liability of

1lie owner in a case like this should be measured
by the

amount of the contract work done which, at the time
of

the destruction of the structure, had become so far
iden

tified with it as but for the destruction it would have

enured to him as contemplated by the contract."

ARCHITECTS' CERTIFICATES AND ENGINEERS' ESTIMATES.

An agreement in a building contract that there shall

be no liability to pay for the work done, except upon

an architect's certificate, is valid. When such a
pro

vision is inserted in the contract the certificate must
be

substantially such as the contract calls for or it will
not authorize a recovery.
When a provision is made in a building contract for

the payment of the price, or a portion of the price, upon

the certificate of the architect in charge of the con

struction of the building, the obtaining or the presenta

tion of such certificate is a condition precedent to
the

right to require payment, and such condition must he

strictly complied with, or a good and sufficient excuse

shown. No action can be maintained upon the contract

in the absence of such certificate, unless it has been de
manded from the architect and fraudulently,

arbitrarily

or capriciously withheld by a clear mistake.
If after the work has been substantially completed t. <?
architect refuses to give a certificate, and such refusal is

based on unreasonable requirements, the failure to obtain

the certificate does not bar a recovery by the
contractor,

although its procurement is by the contract made a con

dition precedent to recovery. If the certificate req*u»"«i
is arbitrarily and dishonestly withheld, the builder liiny

recover on showing that fact and that he has performed

the contract according to its terms. If, without fault of
the contractor, the architect refuses his

certificate, he

cannot thereby prevent a recovery by the contractor for

damages suffered by him from a breach of the contract

by the employer. Where the contract provides that pay

ments shall be made only upon certificate of the archi

tect that the work has been done in a good and work

manlike manner, the fact that payments have been made

from time to time without requiring strict performance

of such condition is not a waiver thereof. Any act of the

owner which prevents the contractor from procuring such

certificate relieves the contractor from the duty of pro
curing one. If there remains any material part of the
work which can reasonably be done in accordance with

the contract, the architect may rightfully withhold his

certificate until the contractor has completed such work,

and so long as he can rightfully withhold his certificate
there can he no recovery.
A provision in a construction contract that the en

gineer or architect of the owner shall finally determine,

as between the contractor and the owner," what work
has been done and the amount to be paid for it. is valid
and will be enforced in the absence of fraud or palpable
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mistake. If the parties to a building contract agree that
the architect shall pass upon the work and certify upon
the payments to be made, his decision, as shown by such
certificate, is binding and conclusive upon them, and can
be attacked only for fraud or evident mistake.
Engineers' estimates and certificates are governed by

the same rules as control architects' certificates, and an
agreement in a construction contract providing that esti
mates of the quantity or quality of the work done there
under shall be referred to an engineer, whose determina
tion of such question shall be conclusive ui>onthe parties
is valid, and when an award has been made thereunder
in good faith it is binding upon the parties. A provision
in a construction contract that when the work is com
pleted there shall be a final estimate made by the engi
neer of the quantity, quality and value of the work, and
the balance, after deducting monthly payments and on
the contractor's giving a release, shall be paid in full, is
not an agreement that the engineer's estimate shall be
conclusive. But even when such estimates are made con
clusive by stipulation, the courts will relieve against mis
takes in measurements and calculations appearing upon
the face of the estimates, or clearly proven, or from a
neglect to measure or estimate any particular part of
the work, or from wrong constructions put upon the
provisions of the contract by the engineer, but the courts
will not relieve against slight discrepancies in measure
ment.
Although the contract stipulates that in all questions

connected with certain estimates required, and the
amounts payable under the contract, the decision of the
engineer of one of the parties shall be final and con
clusive; yet if the conduct of such engineer is fraudulent
or he is guilty of a mistake so gross as to amount to
fraud on the rights of the opposite party the latter is not
bound by his estimates and may maintain his action
on the contract to recover the true amount due him.

MASTER OBLIGEDTO FURNISH THE MEN A SAFE PLACE TO
WORK.

In the case of MeElwaine-Hichards Company vs. Wall,
Supreme Court of Indiana, a workman was employed to
do general work in and about the construction of an addi
tion to a building. A portion of an old building on the
site was being torn down, and the workman was injured
by the falling of a truss which was in process of con
struction. Just prior to the time of the accident the
superintendent directed two workmen, one of whom was
injured, to take down some joists, but did not give any
particular directions in the manner in which the work
was to be performed, or what part of the work should be
performed by each. The truss was not fastened in place
owing to the fact that work had not progressed that far,
and the truss fell while one of the workmen was standing
on it lowering the joists. The case is interesting prin
cipally as involving the construction of the rule that the
master is obliged to furnish the servant a safe place to
work. The Court says :" The work of constructing an addition to appellant's
foundry was clearly of such a character as to make it
inevitable that as it progressed the environment of the
servants engaged therein must undergo frequent changes,
and it was not the duty of the master to be continuously
present to warn and protect such servants against the
dangers resulting from those changes. It is well settled
that the rule requiring the master to furnish his servant
a safe place to work does not apply when the work of such
servant consists in making safe the place and conditions
of which complaint is made." It was found by the jury
that there was nothing about the construction of the truss
that a man of ordinary intelligence could not under
stand, and that the workman could have readily discov
ered that the truss was liable to fall, if subjected to any
considerable lateral strain, if he had looked at it. The
Court holds that the workman " was chargeable with
knowledge of those things which by the use of his senses
he could readily have learned. He is shown to be a man
of mature years, of ordinary intelligence and in full pos
session of all his faculties. A servant thus endowed must
exercise his natural sense for his own safety, and. fail
ing so to do, must suffer the consequences." The Court
holds that the workman was not in the exercise of due
<;are at the time of receiving the injury, and could not
recover.

According to the Trade School catalogue just issued
by the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
Boston. Mass., three new trades will be taught this sea
son in addition to those of last year, namely, electricity,

tile laying and house painting. The carpentry class last
year was more succecssful than ever before, and the Indi

cations are for an equally line showing the ensuing school
year. The new department of boat building was received
with a great deal of interest, and in addition to building

sections of boats, one of which is illustrated In the cat

alogue, a 23-ft. motor boat was commenced and partially

finished, the plans having been drawn by one of themem

bers of the class. During the coming term the boat is to

be completed ready for launching. In addition to boat
building the regular work in house carpentry, joinery

and cabinet making was carried on. The trade school

of the association is under the direction of John \Y.

Wood. Jr.

Wisconsin's New State Capitol.

The Wisconsin State Capitol Commission recently

met at Madison, Wis., and after considering plans pre

sented by architects from various parts of the country,

voted unanimously to recommend the selection of the

plans submitted by George B. Post & Sons, New York

City. The plans had been recommended by E. H. Burn-

ham of Chicago, who was called in as an expert to pass

ui>on the various designs submitted. The new
building

when completed will represent an expenditure of about
$5,000,000. The commission has available for immediate

uses, appropriated by the last Legislature, the sum of

$000,000, and as the construction progresses the plan is

for the Legislature to provide further funds and other

wise direct the commission in the continuance of the

work. The general plan of the building is a St. Andrew's

cross, the extensions running out from the four avenues

approaching the cnpitol park. This will swing the

present location of the capitol around so that its exten

sions will not be in line with the cardinal points. There
will be a large terrace around the building. The mainen

trances will be at angles, which will be opposite the main
streets of Madison. The building will be four stories
high above the basement, and it is probable that the foun

dation will be of red or white Wisconsin granite, and
the superstructure of a corresponding granite or stone

of some other quality. The dome of the new building

will be much as It is at present, except that it will lie

much higher and larger and more ornate. Some minor

changes are to be made in the plans as submitted, but

the preliminary work of letting coutracts and commis

sions active construction will be commenced at once.
L. F. Porter, of Madison, was elected secretary of

the Capitol Commission, and will be actively in charge
of the work under the direction of George B. Post &

Sons.

A City of Sheet Meta's.

One of the strangest cities In the world as f ir as the

buildings are concerned is Belra, a little town in Africa,

which is built almost entirely of sheet metals. The gov

ernor's residence, the public buildings, the soldiers' quar

ters, shops, hotels and private residences are all built of

galvanised iron or zinc sheets. Many tons of galvanized

sheets have been sent from Great Britain, France and
America, which have been used to build up this town in a

period of less than six months. Through a fever of

speculation hasty lodgings became imperative, and as

there was no wood or stone available the only material

that could be imported quickest and cheapest was used.

It is said that even the wagons are made largely of sheet
metals. Some fanciful artist has said that should an in

habitant fall ill or meet with an accident he is carried
away to the hospital on a sheet of metal torn from the

building nearest the scene of the catastrophe. Should he

die he is carried to his grave in a coffin of sheet metal.

The food of the population, as far as meats are concerned
consists of canned meats, and when there is a scarcity of

other sheet metals the cans are torn apart and used for

roofing or other purposes, the tin then being laid on as in

shingles. Two houses have been built of stone imported

from France at a cost of nearly $30,000 each, and the

owner and occupants are the objects of envy to the other

inhabitants. In other South African cities old petroleum

or kerosene cans of 2, 4 and 0 gal. capacity are usedwhen

empty to form the sides of buildings or roofs. Many

times they are left in cylindrical shape and used for flour
boxes, pails or drinking Houghs for cattle.
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Building a Concrete Cistern.

One of the important adjuncts of the average farm
house, as well as of many suburban homes where city
water is not readily available, is a well constructed
cistern for storing rain water, which for many purposes
is greatly preferred over well or city water. While dif
ferent forms of construction are employed one of the
most durable at the present time is built of concrete.
Fig. 1, and in this connection it may not be without in
terest to give such particulars as will enable the reader
to construct one should circumstances demand. The
first work is to make a circular excavation 16 in. wider

built at the same time as the side walls and should be
of the same mixture, G in. thick.
A square cistern is much easier to build and in most

cases answers the purpose equally as well as a round
oue. It is only necessary to excavate to the desired
depth and put in a 6-in. concrete floor, composed of 1 part
Portland cement, 2 parts sand and 4 parts broken stone.
As soon as practicable put up forms for S-in. walls and
build four walls simultaneously. If more than 8 ft.
square the walls should be reinforced with a woven wire
fabric.

Weather-Resisting Qualities of Roofing Tiles.

fig. 1. n§. 2.

Fig. 1.—Vertical SectionthroughCistern.
Fig. 2.—Horizontal Cross Section.
Fig. 3.—Plan of Openingin Top of Cistern.

Building a Concrete Cistern.

than the desired diameter of the cistern, or allow for a
wall two-thirds the thickness of a brick wall that would
be used for the same purpose, and from 14 to 16 ft.
deep. Construct a cylindrical inner form, the outside
diameter of whieli shall be the diameter of the cistern.
The form should be about 9 ft. long for a 14-ft. hole and
11 ft. long for one 16 ft. deep. Saw the form lengthwise
into equal parts for convenience in handling. Lower the
sections into the cistern and there unite them to form
a circle as indicated in Fig. 2, blocking up at intervals
6 in. above the bottom of the excavation. Withdraw the
blocking after filling in the spaces between with concrete
and then fill the holes left by the blocking with rich
mortar.
Make the mortar of 1 part Portland cement, 2 parts
clean, coarse sand and 4 parts broken stone or gravel,
mixing just soft enough to pour. Fill in the spaces be
tween the form and the earth with concrete and puddle
it to prevent the formation of stone pockets, using a
long scantling for the purpose, and also a long handled
paddle for working between the concrete and the form.
In order to construct the dome without using an ex
pensive form proceed as follows : Across the top of the
form build a floor, leaving a hole in the center 2 ft.
square, as shown in Fig. 1 of the illustrations. Brace
this floor well with wooden posts resting on the bottom of
the cistern. Around the edges of the hole and resting
on the floor described construct a vertical form, extend
ing up to the level of the ground ; build a cone-shaped
mold of very fine, wet sand from the outer edge of the
flooring to the top of the form around the square hole
and smooth with the wooden float. Place a layer of
concrete 4 in. thick over the sand, so that the edge will
rest on the side wall, as indicated in Fig. 3. Allow the
concrete to set for a week and then remove one of the
floor boards, allowing the sand to fall gradually to the
bottom of the cistern. When all the boards and forms
are removed they can be easily passed through the 2-ft.
opening and the sand taken out of the cistern by means
of a pail lowered with a rope. This does away with all
expensive forms and, says Concrete Construction, is
sued by the Atlas Portland Cement Company, is per
fectly feasible. The bottom of the cistern should be

At the annual convention of the Roofing Tile Manufac
turers of Germany a paper was read in connection with
the proposition which was brought up last year to get
standard tests in regard to the quality of roofing tiles.
The author referred especially to tiles made from shale,
which are not burnt to a close dense body, and which
show good weather resisting qualities. He showed that
tile with 10 per cent, absorption when laid on a roof did
prove excellent, while when tested with the new regula
tion it would barely pass examination. That the resisting
qualities of a roofing tile depend upon its quality to absorb
water is a wrong idea. Old hand-made tile which were
made in 1720 and which were taken from a roof In 1905
did not show any signs of weathering. These tile had
been on the roof over 185 years, and are considered soft
burned tiles. In comparison to tile made to-day from the
same shale as these were formerly made of, and which
were burned by cone 011-010,these old tile were certainly
not burned any harder than cone 014. It is also certain
that this tile had absorbed in these years enough water
to bring out its weathering qualities, and as the tile
which were recently made from the same shale do not
show to compare favorably with the standard tests it Is
conclusive that these tests are not satisfactory. In the
opinion of the author, a Mr. Schmullius, the most satis
factory tests were the ones which were conducted with
freezing tests, and he warned all the tile manufacturers
not to put any material on the market which could not
stand these freezing tests.

A Kink in Stair Building.

Maple and oak are the recognized standard materials
for stair treads, and up to this time, says the Hardwood
Record, stair treads have been made of one piece of
lumber laid the long way of the stair, with the result that
where the travel is heavy the wearing coming across the
grain the wood wears out very soon. Builders of stairs
in factories, mills, stores, elevated railroad stations, &c,

A Kink in Btairbuitding.

will find that short ends of either seven-eighths maple-
or oak flooring made into a tread, so that the wear will
come endwise of the grain, as shown in the illustration,
will last longer and prove generally more serviceable
than double the thickness of step plank laid in the usual
way. Besides there is a matter of economy involved in
the practice, as short flooring can be had at a low price.

The master roofers of the Pittsburgh District have
formed an association to be known as the Master Slate
and Roofers' Association of Allegheny County. The
specific objects for which it asks incorporation are union
for beneficial and protective purposes and the avoiding
and adjusting of trade controversies between its members
and their employers.
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THE CALIFORNIA REDWOOD IN THE WORLD'S WORK.
By H. A. Crafts.

THE
noble California redwood as a simple tree lias
been pretty well exploited in the general literature

of the day ; its gigantic proportions have been, and still
are, a valuable asset in the sum total of the State's
* wonders.
The redwood logging camp has also been liberally

dealt with by the current writer ; it has also been photo
graphed time and again. But in its every-day uses, in
commerce, manufactures, arts, engineering and mechanics
tlie redwood has not received so much attention.
The California redwood has long been the leading

article of lumber used upon the Coast: and its use, in
stead of diminishing with time, is increasing.
Loot at the great majority of California dwellings ;

examine their composition and you will find that the red
wood composes the bulk of the lumber entering into their
construction. Joists of floor, walls, ceiling or roof will
be found to be composed almost exclusively of redwood,

while the same substance may be found in siding, sheet
ing, interior and exterior finish, and even the roof will
be found to have been covered with redwood shingles.
By the way. speaking of shingles, time and experience

have taught the builder that it Is the redwood shingle
that has excelled even the cedar shingle of the North in
durability. In 1800 a certain house in Boston was
shingled with redwood. That same house is standing to
day and the original shingles still cover it and are said
to be nearly as good as ever: and the Boston climate is a
pretty rough one on shingles, too.

Durability of Redwood Shingle*.

Then here in California there are thousands of houses
that were shingled witli redwood 30. 40 and 50 years ago.
and those same shingles are almost as sound to-day as
they were when they were put on.
Now there are very good reasons for this quality of

durability. To begin with, if you will examine a piece of
average redwood lumber you will find that it Is- very light
in weight, and it" you will examine it more closely with
the eye you will find that that it is almost absolutely free
from knots, pitch or pitch seams: in fact, the redwood
is composed almost wholly of what the lumberman
calls " clear stuff."
To sum up. the redwood is not "sappy " ; it is free from
pitch, it is straight of grain and free from blemish; it
therefore makes an ideal building material.
Again, there is probably not a wood in the world

that may be adapted to so many uses as the California
redwood. Observe the Mission furniture and unique
cabinet work that are now made of this material.
Bedwood as an interior finish is now very popular

in all the Coast regions, and is finding its way into the
East. Chicago is at present offering an excellent market
for the redwood.

Redwood for Interior Finish.
A recent national assemblage in San Francisco was

attended by a wealthy Chicagoan who was having built
a very elegant and costly home in the " Windy City."
Just before starting for the Coast he had given orders
for the lumber for the interior finish, and expected to see
a part of the work done upon his return from California.
But he came to California and saw some of the elegant
redwood finish that may be seen here, lie was at once
struck with its richness of color and of grain. The more
he saw of it the more he liked it : in fact he was com
pletely captivated with it. Then he hurried to the near
est telegraph office and sent a wire to Chicago counter
manding the order for the lumber for the interior finish
of bis new mansion given before leaving for the Coast.
That task performed, lie went to a San Francisco lumber
firm and ordered a big bill of redwood to be despatched
for the East post haste, to take the place of the rejected
lot of Eastern lumber.
To show that redwood lumber is in demand it is only

necessary to call attention to the fact that the " clear

stuff" in the San Francisco market commands from SB5
to $40 per 10(H)ft.
California redwood is extensively used in the manu
facture of doors, windows, sash, blinds. &c. It makes
very handsome panels, especially if the lumber is selected
with reference to the beauty of its grain. Panels of this
kind, well polished, oiled or varnished, are very orna
mental indeed. The wood also makes very handsome
newel posts and rails.
It is in the great engineering enterprises of the Pacific

slope that the California redwood again takes a promi
nent place. It has been found the very best wood iu the
world for use in the manufacture of stave pipe for the
conduct of water mining, irrigation and domestic pur
poses.
In works of this kind it may be found all the way

from Los Angeles to Butte, Montana. To particularize
more fully it is used for city water works, water power
plants, hydraulic mining; in irrigation works it fre
quently takes the place of flumes in conducting water
across difficult places by means of upright or inverted
siphons.
For use in the construction of domestic water works

systems the California redwood stave pipe is also timling
its way into the East. One San Francisco firm is just
completing a contract for a 20-mile system of domestic-
service pipe in Lynchburg. Va. The pipe used is 30 in.
in interior diameter.
This firm secured the contract in competition with

both metal and wood plpemen of the East and West: it
being shown to the people that the redwood pipe was
superior to all others.
For water pipes the California redwood has beeu

found more durable than all others ever used in work
of the kind. This is by reason of the qualities already
cited. There appears to be no other wood iu the world
equal to it in its power to resist decay.

Redwood Water Plpei*.

California redwood stave pipe is made in all sizes,

ranging from 8 in. to 10 ft. in internal diameter. Nine
feet internal diameter was the largest used until the
present year. This year one San Francisco firm is manu
facturing 10-ft. pipe. These large-sized pipes are used
principally for penstocks in water power plants.
Wood stave pipe has been found far better adapted for

mountain construction than iron or steel pipe. This is by
reason of its lightness; and California redwood being
lighter than any other wood used in the manufacture of
water pipe it therefore stands to reason that it is the
wood par excellence for this purpose.
Seasoned redwood only weighs 2^ lbs. to the lward
foot, so that It may be seen that it is both easy to
handle and to transport. This makes it just the thing
to use in the great mountain mining districts of the Pa
cific slope.
Iron or steel pipe, besides being inherently heavy, must

needs be transported from factory to place of use in its
manufactured form: but while wood pipe is inherently
lighter it may be transported in its " knocked-down

"

condition, or in other words piece by piece. Thus the
separate staves of the pipe may be lashed to the backs
of burros and transported into the most rugged moun
tain districts where no wheeled vehicle could be drawn
nor any metal pipe of considerable size could be carried.
Staves for the making of wood pipe are run out upon

quite an ordinary machine known as the " sticker." The
edges of the staves are cut on radial lines, and the sides
on concentric circles that conform with the radii of the
pipe under construction.
The wood pipe has another superior quality that

makes it desirable for mountain construction — it may be
turned from a straight course in curves instead of upon
angles, as iron or steel pipe must be. Of course the curve
must be regulated largely by the size of the pipe used.
For instance a 10-in. pipe may be curved on a 125-ft
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radius, but a 9-ft. pipe cannot be curved upon a shorter

radius than 800 ft.
Again, redwood is found to be extremely useful in the

construction of tanks of nil sizes for the holding of water,

oil. wine, &c. In the mining districts no cyanide plant is
seen without its array of great redwood tanks. A water

tank at the big lumber yards at Black Diamond. Cal

ls 31 ft. and 9 in. In diameter and 18 ft. high. It will
hold 100.000gallons.
All things being equal a California redwood railroad

tie will outlast a tie made of any other known wood.
The average life of a redwood railroad tie is about 12

years and then they only wear out— they do not decay.

It is only the constant jar Imparted to them by passing
trains and the attrition of the metal rails that appear

to fease them.
California lumbermen say that the demand for red

wood is constantly on the increase, yet the supply is

limited. The principal redwood forests extend along the

coast from the northern boundary of the State nearly to

the Golden Gate. They extend hack from the coast only

about 10 or 12 miles. There are some smaller forests

south of San Francisco, but they do not count much when

it conies to a lumber supply.
Humboldt County has the largest bodies of redwood.

It originally contained 530.000 acres of forest : of this
amount 52,000 acres have been cut. leaving the present

area something like 480.000 acres. It is estimated that
upon this acreage stand not less than 49,000,000,000ft.

of lumber. The present rate of redwood consumption is

about 250,000.000 ft. annually. At that rate the Hum
boldt County supply would last about two centuries.
But experts figure a greatly increased demand for

redwood and predict that the supply will be about ex
hausted a century hence.

New Publications.

Hendricks' Commercial Register of the United States
for Buyers and Sellers.— 1276 pages ; size, 8 x 10%
in. ; bound in heavy board covers, with side and back
titles. Published by the Samuel E. Hendricks Com
pany. Price, $10, express charges prepaid.

This is the fifteenth edition of a work of reference
which has established a wide reputation and is the most
complete edition that the publishers have ever issued.
The work Is especially devoted to the interests of the
architectural, mechanical, engineering, contracting, elec
trical, railroad, iron, steel, mining, mill, quarrying, ex
porting and kindred industries, and is a reliable index,
containing over 350,000 names and addresses and up
wards of 25,000 business classifications. In order to
give the reader some idea of the Improvements and
additions that have been incorporated it may be stated
that while the fourteenth edition required pages
to index its contents, the fifteenth edition, being that for
1906, requires 01% pages, an increase of 17 pages, and
as each page contains 412 classifications it will be seen
that there are over 7000 additional classifications, each
one of which represents the manufacturer. &c, of some
specialty not printed in any previous edition.
One of the striking features of the work, and one

which cannot fail to be appreciated by those using It
as a work of reference, is the great number of trade
names which are given in connection witli the names of
the firms under the classifications where they appear.
It very often happens that we receive inquiries from
corresjiondents as to the manufacturer of a certain make
of goods which we cannot recall off hand and which
would ordinarily require much time and labor to find.
Under the new arrangement of the " Commercial Regis
ter
"
it is only necessary to turn to the list of manufactur

ers of the kind of goods in question anil run over the
names until the particular brand is found, in connection
witli which appears the name of the maker. In regard to
some of the classification-; of general interest to our
readers, it may be stated that under the head of Con
tractors and Builders appears a list of names occupying
110 pages; of Architects. 25 pages: of Plumbers. Gas and
Steam Fitters. 05 pages: of Masons' and Builders' Ma

terials. 15 pages: of Lumber Manufacturers and Whole
salers, something over 30 pages; of Brick Manufacturers,
20 pages. &c.
The work is arranged with a great deal of care, and
will be found a valuable aid as a buyers' reference for
the architect, contractor, builder, manufacturer, jobber,
and. iii fact, all connected with the industries mentioned.

The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire. By A. L. A.
Himmelwright. Pages, 270, 9% x 11 in. Illustra
tions, 172. Published by the Roebllng Construction
Company, Price $5.

Mr. Himmelwright went to San Francisco in the in
terest of the Roebling Construction Company Immedi
ately after the disaster and devoted nearly three weeks
to a detailed inspection of the fireproof buildings. In
each case the exterior was minutely eyamlned, and
then each story was taken in turn, the hails were trav
ersed, and extended notes were made on the spot of all
features of interest. The results are presented in this
book. In an introductory word the author says that, as
at Baltimore two years ago, it was demonstrated that
buildings could be so constructed as to be absolutely
indestructible by fire. This has again been more con
clusively proved in San Francisco, and the additional
fact established that such buildings can also be designed
to withstand earthquake.
In the earlier pages of the book a general account

is given of the California earthquake and fire, and maps
are presented, in which the burned district is outlined
and its extent compared with that in Baltimore. The
nonflreproof buildings are first taken up, but only brief
treatment is necessary, as the investigation showed a
a general failure of the walls of such buildings. The
fireproof buildings, those whose walls, floors, roofs and
partitions are of incombustible material, and in which
the floor loads are supported by protected steel fram
ing, stand out prominently In the midst of the ruin. In
discussing the effects of the fire on these structures, Mr.
Hiisinelwright presents 170 half-tone views, most of
them full page engravings, illustrating with much detail
the extent of the damage done by fire and earthquake.
In connection with each view, its particular feature is
pointed out, and details are given of fire and earthquake
effects, after the construction has bten described fully.
The author concludes and gives abundant evidence to
sustain the view that the best modern practice in the
design of foundations, exterior walls and steel skeleton
has proved satisfactory, though a few details can be
improved. The San Francisco fire, he considers, has
narrowed down the problem of making these structures
fireproof to two principal features— first, the protection
of the openings in the exterior walls, and, second, the
protection of columns in buildings which are to become
receptacles of large quantities of combustible contents.
He calls attention to the glaring omiss'on of fireproof
barriers for exterior openings in prominent San Fran
cisco buildings, and says that this was the direct and
sole cause of the damage and destruction to the inte
riors of nearly all the fireproof buildings. Had suitable
devices been provided in the window and door openings
it is stated that the interiors of these buildings would
have been wholly preserved, so that the necessary repairs
would have been limited to the restoration of the'spall-
Ing and other exterior damage. The neglect noted was
not for lack of such material in the market. Metal or
metal covered frame and sash, wire glass glazing and
inside and outside metal shutters can now be had in a
variety of designs, and for the door openings metal and
metal covered frames and doors are available.
Referring to the second of the two main points which
he emphasizes. Mr. Himmelwright says that for column
protection concrete, well anchored with interior anchors
attached to the columns at intervals of 12 to 18 in.,

showed the best results for stores, lofts, warehouses and
similar buildings. For office buildings, hotels and insti
tutional buildings a protection 2 in. thick of this ma
terial is sufficient. A double layer of wire lath and
plaster with an air space between, or 4-in. hollow tile
blocks laid in cement mortar, with the space between
the blocks and the column filled solidly witli concrete or
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mortar, will also fulfill the requirements. In all cases
it is essential that the protection be securely anchored
to the column, otherwise tbe expansion of tbe column
and abnormal stresses and strains are apt to crack the
protection aud cause it to fall away. Other lessons of
tbe fire are summarized as follows : The use of re
fractory materials for facades: concrete floor construc
tion of recognized strength and fire resistance ; rein
forced concrete for partitions; the provision of a sepa
rate inclosure for vertical pipes independent of the
column protection; metal treads for stairways: provision
for tbe expansion of steel lintels and mullions ; filling
with incombustible material between all fireproof floor
arches and the under side of tbe finished floor ; suffi
ciently heavy supports and tbe avoidance of copper wire
in metal lath and plaster ceiling construction: the pro
vision of vaults of suitable design of reinforced concrete
or brick, the small steel vaults and portable fireproof
safes having proved ineffective.
Among the lessons taught by tbe earthquake the fol

lowing are given : The avoidance of locations in close
proximity to geological fault lines; tbe building of found-
dations sufficiently strong to enable the entire base of the
building to move as a unit : the adoption of the steel
skeleton frame method for tbe superstructure, using cast
iron columns aud reinforced concrete columns, girders
and beam with caution, and in comparatively low build
ings only ; the use of the best materials and workman
ship for wall construction ; the use of steel for high chim
neys and towers ; the thorough anchoring of roofing tiles.
On the general subject of the use of reinforced concrete
the writer comments as follows :

It was conclusivelyshown In a numberof InstancesIn therecent conflagrationthat reinforcedconcretegirders and beamsunder identical conditions possessedmuch less fire resistance1nan steel membersof the samecarrying capacity. Reinforcedconcretecolumnsand girders are muchmorebulky than similarmembersot equal capacity In steel. In order to adapt concretebuildingsto withstand earthquakesIt would be necessaryto pro- .vide an elaboratesvstemof ties and braces,which would notonly Involve original and untesteddesigns,but would also obstruct the headroomwith unsightly structural members.The successand safety of reinforcedconcretedependswhollyupon the uniformly goodquality of the cement. A single barrelof damagedor poor quality cementgoing into the concreteof acolumnor a girder would createa weak spot and might at anytime causea fatal andexpensiveaccident. Evenunder the mostfavorable conditions concrete girders and beams vary from10 to 50 per cent, in actual strengthwhen testedto destruction.This fact shows that it is not a uniform or homogeneousmaterial like steel,and consequentlyIt Is less reliable.In view of the foregoingconsiderations,reinforcedconcreteis not as well adaptedas steel for columns,girders and beams,and shouldnot beusedfor this purposewheresteel Is available.The steel skeleton frame, consisting of columns, girders andbeams,has thoroughly demonstratedIts ability to successfullyresist earthquakemovements,and absolute dependencecan beplacedon it to retain its strength and Integrity whensubjectedto the crucial test. It should be adopted in all cases for thebetter class of buildings, and particularly for hotels, offices,schools.Institutions and similar buildingsthat are to beoccupiedby largenumbersof humanbeings.
Reinforcedconcretehas a useful and definitefield in fireproofbuilding construction. Tbe facility with which reinforced concrete can be anchoredto the steel membersrenders It particularly well adaptedfor curtain wall constructionin steelskeletonframe buildings. Concretealso possessesbetter fire resistancethan any of the ornamentalstones,such as granite, sandstone.&c. Being a monolith. It can be built much thinner than materials consistingof assembledpieces,which would make It moreeconomical. The complexstresses aud strains that obtain Inhorizontal beamand slab construction,and the tendencyof thedead load to deflectand warp, are wholly eliminatedin verticalwall construction. The reinforcing metal can also generallybelocatedIn the mid-section,where It Is much less exposedto fire.
The successful manner in which the tall buildings
withstood the effects of tbe earthquake is particularly
emphasized in Mr. Himmelwrigbt's discussion. He con
siders that the San Francisco disaster has furnished con
clusive proof that the principles involved in their con
struction are correct. Even tbe tallest buildings remained
practically plumb. The high buildings of Chicago, which
have never been subjected to earthquake shocks, show in
many cases greater variations from the plumb than were
generally noted in San Francisco. Referring to the de
gree of heat to which the interiors of the fireproof build
ings were subjected, it is stated that the average maxi
mum temperatures in office and hotel buildings, as de
termined by tbe fusing of metals and other phenomena,

ranged from 1500 to 1000 degrees F. These maximum
temperatures were probably not maintained for more than
a few minutes.
The report deserves and will have a wide reading, since
it is a unique and highly valuable contribution to the
literature of modern tall building construction.

The Rotometer.

There is at present on tbe English market a meas
uring device, which is of special interest to architects,
builders and, in fact, all engaged in the building and
allied industries. It is especially serviceable where tbe
use of a foot rule or tape measure is not convenient, and
it is of such a nature that it can be employed in meas
uring floors, ceilings, the upper parts of doors, windows,
&c, thus saving the necessity of stooping and avoiding
the use of stepladders or other means of making elevated
points accessible. The device is constructed on the prin-

The Rotometer.—A Device for Measuring Floors, Ceil
ings, etc.

ciple of the cyclometer and is wheeled along the space to
be measured, the distance being measured by means of
two wheels aud a dial on which is indicated the length
in yards, feet and inches. It has a capacity from 1-16 in.
to 20 yd. A ferrule holder, which constitutes the short
metallic handle, enables it to be easily fixed to the end
of a stick or it can even be utilized on the end of an
umbrella. It is called a rotometer, and is illustrated in
general view herewith.

Anniversary of the International Correspond
ence Schools.

Students of the International Correspondence Schools
are much interested in tbe celebration of tbe fifteenth an
niversary of tbe schools, which is to be held in Scranton,
Pa., October 16. It has been nearly 15 years since Thomas
J. Foster, then editor of a newspaper in Shenandoah,
Pa., introduced a method of teaching through the mails
by means of special home-study textbooks and a system
of direction and correction of students' work, the object
of which was to enable the coal miners of Pennsylvania
to pass tbe required examination for mine foreman. Al
though the enterprise was of great interest in the mining
communities, not even the founder then dreamed that his
plan was the creation of a new educational system that
was to turn the world into a vast classroom and afford
the means by which practical, money earning knowledge
in almost every line could be carried to tbe thousands
who could not give up work or leave home to secure edu
cation.
The International Correspondence Schools report that
they now have more than 200 courses of instruction.
Up to tbe present time, 85,000 students have either
completed the courses for which they enrolled or sub
stantial portions thereof; 225,000 other students have
completed the study of mathematical, physical and draw
ing subjects. One hundred and fifty-three railroads, in
cluding some of the largest systems in the world, have
made contracts with the schools for the instruction of
their engineers, firemen, machinists, inspectors and other
employees. The widespread practical results of the work.
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of this great home-study university are demonstrated by

the fact that during the last 12 months upward of 4000

reports of increased salary or advancement in position

have been received from students. The foregoing figures

are all the more wonderful when it is remembered that

the largest number of students graduated by any oue

American resident school is 28,000. and this we are ad

vised is the record of Harvard University, an institu

tion more than 200 years old.
The anniversary celebration has been planned for

October 16. the day on which 15 years ago the first stu

dent was enrolled. Students and many persons of na

tional prominence in educational work are expected In

Scran ton on that day. The first student enrolled— then
a common laborer, is now a mine superintendent. Few
of the students have ever seen their teachers or the
buildings and system of the schools at Scrauton, and
the event will not only be a notable one. as a testimonial
to the founder, but will also be of great interest to visit
ing students. The day will be taken up with appropriate
exercises, and an interesting exhibit of the schools at
work preparing and printing home-study textbooks and
-correcting the recitations of students sent in from every
part of the civilized world. A banquet to the guests will
be given by the schools in the evening.

Proposed Builders' Exchanges Association.

An interesting effort to organize and establish a Na
tional Association of Builders' Exchanges is being de
veloped by Edwin S. Williams, secretary of the Pennsyl
vania State Association of Builders' Exchanges, residing
at Scranton, Pa. In a communication to the "Building
Trades Employers' Association Bulletin

" he states that
letters were sent to the Massachusetts State Association
■ofMaster Builders, Minnesota State Association of Build
ers' Exchanges, Mississippi State Builders' Exchange,
New York State Association of Builders, Ohio State As
sociation of Builders, Pennsylvania State Association of
Builders' Exchanges and Texas Builders' Exchange In
viting them to meet with the Pennsylvania Association
in the city of Scranton, Pa., January, 1907, to start the
formation of a National Association of Builders' Ex-
-changes, along the following lines:
" First, a central organization of all trades and sup

plies in the building business in each town and city.
This association to elect three delegates to meet annually
In convention as a State Association and then each State
Association to elect three delegates to meet the following
mouth as a National Association.
" My ideas in regard to the National Association would
be that each State would supply some funds so as to em
ploy a paid secretary and one or more paid organizers
to go into the different States that have no association
and get the different towns organized. I believe a rep
resentative of the national organization would have con
siderable weight with the towns and cities, providing
they were the right kind of men. In our town and city
organizations I would have every single individual mem
ber bonded to enforce strict discipline and obedience to

orders. You may note that this kind of an organization

■couldbe conducted without a heavy burden of expense
upon any one, as the State Association convention would

never exceed 150 members and the National Association
would never exceed 150 delegates, and a convention of

that size could be entertained in almost any town or
•city. I am opposed to putting the burden of entertain
ment upon local exchanges, and believe each association

should pay all expenses of their delegates. There was

a National Association of Builders, but it became such a

"burden to the towns and cities that entertained the na

tional convention that all the work they did was to strain

every bit of energy in raising funds to pay off the bill

of the banquet. I believe in enforcing discipline rigidly
and compelling every member to pay up their dues and

obey all resolutions and rules that are adopted by a

majority vote of the exchanges.
" If these lines could be followed out it would be

possible for us to protect builders in any town in which

they might see fit to do any building. I believe in issu

ing the ' lockout
' to protect any and every member of

the exchange. If any union strikes unjustly against any
member of our exchange in this city, we will

' lockout
'

the trade that strikes. Since January, 1903. we have
' locked out ' the Stone Masons' Union, the Hod Carriers'

Union and the Painters' Union in this city, solely for

the purpose of protecting the individual members of

our exchange."

Death of John Simonds.

Johu Simonds of the Simonds Mfg. Company, Fitch-

burgh. Mass, died at the residence of his son E. H.

Simonds at Berkeley, Cal.. on Saturday, September 8.

after a lingering illness. He was lwrn in Fitchburg in

1838, and after completing his studies in the public school

of that place he went to Winchendon, entering the office

of E. Murdock & Co., where he remained until after the

breaking out of the Civil War. In addition to serving

his three years' term he re-enlisted and served until July

13, 1865, three months after General Lee's surrender.

After his return from the war he was for several years

in the office of the Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad

Company, and in 1874 he was elected treasurer of the

Simonds Mfg. Company. This position he held until 1S80,

when he resigned and wrent to the Pacific Coast, where he

started the Simonds Saw Company, of which he was

president at the time of his death. He gave some at

tention to manufacturing, but the bulk of his business was

handling the goods of the Fitchburg Company. He had

a store in San Francisco until it was destroyed by fire

immediately following the earthquake of April 18, since
which time his business was located in Oakland. In
referring to his character a local paper said :

" His life

was a success in the best sense of the word, and his

name will have a high place among the sons of Fitch
burg."

Death of a Providence Architect.

Edmund II. Wilison, one of the prominent architects
of Providence, R. I., died at Petersham, Mass., September

!»
,

aged 51 years. He was a member of the firm of Stone.

Carpenter & Wilison for more than half a century, during

which time he designed many of the important buildings

of Providence and vicinity, among them the Providence

Tublic Library, a number of the best of the Brown Uni

versity buildings, the Pendleton Museum and Roger Wil

liams Chapel. Mr. Wilison was born in Salem. Mass..

April 21, 1856, the son of Rev. E. B. Wilison. D.D. He

graduated from Harvard in 1875 and from there went to

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and later to

the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, to complete his study

of architecture. Upon his return to America he entered

the employ of Stone & Carpenter of Providence and a

year later was admitted to the firm, the name being

changed to Stone, Carpenter & Wilison. He was a mem

ber of the American Institute of Architects and of Rhode

Island Chapter. He leaves a widow and two daughters.

The class in architectural drawing at the night

school of the Twenty-third street building of the Young

Men's Christian Association. New York City, will be

conducted the ensuing season by Eli Benedict, architect,

as heretofore. The class is designed to help young

draftsmen and beginners in the study of architecture,

and sessions will be held on Monday and Thursday even
ings of each week from October 1 to May 21)of next year.

Mr. Benedict will also continue during the coining sea

son an office class in his drafting room. No. 1947 Broad

way, which will meet outside of business hours at the

convenience of members.

A private residence, which will cost something over

$300,000,is about to be erected just east of Fifth avenue
on Eightieth street, in accordance with plans prepared

by C. P. H. Gilbert. 1123 Broadway. New York City.

The new residence will be six stories in bight, fireproof

throughout, and will cover an area 40 x KiO ft. in size.
The old buildings now on the site are being deinolljhed

by the New York House Wrecking Company.
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Twenty-sixth Season of the New York Trade

School.

The twenty -sixtli year of the New York Trade School.
First avenue, Sixty-seventh and Sixty-eighth streets.
New York City, will commence on October 1 with evening
classes in various branches of the building trades. Since
the school was founded in 1881 by the late Col. R. T.
Auchmuty 12,048 young men have attended, and during
the past four years the annual attendance has averaged
over 800 students. The buildings of the school are ar
ranged with a view to securing large floor area and
ample light and ventilation. The shops are steam heated,
and at night are lighted by electricity. The equipment
of the respective workshops of the school affords every
facility for instructive purposes, and each student is
provided with all necessary tools and materials, witli
ample bench room. In connection with the school there
is maintained a students' dormitory, where young men
who come from distant points may obtain accommoda
tions.
The term of the evening classes opens on October 1

and the day classes on December 10. all terminating on
the following April 3. In the class in carpentry a thor
ough and practical course is provided in house carpentry
and framing, including also the drawing of plans. The
course in plastering covers lathing, scratch and brown
coat work and hard finishing and cornicing. In bricklay
ing, in which there are both day and evening classes, in
struction is given in building walls, fireproof brickwork,
&c, as well as a consideration of the properties of mor
tar and cement and how they should be mixed ; arches,
flues, foundations, bonding. See.
There are day and evening classes in bricklaying,

cornice and skylight work, general pattern drafting for
sheet metal, steam and hot water fitting, house, sign and
fresco painting, plumbing and electrical work. The
trades which are taught, evenings only include black-
smithing, plastering, tile laying and pattern making. A
comprehensive catalogue has been issued covering the
school year 1000-1007.which gives full particulars rela
tive to the various courses of instruction, together with
tuition and other information likely to be of interest to
those contemplating a course in this institution. A
copy of it can be obtained on application to the address
given above.

Municipal Buildings for San Francisco.

The Hoard of Supervisors of San Francisco has di
rected the Board of Public Works to prepare plans and
specifications, estimates of cost, &c. for the construction
of a three-story frame building designed to accommodate
all departments of the city government formerly quar
tered in the City Hall. The building is to he erected
on Hayes street, between Van Ness avenue and Franklin
street. It will have a frontage of 412 ft. 0 in. and n
depth of 137 ft. 0 in. It is believed that the building
will cost between $40,000 and $50,000. It will he used
until a permanent City Hall can be built.
In accordance with the direction of the Board of

Supervisors, the Board of Education has drawn up a
list of the new buildings required by the city's educa
tional department as a result of the late tire. The list
includes 12 new buildings, ranging in cost from $38,000
to $110,000. The aggregate cost of the buildings will be
$1,019,000.
A temporary Superior Court Building has been

planned for construction at the corner of Hyde street and
Golden (Jate avenue, and while the matter has not
been finally decided on. it will probably be erected. The
building will be 137 ft. 0 in. square and two stories high.
Chief Engineer Shaughnessy of the San Francisco
Fire Department reports that approximately $18,000 has
been spent since the tire in the construction of new engine
houses, and that $00,000 additional is required to com
plete the work.

either brick or hollow blocks. Several cottages are to
be remodeled and pavilions built with a view to making
a most complete summer and winter resort. The leading
spirit In the undertaking is Doak Aydeiott, secretary of
the Tullahoma Fair Association, who is desirous of open
ing correspondence with architects regarding plans for
the improvements.

The contract for the construction of a large machine
and forge shop of reinforced concrete has just been
awarded to the Underwriters Engineering & Construction
Company. 1170 Broadway. New York, by the Stnyman
Mfg. Company, Jersey City. N. 3. The plant will be con
structed on the cost-plus-a-flxed-sum basis.

Among the contracts recently awarded for building
Improvements in the city of San Francisco. Cal., Is that
for the modern fireproof building for the Alaska Com
mercial Company, which has been secured by the George
A. Fuller Company, the cost of the structure being placed
at $500,000.

I'kepabatioks lU'° >» progress for the erection of a
?30 ooo hotel at Tullahoma, Tenn.. the material to be

Plans are under way for three more model tenement
houses, which will be part of the series of " model ten
ements " in New York City for which Henry I'hipps do
nated $1,000,000about a year ago. There will he accom
modations for 106 families, and the cost is placed at
about $300,000. They will be located on the north side
of Sixty-third street, a little east of West End avenue,
the largest covering a plot 87% x 100 ft., and the other
two 50 x 871/j ft. each.
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THIS IS THE AGE OF THE

METAL SHINGLE
INFLAMMABLE WOOD SHINGLES, HEAVY SLATE, BRITTLE TILE
AND UNSIGHTLY PAPER OR TAR HAVE SEEN THEIR DAY.

And the reason is that the NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLE is the natural evolution of
the shingle question.
They are fire proof. They are light. They are unbreakable. They are artistic—and then

beyond that are qualities of durability, strength, beauty and quick adjustment—all its own.
Note the appearanceof just one building roofed with NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLES and then compare it

with the cheap, common kind done in wood, slate, paper or tar.
And then figure on this—that they're cheaper than wood, cheaper than anything when you figure all the saving points

involved—insurance, protection etc.
NEW CENTURY SHINGLES are handsomeembosseddesign, the lock is simple easy, perfect.
Don't fail to get the book, No. 25,we send you free, and post up on the roofing question, comparative costs, estimates,

designs, etc. Address,

CHATTANOOGA ROOFING & FOUNDRY CO., Chattanooga, Tenn.
NewYork Office,440GreenwichStreet.

AND

THERE'S PLENTY OF CHEAP
SASH OPERATING APPARATUS

the kind that's madeof light materials—the worms in the gear not machine cut—the
bearings not finely adjusted. If you want a good thing to do a good job, you've got
to pay for it. Ours is a good thing at the right price for a good thing.

HITCH1NGS and COMPANY,
GREENHOUSE DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS,
Manufacturersof HeatingandVentilatingApparatus.

1170 Broadway, - - - NEW YORK.

When It Comes To
Hand Power Elevators

Use

The Eaton & Prince
HEY are safe, economical, and

— - easy to operate. Are the
kind you seek and do not

always find. Specify our elevators

in your contracts and please your

customers. You'll be interested in

our booklet No. 50 on Safety Gates,

Doors, etc. It will give you valua
ble information and is sent free

for the asking.

Eaton & Prince Company

CHICAGO

A BOOK FOR EVERY MECHANIC

Titles Workshop Companion.
A Collectionof Usefuland ReliableRecipes,Rules, Processes,Methods,
Wrinkles and Practical Hints, for the Householdand the Shop.

By JOHN PHIN.
191pages,12mo,neatlyboundin cloth. PRICE, 50CENTS, POSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, New York.

Most Catalogs

Are Quite Alike
So is this one—but the way we
shift one sash or 100, is not like
other devices—that is to say, in
what our device does and the way it
does it. The way it does it is
where the catalog comes in.

Send for it.

The long or shoit run in ventila
tion is pretty thoroughly discussed
in this catalog.

LORD & BURNHAM CO.
1133 Broadway, cor. 26th St.,

NEW YORK
BostonBranch: S19TmnontBuilding.
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NOVELTIES.
Improved Columbian Floor Hinge.
The Columbian Hardware Com
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, with a branch
office at 168 Church street, New York,
lias improved its floor spring hinge by
an alignment adjuster, which is re
ferred to as very simple and practi
cal. The hinge with the adjuster
shown above is illustrated in Fig. 1
of the cuts. The adjuster is made of
malleable iron and consists of two
castings, and with the aid of two

small screws located in the side, the
door can be thrown into line. If
through carelessness upon the part of
the carpenter the door does not hang
at right angles, it may be quickly ad
justed to hang perfectly true. The
door can be taken down by turning it
at an angle wirh the casing, and in
serting a knife blade or nail in the
slot of the fixture on the top of the
door and pushing up the pivot which
is held in place by a spring. The
door can then be removed, the whole
operation taking less than a minute,
without disturbing the tension on the
spring or removing any parts from
the door. The tension of the spring
can also be adjusted without remov
ing the door.

Through 'Frisco's Furnace.
Under the above title has been is
sued an attractive publication of
many pages, bound in colored covers
and illustrated by seven half-tone en
gravings, showing modern steel frame
buildings which withstood the San
Francisco calamity of April 18. The
publication tells, in most interesting
style, of the originality of the Ameri
can architect and engineer and of the
stability of steel skeleton buildings
under the crucial test of earthquakes,
dynamiting and fire. The main pur
pose, however, of the publication is to
r>howthe excellent manner in which
Dixon's silica graphite paint "pre
serves the maximum strength of the
steel work of high buildings so as to
successfully resist severe strains."
In the case of the James Flood Build
ing, the basement and first story steel
work was painted, when erected in
1D04.with two coats of the paint in
question, and the condition of the
paint when examined after the fire
showed that it had " perfectly pre
served the maximum strength of the
steel work." A striking illustration
of what the paint will withstand was
shown in connection with the Robert
Dalziel Building, the unfinished steel
work of which was painted dark red
and natural colors. Other examples

were the Wells-Fargo Express Build
ing, the Whittell Building, the Mutual
Savings Bank Building and the Kohl
Building. On the first page of the pub
lication is an illustration showing the
comparative areas burnt over in
America's four great fires ; namely,
Chicago, 1871; Boston, 1872; Balti
more, 1904, and San Francisco, 1906.
Those of our readers who are desir
ous of securing a copy of the de luxe
edition of "Through Frisco's Fur
nace " can secure it by addressing the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jer
sey City, N. J., and mentioning Car-

pcntry and Building as the journal in
which they saw the notice.

Standard Continuous Concrete
Mixer.

A machine which Is said to be the
result of a series of experiments cov
ering a period of more than two years,

and which were carried on. by the In
ventor with the sole object of obtain
ing a practical mechanical mixer for
bis own use in the manufacture of
concrete blocks is illustrated in Fig. 2
of the engravings. It is known as
the Standard Continuous Concrete
Mixer, and is built in two styles, the
stationary form shown herewith being
designed for concrete block work,
while a portable form is intended for
use in the building of sidewalks, curb-

ings, sewers, &c. The machine con
sists of a large hopper for sand and
gravel, a smaller one for cement, a
mixing trough, a shaft provided with
mixing and conveying blades operat
ing within the trough, and means for
distributing water to the materials
after they are thoroughly "dry
mixed." The Standard Machine Com
pany, Kent, Ohio, which makes the
machine in question, states that a
special feature of it Is the simple and
efficient mechanism for feeding the
materials from the hoppers. By
changing the position of a single hand
lever, the operator can adjust the two
feeds simultaneously to deliver any
desired output within the capacity of
the machine without changing the
proportions of the materials and with
out changing the speed of the driving
shaft, or he can stop the feed en
tirely without stopping any other
part, thus continuing the operation
of the mixer shaft and cleaning out
trough. The claim is made that this
device feeds equally well sand and
gravel, dry or wet—a feature which
contractors cannot fail to appreciate.
All parts of the mixer are inter-
changeableT and those liable to wear
are designed to be easily replaced.
The manufacturer points out that the
requisites to the successful manufac
ture of concrete blocks are: First
that the materials shall be properly
proportioned for the kind of work de
sired ; second, that the materials shall
be thoroughly and evenly mixed;
third, that the " dry mixed " mater
ial shall be thoroughly and uni
formly " tempered " by adding water
and stirring to a uniform consistency;
and fourth, that the " tempered"
concrete shall be molded into Its final
shape as soon as possible after tem
pering. Too much cement in the
composition is a waste of valuable
material, while a certain minimum
proportion is absolutely indispensable,
and the claim is made that with the
Standard Continuous Mixer the ma-

aterials can be proportioned exactly
as desired.

The "Knodusf Floor OH.
A floor oil especially designed to
eliminate a great deal of the work
necessary in cleaning the floors of
buildings after the plasterers have fin
ished their work and to render them
presentable when the building Is
ready for occupancy, has just been

Fig. 2.—Standard ContinuousConcreteMixer.
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placed on the market under the trade
mark "Knodust," by the Modern
Novelty Company, 126William street,
New York City. The claim Is made
that this special oil is such that a
light, even coat of it, put on as soon
as possible after the floors are laid,
will prevent their staining from to
bacco juice, grease, or plaster, and at
the same time the floors will not ab
sorb water and consequently will not
be subjected to repeated swelling and
shrinking. The point is also made
that the water will evaporate from all
plaster falling on the floors, leaving
it in a sandy condition so that it can
be swept up when desired, leaving no
stain. After a building is finished, it
is suggested that the floors should re
ceive a scrubbing to remove such fine
dust as will not sweep off, and after
they are dry they can be stained and
varnished, and rugs and carpets laid,
as there will be no danger of staining
the latter with the oil. The company
calls attention to the fact that this
special oil Is not intended for use on
fine hardwood floors, laid after the
plastering is done, as the proper
dressing for such floors is the regular
"Knodust" floor oil. The company
suggests that all floor oils and
polishes should be put on with a Uni
versal Oiler, which insures a light,
even coat, as putting on too much oil

Xovelties.—Fig. 3.—The Foote Saw
Filing Guide.

is a waste of money. The company
is a manufacturer of wax polish for
floors, etc., and circulars relating to
the goods can be obtained by contrac
tors and builders who may be inter
ested.

The Foole Saw Filing Guide.
The J. B. Foote Foundry Company.
Frederickstown, Ohio, is offering the
saw filing guide, illustrated in Fig. 3.
which is attached to the company's
No. 3 saw filing vise. The guide is
substantially constructed, with all
parts made of machinery steel, in
cluding the handle and the thumb
screw. The handle is adjustable, as
well as the part that holds the small
end of the file.

Harnett's New Door Check and
Spring.

All of the working parts of the door
check and spring shown in Fig. 4 of
the accompanying cuts are of mallea
ble iron and steel. The brass air cyl
inder is entirely closed at both ends
to exclude dust and grit, and the
extra powerful coiled spring of round
steel wire is incased. There is no
reservoir of oil. The spring has an
adjustable tension and may be re
versed from right to left-hand doors
■withoutchanging the spring. As the
spring has no initial tension it can be
quickly removed and replaced. The
check is placed near the center of a
door, thereby, it is remarked, reliev
ing strain on the door and hinges. By

the use of a simple bracket the check
can be attached to the outside of a
door. The check can be applied in a
few minutes with the use of a screw
driver and it is explained that when
properly attached It will render long
and efficient service without requiring
any repairs. The check is put on the
market by the Oscar Barnett Foundry
Company, Newark, N. J.

Royal Standard Snrfacer.
A very strong and substantial ma
chine which it is claimed will do
smooth planing on hard or soft wood

10x5% In. and should make 1050
revolutions per minute.

The "Medusa" Waterproof Com
pound.

In the belief that the life of the
cement-building industry depends
upon houses being made waterproof,
the Sandusky Portland Cement Com
pany, Sandusky, Ohio, has brought
out and is introducing to the trade a
substance which is offered under the
name " Medusa." When a very small
quantity of this is added to Portland

Fig. 4.—Burnett's New PneumaticDoor Check and Spring.

is the No. 2% Royal Standard Double
Belted Surfacer, illustrated in gen
eral view in Fig. 5 of the accompany
ing engravings. The frame is heavily
ribbed, and the table is fitted to it in
a manner which is claimed to be a de
cided improvement. The table slides
on the outside of the frame, the slides
being 14 In. long and provided with
adjustable gibs to take up the least
wear. The claim is made that this
construction insures an absolutely
steady table and consequently perfect
work free from waves and clipped off
ends. The table Is raised and lowered
by a crank handle in convenient reach
of the operator, while an index shows
at a glance the thickness to be planed.
The steel cylinder is driven by two
belts and revolves in self-oiling bear
ings. The rolls are made of steel and
revolve in long boxes that are adjust
able. The feed as very powerful and
so arranged that the upper rolls can

cement the claim is made that it ren
ders the mortar or concrete made
from the cement practically impervi
ous to water. Attention is called to
the fact that hollow concrete blocks
made with cement to which 1 per
cent, of the " Medusa " compound has
been added, with five parts sand and
gravel, resists water better than
blocks made in the proportion of one
to two without the compound. The
company states that the experiments
which it has made indicate that the
waterproof compound also prevents
the white efflorescence which so often
renders cement work unsightly and
at the same time prevents the appear
ance of hair cracks on the surface.
Attention is called to the fact that
this waterproof compound will be
found especially useful not only in
making building blocks, but also in
making cement plastering, roofing
tile, cellar walls, cistern and reser-

Fig. 5.—Koyal Standard Burfacer.

raise the full limit without the driv
ing gear getting out of mesh, a point
which the wood worker is very likely
to appreciate. The feed can be
stopped and started instantly. The in-
feeding roll is fluted and has weight
pressure, while the out-feeding roll is
smooth and has spring pressure. Ac
cording to the manufacturers, the
Cordesman-Rechtin Company, Butler
street, Cincinnati, Ohio, the counter
shaft has tight and loose pulleys

voir linings, sewer pipe, elevator pits ;
and in a multitude of other uses In
which resistance to percolation of
water is required. A little pamphlet
which the company has Issued shows
the results of tests under heavy water
pressure to which the compound has
been subjected, and also the results
of tests for water absorption of con
crete blocks made of cement in which
the " Medusa " waterproof compound
had been introduced.
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Hand Power Cement Shingle ma
chine.

Among the many uses to which
cement Is being adapted at the pres
ent day is that of the manufacture
of shingles for covering the roofs,
gables and walls of buildings of all
kinds. A machine which is manufac
tured by Wickes Brothers, successors
to the United States Cement Shingle
Machinery Company, Saginaw, Mich.,
is of such a nature as to turn out
reinforced Portland cement shingles
in various forms, and which it is
claimed can be laid on any roof,
whether it be new or old.. The shin
gles have already stood most severe
tests, with entirely satisfactory ro-

more particularly during the last
year or so, has compelled manu
facturers of these goods to add
materially to their facilities for their
production. The Cortright Metal
Roofing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
which lias one of the largest plants
devoted exclusively to the manufac
ture of these goods, has recently made
large additions both to plant and
equipment in order to meet this grow
ing demand, and now has a produc
tive capacity of from 00.000 to 75,000
shingles per day, the varying number
being dependent upon the sizes of the
shingles made. Facilities have been
arranged so as to enable them to carry
upwards of two thousand boxes of

Novelties.—Fig. 0.—Hand Power CementShingle Machine.

suits, their lasting qualities and
adaptability having been proven in
the most practical ways. They are
made of Portland cement over a
metal reinforcement that terminates
in loops at either side for nailing
securely but not rigidly, to resist the
action of ice, expansion and contrac
tion, and the claim is made that they
can neither break nor fall. They are
in. thick at the butt, slightly ta
pered and of any width, shape or
color. With the patent hip shingle
and ridge of the same material these
shingles are said to constitute a per
fect and complete covering and are
easily laid and cut for valleys, tow
ers, dormer windows or any portion
of a broken roof. We present in Fig.
0 of the illustrations a general view
of the hand power machine turned
out by Wickes Brothers, with which
they furnish the equipment and nec
essary attachments which are nec
essary for making plain or fancy
shingles. From this it will be seen
that only one machine is required to
make all material necessary for a
plain or fancy roof. We understand
that the demand for these shingles
is steadily increasing as they become
known, for, as the mnkars express it,
"an article of real worth and merit
is bound to command the attention
of the public." A pamphlet which
has been issued relating to cement
shingles and the machines for mak
ing them gives a great deal of inter
esting information and is illustrated
by means of halftone engravings of
buildings which have been covered
with shingles of this nature.

Additions to metallic Shingle Plant.
The many and varied uses of metal-
'.ic shingles for roofing purposes,
which has developed so rapidly dur
ing the last five or ten years, and

tin plate in stock. New machinery
having a capacity of fourteen thou
sand 10x 14 shingles per day has been
Installed and the floor space devoted
to their arrangements for drying the
shingles after painting—which is
done by a method which insures per
fect coating of every part of the
shingle, with paint manufactured
after their own formula which has
been the result of years of experience,

and shingles as well -as their special
ties, as noted by the Cortright Com
pany, has been larger during the past
year than ever before; each month's
sales have been greater than that of
its predecessor, and the demand for
the 10x14 sizes aggregated about 75
per cent, of the total volume of busi
ness, showing this to have been the
most popular size. The recent addi
tions made by the Cortright Metal
Hoofing Company will enable themto
increase their capacity fully one-third,
and they will now be able to supply
the demand for shingles, slates, ridee
coping, valleys, and other specialties,
either painted or galvanized as may
be desired, more expeditiously than
heretofore.

The Baldwin Concrete mixer.
With a view to meeting the re
quirements of those having occasion
to mix concrete in these days, when
hollow block and cement concrete
construction is growing so rapidly in
popular favor, the Waterloo Cement
Machinery Company. Waterloo, Iowa,
has placed on the market a mixer for
hand power operation, which em
bodies features that cannot fail to
command the attention of contractors
and builders all over the country.
Reference is made by the maker to
the ease of manipulation; the brief
space of time required to mix a batch
of concrete; Its economy and sim
plicity. A general view of the exte
rior of the Baldwin hand mixer is
shown in Fig. 7 of the engravings
In regard to the interior construc
tion, it may be stated that the drum
is absolutely plain, with the excep
tion of three shears, which carry the
material to 45 degrees before drop
ping it. The water is applied by
means of a 2 in. shaft perforated at
the bottom, an arrangement which
keeps the water from washing the
sand and cement. The arrangements
of parts is such that the mixer does
not clog or fill up inside. The claim
is made that the machine is built for
service, and its rapidly growing use
by manufacturers of concrete build
ing blocks and sidewalk makers is
striking testimony to its popularity.
The Baldwin mixers are made in %

Fig. 7.—Baldwin ConcreteMirer.

has been increased to 7000 sq. ft.
The large demand for galvanized
shingles has made it necessary for
them to increase the capacity of their
galvanizing department, which has
been doubled. This, like the painting
process, is the final one in the mak
ing of the shingle and makes possible
the perfect coating of the same, avoid
ing any i>ossibility of the breaking
of the coating at the seams of the
shingle, which might be possible
should it be made from a galvanized
plate. The demand for metal slates

and Vi yd. sizes, with or without
trucks, but larger mixers can be built
to order for engine power. With the
%-yd. size it Is stated a batch of
concrete can be turned out in about
five minutes, thus giving a capacity
of 3 yds. per hour.

Bender's Slide and Folding Rnle.

A rule designed especially for the
use of carpenters and builders for
quickly and correctly taking meas
urements between two points, has
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been placed upon the market by J.
Bender, Marion, Kan. The rule is
such that it can be adjusted to any
length from 2 to 8 ft., thus making it
practical for the measurement of
nearly all doors, windows, closets,
trimmers, headers and braces, as well
a.-,all kinds of frame and finish work.
The rule is made of No. 1 boxwood,
is brass bound and is spaced in feet,
inches and fractional parts. There
are two inner sections which slide in
opposite angles, one of the angles
being provided with a thumb screw,
which fastens the sections, when ex
tended, to the required points. Joined
by a hinge to the end of each of the
inner sections is an outer section.
These are provided with beveled
catches in such a way that one en
gages the other automatically. The
extreme ends of the outer sections
are beveled to measure from a mit-
ered joint. When measuring between
two points it is simply necessary for
the operator to use the slide and to
reckon from the inside of the angles.

New Hand-Power Elevator.
The hand power elevator manufac
tured by the Eaton & Prince Com
pany, Chicago, and which Is illus
trated in Fig. S, is said to possess
several new distinctive features,
which represent the outgrowth of
twenty-five years' experience in ele
vator manufacture. One of the most
interesting, practical and essentially
important features of the company's
center lift pattern is the brake device,
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. It con
sists of a double shoe working on
each side of a band, which is east to
the arms of the ropewheel. Each

Novelties.—.VetoHand Poiver Elevator.—
Fig. 8.— (ieneral View of the Elevator.

shoe ha.s a bearing on the band, this
feature enabling the operator of the
elevator to lower his car filled to its
utmost capacity, with the aid of the
forefinger and thumb only on the
brakeline. This brake device is oper
ated by means of an endless cord run
ning around the sheave on the screw
shaft of the brake, as shown. An
other point of Improvement is a lock
ing device, which prevents the car
from running up into the ceiling. By
its use the car is at all times under
the control of the operator and can
not move in either direction until the
brake is released. A beam spring
safety device is also a new feature

and is shown in Fig. S. In the event
of the cables breaking this locks the
car to the guides, preventing its drop
ping.

Eucauwtlc nelal <'oiling.
Encaustic metal is a trade name
given to ceilings and side walls made

i'iy. 9.—Showing the Brake DeviceSet.

of sheet steel covered with a patent
process enamel burned on the metal
and decorated In various colors and
shades, including gold decoration. It
is made solely by the Wheeling Cor
rugating Company, Wheeling, W. Va.,
which has prepared an elaborate cata
logue, including a number of color
plates to give an Idea of the effects
available with different designs and
coloring. A main feature Is that the
pressed sheet steel forming the base
of the ceiling or side wall is coated
on both sides with the enamel, which
has been developed to secure a hard
and elastic surface and yet one that
is not brittle. The result aimed at is

,'
i

metal that cannot rust because of
the protective coating on both sides
and of a surface that requires no
painting, so that there are no delays
on completing the erection of the ceil
ing or side wall. The enamel surface
is designed to resist attacks from the
elements and owing to its glass-like
surface can. when soiled or smoked,
be readily cleaned by means of a wet
sponge and a little soap, with the sub
sequent application of a dry cloth. A
point on which emphasis is laid is
that the gold used in the decoration
is one that will not tarnish. Each
coat of enamel as well as the gold
decorations is burned 011(0the metal
under the action of heat. The
color plates are, of course, dis
tinctly valuable In forming an idea of
the possibilities of the encaustic
metal in the way of decoration, and a

considerable number of reproductions
of photographs of different designs,
such as borders, corners and fields,
aid In a selection. A practical feature
of the publication is an extended list
of directions on how to order and ap
ply the ceilings, and from the number
oi letters printed from users it is evi
dent that encaustic metal is not an
experiment, but has passed the skep
tical stage.

Catalogue of Woodworking 'ln<hin-
ery and Hill Suppllen.

A very attractive catalogue of
woodworking machinery and mill sup
plies for builders, contractors, car
penters, pattern and cabinet makers,
furniture workers, etc., and consisting
of 300 pages bound in pajier covers
reaches us from the " Oliver " Ma
chinery Company, with general offices

and works in Grand Bapids, Mich.
At the very outset the announcement

1
?

made that the company has estab
lished a branch office and show rooms
at 201 to 203 Deansgate, Manchester,
England, where a varied assortment
of " Oliver " wood trimmers, heavy
power driven machines, small tools
and supplies are displayed. The com
pany has also established a new
branch office at 120 Liberty street,
New York City, where the manage
ment will be pleased to welcome those
desiring goods of the character indi
cated. The lines shown in the cata
logue embrace a great variety of
woodworking machinery and, in con
nection with the illustrations, are
ample descriptive particulars of spe
cial interest to the woodworker. In
many instances the illustrations are-
half-tone engravings which show the
finished machines with fidelity to de
tail. A telegraphic code and a com
prehensive index are features which
will be found convenient for refer
ence for ordering goods by wire. The
company states that the book has
been made as comprehensive as pos
sible, and that a great deal of
space has been given to the subject
of general dimensions of the machines

Fig. 10.—The Brake DeviceReleased.

and some with special places for hold
ing tooth powder boxes. Whisk hold
ers and ash trays are followed by hat
and coat hooks, especially adapted for
bathroom and toilet room use. Ther
mometers and bathtub seats are fol
lowed by an extensive line of square
and oval mirrors, medicine closets,
bathroom mats and stools, shower
rings, shower baths, scales and night
lights for bathrooms. A number of
pages are devoted to a price-list of
many of the specialties shown, and a

special sheet gives the discounts to
the trade.

produced, so that operators and buy
ers of machinery can fully under
stand just what they are getting when
they purchase the goods of the con
cern.

Artistic Bathroom Fitting*.
Silver & Co., 314 Hewes street,
Brooklyn, N. Y., have issued Cata
logue No. 14. devoted to their artistic
bathroom fittings, and consisting of
112 pages, profusely illustrated with
toilet paper holders in an Immense
variety of styles, nickel plated and
glass towel rods and bars and combin
ation towel bars and shelves, with
tumbler holder attached. Sponge
baskets, match and soap holders, comb
and brush holders, and combinations
of these useful fixtures are shown in
great variety. Another interesting
line is their tumbler and tooth brush
holders, some with soap cups attached
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The Seml-rtrcular Level, Plumb and
Inclinometer.

A tool which will be found of more
than ordinary Interest and Talue by
carpenters, builders, masons, contrac
tors, plumbers, steam fitters, mill
wrights, decorators, and, in "fact, ar
tisans in all branches of trade, is the
semicircular level, plumb and incli
nometer which is being put on the
market by the Ingram Company, 65
and 67 Main street, Bradford, Pa.
The tool is made of cherry, the top
and bottom being bound with solid
aluminum. The claim is made that
the device is perfectly straight and
true, and that there is absolutely no
warp or twist. The upper scale rep
resents the inches of raise or fall to
the foot, graduated to,% in., so that
in a distance of 2 ft. it is necessary
to multiply by 2, and In a distance
of 10 ft. to multiply by 10, and so
on for any distance. Below the cir
cular tube is a 90 degree scale, fig
ured both ways from the horizontal
to the perpendicular, and vice versa.
All dials are solid brass and can be
read from either side. The arrange
ment of the device is such that it can
be readily mounted on a tripod for
determining grades, foundations and
excavations. Every part is easily and
quickly adjusted, and the claim is
made that all figuring is dispensed
with except plain multiplication. The
manufacturer refers to it as simple
and practical In construction, abso
lutely accurate and of attractive
finish.

Trade Notes.
The Duby & Shinn Mfg. Company,
Incorporated, is now branching out as
manufacturer of a general line of Me
chanics' Fine Tools, with the Universal
Square as Its leader. This tool com
prises Try Square. Bevel Square, Pitch
Cut Square, and Hip and Valley Square.
It Is also a correct rule, lumber gauge,
straight edge,plumband level, and depth
gauge; draws circles, lays out mortises
and tenons, octagon cuts, 4c. For all
theseuses it requiresno adjustment,and
is fully guaranteed. The company has
purchaseda large parcel of land, with a
two-story building, at Branchport Sta
tion, Long Branch, N. J., and for the
past two months has beengetting ready
for operations. The plant is now running
with a full force, and there will be no
further delay In making shipments.

Johnson's Prepared Wax for fur
niture, woodworkand floors, Is the subject
of an Important announcementin another
part of this Issueby S. C. Johnson 4 Son,
Racine,Wis. The point is madethat the
wax Is equallyaa goodfor furniture as It
is for floors and woodwork,and that when
the wax Is applied with a cloth over var
nish, shellac or to the bare wood and
Johnson's polishing Mitt or dry cloth Is
used for rubbing ft, a beautiful, artistic
and lasting polish Is secured. The Mitt
is referred to as the makers' latest Inven
tion, and while It Is not necessaryto use
it whenpolishing furniture and woodwork
it is recommended,becauseIt saves time
and labor and producesfine work. It Is
madeof sheepskinwith the wool adhering,
and Is openacross the back so as to slip
on the hand. In their announcementthis
month Messrs. Johnson 4 Son make a" Free Mitt Offer" which Is likely to In
terestsomeof our readers.
Those of our readers who have oc
casion to use saw clampsare likely to be
Interested In the device placed upon the
market by the C. W. Cardwell Mfg. Com
pany. Jamaica. N. Y.. and which is shown
In Its practical application in the com
pany's advertisemeutin another part of
this Issue. The claim is made that the
clamp can be placed on the edge of a
bench,a timber, a board, or. In fact, al
most anywhere,and that when not iu use
It occupies but little space in the car
penter's tool chest. Its weight is only
about 1 lb. and its merits are claimed
to be such that " no carpentercan afford
to be without it."
The Standard Building Construc
tion Company. Tenth and Duquesne
Way. Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a very
interesting pamphlet calling attention to" a rapid, low-pricedmethodof producing
beautiful.fireproof residences." The term" Standard Building Construction," as

applied by the company, is to manufac
ture Standard sections of reinforced con
crete suitable for the building of resi
dences,school houses,apartmentsand. In
fact, all classes of light building con
struction not exceedingfour or five sto
ries in night. These sectionsare sent to
the building site ready for assembling.
The Illustrations show concentratedand
distributed load tests: also models of" Standard Building Construction," which
are now on exhibition in the rooms of
the Builders' Exchange In Pittsburgh.
The claim is made that the weight of
this form of construction Is much less
than that of brick or stone, while pos
sessinggreaterstrength.
" A City Water Supply fob Coun-
thy Homes" Is the title of an attractively
illustrated pamphlet sent out by the
Kewanee Water Supply Company, Ke-
wane. 111.,and relating to the Kewanee
pneumaticwaterworks outfits for supplying water to country residences,farms,
villages, public buildings. 4c. In regard
to the " outfits," the statement Is made
that the Kewaneepneumatictank Is gen
erally placed in the cellar of a building
or underground,where the tank and pipes
leading to and from It are protected
from the weather, so that the water Is
delivered at an even temperature the
year round. The claim Is made that a
pressureof 50 lbs. is easily obtained,and
that this is equal to the pressure from
an elevatedtank U.5 ft. high. This af
fords an .excellentmeans of fire protec
tion and enablesthe occupantsof a dwell
ing to have the sanitary conveniencesof
a city home. The pamphlet In question
carries a numberof halftone illustrations
of buildings of various kinds, in which
the " outfits" have been installed, and
these are accompaniedby numerous tes
timonial letters, showing the satisfaction
which the apparatus has given to those
who have practically demonstratedtheir
merits.
The New York Metal Ceiling
Company, 537-541 West Twenty-fourth
street. New York City, has decided to
doublethe size of Its plant. The business
was started on a very modestscale about
16yearsago,and haaoutgrownthe 30,000
square feet of floor space now occupied.
The companyhas IncreasedIts capital by
the issue of $200,000of 8 per cent, pre
ferred stock.
The Shelby Spring Hinge Com
pany, Shelby,Ohio, has recentlyacquired
the plant of the Van Wagoner Company,
Cleveland,which manufacturedball-bear
ing Spring Hinges, Coat and Hat Hooks,
the Van Wagoner holdback steel Screen
Ooor Hinge and other Hardware special
ties, together with all patents, patterns,
dies and kindred property. The company
announcesthat it will at once begin the
production of the Van Wagoner line, in
connectionwith Its own ShelbyChief dou
ble acting Floor Hinges and Hardware
specialties.

The Eaton & Prince Company, 70
to 78 Michigan street, Chicago, 111.,are
distributing two interesting little pam
phlets relating to hand power elevators
and to elevator safety gates, doors, &c.
The elevators turned out by this concern
are such as to meetmany requirements,
the claim beingmadethat the winding of
the cables from each end of the drum
toward the center does away with the
tendencyof the cage to drag to one side
or to bind on the guides. The center lift
sheavehand elevator is designedfor light
work In flats, residences,4c, where the
load will not exceed500 pounds. Special
attention Is Invited to the company'sIm
provedself-closingor semiautomaticgates,
which, unlike the full-automaticgates,are
not movedor disturbedby the passageof
the elevatorcar, but always remainclosed
until openedby hand, when if the car Is
at the landing they remain open, being
held by a pawl engagingwith the teeth
In a weight provided for the purpose. As
soon as the car leaves the floor the pawl
drops back and the gate descendsand
closes the entrance.
" Estimating " is a subject of never
ending Interest on the part of those Iden
tified with the building business, and
anything which will tend to render the
methodsfree from annoyingmistakescan
not fail to be appreciatedby everv one
in the trade. In another part of this
issueattention Is Invited to a work treat
ing on the subject indicated and known
ns " Grlnnell's Esiimatur and Builders'
Pocket Companion." It Is describedas a
handbook for contractors, masons, car
penters, painters, and treats on all
branchesof building, from excavatingtofinishing. It is issued bv the OrinnellPublishing Co., 213C, Law Exchange
Building, Buffalo,N. Y. Theofferasmade
bv this concern in our advertising col
umns. Is to the effect that if the book is
not found satisfactory the purchaser's
moneywill be refunded.
High Grade Wood Turning Lathes
are the basis of an announcementpre
sented in our advertising columns this
month by the Cordesman-Rcclitin Com

pany, Butler street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
These lathes embody many interesting
features,which have establishedfor them
an enviable reputation,and thev areusedby the government,because,as the com
pany puts it. " they are convenient,sub
stantial and durablemachines,capableof
the hardest kind of turning at high
speed."

A. W. Hight, Station C, Toledo.
Ohio, directs attention in another part
of this issue to his Union Combination
Square, which is of such a nature It Is
stated that all the combinationsareavail,
able at the same time, and that any
desired number of degrees can be ob
tained instantly. The notch In the end
of the protractor enables Its use as i
gauge for getting In corners, setting
hinges, beveling edges,4c. the tool Is
handsomelynickeled and Is of a nature
to be appreciated by carpenters every
where. Those of our readers who reside
In the northwestern section of the coun
try can obtain the square from W. B.
Colp, Ballard. Wash.

An interesting catalogue of wood
mantelsshowing a great variety of hand
some designs is being distributed among
the trade by the Heltland Grate * Mantel
Company,Quiney. 111. All mantels illus
trated, regardless of price, are madeof
thoroughly seasoned kiln dried lumber,
and the finish and workmanship are re
ferred to as first-class. In connection
with the Illustrations Is given the num
ber of the design, for conveniencein or
dering, together with telegraphic code
word and brief descriptive particulars.
Architects and builders who are Inter
ested in goods of this chaarcter can ob
tain a copyof the work on application.

A handsome catalogue of 32 pages
illustrated by halftone engravings, show
ing many of the fine designs of" Classlk " metal ceilings,which it is pre
pared to furnish, has just been issuedby
the Berger Mfg. Company, Canton. Ohio.
The early pagesare devotedto somefacts
about the Berger ceilings, which consist
of 11 styles; also to instructions for tak
ing the measurementsof a room whichis
to be ceiled, and a blrdseye view of the
company'splant, which is referred to " as
the largest sheet metal works in the
world." The entire make-upof the cata
logue, which is known as " No. 7A." Is
exceedingly attractive, and It will be
found a valuable addition to the archi
tects' and builders' collection of trade lit
erature. Under each design Is mentioned
its style, Its number and the various
membersof which it la composed.

The Hess Warming & Ventilating
Company,900 Tacoma Building. Chicago,
III., offers free to the readers of Car
pentry and Building two of Dixon's larg
est and best carpenters' pencils In re
turn for three or more names of owners
or builders who intend purchasing fur
naces. In this connectionIt may be re
markedthat the companymakes thewell-
known " Leader" steel furnace, which is
sold direct to the user under an absolute
guarantee. If the purchaser desires he
can haveall pipes cut to fit and arranged
In such a way that any handy man can
set up the furnace and put In the pipes.
What the companyhas to say regarding
its offer in our advertising pages this
month is likely to be of Interest. The
company has just issued an interesting
little work, entitled " Modern Furnace
Heating," which gives much valuable in
formation on the subject, and a copyof
It will be mailedto any addresson appli
cation.

Albert Oliver, manager of the fire-
proofingdepartmentof the Clinton Wire
Cloth Company,Clinton, Mass., has moved
from 150 Nassau street. New York City,
to more commodiousquarters in the Met
ropolitan Life Building, 1 Madison avenue,
the center of New York's building inter
ests. It is largelydueto Mr. Oliver's abil
ity, backedby the excellenceof the prod
ucts which he is handling, that Clinton
electricallyweldedfabric and Clinton wire
lath have becometwo widely used build
ing materials among leading architects,
engineers,builders and contractors. The
Bcopeof the Clinton products is shown
by the following, representinga few of
the more important structures in which
they havebeenused throughout: electric
power house of the New York Central
Railroad at Yonkers, N. Y. : plant of the
St. Croix Paper Company.Sprague'sFalls,
Maine: Hamburger Building, Sonneborn
Building, Fish and Producemarkets.Bal
timore. Md. ; City Hall, Newark, N. J.;
new plant of the AmericanCan Company,
new plant of the Merchants' Refrigerating
Company, Hermitage Building. Tlchenor-
Grand Company'sstable, Bliss residence,
addition to the Long Acre Hotel, New
York: U. S. Naval Coaling Station at
Snngley Point, Cavite, P. I.; harbor
freight sheds at Montreal; new plant of
the singer Mfg. Company,at St. John's,
Quebec: Welis-Fargo Building. Portland,
Ore., and the Fairmount Hotel, San Fran
cisco, Cal.
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Have You Ever Tried

Johnson's Prepared Wax
For Polishing Furniture?
If not you surely ought to. You are familiar with John
son's Wax for floors and woodwork. It is equally as
good for furniture. You apply the wax with a cloth
over varnish, shellac, or any other finish, or to bare
wood and polish with Johnson's Polishing Mitt or dry

cloth. You immediately obtain a beautiful,
artistic and lasting polish to which dirt and
dust will not adhere. It will not blister,
crack, peel off or show scratches. It is a
complete finish and polish.

Johnson's Polishing Mitt is our latest in
vention. While it is not necessary to use
it when polishing furniture and woodwork

^ it is advisable to do so because it saves time
and labor and produces the best work. It
is made of sheepskin with the wool on ; is

open across the back and slips on the hand ;
is far ahead of cloth, brushes or anything for
similar use and will last for years. When
dirty it may be cleansed with benzine or

gasoline

Read FREE Mitt Offer Below.
Always use

Johnson's Prepared Wax
"A Complete Finish and Polish for all Wood"

For Furniture, Woodwork and Floors

with Johnson's Polishing Mitt on Furniture and Woodwork and with Johnson's Weighted /
Brush on Floors and you will always obtain the best results. Johnson's Wax is far /
superior to any 1 iher— one reason is that it contains the most polishing wax to the /
pound. Johnson's Prepared Wax is sold by all dealers in paint— Universal size /
1% oz. 10 cents; Household size, 4 oz. 25 cents; 1 and 2 lb.

cans 60 cents per pound; / ^"JJJ
4, 5 and 8 lb. cans 50 cents per pound. / s.c. jobn-
Prpp Mitt Offer Sendusname of y°ur Paint supp'y house and /riCC XTllli w we will send you FREE prepaid one Jjhnson / oentiemen! My
Polishing Mitt. Don't delay— send to-day and ask for a copy of our new / nj^",^t deal<"-*s
48 page book, "The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and /
Furniture." Tells all about finishing wood. You should have a copy /
of this valuable book. The regular price is 25 cents, but for a lim.ted / ............
time we will send FREE for name of paint supply house. Send /
coupon to-day. / p&.id^ne^nST_ . / Mltt »»d copy of your new hoot
5. C. JOHNSON & SO N/^^ss&fi^

Racine, Wis. /
•'The Wood-Finishing Aulhirities." / Address
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This is our
New Ware House

50 x 50 feet, three floors.

Capacity, 7000 columns.

All orders for columns
in stock sizes shipped
same day as received.

THEY CANNOT OPEN
AT THE JOINTS.

Columnsareeluedup underenormous
pressureandthenthestaplesaredriven
in asshownIn Illustrationbyourspecial

machinery.

Cut of StapleIs
threequartersize.

On Receipt of Postal
saying where you saw

FREE OFFER
this Adv. we will sendyou postagepaid a Sample
Section of this Column showing the wonderful
Lock Joint

Put them where you will, in the hottestroom, the driest or dampestclimate, they

POSITIVELY WILL NOT OPEN. WE GUARANTEE IT.
Madeonly by

AMERICAN COLUMN COMPANY, battle creek, aiich
DON'T TAKE SUBSTITUTES.

Patented in
United States and
Canada.

Mantel Satisfaction
is assured if you buy

BURRITT MANTELS
Because they represent the
maximum value at the
minimum price.

Here's the proof as shown by letters
received from our customers :

"Well pleased."
" Better than I expected."
" Splendid value."
" Will send another order soon," etc., etc.

if YOU need Mantels write TO-DAY
for our catalogue.

Mantels in special sizes and woods for

special requirements. Write us con
cerning your needs.

IJ we can save you money, you want to know it, don t you ?
THE A. W. BURRITT CO. 400 KNOWLTON STREET,
"THE flANTEL FOLKS." BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
Posts,HeadBlocks.RopeandTwistBalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakand BirchColumnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg\ Co.,
CornerTaylorandColdbrookSts.,

QRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.GW5.

NEW BOOKS

On Concrete Blocks

CONCRETE-BLOCK MANDFAdURE

PROCESSES AND MACHINES

By H. H. RICE

152 Pages. 46 Half-tone ,'Cuts

Includes several illus

trations of recently built

concrete-block houses.

Bound in Cloth
Price, $2.00, Postpaid

THE MANUFACTURE OF

CONCRETE BLOCKS

And Their Use in

Building Construction

By

H. H. RICE, D. M. TORRANCE

and others

125 Pages. Illustrated

Presents a series of arti

cles submitted in compe

tition for money prizes

offered jointly by "Engi
neering News" and
"Cement Age," of New
York City.

Bound in Cloth

Price, $1.50, Postpaid

David Williams} Company^

f_', 14-16.Park Place, New York

Special Net Prices on Grilles
S. H. 1072^

In the white, not filled and varnished.

5 ft. O In. x 8 in., $9.60
5 ft. O In. x 9 in., 10.00
6 ft. O in. x 8 in., 10.80
6 ft. O In. x 9 in., I I .25
7 ft. O In. x 8 in.. 12.OO
7 ft. O in. x 9 in., 12.75
8 ft. O In. x 8 in.. 13.20
8 ft. O In. x 9 in., 13.75

Send for our 200page catalogueshowing a Urge assortment of

millwork for prompt delivery.

Schaller=Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, III.
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THOflAS MORTON,
169 Elm Street, New York.

Copper Cable, Champion Metal,

Steel Cable, Steel Champion.

SASH CHAINS.

I CHAINS

3

V
o
3
3
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3

3

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, eto.
All Of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Millers Hand Nortiser
PRICE 9 1 2.00. $4.00with order,balanceafter30days'trial.
Its Work is to Make Openings in Doors for Mortise Locks
The time is Three Minutes. The Material is Hard, Soft
Cross Grained and End Wood. fl^B^M^M^HHM
The job is Clean, True and Parallel with Sides of Door.1
The Labor is Performed with slight exertion. The care is practical
none, as the tool does not get out of order. The adjustment is done
in a moment's time for the different sizes. Thecutterj arefive in num
ber, and cover locks from 1 2 to 1 1-8 inches thick. Thin Doors are handled
as easily as Thick Doors.

Riverside,Cal A. W. MILLER MFG. CO. Cincinnati. 0
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King's Automatic Weather Strip.

[Window and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
Joint.
Windows can he raised1
andloweredto desiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuilda houseur.tll
you have investigatedthe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.
UANUFACXUBEDBY

TheKingManufacturingto.
Newton,la.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER IMPR0VE°

Holds the heaviest doors on poli-hed
floors. 50% greater pre-sure than ai.y
other. Easy 10 put on, easy to use: the
toe operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,
5 Jones Street, Rochester, N. Y.

OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

flADEIKSTOCKQrAMmES.SOLDAISTOCKPRICES.CARRIEDHISTOCK

THE FOSTER-MUNOER fQ.
AMERICASGREATEST.SASH&rDOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, U-5 A-

WRITEFORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448A

ForestCityBit&ToolCo.. Rookford.III.. U.S.*

1
ManufacturersotWoodRoringHits.HollowMor.
UsingChisels.commonMortisingChiselsandTools
Sendfor CATALOG"O''Sendlor

— Two Exceptions. — "They say that
all the world loves a lover." saiil the re
jected suitor, as he ate his dinner from
the mantlepieee. " But there are generally
two exceptions to the rule— the girl you
want to be your wife and the man you
want to be your father-in-law." — Prhirc-
tf» Tiger.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

Lane Bros. Co.
JOIST AND TIMBER
HANGERS.

Made in more than one hundred listed sizes.
Any special size or modification to order.

Manufactured by

Lane Bros. Co.,
(THE DOORHANGER MFRS.)

423"4SSProspect St , POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

"BIG 4 99
FLEXIBLE DOOR HANGER.

Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Catalogueon
application.

THEJ.ARGEST.LOCK JOINT C0LD1N

EVER BUILT.

40 /4* in diameter, 33-10 in. long.

One of four furnished. by us
for the Portico of the
Allenhurst Club,
Allenhurst, N. J.

HARTHANN BROS. MFG. CO.
Mt. Vernon,N. Y.. U. S. A.
NewYork Office: 1123Broadway.

AUo
HenrySandersCo., Chicago,Til.
A. J. KoU PlaningMill Co.,
LosAngeles,Cal.

Mi.NUTACTUREB»OP
KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS FOR PEBU4M.AS. POKCKFM OH INTKKIOE
USE. SenaforCatalogueD1*.

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS
Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
W.Ms,Floors,etc.Ill IE huvsihl«solidoakMantel,80In.high,

flo.Lv ',1or »i incheBwide,28i lfi Mirror.Heavyroluninsandelaboratecapitals.
Tllo raringmil h"«rtliwith PlatedFrameand
ChihItoii»cGrate,Ho.extra.No.'J35-4SiiaIndies,$3.U<>.

Keinllvalue.fT.fm.
No3:10—48x14Inches,withCurluln
P->le.8-1.30. I.'etaUvalue,M.00.
other?from f'3.50nr. largest
Biiortuienr.DivisionScreensund
speclnlGrillestoolder.
Writeforcatalogof Mantels,Grates.Tilesforfloorsandbaths.SlateLaundryTabs,Grilles.etc.
Orsend10centsto paypost.itfeonourArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812 to 8£00.
\V. II. OSTEJillOHF, - 29ii3 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willlaPtaslonaanIDebouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It eaf-lerthanordinaryflooring-.
Getonrprices.

It U Ire*.
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RICHARDS
DOOR HANGERS
are the best.

Made for sliding doors of all

sizes and weights.

Popular
builders.
Sold by dealers.

with architects and

No.185Ball-BearingSwivel Door Hangerfor fold
ingnoors. Vertical Adjustni'n'.

The Richards Mfg'. Co., Aurora, 111.
New YorK Office, IOI Reade St.'

Send for Catalogue of Door Hangers, Fire Door Fixtures, Conveying Systems.

SPECIAL OFFER TO CARPENTERS
BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF HOMES
Ives PatentWindow Ventilating Lock, • Safeguard
for Ventilating Rooms,PureAir, UoodHealthand
RestAssured.

To introduce this article, Four Ventilating Locks
in genuine Bronze, Brass or Antique Copper Fin
ish will be mailed to any addressprepaid for One
Dollar. Will include a forty pageHardware Cat
alogue and Working Model to Carpenters who
wish the agencyto canvassfor its sale. Address

THE H. B. IVES CO. %AJ?Z

XOV CAJV MAKE, AfiTt SELL MOTtE
STORM WINDOWS

if you hang them with

GOSSETT dseJs1>cehnas?olneHINGES
Your customers will be better pleased. Storm
sash so attached can be open-d for ventilation.
Put up, taken down or replaced with screens with
out the use of ladder or tool . Sample pair free
if you mention this paper. Sold by dealers in
Hardware and Building Material.

I
F. D. KEES MFG. CO., Beatrice, Nebr.

LATEST DESIGNS IN

Builders' Hardware
Our new Catalogue sent Free to Contractors

and Material Men upon request.

REHM HARDWARE COMPANY
354 Blue Island Ave, Chicago

\

MITRE BOX
" OF STEEL-
no More Breaking.

MostdesirableBoxontheniar-
kei, beinprwayaheadin quality
andimprovements.

Send for Folder.

GOODELL MFG. CO.
GREENFIELD MASS.

ONE KEY1

ENOUGH

Did you ever see
a man pull out a
bunch of keys as

big as your fist and try a
half do*en which looked
alike before he fourd the
proper key? A Yale Master-
key Locking System makes
one little key open a dozen
or a thousand locks of many

sizes and uses. The busi
ness man may carry one key

that will pass every lock in
his residence, stable, fac
tory, office, and country

place. His wife will have a
sub-master key that will open
every lock in the home ; the
superintendent, one that will
oprn any leck in the factory,
etc., while each lock has its
individual key which will
unlock it and no other.

THE YALE DUPLEX
Master-Key System

gives all this convenience
without reducing the number

of key changes and thus les

sening the security.

Residences so equipped

amply repay in satisfaction
the slight additional cost.
For factory buildings and
public institutions, such as
city buildings, tchool houses,
and charitable institutions,
the actual savings effected in
time, money, tools and sup

plies is sufficient to return in

a very short time the cost

of the master-key locking
system.

Write for folders explainingthe
Yale Master-keyLockingSystem,
and "The Key to a GoodThing,''
u'hiehslu)ieshotraYaleLoekWorks.

^THE YALE &TOWNE MFCXO.
9-15 MURRAY STREXT.
NEW YORK
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Two For One Cent
Dixon's Best, Seven Inch

CARPENTER'S PENCILS
Don't send US the Cent. Take it and buy a postal card. Address it to us:

mention this ad: give us the names of three or more owners or builders who will buy furnaces,
and your own name and post office, and then mail it. We will then send you, postage paid, two
of the pencils They're the best quality, largest size lead, and will remind you of us every time
you use them.
This is to advertise our Leader Steel Furnaces, and our factory-to-user

system of selling them, which saves the middleman's profits to the buyer.
If you ever need a furnace it will pay you to buy another card, describe your wants, and ask

for our free booklet, " Modern Furnace Heating."
This forty page booklet not only fully describes our goods, but is a complete guide to furnace

heating and contains much valuable information for builders.- It is free. Ask for one.

HESS
909 TACOMA BUILDING

Warming
Ventilating'
Company
CHICAGO

^S^W^MM^MMOJIOMMiWO^lll^,,^|ll|0'^M'0^0^^|00>,

Jl W KJ
CO for Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.
M MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.
ass»> Ol all Dealers, or catalogue on Request,
52 EVERY LEVELC9 WARRANTED. DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.

The Cement Worker's
Hand Book

By W. H. BAKER

is compiled to meet the requirements of the
workman.
Provides an insight into the mixing and

handling of cements, mortars and concretes
for building and other purposes.

Pocket Size. 86 Pages.

FIFTY CEISTTS, FOSTPAID

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 PARK PLACE - NEW YORK

JF you are at all interested
in the question of good

pumbing, get the new book

Plumbing and House

Drainage Problems

Tne Sixty Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

All phases of Plumbing,

Drainage and Water Supply

are expertly treated.

309 pages, 197 illustrations.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COHPANY,

14-16 Park Place, New York.
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THE FORBES FURNACE

Barns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums —Entirely Cast Iron
— Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,

Will Wear for Years

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS

Height over all, 4 ft. 3 In.

Tubular Heating & Ventilating Co.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

Useful

Pamphlets
At 25 Cents Each
POSTPAID

Practical Hints on Joint Piping.
For BeginnersIn Plumbing.SixthEdition,
enlargeI, 66pages41illustrations. x 8
inches 26

House Chimneys.
A SeriesofArticlesandLettersonChimney
TroublesandtheirRemedies.•■-!pages,40
Illustrations.5^x8Inche? .25

Domestic Electrical Work.
ConciseandPracticalExplanationsonWir
ing Buildingsfor Bel's,Alarms,Annuncia
torsandforGasLightingfromBatteries.By
"W.A- Wixtbxckrr. 55pages,illustrated.
x8 inches 25

Leading Architects*Drawings.
PracticalSuggestionsfor youngMechanics.
29pages,illustrated.5*4x8Inches 25

Guide to Bronzing and Enamelling.
TreatingLiquids,EnamelPaints,etc. 37
pages.5^x7inches 26

The Preparation and Use of Cements,

Glue and Paste. 177receipts.58pages.
5x7^lnchee 26

How to Becomea Good Mechanic.
A PracticalGuidetoSelf-TaughtMen;Tell
ingwhatto Study; bowto Kegin;What
DifficultieswillbeMetandHowtoOvercome
Them,Ac. 68pages.5x7Indies X

Easy Lessonsin Roof Measurements.
TwelveShort Lessonsin Figuringfrom
Architects'orScaleErawings,theAmount
of MaterialRequiredtoCovera GivenSur
facein Flat, Hippedor IrregularShaped
Roofs. SI pages,12illustrations.ftj-yx 8
inches &

Blue Print Making.
EmbraclnzDirectionsfor Constructingthe
Prin'lng Frame,PreparingthePaper,and
MakingPrintsof VariousKinds. 28pagrs.
5 x̂8inches 23

David Williams Company
PUBLISHERS

14-16 Park Place.
NEW YORK.

Honest Value!
NothingLightWeightor Frail aboutthe

Bengal Furnace
It's heavy—but well propoiiioned,
and the weight placed where it will
give big heating capacity and great
durability.
When properly installed you can de
pend on plenty of pure warm air,—
and small coal bills.
Burns hard or soft coal.
If you are looking for an honest
Furnace—one you can dependupon
—ask for our proposition.

DO IT NOW !

THE FLOYD WELLS CO., Manufacturers, Royersford. Pa.

The Carpenter and Builder who insists that the
local dealer furnish heating apparatus marked
made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,"
will never be in hot water himself. This

" F"
series HOT WATER HEATER invariably gives
satisfaction.

TJTICA, IT. "ST.
New York. Boston. Chicago.

L_U

u St- 2

H
HIGHT'S UNION
COMBINATION
SQUARE

With all the Combinations Available
at the Same Time

The angle obtained with its use is one that will give a rise
of 6 in. in 12in. or the anglefor bottom of rafter for % pitch.
Any d<siitd numb<rof degreescan be obtained instantly. The
t.oh h in end of protractor enables its use as a gaugefor getting in
corners, setting hinges, bevelling edges, etc. The best tool of its
kind on the market. Handsomely nickeled.

Ifyour dealer doesnot have them send f/.oo to
A. W. HIGHT, Sta.C, Toledo, 0., orW.B.Colp, Ballard, Wash.
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A COMPLETE LINE
0F HAND SCREWS,
CLAMPS, ETC.

iuiVfV(r<iinii111uavi 11: 11
Described in our Catalogue No. 2009. We also
have a Special Catalogue No. 2010 of the "Colt's

Quick Acting Clamps." Send for copies of both.

If you are interested in Saws and Planes,
you should have our Catalogue No. 2011 of
the former, and No. 2012of the latter. Both
complete in every way.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.
Hardware, Tools and Supplies

4th Ave. and 13th St. NEW YORK, SINCE 1848 (Block South of Union Square)

r TOWER'S C^H-AL^^PI^^N^ SCREW d»IVERS

FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.

tvery Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

A VOID Imitations of CHAMPION
*" ScrewDrivers. NoneOenulne
without the name "CHAMPION"
which is our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

TOWER LYON CO
95 Chambers Street, New YorR.

Forstner" Brace = Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern Work

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in any direction regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious than chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in sire.

Manufactured by

C/»g Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A ", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write us direct. Supplied In Sets. Write for Catalogue.
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SASH CHAIN The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.

Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN Manufacturers of " Oiant Metal
" "Red Metal"

' Sash Chains
•4 ••

JACK CHAIN

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a

SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

CLAMPS
HARGRAVE'S

TOOLS

BEST
QUALITY
FINISH
DESIGN

HARGRAVE'S

HARGRAVE

Specify these goods to your
dealer. TAKE NO OTHER. Write
for Catalogue No. 200.

The Cincinnati Tool Co.,
Norwood. Cincinnati,O.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS ManufacturedThe BAKER McMILLEN CO.by AKRON, OHIO.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

The Fox Tools

Square and Miter
No. 10

Adjustment5 lo 8 In.

These tools are the latest
and best that Yankee
ingenuity can produce.

Octagon and Miter No. 12

This tool is
designed for
markingocta
gonsandmiter sliding blade will
allowof long or short cut.

Avoid
Imitation.

None
genuine
without
sliding
blade.

The Gem Square and Miter No. 11

Putpureeand
Suit'Manufactureroi

Fox's Tools
432WILLIAM ST.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

If yourdealerwon't furnish themwrite me.

OUR NEW NICHOLLS
FRAMING SQUARE

No. lOO-A

Has ai/Octagon Framing Rule for framing Octagon roof. It is
found on the back of body of square, and on face of body of square is found our
Common Framing Rule.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.. Ottumwa,' Iowa

WHATBUILDERSHAVK BEKM LOOKING FOK

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
AtiabsolutelyreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Archi
tects.UuILdera,Carpenter?,andfaioneMasons.Canbe
usedfor anykind of foundationwork and gettingangles.IssimpleIdItsconstruction,easilynoder.stood,aadcanbeoperatedbr anyone. Is madeofKrass,oxidized,andbasa silveredcircleof degrees.
HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor such
work. Price. IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedKodandTarget,$35.00.Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.Everyinstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
53>4West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Ga.

Bostrom-BradyMfo. Co, Mt. Vernon,Ind.
Atlanta, Ga. June 19,1906.

Gentlemen:
Hiving purchasedoneof yourBuilders'Levelslast January, I ampleasedto fay that it is

all youclaim for it anddo heartily recommendit to the Builder andContractorfor leveling
foundationsaad settingstoneniers. I haveusedit on severaljobs: The residenceof A. J.
Grobert: a counleof schoolbuildingsand on the Ic3 & Cold Storage job—a fair sizedjob—
amountingto$25,000.andit provedto beall right.

Respectfullyyours,
ED. STALLMAN.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

+>■t•,,,.TS3?••ti*'^

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. 0-»** Richardson Bros. NEWARK, N. J.

WHEN HENRY DISSTON WAS ASKED THE QUESTION: "WHAT DO YOU PUT IN YOUR SAWS?'
HE REPLIED: «' GOOD STEEL AND HONEST WORK."

UPON THIS FOUNDATION 15 BUILT
DISSTON QUALITY.

" If you want a saw it Is bestto getonewith a nameon It that hasa reputation. A man
has madea reputationfor his goodsknows Its valueas well asIts costandwill maintain It "

ESTABLISHED
1840

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

C. C. C. SAW CLAMP
Alwavsready.EasytoAdjust. Neveroutoforder

Up todate.

Pat.U.S.andCanada1906.OtherPatentsTending.
Canbeplacedontheedgeof benchtimber,boardor
almostanywhere;takesbutlittleroominbox:weight,
about1 lb. No carpeoiercanaffordtobowithoutIt.
PRICE, 75c- Wyourdealercannotfurnishit wewill
mailpostpaidonreceiptof price.

- JAYIAICA,N. Y.
ildonreceiptof price.

G.W.CARDWELLMFG.CO

Whenyoubuy

ECCENTRIC CLAMPS
specify

COLT'S
Thereis a difference—let ustell you

Ask for catalogueNo.129.

BATAVIA CLAMP CO.,
23CenterStreet. BATAVIA, N. Y.

FURNACE HEATING.
By William G. Snow

With an Appendix on Furnace
Fittings.

noPigeB;90Illustration*;size.( 19Indies.
Clothtoond.Price.tlM;

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
14-10 FaiU Place, . New York

They Both Hold the
Same Position

In the confidence and esteem of an apprecia
tive public.
And no matter whether it be in North
America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa
or Australia, mechanics everywhere turn to
our books.

The carpenter and woodworker
to this book.

Whenever they wish to post themselves or

to find out where they can get tools, machinery
and supplies in their respective lines. We
shall be proud to send either book to anybody
in any place on receipt of 25c.

The metalworker and machinist

to this book.

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
Box B. DETROIT, MICH., U. S.A.
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NEW

CLAP-BOARD
MARKER.

Cheaperandbetterthanany
onthe

Countersink and Depth Gauge,

Bendtorcirculars,oraskyourHardwareDealerfor them.

OTIS A. SMITH, RocKfall, Conn.
EDITION
DE
LUXE"THROUGH FRISCO'S FURNACE"

IllustrationsofsevenmodernsteelframebuildingsntSanFrancisco,thatwithstoodtheearthquakesand
fireofApril 18tb,1906,with reportson therustreslitingqualitiesof Dixon'sSilica-GraphitePainton the
steelwork.

WRITEFOBA FREBCOPYOFBOOKNO.B-32.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CITY, U. S. A.

W. R. OSTRANDEB & CO., 22 DeyStriet, New York City.

fftHD
Speaking Tubes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBella,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools.
No. ii.— RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

No 15—RATCHET, with finger turn on blade.

No. 30.—SPIRAL RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but " Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SA
TOOL THAT S STAMPED^ F

tanleY
IS THE BEST OF ITS KIND M

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U. S. A.

A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenter wants his figures, not In a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

.NICHOLLSMFG. CO.,
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

Wehave
nowreadyour

New Illustrated
CatalogueNo. 19
devoted1 to

Wood

Workers'

Tools
Containing 250 pages, 1100 illus
trations, handsomely printed on good
paper, it makes a convenient and
valuable book for all woodworking
mechanics.
Sent to any address on receipt of

10cents postage.

Wn. P. WALTER'S SONS,
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia.

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to oldor
new buildings.
Manufactured fcy

MALLORY MFC CO*
I'lemlogWD.N.J.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife 1

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
money earner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.'

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,Haas.,U.S.A

lir Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SaveaTime

for the draughtamaa
andisa greataid tothe
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad.
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorT

Square(rivesaccurateangles. Yon gathMasHM-
mentsdirect from the board. Hasadrawerfor
instruments,and canbecarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot. Circular*free.

J. 4 e. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phila, Pa.

GRINDSTONES
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's
Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.
6th Floor,HickoxBldg., C RVELAND, O.
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Co.
Mullins,W. H. Co.
WillisMfg.Co.
Speaking Tubes
Ostrander.W. R. ft Co.
Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
Squares
Fox.P. L.
NichollsMfg.Co.
Steel Figures and
Letters
Sackman,F. A.
Stoves and RangesBoyntonFurnaceCo.
Structural Iron andSteel
Works
BostonBoltCo.
Structural Slate
Johnson,E. J. Co,Corner TlllnK
Ostendorf.W. H.
StarEncausticTileCo.
Tool Boxes
Walter'sSons.W. P.
Tool Cabinets
Hammacher,Schlemmer* C«
Tool Chests
Jennings,C. E. Co.
Tools
ForestCityBit ft Too'Co.
GageToolCo.
Hammacher,111IiIiiibMbTft 01
Jennings,c. E. Co,
MillersFalls Co.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
ProgressiveMfg.Co.
Reedft AuerbacherCo.
Smith.Otis A.StanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Starrett.L. S.. Co.Strellnger,C. A^Co.Towerft LyonCo.
Walter'sSons.Wm.P.
Wilkinson.A. J., ft Co.
Turned. Molded
Carved Work
WaddellMfg.Co.
Ventilating Attach
ment
Drouve,G., Co.
Ventilators
GlobeVentilatorCo.
Veranda Stock
AmericanColumnCo,
VisesHammacher,Schlemmerft U
Vises, Circular Saw
Grammesft Sons.
Wagon Jacks
BataviaClampCo.
Wax. Finishing andPolishing
Johnson.S. C, ft Son.
Weather StripsHammacher,Schlemmerft (k
King Mfg.Co.
Window AppuratnaDrouve,Q. Co.
Wind owand DoorStops
King Mfg.Co.
Window Fasteners
StanleyWorks.
Window Stop Adjust,
ersIves,HobartB.. ft Co.
Window Trimmings
CaldwellMfg.Co.Windows, Fireproof
Mullins,W. H. Co.
Wood Carving
GrandRapidsWoodCams.
Co.
Wood Mantels
(SeeMantels)

Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Trimmers
Fox MachineCo.
Wood Working
LestershireLumber ft BcJ
Co.
Wood Working Ms-chlnery
AmericanWood WorktalMach'yCo.
Hames.W. F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
ChicagoMachineryFirniois.
Cordesman.Meyer ft Co.
Cordesman-RectinCo.Fay,J. A. ft EganCo,
Fox MachineCo.
Kidder,R. E.
LongIslandMschineryCo.
Msrston.J. M. A Co.
ParksBall BearingMschta-
eryCo.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Wood Working Machinery. Secoss
Hand
on g IslandMachine
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FACTS AAD FIGVUES
5,000—=—

'Little Giant" Floor Scrapers
JSfOW IM \/SE

^/IHE yOV l/SIJVG OJVEP
FOR OAK
MAPLE
BIRCH
BEECH

YELLOW PINE
PARQUET
RUBBER

and LINOLEUM

, Scrapes every

inch of floor,

into corners

-w-\-t and along

r lOOrS baseboard

Price Complete

, $65.lo
F. O. B.
Chicago
or

New York

The Old Way
Two Squares in Eight Hours
One man will scrape, by hand, about two

squares, or two hundred square feet of flooring, in

eight hours. The wage scale for this is from 40
cents to 55 cents per hour, or from $3.20 to $4.40 for

200 square feet, which is $1.60 to $2.20 per square.

The New Way
Eight Squares in Eight Hours
One man with a "LITTLE GIANT" FLOOR

SCRAPER will scrape eight squares, or 800 square
feet of flooring, in eight hours, which at the wage
scale of from 40 cents to 55 cents per hour, would
be 40 cents to 55 cents per square.

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN A FEW DAYS

SAVIJVG
A saving is therefore made of from ~8 1 .20 to SI.65 per square.
On 5,000 square feet (50 squares;, the saving will be from $60.00 to $82.jO,

which at the lowest wage scale, practically pays for the machine.
We furnish one dozen Knives with each machine, and they will scrape

30,000 square feet of flooring.
New Knives cost $6.00 per dozen.
Sold under our guarantee to do better, faster and cheaper work than any other method.

MANUFACTURED BY THEHurley Machine Company
General Offices & Works, 153-159 S. JEFFERSON ST., CHICAGO, U.S.A.

New York, FLAT IRON BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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FOOT, HAND AND POWER

WOOD WORKING HPT
For Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers

and Other Wood-Workers.

"Victor" ScrollSaw. 'Diamond
'

Moiilser.
Built for Hard Work, Accurate Work and Long Service.

■Rex"Moulder.

ONE MAN with one of these

machines will do the work of

four to six men using hand

tools ; will do it easier, will do

it better.

WE GUARANTEE each ma

chine to be thoroughly practical

and accurate. Machines sent

on trial, and if not found en

tirely satisfactory may be re

turned at our expense.

No.6 " Union" CombinationSelf-FeedRipandCro»s-CutSaw.

Enterprising mechanics are quick to see the su

perior merits of our machines. It will pay you to

investigate these advantages.

SEND FOR CATALOG "A."

The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Co.
209WaterStreet,S«n«caFalls,N. Y., U. S. A. No.6 " Union" CombinationSaw.

Barnes Foot and HandPower Machinery
For

CARPENTERS and

BUILDERS.
Our New Hand and Foot Powei

Circular Saw No. 4, the strongest

most powerful, and in everywaytie

bestmachine of its kind evermade

for ripping, cross catting and for

grooving, gaining, dadoing andrab

beting. Solid iron table planed

perfectly true.
We makenine other machinesfor

Wood Workers.

The Only Complete Line of

Such Machines made.

Strong,
Practical,

Durable.

Catalogue Free on Application.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES C
O
.

7
1

RiiDy St., Rockforo, II
I.
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TWO EXCELLENT MACHINES

No.62UniversalWoodworker.

Oar General Catalog Is Free,

For
CARPENTRY
and

BUILDING

Onethatwill surface
straight or tapering,
rabbet door frames,
rabbetandfaceInside
blinds, joint, bevel,
gain, chamfer; plow,
raise panels, either
square,bevelor ogee,
stick beads,rip, cross
cut,tenon,bore,rout,
and in fact is only
limited by the Inge
nuityof the operator.

J. A. Fay $ Egan Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio221-241 W. Front Street

No.158CabinetSmoothingPlaner.

The other will saveyoumuchtime, labor and expense
in chiseling, scraping and rebabbitting by reason of itsPatent Sectional Clamp Bearing's, which
take up their own wear. Theseconsistof two setsof thin
babbit-metalplates, five plaies to a set, and canbereadily
adjustedby hand.

lHarston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Center part'of top is made of iron accu
rately planed, with grooveson each side of
sawfor gaugesto slide in.
Steel shafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gears are all machine-cutfrom solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete. 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Rti'gles St., Boston, Mass.

&©lnJll© —
MENTAL IRQ

', JOIST HANGERS, IRON FENCINGS

©all ©earing
MACHINERY.

Kip naw, Hand ».w,
Boring- and Hpuke Ten
oning JMachine all in one.
Each attachment ready lor
instant iiiti, either lor tool*
band or belt power.

Writeforcircularsand
pricelist.

Manufacturedby
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.

Sta.A. CINCINNATI,OHIO

Furnace
Heating.
<A 'Practical and Comprehensive
Treatise on Warming Buildings
tuith Hot Air. <By William G.
Snow. With an (Appendix on
Furnace Fittings.

Containing 170
trations. In
Cloth Bound.

es. Ninety Elus-
'xe, 6x9 inches.

PRICE, $1.50, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY,
Publishers,

14-16 Park Place, - New York
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American Columbia Three-drum Eight-roll Sander

The Machine

with the!

Automatic

Take-op

that keeps

the

Sandpaper

at an even

tension

at all

points

and at all

times

INVESTIGATE

American Wood Working Machinery Co.
New Orleans Chicago New York

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

Carpenters and Builders

NEW PATENT S6-INCHBAND
SAWINGMACHINE.

Don't fail to visit our exhibit when in Chicago.

Machinery of all descriptions for yonr inspection.

UP TO DATE MACHINERY
For the Progressive Carpenter

Write for pricedonrebuilt
MACHINERY

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE,

IMPROVEDHAND PLANER AND JOINTER.I :
Tablesover7feotlongandbareBt«elHps.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbiteand
otherirregularknives.
CylinderhasthreeBearings,oneofwhichIsout
sideofpulley.

13-15No. Canal St..
CHICAGO, ILL

PLUMBERS1 SUPPLIES
AT WHOLESALE

If youneedany
thingin my line*
andwishto
SAVE

20to40ParCant
on everyarticle,
write for myfree
illustratedCata
log. ShipHunts
prompt 1ymade
froma verycom
plete stock of
guaranteedgoods.
Smallorders
are as carefully
handledas large
ones,

B.C. KAR0L4236W.HarrisonSt.,Chicago,III.

ELEVATOR
ENCLOSURES
'
Weare largemanufacturersof
i Elevatorifcars*and)Enclosures;
!Also BankandOfficeGrilleWork.
„ Window]?Guards.^Orhamental»Wire, IrohTSteelandBrass work
rof everydescriptionin anyfinish.
Our' workmanship'cannot be
"excelled. _Sandfor Catalogu»'.

F.J.MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON. OHIO. U.S.A.
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HIGH GRADE WOOD TURNING LATHES
Uncle Sam buysCordesman-RechtinWoodLathes—
becausetheyare convenient,substantialand durable
machinescapableof the hardest kind of turningat
highspeed. Becausetheyprove a creditto his shops
and are just as Cordesman-Rechtinrepresentsthem.
Therefore, why should you not follow his good
example?
If youare In needof a goodplaneror anything
else in the wood working machineline we have
someinterestinginformationfor you.

THE CORDESMAN=RECHTIN CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

I

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
TheyarelowIn pricebecausetheyare
in bigdemandandwe haveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
TABLES andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY,
206 Main Street,
Leetonia, Ohio, U.S.A.

BURNT OR BLACKENED EDGES
Are not found in
Hardwood
Flooring
made with

The Shimer Cutter Heads
Because these tools are made with particular
reference to the clearance feature.

Carpenters,BuildersandDealersin Flooring,especiallyhardmapleandoakflooring,should
faminestockcarefullyandavoidthatwhichhasblackenededges,unless they wish to courttroublefor themselvesandtheirpatrons. Stock withclean cut and well formededgescom-
^ndsthebestpricebecauseit isa reallymeritoriousarticle.
, Manufacturersareurgedto lookwell into themeritsof TheShimerCutterHeadsto improve
"■Mroutputin qualityaswellasquantity.

SAMUEL J. SHIMER 31 SONS, HILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

How

Carpenters

Can Advance

tljMj

There are hundredsof
carpentersdrudgingalong
today In poorly paid posi
tions, who could greatly
better themselvesby the
mere strokeof a pencil if
theywould but musterup
enoughdetermination.The
following story well illus
tratesthisfact:
Harvey Brakeman, of
New Kensington, Pa.,
was a carpenter earning
$2 a day when he first
joined the I. C. S. The
instructionhe receiveden
abled him to becomean

architectin businessfor himself,and he now
earnsabout$5,000ayear.

Mr. Brakemansays:"I think there is no
bettersystemin existencethanthe I.C.S. by
which any ambitious carpenter can gain
advancement/*
WouldYOU like to securea betterposition,
increasedearnings,and a successful future?
Are youwillingto investigatethesurest,quick
est,easiest,andcheapestwayin theworld todo
this? Then mark andmail thecouponbelow.
This muchcosts you nothing. DO IT NOW.

INTERNATIONALCORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
Box969.SCRANTON,PA.

Pleaseexplain,withoutfurtherobligationonmypart,
how1canqualifyforalargersalaryinthepositionbefore
whichI haremarkedX

Architect
ArchitecturalDrafts.
BuildingInspector
Contractor&Builder
StructuralEngineer
StructuralDrafts.
MechanicalEngineer
Mech.Draftsman
MachineDesigner
ElectricalEngineer
MunicipalEngineer
Chemist
Sheet-MetalDrafts.

SanitaryEngineer
ForemanPlumber
Electrician
SteamEngineer
MarineEngineer
Surveyor
TextileExpert
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
AdWriter
FrenchJWith
German{EdisonSpanish) Phon'gr'ph

Name-

St. c>No-

City Sfaff_
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO.. 26, 28 and 30 Central Avenue
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Manufacturers of Latest Improved

Wood-Working'
Machinery

No. gPlnnrr. Matcher and Moulder. I' uiversa!

Portable Hollow

Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST—CHEAPEST

Saves labor of off-bearing, avoids loss by crackage or MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS
breakage,savesexpenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cementonly materials required.
HIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs 8125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED.SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO.,
616 North OtK St., TERRE HAUTE, IND.

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
Thebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Fox Foot Power Miter Machines
The best thing for mitering mouldings

and similar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. Front St. GrandRapids,Mich

"Ball-Bearing
Grand Rapids
All=Steel

Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS.
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindowframes,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superior
sashpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealers
andjobberseverywhere. , „.Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
PEARL STREET GRAND RAPIOS, MICH.

(I Security Roofing'
(Reg.U. 8. PatentOffice)

Hasa patentsix joint with no nails driven
throughthe top sheet.

Madeto belaid and then forgotten.
Bewareof Infringements.

NATIONAL ROOFING CO , Tonawanda,N.V.

Cornice, Conductor Pipe,

The Canton Manufacturing Co.,

METAL CEILINGS
HANGERS
EAVE TROUGH
VENTILATORS
SKYLIGHTS

Cut. on Application.

■ Canton, Ohio

A BOOK FOR. EVERY MECHANICThe Workshop Companion.
A Collectionof Usefuland ReliableRecipes,Rules, Processes,Methods,
Wrinkles and Practical Hints, for the Householdand the Shop.

By JOHN PHIN.
lot pages,12mo,neatlyboundin cloth. PRICE, 50CENTS, POSTPAl

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. 14-16 Park Place, New York.
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BUILD
WITH

If you are a Carpenter, Builder, Drafts=
man. Architect or flechanic, this is an
unusual opportunity FOR YOU. With=
out leaving your own home or losing a
minute from your regular work, you can

make yourself complete
master of your own trade.
Better still, it does not cost
you one cent to try.

Cyclopedia of Architecture,
Carpentry and Building

ReadyforDelivery,December31st, 1906
Fivevolumes,2500pages,boundin three-quartersred morocco
leather,marblededges,1500illustrations,consistingof full-page
plates,details,sections,etc. Also tablesand valuableformulas.

Prepared by a staff of noted writers, such as FRED.
T. HODGSON, Author of Modern Carpentry, The
Steel Square, etc., JAMES C. PLANT, Office of
Supervising Architect, Washington, D. C, and
others, each a specialist in his particular line.

Supplementedby test questionsto enabletbe readerto test his
knowledgeof the subject.

Free Consulting Privilege
Every purchaseris entitledto oneyear'sfree membershipin the

builders and
,iningto subjects-

Consulting"Department,composedof a staff of e;
engineers,to whichhe may referanyquestions
thatmayarisein hisdailywork.

Half Price for 30 Days
Theregularpriceof theworkis $30.00. To thosewho ordernow,
beforewe goto press,wewill givethebenefitof thesavingwecanmake
by printinga larger edition,andwill cut thepricein half. You need
not pay onepenny in advance—the bookswill be sentexpresspre.
paid onDecember31st for Five Days Free Examination. Then if
you want to keepthemsendus 82.00and pay $2X0a monthuntil
you havepaid$15.00in all—the specialAdvanceOffer Price.

Brief Table of Contents
Carpentry. Stairbuilding. Superintendence,Kstimat-
ing. Contracts. Specifications.The Law of Contracts.
Strength of Materials, Steel Construction. Rein- ^
forced Concrete Construction.Mechanical Draw
ing, Architectural Drawing. PerspectiveDraw
ing. Foundations.Masonry. Electric Wiring
for Hells. Burglar Alarms, etc.. Plumbing
Steam-fitting.Heating.Ventilation,Cornice
Work, Sky-light Work. Roofing, etc

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.

New and second-hand Wood Working piachjnery Bought. Sold and Exchanged

ENTIRE PLANTS BOUGHT AND EQUIPPED
Junction Kent and Washington Avenues, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE IMPROVED
Hand and Foot Power E. F. B.

SAWING MACHINE.
For Carpenters,BuildersandAll WoodWorKem
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.

BEND FOB CIRCULAR.

THE BARNE8 TOOL CO.. New Haven, Conn.
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Corrugated Sheets for Roofing or Siding.
GALVANIZED OR PAINTED

Twenty-six inches wide, 5,6, 7, 8, 9,
10 and 12 feet long. Covers 24 inches
when lapped one corrugation. Made
in all gauges, 16 and lighter. 100
square feet— one square. No allow
ance for laps. We make ^-inch,
iK-inch, iJS^-inch, 2-inch, 2/4-inch
and 3-inch corrugations, and can fur
nish all except ^o-inch in sheets 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 feet; £1s-inch in 8-
foot sheets and shorter. All of the
best material and workmanship. Write
for prices.

2^-incb CorrugatedSheets.

Use LEAD WASHERS to Neilon Metal Roofing and Siding.
One pound —about 325 washers. One pound required for 2 to 3 squares Roofing.
Packed In boxes containing 100 pounds. Place Washer on Nail before driving.

No matter what kind of Metal Roofing
you want, we make it. Write to us.

Lead Washers make an absolutely water
tight joint under the Nail head.
Prevents rusting and loosening around
the Nail.
Thejuse of Lead Washers adds much to the
life of Metal Roofing.

Lead Washers are Cheap. Write for
Samples and Prices.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: MANUFACTUREDBY
NewYork City • 47-51 Cliff St.
Chicago, - 23-27 N. Clinton St.
St. Louis, 112, 114,116So.BigfathSt.

Philadelphia, - 402, 404,406RaceSt.
Boston,Mass., - 132and 134Pearl St.
Chattanooga,Tenn., - Kins St.

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO.
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
SavesfromS to 24hoursIn layingouta singleroof. Savestimefortheskilledmechanic,andenables
theordinaryworkmantoframewemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertainty.IT DOE8 ALL THIS. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistakes.It givesanglesforanypitch.
It giveslengthsfor anyratters.It givescutsforprincipals,Jacks,hlpB,valleysandcripples.Savestime
fortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswithabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addressthemanufacturert.
Price. $1.75 G. A. TOPP <EL CO., - Indianapolis, Ind.

t'f

SECURE-
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMTROOFING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWEIL MFC CO
JERSEY CITX N.J

PAT.NOV.22,1804.

FOR 15 YEARS
RUBEROIDHAS BEEN RECOGNIZEDAS
THE STANDARDPREPARED ROOFING.
AS NOW MADE IN COLORS,RED AND
BROWN,IT ENSURESYOU

A PERMANENT ROOFING

A PERMANENT COLOR.
ACOMBINATIONOFBEAUTYANDWEATHER
ANDFIRE PROTECTION.ANYHANDYMAN
CAN APPLY IT.
SEND FOR SAMPLES.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY
SoleManufacturers,

100William Street, New York. {
^^^oo^wmia^

ins whichcan truthfullybe saidtocutlast
metal andshingles,Costs leas,
apply,requireslessattention.Makesa
seam-tightroof,flator sloping,unaffectedby
expansionor contraction,and suitablefor
poultryhouse,barnorhandsomeresidence.
1U IJKROl I) containsno tar, paper,rub
berorothershort-livedingredientsto crack,
dryupandbecomeuselesswith age. Made
from the finestwool felt,saturatedwith a
patentedwater-proofand fire-resisting
pound-Retainsits elasticityand
indefinitely.
Anyhandymancanapplyit. Full instruc
tionsand fixturesfreewith everyroll. Let
ustellyoumoreaboutRuberoid.Write for
samplesandbooklet

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.
ioo William St., New York.
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Lonii. ,
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Proved Best
by Every Test

Mullins
Fireproof w
Window i1

1

is absolutely fireproof and actually does what no other window can do—it stands
every test. AsK for an estimate or write for our convincing catalogue.

The W. H. Mullins Co.
208 FranKlin Street, ... Salem, Ohio.
We also make everything in architectural sheet metal work— statuary, skylights,
wrought iron grilles, cornices, etc. 120-pagecatalog of stock designs on request.

A ME TA L SHI NG EE ROOF
"THE EDWARDS KIND"

A guaranteedprotection against fire and the elements, taking a very
low rate of insur me. Made of best grade Worcester Terne Tin,
Painted or Galvanized, in sizes 7 x 10, 10 x 14, 14x 20 inches.
Writs for Descriptive "Shingle Booklet" and Prices.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO., METAL FOLKS"

423 to 443 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati. O.
Vanufacturemof themostextensivelineof SHEET METAL BuildingMaterialin theworld.

With our

No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
roof finish. Send for
catalog No. 5 showing
a very complete line of
architectural
metal wotk.

STEEL CEILING
is a leading fea
ture with us.

Wemake the W. H. Miller Patent Metal Window Frames and Sash. Special cat
alog on these. Originators of the hip shingles.

MFG. CO.. - - Galesburg, 111.

Carnenter<?* wt,° '■K°ingto laythewarpcnieri). roofof th^T,Uiirtingon
whichyouarcworking? If you'renot.
.topandthinkaminute,couldn'tyoudo
It? CertainlyIf It'saCortrlghtShingle
roofyoucould,andyououghtto.hecause
you'dmakemoneyandmakeIteasily.
Letustellyouwhy.

WANTED: A thousandcarpentersthat
in- dltwutlsni'dwiththeirpresentwagesanil
wanttomakemoneyeasily,writeto
COKTKIOIIT METAL HOOKINGCO.
Philadelphia Chicago

"STIR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANVVACTrr.KBSOF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
For Floor. In ttteree, Churches, Depot. ,
Kitchens, Hall., Perches, Ac.

Officeand Factor;,Bluff Street,nearflirt,
PITTSBURG, PA.
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The Carpentry
and Building
Series of Designs
Comprises four books,
each complete in itself
and sold separately.
Every Volume has two
hundred or more pages,
elegantly printed and
bound in heavy paper with
tasteful cover designs.
The titles and range
of cost:

No. 1
COTTAGE DESIGNS
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 600
to 1,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 2
LOW COST HOUSES
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 750
to 2,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 3
MODERN DWELLINGS
WITH CONSTRUCT
IVE DETAILS, 2,000
to 5,000 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 4
SUBURBAN HOMES
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 3.000
to 10,000 Dollars.

Price, $1.00.

The contents include
full-page half-tone views,
floor plans and construct
ive details of selected
examples of suburban
homes such as are being
built at the present time.
These books afford a
most pleasing variety of
designs and will prove
suggestive and useful to
architects, builders and
contractors, as well as to
all who have an interest
in the idea of home build
ing.

$1.00 each, Postpaid

David Williams
Company
PUBLISHERS

14-16 Park Place
NEW YORK

5t?ve PIPE IR9/S
CPRM ICE-.
iKYLIQHTS.
gAVEST ROUGH.
■ Conductor p.,
OTEEL R99FINC, l AIDING . AOLDER ETC

the ELJLER MFG.OfcS^fo™ JH ELLER & CP

PERFECTED

mm

Combines durability, low price, ease of application, fire
proof qualities and sightliness, just what the buyer of roofing
material demands.
The cheapest way to repair old shingle roofs is to cover with
PERFECTED QRANITE ROOFINd.

SEND EOS PHOTO PAMPHLET.
Eastern Granite Roofing Co., Irving Building, New York.

Do You Question the Conclusions of Experts 5

?!
!

You are familiar with them—
1—That a properlybalancedcombinationof pigmentsmakesbetterpaint than any single
pigment—
2—1 hatoxideof zincis themostdurableandeconomicalof whitepigments—
8—That finegrindingandthoroughincorporationareessential—
If you accept theseconclusions why do you not use paint embodying them—

high-gradecombination or ready-mixed paints ?

. . . FREE . . .
Our PracticalPamphlets
"ThePalmQuestion"nt : why.howandwhen." Broadway

NEW YORK

The New Jersey Zinc Co.,
" PaintsI11Architecture.'" Specificationsfor Architects.'
"trench GovernmentDecrees.*
ME DONOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS
OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST

PRODUCERS OF THE5 E. J. JOHNSON CO.

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies.
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Boot
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5|No. I009. S XI S r- v
S'etpriceF. O.B. St Louis,Mo $209.00•' " NewYork, N.T 238.00" ■' St.Paul, Minn 229.00" •' Denver,Colo 268.00" " r»Uas, Tex.

26feetwide—lower ceiling 12feet in clear.
Net priceF. O.B. 8t Louis,Mo J1S7.0C•' " New York, N.Y. 212.00" " St.Paul,Minn. 2O4.O0" " Denver.Oolo 239.00■• " Dallas,Tex.

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
The designspresentedherewithIllustrateour completeandmodernstore fronts. Theprices
ncluile thesteelsill course,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls, steel
intermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswith
eashof whitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength;galvanizedIronwork aboveJirst-story columns.
We makeandshipover800frontsannuallyfrom 20to800feetIn width andfromoneto fivesto*
res high. Having giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstud; for overthirty
3ears,theyare nowthe best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
and practicalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
erectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand Instructionsthatwe furnish. Wedesireto intro
ducethis classof work in everycityin the United Slates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi*
ijcts, buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de-
*triptivecatalogueand discounts. Established 1846.
, MESKBR dfe BROTHER,
421-SlO S. SIXTH 8TREET ST. LOUIS, MO. U.S.A.

THE LOVELL
WINDOW AND SHUTT iR
OPERATING DEVIE
ForFactories,Foundries,Etc.

A line of sash 500 feet

long can be operated from

one station if desired.
TheVoi-eesHardwareCo.,Toronto,Ontario
SoleCanadianManufacturers.
WE ALSO MAKE

The " Anti-Pluvius " SKylight
Bestskylightconstructionin theworld.

CorrespondenceSolicited
Tbe G. DROIJVE CO,, Bridgeport, Conn. II. ». A.

SKYLIGHTS
Our Metal Skylight*
Give Satisfaction.

I' They are noconstructedthat all condemnationincarried tuthecurbanddischarged
throimb weepholes on to the root without soaking-betweenlaps.
The peculiar constructionof the curb on onr skylights renders counterBashinguu

Frames of galvanized Iron or copper,with glass of any kind or thickness.
Write for our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

VARIETIES

Conductor
Elbows

ARE MADE BY

1182 Harrison Ave.

Cincinnati

0.

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWING TABLE

madet If so send for Illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 He 1Street,

Dust and dirt will

not collect around

the joints of a ceil

ing that is air-ti^ht
and dust-proof. An

advantage worth
considering.

Lock-Joint saves

50 per cent, of the

labor of erecting.

Another goodpoint.

Send for

Catalogue "F"

S. Keighley Metal Ceiling~&

Manufacturing Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Boston New York
Washington Baltimore
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished In either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It Is made from galvanized iron In 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper in 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

STORE
ELEVA
TOR
FOR

COMPLETE. READY TO ERECT, MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator Hfg. Co.
2100 Valley St., CINCINNATI, O.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 2032PARK ROW BUILDING

105
$

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WhenyouwantanySTRUCTURALWORKll willpayyoutowritetothe

BOSTON
BOLT ft
ESTABLISHED NJ
1873

COMPANY
Works, Offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farnsworth Street

BUILDERS !
Converters of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nuts, and all kinds of
Structural Work for Mills, Churches,
Halls, Factories, Bridges,Wharves, Etc.,
and Iron Work of all kinds forged and
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON,MASS.

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTKCTIOHfromLIGHTNINGI*give
t'Vu-eofourcontinuouscopperconductors.

E. G.Washburne& Co.,46 Cort'andtSt..NewYork
Telephone3125Cortlandt.

Work put up or material furnished.

dumb waiters

hand'elevators
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators
Hatchway Hoists

All of mostImproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
88CarrollStreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE.N. Y.

NewYorkSalesroom,128LibertySt
Catalogueon application.
Estimatesou request.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising

E
B
J

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.

■J AutomaticHatchGates..
Sendfor Circulars.

KIMBALLBROS.CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.. 1 0499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo..Cleveland,Ohio,24 5 VincentSt

BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt. , Omaha,Neb

THE KINNEAR

LOCK-JOINT STEEL CEILING, Etc.
Hasnoequal. Try It andbeconvinced. Pricesreasonable.

Cataloguponrequest. Sendmeasurementsfor estimate.

The Kinnear & Oager Co., MTr's, ™™*ms> 011,0O » ' BOSTON.I2SBroadSt.

Carpenters
Do you want work
laying Montross
Metal Shingles?
I* so—
Write todayto

Montross Metal Shingle Co., CAI5!DJEN*

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge rooms, court rooms,
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourcelling*areshippedreadyforerection.Noexpertlaoorrequired.Workingdrawingsfur
nished.They'readaptedtoanytunuof building.
ExclusiveInclaimeddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRooting,Siding,MetalShingles,ArchitecturalSheetMetalWorkandFlreprooflngMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. Askfor them,

THE BEROER MFQ. CO.
CANTON, OHIO.

NewYork. Boston. Pblla. St.Louis
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

\YE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS.-MOULDINGS, WINDOWS,
DOORS, BLINDS. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY

THING FOR A BUILDING. STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" OurcompleteCat*
ing Materialwould5ea greathelp to you

and PriceList of alt kindsof Build-in figuring"

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER 31 BOX CO., LESTERSHIRE& BINGHAMTON.NEWYORK. J
/*TTVHE brightest, smoothest and handsomest finished wood

work will not please your eye batter than your own
work finished with

FRENCH'S ELASTIC FINISHES
Interior and
Exterior.

Made to withstand hardest use.

Samuel H. French & CO., ya£Z:lrZnt
Established1844. York Ave., 4th & Callowhill Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.

Manufactured
by

Scud tor Description and Price Li.it.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO. W:

ART

METAL CEILINGS
Exclusive and Ar
tistic Designs ap
propriate for any
style of architec
ture.

AH StylesGalvanizedandCopperSkylights,Cornices,FinlaN, Cresting*.Ventilators,Metal
Shingles,BoofGutters,all stylespaintedand galvanizedIron Bootingand Sidins;,etc. Write
for Catalogje andPrices. Estimatesfree.

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co..[aiiufaoturera,
CANTON. OHIO.

A New Type of

Electric Freight Elevator
at a moderate price.

This eUvator is considerably cheaper
than our standard direct electric ma
chine and costs but little more than
our belt connectedmachine.

CAPACITIES :
2500 lbs. at 55 feet per minute

(Withouttrapdoors)
2000 lbs. at 75 feet per minute
1500 lbs. at 100 feet per minute
Steel worm, bronze rimmed gear wheel.
Ball bearing end thrusts.
Motor of our own make especially de
signed for elevator service, compound
wound, slotted armaturecore.

If interestedin elevatorswrite us.
MORSE, WILLIAMS & CO.

Dept.otOtis ElevatorCo.
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

I II •1J
Shingles that last

: from GalvanizedTin andPaintedTin
STOBM,BUSTAM)FBI FSOOF

Doyouwanttoincreaseyourbusiness?Thisis Your Opportunity. Writeforcatalogue,
I samplesandprices.

tioital shed Metal
JERSEY CITY.

Htccfing tfc,

Contract For Sale
T will sell a contrast with a largeandwell

known architectjral consuting establishment
to turnish meexpertadviceasaskedfor for two
years"coveringauy feaiureor detailof building,
with privilegeto buyplausat a specialdiscount,
andincludeacompleteEncyclopediaofCarpentry
andBuilding-inninevolumes,coveringCarpentry
andJoining Treatiseon the SteelSquare,Stair" Drawing, EstimatingBuilding, Architectural
Guide, Hot Water Heating,
cashor installments.

So., all for $27.<

The booksaloneare worth S8B.00obtained
Id theordinaryway.andtheconsultingandplan
privilegeisworthmanytimesmore. Address

"SACRIFICE"
4thfloor,880LexingtonAve., NewYork.

MARK. YOUR TOOLS WITH A
S TEEL STAMP.

etEKD FOR rit H I.- 1.1ST,No.J

FOLDING BUILDING BRACKET
OneDozenCarriedUnderConcordBuggySeat

3! ^ - =Z?
■BRACKETFOLDED

H Sholed
f) mim1Iron
acrossBtuddlog
onInsidebuilding
toholdBracket. Hi
thesamefoldedInto
Bracket.Changedfor
differentwidth thudding
In onenilnue. A la c*oen
screwusedwherecannotboreThrough,as reablngling,etc.
Thousands80H. All buyersand
userssatisfied.BestFoldingBuild
ingBracketeverinvented.Forprice,

particulars,etc..writeA. H. Danforth,Monson,Mass.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented.
Forfasteningfixtures,timbers,etc.,to brick,stone
concreteorothermasonry.
DIAMONDEXPAN3ION BOLT CO..

•-11-13-15MurrayStreet, HewYork,N.T
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points ot idiutige.
FIR3TLY, theyaregroundatruer&per,whicheniD'eithemertorantheS»wwithverrlittleSet.SECONDLY,eachSlmondaSawtshandledbyaoiechanlcwhothoroughlyutiderBtandBthehangingof theSaw,whichguiwueta
thinti- -1fniponantfeature.

THIKDLY",thefilingandsettingof theSimondaSawsarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,sothattheSaws,on leaving
thefactory,arereadyforwork.

FOURTHLY,thes*eelUBedIn themanufactureof theSlmondsBawaIsa highcarboncrucibleateel,nodwillholdIts coiling
edgemuchlonger1bantheordinarysteelgenerallyneed.FIFTHLY, eachSawlaputuplu3separatecaee,thusavoidingBoceMngandmatmark*coi*.monlyroundonSawsthatarenotenc»aedproperly.

SIXTHLY, LecauaeeverySlmondaSaw guaranteediboroughiy.
Anymechanictiyinga Slm<>ndsSaw,andnotflcllng

samesatisfactory,mayreturnthe
Saw, eitherto the
itenler or to " e
SImon<lsMfg ' °igeteithera Saw
ormuDevpaidbacfc.

8K>'DFOR CATALOGUEAND PRICK LIST.

SIMONDS MFG, CO.,
Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y.

Seattle, Wash.
Fitchburg, Mass
Portland, Ore.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
CHtOMnS SAW CO., San Francisco. Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LOOKIK6ALLWAYSFUKHI-IN]>-

COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.
Roomm, 112ClarkBt. CHICAGO.

Sample*and Cfrrular*Fret

| £ _ NEWSELF-SETTINGPLANE3 a Samplesentaspercircular
5 " § if nat_keptby dealers.

2. " s

FireplaceMantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last lougest—lookbest—arenot toocostly.
There'snoutherkindsogood—soplea^inp.
Our SketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Wrileforit.

PHILA & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. - P. 0. Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THK Hh-T.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for our trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

Marksyour toolsin 11mannerimposs-n'e
fo erasewithoutdestroyingarticle itself.
Price "J.">cents.

A FULL LINE OF

CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Let Us Know Your Wants

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

WOOD-MOSAIC
KCC'HESI FK. N. Y.

FLOORING CO.
NfcW ALBANY. INI).

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

Wide awake specialty men to sell several
articles of merit in the Roofing line—quick
sellers—liberal commission.
AddressX. Y. Z.,

CareCarpentryandBittlrlinff,
Fisterllu ldluif.Chicago,IP.

All Manner of Handy Rules for
the Estimator are given in • . .

HODGSON'S

Estimating Frame and Brick Houses

ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.
DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,14-16Park place.N. T.

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

The lining is verminproof:
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their wa\
throughor livein it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread ol
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

sen

LONOITl'DINJ

CROv.sSECTIONTHROVOHFLoOM

SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt.,NewYork.

TUB Boyqion Furnace C
o
.

Sole Mfks. of

Boy nton's Furnaces,
Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-9 Water Street, New York.
147-9 Lake Street, Chicago.

T^VERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copy
of Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO , 14-16 Park Place, N. Y.
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Brick Veneer and Frame Residence in
Worcester, Mass.

THE
dwelling which we Illustrate by means of one of
the half-tone supplemental plates accompanying this

issue and the elevations, floor plans and constructive
details given upon this and the pages which follow em
body in its construction and arrangement many features
likely to interest architects and builders, as well as those
seeking homes of their own. In the treatment of the

colored the same tint and the trimmings are a dark
brown, with the roof a dark cherry red.
The house was recently erected on an attractive site
in Worcester, Mass., in accordance with drawings pre
pared by John P. Kingston, architect, 51S Main street, of
the city named. According to the specifications the foun
dations are of quarried junk stone, the walls averaging

exterior the front and two sides of the first -story are
veneered with sand struck brick, with brownstone trim
mings, while the second story is shingled and the gables
are finished in what is known as English cottage style.
The effects are produced by dividing the gables into
panels and covering them with two coats of cement plas
ter over mptal lath. The rear of the first story is clap-
boarded. The interior is planned with careful consideration
to the convenience and comfort of the occupants. The
finish of the main front portion of the first story is in
birch and the rear in hard pine, while in the second story
and attic it is cypress, all finished with shellac and
varnish. The floors for the most part are hard wood.
The color scheme is red brick for the first story and

for the second story shingles, it is a Van Dyke drab or a
drab with a light brownish tint. The gable plaster is

21 in. thick. The underpinning wall at the rear is 0 in.
thick and all other parts are 15 in. thick, with a 3-in.
air space, as indicated in the details. The entire first
story, including piazza piers and buttresses, where
shown, are of brick, the walls being covered or veneered
with one course of brick kept away from the boarding
1 in. and well fastened with wall binders in a thorough
manner. The sills and caps shown on the exposed brick
work in the basement and first story are made of even
color brownstone.

The gable walls were first covered with one thickness
of tar paper laid on horizontal and lapped 2 in. The
furring is %-in. thick, on which is placed expanded metal
wire lath, this in turn being covered with two coats of
Portland cement plaster made as follows : First a lime
paste was made by slacking it at least six days before
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using and thou mixing it with sand, this being made In
the proportion of 1 barrel of lime to 4 barrels of sand.
When ready for use a separate cement mortar was made
in the proportion of 6 barrels of Portland cement to
9 barrels of sand. These were then all thoroughly mixed
together with sufficient hair to make good work. The
first coat was a scratch coat and the second a dash coat,
all being finished with a tool covered with carpet In
stead of a steel tool.
The cellar has a clear bight of 7 ft. 6 in., and the

cellar bottom is covered with cement concrete 2 in. thick.
All exposed parts of brick and stone work in the cellar
have two coats of whitewash. The interior walls and
ceilings of the entire building where finished have one
coat of plaster mortar, then a second coat of sand and
putty finish.
It will be observed from an inspection of the floor

Truss over all openings at right angles to joist.
Ceiling Furring. —All ceilings above cellar to be cross
furred with % x 2% in. planed spruce strips put on 16ia
on centers.

Rear Porch Supports. —To be of 2%-in. iron, with
iron plate at top.
Cellar Beam Supports. —The girders in cellar to be
supported by 3%-in. iron posts, with cap about 7 in.
square.

Floor and Partition Bridging. —All joist to be bridged
with % x 2\'2 In. spruce strips cut to fit at both ends and
fastened with two nails at each end.
Bridge all main partitions, first floor, with 2-in. stock.
Timber. —All the framing and dimension timber to
be good merchantable square edged sawed spruce, and to
be of the following sizes as marked :
First floor girder, 8 x 9 in. ; sills, 4 x 7 in. ; first floor

joist, 2 x 9 in. ; second floor joist, 2 x 8 in; third floor
joist, 2 x 7 in. ; collar beams, 1 x 7 in. ; rafters, 2x6

Brick Veneer and Frame Residence in Worcester, Mass.— Side (Left) Elevation.— Scale, % In. to the Foot.

plans that there are two fireplaces, the one on the first
floor having glazed tile facings and hearth, with red
faced brick linings, and the one on the second floor red
faced brick, with molded parts, where shown, the latter
being furnished by the Philadelphia & Boston Face
Brick Company.

Specifications.
The specifications for the carpenter work, painting,

plumbing, electrical work and inside and outside finish
are such that we present the following copious extracts :

Carpenter Work.
Framing, Etc. —The framing work is to be done, as

shown by drawings. All in a thorough manner, placing
joist, rafters and girders crowning edge up and round
ing edge of studs all one way. To have large joist under
cross partitions.
All partitions to have a sill and cap same size as

studding.
All corners and angles to be made solid, and all open

ings and corners to have a piece nailed on to secure base.
The roof to be framed as per drawings. The hips,

valleys, jacks and common rafters to fit closely at both
ends and all well nailed and spiked.

in. ; hips and valleys, 3x9 in. ; posts, 4 x C in. ; ledgers,
1 x 6 in. ; braces, 1 x 6 to.; wall studs, 2 x 4 in. ; main
partition studs, 2x3 and 2x4 in.; piazza sills, 6x6
in. ; piazza joist, 2 x C in. ; piazza rafters, 2 x 6 in. ; wall
plates, double, 2 x 4 in.
Furnish all other framing and dimension timber to

complete the work of sizes shown by drawings or di
rected.
All joists, studding and furring to be placed not more
than 16 in. apart on centers, with rafters and collar
beams 24 in. on centers.
Plaster Grounds and Beads.—Put %-in. grounds

around all openings and at bottom of all partitions and
beads or corners to plaster against.
Bottom Floors. —To be done with %-in. square edge

planed hemlock, laid close and well nailed.
Wall Boarding. —To be done with %-In. planed,
tongued and grooved spruce boards, laid close and well
nailed.
Roofing Boards. —To be done with %-in. square edge

planed hemlock or spruce boards, laid open about 2 or
2\'.2In., except valleys, which can be laid close; all to be
well put In place and nailed.
The tin roof of front balcony to be done with matched

boards.
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Sheathing Paper. —Put Neponset black or two-ply
P. & B. or other approved sheathing paper, well lapped
under all finish, clapboards, brickwork and side wall
shingling. Put Florian paper under all top floors and
two thicknesses between floors at all projections. The
walls of gables where plastered to be covered with one
thickness of good roofing tar paper.
Clapboarding. —The rear part of first story to be
covered with 5^j-in. spruce clapboards to show 4% In.
to the weather.
Second Story and Veranda Shingle. —To toe done
with best quality clear butt 16-in. cedar shingle, laid
5 in. to the weather. The courses to be laid even and
level, each shingle fastened on with two cut nails.
Roof Covering. —The main roof and part of veranda
to be covered with best quality sawed 16-in. cedar shin
gle. The main roof laid 4% in. to weather and the ver-

Tinwork.—The roof of front balcony to be covered
with an approved best quality roofing tin, painted under
side two coats before putting on and one coat on top be
fore any woodwork Is put over it. To have gutters at
edge and a 2%-in. corrugated conductor near to ground.

Foundation.

SecondFloor.
Main Floor.

Brick Veneer and Frame Residence in Worcester, Matt.— Floor Plant. —Scale, 1-16 In. to the Foot.

anda 4>4in. to weather. The hips to be covered with a
braided course. The valleys to be laid open on top of
14-in. tin well, painted both sides. Flash up tight against
chimneys, dormers and other places. Ridges to be cov
ered with pine boards, with ridge roll. Tops to have
wood fininls, as shown. All parts well fitted and flashed
tight.

Cellar Work.—The laundry partitions to be done
with 2x3 studs and matched spruce boards closed up
tight The doors to be made of matched pine boards.
The coal bins to be made with 2x4 studs boarded up
6 ft. high with matched boards. To have opening with
coal hole at bottom. Put up all necessary strips, shelves,
&c, for the several fixtures.
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Plululi Work for OutKlde.

Front Veranda and Rear Porch.— To have a floor of
1% in. x 5 In. square edge rift grain Southern yellow pine
laid oj>eu% in. The ceilings to be of clear cypress or
North Caroliua pine sheathing, with 2-in. bed molding.
The balustrade, columns, lattice, &c, to be formed and
built, as shown or marked.
Door Frames for Outside Doors—To be 1% in. thick,

rabbeted to fit the thickness of doors with 1%-in. hard
wood thresholds and casings same as windows. Frames
for front door to be as above, with division pieces for
door and side lights. The side lights to be 1% in. thick,
cut up as shown.
Window Frames. —To be made, as shown, by draw

ings, and to tit their respective positions. Cellar frames
to be made of 2-in. plank, fitted with 1%-in. sash. These
to have sills made wide enough to project by brick work
% In., to have 1-in. staff bead around sides and top.
Frames above to be made to tit their several positions, to
have %-in. yellow pine pulley stiles, grooved for 1%-in.
lip sash. To be fitted with approved 2-ln. steel bronze
finish face axle pulleys well fitted in place. To have
molding around outside to fit brick, shingle and clap
boards against.
Window Sash and Glass. —All frames, not otherwise

specified, to be fitted with best pine double sliding lip
sash 1% in. thick, glazed with first quality American
sheet glass, double thick for all one and two light sash
and single thick for small lights. To be hung and evenly
balanced with cast iron weights and Silver Lake or Sam
son best quality sash cords made to run smooth and
even. Cellar sash to be 1% in. thick, hung at top with
two 3-in. wrought butts. To have a sash lock fastener
nnd fixtures to hold o|>en.
Front and Rear Doors. —The front door to be best

quartered oak 1%-in. thick and molded. To have raised
panels and clear bevel edge plate glass in top, where
shown. Sides to have oak panels, with sash cut up, as
shown, and glazed with best quality plain glass.
The rear door to be best N. C. pine. 1%-in. thick,
flush molded and No. 1 double thick glass in top panels.

IiiHlde PIiiIhIi and Work.
Wood for Floors. —The top floors in rear parts first

story to be of best planed and matched % x 3 in. face
width birch flooring, blind nailed, laid close, with run
ning joints and well smoothed up. Where practicable
in rooms to be laid crosswise of lining floors.
The parlor, library, dining room, front hall and ves
tibule to have a top finished floor of best % x 2% in.
birch flooring, driven together. To be blind nailed, laid
close, with running joints laid crosswise of lining floors.
All hardwood floors to have a one-quarter round in
angle.
The floor of second story and attic to be done with

best quality slash grain N. C. pine flooring not more than
4 in. wide. To be well matched and laid close together,
blind nailed aud well smoothed up.
Wood for Finish. —The finish to be as follows:
The vestibule, front hall, dining room and library to
be finished with best birch.
The kitchen, pantries, rear entry to be finished with
best N. C. hard pine.
The second floor and attic and all closets to be finished
with l>estcypress to finish natural.
The parlor to be finished with white wood to paint.
Door Jambs. —To be 1%-in. thick. Sliding door and

cased opening jambs to be %-in. thick.
Doors. —The doors leading from front hall, parlor,

library and dining room to be 1%-in. thick, four raised
panels, molded edges. Remaining doors to be 1%-in.
thick, five cross panels. Slide doors to be 1%-in. thick,
same style as others.
Door and Window Finish. —The front hall, vestibule,

parlor, library and dining room to have 1 x 5 In. archi
traves and plinth blocks. All other rooms % x 4% in.
casing. 1 x 4% in. corner blocks with turned center.
Windows to have stools 1 in. thick and 4 in. aprons. Stop
beads to be V

.. in. thick, tops nailed In and sides fastened
In with flat head brass screws, four to a side. The eased
openings to be as marked by drawings and details.
Sheathing, Wainscoting. —The kitchen and rear en

try to be sheathed .'
?

ft. (5 in. high, bathroom and lava
tory 4 ft. high, with narrow beaded sheathing put on
vertical blind nailed and have molded cap.
Seats. — Pit up seats in hall and sitting room, second
floor. The one in hall to have % in. seat board with 4

in. apron across under front. The backs to be % x 8 in.
lipped cap on top returned at ends.
The one in sitting room to have seat and back same
as other. The front to be formed witli a tight board
with base across at bottom and surbase at top. To be

a fight box inside and lid on top to open.
Clothes Closets. —The closets to have a 6-In. bevel

■baseand 4 in. plain castings, two rows of beaded strips
with wardrobe hooks and shelf.

Working Pantry. —To have a wide shelf with caseof
drawers under. Other parts to lie sheathed in with
beaded sheathing and doors, and have barrel swing to
hold flour barrel, above wide shelf to be four narrow
shelves all resting on rabbeted cleats. Shelves shown tv
be closed in from bottom narrow shelf to top shelf and
have two panel doors.
Butler's Pantry. —To have wide shelves up 2 ft. in

in. from floor, one side to have a case of drawers under.
Over to be four shelves closed in from bottom one to
ceiling with two sash doors. The other side to have two
doors under wide shelf, over to have shelves and sash
doors. The sash in partition to be glazed with opaque
glass.
Dining Room China Closet—To have shelf 2 ft in

in. above floor as shown. Under to be a case of drawers.
Over to be four shelves 14 in. wide and have two doors.
To be a panel slide where shown.
Hall Linen Closet. — Fit up linen closet with five

broad shelves. The blank wall space to have two rows
of cleats with hooks.
Clothes Chute. —To be built, where shown, of piDe
boards, with small lid or door at each story, to extend
into 4aundry ŵith a stop at bottom.
Kitchen Sink.—To be soapstone, 22 x 42 x 8 in., deep,

with grooved drip shelves at each end. pitching toward
sink. Back to be 14-in. high, all parts cemented and fas
tened together in best manner. To have a case of three
drawers under one end. On top of sink back to be a

wood shelf 4V>in. wide, with a % x 4 in. base over.
Laundry Set Tubs. —To be soapstone and fitted up in

laundry 2 ft. 10 in. from floor to top. properly supported
on wood frame. Back of tubs to be finished over with a

board 12 in. high, shelf and base. To have 1%-in. covers,
framed together with two panels flush ou top.
Bathroom, Lavatory and Water Closet. — To be

fitted up in usual manner for open work. The plumber
will furnish seats, tanks and brackets, but the carpenter
will put all wood work in place.
Plumbing Fixtures.— Put up all necessary strips,

cleats, shelves. &c, to run pipes on and covered to close
in fixtures of material to correspond to finish of rooms in

a neat and substantial manner.
Attic Tank. — Build a 40-gal. plank tank, made in

usual substantial manner of 1%-ln. pine. To be lined by
plumber and placed in attic where directed.
Stairs. — Build main front stairs as per drawings, and
details of same kind of wood as hall is finished with
stringers 2 in. thick, not more than 18 in. apart. Treads
to be 1% in. thick, risers % in. thick, tongued and grooved
together. Main post to be 7 in. square fluted, angle
posts 5x5 fluted, and have molding at top like newel,
but rails to connect to posts below cap. Balusters to be
1% In., three to each tread or not more than 3 in. apart
on centers. To have finished buttress around stairs and
well hole.
Rear and attic stairs to be built of hard pine, post

second story same as other stairs. Each flight to have
hanging hand rail.
Cellar stairs to be made of dressed spruce.

Heating.
The building is to be heated with steam by the oue-
pipe system, with a standard make of radiators- placed
where shown on plans. The heater to be as selected anil
placed in cellar where shown, and connection to chimney
by a heavy galvanized iron 8-ln. pipe. The contractor
will figure in .$410for this work.

Electric Work.
Bells. —There are to be three 3-in. box bells in kitchen,

one to ring each from front and rear entrances and one
from dining room. In dining room to be a combination
floor push, with t> ft. of silk cord and a pressel.

'

Incandescent Lighting. —Wire all outlets for lighting
in best manner according to rules and regulations of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters' Code nnd to the
approval of local inspector.
To be wired by the two-wire system and run in por
celain tubes. To be wired for 10-cp. lamps. 104 volts.
To be switches as shown and as follows: One in
first story hall to operate veranda, one to operate lower
hall and one upper hall, one in dining room to operate
lights there, one in passage to operate light in cellar,
one in second story hall to light them and hall first floor.
Switches to be X. P. flush switch. Main entrance switch
to be of an approved make to conform to requirements.
To have all necessary cutout cabinets, with all circuits
plainly marked thereon. All wiring to be done so meter
can be placed in rear entry. The contractor is to furnish
all materials and labor for completing the work from
iwint of attachment of the company's service to the
future outlets.

Painting.
The painter is to furnish all materials and labor for
the painting and finishing of the entire work about the
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building. All to be the best of their several kinds. The
painter is to consult the carpenter's specification for a
more detailed description of the work.
The color scheme of house outside is the dark red
brick first story, shingle work on body a Van Dyke drab,
trimmings dark brown and roof a cherry red.
Outside Work.—All the exterior work of wood, iron,

tin. galvanized iron, except otherwise specified, to be
painted two coats of best paint, all colors as specified
above. Putty stop all nail holes in finish, cracks, or
other imperfections and shellac all sap. knots, &c. before
painting. Outside of exterior doors to have three coats
of paint or best exterior varnish as directed.
Side Wall Staining. —The shingles on side walls.

two coats of varnish left even and smooth with a gloss.
The attic finish to have a coat of liquid filler and two
coats of varnish.
The parlor to have a coat of liquid filler and three

coats of paint left with an even enamel gloss.
The floors of closets, cellar stairs, doors and sash and
finish in laundry to be painted two coats of paint
The inside of sash in finished parts to have two coats
of paint besides priming left with a gloss.
Painted Walls. —The plastered walls of kitchen, pan

tries, bathroom, lavatory and rear entry to have coat of
sizing and two coats of paint.
All the above work to be done so as not to interfere

or hinder any other workmen in any way. All finished

HETAL
PIASTER-
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gables and dormer windows to have one coat of pure
linseed oil stain and one coat of pure linseed oil.
Roof Staining. — The roof of the entire building to

have one heavy coat of pure linseed oil stain.
Inside Work.—All interior work must be well cleaned
up before any finish is put on. All nail holes and other
imperfections well puttied, matching wood as near as
possible. Clean all paint or other finish from glass,
marble or other places at the completion of the work.
Hardwood Floors. —The birch floors in rear parts to

have a coat of oil and one coat of Berry Bros, liquid
granite. The floors of vestibule, parlor, library, halls and
dining room to have a coat of shellac and two coats of
floor wax well rubbed and iwlished. The floors in second
story arid attic to have two coats of Quaker City floor
dressing.

Finish. —The birch finish In dining room is stained
a light brown, the birch In library and hall is stained
mahogany, the two to have two coats of best alcohol
shellac and two coats of standard varnish rubbed to an
egg shell gloss.
The hard pine finish to have one coat of liquid filler
and two coats of varnish. All to be left to an even and
smooth surface.
The second-story finish to have a coat of shellac and

floors must be protected with paper at all times and no
interior work done unless the building is thoroughly
warmed and kept warm.

Gas Piping.
Provide and fit in place in best manner according to

rules of Gas Light Company all gas pipes necessary to
light the several parts of the building as shown. To
be properly graded and fastened, leaving all ready to
connect to meter at house and supply end by continuing
supply from company's service in street to where meter
will be placed. Lights to lie placed about where shown.

Plumbing.
This specification is intended to embrace all the labor

and materials to complete the plumbing work of the en
tire building in every detail according to the plumbing
ordinance of the city, and to the satisfaction and approval
of the plumbing inspector.
Soil Pipe and Sewer Connection.— Furnish, connect
and run a C-in. tile sewer pipe from street sewer to out
side of house, from there run a 4-in. cast iron soil pipe
with a running trap inside of wall with fresh air Inlet
and hand hole. To be continued along to and under fix
tures up through at least 2 ft. and flashed tight at roof
with heavy sheet copper. To have all necessary Y
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branches, bends, offsets, &c, to connect the several fix
tures, too. All points to be made and calked with oakum
and molten lead well driven in and properly calked.
Water Service Connection.— Furnish, connect and

run from street service to inside of cellar a proper water
pipe with shutoff inside of wall.
Provide and fit up the following fixtures In the places

named, each and every one part to be complete in every
particular and left in first-class working order :
Basement. —Fit up In basement a plain roll rim

siphon washdown closet with tank, oak New York seat
and cover attached to bowl with brass New York hinges.

To have 5 in. brass strainer cesspool out and best nickel
plated brass two-arm compression bibb cocks. Cold
water to be hose bibb. To have 4 in. round trap and
114-ln. lead waste.
Second Floor. —Fit up In bath room one roll rim

syphon jet water closet with cabinet bent quartered oak
low down tank with back. To have quartered oak seat
and cover attached to bowl with heavy N. P. brass
hinges, 1% in. N. P. brass flush pipe, N. P. brass guide
and rod with china pull and brass floor flange. To have
Vn in. I. P. size brass supply pipe to tank with wheel
handle compression stop all complete.
Fit up In bathroom one Standard Mfg. Company por
celain enameled bathtub with wide flat bottom and
nickel plated No. 4%

" Fuller " double bath cocks and
% In. I. P. size offset supply pipe and " Imperial " waste.
Size of tub 5 ft To have 4-in. round trap under foot
connected with 114-ln. lead waste.
Fit up in bathroom one Standard Mfg. Company per-

celain enameled lavatory with slab, apron, oval bowl,
overflow and back all in one piece. To have concealed
wall hinges, N. P. " Torrence " pattern " Fuller " faucet*
with china indexes, supply pipes with compression stops,
" Keystone " waste and S trap with l>4-in. X. P. brass
pipe to floor, all complete. Size of slab, 20 x 24 in., bowl,
12 x 15 in., back, 12 in. high.
Attic.— Fit up one Standard Mfg. Company's porce
lain enameled lavatory, with slab bowl, and all in one

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Brick Veneer and Frame Residence in Worcester, Mass.

N. P. brass flush pipe, chain and oak pull with bolts. To
nave %-in. I. P. size brass supply pipe taken In over the
top. To have stop on supply.
Fit up in laundry a set of two-part Alberene or other

approved soapstone washtrays with no back extending
above tubs and have soapdishes. Each tub to have two-
compression, two-arm bibb cocks set on back above tubs.
To have 4-ln. round trap under and 1^4-ln.lead waste.
First Floor. — Fit up in lavatory one plain roll rim

siphon jet water closet, with cabinet finish round cor
nered oak lowdown tank. To have oak seat and cover
attached to bowl with heavy N. P. brass hinges, 1%-ln,
N. P. brass flush pipe. N. P. guide and rod with celluloid
pull and brass floor flange. To have N. P. %-in. I. P.
size brass supply pipe to tank, with wheel handle com
pression stop all complete.
Fit up in lavatory one Standard Mfg. Company's 21

x 24 in. porcelain enameled lavatory with slab, bowl,
overflow, back and apron all in one piece with concealed
wall hinges, X. P. "Fuller" pattern faucets, supply
pipes, " Keystone " waste and 1% in. brass S trap and
pipe to floor, bowl 11 x 14 in., back 8 in. high. To have
wheel handle compression stops on supplies.
Fit up in kitchen an Alberene or other approved

soapstone sink 42 x 24 x 8 in., with back 12 In. high
above top of sink. To have grooved drip shelf and a
soap holder. All to be well fitted and fastened together.

piece ; no apron. To be supiwrted on enameled iron
brackets, N. P. waste, plug, coupling and stopper. To
have compression faucets, brass supply pipes and 1^-in.
S trap and waste and vent to wall size, 10 x 19 in.;
bowl. 11 x 14 in.
Mot Water Boiler. — Fit up in closet one full size

and weight regular 30-gal. hot water boiler, with cast
iron painted stand. To have all necessary couplings,
cocks and brass expansion pipes complete. Supply to
tank to be Mt-in. brass. The hot water pipes between
boiler and fixtures to be *£-in. brass. Connect boiler to
range. Exposed pipes to "be hung on adjustable brass
hangers. Brass pipe to be standard or iron pipe size.

Tank. — Fit up in place and line with 14 oz. tinned
copper a full size 30-gal. tank. To be supplied with
water through best iron size brass water pipe,
ball cock and float complete and shutoff in cellar, to
overflow into nearest practicable place with %-ln. lead
pipe.
Sill Cock. — Fit up in place where directed two %-ln.

nickel plated flange and thimble hose bibb sill cocks sup
plied with water through best %-ln. galvanized iron
water pipe, with %-in. stop and waste.
Supply Pipe. — Supplies in cellar to be %-ln. gal

vanized iron pipe properly hung In place with iron hang

ers. The supplies above to be %-in. brass, properly se
cured in place with brass clips, each riser to have a stop
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and waste la cellar. Each room to have Its own supply
separate from any other.

New York Y. M. C. A. Courses in Building
Construction.

The remarkable activity In building construction In
New York City during the past year, notably instanced
by the fact that below Fulton street alone $50,000,000
is being expended on skyscraper construction, has led to
important enlargement in the courses covering such work

steel skeleton building. A set of lectures with Illustra
tions taken from actual building operations will be given
to enable men to understand every part of its erection.
These lessons will not be highly technical, but sufficient
for general work. Groups of 20 men will be In charge
of practical estimators, and will take up the work of the
various building trades. In this practice work, plans and
specifications of actual structures will be used to make
the student competent to figure and work from plans on
projected work.
The course will be under the direction of L. *S.Jallade,
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which were opened at the West Side branch of the Y. M.
C. A., 320 West Fifty-seventh street on the evening of
October 2

.

At present builders are greatly needing men
with knowledge of general building construction, esti
mating and drafting. The new classes will include- thor
ough instruction in these branches. They are designed
for superintendents, foremen, clerks, mechanics, and all .

those connected with such , work who need training in
order to rise to positions of importance.
Special attention will be devoted to the modern lofty

architect, and an Advisory Committee, Including J. M.
Carrere of Carrere & Hastings. R. P. Bolton, consulting
engineer of the New York Central Railroad terminal ;

Charles 1\ Wills, builder of the Tiffany and Gorbam
buildings,. Other prominent architects, engineers and

bu}lders have promised to visit the classes and help the
students,
.The, b^struction'wlll include general building, excavat
ing, shoring and underpinning, masonry, structural .

steel anil ornamental iron work, carpentry, plastering,
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sheet metal work, glazing, hardware and reinforced con
crete instruction. The courses will continue for four
months.
At the opening night of these courses addresses were

made by John M. Carrere, the well known architect, R.
P. Bolton, and Henry W. Hodge, consulting engineer for
the Hudson Memorial Bridge.
Mr. Hodge said that New York, with its reuw*r}iable

building operations, could take care of all the good en
gineers the schools could produce for years to come. Itut
the rewards were not great and the beginnings meant
simply " plugging away " at routine work. Many a -col
lege graduate went into engineering expecting a big sal
ary from the start and found himself worth about a
dollar a day. But he got experience.
Mr. Carrere, speaking for the architect, remarked

that his position was difficult because he was the man
between the builder and the owner. The builder, he

ou Wood street. The interior finish is of marble and
mahogany and when completed the structure will rank
among the notable office buildings of modern construction

in the city. We present herewith a typical floor plan,

and it may be interesting to state that in the entire
building are 304 offices, in each of which is a lavatory

and coat closet enclosed in a double mahogany cabinet

and a steel safe with steel interior cabinet work. Each

floor is provided with ample toilet rooms and filtered
drinking water.
The entrance to the building is on Fourth avenue

through a wide, ample, marble corridor which will lead
to the banking room and the elevators, as well as to the
stairways. The staircases will be of white Italian mar

ble and the balusters of bronze. The building will be
equipped with six large high-speed plunger elevators,

some of which will be used as locals to the 12th floor
and others as expresses to the floors above. Two of the

elevators will serve the basement and
afford tenants direct communication to
the safe dei>ositvault and the local con
veniences, such as barber shop. &c. The
elevator fronts will be of bronze.
The safe deposit vault, it may be
stated, is 40 ft. 3 in. by 19 ft. 9 in.
and is 9 ft. in hight. It is constructed
of 34 plates of armor, aggregating a
weight of 235 tons, and is said to be

the second largest Harveyized nickel
steel armor plate vault ever con
structed.
On the first floor will be the banking
room, which will be finished in a most
rich and artistic manner. The ceiling

will be 27 ft. high and the side walls
will be of white Italian marble.
An interesting feature in connection
with this building was that the 2200
tons of structural steel used in it were
furnished by the Jones & I^uighlln
Steel Company. Pittsburgh, ahead of
the time specified in the contract.
When the crowded condition of the
mills is taken into consideration this is
a remarkable record.
The plans of the building were pre
pared by MacClure & Spahr, architects,
Pittsburgh, and the genera! contractor
Is the A. & S. Wilson Company.

A Typical Floor Plan. Brick Bungalows.

Pittiburgh** Litest Skyscraper.— The Union Bank Building.

declared, was generally much easier to please than the
owner, because the builder knew more about the busi
ness. "The difficulty with the architect," he continued.
" arises from the intangible nature of his work. lie lias
apparently nothing tangible on which to base his esti
mates. Hence it is a hard task to make the owner un
derstand what you are doing for him."
Mr. Bolton talked for the plumber and the steamfitter.

who, he said, " come in at the end of the building, and
perhaps for that reason get the most kicks. But no one
could live in a building these modern days if it were
not for the plumber, the steamfitter and the elevator
man.

Pittsburgh's Latest Skyscraper.— The
Bank Building.

Union

(With Supplemental Plate.)

The subject of one of our supplemental plates this
month is the new 22-story structure, including basement
and subbnsement, whicli is in process of erection by the
I'nion National Bank at the corner of Fourth avenue and
Wood street, Pittsburgh, Pa. The photograph from which
the engraving was made shows the steel skeleton frame
practically complete and the encasing masonry of plain
gray granite under way at the lower stories. The build
ing has a frontage of 84 ft. on Fourth avenue and 80 ft.

An attractive type of residence arch
itecture is being introduced in the city

of Denver, Colo., in the shape of what is locally called
" brick bungalows " of attractive style and finish. The
prime mover in the undertaking is C. K. Ingham, who
is having plans prepared for the first dozen, to cost
on an average about $3500 each. The houses are un
usually low, with broad and deep verandas as part
of the house, and not merely as an incidental attach
ment. The materials for one of these cottages are
cream brick set in bright red mortar and trimmed lu
red terra cotta. A roof with wide spreading eaves is
also to be painted in bright red. A massive columned
porch will adorn the front. Both within and without
the red and cream tints will be carried out. There
will be fireplaces in the principal rooms and the finish
will be in warm tinted oaks. The ceilings will be paneled
in oak, with the heavy beams of " mission " architecture.
The bungalows will be of all sizes, ranging from those
with four rooms and kitchen up to those accommodating
families of half a dozen or more. Mr. Ingham as stated
will build the houses a dozen at a time and intends to
expend about .$150,000within a year on this class of
homes.

A safe rule to follow in the Introduction of coloring
matter into concrete blocks, says an exchange, is to use
not more than one-sixth of color In a given weight of ce
ment If the color is mixed with the dry ingredients, being
thoroughly turned and finally run through a fine screen
before water is added to it, the resulting color in the
blocks ought to be uniform.
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CONSTRUCTING A LIME STORAGE BUILDING.
By James F. Hobabt.

A
PROBLEM recently worked out by the writer may
possibly be of interest to parties who have to store

and handle lump lime In bulk. It was required to
unload several cars of lime in quite a short time, to
store the lime for several days, and to deliver it over 100
ft. distant from the point of storage, the delivery to be
as needed, a small storage hopper to be provided for
storing one day's supply of the lime, and to deliver same
in weighed units of 100 to 2(>0lb., as often as required—

Fig. 1.—GeneralView of StorageItiilldlng In Processof Erection.

2 "x 8
"

say at intervals of five

to ten minutes, into a

machine for hydrating

the lime. It was there
fore necessary that the

lime lie exposed to the

^atmosphere as little as

possible, because lime

air hydrated is never as
strong as that hydrated
without contact to the

■air. This is for the rea

son that during air hy
dration, or hydration by

moisture contained in

the air. more or less

carbonic oxide Is
"brought to the lime and

Instead of forming eal-

-cium oxide, calcium car-

"bonate is formed. In

other words, the more

■or less carbonic oxide
always present in air

carries back to the orig

inal condition of un-
"burned limestone a cer

tain percentage of the
lime, thereby giving
■groundsto the assertion
that " air hydrated lime is weak."
Among other conditions iuq>osedby the problem noted,

was that the building should be of such character, and

built of wood, that at some future time it might be

changed into a brick building at little expense save for

the cost and laying of the brick. In view of this limita
tion, and several others, such as first cost and building

the structure in a very short time, it was decided to

erect a wooden building with modified baloon frame, with

tenqwrary sills, a permanent roof, and weatherboarded in

a peculiar manner which would allow the weatherboard-
Jug to be of rough square edge stuff, which when re
moved, was in condition to l>eput at once into a board

fence 0 ft. high.

In Fig. 1 is shown the building in process of construc
tion, the frame in particular being plainly indicated. The
length and width of the building was such that each
section of weatherboarding was just 6 ft. long, every
piece of it being cut in the mill. In fact, it was all got
out on the log saw, being sawn to a width of 10 in.,
squared up, and piled, and run past a railroad cuttlng-
off saw which cut all the boards from an entire log at
the same time. The weatherboarding was then " haked "

up like staves, and allowed to season for three months
before it was put in place in the building.
Fig. 2, which should be examined in conjunction with

Fig. 1, shows the arrangement of the wall framing whicli
is composed entirely of 2 x 4 in., 2x6 in., and 2 x 8 in.
plank. The sills, which are to be sawn out in sections
between the posts when the bricking is done, are com
posed of doubled 2x4 in., laid flatwise in a trench 2 ft.
below the floor or ground line of the building. This is
done to give the temporary building stability when empty,
and to prevent the load of lime from bulging the walls
when the building is filled to its capacity.
The frame is made of 2 x 6 in. and 2 x 8 in. spiked
together on the corners, the 2 x 6 in. being used so that
each face of the corners shall show 8 in. in width. A
2 x 4 in. is spiked into each corner and serves as a but
ting piece of the side and the end boarding, one lapping
2 in. on the corner posts, the other 4 in. on the remaining
side of each corner post. Each side and end middle post
is made up of a 2 x 4 in. and a 2 x 8 in. scantling,
spiked together flatwise, the 4-in. piece standing on the
sill, the S-in. one being spiked to the side of the sill.

Fig. 2.—Plan of Framing.

Constructing a Lime Storage Buildng.

Tlic hight of the building from the ground line to

plate is about 20 ft. The plates are 2x4 in., laid flatwise
and doubled, being locked at the corners and spiked to

the corner and side posts. Two sets of %-in. rods are

run through the building, as shown in Fig. 2, in which,

however, only one set or " layer
" of the rods is shown.

To withstand the'pull of the rods when the building was

empty, and to stiffen it. 2x4 in. timbers were put
through the building underneath each rod, as shown. At

the points of intersection, the timbers were halved to

gether and spiked. As the timber used chanced to be long

leaf yellow pine, there was no need of bolting the inter

sections of these timbers, or of boltiug together the vari

ous members constituting the corner and side posts, but
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had a softer wood been used bolting would have been

necessary In ease the holding power of spikes was less

than It is with " Georgia
" pine lumber.

The roof, as indicated in Fig. 1, is an ordinary pitch

affair, the rafters being strapped with 3 x 1 In. strips,

and corrugated iron nailed directly to the strips. As

stated, the roof was intended to be permanent, therefore

the gables were boarded and battened, windows being

arranged so that the sash could be pivoted and worked

from the ground, by means of sash-cords passing over

pulleys.
When the building should be finished in brick (the

concern being manufacturers of sand-lime bricks and de

siring to make the bricks for completing the lime house),

the section of sill between each pair of posts is to be

sawn out and a 21-in. wall started two bricks inside the

posts, two bricks outside, and one course of bricks be-

Flg. 3.—Partial Sectionon Line A B of Plan, ShowingArrange
ment of Wall Framing.

Constructing a Lime Storage Building.

tween the posts, bonding all together in the best manner
possible.
After the wall has run up about 2 ft. above the ground

line, a rowlock course of O G brick Is to be laid around
the outside and a similar course, or a course of plain
bevel end bricks, laid inside, completely around the build
ing, thus breaking the walls back, both inside and out
side, to 13 in. thick, with which thickness, the walls are
carried up to the roof and built inside and outside of the
plate, which Is. allowed to remain in place permanently.
No windows are placed in any portion of the brick

work, all light that is necessary coming in through the
two gable windows. This building was erected within 2
ft. of a railroad side track, and a light corrugated iron
piazza roof was hung from the railroad side of the build
ing, and the lowest portion thereof placed high enough to
clear the top of a box car and the stack of a locomotive—

about 14 ft. from the top of the rail. Railroad bridges are
required to be 18 ft in the clear above the rails, but the
extra 4 ft. is to permit the brakeman to have about half
a chance for his life when the train runs under bridges

and the warning pendents have been worn out or broken
off. Fourteen ft. in the clear was used as the hight of
the roof on the track side of the building, and it was
made wide enough so that it projected past the center
of a car in order that no water might run down the
side of the car toward the lime building in case a car had
to be unloaded during a rainstorm.
The overhanging roof consisted of three pieces of 2 x4
in. scantling, the upper one spiked to the building, the
lower one supported by %-in. rods from the beam across
gable of building. The middle scantling had very light
braces placed underneath it. The corrugated iron was
put on with carriage bolts, and a distance piece, the
depth of a corrugation, was placed at each bolt. These
distance pieces took the shape of strips of board equal
in length to the corrugated iron sheets. A strip was laid
In, underneath the particular corrugation through which
the fastening was to be applied. This permitted the
bolting to be done on one of the " up " corrugations, as
always should be the case. A small washer was placed
under the head of each bolt, and the nuts were placed
inside so as to be protected from the weather. The boltt
were passed through the distance strips mentioned, thus
securing a very firm, light and strong roof.
The building was weatherboarded and braced In a

very peculiar manner. The weatherboarding formed the
bracing, and, as stated, was all cut to length at the mill,
and was Intended to be used as fencing after the building
had been finished in brick. To put on the weatherboard
ing a start was made at the top, Inside the outer post
member. A pore the exact hight of the space to be filled
with weatherboarding was cut and spaced off as for run
ning the clapboardlng used in New England. The spacing
was made as near (not over) 9 In. as would come out
fair In the distance to be filled with weatherboarding.
Spacing was done at eacB of the four corners, on both
sides of the corner posts, then the entire length of the
vertical space was lined off to the marks made by snap
ping a chalkllne from corner to corner.
In framing the building considerable care was taken
to make the 4 In. member of each post of equal width
from top to bottom. In fact all the Inner members were
sized to 4 in. and 2 in. respectively, in order that the
weatherboarding might exactly fill the space allotted to
it. The tie rods and the 4 x 4 in. horizontal struts were
all so arranged that the weatherboarding just fitted
snugly into the space allowed for it. A good deal of at
tention was given to this matter, as upon the end fit of
the weatherboarding depended the bracing of the struc
ture.
Everything being ready, a piece of the squared-up

weatherboarding was driven underneath the plate and
close up to the timber and fastened by a nail in each
corner of the board. Another piece was then driven
Into place and brought even with the chalk line, 9 in. or
thereabouts below the first board put in place. Thus each
board was placed inside the next upper one, and outside
of the next lower one, making a perfect rain shed as well
as a practically dust tight joint between the ends of each
piece of weatherboarding and the sides of the posts.
To make a tight joint between the upper and lower

edge of adjacent boards two or three nails were driven
through the edges of the boards, which lapped at least
1 in. These nails were then clinched slightly and served
perfectly to prevent the warping away of the board
edges.
The methods adopted for getting the lime into and

out of the building were peculiar but very effective. A

continuous bucket elevator was arranged in the middle
of the side of building next to the track, and a chute so
arranged that lime shovelled from the car would fall
against the buckets of this elevator. In an ordinary
bucket elevator the material is permitted to fall into a
" boot," so-called, or a pocket in which the lower wheel
of the elevator revolves. In the continuous bucket ele
vator the " boot " is dispensed with and the buckets
placed close together, overlapping, in fact, so that no ma
terial can fall between the buckets.
The lime may be shoveled from car to elevator In
the usual nninner, but the better way is to procure a very
larjxe shovel of the kind employed in handling coal. A
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%-ln. rope, 19 ft. long, Is tied around the shovel handle,

close to blade. In use, one man holds and guides the
shovel, while another man pulls on the rope. In this
manner enormous quantities of lime may be very quickly
scraped or pulled from end of car to the elevator chute,

and two men accustomed to the work can empty a car In
less than one hour.

The elevator discharges the lime upon a chute, which,
accordingly as It may be placed, discharges the lime either
Into the storage building around the elevator which car
ried It up, or, if the chute be properly set, the lime Is
directed upon a Robins- Webster belt conveyor which car
ries the lime quickly to the place where it is to be used.
The elevator in the lime house Is inclined about 20

degrees from the vertical. In fact, elevators of this class
do not load or dlsoharge satisfactorily unless Inclined at
least the amount stated. The upper side of the elevator
casing was made of clapboarding something the same as .
the weatherboarding of the lime house, but Instead of be
ing nailed the boards were notched and hung over lag
screws placed in pairs, each 9 or 10 in., the entire length
of the elevator leg. When It was required to use some
of the lime stored in the building the chute at top of ele
vator would be set to the conveyor, some of the boards
removed from the elevator leg at the level of the lime in
storage, and the required amount of lime could be quickly
shoveled or scraped Into the elevator leg, from whence
It would quickly travel to destination.
A small hopper was provided at the delivery end of the

conveyor, the hopper in question holding one day's supply
of lime. From this hopper it was necessary to draw the
lime in amounts ranging from 100 to 200 lb. at a time.
The amounts did not vary during the day after once be
ing determined. In order to draw the lump lime from the
hopper, which held about 4 tons, two boiler iron slides
were arranged beneath the opening under hopper. The
opening was about 12 in. square, and the sliders were 12
In. wide and 3 ft G in. long. They were arranged oppo
site each other, and 4 in. apart vertically, the ways foi
each slide being long enough so that the slides could lap
past each other their entire length.

An oil barrel was selected with strong staves and
hoops, cut in two a little above the center and the smaller
portion discarded. Trunnions were fastened to a stout
hoop and bolted to the barrel section so that when tilled
with lime the section would balance. A forked scale
beam was made of % x 3 in. flat iron and suspended on
knife edges and the barrel section suspended between
the forks. The other end of the beam was loaded with
bricks to the amount of lime desired, which was drawn
through the slides into the tub until it balanced, where
upon the slides would be closed, one of which usually
served to check the How of lime. But, should a lump be
caught between the upper slide and the bottom of hopper,
then the other slide would be drawn under the upper
one, stopping instantly the leakage of lime past the upper
slide.

Levers were arranged to operate both the slides and
the levers were brought together at a point convenient
to the operator, and given a movement of 3 to 1 over
the travel of the slides so that they could be very
easily operated. The entire installation proved a com
plete success and left little to be desired. When the
amount of the lime drawn into the tub balanced the
bricks the slides would be set, the tub easily revolved by
one hand, and all was read}- for a new supply of lime to
be drawn into the equal weight weighing device.

The elevator which took the lime from the car. or from
the storage building, was driven by the conveyor which
.carried the lime from elevator to point of use. In this
particular case the conveyor belt was 10 in. wide and car
ried on three-wheel carriers, delivering over 120 ft. from
the elevator. By means of a pair of reversing pulleys the
conveyor belt was carried around a 48-in. pulley placed
directly upon the elevator head shaft. The elevator belt
was 12 in. wide and fitted with continuous buckets. The
24-in. head wheel of the elevator made about 30 rev.
per min. and would carry lime as fast as it could be
shoveled upon the elevator by all the men who could
get to work in the car.

Meeting of National Association of Builders.

After an Interval of something like four years the
National Association of Builders held a meeting at At
lantic City, N. J., the third week In September, with
headquarters at the new Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel.
The character of the meeting was altogether Informal,
the main purpose being to discuss matters of interest to
the building fraternity, renew old acquaintances, have
a social reunion and decide whether It was expedient to
revive stated meetings at yearly intervals. Among other
things considered was the question whether there was
cause to alter the sentiment of the association in rela
tion to the principles which had been enunciated In the
past, and the result of this consideration may be stated
as follows :
" The National Association of Builders reaffirms the

open shop principles declared nineteen years ago, and
calls upon builders everywhere to sustain them as the
only sound basis for the employment of workmen. It
also reafflrms its declarations in support of trade schools
and the freedom of the American youth from restrictions
of trades unions in the learning of trades.
" It again advises builders to Insist upon the use of

the 1Uniform Contract ' in their engagements to con
struct buildings, as it affords effective protection against
losses caused by obstructive action set up by trades
unions, and also provides for the maintenance of the
rights of all parties concerned in building contracts.
" In view of the fact that a movement is on foot to

create a National Association of Builders' Exchanges,
which aims to control employers In the building trades
by copying the methods of trades unions, this National
Association condemns such propositions and declares that
any and all attempts to establish mandatory bodies
either among employers or among workmen are funda
mentally wrong, and lead inevitably to oppression. Em
ployers are urged to avoid such complications."

On Wednesday evening, September 19, a banquet was
held at the hotel and was a delightful affair.

It was finally decided to hold yearly meetings and
that until otherwise ordered these are to be held during
the month of September in Atlantic City. The presi
dent of the association is John S. Stevens, Philadelphia,
Pa., and the secretary, William H. Sayward, 1G0Devon
shire street, Boston, Mass.

Electric Motors in Wood Working Shops.

More or less has appeared in the past in regard to the
advantages of electric motors for driving machines in
wood working establishments, and what has been said is
ably supplemented by a correspondent in The Wood
Worker, who points out the merits of this form of power
as the results of experience in a large Eastern box fac
tory. At the outset he states that in case of an accident
to a machine it alone may be stopped. Should it be de
sirable to run that machine while the other machines are
idle, or should the operator desire to start up the ma
chine, he can do so at once. The power may be graduated
according to work doue on machine. There is no
waste of power. Less belting and shafting are required,
and that means a saving in repairs and material. There
is no fire room to provide for, no steam pipes, chimneys,
brick walls, engine foundations, boiler Inspection, &c, to
count on. Less space is required to install motive power.
One man (electrician) will attend to all operation and
repairs. The generator room may be elevated to com
mand a general view of floor or floors. No smoke, oily
floors, heat, jar, runaway engines, &c.
There are many other advantages which One cannot
bring to mind until the opportunity arrives. Few care
to go back to old methods after once making the change.
Am unable to give any definite information as to cost
of motor drives over old methods, but from what has
been done and said hereabouts the cost of electricity can
not be excessive, or it would not be used. By strict
economy it ought to be less expensive than steam, in the
production of which there is always more or less waste.
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DESIGN FOR A SEVEN-ROOM SCHOOLHOUSE.

THE
planning of schoolhouses is always an important
subject for consideration on the part of architects

and builders by reason of the many factors entering into
a solution of the problems of proper lighting, heating,
ventilation, &c. The seating of the pupils with regard
to the proper light to give the best results, the amount
of air which must be supplied for each occupant of the
room and the frequency with which it must be changed
are points which, in these progressive days, call for more
than usual attention. In many states these matters are
largely regulated by law, yet the scope for
variation in design, equipment and finish is
so broad as to render the subject one of
ever-recurring interest to a wide circle of
readers. In this connection we present a
study in schoolhouse design, the structure
being of a nature to receive a wing at the
rear should additional accommodations be
required. The main structure Is two stories
in hight, with two classrooms to a floor, hut

above which are the blackboards. All interior wood
work is of Texas pine stained »md varnished. The vari
ous rooms are intended to be heated by hot air furnaces-
in combination with a ventilating system.

A Difficult Building Wrecking Operation.

What has probably been one of the most difficult
building wrecking jobs, at least in recent years, in connec
tion with the rebuilding of the downtown section of the-
city was the demolition of the old Coal and Iron Ex
change structure, built about 30 years ago at Cortlandt
and Church streets. New York city, to make way for the
30-story skyscraper that is to be put up on the site by
, the City Investing Company. For the past five months,
ll during the latter half of which the work has been pushed

|| night and day, the operation of demolishing the old

PerspectiveView.

Design for a Seven-Koom Schoolhouse.—M. P. Kcllogy, Architect, Boulder, Colo.

the additional wing would give an extra room for each
story and a third one for the basement, thus providing
seven classrooms in all. The total seating capacity of
the main part of the huilding is 200 pupils and of the
wing J 30.
The design is intended for execution in the smaller
towns, although it would not be out of place in some of
the more important cities. According to the specifica
tions of the architect, M. P. Kellogg, Boulder, Col., the
foundations are of heavy stone with broken ashlar fac
ing above grade, while the main walls are of pressed
brick. The roof is covered with shingles and has an or
namental cresting at the ridges. The basement is well
equipped with sanitary accommodations, a store or play
room, as may be preferred, a furnace and coal room, &c.
The first floor has two good-sized rooms, each having
two entrances from the main hall, cloakrooms, &c. This
arrangement enables the pupils who pass through the
cloak rooms to obtain their wraps and then out by way
of the main hall. The rooms on the second floor are ar
ranged much the same. At the head of the main stairs
is an office which can be used either for teachers or the
principal of the school, as may be desired. The floors are
double throughout, and betweeu the rough and finishing
floors is a layer of Cabot's deafening quilt. Ail finish
floors are of % x 3 in. quarter-sawed Texas pine. Each
schoolroom has a paneled wainscoting 2 x 6 In. high.

building has been In progress, and at the time of writing
it is practically completed except that much of the debris
remains to be carted away.
In demolishing the building structural details and

quantities of material have been revealed that have as
tonished even those who were familiar in a general way
with its massive construction. Some of these figures will
doubtless be of interest to builders in other parts of the
country.
The stones in the Cortlandt and Church street fronts

were not merely a veneer, but extended clear through
the walls. The smallest of them weighed 4 tons and
the largest 8 tons.

Some of the supporting piers were 10 ft. thick, and
they average 7 ft. thick all around the building. The
footings were 1\U ft. deep by 8V>ft. wide. Throughout
the lower floors were brick arches of nearly 14 ft. span,
with a width of over 4 ft. and a depth of 2 ft. Even at
the extreme top of the building the outer walls were 2 ft.
thick. The structure contained about 3.000,000bricks.
Eight hundred tons of iron have been taken out of

the building — all of it in the shape of floor beams, no
iron columns being used in the structure.
Floor arches were 10 and 12 in. in thickness, of terra

cotta and plaster, and capable of sustaining over 300 lb.
to the square foot. As the building was being taken
down rubbish accumulated on the second floor to the
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amount of about 2000 loads, but the floor apparently
could have carried 2000 loads more without feeling the
strain very much. Marble was ifted extensively through
out the building for stairs and wainscoting.
There has been employed in the work of tearing down

the structure a day force of 125 men and a night force
of 50 men. They have hammered and picked and pried
at the old walls, but in some cases their efforts have
been useless, so that 150 lb. of dynamite have also gone
iuto the job to loosen up sections of wall and dislodge
some of the 8-tou stones.
Much of the material removed can be used again.

Many a tenement house wall will be " tilled " with brick
from the Coal and Iron Exchange—perhaps wholly built

I have had excellent results from the stain powders
made by the Barrett-Lindeman Company, using a pro
portion of stale beer instead of all water, the only ob
jection being that they raise the grain more or less. I
have also had very good results from Diamond dyes, so
long used to dye cloth. Alcohol used as a solvent for
your colors makes a very good thing to stain with on
small surfaces, but unless handled by an expert you
are apt to have laps in the work on large surfaces.
Among a number that are on the market the best

that I have tried are the ones put out by the Sherwin-
Williams Company. These are not apt to show laps if
handled right. So far I have only finished over these
with shellac and wax.

Foundation.—Scale, 1-16 In. to the Foot.

Design for a Scren-Rootn Schoolhousv.

of it. while the immense stones will be recut and used in
smaller work.

Modern Methods of Wood Staining.

Among the papers presented at the fifteenth annual

■conventionof the Master House Painters and Decorators'
Association of Ohio, held in July at Cedar Point, a
beautiful summer resort lying within the city limits of
Sandusky, was one on the above subject by W. D. O'Con
nor of Youngstowu. What the author had to say was of
such general interest that we present copious extracts
herewith : Stains of all colors, shades and kinds are
being put on the market, which work and look beautiful
on small samples, but which we have more or less trouble
with when we come to use them in our every day work.
What is wanted is a stain that can be used on largo sur
faces and that will stain evenly and not show laps.
Some of the effects produced to-day on furniture are

almost impossible to secure -on the trim of a residence,

unless the woodwork is fitted first and then treated in a
room prepared for the purpose. This being the fuming
process, whicli is done by exposing the wood to the
fumes of ammonia, acids, nitrate or silver, or other
chemicals, according to the effect wanted. These can
be imitated by the water stains, which can be made
from various chemicals, dyes, &c.

Some of the stains on the market I find it hard to
varnish over and get good results. Varnish will not
dry, or if it does at first seems to soften up afterward,
and not knowing what the stain was composed of you are
up against it,. so to speak.
The old-fashioned oil stains can be used on oak or
ash if not too dark effects are wanted. Asphaltum can
be used to advantage, but a very pure article must be
used, especially in making the golden oaks, to get the
proper tone. The very white flakes in some of these
are made by taking a pencil and shellacking the flake,

then staining, after which sandpapering until the flakes
leather out, when it is filled and proceeded with as
usual. I have found that a good many effects can be
obtained wita-the use of a bichromate of potash solution
of different strengths, in combination with different col
ored fillers on the oaks. It is also good to darken ma
hogany and cherry. Permanganate of potash can be
used to a good reddish brown effect. A good bluish
gray can be got on oak with a solution of sulphate of
iron, depending on the strength used and the amount of
tannic acid in the wood. Lime water can be used to
net the old effects on mahogany and cherry. It aging the
wood very fast; but remember to always wash over with
vinegar or a weak solution of acetic acid after using an
alkali.
Different woods will give different results with the
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same stain, as also will wood that has be«to newly
cleaned be different from that which has stood for some
time. Wood tbat has been wet will stain darker than

254 English oak wood tint, made by the Chicago Varnish
Company, as the architect had told her it would be the
thing. I tried same anti found of course, as I had told
her, that they would not come out the same on the dif
ferent woods. " But they must be the same," she said,
" and I will leave It to you." It was a hard proposition,
but by experimenting a little we were able to satisfy her.
In the discussion which followed the reading of the

paper and in reply to various questions Mr. O'Connor
explained that the reason why he put water on the wood
before staining was that wetted wood would take
the stain darker, and that wetting raised the grain.

giving a chance to sandpaper off
the little grains before staining.
Using a portion of stale beer pre
vented the grain from raising too
much.

As indicating the tendency of
business enterprises toward that sec
tion of New York City located about
Fifth avenue and Thirty-fourth
street it may be stated that Archi
tects Buchanan & Fox have just
filed plans for an 11-story loft and
store building, which will be erected
on the plot numbered 33 and 35 West
Thirty-fourth street, to cost about
$350,000. The site was secured in
April last at a cost of about $1,000,-
000, thus bringing the total improve
ment in the neighborhood of $1,500,-
000. The contracts, which have been
awarded, call for the completion of
the building by July 1, 1907, and the
cloak firm for which the structure

Main Floor.

that which has not, and your stain Itself will give dif

ferent results after standing different lengths of
time,

due to chemical changes caused by you know not what.

It is sometimes a good Idea to go over the work first
with clear water and when dry sandpaper before using

the stain.
On yellow or Georgia pine I have found I get the

best results with a stain made with a little oil, dryer

the necessary colors and thinned

with benzine, wiped off after stand

ing a sufficient time. In fact, when
using this class of stain always wipe

off clean if you want a clear effect,

then if you have not the exact color
you want you can sometimes get it

by using a thin glaze on top. Some

times to get certain effects on ma

hogany or when Imitating it on other

woods I do this when using a water
stain, after I have shellacked. It
must be carefully applied and blend
ed, so as to be even",and of course

must be perfectly transparent, so

as not to hide the grain of the wood.

I have also stained first with a
water color and when dry with an

oil stain to get the effect I was after.
The main thing ,is to get the desired
color without destroying the beauty

of the wood itself. If anything you
should enhance it.

By using Judgment you can get
out of most any tight place. For
instance, I had a hall and vestibule, Design {or a Seven-RoomSehoolhouse.—Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16 in to the Foot
cypress finish, poplar doors, with
cherry sash upstairs. Down stairs cypress finish: cherry is being erected, Oppenhelm, Collins & Co
doors and sash, oak treads on stairs and all of the vest!- be in possession in time for the fall opening In
bules. The owner wanted a brown stain similar to No. n<»xt.

SecondFloor.

expects to
September
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KNOTS, HITCHES AND SPLICES FOR THE BUILDING MECHANIC IV.
By Edwabd H. Cbussell.

THE
most complicated knot that we have yet examined
is represented in Fig. 51. It is known as a jury

knot, or jury mast knot. It is also called (when the
ends B and C are spliced together) " a true lovers' knot."
When rigging a jury mast the head of the mast is passed
through the center of the knot (A), B and C are used as
back stay, while the side and fore stay are fastened to
the three bights D, C and F with the double sheet bend.
It does not matter if the ends B and C are spliced to
gether before the knot is made, so that we are able to
take a small sling, form this knot in it, slip it over the
end of any pole that we may be intending to use as a
temporary derrick, and use it in place of the mast ring
to which to fasten the guys, though personally I prefer to
use two ropes, each long enough to make two guys, and
attach the center of the rope to the top of the pole by
means of the clove hitch as already explained. To make

Fig. 53 ; cross the bight on the right, over that on the
left, as indicated in Fig. 54, and pass the part of the
c-ord marked A down between the other two cords and
up through B, at the same time passing all of the knot
through C, when you will arrive at the knot shown In
Fig. 55. which we have seen before under the name of
the fisherman's eye. To people that are afflicted with
the complaint known as " butter fingers," the practice of
this knot is recommended.
Among the many ornamental knots, with which we

have nothing to do In this article, I have thought that
perhaps an explanation of the working of a " Turk's
head," which is the most ornamental of them all, would
prove interesting. It is generally worked with small
cord, around a larger rope or spar, and very neat ferrules
may be formed with it on the crops of riding whips or
the handles of parasols. For this purpose a small mohair
boot lace is good, the tags on the ends giving material
assistance in working the knot.
When using cord without tags a crochet hook or small

button hook may be used to work it through. Commence

Fig. 53. Fig. 54-.

Fig. 55.

Figs. 53, 54 and 55 Showa Trick Knot and Methodof Tying It.

Fig. 52.—Three Halt Hitches Used In Making Jury Knot

Fig. 56. Fig. 57.

Fig. 56.—Methodof Starting Turks Head.
Fig. 57.—Three-Strand Turks Head Completed.

Knots, Hitches and Splices for the Building Mechanic.—IV.

this knot form three half hitches in exactly the same

manner as explained for the clove hitch, shown in Fig.

29. laying each hitch as it is made on top of the one pre

ceding it, like Fig. 52. Now pass the rope marked 1

under 2, over 3 and under 4. Then pass the rope marked
2 under 5 and over 6 ; hold 1 and 2 in the hands, take

hold of 7 with the teeth and pull. Make the bight 7 of

the proper size first, as the others, 1 and 2, being directly

connected with the ends, may be easily adjusted after
ward. A round ball can be slung with the knot shown in

Fig. 51. Splice the ends B and C together, put the ball
on the center A and bring the four bights up around it.

The trick knots, of which there are a number, are of

little practical use, though I have thought that this ar
ticle would hardly be complete without at least one of

them. The trick is generally not so much In the knot
itself as in the manner in which it Is tied. The simple
overhand knot can be tied as a trick knot, as also can
the double bow knot. The knot shown by Figs. 53, 54 and
55 is perhaps as good a trick knot as any. Commence
by forming a bight in the cord, then bring the top of the
bight down so as to form two other bights, as shown by

„ the knot by forming a clove hitch around the article that
is to be ornamented, as shown in Fig. 56. This must be
left slack, just how slack you will only be able to tell
by experience. The end A is the working end and must
be left long enough to form the knot—about 12 times the
circumference of the stick. Take the strand B, pass It
up and over C and pass the end A through the bight that
C thus forms, then take the strand C, pass it up and over
B and pass the end A through the bight that B thus
forms ; and so twist one strand over the other and pass
the end A through till you get round the stick to the
starting point, .the number of twists depending upon the
size of the stick and the size of the cord with which the
knot is made. When you get around to the commence
ment lay the strand with which you are working along
side D and follow D around the stick again, being careful
to keep A close to D, and always on the same side of it
Work the strand A around the stick in this manner until
the knot is tight. Three times around is the usual num
ber and Fig. 57 shows a three-strand Turk's head. The
ends of the cord finish off under the cross strands and
after the knot is made neither start or finish can be seen.
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Profits In the Building Trade.
The large number of mechanics' liens which have been

filed recently In New York City calls attention to the fact

that the risks In building trades are large and that the

profits accruing are not proportionate to the hazard of

the undertaking nor the knowledge requisite to carry the

operation to a completion. In other lines of trade where
the business is considered a venture, as in mining, it is

universally recognized that the profits when received

should be considerably more than those ordinarily accru
ing from business ventures. It appears that conditions
in the building trades are gradually growing worse, the

risks becoming greater and the profits less year by year.

The great variety of conditions which may affect a build

ing operation arc too little understood; seemingly in

significant events iu a remote part of the country may

entirely wipe out the profits and cause a considerable loss

on a building contract in almost any city. A strike
among coal miners in one locality may so retard the pro

duction of steel that the fabrication of a building which

should have been up and inclosed by September Is hardly

begun In February. In the meantime the price of mate
rials may have changed or, worse still, since It Is possible

to cover future requirements by buying ahead, the labor

situation may be entirely different when it comes time

to install the work. It is true that action has been
taken any number of times to secure conditions which

would be for the betterment of the trade, but this has

been hampered by the influx into it of a large number of

newcomers who can see nothing ahead but marvelous
profits, and who, in order to secure a share themselves,

■competeso keenly that some operations are but little more

than a gamble. So deplorable has the condition become

that many reputable builders and contractors are refus
ing to take contracts on the speculation class of buildings,

■orare contenting themselves with the more prosaic and

more profitable work of repairing only.

The Selection of a Vocation.

With the completion of preliminary education and

with the advent of the trade school season there Is natur

ally a large proportion of the youth of the country that

Is confronted with the necessity of selecting a line of

work which shall be productive of the most satisfactory

results financially and otherwise. The gravity of the

situation is usually appreciated, if Indeed it is not exag
gerated, but there is no question that the tranquillity of

succeeding years has much to do with engaging in a field

that can be mastered and made congenial. It is said
that there is no well balanced man who does not have a
hobby, and assuredly that man has a bright future whose

life's work or that proving his mainstay is also his hobby.

The men who have made names for themselves have been

favored with a bent that Industriously followed has been

■a.leading factor in their achievement of fame. Their

liking for their work is so great that they are-impatient

when not busy at it, and, as anecdote has often told us,

had rather do their work than eat or sleep. Those of us
who are not so fortunate in that our hobbies are unpro
ductive or are expensive, so far as the supply of bread
and butter Is concerned, must resign ourselves to our fate
and select what we feel can at least be made congenial
and gain for us an honorable livelihood. Of course in thus
disposing of our hobbles we are measuring successfrom
the financial standpoint, because the procuring of the
wherewithal is a leading incentive to educating ourselves,

though the real measure of success and ultimate happi

ness must take Into account a good number of other con

siderations than mere income, however important that

may be.

Learning a Trade.
If the youth feels confident with respect to his capa

bilities in a certain direction he needs no assistance in

making his selection. If he believes that he has some
mechanical genius, but n taste for something for which

there is only a restricted market, then unless he has some

thing more than a remote chance of realizing his great

est desire he can, it would seem, safely undertake to

learn a trade. The Inborn skill with the hands of a man

who is mechanically inclined makes it possible for him

to acquire proficiency with more than one trade if needs

be, which is saying that the make-up of the mind of the

skilled worker would probably admit of his safely select

ing any one of a wide number of trades. Such being the

case, he can decide on that branch of work which is likely

to prove most engaging or the most promising iu theway

of recompense. Certainly it will be admitted that those
who forge to the front and become foremen and responsi

ble, trustworthy workers are those who have proved in

dustrious, persevering craftsmen, who have a fondness

for their work and a proper esteem for its honorable po

sition. For the man without a special bent iu ability to
use the hands there is perhaps some question. With him

skill with the hands is apt to be a relatively slow devel

opment, though he will doubtless with untiring persisten

cy sooner or later gain proficiency. There are probably

many such men who have reached places at the top.

Whether the handicraftsman can also become the master

of his trade, in the sense of being an employer making

contracts and executing work, depends more than is ap

parently fully understood on another feature of the mind.

The head that can manage a business iu all Its branches

is not necessarily also the head that can handle all the

practical details of actual work. This indeed Is a ques

tion that is being very widely considered among masters,

and is an extensive one at that. Suffice it to say, how

ever, that the master is fust realizing that he is a business

man first and a handicraftsman second.

St. Louis' New Skyscraper.
Among the many improvements which mark the un

usual activity prevailing in the building line In St. Louis

and which will be a notable feature of the architecture
of that city is the 19-story office building to be located

at Broadway and Olive street. The site is diminutive

for a structure of this altitude, mensuring as it doesonly

28 x 100 ft, and which in Its style of architecture will
closely resemble the well-known Trinity Building in New
York City. The Broadway fagade will be in vitrified
white terra cotta, the first story being a combination of

terra cotta and glass. All windows and frames will be
of copper and wired glass. The jambs will be in marble

and the casing, doors and door frames of metal. The

stairway will be of steel and fireproof tile, completely
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incased with wired glass, with iron fireproof doors at

each lauding, the finish of which will be In bronze. In
fact there will be no wood iu the building except that
which the tenants may install in the way of office fur

niture. There will be three high speed elevators, and
there will be standplpes running up from the basement
with connections at each floor for use in case of fire. The

main entrance will be 15 ft. wide, and it as well as all

corridors will have black African marble base, with white
Italian marble wainscoting 15 ft. high, with white Ital
ian marble floors. The new structure will be known as
the La Salle Building, and will cost in the neighborhood
of $1,000,000. Contracts for its construction have been

awarded and call for its completion within six months

from the time the demolition of the buildings now on the

site begins.

The Late Stephen Mott Wright.

A life of usefulness, well spent, was suddenly ended
when Stephen M. Wright passed away on Saturday, Sep
tember 22, at his home in Glen Head, Long Island, N. Y.
His death came as a great shock to his multitude of
friends and associates, for up to the day previous he
had appeared in his usual good health and as late as the
evening of Wednesday, the 19th, had spoken most ac
ceptably at the banquet of the National Association of
Builders in Atlantic City. His death was due to hem
orrhage of the bowels.
He was born In Jericho, L. I., August 16, 1841, but

his education was acquired In the public schools of New
York City. At the age of 15 he began his business career
In the store of his father, Daniel Dodge Wright, who
was one of the most successful hardware merchants in
the city, and from whom he received such a thorough
training that by the time he had reached his majority
he was fully equipped for the line he had chosen.
In 1865 he succeeded his father in the hardware busi

ness, which he carried on until 1887, when he retired
from active business life. After that he devoted his
time and his energies to the promotion of various public
and benevolent enterprises, and was especially identified
with the material progress of the building industry of
New York City.
For the 12 years from January 1, 1885, to December

31, 1897, he was secretary and afterward vice-president
of the General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen. He
served the Building Trades Club as secretary and treas
urer almost from its organization, and In recognition of
which he was presented in 1S94 with a bronze group ex
ecuted by Gaudez of Paris. He was an active and influ
ential member of the Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange,
of which he was secretary for a number of years.
He was for several years the New York representative

in the Board of Directors of the National Association
of Builders and for seven consecutive years he was
elected a delegate to represent the building Industry of
New York in the conventions of the National Associa
tion.
During the Washington Centennial celebration in New
York in 1889 Mr. Wright was secretary of the confer
ence having charge of the Civic and Industrial Division
of the parade, and in recognition of his services in con
nection with that affair he was publicly presented with
a bronze medal.
When In 1891 the builders of New York entertained

the members attending the convention of the National
Association of Builders held in the metropolis, Mr. Wright
was made secretary of the Committee of Arrangements
and had entire charge of all the details incident to the
entertaining of nearly 1000 persons for an entire week.
'j.o prepare for the various details of this affair required
nearly a year of his time.
lie was secretary and treasurer of Webb's Academy

and Home for Shipbuilders at Fordham, an institution
in which he took the deepest interest, influenced, no
doubt, by the fact that bis grandfather was a leading

shipwright in New York. He was a trustee of the Dry
Dock Savings Bank from 1877 to 1894.
Mr. Wright was for many years one of the " bright

and shining lights " in Free Masonry, being a member
of numerous lodges and chapters, while the patriotism
and military ardor of his ancestors was manifested In
him to a marked degree from early life up to the time
of his death. He spent nearly 10 years of active service
in the National Guard, State of New York, enlisting in
Battery G, First Regiment of Artillery, October 25, 1864,
was made Regimental Adjutant May 27, 1868, and pre
sented by his former associates in Battery G with a beau
tiful gold-mounted sword. The regimental organization
disbanded in December, 1869,and on February 5, 1870, he
was assigned by Governor Hoffman to the position of
First Lieutenant of Separate Battery Light Artillery and
continued until honorably discharged January 4, 1872.
Lieutenant Wright was in command of the battery dur
ing the famous "Orange riot," July 12, 1871, and was
complimented in general orders by General Shaler on
the efficient manner of his handling this Important arm
of the service on that day.
Mr. Wright was elected secretary of the Empire
State Society of the Sons of the American Revolution
in 1890, re-elected in 1897, and was one of its most en
thusiastic and energetic members. He became a member
of the Order of the Founders and Patriots of America
in the very early days of Its existence, was a member of
the Council of the New York State Society ; also of the
Patria Club, the Patriotic League and of the American
Flag Association, as well as a member of the New Eng
land Society in the city of New York.
On his maternal side Mr. Wright, as his name indi

cates, came of a line of Long Island Quaker ancestry— the
Mott's—from whom he inherited the liberal, strong sense
of justice and sterling Integrity, which were marked
traits in his character, as well as that love of peaceful
and luiet home life, which he so much enjoyed when
not engaged in some labor for the benefit of bis fellow
men.
The funeral services were held Monday, September

24, at his late residence, the Rev. Watson of the Protes
tant Episcopal church at Glen Cove officiating. The Ma
sonic ritual was performed by Worshipful Brother Noles,
a Presbyterian minister who is Grand Chaplain of the
.Masonic fraternity of the State of New York. The inter
ment was at Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn.

Convention of Makers of Sand-Lime Products.

According to advices sent out by H. O. Duerr, secre
tary of the National Association of Manufacturers of
Sand-Lime Products, the next convention of that organi
zation will be held in Chicago on December 5, 6 and 7 of
the current year.

The new 16-story store and office building which is
in process of erection on the site of the old Broadway
Tabernacle has a frontage of 99 ft. on Broadway. 150 ft.
on Thirty-fourth street, with an extension fronting 53 ft.
011Thirty-fifth street. It will be of steel skeleton frame,
and, according to the architects, Townsend. Steinel &
Haskell, 29 to 33 East Nineteenth street, will require
about 4500 tons of metal. The contract for the structural
steel work is in the hands of Post & McCord, 44 West
Twenty-third street, but the general contractor is Charles
T. Wills, 156 Fifth avenue, New York City.

What will probably be the largest paper mill in the
United States is about to be erected on the Great Miami
River in Hamilton. Ohio, it being over % mile in length.
It is to be occupied by the Champion Coated Paper
Company, and the contract has just been awarded to
r rank B. Gilbreth, 34 West Twenty-sixth street, Neiar
York City. The mill will be of brick and reinforced
concrete. The same contractor also has In process of
construction the largest pulp and fiber mill in the world
at Canton. N. C, the plant covering when completed 12
acres of ground. This mill will furnish the pulp required
for the Hamilton mill.
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Rules for Finding Various Hopper Boifls.
From R. \V. McD., Uniontown. Pa.— In the October
issue of the paper I notice the letter of a correspondent
who asks for rules for finding the various bevels of hop
pers. In reply I enclose three diagrams showing my rule.
I expect this rule is old. but I have never seen it so it is
new as far as I am concerned, and what is of more im
portance, it is accurate. In Fig. 1 is represented the
method of finding the cuts for an ordinary square hopper
all sides of which have an equal Hare. In doing the work
I joint the edge of a board and erect the perpendicular
G C. Take the run E G of the required slant and the
rise G F and draw F F, which will give the required
slant. Take G C equal to F F and draw E C, when the
bevel at E will give the side cut.
In order to obtain the cut for the butt joint draw K G

square with E C; make G H equal to E K ; connect H
with F and the resulting angle F H G will be the cut for
the butt joint. In nine out of, every ten rules I have
ever seen given for finding this cut they appear to get the
same angle as would be obtained by taking the perpen
dicular from the line E F instead of E C, which would
be too acute.
The miter cut is obtained by either bisecting the angle
E H F or by taking the length of the side cut E C on the
blade of a square and the rise on the tongue—the tongue
gives the cut.
The proof of this rule will be found by comparison

steel square alone, and that all the required angles come
at the jointed edge of the board, thus making it easy to
set the bevel.
As nbove stated I do not claim that this rule has never

been used before, although I have never seen it, and in
fact all rules for finding the cuts for hoppers are prac
tically the same, the same principles underlying all of
them. I have seen rules in what are supposed to be
standard works in which the angle from the butt joint is
taken from the wrong line—the given slant of the hopper
instead of the side cut—which is bound to be too acute,
thus throwing everything wrong. I once followed one of
the rules mentioned on a hopper shaped box of extreme
flare, being exceptionally careful as to my measurements
and when I came to put it together I found that the butt
joint would not fit at all. This set me thinking and I
went over the rule carefully and found where it was
wrong. This led to my figuring out the above rule for
myself, and trust that it will be of assistance to the cor
respondent in question. I could furnish the geometrical
proof of. the correctness of this rule if required, but as
it would occupy considerable space and be of no practical
value I thought best to omit it.

Septic Tank for Private Residence.
From S. B., Flagstaff, Ariz.— It is possible some of the

readers may be interested in the subject of the septic

Figs. 1. 2 and :i.

H G 2 R
-Dingrains ShowingRule Suggestedby R. W. McD."

Rules for Finding Various Hopper Bevels.

with Fig. 3. Here is shown an old and tried rule for
determining the cuts of hip rafters applied to a hopper.
A hopper

'
is simply an inverted hip roof and the rules

governing the cuts of the hip rafters with their backing
will apply to hoppers. It will be noted that the angle
at H in Fig. 3, in which the larger bevel appears corres
ponds to the miter joint in Fig. I. I have a geometrical
demonstration of the correctness of this, but as it is so
easily seen I do not consider it necessary to take up
space with it. As for the correctness of the side cut in
Fig. 1 it is evident that the line E F represents the width
of the side and that if the side is raised to a perpendicu
lar position the upper corner will fall upon the point C,
as C G equals E F, and that it will be necessary to take
off as much from the lower edge as is shown by the run
of the hopper E G.

This rule also applies to hoppers in which the sides
do not nil have the same Hare. The operation is shown
in Fig. 2. where E F and F Z are the given flares. The
line E X corresponding to E 0 in Fig. 1 is obtained by
making G X equal to F Z. In like manner the butt joint
H of Fig. 2 is obtained by making H G equal to L Z. The
cut for the butt joint on the side having the lesser flare
is obtained by making G R equal to E K.
These rules will be found to be entirely accurate in

hoppers of all flares and can be proven either by geomet
rical demonstration, or what is more to the point, a prac
tical test. The advantage claimed for them is the fact
that they require but few linos, can be laid out with the

tank for the disposal of sewage for private residences
and I will therefore relate my experience of the past
two or three years with this system as the results have
been generally very satisfactory. We were driven to use
something of the kind in the first place owing to the al
most totally impervious nature of the soil in this vicin
ity and to the lack of sewerage facilities in many cases
where modern plumbing was desired by customers.
We have one septic tank in operation to-day which

has been in constant use for nearly four years and which
has never during that time given any trouble whatever.
This particular tank was devised chiefly as an experi
ment and was merely excavated in a tough and impervi
ous clay without walling or cementing of any kind. The
effluent liquid is allowed to percolate through a trench
tilled with roughly broken stone, and the tank and trench
are covered with heavy plank and about 18 in. of earth.
When this tank was first put into operation a small sec
tion of the cover was made removable so that results
might be observed from time to time, and observations
were made for about two years. Latterly, however, It
has been left to itself.

Our winter weather here is quite severe and the di
urnal range of temperature is very great, and so we
utilized the warm water from bathtub and kitchen sink
to keep up the temperature in the tank. This particular
tank was merely an experiment and in a very crude form,
and we mention it particularly merely because it has been
longer in operation than any others with which we have
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had experience. We have now, however, several In suc
cessful operation and have one in contemplation at pres
ent to dispose of the sewage for a building containing
about 20 lavatories, seven closets and four bathtubs.

Calculating Board measure mentally.
From T. T., Philadelphia. Pa.—I find in the October

issue of the paper that the first problem under " Calcu-

Construction of Roof at the Ridge.

lating Board Measure Mentally " which appears on page
322 is incorrect
According to the rule therein presented I find the

answer of the problem to be 9 1-3 ft. The operation Is as
follows :

2 x 4 = 8 in. in one lineal ft.
8 x 14 = 112
112 12 = 9 1-3 ft., or

28 not 20
8 In. = 2-3 ft., and in 14 ft. we have — —

o o
as printed In the article in question, the result being

9 1-3 ft.
I appreciate very much the value of your magazine

because of its interesting and instructive matter, but mis
takes like this are sometimes discouraging.
Note.—We are very glad to have the letter of our

correspondent as it clearly demonstrates the fact that
the columns are closely scanned by the practical readers
who are quick to note any discrepancies which occur.
Our corresjwudent, however, will note that the article in
question was a reprint from an exchange and the error
was not apparent at first glance.

Construction of Root at tbe Ridge.

From Observer.— In roaming about the country places
in New England recently my attention was drawn to a
form of roof construction at the ridge, which, while not
in any sense new, yet is sufficiently rare at the present
time to justify a few words of comment regarding de
tails. Instead of the rafters being beveled at the ridge

as we so commonly see them, they were notched and
hung on to the ridge after the manner indicated in the
sketch. The rafters were placed the customary distance
on centers, but the dimensions were 2 x o'/a In., while the
ridge piece was 2 x (>Vi>.The roof, it might be stated,

covered a carriage house and workshop on a farm and
was of recent construction, and the object of this com
munication is to inquire of the readers of the paper to
what extent the practice illustrated In the sketch ob
tains at the present day in other sections of the country.

A Wrinkle In Shingling or Clapboardlng Walls.
From C. J. M., St. Johns, .V. F.— I enclose herewith

sketch illustrating a " wrinkle " which I find very handy
in shingling or clapboarding walls where there are a great
many, windows and spaces of different bights, for it
saves a good deal of time in dividing for the different
courses. Before starting the work dress up a rod about
an Inch square and a foot or so longer than the bight of
the highest space or window and upon this rod mark
off the maximum width of course—that is, the widest
course that you intend to run. Now the first space you
want to divide up may be from the water table to the
top of a door. If so, proceed as follows : The first course

over the base being on, place the rod by the side of the
door easing, keeping the lower end of it even with the
bottoui of the course as indicated in the sketch inclosed.
If a mark on the rod comes even with the top of the
door it is all right and you can run the course that is on
the rod, but If the marks on the rod do not work out
even draw a level line on the wall from the head of the
door, then swing the rod off until the next mark on It
above the door coincides with the line as Indicated by
the dotted rod. With the compasses take the plumb dis
tance between the line and the next lower mark on the
rod as shown at A in the sketch, and it will divide the
hight of the door equally. All this is clearly indicated
in the lower part of the drawing.
At B is shown the manner of using the rod in the

space between the head of a door and the sill of a win
dow, while at C is shown the manner of dividing up a
space equal to the hight of window casing. This Is all
very simple and is one of the first problems in practical
geometry, yet I find that not 1 carpenter in 10 uses it.
Here is another point that may interest some of the

readers of the paper. In dividing for brackets under a
cornice I have seen a man spend an hour on one side of a
house and did not get the work right after all. My

t " Wrinkle " in Shingling or Clapboarding Walls.

method is to put two end brackets in place, these being
generally set over tbe center of the quoin ; then I take
the thickness of my brackets collectively off one end and
divide the remaining space into one more part than I have
brackets. Suppose for example I have 20 brackets 3 in.
thick to place in a space of 47 ft, the solution of the
problem is as follows :
3 x 20 = 00 in. = 5 ft. 47— 5 = 42-*- 21 = 2 ft.
which is the space l>etweenthe brackets.
if any of the readers have wrinkles or methods of
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doing this or other kiuds of work I trust they will let
us hear from them through the Correspondence Depart
ment, as It all tends to make the paper more and more
interesting, as well as furnishing valuable hints to many
who have not been long in the trade and even to some of
the older members of the craft who are not averse to
picking up an idea now and then.

Roof Plan for Orphanage.
From C. S., New York City. — In reply to the Inquiry

of " W. H. G.," Crescent, N. C, which appeared In a re
cent Issue, I inclose elevations, plan and a detail of a
roof for an orphanage which I trust will interest him.

To find the length of the chord, either one of two
methods are ordinarily used. The rise is subtracted from
twice the radius and this remainder multiplied by the
rise ; the square root is then taken of this product and
the root multiplied by 2; the result is the length of the
required chord. The other method is to subtract from
the square of the radius the square of the difference be
tween the radius and the rise and then to take the square
root of this difference, which multiplied by 2 gives the
length of the chord.

Element* of the Segment* of a Circle.
From H. N. S., Shelby, Ohio.— I would like some in
formation regarding the elements of a circle. Within the

An Excellent Suggestion for Slaking Better Workmen.
From P. C. D., Fryeburg, Maine.— As the Sage of High
land Falls has seen fit to offer me a little friendly advice

last six years I have originated prac
tical methods for finding the night
or spring of a segment of a circle,
knowing the chord of the segment
and the radius of the corresponding
circle. Having the night and chord
of the segment I find tlie radius of
the circle. Having the hlght of the
segment and radius I find the chord
of the segment. I would like to
know the best methods for the three
preceding operations.
Answer.—To obtain the hitrht, or,
as it is sometimes called, the rise
or middle ordinate, half of the chord
should be squared and this then subtracted from the
square of the radius. Find the square root of the re
mainder and subtract it from the radius and the result
will be the length of the required rise. This is an exact
rule, but sometimes an approximate one is used which is
as follows : The square of one-half of the chord is divided
by twice the radius and the quotient is the result approxi
mately.
To obtain the length of the radius when the rise and
chord are known, to the square of one-half of the chord
add the square of the rise and divide the^uin by. twice
the rise. This quotient is then the length of the radius.

il ShowingConstrue!ion of Roof.—Scale,3-16 In. to the Foot.
Roof Plan for Orphanage.

lie ought not to object to receiving a little in return. His
letter in the October Issue of the paper puts me in mind
of a story about a certain Justice of the Peace who occa
sionally held court for the trial of petty offences. As
soon as he had issued a warrant he would go around be
fore hearing the evidence and tell every one he met how
lie was going to decide the case. He jumped at conclu
sions and that is what "Old Chip" has done. The fact
that I am at present living in a small town for reasons
which seem sufficient to me, is no evidence that I have
always lived here, and it is just possible that I may have
travel, eimntry some before I settled down in this
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place. I have no objection to any man disagreeing with
me on any subject, but if be wanta to criticise my meth
ods of doing work let him point out the bad features and

then tell how to better it. In this way we can make real
progress. In the only criticism I have made since being
a subscriber to Carpentry and Building I stated what my
objections were.
I plead guilty to the charge of not being quite as old

as •'Old Chip." I do not think, however, that years alone
are a sure guarantee of .skilful workmanship, as I have
known men with 50 years' experience who could not bore

a straight hole with a bit
Now boys let us drop all personalities and confine our

selves to the questions at issue and see if we cannot make
better workmen of us all.

Condensation on Under Side of Roof.
From Expebience, New York.— Referring to the ques

tion of " C. F. S.," Trenton, Tenn., on page 33G of the

a hip and a valley roof is that in the one ease the sheet

is laid under the paper and a hip is laid over the paper

to keep the water from it the same as tin Is put in a val

ley under the shingles. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 2.

It may be stated that the lap is arranged by extending
the burlap about 2 in. to the outer edge of the sheet, so

as to form a double thickness along the edge where the

nails are driven. The nails are about 1*4 In. long and

have a head about % In. in diameter, so as to securely

hold the material In place.
The heads and seam are covered by the lap, which is

cemented down over them, thus making a waterproof
joint and at the same time protecting the nails from rust
I think the correspondent will be able to understand the
construction from the sketches which I send.

Finding Capacity of Tapering Tanks.
From H. N. S., Shelby, Ohio.—I see in the Corre

spondence Department of the paper, August issue, a com
munication regarding capacities of tapering tanks from
" R. T. V.," Terre Haute, Ind. In the last paragraph he
gives as the result of his work 1247.500Sgallons, which is
equivalent to 212.34+cubic ft. This multiplied by 5.875

Fig. 1.—Plan and Section Indicating Method of Laying Compo
sition Roofing. Fig. 2.—Showing Construction of Hip and Valley.

What Is the Best Roof Covering?—Material Suggested by" D. J. H.," Troy, N. Y.

October issue, I would say that I know of a building in
connection, with which there was the same trouble as he

mentions and a great deal of it. The structure is roofed

with galvanized iron. In remedying the trouble water

proof paper wide enough to cover two or more joists was

run along the joists, lapping the edge of the second course

of paper over the edge of the first course and then nailing

lath along the joists on which the edges of the paper

lapped. This made an air tight chamber between the

joists which ended the condensation business. This work

was done over 10 years ago and since that time there has

been no trouble.

What Is the Best Roof Covering >

From D. J. H., Troy, A7.Y.— I read with considerable
Interest the inquiry of

" W. T." in the August issue of

the paper, and as I have had considerable experience in
laying roofs I will describe a form of covering which has

given satisfaction, at least in this section of the country.

It Is a composition covering (Fig. 1), but it is laid very
much as a flat tin roof, starting at the lower end of the

roof and working upwards. The material is given about

2 or 3 in. lap and the flashing of the walls is done in

practically the same manner as would be the case with

tin. As a general rule this form of roofing is put on at

right angles to the way the boards are laid. For a gable

roof it is laid from the bottom to the top, but it can be

laid up and down, as it makes a good job either way.

For a valley roof first lay one sheet directly in the valley,

starting frem the lower end, and then lay each side of it.

For a bip rpof it is laid the same as a gable roof to

the hip «u& then a saddle or ridge is placed on the hip

made out of the same stuff. The only difference between

gives the number of gallons as 1247.5008. The constant
5.875 I derive from the old arithmetical method of calcu
lations, wherein the dimensions were all in inches, the
diameter squared and multiplied by the bight, then by
.0034, resulted in gallons. If it Is desired to find the num
ber of barrels for a tank of the dimensions in feet the
number of cubic ft, 212.34, multiplied by .187 will give
the required result.

From W. B. G., Louisville, Ky.—With regard to recent
discussions on calculating the capacity of tanks there is
one short rule not generally used that requires no lengthy
explanation : As 295 cylindrical inches are about equal to
231 cubic inches the multiplication of 0.7854 may be

omitted. Dividing by 295 instead of 231 will give the
same result with much less labor.

How Shall a Church Be Ventilated?

From W. C, Hamiola. Manitoba.— 1 wish you would
ask the readers of your good paper for the best way to

ventilate a small church building. At present there is an
opening through the ceiling into the attic, but the only

outlet from the attic to the outside of the building is
through the small opening into the tower. This opening,
however, is about 3 ft. below the opening through the
ceiling. Owing to the formation of the building no other
opening can be made except through the roof. I have rec
ommended a ventilating pipe from the ceiling up through

the roof, but my people are a little afraid of its appear
ance if projecting much through the roof. I hope some of
the readers who have had experience with similar prob
lems will give me a practical solution for ventilating this
small church.
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Is just as pretty in natural finish, and nearly as hard,
just as durable, and besides, it is a most beautifully
variegated grain, susceptible to nearly any imaginable
stain or coloring, and it seems with stains of most any
kind it only has a tendency to bring out the grain more
beautifully than ever, and this cannot he said of oak, for
it is susceptible to very few colors. I have studied the
question of fir doors, have made and used some of them
for over 20 years past and wish to say that I consider
the ordinary fir door the very best common door that was
ever made. Who could wish for anything more beauti
ful in a common door than one made of fir stiles and rails,
edge grained, with five cross panels bastard grain, as
hard and durable as any oak door, and yet get It for the
price of an ordinary common door? And the same thing
is true of all kinds of interior finsh. To any one wishing
a first-class job in a fir door and wishing to pay addi
tional price, I would advise a door made up of a cedar or
spruce core and veneered with bastard fir. In this way
the flat grained effect can be had throughout the entire
door ; the interior finish can all be had in bastard fir.
The reason for not using a flat grain in the stiles of a
solid floor is that It is a little harder to work and will
warp a little, whereas the edge grain will not.

The Shrinking of Fir.
I desire to say that fir lumber when once thoroughly

kiln dried will not shrink, but unless it is it Is sure to
shrink more or less and in this way will give considerable
trouble. In speaking of air dried lumber don't under
stand that I condemn it altogether, for it will do very
well for ordinary finish where there is no objection to a
little pitch coming out from time to time. It does not
come out in sufficient quantities to run but only comes
out in small specks leaving the wood spotted, and conse
quently would be objectionable for a first-class finish.
Some of this finish may be seen in the Hotel Portland,
Portland, Ore., as well as the Tacoma Hotel, Tacoma,

Wash. Fir lumber when finished in the natural color
will darken several shades within a few years, but this
does not detract from its beauty ; in fact a great many
prefer it and say that it is a little too bright when first
finished.

The merits of Spruce,

In further discussing our wood for interior finish I
wish to call your attention to our beautiful soft grained
spruce. This comes nearer to Eastern white pine than
any lumber we have on this coast. There is no defect to
be guarded against for interior finish; all that is neces
sary is to thoroughly dry it outside or in a dry kiln, either
of which will make it suitable for first-class finish. It is
especially well fitted for sash and doors. It makes an ex
cellent door, stands well, does not warp as much as white
pine, but is a little harder to work. When finished, however,

it Is uniformly white and looks almost like an Eastern
white pine door. It is soft and light and is therefore very
acceptable to the Eastern mechanic. It is one of the best
known substitutes for the Eastern white pine regular

stock door. It also makes very fine finish, and as it
is easy to get in any ordinary dimensions, both wide and
thick, perfectly clear if so desired, it makes an excellent
substitute for white pine finish. Personally I have made
spruce doors, put in various kinds of spruce finish in a
number of different places for over 20 years, and I wish
to say that in my judgment as far as durability is con
cerned it is fully equal to any white pine I ever saw.

Hemlock Ad vantages.

Lastly I want to call your attention to one of the
finest woods for interior finish that ever grew, and that is
our hemlock. If it were not for the name "hemlock" I
believe it would have been in general use for interior
finish, for I have yet the first person to meet who has
not praised it most highly after seeing it finished. It is
considerabdy harder than our spruce, yet not quite so
hard as the fir. It takes a fine natural finish and will
stain most beautifully. This may be seen in- what is
known as the " lumbermen's room " in the Tacoma Hotel ;
the natural finish can be seen in a number of places.
It has somewhat the appearance of Eastern maple and
runs a little to the effect of bird's-eye maple.

After nearly 30 years of experience with the lumber
of this coast I am fully convinced that it is not far
hence when our lumber will be used very extensively for
interior finish not only in the West but throughout the
entire East. We can, however, do a great deal to retard
its progress by sending lumber East that has not been
properly treated and machined. If we do our best, how
ever, I predict that it will not be many years before our
lumber will be in such a demand for interior finish that we
shall not be able to supply the demand, and lumber that
we are now selling for $20 to $25 will bring $40 or $50
per 1000 ft.

A Co-operative Apartment Plan.

Attention has from time to time been given to co
operative schemes of housekeeping, the idea being to
obtain maximum comforts with a minimum of cost and
trouble, and now the high rents of apartments in New
York City have resulted in the development of a scheme
to cheapen them and at the same time meet the condi
tions surrounding flat dwelling. One scheme in particular
promises beneficial results provided the ideas of its pro
moters can be carried out. The plan is the natural out
growth of disgust with increased rentals and living ex
penses on the Island of Manhattan and elsewhere, and
according to the Post the plan proposed is for a number
of tenants to band together, form a co-operative society,
and purchase an apartment house of 14 to 20 apartments,
each stockholder to occupy a flat and pay his share
toward the first payment on the property, which varies
according to the location, desirability and cost of the
apartment chosen, from $350 to $600. After this is done
the house is to be operated on a co-operative basis, each
tenant to pay a rental sufficient to meet the interest and
expenses, a certain sum toward paying off the second
mortgage on the property. The promoters of the idea fig
ure that within five or six years the second mortgage will
be liquidated, after which it will be optional with the
landlord-tenants whether they continue to pay interest on
the first mortgage or proceed to liquidate it also.
Even if the scheme is successful until the payment

of the second mortgage, it can easily be seen that the par
ticipants will be in a position to enjoy greatly reduced
rents, and In a short time the amount of their first pay-
menl will be saved.
Seemingly the one great argument against the proposi

tion would be that, with so many people gathered at ran
dom and living in close proximity to each other, friction
and confusion would undoubtedly result Human nature
being what it is, and the vicissitudes of flat dwelling be
ing what they are, the argument appears overwhelming.
But the promoters of the scheme have apparently foreseen
this, for they propose that all differences and dissensions
be submitted to a Board of Governors, chosen from among
the members of the colony. There is also to be an over
seer, whose duty it will be to buy supplies and attend to
all general repairs. The cost of repairs to individual
apartments is to be borne by the occupant thereof. In
other words, the tenant is to own his own particular
apartment, just as he would own a house in the suburbs.
The scheme may appeal very strongly to those who wish
to own their own home, but who do not wish to leave
Manhattan Island.
The idea is not an entirely new one, although, so far
as known, it has not been applied to smaller apartment
houses. There are several studios and larger houses in
New York City which have been sub-divided in practically
the same manner. Although the proposition has many
weak points and may not be considered entirely practica
ble-,it plainly shows that tenants are not viewing coinpla--
cently the increased cost of living and are looking about
to better themselves.

Very nearly a million dollars is to be expended in
the construction of the new 12-story apartment houseat
the corner of Eighty-fifth street and Central Park West,
New York City, the architects being Milliken & Moeller.
The building will have a frontage of 1021-5 ft. on the
avenue and 140 ft. on the street, with fagades of brick
trimmed witli limestone and terra eotta.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE CURVATURE.*—X.
By Chables H. Fox.

WE
will now form the rail by the second method re
ferred to—that is, by forming firstly the cylindri

cal surfaces of the face. The face mold as required to
give the direction for forming this surface is shown In
Fig. 29. The principle contained in this construction is
that explained in the ordinate method of projecting the
elliptical curves, as shown at the diagrams of Figs. O, R.
First at the plan, square with A E„ produce lines as
shown in I T T". « U U\ &c, meeting the line A" E' of
Fig. 29, in the points A" T" U'. &c. Now square over the
ordlnates T" I, U' «', B' 6, &c then set off S' I, T" t I,
U' u «', &c, equal to the length as given at the corre
sponding ordlnates of the plan through the points given
in J t u. Sec, trace curves which will give the develop
ment of the face mold required. Now in the manner ex
plained for the similar operation above select a plank of
sufficient size, dress the face and square and straighten
up the top and under surfaces of the plank. Then apply
the side and plumb bevels, draw the plumb lines and

E' p G.
Fig. 38.—Application ot Bevels and Face Mold, SecondMethod
of SquaringUp the Plank ; Also ObliqueProjection of Mold
Shown In Fig. 41.

in G m of Fig. 24, when measured at the line or arris In

which the two surfaces meet. This point is shown also

In Fig. 38. Now to tie direction given by the patterns
work the cylindrical surfaces which form the face sur

faces of the rail. Again take note that the surfaces are

straight on the vertical lines. These lines are of course

In a direction parallel to the edges, as J' J, I Y, of Fig.
38, of the center Joint surface. The resulting solid by

this operation is shown In the diagram. Fig. 39. Now

take the falling mold of Fig. 26 and apply It to the con

vex surface of the outer face. We may remark that the

point as that of 6 of the falling mold must be at a

night above the lower surface of the plank equal to that

shown In X 6" of Fig. 31.
A construction similar to that shown in the diagram,

giving the center joint surface of Fig. 31, may "be

made by the student and from It he can determine the
point 6', but the quicker method is to set off Y 6 of Fig.
39 equal to Y 6 of Fig. 25 and square with the surface of
the plank draw 6 6'; by this operation the location of

the point, both at the inside and outside face, may be de
termined at which to apply the falling molds. The points

Fig. 39.—Diagram Showing the Operationof Squaring Up tha
Plank by che SecondMethod, Also Application of Falling
Mold.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—X.

work the surfaces of the joints in the manner before de
scribed for similar operations by the first method. Now
gauge the plank to its thickness, as that given in B H of
the plan. This gives in the points E I, as shown in Fig.
38, the direction in which to apply the face mold. If the
work has been correctly done the face mold will, when
applied to the points I E. also touch the point as at B of
the outside face surface and at the same time coincide
with the joint surface of the center joint, and also with
the line as D E. as given by the side bevel for that pur
pose. If these points do not obtain, examine and try up
the work and so find out the reason that the mold does
not fit. Now cut a copy of the plan as given in c H E m
of Fig. 24. Take the pattern and apply it to the lower
joint surface of the plank in such a manner that the point
E of the pattern meets the point E' of the plank, when the
line R E of the mold coincides with the line D' E'. as
given by the bevel E Y W. A point is now given in m,
which, together with that of a point as shown in Y of
Fig. 38 of the inside face surface,, determines the points
at which to apply the face mold of Fig. 29. A study of
the diagram, Fig. 38, will clearly show the proper man
ner of applying the face molds to the two surfaces.
As a test to the correctness of the point m at the plank
It should be found on trial equal to the length as given

•Copyright, 1908,by Charles H. Fox.

as given in R E have already been determined at the
lower joint surface at which to apply the patterns. Now

take the face mold of Fig. 27 and apply It In the manner
shown in the diagram, Fig. 39. This pattern may be
developed in the manner explained in connection with
a similar operation in the diagram. Fig. 26. Only here

we have to set off the lengths as given at the concave
plan curve instead of those given at the convex face.
To the beginner it may appear that the length as
given at one curve would be equal to that given at

the other curve of the plan, but on trial It will be found
that a great difference exists between their length, the
length as given at the concave being greater than that
obtained at the development of the convex. Understand
ing this, the lengths, &c, as given in N 1, &c, of Fig. 25,

are transferred to the corresponding points, as shown In

k 1, &c, of Fig. 27. and the developed curves traced as
before. Having applied the molds, form the surfaces of
the soffit and exterior bounding element to their direc
tion, and finish the solid of the rail in the manner be
fore explained for similar operation in the first method.
In Fig. 40 is shown an orthographical projection of the
finished solid of the sash head as now formed. To the
directions already given above for the similar operation
finish the molding and contour of sash.
With the development of the diagrams shown In Fig.
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41 we shall explain the construction of a cardboard rep
resentation of a solid, showing the actual inclination and
position, together with the development of the section
planes, sections and bevels, each section respectively be
ing developed and applied In its own plane, which belong
to the upper and lower inclined surfaces and that of
the joint surfaces of a plank, out of which a rib piece
forming one-half of a cylindro-eylindric sash may be
constructed, a full description. &c. of which was given in
the diagrams. Figs. 24 to 31.
In our opinion this problem and those to be considered
of similar construction are the most interesting ones con-

of Fig. 28. Join D" E„ and the size and shape of the
side required may be developed. Now comes the more
intricate problem of the model— that of finding the shape
and size of the section plane of the center joint, together
with that of the section of the lower inclined surface of
the plank, attached to it in the manner shown in the
drawing. The student will find the solution of this prob
lem a very instructive and practical lesson in solid
geometry. The finding of the section in its own plane, or
in that of a plane parallel with it, is a very simple prob
lem, when compared with that of finding the section aa
given in an auxiliary plane in the manner required to

comply with the conditions of the
problem of the model. However, by
following geometrical rules and
principles the constructions are
readily made.

First we will find the angle
which the edge, as that of W 5 of
the lower Inclined surface, may
make with that of W T, of the
arris or edge of the center joint
surface. At any point, as 0, square
with the ground line A 1C, draw (>

,

12 8
.

This meets the horizontal
trace of center joint plane in the
point 8

. Now parallel with A HI draw

16^

Fig. 41.—Diagram Showing Construction of Cardboard Itepre- FiR. 4(1.—Projection Showing Finished Solid of Rib Forming
sentatlonof the Problem Illustrated in Figs. 24 to 31. Half of the Sash.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—X.

neeted with this series. Consider for a moment the par
ticular developments that are to be worked out. We
have not only to develop the several sections and ascertain
the exact shape and size of the intersecting planes and
surfaces., but to do all this upon the one plane—that
is, the plane of the paper, and in such a manner that
when the drawing is cut out and folded together it will
form a determinate whole—that of a representation of the
plank, with the sections applied to its several surfaces.
As a practical lesson it cannot be beaten.
To construct the model we proceed in the same manner
as in connection with similar constructions shown in
Figs. 24, 28. 29. 30 and 31.
To develop the end over D E we proceed as follows :

Square with E D draw D D" and E„ E, making the length
of these equal respectively that of the corresponding lines

0
, 9 10 indefinitely. This is the vertical projection of a

level line in space, of which we may assume the line A S

to be the horizontal trace. Or to make the construction
clearer, we may take the figures given In 9 6

,

W as the

elevation and the line A 8 as the plan of a right angled

triangle, the triangle being perpendicular with the hori
zontal and oblique with the vertical planes of pro
jection. If we revolve this triangle around the edg?
W 9 the point 6

, will fall in 10.
The graphical construction of the figure is made by

setting off 9 10 equal with the length given in A 8 below.
Then, joining W 10, the true section of the triangle may

be developed.
We may now assume the point given in 10 to be that

of one fixed in space, and of which 6
,

and 8 are taken
respectively as the projections of the same. This un
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derstood, with W as center and W 6, as radius, describe
an arc in 11 ; then with point 10 as center and 8 12 as
radius draw an arc in 11. A line as that given in W 5
drawn from W through the intersection given in 11 gives
In 5 W T, 10, the angle which the edge of the section
plane of the lower Inclined surface may make with
that of the line W T, of the lower arris of the center joint
surface. Now drawing a line as that shown in 11 10
through the intersection given in 11, the position of a
level line lying at the surface of the section plane may
be obtained. Now with W again as center rotate the
points given in S, T, U,, &c, into the corresponding
points given in 1 2 3, &c, then parallel with 11 10 draw
1 j", 2 t" T,, 3 u" u„ Sec. Now set off 1 ;", 2 t" T„ &c,
respectively equal to the lengths as given in the corre
sponding ordinates of the plan, and trace curves through
the points given in j" 1" u", &c. Draw the line T, G
parallel with W 5 and the section plane, together with
the section as required thereon, may be developed. Now
parallel with W T, draw A Y" and parallel with W A
draw T, Y", and the section plane of the center joint
surface may be developed. The construction of the sec
tion of the rail piece is so simple that it needs no further
explanation. As a test of the correctness of the drawing
the student may produce the line A 16. Then with A as
center rotate the points given in J I into points as shown
in j i. Now parallel with A A' draw j j" and i T,, and if
the drawing is correct the lines just drawn will coincide
with the points already obtained in j" T,.
Take a sharp knife and cut through the board at the
outline of the drawing, noting that the plan be left in
tact; then at the lines G E, E D, D C, D' A', A' W, W T
cut about half through the board. Now with the lines at
the exterior fold over the three vertical sides—namely,
the outer and inside faces and the end over E D. Touch
the edges with glue and bring them together, and fold
over the section plane of the top inclined surface. This
done fold around the surface of the center joint, the
edges of which if drawing is correct will coincide with
the edge A I of the upper plane and with T" Y of the in
side face. Now fold under the plane of the lower section,
the edges of which if the drawing has been developed
correctly will meet those of the outer and inside faces of

the model and the line 5 G' will fall over that given in
U G of the plan.
In this simple and expeditious manner may he ob

tained a representation of the " squared up plank," with

the sections and bevels applied in the manner similar

to that which obtains in the practical construction of the

rail piece. On an examination of the model the ordinates

of the two inclined surfaces will be found parallel with
the horizontal plane containing the plan. The corre

sponding ordinates of these surfaces will also be found to

be the Intersections of the vertical plane which may con

tain the elements— that is. the ordinate as that shown in

B' II of the upper surface is the projection of the inter
section of the vertical plane, which also intersects the

lower surface in the projection 4 b. These and other
simple points may be very clearly followed by an exam
ination of the model.
The constructing lines of the surfaces being at the

exterior their connection one with the other may be

thus fully understood, and by means of the representation

of the plank " squared " up as in practice the young stu

dent may be enabled to get a clearer insight into the
geometrical principles employed in the development of
the several sections and bevels than he would by any

other method. Not only this, but it gives him a knowledge

as to the shape the plank should take on before the molds
are applied. For it is a very necessary preliminary in
this kind of work that the workman should have a correct
knowledge as to the appearance it should have when
finished, and also what is to be done to give it such an
appearance. Some knowledge of geometry is, too, of the
first importance in work of double curvature; Indeed
without such knowledge it is not possible for any one, no
matter how good a mechanic he may be in other re
spects, to execute with anything like accuracy a piece of
work of this description. This accounts in a great meas
ure for the divergence in the amount of work turned
out, as those who have the faculty of seeing the work in
front of them can provide ahead the means for doing it
In an expeditious manner and thereby take advantage
of the waste of time that often occurs through being
unable to proceed intelligently. An oblique projection of
the model is shown in the diagram, Fig. 38.

WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

THE
reports which reach us from various sections of
the country for the mouth of September emphasize
the check to building operations, which was noted

in these columns for the month of August. While the
falling off is not so marked in any one locality as in the
month last named, the decline is more uniformly distrib
uted over the country, and is not by any means confined to
the smaller cities as has often been the case. When, how
ever, the enormous volume of operations last year is. con
sidered it is not strange that there should now appear some
cessation of work in this line, more particularly as in some
cities it has becomeapparent that building has been more
or less overdone. The labor situation is generally satis
factory, and it is only now and then that we hear of any
thing like a serious interruption to building operations
through strikes or lockouts. Taking the country over, the
building business appears to be in a most prosperous condi
tion.

Boston, Mass.

According to a careful view of the situation based upon
the records of the Building Department unusual activity is
expected in the building line for some little time to come.
Building Commissioner John A. Rooney states that the rec
ords of the city for sometime past show an increasedamount
of building, especially during the past three or four months.
The commissioner estimates the value of new buildings and
alterations since the first of the year as more than balanc
ing the value of the operations conducted during the whole
of the preceding year. Concrete construction has taken a
sudden leap into popularity, and several permits have been
issued for this kind of work both for dwelling and mer
cantile purposes.
Commissioner Rooney has made additional provisions to
be followed in the use of concrete for building constructions,
as follows :

Concretemixedon proposedsite anddepositedin placeimme
diately after must conformstrictly to the specificationsand be
mixedand depositedIn the presenceand to the satisfactionof an
inspectorapprovedby me.and such inspectorshall makereports
to meas 1 may from time to time require.
Concrete blocks shall be mixed according lo specifications
submitted,made in some suitable building, stampedwith the
maker'snameand date of manufacture,shall be kept out of the
sun and In a moist atmospherelor four weeks,and shall not be
usedwithin fiveweeksof making.
The manufacturerof any proposedblocksshall, if requiredby
the commissioner,submit his blocks to any desired test, and
shall continueto do so at any time during the progressof the
work. The blocks so tested to he chosenby an Inspectorfrom
thoseon the site of the proposedbuilding and the makerof the
block to bear the expenseof said test.

The reason for the increase in building operations is
credited to the revision of the building laws, which has done
away with a number of the prohibitory restrictions in the
matter of erecting tenement property as well as converting
old property in tenement structures.

Baton Rouge, La.
In connection with a request for an increase in their
wages from 50 cents per hour to 55 cents per hour, the
membersof the Brick Masons' International Union at BatOD
Rouge, La., presented a tabulated statement of the scale of
wages of the brick masons in some of the principal cities
and towns in the State where local unions exist :
" Local No. 1, New Orleans. 7.j cents per hour, eight

hours' working day.
" Local No. 2, Shreveport, 75 cents per hour, eight hours'
work a day.
" Local No. 4, Lake Charles. 62i*>cents per hour, eight

hours' work a day.
" Local No. 6. New Iberia. CO cents per hour, and eight
hours' work a day.
" Local No. 7, Monroe. cents per hour, eight hours'
work a day.
" Local No. 5. Baton Rouge. "1 cents per hour, nine
hours' work a day."
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Chicago, 111.

The figures of the Building Department for September
show an increase in the number of structures for which permits were issued, but a material falling1off in frontage. Thereason for this state of affairs is the stimulated constructionof dwellings and two-flat buildings by people of small or
moderate means. Heretofore the totals have been swelledby large apartment houses put up by speculative builders.This class of construction has always beenan important factor in Chicago, and while still very active is to someextentbeing eclipsed at the present time by the smaller structures.Permits were issued during September for the constructionof 1085 buildings, having a frontage of 24,609 ft. and involving an aggregatecost of $4,579,200.against 1003 buildings, with 27.525 ft. frontage and costing $7,349,150. lastyear, a gain of 82 buildings and a decreaseof 2916 ft. offrontage and $2,769,950. The figures for September for
several years past are as follows :

Number Feet
buildings. frontage. CostSeptember,1906 1.085 24,609 $4,579,200September,1905 1,003 27,525 7,349,130September,1904 S02 24,327 4,919,950September,1903 614 16,299 2,164.300September,1902 573 16.817 3,517.450September,1901 492 14,024 2,914.160September,1900 461 12.734 2.347,200September,1899 281 8,205 1,217,950

Building for the nine months of this year establishes arecord in point of cost, and is only surpassed in number ofbuildings and feet of frontage by the year 1892. An increasewas madeover the three-quarter period of last year of 1939buildings, 31,795 ft. of frontage and $3,620,365in cost. Chicago's building figures for the first nine months for severalyears past follows :
Number Feet
buildings. frontage Cost.1906 8.274 214.S87 $51,357,4801905 6,335 182,082 47,737,1151904 5.434 159,298 31,082,2401903 4,658 127.385 24,871,7001902 : 4,761 143,771 38.473,5351901 4,714 132,377 27,073,7151900 2,465 66,583 10.687.9601899 3,071 91,301 17,455,270

Some large building propositions have loomedup recently,the most important of which is the proposed construction bythe Chicago & Northwestern Railroad of a $7,000,000passenger station in this city. Thirteen million dollars additional are to be expended in right of way purchases, trackelevation and other essentials to improved terminal facilties.Ground for the new station will be broken next spring andits completion is expectedin less than two years. All trainswill enter on elevated tracks, as in the La Salle street station, and the train sheds extending from Washington toLake streets will contain 16 tracks, each capable of holdinga 15-car train. The station will be erectedjust north of thepresent Union station, fronting on Madison avenue.
Cleveland. Ohio.

Building operations in the city of Cleveland are pro
gressing with much vigor during the fall, all classesof workmen being fully engaged. It is anticipated that the falland early winter will be a very busy one for the architectsand contractors, a large amount of work being started witha view to getting it well under way before cold weatherarrives.
During September there were 645 permits issued forbuilding improvements valued at $871,426 as against 435permits for building costing $949,100 in the same monthlast year.
An attractive programme of social affairs is being arranged for the membersof the Builders' Exchange to be heldin the Chamber of Commerce auditorium. The first of the

series will be held November 17, and others are scheduledfor
alternate Saturday evenings. The gatherings will be underthe auspices of the Exchange Social Club, which had incharge the functions given last winter and which werehighly delightful in every way.
A special committee of the Builders' Exchange is in

vestigating the subject of trade school education, and is inhearty sympathy with efforts being made by the Board of
Education to extend the manual training departments in thepublic schools. A class in brick laying was conducted lastyear by the Mason Contractors' Association, and will prob
ably be resumed in January. A class in plumbing is alsobeing conducted as a private venture, while classes in me
chanical drawing, estimating, electrical engineering and oneor two other trades are being taught under the auspices ofthe Y. M. C. A. The chairman of the exchangecommittee
is very much in favor of providing a building to be used by
various trades affiliated with the exchange for the accom
modation of classes to be instructed in these trades, but a
satisfactory scheme has not yet been found for launching
into so extensive a project.
An investigation of the new sanitary or plumbing code

prepared for adoption by the city has been made by the
Exchange Special Code Committee and a report submitted
to the City Council on this subject. The code is considered
to be one of the best ever formulated for an American city.

and already there is talk of having it adopted as a national
standard. Building Code Commissioner Eisenmann has been
occupied for a year or more on the code, having madea
very extensive examination of similar legislation and em
bodied all the good points in the Cleveland measure.
Bids for the new Cuyahoga County Court House were re

ceived by the County Buildings Commission at Cleveland on
August 15. This is the largestcompetitionto beconductedfor
severalmonths in Ohio and has attracted widespreadattention.
The commissionersafter several weeks' investigation decided
to award the contract to Andrew Dall & Son of Cleveland on
their bid for Milford granite, amounting to $2,9S8,90O. No
sooner had the announcement been made than several in
junction suits were started, one of these being by John Gill
& Son, also Cleveland bidders and builders of the Baltimore
Court House. It is claimed that Dall & Son did not comply
with all the requirements of the specifications touching
samples, bond, &c. It is now probable that the whole
matter will be carried through the courts and that the
starting of the building will be delayed at least until spring.
It had been planned by the successful bidders to start work
on the excavation this fall, but legal proceedingswill pre
vent this early commencementof operations.

Los Angeles, Cat.
During September the building activity in Los Angeles

was a little less marked than is usual at this season of the
year. There are, however, plenty of plans in the hands of
the architects, and unless the high cost of materials and
labor and the existence of strikes and lockouts prevents
there should be an active fall. The strike of the carpenters
during a part of September did considerable to delay build
ing, both directly by holding up work already under way
and indirectly by making capital a little more timid about
investing in building. The trouble with the carpenters was
eventually settled, the men going to work at $4 per day and
getting a half holiday on Saturday. Before the trouble was
settled, however, a large part of the carpenters had left for
San Francisco where better wages were to be bad. It is
claimed that the available supply of carpenters was re
duced by from 15 to 20 per cent., but so far the shortage
has not made itself felt.
During the month a total of 633 permits were issued,

these having a total valuation of $1,020,774. This is, how
ever, a slight falling off from the September record of the
previous three years.
At a meeting of a number of the members of the Em

ploying Builders' Association recently held in this city an
agreement was signed to stand as a unit in maintaining
the open shop. The resolution which was adopted is as
follows: ,.
Resolved, That It Is the sense of this association that an
open shop be maintained throughout this city ; that a week's
work shall consist of six days of eight hours each,and that the
samewages for carpenterstie paid as has heretoforebeenthe
rule.

Minneapolis. Minn.
Ground will be broken within the next few days for the

huge plant which the Armour Packing Company is planning
to erect in New Brighton, says our correspondent under
date of October 7. The company has purchased a tract
of upwards of 500 acres within easy access of four lines of
railroad, and the work of erecting buildings to cost between
$1,500,000 and $2,000,000 will soon be commenced. The
buildings, which include packing houses, freight and storage
elevators, slaughter houses, rendering factories, &c, will be
largely of brick and steel for the exterior and concrete for
the interior construction. It is expectedthat the work will
be far enough advanced to permit of the buildings being oc
cupied by midsummer of next year, but at least two years
will be required for the completionof the entire plant.
The building figures for Minneapolis during the current

year are likely to break all previous records if the statistics
for the first nine months are a criterion. Last year, which
was the best in the history of the city, showed a total for
the first nine months of 3922 permits issued at a cost of
construction of $7,151,515. The correspondingperiod of the
current year shows a total of 3736 permits issued at a cost
of $7,513,090. The figures for Septemberof the presentyear
are 387 permits with a total cost of $711,525, as against
395 permits for the same month last year and a building
total of $797,225.
The reputation that Minneapolis has heretofore borne as
a city of beautiful churches is likely to be materially in
creased during the next twelvemonth. Plans are now
under consideration for 15 new church edifices, all to be
erectedat a cost of not less than $25,000each.
The labor famine from which the railways throughout

the Northwest have been suffering during the past three
months has had the effect of interfering materially with the
construction work that the Great Northern, the Wisconsin
Central, the " Soo " and several of the other lines havebeen
undertaking in Minneapolis and vicinity. Railroad building
labor was never in such demand as at the present time,and
the result of the stringency is that most of the roads that are
engagedin large undertakings here will make every effortto
keep construction crews at work all winter long at theex-
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penseof someof the work that is being carried on outside the
city.

New Orleans, La,
The Contractors' and Dealers' Exchange has lately been
considering arrangements for new quarters and a short time
ago a deal was consummated whereby purchase was made
of " Castle Hall," a' find old three-story brick building at
Perdido and Carroll streets. The exchangeexpects to take
possessionof the new quarters about the first of December,
as the present tenants do not vacate until November 1 and
about one month will be consumed in making the necessary
repairs and alterations to the building in order to fit it
for the requirements of the organization.

New York City.
There is very little change to note in the building situa

tion, the volume of operations continuing upon a fairly
liberal scale, although hardly up to that of the correspond
ing period last year. Whether or not this is due entirely
to the difficulty in obtaining permanent loans by building
operators we do not pretend to say, but the fact remains
that the figures for September show an appreciable falling
off, more especially in the boroughs of Manhattan and the
Bronx. In the Borough of Brooklyn a slight increase for
September over a year ago is to be noted. The figures for
the quarter ending September 30, which are now avail
able, show more buildings to have been planned in the Bor
ough of Brooklyn than in the other four boroughs of Greater
New York combined. In Manhattan permits were issued for
362 buildings, estimated to cost $25,668,810: in the Bronx
for 518 buildings, to cost $6,686,250; in Queens for 976
buildings, to cost $4,192,229,and in Richmond Borough for
211 buildings, to cost $1,324,333,making a total of 2067
buildings. In the Borough of Brooklyn the number of
buildings projected during the quarter was 2320, involving
an estimated outlay of $19,919,666.
As regards the labor situation, the only serious friction

appears to exist between the bricklayers' unions and the
Mason Builders' Association regarding the employment of
other than bricklayers to do concrete construction work in
buildings.

Philadelphia. Pa.
Whether or not the building of two-story houses has been

carried to the limit in this city is a question of considerable
interest to the trade. This class of residences has been
bnilt during the past few years in unprecedentednumbers
in all sections of the city, and from a conservative view
point it is considered that operation work in this line has
reached the crest of the wave. There is no doubt that
large numbers of such residences will be erected in the
future in certain sections of the city, but whether the general
building of these houses all over the city and particularly
in somesections will be continued on as large a scale as here
tofore is problematical.
Flathouse construction is no doubt on the increase and

is obtaining the favorable consideration of both builders and
investors. Those portions of the city in close proximity to
the Schuylkill River are considered by some as particularly
favorable locations for flathouse construction, and plans for
a number of four-story buildings of this type are being pre
pared by several architects. Philadelphia has on the whole
been rather partial to the individual dwelling, but as the
distance from the center of the city in which the new houses
are built increases the need for desirable homes near the
center becomesgreater. Whether the flathouse will meet
this necessity is a question, but there seems a disposition
to give it a trial.
Statistically, building operations showed a decline during

September. The records of the Bureau of Building Inspec
tion show that 705 permits for 1155 operations, at a cost of
$2,414,350, were issued, which compared with the same
period last year shows a decline of $198,905,while the de
cline in comparison with the month of August this year
reaches practically $1,000,000.
The total for nine months of the present yenr, however,

shows a material advance over 1905. During the current
year 7001 permits were issued for 14.327operations, valued
at $32,292,250,while last year during the same period 0979
permits were issued for 13,974 operations, costing $29,063,-
830, this being a gain of over $3,250,000in this year's favor.
At this seasonof the year building of two-story dwellings

usually falls off, and while the statistics show a decline for
the month of over $500,000 in this line alone, it is neither
unusual or alarming, and no doubt the falling off. unless
there is prospect of an exceedingly open winter, will gradu
ally continue during the remainder of the year.
The erection of buildings for manufacturing purposes,

both direct and indirect, shows a marked increaseduring the
month, and were it not for the high cost of building at the
time it is scarcelywithout question that the work in this line
would be much greater. Weather conditions on the whole
continue to favor building work, and every effort is being
made on the part of contractors to push work forward to
completion before unfavorable conditions prevail. Every
branch of the trade is fully occupied and the volume of busi

ness transacted by those engaged in supplying building

materials is unprecedented, and in many cases operation

work is considerably held up by delayed deliveries. Labor is

fully occupied, and in many lines skilled mechanicsare hard

to obtain.
Plans have been filed with the Bureau of Building In

spection by W. Z. Portello, a Chicago builder, for 10 four-

story flathouses he intends erecting on the south side of

Chestnut street between Forty-third and Forty-fourth
streets, at a cost of $300,000. Each house will measure

49 x 70 ft., of ornamental design, constructed of Indiana

sandstone. There will be eight flats of six or seven rooms

on each floor, and all the latest improvements, such as re

frigerators and electrical cooking apparatus, will be installed
in each suite.
John Megraw beganwork recently on 76 two-story houses

in the Fortieth Ward, to cost $121,600. Nineteen, 15 x 42

ft. each, will be built on the north side of Reinhard street,

west of Fifty-second street : 19 of the same size on the

south side of Upland, west of Fifty-second street; 19 of the

same dimensions on the north side of Upland, west of

Fifty-second street, and 19 of the same size on the south

side of Reinhard, west of Fifty-second street.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The demand for medium priced houses, both for sale and

rental purposes, has had the effect of turning attention anew

to this field of investment, and as a result there has been a

greater number of dwellings of this character greeted or

are now under way than at any time in the previous build

ing history of the city. One operator who has made a

specialty of building small houses for sale is said to have

already erected and disposed of more than 200 during the

present summer, and of one group of 100 houses which will

be completed some time in November more than half have

already been sold. Tke building movement continues on

broad lines, and structures intended for business as well as
dwelling purposes are under way in many sections of the

city. Extensive church building plans are a feature of the

situation and three new contracts for structures of this kind

have recently been closed.
The building report for the month ending September 30

shows 215 new buildings to have beenprojected, 58 additions

made and 87 permits issued for alterations and repairs call

ing for an estimated outlay of $1,238,550. Thus far the

present year nearly $14,000,000have beenexpendedin realty

improvements in the city, this amount being almost twice

as much as last year, with the indications pointing strongly

to the fact that the 12 months of 1906 will prove to be the

banner building year. Extensive improvements are in prog

ress in many sections of the city, especially in the residential
districts, although several new office buildings in the down

town portion of the city have been erected or are now in

process of construction.

Quincy, Mass.
At a meeting of the principal building contractors in

Quincy, held on Wednesday evening, September
19, an or

ganization for the mutual protection of the building interests

was formed under the name of
" The Builders' Association

of Quincy, Mass." Important business matters were dis

cussed and future plans outlined. The officers chosen were

J. W. Pratt, president; George E. Thomas, vice-president;
Albert Nelson, treasurer, and C. C. Foster, clerk.

San Francisco. Cal.

Nearly one-third more construction work was undertaken

in San Francisco during September than in the month pre

ceding, and it is estimated that on October 1 approximately

twice as many workmen were employed in building and in

work preparatory thereto, than was the caseon September1.

During September a total of 10.T0building permits were is

sued for work aggregating $5,902,000in value, as compared

with 700 permits aggregating $4,200,000during August and

about 600 permits aggregating $3,500,000during July. Of

the permits issued during September 524 or nearly half,

were for structures ranging in value above $1000. Of these

103were for brick construction, estimatedto cost $2,630,000;

7 were for large reinforced concrete buildings to cost a total

of $418,000; 4 were for the reconstruction of large buildings

damagedby fire and earthquake,to cost a total of $1,375,000,

and the remainder was for wooden buildings and smaller

reconstruction work. The remarkable feature of the situa

tion is the small amount of wooden construction under way,

ns compared with the vast amount of brick, stone and con

crete work being done and planned for the immediate future.
Judging by the permits issued the total amount of the wooden
building undertaken and of the smaller sort of reconstruction

work is less than one-quarter of the whole, whereas in times

before the fire this class of building would have amounted to

at least three-quarters of the whole.
Labor is still very high, says our correspondent under

date of October 8. In all cases it is as high as a month
ago. and in several branches there have been advances of

more or less importance since then. Materials, except in

the case of lumber, have not advanced. Lumber has gone
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up, and may so still higher, as the loggers in the North
have advanced the price of logs very materially. Cement is
much more plentiful than it was earlier in the year, and it
can probably be had a little cheaper. Several important
meetings have been held by property owners who hold
property in the downtown district and who object to the
advanced cost of construction, but so far these have re
sulted in little more than a determination to bring in more
workmen as rapidly as possible. There is a great deal of
talk about a " lumber trust," and the labor unions and
property holders are in some cases threatening to postpone
building. Conservative contractors and builders are, how
ever, of the opinion that the high prices, in both materials
and labor, are more the effect of demandand supply than of
combinations: that the evils are not so much the high
levels of prices as their instability, which makes it almost
impossible to figure on work, and the scarcity of com
petent workmen: and that the remedy for the present state
of affairs is rather in giving publicity to the present ex
tremely high prices than in making a vain endeavor to
force prices down. In fact, there are already signs that
the problem is being solved to a certain extent at the ex
pense of other Coast cities. During the last few weeks
strikes in both Los Angeles and Oakland have resulted in
several thousand carpenters and other builders migrating
from those cities to San Francisco, and it is evident that
the present wages are drawing in great numbers from all
over the Coast as w-ell as from" the East and Middle West.
Whether or not the San Francisco situation will work
serious harm to the building industry in other Coast cities
is a matter for speculation, but the idea of builders and
architects here is that it is already doing so.

The question of housing the army of workmen now here,
as well as.those who are expected to be drawn here by the
high wages, is still an interesting one. In view of the im
mensedemandfor dwellings it is causing somecommentthat
so few dwellings, comparatively speaking, are being built.
City property holders are evidently finding more immediate
profit in the construction of large buildings and are conse
quently neglectingthe building of residences. Apparently the
immediate need for homes is to be settled largely in two
ways. A great part of the population will be cared for in
hotels and apartment houses, of which a large number are
under way, and another large part will be quartered in the
suburban towns, where both residencesand apartment houses
- are being built to a very large extent. In Oakland, Berkeley,
Alameda. Sausalito, San Rafael, Mill Valley and in the
towns down the San Francisco peninsula residencebuilding
is very active. It is also evident from the record of the
registration for the coming election that the outside towns
are furnishing homes for the city's workers. The registra
tion of these outside towns shows .1big increase, while the
registration here shows an unexpected falling off.

The Board of Supervisors of San Francisco has appro
priated $50,000 for the rebuilding of fire houses burned in
the fire of last April. Many of the fire companies have
already been taken care of temporarily, but the rapid re
building of the burned district makes it necessary that some
provision be made for fire houses in that section of the city.
In addition to the school buildings planned last August,
the San Francisco Board of Education has planned the con
struction of 12 additional schoolhouses, at a total cost of
$1,045,000. These include one polytechnic high school build
ing, of class "A" construction, to cost $375,000; one 18-
room brick building, to cost $119,000; two 12-room brick
buildings, to cost $81,000each; four eight-room brick build
ings, to cost $54,000 each: one 12-room frame building, to
cost $56,000,and three eight-room frame buildings, to cost
$39,000each. These buildings, in addition to those planned
in August, cover the entire provision of the recent bond issue
except two high school buildings.
The plans for the San Francisco temporary city hall
have been completed. They call for a two-story frame
building, with frontages of 389 ft. 0 in. on Hayes street and
on Linden avenueand of 120 ft. on Van Ness avenueand on
FrankJyn street, to be erectedwithin four months, at a cost
of $80,000. The building will have an exterior of metal lath,
covered with cement and ornamental stucco work. Each
story will be 16 ft. in hight. The main entrance will be
in the center of the Hayes street front. On the ground
floor are to be the offices of the Mayor, Auditor, Tax Col
lector, Treasurer, Assessor, clerk's office and committee
rooms for the Board of Supervisors, Fire Commission, Board
of Health. Election Commission. Board of Public Works
and its departments, Department of Electricity, telephone
exchangeand janitor's rooms. Fireproof vaults will be ar
ranged under the offices needing them and under the side
walks. The second floor of the structure will be occupied
by the offices of the Board of Education. Superintendent of
Schools, City and County Attorney, the Public and Law-
Libraries, County Clerk, justices' clerks, five justices' courts,
reporters' rooms, Grand Jury and Trial Jury rooms, and
nine law courts for Ihe Superior Judges. AH the judges
will be provided with private chambers directly connected
with their courtrooms.

St. Paul, Minn.
A comparison of the building figures for St. Paul for
September of this year and last shows a gain of over
80 per cent, for the month just past, the exact figures
being $790,150 for September, 1906. and $448,485 for Sep
tember, 1905. The gain for the nine months ending Sep
tember30 of the current year is approximately $500,000,as
compared with the cost of the buildings begun during the
corresponding period of last vear, the exact figures being
$5,393,437and $4,938,055,respectively.
Construction work in St. Paul during the past month,as
during the preceding three months, has beenbadly hampered
by the inability of the contractors to procure building ma
terial of various kinds. When the stringency first became
apparent it was structural steel only that was seriously
affected, and for a while none but the largest buildings of
the warehouseand business block type were involved in the
delay that followed. Later on the builders found it in
creasingly difficult to get their orders filled for the trim, and
the result was that the delay in building was extended
forthwith to the more numerous class of ordinary store and
office structures, not to speak of the higher class of fiat
buildings and dwellings. At the present writing the paucity
of building material has reached the point where it is well-
nigh impossible to procure common brick and building stone
promptly, and the difficulty in getting anything in the way
of lumber, except the coarser grades, is so great that a large
number of prospective builders who were looking forward
to the completion of their work this year have been forced
to change their plans.
The fact that building work on many half completed

structures has been practically suspended for the present
has not as far as can be learned had the effect of throw
ing the laboring men out of work. As a matter of fact,
labor in general has never beenso steadily employedduring
Ihe entire building season as at present, and the indications
are that work will be plentiful for both skilled and unskilled
labor throughout the rest of the fall and much of the winter.
Nearly every railroad that has its terminals in St. Paul
and Minneapolis is engaged in the business of opening up
new towns along the lines that have either just been com
pleted or are about to be completed. In many cases the
railroad company is undertaking to supply the demand for
carpenters and other builders in the new- towns, and the
new role that sundry of the roads are assuming as quasi-
employment agencies is having the double effect of relieving
the Twin Cities of what might otherwise prove to be a con
gested labor market, and at the same helping materially in
the building boom that at the present time includes nearly
every town in the Northwest. The extent of the work that
is being done by the railroads in this matter of building
up new towns along their various lines is shown by the
fact that a single road running into Minneapolis and St.
Paul is at present engagedin the work of building 25 new
towns along one of the branch lines that is on the point of
completion.

Toronto, Can.
The wave of building activity which has been sweeping
over Ihe T'nited States appears to have affected this sec
tion of the world, if one may judge by the statistics which
are available, covering the value of building improvements
from the first of the year up to the middle of September.
As comparedwith the corresponding period of last year the
current volume of operations is far in the lead, the figures
being $9,120,683and $7,588,934,respectively. In the cor
respondingperiod of 1904 the value of the improvements for
which permits were issued was $4,165,103.
At the rate permits are now being issued the year 1906
will go far ahead of any of its recent predecessors in the
value of its building improvements.

Notes.
Building operations in Denver, Col., are being conducted
upon an increasing scale, and for the month of September
the value of the improvements record an advance of nearly
60 per cent, as compared with the same month last year.
The figures for the two periods are $386,000and $232,453.
respectively.

The Builders' Exchange of Alton, 111.,has just been,
incorporated for the purpose of advancing the building
interests in that community, the incorporators being Oscar
Cent, C. B. Davis and J. C. Wuellner. The trustees for the
ensuing year are Samuel McClure, W. C. Beiser and Lathy
Waggoner.

According (o the report of Building Inspector T. P. Mc-
Mahon, made to the Board of Public Safety at its meeting
on the afternoon of October 2, building permits calling for
improvements valued at $1,835,371were issued during the
fiscal year ending October 1 in the city of Chattanooga,
Tenn. The inspector pointed out in his report that new
building laws were needed in order to meet the growing
demands of the city, and acting upon his suggestion the
hoard passeda motion requesting the appointment of such a
committee.
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New Publications.

Laying and Finishing Hardwood Floors. By Frank G.
Odell; 50 pages. Size. 5% x 8 in. Numerous illus

trations. Bound in board covers with attractive side

title. Published by the David Williams Company, 14-

16 Park place. New York City. Price. 50 cents, post
paid.

Hardwood floors are becoming more and more a
requisite of the modern dwelling, whether it be the city
residence or the suburban home, and much attention is
therefore being given to the best methods of laying and
finishing them in order that satisfactory results may be
obtained. The author of the above little work has had a
somewhat extended experience in the better grades of
modern floor finishing, and what he has to say throws a
great deal of light upon many phases of the subject,
while calling attention to points which are often ignored
or given but scant attention by those doing work of the
character indicated. Within its covers the carpenter and
building mechanic who wants to know just the way a
floor should be finished is told how to do the work in the
most satisfactory manner. Not the least important of
the matter presented is the chapter on estimating work
of this kind, while the prices which are given are based
upon different jobs of work covering a period of years.
The entire presentation of the subject is such as to ap
peal to the practical man, and the little work will be
found an important contribution to the literature bear
ing upon this part of the builder's work.

The Building Mechanics' Ready Reference. By II. O.
Richey, Superintendent of Construction of United
States Public Buildings ; 22G pages. Size. 4% x 7 in.
Illustrated by means of 110 figures and diagrams.
Bound in morocco covers. Published by John Wiley &
Sons. Price. $1.50.
The author states that this little volume is intended

to be just -what its title implies— a ready reference
manual for the use of the carpenter and the woodworker,
a book to which he can refer at any time to refresh his
memory, or to assist him in any branch of his work. No
complicated diagrams are given, but all illustrations are
presented with as few lines as possible. In preparing the
work the effort has been made to place all information
so far as possible in tabular form, so that the mechanic
using the book will be able to make " short cuts " in per
forming his work.

The subject matter is divided into six parts, the first
of which has to do with short methods of laying out
work, roof framing, laying out arches, &c. Part II is
made up of tables of interest and value to the mechanic.
In Part III the author discusses short cuts and use
ful problems for everyday use. tells how to shingle hips
and valleys, explains the steel square and tells what con
stitutes a day's work for a good carpenter. Part IV is
•devotedto lumber measure, strength of wooden and steel
beams, columns. &c. Part V considers the strength of
various materials used in construction, capacity of tanks
and cisterns and miscellaneous data, while the last sec
tion of the little work is taken up with various hints and
receipts, rules for painting, wage tables, &e. A compre
hensive index will be found of convenience.
Attached to the inside of the back cover is a book for

keeping the time of the workmen on a job.

The Steel Square as a Calculating Machine. — By Albert
Fair; 82 pages. Size, 5 x in. Illustrated with
numerous diagrams. Bound in board covers. Pub
lished by tlie Industrial Publication Company. Price,
50 cents postpaid.

This little work, as Its title indicates, Is made up of a
number of simple directions for using the ordinary car
penter's steel square for the solution of complicated cal
culations that occur in the everyday practice of car
penters, builders, electricians, masons, stone cutters,
plumbers, gas fitters, blacksmiths, lumber dealers, tin
smiths. &c. The matter has not been prepared with
& view to meeting the requirements of graduates of tech
nical schools or even well read workmen of experience.

but witli a view to appealing more particularly to the
ordinary workman and to the beginner who is desirous
of making progress in his chosen calling. From this il
will be seen that the subject matter is presented in a
most elementary style, the common language of the shops
being used instead of the precise terms of the mathema
tician. The author points out that while almost every
thing presented within the covers of the little work has
been published over and over again by various writers
he is not aware that any of them has put it into such
simple shape.
The text is comprised in ten chapters, the first of

which relates to hints and cautions regarding the course
to be followed by the mechanic. The second consists of
a few simple explanations for the benefit of those who
have had little or no technical education, while the third
outlines the requisites in the selection of a steel square.
The chapter which follows considers the graphical as
compared with the arithmetical method of calculation,

after which attention is given to lines, surfaces and
solids, right angles and right angle triangles, problems
in proportion and polygons. An important feature of the
work is found in the description of the markings which
occur on steel squares, the point being made that it is
important not only that the square should be of the right
kind but that it should be of first-class quality. The con
cluding chapter relates to the different styles of finish
of a square, this being not only a matter of taste but of
durability as well. The entire make up of the little
work is well considered and the matter has been handled
In a way to render it an important contribution to the
literature of the subject.

A California Railroad Depot.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company is preparing
to build a new dejwt at the college town of Berkeley

across the bay from San Francisco, which will be espe
cially designed to harmonize with the college architec
ture. The building, of French renaissance, consists of
two main sections connected by an arcade. It is 190 ft.
in extreme length and 41 ft wide. An arcade 11 ft. wide
extends along the entire west front and troth ends of
the building. It will be constructed of red pressed brick
with light buff terra cotta trimmings and copper roof
and cornice. The arcade is in the Doric order, made of
reinforced concrete covered with terra cotta. The en
tablature and pediment carry out the same color scheme.
The north wing of the building contains a smoking
room, baggage room, etc. The south wing contains the
waiting room, retiring room and ticket offlce. The in
terior of the waiting room, which is 45 x 25 ft with a
23-ft. ceiling, is to be finished in light buff brick witli
terra cotta trimmings and to have an elaborate terra
cotta fireplace with an ornate hammered copper hood at
one end. The walls of the waiting room will be finished
in paneled designs by a famous sculptor, executed in
terra cotta by California manufacturers. The wood fin
ish throughout will be of eastern oak : special designs
in electric light fixtures will be introduced. Between
tne two wings of the building will be a grass plot sur
rounded by an ornamental fence, cement walks. &c. The
surrounding grounds will also be laid off with lawns and
cement walks.

The pattkrn draktixg classes of the Mechanics' In
stitute of the General Society of Mechanics and Trades
men, 11!West Forty-fourth street. New York City, opened
on the evening of October 1. The course in pattern draft
ing, as before, is in charge of George W. Kittredge, who
Is more or less familiar to readers of this journal as an
author of the New Metal Worker Pattern Book and an
occasional contributor on various interesting topics. The
facilities provided last year are again available, accom
modating a class of 84, divided into two parts, 42 receiv
ing instruction on two alternate evenings each week.
While classes have already been filled, applications will
be kept on file so that as vacancies develop they may be
readily filled. It usually happens that there are witli
drawals throughout the season, which closes in April.
The instruction is free.
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Aggregates for Concrete Mixtures of Various

Proportions.

One of the questions constantly arising iu connection
with the rapidly growing use of cement concrete is the
amount of cement, sand and stone required for mixtures
of various proportions. The quality of the completed
work depends so largely upon a knowledge of the proper
mixture that the builder who is called upon to use in
his foundations, walls, walks or for other purposes a
large amount of concrete will be interested iu the following table, which appeared In a recent issue of Concrete.
The figures cover a wide range of application and will
be found exceptionably convenient for reference :

Concretewith gravel% in.and
under.

Proportions
of mixture.

U 03 05
1 1 2.0
1 1 2.5
1 1 3.0

Requiredfor 1
eu.yd.

-—

1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5

2.5
30
3.5
4.0

1 2.0 3.0
1 2.0 3.5
1 2.0 4.0
1 2.0 4.5

2.5 3.5
2.5 4.0
2.5 4.5
2.5 5.0
2.5 5.5

3.0 4.0
3.0 4.5
3.0 5.0
3.0 5.5
3.0 6.0

3.5 5.0
3.5 5.5
3.5 6.0
3.5 6.5
3.5 7.0

4.5 6.0
5.0 6.5
4.0 7.0
4.0 7.5
4.0 8.0

5.5 8.0
5.0 9.0
6.0 9.0
6.0 10.0
7.0 11.0
7.0 12.0

2.72
2.41
2.16

2.16
1.96
1.79
1.64

1.78
1.66
1.53
1.43

1.51
1.42
1.33
1.26
1.18

1.32
1.24
1.17
1.11
1.06

1.11
1.06
1.00
0.96
0.91

0.95
0.91
0.87
0.84
0.81

0.74
0.70
0.65
0.02
0.54
0.52

0.41
0.37
0.33

0.49
0.45
0.41
0.38

0.54
0.50
0.47
0.43

0.58
0.54
0.51
0.48
0.44

0.60
0.57
0.54
0.51
0.48

0.59
0.56
0.53
0.51
0.49

0.58
0.55
0.53
0.51
0.49

0.57
0.53
0.59
0.56
0.51
0.55

0.83
0.92
0.98

0.82
0.89
0.96
1.00

0.81
0.88
0.93
0.98

0.81
0.87
0.91
0.96
0.99

0.80
0.85
0.80
0.93
0.97

0.85
0.89
0.92
0.95
0.98

0.87
0.90
0.93
0.96
0.98

Concretewith 2«j In. stone.

Proportions
of mixture.

a
E 1

0.91
0.90
0.89
0.93
0.91
0.95

1
1
1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2 0
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
4 0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
0.0
7.0
7.0

2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
4.0
4.5<
5.0
5.5
6.0
7.0
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0i
7.51
8.0 i
6.0 !
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
7.0
7.5
S.o
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.0
12.0
12.0
14.0
14.0
16.0

Requiredfor 1
«u.yd.

2.10
1.89
1.71
1.55
1.71
1.57
1.46
1.34
1.24
1.44
1.34
1.26
1.17
1.03
1.24
1.16
1.10
1.03
0.98
0.88
1.03
0.97
0.92
0.88
0.84
0.80
0.76
0.88
0.83
0.80
0.76
0.73
0.71
0.68
0.77
0.73
0.71
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.61
0.57
0.51
0.48
0.43
0.42
0.38

c.-

0.32
029
0.26
0.24
039
0.36
0.33
0.31
0.28
0.44
0.41
0.38
0.30
0.31
0.47
0.44
0.42
0.39
0.37
0.33
0.47
0.44
0.42
0.40
0.38
0.37
0.35
0.46
0.44
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.30
0.47
0.44
0.43
0.42
0.40
0.38
0.37
0.43
0.38
0.44
0.40
0.44
0.40

a 3<--_;

0.80
0.86
0.91
0.94
0.78
0.83
0.88
0.91
0.94
0.77
0.81
0.86
0.89
0.94
0.75
0.80
0.83
0.80
0.89
0.93
0.78
0.81
0.84
0.87
0.89
0.91
0.93
0.80
0.82
0.85
0.87
0.80
0.91
0.92
0.81
0.88
0.80
0.88
0.89
0.91
0.93
0.87
0.92
0.88
0.92
0.38
0.92

Manufacturers' Catalogues Wanted.

We have a letter from a foreign correspondent who
desires to receive copies of catalogues and prices from
manufacturers of asphalt roofings, hinges, bnth fittings,
builders' hardware, pumps, window fixtures, &c. The
matter should be addressed M. N. Demirjian, care U. S.
Consulate, Alexandretta, Syria, via French mail.

Among the many interesting articles in the October
number of Country Life in America, which is the annual
housebuilding number, is one telling how to build a
country house (at various prices), what to put into the
house and the prevailing architectural taste. The su
preme feature of this issue Is the selection of perfect
country houses by four of the leading architects of the
United States. Wilson Eyre and Charles Barton Keen
of Philadelphia ; John M. Cnrrere of New York, and Guy
Lowell of Boston, have combined to select 23 representa
tive country houses that out of their wide experience
have appealed to their artistic taste. These houses were
built by many different architects, they are geographically
diversified, they range from a cost of $3500 to a cost of
$50,000. No such collection of beautiful country houses
has ever been so authoritatively garnered. The selective

taste of these gentlemen is catholic ; Colonial, French,
Italian, all the great dominant styles are represented.
" Glass Rooms and Sun Parlors " tells how to sit out
doors all the year round. George Leland Hunter con
tributes another of his quotable articles—this time on
" Georgian Furniture." Walter A. Dyer shows why the
expense of housebuilding varies In different sections of
the country, and gives a basis for estimating the cost
" Why Not a Bungalow," is a warm hearted tribute to
the most attractive type of small country house. Profes
sor Henry Van Dyke collates " Songs of Nature " appro
priate for the month. "The Country Home Reminder"
will give the country home dweller four more successful
weeks. Other features of this rich number are " Out
door News and Discoveries," " The Joys and Woes of
Well Driving." " The Unburnable Country House," " The
$10,000Country Home," " What Proper Remodeling Will
Do," "The Essential Features of a Well Planned Cot
tage," and " Plumbiug for a Country House."

One of the features of the lumber world this year has
been an unusual activity in walnut. Under the stimu
lus of higher prices than were ever known before mill-
men have been scouring the woods for everything that
looks like a walnut tree, and even the most trashy of
this stock seems to meet with ready sale at good prices,
while the few fine logs that have been secured have
brought pretty fancy figures. The tiling to wonder about
right now is where are we going to get walnut in the
future?

CONTENTS.
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THIS IS THE AGE OF THE

METAL SHINGLE
INFLAMMABLE WOOD SHINGLES, HEAVY SLATE, BRITTLE TILE
AND UNSIGHTLY PAPER OR TAR HAVE SEEN THEIR DAY.

And the reason is that the NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLE is the natural evolution of
painted TIN the shingle question.
GALVANIZED TIN They are fire proof. They are light. They are unbreakable. They are artistic—and then

beyond that are qualities of durability, strength, beauty and quick adjustment—all its own.
Note the appearanceof just one building roofed with NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLES and then compare it

with the cheap, common kind done in wood, slate, paper or tar.
And then 6gure on this— that they're cheaper than wood, cheaper than anything when you figure all the saving points

involved—insurance, protection, etc.
NEW CENTURY SHINGLES are handsomeembosseddesign, the lock is simple, easy, perfect.
Don't fail to get the book, No. 25, we send you free, and post up on the roofing question, comparativecosts,

estimates,

designs, etc. Address,

CHATTANOOGA ROOFING & FOUNDRY CO., Chattanooga, Tenn-
NewYork Office,440GreenwichStreet.

AND

THERE'S PLENTY OF CHEAP
SASH OPERATING APPARATUS

the kind that's madeof light materials—the worms in the gear not machine cut
—the

bearings not finely adjusted. If you want a good thing to do a good job, you've got
to pay for it. Ours is a good thing at the right price for a good thing.

HITCH1NGS and COMPANY,
GREENHOUSE DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS,
Manufacturersol HeatlnzandVentilating Apparatus.

1170 Broadway, ... NEW YORK. I 1AND
Goodell Mitre Box
MADE ENTIRELY OF STEEL. NO MORE BREAKING.
FIRST IN QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENTS.

AUTOMATIC STOPS FOR HOLDING UP SAW.
CORRUGATED BACKS. GRADUATED.
GAUGE FOR DUPLICATE CUTS and many other
features.
If you want ih_ best you will take no other.
Send for Circular K.

GOODELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.

T5he

Carpenter's
Guide
By A. F. BarRer

A Manual of Terms Used in
Architecture, Carpentry
and Building

AHANDY book of terms andconcise definitions arranged

in alphabetical order—includes

reference to the features of the

various architectural styles.

178 Pages

Flexible Cloth Cover

75 Cents. Postpaid

David Williams Co.
14-16 ParK Pi&ce, New Yorh

Successful Draftsmanship
taught personally and individually by

Chief Draftsman
of large concern. I guaranteeto teach you first-class
drafting-room knowledge and experience in a few
months' home study. Furnish all tools and high-
grade position free when competent. Address

Chief Draftsman, Div. 3,

ENGINEERS' EQUIPMENT CO., Chicago

^1 fifEW -BOOK.

Concrete-Block Manufacture
Processes and Machines

By H. H. RICE

152 Pages 46 Half-tone Cuts

Bound in Cloth

Price $2.00 Postpaid

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
14-16 ParK Place wk-~. ^t! NEW,,YORK
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NOVELTIES.

Warner's Shingle Gante.
Illustrated herewith we show the
Wagner No. 60 shingle gauge, a de
vice gotten up for convenience and
saving of time in laying shingles. The
tongue of the gauge slips underneath
the shingle and the teeth at the lower
end of the tongue catch into the shin
gles, preventing the device slipping
out, but not interfering with placing
the article in position in a moment's
time or taking it out of position when
through using. A curved handle is
provided for convenience in the latter
operation. Fig. 1 shows the article it
self and Fig. 2 illustrates it when
placed In position. The top part of
the gauge is provided with a thumb
nut and an adjustable gauge for ad
justing the different distances which
shingles are laid to the weather, giv
ing an adjustment of from 4 to 6 in.
In shingling a roof two of these
gauges are used in connection with
a straight edge, as shown in Fig. 3.
preferably 4 in. wide. Either a reg-

Kovelties.—WagnerShingle GaugeXo. 60.
—Fig. 1.—General View of the Device.

ular straight edge or any straight
board from % to 1 in. thick can be
used. The two gauges are then placed
in position, one at either end of the
straight edge, and adjustment is made
to whatever distance the shingles are
to be laid. The shingles are laid with
the butts coming down against the
straight edge, and when a row is fin
ished the gauges are quickly with
drawn and replaced for the next row.
The use of a chalk line or a nailed
straight edge is thus unnecessary. The
device is put up one-half dozen in a* box and is manufactured by the Wag
ner Mfg. Company, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Victory for Fox machine Company.
The Supreme Court of Michigan
has just rendered a decision which
establishes a precedent for the can
celing of contracts where parties
agree to energetically push the sale of
certain productions and then fail to
do so. The case was that of James

Fig. 2.—Shingle GaugePlaced in Position.

R. Stone vs. the Fox Machine Com
pany, et al, and involved dealings be
tween the parties commencing in 1800
and continuing until 1895. In 1800
Mr. Stone took up the sale of the Fox
Universal trimmer in Great Britain
and Europe, having his headquarters
in London. The business continued
under varying arrangements until
1899, when an agreement was en

tered Into whereby Mr. Stone was to
continue the sale of trimmers In Great
Britain and Europe and prosecute the
business faithfully In accordance with
previous experience. In May, 1902,
the business of the Fox Machine
Company was taken over by the Fox
Typewriter Company, but no mention
was made of the Stone agreement, the
manager of the new company assum
ing that it had expired, but continu
ing sales to Stone. The business un
der this contract was not prosecuted

trated and is bound in papercoversof appropriate design. In thedescrip
tive text special attention is calledto
the double staggered air spacecement
building blocks which It Is pointed
out give a wall with two air spaces
Instead of one, and a much stronger
construction by far than two walls
forming one continuous air space.
The use of these blocks is said to
render a building frost and moisture
proof, keeping it warm in winter and
cool in summer. Evidence of theflre-

Fig. 3.—Shingle Gaugein Connectionwith Straight Edge.

satisfactorily to the Fox companies,
who complained that Mr. Stone was
neglecting the business on the Conti
nent of Europe and failing to prose
cute it faithfully and that therefore
he was not entitled to exclusive rights
in that territory. In consequence
some sales were made by them direct
to wholesale companies in Europe.
Mr. Stone, claiming that he had exclu
sive right to the sale of the trimmers
in Europe until the contract was can
celed, brought suit against the com
pany and obtained a preliminary in
junction restraining the Fox Type
writer Company from advertising,
quoting prices or selling trimmers on
the Continent of Europe. The case
was tried in the Circuit Court at
Grand Rapids and a decree was ren
dered canceling the contract and
awarding damages against all the de
fendants. The case was appealed to
the Supreme Court, which reversed
the decision of the lower court and
held that the complainant did not use
due diligence as the contract required,
and that his failure to obtain larger
business was due to his own acts.
This decision Is a victory for the Fox
Company, as its purport is to cancel
all contracts which heretofore existed
between the company and its former
London agent, and assesses the cost
of litigation against the complainant.

The Edwards Perfect Hl|> Shlnclea.
The Edwards Mfg. Company, Cin
cinnati, Ohio, is bringing to the atten
tion of architects and builders the hip
shingle shown in Fig. 4. The shingle
is made for hips of roofs and is In
tended to take the place of plain tin
strips, wood or metal rolls. The
shingles are 4x9 in., made of tin,
galvanized iron and copper. The hip
shingles can be used in combination
with the Edwards metal shingles with
very pleasing effects. The latter are
made in three sizes, 7 x 10. 10 x 14,
14 x 20 in., of pure sheet copper, tin
plate, painted or galvanized.

proof qualities of these blocks is pre
sented at some length, as are alsothe
various steps in the constructionof
the blocks themselves. The different
stages are illustrated by meansof
half-tone engravings, figures of cost
are shown, and a number of pagesare
devoted to condensed facts showing
the advantages of these blocks as a
building material to builders, contrac
tors and owners. The illustrations

f \ "

.lllrarle Cement Bulldlns Blocks and
machines for jVIakln<r Them.
We have before us a copy of an at
tractive publication of 114 pages in
which are set forth at length the
merits of the machines for turning
out Miracle cement concrete building
blocks, sewer pipe and tile, cement
brick, &c, issued by the Miracle
Pressed Stone Company. Minneapolis,
Minn. The work is profusely illus-

Fig. 4.—Tin Eilunrds Perfect Hip SMnyle.

also Include (i!) cuts of the various
faces, styles and sizes of blocks which
can be turned out by means of oneof
the outfits furnished by the company.
Reference is made to a variety of spe
cial molds for belt courses, cornice?
columns, balusters, &c. A special
department solely for the accommoda
tion of its patrons and friends has
been added by the company, with a
view to furnishing plans and speci
fications for all kinds of cementbuild
ings. Numerous half-tone illustra
tions of buildings erected from Mir
acle blocks are scattered through the
work, together with pictures of block
machines and their method of opera
tion. Attention is also invited to con
crete brick machines and their prod
uct, also to Miracle colors and the
way to use them. Hand power con
crete mixers are an interesting fea
ture of the work, as are the toolsand
appliances employed in the construc
tion of sidewalks. The entire make
up of the work Is such as to proveof
unusual interest to architects and"
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builders, and we understand that
copies will be furnished to any one
who may apply for 25 cents each,
postpaid.

Kingston's New Rooting; Bracket.
One of the latest conveniences in
the way of a roofing bracket for the
use of masons in building or repair
ing chimneys or for the use of carpen
ters or other mechanics having any

Novelties. —Kingston's iVcic Roofing
Bracket.—Fig. 5.—Showing the Brackets
in Position for Use.

work to do on pitch roofs, is the de
vice which is being introduced to the
attention of the trade by the King
ston-Hall Company, 550 Franklin
street. Cambridge, Mass., and which
is illustrated herewith. The brackets
can be adjusted to any pitch of roof ;
are constructed of angle steel, very
strong, and will sustain five times the
weight that will probably ever be re
quired of them. A set consists of four
brackets as indicated in Fig. 5, there
being two long and two short ones.
The claim is made that as they are
adjustable to any pitch of roof they
can be put up or taken down in a very
few minutes. In doing odd jobs of
repairing, such as patching or topping
off a chimney, it is a well-known fact
that it requires as a general thing a
much longer time for the mason to
erect his staging than It does to do
the actual work. The value, there
fore, of an adjustable staging of the
nature Illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6
will be readily appreciated. A view

Fig. 6.—View of Bracket Folded and Also
in Use on Both Sides of Ridge.

of one of the brackets as it appears
when folded ready for transportation
from one job to another is shown In
the lower part of Fig. 6. Its dimen
sions are 42 in. long, 10 in. wide anil
6 in. deep. In a test made by Prof.
Edward F. Miller at the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, a

bracket was placed on a made up roof
having a pitch of 45 degrees and
loaded with a weight of 4300 lb. with
out its breaking, the test not being
continued to the point of failure.

Voltax Comi'onnd.
The Electric Cable Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., and 17 Battery
place, New York City, Is manufactur
ing Voltax, which is described as a
waterproofing compound and preser
vative of wood and metal, as well as
a good insulating material. The man
ufacturer states that the compound is
impervious to moisture, acids, sul
phurous gases and alkalies, that it
will not freeze or crack, retains its
elasticity, will not corrode, prevents
electrolytic action, dries out in the
same time as required for ordinary
paint, adheres to glass, porcelain and
other smooth surfaces, and maintains
uniformity in quality. Voltax may
be used for painting stonework to
keep moisture from sweating through,
and on steam and cold water pipps as

field apparently has been opened by
some sheet metal workers and in the
accompanying half-tone, Fig. 7, is re
produced an Illustration of a sheet
metal mantel made by the Duluth
Corrugating & Roofing Company, Du
luth, Minn. This mantel is made en
tirely of sheet metal except for the
mirror and the fireplace fixtures, and
although the company has placed but
a few of these mantels in residences
they are giving entire satisfaction.
They are finished In numerous styles
and can be finished so that it is hard
to distinguish them from mahogany,
marble or tile. They can be made so
they can be moved at any time with
little trouble. Mantels of this descrip
tion are slightly cheaper than the
same style in wood, and the freedom
from fire, particularly where a grate
is used underneath, is a point in their
favor.

Catalogue of Stamped Steel Ceilings.
The additions which are constantly
being made to almost every line of

Fig. 7.—A SheetMetal Mantel

a preventive of moisture. As a
paint for furnace doors and stacks it
is said to withstand an exceedingly
high temperature.

Slieet Metal for Interior Decorations.
The widely increasing use of sheet
metal for both the utilitarian and dec
orative purposes on the outside of
buildings has been frequently dis
cussed, and the progress which has
been made from time to time has been
observed by sheet metal workers gen
erally. Within a few years the more
general use of stamped steel ceilings
has come about for interior decora
tions, and now it is not only not un
common to find ceilings and side
walls of sheet metal, but we seedoors
and window frames covered with sheet
metal, as well as coves and cornice
moldings of sheet metal. This has
largely been brought about because of
the numerous designs which could
easily be worked up, as well as the
indestructibility and comparative
cheapness. The use of sheet metal
for office fixtures, such as desks, let
ter files and bookcases, is now becom
ing quite general in offices where rec
ords are kept for permanent use, such
as county clerks' offices and the like,
and business offices are even adopting
this form of construction. A new

stamped sheet metal ware for inte
rior decoration render it necessary
that new catalogues be issued fre
quently. Several particularly pleas
ing designs in side walls and ceilings
of the Gothic type, which combined
with field plates and borders of the
same order of decoration make par
ticularly pleasing designs for church
interiors, are shown in a recent cata
logue of the New York Iron Roofing
& Corrugating Company, First and
Washington streets, Jersey City, N. J.
A new idea in the way of church dec
orations is entire brackets, either to
cover existing brackets in the wood
work or to add to the attractive ef
fect. These brackets can be made In
a number of special designs, corre
sponding to the size and character of
the building in which they are In
stalled. A number of moldings of
varying widths are also shown, as
well as coves. Some excellent designs
of deep stamping are illustrated in
center pieces, and a line of architec
tural ornaments is also shown. These
vary from small ones 2% in. square or
3 in. in diameter to large stampings
11 In. in diameter. A number of 6ns
relief panel plates are shown, as well
as frames for all kinds of plates. A
large variety of zinc or copper brack
ets as well as capitals are also shown,
which are not only used for Interior
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work, but also are largely drawn upon
for cornice manufacture. A number
of pages In the back of the book are
devoted to showing Interiors of sheet
metal, Including churches, assembly
balls and banks.

Keyhole saw .

The Bridgeport Hardware Mfg.
Company, Bridgeport, Conn., Is the
maker of the Keyhole saw illustrated
In Fig. 8 of the cuts. It has a handle
made entirely of steel and said to be
unbreakable, with a ball shaped end
especially designed to fit the hand.
The handle is blued steel or gun metal
finish and combines a wrench for %
and % in. nuts. The blade is 7 In.
long, made of cast steel polished

brought out may seem to require It.
The appeal is made more particularly
to the dealer handling lines of builders'
hardware, and his name and address
is printed upon the pamphlets when
so desired. The assortment of litera
ture consists among others of a little
work entitled "A Book About Pad
locks," enumerating 52 uses with il
lustrations of most of them, while an
other, known as " The Little Black
Box," Is the story of a marriage and
the trouble that grew out of a mys
terious black box. The company has
gotten out a number of stories calcu
lated to hold the attention of the
reader, but this one Is considered the
best, while the size and style permit
of Its being issued in large quantities
at a reasonable cost. The leaflets

wide and 4 ft. high, and is mounted
on three wheels with 3-in. face, as
shown in the picture. The weight is
about 800 lb., but the arrangement of
parts is such that it can be readily
bandied by one man. The shafting is
V/i in. cold rolled steel. The mlx-

Xoveltiee.—Fig. 8.—Keyhole Saw.

bright and declared to be first class in
every respect. The special clamp at
tachment for holding the blade in the
handle is a distinctive feature of this
tool, furnishing a means of locking
the blade securely or releasing and
removing it instantly when desired.
The saws are packed one-half dozen
In a box, 24 dozen in a case.

Automatic filler <lamp.
Hammacher, Schleinmer & Co.,
Fourth avenue and Thirteenth street.
New York City, are offering the Auto
matic Miter Clamp shown in Fig. 9 of
the accompanying cuts. It is designed
for the use of woodworkers and sash,
blind and door manufacturers, and is
described as light, compact, effective,
inexpensive and practically inde
structible. The makers state that the
clamp takes any width or thickness
of casing, whether sprung or flat, and
sets in place and clamps a miter in
less time than it takes to make a full
turn of a screw. They also explain
that it has no intricate parts to get

Fig. 9.—Automatic Miter Clamp.

out of order and requires no adjust
ing, being always in position.

Suggestions Regarding "Y'ale"
Padlocks.

A scheme for calling the attention
Of the trade to the merits of Yale
padlocks has been in force for some
time past by the Yale & Towne Mfg.
Company, 9 Murray street. New York
City, and some reference to it in these
columns may not be without interest.
The company has prepared a series
of pamphlets and leaflets which are
distributed free on application, new
literature being constantly added to
the assortment as the new goods

which are being sent out briefly refer
to the merits of some of the leading
styles of padlocks, with suggestions
that fully explain themselves. The
printing is in a most neat and effec
tive style, being in colors upon a
tinted paper, all tending to prove at
tractive to the reader who may be In
terested in padlocks and some of their
many uses.

Triple Drum Sander.

Those of our readers who have oc
casion to do fine surfacing of panels,
doors. &c, upon any considerable scale
are likely to be interested in a triple
drum sander which has just been
placed upon the market by the J. A.
Fay & Egan Company, 221 to 241
West Front street, Cincinnati, Ohio,
and which is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The statement is made that by reason
of its great success the machine has
been christened " The Conqueror."
The three drums are made of steel
and carry sandpaper of different
grades, depending upon the work to
be done. Each drum has an oscillat
ing motion which It Is claimed insures
a uniform surface without lines or
marks which often result when the
motion is direct. The drums can be
entirely removed when desired, and
any workman can re-cover them with
out trouble, giving the paper the
proper tension in a short space of
time. There are eight feed rolls, four
above and four below the platen,
driven by a train of heavy expansion
gearing. The upper rolls are mount
ed directly over the lower ones. The
feed is governed by a double belt
tightener operated by a hand lever.
A brush attachment cleans the mate
rial as it passes through, so that there
is no extra work required before
painting or varnishing. The machine
has a capacity for work from 30 to
80 in. wide and up to 8 in. thick.

Coltrin Concrete Mixer.
Among the many devices at present
on the market for mixing concrete,
which material is so extensively em
ployed just now in connection with
building construction and for other
purposes, mention may be made of the
apparatus manufactured by the
Knickerbocker Company. Liberty
street, Jackson, Mich. It is known
as the Improved Coltrin Concrete
Mixer, with double drive and auto
matic cement feed, and is shown in
general view in Fig. 11 of the illus
trations. The frame of this mixer
is constructed of 2V4x 3% in. maple,
reinforced with iron corner brackets.
The mixer stands G ft. long, 3 ft.

Fig. 10.—Triple Drum Sander.

ing is done in a shell made of No. 10
gauge steel, with bottom rolled to th«
shape of a half circular cone, in which
revolve blades extending on a spiral
from the head to the foot of the ma
chine, where the mixture is dis
charged. A view of these mixing
blades, the discharge end being at the
right, is presented in Fig. 12. The
shell is suspended on suitable bear
ings at the front and rear sides, and
can be raised or lowered as well as
moved horizontally in order to change
its proximity to the mixing blades.
An automatic device for feeding the
cement has been added, so that when
the cement is placed in the hopper
holding a little over two sacks? It is
measured out by a feed roll with
pockets that can be changed to dump
from 2 to 1 up to 8 to 1, or any por
tions desired. The trip of the feed
roll is made by the shovel or the ma
terial as it Is cast into the mixer.
The mixing is continuous while the
machine is in operation and in plain
sight all the time. The mixer Is
built for hand power, and its capacity
ns such is 7 to 9 cu. yd. per hour, the
9 yd. per hour having been averaged
on a day's run. It can be operated
by an engine if the extent of the work
warrants it, with a capacity of 12 cu.
yd. per hour, and with the engine on
the frame under the cylinder every-

Coltrin ConcreteMixer icith Side Feed.—
Fig. 11.—GeneralView of the Machine.

thing is moved at once. Should any
accident happen to the power the
work can be continued uninterrupted
by hand labor. For sidewalk require
ments the mixer can be moved along
lengthwise of a trench and the ma
terial shoveled Into it from the side
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bank. It can be loaded into an ex
press wagon and carried about the
city on small jobs, or it can be hooked
on to the rear end of a wagon and

Novelties. — Fig. 12.—Position of Mixing
Blades in Shell, the Bend End Being at
the Left and Discharge End at the
Riyht.

taken along behind on its own
wheels.

The Creaeenl Panel Band Saw.
A machine which is referred to as
something of a departure in band saw
construction has just been placed
upon the market by the Crescent Ma
chine Company, Leetonia, Ohio, and
is illustrated in general view in Fig.
13 of the cuts. It is known as the
Crescent Panel Band Saw. and its
purpose is to saw out the inside
curves of oval or irregular shaped
mirror frames, picture frames, panels.
&c. It is adapted for work in a gen
eral cabinet shop and in the pattern

class manner. The size of the wood
table Is 36 x 36 in. The wheels are
10 in. in diameter, and the size of the
tight and loose pulleys are 2x5 in.,
which should make 700 to 800 rev.
per mln. An attractive catalogue of
36 pages, which the company has just
issued from the press, illustrates and
describes the leading machines manu
factured, presenting in connection
therewith prices, code words, &c. A

then drawn along the material, using
its head as a guide, the pencil or awl
being guided by the indentation in
marking the measured line. The
points of the indentations forming the
gauge are at regular distances under
the %-ln. divisions. The tool can be
used both as a try square and as a
carpenter's gauge and thus takes the
place of two tools. The indentations
do not in any way prevent the inner

Fill. 14.—Fox's GaugeSquare.

copy will be mailed by the company to
any one sufficiently interested in

goods of this nature to apply for it.

Fox's Gauge Square.

Wlebusch & Hilger, Limited, 9-15
Murray street, New York, sole agents
for the Challenge Cutlery Corpora
tion, Bridgeport, Conn., have Just
brought out Fox's all steel patern try
square, with Wiatt's patent gauge

Fig. 13.—The CrescentPanel Band Sate.

shop for sawing out inside curves of
glued-up rims and other inside work
which cannot conveniently be done on
a regular band saw. It will also an
swer for common sawing where a
large range Is not required under the
arm. The machine has a hollow
frame, and is referred to as being
constructed in a thoroughly first-

edge on the inner surface of the blade,
as illustrated in Fig. 14. The square
is pressed from sheet steel, polished
and nickel plated, and is made by spe
cial machinery intended to give abso
lute accuracy. When used as a gauge
the point of a pencil or scratch awl is
inserted in the indentation, giving the
width to be measured. The square is

edge of the blade being used for a try
square when the gauge feature is not
wanted. The tool will be made at
first only with blades 6 in. in length.

An Improved Steel Square.
An improved construction of the
well-known carpenters' framing
square and having detachable mem
bers which adapt it for being" knocked down " when not in use,
thus rendering it easy to pack in the
mechanic's tool box, Is being drawn
to the attention of the trade by Ran
kin & Scroggins. 28 to 32 Tenth
street. Wheeling, W. Va.. and is illus
trated in outline in Fig. 00 of the ac-
trated in outline in Fig. 15 of the ac-

Fig. 15.—-In Improved Steel Square.
Square.

companying cuts. The device is re
ferred to as very simple of construc
tion, and convenient and durable in
operation. It can beused for any pur
pose for which the ordinary carpen
ter's square can be employed, and is of
the same size. The point is made that it
is without the disadvantage of the or
dinary folding squares on the market,
as it will lay perfectly flat on either
side, having no projections whatever.
The square has different scales on one
side, namely, % in., V

-i in., % In., 1%
in. and 3 in. to the foot, thereby mak
ing it convenient for use in laying out
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details, for by taking the square
apart the mechanic has a 24-in.
straight edge, with the scales ar
ranged in convenient manner for
work. The square is fully covered by
United States and Canadian patents.

Improved Block and Baluster
Machine.

Many of our readers are likely to be
interested in a machine for making
novelties of wood which is being In-

claims made for this outfit by the
manufacturers, the Carlln Machinery
& Supply Company, Allegheny, Pa.
One machine of this type is operat
ing on a four-story building with a
cage handling two barrows, each con
taining 40 bricks. The friction drum
is of the standard type, with wood
cone friction drum 9 in. in diameter,
12 in. long, which can be lagged to
further increase the diameter to 14
In. A steel cut gear pinion on the

frlti I r i * ! -

lilllillli

able. A small feed pump attached to
the engine delivers the gasoline into
a glass cup at the mixing valve, which
thus serves as a sight Indicator. This
mixing valve supplies the explosive
vapor in amounts proportional to the
work done, the surplus gasoline re
turning to the tank through an over
flow. The gasoline is entirely in
closed, eliminating all danger from
explosion. The cast iron cylinder wa
ter jacket is removable, making it
easy of repair in case of freezing
through neglect. A pendulum gov
ernor controls the speed, which can
be regulated while the engine is run
ning. The engine has a lifting capac
ity of 1000 lb. on a single line. Gas
attachments can be substituted for
the gasoline when so desired. One
machine, it is stated, is operating
with natural gas. at a cost of 25 cents
per day of eight hours. The operator
was formerly a hod carrier.

Novelties.—Fig. 16.-—Samplesof Work Producedby the Mattison liloek and Baluster
Machine.

troduced to the trade by the Wood
Turning Machine Company, Beloit,
Wis. It is known as the Mattisou
Block and baluster machine, having
a frame cast in one piece and an iron
table made in two parts, so as to
avoid lifting the whole table with its
round turning attachment and slides
when It is necessary to get to the cut
ter heads. The statement Is made
that the machine will allow a turning
of 16V&in. long in one operation or 33
in. by reversing the stock. It will
admit of any number of cuts being
made on square or octagon work and
of any length and thickness of mate
rial. The round turning attachment
with which the machine Is provided
consists of a slotted iron gauge 4x8
in. long and has adjustable head and
tail stocks, also a self-centering de
vice for stock of any size up to 3 in.
The cutter head is slotted on four
sides, and in these slots are held
forged steel blocks for carrying the
knives. The claim is made that any
of these blocks or knife carriers may
be removed for the purpose of grind
ing the knives without disturbing or
removing any of the others, even
though there be several carriers in
the same slot. This is referred to as
a new feature and one that is a great
time saver. The knives are fastened
to these carriers In such a way as to
make a draw shear cut. The machine
is equipped with an adjustable cut
off, miter and ripping gauge, round
turning attachment, setting up arbor,
saw collars, wrenches and counter
shafts. The tight and loose pulleys
are 4 x 8 in. and should make 950
rev. per min. Some samples of the
work produced by this machine are
shown in Fig. 16 of the cuts.

Carlln fiasollne Hi>iM Inn Knglne.
A small, light, compact and durable
hoisting engine of recent design, par
ticularly intended for bricklayers in
the erection of three and four story
buildings, is shown in Fig. 17 of the
illustrations. Ease of handling and
economic operation are the principal

crank shaft of the engine engages
with a cut gear of larger diameter on
the drum shaft. These gears are so
proportioned that the double gearing
found on so many machines of this
class is not necessary, thereby sim
plifying and lessening the number of
parts and wear. Gear guards pro
tect the gears from becoming clogged
with dirt and other foreign matter.
A pedal operated steel band brake,
with segmental wood lining, is pro
vided for lowering the load. When it

A medium Weight Planer, .
and Holder.

Those In the wood-working industry
requiring a medium size planer,
matcher and molder are likely to be
interested in the machine which we
illustrate in Fig. 18 of the engravings,
and which Is being placed on the mar
ket by the Cordesman-Rechtin Com
pany, Butler street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The capacity of the machine is said
to be such that it will plane top. side
and two edges of such work as floor
ing, ceiling, wainscoting, partition,
casing, siding and a multitude of
other moldings in a single operation.
The frame is thoroughly ribbed
throughout, and the metal is distrib
uted In a way to Insure the maxi
mum of strength and rigidity. The
table, which is fully 14 In. deep, is
made in one piece, and its top plate
in the rough is over 1 in. thick, with
bracer arches on the under side reduc
ing vibration to a minimum. It is
fitted to the frame by "Oordesman's
Patent Process," by which " the table
is locked to the frame as securely as
though both were cast In one piece."

Fig. 17.—Carlin GasolineHoisting Engine.

is desired to hold the load suspended
a pawl engages with a shrouded
tooth ratchet wheel bolted to the
drum. The whole machine is mount
ed on a neat cast iron base, with
levers conveniently placed for the
operator. The 5-hp. gasoline engine
used for operating the hoist is espe
cially adapted for its service. It is a
horizontal four-cycle engine, built
with a view to compactness, simplic
ity and accessibility of all parts. In
this type of engine there is claimed
to be less vibration than is found in
the vertical type and being longer
connected it is said to be more dur-

The table may be adjusted while the
operator is in working position, a rule
in plain view telling the space under
the cutter head. The feed works con
sist of four power driven feed rolls,
all 4 in. in diameter, two rates of
speed being provided. The new chain
and gear drive is referred to as being
very powerful and as eliminating many
gears and studs. The infeeding roll
is fluted and is given pressure by
weight levers, while the outfeedlng
roll has spring tension controlled b

.v

hand wheels. The matcher spindles
are made of steel, and revolve in long
split l>o\es lined with babbitt metal.
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Both upper and lower spindle boxes
are connected by webs and glbbed to
two horizontal bearings securely fast
ened to the table. Owing to the pe
culiar construction of these parts the
claim is made that belt strain does
not affect the cap side of the boxes,

and provision is made for taking up
all wear. The matcher spindles with
heads move up and down with the

and at a lower ratio of cost per year than
other competitivematerial."

The American School of Corre
spondence, 3112 and 3113 Armour ave
nue, Chicago,111.,presentsin Its pagead
vertisementthlB month an announcement
relative to an unusual opportunity for
carpenters,builders, draftsmen,architects
or mechanics. The statementis madethat
without leaving his own home or losing
a minute from his regular work one can
makehimself completemaster of his own

novelties.—Fig. W.—MediumWeightPlaner, Matcher and loldcr.

table. They have a lateral adjustment,
for the different widths of boards,
and are provided with patent chip
breaking device to prevent slivering

and breaking out of knotty and cross-
grained lumber. The machine pos
sesses many other valuable features
peculiar to the planer, matcher and
inolders turned out by this concern,

among them being the arrangement of
matcher weighted clip, guides and en
larged pocket around the side heads,

all of which are necessary for the
successful manufacture of sprung or
crown molds and similar work requir
ing large projecting cutters used In
making bevel side cuts and deep mold
ed edges. The machine will plane up
to 26 in. wide, and from y„ in. up to
8 in. thick. It matches up to 14 In.
wide, and from % in. up to 2 in. thick.
The tight and loose pulleys are 12 In.
in diameter, with a GYj In. face, and
the countershaft makes 1050 revolu
tions per minute.

Trade Notes.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.,
state in their page advertisement this
month that they will sendfree to any one
furnishing his name and address the In
teresting little work entitled

" The Proper
Treatment of Floors, Woodwork and Fur
niture." It consists of 48 pages, is 5 x
8% in. in size and Is Illustrated from life
and printed In six colors. The regular
price Is 25 cents, but for a limited time
the companywill send it free as stated.
In this connectionthe manufacturers re
fer to Johnson's Prepared Wax for floors,
woodwork and furniture and to Johnson's
Polishing Mitt, which Is their latest de
vice for polishing furniture and woodwork
with their wax.

Those of our readers who are con
templatinga coursein draftsmanshipwill
doubtless be Interested In the announce
ment made in our advertising pages this
month by Chief Draftsman, Division 3,
Engineers' Equipment Company, Chicago,
111. It is stated that a flrst-class draft
ing room knowledge is taught in a few
months' homestudy, the Instructor being
the chief draftsman of a large concern.
The announcementIs accompaniedby a
portrait of the Instructor.

We have received from the Lehon
Company, West Forty-third street, Chi
cago, III., one, two and three-piy samples
of " Roofrite," a composition roof cover
ing for which the companymakesstrong
claims. The material Is made36 In. wide,
and a roll contains 216 sq. ft. which. It
la pointed out, will lay two squares. The
one-plyweighs35 lb. per square; the two-
ply weighs 45 lb. per square, and the
three-plyweighs55 lb. ReferenceIs made
to the rubbery toughnessof the coating
which, it Is pointedout,

" Insuresa wear
ing surfacethat shedswater longer,better

trade and without costing him one cent
to try. It is announcedthat on Decem
ber 31 of the present year there will
be ready for delivery a work entitled" Cyclopedia of Architecture, Carpentry
and Building." It will consist of five
volumesof 2500 pagesand 1500 illustra
tions, consisting of full page plates, de
tails, sections,Sc., also tables and valua
ble formula?. In the announcementof
the schoolelsewherein this issue full par
ticulars are given relative to the terms
under which this work can be obtained,
also a brief table of contents.

The Grammes circular saw vise
Is the subject of an announcementIn an
other part of this Issueby L. F. Grammes
& Sons, 1247 Hall street, Allentown, Pa.
Attention Is called to the fact that this
Is a swivel vise, swings three-quartersof
a circle and gives the only accurateposi
tion for filing any circular saw or cutter.
It Is constructedentirely of Iron ; Is re
ferred to as unbreakableand nonvibrat-
lng, and gives the flier perfect control.
What the manufacturershave to say con
cerningthe cost of the vise, the conditions
under which a month's trial can be se
cured free, and commissionspaid for sell
ing, Is likely to Interest many of our
readers.

The Sackett Plaster Board Com
pany of New York City has Just been In
corporated with a capital of $500,000.
Among the directors are Edward H. War-
dell, South Orange, N. J. ; Augustine
Sackett, New York ; Frederick L. Kane,
Huntington, L. I.

The Goodell miter box is the basis
of an announcementIn another part of
this Issue by the Goodell Mfg. Compaay,

Greenfield,Mass. The device is madeen
tirely of steel, has corrugatedbacks and
graduated gauge for duplex cuts, auto
matic stops for holding up the saw, and
many other features likely to Interest the
building mechanic. A circular concerning
the miter box can be obtainedfree on ap
plication to the company.

The Concrete Block & Construc
tion Company Is the name of a concern
Just organizedat Bridgeport, Conn., with
a capital stock of ¥10,000,for the purpose
of carrying on a generalcontracting busi
ness. The incorporators are William B.
Pendleton and Harold C. and Stanley H.
Bullard.

This is the season of the year when
the attention of builders and especially
of house owners Is directed to the ques
tion of heating, and they will doubtless
be Interested In the announcementpre
sented In our advertising columns this
month by the Schafer Furnace Company,
Box Q, Youngstown,Ohio. The statement
Is made that a Schafer furnace, which Is
madeof wrought Iron riveted,has a fire
box formed of 3-in. material, and which
will last a lifetime. The furnace is of
fered at a price so low as to command
the attention of all In needof a heating
apparatus, and the company Issues a
booklet,free, showinghow any onecan set
up the furnace for doing Its work.

The Sandusky Portland Cement
Company,Sandusky,Ohio, advisesus that
it has furnished the Orford Copper Com
pany,at Bayonne,N. .1..with the material
for waterproofing200,000sq. ft. of cement
roofing. The engineersin charge of the
work are Curtln Ruggles Company,New
York City.

More or less attention has re
cently beengiven In thesecolumns to the
question of shingling and the tools by
meansof which rapid work can be done.
In this connectionIt Is Interestingto note
the announcement In our advertising
pages this month by the Coldwater Spe
cialty Mfg. Company. Coldwater, Mich.,
which calls attention to Stowe's shingling
kit for carpentersand builders. The out
fit consists of antlsllpplng sandals, roof
ing saddle and shingle holder, and the
claim Is made that although no scaffold
ing Is required there is no danger of the
mechanicslipping and falling. The Illus
trations which are presentedIn the com
pany's advertising space clearly Indicate
the appearanceof the outfit.

The United Cement Machinery
Mfo. Company has beenorganized under
the laws of Maine with an authorized
capital stock of $1,000,000,and will oper
ate under the patents of the Harmon S.
Palmer Company,Washington,D. C. ; the
WInget Concrete Machine Company, Co
lumbus,Ohio, and the CementMachinery
Mfg. Company. Burlington, Iowa. The
headquartersof the companywill be at
Columbus, and the manufacturing plant
will be locatedat Plain City. Ohio, about
IS miles from Columbus. The company
will manufacturethe machinesnow built
by the three companiesnamedabove,and
will also handle a full line of machinery
for manufacturingcementblocks. The of
ficers are: President, Harmon S. Palmer :
first vice-presidentand treasurer, J. F.
Angell : second vice-president and man
ager, J. W. Sanderson; secretary, J. M.
McDowell, and general counsel, H. C.
Black.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

To nil parts United Slates, British America and Mexico,

To oil other Countries, -------
Advertising Hates on Application.

81.00 Per Year
l.ttt Per Year

BUSINESS OFFICES.

NEWVORK—DavidWilliamsCompany,Publishers............ ........ ............... ..14-16ParkPlace.
PHILADELPHIA—S 8.Reckefcs,Manager..RealEstateTrustCo.BulldlncBroadandChestnutStreets.
BOSTON—Waltkk C.English,Manager ComptonBuilding.161DevonshireStreet.
PITTSBURGH-R.A.Walker,Manager ...ParkBuildingS57FifthAvenue.
CHICAGO—A.A.Ainsworth,Manager FisherBuilding,DearbornandVanBurenStreets.
CIN'CINNATI-Henry Smith,Manager PickeringBuilding,FifthandMainStreets.
CLEVELAND—Ezra S.Adams,Manager ...TheCuyahoga,311SunerlorStre

ENTEREDAT TUB POSTOFFICE,NEWVCI1K,AS BECOHD-CLASSMATTES.
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Here Mr. Carpenter
This 25-cent Book Is

FREE

finishing,
refinishing
and polishing Write For It
wood. Full of
practical ideas

of great value

to carpenters an!

wood finishers.

Send us your name and address to
day for our new book "The Proper

Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and
Furniture." It is illustrated from life and printed

in six colors— size 5 x 8^4 inches— 48 pages. It is the
most elaborate and practical book of its kind ever printed. The regular price is 25 cts.,
but for a limited time we will serd it free as above.

Johnson's PreparedWax
"A Complete Finish and Polish for All Wood"

For Floors, Woodwork and Furniture
It produces a lasting and artistic finish, to which dust and dirt will rot adhere. It does not
crack, blister, peel off or show laps. Heel marks and scratches will not show.

Johnson's Polishing Mitt
is our latest device for polishing furni
ture and woodwork with our wax.
Made of sheeptkin with wool on,

is open across the back and slips on hand. It is far ahead of cloth, brushes or
anything for similar use, and will last for years. Sent FREE for name of
your paint dealer. Use coupon below.

Coupon
CBII

S. C. John*
son& Son,
Racine,Wis.
Gentlemen: My

paintdealer'snameIs

Johnson's Prepared Wax is sold by all dealers in paint —Universal size.
i]/2 oz., ioc. ; Household size, 4 oz., 25c. ; 1 and 2 lb. cans, 60c. per lb. ;
4, 5 and 8 lb. cans, 50c. per lb. If your dealer will not supply you,
send to us. Mail coupon to-day for book and mitt. Don't delay.

5. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.
il The Wood- Finishing Authorities"

UIbaddress1b

forwhichpleaseseodroeFRKEprepaidoneJjddsodPolishingMittandconyof yournewbook,"TheProperTreatmentfor Floors,Wood
workandFurniture,"asperyouroffer.
MynameIs .

Addres?.
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We Want Every Carpenter and
Builder to Try Our Columns
If Your Dealer Can't Supply You, Write Us.

CATALOG AND SAMPLE SECTION FREE

OVR GX/A'RAJWTEE
Our columns are absolutely perfect in architec
tural proportion, mechanical construction and ma
terial. They will not open at the joints, check or
wrap. They are sold with the distinct understand
ing that if not satisfactory in every way they are re
turnableat our expense. You takeno risk whatever

5000 ASSORTED SIZES IN STOCK
ALL THE TIME.
ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY RE
CEIVED. NO DELAYS.

THE
PRICE?
NO MORE THAN
YOU PAY FOR
THE CHEAP
GLUED UP KIND

PATENTEDIN
U. S. ANDCANADA

Made Only By

American Column Co.,
Battle CreeR. Mich.

Don't TaKe Substitutes
You Don't Have to— Insist On The Staple-LocKed.

WHY NOT

QIVE YOUR CUSTOMER
A little greater satisfaction and at the same

time save yourself a few dollars by
ordering a

BURRITT MANTEL
They please others—we're sure they'll

please you

If you need FIRE PLACE GOODS, send
for Catalogue "C"

1

COAL fin ATCC ANDIRON
Zl OAS VJKA 1 Cj fenders
In fact everything required for that fire place.

TILES AND TILE WORK OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

If we can save you money^you want to know it, don t you?
THE A. W. BURRITT CO. 400 KNOWLTON STREET,

"THE HANTEL FOLKS." BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings,Mouldings;Festoons,Newel
Posts,HeadBlocks,RopeandTwistBalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakand Birch Columnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No. 20. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylor andColdbrookSts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A. No.0575.

Special Net Prices on Grilles
S. H. 10721

In the white, not filled and varnished.

5 ft. O in.
5 ft. O In.
6 ft. O in.
6 ft. O in.
7 ft. O In.
7 ft. O in.
8 ft. O In.
8 ft. O in.

x 8 In.,
x 9 in.,
x 8 In.,
x 9 In.,
x 8 in.,
x 9 In.,
x 8 In.,
x 9 in.,

$9.60
10.00
10.80
I I .25
12.OO
12.75
13.20
13.75

STOWE'S

Shingling Kit
For Carpenters and Piuilders

ANTI= I Sandals

SLIPPING i
Roofing Saddle
Shingle Holder

Xo
Scaffolding.

No

Send for our 200page catalogueshowing a large assortment of
millwork for prompt delivery.

Schaller=Hoerr Company
416-426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, III.

hersandhardware
x dealers.If youroealerwill nit simplyyou
0 with themsenddirect to ns with money\ orderandwewill sendthemtoyouprepaid.

g
Coidwater Specialty jo
ij.
O
o
.

V COLDW'ATER, MICH.

Easy Lessons in Roof Measure
ments. TwelveShort Lessonson Figuring from Architects' Drawings the
Amountof MaterialRequiredto Cover a

GivenSurface in Flat, Hipped or Irreg
ular ShapedRoofs. 81pages,12illustra-
ions 3;

ForsalebyDavidWilliamsCo.,14IBPari'PUce'NY

THOriAS MORTON,
169 Elm Street, New York.
Copper Cable, Champion Metal,
Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

0
3
S
3
B
0
3
s
e
s
0

g
3

Miller's Hand Mortiser
PRICE $12.00. $4.00with order,balanceafter30days'trial.
Its Work is to Make Openings in Doors for Mortise Locks.
The time is Three Minutes. The Material is Hard, Soft,
Cross Grained and Knd Wood. ^iM^i^BHBm
The job is Clean, True and Parallel with Sides of Door.'
The Labor is Performed with slight exertion. The care is practically,
none, as the tool does not get out of order. The adjustment is done
in a moment's time for the different sizes. Thecutterj arefive in num
ber, and cover locks from 1 2 to 1 1-8 inches thick. Thin Doors are handled
as easily as Thick Door.-.

Riverside,Cal. MLLER MFG. CO. 0.
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Lane Barn Door Hangers
Give best satisfaction. We are the originators

and largest makers of U-shape hangeri.

"LANE'S STANDARD"
ist^n°;ieernanstee!PARLOR DOOR HANGER
Ttar mostpopularhanprerto-day—becauseit is all steel and sub
stantiallyandwellbuiltoncorrectmechanicalprinciples.

IT GIVES SATISFACTION.

SoldbyHardwareTrade. Sendforcircularsto

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-455ProspectSt. POUdHKEEPSlE. N. Y.

King's Automatic Weather Strip.

Window and Door Stop.
The only perfectly satis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuildahouse'until
you have investigatedhe
meritsof thesestnps.
Writ*forprices.
MANUFACTUREDBY

TheKingManufacturingCo.
Newton, la.

"BIG 4
FLEXIBLE DOOR HfB.
Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

EMPIRE DOOR
HOLDER IMPROVED

Grand

Rapids
Wood

Carving
Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.

Holds the heaviest doors on polished
floors. 50% greater pressure than any

other. Easy to put on, easy to use; the

toe operates it. Write for circulars to

CALDWELL MFG. CO.,

6 Jones Street, Rochester, N. Y.

OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

Catalogueon
application.

6—2<sIn.dlam.—
21ft.-Oin. lotijr.
ft—24In.dlam.—
22fc.-91n.limn.
79-14In.dlam.-
11ft-7 In.long.

SHINNECOSSETTINN'.NEW LONDON,CONN
It. W.Gihso.v,Architect.

Roll's Patent Lock Joint Columns and Ornamental Capitals
were made and

furnished by us for this building.
We have unusual facilities for turning out work of this character.

See our

special catalogue in "Sweet's Indexed catalogue of
Building Construction"

pages 323to 328.

HARTMANN BROS. MFG. CO., Mt. Vernon, N.Y., U.S.A.
NewYork Office 1123B'way.—AlsoHenrySandersCo.,cor.Elstonfi Webster

Aves.,Chicago,

111. A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co., LosAngeles,Cal.
8EXD FOR CATALOG (D.)

r«DEBSIO<AQliWrn^,SOU)ATSTOaPRI(ES.Ul^fflST^

THErpSTERMyN«RCQ-
AMEKIGASGREATESTSASH6rDOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, U S A-

i. WRITETORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448A

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS
Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
Walls, Floors,etc.

buysthissolidoakMantel,80In.high.
51nr 60locheswide,28x 16Mirror.

____ Heavycolumn*andelaboratecapitals.
Tile taringandboanliwith PlatedFrameand
ClubHouneGrate,ItO.extra

N0.225-43X12Indies,83.60.Retailvalue.17.00.
No230—«xl4 Inches,withCurtain
PMe.84.30. KetaUvalue,M.uO.
Othersfrom *2.S0op. Largest
anortment.DivisionScreensand

HARDWOOD FLOORS
willlastasIonsantnehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It easierthanordinaryflooring.
Getourprices.

iaieLaundryTuba,Gru>s,etc. It lafree.
MantelOu.t0.tafrom812toS'iOO

ForestCityBit&ToolCo.. Rocktord,III.. U.S.«

ManufacturersofWoodBoringHits.HollowMor-
tlBlnKChisels.CommonMortisingChiselsandTools
SendforCATALOG"G"Sendlor

— trs Disadvantage. — Shrinking mod
esty is an attractive trait of character,

but it seldom gets a raise of salary,
—

l^omcrvillc Journal.
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No.20
Standard
Trolley
Roller-
Bearing
Barn
Door
Hanger

RICHARDS
DOOR HANGERS
are the best.

Made for sliding doors of all
sizes and weights.
Popular with architects and
builders.
Sold by dealers.

No.135Ball-BearingSwivel Door Hanger for fold
ingdoors. VerticalAdjustment.

The Richards Mfg. Co., Aurora, 111 J
New YorK Office, IOI Reade St.;

Send for Catalogue of Door Hangers, Fire Door Fixtures, Conveying Systems.

ONE KEY*

ENOUGH

Did you ever see
a man pull out a
bunch of keys as

big as your fist and try a
half dozen which looked
alike before he found the
proper key? A Yale Master-
key Locking System makes
one little key open a dozen
or a thousand locks of many
sizes and uses. The busi
ness man may carry one key
that will pass every lock in
his residence, stable, fac
tory, office, and country
place. His wife will have a
sub-master key that will open
every lock in the home ; the
superintendent, one that will
open any lock in the factory,
etc., while each lock has its
individual key which will
unlock it and no other.

THE TALE DUPLEX
Master-Key System

gives all this convenience
without reducing the number
of key changes and thus les
sening the security.

Residences so equipped
amply repay in satisfaction
the slight additional cost.
For factory buildings and
public institutions, such as
city buildings, school houses,
and charitable institutions,
the actual savings effected in
time, money, tools and sup
plies is sufficient to return in
a very short time the cost
of the master-key locking
system.

Write for folders explainingthe
Yale Master-keyLockingSystem,
and "The Key to a GoodThing,"
whichshoicshoicaYaleLockWorks.

THE YALE &TOWNE MFG.CO.
9-15 MURRAY STREET,
NEW YORK

US* IVES' PATENT WINDOW STOP ADJUSTER
PATENTED

FOR WINDOWS AND
SLIDING DOORS
Insures Protection against
Cold Draughts, Dust, Rattling
or Binding.

Theonly WindowStop Adjuster madefrom onepieceof metalthathasa heavybedthat
will notbendor cup in tighteningtheacrew.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
40PageCatalogmailedfree. New Haven, Conn., V. S. A.

% ^ for Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.A aaar-kr- nr innnn ■n#>a■ a■■1a.■a111a.

yO\f CAJf MAKE AJfD SELL MO -RE
STORM WINDOWS

if you hang them with

GOSSETT HINGES
Your customers will be better pleased. Storm
sash so attached can be opened for ventilation.
Put up, taken down or replaced with screens with
out the use of ladder or tools. Sample pair free
if you mention this paper. Sold by dealers in
Hardware and Building Material.

F. D. KEES MFG. CO., Beatrice, Nebr.

MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.
Ol all Dealers, or catalogue on Request.

DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N.Y,

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin themarket. Fits anyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,

sreMaSnTquare. Builders and Plasterers.
All communications
to 1185BVay, N. T.C.

All phasesof Plumbing, Drainage and Water Supply are expertly treated in the newbook

Plumbing and House Drainage Problems.
THE SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED.
309 Pages, 197 Illustration* TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY 14-16 Park Place. New York.
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THE FORBES FURNACE

Barns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums —Entirely Cast Iron
— Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,
Will Wear for Years

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS

Height over all. 4 It. 3 In.

w Tubular Heating & Ventilating Co.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

Honest Value!
NothingLightWeightor Frail aboutthe

Bengal Furnace
It's heavy—but well proportioned,
and the weight placed where it will
give big heating capacity and great
durability.
When properly installed you can de
pend on plenty of pure warm air,—
and small coal bills.
Burns hard or soft coal.
If you are looking for an honest
Furnace—one you candependupon
—ask for our proposition.

DO IT NOW !

THE FLOYD WELLS CO., Manufacturers, Rpyersford. Pa.

The Carpenter and Builder who insists that the
local dealer furnish heating apparatus marked

made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,"
will never be in hot water himself. This"F"
series HOT WATER HEATER invariably gives
satisfaction.

XJTICA, IT. IT.
New York. Boston. Chicago.

$49
LEADER!!
Steel Furnace-"

nrHJS No.45LeaderSteelFurnacewillheatL uniformlya7or8 roomhouse,a good
sizedstore,a school,or smallchurch.It li
durable,strong,compact.Hassteelbodywith
galvanizedIroncasing.Workseasilywith
coke,hardorsoftcoalorwood.Hanbrickfire
box. It costs149,freightpaid,eastofOmaha.V,efurnishalsoplansof yourhousesoyou
yourselfcansetupthefurnacewithItspipes,
registers,uroke pipe,etc. HundredBof
peoplehavedoneit—youcan. Wiiteforour
newillustratedinstructionbookonfurnaces," ModernFurnaceHeating."It's free. It's
valuable.DoItnow.

HESS WARMING &

VENTILATING CO..
709TacomaBuilding,

CHICAGO, • ILLINOIS

1 UPf'amoulSchafer Furnace (notsteel)Riveted.3Inchthicklifetimelirebox.shipped
foronly$15downandnoprofittoUsuntilTon
aresatisfied.Bookshowinghowanyonecanset
It up,free.SCHAFERFURSACECO.,BoxQ,

Youngstown,O.

TF you are at all interested
*■ in the question of good
plumbing, get the new book

Plumbing and House

|

Drainage Problems

Tne Sixty Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

j All phases of Plumbing,
Drainage and Water Supply
are expertly treated.

309 pages, 197 illustrations.

TWO DOLLARS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COilPANY,
14-16 Park Place, New York.
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GLASS
KNOBS

Our Catalogue

shows 64 distinct styles and sizes,

in pressed and cut glass, plain and

ornamental designs, for doors, draw

ers, furniture, etc.

Catalogue No, 2085

upon request.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.
HARDWARE, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES,

NEW YORK, since 1848
Fourth Avenue aud Thirteenth Street (Block South of Union Square)

r TOWER'S C^Hi^L^^PI^^^J SCREW DRIVE1
FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD.

y^VOID Imitationa ol CHAMPION
ScrewDrivers. NoneOenulne

without the name "CHAMPION"
which Is our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

TOWER LYON CO.
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

"Forstner" Brace S£* Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern Work

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor- Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre; consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in anydirection regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious tnan chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core-boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screenwork, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from % inch to 1 inch in size.

(Manufactured by

&/>e Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write us direct. Supplied In Sets. Write for Catalogue.'
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SASH CHAIN

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Manufacturersof " Olant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" " "

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOQVES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN as a

SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

HARGRAVE'S TOOLS ARE REST
QUALITY
FINISH
DESIGN

The bladeIsmadeof roundsteel,forcedwith
a square taperontheendwhichisdrivenfirmly
into the bodyof thehandle,thestraincoming
directly underthehand. Thepointof theblade
is ground transve-selytopreventanyslipping
out of the slot of the screw. Well tempered
and finished.

0
HARGBAYE

SCREW-DRIVER H"<"Wood
Handle.

THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO.,

Specify
thesegoodsto your dealer.
WriteforCatalogNo.200.
INORWOOD
CINCINNATI, O. Take No Other.

The BAKER McMILLEN CO.
AKRON, OHIO.

We have a proposition
that will interest every
carpenter. Drop us a

postal and we will send
it to you.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE LEVELS -"S-*

The Fox Tools

Square and Miter
No. 10

Adjustment5 to 8 in.

These tools are the latest

and best that Yankee

ingenuity can produce.

Octagon and Miter No. 12

This tool is

designed for

markingocta
gonsand miter sliding blade will

allow of long or short cut.

Avoid
Imitation

None
genuine
without
sliding
blade.

The Gem Square and Miter No. 11

T''T''T'

Try, miter
and
gauge
square;
adjustment

inches.

P. L. FOX
Patenteeand
BoleManufacturerol

Fox's Tools
432WILLIAM ST.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

If yourdealer won't furnish themwrite me

OUR NEW NICHOLLS
FRAMING SQUARE

No. lOO-A
Has an Octagon Framing Rule for framing Octagon roof. It is

found on the back of body of square, and on face of body of square is found our
Common Framing1 Rale.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO.. Ottumwa, Iowa

WHATBOILDEBSHAVK BEEN LOOKINGFOB

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
Anabsolutelyreliableleveling

ten,ana
_.for Archl-

tects.Builders,Carpenter?,audStoneMasons.Canhe
used(or any kind of foundationwork and gettingangles,IssimpleInltaconstruction,easilyunder-stood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Is madeofKress,oxidized,andhasa silveredcircleof degrees.
HasachromaticTelescopeof amplepowerfor each
work. Price.IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedRodaudTarget.$25.00.Writeforcircular
andbeconvinced.Everyinstrumentguaranteed.

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'Q CO.,
53;; West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Ga.

Mt. Vernon,Ind.
June 19,1906.

Bostrom-BraoyMfo. Co,
Atlanta, Ga.

Gentlemen:
Having purchasedoneof yourBuilders1Levelslast January, I ampleasedto say that it is
all youclaimfor it anddo heartily recommendit to the Builder andContractorfor leveling
foundationsand settingstonepiers. I have usedit on severaljobs: The residenceof A. J.
Grobert; acoupleof schoolbuildingsand on the Ice £ Cold Storage job—a fair sizedjob-
amountingto$25,000,andit provedto beall right.

Respectfullyyoirs,
ED. STALLMAN.
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! OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS.

ESTABLISHED I860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. Operating Richardson Bros. NEWARK, N. J.

WHEN HENRY DISSTON WAS ASKED THE QUESTION: "WHAT DO YOU PUT IN YOUR SAWS?"
HE REPLIED: *' GOOD STEEL AND HONEST WORK."

UPON THIS FOUNDATION IS BUILT
DISSTON QUALITY.

" II you want asaw It Is bestto set onewith a nameon it that hasa reputation. A man who
hasmadea reputationlor his goodsknowsIts valueas well asIts costandwill maintain It "

ESTABLISHED
1840

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

C. C. C. SAW CLAMP
Alwaysready.EasytoAdjuil. Neveroutof01dor.

Up to date.

SUES
LatestandLightest.
Pat.V.S.andCanada1906.OtherPatentsPending.
Canbeplacedontheedgeof benchtimber,boardor
almostanywhere;takesbutlittleroomInbox;weight,
about1 lb. No carpentercanaffordtobewithoutIt.
PRICE, 75c. It yourdealercannotfurnishit wewill
mallpostpaidonreceiptof price.
0. W.CARDWELLMFG.CO., - - JAMAICA,N. Y.

Whenyoubuy

ECCENTRIC CLAMPS
specify

COLT'S
Thereisadifference—let ustellyou

Ask for catalogueNo.129.

BATAVIA CLAMP CO.,
23CenterStreet, BATAVIA, N. Y.

FURNACE HEATING.
By W illiam G. Snow

With an Appendix on Furnace
Fittings.

noPages;90Illustrations;Size,111Inches.
ClothbDund.Price,*1JO.

DAVID WILLIAMS* CO.
14-16 Pai k Plucc, New York

You Can't
Without Them.

Along
Don't Try.

Thousa nds of mechanics have written us

after receiving our books that they are simply

indispensabl e to them, and they can be obtained

so easily it is foolishness for anybody to be

without them.

— -staK This book is most complete
in information about wood

working tools and

this one is just as complete and

indispensable to anybody who

wishes to post himself or to find out where to

buy metal working tools, machinery and sup

plies.
Gladly sent to anybody anywhere on receipt

of 25 cents each.

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.,
boxb. DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
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FALE'S PAT. PLANE.
ConstitutingCarpenterPlow,Dado,Fllletster,Match
ingSash,Hollows, Bounds,Beads,Rabbets,Nosings,
CaseMouldings,QuarterBounds,&c. ThemostCom
pactandServiceableTooleverinvented. Universally
endorsedby carpenters.

AGENTS WANTED.

OTIS A. SMITH, Sole Mfr.. Rockfall, Conn.

EDITION
DE
LUXE"THROUGH FRISCO'S FURNACE"

IllustrationsofsevenmodernsteelframebuildingsatBanFranctscOjjthatwithstoodtheearthquaKesand
fixeof April 18th,1906,withreportson therustresistingqualitiesof Dixon'sSilica-GraphitePainton the
steelwork. MWBITKFOBA FHEKCOPYOFBOOKNO.B-32.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CITY, U. S. A.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO,, 22 Dey Street, New York Git},
rianufacturersof

Speaking Tabes, Whistles, Elevator,
HouseandHotel AnnunciatorsandBells,

ElectricLight Supplies.
Sendfor Catalogue-

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

" Yankee" Tools.
No. 41—AUTOMATIC DRILL

No. 42—AUTOMATIC DRILL.

No. 50— RECIPROCATING DRILL for wood or metals.
The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but Yankee" Tools are better. " Yankee*' Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN. CONN.. U. S. A.

A COMPLETE FRAMING RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenterwants his figures,not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

.NICHOLLS MFG. CO..
OTTUMWA, IOWA.

THEWILLIAM8 PRINTINGCOMPANY,NHWYORK.

OCR LATEST CATALOGUE
No. 20

Handsomelyprint
edon heavypaper,
containing450pages,
2000Illustrations,In
cludingafull lineof
WoodWorking
and

MetalWorking
Tools, FootPower
Machinery,
Lathes, etc.
ThisIs the largest
and mostcompletecataloguewe have
everIssued,beinga
valuablehandbook
foranymechanic-
Senton receiptof
20eta.postage

WM. P. WALTER'S SONS
TOOL HEADQUARTERS

1233 Market St., Philadelphia

Pleasemention" Carpentry<&Building."

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks the blinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal ,durable, perfect work
ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Mannfaerared hy

MALLORY MFQ.CO.,
riomlnnon,N.J.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid when
set, handy and compact, a time saver and a
moneyearner both to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and lo inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.;

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180-188WashingtonSt., Boston,riass..U.S.A

J±. Rich Handy
Drawing <
SavesTime

for the draughtsmas
andisagreataid tothe
learner.It holdsanum
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorT

Squareglv»saccurateangles. You getJneasure
mentedirect from the board. Hasa drawerfor
instruments,and canbecarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.

J. ft G RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phila, Pa.

GRINDSTONES
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's
Use.

THE CLEVELAND STONE CO.
«th Hoot, HlckoxBldg., CLEVELAND, O.
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5,000 LITTLE GIANT
FLOOR SCRAPERS

JVOW /A VSE
^/IHE yOV X/SIJVG OJSfE?

FOR OAK
MAPLE
BIRCH
BEECH

YELLOW PINE
PARQUET
RUBBER

and LINOLEUM

Floors

Scrapes every

inch of floor,

into corners

and along

baseboard

Ask your

dealer

for

prices.

The Old Way
Two Squares in Eight Hours
One man will scrape, by hand, about two

squares, or two hundred square feet of flooring, in
eight hours. The wage scale for this is from 40
cents to 55 cents per hour, or from $3.20 to $4.40 for
200 square feet, which is $1.60 to $2.20 per square.

To scrape floor operator pulls machine.

The New Way
Eight Squares in Eight Hours
One man with a "LITTLE GIANT" FLOOR

SCRAPER will scrape eight squares, or 800 square
feet of flooring, in eight hours, which at the wage
scale of from 40 cents to 55 cents per hour, would
be 40 cents to 55 cents per square.

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN A FEW DAYS

SAVIJVG
A saving is therefore made of from 91.20 to 91*65 per square.
On 5,000 square feet (50 squares , the saving will be from $60.00 to $82. 50.
"We furnish one dozen Knives with each machine, and they- will scrape

30.000 square feet of flooring.
Sold under our guarantee to do better, faster and cheaper work than any other method.

MANUFACTURED BY THEHurley Machine Company
General Offices&Works, 153-159 S. JEFFERSON ST., CHICAGO, U.S.A.

New York, FLAT IRON BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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When You Are Rushed With Work
And can't get all of the help you need, then get a

"
Union " Com

bination Saw, which will do work equal to 3 additional good men
and will do better work than is possible, when using hand tools.
The saving of 3 men's wages will soon
pay for the machine and means larger
profits for you.

No. 5 "Union"
Saw

Combination
Self-Feed Rip
and Cross-Cut " Union" Boring Attachment

is suitable for various kinds of work—ripping
(up to 3/4 inches thick), cross-cutting, mitering,
etc., and, with additional attachments, rab-
betting, grooving, dadoing, boring, scroll-
sawing, edge-moulding, beading, etc. Almost
a complete workshop in one machine.

Send for Catalog "A" fully describing
our complete line of foot, hand and light power
wood working machinery.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
209 Water St.,

SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U. S. A. 114 A'o.5 "Union" Combination Self-Feed Rip

HAND POWER FOOT
WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

No.4 "AW. W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO •I ROCKFORO, ILL HAND KIPSAW.
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An Excellent Combination
In this age of combines there are none that will
conduce to your profit like the Fay & Egan No.
146 Comb ned Band, Rip and Resaw. An in
valuable tool where floor space is limited and not
enough work to keep two machines busy. Added
to this is the immense saving in kerf, otherwise
wasted in saw dust where circular saws are used
This machine may be instantly changed from
rip to resaw, or vice versa, and is equipped with
our patent Sensitive Knife Edge Straining
Device, which automatically adapts itself to all
undue strain on the saw, permitting of high speed
with entire safety.

Write tc-day forCircular.

J. A. Fay $ Egan Co.
221-241W. Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

4 H E HAW

Marston's Hand and Foot Power Circular Saw.

Iron frame, 36 inches high.
Centerpart of top is made of iron accu
ratelyplaned, with grooveson each side of
•awfor gaugesto slide in.
Steelshafts and best babbitt metal boxes.
Gearsare all machine-cut from solid iron.

Boring table and side treadle.
Two 7-inch saws and two crank handles
with eachmachine.
Weight complete. 350 pounds.
Send for catalogue.

J< M. MARSTON & CO., 201 Ruggles St., Boston, Mass.

mm
/— mzmmmjmm. —*— (

STRUCTURAL STEEL & ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK.
JAIL WORK, JOIST HANGERS. IRON FENCINGS.

©all ©earing
WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY.

Rip Saw, BandSaw, Boring
andSpokeTenoningMachine
all in one. Each ready for
instantuse. Separatemach
ines If preferred.Either for
foot, handor beltpower.

Writeforcircular*a«4
pricelist.

Manufacturedby
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Ce.

CINCINNATI,OHIO

ALL KINDS OF

ELEVATOR CARS AND
ENCLOSURES

Bankand
Office

Rallinf.

FRED J. MEYERS MFC. CO.
HAMILTON, OHIO

THE IMPROVED
Hand and Foot Power E. F. B.

SAWING MACHINE.
Par Carpenter*.BuildersandAll WoodWorKerr
Who HaveShopsWithout Power.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BARNES TOOL CO., New Haven,Conr.
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American No. 2\ Clement Two Spindle A Shaper

"NONE
BETTER
MADE"

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY

IMPKUVEDHAND PLANER AND JOINTER
Tablesover7feetlongandharesteellip-.
CylinderSlottedto receivemouldingbitsand
otherIrregularknives.
CylinderhasthieeBearings,oneofwhUhisout
sideof pulley.

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE, ^S&gtf

tt Security Roofing"
(Reg.U. S.PatentOffice)

Has a patentsix joint with no nails driven
throughthetop sheet.

Madeto belaid and then forgotten.
Bewareof Infringements.

NATIONAL ROOFING CO , Tonawanda,N.Y.

LONG ISLAND MACHINERY CO.

lew and Second-Hand wood Working Ulacoinery Bougm. Sold and Exchanged

ENTIRE PLANTS BOUGHT AND; EQUIPPED

Junction Kent and Washington Avenues, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SUCCESSFUL ESTIMATING!
Your successdependsuponyourestima
tinglhecostcorrectly.Thenew,enlarged.Illustrated,fonr<heditionof TheLight
ningEstimatorteachesvouto estimate
houseworkluaneasy,simple,rapid,accu
rateandpracticalmanner.Givesactual
costof eachseparatepart of thelabor
andmaterial,butsocombinesfigure?soas
to lessenrisk of eiroraand omlssloni
Savesthe timeusuallyspentIn theold.
tiresomewayyouareusing.Bullderiwbo
havethebooswriteusrheyareabletoestl-
matesnordinaryhousein30todominate*.
Preparedby a prominentbuilderfrom
actualexperience,nottheory.Previous
editionshavehadthemostpbenomensl
saleofanybookof Its kindeveroffered
thepublic.Waterproofcovers.PriceILUO
(Moneyorderor bill). Sendatonceand
getonthesafeside.

BRADT PUB. CO.
260MichiganAve., Jackson,Mkh.
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CORDESMAN, MEYER & CO- 26, 28 and 30 Central Avenue
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Manufacturers of Latest Improved

Wood-Working'
Machinery

No.2 Planer, Matcher and Moulder.
Universal Wood-Worker

The Rigid Construction

and Modern Design of

the New 36=inch

Crescent Band Saw

insure a machine of the

very highest efficiency as

a rapid producer of accu

rate work.
CRESCENT machinescost less than
othersof equalmerit.
Theyarebestbecausetheyarestrong,

durableandpractical.
Theyarelowin pricebecausetheyare
inbigdemandandwehaveto build them
in largequantities.
Sendat oncefor cataloguedescribing
our completeline of BAND SAWS, SAW
TABLE8 andJOINTERS.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY,
206 Main Street,
Leetonla, Ohio, U.S.A.

Patent Pending. <<q t t D • _
Ball3 Bearing
Grand Rapids
All=Steel

Sash Pulleys
Are sold DIRECT to
BUILDERS,
CONTRACTORS
and MILLS,

At prices under the com
mon ordinary goods.

. .,wecansaveyoumoneyandgiveyou a superior
ihpulley. Wearethelargestsash-pulleymakersin theworld. Weshipdirect,or throughdealers
djobberseverywhere.
Write for catalogueandfreesamplesandpricesonhalf-gross,gross,barrelor anyquantity.

Direct from the Makers to you. Inquiries welcome.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE CO.,
PEARL STREET - - ■ GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

If youmaketenor tenthousandwindow

CORNICE, SKYLIGHTS, FINIALS f
VENTILATORS
CONDUCTOR PIPE

METAL WINDOWS

METAL CEILINGS

Cat. on application.

The Canton Manufacturing Co , Canton, Ohio

FOX

Adjustable Saw Dado Heads
T?hebestthingfor cuttinggrooves.

Pox Foot Power Miter Machines
The Aest'thing for mitering mouldings

ana similar work.

Wealsomake

Universal Trimmers,

Boring Machines, Lathes,

Planers, etc.

FOX MACHINE CO.
387N. Front St., GrandRapids,Mich.

Bee
Easy
Sky
light
Lifts

Patented.
Operatedwithor without a cord
Strong1,durat>leand inexpensive.
Sendfor circularandprice.

J. D. BEE, Jr.
88 West Neptune St., West Lynn, Mass.
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Portable Hollow

Concrete Block Machine
BEST—FASTEST—SIMPLEST-CHEAPEST

Saves labor of off-beaiing, avoids loss by crackage or MOVE THE MACHINE—NOT THE BLOCKS
breakage, savesexpenseof heavycumbersomeiron pallets.
Sand, Water and Portland Cementonly materials required.
BIG PROFITS. Blocks cost 6 cents to make. Sell for
18cents. Whole outfit costs S125.00.

FULLY GUARANTEED.SENT ON TRIAL.

THE PETTYJOHN CO.,
616 North 6tK St. TERRE HAUTE, IND.

SAW MANDRELS,

RIP & CROSS-CUT

GAUGES.

We are not only preparedto
takecare of your wants in
the large woodworkingma
chine line, but also give
specialattentiontoyourneeds
in thesupplyline, beingpre
paredto furnishall sizesand
stylesof Saw Mandrels,Rip
andCrossCut Gauges,etc.

Advise us of your
requirements.

THE

Cordesman-Rechtin

Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

To Make
The
Winning

'J'/ieIdeal ConcreteMachine
makes it possible to cut
your bid without cutting
your profit.

It is impossible to underbid the contractor who
manufactureshis own Ideal Concrete Building Blocks
with an Ideal Concrete Machine.
The marvelous simplicity and rapidity of the Ideal
Machine makes it possible to produce Ideal Concrete
Blocks at a cost that makes the lowest bid a profit
able one. May be successfully operated bv any oni
without previous experienceor other assistance.
Ideal Blocks are adapted to any possible architec
tural design, and excel all other materials in
fire and weather-proof qualities.

IDEAL
Concrete Machinery
Embodies the only principle (face down) per
mitting the use of rich facing material with less
expensive material in back of blocks. Adaptable
to the manufacture of five different systems of
blocks — Hollow, Solid, Veneer, Two piece, and
Continuous, in various shapesand sizes. The same
machinemakes countless designsof face, and natural
stone effect. (See illustration.)
Practically everlasting. Not a chain, spring, wheel
or cog in its construction.
Catalogue aud valuable facts for builders free on
application.

IDEAL CONCRETEMACHINERY CO.,Dept.0. Sth. Bend, Ind.
W. H. C. MUSSENH CO.,Montreal. Canada,

SoleAgents for Canada.

Intricate Figuring

Not Required.

Did you ever get more
than a partial mastery of

the formula ordinarily em

ployed for calculating the

strength or bearing capac

ity of beams, floors and

roofs, and how much of it

can you put into practical

use?

Hers strew
of Beams,

Floors a
n
d

Roofs

is a book designed for the

man who is not versed in

mathematics.

Prepared specially to

meet the requirements o
f

young architects, carpen

ters, builders, and within

the reach of any one who

is interested in building

construction.

222 Pages? J64 Illustrations

$2.00 Prepaid.

DAVID WILLI001S COIHPflNY,

14-16 Par'< Place, - NEW YORK
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Assets over

$3,400,000.00
ARYLAND /SsUALTY/oMPANY
ER ITS VgMPLETE \ONFIDENCE

Surplus
to Policyholders
$1,669,287.04

Employers' Liability Insurance
You no doubt carry this class of insurance — all progressive and prudent

employers of labor do.

But are you sure that you have the best policy ?
Is your policy one of those that is packed with conditions and provisos, that

doesn't cover half of what you need it to ; or is it conditionless, written in simple

language, and giving absolute protection for a reasonable premium ?

There is only one such policy, and that is issued by the

MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY.

This policy is the result of the mature thought of experienced underwriters,
and is such a notable improvement over other policies that we have named it

THE PERFECT FORM OF LIABILITY INSURANCE.

You ought to know more about this matter.
Write for our booklet Form 125-A.

The Maryland continues to
sell,at fair rates,the Standard
Form of Liability policy,which
is as good as the best sold by
anyother company.

Maryland Casualty Company

Baltimore, Maryland.

Thecompanyalsowrites—Fly
Wheel,Burglary,SprinklerLeak
age,Elevator,Teams,SteamKoiler,
Water Damage,Physicians'De
fense,PlateGlass,PersonalAcci
dent. Disability, Health,and all
otherclassesofCasualtyInsurance,

Selected Books

For Carpenters
Hicks' Builders' Guide J1.00
Meloy's Progressive Carpentry 1.00
Sylvester'sModernCarpentry and
Building 1.80

Kidder'sBuilding Constructionand
Superintendence,Volume 2—
Carpenter'sWork 4.00
Hodgson'sPractical Uses of the
Steel Square, Volumes1and2,
each. 100
Hodgson'sModern Carpentryand
Joinery 1.00

Shavfver'sPlank Frame Barn Con
struction 0.50
Stoddard's Steel Square Pocket
Book 0.60
People'sPocket Stair Builder and
Carpenter'sHandbook S.50
Maginnis' How to Measure Up
Wood-Workfor Buildings 0.50
Hodgson'sUp-To-Date Hardwood
Finisher 1.00
Maires The Modern Wood Fin
isher 0.60
Easy Lessons In Roof Measure
ments 0.25
Howto Becomea flood Mechanic... 0.25

OurDescriptiveList of booksfor the
Building Trades sent on request.

David Williams Co.,
14-16 Park Place, NEW YORK

Bestof All, Fig.202andFig. 208.

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD
Is Within the Reach of Every Flooring MaKer
Noreasonwhyanymanin the businessshouldfollow" out-ofdate" methodswith his cast
iron blocksandstraightkniveswhenthe actual"fit andtry" of it is automaticallyarranged
for in theconstructionofTheShimerCircularCutterandalternateseatclearancefeature. YOU
SAVE THE TIME—THE WORRY -THE ANNOYANCE necessitatedbyhandfitting,henceyou
havesomethingtogainin the adoptionof theonlytoolsthathavedevelopedbydeliberationand
forethoughtto keeppacewiththegrowingneedsof thetrade.

AND THEY GO TO YOU ON TRIAL
for thirty days—returnableif unsatisfactory—whenyou sendus carefullytakenmeasurements
of yourmachine.Sendfor questionblankandfull particulars. Address

SAMUEL J. SHIMER ® SONS, MILTON, PENNSYLVANIA

OUR 84 PAGE CATALOGUE
Gives essential facts about the

best books for the building trades

SEND YOUR ADDRESS

DAVID WILLIAMS CO. £1£ Egj NEW YORK
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DIXIE METAL SHINGLES— SO—EASY—TO—LAY— FIRE PROOF-
Weather

Proof

A Perfect
Lock

ORNA
MENTAL

NOT EXPENSIVE

MetalShinglesaresuitablefor build
ingsofall sizesor kinds,wherethe pitch
of the roof is one-fourthor more. They
are especiallydesirablefor Towers,Gables,
Mansards,BayWindows,Belt Courses,Sidingfor
Cottages,etc. Weuseonlythebestqualityof Terne
RootingTin in theirmanufacture—and after the shin
glesarestampedinto shape,theyare either Paintedor
Galvanized.The cost per yearof serviceofMetalShingles
Is lessthanthat of anyotherformof Fire ProofRoofing.
Metal Shinglesafford protectionfrom nearbyfires. Theyre
ducethecostof insurance.

Manufacturedby

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO.
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES,
NEW YORK CITY - i:-i>1('HITSIiv.-t
CHICAGO 23-27NorthClintonStreet
ST. LOUIS - 112-114-116SouthEighthStreet
PHILADELPHIA 4(!2-IO4-i0fiRaceStreet
BOSTON. MASS. 132and134PearlStreet
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. King Street

WE CARRY FULL STOCK IN ALL OUR WAREHOUSES. QUICK SHIPMENTS
LET US QUOTE YOU OUR PRICES

TOPP'S FRAMING TOOL.
A PERFECT TOOL and the only Tool for the purpose ever Invented.
Savesfrom8to 24hoursIn layingoata singleroof. Savestimefortbeskilledmechanic,andenable*
theordinaryworkmantoframetaemostdifficultroofwithabsolutecertalmy.
IT DOES ALL THIS. It Isaccurate,thuspreventingallmistaken.It givesanglesfor anypitch.
It glTeslengthsfor anyrafters.It givescutsforprincipals,jacks,hips,valleysandcripples.Saveslime
fortheskilledmechanic,andenablestheordinaryworkmantoframeroofswitnabsolutecertainty.

Writefor booklet.Addressthemanufacturers.
Price, $1.75 G. A. TOPP <SX CO., - Indianapolis. Ind.

>SECURfr
PROTECTIONANDLONG

SERVICE BY USINGOUR

ASPMTROOfING
SAVES REPAIRS

SAVES RECOATING

SAVES RENEWING
SendforSamplesandPamphlet

STOWELLMFG.CO.
JERSEY CITX N.J.

PAT.NOV.22,1904.

FOR 15 YEARS
RUBEROIDHAS BEEN RECOGNIZEDAS
THE STANDARDPREPARED ROOFING.
AS NOW MADE IN COLORS,RED AND
BROWN,IT ENSURESYOU

A PERMANENT ROOFING
WITH

A PERMANENT COLOR.
ACOMBINATIONOFBEAUTYANDWEATHER
ANDFIRE PROTECTION.ANYHANDYMAN
CAN APPLY IT.
SEND FOR SAMPLES.

THE STANDARDPAINT COMPANY
SoleManufacturers,

100William Street, New York. 4

RUBEROID Is theonlypreparedroof
ingwhichcan truthfullybe saidtocntlast
metal andshingles.Costs less, easierto
apply,requireslessattention.Makesasound,
seam-tightroof,flator sloping,unaffectedby
expansionor contraction,and suitablefor
poultryhouse,barnorhandsomeresidence.
RUBEROID containsno tar,paper,rob
berorothershort-livedingredientstocrack,
dryupandbecomeuselesswith age.Made
from the finestwool felt,saturatedwitha
patentedwater-proofand fire-resistingcom
pound.Retainsits elasticityand flexibility
indefinitely.
AnyhandymancanamplySi. Full instruc
tionsand fixturesfreewith everyrolL Let
ustellyoumoreaboutRuberoii *Fri©»for
samplesandbooklet

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

IOO William St., New York.
fcChicago, Cincinnati, St. LoaU.A
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We Give Particular Attention
To Special Designs
and are fully equipped to execute the most intricate
and delicate work ever attempted in sheet metal

Mullins
Art Architectural
Sheet Metal Work
is far in advance in architectural design and
artistic execution and has won an enviable rep
utation for excellence.

Estimates, Designs, etc., submitted to architects
builders and contractors on request.

The W. H. Mullins Co
208 Franklin St., Salem, Ohio.

(Jtvtrytkmgin sheetmeiali

M E TA L, SHI NG L, E ROOF
"THE EDWARDS KIND"

A guaranteedprotection against fire and the elements, taking a very
low rate of insurance. Made of best grade Worcester Terne Tin,
Painted or Galvanized, in sizes 7 x 10, 10x 14, 14x 20 inches.
Write for Descriptive "Shlnftle Booklet" and Prices.

"THE SHEET
METAL FOLKS"THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.,

423 to 443 Eg'g'leston Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Manufacturersof themostextensivelineof SHEET METAL BuildingMaterialin theworld.

With our

No. 76 Cresting
and be proud of your
roof finish. Send for
catalog No. 5 showing
a very complete line of
architectural
metal woik.

STEEL CEILING
is a leading fea
ture with us.

We make the W. H. Miller Patent Metal Window Frames and Sash. Special cat
alog on these. Originators of the hip shingles.

MFG. CO., - - Galetbur^, 111.

JMETALtfi
SHINGLE5 ^

Carpenters: Who is goingtolaytheroof
of "thebuildingon which you are
working? If you're not. Btopand
thinkaminute. Couldn't you do
it ¥ Certainly, if it's a Cortright
shingle roof you could, and you
ought to, because you'd make
moneyand make it easily.
Let us tell you why.

CORTRIQHT METAL ROOPINO CO.
Philadelphia Chicago

"STAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,"
MANUFACTUTiKBSOF

Superior Unglazed Encaustic Tile
Far Floor* In Stores, Charcfaes, Depot.,
Kitchens, Halls, Porches, >Vc.

Officeana Factory.Bluff Street,nearGist.
PITTSBURG, PA.
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C9AIDUCT9R PIPE".
JTEEL R99FINQ I .SIDING . SOLDER ETC

theELLER jHFG^^g^J-HELLER & CP

Nine Railroad Buildings alone took over
2,000,000 feet of "Granite " Roofing. SQ. pr.
PanamaRailroad Co..Colon, •
Hamburg-American Co.'sDocK,HoboHen,N.J., •
N. Y. C.» H R. R. R. StocKyard. E. Buifolo. N.Y. -
LaKe ShoreS H. S. R.R. Car Shop,Collinwood, 0.,

Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.,Charleroi, Pa.,
Pittsburg ■&Lake Erie R. R., McKeesRocKt, Pa., '.

-

LaKe Shore %M.S. RoundHouse,etc.. ElKhart, Ind.,
Pennsylvania R. R. Station, Washington,D. C, -
N. Y„ N. H. S H. R. R. R., Readville. Mass.. ,

70,000
135.000
400,000
430.700
500,000
170,000
260,000
50,000
7 260.000
2,275,700

GraniteBoofin?containsmorematerialto thesquareyardthananyoiher readyroofing.
Its topsurfacemakescoatingand painting unnecessary.It is heavy,strong,reliable,fire
proofandespeciallyadaptedfor useonRailroadbuildings.
EASTERN GRANITE ROOFING COMPANY

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

Do You Question the Conclusions o
f

Experts ?

You are familiar with them—

1—That a properlybalancedcombinationof pigmentsmakesbetterpaint than any single
pigment—

2—Thatoxideof zincis themostdurableandeconomicalof whitepigments—

8—That finegrindingandthoroughincorporationareessential—
If you accept theseconclusions why do you not use paint embodying them—

high-gradecombination or ready-mixed paint i ?

. . . FREE . . .

Our PracticalPamphlets:" ThePaintQuestion"'*Paint : Why,HowandWhen." n | \**.,\nA
"PaintsInArchitecture." '* DroaQWay*'Specificationsfor Architect?." upiy VflDW"trench GovernmentDecrees."

I,c" ivmiv
WE DO NOT GRIND ZINC IN OIL. LISTS OF MANUFACTURERS
OF OXIDE OF ZINC PAINTS WILL BE FURNISHED ON REQUEST

The New Jersey Zinc Co.,

PRODUCERS OF THF E. J. JOHNSON CO.

ROOFING SLATE
SLATE BLACKBOARDS.

38 Park Row,
New York.

Quotationsdelivered
anywhere.

Slaters' Supplies,
Snow Guards.
Write for Price Book

The Carpentry
and Building
Series of Designs
Comprises four books,
each complete in itself
and sold separately.
Every Volume has two
hundred or more pages,
elegantly printed and
bound in heavy paper with
tasteful cover designs.
The titles and range
of cost:

No. 1

COTTAGE DESIGNS
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 600

to 1,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 2

LOW COST HOUSES
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 750
to 2,500 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 3
MODERN DWELLINGS
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 2,000
to 5,000 Dollars and up
ward. Price, $1.00.

No. 4

SUBURBAN HOMES
WITH CONSTRUCT.
IVE DETAILS, 3.000
to 10,000 Dollars.

Price, $1.00.

The contents include
full-page half-tone views,
floor plans and construct
ive details of selected
examples of suburban
homes such as are being
built at the present time.
These books afford a

most pleasing variety o
f

designs and will prove
suggestive and useful to
architects, builders and
contractors, as well as to
all who have an interest
in the idea of home build
ing.

$1.00 each, Postpaid

David Williams
Company
PUBLISHERS
14-16 Park Place

NEW YORK
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riceF. O. B. St.Louis,Mo" NewYork, N. T.. ." St. Paul,Minn. ..." Denver,Colo" rallas, Tex

$209.00
238.00
229.00
268.00
253.00

priceF. O.B. St.Louis,Mo
NewYork, N.Y...
St.Paul,Minn
Denver,Colo
Dallas,Tex

$187.00
212.00
204.00
239.00
225.00

Galvanized Sheet Steel Fronts
Thedesignspresentedherewithillustrateour completeandmodernstorefronts. ThepricesDeludethesteelsill course,steelvestibuleplate,steelanglecolumnsfor coveringendwalls,steelntermediatebox columns; showsash,storedoors,transoms,doorposts,boxwindowframeswithashofwhitepine 1%in. thick; all glassfor sameof doablestrength;galvanizedironwork aboveIrst-6torycolumns.
Wemakeand shipover800frontsannnallyfrom20to800feetin widthandfromoneto fivestoleshigh. Ilaving giventhemanufactureof completefrontsourmostcarefulstudyfor overthirty'ears,theyare now the best,cheapestandmostelaboratein themarket. Owing to their simple
indpracticalconstruction,anymechanic,whetherexperiencedin this particularline or not, can
xectthem,aidedbya setof full-size detailsand instructionsthat wefurnish. Wedesireto intro-
lucethisclassof work in everycityin the UnitedStates,andsolicitthecorrespondenceof archi-tcts,buildersandotherscontemplatingthe erectionof buildings. Send for references,full de-Viptivecatalogueanddiscounts. tstabUsIied 1846.
, MESKGR dfe BROTHER,
41-0 19 8. SIXTH STREET ST. LOUIS, MO. U.S.A.

THE "ANTI-PLUVIUS" SKYLIGHT
Absolutely and permanentlyimpervious to rain,
snow, sleet or dust without putty or cement.

With bridge arrangementfoi walking on
the skylight without danger of breaking
the glass. Specially adapted for large
buildings and shopswhere thereis always

[;/* more or less vibration.
A—SteelSupportingBar.
B—Mall. IronBridge.
C—FlatIron.
D—Felt.
E—Glass.

THE G

F—CopperSheetCap
G—CollGalv.BrassSpring.

on
H—Galv.BrassStud.
1—Bridgedor walking
skylight).

DR0UVE CO., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.
AlsoManufacturersandErectorsof

THE LOVELL WINDOWOPEKATING DEVICE.
Inquiries Solicited and Estimates Cheerfully Furnished.

VARIETIES

of

Conductor
Elbows

ARE MADE BY

1182 Harrison Ave.

Cincinnati

0.

DO YOU WANT THE
BEST

DRAWINGJTABLE

made1 If so send for illustratedcata
logueandprices.

R. E. KIDDER,
22 HermonStreet, Worcester,Mass.

SKYLIGHTS
Our Metal Skylights
Give Satisfaction.

They are so constructedthat all condensationis carried to thecurbauddischargedthrough weepholes on to the root without soaking betweenlaps.
The peculiar constructionof the curb on our skylights rentiers counterflashingan

Frames ot galvanized iron or copper,with glass of any kind or thickness.
Write for our New Cornice, Skylight and OrnamentCatalog.

THE CANTON STEEL ROOFING CO., Canton, Ohio

Dust and dirt will

not collect around

the joints of a ceil

ing that is air-tight

and dust-proof. An

advantage worth
considering.

Lock-Joint saves

So per cent, of the

labor of erecting.

Another goodpoint.

Send for

Catalogue "F'

S. Keighley Metal Ceiling &

Manufacturing Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Boston New York
Washington Baltimore
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"AMERICAN"
Polygon Conductor Pipe

Can be furnished in either Galvanized Iron or Copper.
It Is made from galvanized Iron in 10-ft. lengths,
without a cross seam ; from copper In 8-ft. lengths.

American Rolling Mill Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

OHIO.

STORE
ELEVA
TOR
FOR

COMPLETE. READY TO ERECT. MADE BY THE HUNDRED. SIMPLE IN CON
STRUCTION. EASILY CARED FOR. OTHER STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT.

The Warner Elevator flfg. Co.
2100 Valley St., CINCINNATI, O.
NEW YORK OFFICE : 2032PARK ROW BUILDING

$
105
$

ARCHITECTS ! CONTRACTORS !
WhenyonwantanySTRUCTURALWORKit willpayyoutowritetothe

BOSTON
BOLT

fy V ESTABLISHED N>jl
I872

COMPANY
'Works, offices and Salesroom
38-54 Farniworth Street

BUILDERS!
Converter? of Iron and Steel into Bolts,
Expansion Bolts, Nats, and all kindsof
Structutal Work for Mills, Churches,
Halls, I actories, Bridges,Wharves,Etc.,
and Iroi. Wor.< of all kinds forgedaod
made to order. Send for catalog.
JOHN W. CROOKS, Treasurer

BOSTON,MASS.

COPPER
LIGHTNING RODS
ABSOLUTEPROTECTIONfromLIGHTNINGIBgives
byuseof ourcontinuouscopperconductors.

E.G.Wathburne& Co.,46 CortlandtSt.,NewYork.
Telephone3125Cortlandt.

Work put up or material t'nrnlahed.

dumb waiters

handTevators
Trunk Lifts,
Invalid Lifts,
Carriage Elevators,
Freight Elevators,
Sidewalk Elevators
Hatchway Hoists

All of mostimproved
designandconstruction.

Sedgwick Machine Wks.,
83Carrollstreet,
POUGHKEEPSIE,N. Y.

NewYork Salesroom.R8 LibertySt
Catalogueon application.
Estimatesonrequest.

Improved Quick and Easy Rising _

EH

Steam, Electric and

Hand Power Safety

\
KIMBALLBROS-CO.,CouncilBluffs,la.,10499thSt.
KimballElevatorCo..Cleveland,Ohio,245VincentSt* BranchOffices:
120CedarSt.,NewYork. 10811thSt.,Omaha,Neb

LEVATORS
ANDDUMBWAITERS.
AutomaticHatchGates..
Sendfor Circulars.

Carpenters
Do you want work
laying Hontrosa
Metal Shingles?
If »o—
Write to dayto

Motftross Metal Shingle Co., CTT'

THE KINNEAFt

LOCK-JOINT STEEL CEILING, Etc.
Hasnoequal. Try It andbeconvinced. Pricesreasonable.

Cataloguponrequest. Sendmeasurementsfor estimate.

OHIO
BrotdSt.The Kinnear & Gager Co., M'fVs,

We make Ceilings for churches, schools, stores, lodge
libraries, residences, etc.

Ourceilingsareshippedreadyforerection.No
expertlaborrequired.Workingdrawing fur
nished.They'readaptedtoanyKindof bnildlng.
ExclusiveInclassifieddesign.

Berger "CLASSIK"
Steel Ceilings

We alsomakeSteelRoofing,Siding.Metal
Shingles,ArchitecturalBbeetMetalWorkand
FireproonugMaterial.
Ourcataloguessentyoufree. skforthem.

THE BERQER MFO. CO.
CANTON. OHIO.

NewYork. Boston. Phlla. St.Louis.
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BUY
LUMBER
DIRECT

\X7"E MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS—MOULDINGS, WINDOWS,
YV DOORS, BLIND?. MIXED CARS, INCLUDING EVERY
THING FOR A BUILDING, STRAIGHT CAR-LOADS SHINGLES,
SIDING, FLOORING, WHITE PINE, AT WHOLESALE PRICE.

" Your inquirieswill receivepromptandcarefulat
tentionand our cataloguemaybeof uneto you."""

LESTERSHIRE LUMBER $ BOX CO., "™hi«e ^b.nghamton.

To Make Money From Your Invention
It must be protectedby such a PATENT as will enableyou to completelyMONOPOLIZE it and control infringers. I pro
cure patents that stand the test of competition at a cost probably nowhere near as high as you may think. The patent law
favors the DILIGENT, not the indolent inventor, so send meTO-DAY a sketch or model, and explanationof your invention
and I will furnish full advice. To-morrow, next week, or next month maybe too late. References on request.

GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer, 800 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS!
You now realize more than ever that the children are the crown
ing happiness of your home. We are only waiting for the oppor
tunity to prove that

FRENCH'S CROWN PAINT
will be the crowning beauty of your house for many years. Write
us for our reasons.

SAMUEL H. FRENCH <& CO., Pa„ian^dcJ"ri1.,h
York Ave., Fourth (SL Callowhill Sts.. Philadelphia.

ESTABLISHED 1844.

THE "GLOBE" VENTILATOR
In Brass, Copper, Galvanized Iron and with
Glass Tops for Skylight Purposes. Also

"Globe Ventilated Ridging"
For Barns, Residences and Buildings of
everycharacter. Far superior to a Cupola.
Send tor Description and Price List.

Manurured GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.
THE "GLOBE." IS BUILT ON HONOR AND SOLD ON MERIT

Shingles that last
^ —

^
1jjj'jjj.

MORSE
HAND ELEVATORS

and DUMB WAITERS

Smooth Running Safe Durable

They are sold with or without lumber and we furnish
all the necessary drawings and instructions for
erecting. All details free. Write for them.

Morse, Williams & Company
DEPT. OF OTIS ELEVATOR CO.

PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA BOSTON

Made irum Galvanizedlis andPaintedTin]
STOEJI,BUSTANDTI2EPSOOr

Doyouwanttoincreaseyourbusiness?This |is Your Opportunity. Writeforcatalogue,
samplesandprices.

National dheet Metal Roofing to., I—IY CITY. N. J.

Grinnell's Estimator
And Builders' Pocket Companion
Thespeediestthingout. Can figureanordin
ary building in thirty minutes. Send$1.00to
OKINNELL PUB. CO.. 213 C Law Exchange
Bldg.,Buffalo.N. Y. CompareIt with any esti
matoronthemarket.If notsatisfactoryreturnit
andwewill refundyourmoney. Overthreehun
dredsoldin Octoberandnotonereturned.

Diamond Expansion Bolt.

Patented.
Forfasteningfixtures,timbers,etc.,to brick,stone
concreteorothermasonry.
diamond Expansion bolt co..
•01-J8-15MurrayStreet. N«wYork.N.Y.

HARK YOUR TOOLS WITH A
»«w 8THKL STAMP.
61 PROSPECT ST.
Cl£]/£LA/VD, OH/O.
HEND FOR PRlCE.I.lHTNo.7

Furnace
JL A vT c* V 1 Jt jV •

cA 'Practical and Comprehensive

Treatise on Warming Buildings

•with Hot Air. 'By William G.

Snoiv. With an Appendix on

rurnace Fittings.

Containing 170 pages. Ninety Illus

trations. In Size, 6x9 inches.

Cloth Bound.

PRICE, $1.50, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
Publishers,

14-16 Park Place, - New York
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LOOK OVER THE SIMONDS SAWS, and you will see the points of .dnntigt.
FIRSTLY",theyareground«truetaper,whichenablestheaaertorantheS*wwithverrlittleSet.
SECONDLY,eachStmondeSaw1bhaaUledbyamechanicwhothoroughlyunderstandsthehangingof theSaw,wbichgEiirameti
tillsmostImportantfeature.

THIRDLY, thefilingandsettingof theSimondsSawsarecarefullydone,andthoroughlyInspected,sothattheSaws,ontaring
thefactory,arereadyforwork.

FOURTHLY,thesteelusedIn themanufactureof theSlmondsSawstaa highcarboncruciblesteel,andwillboldtu conn*edgemuchlongerthantheordinarysteelgenerallyused.FIFTHLY, eachSawIsputupIdaseparatecate,tbnaavoidingflneeiiagandrustmarla com-monlyfoundonSawsthatarenoteccuBedproperly
SIXTHLY, becameeverySlmondaSawft guaranteedthoroughly.

Anymechanicttylnga SlnmndaSaw,anaDotAnting
samesatisfactory,mayreturntheSaw, eitherto tat

dealer or to tat
SlmoDdsMfe Co.,udgeteithera nowSav
ormoneypaidback.

SENDFORCATALOGUEAND PRICK LIST.

SIMONDS MFG. CO,,
Fitchburg, Mass. Chicago, 111. New York, N.Y.
Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

SIMONDS MFG. CO., Ltd., New Orleans, La.
SIMONDS SAW CO., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD MINERAL WOOL

LOOKINGALLWATBFORBUSINESS
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO.,

Room91S,112ClarkSt. CHICAGO.
Samplesand CircularsFree

2 _ new Self-Setting PLANESamplesentaspercircularAIf notkeptby dealers.
. Vlneland,

i

Marksyour toolsin amannerimpossible
to erasewithoutdestroyingarticle itself.
Price ascents.

A FULL LINE OP

CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Let Us Know Your Wants

Reed & Auerbacher Co.

229 Bowery, N. Y.

All Manner of Handy Rules for
the Estimator are given in . . .

HODGSON'S

Estimating Frame and Brick Houses

ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,14-16Park place.N. T.

Fireplace Mantels
MADE OF

Ornamental Brick
$12 and up.

Last longest—lookbest—are not toocostly.
There'snootherkind sogood—sopleasing;.
Our SketchBooktellsall aboutthem.
Writefor it.

PHILA. & BOSTON FACE BRICK CO. • P. 0. Box 8613 - BOSTON, MASS.

OUR FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
SHOULD BE THE BEST.

We have been making PARQUETRY for TWENTY YEARS.
We have our own saw mill and timber tracts and two factories.
Send for oar trade discounts and our Design Book No. 5.

-WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.
ROCHEKTEB, N. Y. NEW ALUANY. 1MB.

A HOUSE
Lined with

Mineral
Wool

As
shown in
these sec

tions, is warm
in winter, cool
in summer, and is
thoroughly deafened.

.The liningisverminproof;
neither rats, mice nor in
sects can make their way
through or live in it. Mineral
Wool checks the spread of
fire and keeps out damp
ness.

LONGITUDINALBKOTIOS.

CBO£SSECTIONTBBOrOHFLOOB

SampleandCircularFree.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.,
143LibertySt.,NewYork.

tub Bopion Furnace C
o
.

Soli Mfrs. or

Boy nton

'
s Furnaces ,

Ranges,
Hot Water Heaters,
Steam Heaters, Etc.

207-9 Hatsr Street, New York.
147-0 Lake Street, Chicago.

EVERY Builder who reads, investigates and progresses will have a copyof Kidder's Strength of Beams, Floors and Roofs. $2.00 prepaid.
DAVID WILLIAMS CO., 14-16 Park Place, N. V

.
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Frame Residence at RiverHead, Long'
Island, N. Y.

WE
present for the consideration of our readers the
drawings of a two-story frame residence with shin

gled exterior, broad veranda extending across the front and
partially around one side of the building, and balcony
over the front entrance in combination with the interior
arrangement which will meet the requirements of many.
One of the striking features is a broad deep hall with
the main flights of stairs rising from near the center of
the building, thus affording opportunity for throwing the
two front rooms and hall into a suite extending entirely

strip 1 x 6 in. Georgia pine ; studding 2x4 in., spaced 10
in. on centers, window and door studs doubled to header,
the header being 4 x 6 in. Fire stops of 2 x% in. are cut
in between studs at each floor level. All timber is spruce,
except the ribbon strips.
The entire sides and ends of the building are sheathed
with % x 8 in. tongue and grooved North Carolina pine,
over which is laid red, rosin-sized sheathing paper, well
lapped. This in turn is covered with 6 x 18 in. sawed
cypress shingles, laid 5% in. to the weather. The rafters

are lathed with 1 x 2 in.
shingle lath and cov
ered with shingles as
above described, laid 5
in. to the weather. The
veranda floor is of 1%
x 3 in. cypress, while
the veranda and bal
cony columns are 8 and
7 in., respectively, and
are the " Ideal Inter
locked " patent. The
balcony floor Is of tin
with removable slat
floor over it. The base
ment has a concrete
floor composed of 2 in.
of Roseudale cement
concrete and finished
with y* in- of Portland

Front Elevation.—Scale,% In. to the Foot.

Frame Residence at Riverhead, N. Y.—Edwin H. Blume, Architect.

across the front of the house. The general treatment and
arrangement are such as to render the design here pre
sented of suggestive value to builders and prospective
home seekers. The half-tone supplemental plates which
are direct reproductions from photographs taken
especially for Carpentry and Buildinp, give an excellent
idea of the appearance of the finished structure as well
as of the arrangement of the main stairs and the imme
diate approach in the reception hall.
According to the specifications of the architect, the
foundation walls are of Connecticut River bluestone, laid
in cement mortar and blocked off with lime putty with
rule Joint above grade. The house Is balloon frame with
sills 3 x 8 In. ; girders, 6x8 in. First, second and attic
floor beams, 2x8 in., placed 16 In. on centers. Rafters
2x6 in., placed 20 In. on centers. Corner posts 2x4 In.
doubled and backed up each way with 2 x 4 In. Ribbon

cement. The outside cellar steps are bluestone.
The walls and ceilings of the first and second stories
are lathed and plastered with King's Windsor cement,
rough sand finish, except the bathroom, which Is finished
4 ft in hight with Keene's cement, blocked off in 3 x 5
In. rectangles. Above the walls are smooth hard finish.
All walls, excepting bathroom, kitchen, pantries and serv
ant's room, are tinted, " Calclmo " being used.
The floor beams In first and second-story floors, ex
cepting bathroom, are covered with % x 8 in. tongue and
grooved NoTth Carolina pine, with paper over them and
finished with % x 2V4-in. tongue and grooved North Car
olina pine comb grain. The bathroom finished floor is
% x 2% in. maple, and the attic floor % x 8 In. North
Carolina pine. All trim throughout is cypress. The
dining room and den are finished 5 ft. in hight with
burlap, divided Into panels with 14 x I'/i in- batten*
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Above this is placed the plate rail, supported on brackets.
Above the plate rail in the den are diagonal battens placed
directly on the wall, as shown by the details. The ceiling
Is also finished with battens spaced 16 in. on centers.
The burlap in the dining room is red, and the den,
tobacco colored. The kitchen and pantries are finished
3 ft. in higlit with % x 2% in. V-joiut cypress sheathing
with neat cap on top.
All exterior trim is painted three good coats of white

paint, with the exception of the blinds, lattice and ver
anda floors, which are buff. The veranda and balcony
ceilings have a coat of Wheeler's patent wood filler and
two coats of David Crockett's outside spar varnish. In
the music room, living room, and two front bedrooms,
the trim is painted three coats of inside white and two
coats of white enamel. The doors arc stained mahogany,
filled witli Wheeler's patent wood filler and finished with
two coats of Berry Bros. " Luxeberry. " !>oth coats

is completely wired and generously supplied with switches
lor electric lighting, as shown by the floor plans.
The plumbing in the bathroom consists of a 5 ft.-6-in.

"Occident" enameled iron tub and No. 1 portable nickel-
plated shower, a 20 x 26 in. Lenox lavatory and a Lenox
water closet. There is a Yale corner lavatory in each of
the front bedrooms, as shown. All exposed piping in
connection with the fixtures, are nickel-plated and all
the above are the Standard Sanitary Manufacturing
Company's make.

In the kitchen is a 20 x 36 x 0 in. enameled iron sink

rubbed. The first and second story halls arc stained witli
Breinig's green weathered oak. filled witli Wheeler's
patent wood tiller and finished with "Old Dutch." The
dining room and den are finished as above described, with
the exception of the stain. In the dining room Breinig's
flemish oak stain is used and in the den an ebony stain
is substituted. The bathroom woodwork and imitation
tile is finished with three coats of inside white and two
coats of enamel. The balance of the house is stained,
filled and hard-oiled, Berry Bros. " Luxeberry " being
used, two coats over the stain and !>othcoats rubbed.
All floors except in attic, are filled and two coats of
" Surpremis " applied.
In the kitchen is a speaking tube connected with sec

ond-story bay window room, as is an electric bell con
nected with a push button at the front door. The house

and a 40-gal. range boiler. In the basement is a Kolo
closet, manufactured by the Fred Adee Company, and a
three-part Alberene Laundry set.
The building is heated with one of the American Radi
ator Company's " Argo " steam boilers and a oue-pipe
steam system is employed, with radiators situated where
shown on the floor plaus. All cellar pipes are covered
with II. W. Johns sectional covering and the boiler with
1 in. of plastic asbestos cement.
The house was recently erected on East Main street.
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Rlverhead, Long Island, N. Y., for B. Frank Howell, Jr.,
In accordance with plans prepared by and under the
supervision of Edwin H. Blume, architect, Rlverhead,
Long Island, N. Y. William H. Camerden, Quogue, Long
Island, N. T., was the contractor for the building, while
the plumbing and heating was executed by J. Irving Ed-

Ac. It Is estimated to cost about $250,000,and the plans
are being prepared by Maxmllllan Zltkes, 147 Fourth
avenue, New York City.

Constructing Show Windows to Prevent
Frosting.

More or less has appeared In the technical press rela
tive to means of preventing show windows from frosting
In winter, and mechanics who have been called upon to
solve the problem have often been put to their wits' ends

First Floor. SecondFloor.

Frame Residence at Riverhead, y. Y.—Floor Plane.—Scale, 1-16 to the Foot.

wards, Rlverhead, Long Island, N. Y., under separate
contract

An elevator apartment house, which will be erected
on upper Seventh avenue, New York City, will possess
the distinction of being the tallest apartment house In
that particular section of Manhattan. It will occupy a
corner site, will be nine stories In hlght and will have
three fronts In light brick, terra cotta and limestone.
The equipment In the Interior will be of the latest and
most approved methods, Including two electric elevators,
electric dumbwaiters, refrigerating plant, steam heat,

to devise means for overcoming the annoyance to which
shopkeepers are subjected through the frost covering
their windows to such an extent as to prevent the goods
within being properly displayed. In taking up the sub
ject of the proper method of constructing the show win
dows a writer in the Decorators' Gazette points out that
a careful examination of the construction of the wooden
casing, the position of the window panes or the lack of
adequate ventilation, is the secret of the trouble. For
the purpose of studying the question show windows may
be divided Into two classes— those Inclosed at the back
and those that are open toward the store. The former Is
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the one more afflicted with niist and frost, and it is this
class with which the present article will deal.
In putting in the window panes, whether the framing

be of wood or iron, a row of ventilating holes should be
provided below, extending all across the window front
These holes should be broad and set low down, but not
covered with protecting covers on the outside, since these
covers only catch dust and help to stop the draft The
idea is to cause a wide current of air to enter the window,

insufficient, owing to the increased volume occupiedby
the heated air, and on this account the upper opening
must be of larger area, in order that the circulation of
air inside the window may be intensified. This hinged
ventilator must be mounted right at the top of the shop
front and open inward and upward, since otherwise it
would oppose an undesirable resistance to the outflow of
air or divert it, and thus lead to a deposit of mist on the
upper part of the window. Furthermore, the inlet holes

i=7

Detail of Porch Balusters.
—Scale, 1% In. to the
Foot

Detail of Belt Course.—Scale,
1 In. to the Foot

Section of Base.
— Scale, 3 In.
to the Foot.

Detail of Plate Rail and
Battens.— Scale, 3 In.
to the Foot.

Detail of Veranda Cornice and
Column.—Scale, 1 In. to the
Foot.

Finish In Den.—Scale.% In. to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Frame Residence at Riverhead, N. 7.

so that the same may spread over the whole front of the
window, and this is more easily realized with wide holes

than by round ones or vertical slits. To prevent an in

rush of dust raised by the street traffic or blown about in

the summer time a sliding damper may be arranged in

side the windows, so that the holes may be closed when
required.
Above the level of the window panes, but still within

the casing of the show window, should be provided hinged

ventilators to allow the heated air in the window to
escape out into the street. For this purpose a row of
holes similar to those underneath the window would be

must be surmounted by a ledge or beading that can de
flect the flow of air and allow ice to form. It is an
equally erroneous practice to extend the flooring of the
show casing right up to the window, and bore a number
of inlet holes through the flooring. In order to keep the
glass free from frost the inflowing cold air must ascend
close to the window panes and escape at the top without
hindrance. When this is possible the window will never
be dimmed with either mist or frost, since the moisture
that would be deposited on the glass is carried away by
the ascending current of air the instant the particles of
water are formed.
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In some eases it happens that although the ventila

tionis believedto be satisfactory the glass gets dimmed;

bat this is due to defective construction of the window

framesor of the casing. For instance, if the door leading

into the show window from the store does not shut quite

tight, or there are any cracks or holes in the woodwork,

To prevent this the light should be isolated by a glass

partition, the compartment thus formed communicating

with the store by means of a hinged ventilator or else

left quite open at the back. Electric lamps do not give

out so much heat as gas and may be installed within the

show window when proper ventilation is provided for the

latter. A row of small gas jets extending right across the
bottom of the window is of no use. On the one hand it

heats the air to such an extent that the glass will be
covered with mist immediately the gas is turned off, and,

l Closetand Dining BoomFinish.—Scale,% In. to theFoot.
Elevation and Profile ot Mantel in Living Room.—Scale,% la.

to the Foot.
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Section through Window
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the Foot.
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Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Frame Residence at Itivcrhead, N. T.

the. warm, moisture laden air from the store flows into
the cooler window, and a tine dew is deposited on the
panes aud mirrors. Hence the doors should never be of
the sliding type, these admitting air and dust, but should
open and shut, and be beaded and fitted into a rabbeted
frame to make them airtight.
The window lights should be inclosed in glass cases

to isolate them from the actual show space, because in the
case of gas the lights would heat the air more rapidly
than the ventilator could carry it away, the result being
a deposit of moisture on the relatively cold window pane.

on the other hand, is likely to crack the glass by unequal
contraction.
Mist and frost in badly arranged windows are particu
larly noticeable early in the morning as soon as the store
is opened, the outside of the windows having been cooled
down by night air. In such cases the mist or ice takes
such a long while to thaw off that the best time for busi
ness has passed. Here, however, a remedy can be pro
vided in the shape of a small electric fan mounted at the
back of the window, with its vanes parallel to the front
glass.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE IN GREENHOUSE CONSTRUCTION.
By William McDonald.

THE
rediscovery of cement is quite recent, and while
it has been used extensively In engineering and

architectural work, both of which terms are fast becoming
synonymous, yet cement in the form of concrete has only
received Its greatest impetus since the application of vari
ous forms of steel rods and expanded metal as reinforced
materials. This application is possible on account of the
expansion of both materials being nearly equal, while the
steel supplies the great tensile strength which the con
crete lacks. It has been successfully applied to green
house construction, both in hollow concrete blocks and
also In monolithic form. It is, however, the latter appli
cation which Is here illustrated, as it is only In this way
that the reinforcing can be applied. There is no doubt
that the general application of concrete in the future will
be in the monolithic form, for the reason above stated.
The only objection in greenhouse work Is the dampness.

turned over twice while dry. The stone and the water
should then be added, care being taken to wet thestones
thoroughly ; in fact, it Is a good plan to wet thembefore
band. The mixing Is then completed and the concrete
shoveled Into the mold and lightly tamped.
For the tables indicated in Fig. 4 gravel Is substituted
for the broken stone and the proportions are 1 partce-
ment, 2 parts sand and 3 parts gravel. In constructing
the tables place a footing of concrete about 9 x 9 In.and
9 in. deep under each Iron pipe support, making surethat
the pipe is firmly bedded in the concrete. It Is also
essential that the tops of the pipe supports be beddedIn
the concrete tables. Now place the mold in positionwith
the supports under them as Indicated In Fig. 5. As
table also forms a beam, the reinforcing rods are placed
the length of the table, using for the purpose %-ln. square
steel rods. The material is mixed as before and placed
in position, a smooth skin being worked up on topof

the table. The position of the mold for th?
rounded end Is made to unscrew from thegen
eral mold. The upright rod embedded In the
concrete is all that Is necessary for the support

of the tables.
The above are simply

examples of the applica
tion of this methodof re
inforced concrete construe
tion, and the great advan
tage of it is that an?
small contractor with suffi
cient care can make a
very satisfactory job. The
same construction can also
be applied to the walls
and floor of the stokehole

R̂OUGHCONCRETE
FOOTING

Fig. 1.—Isometric View Indicating Construction. Spacing tor a
Grapery.

Fig. 2.—CrossSectionof Fig. 3.—Elevation of MoldBoard
Mold,&c.

Reinforced Concrete in Qreenhoute Construction.

which keeps the houses cold In the winter; but this is
obviated in a degree by using a damp course of coal tar

% in. thick just above the level of the ground.
The best applications of reinforced concrete is to

graperies, the construction of which Is Indicated in Fig. 1
of the Illustrations. These having to be supported on
pillars so that there may be room for the roots of the
vines both outside and inside, large spans are used as
indicated In the engraving, these being represented 8 ft.
In the clear. The wall is 18 In. high and 12 in. thick, re
inforced with 1 per cent, of steel per volume, equal to
eight %-in. rods or four %-ln. rods. The wall then really
becomes a beam with 8 ft span. For the rear wall a
section 18 in. wide at the bottom and 12 in. at the
top is adopted with rough concrete footing. The molds
for this are formed of 4 i 4-in. timbers placed 12 ft on
centers and Joined by cleats and bolts so as to give an
accurate cross section of wall. These are to be braced as
indicated in Fig. 2 until the first course of concrete is
placed. The mold board, an elevation of which Is shown
in Fig. 3, is 4 x 12 ft. and constructed of %-ln. boards
planed on the Inside and with cleats to bolt them to the
uprights. Each time before they are used the molds
should be well oiled on the outside with dead oil.
The concrete should be composed of one part cement

to two parts of clean, sharp sand and four of small broken
stone. The mixing is very important and as a general
thing Is not properly done. The sand for a batch should
be spread evenly on the mixing board and covered uni
formly with the cement, after which they should be

to form pipe supports or for potting sheds, toolhouses,
gardners' cottages, &c.

Preliminary Work for Concrete Buildings.

For some time past a striking feature of the build
ing operation in progress on the block bounded by
Seventh and Eighth avenues and Thirty-ninth and For
tieth streets, New York City, was a crib-like wooden
tower 32 ft square and rising to a higbt of 147 ft
This was located in the middle of the plot, on wblch
will be erected the new 12-story reinforced concrete
structure of the McGraw Publishing Company, and de
signed by Architects Radcliffe & Kelly. In viewing
the operations preliminary to the concrete work the
visitor could not fail to have been Impressed by the-vist
amount of lumber that must be put In position, only to
be taken down again when the building is finished.
What the contractor is obliged to do Is practically to
erect an entire frame structure with an outer and an
inner shell, fill in the space between the two with
concrete and then, when the material has " set" take
the framework down again. In speaking recently of
this phase of the work the superintendent for Frank B.
Gllbreth, who has the contract for the construction of
the building, said:
" Economy In the handling of materials Is the most
Important feature of concrete building construction
Take that tower there for example. It rests on con
crete piers carried down 6 ft into the rock and prob
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ably contains enough lumber to build a row of small
frame houses— a pretty substantial bit of construction
just as a preliminary —but from its four corners 75-ft.
derrick beams will swing, having within their reach
every square foot of this whole plot. We also plan to
rig Intermediate booms on the four sides of the tower,
so that the work of placing the concrete In position can
be carried forward at a very rapid rate. With the
foundations finished and the structure once above the
street level, we expect to finish an entire story over the
whole of the building's area every four days.
"
Wi^h the increasing use of concrete in building

construction have come Improvements In the concrete
mixing machines. The latest of these, of which we
have three here on this work, Is almost wholly automatic
in its operation. The materials are dumped into a sort
of hopper, which, at the pressing of a lever, moves up an
incline and deposits its contents In the mixer. Six rev
olutions and out comes your batch of several yards of
concrete all ready for use.
" The concrete building in course of construction is
different from the steel skyscraper in one important

heated red hot—and then suddenly cooled, they have
shown no serious defects and have withstood pressure of

600 lb. to the square foot, as against the standard re

quirement of 180 lb.
" Concrete shows strange characteristics under various

conditions. It is a curious fact that while it Is setting
concrete seems to deteriorate somewhat through ex

posure to the sun. You will find that the makers of
cement blocks are much more anxious to keep them in

the shade until they have set than they are to keep

them out of the rain. Indeed, concrete seems to thrive

in water. I have kept under water for a year blocks
made of 1 part cement, 1 part sand and 2 parts

broken stone, and at the end of that time they were as

tough as granite. In the construction of buildings the
concrete Is of course protected from the sun's rays to

a large extent by the wooden molds, which are not re

moved for some time."
The work of building the retaining wall around the

new building Is now in progress and gives a very fair

idea of how the reinforced concrete construction is

handled. First, the outer mold, or back slab, as It is

called, is placed In position and its Inner side water

proofed up to grade. Next, the reinforcements, consist

ing of steel rods % In. in diameter, are placed in posi

tion —those which extend vertically being only 3% in.

apart, while the horizontal ones are 2 ft. apart. At every

point where a vertical rod crosses a horizontal one the

two are wired together. Then the inner molds or panels

are erected and strongly braced to prevent

spreading, after which the space Is filled

with concrete and carefully tamped so

that the reinforcing rods are equidistant

from the two faces of the wall. The brac
ing of the molds Is a part of the work

which has to be looked after most care-

^CONCBITEFOOTING

'j^V^-ROUGHFOOTING

Fig. 4.—An Isometric View ShowingPosition of Tables,&c. Fig. 5.—Cross Section of Mold Board for Tables.

Reinforced Concrete in Greenhouse Construction.

particular. In the steel skeleton building the frame
work always rises ahead of the outer walls. In the
concrete building just the reverse order of things must
prevail. Men employed on the walls in this structure
will work two stories ahead of those on the columns
and floors, so that the reinforcements can be placed Into
the solid pilasters of the outside walls.
" Another point to be remembered wherein concrete

construction differs from the steel skeleton method, Is
that In the latter a floor, or even an additional tier of
beams,once in position, can be used immediately as a
point of vantage from which to carry the building
higher. In concrete work, of course, this cannot be
done. The concrete columns and floors must be allowed
to set for several days before they are subjected to the
slightest strain, and it is not until three weeks have
elapsed that they attain their full strength. Thus, if
the concrete builder figured on using each floor as a
stepping stone to the one above he would find himself
compelled to indulge in a swift succession of vacations
of three weeks each—perhaps a happy arrangement, but
one likely to be rather costly. It Is in relation to this
feature of the work that our tower here is Indispensable.
Work can proceed without interruption on the successive
floors, and without subjecting those already In place to
any strain or pressure until they have set thoroughly.
" Samples of the concrete used in a building of this
kind are taken at frequent intervals as the work pro
gressesand are molded into bricks 4 x 4 x 8 in. These
are tested to make sure that at every point the artificial
stone will be of the necessary strength to stand any
strain that may be put upon It. The strength of prop
erly constructed floors of reinforced concrete may be
judged from the facts brought out In fire tests. After
being subjected to a wood fire for four or five hours—

fully, for If this is not done the boards will spread and
produce wholly unsatisfactory results.

The Rights of Labor Unions.

The Supreme Court of Ma^ehusetts has handed down

an Interesting decision affectli,e the rights of labor unions

in that It defines the Illegality of a certain form of sym

pathetic strike. The case Is that of Picket et al. vs. the

Bricklayers' Benevolent and Protective Union No. 3 et ol..

In which the plaintiffs are nonunion stone pointers who

were hired by the owner of the building upon which the

defendants were employed by a contractor. The defend

ants called a strike on several buildings for which their

employer, the L. P. Soule & Son Company, had the con

tracts, because the owners of one of these buildings, the

Ford Building, Boston, refused to discharge the nonunion

stone pointers who were employed by him and not by

the contractor. Other more familiar Issues were Involved.

The court states In Its decision :
" That strike has an

element in it like in a sympathetic strike, in a boycott

and in a blacklisting —-namely. It Is a refusal to work

for A, with whom the strikers have no dispute, because

A works for B, with whom the strikers have a dispute,

for the purpose of forcing A to force B to yield to the

strikers' demands. . . . Such a strike is not a justi

fiable Interference with the right of the plaintiffs to pur

sue their calling as they think best In our opinion or
ganized labor's right of coercion and compulsion Is lim

ited to persons with whom the organization has a trade
dispute; or to put It in another way, we are of opinion

that a strike on A, with whom the striker has no trade
dispute, to compel A to force B to yield to the strikers'
demands, is an unjustifiable interference with the right of
A to pursue his calling as he thinks best."
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A SQUARE DEAL IN

THE
builder, contractor and tin roofer now have the
opportunity of buying just what they want and of

knowing just what they are getting when they buy roofing

plates. Their demands have been urgently presented for

a change which would give them this information cor
rectly. All of the old confusion as to quality and grade
has been swept away by a notable departure which is

■along step in the right direction. It Is what President
Roosevelt might term " a square deal in roofing plates."

The American Sheet & Tin Plate Company has arranged
to stamp on each sheet of terne plate It manufactures,

not only the brand, as has heretofore been done, but also,

and vastly more Important, the number of pounds of
coating which it carries. The buyer of roofing plates is
to be still further protected, as the company will stamp
on all waster plates the word " waster " in letters % in.
'high. This very important step has been announced to
Jobbers, and is favored by all the leading jobbers to the
•extent that they have ordered the company to stamp on

all their private brands the number of pounds of coating

which they carry. Beyond question this is more than the
roofers, who have been conferring with the manufacturers
for almost a year, expected could be accomplished in so
short a time.
These newly stamped plates will probably make their
appearance on the market about the first of the year.

In addition to stamping the plates, the company an
nounces that a much closer Inspection of the sheets turned
out is being made than heretofore, all tending to secure
to the buyer sheets so coated as to stand successfully

hoth the exposure to weather and the ravages of time and
service. The reduction in the number of grades which
has been requested is not open to the same positive treat
ment, but when all roofing plates carry a stamp with
the number of pounds of coating on them all who are In
terested to know the grade they are getting and the oppor
tunity for substitution with all its pernicious effect is de
stroyed. The stamping of the plates in a large measure
disposes of the question or satisfies the desire for a reduc
tion in the number of grades, and yet allows a freedom to
the buyer which is essential to meet the requirements of
some customers. That the difference in cost of roofing
plates is in a large measure due to the weight of the coat
ing they carry can be readily explained to those who do
not know it, as can also be explained the increasing ad
vantages of plates carrying the heavier coating.

Important Information Obtainable.

This new stamping of the plates will give important
information not only to the tin roofer, but to the archi
tect, the builder and the final owner of any building
covered with a tin roof. Many architects have confessed
to the confusion, which the variety of brands and claims
made for plates brought to them, when the selection of
the tin for covering some important building must be
made. The builder and the owner of either a new build
ing in course of construction or the property owner has
■experiencedan equal confusion when earnestly seeking
for light on the roofing plate question. Under the new
method of stamping the conscientious roofer has a fairer
chance in competition, and when the plate has been de
cided upon which Is to cover the roof all of his competi
tors are on an even footing with him. The opportunity
of those who were unscrupulous and used a multitude
of brands to induce a customer to prompt the substitu
tion of one of lower grade and value for one of higher
cost than serviceability has been practically destroyed.

This departure has not been made without some risk
of a loss until the loyalty of the tin roofer to the best
Interests of his business has been tested. This step taken
by one manufacturer offers the roofer an opportunity for
a choice of both his methods and plates. The roofer
should join in the work of acquainting architects, builders
and his other customers with the relative value of plates
carrying different weights of coating. If the best inter
ests of all concerned in this new enterprise are consid
ered there can be no question that the average price of

Dnmti, IMC.

ROOFING PLATES.

covering roofs with tin plate throughout the country will

substantially advance. This will make it incumbentupon

the tin roofer to cultivate that art of selling which in

duces the customer to purchase that which is sure in

the tin roof to give increased service for the increaseIn

price. It is important that the jobbers of tin plate hate
shown their favor to this positive presentation of the

quality on each plate in spite of the fact that it is said

the jobbers make the largest profit from their private

brands. It is equally true that those who supply tin
plate to the roofers have endeavored to meet the demands

of their customers for plates of cheaper goods. Now

those who want low priced plates can secure them, but

in the full knowledge that they do not have the qualifica

tions for satisfactory service which the higher priced

plates possess. That there may have been a shufflingo'.

brands to the disadvantage sometimes of the roofer, and

frequently to his customer, is probably the cause for some

of the discontent with existing conditions which led to a

demand for some change for the better. We would coun

sel the roofer to prepare himself for some lively work

before builders and owners are willing to meet conditions
fairly. Many will desire to buy a plate with 25 or 30 lb
coating at the same price as a plate carrying bnt 12

or 15 lb.

Views of Consumer*.
A'ote.— In order to obtain the views with which the

plan outlined in the above article was regarded by some

of the leading architects, contractors and others, we

sent out copies of the above article, requesting an ex

pression of opinion based upon their own experience.

Some of the first replies to reach us are presented here

with.

John P. Kingston, architect, Worcester, Mass., writes

as follows : " I think there Is no question but that the
American Sheet and Tin Plate Company are taking a
progressive step In stamping or marking plates as oot-

llned, one which all honest architects, builders and tin

plate workers will appreciate and will, no doubt, demand

their hearty co-operation, as it will also the propertv
owners who care to pay for good materials. As the article

states, there is no end to the confusion which the variety

of brands and claims made to all who are interested in

this as well as many other branches of the building

business. This new method will go a long way to lighten
the labors of those who have the selection of sucb

materials. It is a well-known fact that we must rely to
a certain extent on the honesty and assertions of the

salesman In selecting many kinds of materials that we

have to use, so that the more simple the means put

before us to know that we get what we specify and a good

from a poor article, the better It is going to be for all

concerned. I think that the views outlined in the article
entitled ' Square Deal in Roofing Plates,' sets forth the

whole matter in such a clear and simple manner that it

is very hard for me to write anything that will Improve
on it."

Frank M. Hamlin of Hamlin & Sons, contractors and

builders, Lake Villa, HI., says : "It is my opinion that the
sheets should also be stamped with the name or trade

mark of the manufacturer and also the gauge of the

iron. This new departure on the part of the manufactur

ers should have the support of all good architects and

contractors as it means a step nearer honest material

for good dollars ; and when the users of this class of

roofing material are assured that they are getting the

value of their money, the Increase In cost, if any, will be
as nothing compared with the satisfaction in knowin?

that what they have paid for is the best they can get(or

the money."
The Providence Architectural Metal Works, Provi

dence, R. I., express the following views :
" We believe

that roofing plates so marked will give at least better
plates than they have in the late past and that with the

thorough understanding by the architects, builders and

owners the merits of the plates will, with the story told
by the stamp itself, insure a square deal and placethose
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who have been in the habit of substituting inferior goods
In order to get the business, on a plane where they
belong."
Clinton B. Hlggins, proprietor of the Trenton Excelsior
Cornice Works, Trenton, N. J., says : "I am In favor of
stamping the exact weight on every sheet of tin man
ufactured, also its body, whether charcoal, iron, or steel,
with the word 'Guaranteed' in a circle around same,
whether I C or I X, all of which should pass inspection
■orbe subject to inspection before being placed on the
market. The maker's name need not be on the sheet, but
only the box, unless they desire to. put it on for adver
tising purposes. Then and not until then will we have
any redress from the conditions which exist to-day. Fur
thermore, I think the manufacturers who stamp their
plates 40 lb. when there Is only 30 lb. of tin on them
should be liable to a heavy fine and reported to the Master
Sheet Metal Workers' Association. Again, the scheme
perhaps will have a tendency to bring a better quality
of tin into use, as the public will become educated as to
what constitutes good tin. They will understand that
there Is a grade in coating ranging from 10 to 40 lb., and
those who want good material will naturally demand 40
11).coating and the owners especially will examine every
sheeton their roofs to see that they get what they pay for.
Architects will soon become educated to specify their tin
by weight and not name. If they are drawing plans
for an expensive dwelling they will specify 40-lb. charcoal
iron tin ; if for a cheap structure they will use a lighter
grade, but In most cases they will specify the best. This
In my estimation will give a square deal to one and all,
regardless of the manufacturer's name. When the archi
tects specify ' slag roof ' they do not mention the kind of
paper or black molasses with which they put It on, but
that it must be five-ply or four-ply. Now the architect
can specify 40-lb. or 30-lb. coating tin stamped on every
sheet I think It a pity that the lamented McKlnley, be
loved by all and the real founder of the tin plate Industry
in this country, could not have been a tinker like John
Bunyan of old and made a law to the effect that every
manufacturer be compelled to stamp the weight and
quality on every sheet in the beginning, which would
have put the tin plate industry on a higher level than it
is to-day and slag roofs would not have been heard of,
only in covering barns, factories and sheds."

-Growth of the United Brotherhood of Carpen
ters and Joiners of America.

The fourteenth biennial session of the United Brother
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of America held at
Niagara Falls, N. Y., during fhe two weeks beginning
September17, was regarded by the members of more than
ordinary Importance, as it marked the twenty-fifth anni
versary or silver jubilee of the organization. It was In
August, 1881 at a meeting held In Chicago that re
sulted in the establishment of the present organization.
At that meeting 36 delegates were present, representing
11cities and 12 local unions, with a total membership of
2042. From 1881 to 1900 the union gained 66,421 men
and in the decade from 1890 to 1900 the gain was 14.694.
In 1905 there were 1759 locals and the membership had
Increased to 161,217.
According to an article by Wilde Goodwin in the con
vention number of The Carpenter, there were 679 locals
in the year 1900, of which 40 were German, 6 French. 2
Bohemian, 2 Jewish, 1 Scandinavian and 1 Latin. In
the Southern States there are 16 colored unions in dis
tinctive groups, there being 9 mill men's locals. 6 stair
builders' and 1 floor layers'. In 1905 there were 57
cabinetmakers' locals, bench and machine hands In
cluded; 9 of stair builders, 6 of parquet floor layers, 6
millwrights, 4 car builders, 4 ship carpenters and joiners
and 2 of wharf and bridge workers, making, with the
regular locals, a total of 1759, as above stated.

Among the important building improvements which
are likely to be made In the near future In Pittsburgh,
Pa., is a mammoth hotel, to be located at the northeast
corner of Smithfleld street and Seventh avenue. Archi
tects MacClure & Spahr have been commissioned to pre

pare preliminary plans for the structure, which It is stated
will cost in the neighborhood of a million and a half
dollars, and with the site will involve an outlay of $2,-
700,000. It is intended to make the new hotel the largest
and most up to date hostelry in the city. Henry
Phlpps, the well-known capitalist, has decided to erect
another big power building at Duquesne way and
Cecil place, the structure to be of brick, steel and con
crete construction and 14 stories in hight. It will have
a frontage of 110 ft. on Duquesne way and a depth of
120 ft., and will be devoted to light manufacturing pur
poses similar to several other buildings owned by Mr.
Phipps in that section. The cost is placed at $200,000,

and the contract has been awarded to the Pittsburgh
Building Company of New York City.

A Concrete Apartment House.

Some interesting features developed in connection

with the two six-story elevator apartment houses, the

walls of which are made of concrete, and which were

completed a few weeks ago in West 137th street, between

Riverside Drive and Broadway, New York City. Accord

ing to the information obtainable, concrete was selected

owing to the high price of brick at the time the contractor
was about to begin operations. It appears that the plans
had been approved by the Bureau of Building, and work

was commenced when a delegate from the Bricklayers'

Union objected to the concrete men doing the work on

the ground that it belonged to the bricklayers. The pay

of the concrete men, says the Record and Guide, was 30

cents an hour, while the bricklayers received 70 cents

per hour. The owner refused the demand of the brick

layers and employed concrete men. After the fifth story

had been reached the Tenement House Department or

dered the work stopped, as the law said that tenement

houses over three stories In bight must be built with

brick, together with the staircase inclosure. A compro

mise was finally reached by building an 8-in. brick wall

around the entire staircase inclosure. It Is said the walls
of concrete have four times the strength of brick, are

monolithic and constitute the best fireproof building ma

terial known. By the use of concrete every apartment is

made absolutely soundproof, so that quiet and privacy

are assured.

Home Builders' Exhibition.

A movement has been Inaugurated by Interested par

ties to hold what will be known as a Home Builders' Ex
hibition the coming spring at Madison Square Garden,

New York City. This exhibition is intended for the dis

play of everything relating to modern house appliances,

landscape, architecture, heating and lighting Inventions,

road and street building, sewer construction, laying out

sites for suburban developments, and all other things

bearing on and essential to the real estate Industry. It is
the general opinion that by an exhibition of this character

great interest can be awakened in matters pertaining

to the construction of homes which would naturally re

sult in stimulating interest in the buying and building

of houses and investments in suburban property. The

leading spirit in the enterprise is President Otto Kempner

of the Long Island Real Estate Exchange, and after a

discussion of the matter by the Board of Governors a

committee was appointed to carry the scheme Into ef
fect, if such a course upon Investigation proved to be
desirable.

An Interesting feature in connection with the new
plant, now nearing completion, for the Glldden Varnish
Company, Cleveland. Ohio, whose mammoth factory was
destroyed by Are a few months ago, is that there is not a
stick of wood in the entire structure. It Is being built
entirely of brick and steel, the latter material being used
even for window frames. The walls are of face and
pressed brick and the floors of fire brick and cement. The
roof is of tile, slate and iron.
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KNOTS, HITCHES AND SPLICES FOR THE BUILDING MECHANIC-V.
Br Edwabd H. Cbusseu-

THE
splicing of ropes Is generally looked upon by the
average mechanic as something beyond his ken,

something altogether too difficult to learn. There Is
really nothing difficult In the working of a splice, although

In order to do neat work a certain amount of skillful
manipulation is necessary; this, however, can easily be
acquired by a little practice.
There are but three splices—the eye splice, short
splice and the long splice, though these again have
other variations according as to whether they are made
In three-stranded, four-stranded or six-stranded rope.

Shroud laid rope has four strands, wire rope generally

Fig. 62, and where strand 2 comes out (on the other side
of the rope) strand 3 goes In, as shown by Fig. 63. The
third tuck Is the most Important to remember, that and

the direction In which all the tucks are made, from right

to left, as shown In the Illustration. Having proceeded

thus far the rest of the splice is easy. The three strands
are now equally divided around the rope and each of

them goes over one strand and under the strand next to

It The arrow In Fig. 62 shows the second tuck for
strand 1, while that in Fig. 63 Indicates the second tuck

for strand 3, and so on until sufficient tucks have been
made. Three tucks are enough for an eye splice.
A tapered splice Is made by dividing the strands after

the first tuck, and again dividing them after the second.

The ends should not be cut off, however, until the splice
has had some strain on It. Splices made In rope that Is

liable to severe strain are better left square. The

strands of these splices are sometimes divided after the

last tuck, and half of one strand is made fast to half of

the strand next to it with a seizing of tar yarn. For in
stance, half of strand 1 and half of strand 2 are fastened
together, the other half of strand 2 and half of strand 3
are next fastened together, and finally the remaining

halves of strands 1 and 3 are fastened together. When

a splice is finished In this manner the ends are not cut

off close.
The short splice Is used for uniting two ropes or for

joining the two ends of a rope to form a sling. Both

ends of the rope must be unlaid for about the same dis

tance as for an eye splice, after which they are crotched

or Interlocked one with the other, as shown by Fig. 64.

The rope and strands on one side of this crotch are next

grasped with the left hand, as shown In Fig. 65, and the

strands on the other side are worked Into the main part

Fig. 67
Fig. 66.—Lot

Figs. 64 and 65.—Making a Short Splice.
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Fig. 66.—Long Splice Partially Completed.
Fig. 67.—A Rope Pointing.

has six, but ordinary hemp rope (hawser laid) has but
three, and It Is the splicing of a three-stranded hemp
rope that we shall In the present article consider. For
opening up the strands of the rope some sort of a mar-
llnsplke Is necessary. The student can easily make this
for himself out of a piece of hickory or maple. The
splices from which the sketches In this article were
copied were worked by means of a marllnsplke that was
made from an old hammer handle. When splicing very
large rope a much larger form of marllnsplke, called a
fid, Is required; also a mallet, with which to drive the fid
In between the strands.
The eye splice Is the first to be considered. Unlay
the end of the rope for a sufficient distance (about six
times the diameter of the rope) and form an eye of the
size required. Fig. 60 shows the rope and hands in
position for working the splice and the direction in which
the marllnsplke goes through. It Is Important to remem
ber that the marllnspike always goes through In this
direction from right to left. The strands are numbered
In the order of working, the numbers being the same In
each of the illustrations. The center strand Is marked
1 and Fig. 61 shows the first tuck of the splice. Now
where strand 1 comes out strand 2 goes In, as shown by

of the rope exactly the same as for the finish of an eye

splice, passing each strand over one and under the next.

After the strands on one side have been tucked twice re

verse the splice and treat the other strands in the same

manner.
This splice Is really easier to learn than the eye

splice, there being no difficulty with the third tuck, as

the strands after they are Interlocked are In the same
position as in the eye splice after the first three tucks
have been made. The chief difficulty with the short
splice Is to bold the strands and rope in the left hand
tight enough so that the splice shall not be loose, the
marllnsplke having a tendency to draw the strands from
under the left hand rather than to open up the rope. It

will perhaps be better for the novice to lash or tie one
eud of the splice before starting to work It, Instead of
trusting to his grip alone. This splice may be tapered In

the same manner as explained for the eye splice.
The long splice Is entirely different from the other

two, arid is used for joining the ends of a rope where It
is desired that the diameter shall not be Increased, such
as when splicing the ends of a driving rope, or when
splicing a rope that Is to run through pulley blocks. Both
ends of the rope are unlaid for a much greater distance
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than for the short splice, the longer the better, but It

should be at least 40 times the diameter of the rope.

The ends are then Interlocked as for the short splice

shown In Fig. 64. One of the strands, A, Is then still fur

ther unlaid, while the strand B Is laid up from the other

side in the groove from which strand A was taken.
Great care must be taken to have the twists of strand B
correspond exactly with the twists in the groove from

which strand A was taken or a good splice cannot be

made. The strand A Is unlaid until all but about 6 in.
of strand B has been laid up, after which A is cut to the
same length as B. Strands C and D are then treated in

the splice still smaller the strands may be halved before
tying the overhand knot
Fig. 67 shows what is known as a rope pointing. It

has been left till last because the writer has thought
that It would be an appropriate thing with which to
finish off this article. It will pay any man who has to
" put up " the money for the ropes to have this pointing
worked In all ropes that are over 1% in. ln diameter, for
it not only facilitates the tying of knots or reeving of
blocks, but It has a deterrent effect upon the " lunk-head "

who is so handy at chopping a couple of feet off the end
of a rope to use for tiers.
Very often the whipping or lashing gets off the end
of a rope and it is neglected until there is 2 or 3 ft of
the end unraveled. It is almost impossible to lay this up
again as small as It was originally, but If some of the

Fig. 60.

Fig.61.
Pig. 60.—Shows Rope and Hands ln Position for Working the
Eye Splice and the Direction In Which the Marllnsplke
GoesThrough.

Fig. 61.— Showsthe First Tuck of the Splice.

Fig. 62.

Fig. 63.
Figs. 62 and 63.—Details of the Bye Splice.
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the same manner. C being the one unlaid and D the one
laid up in Its place. Fig. 66 shows how the splice will
now appear, the strands E and F in the center being the
same length as originally. These strands also must be
cut to a length of 6 In., after which an overhand knot Is
tied with them, which must be pulled and hammered
down as neatly as possible. Each of the strands is then
halved and tucked, as ln the finish of the eye splice, over
one strand and under the next They should be tucked
twice or three times and halved after each tuck. The
ends A, B and C, D are finished off In the same way,
after which in order. to bring the splice into shape it Is
rolled on the floor with the foot or with a small
piece of board under the foot. The splice should be
strained before the ends are cut off. This splice In
creases the diameter of the rope a little, but not enough
to make any material difference. If it is desired to make

yarns are carefully cut out and the others tapered down
and then laid up into a rope pointing the unraveled por
tion Instead of being wasted Is made to serve a useful
purpose. To lay up rope properly Is rather a difficult
thing for the novice. It is done something ln the same
manner as explained for making the clove bitch. Hold
the rope ln the left hand with the end pointing toward
you ; take hold of the lowest strand with the right hand,
give it a twist over to the right and lay It over the two
strands held ln the left hand. Take the lowest of these
two strands and treat In the same manner, and so on
until all of the rope Is laid up again. Finish off the end
by tying an overhand knot In It and putting a whipping
just back of the knot In the Illustration the rope Is
shown finished off with a small loop. This Is sometimes
handy as a means of drawing the rope through a block
or eye.
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If the foregoing is too difficult for the novice the ends

of the rope after being tapered may be braided or
plaited, which will answer the same purpose but does
not look quite as neat.
This brings the writer to the end of his rope, and he

closes the subject with the hope that a few at least of
the many readers of Carpentry and Building will derive
benefit from It
There are men—very excellent mechanics, too, some

of them—who claim that if they know their own trade
thoroughly it is all that can be asked of them. This is
quite true, and very few employers would be likely to
find fault with a good carpenter, bricklayer or Ironwork
er because he could not splice a rope. Still, other things
being equal, it sometimes happens that If a man knows a
few things outside of his own trade or calling he is able to
hold his job longer or get a few cents an hour more than
the other fellow ; besides which, If he ever gets to be a
foreman or a contractor, it is always a source of satisfac
tion to him to know that he can do any part of the work
himself without being dependent on some one else.

Specifications for Cement Sidewalks.

Much interest attaches to the specifications for cement
sidewalks, which are being adopted by various cities of
the country, more particularly as regards the materials
and proportions used. A few weeks ago the city of
Detroit settled the vexed question and adopted the speci
fications presented below. It will be noted that " gravel "
Is omitted from the text, owing It Is stated to the fact
that a sufficient quantity of Michigan gravel of a satis
factory quality was not obtainable :
Sidewalks shall consist of a foundation of coarse

cinder or broken stone 6 in. deep, a layer of Portland
cement concrete 3 in. thick and a wearing surface of
Portland cement mortar 1 In. thick, making the total
thickness of the completed sidewalk at least 10 in.

Broken Stone Tor Foundation.
The broken stone or cinder to be used in the founda
tion shall be of approved quality, broken so that the
largest dimension of any piece will not exceed 3 In. nor
the smallest dimension of any piece be less than 1 In.,
and must be free from dust, dirt or other foreign matter.

Broken Stone for Concrete.
Broken stone for concrete shall be good, hard stone

that will not be affected by the weather, broken so the
largest dimension of any stone will not exceed 1^ In.
nor the least dimension of any stone be less than % In.,
and must be free from dust, dirt or other foreign matter.

Sand.
The sand shall be of the best quality of coarse, sharp,

clean river or lake sand, free from dust, loam or other
foreign matter.

Portland Cement.
Portland cement shall stand the following tests made

by the city engineer : Not more than 5 per cent, shall
fail to pass through a No. 50 sieve. When mixed neat
with the least amount of water necessary to make a good
mortar it will stand a tensile strain of not less than 134
lb. per square inch, after being allowed to set in air 1
hr., followed by immersion in water 23 hr., and 384 lb.
nl'ter one day in air and six days' immersion. When
mixed in proportion by weight of 1 part cement to 2 of
Siind, and exposed one day in air and six days in water, It
shall stand a tensile strain of 146 lb. per square inch.

Wale r.
Water shall be fresh and free from earth, dirt or

sewage.
Coucrele.

The concrete shall consist of 1 part in volume of Port
land cement, 3 parts of sand and 6 parts of broken
stone.

mixing Sand and Concrete.
The cement and sand in the specified proportion shall
bp thoroughly mixed dry on a tight platform, with shov
els or hoes, until no streaks of cement are visible.

mortar.
Water shall be added to the sand and cement mixed

In accordance with the foregoing direction and In suffi

cient quantities to produce a mortar of the desired con

sistency, the whole thoroughly mixed with shovels or

hoes until a homogeneous mass Is produced.
mixing Concrete.

The mortar, prepared as hereinbefore specified, shall

be spread upon the platform, the proper quantity of

broken stone, after having been thoroughly wetted, shall

then be spread over the mortar, and the mass thoroughly

turned over with shovels and hoes not less than three
times, or until every piece of broken stone Is completely

covered with mortar.
Sprinkling.

Water shall be added by sprinkling during the pro

cess of mixing, If required to secure a better consistency.
All surfaces on or against which concrete Is to be

laid shall be thoroughly cleaned and dampened by sprink
ling with water Just previous to placing the concrete.

Spreading Concrete.
The concrete shall be evenly spread upon the foun

dation as soon as mixed In a layer of such depth that
after having been thoroughly compacted with rammers
of approved pattern, it shall not be in any place less than
3 In. thick, and the upper surface of It shall be parallel
with the proposed surface for the completed sidewalk,

making Flags.
The flag or slab divisions shall be formed by cutting

the concrete clear through on the required lines as soon
as laid. The space made by the cutting tool shall be
immediately filled with dry sand and rammed.

Size of Batches.
Concrete shall not be mixed in larger quantities than

are required for Immediate use.
Concrete shall not be dropped from too great a night

nor thrown from too great a distance when being placed
upon the work.

Wearing Surface.
The wearing surface shall be composed of 1 part in

volume of Portland cement and 2 parts of sand.
The cement and sand In specified proportion shall be
thoroughly mixed dry on a tight platform with shovels
or hoes until no streaks of cement are visible.
Water shall be added to the sand and cement mixed

in accordance with the foregoing directions In sufficient
quantities to produce a mortar of the desired consistency
and the while thoroughly mixed with shovels or hoes
until a homogeneous mass Is produced.

Laying.
The mortar while fresh shall be spread upon the con

crete base before the latter has reached its first set In
such quantities that, after being thoroughly manipulated
and spread over the concrete, It will make a layer 1 In.
thick, conforming to the required grade and cross section.

Top Dressing.
A coating of equal parts of Portland cement and dry,

fine sand, thoroughly mixed, shall be swept over the
surface and the surface dressed and smoothed.

Flag markings.
The surface shall be cut into flags, the markings to

be made directly over the joints in the concrete and cut
clear through the wearing surface.
The flags shall be turned up and marked, with the

exception of a border about 1 in. in width along the
edges, with a toothed roller.
The sidewalk shall be kept moist and protected from
the elements and travel until it has set

A Coal Veneered Office Building.

One of the most unique styles of finish for the ex
terior of a building has come to light in Milwaukee, Wis.,
where a one-story structure used for office purposes has
been veneered with 8 tons of grate coal, the largest size
of hard coal sold In that section. The idea was con
ceived as an advertisement for the coal company occupy
ing the building, and while the cost of the veneering was
about as much as would have been the cost if brick were
employed, it required three times the labor in laying.
The coal was laid in a cement of lavender tint The
mason contractor was George Scheiderer, 515 Twenty-
eighth street, and the carpenter contractor was Nicholas
Lauer, 1712 Galena street, Milwaukee, Wis.
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DAIRY BARN OF PLANK FRAME CONSTRUCTION.

AS
a pleasing variation to the designs of building
which have recently been illustrated in these col

umns we present herewith the elevation and plans of a
dairy barn of plank frame construction erected a short
time ago near the city of Cincinnati by Shawver Brothers
of Beliefontaine, Ohio. The structure Is built on the
Shawver system and required the equivalent of 36 days
to construct the framework. The porte-cochere Is large
and substantial and is only a short distance from the
farmhouse door. The building, shown in Fig. 1, covers
an area of 36 x 1SS ft. and has two Kalamazoo silos at
the rear, each 18 x 40 ft., with flumes full hight opening
up into the feed alley. There are shown on the base
ment plan, Fig. 2, six large box stalls, 46 single cow
stalls, milk room, herdsman's room, office, washroom and
lavatory. The floors throughout the basement are of
cement, except in the office and herdsman's room, where
they are of Southern pine. The automatic watering

We understand that while this building was in pro

cess of construction another barn. 40 x 70 ft., was being

erected a short distance away after the usual method of
framing and which required the equivalent of 48 days^

work. A test of the frames showed the plank frame
barn, which was about one-third larger than the other, to-
be the more rigid of the two, and required about one-
third less time to build.

Different Plans of Letting Contracts.

In a paper presented before the American Public-
Works Association Frank B. Gilbreth, New York, dis
cusses " Lump Sum," " Percentage " and " Cost-Plus-a-
Fixed-Sum " contracts. Under the " Lump Sum " con
tract the contractor agrees to furnish all labor and ma

terial necessary to complete a certain definite piece of

work for a definite lump sum or at unit prices,, which.

Fig. 2.—BasementPlan.

Dairy Barn of Plonk Frame Construction.

troughs are supplied from n fine spring on a nearby hill
side.
On the main floor plan. Fig. 3, is shown the harness
room, part of the feed bins, three box stalls for horses,
six single stalls, an unobstructed barn floor, 3G x 112 ft.
in size, the herdsman's bedroom and connecting balcony.
There are also indicated the large doors entering from
the incline through which the hay and grain is drawn on
wagons to be unloaded.
The main feed bins, which are connected by chutes
with the smaller boxes on the main floor and basement,
are shown in Fig. 4. These bins are filled from a fourth
floor iu this part of the building, the feed being drawn
up by means of rope and pulleys. The hay bay Is filled by
aiean->of slings operated by horses. The grain is mowed
on the main floor. The thresher is set outside the build
ing and the cyclone stacker returns the straw to the barn
through the round windows.
There is also shown a large gallery, 6 x 22S ft.,
reached by stairs from the main floor. The owners,
Messrs. Kciley Brothers, are breeders of Jersey cattle and
Poland-China hogs and they have arranged to hold their
annual stock sales on the main barn floor, where the bid
ders may be sure of a comfortable place, free from the
snowsand winds of fickle March weather. The galler? is
to accommodate spectators who attend the sales and do
notcare to mingle with the bidders on the main floor.

means several lump sums. The writer argues that under
this form the interests of the owner and contractor are
opposed from start to finish. Every cent that the con
tractor cau save goes into his own pocket, but every cent
the owner pays does not necessarily represent value re
ceived, since the owner may be paying not only non
competitive prices for extra work, but a large item of
interest on his investment, and also for loss of rent, be
cause the work is not progressing any faster than the
rate of speed of greatest economy to the contractor. Any
saving in time taken for riveting steelwork, in quantity
of cement used, or in labor of mixing concrete, though
the requirements of the specifications may be met, is a
saving to the contractor.
Under the " Percentage " contract the contractor

agrees to furnish all labor and materials necessary to
complete the work for cost plus an agreed percentage of
such cost. This form of contract, the writer says, is
very nearly perfect—but not quite. " The owner can
regulate the speed and the time of completion. He can
decide whether or not he will give way to strikers or
substitute nonunion men. The interests of the owner
and the contractor are identical so far as speed of con
struction and the desire to obtain good work are con
cerned. So far, the chances of continued pleasant rela
tions would be good if it were not for the fact that the
owner is apt to suspect that the contractor may be in
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creasing the cost of the work for the sake of getting more
profit, for the contractor's profit Is In this case directly
proportional to the cost of the undertaking."
The " Cost-Plus-a-FIxed-Sum " form has all the ad
vantages of the " Percentage " contract, but without the
one disadvantage of the latter; there Is no Incentive to
the contractor to Increase the cost, since It would not In
crease his profit. The owner Is relieved of extra work.
He has the benefit of all cash discounts for material and
the owner, engineer or architect can make changes and
alterations at any time without delaying the work. The
benefits of the " Cost-Plus-a-Flxed-Sum " contract, taken
from the contractor's viewpoint, are : The contractor has
the opportunity to win upon his merits an enviable posi
tion in the confidence of the business world. The con
tractor's profit on a piece of work is assured. The con

ditions it is ridiculous to expect any contractor to guar
antee any maximum cost If the ' Cost-Plus-a-Flxed-Sum '
contract is to be used, let the owner pay for all of the
actual cash cost and have It understood how much actual
profit the contractor is to have, and that the entire ' Fixed
Sum ' is to be net profit to the contractor."

A Skyscraper of Concrete.

Immediately adjoining the new Marbrldge Building
now in course of erection on the northeast corner of
Broadway and Thirty-fourth street, New York City,
Samuel Green is constructing a 12-story office building
of reinforced concrete, and which, with that going up In
West Thirty-ninth and Fortieth streets for the McGraw
Publishing Company, is the first concrete building of Its
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Fig. 4.—Gallery Floor.

' Fig. 3.—Mala Floor.

Dairy Barn of Plank Frame Construction.

tractor will be free from relations with owners who have
not the courage to take legitimate risks attendant upon
their own enterprises, and who wish to saddle them upon
a contractor on a lump sum basis and leave him to gamble
his way out as best as he can. The contractor has, on the
other hand, the satisfaction of dealing with an owner
who has no reason to suspect him of overreaching, who is
not in constant dread of extortionate charges for " extra
work," and who, in a word, has a contract offering com
plete insight to the financial affairs of the Job.
Of " Cost-PIus-a-Flxed-Sum " contracts in which the

contractor guarantees a maximum cost the writer of the
paper has this to say : " At first glance these look as if
they had all the advantages of the ' Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-
Sum ' contract and the ' Lump Sum ' contract combined,
but they have nothing of the sort On the other hand,
they are absolutely nothing more or less than ' Lump
Sum ' contracts (if they have a guaranteed maximum
cost) and the

' Fixed Sum ' is ' fixed ' only In case the
maximum is not reached. The entire theory of the Cost-
Plus-a-FIxed-Sum ' contract is that the owner shall have
his own way In any and all matters pertaining to his
work. He shall have the right to decide what materials
shall be bought and whether or not they shall be bought
of the lowest bidder. He shall have the right to order
the contractor to put on as many or as few men as the
owner wants regardless of whether or not there are
strikes. His decision shall be final regarding the paying
of bonuses for the quick delivery of material, and his
decision shall be final on all matters pertaining to the
conduct of the Job. It Is obvious that under these con-

kind to be put up In this city. It has a frontage of 50
ft. in Thirty-fourth street and extends 198 ft through to
Thirty-fifth street where it has a frontage of 30 ft The
work at present is being pushed forward as rapidly as
circumstances will permit the wooden frame work pre
senting, as In the case of all high structures of concrete,a
very curious effect. The cross girders in the building are
20 x 24 In., with a span of 30 ft. The floor beams also of
concrete are 4x6 In., with spans of 14 ft The stairs
will also be of reinforced concrete, and the floors will be
of colored cement scored In squares and capable of stand
ing a weight of 500 lb. to the square foot Iron uprigbt
columns will be used through the center of the building,
and will be Incased in concrete, as the Bureau of Build
ings does not recognize concrete uprights. The architect!
of the building are Samuel Sass and Howells & Stokes,
while Prof. R. T. Dana Is consulting engineer, and Edwin
West Jr., superintendent of construction.

In connection with the 25-story office building which
is being erected at Nos. 37 to 41 Wall street New York
City, for the Trust Company of America, an Interesting
feature of the foundation work was the steel traveler.
It had four masts and four booms, one at each end of
Its four corners, and was calculated to lift from 10 to 15
tons on each boom without difficulty. In providing the
foundations for the building 15 caissons of varying size
were sunk around the outer line of the site to bed rock,

75 ft. below the street level, while within the area were
eight caissons which were carried to the same level.
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CENTERS FOR ARCHES OF DOUBLE. CURVATURE.*— XI.
By.Chables H. Fox.

WE
show another example of a cyllndro-cylindrlc
sash in Figs. 42 to 52. This has been jointed

In the center like the last example, but the quantity of
material required in the plank has been reduced to a
minimum. In Fig. 42, which represents the plan, O Is
the center with which the curves J B" E' and I D' F, re
spectively, of the outer and inside faces of the rail may

Fig. 47

the point as that of 10 in Fig. 43 into the point U of
the plan and draw the line U Z square with the line
A E. Then draw the vertical Z Z' parallel with the
center line, and the horizontal Z' 10 H through 10; then,
by setting off 10 H equal to Z' 10 the position of the
point H, through which to draw the line A' 17 giving the
projection of the inclined top surface of the plank may
be obtained.
It will be noted that in similar constructions given in

connection with the preceding example the line A 17 has
been drawn parallel with a tangent to the point in 10.
Here, in order to get the rail out of the smallest pos

sible quantity of rough stock and at the same time have

the Inclined surfaces of the plank of the same pitch, the
line in question is drawn parallel with that shown in S 6*

Fig. 42.—Plan of Half Sash. Fig. 46—Shape and Size of Flank Out of Which Rib May Be
Fig. 43.—Elevation of Half Sash. Formed.
Fig. 44.—DevelopedFalling Mold as Requiredat Outside Face. Fig. 47—DevelopedFaceMold for Top ObliqueSurface.
Fig. 4o.—DevelopedFalling Mold as Requiredat Inside Face. Fig. 49.—DevelopedFace Mold for Lower ObliqueSurface.

Centers for Archet of Double Curvature.—XI.

be drawn. The half width of the opening is given in
c F. In Fig. 43 Is shown the geometrical elevation of
the rail, the curve line S 3 6 representing the soffit This
Is drawn with A as center and e F as radius.
The falling mold of the convex surface is shown in
Fig. 44. This pattern may be developed, and to the di
rection given In the points 7 8 9, &c, of the developed
curve of the exterior bonding surface the elevation may
be completed in the manner fully explained for similar
developments in connection with diagrams in Figs. 24, 25
and 26 in a previous Issue. In a similar manner project

• Copyright,1008,by CharlesH. Fox.

which joins the two extreme points of the soffit curve.
In making the Inclined surfaces of the plank of the one
pitch, one face mold, as shown in Fig. 47, is sufficient
for the purpose. This understood, draw A' 17 through
the point H and parallel with S 6, then square with A E
of Fig. 42 draw A A' and E E' and parallel with the
center line draw 17 16. Make A A' equal to the cor
responding length in Fig. 43 and joining A' 16, the In
clined line of the top surface of the plank may be de
veloped. Next parallel with A' 16 draw O C. If the
drawing Is correct this line will touch the curved line of
the soffit at its intersection with the line A A'.

'' •
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Now In Fig. 43 draw 7 B' square with the center line
A A' and this will be the projection of the surface, which
will form the top proper of the plank. From the point
given In B' at which the horizontal meets the line A' 17
and parallel with the center line draw B' B". Again in
Fig. 42 square with A E draw H' B" B. The figure shown
by J B' H I gives the pattern as required at the horizon
tal top surface of the plank, for giving the direction for
forming the cylindrical surfaces of the faces of the rail.
In Fig. 46 make B" B equal to the length of the corres
ponding vertical in Fig 43 ; square with A A' draw 6 B.
The size required at the face of the plank Is shown in the
figure included within the lines E C C 6 B E' E of Fig.
46. Now square with A' 10 draw A o X', W 10' I. L L' g,
Ac. These are the horizontal projections of the plan
•ordinates, which give in Fig 47 the direction required In

B W A

Fig. 50.
'Fig. 40.—Diagram ShowingOperationof Squaring Up of Plank.
Fig. 50.—Projection Showing Squaring Up of Plank Ready for
Application of Falling Molds.

C D F of Fig. 47 ; that of the angle C E ft
,

as requiredat
the lower joint surface, and another one, as shown In I

/ i, as required at the horizontal surface 6 B, to give the
direction for forming the center joint surface.
The manner In which the bevels may be constructed
will be apparent from the drawing. Now select a plank
of sufficient size and dress up the surface of the outer
face of the plank. Then apply the pattern of Fig. 46
and work the inclined surfaces of the top and under
sides of the plank. Now work the lower joint surface
and that of the horizontal surfaces, as shown, respec
tively, in C D F G and B H I J of the diagram of Fig. 49.
Note that these surfaces are made square, both with the
surface of the plank and to the lines D D' and B B" of
the pattern, Fig. 46. Transfer to the top surface the
angle contained in I / i of the plan, and to its direction
work the center joint surface. Then, as shown In Fig.
49, transfer the curves of the face molds to the surfaces
of the plank. The method adopted by the writer of
doing this has been to first cut the face molds of Figs. 42
and 47 along the line A' D, cutting out to the concave

F

Fig. 52.
Fig. 51.—Diagram ShowingApplication of Falling Molds In the
Operationof SquaringUp of the Bali.

Fig. 52.—Projection ShowingFinished Solid of Rail Pieces.

Centers for Archet o
f Double Curvature.—XI.

order to develop the curves of the face mold. The
method by means of which the points may be found
through which to trace the curves has already been ex
plained in connection with similar operations.
The shaded portion of the face mold comprised within
B H F R B is that required at the upper inclined sur
face, and that comprised within J I T c B J is that re
quired at the face mold of the lower Inclined surface of
the plank. This latter pattern is also shown In Fig. 48,
where X X' is made equal in length to A C above ; then
drawing G X' the inclination of the lower surface of the
plank may be obtained. By producing the plan ordinates
as shown the face mold may be developed in the manner
already explained for similar development above.
Complete the construction of the patterns as required

by developing the falling mold of Fig. 45, which Is that
required at the concave face, and by making a pattern
which may contain a copy of the plan, as comprised
within c R F T c, as required to give the direction at
■thelower joint surface, the necessary patterns may be
•developed. Then construct the bevel containing the angle

curve and to the joint lines. Then placing the pattern
with the line A' D to the outside face of the plank the
concave curve may be marked legibly at the surfaces.
This done cut the pattern to the direction as given by
the convex curve ; then at the second application of the
pattern to the surfaces of the plank It may be placed
exactly in the position it first occupied, as the proper
direction for this is given by the curve already marked
at the surfaces. In this manner the points, as those
shown In U T of Fig. 49, may be obtained without any
trouble whatever.
Now to the direction, as given by the patterns, work-

the cylindrical surfaces of the plank. As before mentioned
care must be observed so that the surfaces are straight
only on line* which are parallel with those of D D' and

F F\ The resulting solid is that as shown In Figs. 50
and 51. Now mark at the convex surface the falling
mold of Fig. 44, and parallel with the line T 7 draw 6 6"

of Fig. 51.
In the same manner the line S P may be drawn par

allel with the line R F, the direction of which has been
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given at the application of the bevel C E h. The points
are now given In 6 P F 7, at which to apply the falling
mold of Fig. 43. To the direction as given by the pat
terns, and in the manner explained at the preceding

chapter for the similar operation, may the cylindrical
surfaces of the soffit and exterior bounding element of

the rail be formed.
A geometrical elevation of the rail as now formed Is

given in the diagram of Fig. 52. Now mark at the joint

applied in its own plane; of a plank out of which a rib
piece comprising one-half of a cyllndro-cylindric sash
may be formed. A full description has been given iu
connection with the diagrams, Figs. 42 to 48.
As already noted, in the explanations given in con

nection with the diagrams of a preceding chapter, the
finished solid of this problem is similar to that of the
diagrams, Figs. 24 to 31. The difference here has been
made in the method of " squaring up the plank." The
student who has carried out the instructions as given at
the construction of the model shown in the diagrams of
Fig. 41 will experience little, if any, difficulty in the de
velopment of the diagrams as given here. The three ver
tical sides, the section plane of the top inclined surface,
together with that of the lower inclined surface of the
model, may be constructed in the manner the similar
developments were made in the corresponding diagrams
of Fig. 41. The section, as required at the horizontal
surface A' B, may be constructed as follows : Square with
A' B draw B H'. Then, having cut a mold facsimile to
that given in the figure B" H' I J of the plan, the same

may, by keeping the line B" H' to the line B H' of the
section plane, be readily transfered to that surface. The
diagrams being developed, cut out the model and fold
together, as directed for the similar operations in the
construction of the model of Fig. 41. Then, having the
lines at the exterior, the projecting lines belonging to
each separate surface may be readily inspected.
An oblique projection of the model is shown In the

diagram, Fig. 49.

Labor Laws of Massachusetts

\ I PLANCENTER

Fig. 53.—Diagram Showing Construction o£ Cardboard Repre
sentationof the Problem Illustrated in Figs. 42 to 48.

Centers for Arches of Double Curvature.—XI.

surfaces the contour, as required of the finished rail, and

in the manner which suggests itself work out the mold

and so finish the solid of the rail. The opposite hand—

that is, the other half of the sash—may be formed in a

similar manner, taking note of course that the plank will

be made of the opposite " hand
" to that just worked.

With the development of the diagrams shown in

Fig. 53, we shall again explain the construction of a

cardboard representation of a solid, showing the actual

Inclination and position, together with the development

of the sections and bevels, which belong to the several

surfaces; each section, respectively, being developed and

We have received from Charles F. Pidgin, chief of the
Bureau of Statistics of Labor, a copy of its annual re
port for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for the
year 1906, which brings together In compact form all
statutes now in force relating to labor. The plan of pres
entation Is chronological, beginning with the act of 1887
which provides that the first Monday of September of
each year be a legal holiday and be known as " Labors
Holiday," and followed by quotations from the revised
laws of 1902amended according to subsequent legislation.
These In turn are followed with the enactments of sub
sequent years. The amendments wherever practicable
have been incorporated in the draft of the original law
presented in the report and the particular act by which
the amendment was made has not been included but
simply referred to by chapter and date.

A loft building, 50 x 90 ft. in size, 11 stories in hight
and estimated to cost $250,000, is about being erected at
Nos. 10 and 12 Morton street iu accordance with plans
prepared by B. W. Levitan, 20 West Thirty-first street,

New York City. The plans specify an exterior of lime
stone, light brick and terra cotta, with terra cotta coping,

tile roof. &c.
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Short Rules in Building.

Much has recently appeared In these columns about

short methods of doing work and the advantages resulting

from an Intelligent understanding of their application, but

there remains another side to the question which It may

be well to consider. No one will deny that short cuts and
rules in connection with building problems have done

much for the advancement of the industry and that they

are a valuable asset where economy of time and effort

count. The investigator feels he has accomplished some

thing when he has secured the essence and evolved a con

centrate which gives us In the Instant a concrete idea. If
he has been a student of engineering phenomena and has

classified his observations he is pretty sure to forward

some formula, rule or law, as a help to followers in the

same kind of work. The reward in the shape of popular

approval Is no little incentive to the continual unfolding

to the public Interested of facts and data, though the

chance of giving something of unusual or unexpected last

ing value is an underlying motive, and the result is there

is a growing multiplicity of rules and formulas until one

must be careful lest a rule is used that does not apply

to the conditions at hand. When that situation arrives

the object of the rules is largely defeated, and then an

introduction to a new set is valuable practically only in

leading to added study of the subject, or perhaps only to

entertainment in traversing with the author the steps of

his argument In fact too much dependence on rules
begets forgetfulness of the fundamental truths or experi

mental data on which they are based. When the unusual

arises the rules fail to hold and unless one understands
the basic ideas he cannot intelligently handle his problem.

If on the other hand he does know how calculations should
be made he soon evolves short cuts for himself. To have

as many rules as there are days in the year, however, is
useless, if not certainly confusing. One need not feel lack
ing if he is not familiar even with the existence of various
rules or formulas, for it Is probably best only to adopt
those which best suit the conditions under which he la
bors, having properly always in mind the limitations
within which they apply. The burden of the foregoing
remarks Is that rules should always be secondary, or else
one will rarely be able to do more than the mediocre.
Rules are valuable, but must be employed with Judgment.
The time Is passing when a man can use a 12-ln. I-beam
where an 8-ln. would suffice, or a 3-In. pipe where a 4-in.
is needed.

Trade Instruction for Registered Apprentices.
At a recent meeting of people Interested In the trade

classes of the Young Men's Institute of Louisville, Ky.,
W. I. McNalr, for the Institute, stated that In the case
of the plumbing classes he would open the doors to regis
tered apprentices working at the business, to the exclu

sion of all other applicants. If the boys take advantage
of this opportunity as they should it will better condi
tions In every way. The Journeymen, to whom the boys
look for Instruction and who really have their welfare In
charge, will be relieved of a load of training and tech
nical Instruction work, which is irksome under the stress
of the eight-hour day and the present lack of sufficient
capable help to carry the regulaT work of the shops easily.
The character of buildings and multiplication of plumb
ing fixtures has of late years so lengthened the time
necessary to complete a job, even outside of the larger
cities, that In many cases a boy might serve the ordinary
term on a few jobs and know almost nothing about other
branches of the business which he would be expected, as
a Journeyman, to handle with ease. The fact that any
reasonable term of apprenticeship is Inadequate under
present conditions, without the aid of the lecture and
practice rooms, Is now becoming apparent to the journey
men. They realize that the general groundwork of prin
ciples and practice afforded by an evening class will
bring to their organization a better type of competition
than will otherwise seek admittance. With trade classes
tabooed, short terms or no terms at all, and nobody In
particular responsible for the education of the boys—con
ditions that have existed here or there in the past—the
worst form of competition is being built up against both
the masters and the journeymen.

Putting Tin Roofing Industry on High Plane.

Architects, builders, tin roofers and the public In gen
eral are to be congratulated on the courageous attitude
taken by the manufacturers of terne plates In insisting
that the tin plate business shall stand upon the rock
foundation of " the square deal, " Carpentry and Building
takes pride In reciting that this Industry which, since the
enactment of the McKInley bill, has come to be regarded
as a monument to the skill, energy and sagacity of
American Ingenuity Is among the first, without coercion,
to catch up the war cry of the twentieth century and in
its refrain announce to the world that the proper conduct
of business demands a high moral standard. The sale
of roofing plate Is to be revolutionized. For decades, for
a century or more, this article of commerce has been
sold by private marks, by twisted, thread-worn, meaning
less appellations, such as "Old Style," "Old Method,"
" Redlpped," &c. In early days, no doubt, these terms
meant something, but in the scramble for business through
these long years they have become hopelessly confused,
and the buyer of roofing plate has found himself groping
about with a bewildered and faltering step among the
honest or dishonest assertions of this salesman or of that.
All this Is to be changed—the architect, the roofer or the
house owner, provided only he can read— is to be able
to secure precisely what he pays for, and is to be able
himself, without any technical knowledge, to determine
this point absolutely. The American Sheet & Tin Plate
Company officially announces that It has decided, on all
of Its brands of roofing plate, to stamp each sheet with
the amount of coating It carries per box of 20 x 28, and
not only this, but every waster plate Is to be stamped
"waster." This will In a large measure prevent the
possibility of misrepresentation in second, third or fourth
hands and Insure to the one calling for such a plate a
square deal. That the company which has taken the
Initiative In this innovation runs some risk of a loss of
business during the period when architects, builders and
roofers are being made familiar with such a frank state
ment of quality must appear evident to all who give more
than superficial attention to the far-reaching action. The
move strikes at the very heart of the industry. It eon-
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Carpentry and Building for 1907

WITH
this issue of the paper we mark another milestone in the career of Carpentry

and Building and bring to completion a volume which is the largest if not the most
important thus far in its history, wherein has been chronicled the conspicuous happenings
and developments of the year connected with the building industry. At this time, in ac
cordance with a custom established some years ago, we present a " Prospectus" for 1907,
briefly outlining a few of the leading features which will characterize the paper for that
period. During the twenty-eight years which Carpentry and Building has been before
the trade it has been the practical exponent of improved methods of building construction
as they appeal to the progressive and ambitious carpenter and builder, making its columns
educational in character and tending to promote the best interests of those engaged in the
various branches of the trades addressed. We desire to state, in briefly outlining the cam

paign for the new year, that as the aim in the past has been to make the paper pre
eminently practical in the field which it covers, so in the future the endeavor will be to
serve in every way possible the best interests of the vast army of our readers. No effort
will be spared to maintain Carpentry and Building upon the same high standard of ex
cellence already established, a feature to which we are constrained to call attention by
reason of the multitude of letters from its patrons testifying to its increasing popularity.
We shall, in the new year, present for consideration special articles on various architec
tural and mechanical subjects prepared by writers of experience and ability, thus render
ing these communications of more than usual importance and value to those connected
with the building and allied trades. A conspicuous feature will be the opinions of archi
tects, contractors, carpenters and builders touching problems arising in their daily prac
tice, while a birdseye view of the building situation will afford valuable information for
mechanics in all parts of the country. Briefly it may be stated that a wide range of topics
will be discussed, and in addition to the special features enumerated below, we shall from
time to time present many others calculated to interest and instruct mechanics in all
branches of the building business.
A prominent and attractive feature will be the illustrations appearing in the different

issues of the volume for the new year, these being executed in the highest style of the en
graver's art and covering perspectives in the shape of half-tone reproductions from photo
graphs of completed structures, together with elevations, floor plans and details of modern
dwellings of frame, cement and concrete block construction, carriage houses and stables,
barns of various kinds, churches, suburban railroad stations, business buildings, etc., the
subjects embracing, so far as possible, work already completed, and presented in such shape
as to be of the greatest possible value to the architect and builder. The rapid progress
which is being made in the use of concrete in connection with buildings of all kinds affords
opportunity for the presentation of interesting examples of work of this kind as well as
of hollow block construction, and some of these will constitute features of the new volume.

Construction in Detail of a flodern
Dwelling,

One of the most important features of the volume for
1907will be a series of articles giving in detail the various
steps in connection with the construction of a modern
dwelling. The subject is a house costing in the neighbor
hood of $7000,and the author, beginning with the breaking
of the ground, takes the reader through the various suc
cessive steps and stages until the building is ready to be
turned over to the owner. He describes the laying out of
the foundations, the excavation and economical placing of
the dirt ; tells how the foundation walls should be laid ;
shows the proper placing of the sills, the framing timber,
and the superstructure; methods of bracing and bridging;
discusses economical and rapid methods of scaffolding;
touches upon the enclosing of the building and the roof ;
the laying out of the work and cutting for the furnaceman
and plumber; gives short cuts in roof framing; describes

the proper placing of heading timbers, &c, setting grounds
for the plasterer and the protection of floors during plaster
ing, after which he takes up the work of preparing for the
inside finish and the trim. He then discusses odd work,
such as cupboards, closet trim, seats, china cupboards, &c,
all in a way to interest and instruct the young mechanic
who is just starting out in the building business and who
desires to know how to proceed with the work to the best
advantage while at the same time it affords significant hints
to even older members in the trade. An important feature
of the treatment of the subject is found in the running
comments on estimating, economical handling of labor and
materials, and many other practical suggestions, which
would naturally be brought out in the discussion of a mat
ter of this kind. The manuscript is profusely illustrated
by means of direct reproductions from photographs and
also line drawings, clearly indicating the details of the work
in hand. The subject is treated from the standpoint of a
practical builder, who is his own foreman, and the matter
is written by one especially fitted for the work by reason



of his own personal business experience in this direction,
both from the standpoint of the architect and that of the
contractor. The manuscript has been prepared by Mr.
Frank G. Odell, whose articles on " Laying and Finishing
Hardwood Floors " in the early issues of this year at
tracted widespread attention and favorable comment.
This phase of the building business is one of unusual
interest to the younger element in the trade, by reason of
the fact that the field has never before been covered in just
this shape, and those who are ambitious to become success
ful builders will find in this contribution to the subject a
vast fund of practical suggestions which cannot fail to be
highly appreciated. The lack of such a treatment of mod
ern residence construction, dealing with the various con
secutive steps of the work in detail, has long been keenly
reflected in repeated requests for books giving the desired
information in the shape in which we shall present it in the
volume of Carpentry and Building for the new year. Taken
altogether the manuscript may be regarded as one of the
most valuable along the lines indicated which it has been
our privilege to present to the attention of the readers.

Supplemental Plates.
Architects and builders in all parts of the country are
greatly interested in the wonderful progress which has been
made in recent years in the methods of building construc
tion as exemplified by the towering skyscrapers and business
blocks which are to be found in the leading cities, and in
order to afford an idea of the work now being done we
shall from time to time present photographic reproductions
of some of the more striking examples of steel skeleton
frame construction, reinforced concrete, &c. These in con
nection with pictures of attractive architecture in the way
of dwellings, carriage houses, stables, barns, churches &c,
will constitute the basis of our supplemental plates—a fea
ture which has proven very popular in the past and which
will be continued in the future in accordance with the
highest state of the engravers' and printers' art. These
plates will for the most part be accompanied by elevations,
floor plans, and constructive details, all drawn to convenient
scale, together with brief descriptive particulars, thus ren
dering each study so far as possible complete in itself.
The house designs will vary to such an extent as to espe
cially adapt them for execution in the smaller cities and
towns, as well as upon suburban sites.
We shall be glad to have architects and builders every
where forward for publication tracings and photographs of
attractive buildings which may have recently been erected,
to the end that work in widely scattered localities may be
brought to the attention of all interested readers. . In this
connection we desire to emphasize the fact that no charge
whatever is made for publishing acceptable designs, all en
gravings being made at our own expense, while in every
instance the author is given full credit for his work. The
drawings submitted may be in the form of tracings or blue
prints, according to the convenience of the architect. After
the matter has been published the drawings are returned to
their authors free of charge.

Unique House Moving Operations.
Although the moving of buildings from one place to an
other without in any way detracting from their usefulness
is not altogether a novel occurrence, yet there are oper-
tions which involve unique and ingenious methods of ac
complishing the work. One of the features of the volume
of the paper for the coming year will be a description of
the manner in which a two-story frame building, consisting
of a railroad station and agent's dwelling, was moved a
distance of about 3V2 miles on a single track road. The
size of the structure exclusive of projections was 22 x 76V&
feet, while the bay on each side was 13 feet wide and pro
jected 4 feet. The author of the article, E. H. Crussell, ex
plains that the building was carried on six flat cars drawn
by a locomotive, and he describes the scheme of anchoring
the structure so as to keep it balanced on its narrow wheel
base. At the same time he goes somewhat into the matter
of loading long material on open cars in what is known as
twin or triple loads—that is, material which is too long for
a single car, so that the uninitiated may understand in a
measure some of the difficulties attending the moving of
buildings by this means.
The author also describes the moving of another build
ing on a single track a distance of 9 miles. The structure
was 19 x 47 feet with 20-foot side walls, and in order to
keep the building balanced on a 4-foot 8^-inch wheel base
old coal cars were used at the ends of the building with
timber outriggers. The entire subject is illustrated by
means of photographs and drawings clearly indicating the
details of the work, and we have no doubt the matter will
prove highly interesting to a large circle of readers.

Correspondence.
There are constantly arising in the everyday practice of
the carpenter and builder problems involving in their solu
tion interesting features, and a discussion of which always

proves entertaining and profitable to the craft. This inter
change of ideas between practical members of the trade
renders the Correspondence Department one of the most
valuable features of the paper, for in it there is presented
each month selections from the editor's mail, accompanied
by illustrations carefully prepared from the sketches,either
pen or pencil, which may be submitted with the letters of
our correspondents. During the 28 years Carpentry and
Building has been published this department has steadily
grown in importance, and practically every phase of build
ing construction has been considered in a way to interest
and instruct those who were seeking the information. The
department in the future will be conducted along the same
lines which have rendered it so valuable in the past.
With a view to stimulating interest in the department
and rendering it

,
if possible, still more valuable, we cor

dially invite all our readers to contribute to its columns,
either by asking questions, answering the inquiries which
may be submitted by those seeking information, discussing
topics of trade interest, describing peculiar jobs of work
which they may execute or with which they may be familiar,
or in some other way taking an active interest in the welfare
of the paper. The opinion of every one, however trivial
he himself may regard it

,
is of interest because its expres

sion in print often serves to draw out the views of those
who are too modest to take the initiative and thus develop
an interchange of ideas which cannot fail to be both in
structive and valuable to all concerned.

The Jobbing Carpenter and Some
of His Work.

From the almost infinite variety of books at present on
the market dealing with the subject of carpentry one might
suppose that the entire field had been covered so thoroughly
as to leave little if anything more to be said. There is

,

however, one phase of the art and science which has not yet
been explained to any extent in the text books of the trade,
and that is the work connected with the jobs which are
constantly cropping up in the everyday practice of the car
penter. These are more in the line of repairs, perhaps, than
in the construction of buildings, but they are things which
can only be learned by experience. A mechanic may be
called upon to cut a doorway through a plastered wall, and
yet to do this seemingly simple job in such a way that

it will not be necessary for the plasterer to come in and
finish up after the carpenter has completed his work, con
stitutes a job that will be more easily accomplished the
second time than the first. It is with a view to assisting the
younger men in the trade—those who are desirous of mak
ing progress in their chosen calling and fitting themselves
for greater responsibilities—that we have arranged for a

series of articles on the subject indicated by the above title.
The matter has been prepared by onewho hashad a long and
varied experience in the trade and is thoroughly familiar
with all its details. The illustrations are of a nature to
clearly indicate the manner in which the work is done, and
the manuscript will doubtless be found interesting reading,
not alone by the younger element, but also by many of
those not altogether new to the trade.

What Builders are Doing
Another year of unexampled prosperity in the building
line lends peculiar interest to the bird's-eye view of the
general situation which has been published from month to
month, affording contractors and builders an excellent idea
of the condition of the building business in the leading sec
tions of the country. During the coming year this depart
ment will be conducted along the same general lines as in

the past, the information presented being based upon the
reports from secretaries of leading builders' exchanges and
from those prominently identified with the building busi
ness. Reference will also be made to important happenings
in connection with the different builders' exchanges, de
scribing those matters likely to prove of special interest to
the trade at large and particularly to members of the build
ing fraternity located in cities where no local exchange has
been established. The movement has assumed such pro
portions in the last few years as to make the Builders' Ex
change an important influence in a community, and what it

is accomplishing in conserving the building interests of a

city is of particular interest and value to the trade every
where.
In order to make this department ot the paper as inter
esting as possible and keep our patrons informed of what

is going on throughout the country in the building line, we
invite architects, contractors and builders everywhere to
send us records of experience on matters of importance to
the trade.

Cabinet Work for the Carpenter.
The articles from the pen of Mr. Otter dealing with
various forms of cabinet work which are within the ability
of the clever mechanic to execute will be supplemented in

the coming volume by a series of contributions which will
relate among other things to bookcases,music stands,clothes



chests, china cabinets, reception chairs, smoking cabinets,
gentlemen's chiffoniers, sewing stands, &c. While it is pos
sible that none of these things may be regarded as abso
lutely essential to the home, yet when once possessed they
are apt to prove indispensable. There will be a short
article on glove and jewel boxes and another dealing with
ornament in furniture, wherein attention will be given to
the kind, place and method of producing it

,

as well as its
application. These naturally follow in line with previous
articles by this author, giving those refined touches to the
home which help to make it so attractive, while on the other
hand they afford suggestions in the way of a remunerative
class of work as the author originally intended the articles
to do. The illustrations will be along the same general
lines as those heretofore presented, dimensions and sizes
being given where necessary to assist the mechanic clever
with his tools in executing the work.

Miscellaneous.
In addition to what has been referred to above we shall

present in the new volume occasional articles connectedwith
wood turning, together with some comments on bracket
building, in which the author deals with the many forms of
brackets which enter into building construction, some being
for strengthening purposes and others for decorative effects
only, while others again will include a combination of both.
The innumerable and ever varying forms of design and
construction will make interesting and instructive additions
to what has already appeared on the subject. There will
also appear an article on " Lathe Attachments and Their
Uses,'' by Mr. Tobyansen, whose contributions in the past
have evoked much favorable criticism. The new volume
will also contain a vast amount of miscellaneous matters

selected on broad lines and of such a nature as to afford
members of the building trades information on a great
variety of timely topics. There will be described in an
early issue one of the many important building operations,
embracing an entire block of dwellings, in a nearby city
where during the past two years thousands of two-story
houses have beenerectedin connection with the improvement
of suburban property. The article will be illustrated by
means of direct reproductions from photographs, together
with elevations, floor plans and details. The subject of con
crete construction will be frequently considered and more
or less space will be devoted to roofing, plumbing., sheet
metal work, heating and ventilation, improvements in ap
paratus, tools and devices connected with the building busi
ness, as well as details of modern building construction as
supplied by practical builders and mechanics all over the
country. The serial article on " Centers for Arches of
Double Curvature " will be concluded in the new volume.
The value of brick for residence construction will be con
sidered ; a small wood working shop will be illustrated and
described, and an extended article on the treatment of
curves, intersecting flights and landings of stairs will be
found an important contribution to the subject of stair
construction. There will be comments on reinforced con
crete piles ; a design for a poultry house will be presented ;

the heating of a swimming pool will be described, while the
work of an architect and some of the problems he has to
consider will constitute a few of the other features which
the new volume will contain. In concluding this outline
of our campaign it may not be out of place to state that
Carpentry and Building for 1907 will in all respects be
maintained upon a plane calculated to render it of the very
highest value to the practical building mechanic with what
ever branch of the business he may be identified.

Prize Competition for 1907.
COMPETITIONS

in house designing have for many years past constituted an inter
esting feature of Carpentry and Building, and at this time we take pleasure in

calling attention to the particulars of a prize contest in dwelling houses for 1907, to be
managed upon the same general plan as that which has characterized our work along
similar lines heretofore. It is suggested that all interested readers, especially those en
gaged in the practice of architecture, bring this contest to the notice of their friends and
acquaintances, to the end that it may be given the widest possible publicity. The pre
sentation of the drawings winning the three cash prizes in the competition will form an
important feature of the volume for the coming year.

$500 in Cash Prizes.

Competition XL— $8000 Houses.
The subject which we have selected for the Fortieth
Competition is a detached dwelling of modern construction
and finish, thoroughly up to date in all its appointments
and convenience of arrangement, and which shall not cost
more than $8000 in that part of the country from which
the drawings are sent. The house may be located, accord
ing to preference, upon a corner or inside lot, but the
frontage of the site must not exceed 50 feet.
In the construction of the exterior walls of the building

it is left optional with the architect to use hollow building
blocks, brick or artificial stone, or, if of frame, to cover the
outside with siding, shingles, rough cast or a combination
of the materials mentioned. The number of stories is also
left to the discretion of the architect, the only limitation
being that of cost. There must be a cellar under the entire
area and the foundations and general construction must be
in keeping with a dwelling of the cost indicated.
What is wanted in this contest are houses thoroughly
modern in all respects and which, when completed, will
serve as good examples of compact arrangement and at
tractive finish in combination with economy of construc
tion, and shall be fairly worth in the community in which
they are designed the amount specified above. Any house
which is made to figure $8000 or less by manifest defi-
ciences in construction or finish, or by the omission of im
portant parts, will be rejected.

Drawings.

Contestants are at liberty to send original drawings or
to forward those from which houses have already been
erected, and where the latter is the case the fact must be
so stated. Each contestant may send as many sets of plans
as he may wish, all to be subject to the general conditions
explained on the last page of this announcement, and which
are applicable to all competitions conducted under the
auspices of this journal.
In cases where the drawings represent buildings already
erected, photographs of the completed structures are de
sirable, the pictures to measure at least 5x7 inches, al

though 6Y2 x 8yi inches are preferable. The photographs
must be sharp and clear in every detail and well calculated
for reproduction as half-tone engravings. We would em
phasize the fact, however, that the absence of photographs
will not be regarded as prejudicial to the interests of the
contestants.

Requirements.

Each set of drawings must include a front elevation, one
side elevation (preferably the most attractive one), a foun
dation or cellar plan, showing divisions, location of heating
apparatus, etc. ; floor and roof plans, including attic, to



gether with a good selection of details embracing exterior
and interior finish and construction. The sizes of the prin
cipal rooms on the different floors must be clearly indi
cated, the figures to show inside measurements rather than
from center to center of walls or partitions.
The elevations and plans may be drawn to any con
venient scale, preferably Y

<
\

inch to the foot, and the details
may be drawn to any desired scale, from lYi inches up to

3 inches to the foot. The drawings may be in pencil or
ink, upon any good quality of material. Drawings on cloth
will be accepted, as will also blue prints ; but the lines in
all casesmust be sharp and unmistakable.
Each study must be accompanied by brief specifications
outlining the construction of the building and with indica
tions of the materials to be employed.
There must be a complete specification for the wiring for
electric lighting, call bells, &c, and a short description of
the system of heating the house.
In each case the author must specify the color scheme
of the exterior, naming the colors to be used for the body
of the house, the outside trim, the roof, &c.

Detailed Estimate of Cost.
There must also be an estimate of cost in detail under
the headings of " Excavation," " Mason Work," " Carpen
ter Work," including roof ; " Plastering," " Painting,"
" Plumbing and Tinsmith's Work." This estimate must
show the cost in detail of the work and materials included
under each of the above headings ; by which is meant that
prices per foot, yard or thousand must be given, as well as
the rates of wages per day in the various lines. The cost

of each in the aggregate must also be stated, including the
cost of heating, electrical work, &c. In fact, the estimate
must be in detail in the sense in which that word is usually
employed in the building business. Any set of drawings
not accompaniedby such an estimate will not be considered
in the award of prizes.
Each estimate must be accompanied by a certificate from
some responsible builder that he would be willing to erect
the house, or houses, indicated by the drawings and the
specifications at the price named in the estimate.

Time.
This competition will be open until the close of business
on Thursday, January 31, 1907.

Prizes.
In this competition three cash prizes are offered, to be
awarded to the three best sets of drawings submitted in the
order of their merit :

First Prize $250
Second Prize IS0
Third Prize 100

Committee of Award.
The decision in this competition will be made by a com
mittee embracing in its composit'on both builders and
architects. It is hoped that the work of the committee will
be completed in time to admit of the publication of the
design awarded the first prize in the issue of the paper for
April.

General Conditions.
This competition is open to the world, subject only to the conditions and limitations

set forth. All studies and designs submitted in this contest are to be carefully packed
for transportation by mail or express, without folding or rolling, and are to be sent pre

paid, addressed as follows :

Editor CARPENTRY AND BUILDING,
14 and 16 Park Place,

Entry in Competition No. XL. NEW YORK CITY.

The drawings or designs must reach their destination not later than 5 o'clock of the
date of expiration given in the announcement. Studies coming to hand later than the

stipulated time may receive notice, but will not be considered in the award of prizes.

Names and Addresses.
Each sheet of every study and each sheet of every set of plans and each specification

and estimate submitted in this contest must bear upon its face a nom de plume, motto or

device by which it can be identified, and the same designating motto or nom de plume
must be placed upon a sealed envelope containing the real name and address of the com

petitor. Several designs or studies may be submitted by one contestant, but in that case

each must be designated by a separate nom de plume, motto or device. Each design or

study must be complete in itself and bear no reference to any other whatsoever.

Stipulations and Reservations.
The right to return to competitors all the studies submitted in the competition

above described without an award of prizes, in case none of the drawings sent in are

deemed sufficiently meritorious for publication in the columns of Carpentry and Build
ing, is expressly reserved. The right to readvertise this contest or postpone the date

of it
,

in case it should be found necessary so to do, is also reserved. In case designs
other than those awarded prizes in this contest are published, due compensation will

be made. Contestants are referred to the particulars given in this announcement as

being sufficient for all purposes. Since it will, manifestly, be unfair to give one con

testant more information than another, all letters of inquiry will be answered b
y

reference to this paragraph.
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cedes to the tin roofer more than he has asked
; it crushes

the malpractice of years in one fell stroke,
and with firm

grasp uplifts the business to a plane of dignity and
honor.

As such it enforces co-operation, it demands the
support

of all manufacturers, of all roofers, of all
architects, of

all builders.

Cleaning Buildings by the Sand Blast.

An excellent method of treating the fagades of stone

buildings, which, through the action of the elements dur

ing a period of years have become dull and grimy, Is the

application of the sand blast By means of it In the

cleaning of buildings in the Important cities of the coun

try some very Interesting architectural effects are being

brought out, and the structures restored exteriorly to a

close approximation to their original appearance. Mate

rials long since out of fashion are brought out In their

pristine freshness, while structures black with the grime

and soot of decades of city existence have been con

verted from the semblance of weather worn granite to

spotless white marble, dazzling In Its contrast to build

ings of similar material which have not felt the cleansing

breath of the sand laden air. In many of the cities the

cleansing has spread through whole blocks, as property

owners have seen the results accomplished on neighbor

ing buildings, and In such Instances the transformation is

startling. Where an Isolated building Is uncovered from

Its mustlness the contrast is not so pleasing, yet the

individual building Is vastly improved. Architecturally

the effect Is exceedingly striking, as the designs and ma

terials of years ago are shown as they originally ap

peared when fresh from the hands of the builders. Some

of the sandstones are especially attractive. Doubtless

excellent Ideas for modern buildings will be suggested to

the architects. In one of the smaller cities of the East a
nine-story building, 140 feet In hlght, built only a few

years, has had its white Georgia marble turned from

a sooty gray to snowy white. The expense of the work

does not appear to be excessive, and an old building must

obviously Increase In rentable value with its greater at

tractiveness of exterior.

San Francisco Reconstruction Work.

The reconstruction of the big steel frame buildings
damaged In the late big Are is about the most Important

work going on at present In San Francisco. On November
7 a permit was taken out for the repair of the St. Francis

Hotel at a cost of $500,000and the work on this building

Is already well under way. The Falrmount Hotel, which
was not fully fireproof at the time of the Are, is now
being fully protected. The Hibernia Bank Building is be
ing provided with a new dome and arrangements are being

made to replace the damaged stone columns. The twelve-
story Mutual Savings Bank Building has been refaced
with stone, the stone cornice over the ninth floor Is now
being replaced and the interior is being decorated. The
replacing of the stone facing on the walls of the Shreve
Building Is nearly completed and the building is already
partially occupied. At the Crocker Building new concrete
floors are being laid, the damaged hollow tiling on the
interior Is being repaired and the wnldow arches on the
upper floors are being replaced. Five stories of the
Union Trust Building are being used and the remainder
of the building will be repaired in a few weeks. The
Spreckles Building is being remodeled and repaired. The
Are damaged stonework about the windows of the James
Flood Building has been replaced on the upper floors, the
terra cotta partitions throughout the building are nearly
all replaced and the four upper floors are replastered and
practically ready for occupancy. The Southern Pacific
Company is to have possession of the fifth and eleventh
floors of the James Flood Building by November 15 and
of the whole building by January 1. The stripping off of
the brick work from the side walls of the Merchants'

Exchange Building has been completed and most of the
damaged stonework on the front wall has been replaced.
Two of the big steel frame buildings which were
supposed to be fireproof will have to be taken down.
These are the Mills Building on which no work has yet
been done and the Mutual Life Building which Is now
being torn down. The latter was the finest building in
the West at the time it was built and was the first really
modern building erected In this city.
Of the buildings under construction at the time of the
hre, practically none were seriously damaged and all are
now rapidly nearlng completion. The 10-story Newman
& Levlnson Building has been inclosed and the stone
facing is nearly completed. The Marston Building has
been faced with pressed brick and Is now ready for the
Interior finishing. Eight concrete floors have been laid
In the sixteen-story Whittell Building though the walls
are not yet up. In the Monadnock Building 400 rooms
are now occupied and the ground floor Is to be occupied
before the end of November. The frame of the new
wing of the Monadnock is now being riveted.

Convention of Brick Manufacturers' Association.

An official announcement has been made by the Ex
ecutive Committee of the National Brick Manufacturers'
Association to the effect that the twenty-first annual con
vention will be held in the city of St Louis, Mo., February
4 to 9, Inclusive. As in former years, there will be a
series of joint conventions. The American Ceramic Asso
ciation will begin the week with sessions Monday and
Tuesday and closing Wednesday afternoon. The National
Paving Brick Manufacturers' Association will hold its
sessions during the same days. The National Brick Man
ufacturers' Association will hold Its first session Wednes
day afternoon and follow with one session each on Thurs
day and Friday forenoon, leaving the afternoons of those
days for the inspection of clay plants and such other
sightseeing as visitors may elect. Those desiring infor
mation as to the requisites of membership, plans for ex
hibition of clay products, &c. can secure it by communi
cating with Secretary Theodore A. Randall, Indianapolis,
Ind.

New Stock Exchange Building.

The movement looking to the erection of a new home
for the New York Consolidated Stock .Exchange has
taken definite shape In the filing of the plans with the
Bureau of Buildings for the Borough of Manhattan. The
new structure will occupy a site at the southeast corner
of Broad and Beaver streets, on which it will have a
frontage of 99 ft. and a depth of 126% ft It will be
four stories In hight, constructed of brick, trimmed with
granite and terra cotta, fashioned after the design of a
classic Greek temple, with porches having Ionic colo-
nades with pediments and crowned by a great dome.
The architects, Clinton & Russell, estimate the cost at
$250,000. The basement will be fitted up as a restaurant,
and the three stories above the main exchange floor will
be devoted respectively to the clearing house depart
ment, the officers' rooms and the board room.

Convention of New York State Association
of Builders.

Secretary James M. Carter advises us that tie next
meeting of the New York State Association of Builders
will be held In the City Assembly Chamber, Elmira, on
January 23, 1907. The details connected with the ar
rangements for the convention will be in the hands of
Ruben Thurston, who Is secretary of the Elmira Build
ers' Exchange.

The new 1214-story hotel, which Is rapidly nearlng
completion at the corner of Madison avenue and Forty-
ninth street, New York City, has a facade of limestone
in the two lower stories and red brick with terra cotta
trimmings above. The structure, of which Herbert Lu
cas is the architect, occupies a plot 75 x 80 ft, and Its
completion marks the end of a long building operation.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
A Cottage of Concrete Veneer.

From L. H. H„ Vincennes, Ind.—In lookiug over recent
Issues of the paper, permit me to say that they are
especially fine. Hospital buildings, stables and three-
family flat buildings are just what we need. Houses,

cottages, &c, have been so thoroughly discussed that any

thing out of the common comes in like an election cigar.

I send under separate cover drawings of a veneered house,
which Is rather unique. It is, In fact, a frame house
veneered with concrete blocks and has concrete steps
leading to the veranda. The floor plans show the general
arrangement so clearly that very little comment Is
necessary, but I shall be glad to answer any questions
that the readers my present through this department of
the paper. As being of general interest in this connection
I would state that the contract price of the concrete work

rather than to instruct them in the uses with which they
were more or less In touch, hence his paper did not do
justice to either in making the Eastern reader acquainted
with them, as your publishing intended. It is rather
surprising that Mr. Blagen should say of fir,
" I am perfectly satisfied that fir is one of the best last
ing woods that can be found, especially where it is not
exposed to the elements," considering the fact that it is
the principal outside structural wood of the Pacific Coast,
and has grown into such indisputable favor in the Middle
West that it is the principal reliance for bridges, next
with oak, stock watering tanks (often half buried In
earth), windmill towers, and by the railroads for cars,
&c. It has been used to such a largely increasing extent
for flooring porches during the past 15 or more years
that it is a strange thing to have a call for any other

Front Elevation.—Scale,% In. to the Foot.

A Cottage of Concrete Veneer.

•was $729, and that the cost of the house complete with
plumbing, heating, &c, was $2,794.
While writing, I desire to express the wish that we

might have a competition in church plans, and as a
starter I will furnish a floor plan, if agreeable. I think
nothing would add so much to the paper as a discussion
-of church, school and factory construction.
Note.—We shall be very glad to have our cor

respondent furnish the drawing in question and to have
the readers start a discussion on the subjects indicated.
They offer an excellent field for an expression of opinion
on the part of those practically engaged in the building
business, and we have no doubt that much valuable
information would be brought out by a full and free con
sideration of these topics.

Fir, Spruce and Hemlock for Interior I uil-h.
From E. S. Cruix, Sedalia, Mo.—I have just been

reading the extracts published in the current issue of
Carpentry and Building from the worthy paper read by
N. J. Blagen.
It should be remembered that Mr. Blagen's paper was

read before an audience perfectly familiar with the vir
tues of fir and spruce as in general use, and his object
was to call their attention to the beauty and increased
usefulness as a substitute for high priced imported woods.

wood for that purpose. Spruce is ranking with fir In
this demand, and where both are on sale there is little
discrimination between them In the buying, spruce hav
ing the preference with some carpenters, fir with others.
I want to write of Washington spruce in particular,

though Mr. Blagen has pretty well covered the subject
as to interior finish and doors, except that he does not
apply it to furniture, the crafts, pattern making (where
it is gradually creeping into use) and In the manufacture
of musical instruments. Piano and organ makers were
quick to take it up and are becoming large users.
Spruce is susceptible of a high and beautiful finish,

either in natural color or stains.
Aside from being so nearly like white pine in texture
and lasting it is the perfect substitute for it in color, and
for all uses of what is termed " uppers " for exterior
purposes ; it is especially suitable as siding, cornice and
outside finish, door and window jambs, moldings, battens
and wagon box sides.
Though spruce works harder and Is harder on the

cutting edges of tools than white pine, and there exists
a decided prejudice because of that, the quality and
perfection tend to overcome this slight objection, which
of course is due altogether to the carpenters and not
the one who pays the bills and would preferably order
spruce If fully advised.
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As an old-time Yankee contractor of the old sehoo:

said, after his first experience with it : " It Is the first
lumber I ever saw that a full carload could be used with
out so much as an inch of waste, yet my carpenters are
so prejudiced in favor of white pine they purposely or
recklessly damage the spruce in nailing it, as an excuse
for condemning It."
This writer of this has preferably and most satisfac
torily used spruce doors, siding and finish, during the
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remained throughout the Exposition, drying in the mean
time, and afterward one was sent to Portland ; the other
after being shipped by local freight to two State fairs is
now on private exhibition, and yet the perfect condition
they were In at St. Louis has not changed. There is not
a check nor warp in them not there when first finished.
Another board 7 ft. wide has stood continuously ex

posed to the rigors of the Middle West elements for five
years without other than three or four quite small heart
checks In a space not over 4 in. wide and less than 1% In.
of warp in the 7 ft. ; not a single end check in the piece.
If there is any doubt as to the lasting of spruce In

side or out it is conclusively refuted in my experience.
The introduction of a new and unknown article is

necessarily educational ; It Is such a common fault to
get into ruts and refuse to come out until lifted bodily.
To attain success it is necessary to be alert In progressive
ideas, discarding any method or article as soon as a bet
ter is known, satisfying a customer rather than retain
ing outclassed notions because of the effort (often slight)
necessary in changing.
Condemnation is such a convenient cloak for Ignorance
that it is frequently used ; when there Is failure in a part
it is easier to attribute it to some item that Is little known
than to search the truth—less disturbing to slur the ma
terial than discuss the workmanship.
A pertinent example of this came about through a

carpenter bitterly condemning some spruce siding that
he had placed (perhaps the first he had ever seen), saying
It had split badly, frequently from one end of the piece
to the other after being nailed in place. Of course there
was a reason for it, but for the carpenter there could be
no other than that the spruce siding was worthless for
the purpose. Investigation (not made by the carpenter)

Main Floor. SecondFloor.

A Cottage of Concrete Veneer.—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16 In. to the Foot.

last 15 years, and believes it is more lasting, holds paint

better and has fewer faults once in place than any wood
for these purposes at present available.
Spruce is free from swell and shrink, checks shake

and sap to a larger extent and does not warp or split In
nailing more than does white pine of the same grain

texture ; in fact the manufacturers of spruce doors will
warrant them more strongly against failure from any

cause than they will any other wood.
Nowhere can such desirable widths of clear, white
lumber be had as that supplied from the Washington
spruce trees. At the St. Louis Exposition there was ex
hibited In the Washington State and Forestry buildings
spruce boards almost 10 ft. wide that were still wet from
the water that had floated the log to the mill when they
reached St. Louis. They were dressed on one side by
hand after arrival and treated to a varnish finish. They

developed the use of green yellow pine sheathing 10 in.
wide laid parallel with the siding. Certainly the siding
split over one of those shrinking sheathing joints, and
certainly, too, any one should have known that, but the
sheathing was not in evidence as was the siding, there
fore the siding was " caught," and served it right for
being in such company.
It is within the recollection of the writer when the

building material of Indiana, Ohio and the neighboring
States consisted entirely of the woods native to those
States. Poplar only was deemed worthy or suitable for
such items of construction as doors, snsh and the frames
for same ; siding, inside and outside finish ; though it was
an established fact that poplar windows and doors could
scarcely be opened during damp seasons except strenuous
and damaging methods were employed, and the temper
usually " went to pieces," ofttimes sulphurous pieces.
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In dry weather it was necessary to do some wondrous
calking to prevent distracting rattle and draughts.
The opinion of worthiness as to lasting was well

taken, for a good quality of yellow poplar made into sid
ing or shingles (the shingles rived and shaved by hand)
was unquestionably lasting, yet the main secret of Its
common use In the beginning was probably not more the
lasting qualities than the softness and ease in working.
When poplar began failing In supply and white pine

to replace it there was that universal prejudice to con
tend with, never wholly eliminated to this day ; and again,
when yellow pine of the South came hesitatingly Into the
Northern markets it was unceremoniously relegated to the
refuse pile as unfit for any purpose. It has encountered
such opposition for more than 20 years, but Is at last
Independent of accusers and In position to dictate Its
price.
Almost simultaneous with the advent of yellow pine

came the opening of the Washington and Oregon lumber
markets through the building of the Great Northern
Railroad, principally in the beginning, with their won
derful wide and clear red cedar shingles, than which no
more needed article was ever more derided, slurred and
denied, yet their appearance in the markets at the time
of their introduction was most timely and the coming
opportune, for other sources of supply were fast being
exhausted ; but prejudice as to shlngles'has almost wholly

Referring to the diagrams, O O are the center points
for radii of bevel cuts obtained from the points A A which
in turn are bisected for the purpose of obtaining the
radii points as Indicated by the broken lines. The dis
tances in all cases from A to O are equal to the length of
the side bevel cut of bevels. The lines E R represent
the lines of radii Intersecting the bevel points for the
required angle for the bevel cuts of hoppers. The dotted
or broken lines are only for the purpose of establishing
the points of Intersection. The proper bevel cuts are
represented by C C C C. Fig. 1 Is the diagram for a
square bevel, Fig. 2 for an equilateral, Fig. 3 for a hex
agon, and Fig. 4 for an octagon.

Admirable Suggestion* for Improving the Correspond
ence Department.

From R. W. M., Uniontown, Pa.—I wish to say that
Carpentry and Building Is good, unquestionably good, and
has been greatly Improved right through In the last few
years. But there Is one way In which It might be made
better If the readers will do their part, and this is In the
Correspondence Department Not that the Correspond
ence Department as It stands now is not good, for it Is
good ; one of the most Interesting parts of the paper ; but
why not make It better by making more of It? This Is
not a suggestion to the Editor, as we are all very well
aware that he cannot print more In the Correspondence

FIG. 1 FIG. 2 FIG. 3

Bevel Cutt for Hoppers.—Submitted by C. A. Wagner.

disappeared, as prejudice Is certain to do when necessity
forces It to the brink.
The strangeness in all this prejudice as regards build
ing material Is that it rests principally with those who
are regarded as expert In opinion, the ones who should
advise themselves more thoroughly before attempting to
advise others.
As carpenters In country districts and architects In

the populated localities are the advisors of their patrons
who so largely depend on them they should cast all
prejudice aside and Investigate the merits and advantages
most to the benefit of their patrons. Prejudice is but an
other name for stubborn egotism.

Bevel Cut* for Hopper*.
From C. A. Waoneb, Port Jervis, N. Y.—Inclosed I

am sending a chart showing layout of bevel cuts only of
hoppers, as the side cuts are very simple. This chart
can be readily figured out by any ambitious carpenter.
The rule by " R. W. McD." Is very good, but It is too
complicated for most readers to understand, while I
claim my rule Is very simple. It Is of my own design and
I nm convinced It Is entirely accurate, as I have built
hoppers by the use of It.
I will wait for the other readers to submit a rule for

the side cuts. These are, as I have said, very simple, and
if there Is not something forthcoming In the near future
from the readers, I shall give my rule, but not just at
present.
While the Inclosed chart is of my own figuring I may

not be the only one using the rule. I would state, how
ever, that it will answeT for any desired slant, but always
take the length of the side bevel cut for the radius points
and then proceed as Indicated by the chart This relates,
however, only to miters.

Department unless he gets the correspondence,
this is just the point, there should be more correspondence.
Every reader of the paper certainly has some ideas

that would be of benefit to the other readers, or, what Is
just as good, has something he would like to know which
he can inquire about through the columns of the paper,
and which will be sure In every case to bring out replies.
It may be that I am taking too much on myself in

making these suggestions, but from the manner In which
such matters as I have sent in the last few months, has
been received, I believe that all contributions are wel
come. A discussion of matters of general Interest to the
trade are bound to be of benefit to all readers, not only
those who are concerned In the discussion, but also
those who are following It up. The Interchange of ideas
of practical men Is bound to be of great general Interest
;ind value.
As an Instance of this I would like to say that

previous to subscribing to Carpentry and Building last
year the only numbers I had read weTe bound volumes
for 1879, 1880 and 1882, with most of the numbers for
1S83. In the latter part of the volume for 1879an article
appeared entitled " Some Problems In Framing, " or
rather a series of articles, for It ran through several
numbers. In this article the framing of a tank tower
was completely and minutely discussed, and led to the
contribution of a rule for backing hip rafters by a
correspondent. This rule, or, rather, some portions of It
were condemned by several correspondents, and the dis
cussion which followed in the Correspondence Depart
ment ran all through the volume for 1880, bringing out
letters from practical men covering every Imaginable
point In ordinary roof framing, with a very large number
of diagrams.
Now Just this one volume would be of more value to
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a young mechanic (as well as some of the older ones)

than several books on the subject. Eighteen hundred and

eighty Is a good while back, but at the same time the

methods and principles given in that old volume are just

as sound, simple and applicable to-day as they were then.

One thing that brought out so many points In the

correspondence alluded to was the fact that such a large

number of the readers took part on one side or the
other, thus bringing out the ideas of a great many instead

of a few. Now this can be done as well to-day as at that
time, and while I am not asking that this department
be given over to a prolonged argument about roof framing

or any other subject, yet at the same time I believe it
would be of value if everyone would give the other
readers the benefit of their ideas, and when anything of

this kind comes up let no one hesitate to contribute what

Bevels, of Hip and Valley Halters.

ideas he may have on the subject. In this way many
methods and ideas will be given to the readers of the
paper which otherwise would be unknown to them, and

would be sure to be of great interest and practical value

to a great number, if not all. The fact that there may be
methods of performing some particular operation which

may be an old story to many readers should not stop a

correspondent from describing his method, as it will most
likely to new to many other readers.
I do not want to take up a lot of valuable space with

my views on this subject, nor to appear to want to

criticise or give advice, but I cannot help thinking that
it would be a good thing if more of the readers would
devote a little time to an occasional letter to this depart
ment and give the rest of us the benefit of their ideas
and experience. For my part I have not the experience
of the majority of the readers, but what little I can offer
that I consider of any value whatever I am glad to con
tribute. I sent a description and plans for a tool chest
a few months ago, which happened to be what another
correspondent wanted, so that I felt amply repaid for the
little time it took to write the description and make
copies of the original plans. While this was probably of
Interest to only the one reader, yet there are many sub
jects that could be discussed which would be of great
Interest and value to many. Therefore, I say let us have
more contributions from the readers in general.
I hope I have not gone too far or overstepped the limit

In the way of suggestions In this letter, as that was not
the intention ; but I really would like to see some more
of the readers take a practical Interest in this depart
ment.
Note.—We consider the suggestion of our correspond

ent an admirable one, and we trust that the practical
readers having the welfare of the paper at heart will
do their share in making successful the scheme described
by " R. W. M. " and during the long winter evenings now
at hand Improve the opportunity by sending us at least
one letter for publication in tho Correspondence Depart
ment. The problems which are constantly arising In
every day practice afford ample opportunity for Interest
ing and valuable discussions and no one should hesitate
In furnishing the Editor with a full and free expression
of opinion regarding any phase of the building business
In which the writer may be Interested. All are invited
to participate.

Bevels or Hip and Valley Rafters.
From A. Readeb, Holderness, X. H.—The correspond

ent signing himself " C. C. H., " Brookvllle, Pa., asks for
a simple way to lay out the bevels of a hip rafter, and In
reply I send a few reliable rules which will, I believe,
cover the cuts and bevels on an ordinary roof. Referring
to the sketches sent herewith, No. 1 shows a joist 2x6
struck for jack rafter. The down bevel or plumb cut
is the same as for a common rafter. After getting the
down cut with the steel square or rule, get the exact
thickness of the joist you are working and place the rule
at right angles with the plumb cut. Supposing the
joist to be 2 in. thick ; lay out 2 in. and draw a line par
allel with the one you already have. Square across the
top and draw a line diagonally to intersect the two points;
set the bevel on the top and you have it, as shown.
Now, for the hip or valley, we get the bevel in the

same way. Lay out the work with the steel square on
the rafter after the same manner as the Jack, always
remembering that the down cut of the hip or valley Is
different from the jack or common rafter, consequently
the bevel will be different, although you get It in the
same way. Care should be taken to always work from
the center of the rafter In all cases, and in laying out
allow for backing.
No. 2 of sketches will hardly need description, but we
will suppose It to be a hip rafter 3 in. thick. Gauge a
line in the center on top which will be 1% in. to the
center. Now take the steel square and lay the blade on
the plumb cut as in No. 3. With the knife point or sharp
pencil make a fine mark 1% in. on the tongue or half the
thickness of the rafter and set the gauge. We now have
the bevels for the hip or valley complete. Although there
are several rules which may perhaps be more rapid than
those described I know of none more simple, but would
like very much indeed to have the boys relate their
experience along these lines.

Estimating Roof Construction.
From J. A. K.. Detroit, Mich. — I would like to have

my brother mechanics tell me through the Correspondence
columns of the paper how to find the area of a roof
estimating from an architect's plans. I enclose sketches
showing elevations of such a roof, and what I wish to
know Is the practical way of finding the lengths and
amount of the rafters, the number of feet of roofing
boards necessary, and the number of shingles required In

Estimating Roof Construction.

a roof of this kind ; also how is the pitch of a roof deter
mined from the plans. I hope that the brother readers
will be Interested and give me their opinions, not only
for my sake, but also for the benefit of others, for I
assume there are many of them who are readers of the
paper.

Value of Carpentry and Building to Young Mechanics.
From G. J., Cooperburg, Pa.—One more number and I

have received your valuable journal, Carpentry and Build
ing, for 23 years. All of them, with the exception of two
or three numbers which I lost by loaning them to people
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intending to build, I have in my library. Noting the
pile of books they make and thinking of what a vast
amount of information they contain, and how much more
I might have learned from them, moves me to do something
to encourage the reading of your journal, especially by
beginners, who may have taken it for a year or two and
now perhaps have concluded to drop it, thinking it not
worth the time and money, or perhaps through negligence
may not have renewed their subscriptions. Should there
be any having such ideas, and these comments come under
their notice, I would say to them, " You can make no
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Floor Plans for Small Cottage.

better Investment with a dollar and in no other way can
you received such an amount of Information for so small a
sum of money. If you will go to work and read its columns
carefully, study the different problems contained in its
pages regularly from month to month, I am sure you will
not part with it." I could have learned a great deal
more from its pages, but as I worked more than half of
the 23 years in a sash factory, much of the correspondence
was not of special interest to me.
It is, however, through Carpentry and Building that I

learned to make drawings, and when I was in need of
tracings and blue prints in order to progress in my labors
and not knowing where to go for information or to learn
how to do it, there came to my rescue an article in the
Correspondence Department telling me how to make them.
Since then I have prepared many plans for building
houses ranging in cost from $1200 to $6000, the informa
tion gleaned from the columns of the paper paying me
many times over for the money I expended for subscrip
tion to It.

I often look through the different volumes for designs
of houses for my customers, but none of them seem to
exactly suit. However, as I make very few plans that
would suit a second customer without at least some
alterations, so the above would be no excuse for dropping
my subscription, for when I want an idea for a different
cornice or dormer or tower window, gable, porch, bracket
or a new idea of a stairway or possibly a roof truss, &c,
I look through the different copies of the paper which
I have, and which for the most part are bound in book
form, and I have never been disappointed, as I could
always find something which would afford a suggestion
or give an idea, so that I could work out what I wanted.
If one desires to learn the different ways of doing

work In the different sections of the country, Carpentry
and Building is the book from which to learn it, so when
you go from home to your work you go equipped not only
with the ideas you have learned at home, but you have
the best and most practical methods derived from the
experience of mechanics all over the country, If you make
It a point to carefully study all that appears in the
columns of the paper.

In conclusion, I want to say to the young men of

the country, "Take my advice and keep Carpentry and
Building. I have tried other papers, but have so far found
this the best. Study it carefully and try to improve by
it all you can, and I" am sure you will never regret It "

Floor Plans for Small Cottage.
From L. R. G., Waukegan, III.— In a recent number
of Carpentry and Building, " H. V." Chicago, I1L, asks
for floor plans for a small cottage about 20 ft. wide by 30
rt. deep. I think I have just about what he wants and
submit herewith plans of first and second floors. I do
not Just understand what he means by the

" roof should
be one-half from 14-ft. studding, " but if he wants ele
vations I will gladly furnish them.
Note.—We are under the impression that our cor

respondent Intended to convey the idea that the roof
should be of half pitch and the walls of the cottage should
have 14-ft studding.

Framing an Octagonal Tower.
From R. A. H. P., New York City.—I inclose sketch of
a tower which I recently had to construct and in connec
tion with which I experienced some trouble in finding the
points for the foot of the rafters on the roof. The tower
was built over a bay window, half of the tower being on
the main roof of the building, which had a pitch of 1 in.
to the ft. The bay window was built up to within 2 ft
of the main roof. I would like to know some quick and
practical way of finding the exact points for the rafters
of the roof.

Zinc Ornaments for Wooden Building*.
From T. F., Cincinnati, Ohio.—A contract has re

cently been let in this city for the construction of a num
ber of wooden houses which are to have zinc or copper
ornaments nailed to the woodwork. The reason for using
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Framing an Octagonal Tower.

metal on wood is that a more ornate design can be
secured at a less expense, but the contractor insists that
they shall be nailed with copper nails. I do not think
this is necessary and believe It would be positively in
jurious, because I can readily see where a galvanic action
would be set up at certain times, owing to the Juxta
position of zinc and copper. On the other hand, I believe
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that a galvanized iron or tinned iron nail will work
satisfactorily, as the ornaments will have to be painted.

Calculating Board Measure Mentally.
From Hee H. See, Brockville, Ont.—1 have noted
with interest the short article on the above subject print
ed In the October issue and I must confess that I do not
think very much of it. I do quite a little lumber measur
ing one way and another, and the method I have found
to best satisfy my requirements is what Is known as
" cancellation." In this method all the numbers which are
to be multiplied together are placed above a line and the
numbers that are to be divided into, them are placed be
low it (In calculating board measure the number to be
placed below the line is always 12), after which any
number on one side of the line which can be divided into
any number on the other side Is cancelled. The operation
of this rule will be best shown by an example, and for
this we will take the one In the article above referred
to— that is a stick 2x4 and 14 ft. long. It will work out
thus :

2 x X X 14

>8
= —■= 9% n.
3

In this we say 4 into 12 goes 3 times; cancel the 4,
also the 12, and place a 3 under the 12. As it Is not pos
sible in this simple problem to cancel any more we multi
ply 2 x 14, which gives 28, and divide that by 3 gives 0
and 1 over, or 9 1-3 ft.
The capabilities of this rule are not shown in their

true light by the above example, because strange as it
may seem the larger the number of pieces Involved In the
problem the easier It is to solve it. For instance, suppose
there were six pieces of 2 in. x 4 in. x 14 ft, the sum
would then run this way :

\ x \ \ 4 x 14
56 ft. B.M.

Here we simply say 6 Into 12 goes 2 times ; cancel the
6, and the 12, place the 2 below the latter; then the 2
below the line will cancel the 2 above the line. Striking
them both out, all that Is left to do is to multiply 14 x 4,
which equals 56 ft. Once this method is understood sums
can be done mentally by It which are surprising to those
not " in the know." When the lumber is 12 ft long leave
out the length and just multiply together the other di
mensions, which will give the answer in B. M. feet, as
follows : 4 pieces 3 x 11 x 12 amounts to

4 X 3 X 11 X"12— = 132ft. B.JT.

Any further information concerning this method
which the readers may desire will be gladly given by me.

How Snail a Church Be Ventilated ?
From H. A. B., Brooklyn. —I have read the letter of
" W. C. " in the November Issue, and regret that he did
not give more information as to the size of the building,
or more particularly what method of heating is employed.
I assume, however, from the fact that it is a small
church that it is heated with stoves, and consequently
there is necessity of some change of air in the building.
If air is to be taken from the church some provision
must be made for air to come into it This possibly
can be readily done by means of registers placed under
neath the stoves, so that the air coming in will be warmed
and not interfere with the comfort of the audience, so
far as temperature Is concerned.
Taking the air out brings up the question whether it
is desirable for it to be taken from near the ceiling or
near the floor. Possibly it would be best to provide some
means of taking the air from both the floor and the ceiling
and so arranged that it can be taken from either place
at will. This may necessitate building out Into the au
dience room of an ornamental sheet metal flue led up into
the attic space at some point where the outlet can be
finally provided without inconvenience. If there Is a
tower on the church it would seem as If there ought to
be some means of utilizing it to take air out of the attic
space. If this cannot be done it should not be difficult

for any architectural sheet metal worker to design some

sort of a ventilator to be placed on the ridge of the roof

opposite to the tower, or at some point which will hot de
tract from the general architectural style of the building.

This can be made either round or rectangular with
louvers and It can be arranged with a damper so that

chains running from the damper to the audience room

can control it to leave it open or closed as may be desired.
The catalogues of a number of the manufacturers of

architectural sheet metal work contain suggestions for
just such ventilating apparatus. The size of the venti
lating outlets from the audience room will be governed
by the size of the audience and the size of the air supply.

The velocity in such a flue would vary with the wind, but
could be regulated by the damper. If the flue were made
18 x 24 in. In cross section and had a velocity of 4 ft per
second it would exhaust 720 cu. ft. of air per minute, or
43,200 cu. ft. per hour. This would be enough to give

three changes of air per hour in a church 25 x 40 x 15 ft
in size, or containing 15,000 cu. ft. The calculation Is
3 (flue area) x 4 (velocity) = 12 (air per second) ; 12
x 60 (seconds) = 720 (air per minute) ; 720 x 60 (min
utes) = 43,200 (air per hour) ; 43,200 +■15,000= about
3 changes per hour.

Plan Wanted for Butler's Pantry.
From W. W. S., Brockton.—Will some reader of the

paper kindly furnish me a plan of a butler's pantry,
also tell me If it will do to plaster directly onto hollow
cement blocks without lathing?
Vote.—If our correspondent will refer to the August
issue of the paper for the current year he will find an
article on the arrangement of kitchens and pantries, Illus
trated by means of eight plans, showing kitchen and'
adjoining pantry, which possibly may answer his purpose.
In regard to his second question, we would say that

It Is common practice to plaster directly on hollow cement
blocks without the use of lathing.

Building: Methods In England.
From W. J. Blackmub, Manor Park, England.—
I have noticed the long letter of Mr. Macdonald
In the October issue of Carpentry and Building
criticising my article, morals and nationality, and
am free to say that he did not display the
argumentative ability generally conceded to the-
Scots. After his rather strange way of extolling
America and proving that the country Is running well,
he says he has never handled a white fir in Scotland even
in tenement houses, but they are used In Scotland by
builders who are not working to architect's specifications.
Scotchmen are too canny not to buy the cheapest Joists.
There is a difference of about 30s. per std. between white
and yellow, and to imagine a Scotchman cheerfully paying
this difference is against human nature.
He resents my remarks about the East End of London.

Any one who knows that particular locality will agree
that those houses do not come up to modern requirements.

'

They are hideous, and I did not say all I think about
them; In fact, my language was quite gentle to what I
could have truthfully said. The keen-witted Yankee who
does not wake up In the middle of the night to laugh at
a Joke told the week previous, will have seen that the
article did not touch upon the building trade in general,
but only a section. No slur was ever intended against the
good craftsman, but just a quiet bit of fun at the specu
lative builder who is so eager after the big shilling. Mr.
Macdonald's best point is left until the last and It is very
amusing. He should have allowed his Scot caution to-
have fuller play.

Deadening a Celling,
From C. A. W., Port Jervis, N. T.—In answer to " J.
M. B., " Monroeton, Pa., will say that If he will use the
common plaster boards which are to be had 32 x 36 in. in
si;:e and cost 12 and 14 cents a piece he will have a good
effective deadener of sound. He may have to put on one
or two, or possibly three layers with air spaces between.
I have used these with good results. They do not require
a very large outlay of money, as each piece covers 8 sq. ft
of surface.
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New Rule for Concrete Construction.

One of the questions connected with the Introduction
of concrete systems of construction into more or less
general use in this country has 'to do with the choice of
the trade whose province it will be to erect buildings of
this sort and the wages that will be paid for doing it.
In the past it has been reckoned by the advocates of par
ticular methods of using concrete for structural forms
that it was cheaper than brickwork, and as enduring, and
a stated reason for this was that on account of its sim
plicity ordinary labor could perform most of the work
and it was not necessary to pay the wages required In
skilled trades. Suddenly the mason and bricklaying
trades, perceiving the importance which concrete work
had taken on in the metropolitan district, says the Record
and Guide, and foreseeing a certain competition which It
■wouldset up with granite, marble, stone and brick, de
manded from general contractors that their trade should
have the exclusive right to execute all forms of concrete
construction and be paid for it at rates now prevailing
and recognized by the mason and bricklaying unions.
In other words, if apartment houses, warehouses,

factories and garages were to be built with concrete
walls instead of brick walls, and armored concrete floors
and partitions Instead of terra cotta floors and parti
tions, they would Insist, with all the power and Influence
at their command on doing the work ; and they are the
most powerful body of mechanics in the city, whose final
word has ever been law In any contention between mas
ters and journeymen. The mason builders of this city
have never been able to bid defiance to their masons and
bricklayers, though the latter affirm that they never
strike, leaving the public to infer that their points are
gained by the self-evident justice of their cause, by the
eloquence of their oratory, or the soundness of their
logic, though on one or two occasions certain large con
tractors have discerned on the horizon something having
the form and appearance of what in other trades is gen
erally termed a strike.
With the same wages paid for concrete work as for

stone and brick work, there would be less reason for
concrete and its field of employment would be restricted ;
and cement, instead of stepping into the place of a
primary building material on the same social level as
wood, granite, stone, brick, iron and marble, would be
kept back in a secondary position, along with lime, sand,
gravel and paint. Other cities might do as they would,
but as for New York it would not have cement taking
the place of marble, brick and cut stone and trying to
imitate them without paying the same wages. On that
determination the bricklayers and masons stood for sev
eral weeks, causing much anxiety to the' cement Inter
ests ; but with continuance of the negotiations and dis
cussions over the question, which still continue, the rep
resentatives of the journeymen have modified their
claims. After reflection they concluded that there are
some parts of concrete work they do not fancy, as, for
instance, the wheeling and pouring of the mixture Into
the forms arranged to receive it; this they would leave
to men who could do nothing better. But upon one thing
they will ever Insist, they tell their employers, and It Is
that concrete structures, to gain exemption from the
schedules of the skilled trades, must be built all of con
crete, or, more properly, reinforced concrete and stand
before the world for what they are. They cannot be
veneered with a 4-in. wall of handsome brickwork to
make them appear more costly than they really are;
they must be one thing or the other. No union bricklayer
will help build a brick veneer for a concrete wall; he will
not help to build a structure part of brick laid by flrst-
clnss mechanics and part of concrete poured in by la
borers. He and his fellows will not otherwise shut the
metropolitan door against concrete, or set their faces
against architectural progress, but architects and engi
neers must let the new material stand for what it Is and
not as an Imitation of stately brick and marble, mosaic,
tile or stone.

The last chapter In the peaceable negotiations between
the mason builders and their journeymen is some dis

tance away, but upon this one rule, if upon no other, the
mason and bricklaying trade has taken its stand Irre
vocably, as we are authoritatively informed; and who
will say it is not logically right in so maintaining? Oar
engineers have learned how to make concrete strong; let
our architects now learn how to make it beautiful.

Effect of Moisture on the Strength and Stiff
ness of Wood.

Very little is definitely known about the influence of
moisture on the strength of wood, even by those experi
enced in handling the material. Since the whole subject
is one of great importance, the Forest Service has been
making a thorough study of it during the past three
years and Is about to publish the results of its investi
gation In an exhaustive technical bulletin entitled
" Effect of Moisture Upon the Strength and Stiffness of
Wood."
The chief points presented by the study are:
1. The relation of moisture to strength follows a

definite law which can be graphically expressed. Proper
drying very greatly Increases the strength of all kinds
of wood, the amount of increase in strength depending
upon the species and the dryness. The increased strength
given to green wood by thoroughly drying it is so great
that it will surprise many. For example, the strength
of a piece of unseasoned red spruce may be Increased

over 400 per cent by a thorough drying at the tempera

ture of boiling water. Strength decreases again, however,

as the wood reabsorbs moisture. Air dried wood, pro
tected from the weather, and containing 12 per cent of
moisture, is from 1.7 to 2.4 times stronger than when
green, varying with the species. Stiffness is also In

creased by drying. These conclusions, however, are
drawn from small sized pieces not exceeding 4 x 4 In.

in cross section, such as are used in vehicle work, tools,

&c. Large timbers require years of drying before the

moisture is reduced to the point where strength begins

to increase. It must also be taken Into consideration that
more or less checking always occurs when large timbers
dry ; and if this checking is excessive it may cause weak
ness to counterbalance, partially or entirely, the strength
gained in drying. Consequently it Is not safe to assume
that the average strength of large, so-called seasoned
timbers is much greater than that of green or wet ones.
2. The fiber saturation point of a number of species

has been determined. This point which varies with con
ditions and species of wood, designates the percentage
of water which will saturate the fibers of the wood. It
has been found that, under normal conditions, wood

fiber will absorb a definite amount of moisture ; beyond
this the water simply fills the pores of the wood like
honey in honeycomb. Only that water which permeates
the wood fiber has an Influence upon the strength. For
the following species the saturation point occurs at the
given percentage of moisture based on the dry weight
of the wood :

Per cent
moisture.

Longleaf pine 25
Red spruce 31
Chestnut 25
Loblolly pine sapwood 24
Ked gum 25
Red fir 23
White ash 20.5
Norway pine 30
Western tamarack 30

3. Prolonged soaking In cold water does not reduce

the strength of green wood below that of Its fiber satura
tion point, provided it remains In perfect condition.
When wood has been dried and Is resoaked, It becomes
slightly weaker than when green.
4. Wood soaked in heated water absorbs more moist
ure because the amount of water which the fiber will
contain is increased. This causes a reduction in strength
and stiffness, as in wood that is heated or steamed for
bending.

Building materials for the reconstruction of Valpa
raiso will probably be exempted from import duty. Such
a proposal Is before the Chilean Government
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CABINET WORK FOR THE CARPENTER-THE BEDROOM.
By Paul D. Otteb.

WE
have in past Issues considered what may be
designated as the principal rooms of a dwell

ing, so we will now adjourn to the less elaborately
decorated apartments and consider the sleeping room.
We do not mean by this that the sleeping apartment be un
attractive but rather that it should be simply furnished,
the furniture being free from excessive ornament in
the way of carvings and elaborate moldings, for the
aim should be to show the beauty of the grain of the
wood under a tinting or stain that needs no excessive
drapery to set it off.
As the " Mission " style, or now properly known as
the " Arts and Crafts, " is very much in favor. Fig.
1 is offered as a suggestion on which to work. The size
intended is 4 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 4 in, long, with the back
51 in. and the foot 41 in. in hight. It would be well
to get othpr points and information from a standard
bedstead. The posts are 2% in. square; top rails 1% in.
x 2 in. and the splats % in. thick, with edges and open
ings smoothly sanded. The chest is framed into the
front posts as shown, with the lid lifting. This will be
found very convenient for extra sheets or blankets.

full length mirror must be a part of the furnishing
materially adding in its usefulness to the attractiveness
of the room. In Fig. 4, the mirror shown, 20 x 52 in.,
is set in a frame of 1^4x 2 in., and swung within a
stand consisting of 1% in. square posts mortised into
bases 1% in. thick, and 21 in. long, and cut within a
width of 4% in. according to this or similar pattern, the
two parts being securely mortised and tenoned. The
hanging pins may be turned in some hard wood, or be of
metal, so placed, by experiment, between temporary
posts to swing to stay either tipped forward or thrown
back as wanted.
The shoe and slipper chest might be dispensed with
if no further use was made of it, but as the one shown
in Fig. 5 is intended, outwardly as a window seat, it
forms a finish to the room and a place to put on shoes,
or keep in proper bounds shoes and slippers when not
in use. This chest is built of 1-in. material, the top and
front side swinging forward to the floor on hinges as
one piece when the chest is open, as shown. A corner
bracket holds the top and front at each end.
It will be noticed that the top of the chest is of

Fig. 1.—Bedsteadwith Chest.

Cabinet Work for the Carpenter.— The Bedroom.

Fig. 2.—BedroomTable.

Naturally no cracks or crevices should be allowed to
go unfilled in any bedroom furniture, so for this pur
pose a mixture of glue and sawdust will be found good
to " putty " into all such places previous to finishing.
Little need be said concerning the sidetable shown

in Fig. 2, which will always be found serviceable for
a clock, lamp or book. The top is 17 in. in diameter and
stands 29 In. from the floor; the posts being 1% in.
square. A suggestion is made here which would turn
this pattern to double use by boxing in three sides to
a hight of 10 in. above the bottom shelf and providing
the fourth side with a hinged door, and a top over all,
thus making a suitable bedroom commode stand If so
desired.
An article quite essential to the bedroom is the cos-

tumer, or clothes tree, which permits of garments being
thoroughly aired during the sleeping hours, rather than
laying them across a chair-back to form wrinkles and
creases.
Nine pegs are Indicated In Fig. 3, although the num

ber and disposition is entirely optional, the main point
being to stagger their position so that one garmem
will not overlap another when hung up. The posts and
arch are made of 1% x 2 in. material, the posts beinj:
9 In. apart and the distance from the floor to top of
arch measuring 6 ft. The top cross bar measures 40 in.
and the lower bar 30 In. in length, each is 1 x 2 In.
wide, slightly halved out to fit the posts, the faces of
posts and bars being rounded as shown. The base is
\Vi x 1 x 6 x 24 in. raised at the corners by flat turnings
as shown. The pegs to project 4 in.
Occasionally a man may wish to view himself full

length In his proud clothes—but a lady always—so a

panel construction, over which a light padding of cotton
and hair may be placed In an even manner, this in turn
to be covered by a piece of colored sheepskin cut some
what larger than the exposed panel size, this to be
neatly tacked down just within the outer framing by
brass-headed nails.
Refinement In outline should be the first suggestion

of the dresser. We think of it more as the ladies' work
table, in fact there is little room left for the dear man
to share in it. Possibly Sundays he takes a flash light
of himself In the mirror to see that his outer rigging is
extra satisfactory for an off day. In the illustration,
Fig. 6, the Colonial style is uppermost The after fin
ish is a delight to the eye and pleasant to the touch.
With the figures given on the sketch no difficulty will
be experienced in making the one-half drawing of the
front elevation, and in drawing the end view it is weil to
keep within an over-all width of 22 in., having for a back
leg a 1% in. square post reduced to a slight taper. Be
tween the front and back posts draw a framed panel,
the width of framing being 3 In.— the panel, a well
selected piece set in either a rabbet or a groove in the
framing. A similar paneled construction constitutes
the back. This should have one or two upright mul-
lions between distance of the back posts, the frame and
filling being of course of a cheaper wood The first,
second and bottom drawer divisions are similar unfilled
frames with a center mullion. The top frame is of the
same character except that It shows a % in. projection
over posts and is molded % round. This framing is
glued and screwed onto the top, which is % in. longer
on the ends and front, treated with a more than quarter
round finish.
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We now have the various parts of the carcase to
assemble according to the plan which should be pre
pared In connection with the front and end views,
which will show just how much is to be cornered out on
the drawer divisional frames to bring them into contact
with the inside face of end and back framing, where
at the proper place they are to be secured by diagonally
■countersunk screws, and further fortified by three-
cornered glue blocks. The dividing board between the
two small top drawers Is now put In place and held by
-screws through middle mullion into bottom edge andglue blocked against back frame. The reinforced top
may now be put in position over posts and brought
■downtight by screws diagonally placed through fram-

Fig. 4— Cheval Mirror.

A Novel Fireproof Residence.

Architects and builders are likely to be very much
interested in the mode of fireproof construction which Is
being adopted in connection with a residence to be pnt
up at Greenwich, Conn., in accordance with plans com
pleted by Hiss & Weeks, 111 Fifth avenue. New York
City. The residence, which will be 213 ft. long and TO
ft. wide, will have its frame and floors constructed of re
inforced concrete, the reinforcement consisting of round
steel bars, while the walls and partitions will be of fire
proof terra cotta blocks of special design. The outside
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Fig. 6—Colonial Dresser.
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Cabinet Work for the Carpenter.—The Bedroom.

ing and also into post corners. The corner posts should
not be reduced by the spoke shave to a full quarter
round, but in the final sanding and finish no evidence of
flatness should be apparent.
The drawers should properly be dovetailed and be

made of exceptionally dry material.
The stanchions are turned from stock 1% in. square,
a square base being left to mortise with a lVa In. cross
bar immediately under swinging mirror. This mirror
stanchion is held to top of dresser by a lag machine
bolt secured in ends of stanchion posts and passing
through top of dresser to be held by a nut and washer.
The beauty of the narrow mirror framing depend*
greatly on the even roundness given it, and when oak is
used the display of quarter is everything here and on
top, as well as on the drawer fronts. Avoid selecting
overlarge and ornamental hardware as the plain remains
good through all changes in style.

The State School of Ceramics at Alfred, N. Y., opened
the fall term with an increase of 40 per cent. In the
registration of students.

walls will consist of two tiers of terra cotta blocks, the
outer tier being formed with 8-ln. blocks, while the inner
tier will be formed of 4-In. blocks. Between the two
tiers will be a 4-In. air space, running the entire hight
and width of the building. The finish on the outside will
be a stucco applied directly to the blocks, which are cor
rugated, thus doing away with the use of wire lath or
any other device to hold the plastic cement. The par
titions or interior walls will be constructed of the fire
proof terra cotta blocks, but smaller in size than those
used in the outside walls.
This is the novel feature in the construction of the

building, and the claim is made that it will make the
house warm in winter and cool in summer, besides ren
dering it entirely fireproof, waterproof and earthquake
proof.

We understand that something over 800 tons of fire
proof terra cotta will be used in the construction, and the
total cost of the building will be between $200,000 and
$300,000. The residence is intended for Percy Rockefeller,
a nephew of John D. Rockefeller.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

BUILDING
continues very active in Chicago and shows a

healthy gain in October figures over the corresponding
month a year ago. Permits were taken out during themonthfor
the construction of 945 buildings, having a frontage of 25,820
ft., aggregating in cost .$5,219,900,against 724 buildings,
with a frontage of 22,940 ft., at an aggregate cost of $4,-
918,155 in 1905, an increase of 221 buildings, 2880 ft of
frontage and $301,745. The most significant feature of the
figures is the large number of buildings, indicating a healthy
condition among people of moderatemeans and showing that
the area of prosperity is greatly expanded. The figures in
detail for October for a number of years back are as follows :

October. 1006 945 25,820 $5,219,900
October. 1905 724 22,940 4,918.155
October. 1904 707 21.395 4,703.550
October. 1903 568 21.030 3,840,170
October, 1002 563 17,579 4.056,205
October. 1901 586 17,182 2,952,660

The totals for ten months of the present year, compared
with the same period last year, are as follows :

, 1906. , , 1905. ^
Number Feet Number Feet
b'ldlngs frontage. Cost, b'ldlngs.frontage. Cost.

January... 495 14,824 $2,830,200 345 9,498 $1,847,700
February.. 611 17,301 4,507,200 269 7,835 3.472,700
March 920 25.053 4.267.650 065 26.943 6,116,655
April 1,105 28.267 12,139.875 806 26,285 7.298,300
May 1,035 27,737 6.252.720 775 21,139 3,813.710
June 1,092 28,151 6,491.500 731 21,386 7.659.360
July 934 23,558 4.849.960 768 18.869 3,778,390
August.... 991 25.387 5,439,175 913 22,610 6,401,150
September.1,085 24.609 4.579.2001.003 27,525 7,349,150
October... 945 25,820 5.219,900 724 22.940 4.918,155

Totals. .9,119 240,707$56,577,3807.050 205,032$52,655,270
A striking feature of the local situation is the prospect

of more or less factory building in the immediate future.
The recent purchase of a site by the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway Company for its new terminal station in the district
devoted largely to the machinery trade will necessitatea re
moval of the latter to other districts where it is probable
many new buildings for factory purposes will be erected.
The Chicago City Council at a recent meeting amended

the Building Code in respect to the construction of fireproof
buildings on the model of the new Marshall Ifield store. The
amendment provides that in buildings of the Field type one
stairway to the floor is sufficient, the Aldermen deciding
there was abundant exit space into adjoining buildings
through fire walls protected by automatic iron doors. The
ordinance amending Sections 457 and 458 of the Revised
Municipal Code regarding buildings as recommendedand
passed by the City Council is as follows : " Section 458.—
Whenever any building of fireproof construction used wholly
or in part for the purposes of class VII shall adjoin or be
attached to a fireproof building, used by the same occupant
and having in its required intervening fire wall one or more
openings, and fitted with fire doors on each side of the fire
wall, having self-closing device thereon, as approved by the
Building Department, then every such opening shall, for all
purposes, be held to be equivalent to and take the place of
and be regardedas a stairway, built and inclosed in the man
ner described in the following section (459). But in no
case shall there be less than one stairway in any such build
ing."
" Section 457.—Provided, however, that if any building
used wholly or in part for the purposes of class VII be
equipped with automatic sprinklers, and be connected with
another building similarly used, and distant not less than 25
ft. and used by the same occupant, by a fireproof bridge or
passagewaysimilarly equipped, then each such bridge or pas
sageway shall be held to be equivalent to and take the place
of one outside Btairway fire escapeon each of the buildings
so connected."
The amendmentswere passed only after considerabledis

cussion and over the opposition of the Building Commissioner
and several members of the Council, particularly on the
ground that the floor space is too large to be servedsafely by
one stairway, that the width of the stairways is not regu
lated nor inclosing protection provided, and that the fire
doors might not work properly. The various objections were
overruled, however, by a majority of the members of the
Council and the amendments ordered passed.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange of Cleve
land was held on the evening of Thursday, November 8,
being attendedby 150members. The programmeof the even
ing was divided into two parts, a brief session being held in
the exchange room, in which reports were presented by the
officers and committees, this being followed by a banquet in
the Chamber of Commerce Club. The reports indicated the
exchange to be in a flourishing condition, the limit of 375
membershaving been reachedduring the year and important
additions having been made to the exchangeassets. At the

banquet the annual address of the president was delivered by
W. B. McAllister, who dwelt largely upon encouraging young
men to enter the building trades.
The report of the Board of Directors was presented by
the secretary. This was in pamphlet form and gave much
valuable and interesting information relative to the organi
zation. The work was illustrated by means of half-tone
engravings, these including one showing the banquet room
at the annual meeting in November, 1905; another taken in
connection with the annual outing at the Thousand Islands,
while another shows the members at a social and business
lunch.
A life size portrait of retiring President McAllister was
presented to the exchange by the Board of Directors, the
speech in this connection being made by Treasurer F. G.
Hogen. An address was delivered by F. F. Prentiss, pres
ident of the Chamber of Commerce, who congratulated the
exchangeupon its progress, and also by Walter Drew of New
York, secretary of the National Erectors' Association.

Detroit, Mich.
The city of Detroit is now enjoying unusual activity in

building operations, and the month of October broke all
records in the valuation of new buildings and number of
permits issued at the City Fire Marshal's office. The of
ficial records show that in the 28 working days of the month
permits were taken out for new buildings and additions
amounting to $1,516,800,as comparedwith $918,150in 1905,
which shows a remarkable gain for the past year. The total
number of new buildings for October, 1906, was 420, against
340 in 1905.
The year 1905 broke all records for building activity
previous to that time, but in the 10 months just ended the
record of the whole 12 months last year greatly exceeded
the actual gain so far, being over $2,000,000. It is not ex
pected that November will equal the phenomenal record es
tablished in October, although the contractors are having all
they can do to keep pace with buildings already planned.
Among the large new buildings now being erected in De
troit are the following : Ford Building, to cost $1,500,000:
Hotel Pontchartrain, $1,000,000; Produce Exchange, $125,-
000; Home Telephone Company buildings, $135,000; Mich
igan Telephone Company, addition, $100,000; Grand Trunk
round house, $75,000; Michigan Stove Company, addition,
$75,000; J. D. Kennedy, apartment house, $30,000.

Fort Worth, Texas.
The sixth annual convention of the union bricklayers of
Texas came to a close on the evening of October 17, the
final feature being a banquet tenderedby the local, No. 6, in
honor of the visiting delegatesand especially as a courtesy
to Dallas Union, No. 5, a large representation of which was
present.
During the business session of the day the Committee

on Wage Scale reported in favor of the 75-cent minimum
scale, which report was unanimously adopted. There are
22 unions in the State and out of this number 19 were already
using this scale, which left only three abiding by the 70-cent
scale. The action of the convention was therefore more in
the nature of a ratification of a measure already established
than otherwise, and this fact assures the measure meeting
with no opposition.
The Committee on Grievances had no report to make,

saying that there were no grievances whatever. There was
never a time in the history of the organization when its
affairs were in better condition. The financial affairs, ac
cording to the report of the Finance Committee, are in ex
cellent shape.
The organization is growing rapidly, as is shown by the

increased number of unions and by the growth of the indi
vidual locals, the membershipthroughout the State being 600.
The banquet on the evening named was a very complete
fraternal occasion, there being rendered an excellent pro
gramme earlier in the evening.

Los Angeles, Cal.
There was a rapid revival in Los Angeles building from
the temporary quietness that prevailed during the greater
part of September. The predictions made that the Los
Angeles building operations would be adversely affected by
the great stimulation of building in San Francisco have not
been borne out, and it now looks as though the removal of
many former San Francisco business housesand professional
people from that city to Los Angeles will more than coun
teract any such effect.
During October the total number of building permits
issued was 788, authorizing improvements to the value of
$1,859,267,making this month one of the largest from a
building standpoint in the history of the city. During Sep
tember the number of permits was 633 for improvements
valued at $1,070,744,and during October, 1905, the number
was 1070 for improvements aggregating $1,348,55(5. Among
the permits issued during the month just closed were : Two
for steel frame class " A " buildings, valued at $425,000;
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5 for reinforced concrete class " A " buildings, valued at
$356,000; 16 class " C " buildings, valued at $142,710; 335
one-story wooden buildings, valued at $366,699; 18 one and
one-half story wooden buildings, valued at $38,625; 61 two-
story wooden buildings, valued at $250,651; 2 three-story
wooden buildings, valued at $29,000; 3 municipal buildings,
valued at $33,372; 44 brick alterations, valued at $100,502;
sheds, foundations, &c.

New York City.
Probably the most noticeable feature of the local build

ing situation is the heavy shrinkage in operations indicated
by the statistics for the month of October. For some little
time past there have been indications of an overplus of
housing accommodations in the upper section of the ' city,
and while the amount of new work projected in September
was less than that of the month before, October shows an
appreciable shrinkage, as compared with two months ago.
In the Borough of Manhattan especially the lessenedactivity
is notable in all construction, but is most marked in tene
ments, for which plans for only 14 were filed in October, aB
against 36 in September, 97 in August and 154 in May of
the current year. How sharp the contraction has been is
shown by the fact that while at the end of June the total
value of the projected improvements in the Borough was
$14,000,000in excess of that for the same period last year
at the end of October it had fallen to about $4,000,000be
low the amount for the corresponding period of 1905.
Taking the figures for the Boroughs of Manhattan and the
Bronx for the first 10 months of the year it is found that
the value of the building improvements projected amounted
to $127,539,000,as comparedwith $140,257,500in the corre
sponding period of last year. There was a shrinkage in the
Borough of the Bronx in the period named of a trifle over
$9,000,000.
In Brooklyn the same general tendency is apparent, and
for the first 10 months of the year there has been a shrink
age in the value of building improvementsof nearly $12,000,-
000, due in large measureto a subsidenceof the boom,which
for two years past had been witnessed in the improvement
of suburban property.

Oakland, Cal.
The amount of building now under way at Oakland is

greater than was ever before known, and according to plans
now in the hands of architects the coming month will show
a still larger amount of work. The last week of October
more new construction was undertaken than in any previous
week in the history of the city. During that week 137 per
mits were issued authorizing construction work amounting
to $311,091. This shows an average of about $2500 per per
mit, showing that the work under way is of a good, sub
stantial character. The permits for the week include: One
four-story concretehotel building, valuedat $109,200; 1 three-
story frame hotel, valued at $32,000; 2 three-story frame
lodging houses,valued at $33,825; 2 stores, valued at $1375;
1 three-story flat, valued at $8000; 9 two-story flats, valued
at $12,087; 3 two-story dwellings, valued at $21,275; 2
one and one-half story dwellings, valued at $1150; 39 one-
story dwellings, valued at $56,526,and a number of repairs,
alterations and additions.
During October the total number of building permits

issued in Oakland was 493, authorizing improvementsvalued
at $911,708. None of these figures include the suburban
towns of Berkeley, Alameda, Fruitvale and Emeryville, which
except in governmentare a part of Oakland and wherebuild
ing is on the whole as active as it is within the city limits.

Omaha, Neb.
A local paper, in discussing the building situation in the
city, states that the men employed in the various branches
of the trade are very busy and are likely to have all the
work they can do until freezing weather sets in. The de
mand for men in most lines is greater than the supply and
contractors are frequently much inconveniencedby delay on
this account.
Bricklaying in Omaha is strictly union work and the reg
ulation wage is 62% cents an hour. The foremen got 75
cents. This is considerably more than bricklayers received
three or four years ago. Carpenters are paid according to
their ability and speed,from 30 to 45 cents an hour, and the
foremen get 50 to 55 cents.
Stone masons are paid 62V>and stone cutters 50 cents.

The scarcity of labor in this line, in addition to the scarcity
of stone, was one of the causes of so much delay in the con
struction of big buildings in Omaha this summer. Plasterers
get 55 cents an hour; laborers and hod carriers, 25 to 30
cents; lathers, 50 cents; sheet metal workers, 40 cents:
structural and ornamental iron setters. 40 cents; tile setters,
50 cents; plumbers, steam fitters and gas fitters, from 5GVi
cents an hour to as high as $30 a week; painters, 42Vocents
an hour. In general, thesewages have been gradually rising
in the last few years and the average wage is several cents
an hour higher than it was three years ago and even very
noticeably higher than a year and a half ago.

Philadelphia. Pa.
While it is contendedby some that the end of the build

ing boom in this city is >t>sight, it must also be taken into

consideration that at this season of the year it is quite
natural to record a falling off in new work, and from now
on until early spring the work undertaken will be dependent
largely on climatic conditions. Last winter was exceptional,
in view of the mild weather, and should the coming seasonbe
a mild one a considerableamount of new work will no doubt
be started. In some sections of the city building has prob
ably progressed in advance of the natural demand, while
in other sections the demand for dwelling houses continues
very large.
During the first 10 months of the year statistics show

an estimated cost for work during that period amounting to
$35,671,850,comparedwith $31,067,030for the same period
in 1905,a gain of $4,004,820,which, togetherwith new work
for which permits will be taken during November and De
cember will no doubt make this year the banner one in this
city.
During the month of October statistics taken from the

Bureau of Building Inspection show that 922 permits for
work estimated to cost $4,379,600were taken out, which fig
ures surpass all previous records for the month of October,
the best previous record for that month being October, 1901,
when the estimated cost was $3,154,570. Of this month's
total, $1,428,850was for two-story dwelling houses, a gain
in value of 100 per cent, over the month of September for
this class of work. Manufacturing buildings, workshops
and boiler and engine houses during October show a gain
of $471,600in value over the previous month, while permits
for places of amusementshowed an aggregateestimated cost
of $516,000, while during September this class of work
showed an estimated cost of but $20,000.
The exceedingly high cost of building operations has

and will no doubt restrict the erection of many buildings.
Were not the cost so high there is scarcely a question but
that the amount of building in the way of additions to
plants would have been very large. A number of cases are
in mind where revised estimates had been made for con
templated work, but costs still remain prohibitive and con
tracts for the work are still unplaced.
The moderate weather conditions this fall have been fa

vorable to building operations in general, and work has been
rushed forward at the best possible speed, so as to get the
various operations advancedas much as possible before freez
ing weather sets in.
Every branch of the trade is most actively engaged.

Labor is fully employed and a scarcity of skilled mechanics
prevails in a number of the different branches of the trade.
Manufacturers of building materials have their plants fully
occupied and find difficulty in making deliveries as promptly
as the trade would like.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
At a largely attended meeting of master builders and

contractors, held in the rooms of the Builders' Exchange
League on the eveningof October 24, resolutions were passed
declaring for the merit system. After citing that in view of
present and past conditions in the building industry of Alle
gheny County it had been found that it was to the best in
terest of the public welfare to declare for the open shop or
merit system, the resolutions concluded: " We, as a rep
resentative body of contractors, indorse this movement and
extend to the Master Builders' Association our hearty sup
port and co-operation."
Addresses were made by the president of the league,

R. K. Cochrane ; by W. B. McAllister, president of the
Cleveland Builders' Exchange ; also by Walter Drew, secre
tary of the National Erectors' Association, and H. L. Kreus-
Ier and W. T. Powell, former presidents of the Master
Builders' Association of Pittsburgh.
The secretary of the Builders' Exchange League has just

compiled a very interesting little work of 75 pages contain
ing its articles of incorporation and amendmentthereto, also
by-laws, the names of officers and membersof the league, to
gether with a list of membersof branch associations. The
names and addressesof the membersare arranged in alpha
betical order and classified in a way to render the little
work exceedingly interesting and valuable for reference.
The secretary has also compiled a directory of the Build
ers' Exchange League, in which is given the names of the
officers,standing committees,board of directors, &c, together
with the names and addressesof the affiliated associations.
The size of each book is such as to readily permit of its
being carried in the pocket.

San Francisco. Cal.
The building records of the city show that there has
during the last month been a considerable falling off in con
struction of the smaller sort of buildings, ranging in cost
from $1000 down, although there has been no drop in the
construction of more important work, says our correspondent,
writing under date of November 8. The falling off in the
volume of cheap wooden construction is due in part to the
season, but also to the easing up in the demand for tem
porary buildings of all sorts. The extremely high rates
charged for insurance, ranging from 6 to 10 per cent., on
all stocks carried in these temporary structures, the very
real danger of fire in such districts as those along Van Ness
avenue and Fillmore streets, where solid blocks of wooden
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buildings have replaced the former residence district, and
the general inconvenience of doing business in these tem
porary quarters have given force to the demand for more
permanent quarters in fireproof or semifireproof buildings.

During the month of October the building permits issued
for construction work ranging above$1000in value numbered
628, and the aggregate value of these was $5,365,000, as
compared with 525 permits, aggregating $5,038,000in value
during the month preceding. The fact that the aggregate
value of the Septemberpermits was greater than that of the
October permits though fewer in number does not Indicate
that there has been a drop in the character or cost of the
buildings undertaken. During September the permits for
the reconstruction of most of the damaged skyscrapers were
issued, this item alone amounting to $1,375,000during that
month. In October, on the other hand, very few of these re
construction permits were issued. With this reconstruction
item taken from the September record the showing indicates
that there has been an increase rather than a decrease in
the average cost per building during the month just closed.
During October 118 permits were issued for brick build

ings of an aggregatevalue of $2,712,000,as compared with
103 brick buildings of an aggregatevalue of $2,630,000dur
ing September. The concrete construction work for October
included 10 buildings valued at $190,000, as compared with
7 buildings valued at $418,000 during September.

The material and labor situation has improved rather
than otherwise during the last month. The strikes in the
planing mills of this city and Oakland were finally settled
about the middle of October, and since then no acute labor
troubles have been experienced. About the same time an
organization of downtown property holders met to discuss
the situation with the union labor organizations as repre
sented in the San Francisco Building Trades Council. It
was put before the labor leaders that the property owners
were arranging to bring in large numbers of skilled work
men to assist in building up the city, and that it was hoped
and expectedthat thesenew men would be admitted into the
various unions without undue restrictions. The labor leaders
disclaimed, on the part of the unions, any desire to restrict
the number of men permitted to work in the city, and after
some discussion an agreementwas finally reached that both
sides should undertake to maintain the present wage scale
for a period of two years, and that the unions should admit
freely during that time all skilled mechanics reaching the
city and seeking admission. Neither side is in a position to
enforce this plan, but an endeavor will be made to have all
disputed points settled as rapidly as possible on a two-year
basis, as was done in the case of the mill men.
Building materials are now in pretty fair supply, with
the exception of lumber. The latter is coming in by sea at
the rate of about 4,000,000 ft. per day, but at this rate it
cannot be unloaded with the present facilities. The railroad
has lifted the embargo on lumber which has prevailed for
some time, and an increase from this source is expected.
During October the water arrivals amounted to approxi
mately 110,000,000ft., but the stocks in the city are still
badly broken, and there is probably not now on hand more
than one month's supply. Lumber cargoes are selling at
$1 off the list price of $24 for rough pine and spruce, which
is about the same as the cargo prices a month ago. The
retail price of lumber is now $2 higher than a month ago.
Cement is plentiful, but a little firmer than it was. Quota
tions range from $2.70 to $3.25 for foreign. Domestic ce
ment is not to be had, as the available supply is tied up
with Government contracts or is prevented from reaching
the city by the scarcity of cars. Common brick is plentiful
and cheap, with very little demand for new brick, owing to
the extensiveuse of second-handbrick and of concrete. Fac
ing brick and terra cotta are in fair supply, and are just
about oqual to the demand at prevailing prices.
Considerable interest attaches to the status of the wooden

buildings that have been erected within the fire limits since
the April fire. The city charter forbids the exclusion from
the fire limits of any part of the city which has ever been
included within those limits. For a few months after the
fire the city authorities permitted the erection of one-story
wooden buildings within the fire limits, and even since the
adoption of the new building law a number of wooden build
ings have been put up within the fjre limits. The general
understanding has been that these temporary buildings were
to be allowed to remain for two or three years. Now, how
ever, these seems to be a probability that interested prop
erty holders or the insurance companies will resort to the
courts to compel the removal of wooden buildings erected
without warrant of law within the fire limits. On the other
band, there is some doubt as to whether or not they can be
removedwithout serious trouble even at the end of the term
for which they were supposedto be erected. There is a grow
ing opposition to the further construction of flimsy wooden
buildings, and the blowing down last week of a three-story
wooden building which was under construction on Howard
street has not tended to restore confidence in this class of
buildings.
Among the more important buildings on which work has

beencommencedduring the past month or for which permits
have been secured or contracts let are the following: The
two-story reinforced concreteWinslow Anderson Building on
Sutter street, to cost $40,000; the Duncan Hayne Building
on Battery and Commercial streets, to cost $52,000; the six-
story brick Morton L. Cook Building on Second and Minna
streets, to cost $50,000; the five-story brick, terra cotta
and sheet metal Sahlein Building on Bush and Polk streets,
to cost $50,000; the four-story steel frame, stone and con
crete fireproof F. M. Green Building, to cost $75,000; the
eight-story steel, stone and concrete Luhning Building on
Kearney street, to cost $200,000; the four-story reinforced
concrete Clark Building on Turk street, to cost $140,000;
the Muirhead Building on Market and Hayes streets, to
cost $50,000; the eight-story steel frame reinforced concrete
T. S. Williams Building on Mission and Third streets, to
cost $160,000; the six-story reinforced concrete Lichtenstein
Hotel at Market and Pine streets, to cost $150,000; the
eight-story reinforced concrete Boyd Block at Pine and
Davis streets, to cost $175,000,and the five-story Rocklin &
Sharp Building on Third and Tehama streets, to cost
$125,000.

Notes.

The Department of Building Inspection in Schenectady,
N. T., has under consideration the question of licensing all
contracting carpenters.

Building operations in Wilmington, Del., are almost at
a standstill on account -of the high price of building ma
terials and the tendency to advance still further. The only
building material which has not increased in price is brick.

For some little time past the managementof the Build
ers' Exchange at Memphis, Tenn., has been striving to
bring the membership up to a total of 100, and on Septem
ber 9 this was accomplished by the election to member
ship of the Memphis Fiber & Plaster Company.

The former rooms of the Builders' Exchange, at 425
Fifteenth street, Oakland, Cal., are now conducted by the
Master Builders' Exchange, of which D. S. Brehaut is
president; George C. Noll, secretary, and H. F. Staring, act
ing secretary.

Increased activity in the building line has recently de
veloped in Providence, R. I., and operations are under way
involving a number of new structures. One improvement
company has taken out permits for seven dwellings, whil?
additions are being made to various business structures,
factories, &c.

The strike which has been in progress for some time
past among the building trades in Edmonton, Ala., was
settled September22, when the men returned to work on a
compromise agreement. Men working on buildings will re
ceive $2.25 for nine hours until April 14, 1907, when the
wages will be $2.25 for eight hours. The members of the
Builders' Exchange agree to employ only union men, and
the union agrees not to engage in a sympathetic strike.
At an official joint meeting held on September 23 a set
tlement of the strike in the building trades at Winnipeg,
Man., was reached, and calls for arbitration of all diffi
culties which may arise between employers and workmen
in the building trades. A permanent Board of Arbitration
was selected,consisting of A. M. Nanton, A. W. Puttee, A.
McDonald and R. T. Riley. These membersare vested with
power to select a fifth in case of necessity.
At the State meeting of the Bricklayers' and Masons'
unions, held in Du Bois, Pa., October 31, reports were pre
sented showing the building business to be good in all sec
tions and the demand for bricklayers and masons in some
localities exceeding the supply. The statement was made
that while the scale of 50 cents an hour was being adhered
to. some contractors, owing to the difficulty in securing the
help they needed,were paying 5 and 10 cents more than the
scale.
The Massachusetts State convention of journeymen car
penters will be held in Commonwealth Hall, Worcester, on
January 21. Delegates from every carpenters' union in the
State will attend the convention, as well as the presidents
and secretaries of Connecticut, New Jersey and New York
carpenters' district councils. The chief business of the con
vention will be matters pertaining to the improvementof the
journeymen carpenters in Massachusetts and the election
of officers for the first half of the year.
The past season has been one of the best in many years
in the building line in Houghton, Mich., and architects, con
tractors and builders are exceedingly busy. Just at present
unusual activity prevails in an endeavor to finish up work
that is about completedor which must be finishedbefore there
is a heavy fall of snow. Builders are not looking for another
winter of such splendid weather the greater portion of the
time as occurred a year ago, although with an open winter
assured contracts aggregatinga large sum would be awarded.
There is a good demandfor houses to rent, and the prospects
are that many new dwellings will be erected in the near
future.
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LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
By W. J. Stanton.

THE
Supreme Court of Massachusetts has decided
that an architect who was to receive a certain sum
for preparing plans and specifications and supervis

ing the erection of a building is not entitled to a mechan
ic's Hen, the contract being entire and the statute giving
no Hen for preparing the plans and specifications.

CONTRACTSUFFICIENT TO CBEATE LIEN.

A contract for work provided that it should be com
pleted by a specified date, and that final payment should
be made within 30 days after the contract was fulfiled,
and authorized the architect to make additions or deduc
tions from the contract price on account of alterations in
the work and to find the balance due and give his cer
tificate therefor, payments being made on the certificate
of the architect. Under these facts the Supreme Court of
Illinois held that, though the final payment, according
to the terms of the contract did not become payable
until the certificate was given, the contract specified the
time for the completion of the work and a definite time
when final payment should be made, rendering It suffi
cient to create a Hen.

POWEB OF ARCHITECT.

A contract for the erection, alteration and extension
of certain buildings made the architect the agent of the
owner, and stipulated that no alteration should be made
in the work described by the specifications, except on
the written order of the architect, and' then no extra
work would be allowed unless an itemized estimate was
submitted by the contractor, and the architect's order
in writing was given for the same. Under these facts
the Court of Appeals of New York held that the architect
could not enlarge his powers by waiving the requirement
that the contractor should furnish estimates of extra
work and obtain a written order from the architect
therefor.

SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT DESCRIPTIONOF MATERIALS.

The Appellate Court of Indiana holds that the signa
ture of a notice of a claim of a materialman's lien in
the name of the materialman by his attorney is suffi
cient. The same case holds that in proceedings to estab
lish a lien for materials for a heating plant a notice of
claim of Hen, stating that the claim was " for work and
labor done and materials furnished In the erection and
construction of said house," was sufficiently specific.

PERFORMANCEOF BUILDING CONTRACTS.

The rule of law that there can be no recovery on a
contract to do an entire piece of work for a specific sum,
unless the work is performed, has often been applied to
building contracts, and the rule, subject to certain ex
ceptions, is that If by the terms of an entire contract the
plaintiff Is to build a house for the defendant within a
given time and for a gross sum, he cannot recover any
thing, either upon the special contract or pro rata, until
full performance on his part. In such cases performance
Is to precede payment and Is the condition thereof; and
the fact that the structure Is accidentally destroyed by
fire or otherwise just before its completion, and without
the fault of either party, does not change the rule. There
can be no recovery before an acceptance of what has been
done. The same rule applies to a contract under which
materials are to be furnished or put into a building where
It Is destroyed by fire or otherwise before the contract is
fully performed. . The loss falls upon the contractor
and not upon the owner, for a contract to furnish ma
terials and perform work in the construction of a build
ing as an entirety, and no part of the work is regarded
as being done or material as being furnished until the
whole contract is complete. Under special terms of the
contract the loss may sometimes be thrown upon the
owner. A contract to build a house in which it Is stipu
lated that the entire work is to be completed before any
part of the compensation Is demandable is an entire
contract. A workman can recover nothing under an en
tire contract for the building of a house which is de
stroyed by fire before its completion, but It is otherwise
If the contract is not entire. A contract to erect a
house for the cost of the labor and material, with a
certain per cent, of the total cost added as compensation
to the contractors, payments to be made as the work
progresses and the balance on completion, is entire, al
though there Is no specific sum mentioned as the con
tract price. The payment of money by Instalment for
convenience of the contractor does not necessarily affect
the entirety of his contract to build and deliver a com
plete house. Hence, if the building is destroyed by fire

before its completion' he cannot recover an instalment
due him. On the other hand, if it is expressly provided
in the contract that the last instalment is not to be paid
until the completion of the building it cannot be recovered
where the whole work is consumed by fire, without ap
parent fault of either party, before its completion. A
contract to erect a building for a certain price, payable
In instalments, is an entire contract, and a destruction
thereof by fault of the builder or inevitable accident
gives the owner a right to recover all instalments paid.
So the destruction by fire of a house which was being
built under contract does not relieve the contractor from
liability to an action for money advanced upon the con
tract and damages for its nonperformance, although at
the time of the fire he had substantially performed his
contract, if the house had not been completely finished
and delivered. Again, a latent defect in soil does not
excuse the contractor from erecting a house which he
has covenanted to build.
One party to a building contract cannot be compelled

to accept work not performed according to the specifi
cations, and to rely on recoupment for his indemnity. It
is a good defense, in an action for work and labor done in
the building of a house on another's land, that the work
was done in such a negligent, unskilful and unworkman
like manner as to be of little or no value to the owner of
the premises.
Upon the same principle, if the owner of a house and
land agrees to sell and convey It upon the payment of a
certain price which the purchaser agrees to pay, and be
fore full payment, the house is destroyed by accidental
fire, so that the vendor cannot perform the agreement
on his part, he cannot recover or retain any part of the
purchase money. Therefore, where the plaintiff con
tracted to sell and convey to defendant a farm having
buildings thereon, and to deliver a deed In " fee simple
of said premises," upon the payment by the defendant on
the day named of the price stipulated, and before the
day named and the tender of the plaintiff of the deed the
buildings on the premises were burned and the value of
the premises greatly reduced thereby, it was held that
the plaintiff could not maintain an action on the con
tract.
As exceptions to the rule that there can be no re

covery upon a building contract until the work is done
according to agreement, it may be stated that the general
rule does not apply where unfinished work has been ac
cepted, or has been used by and is a benefit to one of the
parties, and that a recovery may be had upon a divisible
building contract. Thus, if the owner clearly accepts
the property when nearly but not entirely completed, any
loss occurring thereafter must fall upon him. Where
the owner has accepted the building in its approximately
completed condition and is using it for the objects for
which it is built, the law implies a promise on his part
to pay what the work done is reasonably worth. The
question of acceptance, however. Is a very delicate one.
The mere fact of an owner taking possession of his own
land on which buildings have been erected, or where re
pairs have been done or alterations made to a building
thereon, does not afford an inference that he has dis
pensed with the conditions of a special agreement under
which they were built, or of a contract to pay for the
value of work actually done according to measure and
value. A builder cannot recover unless he has complied
with his contract, and it is held in New York that this is
true, although the defendant has taken possession of and
uses the building, as this is not necessarily a waiver of
failure to comply with conditions of a contract. So it is
held that where an article made immediately becomes a
part of the realty, the use of it does not amount to an
acceptance.
In a Massachusetts case there was a contract to re

pair a house and outbuildings for a certain sum. but
when the repairs on the house were nearly completed the
owner, by his tenant; entered and occupied it after which
the house and outbuildings were destroyed by fire. The
workman was held entitled to recover for the repairs
done on the house when the owner took possession.

CONTRACTORNOTENTITLED TO LIEN.

A contractor for the erection of buildings on a lot
on which there were old buildings, took down the old
buildings and sold the material at a profit and prepared
plans for the new building, and during the preparation
of the plans an engineer employed by the contractor
visited the site and made certain examinations. The
contract was then broken by the owner. The Supreme
Court of New York held that under these facts the con
tractor was not entitled to a lien.
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New Publications.

Structural Engineering Tables. By Edward Godfrey,
structural engineer for Robert W. Hunt & Co. Size,
4x6% in. ; 200 pages. Bound in flexible leather.
Price, $2.50. Published by the author.

A structural engineer himself, the author has felt the
need of a book of convenient size containing as many as
possible of the tables commonly required by structural
computers and draftsmen. It is frankly acknowledged
that many of the tables are borrowed from other books,
but by consent, as for example, those from the Carnegie
Pocket Companion. The different rolled sections of which
properties are given are those rolled by the Carnegie
Steel Company. It has been endeavored in arranging the
book to put the most used tables near the front, and so
eliminate frequent reference to the index. So far as pos
sible explanatory notes and examples illustrating the use
of the tables are avoided, these being more properly in
the province of text books and outside the intent of this
work. Among the particularly useful tables given are
those for quickly obtaining the weights and areas of
angles, those for saving labor in the calculating of bend
ing moments and weights of girders, those for interpolat
ing for intermediate sections and those for combining
squares of ordinary numbers with squares of length,
which avoids decimal quantities. Many valuable formulas
and coefficients are also given, these being in many cases
of a character not easily found in usable form in other
works of reference, and many of the formulas are almost
entirely new. The appendix is called the Manufacturers
Section, and contains useful tables and data supplied by
manufacturers concerning electric cranes, wire rope, and
paint. This book is the first of a series the author intends
to publish on practical mathematics, engineering calcu
lations, designing, and kindred lines.

The Steel Square Pocket Book. By Dwight L. Stod
dard ; 160 pages. Size, 3% x 514 in. Illustrated by
means of 150 diagrams. Bound in board covers, with
side title. Published by the Industrial Publication
Company. Price, 50 cents, postpaid.

This is the second edition, revised and enlarged, of a
practical and

'
handy treatise giving what the author

regards as the best methods of using the carpenters' steel
square. The book is of such a size as to enable the
mechanic to carry it in his pocket, where he can readily
refer to it If necessary for the method of finding the
different cuts used in roof framing, stair work, hoppers,
arches, &c. At the same time directions are given for
describing hexagons, octagons and other polygons, circles,
ovals, ellipses, dividing a cone, solving examples in pro
portion, as well as clear directions for solving many other
knotty problems by the use of the steel square. The
author points out that the entire book has been rear
ranged, many parts rewritten and considerable matter
added, including some 40 new illustrations. In running
over the pages a noticeable feature in connection with
the diagrams is the absence of reference letters, too
many of which often tend to confuse the mechanic rather
than to assist him in a solution of the problem with
which he may be concerned. Not the least Interesting
feature is an index alphabetically arranged, a'nd which
will greatly facilitate reference.

Salt in Concrete Sidewalk Construction.

One of the papers read at the Milwaukee meeting of
the National Association of Cement Users dealt with the
use of salt in concrete sidewalk construction, and in the
course of his remarks the author, George L. Stanley,
Ashtabula, Ohio, who has had something like 14 years'
experience in laying cement walks, presented some very
timely suggestions. The extent to which concrete side
walks are being used in every section of the country
renders particularly interesting at this time the following
extracts :
The fact that it is often necessary to do considerable
work in freezing weather makes it desirable to be able to
lay and care for the work in such a manner that it may

not be damaged by frost. The foundation should be
porous and as well drained as possible, as freezing the
first 24 hours after the walk is laid is liable to expand
the ground under the walk, which will crack the walk
before the hard setting takes place. The use of what
salt can be dissolved In the mixing water will prevent the
walk from being scaled or cracked by the frost expanding
the concrete.
Should the sand and gravel be very wet salt should be

spread on batches with the cement, so as to be mixed
with the sand and gravel the same as the cement In
case this is done the mixing should be continued consid
erably longer, so as to dissolve the salt as much as pos
sible before wetting, and after wetting the batches should
be turned once or twice extra, as prolonged mixing In
creases the strength of the work.
In cool or freezing weather only water enough should
be used in wetting so that the work can be floated and
troweled and covered very quickly after the concrete Is-
placed in the molds. The setting takes place slower in
low temperatures, but sidewalks can be given to the pub
lic for use from one to four days sooner when salt is
used.
The safest manner of caring for the walk during the

hardening is to cover with sawdust, planer shavings or
earth and to cover the whole walk with canvas or other
covering, so as to keep the walk as dry as possible,
which will hasten the hardening and prevent the frost
from expanding the ground under the walk.
I have laid walks as late as December 20, and the past

season about 9000 sq. ft. was laid after November 1. I
use about 10 per cent, more cement in cool or frosty
weather, so as to Insure strong work. Walks In which I
have used salt during the last seven years are fully as
satisfactory as those laid without salt.
As to the effect of salt on sidewalks there may be a
difference of opinion among concrete experts, but there
is a general agreement that If properly used it will
assist In preventing Injury by frost, and if there are any
injurious effects the benefits from Its use leave the walk
in a much better condition than It would be without Its
being used.
More tests are tensile and laboratory tests, and the

briquettes are not usually stored on the ground, as side
walks are laid which do not show the effects of different
atmospheric and weather conditions on the concrete, but
some tests have been made by engineers in charge of
Government and other work which are very Instructive.
In December, 1904, I molded about 75 3-in. cubes, and
in one-half about 15 per cent, was used for the purpose
of determining the effect of salt under different atmo
spheric conditions. Those wet with salt water were
stored the same as those wet with fresh water. One-
half of the cubes were placed in the open air on the
ground before the initial set, the temperature of the air
being about 10 degrees above zero. Of course those wet
with fresh water were frozen solid, but those mixed with
salt water showed no effects of frost when the tempera
ture was 10 degrees above zero, except the hardening set
was very slow. The other half were hardened and
stored In a damp cellar on the ground until packed for
shipment.
The cubes were all carefully packed, marked and
shipped to the Case School of Applied Science, Cleve
land, Ohio, December 15, 1905. I was assisted by two
of the '06 engineering class In breaking the cubes. The
records of the breaking of the cubes have been tabulated.
Of those stored in the cellar there was but little differ

ence between those wet with fresh or salt water. But
of those stored in the open air outdoors there was con
siderable difference—about 50 per cent, in favor of those
wet with salt water—and what was the most surprising
was that those wet with salt water and stored on the
ground outdoors showed about 22 per cent, stronger than
those wet with salt and fresh water and stored In the
cellar.
These cubes were all In the same proportions of ce
ment, sand and gravel, and about the same consistency,
so that the place of storage and the atmospheric condi
tions were the only Influences which could make the
differences In the breakings.
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The conclusions to be drawn from these tests are that
15 per cent of salt can be used in the mixing water with
out Injurious effect on concrete 3 in. thick and placed on
the ground; that salt will prevent Injury to concrete by
frost at temperatures above 10 degrees above zero; that
concrete without salt in the mixing water will be more
or less injured by frost If laid In freezing weather; that
if there is no frost In the material used and If proper
care is taken concrete walks can be laid in freezing
weather and be strong and durable.

Fireproof Sandstone.

An unbroken deposit of sandstone, a mile long, and
800 ft. thick, of a quality that is available for the heaviest
building purposes and that is claimed to be practically
fireproof, has been opened up at Banning, Minn., where
a large quarrying plant has been installed In a gorge of
the Kettle River in Pine County.
The Kettle River sandstone's beautiful light salmon

color brought It to the attention of builders In Minnesota,
who found, on testing It, that it would stand a carrying
pressure of 14,268 lbs. per sq. in. In a laboratory test a
cube 2 In. sq. endured a pressure of 57,072 lb. Tests
of engineers of the Great Northern Railway, proving that
the stone required a lesser thickness than granite, so chal
lenged belief that a second series of trials were made,
with the same result.
Analysis of the stone showed that It contains 98.02

per cent of silica, with just enough aluminum and oxide
of iron to make it substantially a crystal line rock, and
to preserve its color under all weather conditions. The
stone is remarkably solid and compact, the usual voids
between the larger particles of silica and rock being filled
with smaller particles of silica by the geological process
of redeposltlon.
It Is claimed that Kettle River sandstone stands frost

and other trying weather conditions better than marble
and better even than granite. There is no sulphide of iron
present In It which oxidizes, causing the reddish or yellow
streaking that often makes sandstone so unattractive
after exposure to the weather.
The fire-resisting qualities In the stone from Kettle

River were strikingly Illustrated when the town of
Hinkley, Minn., was destroyed by a forest fire. The heat
and draft were so intense that heavy pieces of steel were
carried for miles, yet bridge abutments of Kettle River
stone were in no way affected, except for the vitrifying
of the surface. Under a fire test by Prof. I. H. Woolson
of Columbia University, the stone withstood 1500 deg.
without change.

Making Imitation Quartered Oak.

A machine has recently been Invented with a capacity
for imitating plain or quartered oak, mahogany, walnut,
elm, ash, and in fact any kind of wood with open grain,
the correct imitation being secured through the use of
the wood itself from which to print Its operation is
automatic like a printing press and it will take in stock
from a piece of veneer up to 5 in. In thickness. The
rollers for the different woods are Interchangeable and
can be quickly replaced. The machine was brought out
by a furniture company In Detroit in order to meet its
own requirements In making imitation quartered oak,
and the results have been so satisfactory that It has
been placed commercially on the market. The state
ment is made that one operator and a couple of boys can
do more work with the machine than 12 men in the
ordinary way.

The United States Civil Service Commission an
nounces an examination at leading cities of the country
on December 5 and 6 for the purpose of securing ellgibles
from which to make certification to fill vacancies In the
position of architectural draftsmen In the office of the
engineer, Twelfth Lighthouse District, San Francisco,
Cal., and at the United States Military Academy, West
Point, N. Y.

Comparison of Cost of Concrete and Stone
Masonry.

The cost of concrete and stone masonry varies largely
with the local conditions and the character of the work
on which they are used, says the Scientific American, but
there are very few places where concrete masonry Is not
only cheaper than stone masonry, but better, being much
stronger and more suitable in many ways.

'
This fact Is

becoming more generally recognized, and more than one
quarry which In former years produced building stone is
now producing crushed stone for concrete. The following
figures give a general idea of the comparative cost of
brick masonry and concrete per cubic yard :
Brick :
500 brick $3.75
% bbl. cement 1.50
Vt load sand 50
Labor 2.25

Making a total $8.00
Concrete•
1 bbl. Alpha cement $2.00
V4 load sand 50
Broken stone 150
Labor and forms 1.50

Making a total $5.50
Prom the above it will be seen that on this basis their
is a decided advantage in favor of concrete.
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PAINTED TIN
GALVANIZEDTIN

THIS IS THE AGE OF THE

METAL SHINGLE
INFLAMMABLE WOOD SHINGLES, HEAVY SLATE, BRITTLE TILE
AND UNSIGHTLY PAPER OR TAR HAVE SEEN THEIR DAY.

And the reason is that the NEW CENTURY METAL SHINGLE is the natural evolution of
the shingle question.
They are fire proof. They are light. They are unbreakable. They are artistic—and then

beyond that are qualities of durability, strength, beauty and quick adjustment—all its own.
And then figure on this—that they're cheaperthan wood, cheaper than anything when you figure all the saving points

involved—insurance, protection, labor cost, etc.
NEW CENTURY SHINGLES are handsomeembosseddesign, the lock is simple, easy, perfect.
Don't fail to get the book, No. 25, we send you free, and post up on the roofing question, comparativecosts, etc.
We also cairy in our New York stock FANCY PLATED GRATES, FIRE PLACE TRIMMINGS.
Our VICTOR COAL GRATE with 5 dampersis a fuel saver. Ask for Catalogue No. 24.

CHATTANOOGA ROOFING & FOUNDRY CO., Chattanooga, Tenn.
NEW YORK BRANCH : 440 Greenwich Street.

AND

THERE'S PLENTY OF CHEAP
SASH OPERATING APPARATUS

the kind that's madeof light materials—the worms in the gearnot machine cut—the
bearings not finely adjusted. If you want a good thing to do a good job, you've got
to pay for it. Ours is a good thing at the right price for a good thing.

HITCHINGS and COMPANY,
GREENHOUSE DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS,
Manufacturersof HeatingandVentilatingApparatus.

1170 Broadway, - - - NEW YORK.
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etc. 87pages 25

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY
Publishers
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NOVELTIES.
Bee Easy Skylight Lift.

Another candidate for popular fa
vor In the way of a skylight lift Is the
patented device which is now being
Introduced to the attention of archi
tects, builders and house owners gen
erally by John D. Bee. Jr., 88 West
Neptune street, West Lynn, Mass.
The device is referred to as being
very simple in construction and can
easily be applied by a person of
ordinary intelligence, as there are no

Novelties.—Fig. 1.—Bee Easy Skylight

complicated parts to operate. It is
strong, durable and inexpensive and
not liable to easy derangement. The
illustration, Fig. 1, clearly indicates
the method of application. The fix
ture is shown fastened on the inside
of the curb with the skylight in an
open position. When the skylight is
closed it is secured by the last loop
of the cord, the latter being always in
its proper place. The claim Is made
that the loop will hold the skylight
any hlght desired. In the case of or
dinary skylights the fixture is secure
ly fastened near the middle of the
opening, but in the case of very slant
ing curbs the fixture is reversed and
is fastened near the top of the open
ing. There are no springs or catches
of any kind to get out of order, and
the skylight is raised and locked by
means of a cord.

Sheet iTIetal Building material)*.
We have received from the Ed
wards Mfg. Company, " the Sheet
Metal Folks," Cincinnati, Ohio, a copy
of a rather elaborate catalogue of 168
pages illustrating and describing lead
ing lines of sheet metal building ma
terials which it turns out In such va
riety as to meet all reasonable re
quirements. The catalogue is oblong

Stoxc&s Shingling Kit.—Fig. 2.— Anti-
slipping Sandal.

in shape, measuring 10 x 13% In., is
profusely illustrated, bound in colored
paper covers with embossed side title
in red, black and gray effects, and is
stitched through the back with red
silken cord. The frontispiece consists
of a bird's eye view of the new plant
of the company, following which is a
diagram showing Cincinnati to be" the ideal distributing center." The
point is made that more than three-
fourths of the population of the
United States lives within a radius of
600 miles or Cincinnati, while trans
portation facilities are of the highest
order. The goods to which attention
is called include an extensive assort
ment, such as conductor pipe, elbows,
eave trough and hangers, roof gutters,

ornamental roof crestings, ridgings.
flnials. &c, pressed corrugated sheets
for siding, ceiling, doors, shutters and
awnings made of black, painted and
galvanized iron or copper, and of
which only a limited number of de
signs are shown, although the com
pany is prepared to execute any style
desired. The point is made that its
line of sheet metal fronts is new and
original in design and that the ma
terial is shipped in sections ready to
erect, so that any carpenter or tinner
can put up the work. Attention is
next given to galvanized Iron cor
nices, pediments, weather vanes, fln
ials, ornamental hip caps, ventilators,
skylights, stamped sine crestings,

spun balusters, egg and dart and leaf
moldings, enrichments, garlands and
wreaths, scrolls, rosettes, shells and
capitals, crockets, animal heads, fig
ures and letters, brackets and modil-
lions, panel and gable ornaments, ear-
touches, &c. Some comments are pre
sented in regard to the Edwards
metal ceilings and side walls, in which
reference is made to the new facto
ries erected and equipped with new
machinery, so as to place the company
in position to turn out a superior line
of work. The catalogue Is gotten up
in attractive form, and it will be
found a valuable addition to the arch
itects' and builders' collection of trade
literature.

Stouc'D Shingling Kit.
The work of the carpenter and
builder is always facilitated by hav
ing the proper tools and equipment
with which to perform the service he
is called upon to do, and in view of
the discussion which has recently ap
peared in these columns relative to
the amount of shingling a man can
do in a specified time, our readers
will find more than usual interest in
a brief description of what Is known
as " Stowe's Shingling Kit," designed
to effect economy in the saving of ma
terials for scaffolding and to elimi
nate danger and fear of slipping on
the roof, as well as protect the shoes
and clothing of the workman from
severe wear and tear. The "kit,"
which is illustrated herewith, consists
of antisllpping sandals, roofing saddle
and shingle holder. The sandal. Fig.
2, is made of leatherboard, In three
sizes, large, medium and small, rang
ing from Nos. 5 to 12 shoes. The an
chors on the bottom of the sandals
are pressed from sheet steel. The
nonslipping shingle holder, shown In
Fig. 3, is made to hold shingles on
the steepest roof, and is particularly
valuable in repair work. The anti-
slipping roofing saddle, Fig. 4, straps
around the waist at the hip, afford
ing a safe and comfortable seat while
at work. Both the shingle holder and
the roofing saddle are made of can
vas, and are provided with the anti-
slipping anchors, such as are used on
the sandals. The kit is being manu
factured and marketed by the Cold-
water Specialty Company, Coldwater
Mich.

IVIonoltlli Floors, Wainscoting, Etc.
A building material of such a na
ture as to especially adapt it for use
for floors, stairs, wainscoting, &e, as
well as for the laying of tile floors

on wooden construction without the
use of concrete, is being Introduced
to the attention of architects and
builders by the American Monolith
Company, Milwaukee. Wis. The ma
terial is known as " Monolith," and
consists of a dry and a liquid prepara
tion which when combined hardens
and forms a mass, which it is claimed
can be made as hard as stone or as
elastic and pliable as hard wood. As
a flooring the material Is put down In
plastic shape in a way to make a con
tinuous, jointless surface, and when
continued around the walls in the
shape of a baseboard to a hight of 0
in., gives a floor surface that is san
itary, dustle8s and fireproof. Large

surfaces can be laid oft in squares by
using colored material for borders.
The entire mass of the floor surface
can be furnished in a color to match
the woodwork or other trim of a room
so as to harmonize with the surround
ings. The claim is made that the floor
is neither noisy to walk upon nor
hard and rigid like cement and tile
floors. The material used acts as a
deadener of sound to the rooms below,
and for these reasons the floor is of
great advantage in hospitals, schools,
bathrooms, kitchens, and in fact, in
almost every place where it is desirous
to have a dustless. sanitary, fireproof
floor surface. The point is made that
when the material Is to be laid on
a concrete subfloor the concrete
should be floated to a level surface
and perfectly hard, so that it will
not scale off or crumble under foot

Fig. 4.—Antislipping Roofing Saddle.

When it is to be laid on wood the
lumber should be thoroughly seasoned
and the boards, not more than 6 In.
wide, should be securely nailed, the
rough side up. It is applied to a
thickness of % in., and the company
states that specifications should call
for the subflooring to be finished with
in % in. of the proposed floor level.
For wainscoting Monolith is made in
the form of slabs of any size, thick
ness or shape, so as to fit the wall
space. These slabs are secured to the
wall either by screws or by being ce
mented with the same material. The

Fig. 3.—Nonslipping Shingle Holder.
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colors which can be produced are
terra cotta, cream, black, slate, buff
and straw. Special attention Is
called to the fact that this wainscot
ing. In connection with the flooring, is
an excellent material with which to
remodel kitchens and bathrooms in
old buildings. An interesting pamph
let which the company has issued

9

Novelties.—PeerlessDetachableSash Sup
port and WeatherStrip.—Fig. 5.—Lower
Sash Reversed,Showing Weather Strip
■and Spring Buttons.

shows the manner in which the work
is done, as well as buildings having
Monolith floors. There is also a re
port of Professor Norton regarding
a series of tests of Monolith flooring
made at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, together with a list
of some of the patrons of the com
pany.

Peerless Detachable Sash Support
and Weather Strip.

An attachment for a window by
which, without the use of tools, the
sash may be removed for washing,
while also forming a weather strip for
keeping out cold winds and dust, is
illustrated in the accompanying cuts.

Fig. 6.—Lower Sash RemovedEntirely and
Upper Bash Drawn Down and Partially
Removed.

The device may be used on any win
dow having the ordinary weights or
sash balances and requires only a
slight change In construction. In Fig.
5 a window Is shown with the lower
sash removed and turned about, show
ing the weather strip at the sides and
meeting rail, and the spring buttons

In the top. The weights, or balances,
are not attached to the sash, but to
the metal supporting strip which fits
over the edge of the sash. A short
pin projects from the bottom end of
this strip upon which the sash rests,
a small pocket being bored in the low
er edge to receive it, and the upper
end of the strip is bent over the top
of the sash, allowing the spring but
ton to project upward through the
hole in the end of the strip. When
the sash is released by pressing upon
the spring buttons the metal strip is
automatically locked down by the
spring shown in the parting strip just
below the top sash, thus holding the
weights in position until the sash is
replaced. At the left side of the illus
tration is shown the sash supporting
strip with sash cord attached, and
also a section of the holding strip in
which the sash supporting strip slides.
Fig. 6 shows the lower sash removed
entirely and the upper sash drawn
down and partially removed. The
sash may be sustained in this posi
tion while being washed, if desired,
instead of being taken entirely out.
The cross section. Fig. 7. shows the
form In which the metal parts are
bent to form a thoroughly windproof
window. At the left hand side a
window stop is shown, which may or
may not be used, as desired. The
stop is so made that it can be instant
ly removed with the hands without
loosening any screws or nails. The
device is referred to as particularly
valuable for use in high buildings,
as it entirely obviates the necessity

Lower Sash. Upper Sash.
Fig. 7.—Cross Section Showing Form of

Bent iletal Parti.

of standing on the outside of the win
dow when washing the glass. The de
vice is being put on the market by
the Hardware Supply Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Grammes' Circular Saw Vise.
A vise which is said to be adapted
for all kinds of circular saw and cut
ter filing, irrespective of the kind of
teeth, is the tool which is illustrated
in Figs. 8 and 9 of the engravings,
and which Is manufactured and
placed upon the market by L. F.
Grammes & Sons, 12 South Hall
street, Allentown, Pa. The vise is re
ferred to as being very compact and
as having no heavy jaws or protrud
ing levers or bolt heads to spoil the
flier's stroke. The jaws are thin but
strong, and hold the cutter or saw at
both teeth and collar at the same
time, thus preventing all vibration.
The vise Is constructed of iron and
has such few parts that there Is noth
ing to get out of order. It Is easily
fastened to a table or bench by sim
ply boring one hole to admit the fast
ening bolt. One of the srrong points
of the vise and one which cannot fail
to be appreciated is that the tool can
be adjusted to any position desired.
When a miter tooth saw is to be filed
it can be swung In a slanting position,
as shown in the illustration, or direct
ly horizontal, according to the re
quirements of the filer. When a
straight tooth saw or cutter Is to be
filed it can be swung Into a vertical
position. The vise is meeting with a
very gratifying reception at the hands
of the trade, a fact which has been

demonstrated by the course adopted
by the manufacturers of placing the
tool with Interested parties on 30
days' trial, with the understanding
that it was to be returned at the end
of that time if not found to be worth
double the price asked for it. If the
mechanic is unable to obtain the vise
from the local dealer he can secure It

Gramme'sCircular Saw Vise.—Fig. 8.—
Saw in Position for Filing.

direct from the manufacturers, the
understanding being that it may re
turn at the end of 30 days if not en
tirely satisfactory.

Taylor's Brand of Rooting Tin.
The N. & G. Taylor Company, Phil
adelphia, Pa., has made an important
change in the name of its leading
brand of roofing tin. This brand has
been known in recent years as Taylor

Old Style. Hereafter it will be known
as the Target and Arrow Old Style,
which is the name used many years
ago. The change is a return to the
old time designation for the tin as
the plates have always been distin
guished by the registered trademark
of the target and arrow stamped on
the sheets. The trademark for the
brand therefore remains the same as
formerly. The roofing tin on which
this stamp appears is exactly the
same old time durable quality which
the Taylor Company has been selling

for more than 60 years and repre

sents the kind of tin plate which it
furnished and is still to be found In
good condition on roofs in the older
cities in this country after 50 and 60
years' wear. The high standard for
materials and manufacture estab
lished in the early days of the busi
ness is still maintained in this heav
ily coated hand-made plate. It Is a
significant fact that this tin had al-

Fig. 9.—Tilted Position of the Vise.

ready made a record for long-time
service before any other brands now
on the market were offered for use.

Electric Miter Saw.
A device which is likely to be ap
preciated in woodworking establish
ments Is the Electric Miter saw re
cently introduced to the trade by W.
C. Kantner, 103 South Sixth street,
Reading, Pa. The device consists of
a circular saw suspended from a rol
ler bearing wheel and connected to a
motor by a belt with a reciprocating
and oscillating shaft. It Is operated
with the foot, thus leaving both hands
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free to attend to the changes of miter
.and the sawing. An automatic safety
guard hides the teeth of the saw ex
cept at the cutting point. The ma
chine operates on a 2-ft. square iron
table and the motor is of 1 hp., of
«ither direct or alternating current.
The saw is 12 in. In diameter, hollow
ground, and the claim is made that it
needs no setting. The gauge is so con
structed that it can be set for both the

blue printing machine illustrated in
Fig. 12 of the engravings and manu
factured by the Revolute Machine
Company. 523 West Forty-fifth street,
Xew York City. In connection with
Fig. 13, which is a cross sectional
diagram through the part which is
involved in the actual work of print
ing, the following description, taken
from a circular Issued by the com
pany, will make clear the principle :

side of the machine, so that the lead
ing edge of a tracing may be fed into
the machine before the trailing edge
comes out, saving considerable time
where more than one print is wanted
from one tracing. This was very nice
ly illustrated by making 12 prints
from one 6-ft. tracing on a single
sheet of paper 72 ft. long without
wasting an inch of paper or a sec-
I ond of time between prints. The use

Xoreltien.—Yankee Spiral Ratchet Screw Driver Xo. 35—Fig. 10.—View of Tool with Bits.

long and the short end of the frame at
the same time. It cuts molding as
smoothly as if planed, and has a ca
pacity ranging from the smallest up
to as much as 12 in. Any angle can
be accurately sawed, as well as stair
balusters, curtain poles, shade rollers
and other articles requiring accuracy
and fine finish.

Tankee Spiral Ratchet Screw Drive
No. 35.

The latest addition to the line of" Yankee " tools which have become
so popular in the trade is the No. 35
Spiral Hatchet Screw Driver, with at
tachments, illustrated in the accom
panying engravings. It is intended
especially for the use of carpenters,
electrical workers, cabinet makers
and mechanics having a large number
of small screws to drive and where a
lighter weight tool will he much more

Fis). 11.—Chuck with Drill Point; Also
Countersink.

sensitive and convenient than the
standard pattern, or No. 30. As the
tool measures only 7 in. in length
when closed and weighs complete
less than 7 oz., it is small enough to
be conveniently carried in the pocket.
It drives screws in or out. ratchets
in or out. and is arranged to hold
rigid when closed or extended. A
general view of the tool with bits is
shown in Fig. 10, while in Fig. 11 is
shown the chuck with drill point, also
the countersink which can be fur
nished when desired. The bits are
straight, so that they can be used to
drive screws through holes in insula
tors. &c., where the flattened blades
will not pass through holes. The
length of the tool, with bit in chuck,
is 0% in. closed and 12'1>in. when ex
tended. Extra long bits projecting 4
in. beyond tlie chuck or 2 in. longer
than the regular bits cau be furnished
in the widths indicated. The tool is
made by North Brothers Mfg. Com
pany. Philadelphia, Pa., who point out
that the great convenience of the new
screw driver in its smaller size and
lesser weight renders it a desirable
tool even to those mechanics who al
ready have No. 30. The tool oper
ates both right and left hand as well
as rigid.

The Everett-McAdaiu Bine Print
Machine.

Many features of decided advan
tage appear to be emlwdied in the
Everett-MeAdam continuous electric

The machine consists of a rotating
glass cylinder which lies in a series
of narrow belts and within which
cylinder are placed two mercury va
por electric lamps. The roll of paper
to be printed is placed iu a box on
top of the machine and feeds in con
tinuously between the belts and the
cylinder ; or. if only a few prints are
wanted, previously cut sheets of pa
per may be fed in. The tracings are
inserted between the paper and cylin
der, and after passing around three-
fourths of the circumference of the
cylinder are deposited with the paper
in a box in the front part of the ma
chine, the printing being done from
the inside of the cylinder as the paper
and tracings travel around it. This
machine successfully accomplishes
continuous blue printing by electric
light and is capable of making prints
5 ft. wide and of any length in which

it is possible to procure the paper.
The device is particularly adapted to
making numbers of small prints on
one long sheet of paper or on cut
sheets, and all will be of an absolutely

uniform tone. One special advantage
of this continuous machine is that it
is only necessary to handle one trac
ing at a time, the small ones being fed
in side by side, one after the other,
while the paper feeds in automatical
ly from a continuous roll. The trac
ings go in and come out on the same

of a number of lV^-in. belts, instead
of a single broad one, for holding the
paper and tracings in contact with the
glass cylinder gives absolutely perfect
contact, so that there can be no spots
where the printing is not sharp. The
lamps used are particularly adapted
to this kind of work, as they give out
only chemical rays, no energy l)einc
lost in nonchemical light, and as the
printing is done from the inside of the
cylinder the light strikes the paper at
right angles and the machine has an
absoluteiy maximum electrical effi
ciency. A reflector on that part of the
cylinder uncovered by the pai>er in
process of printing serves the double
purpose of preventing light from
striking the paper before it enters be
tween the belts and cylinder, and re
turns the rays of light, which would
otherwise be wasted, at at least half
their intensity. The machine is very
compact, requiring a space only 2 x 5
ft., and is entirely self-contained.
Very little jiower is required for the
drive, which is afforded by a motor
on the base of the machine. The mo
tor runs at a constant speed, but
through a variator the speed of the
cylinder can be instantly changed to
any rate desired by moving a conven

ient lever. The speed variator is a
simple device consisting of two disks
set side by side, one behind the other,

with a movable roller between. The
driving disk is belted to the motor
and runs at constant speed: the
driven disk is belted to a shaft carry
ing a worm, which meshes with a
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worm wheel on the shaft of the lower
front one of the four rolls which carry
the belts surrounding the cylinder.
When the roller between the friction
disks is moved toward the center of
the driving disk it is also moved away
from the center of the driven disk
and the speed of the cylinder is re
tarded. The opposite movement of
the roller accelerates the cylinder. To

Hovvltics.—Fig. 13.—Detail Showing the
Course of the Taper and Tracing.

avoid stopping the motor when the
cylinder is to be stopped temporarily
the worm driving the lower front roll
is arranged so that it may he retract
ed from the worm wheel by stepping
on a foot button near the front of
the machine. This leaves all of the
rolls free, and a tracing started
crooked or creased may be easily
withdrawn and re-entered.

Kingston's Ladder Bracket.
A steel adjustable folding ladder
bracket for the use of carpenters,
painters, tinsmiths, plumbers and in
fact every mechanic having occasion
to require the use of temporary scaf
folding or staging has just been
placed on the market by the King
ston-Hall Company. ~>5QFranklin
street. Cambridge, Mass. The bracket
is of such a nature that its use ef
fects a great saving of time, material
and cost, while coincidently it avoids
the necessity of erecting a pole stag
ing on the side of a building. These
brackets are made of 1%-in. angle
steel, and the claim is made that they
can be placed on a ladder ready for
use in two minutes. A general idea
of the application of the bracket may
be readily gathered from an inspec
tion of Fig. 14 of the accompanying
illustrations, in which two ladders are
shown leaning against the side of a
house. When not in use the bracket
is folded, so as to occupy a very small
space, as indicated in the engraving.
One of the very strong features of
this bracket is that the bearing is
close to the rail of the ladder, thus
assuring safety, which is the greatest
essential in a ladder bracket. The
brackets can be adjusted to either the
outside or the inside of the ladder,
thus allowing the workman to get
close to the eaves of a roof or to the
wall lower down. When used in con
junction with the roof staging bracket
manufactured by the same concern,
work of practically any nature can be
done on the outside of a house or on
a roof, thus doing away with the ne
cessity of pole staging. The claim is
made that they can both be put up
and in use in the time usually con
sumed in taking the stock off the
wagon for a pole staging. The de
vices are referred to as labor, money
and time savers in the fullest sense
of the word.

The Norka Tubular Frame Grind
stone.

The grindstone frame shown in Fig.
15 of the accompanying cut is made
of heavy tubing, 1 in. in diameter,
strongly braced, so that it will not tip
over either backward or sideways and
stand firmly while in service. The
frames are painted in blue and black.
The stones are of selected grit and
run on antifriction bearings, while

'Fig. 14.—Kingston

the boxes containing the bearings are
heavy and strong. For shipping the
stones are crated to prevent breakage
and to Insure the lowest freight rate.
It requires about 10 minutes to set
up the frame and stone from the
crate. The goods are being put on the
market by the Whitman & Barnes
Mfg. Company. Chicago. 111.

Blank Forms tor Est (mating .
An improved blank form for esti
mating has been drawn up by the
McCrum-Howell Company, 46 East
Twentieth street, New York City.
The blank form is ruled and lettered
in accordance with an up to date
method of figuring steam and hot
water heating contracts. It has been
prepared for distribution in the steam
and hot water fitting trade and, it Is
understood, will be supplied free to
steam fitters regularly in the busi
ness, the only requiremeut being that
application must be made to the com
pany, although the requests can be
made either of the New York office
or of any of the branch offices, which
are located in Boston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Scranton, Chicago and
Cincinnati.
On one page of the blank, which, it
may be stated, can be folded to take
the size generally characteristic of
folded legal papers or specifications,
are spaces for settiug down the di
mensions of the heating system and
on the facing page is a blank tabu
lation for recording the estimate. The
dimension page allows space for some
38 rooms and is arranged for calcu
lating the cubical contents and for
recording the exposed glass wall, the

exposed wall surface, the amount
and style of the radiation, and
so on for each room. Blanks
are provided for stating general facts
like the material of construction,
kind of fuel to be used, depth of cel
lar and size of smokestack. The page
for the estimate includes the radia
tion, valves and other fittings, and
equipment, besides labor and freight
charges. The McCruni-IIowell Corn

's Ladder Bracket.

pany manufactures, it will be re
called, the Richmond boilers and fur
naces, the Uniontown radiators and
tlie Perm enameled ware.

Growth or the Correspondence
School Idea.

Some remarkable figures have been
given out concerning the extent of

Fig. 15.—The Xorka Tubular Frame
Grindstone.

the work of the International Corre
spondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.
The fifteenth anniversary of the
founding of these schools was cele
brated on October 16, and the history
of the movement was reviewed In an
address by the president, Thomas J.
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justruents, together with extended ar
bor for dado head and boring attach
ment. By this means the operator is
enabled to do any kind of grooving,
dadoing or bevel cutting. The arbor
carries a saw blade up to 14 in., and is
turned down to 1 in. at the point
where the saw goes on. The diameter

tlonal view clearly Indicatingthe construc-
tlon employed. Those who are Interested
can obtain descriptivecircular, prices,ic.
by addressingthemanufacturer.
Christmas is near at hand and
peoplegenerallyare turning their thoughts
to gifts suitable to the occasion. It u a
time when many are perplexedas to the
sort of gift to procure for their friends,
and It Is possibly with a view to afford-

J** '

Fig. 17.—DefianceCombinationSato Table.

Foster. The total enrollment in the
schools has reached about 930,000.
Up to the latter part of last year
90,000 pupils had either received di
plomas or completed advance study in
the courses for which they were en
rolled. In addition 250,000 pupils
had completed elementary work in
mathematics, drawing or other pre
liminary studies. In 1905 the total
number of recitations or other stu
dent work sent into the schools and
corrected by Instructors was 732,069;
the number of special Instruction let
ters written was 109,680. The op
erating force in all departments is
2800 and the buildings at Scranton
represent an investment of over
$500,000.

Hotel Lock with Indicator.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Company,
New Britain, Conn., is offering the
hotel lock No. 607, shown in Fig. 16
of the accompanying engravings. It
is furnished with a push button in
dicator, which makes it possible to
tell from the outside whether a room
is occupied or not. The illustration
shows the outside knob and escutch
eon with key inserted in the lock
from the Inside of the door. In this
position the end of the key stem pre
vents pushing back the button. On
the contrary, when the key is with
drawn there is nothing to prevent the
button from being pushed back, this
fact indicating to the attendant that
the room Is unoccupied. Following
out the same Idea the company is fur
nishing revolving disc indicators with
locks operated by keys inside as well
as those operated by turn knob from
the outside. This disc, revolving
with the key or turn knob, indicates
•whetheror not a room is occupied by
presenting plain or capped surfaces in
the face of the outside escutcheon.

Defiance Combination San- Table.
A machine which Is especially
adapted to meet the requirements of

Novelties.—Fig. 16.—Hotel Lock with
Indicator.

small repair shops, and which Is made
either with or without boring attach
ment, is the new Defiance Combina
tion Saw Table No. 5 turned out by
the Sidney Tool Company, Sidney,
Ohio, and illustrated in general view
in Fig. 17 of the engravings. The ta
ble measures 31 x 38 in. in size, has
both up and down and side tilting ad-

of the tight and loose pulleys is 8 in.
with 4-in. face, while the drive pulley
is 16 In. In diameter, with the same
width of face. The machine weighs
about 750 lb., and the speed of the
countershaft ranges from 500 to 600
rev. per min.

Trade Notes.
Max L. Keith, 521 Lumber Ex
change. Minneapolis. Minn., presents In
our advertising pages tills month an an
nouncementwhich is likely to Interestcar
penters,contractors and building mechan
ics generally. There Is a special offer In
connection with the announcement,and
those who are interestedcan secure com
pletedescriptiveparticulars by makingap
plication to the addressgiven.
The Essig Pivot Window Com
pany, 541 Wood street, corner of Sixth
avenue,Pittsburgh. Pa., has Issueda neat
little pamphlet of a size convenient to
carry in the pocket, setting forth the
merits of the fixtures manufactured for
vertical and horizontal pivot windows.
Through the use of these fixtures the
sash may be readily turned or reversed,
so that a window can be easily cleaned
from within the room,thus avoidingmany
of the dangers Incident to cleaning from
the outside. This Is a feature to be espe
cially appreciatedby thosedoing this kind
of work In tall officebuildings and busi
ness blocks where thoy often risk their
lives while cleaning the windows. The
devicesreferred to in the little pamphlet
are suitable for differentkinds of windows
In general use and which can be so oper
ated. It Is claimed,that cleaningwindows
will ceaseto be a dangerousoccupation.
Those of our readers who give em
ploymentto labor will be InterestedIn the
announcementpresentedIn our advertise-
ing pages this month by the Maryland
Casualty Company,Baltimore, Md. It re
lates to Employers' Liability Insurance,
and calls attention to the policy issuedby
the companyand to someof the leading
featurescoveredby It. The financial stand-
ing of the companyIs given as well as a
list of someof the other lines for which
insurance Is Issued. A booklet has been
Issued giving full Information relative to
the subject of Liability Insurance, and
those who are Interested can secure a
copy on application to the company.
The Imboden Harhow & Roller
Company.Cleona.LebanonCounty. Pa., Is
offering the trade a bracechuck which Is
claimed to fit any bit brace. The point
Is made that It Is somethingevery me
chanic requires,and that It will hold any
thing measuringfrom Vi in. down. Every
tool Is guaranteed,and the companyshows
In Its advertisingspace this month a see

ing all such a gentle hint that the Cald
well Mfg. Company,3 Jones street, Roch
ester. X Y., directs attention In its ad
vertisement this month to the Boucher
adjustableshavingglass,which Is referred
to as " a rare Christmas gift." It has a
bevel and chipped edgeand is of such a
nature the company suggests that every
man shouldhave one. A circular relating
to It can beobtainedon application to the
addressabovegiven.
J. D. Bee, Jr., 88 West Neptune
street, West Lynn. Mass., directs atten
tion in his advertising space this month
to the Bee Easy skylight lifts, which he
manufacturesand the leading featuresof
which are coveredby letters patent. The
lift Is operatedwith or without a cord,
and is referredto as beingstrong, durable
and inexpensive.
A charter has just been granted to
theS.&W. H. Northrop Lumber Company,
which Is to have Its financial office In
Richmond,Va., although Its operatingof
fice and yards, wharf, &c. will be located
at Wilmington, N. C. S. M. Woodwardis
president; S. T. Pleasants, secretary;
James L. Robertson, treasurer, and Sam
uel Northrop, generalmanager. Mr. Rob
ertsonwith Mr. Northropwill be In charge
of the business,which Is to succeedto the
lumberexport businessheretoforeconduct
ed by the well-known concern of S. S
W. H. Northrop of Wilmington.
The Ideal Concrete Machinery
Company,South Bend, Ind., lately secured
a large order for Ideal concreteblock ma
chines from an Eastern concern dealing
extensivelyIn concretemachine and con
struction supplies. We understand that
the company Is also doing an extensive
foreign businessand that Its machinesare
meetingwith constantly growing favor.
The Bostbom-Brady Mfo. Com
pany, Atlanta Ga., Is having a lively de
mand for the Bostrom Improvedfarm and
builders' levels, not only from the differ
ent States,but also from foreign countries.
In addition to manufacturing levels, the
companyIs opento makeestimateson the
manufacturefor others of mechanicalspe
cialties in brass and steel.
We have received from the Co
operative Electrical DevelopmentAssocia
tion. 1814Forty-fifth street, N. E.. Cleve
land, Ohio, a copy of a booklet entitled" Applications of Electricity," showingIts
use for light, heat and power In different
lines of business. This It Is stated Is the
first time In the electrical trades that a
comprehensivetable of applications of
electricity has ever beenprepared,and In
the little work 508 dlBtlnct applications
of current are tabulated. The association
Is unique In standing for the commercial
advancementof electrical businessalong
co-operativelines, and much that Is Inter
estingbearingon the subjectIs foundIn a
paperby J. Robert Crouse,read beforethe
June meetingat Atlantic City of the Na
tional Electric Light Association.
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Fill Those Cracks
with

Johnson's Crack Filler
Send Coupon
Below for

FREE
Sample Can

"cA Non-Shrinking Adhesive

Compound for Filling

Cracks.
' '

It has taken us years to

perfect Johnson's Crack Fil
ler, which is now recognized

as superior to all substitutes

for putty. Expert painters

and wood-finishers are using

it in preference to any other.

It is of special value infilling
cracks between boards, nail

and carpet tack holes in old

floors. It is also used for

rough and slivered surfaces ;

it will not shrink, is antisep
tic and moth preventive

Johnson's Crack Filler is Sold by a
ll

Dealers in Paint

1 and 2 lb. cans, per lb., 25c. 5 lb. cans, per lb., 20c.

Ask your dealer and insist on getting the genuine Johnson's Crack Filler.

Mail us coupon to the right and get FREE sample can of Johnson's Crack
Filler and copy of our new 48-page color book "The Proper Treatment for
Floors, Woodwork and Furniture." regular 25c. edition FREE. This

book is full of valuable information for painters.

Send to-day, and mention edition C. B. 12.

S
.

C
.

Johnson & Son
Racine, Wis.

Coupon
CBI2

S. C. John-
ton & Son.
Racine,Wis.

Gentlemen:Mypaint
dealer'sname In

Ills addressIs

forwhichpleasesendroeFREE pre-

,* paidsamplecanof Johnson'sCrackFil
ler and copyof yournewIllustrated
4S-pageolor book."The ProperTreat
mentfor Floors.Woodworkand Furni
ture,"reg.25o.editionfree.

The Wood-Finishing

Authorities/'

MynameIn.

Address
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Photoeraptiof PlanNo.1nsactnallybuilt

I Will Send

18 Complete Sets of

Working Plans To Any Subscriber

THESE
plans consist of artistic, up-to-date designs for 18 Cottages, Homes

and Stores, ranging in cost-to-build from $1,800 to $3,000. Each plan is
totally different and includes not only all necessary exterior views, floor

plans and working drawings (all on a lA inch scale) but also a large Photo
graphic Illustration of each building. Itemized bills ofmaterial showing actual
cost ofall work including plumbing, heating, painting, hardware, mill work,
und all other necessary building materials are also furnished for each plan.
The first plan (see illustration) is of an artistic cottage 30x26 ground

measurement, and is designed with the popular Gable Dip Roof. It has been
built a number of times for approximately $2,200—just the kind and priced
house that the average home builder wants.

The .plans cost subscribers absolutely nothing (and this is the only way
they can be secured) as they will appear in the

unm o f

my new technical monthly magazine
for Contractors, Builders, Carpen
ters and dealers in building mater
ials. They will not only enable any
Carpenter or Builder to meet any
legitimate local competition on
"designs," but in 9 cases out of 10
he can also land thecontract because
he can estimate so accurately.
Besides one or two of these Plans,
each issue also contains from 48 to
56 pages, 9x12, well printed and
profusely illustrated, of which about
20 pages are devoted to Special
Articles by recognized authorities,

on New Building Materials, New
Methods of Construction and other
Timely Subjects.

Each issue also contains Regular
Departments covering general Build
ing News, The Cement User, Heat
ing, Plumbing, Price of Building
Materials, the Painter and Finisher,
Good Books on Construction, Cor
respondence, Questions and Ans
wers and a department of Advertis
ing Criticism.

During 1907,beginning with the
January number, there will also

appear, a continued article on
"Advertising Building Materials,"
specially contributed by Stanley L.
Wilcox, the well known specialist
in this field.

This feature will be of great in
terest and value to all Dealers and
Manufacturers of building materials
and supplies, as well as to all pro
gressive Builders and Contractors.

Yearly subscriptions, $2.00.
Special terms to Local Agents,
Clubs, etc. Single copies 20 cents
each at all news stands.

SPECIAL OFFER
AS

a special inducement to the readers of Carpentry and Building send me $2 for a year's subscription,
beginning with the January issue, on the distinct understanding that your money will beinstantly refunded
if after 2 issues, you are not satisfied, or if you feel that my magazine is not exactly as represented. By

this offer the publication must sell entirely upon its own merits, and as I am a responsible publisher, you take
absolutely no risk whatsoever.
Or, if you prefer, write me and I will send yon the complete Descriptive Prospectus for 1907and Advance

Illustrations of 10of the 18complete working plans which will be published during 1907.
I will also send you full details of our special proposition and terms to Local Subscription Agents if you

are interested. Write me immediately— now, before you turn this page—The sooner you subscribe the sooner
I believe you start towards a bigger business and bigger profits.

5
2
1

Lumber Exchange ^fijurf^T ^nneapo''8'

Note:—As thepublisherformanyyearsof thewell knownKeith'sMagazineonHomeBuilding,Mr. MaxL. Keith,hardlyneeds«ny
introductionto thereadersof thispublicationandhis greatsuccessin publishingKeith'sMagazineis thestrongestpossible
guaranteethattheJOURNAL, OP MODERN CONSTRUCTIONwill beequallygoodandsuccessful.
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We Want Every Carpenter anc
Builder to Try Our Columns
If Your Dealer Can't Supply You, Write Us.

CATALOG AND SAMPLE SECTION FREE

OWR GVAHAJfTEE
Our columns are absolutely perfect in architec
tural proportion, mechanical construction and ma
terial. They will not open at the joints, check or
wrap. They are sold with the distinct understand
ing that if not satisfactory in everyway they are re
turnableat our expense. You takeno risk whatever.

5000 ASSORTED SIZES IN STOCK
ALL THE TIME.
ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY RE
CEIVED. NO DELAYS.

THE
PRICE?
NO MORE THAN
YOU PAY FOR
THE CHEAP
GLUED UP KIND

PATENTEDIN
U. S. ANDCANADA

Made Only By
American Column Co.,
Battle CreeK, Mich.

Don't TaKe Substitutes
You Don't Have to— Insist On The Staple-LocKed

WHY NOT

GIVE YOUR CUSTOMER
A little greater satisfaction and at the same

time save yourself a few dollars by
ordering a

BURRITT MANTEL
They please others—we're sure they'll

please you

If you need FIRE PLACE GOODS, send
for Catalogue "C"

COAL
GAS GRATES AND IRONFENDERS

In fact everything required for that fire place.

TILES AND TILE WORK OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

If we can save you money, you want to know it, dont you ?

THE A. W. BURRITT CO. 400 KNOWLTON STREET,
"THE flANTEL FOLKS." BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Wood Carving's
HandandMachineCarvings.Mouldings,Festoons,Newel
Posts,HeadBlocks,RopeandTwist BalustersandOrna
ments. We alsomakea specialtyof Fine StavedUp
QuarteredOakand BirchColumnsfor Interior Work.

Almost1,500designsillustratedin our NewCatalogueand Price-
List No.20. Mailedfor 15c.in stamps.

Waddell Mfg'. Co.,
CornerTaylorandColdbrookSta.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.

STOWE'S

Shingling Kit
For Carpenters and Builders.

Anti- Slipping
Roof Saddle
$1.50 each

mm

Special Net Prices on Grilles
S. H. 1072*

In the white, not filled and varnished.

5 ft. O in.
5 ft. O In.
6 ft. O In.
6 ft. O In.
7 ft. O In.
7 ft. O In.
8 ft. O In.
8 ft. O In.

x 8 In.,
x 9 In.,
x 8 in.,
x 9 in.,
x 8 in.,

x 9 in.,
x 8 In.,
x 9 In.,

$9.60
IO.OO
IO. 80
I I .25
12.00
12.75
13.20
13.75

Send for our 200page catalogueshowing a Urge assortment of
millwork for prompt delivery.

Schaller=Hoerr Company
416*426 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, III.

Anti -Slipping
Shingle BracRet
25c. each, $3.00 per doz.

Anti -Slipping
Sandals
Per pair, $2.00

Sold by leadingjobbersandhardwaredealers,If yourdealerwill notsupplyyou
with them senddirect to us with money
orderandwewill sendthemto youprepaid.

? Coidwater Specialtij mrg. G
o
.

COLDWATER, MICH.

Easy Lessons in Roof Measure
ments. TwelveShort Lessonson Fig
uring from Architects' Drawings the
Amountof MaterialRequiredto Cover a

GivenSurface in Flat, Hipped or Irreg
ular ShapedRoofs. 31pages,12illustra-
lona 95
For salebyDavidWilliamsCo.,14-16ParkPl.N.Y,

THOHAS MORTON,
169 Elm Street, New York.

Copper Cable, Champion Metal,

Steel Cable, Steel Champion,

SASH CHAINS.
CHAINS

For Suspending Heavy Doors, Gates, etc.
All of SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Millers Hand Mortiser
PRICE 9 1 2.00. $4.00with order,balanceafter30days'trial.
Its Work is to Make Openings in Doors for Mortise Locks. 1

The time is Three Minutes. The Material is Hard, Soft, MHRggH;
Cross Grained and End Wood. ^HBIBbi^h^^^^mE
The job is Clean, True and Parallel with Sides of Door.'
The Labor is Performed with slight exertion. The care is practically,
none, as the tool does not get out of order. The adjustment is done
in a moment's lime for the different sizes. Thecutters arefive in num
ber, and cover locks from I 2 to 1 1-8 inches thick. Thin Doors are
as easily as Thick Doors.

Riverside,Cal. A. W. MILLER MFG. CO. ( incinnatl.0.
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"LANE'S BALL BEARING "
Is the best House Door Hanger ma de

Has an ALL steel frame.
Onps, Cones and Balls are of the same

material, made and hardened by similar proc

essesas best bicycle parts.

Sold by the hardware trade. Send for

circulars to

LANE BROTHERS CO.,
423-465 Prospect St., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y

King's Automatic Weather Strip.
Window and Door Stop.

The only perfectlysatis
factory weatherstrip, win
dow and door stop on the
market.
Keepsoutcoldanddust.
Makes a perfectly tight
joint.
Windows can be raised
andloweredtodesiredposi
tion without the use of
fastenersor of weights.
Do notbuildahouseuntil
you have investigatedhe
meritsof thesestrips.
Writeforprices.
UAMOFAOTCSKDBT

TheKinttManufacturingCo.
Newton,la.

"BIG 4
FLEXIBLE DOOR JO.

A Rare Christmas Gift
Boucher Adjustable Shaving Glass
EVERY MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE

Anti-Friction. Cannot Jump the Track.

Exclusive Sale Given.

NATIONAL MFG. CO.,
STERLING, ILL.

Grand
Rapids
Wood

Carving

Co..

GRAND RAPIDS

MICH.

Bevel and Chipped Edge, each $2.oo, via
expresschargesprepaid. Send for circular.
1 CALDWELL MFC CO.
3 JONES STREET ROCHESTER. N. Y.

OAKVENEEREDDOORSIN STOCKALL SIZES.

<stalogueon
nppiication.

6—2KItLdlam.-
H ft.-oIn.long.
8—24In.nlam.—
22ft.-oIn.lnng.
79-14In.dlatn.-
11ft.-"In.lung.

SHINNECOSSETTINN, NEW LONDON,CONN.
R. W.Ginsov,Architect.

Roll's Patent Lock Joint Columns and Ornamental Capitals were made and
furnished by us for this building.
We have unusual facilities for turning out work of this character. See our

special catalogue in "Sweet's Indexed catalogue of Building Construction"
pages 323to 328.

HARTMANN BROS. MFQ. CO., Ml Vernon, N.Y., U.S.A.
I*ewYork Office1128B'way—AlsoHenrySandersCo..cor.Elston&WebsterAves.,Chicago.
Ml. A. J. Koll PlaningMill Co., Los Angeles,Cal.

SEND FOB CATALOG (D.)

HADEDiSTOCKQIANTT1TES.SOLDATSTOCKTOCES.CAI1MIDDiSTOQl

THEFOSTERMUNGERfQ.
AMERICASGREATESTSASH6,DOORHOUSE
CHICAGO, USA-

WRITEFORVENEEREDDOORBOOK1448A

GRILLES "Direct from Factory" MANTELS

No.225-48x12Inches,S3.60.
Retailvalue.t7.i<)

No.230—48x14Inches,withCurtain
Pole.84.50. ltetallvalue,*9.00.
Othersfromf2.S>up. Largest
assortment.DivisionScreensand
specialGrille!tender.

Tile and Mosaics
for everywhere.
Walls,Floors,etc.

Duys solidoakMantel.80In.high.
'•!"r 61)Incheswide.28x 16Mirror.
Heavyenluninsandelaboratecapitals

Tile racingandheanhwithPlatedFrameand
ClubHouseGrate,110.extra.

SI3.25

HARDWOOD FLOORS
w111lastasloneasmehouse.Anycarpenter
can lay It easierlhan ordinaryflooring,
tieroarprlcca.

Writeforcatalouof Mantels,Orates,Tilesforfloorsandbaiha.SlateLauiHlryTiUis.GrUles.elc.It laIre,-.
»vpostiin"onourArtMantelCatalog.MantelOutfitsfrom812 "»WHO,OrBend10centsto paypostJir

W. H. OSTKNOOKK •i»-i3N. Rriiiul •>!.,I'ImImIiIpbla. I»».

ManufacturersofWoodNorlng"Its,HollowMor*
ilslnKClilscU.C^mtncnM*irtisln«f'hlsrlsandTools
Sendfor1ATAi."<. G 'fendfor

— Its Disadvantage. —Shrinking mod
esty is an attractive trait of character,
but it seldom gets a raise of salary.—
Soncrv'.Ue /'H-rnoJ.
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RICHARDS
DOOR HANGERS
are the best.

all

Barn
Door
Hanger

Made for sliding doors of
sizes and weights.
Popular with architects and
builders.
Sold by dealers.

No.18SBall-BearingSwivel Door Hangerfor fold
ingdoors. Vertical Adjustment.

The Richards Mfg. Co., Aurora, 111.
New YorK Office, IOI Reade St.

Send for Catalogue of Door Hangers, Fire Door Fixtures, Conveying Systems.

onekeyT"
ENOUGH

Did you ever see
a man pull out a
bunch of keys as

big as your fist and try a
half dozen which looked
alike before he found the
proper key ? A Yale Master-
key Locking System makes
one little key open a dozen
or a thousand locks of many
sizes and uses. The busi
ness man may carry one key
that will pass every lock in
his residence, stable, fac
tory, office, and country
place. His wife will have a
sub-mastor key that will open
every lock in the home ; the
superintendent, one that will
open any lock in the factory,
etc., while each lock has its
individual key which will
unlock it and no other.

THE YALE DUPLEX
Master-Key System
gives all this convenience
without reducing the number
of key changes and thus les
sening the security.

Residences so equipped
amply repay in satisfaction
the slight additional cost.
For factory buildings and
public institutions, such as
city buildings, school houses,
and charitable institutions,
the actual savings effected in
time, money, tools and sup
plies is sufficient to return in
a very short time the cost
of the master-key locking
system.

Write for folders explainingthe
Yale Master-keyLockingSystem,
and "The Key to a GoodThing,"
whichthowshou-aYaleLockWorks.

THE YALE &TOWNE MFC
9-15 MURRAY STREET
NEW YORK

J

yOV CAA MAKE, A fin SELL MOH.E
STORM WINDOWS

if you hang them with

GOSSETT ds^sapcehnasPolneHINGES
Your customers will be better pleased. Storm
sash so attached can be opened for ventilation.
Put up, taken down or replaced with screens with
out the use of ladder or tools. Sample pair free
if you mention this paper. Sold by dealers in
Hardware and Building Material.

F. D. KEES MFG. CO., Beatrice, Nebr.

WHATBOIL.DEBSH.WK BBKN LOOKIKO FOB

BOSTROM'S
Improved Builders' Level
Ad absolute]yreliablelevelingInstrumentfor Archi
tects.Builders,Carpenter?,andStoneMason*.CanbeUBedfor anykind of foundationwork and ret-tlnganKlee,issimpleInUsconstruction,easilynnder-itood,andcanbeoperatedbyanyone. Is madeofHrass,oxidized,sndhasa silveredctrcleof degrees.
HasachromaticTeleacopeof amplepowerfor each
work. Price.IncludingPlumbBob,Tripodand
GraduatedRodandTarget,$25.00.Writeforcircular
andbeconvtnced.EveryInstrument

BOSTROM-BRADY M'F'O CO.,
53,!2 West Alabama Street,

Atlanta, Oa.

Successful Draftsmanship
taught personally and individually by

Chief Draftsman
of large concern. I guaranteeto teachyou first-class
drafting-room knowledge and experience in a few
months' home study. Furnish all tools and high-
grade position free when competent. Address

Chief Draftsman, Div. 3,

ENGINEERS' EQUIPMENT CO., Chicago

THE NEW YORK STEEL CORNER PLATE CO.
SUPPLY

The Parker Steel Corner Bead for the Protection of Plastered Corners
Outlinesaperfectcorner. The bestCornerBeadin tnemarket. Fitsanyground.

Endorsed by Leading Architects,
s?6MadiCsW Builders and Plasterers.

All communications
to 1135
minium
BVav, N. T. C.

All phasesof Plumbing, Drainage and Water Supply are expertly treated in thenew book

Plumbing and House Drainage Problems.
THE SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED.
301)l'nilt'B, 18? lllnMlralloDH, TWO I'OI l.AKS, PREPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY 14-16 Park Place. New York
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The FORBES FURNACE

Burns Either Hard or Soft Coal

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
IF PROPERLY INSTALLED

No Sheet Iron Drums — Entirely Cast Iron
—Radiating Drums 1-8 Inch Thick,

Will Wear for Years

YOU RUN NO RISK IN PUTTING IN THE FORBES FURNACE

SEND FOR CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS

Height over all, 4 (t. 3 In.

Tabular Heating & Ventilating Co.
228 Quarry St., Philadelphia

Honest Value!
NothingLightWeightor Frail aboutthe

Bengal Furnace
It's heavy—but well proportioned,
and the weight placed where it will
give big heating capacity and great
durability.
When properly installed you can de
pend on plenty of pure warm air,—
and small coal bills.
Burns hard or soft coal.
If you are looking for an honest
Furnace—one you can dependupon .
—ask for our proposition.

DO IT NOW !
THE FLOYD WELLS CO., Manufacturers, Royersford, Pa.

The Carpenter and Builder who insists that the
local dealer furnish heating apparatus marked

made by the

INTERNATIONAL HEATER CO.,"
will never be in hot water himself. This

"
F "

series HOT WATER HEATER invariably gives
satisfaction.

UTICA, 3ST. "3T.
New York. Boston. Chicago.

HARGRAVE'S SPECIAL CLAMPS 8tMtc,,, c,amp
TRADE MARK

MARGRAVE

THE BEST
Steej Special Perfection Clamp
Bars

Dogs ^ "

M

Notches
beneath
malle
able
parts.Takenosubstitute.WriteforCatalogueNo.200.

THE CINCINNATI TOOL CO., UStEZSUSP
,n um

Cincinnati, O. *Z^*n?uWJfl£&&Norwood,

LEADER
Steel

Furnace $49
OurNo.45SteelFurnace,withoutpipesorregisters,wosendanywhere,freightprepaideastof Omaha,tor?19.Toucan'tmatchItinyourtownforanysuchmoney.Itwillheatahouseof1or8rooms,store,schoolor small
church.Hassteelbodywiihrivetedandlinedgalvan-
Izcdironcasing.Hasbrickfirebox. Regulatedby
chains.Barnssoft
or hardcoal,wood
orcoke.Anyman
cansetIt up suc
cessfully,putting
pipes,registersand
sinoke pipe in
?
roper positions
romourcleir de
taileddescriptions.
Don't pay others
for whatyou can
doaswellyourself.
Writefor our In
structive book," ModernFurnace
Heating,"a40-page
book on the
scienceofheat
ingahouse.It
warnsyouwhat
to avoid and
howto benefit
bythemistakes
ofothers.Every
bouseowner
shouldhaveIt. It'svaluable.Seudforitnow.It's frea.

HessWarming & Ventilating Company.
709 TacomaBuilding, Chicago, Illinois,

The Grammes Circular Saw
Vise Helps You To File
Saws Right ^ ^ ^ ^
It adjustsItselfto fit all kindsof «lrcular
sawsandcutters.Noothervisedoes.
All IronandnonJarrable.Sawscan'tvibrateorspringoutof true.
Wewantto senda viseon THIRTY DAYS
TRIAL. Youpayus$6.50If youlikeU-nothlng
If youdon'tlikeIt—justreturnIf. Threesizes.
No.1forsaws4to9Inchesdiameter
No.2 " " titoUH "No.3 " " 12to20 "

F. GRAMMES &
AUentown,Pa.

SON S
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GLASS
KNOBS

Our Catalogue

shows 64 distinct styles and sizes,

in pressed and cut glass, plain and

ornamental designs, for doors, draw

ers, furniture, etc.

Catalogue No. 2085
upon request.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO.
HARDWARE, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES,

NEW YORK, since 1848
Fourth Avenue aud Thirteenth Street (Block South of Union Square)

rTOWER'S C^H«AlM[PI^5N^ SCREW dr,ve

FOR SIXTEEN YEARS THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD,

Every Blade Is Tested to Split a Screw Head.

A VOID Imitation* of CHAMPION
ScrewDriven. NoneOenulne

without the name "CHAMPION"
which If our Trade Mark and
Guarantee.

TOWER <& LYON CO
95 Chambers Street, New YorK.

Forstner" Brace ^ Machine Bits
For Fine Carpenter, Cabinet and Pattern WorK

Specially Adapted for Hardwood Working.
The Forstner Labor-Saving Auger Bit, unlike

other bits is guided by its Circular Rim instead
of its centre , consequently it will bore any arc of
a circle and can be guided in any direction regardless

of grain or knots, leaving a true polished surface. It is preferable and more expeditious than chisel, gouge, scroll-saw, or
lathe tool combined, for core boxes, fine and delicate patterns, veneers, screen work, scalloping, fancy scroll twist columns,
newels, ribbon moulding and mortising, etc.
To introduce this high grade tool amongcarpenters, pattern makers, and others, we will mail to any reader of " Car

pentry and Building," upon receipt of 50c. any bit we make from '<
C

inrh to 1 inch in size.

Manufactured by

5"/>e Progressive Mfg. Co., Dept. "A", Torrington, Conn.
Enquire of your Hardware Dealers or write ua direct. Supplied In Sets. Write Tor Catalogue.
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SASH CHAIN The SMITH & EGGE MFG. CO.
Bridgeport, Conn.

CABLE CHAIN

JACK CHAIN

Manufacturersof " Giant Metal " Sash Chains
" "Red Metal" " "

Cable Chains, Jack Chain, Bell Hangers' Chains
and Plumbers' Chains
Made in Brass, Copper and Steel

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

We are the ORIGINATORS of SASH CHAIN is a
SUBSTITUTE for sash cord

Goodell Mitre Box
MADE ENTIRELY OF STEEL. NO MORE BREAKING.
FIRST IN QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENTS.
AUTOMATIC STOPS FOR HOLDING UP SAW.
CORRUGATED BACKS. GRADUATED.
GAUGE FOR DUPLICATE CUTS and many other
features.
If you want (he best you will take no other.
Send for Circular K.

GOODELL MFG. CO., Greenfield, Mass.

THE AKRON ECLIPSE
- - -^TTTTTTTTrrrrimr»w 'r^nnr^Wr^r^r'irvO'O^rO^Wf^r^

LEVELS ManufacturedThe BAKER McMILLEN CO.W by AKRON.OHIO.

We have a propositioa
that will interest every
carpenter Drop us a
postal and we will send
it to you.

The Fox Tools

Square and Miter
No. 10

Adjustment5 to 8 Id

These tools are the latest
and best that Yankee
ingenuity can produce.

Octagon and Miter No. 12

This tool is /M ^a\, Avoid
. , Abbbhmbk4, Imituiion

designed for
marking octa-
gons and miter sliding blade'will without
_ii t , . " sliding
allow or long or short cut. blade.

The Gem Square and Miter No. 11

Try, miter
and
gauge
square;
adjustment
*HtoSH |
inches.

Patenteeand
SoleManufacturerol

Fox's Tools
432WILLIAM ST.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

If your dealer won't furnish themwrite me.

OUR NEW NICHOLLS
FRAMING SQUARE

No. IOO-A

Has an Octagon Framing' Rule for framing Octagon roof. It is
found on the back of body of square, and on face of body of square is found our
Common Framing Rule.

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., Ottumwa, Iowa

Prevents Drafts, Dust and Window Rattling.
IVES' PATENT
WindowStopAdjuster.

PATHNTED.
TheonlvStopAdjunermadefromonepieceofmetalwithsolid
ribsandheavybedthatwill notcup.turnor bendin tighteningthescrew. ManufacturedonlvbyTheH.B.IVES CO..NewHaven,Conn..U.S.A. (Fifty-pageCatalogueMailedFree.)

For Carpenters, Machinists, Masons.
MADE OF WOOD, IRON, ALUMINUM.

Ol all Dealers, or Catalogue on Request.

DAVIS & COOK, Watertown, N. Y.
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OLD RELIABLE RICHARDSON SAWS. }
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

! ESTABLISHED 1860.

The peer of them all. Try one and be
convinced. Every saw fully warranted.

NATIONAL SAW CO. 2i*g*a Rich"ds™ B™- NEWARK, N. J.

WHEN HENRY DISSTON WAS ASKED THE QUESTION: "WHAT DO YOU PUT IN YOUR SAWS?"
HE REPLIED: '« GOOD STEEL AND HONEST WORK."

UPON THIS FOUNDATION IS BUILT
DISSTON QUALITY.

" If you want a saw It Is bestto getonewith a nameon It that hasa reputation. A man who
has madea reputationfor bis goodsknows Its valueas well as Its costandwill maintain it "

ESTABLISHED
1840

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

C. C. C. SAW CLAMP
Alwaysready.EasytoAdjust.Up to date

Neveroutoforder.

LatestandLightest.
Pat.TJ.S.andCanada190«.OtherPatentPending
Canbeplacedontheedgeof benchtimber,boardor
almostanywhere;takesbutlittleroomInbox:weight,
about1 lb. Ho carpentercanaffordtobewithoutIt.
PRICE, 7So. If yourdealercannotfurnishIt wewill
mallpostpaidonreceiptof price.
0. W.CARDWELLMFG.CO., - - JAMAICA.N. Y.

Whenyoubuy

ECCENTRIC CLAMPS
specify

COLT'S
Thereis adifference—letus tell you

Ask for catalogueNo.189.

BATAVIA CLAMP CO.,
23CenterStreet, BATAVIA, N. Y.

Th»onlyBraceChnok. Tits anybit Brace. Any
nioahamowantsIt. Holdsanythingfrom'^-liieh
down. Sellsonsight. Askyourdealer,orus,fur
circular,price,etc. Everytoolguaranteed.

BoleManufacturers,
The IMBODEN HARROW&ROLLER CO., Inc.

CLEONA, LEBANON CO., PA.

The Chas. A. Strelinger Co.
has become famous the world over for
supplying the best of tools, machinery
and supplies. This fame has been se
cured through the world wide introduc
tion of their catalogues—cuts of which
appear below— to almost every mill and
machine shop everywhere.

If you should be without
them— very few now are—

send 25c. apiece to

TUB Bias. H. Strelinger C
o
.

Detroit, [Men. D
.

S
.

0
.

Box B.
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new I Countersink and Depth Gauge,

CLAP-BOARD
MARKER.

Cheaperandtetterthanany
onthemamet.
Bendforcirculars,oraskyourHardwareDealerforthem.

OTIS A. SMITH, RocRfall. Conn.
EDITION
DE
LUXE"THROUGH FRISCO'S FURNACE"

most-rationsofsevenmodernsteelframebuildingsatSanFranclsco.thatwithstoodtheearthquasesand
loreof April 18tb,1906,withreportson themat-reflatingqualltleaof Dixon'sSlllca-GraphltePainton the
Iswo1work WHITEFOBA VRKHCOPYOFBOOKHO.B-S3.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CITY, U. S. A.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO,, 22 DeyStrtet, New York City. 5=*
— _ rianufacturersof -™ -

Speaking Tabes, Whistles, Elevator,
andHotel AnnunciatorsandBell*,
ElectricLight Supplies.
Send/or Catalogue.

Factory, 1431-1439 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.

"Yankee" Tools
No. ii.—RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

No 15—RATCHET, with finger turn on blade.

No. 30.—SPIRAL RATCHET, right and left hand and rigid.

The newest, cleverest and most satisfactory in use, and the first to
be offered at so reasonable- a price that every up to date mechanic
could buy tools of their quality and character. Other tools are very
good tools, but " Yankee" Tools are better.

" Yankee" Tools are sold
by all leading dealers in Tools and Hardware. Ask your dealer to see
them. Our Yankee Tool Book tells all about them. Sent free by

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SA
TOOL THAT'S STAMPED^ F

TANLEY
IS THE BEST OF ITS KIND K

IMPROVED CARPENTERS' TOOLS
Sold by all Hardware Dealers

Stanley Rule and Level Co.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., \J. S. A.

A COMPLETE FBAMING RULE
ON

Nicholls Framing Square.
On the square is where the carpenterwants bis figures,not in a book or on a piece

of paper, as they are usually lost.

^^^^^^^^NICHOLLS MFG. CO..
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ OTTUMWA, IOWA.

THBWILLIAMSPRINTING)OOHPANYNaTWTORS

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE
No. 20

Handsomelyprint
edon heavypaper,containing450pages,
KM)Illustrations,Includingafull lineof
WoodWorking
and

Metal Working
Tools, FootPower
Machinery,
Lathes, ate.
Tblala thelargest
andmostcompletecataloguewe have
everIssued,beinga

foranymechanic.
Senton receiptof
20eta.1

WM. P. WALTER'S SONS
tool headquarters

1233 Market St., Philadelphia

rieaxemention" Carpentry<tBuilding."

Mallory Shutter Worker.

Works and locks theblinds
from the inside. Ornamen
tal, durable, perfect work,

ing. Applicable to old or
new buildings.
Manufactured by

MALLORY MFG. CO.,
rieaUncton,N.J.

Use Our
Folding and Adjustable

Handle Draw Knife !

It is adjustable to anyposition, adaptable
to theawkwardplaces,absolutely rigid whan
set, handy and compact,a time saver and a
money earnerboth to user and dealer, and
made of the best cast steel, in five sizes,
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches.

Write for PricesandDiscounts.;

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.,
180>I88WashingtonSt., Boston,Ilass., U.S.A

1ST.Rich Handy
Drawing Outfit
SavesTime

for the draufrhtsmaa.
andisagreataidtothe
learner.It holdsa num
berof sheetsor a pad,
which requiresno fas
tenings.TheProtractorT

Squaregivesaccurateangles, you get^measure
menu direct from theboard. Hasadrawerfor
instrument*,andcan becarriedaroundto make
drawingsonthespot. Circularsfree.

J. & G. RICH, 122 N. 6th St., Phlla, Pa.

GRINDSTONES
Mounted
Grindstones
for

Carpenters'
or Anybody's
Use.

THE'CLEVELAND STONE CO.
:Bldg.. CLEVELAND, O.
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Send for Catalogue No. 62
Giving descriptionof bookson Architec
ture,rVailding.Engineeringandalliedsub-

iects.
Sampleof " Architects& Builders

lagazineMsentonrequest.
Publishedmonthlyat $t.00a year.
ForeignSubtcriptioni,$3.00a year,

WM. T. COMSTOCK,Pub.,23Wirren Street,N.Y

CLUSTER REFLECTORS
in a greatvarietyof sizesand shapesfor
lighting stores, store windowB,schools,
offices,hospitals, banks, libraries, etc.
Madewell. Reflect well. Last well.

I. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl St. New York

A 7; BAND SAW

Plasterers'

STOVES
2 Sizes

Send for Price

THE S. H. BOWES CO.
40-46UnionStreet,BOSTON

STANDARD FOR
OVER 35
YEARS Onr

name
stampedon
everyfootlaa

pvflrfrifeHistft u
aregettingtbebestsash
cordthatcanbemade.

You've triexlthe rest
Nowbuy the best
The beatIs the cheapest

WIVANCO TOOL CABINETS
Full SizeTools: Besttjualitv; FulTyWarrantedandSharpenedReadyfor TJ»er- |T|0;OLS, NOT TOYS, |10 TO $25

Alsoassortmentofnails,screws,tacks*screweyes,etc..In drawer. Ah cabinetsmadeofpolishedquarteredoakandfittedwithbrasshinges,cylinderlock, andspecialbrasstoolfastenings.Writefor IllustratedCaialogma/Tool Cabinet*and WorkBenches,
Save 50%On Your Christmas Presents.
Our BigSewCatalogue-Vo.ti givesprices
andIllustrationsonoverSO.tOJthi"gsthatmostfamiliesneedforuseorcomfort,sndIs fall ofHolidaySuggestionsfromcovertocover. Itcontainsalargervarietyof labor-saving,money-savingarticlesat lowerpricesthanheretoforehhnwnin anycatalogueeverpublished.Toswill spendhoursot interestoverlis pages.
You will rrarvel»t tbewonderfulvarietyallcompletetnonr big book. It makesbayingpleasaotaswellasprofitable;yoncannotafford
tobewithoutit. Thisup-tn-dareBayers'Guidecostsus91.00toprint,butwewillsendIttorn
Sus
tpaid,freeof charge.Writefor tt today.uy of us andsecurebestgoodsat lowestprices.Promptshipments,lowfreightandexpressrates,andasquaredealeverytime. Wetellreliablegood*only. WeguaranteeeaUtfaoHonorrefundpourmoney.

White, Van Glahn ®. Co., &w* yorks15ty:
Established1810.The OldestMall OrderHouse In America

TAINTOR
Positive Saw Set

Sold by theTrade.

XDV IT If y<™UkeM "11othersinl 11 1f youdon'tlikeIt tellUS
Send for our circular

which contains HINTS on the

CARE of SAWS
Free on application.

TAINTOR MFG. CO.
113Chambers Street, NEW YORK

HERE*
i IMPORSUffc

MONARCH

Sash Chain
IS THE BEST.

Samplesfree. Mentionthispaper.

The Bridgeport Chain Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

Distinguishedbyourtrade-mark,
theColoredSpot.

Outwearsanyotherdevicefor hangingwindows.

SAMSON CORDAGEWORKS, Boston, Mass.

THE LANGDON
ACME MITRE BOX

Embraceseveryadvantageclaimedfor other
hoxesmade,and many that no other boxpos
sesses.You shouldknowaboutthem. A circular
givingfull particularswill besentto you If asked
for.

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY
28 Warren Street, New York

THE FORD AUGER BIT

FORD AUGER BIT CO., Holyoke, Mass.
The first and only Bit with PatentedConcave
Twist. The bestBit for all roundwork yet pro
duced. It isworthyour timeto tryoneandsee.

Unds
AND SCREENS

\JRUHGT0Hyj]

Lm Sm Starrett says :

"If you find any tools

better than ~buy them,"

Send for treeCatalogue No. 17P of the largest line of fine tools made.

The L. S. Starrett Company,
Athol, Mass., U. S. A.
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